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Editorial Notes
8itb lStst 8isbes for a ~rosperous j}eill !}ear anb <!orbial @rretings to
our lteabers at 1!}ome anb §broab
Colonel-Commandant, Royal Signals.- We are authorised to
state that Brigadier H . Clementi Smith, D.s.o., has agreed to
act in the capacity of Representative Colonel-Commandant of
the Corps for the ensuing year.
0-..0 ••

The Corps Association.- Once again we express our thanks
to Unit Correspondents and all contributors who, during the
past year, have so ably and regularly assisted in furthering the
interests of our Corps Magazine.
THE WIRE still continues to hold its own as the regimental
magazine with the largest circulatio? amon~ ~any contemporaries, and a great deal of the credit for this is due to those
who have so consistently contributed to its pages.
We also take this opportunity of thanking our Unit and branch
representatives for their loyal support and co-operation during
the same period. Wit~out su~h valuable assistan:ce i~ would be
impossible to cope efficiently With the task of keepmg m constant
touch with our members and subscribers scattered throughout
the Empire. The services thus conferred are greatly appreciated
by the Central Committee, and all concerned in the administration of Association affairs.
It will interest our readers to know thai: during the preceding
twelve months the Corps Association, with the valuable cooperation of its branch representatives, and National Associatio~
provincial agents, has successfully accommodated 660 Ex-

Warrant Officers, .C.O.s and men with congenial employment;
most of the vacancies being of a well-paid and permanent nature.
So much progress has, in fact, been made in this most important
branch of Association activities, that the record of candidates
placed in suitable situations has been doubled in the past three
years and, in certain areas, particularly London and its environs,
the demand for skilled labour now greatly exceeds the supply.
Those Corps tradesmen most in demand at the moment
comprise Linemen, Instrument Mechanics, Fitters, and practically
any men with good mechanical experience, while for those with
no civil trade qualifications, the value of a Course of Vocational
Training cannot be too strongly advocated.
Men for all the engineering trades, the building trade and the
furniture trade, are in constant request, and it is important to
note that in the latter months of last year, one Vocational
Training Centre succeeded in placing the whole of its trainees
then available for nomination.
Any reader requiring advice on the subject of civilian employment is invited to communicate with the General Secretary.

Exchange.-Lieutenant, Egypt Signals, with two years'
uneA-pired tour, aesires IMMEDIATE exchange with Subaltern.
Terms on application to Lieutenant X, c/o Editor, THE WIRB,
95, Belgrave Road, London, S.W.1, marked URGENT.
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Used Car Bargains.
_
1936 STANDARD TEN, SALOON DE Lux&. One owner,
spotless condition ...... . ... . ... . .......... .
1934 RILEY 1·1NE, MONACO SALOON. Preselecta. gear,
as new .. . ................................ . £125
1935 STANDARD TEN, SALOON DE LUXE. F reewheel, £105
low mileage ............................ . .
1934 TRIU.IPH GLORIA, TouRER. Black and brown, £n o
excellent condition ......................... .
FoRD VS. 22 h.p. Convertible cabriolet, low
mileage, excellent condition .. . ............ .
1934 HILL:\IA · ;\lINx, SALOON DE LUXE. Very carefully

used ............ ············ · ········· · ···
AusTIN SEVEN, RuBY SALOON Dn Luxn. One
owner .............. . .. .... . . . . . . . ... . ... .
(Hire Purchase and Part Exchanges arranged.)
For fu rther particulars, apply to ALLERY A D BERN ARD ,
344, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.3.
(Telephone :
FLAXMAN 4633.)

1935

~

Bound Volumes of "The Wire" for 1936.-All readers,
Units, Messes, etc., requiring bound volumes of THE W IRE
for 1936 are asked to submit their orders early, as only a limited
nu mber will be available for distribution. NO ROYAL SIG ALS
MESS LIBRA RY IS COMPLETE WITHOUT IT.
Price Ss. per copy, post free, at home or abroad.
EDITOR.
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IAUllURY AND DISTRICT BRANCH.
To the members of all Branches of Royal Signals Association
at home and abroad, we take thii> opportunity to convey our
cordial good wishes for a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
Fri?ay, 20th November, 1936, marked another milestone in
our history, when we held our fifth annual re-union celebration
at the Cafe Rendezvous, 21, Catherine Street, Salisbury. Approximately one hundreJ members and guests sat down to dinner
and we are pl~ to record having been honoured by th~
presence of : Lleute~t-General Sir John S. Fowler, x.c.B.,
K.c.111.G., D.s.o. ; ~ngadier R. A. Rogers, Royal Engineers ;
Rev. H. W. Hutchings, M.c., M.A., s .c.F.; Colonel E . de W. H.
Bradley, .o.s.o., 111.c. (Pr~dent) ; Colonel A. C. Allen, o.s.o.,
111.c. (Chairman of Branch) ; Major G. R. Halliday, Royal Signals;
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Major L. C. Bell ; and Major D . L. Car·negie, This was a particularly good attendance, and larger than in previous years.
Catering and service by an efficient staff, u11der the supervision
of Mr. and Mrs. Beasley, proprietors of the Cafe Rendezvous,
were excellent, and praise is also due to Mr. Mason (the chef)
for his superlative efforts on that occasion. Table decorations
consisted of a miniature telephone route, and telephones uo
connected to a lo-line Cordless Exchange, enabled members on
various tables to communicate with each other. A model tank,
cleverly constructed by Major C. T. Hughes, M.c., Royal Signals,
received a good deal of attention, and became an even greater
object of interest when it was demonstrated that morse signals
could be transmitted from lamps in the gun turrets.
Once again, Mr. R. Read placed his radiogram at our disposal,
and we are indebted to him for an excellent programme of music.
Toasts were proposed and responded to as follows:
"The King."...'....Proposed by Colonel E. de W. H. Bradley.
"H.R.H. The Princess Royal."-Proposed by Major G. R.
Halliday, Royal Signals.
"Our Guests."-Proposed by Lieutenant-General Sir John S.
Flower. Responded to by Brigadier R. A. Rogers, R.E.
"Signals Association."-Proposed by Colonel A. C. Allan.
Responded to by Mr. W. Butler (General Secretary).
"Absent Friends."-Proposed by Mr. A . Chick.
At the conclusion of the toasts, the assembly commenced to
congregate in small groups, and forthwith settled down to
continue their evening's enjoyment in the traditional manner.
A re-union gathering of this description invariably produces
at least one amusing anecdote, and thi occasion is said to have
elicited the following typical example of unconscious humour
from a conversation between two old comrades. " Do you
remember ? I was with you when you met your wife." The
other glared at him and said, " Why bring that up to-night I "
Time went all too quickly, and much sooner than could have
been wished, I I p.m. struck, and signalled the closing down of
another year's particularly happy and enjoyable function .
EXETER BRANCH.
Second Annual Re-union Dinner.-By kindness of the Exeter
Company, 43rd (Wessex) Divisi'ilnal Signals, T .A., we held eur
re-union dinner on 28th November, r936, at the latter's Drill
H all. Not only were they so good as to loan us the Hall, but
members of the Company, led by C.S.M. Southwell, decorated it
for the occasion. We learn with regret that in doing so, C.S.M.
Sout hwell fell from a ladder and sustained slight injury.
Our members attended in strength, and the sense of satisfaction engendered by the presence of so many old friends from
Southampton, Dorchester, Taunton, Tiverton, Torquay, Ashbu rton, Salisbury and Topsham amply compensated the Committee for t heir efforts to make the function a success. It was,
undeniably, a happy gathering over which Colonel W. G.
Michelmore, D.s.o., M.C., T.D., our Chairman, presided, and t he
a t mosphere throughout was one of cordiality and unrestrained
good fellowship.
Old friends, whom circumstances had separated for 18 or 19
years, met once again in familiar surroundings, and voices raised
in mutual recognition after such a long lapse of time were good
to hear. It seemed to be generally accepted t hat t he Signals
Drill Hall was just t h e right p lace to meet on such occasion s, and
it most certainly was for a nu mber of reasons, not t he least
important of which was t he fact that we were n ot under the
necessity of conforming t o the st rict letter of the law governing
closing time, as at other places.
The Chairman was supported b y Colonel E . de W . H . Bradley,
o .s.o., M.c ., Major E . H. Varwell, D.s.o .. Captain C. W. Knight
(Adjutant, 43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals, and Honorary
Treasurer, Exeter Branch) and ' Major J . W. Western, o .B.R.,
T.D. (Honorary Secretary) . Captain J . A. I. Watts and C.S.M.
Stevenson attended from 3rd Divisional Signals, Balford, and
there were also representatives from other local Old Comrades'
Associations.
Colonel Bradley's speech, in proposing " The Signals Association," was given great prominence in the local papers, one of
which went so far as to display a placard inscribed in conspicuous type, "Call for Recruits at Exeter." Colonel Bradley
was listened to with great interest, especially wllen he ~ave
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J w Western gave the toast of " Absent Friend.s,"
M ·
·
·
· d , sugges t 1ng
and a1or
after referring
to a letter which he had receive
the erection of a memorial to those of our old comrades who fell
in the War, read communications from several x:iembe~s, who
had been prevented from attending. ,One of particular inter~t
was from Charlie Row, in Canada, who follows our progress with
keen interest. He expressed concern about .~he change-over
from horses to mechanised vehicles and asked, How the d- does o. 6 do his job now ? "
· c w Knight proposed the toast of " Our Visitors,"
Capt am
.
.
D' . .
1 s·
l
and his welcome to representatives from 3rd iv1~1ona ~~as,
th Devons and Royal Artillery Old Comrades Associations
responded to by fr., F.,Cole (the energetic Honorary Secretary of Salisbury and D1stnct Branch) .
Telegrams were received from Major Ralph . Rayner: . M.P.,
Colonel A. C. Alleb, and Mr. Joe Ryan, regretting inability to
attend, and sending greetings.
The General Secretary (Mr. W . Butler) was also unfortunately
prevented by pressure of urgent work a.t Head.q uarters from
being present this year, but sent a most mterestu:i;g !ette_r containing a resume of work done by Signals Associat10n m the
p receding twelve months.
D uring the evening, the Chairman, with the un~mous concurrence of those present, sent a telegram of greeting. to J:Ier
Royal Highness The Princess Royal, G.B.E., our Colonel-in-Chief.
Everybody said it was a most enjoyable time, and so does
OLD SPARK.

!.as

NORTHERN COMMAND ; BRANCH (LEEDS).
To all Royal Signals Old Comrades at home and abroad, we
convey our best wishes for a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
Our last monthly meeting was held in the Men's Canteen at
Gibraltar Barracks, when over 50 members attended. On that
occasion we indulged in a hot-pot supp.~r, fo~lowed,, by a
"smoker," which was voted by all the
old-timers
as a
thoroughly enjoyable show.
. .
A collection was recently made for an old comrade m ill-health,
resulting in a sum of £3 ros. od., which was subsequei:itly handed
over to him. It proved to be a very welcome Chr1stm~ box,
and aptly illustrates the Yorkshireman's motto: " A gift of a
few pounds is worth a ton of sympathy."

A peep through the key-hole at "Cafe Rendezvous " (before
"Grace") on November 20th, 1936, Annual Dinner R.Signals
O.C.A. (Salisbury Branch)

particulars of what the Corps was doing, a nd how great was the
necessity for maintaining the standard of its p ersonnel. H e also
Rave details of the work of the Signals Association on behalf of
members in need of employment and fin ancial assistance, a nd
also paid a high compliment to the Exeter Branch for its participation in those activities.
Major E. H . Varwell responded in a reminiscent mood, and
spoke of the days when the Wessex Signals (then the W essex
Telegraph Company, RE. (T .F .)) was formed , and, it is
rnteresting to note, that among those listening to him were three
"ho came to help the good work along 28 years ago. H e, also,
appealed for recruits for the Corps, as well as for increased
member hip of the Exeter Branch of the Old Comrades'
Association.

EMPLOYMENTS.
Situations found during the preceding month with the cooperation of the ational Ass~iation for the Employment of
R egular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen :
1
Ex-Signalman, Bury St. Edmunds Storekeeper, P .O. Eng. D .
2
Ex-Signalman, Yorks .... ........... ...... ..... Porter
3 Ex-Signalman, Brighton .... . . . . . ......... : ... : ... Clerk
4 Ex-Signalman, Bristol ............ P .G. Englileermg Dept.
5 Ex-Signalman, Devon port ..... .. . . ........... Labourer
6 E x -Signalman, Stoke-on-Trent . ............ . .. Lmeman
7 Ex-Signalman, Carlisle ........................ Salesman
8 Ex-Signalman Glasgow ...................... Labourer
9 Ex-Signalman'. Sheffield . ... Fitter, P.O. Engineering Dept.
10 Ex-Signalman, Brighton . . .... . ..... . ......... Labourer
u E x -Signalman, Manchester .. . ............. " .Post Office
12 Ex-Signalman, Manchester . . .. ... . . .. ... Railway Porter
13 E x-Signalman, Manchester ............... ·:i:'·O· Garage
14 Ex-Signalman, Manchester . ... . ..... . ... Rai lway P orter
15 Ex- .C.O. and wife ........ Club Steward and Stewardess.
16 Ex-Signalman, 'ottingham ......... . ... . ...... P ostman
17 E x-Signalman, ottingham .. . . ........ . ...... .,Po~tman
18 Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth ............. .. ... Distnbutor
19 E x- .C.O., London . . .............. . ......... P ostman
20 E x-Signalman, London ........................ Postman
21 E x-Signalman, London ... .,. . ..... . . . ... . ...... .. P orter
22 E x -Signalman, London ...... . ............... Labourer
23 E x-Sign alm an, London . . . . .. . . ...... .. ...... Labourer
24 Ex-Signalman, London .................. . .. .... . Porter
25 E x-Signalman, London .. . ... '. .. .... . ..... .. . .. P ostman
26 E x-Signalma n, London ........... . .......... Labourer
27 E x-Signalman, London ....... .. . . .. . .. . . . ... . Labourer
28 Ex-Signalman, H alifax .... . .... .. ...... . . . Wire Drawer
29 E x -Sign alman, L ondon .. .. .. ...... ..... . Warder, R.A.F-
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30
31
32
33
34
35
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Ex-N.C.O., London .................... Warder, R.A .F.
Ex-Signalman, Coventry ............ Telephone Inspector
Ex-Signalman, Shrewsbury ............ . ..... . . Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Croydon .................... Post Office
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield .... . .......... . Railway Porter
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield ...................... Labourer
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

OFFICERS
. . • of The Royal Corps of
Signals can only have confidence
in t heir o utfitter if they have the
knowledge that garments are cut
by craftsmen, made by tailors
ski ll ed in mil itary work, and
materials of the highest standard .
These are guaranteed you when
your kit is produced by ALKIT, so
that you have full satisfaction.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges receipt of the
following:
CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from ;
Sergeants' Mess, Royal Signals, Meerut.
Comhmed Horse and Motor Cycle Displays, Catterick.
1st Divisional Signals, Jerusalem.
Mr. S. G. Parsons.
APPEALS dealt with :
1 Widow of ex- .C.O., deceased, Oxon ... .. Grant £4 o o
2 Ex-Signalman, Sussex . . . . . . ......... Grant £3 o o
3 Ex-Signalman, Manchester. . . . . . . . . . . . . Grant £! 2 6
4 Ex-N.C.O., Surrey ......... . ...... .. .. Grant £2 10 o
5 Ex-Signalman, London . ... ... ..... .... Grant £3 o o
6 Ex-Signalman, Wrexham ............. . Grant £2 o o
7 Ex-N.C.O., Essex .................... Grant £! 6 o
8 Special Education Grant . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
£8 18 9
(Signed) T. H. L. SPAIGHT, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Administrator,
Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

SERVICE DRESS
PATROL AND MESS DRESS
OVERSEAS OUTFITS
FULL DRESS
(for Sale or Hire)

SEND
FOR
COMPLETE
MILITARY
CATALOGUE

Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, W.C.2
(T.W,)

[ D.O. 496)

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham, Kent.
16th December .
The Editor of THE WIRE.
Dear Sir,-The following is notified for p u blication in the
January, 1937, WIRE.
Dates on which top individuals were registered on the Waiting
List for the Married Quarters R oll : (a) H ome and Abroad-Sergeants, i1/2/1932.
(b) Home, Abroad and India-Rank and F ile, 9/10/1930.
Yours faithfully, J .C. ANGUS, Lieutenan t, for
Colonel, i/c Royal Signals Records.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.
ffhe figures in the last colu m n indicate the pages in the " Corps
Promotion Roster" (published in April, 1936) on which
the respective names m ay b e found. This information cannot , of course, be given in the case of Lance Corporals
appointed since t h at date.)

Appointed R.Q.M.S.
2308729
2309183
.. 2312416

C.S.M. Newbury R.

..........

1/ 4/36

6

To be C.Q.M.S.

~2309693

Sergeant Dunn A. . ... .. . .. . . .
Sergeant Szarkowski A . . . . . ... .
Sergeal)t Payne G . .. . ... .... . .

2313063
2308473
2315303
2314580
·6133981
2315021
.231-4252

L/Sergeant Davis R. ...... .. . .
L/Sergeant Goodison N .
L/Sergeant Bigg E ..... . .... . . .
L /Sergeant Armstrong T . . .... .
L/Sergeant Fee G. . . ... . .... . .
L/Sergeant Green W. . ... . . . .. .
L/Sergeant Pearsall F . . . . . .. . .

To be Sergeant.

16
73
73
31
31
31
31
31
31
31

Appointed Lance Sergeant.

2313525 Corporal Smith E . A.
. .. . . ...
4436107 Corporal Walsh H. . .. . ... . . .. .
6go9744 Corporal Alexander A . . . . .. . ..
231 6220 Corporal Saunders T . . . .. .. ....
5241 693 Corporal Pearson J. .. . . ... . . .
2306651 Corporal Gresham W . .. . .. .. .
2316758 Corporal Jones, H . .. .. . . .. .. . .
2316579 Corporal Martin W. .. . . . . ... .

26/ 7/36
7/ 8/36
13/ 8/36
20/ 8/36
25/ 8/36
25/ 8/36
30/ 9/36
1/10/36

38
37
38
38
38
38
38
38

31/ 7/36
7/ 8/36
II/ 8/36
20/ 8/36
21 / 8/36
23/ 8/36
25/ 8/36
25/ 8/36
25/ 8/36
II / 9/36
18/ 9/36
30/ 9/3&

55
55
55

To be Corporal.

232on8
2317913
231 8256
2317132
2318003
2319293
2320240
2317042
2317012
2315192
2316506
2318817

L /Corporal Webb C. . ..... .. ..
L /Corporal Forster H. ..... ...
L /Corporal Bruton S .
.. .. . ...
L /Corporal Green E. . . .. ......
L /Corporal Lonton E . ..... . ..
L /CorporaJ Trout T. ..... .... .
L /Corporal Barron A. . .... . . ...
L /Corporal Hakesley R. . . . .. . ..
L /Corporal Golding J. ... .... .
L /Corporal Howard J . .. .. . . . ...
L /Corporal Fry H . . .. .... .. ...
L /Corporal Honor V . ... .... . . .

2322269
2320787
2308405
2321625
2319876
2321585
2320387
2323533
2320516
2320648
2321347
2317464
2321616
2319081
2320479

Signalman Sullings S . ... . . . ....
Signalman Bosher L. . . ... . . .. .
Signalman Raymond C. . . . . ... .
Signalman Grace F. . . .... . ..
Signalman Jordan K. . .. ... . . .
Signalman Edwards W. . .. . .. ..
Signalman Horsman H .. . ... .. .
Signalman Fisher R. .. . ..... ..
Signalman Mann W. . . . . .. ... .
Signalman Baldwin A. . ... . .. .
Signalman Taylor C. ... .. ... ..
Signalman Yeadon A. ........
Signalman Jarvis A. .... . .. .. .
Signalman Nurse W . ...... . ...
Signalman Hodson W. . .. .... .

To be Lance Corporal.
1/ 6/36
l/ 6/36
1/ 6/36
2/ 6/36
2/ 6/36
2/ 6/36
2/ 6/36
IO/ 6/36
17/ 6/36
18/ 6/36
18/ 6/36
23/ 6/36
27/ 6/36
27/ 6/36
29/ 6/36

55

.55
SS

55
56
56
5-4
56
56
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Transfer to Army ReserYe.

%~18995

2316738
2319683

Corporal Sanderson S. ........
Corporal Turner R. ............
Corporal Creegan J. ..........

Discharges.
•5718294 C.S.M. Stainer H .......... . . ...
2308931 C.S.M. Leckie W. ............
•6449448 Sergeant Cooper H. ..... .. ...
6132568 Sergeant Slater F. . ...........
ergeant Law J. . .............
1857295
2309135 Sergeant Lindsay A. . .........
737247 L/Sergeant Onslow M......... ..
2313021 L/Sergeant Chappell R. . . . .....
2315885 Corporal Reed G. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2313971 Corporal Webb A. ............
t3I6619 Corporal Worthington J .
-"'6n L/Corporal Williams J . . .......
• SDecial Roster.

29/n/36
29/u/36
30/II/36

47
44
42

15/n/36
30/n/36
15/n/36
17/II/36
28/11/36
29/ u /36
4/u/36
20/u/36
5/u/36
13/n/36
30/u/36
II / II/36

68
6
75
19
17
33
29
47
37
39
52

Malta Signals, 1933-1936.
The following are a few of the recollections of the Malta Signal
Section during the last four years. The strongest of these is an
appreciation of the part played by the civilian employees, and
as a few particulars of them may be of interest to a larger circle
than old members of the :Malta Signal Section, for which this
article is primarily written, they are given first place.
The civilian employees of the Malta Signal Section consist of
two classes. English ex-Service men and :Maltese. There are
eleven of the former, ten of whom are telephone switchboard
operators, and one is a clerk. One served previously in the
Royal Navy, nine in the Army and one in the R.A.F., totalling
between them 160 years' service. As civilian employees of the
Malta Signal Section, they average ten years each, this includes

1937

one who has only been with us for a year. The supervising
operator, Mr. P. C. Smith, has completed 37 years on the ~litary
telephone system in Malta, having come out to Malta with the
51st Company, Royal En~ineers, e~ly in ~goo. T~o o_f his .s':>ns
now serve in the Malta Signal ecbon, while the third 1s wa1tmg
to be enlisted in the Corps. Judging from letters received and
remarks made by representatives of all ranks of the three
Services, the work of these operators will be remembered by a
much larger circle than old members of the Malta Signal Section.
These employees have done-and are still doing-a great deal
to enhance the name of the Corps for which they work.
The Maltese workmen are humble country folk, with a keen
sense of humour. There are fourteen permanently employed,
who, between them, can muster just short of 300 years on the
military telephone system. The Maltese Foreman-Interpreter•
Mr. Luigi Fenech, received the King's Jubilee Medal last year as
a reward for his valuable services and as a recognition of the
work of the rest of the " gang." This work, which is carried
out unobtrusively and steadily, consists of the bulk of the heavy
construction work. The more skilled have taken up cable
jointing. The value of the work done by these Maltese cannot
be over-estimated . The experience and local knowledge of the
foreman is invaluable to all new comers to Malta Signal Section.
The main recollections of the last four years are, firstly, the
laying of a new submarine cable (with the chance of exploring
the sea floor in a diver's suit), and the repair of another submarine cable in a swell. Then the move of the Fortress Exchange
to new quarters designed specially for it. This work was, of
course, carried out without interference to the 200 subscribers.After that, the King's Jubilee, with the presentation of the
Jubilee Medal to "Luigi" by His Excellency, the Governor.
Sergeant Keywood received the medal allotted to the Section.
Then followed the Emergency of 1935, when all previous notions
of work, stores, personnel, etc., were capsized. Three troopships
in 1:he harbour at one time, trying to fit gas masks to the " gang,"
the absence of the Fleet for nearly a year, " Special 1935 " and
ship-loads of stores, are some of the vivid memories of this
period. Then came the shock of the King's death. Lastly, the

Civilian Employees, Malta Signal Section
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trouble in Spain, when a member of the Malta Signal Section,
wh? was on. the way home on furlough in a destroyer, took an
active part m the evacuation of refugees at Valencia.
. During these four years, there have been considerable changes
m personnel. The Malta Signal Section received an increased
Peace Establishment. The personnel to complete this Establish~ent arrived in time for the Emergency of 1935· This increase
mcluded another Foreman of Signals, Draughtsman and more
Instrument Repairers. For the Emergency, Malta Signal Section
was .re-inforced, and, in addition, an Infantry Brigade Signal
S~ction was sent from 5th Divisional Signals. The total Royal
Signals personnel at this period was about eighty, surely a
record for Malta, and one which was only exceeded subsequently
when a detachment of about I 1c British other ranks of 5th
Divisional Signals Company spent about ten days here en route
£i:om Egypt to Palestine. It was like old times again to see
S1~als personnel on motor cycles, although their machines were
&n improvement on those of by-gone days.
. ~oyal Signals wireless made its first appearance in Malta, and,
1t 1s rumoured, caused quite a number of local inhabitants to
take out receiving licences for their wireless sets.
There have, unfortunately, been four funerals within the last
two years. Lance Corporal Jones, Signalman Hicks and two
Maltese workmen, Emanuele Pirotta and Angelo Sultana, the
latter two after 28 and 21 years' service respectively. The latter
was a saci loss, because English-speaking members of the" gang"
are few.
. The Emer~ency gave the Malta Signal Section a temporary
~crease of six Maltese workmen, who have subsequently been
mcreased by a further six, making a total of twenty-six Maltese
employees. This includes Drago, who is now officially a carpenter.
The telephone operators have not altered much. Mr. Levett
left, and was replaced by Mr. Walker, who, unfortunately, left
us a year ago for reasons of health. Mr. Buchanan is still with
us, beating the typewriter with a troubled look.
The Section continues to be represented in all forms of sport.
The Staff and Dep_artment ~earns are still going strong. They
won the Small Umts Sbootmg Cup on the last two occasions.
A Small Units. Sports were he!~. in which the Section participated
and won. With the mcrease m personnel, purely Signals teams
were produc~d ; even a Battalion football team was challenged
on one occasion.
The Section remains in St. Francis Barracks with the R.A.S.C.,
havi~g been fo~ a short period with the Royal Engineers at
Flon~a.
Dunng the Emergency, as can be imagined, St.
Francis Barracks was full to bursting point. The offices and
stores still remain in Strada Torre, and have just been redecorated. Drago's shop bas been moved to the old Exchange
Room near the Signal Office. The latter flourishes and has
broken all previous records ; the despatches handled reached
over a quarter of a million in twelve months. A check of calls
on Fortress Exchange one morning, over a period of four hours,
showed that each operator dealt with 234 calls an hour. Over
the Signal Office, on holidays, there flies a Corps flag with a
" Jimmy" of abnormal dimensions. This flag was made locally
for ~he Jub~ee and replaces the "flags, distinguishing," on
spec1a.l occaswns. The Section. has a garage in St. John's
Cavalier for its three new Austin " Sevens." The inevitable
carrozin and gate cart is to be found outside the office each
rooming, though " Deafy " appears to have passed on.
There was a great deal for carts to do during the recent
Emergency, as considerable lengths of new aerial routes were
constructed, and old routes had to be re-wired and improved.
It was estimated that there was in use a total of about 100
miles of route, carrying 2,000 miles of wire. The diversion of
aerial routes occupied a lot of time as house building still proceeds
apace. A case occurred of a house being built round a pole, the
disadvantages of this practice were apparently only realised when
the first floor was being put in. The Malta Signal Section was
then asked, for the first time, to divert the route, possibly a
m~nth's work. Many cases occurred of stays being removed by
builders, because they were in the way and also of soil around
the base of a pole being taken away without reference to anyone.
Old landmarks are being removed, notably the standard on
~t. James Cavali~r . Por~elli's old poles might perhaps ·be considered under this headmg, although they still exist in the
south-east of the island. The civil Government Telephone
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Department have a new cable to Gozo, and are preparing to
open excha~ges at St. Paul's Bay, Rabato, SIJema and possibly
Cot.tonera Lmes. N~w cables have, and are bemg, laid to replace
aenal routes. By this means, the trouble on the lines to Calafrana
and Hal Far ar~, we hope, over, and "P.G.s" almost a thing
of the past. This was fortunate, because recently, a whirlwind
removed two poles at Marnisi. The following figures of a year's
work may be of interest, this period covers the recent Emergency.
Poles erected, 566 ; arms used, I, 148 ; insulators, 4 > 555 ;
s~ays ~xed, 360 ; :VU-e used, 206 miles ; indoor wiring over
mne miles, and 17 miles of buried cable. Much, however, remains
to be done.
The future is bright, bat, before leaving the past, we must not
fo~get those who helped to produce a foundation on which a
bnghter future is being built, and also those who had to serve
:five years in Malta instead of four as at present. I feel that I
ou ght to end with an apology for having written about Malta
without mentioning yells, bells, smells, goats, faldettas, sciroc,
etc. They are still with us.
D.R. P.

Corps Hockey.
A trial game was played at Catterick on 30th November, 1936,
The players taking part were :
WHITES. Lance Sergeant Gay (Depot Bn.), C.Q.M.S. Carpenter
(Depot Bn.), Lance Corporal Bradbury (2nd Divl. Signals),
Lance Corporal Mills (" D" Tp., Cav. Divl. Signals), Signalman
Cooper (School of Signals), Lance Corporal Davies (2nd Divl.
Signal~), La~ce Corporal Chambers (Depot Bn.), Corporal Cooper
(5th D1vl. Signals), Corporal Kavanagh (Depot Bn.), Signalman
Dewhurst (1st A.A. Group Signals), Corporal Waterton (School
of Signals).
COLOURS.
Signalman Taylor (Training Bn.), Signalman
Rich.ardson (Training Bn.), 2nd Lieutenant C. B. G. Shoubridge
(Trammg Bn.), Lance Corporal Gattrel (5th Div!. Signals) ,
Corporal Fearnley (Training Bn.), Signalman Gear (Tank Bde.
Signals) , Signalman Law (" D " Tp., Cav. Div!. Signals), Corporal ~facey (2nd Div!. Signals), Lieutenant F. S. WhitewayWilkinson (Training Bn.), Lieutenant W. J. S. Gray (1st A.A.
Group Signals), Lieutenant J. D. L. Morris (Training Bn.).
TJnfortunately, 3rd Divisional Signals were unable to send
the players selected from that Unit. The game was fast and
interesting ; it showed, however, that the Corps is lacking in
really good forwards. Whites beat Colours by 4 goals to 2.
CATTERlCK GARRISON, 2; ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS, 4.- Thi!>
game was played at Catterick on 2nd December and resulted in
the Garrison's second defeat of the season. The play of both
sides was very scrappy, chiefly on account of the strong gusty
wind that prevailed throughout. The Corps pressed very
strongly early in the game, leading by 3-0 at half-time. In
the second half, the clever play of Lieutenant J. \V. H . James
(R.A.), the Scottish International, led to two goals being scored
by Corporal Kavanagh (Royal Signals) for the Garrison. The
Corps goals were scored by Lieutenant F. S. 'W hiteway-Wilkinson
(2), Lieutenant W. J. S. Gray and wd Lieutenant S. F. M. Howe.
2nd Lieutenant Howe was the outstanding player on the side
(he played a very clever game at centre-half), while C.Q.M.S.
Carpenter played a very sound game at right-back. The team

was:
Lance Sergeant Gay (Depot Bn.), C.Q.M.S. Carpenter (Depot
Bn.), Lance Corporal Bradbury (2nd Div!. Signals), Lieutenant
J. E. S. Sanders (School of Signals), 2nd Lieutenant
. F. M.
Howe (Depot Bn.), Lance Corporal Mills (" D " Tp., Cav. Div!.
Signals), Lieutenant J. D. L. Morris (Training Bn.), Lieutenant
W. J. S. Gray (1st A.A. Group Signals), Lieutenant F. S.
Whiteway-Wilkinson (Training Bn.), Corporal Gordon (5th Div!.
Signals). Signalman Law (2nd Div!. Signals).
The game arranged to be played against the Royal Tank
Corps, at Aldershot, on 9th December, was, unfortunately,
cancelled on account of fog.
2nd Lieutenant S. F. M. Howe (Depot Bn.) had the honour of
playing for- the Army, on 5th December, in their first game of
the season against Beckenham. The Army won ·with a score of
5-0.
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Chitral Relief, 1936.
Move by Air of the Wireless Detachment of
Peshawar District Signals, September, 1936

A

CAREER AWAITS YOU

RADIO

(Co11tin1ted from December Is ue)
On the morning of 20th September the same procedure as
before was carried out, and within an hour of the arrivals
" deplaning " I and my party were seated inside the machine
ready to depart. We were agreea bly surprised to find how
comfortable the accommodation was. There are nice tip-up
ts large enough to take two persons, r<1;cks overhead for
equipment and topees, and the thoughtful Arr Force had even
provided us ";th a book or two to read in case we became bored
with the trip.
The " all clear" was given and the pilot taxied the 'plane
along the aerodrome, turned round to face the direction of the
take-off and then stopped. He then " ran up " the engines,
first the port side, then the starboard side, and finally started
the take-off run down the 'drome. We sped along at a good speed
and familiar objects slipped past. I, for one, had a feeling that
we should never get off the ground, and just as I had decided
that we must crash into the river bed at the end of the aerodrome
I noticed that the ground had already tarted to leave us.
To gain the necessary height, we flew up and down the Chitral
Valley several times, and hill which I had spent my time gazing
up at during the pa t twelve months were now seen from a
bird' -eye view. The sensation of flying was, to me, similar
to that of riding on top of a tram, and only when the pilot banked
the machine round in order to turn did I notice that anything
untoward was happening; it was just like going a bit too high
in a swing.
After climbing to about 11 , 000 feet we made off southward , where the way to India is barred by a high range of
mountains, a branch of the Hindu Kush. This range, when we
arrived, had its summit covered with clouds. The scenery as
seen from the air was magnificent; the hills, always formidable,
now assumed a fresh grandeur with their overcoats of green fir
trees, whilst the higher ones were capped with snow. We crossed
the mountains somewhere in the region of the Lowarai Pass
and heaved a sigh of relief, knowing that the worst part of the
journey was over. It was a little " bumpy " when crossing the
high mountains, but as the ground flattened out we were soon
riding on an even keel once more. Below us we watched such
familiar objects as Gujar Post, Dir Fort, Chakdara and Malakand
slip by, and one thought of the weary miles of marching and the
long ride in M.T. columns which those of the Chitral Relief, who
were not so fortunate as we, had yet to do. We crossed the River
Indus north of Attock Bridge, and soon the plains of the Punjab
were unfolded before us. V\e saw the Grand Trunk Road with
the railway close beside it, and soon we recognised the outskirts
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(ii) Memo. from the 0.C., Detachment, Zintara Jandiwallahs,
to the 0.C., Zintara Jandiwallahs, Peshrud : "Please say what action I should take in this matter."
(iii) Memo. from the 0.C., Zintara Jandiwallahs, to the O.C.,
Detachment : " As you are not in direct account with the C.M.A., you
should prepare a Treasury Receivable Order and deposit the
surplus in question in the Treasury."
(iv) Memo from the O.C., Detachment, to the O.C .. Zintara
Jandiwallahs : " I do not appear to pos!Sess any Treasury Receivable Orders.
Please send a supply."
(v) Memo. from the O.C., Zintara Jandiwallahs, to O.C,
Detachment:" Herewith. You should note that two copies a re required
by the Treasury, and the counterfoil should be retained by you."
(v1) Memo. from O.C., Detachment, to O.C .. Zintara Jandiwallahs:
" I have prepared the Receivable Orders, but there is no
Treasury m this Station. 'Vhat action do I now take ? "
(vii) 'M emo. from the O.C., Zintara Jandiwallahs, to O.C.,
Detachment : " You should apply for a staff-car, and come to the Treasury
at Pesbrud. If no staff-car is available, use your own car and
claim .Mileage-Allowance. As it is unlikely that you will be
.able to complete the transaction on the day of your arrival in
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Peshrud, you should be prepared to stay overnight. Detention
Allowance would then be admissible."
And so it happened. The O.C., Detachment, spent a pleasant
evening in the Club, and returned to his mountain fastness on
the following day, with the precious receipt for his deposit of
six pies carefully secured in his inner pocket. There was no
staff-car available for his journey.
(viii) Memo. from the O.C .. Detachment, Zintara Jandiwallah•,
to the Local Checkit Officer, Jangarhi :-" The needful has now
been done."
(ix) Memo. from the Local Checkit Officer to the O.C., Detach ment, Zintara Jandiwallahs :-" Please forward Treasury
Receipt."
(x) Memo. from the O.C., Detachment, Zintara Jandiwallahs,
to the Local Checkit Officer:-" Herewi t h."
(xi) Memo. from the Local Checkit Officer to the O.C., Detachment, Zintara Jandiwallahs : " Treasury Receipt has been received in this office. The
adjustment of the discrepancy will be verified on next visit."
(xii) Memo. from the Local Checkit Officer to the O.C.,
Detachment, Zintara Jandiwallahs (three months later) : " Verified and settled."
And I should think so, too! At a. cost of Rs. 1- 2 for postage
and Rs. 35-8 for Travelling and Detention Allowances, to
which should be added a modicum for tationery and wear and
tear of the tempers of the regimental clerical personnel concerned.
But do not think that t hese things happen only in India.
Ex-PESHDIST .

The British Radio Engineering College
179 Clapham Road, London, S.W.9

of Rawalpindi. Then familiar landmarks, such as the church
on the Mall, the Signals' barracks and tlie aerodrome at Chaklala,
with lots of white tents where the R.A.F. were camped. The
pilot circled the landing ground and in a surprisingly short time
Mother Earth began to rush up towards us, and in a few moments
we had "touched down "--or is it "flopped on" ?-and were
ta.x:i-ing across towards a crowd of interested spectators who were
watchii:jlg our arrival.
Men and stores were soon unloaded, and with a " cheerio "
and " thanks very much " to the aircraft crew we hopped
a~oard a lorry so thoughtfully provided for ns by " A " Corps
Signals and made our way to Cambridge Barracks. Riding in a
lorry seemed quite tame after a Troop carrier, but even a lorry
ride is far superior to walking on a warm day in Rawalpindi.
So ended, in an hour and three-quarters, a journey which two
years ago_t~k th:ee weeks. _Even now, when the greater part
of the Reliefis earned out by rail and M.T., a week is the minimum
allowed.
We continued on our journey to Peshawar by rail and arrived
there in the early morning. Somehow for the next two or three
days conversation always seemed to start off, "When I camo
down by air . . . "
H.E.M.

From Memory's Archives-India
(Ihis is not imaginary, although the names and titles
(1) Memo. from the Local Check.it Officer, Jangarhi,
O.C., Detachment, Zintara Jandiwallahs, Ali Kotal : "Cash checked in your Treasure Chest
and found to be . . · . .
. . Rs. 93 15
Balance as per the Cash Account
written by you
Rs. 93 15
Difference unreconciled . . Rs. -

O.plani111 •t Chaklala.

are.)
to the
6
o
6

This surplus should be credited to Government and
intimation forwarded when the needful has been
done."
'

TRUMPET BAND SECOND DIVISIONAL SIGNALS, ROYAL CANADIAN CORPS OF SIGNALS, - oRONTO, CANADA.
The above picture shows one o( the most popular musical units In the Toronto Garrison. It has been &aining an international reputation during the p:a.st few yeus and has
received praise from officials of the Americ3n Bandm3sters ' Association of the Uni ted States. Or. Frank Simon, President of this Association, was especially laudatory In his
remarks. Under the direction of Sergeant~Mafor Instructor Roy W. Manning, this band, during the last two years. has won every available prlz.c In trumpet and bugle band
competitions held annually at the cities of Waterloo, Toronto and Q,shawa, and recently It not only received the praise of the United Stat~s organisation, but was complimented

h ighly by Professor C. F. Thiele, President of the Canadion Bondmasters ' Association. In the above picture Sergeant-Major Instructor Mannine Is seen at the extreme left and
Drum·Major H. M. LongStreet at the e xtreme right.
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SOME SNAPS FROM S.T.C. NIGERIA REGIMENT, R.W.A.F.F.

JOIN THE ROYA L SIG N ALS

(AAA<..E To LE AR~
Ls.A.l>iN-C:n lRAt>f::...

ROU5f:-.

The largest Mohammeda n Mosque in Africa.

The Mosque Kan o.

·/ f'1 AJ~A..C:i&Mt:--!•U.

.~i: ·~

In the ci ty, Kan o.

REWARD !
:. ~ ~

P12c-DAC2i ~G f-oD.
C.iv i Ll f\~ Lil'~.

A street in Kano.

A corner of the native city, Kano.

K>no Is the capital of the north .

RECRUITING !

To all whom It may concern:
Do not read this unless you are proud of
your Corps and think that the Army offers a
good life.
The Royal Corps ·of Signals is in need of
recruits, and it may not be known generally
that all soldiers are potential recruiters, and
that three days • extension of furlough is given
to any soldier for each recruit he brings in
who is attestetl by a recruiting officer.
A
reward of 4s. is also paid for each of these
recruits when they are finally approved.
When going on furlough apply to your Unit
office for some of the Royal Signals' recruiting
pamphlets which give information about the
Corps to prospective recruits.
This is your chance to combine business and
pleasure in a profitable manner.
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The Electron Camera.
The Marvellous Instrument which has Made High-Definition
Television Possihle.
DY \Y. T. LowE and E.

PHILLIPS.

The " Jectron camera." or Emitron, i~ the i_nv~ntion of a_n
American scienfrt, Dr. \'ladimir Zworykm.. His title for it i
the" iconoscope" (from the Greek icon, a picture). It ha been
adopted by Electrical and Musical_ Industrie . Ltd., :s the
apparatus for their broadca t transm1 sions ~rom th~ _Alexan?.ra
Palace, • ·orth London, when the new pubhc telev1 ion sen ice

Apparatus for se nding motion pictures by televisio n.

starts. This, and the somewhat similar apparatus used by the
Baird Television Co. for their transmissions (termed the Farnworth ~lultiplier), together with the use of the ultra-short
radio waves, has made possible the broadcasting of television
pictures which "\\ill be big enough, bright enough and clear enough
to be enjoyed by all who have the apparatus for reception and
who are within the radius of the broadcasting station.
The " electron camera " is a combination of a " photo-electric
cell" and a" cathode-ray tube." Both these things are purely
electrical in action, and therefore work without inertia or
mechanical defects. They can also work at enormously high
peeds and frequencies.
A " cathode-ray tube" is an electrical apparatus enclosed
in a glass vessel which is shaped like a flask. In its narrow
neck is the apparatus for producing the" Ray," for squeezing it
into a pencil of electrici y and causing the size of the pencil
to vary in accordance with the variations in the currents
received from the transmitting station and, finally, for causing
the pencil to" draw" the picture on the broad ba e of the flask
for " lookers-in " to see.
If you understand the working of a wireless valve, you will
know that the · Hay "is produced in the same way as the electron
stream in the valve, i.e., by heating the filament with an electric
current. This cause, a constant stream of electrons to fly off
the filai:nent. As electrons are negative charges of electricity,
they will be repelled by any surface charged similarly, but
atlr_acled by anything charged oppositely (positively). When
emitted from the filament, therefore, the electron stream
has a tendency to spread, owing to the mutual repulsion of the
electron.
To counteract this the German scientist, P rofessor Wehnelt,
rut a metal cylinder mside the neck of the" tube" and charged it
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negative_/,,. 1:his causes the elec~rons to bunch together .• ~eyon~
this cylinder is a metal plate which blocks the neck of the tube
and has a tiny hole at its centre. The plate is called the" Anode.''
It is charged pos1tivcly and attracts the electrons from the
filament, or cathode, with great force. These electrons rush at
the Anode and some pass through the centre hole. They travel at
uch a high spe d that, continuing their journey to the end
of the" tube," the electrons strike upon the glass base. This base
is coated with a substance (one of the sulphides, such as zinc
or barium ulphide) which " fluoresces" or glows brightly at the
spot "here the electron stream hits it. The result is a bright
spot, which we can ee.
ow, if we can make this bright spot move up and down
and from side to side at a rapid rate, we shall see a square
of green light ; and if at the sa~e time the bri&htness of the
spot is being altered by the electric curren~s rece1':'ed from th&
broadcasting station, we shall also see a series of pictures drawn
by this electric pencil in green light. So quickly do we see them
that they give the same effect as a moving picture at the cinema.
And so we have television.
The brightnes of the spot is altered by bringing the varying
currents received from the broadcasting station to the Wehnelt
cylinder in the neck of the " tu be." This alters the size of the
pencil of electrons, which passes through the hole in the Anode
and falls upon the base of the" tube."
The " Ray" is moved up and down and from side to side by
what are called "deflecting plates," placed in the "tube"
beyond the Anode plate.
Magnetic coils placed outside the
"tube" may be used instea<j. The plates or coils are arranged
to attract the " Ray " alternately, and the rate at which they
cause the " Ray " to move up and down and from side to side
is fixed by the receiver by means of electrical apparatus called
"time-bases." One "time-base" controls the up and down
movement and the other controls the sideway movement.
"ow in television we have to widen our sense of time very
greatly. We are accustomed to think of the smallest division of
time as a second-the time taken for the tick of a arandfather
clock. But in that second remarkable things can now be made t<>
happen. For the new high-definition television, our electric
apparatus is going to show us 25 complete pictures per second.
Each picbue takes only 1/25th of a second to build up or to be
traced by the cathode ray pencil on the end of the" tube," y~t
there are 240 lines in each picture. So each line is drawn m
one-six-thousandth part of. a second. Thi may appear incredible
at first, but if we remember that the Univer e is composed of both
the infinitely great (the Universe) and the infinitely small (t~e
Atom), and that each is a replica of the other, we shall begin
to realise that our sense of time, too, must be considerably
widened.
To the little l\Iayfly, which lives but a few hours of a summer
day, a second i as a y~ar. but to the long-l ived animals a second
is a negligible period. Only man can appreciate the full value of
time. Let us remember that our little friend, the electron,
is the smallest and lightest thing in the Universe and can start

The fi rs t com plete cat hode ray television receiver to be devised and made In
this cou ntr y. It wu produced by th e tech nical s taff of Popular Wireless, to whicn
pe riod ical o ur acknow ledgme nts a re due for re prod uction of the photoi raph .
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These lines will repeat themselves in one spot, unless means are
provided for spreading them out. This is the function of the
second pair of plates. The rate of charge of the second pair of
plates is slower than that of the first pair, so each up and down
line is drawn slightly to one side of its predecessor, until the
limit of side to side range is reached, when the process begins
again. The result of the action of charging the condenser and
Neon-gas tube is a " saw-tooth wave form " as shown in Fig. 3.
For " high-definition television " of 25 pictures of 240 lines each
per second, one pair of plates acts 6,ooo times per second and
the other pair of plates acts 25 times per second.

off and move with enormous rapidity. Vve have enjoyed the
results of his activitil's all our lives, but only c;f recent years has
man found the means of ontrolling his activities and using them
wore and more in our service.
WHAT IS A "TIME-BASE"?
A " Time-base " consists essentially of a battery, which
charges an electric condenser at a certain steady rate. In the
same circuit there is also a discharge lamp of the " r eon gas "
type, or a similar apparatus. Afterwards the circuit is connected

with one of -the pair of "deflecting plates." The action of this
apparatus is as follows : When the condenser is empty and the
battery connected, a current flows steadily from the battery into
the condenser and also into the r eon-gas lamp. The pres ure of
the battery increases gradually, until a point is reached where the
resistance of the eon-gas tube breaks down. This causes the
gas to glow brightly, and allows the current to flash across the
tube. The condenser discharges at the same in tant, and the
whole circuit is for that instant at zero potential.
Now the curr.cnt has been feeding into the appropriate " deflecting plate " while it has been filling the condenser and eongas tube, so the " deflecting plate " has been charged positively
at a steadily increasing pressure. This attracts the negative
" Ray," which has just emerged through the tiny hole in the
Anode shield. The " Ray " then move towards the " deflecting
plate," tracing a line of light on the fluorescent screen as it does
so.
When the limit of attraction is reached, and the condenser and
Neon-gas tube discharge, the attractive power of that deflecting
plate vanishes, and the " Ray " flies back to the centre position.
The other deflecting plate is next brought into operation and
pulls the " Ray " to its limit in the other direction ; the " Ray "
flashes back to the centre when the attraction fails again. It is
then attracted to the other side, returns to the centre, is attracted
to the farther side, and so on, thus drawing a series of lines of
light across the base of the tube.

THE ' ELECTRO
CAMERA .
Now that we have some idea of the way in which the electric
pencil draws pictures in the" cathode-ray tube," we will consider
the other part of the " electron camera." This part has the
property of transforming light into electricity.
It has been known for many years that some metals have the
property, under certain conditions, of transforming light in~o
electricity. Professor Hertz, in Germany, was the first to discover this, and many scientists since then have experimented
with the process. But the results obtained were too weak and
small to be of any use. It was not until Professor Fleming (now
Sir Ambrose Fleming), discovered the "thermionic valve, "
which we now know so well as the wireless valve, that the
" photo-electric effect," as it was called, could be used. :Mr. ] ohn
Logie Baird was the first to use the " photo-electric cell " for
television in 1924. Since then the " photo-electric cell " bas
been brought into use for many strange purposes, such as
counting and recording all manner of things ; checking colours,
etc. ; ringing an alarm in printing works if the paper gets tern ;
and numberless other things like that.
In this article, however, we are mainly concerned with its
use in television. The metals which are most suitable for turning
light into electricity are Potassium, Sodium, Lithium, Rubidium,
and Caesium (pronounced Seezium). The first-named gave the
best results until about three years ago, when the General
Electric Co., in England, made" photo-electric cells "of Caesium,
which gave much better results. :Xow most " cells " are made
with this metal.
A " photo-electric cell " usually is a glass bulb, like an ~lectric
light bulb, which has part of its inner surface coated with the
photo-electric substance (Caesium). In the bulb and in front
of the Caesium is also a wire mesh, from which a wire goes to
the wireless amplifier set. Light shines into the bulb and
strikes upon the Caesium and, strange to say, this causes an
electric current to flow from the Caesium to the wire mesh and so
to the wireless amplifier. This is due to the dislodging of electro~s
from the metal by the light-force. If the light i bright a big
current will flow from the Caesium, if the light is less bright less

Th ree differen t types of c•thod e-roy tubes.
Courcesy of " Tel•vision!'
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current will flow, and if very little light comes in very little
curr nt will flow.
Dr. Zworvkin had the brilliant idea of combining this photoelectric etleet with a cathode-ia,y in order to provide a portable
pparatu ·, ,-hich could be u ed ior outdoor and indoor television
transmi:~ion. He look a flat ilver plate and sprayed on ils urla1.c a large quantity of globule of Caesium :Sdlind the silver
plate he plai;ed a sheet of mica, which acts as an electric ;nsulat0r, and behind this mica he placed a ·heet of copper. The
copp<>r plate was connected by a wire to the wireless amplifier
u ed for tran:mi ·;;ion.
Each tin • l(lobule of Caesium on the silver plate forms a
tm\· " photo-electric cell," and when light .bines on it it will
cause .. electrons" to fly off; that is to say, that particular tiny
. pot "ill hold a charge of electricity when light hines on it. By
another curious electrical effect, known as the " conden er "
effect, the copper plate behind this spot is also given an electric
charge similar to the pot of Caesium, and as lona as the Caesium
.pot keep its charge, o long will the copper plate keep its
charge also. But, if by any means the Caesium spot lo es its
charge, then, very curiously, the copper plate, at the same
moment, loses its charae also, and that charge flows away
through the wire from the copper plate to the wirele amplifier.
Thi action takes place over all the Caesium-coated silver plate,
and consequently over all the copper plate.
• ·ow, if the picture of a scene is directed or focussed by means
of a camera lens on the Cae:>ium-coated surface, each globule
of the metal is affected according to the amount of the liaht
which shines on it. Suppo e the picture is of the Boat Race.
There i the bright sky, the dark river bank, the crowd of
spectators { ome in light dresses and some in dark clothe ), the
dark water, the white boat and crews, and the oars throwing
up white spray.
Each different part of this delightful picture falls upon a
different part of the Caesium-sprinkled plate, and each globu le
of Caesium is affected in different ways. The bright sky, white
faces and dresses, white boats, etc., cause the globules of Caesium
on which _they fall to be given a big electric charge. The copper
plate behind these globule has similar large electric charges in
ympathy. The darker part of the scene, from the light grey of
flannel uits to the darkness of the shadows on the bank and
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river, cause the globules of Caesium on which they fall to have
smaller and sm;:.ller charges, until in the darkest parts there is
no effect at all. The copper plate behind has all these various
charges in sympathy.
That is the sec0nd part of the " Iconoscope " or " Electron
Camera.''
. V\'e ~ave now our electric pencil and our picture. The
picture 1s changmg very frequently as the subject moves about,
and t~e tas~ of the electric pencil, the cathode-ray, is to turn
each tiny pomt of each picture into electric currents which will
travel along the wireless waves to the receivers, whe~e they can
be put together again for " lookers-in " to see.
The Caesium-sprinkled plate is inside the cathode-ray tube
and the picture _is_ thrown on t~ this plate by the photographic
lens. The plate ism such a position as to intercept the" Ray "in
its movements up and down and from side to side.
ow this strange e~ect appears. As the " Ray " in its travels
touches upon each tiny globule of Caesium it neutralises the
elect_ric charge on. that globul~. The charge on the copper plate,
behind that particular spot, is thus released at the same instant
and ?; tiny ~lectric current flows away to the wi.Tele~ '.lmplifier.
The Ray moves <?n to the _next globule and a similar thing
occurs. The charge 1s neutral1 ed and a corresponding electric
current flows from the copper plate at the back to the wireless
amp~ifier _and aerial. This action is repeated as each globule of
Caesium is touched by the cathode-ray. So we have a series of
small electric cu rrents pa~sing continually from the copper
plate at the back to the wueless amplifier and aerial just as in

so_und broadcasting a series of electric currents pass from the
microphone as the speaker or singer causes it to vibrate.
The_ cat!1ode-ray is moving at enormous speed. It moves in
o_n e direction, say, up and down the silver plate, six thousand
times per.second and it moves in the other direction across the
plate 25 times per second. There are about three mil.ion
glo~ules of C'.'-esium on the silver plate. Therefore that number
of tu:~y electnc currei:its pass 25 times per second to the wireless
amphfier and the aenal. At first sight this may seem incredible
but when we remember that the tiny waves that stream across
sp'.lc.e fro~. the sun and give us light vibrate eight l11mdred
million mil~ion times per second and other rays are quicker still,
we can begm to realis_e t_h3:t man-made vibrations have a long way
to go yet before the hm1t lS reached. Later experiments with the
" ele7t;on C<_1-mera" have indeed proved it is possible to transmit
telev1s1on pictures of 400 lines each at 50 pictures per second.
But for _the moment the 240-line picture, repeated 25 times per
second, 1s to be the standard.
Speedy and accurate, therefore, the " electron camera " is also
long-lasting and has a memory. This last feature is due to the
fact that each Caesium globule retains its tiny charge until it is
touched by the cathode-ray in its methodical passage. This
a_pparatus_ has definitely solved, for the first time, the problem of
high-defimhon television and its results will be visible for
all to see when television broadcasting begins. The B.B.C.
propose t~ open " view~ng parlours " in London where people can
see telev1s1on m operation before buying sets for use in their own
homes. These :r:eceiving sets will probably be of the plain cathoderay type and'~ show the picture on the base of the tube, which
will be enclosed m a cabinet with its amplifier and " time-bases."

Zworykin's lconoscope, w hich Is the system of electrical scanning
the Marconi E.M. I. Television Co.

Ex...,imentlns with the latest developmenu in television reception In the

Baird 13.boratoroes.

Courtt•y Baird Teltvl•ion, Ltd.

by

Courtesy ·•Popular Wirel6s" and "Television Review."
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The Alexandra Palac e, London, from whence

emplo~ed

television pros;rammes are broadcut.
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HOME STATIONS i
3RD DIVISIONAL SIGNALS. BULFORD CAMP

~IGfiALTRAINING CENTRENO~
School of Signals.
Our late scribe having left us for a six months' scrounge, the
composition of thi monthly article has been pushed on to me.
Please don't be too critical.
As far as I can recollect, nothing of outstanding interest to
readers has occurred in the School since last month. Of course,
as a last resort, one could mention the weather, but in this land
of wind and water it can be described in one word-foul.
By the time these notes appear in print, most {I hope) of
the chool personnel will be in the throes of Christmas lea~e .
After having had a busy time for the past few months, w1th
Courses and what not, the Christmas break and the resu ltant
"sleeps in" will be very much appreciated.
Command.-'\Ye were all sorry to say farewell to Colonel G. G.
Raw on, o.B.E., ~i.e., who left us on 4th December. I am sure
all ranks of the School wish him and his family the very best
of luck. At the same time we welcome Colonel R. A. C. Henderson, M.C., and hope his stay here will be an enjoyable one.
Departures.-Signalman Young to the A.V.T.C., Hounslow,
on 1st December. Driver Sharp to the Northern Command
ignal Company on 24th 'ovember.
Arrivals.-\\'e extend our greetings to the following, and hope
that their sojourn with us will be a pleasant one : Signalmen
Potter and Omond from 3rd Divisional Signals, Driver Tillotson
from 2nd Divisional Signals.
Obituary.-It is with deepest regret that we announce the
death of Derek Peter '.\IcKee, son of Sergeant McKee, at Catterick,
on 5th December. All ranks extend their heartfelt sympathy
to Sergeant ?llcKee and his family.
Marriage Mart.-Cupid paid an informal visit to the lines and
discharged several of his deadly arrows. One of our comrades
has taken unto himself a wife. Congratulations to Signalman
and '.\!rs. Peck. :\lay all their troubles come one at a time.
Cheer up, Jungly ! Two more sheep are also about to be led to
the slaughter
Congratulations.-To Sergeant Wigzell on being awarded t he
Loni:: Sen·ice and Good Conduct l\ledal.
Births.- Congratulations also to Signalman and Mrs. Ling on
the birth of a bouncin5 baby daughter, Patricia l\fay, on 7th
O\ember.

A1ony. Well, well ! One of our schoolboys has suddenly
developed a poetical nature. I wonder if he's in love. It certainly can't be because Spring is in the air. Anyway, here's his
insp1rat1on :
Our football team is very posh,
Although they play in mud and slosh;
There's Haymond Todd, our Courses Clerk
Who is tl'!e captain and centre-half.
'
T~ere's Bing Henry, the centre-man,
~\ h? croons to every opposing man,
Give me the ball and let me shoot
For six goals I hope to boot."
'

Ronnie Beck, with hair so light,
A brawny man at outside-right ;

Kendall, the goalkeeper and cook (they say),
Can make a rissole any day.
ow Dinger Bell be a " vaimer's " boy,
He be right-back, and is so coy ;
And Marsden, a batman, is left-half,
Controls the ball, oh ! not 'arf !
Allison, Healey and Jock Kerr,
You very seldom see them err ;
Wilson S. H. and Wilson S. J .,
Try to keep the ball in play.
This football team, I have no doubt,
Put Camerons " B " eleven to rout,
By eleven goals-two on Colburn ground,
· They trounced them truly, well and sound.
Christmas.-All ranks of the School send all fellow-comrades
of the Corps their heartiest greetings for a merry Christmas and
a prosperou~ New Year.
Bo Km.

Sergeants' Mess.
We cannot promise a regular appearance, because there are
many quiet periods here. We have, however, started our whist
drives and dances, which appeai to increase in popularity.
On the occasion of our dance on 14th November, we took the
opportunity of saying farewell to Colonel G. G. Rawson, whose
tenure of command as our Chief Instructor came to an end on
4th December''. After thanking Mrs. Rawson for her constant
interest in the welfare of our married families, the R.S.M. presented her with a gift, to which all members of the Mess, including
our Australian and South African members, had subscribed.
We were able to welcome Colonel Rawson's successor, Colonel
R. A. C. Henaerson, at a function held in the Mess on 5th
December.
It is with sincere sympathy that we record the death of Derek
McKee, son of Sergeant and Mrs. McKee, which occurred at the
Military Hospital, Catterick, on 5th December, after a very
short illness. The interment took place at the Military Cemetery,
Hipswell, on Tuesday, 8th December.
The many floral tributes
gave some indication of the popularity of the kiddie, who was
called to rest with such terrible suddenness.
We extend greetings to all, wherever they may be.

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
General.-Although, at the moment, Christmas is only a
promise of the good things to come (not forgetting a liberal d ose
of leave), by the time t hese notes are in print, 1937 will have
sta rted with its usual stampede of New Year resolu tions. We,
ther efore, take this opportunity of wishing all members of the
scattered branches of the Corps " the compliments of the season
for 1937." Before then, however, we have ma ny important
events in st ore, from the a nnu a l m arri ed fam ilies " Christmas
T ree" t o the Sergeants' Mess " Draw." For the former event,
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our Gymnasium Staff have undertaken to supply the fun. We
hope that Santa Claus will not get entangled in his whiskers,
whilst doing a few cart-wheels, or when trundling out his
speciality " Angry Cats."
With regard to the Sergeants'
"Draw," we feel sure it will be the success it has been in recent
years.
Arrivals. - We welcome the under igned from India: Captain
R. N. Higgs, Lieutenant L. T. Shawcross, Sergeant Arnell W.,
Lance Sergeants Wheeler J. and Gratwicke S., . and Farrier
Corporal Hart A. Also Driver Forsyth from 4th Divisional
Signals.
Departures.- The following have left us for the Units shown:
Captains M. Duke and R. T. H. Gelston, to School of Signals,
whilst attending No. 4 R. Signals Refresher Course; Corporal
Adams W. G., to 3rd Divisional Signals; and Driver Staite H.,
to 4th Divisional Signals.
Promotions.- Congratulations to the following N.C.O.s on
attaining their new rank : Lance Sergeants Clay S. and Cook T.,
Corporal Bailey E. and U/Lance Corporal Fouracre M.
Ed cation. We are pleased to record the success of Lance
Corporal Booth A. and Signalman Naunton H., who passed the
1st Class Examination, held in October, 1936.
Trade Qualifications.-Congratulations to Lance Sergeant
Spearpoint F., who qualified as Lineman B1, during November,
1936.
Embarkations.-Our Orderly Room stalwart, Sergeant Warren
W ., leaves us shortly, per H .T. D1lwara en route for Phaiaoh
and his half-bac ks. Some chaps get all the jam ! We aie not
quite so congratulatory to the following, who have been warned
to proceed to the land of Mange Chutney in the near future:
Lance Sergeant Knight H. (of D.I. fame) ; Lance Sergeant Hill
W . and Corporal Jones N. (the display team warriors) ; Corporal
Dicky Bray (the double " Mac " king) ; Corporal Ray G. (Sunshine), and U/Lance Corporal Fouracre M.
We will be very sorry to lose them when they go. They will
all be assets to the Units to which they are posted.
Courses.-Corporal Chidgey E. has left us for a slight dose of
chlorine, at the Anti-Gas School, Winterbourne Gunner.
Hockey.-Cheers to 2nd Lieutenant S. F. M. Howe, Lance
Sergeant Gay and Lance Corporal Chambers on being selected
to represent the Garrison in a match versus Leeds Corinthians
on 21st November, 1936.
Hats off to Lance Corporal Fox R. (Reggie), who has qualified
as " Dandy Wallah, Class I."

Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
Yes, the Mounted Wing still functions, complete with horses,
piquets and grousers. Cais may come and horses may go, but
we'll go on for ever.
Major C. M. F. White has taken over command of the Wing,
in relief of Major G. P. Pavey, who is now P.R.I.
Arri vals.-Lance Sergeants Gratwick and Wheeler and Farrier
Corporal Hart from overseas. We welcome them and hope they
will find this land of desolation to their liking. If they do, they
will join the select band of " impossibles." Driver Elliott, from
Scarborough-a bit of fluff on a wagon doesn't look half as nice
as a bit of " fluff " on the beach. Driver Forsythe, from Canterbury-from the sublime to the ridiculous.
Depart ures.-Drivers Barker and McKay to Canterburythat Cathedral would make an ideal setting for both of you, when
you finally decide that married bliss is a. reality. Signalman
Syson to Scaiborough- we'll send you a bucket and spade next
summer, just to keep you from " straying ".
Marriages.- Lance Corporal Walters-you're not dreamin.git's quite true. He simply couldn't let the extra Mamage
Allowance go begging. His theme song is " Just like the Ivy,
I'll cling to you."
General.--Christmas leave commences on Saturday ne..x t ;
excitement is at its height. "I'll give that bed sox." "I'm
going t o meet the girl's mother whilst on leave." All the usual
remarks appertaining t o a re-union, and I suppose we'll hear the
other side lat er on-" Couldn't sleep, the bed was too soft."
" The old gal wasn't a little bit of heaven."

C.S.M.s Ingles and Young aie shortly leaving us after 21 years
of the best. We hope they will not find civvy life too big a
strain for them. Farrier Corporal Loakes sails for India in
January. Just what the doctor ordered, isn't it, "Shoey"?
Our soccer team is having the season of its life. Top of the
Garrison League, winners of the Mackworth Shield. If only they
could have entered for the F.A. Cup-they might have smashed
the Arsenal.
My first attempt as WIRE correspondent must come to an end.
Maybe I'll get " brain waves " for next month and set the Camp
in a riot.
KRAM.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
General.-At the time of writing, the majority of our recruits
are drawing short pay and eagerly awaiting the Christmas break.
Recruiting seems fairly steady. We receive a batch of new
arrivals each week to conteract the po ting of those men who
have completed their recruits' training, to Trade Companies.
Arrivals.-We welcome to the Wing, Captain R. N. Higgs,
Lieutenant L. T. Shawcross, Sergeant Burgess and Corpo ral
Weedon.
Birt hs.- To Corporal and Mrs. Wilkins, at the Military
Families' Hospital, Catterick Camp, a daughter.
Re-engagements.-Lance Sergeant Spearpoint F. to complete
twenty-one years with the Colours. We must congratulate him
on obtaining his Lineman B.1 qualification at the last Trade
Testing Board.
Promotions and Appointments.-Congratulations t o Lan ce
Sergeant Clay S. on attaining that rank. I am sorry that this is
the only one we have to record this month.
Courses.-Lance Sergeant Myddleton J. has been selected t o
attend the 52nd Advanced Course in P.T., at Aldershot, commencing 5th January.
Finis.-We conclude our notes for the month by wishing all
readers a happy and prosperous Tew Year, with "bags" of
promotion ; and for the younger married members, a quick
jump in the Waiting List for the Married Quarters Roll.

Headquarters, Training Battalion.
Last month we casually remaiked upon the trooping season.
Now, to enlarge upon the theme, we shall bid a fond farewell to
the following personnel of the Training Battalion, who embarked
for service in India on 1st January, 1937. Scots please no te the
date and remember the tune they play on the quayside ! Lance
Sergeant Powell, Corporal Fry, Signalmen Cartwright, Davidson,
McLuskie, Laws, Rowden, Yard, Twiddy, Davidson T., Faulkner,
Hutchison, . Walker, Finnigan, Dawson, Ramsay and Turner P.
We also have a laige number warned to embark for India on
or about nth February, 1937, but their names and suitable
salaams, etc., will be given in due course. For the p resent we
must say, " Hope springs eternal . . . "
By the simple process of elimination, we come to the weather
(having thought of nothing else yet). The approach of winter,
suitably announced last month, entered with a flourish in
December, with the usual selection of all the elements. We
have had snow, rain, ice and wind. I n fact, Catterick takes on
its nat ural cloak. However, winter holds no terrors for the
Signals in Catterick, because the number of indoor sports,
mentioned in last month's WIRE, is on the increase, and everyone
is kept busy. Vague rumours of a further addition to these
indoor sports point to "all-in wrestling matches" taking p lace
in the Corporals' Room, but until official confirmation (on
A. F .B. n7) is obtained, we can only hint at it.
T he new " privileges " for soldiers have been suE:cessfully
introduced into the Training Battalion, ~nd soon we shall have
forgotten what crime and A.Fs. B . 252 arn. The effect of these
privileges in regard to recru iting will be felt later a nd will
probably be commented upon in some fu t ure notes.
The Battalion h as gone film mad, and is successfully competi11g
a gainst E lstree as t he premier film colony of England. Besides
the D. R . film, which we made this year, we have producetl a
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Chnstma film for the children's benefit. This was released at
the ~nnual " Christmas Tr('Je " on Tuesday, 15th ~ecember, 1936,
and was enjoyed by the kiddies, ~d othe1s besides. Offe1 are
alread pourin~ into the Battalion Orde1ly Room, but, as
acceptance wo~ld deprive us of our amateur status, all offer
are being turned down.
.
The attempts at building an AI nation are still proceedmg
m .ecret, so we must look to the ew Year to provide the thlill.

" D" Company, Training Battalion. .
Arrivals.- We welcome Lieutenant A. T . Slade? to the Companv on his posting from India, and hope that his stay w1l~ be
a pieasant one. W.0.1 Wingrove (A.E.C.), ergeant Good1son
and family and Lance Sergeant Lloyd from India, and Corporal
Field from" Blackdown. To you all, "a happy return to the
:'>!other Unit and Country."
Departures.-C.Q.M .. Limb was successful in_ obtainin~ a post
in \Yoolwich Arsenal as examiner and accordmgly decided _to
clo. e hi long association '~t~ the _ervice after 24 years ser".1ce.
He had been with the Urut smce his arnval from India, a little
over a year.
ignalman mi~ E. to the Army Reserve on
compassionate ground and ?•gnalman Br;:t-J?- by J?Urchase.
We hope the outside world will be to you~ !iking. . 1g!)almen
Carpenter, Lambert and Young to 3rd D1v1s1onal Signals.
Marriages.-Lance Sergeants Alexander and Smith have
decided that the penny bun now costs twopence, and have taken
the plunge. Lance Sergeant Alexander to )fiss Edith Halliw~ll,
at Richmond, on 31st October, 1936, and Lance Sergeant Snuth
to Miss Marjorie Harker, at Darlington, on 2nd December, 1936.
We wish them the best of luck.
Births.-Congratulations to Lance Corporal and_ Mrs. Hales
and Signalman and ~!rs . Stillyards on the p resentation of bonny
bouncing daughters.
Promotions.-Congratulations to C.Q.M.S. Nicholson on his
recent promotion to that rank. We hope the next will likewise
follow in due course.
Continuations.-Lance Sergeant Jones and Corporal Day have
decided to prolong their services, in order t o provide a future
ettled outlook on life.
Education.-Congratulations to Signalman Littlewood on
obtaining his Special Certificate, and Signalman Maddison on
passing in mathematics towards his. To Sign'.l-1men Brookes
and trype on obtaining their 1st . Class Certi~cate, and . to
ergeant Green and Signalmen Snellmg and Julian m passmg
subjects towards their certificates.
Dratts.-Unexpected draft warnings have arrived, and the
following have been warned to sail on nth February- : Sergeants
Gilmour, Low, Packman, Beckett, Toogood, Richardson and
Beach, Corporals Adlington, Turner and Carver, Signalmen
LeY.'is, Parker, Gibson and others. Best of luck, and, of course,
a pleasant furlough before departing.
Qeneral.-During Tovember, our Company football team,
together with twenty supporters, visited Bishop Auckland to
play the Social Centre Football Club. A very enjoyable game was
witnessed. \ \'.i were defeated by thlee goals to none. After the
game, the teams were entertained to tea, to which full justice
was shown. After tea, teams and supporters t ook part in a
games tournament, and an enj oyable evening was brought to a
close by the arrival of the bus to convey our team back to Camp .
On 5th December, 1936, the Teturn match was played on
Scotton Ground, where we had our revenge for the away defeat
to the tune of thlee goal to none on a very muddy pitch. After
the ame. tea was served to sixty-eight people (comprising teams
and pectators), and full justice was again shown to the excellent
r ·past, for which the ,-.A.A.F.I. very ably catered. During the
evening, billiards, snooker, shove-halfpenny and darts were
played and, once more, we were successful in winning most of
the events. A most delightful function resulted and the chairman
of the 1:3.A.S.C. Club thanked the Royal Signals members for
the excellent day's entertainment. To this our secretary
responded, expres;;ing the wish that the fixtu re sh ould continue,
as m the past, to be " the event " of the year.
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" F " Company Training Battalion.
General.- Compliments of the season to all Signal Units at
home and abroad.
Winter is with us again. ·we started off in fine style with a
fairly heavy fall of snow, followed by a severe frost, and out
came the braziers. Weather doesn 't worry us, we are all eagerly
looking forward to Chri tmas leave, which, this year, is from
18th December to 3rd January. The "pay bloke" has already
been bombarded with the u ual questions. A great improvement
has been made in the appearance of our barrack-rooms. Pictures
adorn the walls, and soon we are to have the floor covered with
matting. \Vbat a change to the old days!
Arrivals.- \Ye welcome to the Company, Sergeant Pack E.W.
from India, in relief of ergeant Luck V./. G., who is sho_rtly to
commence his second tour in India, and to w):iom we wish the
best of luck.
Congrat ulatory.- Congratulations to Lance Corporal Boy
Elston who has recently been promoted Corporal Boy and to
Lance Corporal Boys Roberts D. and Gosling J .• re~ently
appointed. Also to all the boys promoted to the rank of S~g~al
man during the past month, and to Boy Deane W. H., rec1p1ent
of the whip for Boys' Ride o. 13 .
Entertainment.-Extensive preparations are being made in
connection with the Boys' Annual Christmas "feed," which is
shortly to take place in the Boys' Club, followed by a cabaret,
and then, quite probably, more "eats."
Departures.-By the time these notes appear, our strength
will have been reduced by two. Corporal Johnson J. and
Signalman Guy G. H. to" civvy street."
Finis.-So far as I'm concerned, that's all, except that applications for the appointment of WIRE correspondent are invited.
.. EFF."

2nd Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters.
General.-You may read ahead with the comforting thought
t hat these notes will be of a brief nature.
We have lost yet another officer. Mr. Patterson, our former
O.C., " D " Section, has been appointed Adjutant, General
Headquarters Signals (S.R.), taking up the appointment on lst
December. Consolation came in the return to duty of our
Quarter master, Mr. Burgess, after a long illness, which was due
to an accident sustained while the Unit was in Camp at Thursley.
Drafts to and from the Unit have been many and varied,
those going exceeding those arriving. We hope one day to be
up to our full strength.
Vole congratulate the following on being awarded the Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal (with gratuity, of course) :
C.Q.M.S. Bradbury, Sergeant Searle, Lance Sergeants Shaddick
and Somers (now discharged), Signalmen Haigh and W ise.
Here are six models for all these recruits we have been hearin g
about.
The hardest problem of the day in Mons Barracks has yet
to be solved. The men's restaurant at the .A.A.F.I. is in the
hands of the decorators. The Corporals' Mess, whilst still
remaining the Corporals' Mess, is also the men's restaurant for
the time being. The Corporals are having a really grand time,
b ut are worried as to how many more their Mess can accommodate
without removing the wireless set. It is whispered that on one
occasion a class of " wou ld be" B.Ils arrived for their b reak
complete with a o. l Set.
H AFOD .
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No. 1 Company.

We start by wishing all ranks of the Corps all the best wishes
for Christmas a nd hope that the ew Year will bring prosperity
to us all.
Individual training is drawing to a close, and the lucky ones
are looking forward to a spot of leave.
I should like all old members of the Corps to prepare for a
shock . Our worthy R.Q.M.S. Wensley has at last decided to
stray from the path of single blessedness. I understand that
he is to be married to Mi ·s M. Davies on 19th December, 1936.
So that by the time these notes appear, he will have "gone and
done it. " We all wish him luck and great happiness. Now all
you " die hards " I It's never too late to mend .
PIP.

Departures.-The following have left this country for various
Stations abroad : Egypt- ::iignalman McGowan and Driver
Shepard I. C. ; Palestine· ·Signalmen Moore, Taylor and
Smith (to No. 2 Company, Sarafand).
\Ve are having difficulty m maintaining the usual standard of
play in our soccer games. We hope, however, to do better after
Christmas, when the Company is strengthened by new blood.
Lieutenant V. -. Drake has left us for civilian life.
him the best of luck, and regret losing him.

We wish

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
Queen's Avenue, Aldershot.

No. 2 Company.

VIRTUS IN ARDUIS.

General.- The ranks of the Company were sadly diminished
last week by the departure of a number of its members to foreign
climes January will see another batch on their way. As these
notes ill be in print by that time, we will take this opportunity
of wi hing them the best of luck in their new Stations.
The talk of the day seems to be devoted to the question of
Christmas leave. A few will be required to stay behind to carry
out U.e really necessary duties. Those who remain may rest
assured that all will be done to enable them to enjoy themselves.
Indiv1dnal training is now nearly finished, and next week will
be spent in having a last look at tho e text books, which we wish
could be taken into the Trade Board Room.
Sporting activities in the Company have, on the whole, been
very good this year. All those who so desired have taken part
in some particular sport. The Company has been very well
represented in the various Unit teams.
Physical training has now become a regular part of the day's
programme. All those who participate, and there are very few
exceptions, enjoy it very much, although some are reluctant to
admit it. The Inspector of P.T. visited us informally last week.
We hope he was pleased with all he saw.
January will mean the end of most of the furlough. We shall
then start checking stores and so forth, in readiness for the
forthcoming Scheme Season.
Former members of the Company will read with interest of
the marriage of Signalman Ketteridge, and will, I am sure, join
with me in wishing both he and Mrs. Ketteridge a Jong and happy
married life.
Arrivals.- We welcome Signalmen Bowden and Menard from
India, Driver Mills from Ireland, and Signalmen Kyle, Henry,
Hendren, Harr, Phipps and Ralph from the Training Battalion.
We trust their stay with us will be a pleasant one.
Depart ures.-Driver Tillotson to the Depot and Signalmen
McEvoy, Burge and Bailey to Malay.
Promotions.-We are still living in hopes.
Before concluding, I should like, on behalf of the Company,
to wish all former and present members of the orps a happy
Christmas and prosperous -ew ' ear.

We regret the non-appearance of notes from this Station last
month ; they were all typed and ready to go, but were somehow
lost under the mounds of correspondence which we receive.
However, here's the low-down on our activities.
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No. 3 Company.
That hard-earned spot of furlough, mentioned in last month's
notes, is now being enjoyed to the full by all those who can be
spared from duty. The moans of the unfortunates, who are
remaining on duty, are seldom heard above the loudly-voiced
plans and the " roll-ens " of the remainder.
The effect of the P.T. classes is evidenced by the vim, vigour
and vitality of all ranks.
We have recently been on the prowl in search of new quarters,
so that the R.E.s can do our Christmas decorating and spring
cleaning in one operation.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Lewin and Taylor E. C. from Catterick
have brought with them a cold blast of n orthern weather, which
is proving most disagreeable.

General.-During last month the Company completed annual
musketry with 100 per cent. lSt class shots, and an average of
69.92, thus staggering the many and various critics. We are
tempted to ask, in the inveterate phrasing of the " letter to the
paper " fiend, " Is this a record ? "
Guy Rodwell dealt us a body blow in really getting a " D '
in Map Reading and completing the subjects for his lSt Class
Certificate. He has now gone into retirement. I hear on good
authority that he is gripping returns and Sergeant Harvey at
the same time. For this relief, much thanks! Frankie has also
retired from the gripping contest. For months and months he
has stood the course, but lately has shown signs of exhaustion,
and has finally fallen by the wayside, leaving the field open for
Austin, Ben, and Bill. We are waiting to see who will crack
up first.
"Mahatma Ji" is at present tom between duty and football.
I can only say that he is seeing a lot of football. Bill Abbott is
actively engaged in the reconstruction of our garden. By the
spring, he hopes that the usual admiring bevy of beauty on the
avenue will appear-he may then think that it has all been worth
it. He isn't getting any thinner on it, anyway.
Trooping.-We shall be losing the Superintendent's Terror,
Tich Summers, who will soon be seen in China, where we sincerely
hope he'll grow a bit. He leaves us on 5th February.
Boats and Things.-The mail is being watched very carefully
just now, pending the allocation of " boats, part worn " to the
Empire builders, whom we are sending out this trooper. I give
this timely reminder to i\Ir. Records entirely free of charge,
because I should hate to let the Old Country down. Anyway,
I am growing tired of telling them how much India has changed
ince they were there, I want them to see it for themselves.
Since writing this, l\Ir. Records has decided that he can do no
more than grant steerage passages to Austin, Jackie and Lofty
Bates on a nice white boat leaving Southampton on 12th
February, 1937.
Question Time.-Only two this month. Does a certain young
laddie think that a journey to j arrow for a week-end was really
worth it ? He must think so, as he is doing it again.
" fahatma Ji" wishes to know the odds against the two
Manchester teams appearing together at \: embley.
Stop Press.-To " J " and Tank Sections, Egypt. Mr
wishes you all a sailor's farewell. In other words, a
farewell surrounded by water.
Calow (the office boy) has been ill with pleu risy
but is now back at work. \Ve hope that he v•
illness for a long time to come.
Sport.- ! don't advise y ou t o look, br
on the sports p ages.
An d that's all now . Sniff it,. d ri"
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Tank Brigade Signals.
Cambrai Barracks:
7th December.
General.-This Unit, which in our last n?t~ was likened to a
"flt'a-ridden cat," is now .ettled down 10 its i:ie·w quarters.
These new quarters, by the way, have been engagmg the attenion of ome " real painters " durina the pas_t three \~·eeks, and
the general internal appearance has been considerably improved.
The ab ence of our usual notes for last month is regretted, but
the " madman" (another extraction from last month's notes),
who has taken over this job, was " pushed " as a result of our
recent " evacuation " and " occupation " campaign. Preparations are now in full swing for the Chri tmas festivities. The
~ r eant-Major's "chain gang" are _working at _full .. pressure
to cope with the dem and for decorations (muttenng Roll on
my eight" all the time).
.
Arrivals.- \Ye extend a hearty welcome to the followmg, and
trust that their stay with u will be a long and happy _one :
Lance eraeant ::\!asters, Signalmen Cullen, ?lfoore, Parkinson
and \Yatcrton, from the wilds of Catterick, on 3rd - ~ovember ;
Corporal , foir, ignalmen Lapsley, Clarke and Robertson,. ex
India, on 14fu ,·ovember ; ignalman i\Ic:N"ama:a! ex Jam~ca,
on 22nd November; ignalman Cloete, from Tra10mg Battalion,
on 2nd December. Lance ergeant Dowie returned to us from
the R.T.C. Depot, after a tour of duty there, on 3rd December.
Departures.-Lieutenant R. E. Crawford, to Hong . Kong
Signal ection ;
ignalman Hodgson! to Scho_ol of Signals ;
ergeant mith, to R.T.C. Depot, Bovmgton; Signalman Gear,
to S.T.C. (Up-grading Course).
Draft Warnings.- Sergeant Keal, Lance Sergeant Sa unders,
C-0rporal Connaahton and Signalman Kirk are requested to
have their "bag , sea kit" ready. They start their "cruise"
on 1st January. \'\·e have several others who are expecting
orders to do likewise very shortly.
Promotions and Appointments.-We congratulate the following
on their recent steps up the ladder, and hope to see them making
further progress before very long : Lance Corporal Berry to be
Corporal, 20th October, 1936 ; Signalman Terrey F. to be
U Lance Corporal, 26th November, 1936.
Births.-Congratulations to Corporal and :Mrs. Berry on the
birth of a daughter, at Tidworth, on 2nd December, r936.
Conclusion.-By the time the ne:xt issue appears, the writer
may po ibly have recovered sufficiently from an excess of
ginger wine and lemonade to e-0ntribute his second spasm.
until fuen, we \\ill say au revoir, wishing everybody a happy
Chri trnas and prosperous New Year.
BEN."
ff

4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury.
General.- \ Ve must make a start somewhere, so here's wishing
all readers of THE \\-rRE a very happy and prosperous rew Year.
We sincerely hope that we shall soon have a full Unit here
once more.
Arrivals.-We extend a very hearty welcome to Major H. S.
Lewis-Barclay, Royal Signals, from the " Terrier " Staff and to
Lieutenant H. C. Daniel, Royal Signals, and his section from
Egypt. They came by road from outhampton. Canterbury
registered many heart beats as the convoy from the sands of
the desert rolled through its historic streets. (In ones and twos.)
We wonder what will happen when the main party arrives. We
have heard the town band practising quite a lot lately, and the
city is already gaily illuminated by thousands of C-Oloured fairy
lamps. (And little Audrey laughed aPd laughed.) We also
extend greetings to the following who have joined the Unit
recently : Sergeant Knowles, Corporal Roberts, Lance Corporals
Wood, Laurie and Brown E., and Signalman Sant. We hope
their stav will be a long and happy one.
Departures.-Sergeant Taylor to 1falaya and Signalman
O'Brien to Spike Island. By the time these not es appear, we
shall have lo ·ta few more to India : R.S.M. Noonan and family,
Corporals l·arnden and Camp, Lance Corporals Brown and
Sullings, and Signalmen Brown, :\fadin and Waite. W e wish
them every success in their new Stations. There are more to
follow!
Ente~nments. -The _dances whi~h are being held every
f rtmght 10 the new Regimental I nstitute are proving t-0 b e an
enormous success. It was noticed at the last one, held on 7t h
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December, 1936, that a large number of people were drinking
from a silver tankard, which was filled and passed round many,
many times. \Vell known i the fact t?at tl?e .A.A.F.I. do not
provide silver tankards, so where did this one come from ?
omeone knows !
The Children's Christmas Tree Party was held on 16th December, and was well attended. Of course, Santa Claus was there.
I wonder if anyone recogni ed him ?
Marriages.-Lance orporal ullings to Hilda Sergeant, at
Canterbury, on 26th December. 1936. Congratulations, Franky !
Agony.-To 4972725. What about a line? 4973u2.
Quetta. Do they issue hot-water bottles now ? I'll need one.
That's all.
SR.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
14th December, 1936.
General.-As the usual scribe is enjoying (or at least we hope
he is) a spot of leave prior to proceeding to Jubbulpore, I suppose
I shall have to carry on the good work until such time as another
is unearthed. Everyone appears to be awaiting the return of the
Palestine Force with a view to filling gaps in either this or that
department. Perhaps it may be possible to find one of the
exiles with a literary bent.
A hearty welcome is extended to the Unit (together with
those barnacles which have been collected during their tour
abroad) on its return to its native area. To those who have
remained, we e:-..-tend our sympathies, or should it be congratulations. Indian drafts still being the vogue, who knows ?
Medals.-Congratulations to the following on the award of
the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal : C.S.M. Deptford
T., Corporals Powner P. and Walsh J., Lance Corporal Ranson
J . and Signalman Dunbar G.
Education.-In spite of many adverses, the following have still
found time to improve their educational abilities, and have thus
earned our congratulations : Lance Corporal Ambury obtained
a" D "in P.hysics (E. and M.); Farrier Staff Sergeant Pummell,
Lance Corporals Smith C. M. and Lamb J ., and Signalman Moir
obtained rst Class Certificates. Signalmen Brown P. and
Devine J. obtained partial qualifications towards their 1st Class
Certificates.
Proclamation Parade.-In accordance with ancient custom,
the Proclamation was read from the Town Hall steps on Monday,
14th December. In accordance ·with ancient custom also, the
weather was "Scarborian "-filthy. A. party of .twenty files,
under the command of Major C. \¥heeler, represented the Unit.
We are pleased to say that the journey to and from the town
was accompl!Shed in comparative comfort-we had two motor
coaches.
Oxo .
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We are already preparing for Christmas, and the Messing
N.C.O. and Committee have been puzzling their brains and
talking quite technically about turkeys, breweries and lots of
<>U1er pleasant things. The C.O. and C.S.M. are organising the
:first "All Signals " Christmas Party and Re-union for the kiddies
and married folk. The plans are excellent, and next month we
hope to mention something about it in our notes.
The extraordinary bad weather has interrupted our line work.
Foreman of Signals (C.Q.M.S. Catt) has taken up a colonial
appointment in Rhodesia ; otherwise we have nothing exciting
to record. We hope that the F. of S., after his experience with
the local " natives," will enjoy his new job, and we take this
<>pportunity to wish him good luck.
1936 seems to have brought many changes to the Company.
There are many new faces and H.Q. is practically brand new.
Outstanding arrivals were the I.P.C. (Lieutenant Roberts),
the C.S.M. (C.S.M. Rankin), the C.Q.M.S. (C.Q.M.S. Young),
the I.M. (Corporal Dargan). and many operators. We now have
wireless cars and Unit M.T. The olde t equipment in N I.D.
(our horse<\) are no more-truly there have been many changes
and vast impr0vements.
Arrivals.-We welcome Corporal Bowie, Signalmen Jamie,
Davidson and 11orrice from Catterick.
Congratulations.-To Corporal Barron on his marriage, and
also to Sergeant Toogood, Signalmen Rowden, Baillie, McCormack, Watts, Seager, Swetnam, Oliver and Laws on being
successful at the last Trade Board.
Inter-Section Moves.-Corporal Barron from Armagh to
Londonderry, Lance Corporal Ogden from Belfast to Armagh,
Signalman McCormack to Londonderry from Belfast, and
Signalman Crump from Armagh to Belfast.
Acknowledgment.-We acknowledge and reciprocate the
sentiment of London Signals (T.A.) in last month's WIRE.
Exiles.-News has drifted in concerning some ex-N.I.S.C.
members. The best of luck in the new year to Corporal Salmon
(Meerut}, Corporal Wootton (Quetta), Lance Corporal Thomson
(Meerut), Signalmen Jones (Drosh W/T}, Smart (Singapore) and
Warboys and Ward (Egypt).

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.
Our furlough period has commenced, and H.Q . is, as a result,
a little below normal strength.
We are t o lose some very old members of the Company in
Sergeants Packman and Toogood, Corporal Turner and Lance
Corporal Davidson. It is with regret that we look forward t o
their departure, in a few days, for Catterick, prior to embarkation
for India early in February. They have been with us for a
considerable time.

Fort Lenan.
Signalman Rogers returned from leave on 28th November,
but left the following day for duty at Fort Dunree. It is rumoured
that the local hairdresser went on strike the day after.
News Bulletin.-Very little this month except for the fact that
we have had plenty of aerial erection drill, most of which has
taken place at night, and was due to more than our fair share of
gales. The winter indoor games tournament has started, and
we are still in. This is mainly due to the fact that most of our
opponents are on leave at present.
Co nclusion.-We wish good luck and prosperity to all Stations
of the Corps in the forthcoming year.
HECME.
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Sergeants' Mess.
A hearty welcome is extended to all our arrivals--old and
new. To those who are merely paying us a visit, if any, we would
suggest that you make the most of the visit. Scarborough has
its moods.
The best of wishes are extended to Lance Sergeant and Mrs.
Benson on their departure to Leeds for a tour with the 49th
Divisional Signals (T.A.) .
Sergeant Clarke ( robby, needless to say) and Lance Sergeant
Welsby have left us for Kohat and Jubbulpore respectively.
Their new Stations will be pleased to know that neither stop at
being ornamental. The former still plays a good game of football,
and the latter is a good WIRE scribe ; he can also tell a good t ale.
Best of luck to you both.
To all Units at home and abroad we wish a very happy and
prosperous ew Year. May they get all they wish- and more.
Oxo .

Ballykinler.
Moves.-Signalman Faulkner left on 2nd November for India,
via Belfast and Catterick. To him we say " boo voyage " and
good luck. Signalman Doyle left on 3rd November for Fort
Dunree, where he will be expected to work. Paddy will probably
set the pace there if he keeps at it as he did down here. Signalman
Cox A. went on furlough and is now back. No change. Rough
guess-13 st. ro lbs. Signalman Cook P. wandered into the
Station on 27th October, and has been here ever since. He
has settled down, and already looks and acts like an old stager.
Quite an asset to our soccer team, too.
Weather.-Foul-with worse intervals. Our old-timer says
that in all his fourteen months' service he has never seen weather
like it. \.Vind, rain, snow, sleet, etc. All congregate down here.
Howler.-Quite true, too. I couldn't cook one like it.
Q. : " Who's picture is on the American stamps ? "
A.: "Mostly George Washington."
Q. : " Why Washington ? Roosevelt is President, isn't he ? "
A. : " Sure, but \.Va.~hington was the first President."
Q. : " Oh, well, it will soon be Roosevelt, Washington can't
live much longer ! "
Tail Piece.- " Ding-how," "Robbo and Peiping," "Spudcan." Our best wishes for a happy I ew Year to you all.

( C APT, A . R . SI M PSO N, lNDIANSIGNAL• , RCTD .)

·T he London Car

Exchange,

Ltd., is a Subs id iary Company of
t he M.P.A., an d deals with the
car side of t he busi ness.
New and second -hand cars of all
makes can be su pplied . Special
terms arranged fo r " Home on
leave '' cars, and guaranteed repu rchase prices quot ed for both
new and second-hand cars.
Membe rs' cars taken in part
exchange and favourable hire purchase te rms arranged.
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GROSVENOR

The Association offe rs it s members
un usual facil it ies in their purchases.
Savings of as much as 30% can be
effect ed off usual retail prices
except in the case of price maintained articles.
Furnit ure, Silver, Radio and Electrical equipment a Speciality.
All Motor Accessories, including
tyres, lubricants, etc., supplied
at lowest possible pr ices.
Special " All-in" Motor insurances
effected, and all claims pursued
and advice given free of charge.

GARDENS

OPPOSITE VICTORIA STATION

LONDON

. The Grosvenor Gardens Club
is controlled by the M.P.A. This
is a Non-Residential Club and its
situation , together with its fine
Lounge, Din ing and Cocktail
Rooms, offers a pleasant environment for meeting friends.
Officers on leave are invited to use
the Club as Honorary Members,
without Entrance Fee or Subscription. Full particulars may be
obtained from the Honorary Secretary, or The Editor of this
publication.

S.W.I

(Sloane 007 I)
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Signal Training Centre (India) Juhhulpore.
"A" Company, Signal Training Battalion.
13th ;. ovember.
General. We welcome the return of our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel G. L. G. Pollard, . f.B .E., who has been
spending six months' leave in the U.K. \Ve hope the leave has
been enjoyable.
The Commander, Deccan District, Iajor-General 0. H. L.
ichol on, c.B., c . ~1.G ., o.s.o., paid u a visit on 22nd October,
and inspected the nit at work. Shortly afterwards, the ignal
Officer-m-Chief vi ited the Unit and held a similar in pection.
Constant changes of personnel in the ervice are inevitable.
With the commencement of the troopina sea on, the nit has
Jost several of its " old hand , " some to the Home Establi bment.
others to civil life. 2.fany more are to follow shortly, but the
next lot are not lucky enough to be home for Christmas- they
sail on 23rd December.
On Armistice Day, the usual Commemoration en-ice was
held, after which all Units paraded and marched past. The
salute was taken by His Excellency, The Governor of the Central
Provinces.
Promotions and Appointments.- Only one of the latter this
month. Signalman Williams J. to be U/Lance Corporal.
Arrivals.- \>Ve welcome Sergeant Greed and family. who have
just returned from leave in the U.K. Also Signalman Carlton
from rst Indian Divisional Signals.
Departures.--Quite a lot of people have left us recentl y.
First of all we have the members of the l pgrading Courses for
Fitters and I.l\I.s. They are too numerous to mention individually, nevertheless we hope they enjoyed their stay.
ome
of them liked Jubbulpore so much that they remained for a spot
of leave.
ignalman Sanders, the golfer, has gone " north " to
1 t Indian Divisional
ignals, Signalman Ford proceeded to
Quetta. The following left us during the week for the U.K.:
Sergeant Thornton to discharge ; Sergeant Keegan on leave ;
Corporal Sbuffiebotham and Lance Corporal Chambers to the
Reserve ; and Sergeant Goodison, Lance Sergeants Arnell,
Wheeler and Grieg, and Lance Corporal Mai·shall on transfer to
the Home Establishment. Our best wishes go v..jth them all.
Acony.-Wattle hasn't stopped yet. Peshawar, please note.
BASS.

Sergeants' Mess.
A brand • ·ew Year-only just issued-but we wish everyone a
crowning year of success in all their ventures, both in work and
in sport; for is it not the year of Coronation !
One is writing during ·ovember--boats have come and gone
and, consequently, .:hange:; have taken place.
Colonel G. L. G. Pollard, our Commandant, returned in time
t? be present at our An~ual Ball in the ::\fess. We fully appreciated the honour he paid us by attending within eight hours of
bis arrival from the boat train. Sergeants Meldrum and Greed
have. also returned from leave. They did not consider your
English summers too wonderful. Sergeant Meldrum has since
left us to join 4t.h Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop at Trimulgberry.
Sergeants Good1son, :\rnell and \\'heeler, and their families all
left for the Home Establishment per .S. California during' the
m1d·month. Thc:;e were closely followed by Sergeant Thornton
an? family and Sergeants Keegan and Grieg. " Tiffy " has
finished an honourable 21 years, and goes to civvy life-and
silver.foxes. \\'e srncercly wish him a life of success and " good
b1 eechng."
·
Yes.. an Annual Ball has been instituted. With only ten days
m which to prej)are, the various jobs were allotted with the idea
of decentralisation of responsibility. Wee committees could be

een tucked away in all orts of corners working out statistics.
The final result wa " the best show the Station has seen for
years," for thu it was voted by all the vi itors from other
:.Iesses.
The ?.Ie s has recently been redecorated throughout ; excellent
enclo ed itting-out arrangements were made, a cafeteria was
open for 1! hours at half-time, and the band was in good form.
What more was neces ary ? Only the people ; ladies gaily
gowned and gentlemen merrily-minded. Before 10.30 p.m.
there were over 200 such people, and the party went on until
t urned 3 a.m.
obody regretted it, and those who had worked
bard to make the show go were amply thanked by the guests'
respon e and praise. May there be many more such Annual
Balls.
We have al o had the monthly Mess dinner; but, this time, it
was a real festive board, very tastefully decorated by Mr. Jim
Brierley, and with the new dining tables shown off to perfection.
It was also a farewell to those who have gone home. The great
opportunity was taken to present Sergeant Ivey with the spoon
for the monthly "Grip," and thus to change a clinger into a
gripper.
This was not the only spoon to be presented during the month.
At an excellent tennis "At Home," which was arranged as a
court-warming, after the post-monsoon renovations, the R .S.M.
was given a very special spoon as a recognition of his super-archgripping abilities. This was presented with an illuminated
address. Knowing how well deserved it is, we consider that it
will become a family hairloom of the House of Trapmore.
Working on the supposition that the barrels of most rifles are
straight (or that all barrels have not got curved sides), the Mess
Shoot was held to prove the theory. Sergeant Dadswell did
prove the matter by conclusively winning the Shooting Cup;
but it takes an exception to prove any rule-Sergeant Tucker
was the exception. Tommy Tucker's " Ten " is now broadcast
to the world-and his name has been duly written in large letters
on the wooden spoon. (Ho ! ho ! ho !)
Later on Sergeant Fi hwick shook a fly hand at Revolver
Shooting, and, after a clo e fight, just beat Sergeant Whittington.
The 5th .Wovember ·was celebrated in great style for the
kiddies : a bonfire burned right merrily. It was a great sight to
see the boys calling round at all quarters, gathering in the old
sticks and chattels for t he bonfire. Some of them produced a
good g uy, and be was a good guy until zero hour, 6.30 p.m., and
then he had a hot time. Donald the Duck (Sergeant Pickering)
seemed to be enjoying it as much as any; his animated quacking
could be heard (and can be heard) all the while the excitement
prevailed. (And again, Ho ! ho ! ho !)
arious impromptu shows have been held in the Mess as usual,
and have been welcomed to break up the week's monotony.
Meanwhile, we are all going ahead quietly in preparation for
Christmas.
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13.0.R. 's table, followed by a visit to the W.0.'s and Sergeants'
Mess. An exhibition match was played with Signalman Homer,
representing the Unit, and who received 300 start in 550.
Although " Mike Elias " won, it was a very good game, and both
players were loudly applauded.
Owing to the trouble at Kbaisora, the Unit is only about 30
strong, the M. .B. Section and a part of Unit H.Q. being the
only ones left behind. However, the powers that be, realising
how dull we should all be, sent a detachment of old friends of
" B " orps ignals from Karachi. We welcomed them with
open arms. Pindi cannot offer them all that they have been
used to, so it would be unfair to hope that their stay will be a
Jong one. We just express the wish that it will be a pleasant
one.
Arrivals and Departures.-We extend a hearty greeting and
welcome to Major A J. Hannah, Royal Signals, who has taken
over the command of o. 1 Company, also to Lieutenant T. J . F.
Fuller and 2nd Lieutenant A. Fitz. G. McGill. Many farewells
and au reviors have been said lately. We wish the best of luck
to the followi lg, who have recently left us: C.S.M. King and
Lance Sergeant Young to Sialkot; Lance Sergeants Clutterbuck
and Lloyd, Signalmen Bennet and Taylor to the Home Establishment; Signalman McGregor to the S.T.C., Jubbulpore.
Promotions and Appointments.-We heartily congratulate the
following on their rise up the ladder of fame and fortune (I
leave the correct choice of word to you) : Lieutenant F. P.
J ohnsou, Lance Sergeant Hibbit W., Corporal Jones H. and
Lance Corporal Sokell H.
Births.-Only one. To Corporal and Mrs. Pink, a son, Arthur,
born at Rawalpindi. Congrats, Reg. !
Deaths.-It is with heartfelt regret that we have to record the
death of Sergeant Peters S., who was on Blighty leave from this
Unit. We all deeply sympathise with Mrs. Peters.
Query.- Who was the Sergeant who refused to undress at
Camp, because he bad forgotten his pyjamas ?
Who was the Signalman who, on the departure of his chum
for the Khaisora Operations, had to turn away or he would
have broke~ down?
Greetings,-We extend hearty Christmas greetings and best
wishes for the New Year to all Signal Units at home and abroad.
May they all have as good a time as we intend having.

.Another Apology.- The accompanying photograph of the
winners of the 1935-36 'orthern Command Football Tournament
was accidentally held up. "Better late than never" is our
motto. So, if the Editor will forgive us this time and publish it,
we promise to be on time in future.
Personal.-Seasonal greetings from Lomri to all pals at
Bulford, including the junior .C.O.'s Mess.
RENARD.

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
1st December.
Greetings.-All ranks, 1st Indian Divisional Signals, take this
opportunity of wishing all readers and all Units, at home and
abroad, the age-old wish, " A Merry Christmas and a Happy and
Prosperous New Year."
General.-Since our last issue of notes, the Unit has had a
very busy time. Three weeks were spent in Camp at Hassan
Abdal, but as the writer of these notes was one of a small detachment left behind in Rawalpindi, I am afraid that only a secondhand ~ccount of the Camp activities can be given. In the last
w:eek m October our Infantry Brigade and Artillery Brigade
Signal Sections left us to join their respective Brigades for
Brigade training. This left us with U. H.Q .. No. i Company and
" F " Section of o. 2 Company for the march-out to Camp
on 30th October. The Camp was originally to have been of
two weeks' duration, but apparently everyone enjoyed it so
much that it was ex'i:ended for a further period of one week.
A g?O<l deal of hard work, Unit and Company training, was
carried out, and we are sure everyone benefited from his sojourn
at Camp.
Work was admirably interspersed ".jth play. During the
first week, an impromptu concert was arranged, and was much
enjoyed by everybody. In the second week, a two-hours' show
was given by that well-known personality in this district, Billy
Wheeler. The crowd (I believe everyone turned up) was delighted,
and not a little astonished by his show of conjuring, tbought~eadin~. etc. (We hav.:: reason to believe that one or two people
Ill particular were defirutely staggered !)
During the third week,
an Indian juggler-cum-conjuror-cum-fire-eater-cum-sword-swallower gave a show which was also much appreciated . He turned
a deaf ear to all entreaties to perform the Indian rope-trick.
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"A" Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
Apologies.- We offer our sincere apologies for the absence of
WIRE notes during the last two months. If we offered excuses
we ·would not be believed, so we'll keep them to ourselves, and
just say that it will not happen again.
Anything of lnterest.-Up to a few weeks ago, we had not been
very well equipped with news, life just hummed along merrily,
Section Schemes, church parades and dust were all taken as a
matter of course, and a drill course helped to fill in time for the
'.C.O.s. One item of news well worth mentioning, was t he
visi~ ?~ "Mike .Elias," the billiards champion of India.
An
exh1b1tion of tnck and straight bill iards was played on the

WINNERS NORTHERN COMMAND FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT, 1935-1936.
Bock Row : Sergeant Clark W . H., Lance Corporal Brakenberns B., Lance Corporal Keenlyside A.. Lance Corporal Bourcon H., Sign•lm•n Hunns H .. Sign•lm•n Fowler A.,

Lance Corporal Cordner N .. Lance Sergeant Cosstlck F.
Seated: R.S.M . Bayliss G. F., Corporal Clevelnnd F.. Lleutcnant· Colonel C. H. H. Vulliamy, Corporal Moody R. (Captain), Lieutenant-Colonel W . R. C. Penney, O.B.E., M.C.,
Sig nalma n Foster R., C.S .M. Easters A., M.M.
Front RJw : Signalman Abb iss J., Signalman Mobberiey R.
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\\/bat with the concerts swimming, fishing and " .housey'." I
think the lei ure hours were well occupied. A_Propos of,,i1shi~1g,
ertai
C O can be
cused for some slight exag.,erabo_n
'.'- c aardn to . the ·size of the one fish which he caught, because it
m re..
was the result of about three week·s • fishi ng 1·
The wives and families of the married personnel made two
trips out to Hassan Abela!, on Sunday, _the 7t!1, and Sunday, the
14 th Tovember. I believe they all enioyed 1t very much.
On return from Camp, on 21st ovember (most ?£ the _n~t
hed in but some canle by J\I.T.- they couldn t take it .)
:~rtnit wa~ busy preparing for the Indus Signal Exercise, which
was to have taken place from uth to 17th December, but _the
outbreak of ome little trouble in \\Taziristan upset everythma,
and wa the signal for the mo,·e of certain of our per on?.el }~
the scene of operations. On londay, 30th ovember,
h
Section, " C " Pack Cable ection and half of
e<:;?on !~ft,
to be followed the next day by one 11.T. office of D
ec?o.n
and the remainder of "A" Section. So once more the Unit is
sadly depleted in numbers.
Arrivals.- We extend a hearty welcome_ to the following, who
have joined us during the month : Cap~n C. L. Morgan, from
Brigade ignal_ Troop, Tf1mulg~erry; Ser~eant
4th Cavalry
Chantler
A .. on return from nme months leave m U .K., 1gnal-

SIGNALMEN!!
Tap .. The Wire " and call Pip Emma for
Everything Regimental

,

BLAZERS
SQUARES

"A''..

man Horder C.. from Jubbulpore, complete with Class I, In ~ru
ment :lechanic rating ; Pte. Beckley H., from r:rt: BatW1?n,
Dorestshire Regiment, for attachment on p robation, pe1?dmg
transfer to the Corps. \Ve al o congratulate Signalman Robm~ ] .
on being accepted for transfer t~ ~e Corps from 1st Battalion
Dorsetshire Regiment. The families of Lance Sergeant Cooley
T . and Corporal Choulerton J. arrived from the U.K. on 25th
ovember, 1936. We hope they like Pindi.
Departures.--Our best wishes go with the following : Signalman \\'right J .. to 2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, S1alko~;
Signalman Thompson R. (our hockey centre-forward) to discharge in India; Sergeant-Instructor Richards G., our popular
"Schoolie," and Mrs. Richards, to Secunderabad, Deccan
District; Lance Corporal Laurie and family, to U:1C, per
Neuasa, on 14th ovember; Corporal Thorp W., Signalmen
Cloke H., Dawes r., Dyke A., Morris W. and anderson A., to
the t;.K., per Dorsetshire, on 28th 1\ovember, 1936.
From. the remarks, "Thirty-seven days to go, you cads," one
is led to believe that there will be further departures in the near
future.
Marriages.-Practically an unkn.own qua.ntity in this. Unit,
but thi month we have pleasure m reporting the ~age ~f
our Regimental Sergeant-~1ajor, R.S.M. Day C., to Miss Dons
Lilian Buck, at Colaba, Bombay, on 7th November, 1936. "W_e
extend our best wishes to R.S.M. and Mrs. Day, and hope their
married life will be a long and happy one.
Births.-To Corporal and Mrs. "Wilson, a daughter, in Rawalpindi, on 15th l'ovember, 1936.
Extensions.-Signalmen \: eetman X. and Dixon G. have
extended their service to complete nine years with t he Colours.
This is under a new scheme, which was recently introduced, to
permit men to extend their service for a period of one year
instead of the conventional four.
Languages.-V.'e congratulate the undermentioned on passing
the Language Examinations stated : Lieutenant M. A. Charlton,
Higher Standard Urdu; Lieutenant J. R. G. Walker, Lower
Standard Urdu; Lance Corporal Laurie S., British Service
Urdu Test
Sport.-Practically nil this month; we have been too busy.
The detachment remaining in Pindi turned out a hockey team
against "A" Corps Signals, and though six of our team had never
played before, we only lost by 2-4.
The day after the return from Camp, we played t he I.A.O.C.
(British ranks). We had a weakened team and only ten men.
Consequently we lost by 0--2.
The Teruus Club is going great guns. We have just had the
courts repaired, and now all three are in full swing. An InterUnit Competition commences after Christmas. We have entered
a team and should do well.
WARHORSE.

1937
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Arrivals.- Lance Corporal Chadwick B . and Signalman
Benson J. from Quetta, via Meerut. We hope they enjoy the
spicy smells of Muttra during their stay.
Things We Should All Like to Know.- Why does "Banger"
insist on early calls ?
Is Allen, commonly known as "Bugs, " t rying to outdo
" Lawrence of Arabia " with his reminiscences ?
Is it true that Whalley is i/c R.T C. ?
Honours List. - hield, medal and ribbon with three clasps, for
" Strangler Latham ."
L.B.

SCARVES
TIES
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Gold and Silver Badges
of every description

Civil, Military and
Tropical Outfitting
at the Most Reasonable
Prices
Sweater In Corps Colours
' Pltone: Tem11Le Bar 8657

Coll or ffrite

PIPE

&

McGILL, LTD.

44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2

4th Indian Divisional Signals.
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7th (M) Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Muttra.
October.
Everyone during this month has been preparing for the annual
struggle-manreuvres. The morse code is very prominent ?n
all occasions : the clatter of a sounder here, the flash of hellos
and lamps there, and, last but not least, the buzzer .as i~ breaks.
into a full-throated whine for the enthralment of its hsteners.
This will be forsaken in a very short while for the more interesting
experience of ca~le-laying ; 100 ~er cent., perhaps. Visions of
flashing drums, the cable droppmg away behind to connect
some Signalman with his pals, and to give him a .chance .to send
his mail away by others if he cannot walk the distance m time.
Which reminds me of Saturday mornings, when the English
mail arrives. They wait like kite-hawks on the verandah and
swoop down µpon the poor D.R. who brings it as if to _devour
him. This Section has its complement of love-lorn swams and
pen friends.
Corporal King, known to many as "Banger,'' is leaving. us.
in the near future for an E.F. Course at Jubbulpore. We thmk
it might be a holiday. "Banger" says," No." Just like that!
For the next eight months one conjures visions of him with littlebottles of ink and coloured pencils, drawing beautiful things on
plain paper for the benefit of others, in order to show them that
he can really draw, and how clever he can be when he tries.
Still, we hope he is successful.
Although November has only just begun, there are some who
keep remarking t hat t he boat doesn't seem to hurry itself.
Anyone hearing them talk would think they didn't like t his
country . Even those wi t h t wo and more t o do are the same.
I t has been said that India is a lovely place to look upon, when..
viewed from a distance.

' ovember.
General.- \Ve are now well into the collective training period,
and all the wrinkles picked up on the recent trade boards are
being put into practice.
On 19th-20th ovember, 1936, we had a combined Scheme
with the 4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop. Rapid promotion
was the order of the day, and many junior N.C.0.s revelled in
holding down staff appointments and commands. The office
personnel of the Unit were routed out from their chairs, and
engaged on eutral Signals work. The change from pushing a
pen to pushing an Army bicycle loaded up with cable, a DIII
and bedding, not to mention the S.D.M.O., was appreciated if
not welcomed. However, no fruit blossomed forth, so the
"benevolent nootrals" must have been O.K.

Four Regimental signallers, from 1st Battalion, West Yorkshire Regiment, are at present attached, in order to get an
insight into the workings of their Brigade Signal Section. They,
too, were requisitioned for our Scheme. So well did OLT cook
orderly (" Sos " Boulter) cater, that they are seriously considering a transfer.
Armistice Day.-A contingent, consisting of two B.O.R.s and
four 1.0.R.s, together with a similar contingent from the 4th
Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, represented the Indian Signal
Corps at the Garrison parade at the Secunderabad Cenotaph. The
party was under the command of Captain R. Maguire, who laid
the Combined Units' wreath on the Cenotaph. The remainder
of the Unit paraded in barracks under Lieutenant R. J. Perry,
and observed the two minutes silence.
Officers.-Our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. A.
Pocock, R.E. (I.A.), left us for a short while to inspect " G "
Signal Section on manreuvres. During his absence, Captain R.
Maguire took over the command of the Unit. The Commanding
Officer has now gone on a visit to Jubbulpore to inspect "F"
Signal Section, and Captain R. Maguire is again officiating.
Lieutenant-Colonel R . T. 0 . Cary, 111.B.E., has now been
struck off the strength of this Unit, on reversion to the Home
Establishment, and we once again respectfully tender our best
wishes.
Captain R. Maguire rejoined the Unit on 30th October last
from Bangalore, where he classified the signallers of the Wiltshire
Regiment and "A" Field Brigade.
We tender our somewhat belated congratulations to Lieutenant
R. J. Perry on his marriage to Miss Muriel :Mary Pearl Calcott,
at Hanwell, on 4th July, 1936. We realise that we are a bit late,
but the information has only just appeared in Part II's. 'evertheless, our congratulations are none the less hearty.
Promotions and Appointments.-Our sincere congratulations
are tendered to the following on their rise to the ranks stated :
2307631 Sergeant Penfold A., to be C.Q.M.S., 30.9.36; 2318424
Lance Corporal Webster R., to be Corporal, 23.9.36; 2321347
U/Lance Corporal Taylor C., to be Paid Lance Corporal, 18.6. 36;
2565315 U/Lance Corporal Wright J., to be Paid Lance Corporal,
23.9.36; and 2322089 Signalman Heatherington, to be U/Lance
Corporal, 4.rx.36.
Arrivals a nd Departures.-4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop
rejoined, from a rather wet existence at Shamirpet Camp, on
1st ovember, 1936.
Our late Orderly Room Sergeant, Sergeant Baker L., and our
P.T. expert, Lance Corporal Wood R ., left us on 14th 1 ovember,
1936, for Bombay, where they will embark for the U.K., on
reversion to the Home Establishment. Our best wishes go with
them.
Lance Corporals Hatton A. and Garnett J ., comprising the
advance party, have left us for Siddipet, where we hope they are
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getting things ready for those of us who will ha.ve to follow.
Corporal Brennan, the advance party of the Cavalry Troop, has
also headed in that direction.
Corporal a.de), our pressman, had a. short sta.y at Camp with
the A.F. (I.) as a Wireless Instructor, from 7th to 17th ovember,
1036.
We welcome Sergeant Meldrum, the latest. men;iber ?f the
•-Bar-C, to Trimulgherry, and hope that he will enioy his stay
here.
Language Tests.- We congratulate our pay staff. Corporal
Tupper and La.nee Corporal Tweedley, on passing the British
Service Urdu test, a.t Trimulgherry, in October last.
Condolences.-Official notification of the death of the wife of
231 012 Corporal \Yatterton L. has ju t been received from
Catterick. We extend our deepest and sincerest sympathy to
Corporal ·watterton in his great bereavement.
Easy Warriors.-Remember, remember the fifth of ovember !
Unfortunately, we forgot that the I.0.Rs do not remember, with
the result that the whole Unit was turned out on Fire Drill, when
a certain fond parent lit a bonfire for his offspring's amusement.
What a pity it wasn't 1st April.
Trade Qualifications.- Hearty congratulations are extended to
the following who passed trade tests as shown at a Trade Board
held in Trimulgherry on 21st September, 1936 : 5096526
C.Q.M.S. Moult R, O.V. I ; 2320897 La.nee Corporal Hatton A.,
O'S. I; 2318715 Corporal Watts S., O.S. II ; and 6342348
Signalman Field W., O.S. III.
Extensions.- ! am not sure whether this should not have
.appeared under the heading two paragraphs before this, but
we will spare the poor fellow. La.nee Corporal Wright has signed
<>n for nine years with the colours, a.nd also t o complete a. further
year in this country. Love, you funny thing !
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FREE TRIAL

OFFER . OF •ASPRO'

Cut out th is advertisement, pin your name and address to it,
post it to us and we will send you a double sample of ASPRO'
tablets free.' You can then prove how pain-alleviating ' ASPRO'
is; how it stops vio lent headaches in a few minutes-s mashes
colds and influenza attacks in one night-brings sweet sleep to
the sleepless-relieves rheumatism in one night-banishes nerve
pains, neuralgia, toothache, etc., in a few minutes.
• ASPRO' DOES NOT HARM THE HEART

w

Mode In Enelond by ASP RO LTD., Slou1h, Bucka.

(Telephone: Slou1h 608).

If you have ~cel•ed a sample of 'ASPRO ' please do not write (or another.
'ASPRO' amsists of th< pamt Ac:etulsoliculic Acid that has <V<T bttn
~ij- ~ ~nown to .M<dical Sa<:""'· ~nd its.claims ar< bawl on its sur><rioritu.
~
No tJroJml'taru n1ht u claitned rn tk mt.ihod of manu(aclurt 0'
·
·r ' "' ' ·
th< formula.

New Faces.- Lance Sergeant Meldrum G., our broncho buster,
arrived on 15th November, 1936, from S.T.C. (!.), Jubbulpore,
a.nd there are twelve little remounts for him to ta.ke over.
Canine News.- Welcome to Bitta, the scribe's puppy. He is
only six weeks old, but he ca.n carry more water than a camel,
and is he tough I By the way, in case of query, Bitta. means " a
bit of everything."
Armistice Day.-The Unit was represented at a Station
para.de held at the local Cenotaph. The remainder of the Unit
observed the two minutes' silence in the Troop lines.

Corporals' Mess.-This means the Div. plus the N .C.O.s of
the Cavalry Troop , as there are no Signalmen at present on the
strength of the Unit at Trimulgherry. On the eleventh of the
-eleventh (shades of Orderly Room), the Corporals' Mess entertained the Bola.rum Trinity Club to a.n indoor games evening.
It is not often that we have any social events, a.nd it was rather
gratifying to note tha.t the excursion was enjoyed by all those
who attended. The programme included bridge, phat, pingpong, billiards, snooker, dominoes and occasional gripping. The
Mess carried everything before it, with the exception of one
rubber of bridge; but that, unfortunately, got mixed up with
the gripping.

Congratulations.-To Divite, Jock Heatherington, on appointment to U/La.nce Corporal. Another 1940 Quartermaster I Who
is to look after the old farm now, Jock, and that little lady in
Canada?

Tail Piece.-The procedure is, "N.C.O. i/c Cable Detachment
calling CU," not "Hullo, Jock, old cock!"

Honours and Awards.-Our Combined Signals hockey team
won the Secunderabad Inter-Unit Hockey Tournament (Indian),
beating the P.A.V.O. Cavalry (uth F.F.) r-o in the final. It
~a.y be stated that in such games, Indian Units may play a.
maximum of three B.O.Rs. In our tea.m were Lieutenant
E. L. L. Vulliamy and C.S.M. Westwood of Div. Signals, and the
" million dollar centre-half" Signalman Roberts of the Troop.
All played well, and dyserve a. pat on the ba.ck.

BEDOX.

4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
20th November.
atneral.-The Unit Camp a.t Shamirpet was a big success, but
the weather, as is customary when one is under canvas, was a.
washout. It is no joy when all the tents are blown down during
a thunderstorm.
The VfT Section, under Corporal Hylands, has taken part in
~l Brigade. Exercises, and owing to the absence of W fT sets,
visual remams the chief means of communication in this Brigade.
Ou r twelve remounts are coming along nicely, and there are
one or two likely-looking jumpers in t he ride.
1:he Major-General .of Ca.va.lry inspected the Troop a fter t he
Unit Camp, and wa.s 1mpres5ed with everything he sa.w.
Departu~es·~~tain C.. L. Morgan, our Commanding Officer,
to tst Indian D1v1s1onal Signals, Rawalpindi. All we can sa.y is
that ~e Div. are lucky to get such a decent officer. We
Captain and :\[rs. forgan will take advantage of the splendid
air and scenery at :\1uree and Kashmir.

trust

CG'!''!'•nd.-Lieut:enant J. • '. Barker assumed command of
the Umt on 15th 1'ovember, 1936, and all ranks welcome our
new C.O.

Tales of Woe.There was a. tall, thin man, called Robbo,
Who was due to sail in Novembo ;
He was gay, inclined to gloat,
Till they cancelled his boa.t,
And now he is sweating once moro.

Soccer News.-The Garrison Football League has commenced,
and though we have been beaten in the two matches played so
far, our team shows promise. It is hoped that all our home
fixtures will be victories. Considering our total B.O.R strength
!s 26, compared with 600 in the Infantry Regiments and 250
m the. RH.A., we are putting up a good show, judged by the
followmg results :
Lost 1-0
v. 1st Batta.lion North Sta:ffs., away
v. " N " Batte7y. RH.A., away
Lost 2-1
Things We Want to Know.-Where was Popeye's spinach
when the monkey pushed his face in ?
Who's afraid of the Big Ba.d Wolf?
Is there anyone in the Army who believes in Santa. Cla.us and
fairy tales ?
Future Events.-The Unit will be under canvas for a m onth
from 26th November, 1936, taking part in Brigade training.
'
Roll on, Christmas I Our Mess Fund is so m uch in credit tha.t
we expect plenty of everything.
" B ONNIE DUNDEE . "

STA110NSABROAD
Corps Signals, Palestine Force.
The Grifftn.- The latest information, piping hot, straight from
No. 2 stable (any many other places), that's-" THE GRIFFIN."
(Capitals, please, l\ir. Printer- it's worth it I) Be it known then
that the Griffin, highly imaginary-tinted with truth-contorted
with conjecture a.nd peppered with pious hopes, has been bruited
abroad ( ear East) with the frequency of" a-of a." And what
has it all been about ? Boa.ts- postings-ships-Christmas
dinners and troopers. That's the answer !
One Griffin, at least, has materialised-which doesn't mea.n
that the cros -word monster bas come to life-but tha.t one
hundred and thirty-six of our braves ha.ve been handed over to
rst Divisional Signals, in order to help them hold the fort, while
tl1e remainder proceed home. Here we hasten to interpolate that
we can only give the situation at the moment. Also--a.nd hastily,
too-we would add that the " fort-holding " opera.ti0n hasn't
the appearance of being protracted. In fact, we hope to send
ur ship back to fetch them. vVe were extremely sorry to part
company and sincerely wish them luck a.nd a. speedy return
home. This also applies to our friends, 1st Divisional Signals.
Historical.-Unlike our predecessors, the Crusaders, we ha.ve
neither built churches here and there nor carved crosses everywhere. The former would have been too much like work, and
the latter too much like barrack da.ma.ges. \Ve ha.ve, however,
left our traces. Those in the King David ought to be easily
removable with a coa.t of paint, so we'll pass ligqtly over them.
But our first ca.mp-Mons Camp-is there for all eternity, and
only a few select people will know the site. So, when you visit
the Holy La.nd, don't trust the guide too implicitly, because, I
believe, the notice boa.rd has already gone. Now we come to our
Magnum Opus, which sounds like something to drink-and
isn't. Mar Lias (St. Elijah) is an old fort-like church of Greek
origin, dating ba.ck about five hundred years. It tops the first .
crest out of Jerusalem, which gives a distant view of Bethlehem.
We were forced to repair to this old monument after the flood,
because tlie B ell tent cannot weather the same--er-wea.ther as
the ark. Here we installed ourselves in thirteen nondescript
rooms, and, to avoid a.ny bad luck, we handed over one to the
N.A.A.F.I. The monks and monkesses received us with opener-in a. very friendly manner, and that necessitates our saying
that they were not of our generation, although we could tell a.t a.
glance that they were not the original builders. With all this
" bonhomie " floating about, our generous natures rose to the
surface, and we effected a change, which five hundred years had
failed to do--we renamed the place Fort Mons (with Smoky Joe
as caretaker). You know those keys with which they turn on
the fire hydrants ? There is one of these for each room I And
if our Q.M. has one arm longer than the other when we get home,
don't ask any silly questions.
Geographica l.- Without becoming too technical or indiscreet,
we can disclose tha.t we have ha.d ramifications as far north as
Haifa and as far south as Gaza with intermediate worries at
Nablus, Talkarm, and Jerusalem. These parts of the country
not covered by work have been explored by private enterprise;
so that Tel Aviv-the zenith, and the Dead Sea- the a.dir,
have not been left in peace. Parties have also explored the Old
City and Bethlehem. I now gather that there are a. few, who
would like to view Haifa from lhe blunt end of a troopship.
Apropos. - If a ll goes well, thirty-nine of our residue will leave
for England on the California on I I th December. For the
remainder, it looks as if they will have three Christmas dinners
- one wailing somewhere in Blightly, one "down" on the Bay
of Biscay, and we will pa s lightly over the other.
The Deluge (by special request).~The weather broke on 21st
November, and that night the dust was well and truly laid.
The following evening, the storm increased to a gale and the
rain to " H..99's." Officers, anxious for ihe safety of the troops,
emerged from the comparative safety of the Arab College, and
Apprised some of the sleeping toughs of their danger. Two

warrant officers did the traditional trick of picking up their beds
and walking. Two marquees caved-in. The trenches, so labor
iously dug by the reservists, became mountain streams. The
soccer pitch became a sea. of mud, guys were strained to their
uttermost; ot~er guys just turned over and went to sleep.
Theo, to the d1scomforture of those roughing it i the College,
some tough guy drove an angle iron through the buried E.L.
cable, putting the building in darkness. The cooks put up the
best show of the lot with their steaming bacon and beans the
following m orning They (the cooks-not the beans) had been
in (a.nd out) of Bell tents all night.
.JESSAMINE.

" G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo
General.-There being no departures, arrivals or promotions
to relat e, these notes are mainly composed of a. resume of our
activities in Palestine.
. Once a.~a.~ we ha.ve returned to the quiet a.nd peace of peacetime sold1enng after our spell of active service. What next we
wonder, The Western Desert, Brrr ! Baghdad ? Our stay of
three and a. half months was full of activity and there was no lack
of hectic moments. Our biggest enemy was sandfly fever, and
throughout the whole of our stay we managed to supply our
quota to the local hospital. At Nazareth we were reduced to one
opera.tor on the MA/:\IB Set (Lance Corporal Butler responding
nobly to the call of duty). The remaining operators ha.d to ta.ke
over the No. 1 Sets. Our duties were ma.ny and varied, and the
No. 1 Set operators deserve a. big hand for their performance.
Very often they would go for a wh9le week without a. night free
from duty.
At Haifa. we met several members of" A" Corps Signals and
1st Divisional Signals, a.nd several old " G " Troopites a.ppea.red
among them. \Ve hear tha.t " Badgey"
eal could not be
dragged away from his old 'bus. Ex-Signalman Erhorn wa.s
heard to tick once or twice and we have heard several very tall
ya.ms, which distinctly indicate the presence of Signalman
Leonard . Keep it up Paddy !
The Regiment returned home by road, ta.king the route Haifa,
ablus, Jerusalem, Hebron, Beersheba., Koubri Ferry (nea.r
Suez), across the Canal by ferry and so back to Cairo. There
wa.s the usual crop of ac~ident , but mostly of minor nature. The
most serious occurred when an armoured-car turned on its side
in a ditch. Good work was performed here by someone in getting
the ca.r back on to the road and down to the Canal under her own
steam in ,time for the crossing ne:\.1: morning. One IA Set came
to grief just after leaving Haifa, a.nd was sent back to Helmieb
by rail. Not a pleasant journey for the r .C.O. concerned, eh
Jock I The second day's journey from
a.bl us to Beersheba
proved very interesting. At Beersheba. a. party toured the battlefield , under the guidance of the writer, who (ahem !) had been
there many many years before, eh Ging ? It was noticed that
our future military correspondent and M.P. accompanied this
party. He closely scrutinised the various old gun emplacements,
etc., and was heard to sni:ff contemptuously as he viewed the
lay-out. He'll probably run the next war on different lines.
The most interested member of the party was our pet archreologist, Bill. He collected so many souvenirs that he couldn't (or
was not allowed to) put them on the 'bus. "11.ich was it, Taney?
That 6 in. howitzer shell, for in ta.nee, what couldn't you have
done with that, Bill ? Our only casualty was the irrepre ible
Mac. He'd been shot at o many time and mi d, that he
thought he could do the job better him elf, o he placed one very
neatly through the calf of his leg. However, be is back to the
fold now after a stay of five week in dry dock, but it will be
sometime before he gets rid of that limp, and we need him badly
in the soccer and hockey tea.ms.
Before closing, we should like to mention our public hero 0.1,
Signalman mith J. During an ambush, under heavy fire, he
was opera.tor on a. o. 1 ct in an armoured-car, when he recei ed
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orders definjna the action to be taken .by '.!-°other car, whlch was
not equipped with W/T . Without hesitation, he ran t<? the other
car, a di tance of approximately 400 ~ard~, an? delivered the
me ge. Good work Smudge ! Anything m thls rumour of a.n
M.:.\L ?

"H" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Egypt.
Attached 8th K.R.I. Hussars,
Main Barracks, Abbassia.
General.- Since our last notes, we have r~turned to Egypt, after
having successfully " held 'em back " dunng the recent trouble.
At present, everyone is bu ily engaged in a general clean up of
both cars and sets.
The journey back by road was without incident as far as the
Troop were concerned, and the communication throug1:1out was
quite good. Tow all we want to know 1~-are we returmng home
or not ? It i not the prospect of haVJng to complete a tour of
duty in Egypt whlch is worryi~g the majority (Reggie excluded!)
but the uncertainty of what 1s actually gomg to happen to us.
As usual, there have been several rumours, but all ~ave come to
nought. In future, the murd~r o~ anyone sp~eading rumours
in the Troop is to be treated as iustifiable hormc1de. Watch out,
Reggie!
Vle said au revoir to" F" Troop on '27th Kovember last, and
hope that their stay in England will be a long an~ pl~asant
one. The night before their departure, a party was given m the
"Maggot's" honour, during wh!ch he ga:"."e thre~ .speeches . I~
brief they were: (1) he was gomg O? a Voke . m January ,
(2) he was volunteering for a tour with Egypt Signals ; (3) he
was going on a payment leave. However, leave out the volunteering and o. '2 will probably come true !
.
Vle hear that 5th DivisionalSignalCompanyare retummghome
on the nth inst. Well, everyone hopes that they get farther
than Malta this time. In case they do, just a word of advice to
the" Lout." :1\find which barber's shop you use when you get
back to Canterbury! In any case, we'll be seein' yer---some
day.
.
.
By the way, according to the new diet for ~he Army,. which
has been widely published in the papers, such items as nssoles,
meat coquettes, salmon and spud cutlets do not appear. We
hope that all those in charge of messing \Vil! note.
Early mornina P. T. is now in force, and quite a lot of the
"Palestine rolls" are beginning to disappear. J. F. C. is beginning to develop his feminine form once again. It does come as
a strain after one of these orgies at the Slade and elsewhere.
In addition, many members of the Troop are taking great
interest in tennis (modesty forbids any mention of the " Troop
champion"). Should we remain out here, it is hoped to give a
good account of ourselves in the Regimental Tournament.
Further, J. F . C. is also beginning to find his form on the football
field. He has scored in each game for Egypt Signals so far, and
also recorded four goal for the 8th Hussars in the Corporals'
Mess Cup. Lance Corporal Evans had the misfortune to sustain
an injury to ills heel, whilst playing for Egypt Signals at rugger.
\Ve hope he will be back jn the game very shortly.
\Ve have no promotions, marriages, births, etc., to report.
As a matter of fact, I believe that several romances have come
to a nasty end, due to this lack of news and also the possibility
of many having to remain out here for a tour. " Absence makes
the heart grow fonder." Probably of the bloke who is near at
hand!
Agony.- Why can't some of you 'Erberts sport a stamp and
give the unfortunate correspondents a chance ?
Abdul Foster, Ponki. ••Jimmy worried. Why no news?
Attention drawn to the form of J. F. C."
Ross Effendi, Sudan. "\Vhat a pal!
o line, no cake." W.
Auntie Sophia. " Kindly forward necessary sum at once or
must re ort to tow-rope." R. A. S.
Seth Parton, Canterbury. "Suggest you take advantage of
the reduced rates at Christmas." Jonah.
In Conelusion.- To all you lucky dogs who scraped home. To
all you luckier dogs who never came out. And to all you unlucky
dogs who have longer to do than the dhobies donkey- the season's
greetings from "Happy H."
WEEPIN' WILLO.
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Malta Signal Section.
lntroduction.-As comparative strangers, it is hoped that onco
more we shall make a regular appearance in these columns.
General.-Primarily, mention must be made of the chan.ge
of command here. Captain F. H. Bury has assumed the duties
of C.S .0. from Captain D. R. Paterson, who returns to Bhghty
for a Course at the Staff College, Camberley. To Captain Hury
we accord our warmest welcome. May his stay be as pleasant
as that of his predecessor. He is assured of the w~ole-heru:ted
co-operation of his Section, and. although he has a .d ifficult tm';e
in front of him, may it be a pleasant one. Captam Paterson s
departure leaves us with a feeling of personal loss. We know
that his memories of Malta will be pleasant. He has earned the
esteem and respect of all those who have had the honour and
pleasure to serve under him. May good luck be your fortune,
sir!
Captain Bury brought as retinue, Sergeants Cutler, Sargeant
and Clark. To them alse we extend our warmest welcome.
Q.M.S. Goodridge and Signalman J ock Henny are with u~ again,
after a spot of leave in the Home Cou.ntry. ~s J ock \VJ.Shes .to
relate some experiences, which befell him on his homeward trip,
we will clear decks and let him get .on with it.
Spanish lnterlude.-This narrative should have been entitled
"Home Leave," for such was my intention when I bade a tearful
farewell to my blankets and coir and boarded H .M. Des.troyer
Keith. My desire to tread Caledonian soil had overruled my native
caution and, therefore, regardless of my "bawbees," I applied
for, and received, the blue chit entitling me to proceed t o the
U.K. free from military responsibilities for three months. Leaving
Malta on the morning of 20th July, the Keith sailed for home
at the lead of the 4th Destroyer Flotilla. It was not the intention
of my naval hosts that I s.hould be with~mt some e~plC?ymen~:
in order to pass away the time, and, by VJrtue of my Jimmy,
I was invited to assist Signals. This invitation I readily accepted,
and duly entered the honourable company of " sparkers." True
to form, the Flotilla did not proceed direct to England, but,
having all the Mediterranean in which to exercise, indulged in
manceuvres, somewhat reminiscent of ring-a-roses.
Thus
occupied, time passed swiftly, until off the Balearic Islands.
- Here a signal was received which gave rise to much speculation
and not a little trepidation on my part. My leave seemed to
fade into the far distant future when I heard the order to proceed
to Spain. Always the perfect hosts, the naval authorities
notified my people by radio, an action which I gratefully record.
In due course, the flotilla steamed into Valencia, covered by
the guns of Spanish Government destroyers. A launch put out,
manned by a nondescript collection of soldiery, who appeared
1• satisfied, and the Keith and attendant destroyers anchored
unmolested. Although the Ship's Company did not get ashore
in Valencia, several games of water-polo took place between the
flotilla and the Spaniards. Distant evidences of civil war were
observed, consisting of gunfire, and the glow of incendiarism
far over the hills behind the town, whilst the dockyard area
was patrolled by armoured cars. Eventually, about eighty
refugees, destined for Marseilles, were received on board. These
refugees were of mixed nationality, but all were practically
devoid of possessions and in a pitiful state. Every effort was
made by the Ship's Company to render their condition more
bearable ; gifts of tobacco being greatly appreciated. Unfortunately, the Gulf of Lyons was in an angry mood, and the trip
to Marseilles reduced the majority to an even more dejected
state, if that were possible. Even so, the trip was not without
occasional humour, as witness an elderly lady of not less than
seventy years. Seeking to divert our venerable guest from her
thoughts, a very junior officer asked her if she felt no ill effects
from the trip. She tartly replied that she had conquered the
mal-de-mer some fifty years ago. No doubt my readers can find
a parallel in a frequent Army response. A lusty American did
not seem at all concerned, except to show an urgent desire to
meet the Navy wrestling champion. Arriving at Marseilles, the
refugees were landed and the crew given shore leave.
I saw little of Marseilles, other than the entertainments which
the Fleet so promptly find, and when again the ship sailed for
Valencia, I had gained little in knowledge, lost much in pocket,
but was well contented . In Valencia, routine duties were the
order, and I found myself with rifle and web equipment, standing
watch with others of the crew. This gave rise to much good-
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natured chaff from the Ship's Company, who expressed themselves able to rest at ease, with the Army watching over them.
The arrival of H.M. Ships, Devonshire, Repulse and il!faine,
:released the Keith for coastal duty, and sailing from Valencia,
the ship's itinerary included Barcelona, Alicante, Cartagena and,
linally, Gibraltar. No refugees were picked up at these ports,
and little of note occurred en route. From Gibraltar, it was
possible to view a " naval engagement " off Algeciras, in which
two Government destroyers did their best to discourage an
Insurgent trooper from proceeding with reinforcements from
Morocco. Though damaged, the trooper managed to disappear
from sight, but her ultimate fate we never learnt. Considerable
firing took place over the Rock, but neither gunners nor objectives
being visible, this provided poor entertainment.
Visiting Gibraltar Signals, I was royally entertained, but can
hardly express regret at being transferred to H .M.S. Bulldog,
for passage to England . I arrived there, after twenty-three days
of vivid impressions, and though keen to reach the United
Kingdom, I must record that my " Spanish Interlude " was one
which I would not willingly have forgone.
H.H.
(See article m Preliminary Section, entitled " Malta Signals,
1933 r936."-Eo.)

Malaya Signal Section, Singapore.
Pulau Brani Detachment.
12th November, 1936.
This has been a month of strife and general unrest, and Old
Moore was right for once. l\lany are the events that have disturbed the even tenor of our primitive existence. Parades,
inspections, and firework night have completely disorganised us
and we do not expect to get back to normal for some time to
come.
The famous Rust and Dust have gone to Seletar for a month
to try and grow wings. The Baron has taken his Tamil suit to
Hong Kong for his vacation. Signalmen Payne, Charles, Strong
and Tomlinson live with us now, and Busty Parkin and Busty
Carlson have taken Toogood to Changi for a health trip.
Quite a crowd of people were at the wharf to see Tandok off
on his curio collecting trip, chiefly those " ice-boat wallahs," who
wished to see the sort of ship in which, they hope to sail back
home. Old Twitch looked around the mess decks in much
the same way that he glanced around the dance ha ll, after being
told that the " Merry Widow " had been there last month-end.
We enclose a snap of the Dilwara pulling out, but Tandok is
out of sight, because someone had taken away the box on which
he was standing.

That Holiday Sm ile.
Malay Village o n Pulau Brani, near R.Signals Lines.
The Dilwara pulls out with "Tand ok " somewhere on the
weather deck.

The " Lancashire" opens the Troop ing Season at Singapore.
Signalman Hopcraft concentrates on Bangkok.
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Amusements.-Parkin being at Changi, the Palau Brani
Tiger Hunting Society has received somewhat of a set-back, but
the intrepid Notley and Toomo' have taken up shark fishing.
Paddy Smyth, the air-mail king, has offered them his nice
-emerald green handcart in which to bring home the catch, and
so give it an Irish taste.
Our own hockey team is still going strong, and we win at
least one game in four. When we have learned which end of
the stick to hold, we hope to bring our average up to one in three.
Island rugby claims five men of the detachment, otley and
Tomlinson pushing to great effect in the pack. Hopcralt plays
at stand-off, Smart in the centre, and with Strong well out of
the way at full back, the team does not do too badly, having
been beaten only three times.

I came to Jamaica a fortnight ago,
Where they revel in sunshine, and never see snow.
Discovered the " Section," a total of six,
A businesslike party, who all know their t ricks.
In charge of our estimable Q.M.S. White,
A capable fellow, that's seen at first sight.
Then we have Corporal Webb, all sunburnt and brown,
Who is oft pointed out as a landmark, "down town."

Scout-Master Payne found the bottom of the bathing pool the
<>ther day, but, unfortunately for him, his nose got there first.
He was not pleased with the result ! Charles also tried to find
the sand, and persisted in doing so until Johnny (Health and
Strength) Cave persuaded him that it was rather a low thing to
do. Charles has now decided to learn to swim.

Lance Corporal B racegirdle, foot on the rung,
Where, down at t he Kit-Kat his praises are sung.

Jungle Firework Displays (Inc.) were going great guns on
firework night, Seager and Cave popping off crackers like
billy-o. Even " Old Twitch " was seen to light a joss stick when
r.o one was looking. The young devil ! Peck has realised that
the turn-ups of one's nice flannel bags are not the places to keep
lighted crackers. There were no casualties except Ah Swee's
peace of mind. The guy was duly burned.

A newcomer, Norbury, of Spike Island fame,
Says his trip on Orduna was horribly tame.

Impossible People.-The Scoutmaster (no names), who want-ed
to know why K. R.s were read out.

Myself, in conclusion, just one of the :Mac's,
Whose hobby, or vice, is a tune on the Sax.

Special to 2nd Div.- Sergeant Collins would like that Unit
to note that his store will favourably compare with any they
ever have been, or ever will be, able to produce. He thinks his
green and black " C " Mk. Is simply divine.

Maybe I'm a player, I know plenty worse,
But I 'm certainly better at that, than at verse .

Heart-rending Cries.-Signalman Shinn, No. 3 Company, 2nd
Div. "You promised to write me some day in J une. " "Froggy."
Signalman Hunt I., Meerut. "Do tell us if you received Jim
Cocking's letter, old boy ! "
Signalman Spencer A. Z. K . " Am still waiting-what's to
do ? " W. B. A. S.
Photographs.-A few photographs are enclosed . If any
photo fiends in other Units abroad would like to exchange landscapes of their respective countries for jungle and other pictures
of Malaya, Lance Corporal Hudson will be glad to hear from
them.

Our worthy pal Robson, beachcomer, I hear ;
Like many good soldiers, is fond of his beer.

Next comes lVIrs. Harris, who chirps, " umber, please,"
And works our Exchange with the greatest of ease.

Congratulations.-To Lance Sergeant Davis upon attai ning

his promotion to Sergeant. Also to Lance Corporal Webb on
obtaining his second stripe, and to Signalman Bracegirdle, wh o
is now a Lance Corporal.
Agony Column.- " Nick," 2nd Div.- " How about a line ?"
Brace.
" Hoppy," somewhere in Egypt.-" How about a letter ?"
Robbo (022).
Haggis, Cavanagh and Prod, Scarborough.-" My address is
on its way. Don't forget some news of the old Div ." Mac.
J AM CAN .

Next Bright Spot.- The tales "Tandok " will tell.
SOAPY .

Jamaica Signal Section.
Jamaica, British West Indies,
20th ovember.
General.-At last the long-awaited boat has arrived from
Blighty, bearing with it the reliefs for those war-scarred veterans
who have finished their sojourn in this" Happy Isle of Springs."
We must bid adieu to Sergeant Davis and Signalman Macnamara, who left for the U.K. on the Orbita. We wish them both
a safe journey, and may their time in England be as nice as their
three years here.
NEW
O ffi ce and Shops Build ing.
Garages and Cable Dump.
Slanal Depot from the Guard Room.

SIGNAL

DEPOT,

ALEXANDRA,

SI NGAPORE.

W ireless Station.
Barrack Block in cours( of Construction , Sports Ground
Foreground.
Power Station.

in

The arrival of Signalman Macdonald W. and Norbury on
R.M.S. Orduna was the signal for a battery of questions regarding
the U .K . "How was the old Div. progressing? " etc., etc.
However, they both managed to survive the attack, and are
settling down to the normal routine.
Having been carried away by the beauties of Jamaica, I take
it upon myself to burst into poetry ; the rest of the Section
blame the sun, but, no matter where one goes, there is always
professional jealousy to be found among poets.

Do Y 0 U belong to the Signals
Association ?

If not, join now !

Your mil itary service will come to an end so me day, and
you may then need help in findin g civil em ploy ment. See
how the Association helps its Members in that direction,
as shown on page 4.
T he suhscription is only 2/- per annum.
Ask your Unit Representative for further details.

·----
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THE TERRITORIALS
and SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE

The London Corps Signals, T.A., and affiliated
Supplementary Reserve Units.

STARS AND SCENES FROM THE MALAY

OPERA NOW ON TOUR AT PULAU

BRANI.

Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W.6.
15th December.
General. We hope that all members of the Corps enjoyed a
Merry Christmas, and that the ew Year will bring happiness
and prosperity to all raaks.
There is nothing very exciting to report generally this month,
except to say that recruits are still coming along steadily but
surely, and we have great hopes of being almost, if not quite,
up to establishment by the time we proceed to Shorncliffe for
annual training. The Trade Board dates are drawing very near
now, and we shall soon know how many fellows have benefited
by the training and instruction which they have received since
our headquarters re-opened in October la t.
We have to congratulate Corporals Harvey-Smith F., Hawkes
J W. and Lance Corporal Frankland A. E. on obtaining a
,, 'atisfactory " report in respect of their attendance at a Course
at the London District School of Instruction last October. Our
drill hall and yard now resound with their" barks " as they assist
the drill sergeants in putting our large squads of recruits through
their paces.
Sergeants' Mess.-On Friday, 4th December, we celebrated
-0ur Annual Mess Dinner and Dance--our Ladies' i ight, as we
call it. A very enjoyable and successful evening was shared by
nearly a hundred Mess members, their friends and guests of the
Mess. Our new Hon. Colonel, Colonel T. W. Vigers, o.B.E., )l.C.,
T.D., our new Adjutant, Captain H. C. B. Rogers, and Mrs.
Rogers, our new R.S.M., R.S.M. Evelyn R. R., and Mrs. Evelyn,
were with us for the first time on this occasion. Owing to his
absence somewhere in East Africa, our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel C. L. H. Humphreys, T.D., was unable to
be present. ln replying to the toast of " Guests and Visitors,"
Colonel Vigers stre sed the point of getting recruits of the right
type. He also submitted a uggestion that he should be made a
honorary member of our Mess, and qualified h is suggestion by
saying that he and the President, C.S.M. Noorse, were fellow
.Mess members many years ago. H e added that he was sure
there were quite a number of other officers, who would be pleased
to join him. W e mu t certainly look into this matter. The
R .S.M .. in proposing the toast of" The Ladies," made some very
am using and witty remarks concerning the ladies, and said that
he only knew one or two! Unfortunately, i\Irs. Lloyd, the wife
of Major W. H. Lloyd, M.C., officiating ommanding Officer,
could not be with us to reply to the R.?.l.S. 's toa t as was
originally arranged. Major Lloyd was in vited by the Pre ident
to reply in her stead and readily accepted. He spoke (not in
tone, but in manner born) as though he was of the fair sex and
one of the many hard-done-by, lonely wives of Territorials. To
say that " her" speech was amusing wou ld be putting it very
mildly. It was screamingly funny, and the whole gathering,
particularly the ladies. was conv ulsed with laughter. vVe wish
we could give a verbatim report of" her " very excellent response.
After dinner we had a very jolly dance until r2.30 a.m., when we
adjourned to the Mess for half an hour only. Time enough,
though, to observe a· very pretty game of " fill 'em up " going
on between an ex- Taval rating and a n '08 enlisted Territorial.
We understand that it was a draw, and will be cohtinued at the
next suitable opportunity.
We were pleased to hear from Sergeant Jack Handford, 5th
Divisional Signals, Haifa, and glad to learn that he is getting
a long all right. He hopes to be back in Blighty before Christmas.
You must come up and see us some time, Jack.
Commencing in January, r937, we arc holding our Weekly
Ladies' and Open Night on Wednesdays instead of Thursdays.
Please make a note of this change of programme.
We t ender hearty congratulations to Sergeants Hobbs C. and
Sax Romer on being raised to that rank from Lance ergeant.

We regret that they and other Sergeants are unable to show any
visible signs (on their uniforms, we mean, of course) that they
hold the full rank, but we do know they do, so that's that.
Social.-A very enjoyable evening was spent on the occasion
of our nit Dance on r2tb December. 'What a band and what
a crooner! Make a note of the following early fixtures for r937.
Saturdays, 16th and 30th January and 13th February (Carnival).
Why not come along and join our merry throng ?
EFFEMMA ,

A newly enlisted youn g D.R. , complete with his own combination,
was taking the C.S.M . out to see the Company Commander duri ng
Annu al Training. After travelling for som e time without taki ng
his eyes off the road , the young D.R. inquired : " Are you warm
enough, darling ? "

The North Midland Corps Signals.
Phami..x Street, Derby.
r5th December.
The New Year.- A happy new •ear to all members of the
Corps, Regular a nd T. ., wherever t hey may be.
Officers.- \ Velcome to 2nd Lieutenant J . Swallow, who was
gazetted on 5th December. and goes to l o. I Company. We
feel sure that he will like the Unit and his Company. \\'e must
heartily comrra.tulate 2nd Lieutenant R . A. V\'aldron on his
promotion to Lieutenant on 6th December.
The North Midland Corps Signals.-A a matter of intere t , it
is notified that Headquarters and ' o. I Company of the nit
are still at Derby. l o. 3 Company, 46th (North ?.lidland)
D ivisional Signals, -ottingta.m, has been designated
?· 2
ompany, ottingham, and o ~ Company of our old Urut at
Chesterfield is now o. 3 Company.
46th (North Midland) Divisional Signals.-Last month we
promised readers a hort history of our former Unit, and although
your correspondent has really taken something on, here is the
story as well as we can tell it.
The Unit came into being on rst pril, r908, and was called
The orth Midland Divisional Tele!!raph Company, R.E. (T.) ,
and was one of the Units of the then new Territorial Force. Its
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headquarters were at toke-on-Trent, and it had an establishment of two officers and 5? other ranks. In August, 1912, the
establi hment and per onnel of the Unit were increased by
bringing in seconded and attached persorin·e1, chiefly battalion
visual signaller·, who thus formed the Infantry Brigade Signal
Sections for the Staffordshire, Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, and
•otts and Derby Infantry Brigades.
The outbreak of the Great War, on 4th August, 1914, found the
Unit in Camp for annual training at St. Asaph in orth Wales.
Embodiment took place at Derby, and, later, the Unit was moved
to the Luton district for training.
In January. 1915, the Unit proceeded to France with the
'orth ~lidland (later designated the 46th} Division, this being
the first complete Territorial Division to leave England and take
part in the Great '''ar overseas. Our Unit remained in France
until the end of the \Var, returning to England in 1919, when
it was disembodied, and to all intents and purposes disbanded .
In 1920, in consequence of the reconstruction of the Territorial
Force, the Unit was reformed under the title of the 46th ( orth
~idland) Divisional Signals, RE. (T.). Headquarters were at
Derby, and with Nos. I and 2 Companies were to be raised and
ad.ministered by the Territorial Force Association for Derbyshire; No. 3 Company by the T .F.A. for _rottinghamshire.
Major L. J. Worthington, Derbyshire Yeomanry, vho,
throughout the Great War, had been seconded for duty at .first
v.;th the -·otts and Derby ~founted Brigade Signal Troop and
later with the Royal Engineers Signal Service, was selected to
form and command the Un.it. About two months later Captain
J. C. Bray, RE., from the Signal Training Centre, Maresfield,
was appointed Adjutant. At this period, no H.Q . for the Un.it
or drill halls for its Companies actually existed. Premises had
been purchased by the Derbyshire T.F.A., in Phcenix Street,
D~by, bu~ they were not yet available for taking over, being
still occupied as business premises by a horse dealer and h01:se
transport contrac;tor. In September, a room at these premises
was made available for an office, and recruiting for the Un.it
staned the day after.
In January, 1921, ~o. 3 Company took over accommodation
at the Nottingham Drill Hall, and opened recruiting ; No. 2
Company commenced at Chesterfield a few days later.
The first Annual Camp was held at Skegness from 31st July
to 14th August, alongside the 139th {Sherwood Foresters)
In~try Brigade. Strangely enough, our last Camp was held
~his year at Redcar alongside this very same Brigade, which,
like us, has now ceased to exist.
~nder the Territorial Army and Militia Act, 1921, the Territonal Force became The Territorial Arnly, as from lst October.
Annual Camp i~ 1922 was held at Welbeck Abbey, with the
13~th Infantry Bngade. Nos. 2 and 3 Companies went by rail,
whilst o. 1 Company, together with all horses and wagons
ti:om Derby, went and returned by road, bivouacking for the first
rught at Annesley Park. It proved a thoroughly wet camp and
our horses were moved from the picket lines to the Duke of
Portland's racing stables.

1923. Authority was received for the appointment of a
Honorary Colonel for Divisional Signals, T.A., and l\fajor F. W.
Peacock, ~-B ... T.D., D.L., lat~ J?erbyshire Yeomanry, Chairman
of the Temtonal Army Association for Derbyshire, was appointed
Honorary Colonel of the Unit.
It was int~nded that Annual Camp should be held at Buxton
and all pr~limmary arrangements had been made. Almost at
the last mmute, the Buxton Town Council raised objections on
the_ plea of prevalence of smallpox in some of the areas from
whic_h men wo':'ld come. Revised arrangement'! bad to be
hastily mad.e, w1th the. result. that the Unit went to Carburton,
all Compa~~ proceedmg by rail to Worksop. Camping space
w<l;S very hm1ted, but the weather was excellent HRH. The
Pnnce of .\~'ale~ visited Welbeck Abbey during the Ca~ : and
all T.A . 01ts !med the route from \\'orksop Station.
p
I' 1 9 2 4· On 9th :\lay occurred the death of Hon. Colonel F. w.
<~a~k. T~e was gwen a semi-military funeral at Etwall
u;c ·
e coffin w.as conveyed from his house on a gun
carnage, horsed and dnven by three Sergeants of this Unit.
Annual Camp .w'.15 to .have been held at Ramsay, Isle of Man
and all the admm1strative arrangements had been made accor:
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dingly. Later this had to be changed, and our Camp site, together
with the 139th Infantry Brigade, was changed to Peel at the
south end of the I land. The Unit proceeded from its respective
drill stations to Liverpool and embarked on S.S. Manxman .
Th~ embarkation and sea trip greatly appealed to the men.
~a.in interfered greatly with the success of the Camp.
It bad been decided that the Unit was to raise, under the
Notts T.A. Association, an additional Section, with the title of
the 236th Field Artillery ignal Section, which, in peace, would
form part of the Un.it for training, etc., and be treated as nondivisional and part of the Army Troops in the Divisional Area .
The Signal Section was earmarked for duty with the 107th
(South Notts Hussars Yeomanry) Army Field Brigade, R.A.
(T.A.).
1925. Consequent upon a change in the establishment, Major
(Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel) L. J. Worthington was promoted
Lieutenant-Colonel. Brigadier-General G. M. Jackson, T.D.,
was appointed Honorary Colonel of the Un.it vice Hon. Colone[
F. W. Peacock, deceased.
Annual Camp was held on the Aerodrome at Catterick Bridge
from 26th July to 9th August. Hangars were used as dining halls,
canteen and wagon-sheds, stores being kept in workshops and
storehouses. The Divisional Engineers were camped alongside.
1926. The Emergency Scheme was brought into force on
4th May, in consequence of the General Strike, and our training
was therefore suspended. WfT sets in charge of the Urut were
erected at various sites, civilian despatch riders were engaged,
and they maintained a D.R.L.S. sy tern throughout the area
between military points and police stations. An aerial post.
~th R.A.F. dropping stations, was also in use. The despatch
nders wer~ volunteers from the United Services Club at Tottingham-~_amly officers of T.A. Units, acting in a civilian capacity.
In addition, a guard, which was found at Unit headquarters, was
formed from volunteers from T.A. personnel. Owing to this.
state of affairs, our Annual Camp, which should have been held
at Towyn, near Rhyl, was cancelled. An improvised and
voluntary Camp was, however, held at Trent for nine days.
1927. Annual Camp was held at Redcar (actually at Marske.
between Redcar and Saltburn) from 24th July to 8th August.
For the first week, the Un.it was alone. The 137th (Staffordshire)
lnfan!ry Brigade then joined the Camp. Excellent weather
prevailed throughout the Camp until the last day.
1928. The 236th Field Artillery Signal Section camped at
Lu<_iqershall with the 107th Field Brigade, R.A. (T.A.). The
Urut s. Annual Camp was held at Gandale, Catterick Camp,
alongside the 139th Infantry Brigade. As this was a Divisional
Camp'. arrangements were made for a telephone system to be
established for the use of Division Headquarters and its formafions. The Signal Training Centre laid the necessary ground
cables for the longer routes prior to this Unit's arrival. These
cables were then led-in, and a connection was effected with the
Hipswell Post Office system. This was the first occasion on
w~ich provisio.n had t~ be_ made for working a 10-line cordless
switchboard with one crrcuit on C.B. system. This was done by
means of a ~ra~sfo.rmer and separate switch controlling a condenser and mdicatmg lamp. Two exchanges were established
and penilll;nently manned-one at Divisional Headquarters near
the Cattenck Ca~p Post Office and the other in Signals Campat Gandale. This was an excellent training Camp, and it wa
made very easy and pleasant throughout as a result of the wholehea.rted co-operation of the Commandant (Brigadier H. Clementi:=;rruth, D.s.o.) and all ranks of the Signal Training Centre. There
is no doubt that this Camp did much to create an excellent
esprit de corps between all ranks of the Unit and the Regular
Army portion of the Corps.
1929. On completion of four years in the rank LieutenantColonel L. J. Worthington was promoted Brevet-C~lonel on nth
February and transferred to the T.A. Reserve. He had commanded the nit for a period of eight years and eight months.
l\faior D. P .. Forman succeeded to the command, having been
promoted Lieutenant-Colonel.
Later, Brevet-Colonel L. J Worthmgton was promoted to the substantive rank of Colonel
on the Active List (unemployed) T.A. This was in substitution
of the previous notification of his transfer to the T.A. Reserve.
Annu~l Camp was to have been held at Buxton, and the usu al
reconnaissance was made on that assumption. On the score o(
shortage of water, these arrangements had to be cancelled and
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the site was altered to Rugeley, on the edge of Cannock Chase.
The mounted portion of all three Companies proceeded by
march route and met at the first night's bivouac site near
Derby. The' following day, the column proceeded, via Derby
and Burton, to the next bivouac at Wichnor Bridges, near
Alrewas. Rain commenced to fall heavily, and it was just as
well that tents had been provided against such a contingency.
The following morning, the march was continued to Rugeley,
via King's Bromley and Amitage. Weather during our Camp
was very good, except on the day arranged. for ~he usual Signal
Exercise, when, in consequence of the ram , bivouac arrangements had to be cancelled, and the Unit returned to Camp at
the end of the first phase.
1930. On 30th April, the nit sustaine.d a great loss, .when
Lieutenant-Colonel D. P. Forman met with a fatal accident.
He was out riding before breakfast, in accordance with his usual
custom, when his horse was startled by a white dog. Colonel
Forman was thrown and kicked on the head . He was taken to
' ottingham General Infirmary, where be died a couple of hours
later He was respected by all, and loved by those. who knew
•1im mtimalely. Jn the special circumstances attending the loss
-0f the C.O .. after a tenure of command of only fourteen months,
Colonel V.'orthington resumed command of the nit for a further
temporary period.
Ar ..,ual Camp was held at Ulverston. ~?o.d weather was
~xpenenced
The site was ideal, and the v1cm1ty of the Lake
Distnct was much enjoyed.
i93i. Annual Camp was held al Buxton, the mounted I>ortion
-0f the Unit again proceeding by road.
o. 3 Compan~, with the
236th Section, joined No. 1 Company at Derby, marching thence
to the bivouac site at Cromford ; o. 2 Company marched from
Chesterfield to Cromford. The following day, the colum.n
marched to Camp. The dismounted portions of the ~mt
proceeded by rail and charabanc. Very poor weather prevailed
during the Camp, culminating in a continuous downpour towards
the end.
In ovember, Brevet-Colonel L. J. Worthington reli~quished
command of the Unit and was again given the substantive ran~
-0f Colonel on the Active List (Unemployed), T.A. On the same
day, Major G. J. Underwood was promoted Lieutenant-Colonel
and assumed command of the Unit.
Early in 1932, the Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire T.A.
Associations undertook jointly to raise a new small ~upple
mentary Reserve Unit, to be designated No. 13 (North Midland)
Air Squadron Signal Section, which would ~e. accommo?-ated and
trained by the Divisional Signals. Recru1tmg for this Sectio~
proceeded in April, although no enlistments took place until
September.
Annual Camp was cancelled for 1932 for reasons of national
-economy. A short voluntary Camp, however, was held .at. the
Cbilwell Ordnance Depot. The huts and other empty buildings
in the Depot were used for accommodation.
1933· Major J . C. Bray left the Unit on retirement in April,
having been Adjutant since the Unit's re-organisation after the
Great War. He was succeeded by Captain E. Levett, Royal
• Signals, from 1st Divisional Signals.
Annual Camp was held at Holyhead under ideal weather
conditions. The nit was again in camp with it old friends,
the i39th Infantry Brigade, and !our Brigade Section Exe~ci.ses
and one Unit Exercise were carried out. Much useful trammg
was done. With the weather at its best, the Camp was an
-e"tremely popular one.
1934. The new Peace Establishment for the Unit arrived, and
resulted in " D" ection being transferred from No. 3 Company
to ' o. r Company and "l\I" Section ca~e .into .existence in
the latter Company. This brought the mt into line with the
organisation of the Divisional Signals .of the Re~lar rmy.
l:nder the change, the Unit became entirely mechamsed.
Annual Training was held at Relles Lines, Catterick Camp.
The weather for the most part, was good, but the effect of the
wet days w.:.S counter-balanced by the fact that .the Unit was
accommodated in hutments. Infantry and Artillery Bngade
Sections worked nearly every day of the second veek of Camp
with their respective Brigades, and much valu?-~l~ training '~as
-carried out. On the last F riday of Camp, a Div1S1onal Exercise

was carried out, the Unit providing the. nE'~tral com~unicatio.ns
as well as those required on the Exercise itself. This Exercise
brought to a conclusion a fortnight's real hard training and
work with gratifying results.
The No. 13 Air Squadron Signal Section (Supplementary
Reserve) was disbanded on the last day of the year, m consequence of the re-organisation of Air Force Signal nits.
1935· A special recruiting campai~n was tried out in all
three drill stations from ist to 7th Apn!. Umt lorries placarded
with recruiting posters, and towing cable and telephone wagons,
in which were personnel in uniform, paraded the towns. Pos~ers
were placarded over the towns and in omnib~ses and trams.
Slides were shown in local cinemas, etc. Special awards were
offered for recruits and everything possible was done to advertise
the Unit.
The 236th Field Artillery Signal Section procee~ed to ~amp
at Bridlington in June with the 107th (S.~ .H.) Field Bngade,
R.A. This Section was made up to strength from per~onnel of
other Companies of the Unit. Sever?-! Sche~es, which were
carried out in conjunction with the Artillery Bngade, were held,
and a very enjoyable and instructive Camp resulted.
Thi: Unit Annual Camp was held at Redcar, the site being an
ideal one · reasonably close to the town and within a couple of
hundred yards of the sea. The 49th (W.R.) Divisional Signals
were close at hand and an excellent Camp materialised, both in
its aspect to work and play.
1936.
nnual training was again held at Redcar, both for the
Unit and 236th Section. There is no need to reiterate the story
of how we returned to our home stations before the end of Camp
owing to bad weather.
The 9th December, 1936, was the last day for our ol.d Unit,
and we feel .sure that The North Midland Corps Signals will carry
on the tradition, which the 46th ( Torth Midland) Divisional
Signals, T.A .. had built up during its lifetime.
L. s.

1st Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals.
56, Regency Street, Westminster, S.W.1.
On 18th ovember a demonstration of the latest type of
signalling apparatus used for air defence commu~ca~ons was
given at headquarters to representati".es of th~ U?Jts m the 1st
Anti-Aircraft Division and the T.A. Signal Umts m the London
area. The demonstration was preceded by an interesting address
given by our Comm~ding O~cer, Lieutenan~-Colonel G. C.
Wickins, T.D., who, with the aid of lantern slide;;. t:aced the
development of telegraph and telephone c_ommurucations from
the earliest times to the present day. l\fa1or-General ~· .H. D.
Tompson, c.B., c.M.G., D.s.o., Commander, Ist Anti- ircraft
Division, was present and he was good enough to address the
meeting after the demon tration: Our Honor'.111' Colonel, Colo~el
O. W. icholsoil, was in the chair. The remamder of the eve~g
was occupied by informal discussions aided by the consump~on
of liquid refreshments. This was o~r third attem:pt at ~~gmg
a suitable occasion for demonstratmg our part rn an~1-~rcraft
work, and also for informal liaison between the Anti-Au;craft
Units and Signals. The success _of the evening was. due, m no
small measure, to those who provided the demon trabon apparatus under the able guidance of Dr. l\Iorris Hart of the Air ?efe~ce
Experimental Establishment and of the Post Office Enemeenng
Stafl from G.P.O. Headquarters and the Dollis Hill Research
Station.
Our Annual Dinner was held at headquarters on aturday,
12th December, and, in spite of the prevailing wintry weather,
there was a record attendance. \\'e were glad to ec so many old
friends with us again, and extend a hearty welcome to l~ose
who visited us for the fir t time.
mong the gue ts were :\la1orGeneral ir Cecil E. Pereira, K.C.B., c.M.G., Chairman ;if the
ounty of London Territorial ' ociation, Colon.el F. H. Kempe,
~1.c., Regional Directo~, Lo.ndon. Postal Reg10n, .ll~r. B. O.
non Assistant Engmeer-m- hief, G.P.O., Captam J. R.
He~ ted, v.o., R. T.V.R., Colonel C. G. A.
ooper, o.s.o ..
Colonel ]. \Valey-Cohen, c.M.G., c.B.E., n .s.o:, T.D., Colonel
A. 1. O. Amwyl Pa ingham_. o.B.E., D.1.... ~laior H. . Carey
Thomas and Major E. Bogg1s, i.B.E. \\e were glad to see
Colonel M. W. Emley, o.B.E., T.D., and olonel Carter, T.D.,
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both of whom had commanded the unit , and al o two of our
former Adjutants, l\faJ r W. U. Tyrrell and Captain V\. S.
\Vasey. Among the X.C.O. gue ts were several former members
of the Unit. The reply for the N .C.O. g1:e ts was given by C.. M.
forss F. The chair was taken by Colonel 0 . \Y. icholson, our
Honorary Colonel, who al o p ropo ed the toast of the Unit.
Colonel Wiclcins replied to the toast of the Unit, and in his speech
we heard the destination of our next Camp-\ eybourne, near
Cromer, 'orfolk . After dinner, a smoking concert was arranged,
items being pro,·ided by members of the Unit and outside
artistes. An in trumental trio provided music during the dinner.
'ow that we are in the middle of the social season, we should
like to mention that dances will be held monthly, normally on
the third aturday in the month, with the e.xception that in
January there will be two dances, one on Saturday, '2nd J anuary,
and the other on Saturday, '23rd January. We offer a welcome
to members of the Corps or Old Comrades to these dances, and
we can promise them a very enjoyable evening. The Children's
Party is due to take place on gtb January, 1937, and, as a result
of the steady increase in the strength of the Unit, this ne.xt
party promises to tax Father Christmas's resources rather heavily.
The party if, of cour e, for the children, but it always seems that
the parents (and others !) obtain as much enjoyment themselves,
although they do not share in the distribution of gifts.
H. S.

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
' orton Street, Brooks's Bar, Manchester, 16.
Seasonal Greetings.- We take this opportunity of wishing all
ranks of Royal Signals a bright and prosperous New Year.
Prize Distribution.- Tbe annual prize distribution took place
at Headquarters on Saturday, 7th ovember last, when about
800 members and guests attended. The prizes were presented
to the winners by ~fajor-General K. G. Buchanan, c.B., c.M.G.,
o.s.o., Commander, 42nd Division. Colonel Vl. S. Ashley, our
Commanding Officer, spoke of the very healthy state of the
Unit, gave a short description of our past training year and wound
up by .sayin~ th.a~ he.was very pleased to report that the Unit
was still mamtam1Dg its strength, and was up to establishment.
He also thanked all members for their excellent co-operation and
for the loyal support which he had received throughout the past
year.
~fajor.-General. Buchanan, in reply, said that be was very
pleased m~eed with.the manr~er in which the Unit had progressed,

and he paid a special compliment to the Unit on the way they
had worked at Camp and also on the very excellent show which
we put up on the thirty-six hours Scheme. Cheers greeted the
announcement made by General Buchanan that Colonel Ashley
had been granted an extension of twelve months as Commanding
Officer.
Colonel R. S. 'ewton, M.c ., D.L., wound up the speeches when
he replied on behalf of the East Lancashire T.A.
'
After refr~bments bad been served in the various Messes
dancmg .w'."-s mdu.lged in until midnight, and then a very sue:
cessful Unn function was brought to a close.
Farewell Dinner to, Oolonel F. R. Cobb, M.C., Royal Signals.On Thursday, 26th ~ovember, 1936, a farewell dinner to Colonel
F. R. Cobb, ~1.c., Royal ignals, C.S.O., Western Command, was
held ~t the :\Ie;;s. Although the weather was very inclement (we
were ID the midst of one of Manchester's specials, a very thick,
murky fo~), the attendance was remarkable ; twenty-four
officers bemg present. Our Second-in-Command Major C B
Delaney, ~ad ~elephoned through to say that he had got
fa~
as Lymm ID his car and had been held up there by the fog. We
were <1:11 very. sorry about this, as it is the fust function of its kind
at which ~laJOr Delaney had failed to attend in more years than
I care to remember. Spec:ches were made by Colonel Ashley
a~d Colonel Cobb, who said many very nice things about us.
\\ e all feel that we have lost a good soldier and a sincere friend.
The ~ood .wishes of the whole of this Unit go out to Colonel Cobb
on his retirement from the Regular Army.

a,;

Mayor's lttctpti1n.- All the Unit officers and their ladies had
the pleasure of attending the Mayor and Mayoress of Stretford's
Reception at Longford Hall, Stretford, on Wednesday, i6th
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December, 1936. The brightness of the Mess kit certainly added
a spot of colour to the function.
Obituary.- It is with deep regret that I have to record the
deaths of Mrs. Hatton (wife of Sergeant Hatton J .) and Mrs.
Johnson (wife of Sergeant Johnson J.). The sympathy of the
whole of this Unit goe out to Sergeants Hatton and Johnson in
their sad bereavement.
OLD FAITHFUL.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
The Priory, Exeter .
Editorial.- There is little to comment upon this month. The
end of ovember saw the final payments of the annual proficency grants and travelling allowances in respect of the training
year 1935-36. This payment was more than double that of the
past few years.
'ext year, the grant to those who fulfil all
obligations during this present training year, with some additional drills, will reach a maximum of £5. It will be of g reat
interest to learn ultimately how many collect the full grant.
The W.O . and r.c.O.s have returned from the Instructors'
Course with 3rd Divisional Signals at Bulford. Each member
is full of praise for the excellent reception given to them, and
also for the pleasant time they had both at work and play. Again
we say, " Thank you most heartily, 3rd Divisional Signals."
MERCURY.

No. I (Plymouth) Company.
York Street Drill Hall, Devonport.
The main event of the month was the annual visit of our
C . ~. O . (Colonel E. de
H. Bradley, n.s.o., M.c.) . We were
de~g~ted to welcome him.
After thoroughly inspecting th e
building, and the Company at training, he expressed the hope
that our new home would become an established fact before
very long.

w_.

The past month has seen a steady attandance at drills and
many . qualified for the extra shillings on their next year's
boun~1es . ,The annual. bounty pay-out saw a large crowd in
the N .C.O. s Mess, which had the appearance of the evenings
of a year or so ago.
Lance Sergeants Grey and Stone returned from the N .C.O.s'
Course at Bulford, filled with information and " Youngers."
They, Ji,ke those who attended the Course last year, are full of
p~ai.se for the way they were r eceived and entertained by 3rd
D1_v1s1onal S1gi;ials. Thanks once again, 3rd Div. ! May I take
this opporturuty of wishing 3rd D ivisional Signals a merry
Christmas and a prosperous New Year.
The C. ~.M. made the long trip to Southampton, for the purpose
of ~ttending. 1 0 . '2 Company's annual dinner, a s the representative of this Company. He returned very pleased with the
welcome extended to him.
Signalman Mitc~ell W . C. (late .of this Company) writes fully
to us on his expenences at the Signal Depot at Catterick. He
much pre~ers the Royal Corps of Signals to " Civilian Street,"
and heartily reco1!1me~ds the ~fe. Signalman Close T . W . (also
one of ours) has JUSt JOIDed him. Ex-Signalman Strudwick S.
~aid us a su:prise. visit a few days ago . He also prefers Army
life, but, unhke Mitchell and Close, has chosen the Life Guards.
We congratulate him on his smart turn-out. Although these
?epartures reduce our numbers, we feel that we are doing our
)Ob.
Recru!ting is slow at the moment, but we look forward to a
greater J?take once we s~t foot in new and larger premises,
which will offer more fac1hties for the social and recreational
entertainment required to counter-balance the many civil
attractions in existence around us.
ONECOY.

No. 2 (Southampton) Company.
Hamilton House, Southampton .
General.-We held our seventh annual dinner at the Cadena.
~afe, South~mpt~n, on 5th December. We had a very enjoyable
time, especially ID the company of former members and old
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comrades. We were delighted to have our Devonian friends of
Nos. I and 3 Companies with us, but the gentleman with the
H.Q. smile was conspicuous by bis absence. However, we trust
that he is enjoying the best of health. Our Company Commander,
Captain A. F. S. Fane, presided over a very large gathering.
Apart from all officers of the Company, the Chairman was
supported by a representative company of officers and old
comrades. Among the guests were the Deputy-Mayor and the
Head Postmaster (Mr. A. T. Bell), Captain T. W. Green (former
O.C.), former P.S.I.s, C.S.M.s, etc. We were particularly pleased
to have with us once again ex-C.S.M. Cole H ., this being his
first visit since he left the Company. The toasts and speeches
were well received, and, in the responses, stress was given to the
importance of the Territorial Army in general and the Signal
branches in particular. The local Press gave us a very excellent
" column," but space prevents more than an extract being
submitted here. The Press quoted us as "an example to
Territorial Units." The toasts of " The King " and the " Princess
Royal" \\ere proposed from the chair. Captain Fane proposed
the coast of " The Mayor and Corporation." In reply, Alderman
T. H. Sanders (Deputy-Mayor) said, that the Company could
congratul te themselves on being not only at full strength, but
about ten per cent. above establishment. " For a Territorial
Company that is really remarkable in these days," commented
the Deputy-Mayor. He appealed to the employers to provide
the necessary time for their employees and to give them full
pay during that time. The Deputy-1\fayor congratulated the
Company uvon winning the Efficit>ncy Cup two years in succession. Captain Fane read a letter, from Lieutenant-Colonel C. H.
Walsh, D.s.o., M.c. (our Commanding Officer), which was greeted
with applause.
Captain Fane emphasises how grateful they were for the
co-operation of the employers. Without that co-operation the
Territorial Army could scarcely carry on. Our O.C. hoped that
the same consideration would be extended to the men next year
-on "full pay." At the same time he announced that Camp
next year would be at Bulford Fields (whispers!), and that there
would be extra practice for operations during the year.
Captain S. E. Bridgewater propo ed " The Visitors." The
Head Postmaster of Southampton, in reply, said how glad he
was to know that many members of his staff were members of
the Company. As an old R.E., be was particularly pleased. He
was glad to see such enthusiasm in the Corps. Mr. Bell suggested
that a visit to the Post Office telegraph department might be
arranged, and referred to the Post Office teleprinters, concerning
which the ompany displayed considerable interest.
C.S.M. Dickinson, who also replied, spoke of the early days
of the Company, and said that every young man should join
the T.A., citing " George and Harry and the baby " as examples.
Lieutenant C. H. Howarth gave the toast of" The P.S.I.s, Nos.
rand 3 Companies." In response, Captain Knight (our Adjutant)
touched upon general matters, and also the recent efforts made
to increase the facilities and efficiency of the T.A. The general
public, the Adjutant said, appreciated the need for a Territorial
Army. The welcome innovation of adjourning to Hamilton
House, instituted last year, was repeatP.d. There the annual
re-union of old comrades was enjoyed to the last letter. Marked
success has attended the efforts of Jim Barraclough (our P.S.I.)
on behalf of the Signals Association. (How do you manage to
rake them in, Jim ?)
.. BEGBIE."

44tb (Home Counties) Divisional Signals.
Stamford Brook Lodge, Ravenscourt Park, W.C.
Editorial.- Hullo, chaps ! I am doing a Course at the moment,
and very soon now propose to do time--a lifetime I I did not
anticipate being able to " scribe " at all this month, but have
found a spare moment.
It occurred to me that it would be as well to remark upon the
exploits of our sporting members. The boxing exponents have
been encouraged by " Poly." For months past we have sought
a team sufficiently infirm or weak who would be willing to oppose
us at badminton. We found them-at Victoria-and won 8
matches to 1. What an achievement. Well done, boys ! But
sad news is to follow : Lieutenant Hann, who captai ns the team,
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between dart matches--lost his match. However, he gave an
excellent lead in spirit, and the rest of the team ably responded.
It was only after the event that I was told of the excellent brew
obtained at Victoria. Cads ! (To Poly : " Trust you will keep
the flag flying. Little Audrey wrote me last week, but I have not
yet decoded the message.")
To all readers, my heartiest wishes for Christmas and the New
Year, and may all have the wishes they wish themselves.
.. 0020."

Boxing.-It is not often that we have news under this heading,
b ut at a Boxing Tournament organised by the 7th Middlesex
Regiment, at Homsey, on 19th November, 1936, Signalman
Dewdney H . C. (Light-weight) and Signalman Matthews C.
(Feather) were :fighting as the representatives of this Unit . They
both put up an excellent performance against more experienced
boxers. Each was opposed by a good man at their respective
weights from the R.A.F., and their efforts and spirit augur
well for the future of boxing in the Unit. We can do with much
more support for this sport-both as competitors and spectators.
Whist Drive.--On Monday evening, 23rd November, 1936, the
Unit Social Committee " threw " a whist drive in the Drill Hall
They had an attendance of 32 players, 14 hands were played as
it commenced at 9 p.m. The top score was 120 tricks, by Lance
Corporal Haley F., who lifted the bottle of whiskey. Second,
Signalman Warren, and third, Signalman Langdon, who received
sherry and port respectively. The booby prize of cigarettes was
won by Corporal Ball with 87, who always smokes a pipe, which
was fortunate for the lads at hand, as he immediately spread
them out. A lady visitor gained a bottle of port, which was the
hidden number prize. This concluded a jolly good evening's
entertainment. With more backing, the committee can improve
on their efforts. In this instance the prizes cost nearly double
the entrance fees of the players. The committee have plenty of
ideas for amusing the troops, but many committees have foundered before through lack of support-the main prop so vital to
successful functions. " It is, at the best, a thankless job,"
said he, with feeling.
Badmint on- " Pastures New."-The above energetic diversion
has been flourishing in the Drill Hall for two or three years now.
I have previously mentioned various popular Unit Tournaments
in THE WIRE notes. Incidentally, it accounts in large measure
for the muscles of the cable detachment, whose members can
now jump a ten-inch hole in soft ground with 14 jumps instead
of 15. However, a properly constituted club has now been
formed, and had the pleasure of winning its first match, versus
the "Imps" (Victoria Imperial Conservative Badminton Club),
on Thursday, 3rd December. After a very keen contest, the
Signals were the victors by eight games to one. The team admit,
with candour, that the result was "rather flattering," our team
being slightly on top at the end of each game. Obviously, " Beer
is best " for stamina. The team pairs were : Lieutenant J. S.
Hann and Corporal White F., A /R.S.M. White F. R. and A/C.S.M.
Tanner L., A/<;:..S.M. Freemantle G . and Lance Corporal utting

c.
Ding-Dong, Ding-Dong.-Ring out, wild bells, tra, la, etc.
We offer our ongratulations to Lieutenant C. S. R . Rowe, who
is to be married this month. We feel, however, that . . . Still,
nobody warned us.
Help Yourself.-To Christmas and ew Year greetings, rolled
:five each in a bundle, which are hereby despatched to all our
friends and everybody else all over the world. We, in London,
appreciate the location advantage we possess over those serving
abroad at this time of the year, and hope they w:ill spend the
next one at" home."
PoLYH.
Sergeants' Mess.- On Saturday, '21st ' ovember, the 13th
Annual Dinner was held . C.S. I. Jordan, still serving, and Sergeants Daniels and Forest (retired), our Boer \Var veterans,
were present. In the chair was R.S M. 'W hite F. Many officers
attended as guests. They included the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. H . Read, T.D., Colonel F. Keogh, T . D. ,
Hon. Colonel, Captain Harris, O.C., 10. l Company, and Captain
Rand, 0.C., No. 3 Company. A number of former members were
present, and, according to a local reporter, the speeches w re
models of brevity. R.S.M. White proposed " The King." This
was followed by R.Q.M.S. Allan, who proposed the toast of
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" H.R.H. The Princess Royal, Colonel-in-Chief of the Corps."
Both toasts were received ith enthusiasm and duly honoured.
"Our Gue ts and \"i'itor " was propo ed by C. . I. Jordan,
who ref rred to the fact that it was likely to be his last year as
n active member of the :\!e . He said tha: the guests eemed
to increase each year, because members, who had recently left,
had adopted the pleasing habit of joining the old guests ~d
turning up once a y~ar. They were happy to welcon;ie Capta:n
Lewis, the new Adjutant, and regretted that i\lajor Lew1sBarclav was at Catterick, and unable to be present. The toast
\\as enthusia tically received.
Captain Lewis, replying for the visitors, gave one or two
amusing account of twenty-three-course dinners abroad, and
_ id that the ho pitality he had received had demon trated
quite clearly that in the ::.\less the old tradition of seeing their
guests "blown out," with their "back teeth awash," was well
kept up in the Corps. It was a tradition which he liked a lot
(laughter and applause).
hining lights in the entertainment by the Police Troubadours
which followed were : Police-Sergeant Rushmoor and P.C.
Bain; their "Little Audrey" jokes convul ed the company.
They al o contributed some songs and dances. P.C. George
~Iaule has a most excellent tenor voice. P.C. Harry Whittaker
was the pianoforte accompanist and also played some lively
accordion solos. The whole entertainment was, as usual,
" Rg " ; the new and old favourites were rendered well, and
caused much lau~hter. Thirst and vocal exercise, the most
imponant ingredients for a good evening ! The Irishmen's
comer seemed right in the van, but were rather afraid of getting
entimental. We were plea ed to welcome among the " ex's "
C.. ::.\1. :\Iacdonald, C.S.l\I. \\Tatty Tyler and Sergeant Daniels,
and also everal others, whom we now ·see only once a year.
" Conferences " among the squaddies were held until a late
hour, and I gather from the tribute received by those responsible
that everyone had another enjoyable ::.\less Dinner and is looking
forward to the ne:...-t. Perhaps, one of these days, someone will
invite our Mess to dinner.
On Friday, 27th November, a darts match, versus Chiswick
Memorial Club, was badly attended by the Mess, only five
members appearing. Although we 1ost three games consecutively, after gaini_ng a lead, this did not detract from the enjoyment of the everung. We appreciate the hospitality of the Club
members, who are mostly very old friends of ours. We look forward to turning out a more numerous team for our next meetinu
probably at the Drill Hall, after the drill. Most of our membe~~
live at ~ gD?d distance, and it is difficult to get together, except
on a drill rught.

48th (South Midland) Divisional Signals.
Cateswell House, Hall Green, Birmingham.
. The past month has been a very quiet one and there is very
httle to report. The Linemen Instructor's Course concluded on
Thursday, 26th • ·ovember, when candidates each delivered a
lecture ~n a chosen subject. The Officers' Instruction Course
o!1 the • o. 1 Sets also concluded, with a test, on Sunday, 22nd
• ovember.
There. ha_ve been a number of promotions and appointments
amon~ lUilJOr
.C.O.s, and the following enter the Sergeants'
.1
· Lance Sergeants Parsons J. E., Waite D., Houghton
A. G., and Butcher W. H.
The Despa~ch Riders, under Captain A. G. Simpson, carried
out an Exercise on. S~nday, 22nd November. There are to be
further .unday tra1rung dates in January and February next
year.. \\ e. are. sorry to report that Corporal Bill T. H. is in
hospital v.1th d1phthena. However, we learn that he is ma.kin
good progress and expects to be out by the middle of JanuaJ
A n~mber _of members of this Unit have, v.;thin the last few
years !n part1c.ular, left ~s to join the Regular Forces. Here is
some Hdormation rega'.dm~ the progress of two of them. It is
hoped m future conlnbut1ons to compile a list of those con<:erncd Ex-Sergeant Terry F. C. joined the R.A.F. last Jul
~e has recently been moved .from Uxbridge to Cranwell, whe~~
:
stationed i:ow. J:Ie writes m glowing terms of the life in
t e R..A.f., and is makmg rapid strides towards promotion. He
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is already appointed senior man 1 and has charge of a hut, with
a room to himself and a man to look after it. He has also once
been picked to play for the Command Rugger XV. Terry is
training to be a wireles operator, and is finding that the instruction which he received in the Signal is standing him in good
stead. His addre s is, 533463 Terry F. C., Hut 95, o. I Wing
(Airmen), R. .F., Cranwell. Ex-Signalman Tipper . has also
chosen the Royal Air Force, and is at present stationed at
Merlow, Beds., after having passed through Uxbridge and
l\Iarston. He is being trained as a Flight Rigger, and finds
the life very interesting, and is studying hard. He sends his
best wishes to all the old D.R.s.
ddress: 531567 Tipper U. T.,
Flight Rigger, Hut No. 436, o. 2 Wing, M.A.D., R.A.F., Merlow,
Beds.
Subalterns' Dance.-The
nnual Subalterns' Dance of the
48th ( outh :M idland) Divi ional Signals was held at Cateswell
House, Hall Green, on 2 th October, and was voted by everyone
present to be an outstanding success. There were about two
hundred guests present. The band was provided by Phillip
Brown of Birmingham. This dance has again proved to be very
popular.
Tailpiece.- It is reported that the G.P.O. has recently discovered two cases in the south of England where lead-covered
cables have been damaged as a result of gnawi.nif by caterpillars !
It seems that in order to meet such exigencies of the Service,
linemen should, in future, be provided with a small tin of worm
killer.
.
With best wishes to all our comrades, near and far, for the
coming year.
.. GETCHER."

49tb (West Riding) Divisional Signals
and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds 2.
General.- By the time these notes appear, the festive season
will be over and New Year resolutions will be the order of the
day. Some of these will have already been broken, and the
gre~tings, so heartily given, almost forgotten. Will all Signal
Umts, home and abroad, please accept the sincere wishes for a
v~IJ: _happy_ and prosperous rew Year from the 49th (W.R.)
D1v1Slonal Signals, T.A., and S.R. Our thanks and best wishes
for the future are also extended to our late scribe " Tyke " who
has joined the R.A.F.
'
'
~roclama~ion Parade.-The proclamation parade for His
Maiesty, K111g George VI, was held at Leeds Civic Hall, on
Tuesday, r5~h December, 1936. Once again, this Unit was in the
honours, for the O.C. Troops was Lieutenant-Colonel H . McLaren,
o .s.o. , 111.c ..' T.D., who is our Commanding Officer, and the
Parade Adjutant and the Parade R.S.M. were Captain C. C.
Danby and R.S.M. Fillinger H., our Adjutant and R.S.M.
respectively. Teedless to say, we had many representatives on
the parade, which went off without a hitch.
Arrivals.-We are pleased to welcome Captain G. F. Houghton
as Adjutant of the Air Contingent Signals, S.R., and trust
that h_e ·will be very happy among us. Last month we welcomed
C~ptam C. C. Danby as Adjutant of the 49th (W.R.) Divisional
Sign~~· _T.A. ; so we now have two new Adjutants. The" glad
h~nd
1s also extended to C.S.M. Benson, from 5th Divisional
Signals, _as P .S.I., To. 2 Company, vice C.S.M. Lindsay P., who
has decided to try his hand in " Civvy Street." Good luck,
Peter, and a very hearty welcome to you, Ben I
Medal Aw~rds.-We are pleased to state that C.S.M. Hobby
H. B., who is P.S.I. of Air Contingent Signals, S.R., has been
a~varded the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal after
eighteen years " undetected." After the Proclamation Parade
referred to in an earlier paragraph, was over, we duly " wetted .:
the medal.

Training.-The "Father and Son" Operating Course will

con~lu~e on Thursday, 17th December.
Judging from the
p~elimmary test we shall have some good results. Unit Training
will start on Tu~s<;lay, 5th January, 1937, and will continue until

after annual trammg. More about this anon.
_S ergeants' Mess.-:rhe Sergeants' Mess Management Committee have been gettmg down to their job in fine style, and what
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with concerts, whist drives and games handicaps, it will be seen
that entertainment has not been lacking. Our Mess is getting
quite a "home from home." To the Management Committee
we say, "Thank you very much."
Obituary.- It is with the deepest regret that we announce the
death, on 29th ovember, of Mrs. Merritt, the wife of our very
genial Sergeants' Mess Steward, Jack Merritt. Mrs. Merritt will
be long remembered for her very pleasant and obliging ways to
all members of the Mess, and it is no idle remark to say that we
shall miss her very much indeed. To her sorrowing husband and
son we offer our very deepest sympathy. The funeral took place
at Leeds, on Thursday, 2nd December, and there were many
beautiful floral tributes from members and friends of the T.A.
and S.R.
Representatives from the Sergeants' Mess were
present at the funeral to pay their last respects to a lady whom
they knew and respected so well .
M.S. R.

SOth (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 3 {Gateshead) Company.
General.-Although it is not possible to record many of the
activities o. No. 3 Company during this, the peak period of the
non-training season, it is pleasing to be able to state that much
good work is being done in readiness for the forthcoming year.
The Course for N.C.O. Operators has just been concluded, and
it will doubtless be a source of much satisfaction to C.S.M .
\'Voodcock to learn that all who attended his lectures have
passed satisfactorily. The Linemen Course is nearing conclusion, and there is reason to hope for a similar verdict. Collectively, this augurs well for the future, and the hope is expressed
that Nos. 1 and 2 Companies have met with the same measure
of success.
Social- Company Dinner.-Unavoidably postponed until
January. The pleasure is one deferred. A bumper evening is
planned. There may be bumps of another kind the morning
after, but, as tbe " Gyppos " say, " Maaleesh " !
W.O.'s and Sergeants' Ball.-It is expected to arrange this also
in January. Will our friends in Darlington and Middlesbrough
make a note of the event ? It is always a good show, and we like
these good things to go round.
Sergeants' Mess and Men's Club Room.-Much appreciation
is expressed to those concerned for in tailing wireless sets.
Sympathy is extended to R.S.M. Bevan in the unfortunate
mishap which had befallen Mrs. Bevan. May the recovery be
rapid and complete I
Greetings.-To our friends within the Unit, further afield
(and we think especially of our good friends in the Depot),
together with former members now with Regular Units, may
1937 be a year of health and prosperity.
THREECOY.

51st (Highland) Divisional Signals, T.A.
Unit Headquarters and No. I (Aberdeen) ~ompany.
General.- Readers will regret that the ew Year resolutions
do not include the determination to get a new headquarter
correspondent. !t is a regret shared by the writer, who would be
happy to remain in the class of whom Gratians aid, " I do know
of these, that therefore only are reputed wise, for saying nothing."
Yet we hope you will be able to say, with the same speaker,
" Thanks, i' faith, for silence is only commendable in a neat's
tongue dried."
We endeavour to anticipate the feelings of our readers in the
following lines, unlabelled, much ip need of repair, yet without
the attendance of an efficient lineman with a suitably Spu.11
Yam.
There is another kind of line, known appropriately
enough, as cabal-line, and described as a coarse, bitter J:?edicine,
suitable for horses. These lines may be coarse, they may be
bitter, whether suitable for man or horse we won't say, but just
recall the old lesson of giving more " chaff " to the horse inclined
to " bolt his oats.'

ADVANCE GUARD.
Advance Guard duties to prepare the way,
And deal with minor opposition,
So if you do not like our lay,
Take all the words, change their position,
And do your own d - - composition.
MAIN BODY.
In all our Training Manuals, there is naught
Whereby prospective scribes their job are taught ;
The handbook even gives no inspiration
And leaves us at a Joss for information.
So when you hear the critic virulent,
With many a rousing raspberry resent
Our prose or sonnet
Remember, reading this or other scrawl,
You can't have bread with one fish ball,
Much less, "jam on it."
Tho' 'twas the unkindest cut of all,
We care not for the rude cat call,
Too well we know this monthly prating
Will never help with our trade rating.
The critic's ire with scorn we disregard,
We'll hoist him in his own petard,
To show our hate,
We'll send him such a rude postcard,
Or chalk bad words, by censor barred,
Upon his gate.
Tho' we arc now completely mechanised,
Our early training must not be despised ;
And whether reading you may weep or laugh,
Some day you may get" oats" along with" chaff."
There is a thought we would make known,
"You cannot reap what is not sown."
Yet we exhort,
All scribes, who try to raise the tone
Of these, our notes, at all cost to disown,
The " il Report."
REARGUARD.
To all our readers who have been so kind,
To read this far it mu t be very clear,
That we are in much danger from behind
And need a" Rearguard to protect our Rear."
H.Q.

No. 2 (Stirling) Company.
General.-The notes from this portion of the globe must of
necessity be rather brief this month. Firstly, because this is
my first attempt at literary work, and econdly, I am labouring
under a great strain-I have only 32 hours of single bliss left.
Traini ng.-Our Winter Courses are still going strong with a
good attendance of recruits, who are desirous and hopeful of
obtaining their first qualification before the end of the year.
Strength.pplications are still pouring in to join the Company. To accommodate them all, we should have to apply to
the War Office for our e tablishment to be doubled.
Sport.-The Company have formed a Badminton Club, which
commences operations in a f w days. Judging by the number
of applications to join, it is a very popular way of spending an
evening with the local lad .
Sergeants' Mess.-This continues to be well patronised. A
little bird whispered to me that a smoking concert is on the
boards in the near future. A trip to the International at Glasgow,
later in the eason, is also propo ed. J ut more of these anon.
Agony.- " Cabbage " (last heard of in the wilds of Palestine) :
ote paragraph one above ; am following in your footsteps
very soon." "Pip" (Edinburgh).
Conclusio n.- ! trust this will do for a fir t attempt It will
improve as time proores e .
Twuco.
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52nd (l.owland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
21, Jardine treet, Glasgow, .V.'.
Indian Lyrics.-E,·er welcome is our letter from India. Sergeant Charles ..:avage, Rawalpindi, has once again been good
enou!!h to write and tell us of old Jardine treet comrades now
rvmg in India. Charlie a...-age is with "
" Corps Signals.
Yic. Hoyland may oon set sail for home. Rumour has it that
the T.A. at Birmingham is \'ic. 's goal. However, Glasgow may
once again house the Hoyland fellow. Vi'e wonder' Jane
Cou.ins has been po ted to the S.T.C. at Jubbulpore. Vie wish
our friend. in India every success. They will realise that they
are not forgotten at Jardine treet.
The Officers.-The biggest affair of the officers' social year
the Officers' Ball, wa held at headquarters on 27th ovember'.
The affair was a cla. ·ic e,·eut. ... othing like it has ever before
been seen at Jardine treet. All arrangements were of a lavish
and elaborate ~ature. There were many distinguished guests,
who were received by Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Robertson.
The weat event, which ended with breakfast, was voted as one
of the mo·t uccessful in the history of the Officers" Mess.
No. 1 Compa ny, T.A.-:-- To: 1 Company are sticking at nothing
1i:i order to enhance theJr wrrele reputation. The Unit is continually on the look-out for suitable wireless men as recruits.
The Company is keen to display its wares, and are amdous that
thO?e who are interested should see their equipment and w'"itness
therr pers<;>nnel at work. In addition, any member of the T.A.
or .R. will always be welcomed by Ko. 1 Company's wireless
men, who are not a\•erse to discussions and suggestions.
Singul~r Sigh~.-The ~ninitiated focussed their eyes on a most
extraordmary sight, which took place in a street near Jardine
tree~. on the night of 2nd Xovember. An officer, complete with
Dun~ s bo~,·ler an~ an overcoat of Bond Street cut, was observed
maki?g ~ucroscop1c .proeress along the thorough.fare. The good
fello'' \\as loaded like a pack horse; he was m possession of
the mos~ unheard of,,contraband .. On his right shoulder was
sl.ung a Don Three, and he earned a long and ancient firing
piece at the trail. No wonder onlookers wondered and looked
a"hast. . Yet the explanation was simple. The enthusiastic
s·1~er-fatigue man was transporting some props for a sketch
which was to be produced at an ex-Servicemen's gathering at
the Grand Hotel
"!'ajor R. G. ~· Giblin.-Major Giblin, who has served as
A.dJutant at Jardme Street for several year , has now completed
his tour of duty, and has been posted to serve abroad W
good:bye to ~Iajor Giblin with regret. He did good wo:ksit
Jardme S!r~t, where he ~n accustomed himself to T .A. and
S.R.. c?nd1tions, provmg himself an efficient soldier and an able
~m1m,,tra.tor. }'here are many of us who are truly sorry that
friend . G1bbo has gone. On many occasions he has hel ed
'.ind guided us .. As we write, we learn that i\fajor Giblin lie~ ill
m London. \\e earnestly wish him a speedy, lasting recovery
~rt·b~ :; . th:ht ther~ are many prosperous years ahead fo;
1
m e service of the Corps.
.once Again. Once again, Spud is in the news. Like the
Irishman he happens to be•. he.never goes away, but he is comin
back. R.S.:\L :'llurphy th1s tim.e has earned the Long Servic~
a~d Good C_ond1_1ct ~ledal. It is, doubtless, well earned We
~isl-i ,Spud JOY m bis old age. So here's to the bars ~ne for
Spud beer offering, and another to the medal.
'
d s
The . President. -The Chair of Logic in the w o •
geants :\J~s has been filled. McQuarrie has b~e~ sa anoint~~
less President. :\lac is the man for the job H ·. pp ·
& '1 owl, and is the acme of perfection in pr~cedu~elS ~w1~ as
·
e ess
should do well under Jock's guidance.
Bur1ess.-\\.'e espied a familiar figure on a cit
r.ccently. The figure was none other than B
y rioof-~op
hfe Jock is a sl t
d
urgess.
n civil
Co
h .
a er, an a first-class slater at that In th
ma7t~r'seriis ~t~~~~ in the S.R., a:nd the Regimentai Quarter~
clever withg his hands
h~~ersat1le fellow is Burgess. He is
knowledge of every iota of th .' and po~sesses an ~xtraordin ary
All sort~ and conditions of o:O~ystefous parts m the ledger .
problem to him. Burgess is hot st ffan afipparatus present no
u on gures. The fuel and

:d
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lighting returns are child'
play to him.
R curring
decimals do not puzzle him.
Jock thrives on returns
and regulations. A remarkable combination is this fellowexpert tradesman, clerk, calculator and signaller. More than
one R.Q. I.S. has testified to the ability of Burgess. He has
proved himself to be invaluable to the C.O. and the S.R. Units.
Yet another instance of the talent tucked away in all corners of
the Corps.
The Bane of Bain.- What has become of C. .M. Bain? We
haven't seen him for 'veeks. There was a time when Saturdav
evening found him pending his weekly allowance of ixpence
at the. Mess bar. Gone are these nights of gladness. Some say
there is a ban on Bain. He mustn't spend si.."pence !
.Here's Tae Us !--:-The Lowland Signals greet the Corps. We
think of the New Year and our comrades in many lands. May
prosperity continue to shine on this great Corps of ours. Here's
tae us ! 'Nha's like us ?

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
.Shooting.- The. Weapon Training ourse and Competition
will commence with a bang (we hope) at the beginning of the
'ew Year. The." LJewellyi:i" and "Salmon" trophies will be
to ~h.e front agam for dec1s1on, and some exciting contests are
anticipated. Thank goodness, the W.T.O. will have somethin"
to take the grin off bis face !
"'
A. Unit representative team shot against the Depot, Welch
Regiment. From the start ignals jumped into the lead. The
first two men d?wn put up good cards, and the Adjutant proved
a d<J:Ik horse (with two years experience at Catterick as a Weapon
Trammg Officer he should know the thick end from the thin
end.) The average was we~ mai~tai~ed as the shoot progressed.
~n the large targ~t. our tail, which mcluded our newest recruit
m officers, 2nd Lieutenant Stephens, certainly wagged to good
effect. The test, however, became very severe when the small
target appeared on the scene. Such names as Ainsworth and one
or two more of the " old stags " were coupled with funny figures.
The Welch, ho~vever, reta~ated somewhat by taking Signals
across a~d making th~m drink beer. The evening closed on a
n?te of \'Vhat we will do down there." Final scores : Royal
Signals, 322; Depot, Welch Regiment, 316.

Sergeants' Mess.
As it. is many moons ago since WIRE notes were submitted
from,;this br~ch of the T.A., many readers will, it is imagined,
~ay, .w110 at~ t~ese folks ? 'ever heard of them." Well, here
is a bnef descnpti~n of the :\foss. We are fortunate enough to be
one of the few Uruts th~t have their three Companies under one
roof. ~s the Se~geants Mess 1s also on the premises, the attendance is so.metimes overwhelming (sometimes it is not). As
the Entertamments Committee has material in numbers to
work upon, many a social function, dance, smoker, etc., i
a;rang~d, and the clos~ co-operation between the Officers' and
N.C.O. s Mess results m many a happy evening devoted to
gam~ tournam.ents, socials, etc. But please do not entertain
the idea th.at hfe at Park Street is a long series of functions.
M.ay I remmd you that we have responsibilities as Territorial
with the trade mark''. Certa Cito" always as our guiding motto .
For example,. the takmgs on the billiard table this month have
dropped c.ons1derabl)'., owing to the fact that C.S.M. Greenwood
with ~ squad of. senior XC.O.s has been tearing a D.III Jimb
~~m hmb, reve~lmg some startling facts and functions concerning
is poor, mutilated, and much-talked-about instrument Bet~
ween t.he rounds, C..S.l\~. Maynard has been delving ·i;to the
mystenes an~ comp~1cations of procedure. Our R.S.M., giving
the N.C.O.s msuffic1ent time to regain their breath recent!
placed the Tele. no on the operating table and the f~te of ou~
brother, the J?.III, befell that instrument to~ . just as they were
~~ut to ~plit the atom, someone shouted, " ine o'clock I "
a, boy_. The outcome of all this strenuous mental exercise
~as worried br?ws, arguments galore and fights p lentiful.
ames..were sacr~ced for the following :
For Snooker read " Procedure Signals A to Bar (C S M
·
· · ·
Maynard, marker)."
FFor ''.,Bwilliar~s" read "The functions of the Condenser."
or
hat s Yours ~ "
d " Wh .
·
rea
at s your five minute
lecture ? "
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For "Skittles" read "The Tests of the Tele. uo."
So you see we can work or play as the occasion demands. A
great deal of interest was shown on this Course. Many were
heard to say that they had learned something.
Social.-On Wednesday, the 18th. we were " home " to the
United Services Club. We re-fought and won old battles in a
manner that many a staff would have envied. If the years of
service could have been totalled that night, I'm SUie it would
have taken us back to the bow and arrow age. The Games
Tournament ended in a real draw. It was touch and go throughout. Between the munches of cheese roUs and pickled onions,
we listened to snatches of a famous title fight. Phil Bazter
operated the set in a way that was a credit to any Group E
Plasterer. Sergeant Forse proposed the toast to H.M. The
King. Our guests were then toasted. Mr. Williams responded,
and concluded with the signature tune " They are jolly good
fellows." The summing up was " a very jolly evening."
Billiards Handicap.-Several members can be seen in the vicinity
of the billiards notice board trying to record the elementary stages
of algebra, cai ...folly putting into the balance "plus and minus,"
and asking themsehes if sometime during their college days they
were taught something about "two plusses making a Ininus."
This is an instance when one doesn't care to be flattered to the
tune of -20. Shouldn't be so good 1
Greetings.-The N C.O.'s Mess take this opportunity of wishing
all past and present members of the Royal Corps of Signals "a
prosperous and happy New Year."

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 Company.
General.-Nothing of note has happened in the Company
during the last two months. That does not mean that we have
been idle. No, sir, everybody in the Company has been looking
for a telescope.
Classes.-The paid evening classes are now over, and all those
who attended are in possession of another rating or, we hope, a
little more knowledge.
Heard on the Courses.-Question : " \Vho carries the fue-pot ?"
Answer: " The officer-in-charge of the front party, sir."
Boxing.-Our lads are going to give the 9th Queen's Royal
Lancers a little more practice at the noble art on 1J1:h December.
Details will be published in next month's WIRE.
Jewish Mail.- " That's better. You have taken my advice
at last ! It's going to take you a long time to get used to English
money again. I suppose it will be all right, providing you have
any to get used to ! "
BLACK DoG.

SSth

~est

Lanes.) Divisional Signals.

38, Mason Street, Edgehill, Liverpool, 7.
With the advent of Christmas, we come to the end of the first
period of winter training. This has consisted of various syndicates, the members of which strive to learn enough to gain them
a trade rating. The members attending these classes have been
astonishing. I personally do not remember a winter training
programme which has obtained such enthusiastic support from
all ranks.
os. I and 3 Companies get a muster between them
of about 150 men on each parade, which is undoubtedly excellent.
Each night looks like pay night after a week-end Scheme. The
next two months will be spent in further efforts to the same
end, and we have high hopes of good results in the trade tests
when they finally take place.
The mad fling of social gaiety goes on, reaching towards its
climax in a series of events so brilliant as to beggar description.
Now let me think, what were they? Oh yes, of course; the first of
the Subalterns' Dances held at the Mess. There was a magnificent
scene. Senior officer, portly, dignified ; Su balterns rosy-cheeked ,
fresh comple. ioned, happy in the joyousness of innocent youth.
There is something inexpressibly moving in the clear, ringing
laughter of young people, which tugs at the heartstrin gs of we
older ones, so that we sigh for our lost youth. And so t hirsty
did the little ones become from their gambols that they sp ent
about £20 in liq uid refreshmen t for themselves a nd th eir very

fair partners. A thoroughly happy everung, the forerunner, we
hope, of many similar occasions.
The Sergeants' Mess continue their fortnightly whist drives.
Unfortunately, the weather has been so uniformly bad as to
keep a lot of people away. At the moment, the Sergeants' Mess
is being decorated for the Children's Christmas Party, which we
are having on 19th December, 1936. This is a very bright spot in
our annual programme. Captain A. B. Moore, as usual, is taking
very efficient charge of the arrangements.
Our all-round marksmanship on the miniature range is steadily
improving. Our team played the R.A.0.C. team from Burscough,
and won by the extremely narrow margin of two points.
An
excellent match and a fitting result. By the time these notes
are published, we shall have had our Inter-Company Shooting
Competition, won regularly in the past by o. 2 Company. I
have a feeling they may get a shock this year.
The men entertained the officers in the Men's Mess and
hospitably provided very satisfactory biscuits and cheese,
sandwiches, etc., for their guests' regalement. Billiards matches
were played, and I think the evening went slightly in the men's
favour .
With Mr. W. M. Dodd gazetted recently, we are again at full
strength as far as officers are concerned. We wish him well.
He is no stranger to us, as he used to accompany his father,
Colonel W . T. Dodd, n.s.o., T .D., D.L., to Camp when the latter
was our Commanding Officer.
One of our Permanent Staff Instructors, Sergeant Jones
W. H. S., recently has married Miss Mabel Ida Bevan. We extend
to Sergeant and Mrs. ] ones our most sincere wishes for their
future happiness.
To Signalman Kelly of No. 1 Company and Mrs. Kelly we offer
congratulations on the birth of a daughter.
Our friends, o. 3 (W.L.) Company, L . of C. Signals, S .R.,
recently sent a team of stalwarts to compete in London with
other S.R. Companies for a Cup, presented by Colonel WaleyCohen, c.M.G., c.B.E., D.s.o., T.D. I am very happy to be able to
record No. 3 Company's success in the first year of the Competition, and hope they may keep Liverpool's superiority assured.
"FIVE-FIVE."

No. 3 (W.L.) Company, L. of C. Signals, S.R.
This is the :first time we have taken the opportunity of contributing to the Regimental journal, and hope, in tb,e future, to
furnish you with a few lines each month.
Tour of duty and the trooping season has robbed us of two
good friends, T/C.S.M. Mills J. and Sergeant Hotchkiss W.
(Permanent Staff Instructors). They leave us for India with our
very best wishes and grateful thanks for all they have done
during their (seemingly) short stay. In their places we welcome
Sergeants Appleby H. C. and Pope F. E., who, we are sure, will
prove worthy of their forerunners.
Waley-Cohen· Cup.-In spite of the short notice of the Competition, our representative teams " pulled " the event in drill
and guard mounting and musketry. This was made possible
by the keenness and enthusiasm shown by those interested, and
T/C.S.M. Mills' gentle and persuasive coaching. It was our :first
visit to Atkins Road, and the welcome and hospitality shown
makes our next visit become a pleasure in store. The object of
the Cup, to knit and keep the widespread Companies of the
Unit in touch, was certainly a kindly thought on the part of
Colonel Waley-Cohen, c.M.G., c.B.E., n.s.o., T.D.-our Honora ry
Colonel. May the spirit shov..-n in the first year continue and
achieve the desired aim. We should like t o thank Mrs. WaleyCohen for the kindness she showed and how gratified we were t o
receive the prizes, both making the journey from Liverpool
something worth while.
Although training has ceased for the Christmas period, we
hope to enter the ew Year with renewed enthusiasm. To all
branches of the Corps our very sincere wishes for the New Year.
P.S.-We welcome any of our London friend s to the nnual
"Hot-Pot" to be held in the New Year. Dates lat er.
P.P.S.-We hope India will restore to our lat e P ermanent
St aff Instructors their schoolgirl figures, which they h opelessly
lost during their st ay with us. De.finit ely, sir, definitely I
A.. R. K.
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The London Divisional Signals.

The investment in the provision of ·their Headq uarlers had not
produ<:ed a bad dividend in a Unit that had progressed as much
as their~. One more thing was necessary to keep the interest
of the nght type of man, on~e he was enlisted. The provision
of adequate and modern equipment was an essential.

Signal House, 20, Atkin~ Road, Clapham Park, S.W, 12 .
l5th December.
Prize-giving, 1936.-This was held on Tuesday 8th December
The City of London Signals was greatly honoured' by the presenc~
of Fie~d-.Marshal Sir Cyril J. Deverell, G.c.B., K.B .E., Chief of the
Impenal General . S~aff, _who very kindly presented the prizes.
The large_ and d1stingmshed company included many of the
Commandmg Officers of the other Units of the London Division
:i-nd also most of the senior officers of the Royal Corps of Signal~
rn,!-<>ndon_. The Co~manding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. C.
\\ !Jlway, 1~ welcorrung the Chief of the Imperial General Staff,
said that _it had always been a matter of tradition that the
Commandmf? Officer sho?ld <?~ the proceedings with a speech.
The proceedings at a pnze-givmg had some points of similarity
with those at a meeting of the shareholders of a limited liability
company, except that no dividend was declared . A " slump "
could always be explained away on the grounds that it was due
to ca~ses ovt;~ which he had no control ; he could take credit
for_ a boom on the grounds that it was due to his own efforts
Thi~ yea~, C~lonel Willway added, he had made an innovatio~
by _n~s~rting ID the programme a printed record of the Unit's
activities for the past year. This, he hoped, would be taken
home_ i;nd perused at leisure. The main factor in the record was
recruiting.

~ than t~ee. years ago, Signal House had been opened b

Their Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of York Th~
strength of the Unit in other ranks on that day was 150 · or
43
~r cent. of the establishment. By last year, the strength had
~sen to 250, or 72 per cent., and the strength to-day with an
b1~pedreas~ ~~bli~ment of 352, was 347. Colonel Wiliway had
.
a . e mt would be up to strength by prize-givin
:ght. That it was not ?P to establishment was due to the facf
at a numbe: of applicants for enlistment had been turned
down ~e preVJous week ; only about half of those who applied
were
ally accepted. Some were rejected by the Com an,
commander~. who interviewed them, others by the M~iJI
O:ffico::r~, c~efiy . on account of eyesight defects. While the
recrm?ng Situation was not entirely unsatisfactory th Co
:1e~~~ng ~fficer emphasi~d that he did not wish an)rtru!g th~~
more recsai. to be take~ m any c:Jegree as lessening the need for
and abo.;:1i~~ ~~ly~t w~ endtihtled ~o recruit ro per cent. over
· ·
s men an
e wished, at next year's prize
~:~~· to be able to announce that the Unit had reached that

uJ!1~u~:11!~~t~ Officer al~ spoke of the subscription to
had adopted this idea ~w recruits are now required to pay. He
He had been warn
Y after very care~ul and anxious thought.

°

~r~~i~~ e:ur~ i~yh~~:ti~~!dh:u~g~t~~=~ a I!~~~~ ~
September and Pi:fz ~o. ~omt out that, whereas between r5th
this year the fig p e givmg last year, r4 new recruits ioined

ure was 23 This , ·
·
,
•
rule about the Unit subs~ripti was m ~pite of the fact that the
tember. It was also notewort~~ = e 8mto force on r5th Septhen serving had volunteered to pay the2 s~~~c~;~o~f the Unit
Before he took over comm d 0f th
.
·
1936, he had onl a
an .
e Urut, on rst January
~ntail~d in runnmi a T~'.110:-~tiv;~yhisligh~ _idea of _the work
m their i[Jcrease in str 'ngth · th 5 opiruon, a pnme factor
Colonel G. D Ozann " It was
e work of his predecessor
Oza.nne could. have r:~aine;o~ld have been fi:tting if Colonei
up to ~tablishment. He did not t~m:~nd until_ the Unit was
n
at a Unit could recruit
for the T.A. which showed the
and summer holidays He hi be~e~ts of free week-end camps
spending a week-end than at a ~:rrito n.~Amany better ways of
~ of propaganda, the wron type n
rmy Camp. By that
mto the T.A. This kind of ma~
_of man was often enlisted
of him, faded out and becam' findrng that more was required
necessary to put forward th
e an embarrassment. It was
It existed as a nucleus for t;e ~rpt_osealof the Territorial Army.
a ion Army
He thought that the provision of
.
the foundation of good recruT
a good Headquarters was
1
must be made attractive He ~~· i:d that the Headquarters
an expensive one, but he .did not mind nbtold th~t his Unit was
•efenC:e, cheapness was not necessaril • ec~use ID ~he matter of
Y consistent with efficiency.
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The City of London Signals had been greatly honoured thi5
year, first by the visit of the Secretary of State for War and no
by the presence here to-night of the Chief of the Imperi~l Gene~
Staff, the professional head of the Army.
The Commanding Officer was happy to announce that Ca
next year was _to be at Dibgate, near Folkestone. The popula~
of this Camp m past years had, he felt, but little in relation to
the somewhat barren field in which the actual Camp was situated.
Thi:'. occasion '~as unique in that it was the first prize-givin
at which the Regi~ental ban~ was performing. This is the thir!
of the three bands ID Royal Signals, either Regular or Territorial
Army.

It was~ great_ honour for the Unit that their Despatch Riden
were to give a display at next year's Royal Tournament which
was to take place at Olympia in May and June.
'
He very _much regretted the absence of their Divisional Commander, Without whom no gathering of his Divisional Signals
was complete.
He p~d a tribute to the Secretary of the City of London

'.fe~tonal Army Assa:ciation, who had always been unstinting

Feaves the.
help to ~e _unit. Colonel Evelyn Wood was shortly to
Association. In saying farewell to him, the Cit of

~ondon Signals was happy to welcome their old friend Col~nel

organ, who was to take over the appointment.
'
The succ~s of recruiting achieved by the Unit was mainl due
to the backing he had received from the Permanent StaJ and
f rom the officers and other ranks of the Unit.

/~.tyconc;uLosion,
the Commanding Officer reminded all members
1

?

o.
ndon Signals that a Unit could not mark time ·
it ;:ius~1t~er go forward or go back. Therefore, by hard work
an en uSJasm they must keep the ball rolling.

ad~ield-~~hal Sir Cyril Deverell, before presenting the prizes
saidresse . e men on the importance of efficient training. H~
kedthat it was the ~st o~ such occasions that he had been
as
to ad_dress a Umt, which to all intents and u oses was
~tito establishment, and about which he had receive~ ~ authoriSignav~ ~~~rt _tot~heTeff~t ~hat it was one of the most efficient
.
s m e emtonal Army. The standard reached b
the Umt could o~y be reached by hard and loyal work, not on/
~idth= no~~ servmg but by their predecessors. Colonel Willwa~
~ e lfirst to congratulate his predecessor Colonel
0
u;~n~ts ~ the tgreat way he ~ad worked in getting' the Unit
debt of ~-t
efficiency. They also owed a great
1 usdan~ar~ho~
D
.
e o . err Honorary Colonel Colonel J c
li:~so~h ~ender, fo: his work and interest. 'They could· not
.
n. eir reputation. They had got to maintain their effif~:~fs 1 ~n~r~er ~? enlli~ance it ; they could not rest on their
could al'
ID
igna ng they had something in which they
ways improve.

ha~~:~~! ~~t e~~;~e~~~hi~ta:h:~rc~~fd t~s~ ~~~~g,F~~em~~t

~:a:t t~e d~overnment had endeavoured to lead the way ~
repafr~~ a~~~ment. T~e gaps in our defence had to be
•

is was a big undertaking. They had in this
and behind that was the Terriof the Cro~ wThc twas an integral part of the Defence Forces
The e
·
e wo went together and could not be separated
of Jai:l:cted from the Territo~ial Army that _sound foundatio~
theY: woul~ ~~ r~~~ 'I:reft.the time came for mtensive training

~~~~f1X~! sm~ 1iiegular Army,

est~~li;;:te~~ ~~ah that the ?-'erritorial ~rmy had

to be up to
Numbers ho'
e would like to see it over establishment.
The Territori;;e:;,.e:· were no~ enough ; quality was necessary.
hm~ must mc_lude the leaders and instructors
for the great
wo Id .f
~s o men which would come as they sure!
u ' i operations were ever commenced agai~st this countri.
He was especially pleas d t
present, because he felt tha~ tho ~ee _the_ Mayor of Wandsworth
forgotten for the great
rt .et e,rnton.al Arm}'. was sometimes
pa 1 p ayed in the life of the com-
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mllDity. They looked to the civil authorities to give them
every encouragement.
The Chief of the Imperial General Staff then presented the
prizes, as follows :
t. The Inter-Company Efficiency Cup: No. 2 Company.
Commanded by Captain M. M. Cuthbert.
•· The Inter-Company Guard Mounting Cup : No. 3 Company.
Commanded by Captain A. V. D . Hort.
J. The Inter-Company Musketry Bowl · No. 2 Company.
Commanded by Captain M. M. Cuthbert.
'4· The Inter-Company Trade Board Cup: No. 1 Company.
Commanded by Captain F. V\lb.ite.
J. The Inter-Company Tug-of-War Competition: No. 2
Company. Winning team: Lieutenant A. J. Sones,
Corporals Hale J ., Alden E. and Newman A. , Signalmen
Dennis C., Gasson L., Jones F . and Raffety C.
6. The Commanding Officer's Trophy : " F " Section, No. 2
Company. Section Commander, Lieutenant A. J. Sones.
7. Cable Laying Competition: "F" Section, No. 2 Company.
Detachm.,nt Commander, Sergeant Lamb W.
8. Cable and Tele hone Wagon Competition (Best turned-out
detachment) : " G" Section, No. 2 Company. Detachment Commander, Sergeant Witt W .
9. The Subaltern's Cup: Lieutenant B. J. Milnes.
10. The Admiral Grant Recruiting Trophy : C.S.M. London
A. J.. No. I Company.
n . The Hurford-Tatlow Squash Cup: Sergeant Hammond
P. J., P.S.I., No. z Company.
12. The ·waJey-Cohen Morse Trophy: Class (a), Lance Corporal
Gill G., No. 3 Company; Class (b) , Signalman Mills F. J.,
No. z Company : Class (c), Boy Samuels R., No. I Company
13. Trained man with highest average Drill Attendance : Corporal Harries W. R., H.Q.
14. Recruit with highest average Drill Attendance : Signalman
Birmingham D ., No. 3 Company.
15. Trained man with highest Weapon Training Score : Signalman (now 2nd Lieutenant) Darkin W., No. I Company.
16, Recruit with highest Weapon Training Score : Signalman
Palmer J. H ., No. I Company.
.After the distribution of prizes, Colonel E. N. Fortescue
Hitchins, n .s.o., M.c., Chief Signal Officer, Eastern Command,
proposed a vote of thanks to Field-Marshal Sir Cyril Deverell.
As Chief of the Imperial General Staff, their distinguished visitor
was the first soldier of the British Empire. He was the adviser
of the Ministers of the Crown for the administration of the Land
Forces of the Empire. As Chief of the Army Council, he was
responsjble for the organising and training of the Regular Army,
the Supplementary Reserve and the Territorial Army. Colonel
Hitchens then called for three cheers for the Field Marshal. In
conclusion, he paid tribute to the work of City of London Signals
during the Eastern Command Skeleton Exercises, in August
last, when No. 1 Company of the Unit acted as part of a Corps
Signals.
Members of the Unit then fell-in by Companies to receive
their proficiency grants, while their guests dispersed to various
Messes for refreshments. Following this there was a concert.
The Band of the City of London Signals, under the direction of
Bandmaster J. L. Duys, played during the evening. A feature
of the music was the first performance of a new march named
" Signal House," which had been composed by Bandsman
Perkins C. J ., City of London Signals.
Despatch Riders' Dinner.- On 21st November, 1936, 2nd
Lieutenant R. E. Denison Pender and the Despatch Riders'
Sub-Section held their Annual Dinner. About 40 members of the
Section, and as many guests, enjoyed a very good dinner. After
dinner, a film , showing the history of the Display, was shown.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to provide a report of the
speeches, but the following is the toast list :
"The Guests." Proposed by znd Lieutenant R. E. Denison
Pender. Responses: The Commanding Officer and Captain
H. R. Firth.
" The Despatch Riders' Section." Proposed by Lieutenant
S. J. Lovegrove. Response: C.S.M. Angell E. J.
"City of London Signals." Proposed by Mr. Graham Walker.
Response : Colonel J. C. Denison Pender, Honorary Colonel.
Despatch Riders' Trial.-Next day· the Section held their trial
at Hockley Farm, near Chesham. Each of the members of the
Section completed two circuits of the course, over which they
had to find their way by maps and map references. JudgWg
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by the pictures, which appeared in the Press, the going wa.
sufficiently bad to please even a D .R. As an innovation, motorcyclist members of the general public were invited to attend,
and a number of them rode the course at the conclusion of the
trial. Each pair of civilians was accompanied by a D.R., who
steered them through the intricacies of six-figure map references.
The following copy of a letter, which was published in "Motor
Cycling," shows that the innovation was appreciated:
" SPORTING DESPATCH RIDERS.

" Fine organisation and good fun. As one of the members of
the public who took advantage of the offer to partake in part
of the Despatch Riders' Trial at Latimer, on Sunday, 22nd
November, I should very much like to have the opportunity of
extending my thanks to those concerned, through the medium
of your pages, for giving myself, and, I am sure, all the other
members of the public who turned up a really enjoyable time.
" The whole affair was undoubtedly a great success, and
nothing but praise was accorded by those dozen or so who took
part in the last circuit, when two civilian riders were accompanied
by a Despatch Rider. The course was just ideal for the purpose,
and though somewhat easy for those with ' comp.' tyres, it gave
those with standards, and the majority had these, ample opportunity of showing their riding skill. I am sure I am not alone
when I say that I look forward to another similar opportunity
at one of these trials, and I hope this chance is not too far distant.
" The tea, which was given us in the barn at a farm afterwards,
was an excellent finale to a most enjoyable day.
"With many thanks to the 56th City of London Signals and
to you for making the opportunity known through your splendid
journal.
ONE OF THE CIVVIES."

The last sentence shows how hard it is to change the title of a
Unit of the T.A.
c. 0. L. s.

L. of C. Signals, S.R.
On 8th December, 1936, our long-awaited prize-giving took
place. It was quite a small affair, and was the first time the
Unit had launched out for itself in this way. For the same reason
it was kept quite a domestic function, no guests without an
intimate interest in the Unit being invited. A tremendous
impetus was given to the proceedings by the fact that No. 3
Company were able to send a team down to compete for the
Waley Cohen Drill Cup. They won the Cup this year-more
power to them-but the competition was close, and there is
no doubt that they will have to work hard if they wish to keep
it next year.
We were honoured by the presence of Major-General P. R. C.
Commings, c.B., c.M.G., n.s.o., General Officer Commanding,
The London Division, and Colonel J. Waley-Cohen, c.M.G., o .B.E.,
n.s.o., T.D., our Honorary Colonel. The proceedings really
started about a fortnight previously, when Companies fired on
their own ranges for the first half of the Waley-Cohen Drill
Cup Competition. On .the evening of 8th December, the second
half of the competition-guard mounting-took place. After
the three Companies had performed under the eagle eyes of the
judges, everyone adjourned for refreshments. At nine-thirty,
we again assembled in the main hall for the prize-giving. The
Commanding Officer spoke first. He described briefly what had
been done during the year and what we hoped to do next.
Colonel Waley-Cohen, the next speaker, gave a few words of
encouraaement to the Unit, and a welcome to the guests. He
was followed by General Commings, who, among other things,
made us realise how fortunate we are to have such an energetic
and experienced volunteer soldier as our Honorary Colonel.
Mrs. Waley-Cohen then presented the prizes. Mrs. Sewell,
wife of the R.S.M., afterwards presented a bouquet to her as a
token of the appreciation of all ranks for coming, and so gracefully carrying out the ceremony. The prize-w:inners were aa
follows:
Waley-Cohen Drill Trophy and Miniature :
Drill-No. 3 Company (Liverpool).
Shooting-No. 3 Company (Liverpool).
Inter-Company Efficiency Trophy: No. 4 Company.
Individual Winners :
Recruit with highest number
of drills . .
Signalman Smith E. A.
Contim4ed
page 48)
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SPORTS NOTES
Signal Training Centre.
CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNING.
North Yorkshire and South Durham Harriers League.-The
Royal ignals (S.T.C.) team h as won the League for 1936. After
an exciting six runs, with the final result in doubt up to the last
count, the team brought home the trophy and four individual
prizes. It is hoped to reproduce a photograph of the team and
trophy in next month's WIRE. All the team are to be congratulated on a very excellent performance. The results of the last
three runs, as well as the final placings in the League, are shown
below.
RESULT OF 4TH RUN HELD AT THORNABY ON
21ST NOVEMBER, 1936.
SENIOR RACE.-Winners: Royal Signals.
Points.
52
68
99

Royal ignals
Darlington
.Middlesbrough
yntbonia
R.A.F.
Hartlepool

219

225
278

Points to Date.
214
231
466
647
779
924

FIRST TEN INDIVIDUAL PLACINGS (Six to Count).
Signalman Darby
4
Signalman Welsh
Signalman Acres
6
•Signalman Batchelor
Signalman Lutener
7
•Signalman Neve
Signalman McLean
9
•Signalman Craig
L/Corpl. Boy Brewster . . 12
*Signalman Mackinnon
• Ran in fast pack and conceded three minutes.
The remainder were closely bunched in the " thirties."

14
17
19
25
27

RESULT OF 5rn RUN HELD AT BILLI GHAM ON
28rn NOVEMBER, 1936.
SENIOR RAcE.-Winners : Royal Signals.
Royal Signals
Darlington
.Middlesbrough
Synthonia
R.A.F.
Hartlepool

Points.
44

107
99
115
259
300

Points to Date.
258
338
557
762
1038
1224

ROYAL SIGNALS FIRST TWELVE INDIVIDUAL PLACINGS.
(Six to count.)
S~g. fills G. E. (School). . l
Pte. Appleton J . (D. W.)
22
S~g. Lutener :~. (School)
3
Sig. Steer H. (" D ") . . 23
Sig. McLean D. (" E ") . .
4
Sig. Moore R. (" E ") . . 25
~y ·~alone G. J'
5
Corp!. Smith G. (School} 26
S~g. Llpop. H. ( E ) . . 14
L/Cpl. Boy Brewster(" F ")27
Sig. ~mp1on.J. (" F "). . I7
*Sig. Craig I. (School) . . 30
Ran m the fast pack and conceded three minutes.
The final run takes place at Darlington on 12th December.

1:.") . .

JUNIOR RACE.
Roy":1 Signals occupied the first seven places-no other team
competing.
RESULT OF FINAL RUN HELD AT DARLI GTON ON
I2TH DECEMBER, 1936.
SENIOR RAcE.-Winners : Darlington
Harriers.
Final League
Points.
Points to Date.
Royal Signals ..
Placing.
76
334
Darlington
..
1st.
29
367
Middlesbrough ..
2nd.
91
648
Synthorua
3rd.
240
902
R.A.F. . .
4t h .
274
1312
Hartlepool.
sth.
276
1500
6th.

ROYAL SIGNALS FIRST TWELVE INDIVIDUAL PLACINGS.
(Six to count.}
Lance Cpl. Boy Roberts
2
•Signalman Craig
21
Signalman Campion
6
*Signalman Lutener
23
•Corporal Bucke..
12
Signalman Steer
25
Lance Cpl. Boy Brewster 17
•Signalman Batchelor
26
*Signalman Mackinnon. . 19
Signalman Welsh
29
20
Signalman Potter
30
Corporal Smith
•Ran in fast pack and conceded three minutes.
J UNIOR RACE.
There being no other clubs competing, the Signals team did
not run.

School of Signals.
Mackworth Rugby.- The School rugby team defeated the
Mounted Wing in the first round of the Mackworth Rugby
Trophy Competition. The score, 6--3, is not an indication of
the game, which was played in a high wind and on a cold day.
The School pressed from start to finish, and were unlucky not
to have scored more. However, it is a very good start, and we
hope that the following rounds, after Christmas, will be equally
successful. Team: Captain T. W. Boileau, Lieutenants R. J .
Moberley and R. B . Ridley Martin, Lance Corporals Pearson
and Beck, Signalmen Lutener, Nicholson, Cooper, Todd, Peck,
Quinn, Armitage, Hall, Williams A. E., and Driver Marsden.
Reserves : Sergeant Inglis and Signalman McCann.
Association Football.-There is only one match to report since
our last notes, and that is the School of Signals versus Camerons
" B," which resulted in a win for the School by 11-2. Signali;nan
Henry, the centre-forward, bagged six of them.
Billiards.-Results to date :
v. ~ou:;ited Wing ..
Won 5-r
v. F Company ..
Won 6-o
v. Dismounted Wing
Won 5-1
v. " E " Company
Lost 2-4

" F" Company, Training Battalion•
Soccer.-In the Boys' Garrison League, we have done very
well up to now. Our " A " team is at the top, unbeaten, with
" C " team running them close. " A " team have also reached
the semi-final of the Army Cup (Boys}. The draw for this will
be made on 23rd Janu ary, 1937.
Billiards.-At this game we do not shine. This is probably
due to the fact that we are the Boys' Company and the very
small number of N.C.O.s and men. Up to the present, we have
played three matches in the Inter-Company Billiards League,
and have been beaten three times.
. Shooting.- Our " A " shooting team is among the " also rans "
m the Mackworth Trophy, but our " B " team who compete in

the Recruits' Section, remain unbeaten.

'

Rug;by.-In the ~st round of the Mackworth Rugby, we met
the Dismounted Wmg under very adverse conditions (for both
teams}. On that day we had our first snow storm and were
defeated by 3 points to nil.
'
Cross-country.-Our activities in the North Yorkshire and
as a separate
article by Captain T. W. Boileau, Royal Signals Officer i/c
Cross-country, Signal Training Centre. We are at present concentrating ~n a third team of boys under 16. It is hoped to
enter them ma proposed Yorkshire J unior League.

So~th Durham H_arriers Leagu~ are being reported

Hock~y.-At ,Pre~nt we have a fairly strong team, and h ave
done quit~ well m friendly matches. There is, however, a danger
of our losmg some useful p layers before the Mackworth H ockey
commences.
H

E FF."
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2nd Divisional Signals.

Tank Brigade Signals.

Football.-At last we are able to write some ~ootball notes
concerning the activities of 2nd Divisi~nal Signals lJ?- the football
world. We started off with several tnal matches, m the cou~se
of which quite a few budding stars :were found. In one tnal
game, however, we suffered one ~alarm~y ; Lance Corporal Cant,
our captain, was taken to hospital W1th a damage?- knee, and
has not been able to play since. We hope that he 1s .fit enough
to tum out in our next match, against the R.E.s.

At the moment, soccer is occupying everybody's at~ention,
rugger and hockey enthusiasts included. Here, ~~m, th~
Sergeant-Major eased his ca~, and out came another .. catch,
namely, the starting of a • Tr'.«1es' F ootball League for old
and young, married or otherwise. So far, tw? matches have
been played-the Fitters v. the Operators, which ~as won by
the former by 2-1 ; and the I.M.s v. the D.R.s, which was won
by the latter, 10-0. We have endeavoured to. portray the
I.M.'s goalkeeper's impressions in ~he accompanym~. ske.tch--;:
the King's English does not c?ntain the nec~~ary ..weight
to express his views grammatically. [Sorry,
Ben, but no
sketch was received.-ED.]
We had our baptism in competition billiards on 19th November when a team from the Unit was narrowly beaten by the 3rd
Hu~sars in the first round of the" Annett" Trophy. Howeve.r,
we are not dismayed, and hope to put up a much better show m
our next venture.
I hear glib remarks of a hockey tea:ri;i •. 'Yhich i~ attached to
this Unit, beating the warri?rs of 3rd D1VIs10nal Signals on two
occasions recently. Nuff sa.Jd !

We commenced the season in fine style, beating the Worcesters
on our own ground. We eventually found ourselv~s at the top
of the League, but owing to injuries and pl~ye;s gomg on .leave,
we had to hand over the leadership to the King s Own Regunent.
We are still lying third in the Le'l.gue table, with one match .to
be played before the end of the year, and. that should be a win.
I will endeavour to include the result m the~~ notes befor~
they go away. The following table shows our position at ~resent .
Played 9, won 4, drawn l, lost 4; goals, for 21, agamst 27.
Points 9.
The goal scorers were : Bennett 8, Hall 5, Harris 2, Hough
Funnell 3, Kenneddy l, McGowan l.

I,

There is a Company League,. which is. being run throughout
the Command, and in which Urut or Regimenta.! J?layer~ are not
allowed to play. The Command has been d1V1ded mto two
Leagues;
os. l and 3 Companies are in one Le'.'-gue and No. 2
Company is in the other.
o. I Company team IS.the strongest
in their League (they are holding up the remainder}, whilst
No 3 Company are about half-way. No. 2 Company appear to
be 'about the same as No. 3 Company, that is, half-way up the
League table.
A six-a-side tournament was recently played off. ~ Sections
entered one or two teams ; there were nine~een teams m all. It
was a great success, and, with the excep~1on of one; tea;m. all
turned out in time to play their round. It 1s hoped this will lead
to more tournaments of the same kind. Se:veral teams turned
out in slacks. Those who did were invanably knocked out,
whereas those who played in shorts and could rui;i about were
usually the victors (ask Nicholson). Th,t; fo,¥o'vm!? wer~. th,':
results: Semi-finals--" A" Section ~?3't.. G . Section;
6
Section beat " B " Section. Final- 6 Section, 10 (3 goals,
l corner) ; "A" Section, 6 (2 goals) .
The writer of these notes will be going away at the end of the
year. It is hoped that his successor wi~ carry o:i the football
notes, and so keep us informed of what is happenmg.
The result of the last match of the year vas a win for us by
7 goals to r.
And so, farewell !

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
The Mons Barracks League has commenced. So far we have
not appeared at ~u r best. We were beaten by o. 2 Company,
2nd Divisional Signals, to the tune of 8-r. "Mahatma Ji"
broke our duck.
Three friendly games of hockey have been played. We were
defeated by "D" Troop, l0-2, our sc~rers bemg Corporal
Dymond and Lance Corporal Macken. Against .r o. I .Compa.i;iy.
2nd Divisional Signals, we won 6--4, the scorer~ on this occasion
being Macken (2), Carver (2). D ymond an~ Bishop. We have
noted this team, so that we can always regam our self-respect.
Against a team which was supposed to represent o. 4 W/T
Company, "A" Corps Signals, but which turned out to b~ a
Foreign Legation team, we lost about 16-1. I stopped counting
after 10.
Nevertheless, we'll really get going this month.
Cheerio!
FRANKIE.

4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury.
Football.- ! fear that our football activities for this season
have hardly caused any loss of s~eep t~ any members of ~he
Football Association. After the disappointment of not getting
our boys home from Egypt, and, in addition, losing a few more
of the flock for service in Palestine, it was very doubtful wheth~r
we could run a team at all. However, we took our courage m
both hands and entered the Thanet Thursday League. The few
additions we received from Catterick, etc., were eagerly pounced
upon by our "local l.\fr. Allison," but, alas, footballers do not
grow on trees. Week after week saw us badly beaten, but the
. team have never lost heart, and, after .five weeks, we collected
our maiden point, a draw of five goals each-a really fin~ performance for we were actually losing by five clear goals With only
twentY minutes to go. More defeats followed, but, just a week
prior to these notes being written, we won I (No, readers, the
guard did not turn out.) Whether our team. skipper's ~eat of
"No win-no Christmas leave" had anything to do with our
initial victory I cannot say, but the fact remains that the deed
was done.
I hear unofficially that many of our warriors (?} 'vill return
to the fold during the next week or two, and we .hope tha~ the
New Year will see us taking ample revenge agamst our nvals
for their treatment of our goal-nets. The results to date are as
ollows :
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

The Buffs (friendly)
..
St. Paul's Old Boys (friendly)
The Buffs (friendly}
Cliftonville Athletic
Deal Wasps
Sandwich
Deal Thursday
Canterbury Invicta
..
Ramsgate Technical Institute
Margate
..
..
Cliftonville Athletic

Lost
1-5
Won
7--0
Won
3-1
Lost
0--7
Abandoned.
Lost
2-3
Drawn 5-5
Lost
1--8
Lost
3-5
Lost
I-4
Won
4-3

All the league games, with the exception of one, have been
played away from home, so it is to . be hoped that I shall have
better reading for everybody next time.
Goal scorers to date: Lance Sergeant Ba.1:1 12, Signah:~1an
Allen 4 , Signalman McMillen 2, Corporal Stncks?n 3, J?nver
Wright 3, Driver Barker l, Driver Bramley 1, Dnver Srmth I.
Hockey.-At the beginning of the present ~ason, our fixture
list numbered 45. Having cancelled most 01 our matches l~
year owing to the trouble in the ear East, we were !?<>king
fon~d to a successful season this ·year. We we.re !1opmg to
have some of the regular players J:>ack b.Y the beginnmg of the
season, but, owing to the Palestine remforcements, we wer:e
again compelled to cancel most of the matches. However, it
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cas decided to keep some of the fixtures for the first half of
the ason and all fixtures for the latter half, in the hope that
we would have some more players home from a broad.
\Ve have welcomed one Section home, and e>.-pect t he remainder
in the near future. After having arranged matches and then
cancelled them, we can now look forward to the 1937 half of the
season with more hope.
Although w have been at very low strength. we have so far
had a fair amount of fo.-tures, and, although we have not won
many games, we have always given the other team a very good
game.
As most of our fixtures have been on a Thursday, the hockey
&nd soccer teams have clashed.
o less than si." of the hockey
players play soccer and, as the soccer team is in the Thursday
Thanet League, they have the first choice.
The fol!O\ving team has represented the Unit for most of the
matches : Driver Barker ; Signalman Mullin, Lance Corporal
Hodgson; Corporal Camp, Lieutenant Thuillier, C.Q.M:.s.
Fegan ; Corporal Watson, Corporal Strickson, Sergeant Feed,
Signalman :\faguire, Lance Corporal Brown.
Others who have represented the Unit: Corporal Locke,
Lance Corporal Raymond, Signalmen Young and Pellant.
The results of matches to date are :
v. Depot, The Buffs ..
v. 1st Battalion, Royal Scots
v. S.M.E. {Chatham)
v. Canterbury Thursday
v. R.A.F., )fanston ..
v. R.A.F., :\fanston . .
v. Canterbury rst XI
v. Canterbury 2nd XI
•. Canterbury Thursday

Drawn l-1
Won
2-1
2-1
Won
Lost
4-2
Lost
4-1
Drawn 2--Z
Won
2-1
Lost
3-1
Lost
2-1

A~ the end o~ the season, when more notes from the hockey

section are published, I hope that more wins will be registered.
Here's wishing all hockey players, at home and abroad,
"good shooting" in the future.
F .W. J .

7th (M) Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Muttra.
The age-old game of chess was introduced into the Section.
obody seemed very enthusiastic at first; there were so very
few who played. After a course of Allen's " How to p lay chess
m 12 lessons," everyone gradually became interested, and now,
after about two . months, we have a waiting list each day for
the set. A rule is under consideration, that a game should last
no longer than the Cairns v. Whalley period, which is rather
prolonged. It has been suggested that at least eight chess sets
be purchased to ~ow the others, who have moves and countermoves of a complicated nature, to put them into force before
they forget them. This will allow the above players " C v W "
to play those who have the nerve to say they can ~at tb.en'i.. ·
~xygen had to be given to a Signalman the other day who
haVUl!) won a very easy game of ping-pong rashly issued ~
challenge for a packet of cigarettes. He lost ! ' ow he becomes
pale at the mere thought of them. I do not think he has really
recovered from the shock of his loss.
Two matches have been played by the Section hockey team
Sometim~
m the near future, they hope to go to Meerut in order to play the
Uwt, ~d then on to Agra to play 27/28th Battery where
~rding to report, they should do very well. Unfortunately
:'ebeose onede of our full backs, but this, of course, is a problem
0
sov
1
.

:;<> far they have done very well with the local teams.

Everyone in the Section can play something or other if not
well. passably_ so, which goes to prove that since this ti~e last
year thi: Section has notably improved in sport as well as in
other ~gs. '!Ve _ho~ to be able to show a few other Units our
prog~ess in this direction. If not with a victory at least b
pu~ up a good show, and so making the ga~e one worth
watching by the 11peetators.
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4th Indian Divisional Signals.
November.
Football.-We have not managed to make any glorious
victories either in the League or in " friendlies," but, on the
other hand, we have not suffered any inglorious defeats, as can
be seen from the following results.
BRITISH LEAGUE.
29.10.36 v. " N " Battery, RH.A.
21.11 .36 v. " N " Battery, R.H.A.

Away.
Home

Lost
Lost

2- 1
2--0

" FRIENDLIES ...
4.1 r.36 v . N. Staffs Details
9.II.36 v. 18th Battery, RA.

Away.
Away.

Won
Lost

2-l
2-1

..

INTER-SECTION.
6.1i.36 "H.Q." Section, 1; "J" Section, o.
12.n .36 "J" Section, 3; "A" Section, o.
Hockey.-We must congratulate the Indian Signals Hockey
X I on the very fine show they put up against the P.A.V. O.
Cavalry in the final of the S.!cunderabad Garrison Inter-Unit
Hockey Tournament (Indian) on 31st October, 1936. The Signals,
after a hard and well-fought game, emerged the winners by the
narrow margin of r--o. This team has been entered for a local
civilian tournament, and we hope that their recent success will
be repeated.
A photograph of the team is published with these notes.
" FRIENDLIES."
2.11.36 v. N. Staffs. Details
5.11.36 v. H.Q., 12th Infantry Brigade
17.u.36 v. " N " Battery, RH.A.
..

Away.
Home.
Home.

Lost
Won
Won

2-I
6--o
1--0

INTER-SECTION.
3.11.36 "J " Section, 1; "A" Section, o.
1~ .1 I.36 B.O.R.s, 3; I.O.R.s, o.
Golf.-On 6th November, 1936, the officers played the " Rest"
o':'er _the Unit Course. Four foursomes played off, the officers
wmrung three, and the " Rest" one. The results were as
follows :
Captain Morgan and Lieutenant Vulliamy v. Sergeant Baker and
Q.~.S. Smit~ (RA.M.C.).-Win ''for the officers, 2 up.
Capta.m Magurre and Lieutenant Barker v. C.S.M. Westwood
and Lance Corporal Mitchell.-Win for the "Rest," 2 up .
Lieutenant-Colonel Pocock and Lieutenant Perry v. Sergeant
Page and Sergeant Ansell (R.A.M.C.).- Win for the officers,
5 up.
Mrs. _Yulliamy and .l\1rs. Perry v. Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Mitchell. Wm for the officers, 2 up.
Tabloid Sports.-On 16th
ovember 1936 another Intersection Tabloid Sports was held, and the Ca~alry Troop sent
alo?g thr~ teams to compete. The events included a 220 yards
spnnt'. high JU?lP· puttmg_ the shot, long jump, horsework,
throwm? the cncket ball, discus, standing high jump a nd a 75
yards diagonal relay race. The result was as follows :
I.
" J " Section, No. I team
(4 I.D.S.)
121 points.
2. :: ~; Q . " ~nd " D "Sections
(4 !.D.S.)
99
3. ..A Section, No. I t eam
(4 !.D.S.)
}
4· .. W/T ,',' Sec~ion
(4 C.B.S.T.)
89
5·
H .Q. Section
(4 C B ST )
78
6. :: Vff" S~tion
(4 c:B:s:T:)
74
7· .. 1,, Se~1on, No. 2 team
(4 I.D.S.)
8.
A Section, No. 2 team
(4 ! .D .S.)
~~
Tennis.-On Friday, 20th November, 1936, the Unit played
the staff of ~.eadquarters, Deccan District. The match took place
on the Umt s courts, two pairs playing on the Officers' Mess
court and the other two on the Sergeants' Mess court The
first game on the Officers' Mess court was between LieutenantColonel J. A. Pocock, RE. (I.A.), and Lieutenant-Colonel H.
J?aw, RE. (I_.A.), who represented the Unit, and Major Collingndge ~d Mai.or Hooke, representing Deccan District. The game
::!:d m a wm for Deccan District by 2 sets to love, the score
g 6--4, 9-7· It was a very hard-fought game and the

INDlAN SIGNALS, TR IMULGHERRY.
Winners-Secunderabad Garrison Inter-Regimental Hockey.
Standing : Signalman Lamec, Signalman Nishan Singh, Lance Naik Abdul R 1hm '"· Lance Naik Edward, Naik Arum ugam, Signalman Bashir Ahmed, Signalman Naralnsaml.
Seated: Naik Venkatapathi Raj , C.S.M. Westwood, Lieutenant E. L. L. Vulliamy, Signalman Roberts, Naik Mohd Amin.

Unit representatives were unlucky to lose, especially in the last
set, which was fought out at a very fast and hard pace with
Colonel Pocock and Colonel Daw fighting every inch of the way.
The second game on the Officers' Mess court was betw·een
Lieutenant E. L. L. \"ulliamy and .s.;vr. Westwood, for the
Unit, against Colonel Schofield and ergeant Bone, for Deccan
District. This turned out to be a deci ive win for the Signals
.al 2 sets to love, the score being 6--2, 6--4.
On the Sergeant ' .\1es courl there was an interchange of
-opponents, and each pair played one et against each of the two
opposing pairs :
. 'ergeant Goodyear and . ergeant :;v[illenv. Colonel Anderson and Commander Tllomp on. - Win for
Unit, 6-2.
v. Corporal Udale and Corporal Iilne.-Win for Deccan
District, 6-5.
'Corporal Rhodes and Lance Corporal Heatheringtonv. Colonel Anderson and Commander Thomp on. -Win for
Deccan District, 6-4.
v. Corporal Udale and Corporal Milne. -Win for Unit, 7-5.

Corps Signals, Palestine Force.
Our activities with regard to sport have been sadly damped,
both physically and metaphorically, by the deluge.
Since our last notes, we have played the Jerusalem Post
·Office team twice, and won 7- 2 at home and 9--0 away. The
scores do not give a good idea of the games, which were well
contested throughout. The P .O. team was composed of Arabs,
Jews, Greeks and Armenians, but even now we do not fancy
·our chance against the League of Nations. The most tasty
tit-bit was the return match with 1st Divisional Signals, before
we transferred half our team. It was a jolly good game, and
,.,,..as much apPTeciated by the largest number of spectators seen

on the Arab College ground. We won 5--0, but, here again, the
score was a poor reflex of the game. The " Hercules," Greek,
and "Homenetrnen" Armenian Clubs heard of our prowessahem !-and deputatiou of ports masters and athletic captains,
washing their hands with invisible soap, button-holed our
Sports Officer and a couple of fixtures. " Seven-nil," they said.
" Tch.k-they are but children ! " Their accompanying handlanguage is even more expressive. Unfortunately, mud prevented these matches being played, much to the chagrin of the
" Sportism " Captain. We look forward to a match with the
Jemsalem Y.M.C.A. (1, 500 members) on the 12th. They claim
10 be the most cosmopolitan team extant. \Ve can only find
praise for the spirit in which these mixed games have b een
played.

" G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo
Owing to the constant movement of the Troop during the last
year, the amount of ·sport played has been practically nil. In
conseq uence the sports fund has accumulated to quite a respectable amount.
ow that we appear to be settled down in
Helmieh again, it has been decided to use this sum for the
purpose for which it was intended . Jerseys, stockings. hockey
sticks, etc .. have been purchased, and so opens a new era of
sport in the Troop. Whilst in the past, shooting has been the
ma.in sport (?) of " G " Troop, we intend to have a go at everything now, and, with some training, there is enough talent to
produce several useful teams.
To start the season, we played the uth Hussars' band at
hockey and were successful to the tune of 3- i. Our efforts at
football have so far been confined to one game with" F" Troop,
in which we were beaten 6--1. Still, there is always the return
match, in which we hope to turn the tables.
We also run a Tennis Tournament, under the guidance of
Lance Corporal Reat. Already we hear of challenges thrown
out to the local professional, Ramadan.
TAF NITE and JMJMJM.
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43rd (Wessei) Divisional Signals.
No. I (Plymouth) Company.
Football.-The past few weeks has seen the Company team
up against it. Against Keyham Reserves ~e soou put ~p two
goals, through ]'.fills and Long, but fell to pieces later, losmg by
~2.

The return game. with the Royal Marines saw our team up
against a well-balanced, trained team, who piled on seven goals.
We had the satisfaction of getting through with one, by Monk.
Plymouth Unitarians proved hardly strong. enough for us.
After scoring three goals, through Long and Mills (2), we eased
up and ran out easy winners.
Last year's league champions, Plymouth Y .M.C.A .. proved
more powerful than last year ; they trounced us to the tune of
10-0. Lance Sergeant Grey put up a great game at back against
a clever forward line.
Record to date : Played 10, won 3, drawn I, lost 6. Goals
for, 19; against, 39. Points 7.
LEATHERFOOT.

TERRITORIALS
L. of C. SIGNALS, S.R. (Contim'ed from page 43)
Recruit with highest score,
Annual Musketry Course
Trained man with highest
number of drills
Trained man with highest
score, Annual Musketry
Course
Best aggregate-Team Shoot

Signalman P lumb A.
Lance Corporal Barter A.

Signalman Haggar A.
Signalmen Arkell L. and
Haggar A.
After the prize-giving there was a short but good entertainment, given by Bernard Sainsbury, entertainer, Percy Barrs,
conjuror, and Sergeant P . Brunsden of the Unit. It was hoped
to induce Signalman Ward E. A. to give us one of his famous
songs, but duty prevented him from being present. Owing to
long distances, it: was a pity so many people had to leave early,
and so missing the entertainment. At the same time, most
people admitted that our first annual prize-giving was an
enjoyable function.
Those of us who have a longish experience of the Service,
realise so well the advantage when wives and lady friends get
to know one another, and possess some knowledge of their
menfolk's activities on these mysterious "drill nights." There
can be no doubt, too, that it tends to make a common bond,
should the Unit be required to mobilise, and proceed on service.
For this reason, it is hoped that more of these functions will be
held, and, in spite of the wide dispersion of the Unit, that all
ranks will support them.
W . A.P.
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Editorial Notes

T he Children are trained for
domestic service and in special
cases as School T eachers and for
Trades

Christmas Greetings to Her Royal High ness t he Princess Royal,
G.B.E.- On behalf of all ranks of Royal Signals the Corps
Committee sent a suitably inscribed Christmas card to our
Colonel-in-Chief. Her Royal Highness was graciously pleased to
express her very grateful thanks to the Corps as a whole for their
loyal greetings.

Admission between the ages of six
and eleven by approval of Committee. Age of departure seventeen, when they are guaranteed
suitable employment and supplied
with a complete outfit

Palestine Police Force.- A pamphlet, " rotes for the Information of Candidates for Appointment as Police Constables in the
British Section of the Palestine Police," lays down the age
qualification as twenty to twenty-five years.
ln the past a number of ex-Royal Signals personnel have found
employment with the Palestine Police and, as terms of service in
the Corps would debar a man from enrolling on termination of his
eight years' Colour service, representations were made to the
Under-Secretary of State, Colonial Office, that in the case of
ex-Royal Signals applicants the upper age limit should be
twenty-seven years .
A reply has been received to the effect that the InspectorGeneral of Palestine Police does not favour a special relaxation of
the age limit, because a candidate over twenty-five years of age
might experience difficulty in learning the local language, but if an
ex-Royal Signals soldier over the age limit presented himself to the
Crcwn Agents for the Colonies and appeared to be outstandingly
suitable the Inspector-General of Palestine Police would always
be prepared to consider him for enlistment exceptionally on his
merits, especially if, throu gh foreign service with the Army in
Arabic-speaking countries, he had acquired a knowledge of that
language.

Subscriptions and Donations thankfully
received by the Hon. Treasurer, Lloyd's
Bank Ltd., 6 Pall Mall, or by the Secretary.
Full Particulars may be obtained from the
Secretary, 65 Rosslyn Hill, London, N.W.3.

The foregoing is published for the information of personnel
who may contemplate seeking employment with the Palestine
Police on discharge or transfer to the Reserve.
Further information can be obtained on application t o this
office.
D"..D
Canadian Settlement.- On page 58 of this issue we p ublish
a letter from Colonel F. 0. St. J ohn, D.s.o .. M.c., describing t he
prospects for settlers in British Columbia, Canada. We are
indebted to Colonel St. John for his article and venture to h ope
that it may prove of interest and value to our readers. F urther
and more detailed information regarding local conditions can be
supplied on application to th e Editor.

0-.0
Wanted.-Wife of Corporal R oyal Signals requires post as
on voyage with family of officer proceeding t o India.
during the r936-r937 trooping season in return for passage.
Correspondence to "CHERAT, " c/o The Editor, THE W1u,
95, Belgrave Road, London, S.W.1.
NURSE

0-.0
Hospitality to Dominion Signal Offtcers in Encland.- With the
object of enabling Royal Signals Officers at home t o extend
individual invitations t o D om.inion Signal Officers, it is notified
for information that the following are at present in this country :
L ieu tenant A. W. Y. Des B risay , Royal Canadian Signals,
33, I nv erness Terrace, London, W .2, and Captain K . G.
A
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~IcCullagh, Royal Canadian ~i8?als, Staff College, Camberley,

:urrev, cio Office High Comnu 1oner, Canada House, Trafalgar
Square, London, .W.r.
· ...
aptain G. W. Smart, Royal Canadian Si nals, 2nd D1v1s1onal
Signals, :\Ions Barrack , Aldershot. ·
O'".o
Used Car Bargain
Immediate Delivery from Stock :
• EW Ausn.• IO ~!BRIDGE ALOO. DE LUXE . . . . . . . .
£178
. ·Ew STA• DARD FLYING I'DIE SALOON DE LuxE........ £159
1930 FoRD YS 22-H.P. CABRIOLET. Convertible, perfect
condition
. · · · · · · · £135
1935 FORD VS 30-~:;.· ·5~~~~~: 0~~ ·~\~l~, perfect
condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £100
i936
TANDARD IO SALOON DE LUXE. One owner,
perfect condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £130
1934 TRru !PH GLORIA TouRER. Perfect condition .... £IIo
And many others available for inspection.
(Hire Purchase and Part Exchanges arranged.)
For further particulars, apply to H. J. F. WHITE, Esq.,
ALLERY A. 'D BAfu"'\'ARD, 344, King's Road,
hel ea,
London, S.W.3. (Telephone: FLAX)!AN 4633.)

..

t<.SJGnALS
~ .. o ./c . A .. ·K

!:! ;::rou c t1
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F"i<t~NDS

•Westminster Branch.-The next Annual General Meeting of the
Westminster Branch of Signals Association wilJ be held at
Headquarters, 1st Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals (T.A.). 56,
Regency Street, London, S.W.1, on Wednesday, 24th February,
at 8.30 p.m.
The meeting will be followed by a Smokinu Concert to which
all visiting members of the Corp· who may b~ able to ~tten d are
cordially invited.
EMPLOYMENTS.
. itu'.ltions found_ during the preceding month with the cooperation ~f the .• ational ,hsociation for the Employment of
l<egular a1lors, Soldiers and Airmen :
1 Ex- 'ignalman, Glasgow . . . . . ............. Road Scout
.l
Ex· 'ignalman, Glasgow .... .. .... ....... . .... Lineman
J Ex-Signalman, Sheffield . .. .......... . ...... Lorry Driver
4 Ex-Signalman, Sussex ...... . ..... ..... . ...... Lineman
5 Ex- ignalman, Portsmouth ..... . .............. Lineman
o Ex Signalman, Sus. ex ...... , . ................ Lineman
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Ex- ignalma n, Iiddlesbrough . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . Storeman
Ex- ignalma n, l\liddlPsbrough ... .. .. . ....... . Labourer
Ex- . . 0 ., i\fiddlesbrough ... . . . .. . . . ... . . . . .. Postman
Ex- ignalman, i\liddlesbrough . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . Labourer
i r
Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough . .... . . . . . . ., ... Labourer
t:?
Ex-Signalman, toke-on-Trent . ... . . . . . . ... . . . Labourer
13 Ex- ignalman, Preston ...... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . Postman
r 4 Ex- ~ ignalman. \\ olverhampton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Postman
15 Ex- ignalman, Preston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .. .Postman
16 Ex-N . .0. , Preston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Postman
17 Ex- ignalman, Carli le .. . . . . . . . . .... . ...... . .. Postman
I<
Ex- ignalman, Bristol . . . . . . . .... .. ... . ... ... Postm'.ln
19 Ex- ignalman, underland . . . . . .. ... . . ... . . Telephorust
20 Ex- ignalman, Glasgow . . . . ... . ....•. ........ Postman
~I
Ex-\.Y.O., Salisbury . ... . . ... ... . . ... . . . lerk Storeman
22
Ex· ' .C.O., alisbury ... . ... . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . Wireman
23 Ex- ignalman, London ... . . ... ..... . . . ..... . . . \.Vireman
24 Ex-Driver, London .. . . . .. . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Porter
25 Ex- ignalman, London . .... . . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . . . Wireman
i6 Ex-Signalman, London .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. Postman
27 Ex- ignalman, \ Vood Green . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Labourer
2
Ex-Signalman, Vi' ood Green ... . ..... . . . ..... . Labourer
29 Ex- ignalman, \\"ood Green
. . . ... . ... . . . ... . Labourer
30 Ex-Signalman, London . . .. . .. . . .. . . . ... . ... . Labourer
31 Ex- ignalman, ~forth cton . . . . . . . ......... . . ... Fitter
32 Ex- ignalman, London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Postman
33 Ex-Signalman , West Riding, Yorks . . ..... . . .. .. . Porter
34 Ex- ignalman, We t Riding, York ... . . . .... . .. . Cleaner
35 Ex- ignalman, heffield . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ Postman
36 Ex- ignalman, London ......... . .. . ... . .... . Labourer
37 Ex-Drh·er, Chatham .......................... Labourer
3
Ex-Signalman, Chatham .......... .. .. Wirele s Operator
39 Ex-Signalman, Shrewsbury . .. . ..... .. ...... . .. Labourer
40 Ex- ignalman, Shrewsbury . : ........ . ......... Labourer
41 Ex-N .C.O., i\1anchester ...... .. ...... . ...... . .... Porter
42 Ex: ignalman, Liverpool .. . . .. ...... .. ........ Postman
43 Ex- ignalman, L iverpool .. ........ .. ...... . ... Postman
44 Ex- ignalman, Liverpool ... . . . ............ . ... Postman
45 Ex- ignalman, Liverpool ...................... Postman
46 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ......... . . .. ..... . ... Postman
47 Ex- ignalman, Carlisle . ........ , .. . . . . . ....... Labourer
48 Ex-. ignalman, Portsmouth ... . ................ Labourer
49 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield . .... . .... . ......... . . Postman
.5 o Ex-XC.O., Deptford . ......................... Trainee
51 Ex- 'ignalman, Glasgow .. . . . .. . . . ......... . .. Lineman
52 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield .. . ... . ....... .. . . .... Postman
53 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield .... .. ............. . .. Postman
54 Ex-Signal~an, heffield ..... . ............ . ... Postman
55 Ex-Signalman, heffield ......... . .. . ......... Postman
56 Ex- ignalman, Sheffield .. ...... . . .......... . . Postman
57 Ex-X.C.O., Belfast ..... . ........ . . . ......... Labourer
5
Ex-Driver, Belfast . . .... .. . ................. Labourer
59 Ex-N.C.O., Belfast . . ... . ....... .. . .. ...... .... Labourer
60 Ex-N.C.O., Chester ... .. ....... .. ..... . .. . ... Postman
61 Ex- ignalman, otls ......... .. .. ... .......... Labourer
62 Ex-N.C.O., Xotts ........ . .. . . ..... . ............ . Clerk
63 Ex- 'ignalman, Liverpool ... . ........... . .... .. Postman
64 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ........... .. ......... Postman
65 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ...... . . . .. . .... .. .... Postman
66 Ex- ignalman, Liverpool ...................... Postman
67 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ..... . ........... .. . .. Postman
68 Ex-Signalman. Liverpool ... . ....... .... ... . ... Postman
69 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool .......... ... ......... Labourer
70 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ...................... Labourer
7 1 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ........ .. . . ....... . Telephonist
72 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool .... . ........... .... Telephonist
73 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ... . .... .. .......... Telephonist
74 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ..... . ....... . . ......... Clerk
75 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ........................ Clerk
76 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jerk
77 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ................... . .... Clerk
78 Ex- ignalman, Liverpool ........ , ............... Clerk
79 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ........................ Clerk
80 Ex-Signalman, Liverpool ... . .................... Clerk
Sr Ex-Signalman, Liverpool .......... . ...... . ...... Clerk
82 *Ex-Signalman, Essex .... .. ................. . L ineman
83 *Ex-N.C.O., Belfast ...... . . . . ................. Lineman
* 82 and 83 Salisbury and District Branch.
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SOME SNAPS FROM EX-SERGEANT F. MARCH
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Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges receipt of the
following:
CASII SUBSCRIPTIONS from :
Chief Signal Officer, Southern ommand (grant from Tattoo
funds).
Roya l Signals Officers' Mess, Catterick.
Chester Bra.nch, Signals Association.
C.S.M. (I.) W . P . Campbell, Ceylon Engineers.
Mr. S. Faulkner.
Mr. A. C. Lennox.
Mr. W . Moffatt.
APPEALS dealt with:
Ex-Signalman, Scotland ........ . ....... Grant £2 o o
2
Driver, Scarborough . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . rant £2 o o
3 Signalman (de~eased) , Catterick ..... . .. Grant /,I 5 o
4 Ex-Signa'man, Guernsey . . . ...... ... .. Grant £5 o o
5 Ex-Sigualman . Bradford ..... ... .... . . . . Grant £4 o o
6 Widow of ex- · .C.O., Chatham . . . . ...... Grant £5 o o
7 Orphanage ma;ntenance fees . . . . . . . . . . . .
£6 o o
/,Io o o
8 Orphanage m aintenance fees.... . .......
9 Ex-Signalman, Sussex. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Loan £4 o o
(Signed\ T . H L. SPAJGH~, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Administrator,
Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham, Kent.
i5th January.
The Editor of THE WIRE.
DEAR SIR,-The following is notified for publication in the
February, 1937, WIRE.
Dates on which top individuals were registered on the Waiting
List for the Married Quarters Roll :
(a) Home and Abroad-Sergeants, rr /2/1932.
(b) Home, Abroad and India- Rank and File, 29/12/1930.
Y ours faithfully, J. C. ANGUS, Lieutenant, for
Colonel i/c R.Signals Records.
- - , Dorset.
1st January, 1937.
The General Secretary, Signals Association.
Dear Sir,-! feel it my duty to write and thank you for
your timely intervention on my behalf and for the kindness
shown to me in my quest for employment.
Without your assistance I should undoubtedly have remained
unemployed in this district for a considerable period, but,
thanks to your efforts, I have been accepted for a congenial post
and commence work on Monday morning next.
My very grateful thanks to all concerned and with best wishes
to you and the Association.
Believe me,
Yours gratefully,
- - , ex-W.O.,
Royal Signals.
"Palmgate,"
Werrimull,
Victoria.
1936.

I.

Suppliers of Milk, Cream, Butter and Eggs.

3.

Cottesloe Beach, Western Australia.

5.

Mr. and Mrs. March, Reg., Shirley.

7.

Home Grown.

•193'4 Vintage.

Shade., of Henry Lane.

**1935 .. Vintage.

2.
4.
6.
8.

Training 'em young.
The W ater. Hole (Dam) Dry.
The Water Hole Wet. Elevated Tank supplies House and
Garden.
Bacon.

The General Secretary.
Dear Sir,-! am very sorry that I have been years overdue
with my subscription. I have been hoping that the exchange
rate would alter. Five per cent., plus money order fees, is a
bit stiff, but as this exchange is good for our products sold
abroad (so we are told) I suppose I must gri n and bear it.
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Thanks ever so much for your good wishes. It is good to
know that " old comrades " abroad are especially remembered
every year.
You might, perhaps, like to publish the enclosed snaps. I
always look forward to the account of the Reunions, especially the
photographs which accompany t hem, and I dare say there are
some who wou ld like to see how I am wearing.
Continuing from my previous articles October, 1927, October,
1931 :
The 1931-32 harvest was again good. About 3,6oo bushels
of wheat were harvested and 50 tons of hay cut and stacked as
fodder for stock. The world price of wheat was still at rock
bottom, so once again no financial headway was made. More
clearing and fencing was done during 1932 and 300 acres sown
to crop. This yea'.r we returned to what is apparently the normal
rainfall for this a rea, light and erratic. Quite a light harvest was
experienced, but special attention was paid to cutting and
stacking of hay, so ensuring feed for the horses.
Duri ng 1933 a little more clearing was done, 300 acres sown to
crop and 100 acres fallowed . About this time a Royal Comxnission
W¥ appointed to investigate the matter of complaints by
overseas settlers. The outcome was that most of the overseas
settlers were given compensat ion a nd left this delectable areasurpl us land, stock and implements were re-allotted to the
remaining settlers, both overseas and Australian, and, of course,
charged to their respective accounts.
From t hat time things have been very uncertain here. Public
opinion seems to be against carrying on. The Government, of
course, bears in mind the millions that have been spent in the
construction of the railway, good roads just to serve the settlement, schools, post offices, and the enormous water scheme with
its four large pumping stations and miles of channels. The
present Closer Settlement Commission's term of office expires
in 1937, then our position is to be reviewed and an attempt
made to put us on a firm footing by the writing down of arrears
and rates. Larger areas are to be granted with the object of
keeping sheep, as well as the risky business of growing wheat.
I hope I shall be able to send along more favourable news of this
overseas settlement venture later.
With best wishes to yourself and all old friends.
Yours sincerely,
FRANK V . MARCH, Ex-Sergeant,
" F " Divisional Signals, India.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.
(The figures in the last column indicate the pages in the " Corps
Promotion Roster" (published in April, 1936) on which
the respective names may be found. This information can not, of course, be given in the case of Lance Corporals
appointed since that date.]

To be Q.M.S. (Foreman of Signals).
23u582

C.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Potts W.

....

2/12/36

9

l/10/36

73

30/9/36
4/ 10/36

15
16

Hayhoe P. . ...... . . . II/9/36
mith .
. ...... . 30/9/36
Arnell W. . .. .. .... . 7/10/36
Purcell S. . ..... . .. . i2/10/36

31
78
31
31

To be W.O. ii (C.S.M.).
*6076650

C.Q.M.S. Blunden E. J.

........

To be C.Q.M.S.
2307631
2307303

Sergeant Penfold A. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sergeant richolson N. . . . . . . . . . .

To be Sergeant.
3645240
•2306779
2309784
2312101

L /Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L /Sergeant
L/Sergeant

•3702912
2312806
2319165
2319154
5097375
4339706
2317973

Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal

Appointed Lance Sergeant.
Halfpenny, J .......... .
Hibbit W. . .......... .
l\!Iills P. M.. . ......... .
Bartley H . G. . ...... .
Clay S .. . ............. .
Pendegast R. ......... .
Cook T. . .......... . . .

n/9136
23/9136
5/10/36
7/10/36
ro/ro/36
II/10/36
20/10/36
8

fH~ WtR.~

: -+
To be Corporal.
231 424
i32oog

L Corporal W ebster R. . . . . . . . .
L/Corporal Jon H. . . . . . . . . . . . .
~3I6t 75
L/Corporal Hawkins R. . . . . . . . .
231 '33 L;Corporal Snell ]. . . . . . . . . . . . .
z319 ' II L/Corpora l Allen C. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2310946 L/Corporal Richardson F. . . . . . .
23196o5 L Corporal Lindsay H . . . . . . . . . . .
2319743 T./Corporal Burton R. . . . . . . . . . .
2320102 L Corporal Bailey E ... . ..... . . . .
2314318 L/Corporal 1\Ia nning C. . ... ....
2319 47 L/Corporal Fielding G .. .. . . .....
37493 L/Corporal Berry W . .. . .... .....

R ange Hill Camp, except for the rifle range, has gone like
other War Camps. One can still trace t h e p linths of various
buildings, a nd a beaut iful aven ue of trees marks the former main
road t o t he Camp. It will be remembered t h at R an ge Hill
Camp was occupied by our Indian Ranks.
. The old Moun~e~ Company Lines are now the Mule Tran sp ort
Lmes of the Bntish Infan t ry Regiment. Th e Rid ing School
:vhere ma~y of us first put a leg over a horse, h as been turned
~to stabling.
Th e outdoor riding schools h a ve completely
disappeared.

Appointed Lance Corporal.

5044657
2319834
2319780
2319924

Discharged.
R.S.:\I. Bevan R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C.Q.M.S. Lemon P. . . . . . . . . . . . .
C.Q.:'.\1.S. Li:nb F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C.Q.:\I.S. Linder J .. .......... .. .
Sergeant Thornton G. . . . . . . . . . .
Sergeant Simmonds F ...........
L/Sergeant Howard W . . . .... . .. .
Corporal Kempster W ...........
Corporal Curl F ..... . ........ . ..
L/Corporal Palmer A. . ....... . .
L/Corporal Hampton G. . .... .. .

"/12/36
r /12/36
7/12/36
8/ 12/36
6/12/36
21 /12/36
22/12/36
17/12/36
22/12/36
20/12/36
22/12/36

3
73
14
14
73
20
38
39

Transferred to Army Reserve.
Corporal huffiebotham T . . ..... 20/12/36
L/Corporal Webb N. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2/12/ 36
L/Corporal C~ambers S. . ... . ... 20/12/36
L/Corporal Stillwell R .......... 12/ 12/ 36
• Special Roster.

The Nilgiris-Past and Present.
Being a short comparison between Wellington
as it was in 1920 and as it is at present.
. For those who were with the Signal Service Depot Wellington
m 1920, ~d who ~~ve never been fortunate enough to have th~
~PP:Orturut:y to rev1S1t that place, I thought that this article would
~mt;r~ng and may, perhaps, revive old memories. I have
193~. o nate enough to visit Wellington both in 1935 and
Ii r~e o~ rickshaws have given way to automobiles and oil
h~ve ~ n:vb:~:JP~~~ ~y electricity. These newer ~menities

visitors
· .

The ma·n
B
1

1937

Mess put on their shows, and lhese past events are still clearly
recollected in spite of a lapse of sixteen years.
Bazaar Hill Camp, with the old wooden huts erected during th e
\Var, has long since disappeared, and in i ts place t h ere h ave b een
constructed ome substantial Married Quarters, which com e under
the administration of the Hill Depot and are only occupied during
the su mmer season.

23 19/30
1/10/36
1/10/36
l/ro/36
l/10/36
2/10/36
4/10/36
7/10/36
10/10/36
13/10/36
15/ro/36
20/1 0/36

1036203 Signalman Pearce R. . . . ... .. ... .
2321981
ignalman Tompkins J . . . . . . . . .
2319452 Signalman Nation G.... . . . ..... .
2322434
ignalman Ambury A . .... ..... .
2317678 Signalman Brown E. . . .. . ... .. .
2321295 Signalman Manning R. . ... . .. .
2320342 Signalman Bassford A. H . . . ... .
2321948 Signalman Bracegirdle J . . . .. .. . .
2306274
*5875148
230 542
23o6394
•4792652
1859026
2316931
2316700
2315496
6150957
2322216
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e uksrth.er con_ifort of both residents and
arrac • mcludmg the Married Quarte 5

~~{ir~tJcall~ the ~ame as of yore, with the exception of improv~

Ba~li on a(~ ne"Aly-erected cookhouses. The British Infantry
. on a present the J st Battalion King' 0
R
Regi.ment) occupies most of the main Barr~ks apa~ fr~i: ce~~
portions allotted to the Services and the ffli
t A
1 D
the "H.Q." Wing of the R .
epo .
ctually,
remain in Wellington whils~g~n;,e~;han~ about th.ree Companies
Mallapuram near e;;_licut
erh ompao)'. is quartered at
F
mh
. ose w o were m the Malabar
h~:~i~ ;a~ pf!;:tt~d ~rinst ~he Moplah rebels will recall the
of the Leiosters.
y
e garnson of Mallapuram , a Company

Th

The Sergeants' Mess of the Briti h I f
.
~he !ower part of the old GarrisonsSchn ~nt~ ~attalion occupies
mstitution. Visitors are made welco~e ~n d l~ha .m~st popular
doubly attractive, since there is
.
n
e1r an~s are
social events are held in the Gyma \\_ooden ~oor. The biggest
the Gym., because it was here al!as~~mat. theeDmustt Sremember
•
•
epo ergeants'

. I don't think ~at there are many t rips to compare with t he
JOurney by the ligh t mountain railway from Mettupalaiyam to
Wellmgton .. We can n ever forget t h e smaller wa yside stations,
Alderley, Hill Grove and R unnymede, tog.et?~r with the magnificent scenery. ~ alwa:i;s think th~t the ilgm s score against the
other known Hill Stations of India, because the visitor is so close
to the vantage porn.t s ; the hills are so op en and certain valleys
and streamlets rem.tnd on e so much of Blighty.
There is nothing to surpass the queen of them all, Ootacamuod.
~_tJt let us return to the more intimate provinces of Wellington.
Fust, that well-known f~ature, Suga:r L oa f Hill. How many of
us have made the as~ens100 of t he high est p oint, and how many
of us were so_ dece1v~d by the undergrowt h ? Standing out
ab?ve. everything els~ 1s t~e ~ea.t Dorabeta, the second highest
p~mt m S~uthern Ii;id1a, ~\'ith its _little hut-like observatory on the
h.ghest pomt. It will be mterestmg to know that this observatory
has been reopened ".1-fter a lapse of twenty -five years or so and
sends <?ut o_nce agam meteorological reports . A characteristic
~at still exi~~ to-day with bot h the resident and the visitor is
his or her ability to predict that Wellington will or will not have
a deluge. One always gets the opinions of several groups of
weather prophets.

Lamb's Rock, a favourite picnic resort, has lost its attraction
and one ve11'. ~eldom hears this pleasant spot mentioned. I
am of. the op1ruon that the bus and taxi facilities make it too
accessible.
I'

T':o ~ockey pitches have been laid out on the barrack square
and it is here that the annual tournaments in the Nilgiris ar~
play~d. The h~o schools, Lovedale and St. Joseph's, are still the
fancied favountes. Football is not nowadays played on the
~u~e, but on newly laid out grounds. The Signals' team of 192 0
is still very well remembered .
. Th~ Cordite Factory Institute, Navankuda, is still very much

~n existence and their entertainments are always very popular

mdee.d. The European staff has been sadly d epleted but the
r~mamder of the older staff still h ave very kind regards for the
Signals.
I t;ied to trace old ~ingleton's Golf Course, which has become
d~relict, but the greens, or what is left of them can still be
discerned .
'
We will n~ver forget our old friend George Harpin. When he
~ft th: Service, George came back to the ilgiris and settled on
s es ate near Kotagiri and speculated as a coffee lanter
Readers may recollect the huge slump in coffee sever~ year;
ago and the smallhold~r was in turn hit very hard. Geor e,
~ter years of n:io.st patient sacrifice, had to give his estate ;p.
e ev~ntually JOmed the Madras Police, and, as far as I can
ascertam, he is al present somewhere near Waltair.

T~e mef bers of the ergcants' Mess of the Depot of those days
~~: sure Y remember Mr. Garside, the Army pensioner, who was
G
p~pular visitor to the Mess. I regret to write that Mr
1
li:;: ve as been dead about three years, but Mrs. Garside stili
.
.eryl close .to the Barrack . Another old comrade of the
S igna1s,
am informed • ha s sought peace and solace near
w
lli gt
e n on ; no other than Johnnie Beresford who was a
~~:ew~~e~~~nfher ~ardoni, Waziristan, during the trouble.
e ron er a couple of decades ago.
Welhngton Bazaar as a shopping centre for the garrison has

1

Jf
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long since been forgotten The Cantonment authorities have
constructed a series of small shops outside the Barracks, otherwise
a trip to Coonoor or Ooty becomes a necessity.
A tribute to the Ni!giris, where longevit y of the retired is in
ample evidence, may be drawn from a gentleman with whom I
became acquainted 'n Ooty. He retired from the Army at
Secunderabad as an R.S.M. at the age of forty-five, his Regiment
being the Queen's Bays. He then took up an appointment on the
clerical staff at Bolarum Headquarters. He had to relinquish
this employment, having reached the age limit for civilian staff.
Still resourceful, he obtained the post of Stationmaster at Ooty.
He retained this appointment beyond the age limit fixed by the
railway, through the interest taken by Lady Willingdon, and
was permitted to remain until the expiiation of Lord Willingdon's
term of Governor of Madras Presidency. Believe it or not, I
actually made his acqu<tintance at a <lance in Ootacamund when
the " old soldier " was officiating as 1.C. H is age in 1935 was
eventy-nine, and I was informed by those who had t h e pleasure
of a dance with him that is dancing was particularly good.
More and more are we COD\'A.Jced that " old soldiers never die."
C.S.M. WESTWOOD F . W .

O FF ICERS
. . . of The Royal Corps of
Signals can only have confidence
in their outfitter if they have the
knowledge that garments are cut
by craftsmen, made by tailors
skilled in military work, and
materials of the highest standard .
These are guaranteed you when
your kit is produced by ALKIT, so
that you have full satisfaction.

SERVICE DRESS
PAT ROL AND MESS DRESS
OVERSEAS OUTFITS

Beagling.
CORDILLERAS, 4TH -OVE:\!BER.-Hounds arrived at this meet
in state ; that is, in the :.\farske motor bus kindly provided by
Mr. Ivison, of Jinglepot. T he moor was drawn first by req uest,
but no hare was found, on ly dozens of rabbits, which caused
quite a bit of trouble. Hounds were then t a ken t o the grassland,
where we usually find a h are from t his meet . P uss was soon in
evidence and gave us a n ice h alf-h our's hunt just round Cordilleras
Farm, where h ou nds eventu all y lost all t race of h er on the road.
The next hare was found n ear the top of the grand stand and went
away t o J inglepot, then swung left-h anded to t he road and left
aga in up t h e wall side and into the small wood on the hill top.
H ounds fair hustled round this wood and out at the same corner
as she went in.
ext she ma de a beeline at Jinglepot again, with
hounds not far behind. Sh e made a small left-hand circle in the
lower fields, then tried dod ging throu gh the walls, but hounds
soon realised that she was getting tired and worked up to her,
after a very fast twenty-one minutes, t o kill in the open .
Another hunt followed, but after hounds had been running
hard for just under an hour they got back amongst the rabbits
a t Cordilleras, and, although the older hounds stuck to their hare,
we had to stop them, a s it was too dark to see anything.
H ALF P ENNY HOUSE, 7TH OVEJ\IBER. -Our first hare was
found on H agworm Hill and took us a series of circles round
Gussy Copse. But, unfortunately, through information received
when hounds had checked on the road, we were put on to a fre~h
one. This hare took us away over the Richmond-Leyburn road,
through Black Plantation, on to Blackbeck Moor, then in a wide
left-handed circle over the road again, behind Half Penny House
and back to Barden Moor, where we lost her on the old ranges.
After this hunt hounds were taken back to Gussy Copse in hopes
o f finding our old hare, but in tead we found several more and
hounds ran hard for the remainder of the day and finished by
killing a very big and tired hare just as it was getting dark near
Gussy Copse at 4.45 p.m.
WALBURN HALL, IITH NOVEMBER.- As usual, from this meet
we drew the Cow Park, but did not find a hare until we got well
up on to the moor. Then we were unable to do much with her,
a~ there was not a scrap of scent on the grass, so we lost her
al together in Wathgill ·wood . Hounds then were taken back
to the moor, where a second hare pro ed more sporty and went
a way towards Stainton, but soon sw1mg left-ha nded and set her
mask for the flag pole on top of Whit-Fell. She ran on past this
point with hounds not far behind and running like wildfire.
She next seemed to bear slightly right-handed, as though making
for Stainton Big Wood, but not for long before she turned left
again and took to the open moor, where the hounds killed her
about a mile or more over the other side of Whit-Fell.
Another moor hare was found when we were just leaving the
heather. She took us back to Whit-Fell again, giving us quite
a good hour upon the heather before we unfortunately changed
and ran right down to Wathgill Wood where hounds had to be
stopped owing to darkn 5s.
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THE KENNELS, J4TH OVEJ\IBER.-From Kennels we drew to
Thornhill Plantation. Although we soon found a hare, we were
compelled to leave her, as she persisted in playing about near
the main road, where there is too much traffic to hunt in safety.
Hounds were taken to Scotton Beck, where a hare was found that
gave a nice half an hour between Whinny Hill and Gandale.
As soon as she began to tire the hare took hounds to the old
game of peep-bo round the barrack-rooms, where eventually we
had to give her best.
DOWNHOLlllE, 18TH OVEMBER.-The first, which was soon
found on the .flat just above the village, went away in a right handed circle after first running up the Downholme-Hudswell
road. She swung right to Stone Man, then, still bearing right,
circled back to the flats just short of the tank road. Following
this she went away towards the Dubs, then right-handed on to
her old line just short of the tank road, where someone remarked
that there were four hares running the same track in file. Here
we must have changed, as our hare turned off left and ran the
tank road towards Downholme.
ext she turned ofi left again
and ran for Seat How and down the hillside over the main
road to Gill Beck, dodging about in the grass fields below the
road . Hounds were by this time quite close to her and brought
her up to the road running in view. She took to the road for a
short stretch, but made back to the moor eventually and on into
Coldstorm Wood. Hounds rushed her through this and through
the farmyard. She then ran through a flock of sheep and so
gained a few minutes, but old " Beauty" hit it off on the. cart
road leading to the main road. After he got to this main road we
could do nothing with her.
During the ca t, trying to hit her off, a smaller hare was
chopped. \Ve gave her best, as it was getting late, owe drew on
and eventually pushed up our first ha.re on the moor. She was
already tired, so was oon pulled down. At the same time another
hare went away and the older hounds went on with her. This hare
took hounds left-handed over the Hudswell road down to the edge
of Downholme Banks Wood, where she turned right and ran
along the wood top for about a mile before bearing right-handed
back to the moor, running wall sides all the time until she got
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back to the road, which she then took towards Downholme.
As it was too dark to see, hounds were stopped.
FtSHPOND Wooo, 2IST NovEMBER.-From this meet we decided
stran~e ground, as we had been informed that there were
hares there, namely, about Foxglove Farm . We found our first
hare in the flat, rough field in the bottom near Risedale Beck at
2.20 p.m. and hunted over quite a small piece of country for the
whole afternoon until the hounds had to be stopped in the
moonlight at 5.15 p.m. We are certain of changing hares three
times, but hounds hunted wonderfully the whole time, but had
to give the hares best. But we will call there agai'l now that we
know.
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MARRICK ABBF.\, l5TH ·ovEMBER. The first thing we had to
do here was to climb 500 feet up on to the moor. Hounds
managed it well, but ome of the field got rather left. Wiser
members were awaiting- us at Marrick Village, having gone round
by road. Shortly aft r commencing to draw the huntsman,
Keyse, crashed when climbing one of the six-foot walls which
abound here. Unfortt. ately, it was necessary to remove him to
hospital and the horn was then carried by Mr. Vane Gladwyn.
A hare which was found in a field lielow Mr. Kearton's ran
straight for a wood at the bottom. She turned sharp left, crossed
the road, and then sharp left again, straight for Marrick Village.
Hounds were checked for a few moments in the village, but soon
picked up the scent again. and then away they went towards the
wood again. This time she bore left long before reaching the
wood and then made two circles round the village with hounds
pushing her along at a grand pace. She was pulled down in the
main street of the village after a very fine forty minutes.
BELLERBY, 28TH NovEMBER.-The first hare was put away
almost at once from the rushes in the big open field above the
village, on the W.D. land, and took hounds away up the hill,
over the Bellerby Camp road and on to the Long Rigg Ranges.
Here she made a wide right-handed circle and recrossed the main
Bellerby road just on the " T " roads over towards Skelton
Cote before bearing back to Bellerby Village. She crossed the
main road again at the top of the steep hill that runs to the
village and made towards the small pasture a t the bottom. But
here she was headed by some of the many children, which caused
a rather long check. They finally hit it off, then fresh found her
and worked her up the hill again, over the Camp road to Long
Rigg again . By this time she was doing a lot of twisting, but
t hey stuck to her and finally ran into her in Black Beck Gill after
a good forty minutes with only one serious check. A second
hare was found in short time in the big fields over the road
and she took hounds back to Long Rigg, where, unfortunately,
they got among fresh har{'S. As soon as one hare got all warmed
up another would help her out. So the hounds were unable to
add to their tally for thi day.
WHINNY HILL, 26TH DECEMBER.-The meet was at 1r.30 a.m .
Hounds drew towards Scotton Beck, where the first bare was
found near the new reservoir. She made back to the Royal
Signals Barracks, so we drew again. The next try was in the
plantations nearby. Although the hare were there, we had to
leave them, as they refused to leave the cover. Our next draw
was more successful. ~'e found a beauty on Scotton Covert and
made a good run. She took us away over the Gandale by-road
on to the moors, where she doubled back to Scotton Covert and
made much the same circle again before going away towards the
Camp, where something luckily turned her before she got near
the line , so she circled back to Scotton Covert. By this time she
was getting tired. The hounds knew it and ran like demons .
Our hare ran round the bottom of the covert all the way until
she had done two sides of it, then bore off left-banded and laid
up in some gorse, but hounds soon had her out and killed after
an excellent forty-five minutes. Another good hunt followed with
a hare found in Ridge Plantation, but fresh hares saved her,
so hounds were taken home at four o'clock.
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STADIUM , 28TH DECEMBER. -Hounds moved off at 1r.30 a .m.
and drew towards Ridge Plantation. A hare was not found until
they drew into rough fields near Foxglove Farm, where a hare
was found on the Tanks' rugby field at I 2-45 p .m . This hare
took us up the beck side nearly to Lavergil Quarry, where she
t ook to the woods. Hounds stuck to her and headed towards
Newfound England. Short of this place she swung right-handed
and recrossed the gill above the quarry, ran on to Foxglove, then
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swung back to o. 3 Revolver Range and into the big wood again.
Hounds rattled her round in the wood and brought her out near
the place she went in, then went away to the fields towards the
moors. Hounds never left her, but raced her round and back to
the gill, only to push her away again towards Foxglove Farm.
She made this circle three times after this and was often viewed
ahead of hounds, but she kept going. Hounds worked wonderfully the whole time and finally pulled her down, a dead beat hare,
after an excellent hunt of one hour and fifty-three minutes. This
was the strongest hare we have met this season. It was noticed
that a puppy out at walk was out and working very well.
HUDSWELL GRANGE, 3orH DECEMBER.- This meet was at the
usual time, 2 p.m. Hounds drew for half an hour before a hare
was put away from Porter's Moor. She took to the lowlands
and made for Badger Beck before bearing left and crossing the
road between Waiwith Bank Farm and Badger Bridge. Here she
went away right-banded, crossed the beck and ran across an
open field to Green Lane. She ran a short distance down this
lane, then turned into a · small rough pasture on the other side,
where hounds came up to her and raced her away in a righthanded circle round Spring ale and back to Badger Bridge,
followed by another wide circle over much the same country,
before she cro ed Badger Beck near the bridge and ran on up
to Porter's Moor to the spot where she was found. Here again
hounds came up to her and pushed her back to the valley, killing
her just below \'Vaiwith Bank Farm. Time, thirty minutes.
Our second hare was seen pottering about in the next field
at the same time as bound were breaking the first and, with the
information of Mr. Dunn, hounds were laid on and away in a
very few minutes. This great hunt was all on lowlands. First
she ran towards Hud well, crossing and recrossing the brook, then
running in varying ci rcles between Hudswell Grange, Spring
Villa and the Hudswell Brook. This hare stuck to the grass;
very rarely she touched heather, but at odd times ran or played
peep-bo in a patch of gorse. Hounds succeeded in pulling her
down after sixty-five minutes of the best.
This makes our total so far thi eason seventeen and a half
brace of all fair killed.
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Canadian Settlement.
:'>Inch ha been said and "•ritten about Canada as a possible
field for settlers, but the count ry . a well as lhe subject, is so
, ast that the generali ation on th subject, which have appe.a red
from time to time in the papers, ha,·e only confused the 1 sue
'l.nd had left, in my own case, a vague impression that Canada
· no place to go to on retirement for the followin~ rea ons :
la) because of the long and bitter winters, (b) tl1e !ugh cost of
living and the isolation.
I came out here to Peachland , Okanagan Lake, on a i~it in
October last, and I have now obtained first-hand information
on the subject and a very different story to relate.
To begin with, I \\; h to make it quite clear that :
{1) I am writing of Peachland, Okanagan, B.C., specifically
and not of any other place near or even in the P rovince.
(.?) ;\ly remarks and sugge tions are for those who are in
receipt of a pension or those who are otherwise in receipt, or
possession of, a regular mcome, and not for those who are compelled to entirely maintam them elves or their families on their
earnings.
Peachland i situated on the shore of Lake Okanagan and
preads up the hill ide overlooking the lake. It is in what is
termed the " dry belt, " and is in the happy position of being
able to grow peaches in profusion when other places only a
short di tance away are unable to do o, owing to frost ; in
addition, apples, pear . plums, cherries, nectarines, grapes, nuts,
tomatoes, cucumber , pumpkins, peas, bean , in fact almost
anything you like to put into the ground grows easily and
plentifully.
I have made exten ive enquiries and the concensus of opinion
of many who have spent a lifetime in the Dominion i that
Peachland enjoys tbe finest climate in this land . About eight
or nine months of the year are magnificent, and the remainder
i not severe, but with sufficient snow to provide the necessary
water supply for the summer months.
I landed at ~fontreal in mid-October. It was bitterly cold.
Since my arrival in Peachland, I have spent most of N'ovember
fishing on the lake in no discomfort and with considerable
success!
I am informed that the weather begins to improve rapidly in
February and that thereafter it soon becomes bright and sunny.
Bathing in the lake begins in May.
To a great extent the price of fruit here in Peachland depends
on the prosperity of the Prairies ; when the Prairies failed in the
great depression to obtain a price for wheat, thev ceased to be
able to afford to buy fruit, and Peachland suffered accordingly.

One of my neighbours, who owns an orchard, and has done so
for many years, after a great deal of q uestioning, not to say
cross-examination, recently informed me that he had never made
less than 800 (about £16o) in any year since he had settled
here-that was as much as he wou ld say! The lake is about one
h.undred miles long and two to three miles broad, and is respon. 1ble, to a great extent, for the mildness of the clinlate. It boasts
tt1:e most ma~ificent fishing and its "salmon-trout" bear a world·
wide reputation.
There is an abundanc.e of hunting:, shooting and fishing in the
ne~ghbourhood and, with the projected improvement of the
ex1stmg road through to the U.S . bnrder, the tourist traffic
~houl~ make a. considerable addition to the incomes of the
mhab1tants .. With the return of prosperity, the signs of which
are not lackmg, success should again return to the fr uit-growers
of Peachland
The v.iews, spo.rt. and climate seem to be an ideal setting and
should, m my opmion, prove a wonderful place for settlement to
those possessed of a small income.
In conclusion, I would add that, after exhaustive enquiries
! have come to the conclusion that a family of from three to four,
if they were possessed of, say, one hundred pounds to buy a
hom_e and a small orchard_. coul~ ~ive comfortably on ~bout {loo
per a~num. They could, m addition, very considerably augment
their mco~e ~t ~ertain times of the year, by several methods,
such_as fruit-p1ckmg, etc. They could also, after some ex rience
con 1dcrably augment their income by initiative and i1:dustry'.
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I consider this place to be idea l for the settlement of W .O.s and
.C.O. as above, as well a for officer , and shall be very pleased
to answer a ny enquiries on the subj ect .
F. 0. ST. JOHN.

The Chronicles of a Recruit (T.A.)
I am o. 241 385 Private Jones T ., of the - - Battalion,
- - Regiment, and 1 joined the Territorials because I was told
they needed men . I had already seen considerable service as
a Rover, having been a leader at the early age of 18 years.
I had continued to be such for some time when I persuaded
four of my friends to become Rovers, which brought our strength
up to five. The chap who was running the Rovers for some
reason took a dislike to me, and on one occasion, in a frenzy of
rage, hurled unclean abuse at me and followed this up with
personal assau lt, telling me to " buzz off." It was obvious, of
course, that he envied my efficiency as a leader.
Determined that the country should not be deprived of my
talent, I joined the local Territorial Regiment and commenced
training for the forthcoming amp. Drill came easy to me, and
often the In tructor said that I tood alone. It amused me to
see a batch of recruits, of which I was one, tying itself into knots.
I knew my tuff. however, and carried out the movements
according to instructions, often in pite of strong opposition.
That the Instructor appreciated my efforts was apparent from
ills constant remark " You again ! "
After a few week , having done so well, I was excused tills
parade and told to give a hand in the canteen for the future.
Here I rapidly made myself indispensable and, apart from
having to put up with rude remarks from other recruits, passed
many plea ant evenings until Camp came.
Strangely enough, I had the feeling that I should acquit
myself well in the next two weeks and, in consequence, carried
myself with confidence.
Upon arrival at the camping area we drew ground sheets,
blankets and other nece sary articles from the Quartermaster
and were detailed to our respective tents. Fatigues followed,
and by the end of the day we were all ready to get down to
our beds.
It seemeq that no time had lapsed when I was aroused by the
bugle for R~veille. " ow, Tom," I said to myself, "show them
what you can do." I quickly dressed, cleaned buttons and boots,
rolled my bed a nd was ready for parade within fifteen minutes.
I noticed with astonishment that once again I stood alone.
~1y ergeant came along and was equally su~rised.
He remarked,
You look very smart, Jones; you are excused duty until the
C.O.'s parade." Thi& was praise indeed.
A:t breakfast I must admit that I was the centre of all eyes.
\.v'b.ispered comments, such as "Coming N.C.O." and "Been at
this game before," caught my ears. I paid no attention and
later left the dining tent to give myself a final polish.
On C.0.'s parade we were drawn up in Companies. I was
fortunate to be in " A " Company in the front rank. We were
br~ught to attention at the approach of the C.O ., who proceeded
to mspect us by Companies. When opposite to me he asked the
Company Commander my na me. ~'hen told I was a recruit by
the n:i-me of Jones, he exclaimed, " A very smart lad, and I wish to
see him at the Orderly Room after this parade." I du ly presented
myself. The C.O. shook my hand and said that I had set a
wonderful example to the Battalion and was a credit to the
Regm!-ent. He asked me whether I had had experience in
handling men and I replied with justifiable pride that I had been a
leader m the Rovers. " Ah ! " he said, " l thought so. Keep it
up, .my lad ; we can do with more of your sort. So long ! " He
agam shook my hand, patted my shoulder and saw me to the
entrance. ~ rejoined the Company, which was practisillg
Company ~r~!I. fhe O ..c. came across to me : "How did you get
on_. J ~nes:
I explamed bnefiy what had transpired and he
said, This means promotion for you. "

.. I replied that I ~ould d.o rr:.Y best to deserve such an honou"r.
In the meantime, he said, I want you to take a Section and
put th~m through it." This is a test, I thought, and didn't fail
to notice that I had been given the backward ones to lick into
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shape. I stiffened them with a few crisp words of command and
marched them across the parade ground. "Steady, you fellows;
remember we are the champion Section, even il we don't look
it." These words inspired them, for their heads went up, arms
were swung, and their marching was of clockwork precision.
In lhe distance I saw the C.O. with the Adjutant and my
Company Commander watching our movements, and I decided to
march past and give a fine salute. This I d id , but it was
unfortunate that in " keeping the eye " of tl1e C.O. I should
allow the head of the small colum n to walk into the latrines. I
extricated them, however, and returned to the pa1:ade ground.
The O.C. Company joined me. "Astounding show, Jones,"
he said. "The C.O. has instructed me to promote you to full
corporal ; it will go through orders to night. Congratulations,
old chap I"
The next day I put up my stripes and was made a member
of the Serge nts' Mess. I found myself in demand to settle
problems of drill. I was surprised to note how the
.C.O.s
hung on my words and I was pressed to give an unofficial
demonstration at an early date.
The next few days were strenuous ones. I was in constant
attendance on my Company Commander and. to my surprise, I
received the foll rank of sergeant.
By this time I must confess my disappointment at the
lack of efficiency in those around me and I determined to
remedy this by force of example.
Quite a sensation was caused by the resignation of my
Company Commander. While regretting this, I could not
help but feel that his position had become an impossible one.
I had taken the Company in its training and the enormous
improvement had caused general comment. A conference of
officers was called and, as a result, I was summoned once again
to the Orderly Room for interview with the C.O. "Jones," he
said, " we're in a jam. O.C. " A " Company has resigned, as
you know, and you're the only one I can trust to take on the
Company. The General is inspecting us to-morrow and I want
you to take over."
aturally, I was delighted and agreed in the
circumstances to help him out, at the same time reserving the
right to revert should I not get the support for the ideas which I
considered vital for the efficiency of the Company. " That's
O.K. by me, Jones, " said the C.O.
The General's parade, so far as my Company was concerned,
was a great success, and at its conclusion I was summoned to
his presence. "Jones, I've heard quite a lot about you. We need
leaders to-day as never before. What experience have you of
handling men ? " I replied that, prior to enlistment in the
Territorial Army, I had been a leader in the Rovers. " Where
were you educated, Jones? " I replied, "At the local council
school, General, and at Professor Smith's · dancing class."
"Excellent! " he said. " Do you know, Jones, we men of
education and experience have to take thi business of the
Territorial Army in hand. I intend submitting your name to
the War Office for promotion to commissioned rank of 1st
Lieutenant. When you obtain it you will need to exercise
considerable tact. Men of your calibre are apt to be intolerant
of the shortcomings of their colleagues, but be patient and
teach them. Only by so doing can you possibly hope to raise
their efficiency to your own standard." " There is a lot in what
you say, General, and in the interests of my country I accept the
responsibility." Within the next forty-eight hours I became a
member of the Officers' Mess.
The C.0. met me and said," 'Welcome, Tom, we need you." I
thanked him and promised to give him every assj tance when
he needed it. The Second-in-Command seemed a little diffident,
but I put him at his ease by saying, " On parade, on parade,
off parade, off parade." This was greeted with applause and the
singing of "For he's a jolly good fellow." I made friend with
everyone in a very short time.
My promotion to Captain followed swiftly, and I uspect
the General of specially recommending me to the 'vVar Office.
In my new sphere I was constantly being asked for advice
on matters tactical and administrative. Tactjcal chemes in
the field were my delight and it seemed to me that any situation
can be satisfactorily solved with the application of ordinary
common sense. Textbooks on the subjects after a cursory scan I

discarded as being out of date and totally unsuitable for modern
conditions.
The C.O. specially asked me to accompany him in an advisory
capacity to a brigade scheme. I consented and spent quite an
amusing day. He was baffled on one occasion and said to m ,
" What would you do, old man ? " I replied instantly, " Fix
bayonets and charge." " By jove ! " he said, " I should never
have thought of that." :My suggestion decided the issue and my
Battalion carried ofi the honours of the day. Among those whO'
congratulated us was the Divisional General. " I'm expecting
great things of you, Jones. Come along to dinner on Friday
next; there are several things I'd like to discuss with you."
I returned to Camp in a thoughtful mood, more than e\•er
convinced that the Battalion was being mismanaged, and
decided to take the Divisional Commander into my confidence
should a suitable opportunity arise on the Friday.
The Quartermaster dropped into my tent whilst I was dressing
ick," I said (his name was Iniquitous
for dinner. " Well,
Evans), "how are you?" "Well," he replied, "you know me,
Tom. I'm in trouble. I've had forty years' service. I've alway
taken things as they come and have never given anybody or
anything away." "You're telling me," I said, and we both
roared with laughter at my exceedingly witty remark. True
enough, I knew him for a hard-bitten, hard-drinking, hardswearing type, wjth as much sentiment in his make-up as a
bookmaker on paying out day. I persuaded him to open out.
"It's like tills," he said. "Sjnce you've been with us, by your
example you've shown me what an impostor I am, how overrated my job is, how little I deserve the rank I hold and the pay I
am drawing." I was dumbfounded. Tears shone in his eyes, but
with a hasty movement he brushed them aside. " What should
I do, Tom ? " The pleading in his vojce almost unnerved me
and I was about to advise him to "Fix bayonets and charge"
when I realised how inappropriate jt would be, and just said,
" Carry on, Nick." He clutched my hand in grateful acknowledgment, hurled himself across the tent on to my bed and buried
his face in ills hands, his enormous frame shaking with sobs.
Patting his bowed shoulders, I passed out into the night, leaving
a strong man alone with his grief.
Entering the Mess I sensed an atmosphere ; eyes were turned
in my direction. I strode resolutely forward and said, " Good
evening, boys; glad to see you again." At this generous
gesture on my part all restraint vanished and they gathered
around me with grateful glances. It was remarkable the
influence I held over these well-meaning fellows. "Tell me all,"
I commanded. Immediately in a chorus came, " The C.O. has
been sent for by the Divisional Commander. What does it
mean ? " In a flash I realised the significance of the General's
invitation 1:0 me for the Friday. It was inevitable, the writing on
the wall. " The Divisional Commander probably wants to see
him," I explained airi ly, striving to dispel the gloom which had
settled on the Mess. " Do you think that's what it is, Tom ? "
"Of course," I said. "Let's forget it." The remainder of the
evening passed quite cheerfully, thank to my tact.
The C.O. appeared next morning at breakfast; but spoke no
word until I was about to leave, when he said, " I shall be away
for the day, Tom. Take over." "O.K., Jim," I said. On the
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foll01,ing day, Friday, he failed to put in an appearance. I
handed the Battalion over to another Company Commander
and made my wav to Divi ional Headquarters. "Glad you've
turned up early, Tom," said the G.S.0.r. "The General's in a
bit of a weat. Come along right now. " He conducted me to the
General who was seated at a table with his head in hi hands .
Upon ~eing me he sprang from bis eat and, with his hand
outstretched, said, "Thank heaven you've come, Jones."
great load appeared to have been lifted from his mind,. for
his speech and action became quite animated. " Have a dnnk,
my dear fellow: you mu t be thirty. " I replied ternly, " Tot
until the day's work i over, General." At thi rebuke he flushed
and said, " wfully sorry." " Granted," I said. ''. What's the
trouble ? " " It's your Battalion. The C.O. has resJ.gned and at
the moment it is left without command. Will you take it,
Jones ? " I paced the room for. a few moments .. ".I acceJ?t.
General," I said, " on these conditions : firstly, that it is the wish
of my brother officer and, secondly, that I can train entirely on
my own lines without interference from anyone." "That's
easily arranged," he said. "In fact, I have received a deputation
from the whole of your Unit asking for your appointment as
Commanding Officer. As for the training, I gladly leave that to
you, because I know that your methods spell progre
and
absolute efficiency. Have the Battalion paraded on unday at
10.30 a .m . and I will in pect them."
I joined the General at dinner, and the evening passed in
discussing tactics. He approved of my principle of fixing
bayonets and charging a being utterly sound-when everything
else had failed.

On my return to Ca.mp, noticing lights appearing in several
tents, I approached one and said, " Lights out." This was
greeted \'<ith a string of oaths and foul suggestions, which I
wisely decided to ignore. Returning to my tent, I was soon
asleep.
The next day, to mark the event of my promotion, I gave
orders to cease work at 4 p.m. and invited the officers to take
tea with me. Preparations had now to be made for the General's
inspection, and I decided to attend the parade mounted on a
charger, and issued orders accordingly. I had never ridden
in my life before, but doubted not that the beast would recognise
a master hand and play the game.
The Battalion formed up on the parade ground and looked
exceedingly smart. True, the cooks had had no time to wash and
change-in fact, were in their shirt sleeves-but this was
reasonable enough, and I was sure the General would rather see
things as t hey were. After all, the Army fights on its stomach
and all that, and we owe m uch to these gallan t fellows. The
General's approach was signalled and I asked the fellows not to
make so much noise.
pon his entry to the parade ground I
brought them to attention, and was glad to note that most of
them did not need telling twice. I wheeled round, galloped to the
General and said, "All pr esent, sir." H e acknowledged and,
t urrung to the men, congratulated them on their new C.O. He
called for threfl cheers, which were thundered o ut with a will.
Up to now I had kept an admirable seat, but the noise frightened
my charger, who plunged through the ranks, scattering all
before him. " Hold him, you fool ! " I h eard the General shout,
but not one of the men attempted to hold him.
I .crashed through t he Sergeants' :\-fess, still keeping an
adnurable seat and not fo rgettiug even at this time to remove
my h.at. _The beast made for t he counter and, seeing that a crash
was. mevit:able, threw myself clear, falling heavily. I heard a
temfic n01~e, and then fou nd myself being d ragged across the
ground armdst a murmur of voices. With a shock t hat robbed me
of my breath, a d~lu~e of water descended upon me. This
aroused me and, spnngmg to my feet, demanded an explanation .
bouts of laughter greeted me and a harsh voice ordered me to
get dressed before my anatomy became subject to propulsion.
. I stared at the faces around me. I could not grasp the
i.1tua~on . Had I not JUst left the Battalion inspection andthe hideous truth burst suddenly upon me; it had all been a
dream. I staggered about trying to recover my wits until the
sergeant's threat became a reality and I, perforce, dressed
humedly and made my way dejectedly to the Cookhouse for
duty.

OLD T IM ERS.
"Paddy" W alsh-January, 1937.

Signal Training Centre.
The Nigeria Regiment R. W.A.F .F.
Apologia.-Yet once more have I got to plead forgiveness for
the non-arrival of these notes for some two months. Perhaps
if I plead" coast memory "this time I may be forgiven .
Staff.-Our Staff has changed so much in the last six months
that it might be of interest to state here and now just who is
present at the moment: Captain Denholm-Young (O.C.),
Lieutenant Boyle, The Loyals, Lieutenant Reeder, R.Signals,
C.S.M. Good, R.Signals, Sergeant French, Essex Regiment,
Sergeant Moss, K.S .L.I.
We were most sorry to lose Sergeant Penny, R.Signals, when
he was invalided home in October. He had been overworking
for some months and, in addition, had not been at all fit. The
result was that he had a nervous breakdown and had to go on
leave before the end of his tour.
·e hope he will have a speedy
recovery. We welcome Lieutenant Boyle and Sergeant French
and hope they have an enjoyable stay in the Unit.
Work.- In case I forget to say anything about work, I'll get
that off my chest now. Lieutenant Reeder has been bard at it
training his Infantry Brigade Section and his labours bore fruit
at the Signal Exercise, which was held at Zaria on 8th-9th
December. The C.O.s and Adjutants of the Regiment came in for
this Exercise, and so did the two Brigade Commanders a nd their
Staffs. It went off very well indeed a nd reflects great cred it on
Mr. Reeder and bis Section. V..'e bad a wireless set out with us,
and t he D irecting Staff were thrilled to get the Empire News
Bullet.in with their breakfast plate of bacon . Yes, we a lways try
to oblige I

Potiscum Rest Ho use. No Europeans for 140 miles from here.
W riter s pen t two nigh ts here .
The " Post Office," Damaturu.

487 miles east of Zaria.

C.O . 's car at the Bornu Province Boundary. There are thick forests
here.
The road through the bush.

Homeward bound air ma il pla ne at Mai duga r i. 80 mi les south-west
of Lake Chad.
Mai l plane land ing at Maidugari, Born u Province.
The plains of Central Africa seen from Bauchi. Looking west towards
Bornu and Lake Chad.

Jos.
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Racing. . nd I.ill they come!. Ca~tain De~holm-Young's
hor e, " arrier," per i ts in gettmg his nose m front of all
others. His record to date is as follows :
June : ovices' , teeplecha e, Kano, winner.
June: Open 1 omination Race, Point-to-point, winner.
June: Handy Hunter, Zaria, winner.
October : Open teeplecha -e, Zaria, second by three lengths.
November : Foxhunters' Steeplechase, Kaduna, winner.
:November: Maiden ~1ile, Jo, fourth (I3 ran).
December : igerian Grand rational Steeplechase, winner.
In the Grand rational Steeplechase at Kano he was up against
the best 'chasers m the country, and yet he won by a distance.
A grand horse I
Tours.-Captain Denholm-Young went off. to inspect the
wireless station at l\Iaidugari last month. It is a long trek1,130 miles to be exact-and the roads leave quite a lot of room
for improvement. As far a J os they are excellent, but after
that they are really frightful. The itinerary of this tour was
rather interesting:
l\IoXDAY, 16TH DECEMBER. Left Kaduna in aged Morris
Cowley Saloon hoping to make ~Iaid1;1gari. ~id first p_ortion of
71 miles in two hours and got to Jos iust as 1t was gettmg dark.
Tried to get into Rest House, but it was full up . Eventually
drove up to house of casual acquaintance to ask to be put _up.
Found him not in the be t of tempers, as he had only 1ust
changed his clothes after having fallen into his own fish pond
in the middle of his lawn. But all was well, and here ended the
first day.
TUESDAY. Left Jo after breakfast and took Bauchi road.
Beautiful hilly scenery for the first 60 miles, then the road
drops down to the everlasting flat plain once more. Got to
Bauchi at about midday. Went to District Officer's Office to
find if roads were passable. Found he had come out on the boat
with me last year. Stayed for a beer, and then on t<;> Potiscum.
Blew out dynamo and burnt terminal off battery at the Bornu
boundary. This meant a race with the light unless I was to
be left on the road at night without lights in the Bornu Forests,
complete with their lions, leopards, etc. However, over dreadful
pot-holes, just managed to make the Rest House at Potiscum
as it got too dark to see any more. Found two friends there.
One of them in $.e Sanitary Department. Was there fumigating
all rest houses, as there had been a case of yellow fever. The
doctor at Maidugari had just died of it. Pleasant thought !
But a pleasant and alcoholic evening.
FRIDAY. Left Potiscum at 9 a.m. Roads really frightful.
Broke radiator pipe and had to mend with bandages I Had to use
all my drinking water for radiator. One hundred and forty
miles without a drink ! And in all this heat and dust ! Fifty-four
miles from Maidugari my boy shouted, "Duba Hagu ! Baba
Damisa ! " (" Look I there is a large leopard on the left-hand
side."). Sure enough, there was a real beauty, and he trotted
calmly alongside the car for about two hundred yards· Tried
to load while driving, but no good. Stopped and got out, but
he made off too quickly and we did not manage to get a shot in.
A pity, for he was a really big one. Arrived Maidugari for tea.
At Maidugari miles and miles of flat plains in all directions ; no
roads to speak of, but only paths deep in sand.

Finish of the Four Furlongs.

"Carrier ." finishing
·
J in the Open Steeplechase · He was secon d
t h is time. ockey : Mr. A. G. Proudlock, R.A.

Finish of the Three Furlongs.

Captain Denholm-Young's .. c · .. .
the Three Furlongs Race. J~;~:ry . g~~g oMut Cto tShe post for
·
· · . peer, 5th
Royal Fusiliers.

The Open Steeplechase. .. Carrier " leading on the first round
at the water jump.

Op~~ CSte~pl~~h ased.. wate r Jump.
arrier

1 ea

Captain De nho lm-Young 's
mg t he fie ld the seco nd time round.

~.~~~ i~therB~t had to tay night at Bauchi, where the hyenas
nmsance round my bed Moral .
outside near rock if there are hyena . abo t .Tl ever s1eep
beastly noise and keep you awake.
u ·
iey make a

12;.u~i~~~- it~:~c~~y~~\~~dn~t~~~e~h~ :~ ~0~l~e~pring for

SUNDAY. Left for Potiscum. Saw air mail 'plane land on its
way to Khartoum. Great precautions are taken to protect the
pilots from this yellow fever scare. 'Planes are " Flitted " out
"".hene":'er they land. Arrived Potiscum late in day. Spent
rugbt m Rest House alone. No friends there this time· no
Europeans nearer than 140 miles.
'
l\fo1:1DAY. Set off ~or Jos_. Broke a spring, all four leaves,
175_ miles from Jos. Limped mto Daraz.o Rest House and stripped
spnng. Tried to put spanner in in place of fractured leaves.
Friends arrived in car on their way to Maidugari. They only
laughed at self breathing oil and expletives under car. Finally
cut down branch of tree and roped above spring. This held
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ZARIA RACES.

SATURDAY. Had a look at the wireless station for the whole
morning. !\fonded the car in the afternoon and watched the polo
in the evening.

j<>5, The Nigerian highlands and mining centre.
Between Darayo and Bauchi.
Pagan Village near Bauchi.
The road from Darazo to Jos.
Damaturo looking towards Maidugari.
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m1sbap.

Drove the 200 mile
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aria without an •

FRIDAY. Sold car for £10-and lucky to get it I
. Questionnaire.-Does " L " Section still play · k t ~
did they beat East V\'orldharn this vear ~ Ha eenc e . And
180 in three throws ? !
•
·
v you ever seen

Finis h of the Open Mile and a Quarter.

.
Chr~stmas.-Christmas
stuck 1t out m h 1
Em .
h uc Zong:er,
pire, sue as ana,

Zaria, British West Africa.
is over at last We c Id
t h
f
·
·
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ave
or, you see, in far-flung outposts of the
there are very, very few Europeans.
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HOME STATIONS ~

h
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.
t , the ne:i..-i night another do~s
( ne person asks the re~t to .
~~g that the parties .go on till
the . lme, and -o. on, the rt>~_u xhau ted. It i all very trying,
the number of European " e. .dd
"blind " and others to
peciall • a· ome a ..·k Y0 u t~ ~ ::1~a;·y
h, well, we still live,
an evcnin!! one-all on t 1le . a 1
but onlv ju ·t !
'
\\'e re rted on these races in our la t
Zaria Autumn Races.taken of the various race .
note:, but here are_ a fe,~. ~?ap ·er .. fi<!Ures in ·everal pictures.
Captain Denholm-\oung s
am
"
. G
1 G J Gifford n .s.o., In pectorlnspections. -2\!a1or- . enera
~ i-·~ontier F~rce and the King's
General of_ the J3.oyal :' c tt Afn~a
Xigeria. He took t ,.o days to
1
·\fncan Rifle~. ~s no\\ ?~d ~l~~t ~; was very plea ed indeed wi_th
mspect
th1· Umt
andpeea tor- Gen era! vhits We t and East Africa
nil he S.'lw.
The Inti
on alternate ·ears.
.
f
h
who are eated snugly m front o
0f
Africa Freezes.-T ose yo~m •ou were out in the wilds of
·our fire ~ t Cattenck andh ~ns 'i!Y And it hard to believe what it
frica<>ettmg a httleh~uns m~;' \\'e eat our meal in greatcoats
realh· is h~e her~ a~ft t~::1~~~ shivering. Fires. of course, are

hot

f~~ ~~~e i::udj·~:l:d·i:cT:So/:n~~r.d'~~"to li!_~ ~~r~li, !~:

roof wo~ ~-o dupo/Harofattan which comes weeping ac_ross the
cold no
\\Ill • d
them ~udan brings with it a thm cloud
0Sfahdarat
u . D~~,~~bili~~
• in Zaria at the moment is just about five
hundred yards-not more.
.
till, in t"o months' time we shall be roasting once more m a

BULFORD CAMP

Panoramic Plwlograph Co.M arsclusU.

The presentation of the King's Medal for African Chiefs to the
Emir of Zaria.
eal African sun. It' far too cold to write any more.
rbrino- me more hot coffee an d rum ·I "
"

"Boy,

vVAFFS!GS.

REMINISCENCES

~IGNAL TRAINING CENTREtimciJ
School of Signals.
Now that the Christmas and · ew Year festivities are over and
Santa Claus ha~ hibernated for a rest cure, I suppose we will
have to settle down to a spot of work (?) until the Easter break
rolls along. Prior to Christmas, the Unit Chri tmas Tree Party
was held in ewbigging Hall and, according to the chatter heard
the following day, it must have been a tremendous success.
We welcome the Courses recently a sembled at the School and
hope that their stay with us will not be dampened by the weather.
The " Mart. " - As recorded last month, Cupid paid us a visit.
Evidently he wasn't satisfied, so he prolonged his stay . vVe
congratulate the following: Signalman Boaks married to Miss
Elizabeth Whittleton at Scarborough on 19th December, 1936 ;
Signalman Kendall married to l\Iiss Marian Wardley at Leeds on
26th December, 1936.
Births.- To Lance Corporal and 1\Irs. Beck, a son. (I hear
papa is already on the look out for a pair of size "o " rugger
boots.) To Signalman and Mrs. Todd, a son. What a proud
daddy!
Congratulations.- To Lance Sergeant Williams on being promoted to Sergeant. To ignalman Bond on passing the trade
test for Instrument Mechanic, Class II, on 15th December, 1936.
Arrivals.- Signalman Holtby from 3rd Divisional Signals.
May he enjoy his tour at the School.

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
General.- Our first contribution must be an appreciation of the
excellent entertainment provided at the nnual Christmas Tree
in December for the married families. The Gym. Staff, under the
leadership of Q.M.S.I. McKay and Sergeant-Instructor Sylvester,
A.P.T.S., gave a really enjoyable performance of tumbling and
acrobatic turns. As this part of the programme had been
preceded by tea and later a Punch and Judy show, everyone,
especially the kiddies, were in an enthusiastic mood to enjoy the
treats provided. The acrobatic turns were as good as any given
by professional artistes, and great credit is due to our P.T. Staff
for the hard work which they must have put in in order to give
such a top-rate performance. On the completion of this phase
a movie picture showing the adventures of Santa Claus during his
journey to rewbiggin Hall was shown. This proved a novel and
exciting way of introducing the " old gentleman," and when the
" old man " himself eventually arrived at the Hall the children
were absolutely delighted. This was followed by the presentation
of gifts, thus making an end to a perfect day for all concerned.
Departures.-The following have left us for Units as shown.
vVe wish them all success in their new spheres: Lieutenant
M. J. Conway to India on 31st December per H.T. Do-rsetshire
C.S .:\L Young C. to civil life. The very best of luck, sir, from
everyone, particularly the dista teful Overseas Department,
shades of Jubbulpore, etc.
Obituary.-It is with deep regret that we record the deaths of
Irs. Payne, wife of Signalman Payne L., at the Military
Families' Hospital on 1st January, and Signalman richolson M.
at the Military Hospital on 1st January.

Departures.--Signalman Radley to 3rd Divisional Signals on
5th January.

Marriages.-Corporal \'igurs A. to fiss Jessie Isobel Butler at
All Saints' Church, Laleham, Middlesex, on 31st December.

Sergeants ' Mess.- After the quiet of the Christmas holidays,
the School is again in full swing, and our accommodation is tCL'Ced
to its limit.

Corporal Ray G. J. to ? \Ve haven't discovered the lady's
name yet. You certainly sprung it on us this time, "Sunshine."
Anyway, we wish them all happiness for the future.

The Mess " draw," held on 18th December last was one of
the most successful shows ever., Fortune was evenly divided
between members and visitors.

Courses.-Armourer Lance ergeant Mahon J. to \Voolwich
for a Refresher Course in small arms and machine guns. (It's
no use ; you aren't allowed machine guns in the Mackworth
Shooting Competition.) Driver f.rasser J. to Aldershot for a
Cook's Course.

The dance that followed was an undoubted success, and reflects
great credit on the committee. Our team of bar stewards are to
be congratulated on their service. Do they volunteer each time ?
We welcome to the Mess, Sergeant Fraser J. from the 2nd
Battalion Scots Guards, and hope that his tour here will be all
that he desires. We bid farewell to Sergeant Rowlands, whose
tour here has now expired. All good wishes to him on his return
to the 3rd Battalion, Coldstream Guards.
It was a pleasure to meet ex-C.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Ayton the

ot~er day. He has certainly confounded the critics. He is now
R. E. SIGNALS "BOYS "-ALDERSHOT, 1915.

quite well and prosperous and a very good example of perseverance and grit. The best of luck to you, Ayton.

Back Rows :-Boys Willy, Brooks, Wakeley, Lewis, Probert, Fleet, Hay, Nobes, Noonan, Colley, Collier, Spreckley,
Gale, L/Corpl. O'Brien, Stewart, Huggett, Murray, Clarke, Denyer, Court, Barlow, Andrews.
Front Row :
Tilford, Hatcher, Curtis.

The Unit Christmas Tree Party was held in the Newbigging
Hall on Wednesday, 16th December, 1936. It was voted by
all a great show. Our thanks are tendered to our officers' ladies
and to Captain T. W . Boileau, our Adjutant, for making it
such a success.

Promotions.-Congratulations to
attaining the ranks sh.own :

the

undermentioned

on

Captain H. R. V. Cooke to be Adjutant of the Depot Battalion
w.e.f. 16th
ovember, 1936, Sergeant Arnell \V. and Lance
Sergeant icholls G.
Agony.-We hear that the Sergeants' Mess has fallen for the
latest craze, " Let's have a tiddley at the milk bar." Can it be
true that " Molly " is a gr ape fruit and banana chocolate king
these days ? Although they do say that the latter beverage is
drunk by a ll the better schoolmasters, as well as roughriders.
More Woe.- Sergeant to recruit. " That's your tenth shot
and you haven't hit the target once I "
Recruit. "It's not my fault, Sergeant; they are leaving th.is
end all right."

FEBR ARY

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
I -.Uter the !or

and enjoyable Christmas break
conditions. \Ve have no n~ws ~o rep?rt of
·ncrea
JD
, and allowances or any out--tandJD.g 1ump. JD the
~\'aitin • LisfI~r :\larried Quarters, but recrnits still continue to
arrh e in steady numbers.
Deaths -\\'e re!!Tet to announce the death of . ·o. 2325~70
· 1 nalma~ ::\lalcol~ • ·icholson of endocarditis at the . .attenck
mp ;\lilitary Ho ·pita! on 1st. J~nuary, I.937·
ignal~an
"icholson wa~ very popular with hi quad dunng the short time
h wa ·JD the-Wing, and all ranks join in offering cond~lences to
hi. relative . All rank also offer their symp~thy. to 1gnalma.n
Pa. ne, of Headquarter Wing, on the lo s of his wife.
courses.-No. 6 Drill and ~I~sketry Course have completed
their final examinations and dispersed. \Ve hope that they
have enjoyed their stay in the Wing. We welcome Co~oral
Trout T. and Lance Corporal McGuigan J., who have decided
that a Drill Instructor's life would suit them.
Marriages.-Corporal Ray G. J. ("Sunshine") to Lilian May
Raggett at Alton Co., Southampton, on 22nd December, 1936.
Corporal Yigurs A. A. (" Affel ") to Jessie Isobel Butler at
All Saints' Church, aleham, :\1iddlesex, on 31st December, 1936.
eeing the old year out well, " Affel " ?
oepartures.-C.S.M. Gregory G. to the M?,unted 'Ying. Do Y?u
reallv prefer the " long-nosed gentlemen to traunng recnuts
on the square, sir ?
Beagling.--Our O.C. Wing, Maio'. J. W. Bailey, :11.c., and the
Catterick Garrison Beagles are still goJD" strong. As many
favourable remarks on our last account were received, we are
appending a further report of _th~ last few. weeks' sport. (The
report will be found in the PrehmJDary Section.-ED.)
EL PEE.

weG:e~~e~ 'to ·normal

Headquarters, Training Battalion.
Christmas, 1936, has come and gone. It ~II. hO\~•ever, long
be remembered by the children of the marned famihes of the
Training Battalion as the year in which they saw how Father
Christmas paid bis annual visit to Xewbigging Hall.
On Tuesday, 15th December, a grand Tea Party and Christmas
Tree was arranged for all the children in Newbigging Hall. A
fine spread, laid by our old friend Ir. :\!organ, was v.ery much
enjoyed by all; at any rate, the plates were soon emptied. Then
"Came the tit-bit of the party-a film specially made and taken
by the Officer Commanding, Lieutenant-Colonel R. T. o., Cary,
o.B.E., and his able assi tants, of the arrival of Father Christmas
at l·ewbigging Hall. This was a most interesting film, ably
compered by R.S.::\I. Butcher, depicting our old friend Santa in
his noble struggles to reach the Hall so as not to disappoint the
many eager youngsters.
The shouts of excitement when be arrived, complete with
motor car, were enough to cheer the heart of the biggest pessimist. Then came the great moment-the appearance of the
Christmas Tree, complete with snow storm and loaded with
good things for everyone. Presents were distributed by Santa,
assisted by the ladies. The evening wound up with games and a
speech of thanks by the RS.M. to the Commanding Officer and
all office1s ot the Battalion for making such an enjoyable entertainment possible.
ONLOOKER.

" D" Company, Training Battalion.
Arrivals.-Sergeant and )frs. Hood (A.E.C.) and Corporal
Jennings have joined from India, and Lance Sergeant Pilkington
(R.A.P.C.) from Aldershot. We hope they will find Catterick to
their liking.
Departuru.-Lance Sergeant Rees and family to 3rd Divisional
Signals on posting. We hope you settle down to your new
urroundings.
AJllOl•tmtnb.-Congratulations to Lance Corporal Balfe and
trutt on obtaining the pay for their appointments.
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Trade Test.-Congratulatio?s. to Sergeant Lo~v :J~dpa~~~
Class I, Electrician Fitter : ignalmend t;?'J~e~~am o Cl~:s
Class II, . Clerks ; and Chapman an
'
Despatch Riders.
Marria es.-To Lance Corporal BuscaU on bis marriage to
~fiss Mor5'ca Clark Barrett, at Borden, on 26th December, 1936.
The best of luck I
Births -To Driver and )!rs. Coupe, a son (Raymond). To
Lance s~rgeant and i\lr . Rees, a son. Congratulations.
who remained
b ou t fifty men of the Company,
GeneraI .· v·
L.
Canteen
behind for Chri tma-, sat down to dinner m 1my mes
with men from" E" and" F" Company. The canteen had ~~en
well decorated for the oc a_ ion by a party under the superVJs1on
of Lance orporal Hales . •\t about 12.30 p.m., the ~omman~1ng
Officer and officers remaining behin_d ov_er the holiday period,
together with the senior .C.0.s, arnv.ed m the hall to carry out
the customary traditions of the Sef".1ce. The .A. }'·I. J1rl.~
commenced serving dinner, and semor N.C.0.s the
wo P
(and saw to it that all gla ses were kept charged). The. Commanding Officer, satisfied that all were s~rved! conveyed his best
wishes for a happy Chri tmas to all, to which 1gnalman Burnham
responded and afterwards calling for three hearty cheers. After
this, the C.O., with the P.R.I. and R.S.t.I., visited the guard and
saw that they and the pri oner were well catered for.
At the present moment, Mr. " 'Flu " is in residence, and has
called many for " E.D." and bed-down. ~argling now comes
into its O\Vn, and many a sweet vocal cord is beard .

n:

" E'' Company, Training Battalion.
Christmas Party, 1936.- First we must record our ~pprecia?on
of the excellent entertainment provided at the Marned Farruhes
Party, held at rewbigging Hall, on Tuesday, 15th December,
1936. The programme, which included '.!- Punch and Judy
Show, a gymnastic display by the gymnasmm staff and a~so .a
film showing the adventures of Father Cbristm<1:5, who distributed presents, was much appreciated by all the children.present.
The Punch and Judy Show was, in fact, most appreciated by
the fathers and mothers.
Christmas Leave and Dinner.-The Company proceeded on
Christmas leave on Friday, 18th December, only about forty
remaining behind. The Christmas dinner was held, as last year,
in the Vimy Lines N.A.A.F.I.
Departures.-The nineteen members of the Indian draft proceeded to Southampton on 31st December, 1936, for embarkation
per H.T. Dorsetsliire on rst January.
Marriages.~rporal Jones to Miss Joyce Eileen Merrill, at
St. Barnabas Church, Sheffield, on 24th December, 1936.
Lance Sergeant Smith W. to Miss Eva Hilda Ellerker, at
Ripon, on 26th December, i936.

" F " Company Training Battalion.
A happy New Year to all ranks from the officers, boys and cadre
of " F" Company, particularly to all ex-boys.
General.-Christmas leave is over. Work is here again, and
we are just settling down to normal routine, despite a rush of
enlistments and discharges. Everybody reported back from
leave feeling fit, but 'flu seems to be getting a grip on us. Six
victims to date, but none in hospital yet.
Arrivals.-Ex-boys will know that this is our busy time.
Sncteen recruits have arrived and another four are on their way
from India, per H.M.T. Somersetshire.
The usual casualties
have taken place, and, as a result, two more boys are due any
day. V•le can only wish that their stay with us will be very
pleasant and profitable to themselves and the Corps of the future.
Signalmen Cook and Harris have reported from " D " Company,
the latter to make up to strength a one-man draft to India.
Departures.-Thiee of 'em. Signalman Packman bas now
become a permanent member of the Display Team and is therefore
posted to "D" Company. Corporal Johnson and Signalman
Guy have vacated the office chairs and departed for civilian life.
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Sergeants' Mess Training Battalion.
For weeks a large sheet of paper, pinned to the dining room
door of the M.e~s. has gradually been filling up with names of
would-be participants for the Christmas Draw. On Thursday
17th December, a large crowd foregathered at the Mess which
was, as one lady ~resent remarked, beautifully decorated' for the
nnual Draw, which commenced at 7.30 _P.m. Soll)e 4 00 tickets
had been purchased, and many and vaned were the prizes displayed. Th.e~ ffi:ade the mouths of the onlookers water in
pleasant anbc1pabon of a lucky draw.
R .M. Butcher st'.1-rted the ball rolling by spinning the drum.
Out came the first ticket, and o it went on for an hour and a
half. The remarks heard were quite interesting as first one and
then ar_iother drew "blank"; a hush, then a prize would pop
up amidst cheers. Everyone agreed that it was an excellent
draw, and onr. thanks are due to the selection committee for the
excellent quality of all the prizes, and also for the way in which
the whole draw was arranged.
A Carnival Dance folJowed the draw. This started at ro.3o
p.m., and was attended by Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. R. T. O.
Cary, toge.ther with a large number of the officers and ladies of
the Battah~n and the Me s members and their wives in full force.
R1g~t merrily did all and sundry enjoy the dance. It is worth
placJDg on record, that everal large bunches of mistletoe had
b.een hung in the" Hall." Believe me, I am sure this was apprec1a~ed by n:ore than one lady present. Fun continued fast and
fu:rous until about l a.m., when the party broke up with many
cnes of " Happy Christmas " on all sides, after a very excellent
Draw and Dance.
ONLOOKER.

JI]~~IBI®'ii ~rnw.i°lJl
"A" Corps Signals, Aldershot.
Headquarters.
General.-Christmas on the S.S. Tuscania round about Gibraltar wasn't too bad, the sea was calm, and the sharp end of the
boat looked north. We were in the minority on the ship, and
rather left it to the majority to set the pace. This resulted in a
go-as-you-please, which only lacked organisation. Tough bandsmen of regiments, which shall be nameless, still managed to
produce discordant sounds on twisted instruments at 2 a.m.,
much ~o the discomfiture of a few v.:ho had nearly sobered up by
th.at ti?1e. Thoughtfully, we reframed from hugging the coast
of Spam so we were not bothered with " surgent " and insurgent
men-of-war.
Everything went with a swing for our disembarkation at
Southampton. 2nd Divisional Signals and the R.A.S.C. met us
well and truly at Government Siding and (less the R.A.S.C., of
course) even produced a " cheering party," round the coal-yard
as· we entered barracks, but the thing that put the cap on the
whole affair was the dinner ! A real slap-up Christmas dinner,
turkey and everything. All those who sat down (and sundry
others who attended) were high in their praise for the kindly
th?ugbt and its efficient execution. To those responsible we
raise out hats, repeat our thanks a nd hope we may step into the
breach as nobly as they did, should the occasion arise. It all
gave point to a new motto we found out there-" Cap badge
Kooloo washed "- which is also a comforting reflection.
And Now.- We are all on a spot of well-earned (sic) leave. As
we were just about due for this before we did the 6,ooo mile
trip, we stand in little fear of contradiction, and incidentally,
though no less emphatically, we did not - as the B .B.C. said of
two favourite regiments-spend our time in sight-seeing, other
than getting the additional view obtained from the top of a
telegraph pole.

to ho!d the fort can now sit back and breathe deep sighs of relief,
especiall:y: when they bear in mind that, with the early return of
the remamder of troops to Mons Barracks, the duty roster will
be back once more to normal. Only for a brief spell, though.
On uth February we alone lose 6r other ranks. Karachi
beckons to them and they, as usual, pay heed to the call "Carry
them gently, 0 Nevassa, for they are the champions of their
land."
Decorating goes on apace in the Barracks and in the near
future we shall all return to our rightful inherited bed spaces.
Movements recently have been confined between barrack blocks
only and they have been "jildi."
'
Promotions.-Rumour for once has not been without founda
bon. The cynics have been surprised. Too mean, of course, that
there has been a definite stir on the Corps Roster. We congratulate the following on attaining ranks as shown : Corporals
Cant, Snell and Brackenbury and Lance Corporals McReady
Bradbury and Plummer.
'

No. 2 Company.
General.-Once again the end of the month has sadly
diminished our ranks by the departure of another draft to
warmer climes. We wish all concerned the best of luck in their
new Stations.
The present topic of ~he moment seems. to be the forthcoming
manreu"."1'e ~ason, which apparently will be carried out on
~ec~arused lines: We feel deep regret (?) at losing the notable
B Cable Section and our four-footed friends, which are soon
to be transferred to o. l Company.
.Individual traininp is once more on its way, and the ever·
faitbfu~ t~xtbooks will be brought forth once again in order that
those s1tti;11g for the next Trade Board may gain the knowledge
they require.
Sport during the month has been of an indoor nature owing
to the fact that all the sports enthusiasts are enjoying (we hope)
a spot of winter furlough.
. Arrivals.-"'.'7e welco~e Signalman Mullins from "A" Corp,
Signalmen Shields, . Percival and Thomas from India, Signalmen
Cleaver, Johns, Biggs, Charlesworth, Eley, Morriss, Bell and
Woolgrove from the Training Battalion. We hope their stay
with us will be a pleasant one.
D~partur~s.--Sergeant Field, Corporal Macey, Lance Corporal
Boniface, Sign~lmen. McGr~gor, Skelton, Grice, Sofie, Waugh C.
and our accordion friend, Signalman Colley, to India.

Things We Should Like to ·Know.-Who wa.S the Signalman
who ordered streamline pockets on his suit, causing great
consternation among the local tailors ?
Who was the N.C.O. who refused to dye bis hair black because
bis eyelashes would not harmonise ?
Why are all the applications for re-posting coming in to the
Company Office ? We suspect it has something to do with horses.
Au revoir until next time.
G. K.B.

&y Appo intment

Telephone:
Aldersbot
333 & 334

SOLOMON

BROS.

House and Camp Fu1·nishers

2nd Divisional Signals.

Glass & China Merchants. General Ironmongers.
Tents, Marquees and Camp E quipment for Hire.

Unit Headquarters.

RemO'Vals and Storage

General.-The main party of the Unit has this day returned
~rom ~rlough. Their beaming countenances as they turned
into Princes A venue were good to look upon. Those left behind

High Street and Victoria Road, .i\LDERSHOT
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No. 4 Wireless Company.

D~ESS DISTINCTIVELY

No. 1 Section.
Grettinp -A little late, but neverthel~ ~~c~re. To ~
ranks at home and abroad, and ex-ranks now m C1vvy Street,
tins Section sends all the best, and wishes everyone what they
wish themselves.
.
General.- ! wonder iI there were many of you who noticed
the absence of notes from this Section during the las~ couple of
months. If so, and a reason is required, one word will suffice-.. leave " I
ot that we were on leave all the time, but we wel'B
on leave when notes were due.
Howsomdever, we had a very nice time, and, with the .e.xceptJon of one unfortunate, we were all at home for Christmas,
which was a great thing.
.
.
Apart from the leave there is little to r~ate. The_ time m
barracks was spent in the usual round of duties and fatigues.
Arrivals.- il. Unless Lance Sergeant " Bill " Chesters can
be counted. He arrived, but he didn't stay-he crept away home
for a break.
Departures.-Signalman Telfer R. to Egypt on :md December,
1936; Signalman Musgrave M. to " Civvy Street " ; Corporal
Burton R. to S.T.C., Catterick; and Signalman Stockden R. to
India on 1st January, 1937.
Births.-The Section congratulates Sergeant and Mrs. Gresham
J. on the birth of a son (Herbert William) on 25th November,
1936.
Tailpiect.-It's a bit weak but it still wags.
0ssIE.

3rd Divisional Signals, BuHord.
General.-We apologise for the absence of our notes last
month and again for our poor effort this month.
We are glad to welcome back one or two who left us for
Palestine last September. It is wished that they were all back.
The majority of the Unit has returned from annual furlough and
we are settling down again to normal winter studies and games.
Next month we hope for further items of news in the sports
section.
Arrival1.-0n 1st October, 1936 : Signalmen MacKenzie,
White and Valinder and Drivers Harkinson and Nightingale.
On 8th October, 1936 : Corporal Huggins, Lance Corporal
Craig and Signalmen Ford, Carson, Howe, Parsons, Shanley,
Sinith E. and Spink. On 9th October, r936 : Signalmen Herbert,
Fox, Monk, Raper, Roelich and Robinson. On 3rd November,
1936 : Signalmen Cooper, Francis and Walters. On 10th
November, 1936 : Signalmen Daniel, Henderson, Lock A. and
Lord. On 16th November, 1936 : Sergeant McLachlan. On
18th November, 1936: Corporal Adams. On 19th ovember, ~
1936: Lance Sergeant Lay. On 5th December, 1936 : Corporal
Saunders. On 15th December, 1936: Signalmen Crossley,
Earley, Ford and Ryness. On 15th December, 1936 : · Lance
Sergeant Berriff.
On 18th December, 1936 : Signalmen
Carpenter and Young D. On 28th December, 1936: C.Q.M.S.
Hawley and Signalmen Radley, Kay, Wright K., Hanlon and
Stewart.
Departur11.-C.Q.~f.S.~ Paterson and Knight, Sergeant Goble,
~nee Sergeant Bambndge, Signalmen Thornhill, Maile E.,

'" alker, Lovegrove, Ormond, Parry, Shore and Wood S. and
Drivers Birkett and Benham.
Discharces.-Signalmen Moxon, Bastin, Woodward Butler
Ball and Wilkins.
'
'
Promotions and Appointments.-Lance Corporal Henwood
S. H. to be Corporal w.e.f. 30th November, 1936. UfLance
Corporal Balsom S. appointed Lance Corporal w.e.f. uth
August, 1936. U/Lance Corporal Milligan W. appointed Lance
Corporal w.e.f. 25th August, 1936. U/Lance Corporal Lipscc:imb E. appointed Lance Corporal w.e.f. 25th August, 1936.
S1gn":1-men Wharroan. Matthews, Lobb, Bunting and Ravilious
appomted Unpaid Lance Corporals w.e.f. 5th October, 1936.
E~ucational Awardl.-Sergeant Crabtree obtained First Class
Certifi~te of ~ucation in October, 1936. Signalman Thompson
~ m Engl_ish towards First Class Certificate of Education.
Signalman Wnght passed in English and Mathematics towards
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at Bernard Weatheri/l's

Bernard Weatherill's name is synonymous with
smartness wherever army men gather-offduty as well as on parade.
He puts all his skill at cutting into lounge
suits-to make them the acme of the tailor's
art. Expert cutting, experienced craftsmanship
and personal supervision of every step in the
making creates clothes at once perfect in cut,
distinguished in appearance, and expressive of
the wearer's individuality. And not the least
of Bernard Weatherill's virtues as a tailor
are the strictly reasonable prices that he
charges for such fine clothes.

'ilemard7eai/16ijj!)
47 HIGH ROAD, ALDERSHOT
ASCOT: Brldp House
LQNDON: 55 Conduit St., W.I

CAMBERLEY: 51 London Road
IURMINGHAM : 11 Bennetts Hiii

First Class Certificate of Education. Signalman Monk passed in
Mathematics(" D ")towards First Class Certificate of Education.
Marriages.-Corporal Hakesley to Jessie Graham Paton at
Leith on 7th October, r936. Signalman Davison to Rose Ellen
Rixon at Camberwell on 31st October, 1936. Driver Smith R.
to Anne Lovatt at Feltham on 17th October, 1936. Signalman
Herbert to Catherine Fox at Hordon, Co. Durham, on 5th
October, 1936. Signalman Winterman to Nellie Marcham at
Salisbury on 10th October, 1936. Lance Corporal Hastings to
Eileen Hammond at Leeds on 24th October, 1936.
Birth.-To C.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Tebby C., a son, Anthony
Charles, on 29th September, 1936.

Corporals' Room.
Ten minutes ago a violent tattoo upon the window of the
Orderly Room attracted my attention. The method of com munication being effective, I was frantically beckoned to
approach within. WIRE notes were needed by Inidday. Would I
please give the subject my undivided attention. I have been in
the Unit just over a week after an absence <_>f a year. To those
of you who know the difficulties of note compilation, I look for
~ympathy; to those who merely read and criticise, I crave your
mdulgence.
J?uring the passa_ge of 3: year o~e expects to :find changes in a
Urut. New faces mtermmgle with the old established and a
fifty-fifty mixture is quite usual, but with the trooping season
just half-way through we are more than 60 per cent. changed.
Many others are due to depart on l 1th February. Corporals
South, Kerr, Coles and.Holloway and Lance Corporal Abrahams
have all ~eft us for India on rst January. At least six members
have therr eyes upon the" Easy Street" of civvy life. Corporal
Hakesley seems to have set a fashion in this direction taking a
Course in Electrical Welding. (It must have been 'a terrible
wrench, Bob, to tear yourself away from that comfortable chair
before the fire.)
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The question of matrimony is worthy of mention ; singularly
enough, things have been quiet in this direction. Whether
Bulford has lost that dash of romantic atmosphere I know not.
Time alone will tell. Lance Corporal Hastingq was the last to take
the plunge in October. Incidentally, although the news is a year
late, Lance Corporal Sutcliffe was married last December
(~elve mo_nths),_ 3:nd the benefits to be gained from sharing one's
hfe arc plamly v1s1ble, although he seems to have the lion's share
in the matter of avoirdupois.
During the month of November an interesting hockey match
was played between the combined team of the Officers' Mess, the
Sergeants' Mess and the Junior .C.O.s. The victory fell to the
younger blood, or perhaps it would be more accurate to say
the junior blood.
Although somewhat late, we extend our best wishes for
a prosperous and successful year to all.
RELLUB.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
January, 1937.
Ganaral.- We whispered in our last notes about the return of
troops from Palestine. We are now very pleased to report that
7 officers and 174 other ranks arrived at Scarborough, ex S.S.
California, on 21st December, 1936. We all wish the less
fortunate ones, who are still " holding them back " out there
a speedy return to Blighty.
Departures.-Our late O.C .• Major C. Wheeler, Royal Signals,
has left us for Edinburgh. Our best wishes go with you, sir.
and it is hoped that you will have a long and happy stay at your
new Station. We also wish every success to Sergeant Dodds, our
Unit Gas Instructor, of " 'ead 'arness" fame, on his return to
civilian life.
On New Year's Eve, the Unit turned out in large numbers to
bid farewell to yet another draft for India. The draft included
Sergeant Clarke C. A., Lance Sergeant Welsby B., Corporali;
Coles H . and Carruthers F., Signalmen Moir T. and Ashmore G.
Cries of " Save me a bedspace out there" could be heard from
those staying behind. We hope that their wishes will be gratified
in the very near future.
Promotions.-Congratulations to C.S.M. Millross F. on his
promotion to that rank, also to Corporal (Eggy) Fielding who
has just sewn on his second tape.
Arrivals.-A hearty welcome is extended to Signalman
Rankin W. from Peshawar District Signals and to Signalman
Rhind from the Training Battalion. We also welcome back to
our fold Corporal Fielding G .. who has been attached to the Tank
Corps. Catterick Camp. Welcome to Captain L. V. Younie,
Royal Signals, who arrived in Scarborough on 21st December,
and took over the duties of C.O. We hope you will enjoy your
say with the Unit, sir.
Agony.-To all "G" Cav. Troop. "l\Iany thanks for card
received Christmas Day ; date would not allow me to return
the compliment." Eggy.
"Tit" Terry (Tank Brigade, Signals). "Congrats. on first
yard of tripe." Willie.
Marriages.-We have a nil report this month, but great things
are promised in the issue of our next notes.
DoN.

Sergeants' Men.
December, 1936, will rank in this Unit as one of the most
enjoyable for some time. On 18th December the Mess members
held an invitation dance in the Gymnasium. It is extremely
doubtful if a more enjoyable function has ever been arranged
here. Two hundred guests attended and enjoyed themselves to
the " full." Subsequent reports tend to show that further
efforts of a similar nature will be equally well received. Congratulations are due to C.S.M. Brandon, Sergeant . icholson and
Lance Sergeant Powell on the decorating and refreshments.

Results spoke for themselves. The Cabaret Show, provided by
the Junior Imps Amateur Revue Company proved a tremendous
success, and the tumultuous applause was well merited. It is
regretted that the arrival of warriors and " champs." from the
east was too late for the above, but all arrangements had been
completed before anything definite about the return of the
" lost " was received . This should prove a blessing in disguise,
because it provides one more undeniable excuse for a further
similar entertainment.
Our next effort in the entertainment sphere was the Mess
Christmas Draw. Surely the high spot was reac-l:led when the
name of C.S.M. Millross was called-quickly followed by "A
box of shortbread ." His remarks were---censored. The draw,
as usual, was well supported, and proved the usual success. In
this instance, the " champs" were present, and C.S .• 1. Deptford
came into his own as Clerk of the Course.
Sunday evening, 3rd January, was proclaimed "Social
Evening." In between the chatter and clinking of glasses,
sounds of " Housey, Housey " provided the l\iess with a few
annas towards the cost of the coffee and sandwiches provided.
Well, that's not a bad effort, con idering other Christmas
festivities during the period. This month promises to continue
in the same way. \Ve look forward with great interest to the
promised visit of Willie Sinith. Unfortunately, he cannot bring
Thurstons or Burroughes Hall with him. Shall we hear so much
of the " champs " of S.S. California after his visit ? I wonder !
The end of this month will see the departure to " Civvy Street "
of our Orderly Room Sergeant-Sergeant Carnell. Sergeant
Carnell has our thanks for the good work he has performed in
connection with the " social " side of our lives, and our tennis,
dance and whist committees will miss his help and experience
when running future functions. We wish him and Mrs. Carnell
all the best for the future, and hope they won't forget to come
in to see us sometimes.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfasl
On Saturday afternoon, 19th December, 1936, our married

families assembled in Victoria Barracks as the guests of the
Unit at a Christmas Party, capably organised by our O.C.,
Captain Pope, whose presence lent that something which contributed in no small measure to the success of the evening. The
scene of the festivities presented a very seasonable appearance.
Holly and bunting, interspersed with Corps colours and illu·
minated by many coloured chains of minute lamps, combined
to provide a very pleasing spectacle.
The dining room boasted no :fireplace but ingenious hands
had cleverly installed an improvised chimney, which looked very
effective with its crimson light as a substitute for a fire.
earby
was the familiar Christmas Tree ·with its tinsel and myriad fairy
lamps.
At four o'dock tea was served. This was followed by a cinematograph show, which provided thoroughly enjoyable entertainment. This over, the children gathered round the fireplace
to await, with bated breath, the arrival of Santa Claus. Disaster
almost attended his descent. However, the timely assistance of
bystanders averted catastrophe, and from his bag Santa Claus
distributed gilts to the children. To the accompaniment of
loud cheering, Santa Claus took his leave, and, from then until
the party dispersed, games of every description were enjoyed by
young and old alike--a very wonderful evening.
Sincere thanks are tendered to those who contributed to its
success, but l think the finest compliment paid to them was the
happiness reflected on the faces of all those present.

Headquarters, Belfast.
Now that Christmas is over, we settle down once more to
normal routine.
The Christmas celebrations were conducted
without a hitch. Our O.C. (Captain Pope) and the I.P.C.
(Lieutenant Roberts) were present during the Christmas dinner,
during which a toast to the officers was given by Sigualman
Crump. All ranks enjoy:d the Christmas dinner as well as the
" after-effects."
At the conclusion of the dinner, all ranks
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a.· mbled in the m -room, where the Holland-Atkinson
vndicate contributed to the programme by various vocal
effort , which were great! ' appreciated by everyone. Dutchy's
renderina of the cry of the" Beer \Volf "was applauded, and was
da ed ; an outstanding feature (copyright preserved).
hortly before Chri tmas, on 22nd December, we said good-bye
to four old hands of the Company on their departure to Catterick,
pending embarkation to India on rrth February. They are:
·ergeant (Bill) ackman, Sergeant Toogood, Corporal (Spud)
Turner and Lan•,e Corporal Davidson. We wish them all the
best in the future. Other departures from the ompany were :
Corporal :\laguire to Londonderry and Fort Dunree for temporary
duty; Lance Corporal Thomson to Feltham to undergo a Course
in

LT.

There are, of course, various members of the Company enjoying
annual furlough, and many others watching the calendar with
anxious eyes.
Things Heard During Christmas.-" Could I have a glass of
"ater, please? E,·erything is on the up and up 'ere ."

INSTITUTED 1855
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DAUGHTERS' HOME
For the Maintenance, Clothing and Education of Daughters of Soldiers (whether
Orphans or not)
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There is little to report this month, unless the sudden outbreak
of golf ~ever can be called news. The Course is only a small one,
but quite good except for the numerous hiding places for balls.
In fact, re-paints at sixpence a time are proving quite a drain
on our resources. However, the language learnt in Bulford stables
eems to help the game a lot, except that a golf ball can hardly
be called "long faced."
Christmas was very quiet, but., nevertheless, enjoyable with
the 2nd Battalion, Northamptonshire Regiment. The dinner
a~d beer was plentiful and good.
The evening was spent
differently by each member of the Station. In spite of the
" splendid isolation " we did very well.
Hogmanay was celebrated by our only Scotsman in traditional
style. '• -ufI sed !
That appears to be everything recorded, and, for this month
we leave you.

Field-Marshal H.R.H. The Duke of Connaught,

K.G.

Chairman:

Field-Marshal Sir Claud Jacob,

G.C.B.,

c.c.s.1..

K.C.M.G.

Vice-Chairman :

Lieut.-General Sir George MacMunn,
K.C.B., K.C.S . l., D.S.O.

South Irish Coast Defenc es Signal Section.

THE SPIKE.

General.- Best wishes for the ew Year to all our readers.
Christmas is almost on top of us and, judging by the programme
which has been arranged by our selected committee, there will
be a good time in store for those who are here.
The boats are coming and going (don't we know it). Next week
we say good-bye to seven more members of the Unit, who sail on
the 23rd . They are R.Q.M .S. Evelyn, Sergeants Green and
Whittington, Lance Sergeant Gourlay, Lance Corporals Knox
and Bassford and Signalman Hooker.
Promotions and Appointments.-We congratulate R.Q.M.S.
Weston and Corporal Paling (the banker) upon their recent
prom tions, also Lance Corporal Scanlan, who has " got paid for
it " bl-fore the boat sails.
Arrivals and Departures.-Signalman Saunders has returned
after short stay with the 1st Indian Divisional Signals. He can
now tel l us all about what they do" up top." R.S.M. Trapmore
and family have left us for the United Kingdom. Signalman
Carlton has returned to the 1st JndiaG Divisional Signal .
S.O.S.-Bourt.on, Rowley, 'Pindi. "You sure don't know
what you are missing. The ' Chota Canteen ' is now a perfect
Cate de Paris for lounge lizards, etc. Ask the pianist for further
information."
Win, Bob and Nobby. " I am still here. What about a line,
or are you too busy packing up ? "
IL SINE LABORE.

Hon. Treasurer : Algernon
Semt.lry :

C. Cox. Esq.

Major H. S. Manhall. n.s.o.

KINLER.

.\Ve. have decided to come back into print with a wee contribution. The ~uthor offers the usual acknowledgments
to the ~rowd ~f tipsters now looking in for their many and
useful hints on How to be a WIRE Correspondent." Everybody
seems ~o hope that we shall manage to fill our corner once a
month m future.
Part II Orders are too hefty a job ; the accumulation runs
fr?m Au!Plst last, but the Section hopes the echo of its good
wIShes will reach the many who have left us since then.
Still, some whose roots had gone a long way down during their
stay here had better be named. Captain F. I. . McOstrich
1.c., has handed over to Lieutenant R. C. B. Stuart (from India)
~nd has gone to the S.T.C. en route for the T.A. at Derby
ergeant :'11orley W. A., complete with rod gun and dog h~
~on~ytoh the T.A. a~ C~esterfield. Lance S~rgeant Richa;dson
.. tte ·. kas taken hlS nme years' experience of the Section to
Ca nc en route for India.
Sergeant ~ro~ger W. G. (ex-T.A., Chesterfield) and Lance
~~~geant ~amb~dge S. (ex-B~lford), the latter complete with
cross uns, ave arnved in replacement. They have been
;ntrodu~ddto a_ll the old Spanish customs and are settling down
•our l; r Y lmcmen have arrived. O'Brien unfort
t 1•
had to go to hospital on arrival, but is dou{g well ::: ~h'1
be~la~h~ bo~es. and under the ocean with the others very soon
e u smcere good wishes to the Corps in r937.
.

"A" Company, Signal Training Battalion.
December, 1936.

Facts.-Signalman :'llcCully is now the Company's King of

Ballykinler.

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.

HAMPSTEAD

Jazz.

That's all for the present.
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The Children are trained for
domestic service and in special
cases as School Teachers and for
Trades
Admission between the ages of six
and eleven by approval of Committee. Age of departure seventeen, when they are guaranteed
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Sergeants' Mess.
This is the month after the Annual Ball and the month before
Christmas and, so to speak, it has been spent in collecting oneself
between the hurdles.
Tevertheless, the t.aterer still continues
to open a barrel now and again, and Dad's not always well
enough to retain the vertical poise with ease.
The Mess was given the job of running a bar at the Annual
Armistice Ball held at the Gun Carriage Factory Club. An
excellent profit was handed over to the Ex-Services Association .
All families were recently invited to the Sikh Gurdawara to
celebrate the birthday of the rst Guru. It was yet another firework display for the kiddies. Those who went down enjoyed an
interesting aud somewhat amusing sho":'· . The little chap who
had his say from the roof of a nearby buildmg was the star turn.
Tennis" At Homes," impromptu whist drives and dances, etc.,
have continued and some happy evenings have been spent. By
the way, I am sure some will be interes~ed to know that the
Dancing Champ, alias Fitness Jubb, alias I.K.H.B.G., etc.,
also had such great difficulty in retaining the vertical poise that
he was seen gracefully reclining in the horizontal en dansant.
Me, mind you I ! Me ! ! I
On nth December R.S.M. Trapmore B. and family sailed for
home. Mr. Trapmore has onl)'. been wi~h us for a fe":' ~~>nt~s, but
has displayed an abundant interest m many activities m the
Mess. We shall miss him, and sincerely hope that the Canterbury
bells will give him a happy welcome and that he may never want
for Canterbury lamb.
The tournament between the Officers' and Sergeants' Messes
has commenced. The first of the joustings-an easy thingprovided a most interesting surprise for some people, who thought
that you only had to poke the pistol in the direction of th~ target
and pull the trigger. The sergeants proved most worthily that
there was a certain amount of technique in the game and that
they knew that technique. The result was a smashing victory for
the Sergeants by 403 to 317 points. Methinks that the Sergeants
must have spent many nights practising on the tiles.

The second of the joustings was hockey. This time the re'<ult
was reversed and, despite their undoubted knowledge (cxcepl,
perhaps, for the fellow who must wear his topee in goal) the
sergeants were heartily trounced by better play ancl most
unusual tactics.
The officers' goalie, who must have been making an appreciation
of the situation in his spare moments, let a trickly goal through .
He was so disgusted that he discarded his pads and the goal
and bustled into the attack quite merrily. The result was that
he both attracted and distracted the opposing backs and made
wonderful openings for his other forwards. Thus are battles won
and lost. The final score was 4-2 for the officers.
Finally, and with deep regret, I have to record the death of
Kathleen, daughter of Sergeant and Mrs. W. Wall, which
occurred in the Families' Hospital here last week. Kathleen was
well known and liked by all of us. She and her brother Billie
were good for any frolic and fun that was going, either at the
baths or on their tandem cycle. Our sympathies go out to the
parents. There was an excellent representation at the cemetery
on the day Kathleen was buried ; flowers were sent from old and
young as a tribute to a smiling child and in token of sympathy
to the family.
And now for Christmas. It is almost here again, and we are
glad and sorry about it at the same time. The fun will easily
make up for the fat heads, so why worry ! Adieu !
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"A" Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
General.-With the return of about thirty members of the Unit
from the scene of the Waziristan Operations and Bannu on
21st December it was po ible to make preparations for Christmas
on a small scale. The Unit being scattered this year, with
detachments at Mirali, Bannu, D.I. I<han and Kohat, it was
decided that Christmas proper would not be celebrated, but a
reunion dinner of " A " Corps Signals would be held early in the
New Year on completion of the \Vaziristan Operations. r evertheless, Christmas was celebrated, as far as was possible, by the
remainder of the Unit in Rawalpindi. A Christmas dinner with
the usual additions was hurriedly prepared, and the Commanding
Officer and officers of the Unit attended for the customary toast
of" The King-Emperor."
Arrivals.-V\'e welcome Sergeant-Instructor Sanctuary J.
(A.E.C.), who arrived from England on 23rd r ovember, 1936,
in an endeavour to add further educational glory to the Unit.
We hope that he will :find pleasure in carrying on the good work
of his predecessor, Sergeant-Instructor Richards, evidence of
which is to be found in the results attained in the last examinations.
Departures.-Our best wishes for the future go to Q.M.S.
(F. of S.) Heyward H ., who left us for the Home Establishment
on S.S. Stratliait'd on 2nd January, 1937, prior to entering civil
life, and to R.S.M. Price G., who proceeded to 2nd Indian
Divisional ignals, Quetta, on 12th January, 1937.
On 31st January, 1937, we lose quite a large draft to the
Home Establishment. It is hoped that they will find their new
Stations and vocations to their liking. The soccer team will feel
the loss of Lance Corporal Keenlyside, but it is gratifying to
know that our loss is another Unit's gain.
Promotions.-Congratulations are e.xtended to R.S. I. Price G.
and Sergeant Silk P. on their promotion. The Blue Book is being
optimistically absorbed these days and quite a few are, as
a scribe of another Unit aptly quoted, still hoping.
Education.-The following are to b(. congratulated on obtaining
certificates at the last examination : Special Certificate: Lance
Sergeant West C. Subjects towards Special Certificate : Lance
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Corporal Clayton E. (Urdu). Lance Corporal Par_sons I .. (J:"hysics,
E. and !11.}, ignalman Hamilton A. (Mechanics):. Fmt Clas
Certificate : Lance Corpora.ls Sw·J.well " '· a_nd Green H. and
Si nalmen Austin R. and Dunn G. The followu~g were successful
ingpassing subj cts toward the Fii'st Class Certificflte: Sergeant
.\Ic!ntosh W, Corporal Kerr G., Lance orporal 'oun~ J:"· ~d
Signalmen Addle ee J .. Campkin A., Charlesworth H., Ph1lhps R.,
Pitt D. and Rowe H .
Medals.-Sergeants ::\CcCormack .M. and Bye E. and Lance
Sergeant Clutterbuck . (now in the l:nitcd .Kingdom), having
succ fully escaped tigma for the prescnbed period, were
awardecl the Long ervice and Good onduci ;\Iedal.
CAVE CANE f.

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
General.- ocial activitie durina
0 Christmas were somewhat
curtailed in view of the fact that o many of the " lads " were
away "doing their bit" in Waziristan. !hose rem~ning eem
a little hazy concerning the actual happemngs on hnstmas Day
and Boxing Day.
First let us spare a thought for our chum "out in the blue. '
As reported last month, they left Rawalpindi Qn 30th ovember
and 1 t December respectively. \'\'hen they left, I don't think
many of them really thought they would still be out at Christmas.
Events, however, proved otherwise. and the 25th found them in
Khaisora Camp, but they were by no means forgotten. Thanks
to their own efforts, financially supported from the Unit
Christmas Fund thev were able to make the most of their
circumstances, a~d it ·i~ strongly rumoured U1at their mo t was
quite a lot. Apropo these operations. Rumours are already
going the rounds as to the colour of the ribbon for the new
medal ; the latest seems to be a natty sky blue and pink (chase
me, girls ! !) .
Holidays for tho e remaining in barracks commenced on
Christmas Eve, and that day passed in S\lbdued anticipation
of things to come. The event of Christmas Day wa , of course,
the dinner, during which R. .1\1. Day C. E. proposed the health of
the IG.ng-Emperor. Nel\.'t followed Corporal \ Yhenman with the
health of our Commanding Officer and officers. (Oh ! Jose,
wherever have you hidden your abilities as an orator all these
years ?) Finally, the Commanding Officer said a few words,
during which our absent comrades were not forgotten. Thank
you, sir ! In passing, mention must be made of Signalmen
. lilligan and Thomson and their merry band for their excellent
decoration of the dining hall, Thomson offsetting ::\iilligan's
creative designs with some fine cartoons.
The dinner itself proved a great success, a merry spirit
prevailing throughout, considerably enhanced by a demonstration from the " Open Charleston Champion of Crewe." His
name ? '¥ell, send me a card for it ; he might blush to see it
in print.
Some photos of the etchings in cotton wool which adorned
the B.<?.R.s' dining hall are forwarded \\c;th these notes. I hope
the Editor can find space for their publication in this issue. We
can see the humour in them. Can you ? Thanks are given to
Corporal \Vhenman in presenting these photos.
Boxing Day saw everyone turn up in force for the annual
football match (Unit versus " A " Corps Signals) and a comic
h?Ckey match. In the football event an excellent game was
witnessed : the result was a win for the nit by 3-1. The
hockey match between the Ladies and the Officers and Sergeants
was good to ~vat?~· the Ladies. eventually winning by i-o.
Who .was the in~1v1dual who objected to the size of the ball ?
Was it the morning after the night before feeling that made it
look so small that it wasn't there at times?
E.ntertainments.--On '21st December the officers gave a
Chf!.sti;iias Tree Part)'. to the children. It included a tea and a
conJunng show. This was held in the Sergeants' Mess. The
party was voted a success hy everyone and thanks are showered
on .1rs. . Vulliamy and l\lrs. Penney and their committee for
making it such a great success. On '29th December the children
land parents) were entertained to a cinema show and tea.
During the Christmas period two Whist Drives were held and
an All Ranks' Dance. These " went down " quite well, and it is
hoped to run such shows more frequently in future.
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The Signalmen of the Unit have been presented with a
Club Room of their own. The room has been well equipped with
armchairs and polished tables and has been redecorated
throughout. Many of the " home birds " can now be seen during
the evenings lounging in front of a fire in a comfortable armchair
listening to all the latest from Blighty. Yes, they even have
their own wir less set !
Section Training.- " F " Section proceeded to Lahore on 4th
January for training with their respective R.A. Brigade, whilst
" G " Section will soon be en route to that historical camp at
Hassan bdal for training with the '25th Mountain Brigade, R.A.
With the departure of these Sections, coupled with the large
number who have proceeded to Waziristan, there is but a handful
of men left in barracks. Normal duties still have to be supplied
and the cry " What, on guard again ? " is frequent. Still, as a
well-known personality of this di trict recently remarked,
" It is the moaning that makes a soldier and it is the moaners
that are the backbone of t he Army."
an we take it? Yes,
but - .
Promotions and Appointments.- The empty tankards have
been once again dug out from behind their glass cases and have
been passed to the followin'5 for filling. Our congratulations to :
Lance Sergeant Bishop, promoted Sergeant, Lance Corporal
Greenk.nd, promoted Corporal, and U/Lance orporal ·warhurst,
appointed Paid Lance Corporal.
Education. - Congratulations to Lance Corporal W0::~t and
Signalmen Lyons, Challoner, Corfield and Smith on gaining their
First Class Certificate at an examination held in October last.
Signalman Lyons obtained a " D " in English, Mathematics and
Map Reading. Well done! A1: the same examination the
following qualified in the subjects as shown : Sergeant Brown,
English and Geography ; Corporal Craggs, ::\la.thematics, English
and Map Reading (obtaining a "D" in the former); Lance
Corporal Thompsett, English; Lance Corporal Lewis, Map
Reading ; Lance
orporals Donaghey and Campbell and
Signalmen Daffern and Etches, Mathematics ; Signalman
Ashwell, English and Mathematics ; Signalman Glen, Mathematics and fap Reading; Signalman "Whitehead, Geography

ESTABLISHED 1824
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and Map Reading ; and Signalman Morgan, Map Reading with
a "D."
Medals.-Our Regimental Sergeant-Major, Day C. E .. managed
to collect the pice with his Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal. What is your secret, sir, in escaping detection ?
That Boat.-On 7th January we shall have said au revoir
to the following, whose turn has come round at last for that boat :
Lance Corporals Thornton and Thompsett and Signalmen Blake,
McGrattan, Ward, Brough, Cauldwell, Cowan, ~1oore, Etches,
Harrison, Deakin and ea.me.
Arrivals and Departures.- Lieutenant A. T. Sia.den was
fortunate enough to be transferred to the Home Establishment
whilst on leave in the United Kingdom. Lieutenant J. R. G .
Walker is leaving us on 6th January on posting to the 4th
Divisional Signals, Secunderabad. Private Latham has joined
us from the Border Regiment on probationary attachment
pending transfer to the Corps.
BOATRACE.

Sport.-Inter-Unit games and matches are practically at a
standstill in view of the operations in Waziristan. However,
with the remnants of the Unit we were able to turn out a football
and hockey team against the few who were left behind in " A "
Corps Signals. The results of these are as follows : FootballDivsigs 3, Corpsigs 1. Hockey-Divsigs o, Corpsigs 1.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
14th December, 1936.
General.- We wish all members of the Corps, including past
members, all prosperity during 1937.
The past month has seen quite a number of reunions in the
Unit, as details of " A" Corps and 1st Divisional Signals have
remained here for a night en route to Waziristan.
We made a belated start in the social sphere by pntting on an
All Ranks Dance on 4th December. Judging by the opinions
heard, more will be given, but a cessation in social activities is
necessary in order that preparations for the Christmas festivities
may proceed apace.
We have received the names of our first draft, which should
arrive about '25th January. "Curly" is looking forward to
renewing his acquaintance with "Paddy" Longwell .
vVe tender our congratulations to Sergeant Mullins A. and
Corporal Dumville H. on attaining their present ranks.
W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess.-A spot of bother in Waziridist,
more trouble in Spain; England have just won the first test
match in Australia. Who cares? We don't, because we have
just beaten our officers at the series of games mentioned in last
month's notes. Tennis and soccer were the games reported, so
we can now say a few words about the remaining three, to wit,
cricket, shooting and hockey.
The first. Our tails were a wee bit dov.'TI for this, but calling
upon our shock troops from the Khyber and -owshera just gave
us that fillip we required, and enabled us to cake-walk it " both
ways," for we had a wonderful tea provided by the enemy. So
ended a good day's sport.
The second. A pleasant Sunday morning gathering, well
worth the effort, but again we proved too strong, if only by a
few points, which gave us the victory. Several complaints were
heard about twisted rifle barrels, dud ammunition, not forgetting
the moving targets ; but they proved of no avail, not even the
number of recounts could alter the result. We hope that it was
a pleasant morning for the markers and that they enjoyed it as
much as we did.
The third and last-hockey. Having by this time ::ome out
on top, we could afford to field our second team I who, though
making a brave show, went down smiling by a narrow margin.
So has ended our first series of games, which have proved a
pleasant and welcome change from ordinary routine and general
sports.
Our Mess will look like a new one shortly, if many more
members leave us. C.S.M. Stainer, Sergeants Moore, Berriff
and Frey left us in ovember for the cold grey skies of home.
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.::ergeant· Lewi nnd ""alkcr bade us farewell on 7th December,
also for the land of grey skies.
C.Q.. r. . Batchelor, Sergeants Kemlo. fott, Barry and
Thompson are also anticipating seeing the homeland once again.

December, our only comments on this being what the Junior
N.C.0.s did to us. Someone said that the straight-haired one
had invented a new ray which attracts anything in a bottle,
the contents being o! the jubilation type. Anyway, our loss,
etc. ?

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.

The 23rd December saw a merry party : the kiddies' Christmas
tree, a goodly spread. a merry throng, Santa Claus at his best
and the children looking as only children can at the pleasure 3
of the evening. The 26th December, something to remember-a
Mess dinner. United we tood and methinks united some fell
but all regarded it a worthy of both the season and th~
spontaneous entertainment they enjoyed.

.

General.-Oncc again Cbri tmas is an evt>ut of the past and the
l nit is now settling down to a series of training camps. The
Christmas festivities passed off very pleasantly and, apart from
the activities of some would-be interior decorators, everything
1·ent off very well .
A very succc sful all ranks' dance was held on 8th January.
\\'e wi h that the walls of the dance hall were made of ela tic ;
1t became very crowded towards the end of the dance.
Promotions and Appointments.-Congratulations to Lance
Corporal Campbell, Day and ollett on attaining full rank ;
C,Lance Corporal ergeant to Paid Lance Corporal; ignalmen
Dolaghan, ·walsh and O'Hara on reaching the heights of the great
unpaids. May they soon remove the U/.
Sport.-Hockey : \Ve entered the Chanana Hockey Tournament, but were beaten in the fir t round. Last week-end we
visited the detachment at Landi-Kotal, a draw (o-o) resulting
from a good game.

Although the above date did not close our Christmas festivities
the big gun had fired, and so ended the year 1936.
'
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tions : Corporal Button R., Lance Corporal Mitchell A., Signalman Balls W.. Lance Corporal Tweedley J. and Signalman
Kilburn S., who passed the Examination for the ist Class
Certificate of Education. The first three named obtained
" Distinguished " in Mathematics. Corporal Webster R., who
passed in English, Mathematics and Geography towards his ist
Class Certificate. Corporal Poole D., who passed in Map Reading
towards his rst Class Certificate. Sergeant Parker S., who passed
in Mathematics towards his lst Class Certificate. Signalman
Mills A., who passed in English, Geography and Map Reading
towards his 1st Class Certificate. Lance Corporal Ready J ..
who passed in English and Geography towards his xst Class
Certificate.
These results now bring our Unit percentages up to: Specials
6.8 per cent., Firsts 66 per cent., and Seconds 27.2 per cent.
Trade Qualifications.-Lance Corporal Taylor C., our Unit
Clerk, passed the Class II Clerks' Specialist Paper, obtaining
85 per cent. marks.
Promotions.
ongratulations to the following, who were
promoted as shown : Lance Sergeant I'vlillen S., to be Sergeant
from nth October, i936. Corporal Varley]., appointed Lance
Sergeant 1 om 4th October, 1936.
Sport.- Since the last time of writing we have only had one
game of sport, and that was a football match gainst the Signal
Section of The West Yorks. The result was a draw, 3-3.

occer: ince our last notes we have drawn l-l with " D "
C-0mpany, H .L.I., and lost 3-0 to th A.A. Battery, R.A., and
1-0 to" H .Q." Wing, H.L.I.
Cricket : ~ ii- too cold.

BED OX.

18th December, 1936.
General.-Brigade Camp is finished and the Un_it is busy
dealing with the after-effects. The u~ual Proclamation Par_ade
is taking place on lst January._ :vhich ~eans that c_loth~g.
equipment and saddlery are rece1vmg particular attention iust
now.

W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess.
~a~ _main ~terest, like most places, has been the Christmas
festivities, which commenced with the usual draw on 22nd
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Camp.- The Troop has just returned from twenty day. m
Camp with the 4th Cavalry Brigade. The Camp was held at
Siddipet, fifty miles from our lines, and finished with an InterBrigade Exercise, in which the Cavalry Brigade was matched
against the 12th Infantry Brigade. As far as Signals were
concerned, everyone seemed highly satisfied. The Brigade
Commander remarked that visual had never worked so well,
which only goes to show that visual in the Corps is not a dead
trade yet (as so many wireless operators try to persuade us).
Special mention must be made of Corporal Hylands and his
party, who had to spend forty-eight hours on the top of one of
the local summits, running a C. V. . and keeping touch with nearlv
all the Brigade. They had to be their own cooks, but managed
to come through all right. (Tich, is it true that your " char "
tastes like heaven ? If S-O, please pass the secret to our four
permanent cooks!).
We were glad to have the help of Lance Sergeant Varley and
a Wireless Detachment of 4th Divisional Signals, who kept us m
continuous touch with our landing ground. We appreciate their
help.
Wireless On return to Camp, the Unit received the welcome
news that two "C " Sets, our first consignment of wireless sets,
had just arrived. These sets have just been overhauled at the
Arsenal. Serious training of our Indian operators will be starting
after Christmas.
Visits.-The Chief Signal Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel F. B.
Foot, has just paid a farewell visit to the Troop. He saw us in
Camp during the Exercise, and we hope his impressions were
good ones. All ranks wish him the best of luck for the future.

4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.

l_{ugger: We have had a number of games, the majority of
which we have won. Useful experience is being obtained by
members of the Unit team in playing for the Club team.

Tap " The Wire " and call Pip Emma for
Everything Regimental

1937

Departures.-Our star hockey player, Signalman Roberts A. T.
to the Home Establishment. Don't let him grip you !
The New Year.-We send greetings and best wishes to all
readers.
BONNIE DUNDEE.

4th Indian Divisional Signals.
December, 1936.
General.:--"! e olde war game has intruded quite a lot lately and
the equam~ty and urbanity of the Unit has been somewhat
ruffled: U~t Schemes have bowed and retired before the austerity
of a D1 trict Comn;iande~'s Exercise and "A" and " J " Sections
l<:ft ~s for Camp m vanous wild places around the district of
S1dd1pet on 2~~h ~rovember. As the actual Exercise did not
t~ke place unt~l xoth, nth and r2th December, the Neutral
Signals Party did not leave barracks until the 7th for their base
at Dudada.
The idea of the Exercise was the usual one of advance and
retreat. Some of us rode and some walked, whilst some rode
and then walked and pushed. When the" Cease Fire" was blown
wf e wthere all ready for it, and great was the activity as we prepared
or e exodus back to barracks.

~ne or two incidents stand out, notably the following

MOTORISTS PURCHASING ASSOCIATION LTD .

(C~T. A. R.SIMPSON. INDIANSIGNALS, RETD.)

The London Car Exchange,
Ltd., is a Subsidiary Company of
the M.P.A. , and deals with the
car side of the bus iness.
New and second-hand cars of all
makes can be supplied. Special
terms arranged for '' Home on
leave " cars, and guaranteed repurchase prices quoted for both
new and second-hand cars.

Our
Assistant _Q uartermaster did not notice a deficienc in the
gr?und, with the result that he had to write off a qfantity of
s~_on a loss statem~mt. Our cook orderly must have ima ined
~~!dt~car to b: a frymg P'.111 and the occupant a pancake, ju~ging
.e way e tossed him out. Our farrier now knows that a
111
;upper
the stomach is worth several refused breakfasts Bull
0
0
. \Y ~, ~hoey 1. Our draughtsman got away from the line an~
~~! e:ac~ ~r~';1ng ~e found hi~self pushing. However, we all
b'
rrac. s once agam and thoughts of camps and
ivouacs are put aside until after Christmas.

Members' cars taken in part
exchange and favourable hire purchase terms arranged.

B ~1vals. WWe welcon;ie Private I{night C. from the Ist
that on,
e~t Yorksh1~e Regiment, on probation. We hope
a success will crown his efforts.
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hearty congratulations are extended
0~~Agwa~ds.-Our
w o were successful at the October Examina-
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STATIONS ABROAD
"G " Troo{}, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
5th December, 1936.
General.--Christmas and Xew Year festivities are in the offing,
:rnd oon we hope to be putting out of sight all those good things
for which we haYe saved up throughout the year.
dhering to
the old custom, we "; h you, one and all, a real merry, hearty
Chri tmas and a very happy and prosperous New Year.
This seems to be an appropriate time to give a short recital
on the " Troop's " very hard working year. The beginning of
the present year was pent at Iersa latruh, where there wa
very little to enjoy except the hard blowing sand storms. To
members of the Troop they were quite a common occurrence.
We sympathise with our dear friends from England, who, being
~o used to rain and snow, found that a little sand in the air was
quite a change (and as some have said very hospital-able) .
..\fter a short tay back at Helmieh, we were rushed off to Palestine, where everyone had sufficient work to do to provide
memories for years to come. In this expedition, the Troop
had its " baptism of fire." Even now one can still hear such
expressions as " Remember the time when ·we - - . " To complete the year we are now back at Helmieh. Between schemes
everyone is whispering, " I wonder where we shall go to next ? "
The reinforcements seem to think it will be Blighty, but we old
stagers just "wonder."

Heroes.-Our hearty congratulations are extended to Signalman "Taffy" Knight on receiving the Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal (with gratuity). Not long to do now, Taff, and
what a nice Christmas box ! We also take this opportunity of
congratulating Sergeants Petch and :\fathison on their recent
awards of the D.C.M. and :\I.i\I. respectively.
Agony (more Jews come back from Palestine).-59099 Lawson,
hanghai. "Sending that new stamp soon." Nobbi.
Barnes, "A" Corps, India. "What about a slimming course
England ? " '38 Mac.
'

Sp~rts.-Our s~rts _editor has be~n w?rking night and day
on his small contnbution. Please give his contribution in the
ports section a reading.
Departures.-It is ";th much regret that we report the posting
of Sergeant Bremner to Egypt Signals. But there you are,
even Sergeants pull C.Q.M.S. some day. Here's wishing you
the best o.f luck, Sergeant, and hoping that you have bags of big
pays to dish out. Another departure worthy of note was that
of our friends of " F " Troop. They seem to have had quite
enough of Egypt. We hope to be seeing some of them again
whei;i :\Ir. Records gets busy. The 20th Field Brigade Signal
Secti~n have also left us, so now we are the only Signals in
Hel011eh. Sammys says we have been out here a long time and
can take it.

Conclusion. Folk ·, t hat is a bout all . When you have read,
scorned and bu rned t hese notes, j ust think o f the fel.low who had
to sit down and type them on a Sund ay afternoon. Au revoir I
GEETRUP.

"H" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Egypt.
Attd . 8th K R.I. Hus ars, Main Barracks, Abbassia.
General.- After ha ving looked forward to Christmas for quite
a time, it appears that the majorit y are now pleased that it is
over, and that we are once again back to normal routine. Mind
you, we had a v ery pleasa nt tim e a nd the organisation of the
dinner, etc., left nothing to be desired at all- but the "alcoholic
remorse " plus the " hairs oi the dog " which developed into
more binge began to get too stren uous. Whilst on the subject
of Christmas dinner, we wish to hand out a bouquet to Signalman
Howman, of this Troop, for his fine effort in the decoration line.
We ':'ould like to know who pinched the " H " during the
morrung.
Another celebration, which must also be awarded full marks
was the 8th Hussars ' Regimental Dinner, which was held o~
15th December. Again the organisation was perfect and a very
pleasant evening was spent by everyone present.
At the present time, there seems to be every reason to expect
that when these notes appear in print we shall have heard something: ?f our future plans.. It is reported that Reggie has been
enqutnng the cost of sendmg a telegram to England, whilst the
'.'Maggot " bou~ht an airmail stamp this morning. I was
mformed (unoffic1ally) that I may be able to add a little official
news as a P.S. to these notes. I wonder ?
Leave.-Signalman Moore B . left us for a month's leave in
the United Kingdom prior to carrying on for a tour out here.
We all hope he has a pleasant time. " Don't break all their
hearts, Pa~hrick-remember what you told Zusu I " Whilst
on this subject, may I also mention the rumour that the whole
Troop are to enjoy a few days' line leave in the near future.
Re_ggie says this _is to give them a chance to see the sights of
Carro before leavmg for home Yimkin !
Pro_motion_s.ii . Last look at the" Blue Book "-231 to go!
Rellef.-S1ghs when the o. 7 Sets went into Ordnance. It
was _rumoured that we _had seen the last of them, but no-they're
conung out again. Still, maybe th elorry bringing them back will
be involved in an accident. We're still hoping !

A~sw~rs tO'Correspondents.- J. F. C., Abbassia. "No, Jimmy,
SeTVIce _m _the Bo:i; Scouts or the Boys' Brigade does not count
as quahfying service for Good Conduct Badges."

Arrivals.-There are never departures without an arrival, so
our worthy ~fr. Re~rds got busy and sent along Sergeant
Pearce fro°} Egypt S~gnals, anot_her addition to our sporting
number. Vie as ·ure him that he JS welcomed with both hands
and we want him to stay a long time.
'

Troop Persona Ii.ties.- " The Chamelion."
So christened
because of _the vanous colours he registers. Four aways up-red. Bookie does a " Wiggins " - blue. Actually. The name
do.es not fit very well, because he's not very nimble on his feet.
Still, who can blame him ?

Condolences.-· The wounded, sick, lame (and lazy) seem to be
keepmg us on ~he hos~ital roll. \Ve wish them all the best and
console them with the mformation (ex " Bullett-Hole " Muggins)
that the first two or three operations are the worst.
F~r information.-To all ex-" G" Troopites, who do not et
Chnstm~ cards. Please do not blame the Troop Clerk, he is foo
busy trymg to sell them to present members. Although we missed
you from the first paragraph, do not think we forgot you
we wanted_you to have a par.agraph all to yourselves, so th~t ~
could cut it out and show it to your dear little grandchillren
eh, Badgey (?). Our wholehearted and best wishes of the sea
come to ,you from the present Troop. Some you don't kn~~n
but they ve all heard about you. The old saying is still tru '
" Old Troopites never die."
e-

Agony.-:-Scratcher, Canterbury. "So you managed to go
astray again, eh ? "
. C~t~eld, Parton and Strapper, Canterbury. "Various persons
m this Troop are still imploring me to beg you to invest in a
stamp. What about it ? "

0

Impending Departures.-It is with regret that we note that
before long we shall miss the " Plain Tales " from th
·
pages of '!°HE WIRR-that is, if I construe the last issue ~o°J:~~~
A~t~r. bemg gn;~m so m~;iy amusing tales, hints (?) and fair
cnbc1Sms from Barieu.x ove: a period of many years we hope
that _the good work will contmue-if not every month then
occasionally.
'
Conclusion.-Well
be In
written
off.
' that's another afternoon's " snore" to
WEEPING WtLLO .
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Malta Signal Section.
To all ranks of the Corps we extend our best wishes for the
New Year.
General.- As is customary with the advent of a ew Year we
cast _a glanc? back upon the old. It has been a busy one for' the
Section, which shoulders a heavy responsibility in the Island's
defence. By cheerful co-operation of all ranks we have come
through .a difficult period with honours. The placid waters of
the Mediterranean have been storm-tossed with the threat of
serious trouble. Malta has figured prominently in the news,
and we have seen many strange happening concerning which we
will make no mention .
Affecting the Section more intimately, was the recent change
in command : Under ~ur new C.S.O., aptain F. H . Bury, we
face the commg year with the resolution to give him of our best
through the difficult time ahead .
We cannot pass wit~out mention of Christmas Day, the big
day of the year, especially for troops overseas. We joined in
with the R.A.S.C. and a sprinkling of R. A. M.C. and R.A.0 .C.
This assorted crew sailed into the mess-room to partake of the
dinner, which everybody enjoyed, and which. was washed down
with dra ughts of the amber fluid in true old English style, the
flow of the liquid being alternated by speeches and toasts from
Colonels to the youngest soldier (fancy owning to that). After
this, the Section left to fall -in for an impromptu parade for a
trip round the married families. The parade was taken by a
gentleman in a fez, bis roll call embracing a lot of small kit and
more. The band struck up, and the parade moved off. Head
dress for the occasion was that designed for carnival dances.
The unique parade attracted considerable attention and interest,
and was followed b a large admiring and appreciative audience.
The filtration back to barracks was announced by a lone, unmelodious voice, bemoaning the fact that " The farmer had a
pig " and ending with a war dance in full plumage around the
fire. And so to bed, with bye-byes to Christmas until next year.
We were very glad to welcome Lieutenant Lyddon, who called
in on his way home. He took a great deal of interest in the
activities of the Section, and was able to combine business with
pleasure in a very efficient manner.
Departures.- For the United Kingdom on 22nd December,
1936, per S.S. Tuscania, ignalmen Keane C., Mozley]., Schofield
E . and Wyers L., after being attached for quite a while. Corporal Freeman on leave, Signalman Boulton, in whose stead we
ow have Signalman Spalding.
Arrivals.- Our warmest welcome to the wife of Lance Corporal
Crouch and young Sadie from Blighty to look after Daddie.
Births.- Congratulations to Signalman and Mrs. Stretton on
the birth of a son, on 1st December.
Sick.- It is with much regret we have to announce that
Sergeant Sargeant, who only an;ived here on 24th ovember,
is again in hospital suffering from the effects of an injury to his
knee, caused by an accident in England. We trust that he will
soon be fit again.

Malaya Signal Section, Singapore.
Pulau Brani Detachment.
15th December, 1936.
General.- Malaya calling! I have just returned from a
spying expedition in Hong Kong, my object there was to find
out whether the notes submitted by H.K. Signal Section with
regard to their vast amount of work, no leisure, sport, etc., are
~rue or not. Folks, you've all been fooled. Spend your holidays
in Hong Kong, the Paradise of the East, or, better still, get posted
there and enjoy three years' holiday at the Government's
expense. Cheap cabarets, food, swimming, yachting, sunbathing-what more doe one want ? And to think that we, in
Singapore, the cross-roads of the East, work and lave all day
under a broiling tropical sun, 1' 15° north of the equator. I
expect there will be gnashing of teeth in Hong Kong when the
mmates of that Eastern Paradise read the above, so let's make
amends. (H.K., see below-it particularly applies to you.)
A Matter of lnterest.- We would like to make it known, through
the medium of the WIRE, that Malaya Signal Section extend a
hearty welcome to all Signal personnel pas ing through Singapore. The majority of us realise what life is like on a trooper,

and :we will gladly entertain, for a few hours, any of our comrades
passmg through. A few of our fellows are always present to
meet each boat, and we should all be only too pleased to knock
up a .decent meal and a few glasses of cool beer, etc. There is
no difficulty whatever in getting across to Pulau Brani-it's
only a stone's throw from the boat. Of course, a good idea
would be to drop a line, either to the sports secretary or \.VIRE
cor~espondent, from one of the intermediate ports en route,
say1~g how many of those passing through are likely to be
commg so that we have some idea of the numbers for which to
cater. That's the offer- please yourselves.
Postings.--Corporal Coton and Signalman Strong to Changi.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Payne, Tomlinson, Charles and Toogood
from Changi.
Wireless Waves.- There is little to report this month . Corporal Walker and his experimental establishment are still
persevering ; they can often be seen discussing some native or
other who has stolen their one and only earth net for a fishing
trap. They consider it as an insult to wireless and all that
pertains thereto.
Agony.- Dologhan and Easdown, Peshawar. "As a civvy,
I wi_ll have a ' Coronation ' drink in ' Smoke ' for you." Twitch.
T1ch Harvey, Gib. " June is still going strong in Hastings."
Twitch.

Jamaica Signal Section.
General.--Consternation is rife in the vicinity of Up Park
Camp. The cause of unrest is the presence among the Signal
Section of some weird malady, which, so far, has not been
classified . This is obviously some new kind of creeping horror
which has reared its head to mar the serenity of a soldier 's life
in Jamaica. As I am one of the afflicted, I shudder to chronicle
the symptoms, the first of which is the appearance on the upper
lip of a horrid fungoid growth. When accosted about it, the
unfortunate victim gives a sickly laugh, and tries to pass it
off lightly by explaining that in reality it is a moustache (practitioners please note, this is another symptom, which is really a
dreadful indifference to the gravity of the patient's 5:0ndition,
shown by the patient himself).
s the above lightly-given
excuse, complete with hollow laugh, appears to be only a display
of sheer bravado or desperation on the part of the smitten one,
the onlookers bestow a sorrowing glance on the victim, meanwhile
offering up a silent prayer for their own immunity from such a
fate.
In the last two weeks, the number of facial adornments have
increased to four in the Signal Section, which, at least, spares
us the indignity of being called bare-faced liars when we tell
an unusually steep one. After having received a few more than
usually penetrating glances, accompanied by sardonic laughs,
I wonder if the famous poet, Robert Burns, was endeavouring
to grow a moustache when he penned the following lines :
" I would the powers the gift would give us
To see ourselves as others see us."
The ection appears to have been struck by a brain-storm,
as three of our number have made up their minds to do a bit of
upgrading. There is a rumour that the linemen are doing this
bit of el\.1:ra work on their own, in order to ease their consciences
when pay day comes round.
Shopping seems to be the order of the day lately. The Section
is to be seen in full cry around the bazaars. We are all getting
ready for the festive season with its usual quota of presents
given and received. The children are looking forward to their
Christmas Tree and Party, which is to be given in the Garrison
Sergeants' Mess.
Conrratulations.- To Lance Corporal Bracegirdle upon gaining
his 1st Class Certificate of Education.
Agony Column.-To my unenlightened ex-comrade by the
sea. Regarding a certain saxophone in tran it to Jamaica, the
same was in great demand en route, which only goes to prove
that sailor do care. The same sax. and owner now form the
nucleus of the Sherwood Foresters' dance band.
Flash !-This is hot off the old stop press, as it is a last minute
brainwave of Robbo's.
Webb he had a little "Tach,"
He started quite a fashion ;
ow Mac and Robbo have one, too,
It is their secret passion.
:\!ORA VIAN
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THE TERRITORIALS
and SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE

The London Corps Signals, T.A., and affiliated
Supplementary Reserve Units.
Fulham House, High t.reet , Fulham, S.\ .6.
14th January.

General.- Owing to our Headquarters being. closed for some
time prior and subsequent to Chnstmas, there is not very much
to report this month.
:\Ionday, nth January, was our fir~t drill night since ~e
holidays, and we started off very well with half a dozen recruits.
Individual and Recruits' Training and Paid Courses recommenced, and are aJl well attended.
On Saturday, 9th January, we were entertained by E ric R oss
and his Dazzle Cabaret, specially recommended by Ir. H arry
S. Pepper of the B.B.C. They certainly w~re hot, too ! (Pa:rdon
us.) Judging from the applause they received from an audience
of about 250 officers and other ranks, and their friends, we can
"erv well endorse the unanimous opinion that they were the
best concert party ·we have had. This evening's show was the
annual occasion of the pre entation of prizes for the Int_erCompany and Section Competitions. Thjs year, however, owmg
to the re-organisation of the Unit, only the Cable-Laying Competition was able to be held. The Cup was '".on by "A2 " Cable
Section, and each member of the team received a very useful
silver petrol lighter. The members of " S " Section, the runnersup, received silver propelling pencils. The prizes were presented
by :\1rs. Humphreys, the wife of our Commanding Officer, who
was prevented from being present owing to his absence in East
Africa. Immediately prior to the presentation, Major W . H.
Lloyd, M.c., Officiating Commanding Officer, said a few words
regarding the ever-burning question of recruits. He pointed out
once more that being a Territorial was a man's way of being
prepared to defend his country, should ever the necessity arise.
His remarks appear to have borne frillt, because, as already
mentioned, six fellows of the " right type " were enrolled on the
following :\fonday evening.
You noticed, no doubt, in last month's W IRE that we are going
to Shorncliffe for annual training this year. Whenever we hear
of that place we always think of earwigs.-the insect (or is it an
animal ?) with the finest maternal instincts of any being (anyway,
that's what one of our officers once told us, and it's ' patent ' to
us that he ought to know). · We were there some years agq, and
we remember the newspapers referring to it as Earwig Camp.
\Ve very vividly remember, too, donning our " tin hats " when
striking Camp, because when the tent guys were loosened, so
were about a hundredweight of earwigs from around the top of
the pole ! Still, when the time comes, it will be a case of " 'Ere
we go, earwigs or no ! "
Sergeants' Mess.-The final of the" Murphy Snooker Competition " has been played off, and resulted in the Cup being won
by the 47th Divisional Signals, 0.C.A. A very enjoyable evening
was spent in our Mess on this occasion, and the excitement was
tense-though silent. Sh-sh ! Mrs. Murphy, the wife of the
donor of the Cup, ex-Sergeant " Spud " Murphy, presented the
trophy _to ex-R.S.'.\1. Stockwell, the skipper· of the winning team,
who said a few _words of appreciation regarding the pleasurable
times he and h1~. team had had during the competition. Mr.
Tomes, the captain of the runners-up, the 47th Division, R.E.,
~.C. A., also spoke, and referred to the good evenings he and
hls fellow snookerists had enjoyed whilst playing for the Cup.
Better luck next time, Sappers !
On Saturday, 19th December, 1936, we held a Christmas
D~aw. There were 204 entrants and everyone received something, from an oak clock to a packet of pins. A jolly evening
was indulged in and great fun was caused by the " mystery "
contents of some of the packages.

Social.- Our ew Year's Eve Ball was an enormous success.
Over 250 people attended and upwards of 200 were t urned a way.
Our Drill Hall is hardly an Olympia in regard to fl~or space and
250 dancers is about the limit for our floor. As it was, there
was plenty of bumping and boring. _It was go<;>d. t hough I
Knock, knock I Who's there ? Olympia. _O~ympia who ? A
limp here and there was worth it. Great credit is due to Sergeant
" J erry " Bugden, Sergeant " Blanco " White and other members
of the Social Committee for a very excellent show.
Keep a note of our Carnival Dance on 13th February and an
ordinary Unit Dance on 27th February.
Sport.- We haven't told you about our football t eam lat ely,
have we?
o, we haven' t . Well, up t o Saturday, 9th J anuary,
we had only lost t wo games this season and we are at the top
of the Barnes and District League. . I n fact, we have b een there
some time now.
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The Children's Party held at Headquarters on Saturda
'9th ~anuary, was, as usual, an unq ualified success. The num~;
of childr en and others seemed to have increased eno
1 ·
· spite
· of that there was enough a nd
rmous
y smce
Ia.st year, b u t , m
t
•
o
spare
at
.
the t ea t a bl e. F at h_er .Chns~mas, to whom a greetings tele ram
had been sent remmd!Ilg him of the occasion, arrived i; the
person of C.Q.M.S. Powell to deliver the numerous
ts
As t~e ~l~ gentleman insists ~>n having a special chim.if:;s~~ilt
for his visit, we a lso suspect him of growing fatter . t
t
, a any ra e
the measuremen t s of th e chi
. ~ey have to be arranged with th~
~t~ost care. After the d1Stribution of the presents-assisted
mc1dentally, by our OW? troupe of clowns-an entertainment
was arranged for the ch_ildren and was very much a reciated .
We have never ascertamed whether the children e~Joyed the
party mor~ than the grown-ups or vice versa and so to
'd
any confus10n the word " children " should be t~ken to i
adv 01
1
ages from 0-100.
nc u ea11
Our oost thanks are due to all helpers.
H.S.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.

EFFEMMA.

The Priory, Exeter.

The North Midland Corps Signals.
Pncenix Street, D erby.
14th January.

General.- There is very little to record this month. Everyone
is settling down to their new jobs_ in Corp s Sign~s. T .A., and
from the interest shown, coupled with rema rks which have been
overheard, it would appear to be a sure thing that our change over
has been worth while.
Efficiency Medals.-Congratulations are due t o Lance Sergeants Hopkinson and Shepherd on being awarded t he above.
Club Night at Derby.-On a few Thursday ev~ nin gs dnri:ng
the winter months, No. l Company hold a Club Night a t which
games tournaments are held. These have consisted of w!llst
drives, darts, dominoes, rings and skittles, and on some occas1_ons
a little rifle shooting has been included. First, second, third,
consolation and booby prizes have been awarded. With no
entrance fee and a Corps tie as the first prize, the Club nights
have been voted a huge success.
Training.-This has commenced in earnest. A Drill Course
for Junior N.C.O.s is now in progress. Lectures for officers and
N.C.O.s commence within a week ; and Paid Courses of Instruction for W .O.s, N .C.O.s and men in operating and linemen
duties are on the way.
L. S.

bt Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals.
56, Regency Street, S.W .1.
The training programmes for 1937 are now in full swing and
a number of new features have been included to provide an added
interest to the fully-trained men. Considerable numbers of
recruits have joined the Unit during the past few months and,
as a result, our Headquarters seems almost overcrowded on
parade nights. Arrangements have recently been made to
enable a greater number of drills to be performed before Camp
now that payment may be made for drills above the compulsory
number.
The social activities started early this year with a carnival
dance on Saturday, 2nd January. Among the more usual com·
petitions, such as spot dances, etc., a waltz competition was
arranged, with two silver cups as prizes. The judges had a
difficult task, particularly in making their final choice from three
couples, and it was obvious that the result would be decided
by a very narrow margin. Altogether it was a very enjoyable
evening and provided a good start for social events in 1937·

Editorial.- Havmg successfully survived the usual ru h f
events over the C~ristmas and New Year period, we enters
mth many resoluti?ns to better the efforts and the success 19
attended the1!1 dunng 1936. How many of these resolutions will
be kept remams to be seen.

°

wbdl

Attendance at drills is remaining at a fair percentage and th
tendency appears to be to increase the n umbers.
e

~ll ~aining classes are now in full swing. Friendly rivalry

e~ts m some quarters as to whether the operators or linemen

~ show .th~ ~eatest attendance in relation t o numbers by the
time the md1vidual classes terminate.
Weapon training will commence shortly and with it will come
the annu al opportu nity for t hose who have not yet reached the
fi rst-class standard .

Departure.- On uth Fe brua ry next we bid farewell officially to
Brevet-Colonel W. Martineau, 11i. c., T.D., as Deputy Chief Signal
O!ficer, Southern Comma nd, a nd we welcome as his successor
Lieutena nt-Colonel M. E . Holdsworth.
, and
C_olonel Marti_neau has held the post since February,
dunng the ensumg four years we ha ve seen a great deal 1933
of him at
ou_r Annu al Camps and at various Signal Exercises. We met him
pnor to 1933, when he commanded the 48th Divisional Signals
and our camps were within reach of each other.
. On thos_e occasions when we are bidding farewell there is often
difficulty m a mply ex.pressing our feelings. At all times he has
had a very deep and S!Ilcere regard for us, and in his capacity of
D/C.S.O. he has carried out his duties to such good purpose that
the bala~ce ~as ~een very accurately held between the Regular
a~d T~rntonal Signals in the Command. In particular, during
his V1S1ts to us at camp we found in him a real friend one who
went out of his way to hell? '.l-11d en~ourage, especially ~t difficult
m?ments'. but never to cntic1se a mistake. We trust that he will
~till continue to pay us visits whenever the opportunity arises.
f e can be assured of the same warm welcome. To be somewhat
ormal ~ve would say, " Thank you very much, sir, for your help
and
guidance and the keen interest you have taken in our
we1fare."
A few of us have already made the acquaintance of Colonel
and our present slight knowledge of him indicates
a we shall find in him a worthy successor.

~o~dsworth,

d Obituary.- It is with _de~p regret that we record the pre01ature
cfc~ase
of one of our Jumor officers, 2nd Lieutenant G. D. A.
0
er, as the result of an accident on 20th December last. Clover
~as a popular and promising subaltern and we shall miss his
We extend a message of deep
8c eery outlook and keenness.
Ylllpathy to his relatives.
MERCURY.

No. I (Plymouth) Company.
Again we have ~een an average attendance of drills, even to the
eve when the Dnll Hall closed for the Christmas fest ivities on
21st ultimo.
·
reopened on 31~t December with a good attendance, in
spite of the fact that it was _ ew Year's Eve. Since then the
numbers have slackened slightly, but we still see the regular faces
of those who have an eager will to get on.
A voluntary physical training class has started with a small
crowd under the instructorship of Lance Sergeant Norman.
We hope to have all ranks doing a bit of this l-efore long.
. ~ignalmen l\-fildren and Talbot recently paid us welcom1;
VJSlts, also . Guardsman Dodd (all late of this Company). The
lat_ter, I thmk, J:tas been stretched about two feet by Army life.
Without exception, all our lads who have joined the Regular
Forces look us up when home on leave, and each one assures us
t hat he has not regretted having joined the Regulars.
2nd .L~e.utenan~s R. D. Na hand L. H. Clemas have gone to the
3rd D1VJsional Signals for their attachment. \Ve wish t hem a
good time and successful reports.

-yve

. Preparations are well under way for our Annual Company
Dmner on the 30th instant. We hope those of ours who are at
pr;:sent down with 'flu will be completely recovered by then
We tende~ our condolen~es to. Threecoy on the loss which t hey
and t he Urut have sustained m the unt imely decease of 2nd
L ieut enant G. D. A. Clover.
0 N ECOY.

No. 2 {Southampton) Company.
A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO ALL !

. H aviI_I&commei;iced the l ew Yea r well, we are naturally in very
high spmts. I t is very pleasing for the writer to record that
our Company has achieved the 10 per cent. above establishment
a nd t o congratulat e all concerned . " Well done, everybody ! "
During the past year strenuous efforts have been made to
bring the Company up t o strength with men of the right type.
o stone has been left unturned in the effort. Every avenue
was explored and every opportunity was seized . Coupled with the
encouragement and inspirations of those behind the scenes t he
camp_aign went with ~ swing, resulting in the success alr~ady
mentioned .
H .Q. sunply revelled in it.
"TALK RECRUITING " was the~ motto. While th~ R.Q. LS. is considering
tJ:ie replacemen~ of his tape measure, Jim Barraclough has just
given a lu~t)'." sigh upon the ~ttes~ation of the last recruit prepa:r:a~ory, 1t 1s presumed, to mfusmg the extra energy into the
trammg programme.
Bu_t just one . moment. There is still another problem .
H amilton Hou e 1s now the hub of enthusiasm. Although we are
still reciprocating wishes for the ew Year, we are down once
again to our training progra mme. The benefit derived from the
instruct ion received since the commencement of the training
season has, the writer can say with confidence, been somewhat
~xcepti.onal. The ii:s:tructors experience considerable pleasure in
imparting the reqms1te knowledge to our newly-joined friends.
~ncouraged and inspired by our O.C. , the advice proffered at an
mformal miniature lecture upon joining, our newly-joined friends
have become keen as razors. The advice has been very effective
and very much appreciated . " Regularity and Punctuality "
have become their wa tchwords, and, as the Trade Board date
are drawing very near, we incerely hope the respective te ·ts
will produce some surpri e packets.
Our C.S.J\I., P .S.I. and In tructors are workin rr like Trojans
in order to cope with the influx of recruits. Tt ha 0 been deemed
necessary to adjust the tui t ion to meet the requirements of
the recruits and, in con eq uence, these lads have been good
~nough to turn out for a v?lun~ry drill night, h~ld on \Vednesday,
m order to become proficient m the art of endmg and receiYing
The lads look forward to the frequent vi its of our Adjutant
whose help has made our training a real pleasure.
'
Member and their famili<>s made whoopee and thoroughlv
enioyed themselves at a _ ew Year' Party held in the Langi y
Hall, Southampton, on :>aturday, 2nd January. Captain and
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0
1rs Fane welcomed the company. The hall wa gaily ~ec~~a~

~nd ·a huge Chri_ tm~ tree, ex?uisitely ad::~~~yco~~~r!i la~ps,

and brilliantly illummated 1?) nearly a
t · their blue patrols,
thrilled the childrei1 Daddies were prese~ m Th programme
which added to tl e colourfu~ specta e. danci~ and a dismcluded a cinema show, coniunnsg'11t~e~, Z wh~ distributed
tribution of toy and presents.
· "' · a e: '
et
the pre ents, made a~ exc?ll nt Fatner Christmas. A trump
call duly announced his arnval.
The company then adjourned to Ha=d·lt~~ ~ouset ~h~e
unity singing was carried on. 2n
ieu enan
· ·
~~::1::Ina highly amused the kiddies. The function wa: voted t ~
bi success Now we know wliy Daddv does not com~ ome uni
la~ on drili nighJ. W flat is ~ood.Jor tlle -g~ose is good for the gander.
··Now you j ust wait for me, satd Jl!frs . )i. to lier husband.
Stop Press.-Whi pers from Bournemouth. , \~o is ~~:
fairy who nursed a certain officer when he ~ad. flu · He
_
now popped the question and she wears his nng. 0 ur con
gratulations, sir !
BEGBIE.

No. 3 {Exeter) Company.
These notes are written from a sickbed and so, I fear, will be
omewhat disjointed . Since our last notes a great deal has
happened.
.
Training.-The operators are continuing with their. classe~,
which on the whole are fairly well attended. The Lmemen s
and D.R.s' Classes have also started with a very good muster
and all hope to increase their ratings.
Social.- Towards the end of November we had ·the pleasure <?f
placing our Drill Hall at the disposal of the O.C.A. for the1r
Annual Dinner. Th.is event was remarkably successf1;1l. On
11th December the officers gave their Annual Ball, which was
very well attended . So far we gather that there were _no complaints. The hall was very gaily decorated by ~pta1i;i F. H.
Reeks, who spent a lot of time on it. It was on this evemn!? that
the Duke of Windsor gave his farewell talk and, as usual, Signals
did not let the public down. Wireless sets were procured and
every guest heard the broadcast perfectly.
Topsham Personnel.-All members of this section of the
Company are now transferred to the 4th Devons. It has been
very difficult to train a squa~ of men at an out-station . They
leave us with our very best Wishes.
Obituary.-All ranks heard with deep regret ~f the untimely
death of 2nd Lieutenant G. D. A. Clover. By his ever cheerful
and generous disposition he had endeared himself to all. Our
deep sympathy goes out to all who mourn his loss.
THREECOY.

44th (Home Counties) Divisional Signals.
Stamford Brook Lodge, Ravenscourt Park, W .C.
14th January.
Editorial.- The memory of seasonal festivities is rapidly disappearing into the dim past, while indigestion remedy manufacturers are spending their large profits abroad. It is usual for
some remarks on income tax and f>ills to be made at such a time.
I shall, however, leave you to worry over these matters without
my help.
Dances at H.Q. are progressing slowly, it is still vitally important that members of the Unit should support these functions.
On Saturday, 9th January, ihe Children 's Party was held at
Stamford Brook. It is no exaggeration to say it was 100 per
cent. Sergeants Hatcher and Dearlove ·worked bard to bring
about a successful event. They were ably supported by the
Unit Social Committee, and every credit is due to these men for
the way in which they succeeded in entertaining the children.
Our little guests commenced with tea, an indispensable item on
such occasions. C.Q.M.S. and ?.frs. Woodman certainly gave
them a splendid start. Following on were games, distributions
of carnival novelties and several amusing interludes of " Biff "
and "Wallop," the famous clowns. At the conclusion, Father
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Christmas presented each child with a toy, swee~ and ~i~
after which Mrs. . S. R. Rowe presented the pnzes awar e
during the afternoon.
.
Saturday i6th January, is the occa ion for the ~nnyal :tJrut
Dinner. The prospect of a large an<l ch eery gathc~l/~g iscbnghtt
nearly 200 tickets already have been sold. The o ~e . onc;i{
Part is once more going to endeavour to amuse us ur~ng . e
y I am expec-t m
· g " Poly " to furni sh a .large contnbution
evenmg
h" h h
I
this mo~th in which he will cover all the pomts w ic
ave
overlooked.

sos - Will past members of the Unit, late P.S.I .s and other
write di.rect to \VlRE correspondent at Unit.Headquarters?_ We
shall be delighted to hear from our old fnends. Where JS Mr.
Daniel?
0020.
16th January.
Endeavouring to take up the threads for . the WIRE and
remembering last month's notes were sen~ iust pnor to Chnstmas,
r find my memory very dim and _qmte fam~-probably_ the result
of the rush of one's civvy and rmlitary duties at that..time. Ju~~
when one is apparently" through, " an? ready _for a breather
or drink whichever is preferred, there JS a remmder that the toy
Brende for " our Annie " has not been purchased yet, and so on .
However the military side of affairs has nothmg of n.o te to
report, s~ial activities have been in full swi_ng, t~e mo.st Jmpc;irtant function being the Sergeants' and Urut Children s Parties
and the ·ew Year's Eve Sergeants' Dance.
Unit Children's Party- Last Saturday, yet another party,
with approximately 100 children, sat down to a tea catered for
by C.Q.M.S. Woodman. It was pronoui;,ce~ v,~ry g~?d by th.~
people most concerned, that is, the kids.
B1ff and Wallop
(Lance Sergeant Hatcher and friend) crashed theu way u:~to the
limelight and held the stage with resoun~f ng cl~ut~ admm1~.tered
to each other by a kind of strawboard cat-o -nme-tails and
property plates smashed over their heads. It appeared. that
Lance Sergeant Hatcher received most of the_ clouts and ~s pal
most of the plates. Three children were sufficiently econorruc'.111.Y
minded to point out that it was a waste of good plates, 1;1ntil it
was suggested to them that they were not of the best vanety.
Among the popular games played were "Musical Parcels, " in
which the entrants have to strip several wrappers off a _package
when the music stops and pass it on directly the music st~s
again. The one who lays bare the article during the nc;in-m~~1cal
moment is declared the winner and receives the pnze_.
~n
the Bank," in which a process of toeing the line_ and iumpmg
either side thereof as intimated by a referee, who bps any player
out who is in the water when he or she should be on the bank.
€ .S.M. Tanner was the M.C. and timekeeper during the
afternoon and in the" animal noises" was definitely stumped by
a child's hlppopotamus effort--clean. bowl_ed, in fa~t. Ho.weve~:
we will avoid this next year by sendmg him on a vocational
to Whipsnade during the Christmas holiday, in order to punch
up a bit.
Community singing, led by a piano-accordion, and " Bi~"
and " Wallop" in another "smashing_" turn passed the time
quickly until the lights went out and sleigh bells, handled unseen
by the hard-working committee, heralded the ap~roach of
Father Christmas (Lieutenant Rowe), who entered via a reallooking chimney. This gave the children much delight. As each
child's name was announced, they eagerly came forward to
receive toys, fruit and sweets from his own hands. This accom·
plished , prizes were presented by Mrs. C. S. R. Rowe, and the
party drew to an end. Exhausted fathers, mothers, and com·
mittee men staggered home, some calling at the Mess en rauu
for revival remedies.
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a .a shing (Grav~I and Hipe) ._-Sergean~ Sealey and Corporal
White are a ttending a Course m this durmg the evenings at the
London Distri ct School of Instruction for two weeks. Sergeant
Kemp and L a nce Corpora l B yrne are a lso investigating Gas, for
the good of t he cause, a t th e same rendezvous.
Sergeants' Mess.- The Dance was held on the appropriate night,
and if not so well attend ed by Uni t members as in the past, was
a very pleasant and enj oyable fun ction . The band , floor,
novelties and a~endance welded together produced a most
enjoyable entry mto r937. Appreciation is accorded to the
Sergeants' Mess Committee who worked ha rd a nd long, at considerable personal inconveni ence and expense, to complete the
necessar y arrangements.
Children's Party.-This is a n affair in whi ch a ll seem to take a
great d elight, and the ch ild ren were not a lone in enjoying the
event. A ha ndsome tea, whi ch was provided by Hygienic
Bakeries, Ltd ., commenced with a salvo of crackers, followed
immediately by a variet y of sq ueaks and squeals, between
mouthfuls of jelly a nd doughnuts, as the musi cal contents were
discovered. T hen followed assorted games. There was "Aunt
Sally," a very popular game. One future " deadeye" scored a
bull by breaking m y pipe from an ad vantageous flank position.
Wonderfu l chance in t his game for pa ying back old scoresmistakes cannot always be rectified, a nd the ball is bound to
hit someone. The old favourites, " musical chairs " and
" kicking the football ," were also well patronised.
A very well presented marionette show was next on the programme. The miniature stage was complete to the smallest
details, and the uniform a nd dresses which were combined with
the face of the artist through the curtains were varied and
beautifully executed . The repertoire was extensive and funny.
Finally the lights were dimmed, and a " lamp, daylight,
signalling " was trained on to the centre door through which
Father Christmas arrived in a sleigh. After arrival, he proceeded
to issue the children with fruit, toffees, Christmas cards and a
new halfcrown each . It was noted that they were exceptionally
quick off the mark when their names were called--daddies,
please note ! Later on, we adjourned to the Mess, where R.S.M.
White F . auctioned the remaining fruit and some other wet goods
to the satisfaction of the winners. That closed another Children 's
Party for which thanks are due to all those who bad worked so
hard in its arrangement.

At the January Mess Meeting, several changes were made in
the officials of the Mess, and one or two revolutionary changes were
propo ed . Those elected were as follows : C.S.M. Gardiner,
D.C.M ., President, vice C.S.M. Jordan; Sergeant Peel, Secretary,
vice Sergeant Webb; Sergeant Sealey, Treasurer, vice Sergeant
Wheeler ; Lance Sergeant Hatcher, Assistant Treasurer, vice
!Ance Sergeant Powning. There were also several changes on
the Mess Committee.
The new proposals laid down that the Monthly Mess Meeting
sho11ld take place on the first Wednesday in the month at 9.15
p.m., instead of Sunday morning ; and that the new Mess
Officers would "take post" on 1st April, instead of 1st February,
in order to conform to the financial year.
We welcome to the Mess the newly-appointed Lance Sergeants
Hatcher H . and Butler T. It is hoped that their sojourn with us
will be a long and pleasant one. The latter seems to have already
a very good idea of the position of the numbers on the dart-board
and should be useful in the team.
POLYH.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals

Another good turn-out, thanks to the committee responsible,
and much appreciated by the Colonel and Adjutant, who were
present.

and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.

Sussex-by-the-Sea.-Congratulations to Lieutenant (Tubby)
Marshall of o. 2 Company at Brighton, who was selected ~o
play rugby for Sussex on at least two occasions. Somebody said
he does not look nearly rough enough for that game.
Travelling Allowances.- Now paid monthly. This seems to
have disinterred quite a few faces from their hibernation .

Social Events.- The inside of the Drill Hall for the past month
has looked like a miniature fairyland. There are beautiful
garlands and fairy lights everywhere. The reason is not far to
seek, for we have been holding our annual dances, etc. Let us
t~ke the events of the past month in sequence, and then everyone
will be saying, " Does this Unit ever work ? " The answer is,
·•Yes; very much so." (See notes headed "Training.")

Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds.
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The first event on the social calendar was the Officers' Ball on
r8th December. Over 120 officers, their ladies and guests enjoyed
a wonderful ball. The Drill Hall on this occasion was decorated
to resern ble a lovely garden ; it looked very nice.
During Christmas week concerts were held in the Sergeant5'
Mess and canteen. The New Year was welcomed in the traditional
manner by a very large party who had assembled in the Sergeants '
Mess.
The 9th January saw the Children 's Party and Christmas tree,
which nearly two hundred children of the Unit attended . Af-u
the tea and concert Father Christmas appeared ; the children
gave him a real Yorkshire welcome. All the children enjoyed
themselves very much, and on all sides it was voted a very l'(ood
show indeed. Great praise is due to Father Christmas, who
carried out his duties admirably.
On 15th January the Unit assembled for the All Ranks' Annual
Ball. This again was an excellent affair. The attendance was
very good; about 250 couples had a most enjoyable time.
The 22nd January will be the end of our festive period . On
this date the W .O.s and Sergeants ' Ball will be held . More
about this next month.
Training.- 17th December was the terminating date of our
" Father and Son " Operating Course, and the results were very
good indeed . We found a lot of hidden talent among the recruits.
In the future these " sons " will become very good operators
indeed .
On Tuesday, 5th January, we started Unit individual training.
This will terminate on 25th March with trade tests.
On 30th March Section training will commence. This will
continue until we go to Camp on 25th July.
Recruiting.-This Unit is at full strength and applicants are
still coming along. As we are allowed to recruit in excess of
establishment, we are able to pick and choose a little. Every
potential recruit is asked to write a short essay stating why he
wishes to join this particular Unit. After a short talk we are
able to sum up his capabilities and place him in the Section to
which he is most suited. A drive to recruit for the Regular
Army is being made. \Ve have inserted an advertisement in the
local paper , from which it is hoped that a large number of recruits
will be raised for our Depot at Catterick. Four of our Unit have
already joined the Regular Forces this month.
Obituary.-It is with the deepest regret that we announce the
death of Mr. G. Hutchinson, a very old member of this Unit.
He died on Thursday, 7th January, and was buried on Monday,
nth January. The Unit supplied t he bearer party and
trumpeter. We were all ,·ery sorry to see such a fine old member
of this Unit pass away.
M. S. R.

SOth (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 (Middlesbrough) Company.
General.- Winter training finished on 10th December. The
training was well attended ancl thoroughly enjoyed by everyone.
The N.C.O.s' Operators' Class was tested by the C.O., Colonel
T . T. J. Sheffield, and the results were entirely sati factory.
The N .C.O.s' Linemen's Course commenced on Tuesday, 5th
January. There is voluntary training for anyone who cares to
come up, and, though we hould like to see more of the trained
men, we are very pleased to see our recruits turning up regularly .
To these recruits we extend a hearty welcome and hope that they
will soon settle down and obtain a rating in their re pective
trades.
Christmas Festivities.-The usual functions were again held in
the Drill Hall. The children were entertained with a treat and the
usual Christmas tree ceremony. A C-rtain fat man who was
Father Clau this year found difficulty in getting out of his little
corner. It is a good job that he did not h<t.ve to come down the
chimney ! We are thinking about borrowing the factory
chimney from the bottom of the road - . e will then just be able to
slide down this comfortably. fr. harlie Dawes' Royal Dancers'
Children's Concert Party gave an entertainment in the afternoon.
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I t was thoroughly enioyed by everyone present, includii;ig the
grown-ups, who seemed to be having as equally a good time as
t he kiddies.
On Christmas morning mr usual cake-cutting ceremony took
place This was attendeci by the O.C. Company ~nd officers.
we \~ere also honoured by a visit fro~ the C.O., ~olqnel T. T. J ·
Sheffield, who replied to t lie expression of goodwill by the O.C.
C-0mpany.
Company Dance.-The Annual Dance i once again to be held
in the Drill Hall on 21st January. According to the re~rts .we
hear from time to time of the sale of tickets, the dance 1s gomg
to be well supported and very popular.
Badminton.-Things h ave been ra~er quiet owi?g to the
holidays, but practice is starting agam, and on Fri?ay, 15th
January, we h ave a match with o. 1 Company (Darlington).
Boxing.- The boxing team has commenced training for the
Dent Cup Competition, which t akes place on Saturd ay, 30th
January, at Darlington.
M ID BRO .

No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.
January.
General.- A new year commences and with it .hop.e is re-b<;>m
that, as a Company, we will endeavour to mamtain the .~gh
standard which our Unit is reputed t o possess. The tramm g
programmes and t he bringing together of all of us once again
are beginning to take definite shape. ' <\'inter Cou rses h ave been
held , for the undoubted benefit of all who attended them, and
the general feeling for 1937 is one of op timism.
Social- Company Dinner.- H eld in the Crown Hotel, Gateshead . This ·was an unq ualified s uccess. A sp lendid (and more
than ample !) repast was followed by what may be termed a
round-table talk rather than a speech by our Office r Commandi ng
-Captain J. G. Hopkins. If one may refer specially to one
point in the talk, may it not detract from others. It referred to
the Cups awarded in the various Competitions during the
training season. vVe now hold most of them; but the exhortation
is : " Do not be pot-hunters." \Ve are not, and we know t he
same applies to our good friends of i o . r and 2 Companies.
The efforts to hold, or regain, the trophies in future, can only
redound to our collective credit as a Unit. The Company holding
the most cups cannot make the 5oth Signals roo per cent.
efficient. Nos. 1, 2 and 3 Companies together, can !
'\'e were also honoured by the attendance of the Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Sheffield, and his pred ecessor,
Colonel G. H . Walton, both of whom tendered advice, which can
only produce results of the best kind. The remainder of the
evening was in the capa ble hands of the " Electric Sparks "
Concert Party, whose programme was heartily enjoyed by all.
Two most welcome visitors were C.S.l\L Widgery and ex-Sergeant
Jimmy Watts. The former, happily in improved health, whispered that he has something up his sleeve when the Camp
Competitions take place this year. Three Cups. Widge ?
The
latter got a cheer all to himself. " The thatch is thinning
visibly, Jim. Do you still worry about us ? "
A thoroughly enjoyable evening came all too quickly to a close,
and to ou.r O.C., together with C.S.'.\1. Woodcock and C.Q.M.S.
Knox, a sincere word of thanks for all they did to bring it about.

Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals, T.A.
Unit Headquarters and No. I (Aberdeen) Company
Generat.-The second series of Winter Courses for operators
is now in full swing, and it is hoped to have a bumper Trade Boa~d
in Maich. Two very succe s~ul All Ranks Dances were held m
December and January . . It 1s regr~tted that only. two more of
these happy functions ·will be taking place as tlns m3:r~s the
close of winter functions and the commencement of trammg.
Ghristmas Party.-H.Q. and o. r Com~any, 51s~ (Highl.and)
Divi ional Signals, and No. 207 (M.) Artillery Brigade Sign~!
Section were entertained by the officer and sergeants to their
Annual Children's Party at Foothill Bairacks on Saturday, 1.9th
December. Over 200 parents and, children sat down to te~.m a
gaily-decorated room. After the ' decks had been clea~ed, the
children were entertained by dancers, followed by a con1urer and
ventriloquist. The climax was reached when Santa C!aus (some
say it was our Honorary Colonel in disgu~se) was. dnven m on
his sleigh. After arrival, he gave each child a smtable p~esent
from a magnificent Christmas tree. .The ages. of the cluldren
varied from six weeks to h~dy fledglin?s of ~h1rteen ,rears .. ~
busy time followed in openmg parcels, mcludmg the bagg1e
of fruit and sweets. The happy but weary children were then
taken home by bus.
Territorial Officers' Ball.-The Annual Territorial Am~y
Officers' Ball for Aberdeen and adjoining Counties was held m
the Town and County Hall, berdeen, on the evening of Friday,
8th January. A party of 40 officers of the Unit and their friend.
dined in the new Officers' Mess at Foothill Barracks. The party
included Qur Honorary Colonel, Colonel R. J. icol, o.B.E., of
Ballogie ; the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Col~:mel E.
Birnie Reid and Mrs. Reid; Major T. P. E. Murray; Maior D. P.
Levack and Mrs. Levack ; Captain J. W. Levack ; Captain
A. H. Reid and Mrs_ Reid ; Captain R. B. Williamso~ and Mrs.
·Williamson; Lieutenants J. J. Donald, A. D. Davidson and
D . J . Bogie. After dinner, the party proceeded to the Town and
County Hall where there was an even larger attendance than
usual. The guests were received by Viscount and Viscountess
Arbuthnot. A very enjoyable evening ended with " b eer and
bones " at 3 a.m.
Memoir.-We would like to add our tribute from H.Q., and
also we may confidently add, from the other Companies, to
Sergeant Thomson J . W. of No. 2 Company. J:Iis reti~ement
from t h e Unit is regretted by all who knew him. H is own
Company in doing him honour in these columns, stat e t J:iat the
age limit is t he reason. One could never h ave guessed this fr?m
his work, n or from his appearance, except, p erh aps, after looking
at his waist-line. Well do we remember wh en t h e fiat went forth
that all senior N .C.O.s, irrespective of trade, h ad to ride. It was
our distintct pleasure to h ave him in the riding school. To this
day, as he himself has said, " He does not know whether he
was passed out as efficient or because h e was a d- - nuisance
in the ri de." The hay diet, either for h orses or for encouraging
the silf-like figure, h ad n o interest for him. Yet we can record
with confidence that his work has been of such a high order, and
of such value to t he Unit, t hat we m ust h ave ret ained his services
even if our means of locomot ion h ad been camels. A Signalman,
proud of h is Unit and the Corps, who, by examp le a nd occasionally b y a word of wisdom, p ut man y a y oung man in the way of
becoming a good soldier, and wh o retained throughout his long
service the good will a nd confidence of all ranks.
H .Q.

Boxing.- lt is hoped to raise a strong team for the Dent Cup.
It will not be the fault of Sergeant Campbell if his boys do not

put up a good show.

-

Camp, 1937.- This has been provisionally arranged for \Vhitby .
A long walk for one Sergeant (who, with or without Hitler
moustache, will be nameless), should he, like us, desire to revisit
Redcar of happy memories. He dare not go by bus, as his one
a version is making an exit via the window.
V\'e go there in J une
\\'hen the sunshine is hot-sometimes hotter !
But it's me for a hike,
"No buses," says Sergeant Alec--.
THREE COY .

No. 2 (Stirling) Company
General.- Wit h Christmas and the ew Year as m emories of
the past, we return once more to the d aily grind, p erhaps a little
more congenial after a spot of rest and a sample of Scotland 's
New Year celebrations. H aving decided t o return to the " Land
of the Thistle," in t ime t o see t h e Old Year pass, for the fi rst
time in fo ur years, I duly a ttended at the app ointed place, and
"drank " t he New Year in. They certainly know how t o do
things here.
Training.- By the time these notes appear in print. tbr
Company will once more be in the thick of ohms and so fort h , as
the n ext .batch of our Winter Courses will be in full swing . At
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a trade.~est. ~n D~cember, ~ve members of the Company passed in
G_roup E. rah?gs. Quite a few others are well on the road to
~1g~er ratmgs via the Trade Board in March. From the prel1mmary. arrangements made, it appears that a bumper attendance will be the order of the day.

Ent~rtai nments.-A smoking concert was given by the Sergeants Mess to all m~mbers of the Company and friends on 2 6th
Dece~ber.
?t havmg been present, I can only give secondhand mforma~1on . I have heard that a large gathering of the
c~ans had a ng~! royal evening. It seems to have been appreciated, because .Her~'s to the next time" and similar phrases
have been much m evidence since.
Co~clusi~n.-I sat. down at this organ (typewriter) with the
~ull 1~tention of fill~ng up about six sheets of foolscap, but
mtention. and operation are two entirely different matters, and
o~ce agam ~ find myself without further news, so I will close
with the wish, on behalf of the Company, for a happy and
prosperous ew Year to all past and present members of the
Royal Corps. (Better late than never.)
Twuco.

No. 3 (Kirkcaldy) Company
Genera~.-As this is ffif ~st attempt as a journalist, I hope our
readers will not be too critical. I have only been in the Company
a few days. and I J:iave to thank others for giving me whal little
mformation there 1s to report.
Departures.-During the last few days we have said farewell
to <;>ur P.S.I:• C.S.~. Swatton, who has left us to return once
agam to India. C.v.M. Swatton has been with this Company for
the p~st five years, and h~s rendered valuable service d uring
tha.t time. He has made himself popular with all ranks in the
Urut, and has also made numerous frien ds outside. A presentation of a c~te~n of cutlery was made to him on the occasion of
a farewell m his .honour, held in the R.A. Sergeants' Mess. A
medal for upholdmg the traditions of the Royal Corps of Signals
(not exactly) was also presented to him by Sergeant Davidson.
I am sure that whenever C.S.M. Swatton has a look at t hese
presents, th~y wil~ remind ~m of happy days spent at Kirkcaldy .
All ~anks wish him and his family all the best in their fu ture
Stations.

~.Q.M.~. Bease and Sergeant MacLennan have also left the
Umt on discharge. Both of these N.C.O.s have served a number
of years with this Company and we are all sorry t o h ave to wish
them farewell. ( o more kippers, J ohnny !)
Ar~ivals.-We welcome Sergeant Lewis, who has been posted
to t his Comp any from India in p lace of C.S.M. Swatton.
P~om otions.--Congratulations t o C.Q.l\1.S. E lder on his promotion to that ran k.
Rec reation.- The medal for the best Company shot was
awarded t o Corporal Mitchell with a score of 39 out of 4o. In
th~ New Year Team Sh oot, our team was only beaten by one
pomt by the 6/7 t h B lack Watch, after holding the Cup for two
years. Sergeant Marshall won secon d pri ze in the individual
shoot.
A NG US F'I F ESIGS.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
21 J ardine St reet , Glasgow,

.W .

Sergeants ' Mess.-The W. O.s and Sergea nt ·" nigh t in town "
has now become recognised as an annual in stitution . Beginning
with a v ery modera t e effort a few year ago, this event has come
t~ be reg~rded as one of the biggest social things in connection
wit~ J ardme Street. The December " night in town " surpassed
al! its f<;>r~runners. The evening 's entertainment commenced
with. a v1s1t t o the E mpire Thea tre. The pa rty of eighty after;"ards proceeded to H eadquarters, wh ere they were joined by a
u rther party of sixty. A sumptuous supper wa s served . Members
~nd guests, after supper , adjourned to the lecture hall, where a
all. on a grand scale ha d been arra nged . Dancing continued
until I .30 a .m. We cannot easily recall a night so successful
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and thoroughly enjoyable. We were delighted to have with us
so many of the wives and relatives of Mess members. The officers
were ~ell represented by Major iven, Captain Anderson (T.A.),
and Lieutenant Johnstone (S.R.). Amongst those present were
R.S.M. and Mrs. Murphy, R.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Sinclair, R.Q.M.S.
and ~rs. Bodys, C.S.M. and Mrs. Murray, C.S.M. a nd Mr .
Mac~eil, Sergeant and Mrs. Barton and party, Sergeant and Mrs.
Stram and party, Sergean t and Mrs. McQuarrie, Sergeant and
Mrs. Macdonald, Sergeant and Mrs. Christie.
A word of praise is due to Sergeant Macdonald, who, with h is
able comm1tt~e. ran the show.
Mac. can do things when he
takes .the notion. He did big things for "the night in town."
He will no doubt feel that his reward will have been measured
by th~ success of one of the most ambitious social events ever
orgarused by our W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess.
Regimental Gathe.ring.-:-The Regiment al Ga thering of 1936
was arranged on uruque lines. The usual all ranks dinner was
de}?arted from to give p lace to a concert, supper and dance.
This a.i:angement pe:mitted t he presence of all ra nks and their
lady friends. The rught of 29th Decem ber saw J ardine Street
a~sume. the aspect of carnival. The concert hall was bedecked
;-v1th brightness and colour. The huge drill hall was transformed
m~o. a vast ?ining room. Every Mess and lounge breathed the
spmt of festival. The scene in t h e. drill h <1;ll. one of the largest in
Scotland, was perh aps the most 1mpress1ve. Tables were laid
for over five h undred people. Th e red a nd blue uniforms the
tartans an? silver buckles of t he pipers, a nd the colourful dr~sses
of the ladies added zest to a scene which has seldom been witnessed at J ardine Street . T here was a la rge attendance of
officers and their ladies. The entire p roceedi ngs were under the
able direc.tion of Colonel J . W. Robertson, D.C.M., who was
act:Ompamed. b y Mrs. R obertson. There was only one thing
which we rmssed- the Coroner's v erdict on the year's work by
the Colonel. The gnarled T .A. and S .R. veterans of Troon
Gailes a nd Salisbury Plain had t o be content with fine chin~
tea cups. Their thoughts inclined to well-filled glasses and the
driv ers' whisper, " Good old Jimmy." The dance which followed
supper was an affair of brilliance and gaiety. The ballroom was
taxed t o capacity. The music was first class. The entire
arr'.1-ngeme~ts w~re elaborate ahd complete in every detail. We
beli?ve Ma1or Niven. had a big hand in arranging the complete
festival. We owe him much. Judging by the success of this
even t, .the old style ?f Regimental gathering is gone for ever.
The: e 1s almost ce~am to be an all round desire for any future
R egi mental gathenngs to be run on the same lines as that of 1936.
lslay.- A tinkle of ~he telephone bell just before midnight on
Hogmanay-a long distance call and a welcome familiar voice.
T.he voice .was that <;if Major G. W. Cumming. As he put it
himself, things were lifeless all around him. His thoughts were
far from Islay's storm-bound coast as he waited to usher in
1937. He was .thinking of his S.R. lads. Major Cumming
requested the scnbe to convey to all the boys his best wishes for
a happy and prosperous ew Year.
Aldershot Admirers.-They had seen most of their football in
Aldershot. They had marvelled at the activities of Aldershot
Town. On occasional high days they had travelled by the
Aldershot express to Chelsea or Highbury. They are now
stationed in Glasgow. We refer to Iurray and McAdie. They
pay their shilling to enter Firhill . They see real football teams.
Their mouths are open wide. They stare. " Tever saw anything
like this in England, " says McAdie. " Arsenal could never stand
up to it," says Murray.
The Officers.- The annual dinner of the Officers' Mess Lowland
Signal Units, was held at Headquarters on 8th Janu~ry. T he
gathering was under the chairmanship of Colonel J . W . Robertson,
D.c .M. The distinguished guest list was headed by the General
Officer Commanding the Forces in cotland, Lieutenant-General
Sir A . R . Cameron. There was also present Lord Stevenson, one
of His Majesty's judges in Scotland . Lord Stevenson once erved
as an officer in our units. Other distinguished guests included
Colonel F. '. Westbury, Scottish Regional Director of the Po t
Office, and Bailie Fletcher, Corporation of Glasgow.
Concerning Currie.- 19th January saw the la t of him. For
many a year he evaded detection, and even uspicion.
o
und etected and unsuspected he left us. A dozen of the craft of
Quartermasters was he. Currie bids his comrades farewell.
There are those whom he would hake by the hand-in Aldershot,
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Catterick, Leeds, London, and abroad . :: Good luck t o you all,"
says Currie, and " uccess to the Corps.
"The Grousinr Grocer."- A/Corporal Strachan J ., of ou r
.R. Units, has been discharged after fourteen yea rs of go<?d a nd
faithful service. Jock was a p articularly handy. man i n the
ration stores during annual Camp". A bl acksnu~h by trade,
Jock could paint bread with margarine to an amazing <;legree of
economy. "The grousing grocer " had ~any goorl. pom~s. and
we a.re indeed sorry that he has severed his connection with ou r
Units.
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The disguise in thi ca ·e was delig.h tful
As those who may know him WJ ll guess.
Wa he better or worse looking- avec t he mask ?
The a nswer my com rades i " Yes."
" I can't breathe ! " came an agon i~e~, w~i mper,
..
Mmd m y ear!
" Take it off! " " Help me ont !
" \<\'hoever invented the e things shou ld be 1\1.ade
To wear the d- n kit for a year."
A recruit who was pas ing obliged h im.

His rem arks were arcastic, and worse
He wa certainly good, in a crisis, that la d .
I wi h I wa ditto- at verse .

Drill Hall, Park Street, Cardiff.
I have just seen the youn gsters off from the Christr:i as T ree
Party. There was no disorder apart from the brand1shmg of
guns and spinning of tops by a couple of tou gh guys, age 8.
About 250 children, with their mothers, sat down to tea at the
Carlton Restaurant, Cardiff, on aturday, 19th December, 1936,
to enjoy the first half of their Chri tmas treat . The manager
of the Carlton was een gazing at the gathering with tears
streaming from his eyes. \Vhether as a father he was affected ,
or broken hearted at the way the kiddies were pu t ting the st uff
out of siabt, is not known . It was o nice to see Mr. Bale helping
to entertain. He bas such a way with children . An enjoyable
concert was provided by the management during tea and
everyone seemed perfectly happy.
C.Q.)f.S. Forse arranged charabancs to convey t he party to
the Drill Hall, Park Street, for the second half, during which we
were to welcome Father Chri tmas. In due course he arrived,
amidst intense excitement. I must say that Sergea nt H. P .
Baxter played his part admirably. Every child received a
present and was thoroughly satisfied . Indeed, the only complaint was, that once the fathers secured posses ion of the toys,
the kiddies never got a look in. Sergeants \Vhitfield, Garrett,
Hawkins and many members of the \\'.O.s and N .C.0 .'s Mess
were able assistants to Father Christmas. and all combined to
give parents and children a really enjoyable time.
Those present included Colonel R. C. Seel, M.c., T .D ., Major
W. G. Trice, Captain and l\frs. F. T. Arnold, Captain V . W.
Hawkins, Captain and Mrs. W. R. Hawkins, Captain and l.\Irs.
.II... E. Johnson, Lieutenant and Mrs. \Iv. G. Bale, Lieutenant and
Mrs. F. C. Moon, Lieutenant and :.\Irs. G. B. Lloyd and 2nd
Lieutenant D. Stephens.
The Canteen Committee organised a splendid dance on 6th
January. In spite of the atrocious weather, over 200 were
present. Thanks to Lieutenant \V. G. Bale and his committee,
one can spend a happy evening in the Canteen with its games
and all kinds of interesting books to read.
The Unit football team are still carrying all before them.
They now head Division II of the Cardiff and District League
with a fair margin of points in hand.
O_u_r T .A: cup tie match with 7th Battalion, Royal Welch
Fustliers, will be played on 16th January, at Brecon, having been
postponed from December. We are full of optimism. The team
possess the Unit spirit, and will take a deal of stopping.

AN INCIDENT.
Our Q. LR. atleugh- and Greedy
Were engaged in their ev1>ryday chores.
They decided to " iron out some creases "
And check up the stores.
" Now what the blaze are these things "
Our worthy RQ.M.S. asks.
'
The Major remarked, terse and caustic
" You ass ! They're the nit gas masks."
"Why! Just how perfectly lovely,"
His " Half-Section " promptly replied,
As he pulled a contraption right over his head
To see what it looked like-inside.

W.O.s and N.C.O.s Mess.
The Christmas Draw.- The a nnual Sergeants' Mess draw was
arran ged t o take place a few days before Christm3:s. Everything
went off according to schedule, a ll p n zes were d1 p layed to the
best advantage and the complete la_Y-out certainly d id credit to
the working num bers who orga msed t he sh ow. T he total
number of en t ries p as ·ed t h e 1,ooo mark and the n ':1mber . of
prizes totalled 217. Prizes won by officers of t he U mt, ~hich
were collected by Lieutenant W . G. Ba!e, were very kind.ly
distributed t o the unemployed and deser vin g cases of t~e U n~t .
Such thou gh tful act ions as t hese are very much app recia ted m
all circles.
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54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.

SSth [West Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
A~te~dances a£tei;- Christmas have naturally fallen off somewhat

No. 3 (Southend) Company.
General.- Since you heard from u s last very little has happen d
to cause th~ heart to fl~tter. Training goes on as u sual, but t~e
at~endance 1s not what ~t could be. The critics forecast that the
!air sex are no longer fair. We wonder wha t that means ?
Mayor's Parade.-T~s wa well attended and the turn-out
was good . ConEi"ratulatJon go to Boy Havis L. :>I. as the best
turned out recruit. He was pi;-esented with a Silver Cup, suitably
engraved , by the 0 .C. , Captam J. P . Tweedie-Smith. I wonder
why the boys a lways beat the men ?
Enlistments.- We extend the glad hand to Signalmen Croker
I . B., Paul S: W . and .Page D. and hope their stay will be long
and happy with ~s. Signalman Levi ha decided that he cannot
learn any more m the T.A., so he has decided to join our big
brothers, the Regulars. Good luck go with you, Levi !
Social.- The Children's Party was held on the 9th and I know
by the look on their faces that they enjoyed themselves. Thanks
go t? those stalwarts who helped to make the afternoon and
evemn~ a success. The accompanying snap shows a part of the
gathenng.
THREE COMPANY.

but 1t is very pleasmg to see t h e continued enthusiasm of many
of. t he m~n! wh o have come along a bsolutely regularly since
wmter tramm g began .
The Commanders of the various syndicates, which have been
coaching people for the different t rade tests, have been enabled
t? give a cont inuous program me of tuit io n-this is very encouraging. It .means that .a goodly number of p eople wil l be going to
Ca mp th1S year qualified and earning extra p ay.
.we. shall need to be up to scratch t his year, as there will be a
D1v1s1onal Camp at Catterick. The Unit is now over strength,
a nd we shall be expected to have our full working complement.
I foresee sol!ll'. hard work and keen com petition during t he coming
Section trammg season. Section Commanders will have two
mo_nths in which to perfect their personnel. So, heigh-ho I Let's
at 1t.
The Officers' A n ~nal Ball is once more a pleasant memory.
There was no fog t his year t o keep people away, and nearly two
hundred turned up . vi·e still h ave to look forward to further
Subalterns' Dances, t he firs t of wh ich was such a great success.
The Sergeants held a dance on 'ew Yea r 's E ve . It was a great
and unqualified succes . T he writer was unfortunately not there
himself, o, regretfully, cann ot publish t he more lurid details.
But I hear they were drinking beer ! It must ha ve been a special
effort, I suppose, for ew Year's Eve.
,

New Year's Ball.- T his i one of t he fu nctio ns of the y ear.
Despite the weath er, d ancers began to arrive at q uit e an early
hour. Halfoay t hrough th e da nce, t he fl oor was fill ed to
capacity, and by t h en ever yone was in the best of spirits.
Shortly before midnight, t he parad e was " fall en -in." Headed
by Colonel and :.>1rs. Seel, it commenced its long trek ; left
wheel- right wheel- left about wheel- then left, then right.
" Oh, dear," said one young sweet thing, " I am giddy." " It's
those high spirits," said her escort. H o wever, the parade concluded its rout e ma rch, j oined hands and blared forth that wellknown chorus, " Auld Lan g Syne." Then followed a succession
of ringing beaks. A certain P.S.I. was doing quite well until the
R.M.S. kissed him. (Exit t he P .S.I. unconscious.)
It was well into the ' ew Year when everyone departed, having
joyfully seen the old out and the new in .

Congratulations.- To C.S.M. Goble on being awarded the
Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. C.Q .M.S. Forse on
being promoted to that rank ("give Tom one " ).
The Unit footba~l team are reaching the top of the League.
(Stay put, lads!)
Sergeants Baxter H. P . and Westwood C., and Lance Sergeant
Edwards W . H ., having qualified for the Efficiency Medal,
Territorial. Now for the " Bar " (not the wet one).
Departures.- Discharged (age limit) ; C.Q.M.S. Burton F. T.
The '.C.O. 's Mess are very sorry to lose such a familiar and
popular member, whose service dates back to 1909. He was one
of the foundation stones, and has served the Mess faithfully and
regularly since it was first formed . " Frank" is assured of a
most cordial welcome whenever h e enters the Mess. We are also
sorry to lose Sergeant Tutton and Corporal Middleton.
We are well into lhe ew Year with Christmas and New Year
functions a happy memory.
The programme at present is, " noses well down " during the
LT. Course, which finishes al the end of March . N .C.0.s then
join their Sections taking with them the knowledge they have
acquired (?).
Shooting training is now in full swing on the miniature range,
and teams are preparing for the Western Mail Cup, Wakefield
Trophy, Victory Shield, etc. Best of luck to a ll teams during
forthcoming shoots !
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CHILDREN'S PARTY.
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The next "affair of note 1 the Annual Re~mental Hot-P?t
and Prize-giYing. There is a change of venue this year, an~ while
many will regrel the opportunity once more to turn th~1r eyes
hea,:enward, we ex"Pect to have the usual excellent everung.
I saw in Ja_t month's WIRE the ~rst contribution of our friends
(\Y.L.) Company, L. of C. Signals. S.R.
hope they continue their efforts in thi direction. 1 know the Editor must be
verv pleased to receive note from new sour?e . even though
some do not, or cannot, hope to reach that pitch of excellence
attained by a few.
FIVE-FIVE.

•

Signal Training Centre.
" F " Company, Training Battalion.

Those Firms who advertise in these
pages support our Corps Magazine.
Will our readers please support
them in return ?

The London Divisional Signals.
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Atkin Road, S.\V.I2.
15th January.

Third Annual Children's Party.-The Drill Hall was filled to
capacity on Saturday, 19th December, when 550 members 3;nd
their familie of the City of London Signals, T:A., and the Lme
of Communication ignals, .R .. were entertamed to tea. T~e
popularity of thi pal"o/ increase~ each year., the numbers m
1934 being o and 300 m 1935 .. We were particularly hono~red
this year by the presence of l\fajor-General P. R. C.. ~O?Jmmg ,
c.B., ·c.M.G., o.s.o., the Commander of the London Division, .who
took an active part in the proceedings. Unfortunately, neither
of the Honorary Colonels were able to to be present, .but a large
number of officers and their wive attended and a 1sted. The
organisation of the party was ably carried. o.u.t by the Permanent
Staff of Signal Hou e, both regular and c1v1lian, and our thank·
are due to them for the great amount of work they must have
put in. During tea, the Band of the City of London Signals,
T.A., under the direction of Bandmaster J . L. Duys, played
elections. After tea, the children and adults were entertained
bv a conjurer.
Captain \\'. :'IL Ponsonby, R.Signals, is
aiready famous in this capacity, and ou: very best thanks are
due to him and :\[r". Ponsonby for commg up from Aldershot
to help us. Again the verv bC t form of" Regular a sistance."
The applau~e "·ith which hi efforts were greeted mu t have
been some recompense for the time and trouble involved.
After this, we had a cinema show _with sound film exhibited
by Lance Sergeant Rickard G. and Corporal :North L. J. of the
City of London Signals. It is the .first time that we have bad
sound film at ignal Hou.e, and we tru t that through the generosity of the two members of the lJnit concerned it will not be the
last.
Then came, to many of the younger one , the major eYent of
the day. Father Christmas and the Christmas tree. The lights
went out and Father Chri tmas appeared, amid great applau e.
He a ked ~Irs. \\"illway, our Commanding Officer's wife, to assist
him in the distribution of the presents. This took about an hour.
There were many children, and each one had a gift. Father
Christmas then called for three cheers for ~Jr . \Yillwav and the
response proved that in the opinion of the children, a't least, it
bad been a very good party. One thought the roof would lift.

A SPECIAL DISCOUNT
GIVEN TO THE ARMY
BY

1WRIGHT BROS.
I

I

A sale of raffie tickets took place during the afternoon to help

towards the expenses, and the sum of

£7

is. 10d. was raised.

The results of the draws were as follows:
Presented by
Bottle of \\'hi ky . . ergeants
Bottle of Port
Box of Chocolates .. .l\lr . Buttle
Dressed Doll
Mrs. Strange
Christmas Cake
:\Irs. Buttle
Hat Box from the presents fund

\'\·on by
.l\Irs. Moy.
::\Irs. Strange.
:\'lrs. Jones.
Lance Corporal Ray.
Mrs. Hope.
Mrs. Firth.

After a further half-hour's games and the exchange of greetings,
the party came to an end with the singing of " God Save the
King."

Sport.- \Ve are preparing to embark on our u ual sporting
activities this week. We have already played a couple of practice
games at soccer and hockey. Our cross-country team also hopes
to have a "leg-stretch " out in the country. A photograph of
our cross-country team is published with these notes.

SIGNALMAN HUGHES V. Pm. PERRY, THE BUFFS.-Another
.fight with ?oth men trying to land a decisive punch, had Hughes
pun~he.d with the knuckle part of the glove be might have landed
a wmmng punch ; as it was, he narrowly missed the verdict on
points.

" A " Corps Signals, Aldershot.

SIGNALMAN EDWARDS V. PTE. PRANDY, THE BUF'FS.-A good
fight throughout. Edwards appeared much the .fitter man and,
remall;ing cool and hitting the cleaner, ran out a popular winner
on pomts.

Boxing.-While we tactfully refrain from making any comment
about the tug-of-war held on board the Tuscania we cannot but
draw your attention to nine out of the ten figh~ of the Boxing
tourn!lment. About the fifth day out, the deck stopped giving
\\ay m places and a postponed boxing tournament was held.
As we had two regiments on board with us, we expected to see a
more representative programme. Here are some short notes
on the fights:
SIGNALMAN SUTTON V. PTE. FRYER, '"· YORKS.-This was
Sutto.n's first fight since joinin~ "A" Corps. He showed great
promise. A real good fight with both men hitting bard with
b?th hands. From the _seco~d g~ng, Sutton took the fight to
his op~onent, and, punching h15 weight, earned a popular decision
on pomts.

SIGNALMAN TAYLOR v. PTE. COOPER, THE BUFFS.- A pair of
evenly-matched boxers who put up a good .fight. Although
Taylor appeared to be out of training he did more than enough
to earn the decision on points.
SIGNALMAN STILL

V.

LA.

CE

CORPORAL vYATTS, THE BUFFS. -

A good hard-hitting bout with both men giving their best; a

real ding-dong affair with the decision in doubt up to the final
gong. Lance Corporal \\'atts got the decision on the referee's
casting vote.
SIGNAU!AN DOWELL v. PTE. BARNETT, \V. YORKS.-From the
first gong, Dowell made up his mind to carry the .fight to his
opponent. He boxed well all through, remaining very cool
and earned an easy decision on points.

CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM "F" COMPANY, TRAINING BATTALION, ROYAL CORPS OF SIGNALS

Dances.-T"o dances were held during December. The first,
on Sahirday, 12th, was organised by the Ser~eants' ·Mess Committee. So ably wa · this done, that, despite torrential rain, a
very large number of people attended and thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.
On 31st December the ·ew Year's Eve Dance was a tremendou success. .Far more people than were expected turned up
and kept the fun going till well after midnight. It was gratifying
to see three or foµr
parties of officers and their guests on the floor
1
of the hall and the permanent staff were especially pleased to
greet Captain H. II. Anthony, R.Signals.
As the evening
wore on, more and more old-fashioned dance were introduced,
and soon the gathering became extremely festive. The ew Year
was ushered in by a grand march and the singing of Auld Lang
Syne.
C.0.L.S.

FIX DRAUGHT EXCLUDERS AND
STOP THOSE COLD DRAUGHTS
Send for Illustrated Price List of Draught
Excluders for Doors, Windows, etc.
from

WM.

c.

TANNER & SON

Complete Sports Outfitters
and Travel Goods Specialists

340 ST. JOHN STREET, LONDON, E.C.I

37 ST. GEORGE'S ST., CANTERBURY

CHEAP ANO EASY TO FIX

Telephone 452

SIGNALMAN DUNKIN v. DRIVER LLOYD.-A fight between two
mell; of the same Company, a real needle match with both men
amoous to make a fight of it. There was little to choose between
them at the .finish, Lloyd getting the verdict on points.

Established 1879.

Telephone : Clerkenwell 6089

WINNERS MACKWORTH CROSS-COUNTRY TROPHY.
Bock Row (left to right) : Signalmen Campion, Brewster ; Boy Clover ; Signalman Adams ; Boys Holness, Richards, McKenna.
Front Row (left to right) : Boy Valentine, Lance Corporal Boy Butler, Boy Malone, Lance Corporal Blades, C.S.M. Johnson, Captain H. P. Hart,
M.C., Lance Corporal Boy Roberts D., Boys Warren, Baldock, Watson .
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SIG.'ALMAN MASON v. PT.&. COHEN,
.
. . . need
·
TuE
BUFFS-Although
· · weight away and box.mg a. more expene

;f~~:i.£i'.~ ~ukably good dfaplay, M i•" foil«! to
SIGNALMAN YATES v. CORPORAL EMMOTT, Vv. Yoi:-Ks.dYates
put up an e..-..'i:raordinary good fight algad~s~danalet:~1!°p~~nsf:iap~'.
h fi red in last year's rmy n iv1 u
_. .
o f:a peared to take Yates too easily and f,ouno !tis repeated
a::C:~ w~ met with Yates' straight left. "'\:ates 1ust got the
decision on points.
JESSAMINE.

i

PeJhawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Hocke .-The replayed final against the I.0.R.s cau ed consternatio~, the I.O.R.s winning by the only goa;I scored, ~~that
was scored in the last half-minute of extra time. This 1s the
first time the I.0.R.s have beaten the B.O.R.s for years. It was
a. very well fought game and both teams are to be congratulated.
Rugby.-Lieutenant Goldsmith has successfully infused new
life into this game in this Unit, and the results ~f games alrea~y
~~e very encourauing.
An Inter-Section seven-a-~1de
0
p I ayed ~
tourney
was run and after- a really good ganie, " J " Section
. '
admirably led by,~fr. Goldsmith, beat" D" Section by 15 pomts
to 3 points.
soccer.-Our optimism regarding further successes in the
:\lcEwan Cup League has this m~:mth been unfounded, We
lost both games against o. 8 Light Tank Company, Royal
Tank Corps by 1--0 and " C" Company, H.L.I., by 4--0. We
are not disheartened I The Inter-Section seven-a-side tourney
was won by " D " Section first team, who beat " J " Section in
the final.
Cricket.-A useful cricket team has been got together. In the
three ganies played to date, we have emerged victorious. Scores:
v. 8th A.A. Battery, R.A. Peshawar District Signals, l 18
for 4 declared (Sergeant Ryan 34, Signalman Buc!1anan 25,
Signalman Clarke 29 not out, Lieutenant Goldsnnth 21 not
out). 8th A.A. Battery, RA., 86 (Signalm~ Day 3 for 16,
Corporal Johnson 2 for 9, Lieutenant Goldsnnth 3 for 4).
v. R.I.A.S.C.-Peshawar District Signals, II5 and 15 for 4·
R.I.A.S.C., 61 and 67.
v. 2nd Battalion, H.L.I.-Peshawar District Signals, ~93
(Sergeant Ryan 38, Signalman Buchanan 89). 2nd Battalion
H .L.I., 84 (Corporal Robson 3 for 20, Signalman Day 5 for
19).

"G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
Since our return from Palestine, we have been ·able to get busy
once more with sport. Our activities last ye:ar were curtailed
by our presence in :\Iersa ~Iatruh, but having got over our
stiffness, we are once again trying to eat up all. before us. 01:1r
latest capture is ~1r. Ruck, our new O.C., who is well known m
Egypt and England as a star hockey player. He is a great asset
to the team, and under his careful coaching we expect to be able
to enter some competitions next season.
everal of our new
hockey team are men who have never played before, but one
never knows what lies behind a pair of stiff legs. Our fixtures so
far have been mainly local. We have beaten the r rth Hussars
Band and " B " Squadron. The sorry part of it all is that we
lost to 20th Field Brigade Signal Section and to No. r Company,
Egypt Signals. (Of course they turned out their Corps team.)
Football has been rather neglected. " F" Troop can go home
with cheerful hearts, knowing that they beat our second team
to the tune of 6-r. Still they were very shy regarding the
return match with the first team. (All right, professionals, don't
get a sweat on I)
We would like to take this opportunity of congratulating
Egypt Signals on their grand performance in reaching the final
of the Command Hockey Cup, and also to those who have been
selected to represent the Army in the first trial.
BLACKllt.
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Cut out this advertisement, pin yourd nabml e and alddfreAssSPt~~:
ost it to us and we will send you a ou e samp ~ o •
'
~ablets free.' You can then prove ho:" pain-alle~1atmg ASPRhO
is, how it stops violent headaches.'" a fe't'I'. mmutes-smas es
coids and influenza attacks in one mght-b~mgs swei:\sleep to
the sleepless- relieves rheumatism in on.e mght-b~n1s es nerve
pains neuralgia, toothache, etc., ma few minutes .
• ASPRO . DOES NOT HARM THE HEART

w
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Made In England by ASPRO LTO., Slou1h, Bucko. (Tel~phone: Slou1h 608).
If
have received 0 sample of •ASPFl.O ' please do not write for another.

you
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'ASP RO' consist• of the pured Acet11"'1lic11/ic Acid that. ha. eue~ ~en
known to Mecliail Science, and ih claims ore ba,.d on 1ls sup<nonl11.
No proJJritfaru n,ht is claimed in tk method of manu/aclurt' or

lht formula.
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"H" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Egypt.
With a view to selecting a team to represent the Troop and
the L.A.D. Detachment in the coming Troop Football Tournament,
a match was played against the H.Q. Squa(lron team, and ~e
were very unlucky to lose by the odd goal in three. A nice bit
of combination between our two backs and goalkeeper resulted
in a goal for our opponents ; Lance Corporal Cox notched our
solitary goal.
We wish to congratulate Egypt Signals on putting up a good
show in obtaining third place in the Command Cross-country
Championship and also in fullshing up the football season so
well In the final match of the Abbassia Section of the League,
Lan~e Corporal Cox scored fo~r of the fi.~e goal~ and so fullsh~d
sixth in the list of goal scorers m the combmed Cairo and Abbass1a
Leagues.
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PRJcE-SIXPENCE

Malaya Signal Section, Singapore.
Past and present members of Signals Association
will be gratified to learn that HER ROYAL
HIGHNESS, THE PRINCESS ROYAL, G.B.E.,
Colonel-in-Chief of Royal Signals, has graciously
consented to become Patron of the Corps
Association

Pulau Brani Detachment.
Rugby.-The Pulau Brani rugby team, composed of R.E.s,
Signals and Ordnance, is having a very successful season. So
far they have played 19 matches, won 14, lost 4, dravm r. They
boast of four Command players and ten of the team have had
trials for the Malaya Command . The follow.mg have played
for the team at some time or other : Signalmen Strong, Hopcraft,
Blunt, Tomlinson, Bowler, Smart, rotley, Parkin and, last but
not least, that grand old warrior, Lance Corporal Stowers. of
Fort Canning. Signalman Hopcraft is one of the outstandmg
successes of the team and is considered one of the best players
in Malya. Well done, Hoppy I
TANDOK (T. B. C.).

Do Y 0 U belong to the Signals
Association ?

If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an end so me day, and
you may then need help in finding civil employment. See
how the Association helps its Members in that direction,
as shown on page 50.

King George V Memorial Fund.t the request of the Corps
Committee, we publish hereunder the total amount subscribed
by the Corps to King George V Memorial Fund.
Readers will remember that it was arranged that all unit
contributions to the Fund should be . ent to the Commandant,
Signal Training Centre, Catterick Camp, Yorkshire, who would
act as Treasurer for the Corps.
A sum of £320 4s. 8d. was subscribed, a nd the following statement describes how this sum was dealt with :

£
Paid through the Mayor of Darlington, Co. Durham
Paid through the Mayor of Richmond, 'orkshire
Bank Charges . .
Total

200
120

£320

s.
o
o
4

d.

o
8
o

4 8

The subscription is only 2/- per annum.
Ask your Unit Representative for further details.

. The money was paid out in this way so that the civic authorities near the Signal Training Centre might appreciate the presence
of the Corps.

The Lord .:Mayor of London, in the covering letter of his
receipt, said that be would appreciate it if his thanks could be
conveyed to all those as ociated with this generous gift.

Royal Signals Annual Dinner.- With the approval of Her
Royal Highness, The Princess Royal, G.B.E., our Colonel-inChief, the annual dinner of the Royal Signals' Dinner lub will
be held on 28th May, 1937, at the Junior United ervice Club,
Charles Street, London, S.\>V.1, at 7.30 p .m. for 8 p.m. Tickets
may be obtained from Mr. S. Garland, c/o Lloyds Bank, Ltd.,
6, Pall Mall, London, S.\V.r.

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir George Lee, M.C.-Hi many friend in
the Corps will join us in congratulations to Lieuten:int- olonel
Sir George Lee, M.c., on his Knighthood in the ~ ew Year's
Honours List.
Our older readers will remember him as Officer-in-Charge
Signals, G.H.Q. Area, in France in 1918. He subsequently
maintained his associa tion with the Corps as Lieutenant-Colonel
A

MAR IT
the upplementary Reserve until I926. As E ngineer-inCbief in the General Post Office, he has been a true friend to
R. ignals. and his help has be?n iuvalu a~le both i.n the matter of
technical development, a nd m fo· wardmg the mterests of the
Territorial rmy a nd upplementar y Reserve of the Corps ..
O"'.O

Accommodation.- Lady woul d be glad to take charge of two
-isters, whose parents are abroad, for T.ERM AND H OLIDAYS.
Good home in Bedford, with excellent schools. Own daughter,
age 14 at Bedford High School. Excellent references. Apply to
" CULVER," c/o Editor, TH E WIRE.
0-.0

Plain Tales.- ln re pon e to the numerous enquiries received
as to the present whereabouts of " B ARLEUX," a nd commenti ng
upon the lamentabl e a bsence of "PLAIN TAL.ES" from our last
two publications, we invite our readers' attention to page 92
of this issue.
It is now 17 years since TH E WIRE made its debut to a patien t
and long-suffering clientele, during which time, and as one of
the magazine's most staunch adherents, t he 11om de guerrc of
" BARLEUX" has been synonymous with t he p ublication.
On behalf of all \YIRE readers, we t ake t his opportunity t o
convey our grateful thanks to SERGEANT ROBERT F . BARLOW
for his valued co-operation and assistance d uring t hat period.
and couple with it our best wishes for his fu tu re success and
happiness in civilian life.
His subsequent observations from " the other side of the
fence " will be anticipated, and read, with much interest.

Used Car Bargains.

'fHE

found d .
i1th I the co-opera t i'on of the Narmgl t he preceding month
mp oyment of Regular Sailors Sol~~ Association for the
I Ex-Signalma n Stok
T . , o iers and Airmen :
•
e-on- rent
2 E x-~.c:; . o., West
Riding
· · · · · · ·······.Postman
3 t~S~gn al man, West Riding · · · ....· ." · · · · · · · · · · ·Postman
· · · ·······.Labourer
4 E S~gnalman, Devonport
5
x-S~gna l man, London
.
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Postman
6 ~~~S~gna l man, Sheffield . ." ." .· .· ." ." ." ." ." ." · · · · · · · · · .. Porter
~ Ex ~~gna: man, Newcastle-on-Tyne
· · · · · · · · ·Labourer
E -Nigcna man, Stoke-on-Trent
· · · ·· · · · ·· Postman
9
x- : .0., Croydon
· · · · ·······.Canvasser
IO ~x-S1gnalman, Stoke-on~T~~~t ·. P .O. Engineering Dept.
II
x-Signalman, West Ridin
· · · · · · · ·:··· .... Clerk
12 Ex-S!gnalman, West Riding · ·P.O. Engmeering Dept.
I3 Ex-S~gnalman, Sheffield
g · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Labourer
14
Ex-S~gnal man, Brighton
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Van Driver
Ij ~x-S~gnal man, Brighton
. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... Painter
I6
x -S!gna lman, Brighton
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Labourer
I7 Ex-S~gnal man , Brighton · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Postman
18 Ex-S~gnalman, Deptford · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Postman
19 E x -S!gnalman, London
· · ' · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · ·.Labourer
20 Ex-S!gnalman, London
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Messenger
21 Ex-S!gnalman, London
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·warehouseman
22 Ex-S~gnal ma n, London · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . Postman
23
Ex-S!gnalman, London · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Postman
2 4 Ex-S!gna lman, London
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . .. Postman
25
Ex-S!gnalman, London
· · · · · · · · · · ·······.Messenger
26 Ex- S~ g nalm an , London · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Postman
27 Ex-S~gnalman, London
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·P.O. Cleaner
2 8 Ex -Signalman, London
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. Labourer
29 E x -1"..C. O., D eptford
· · · · · · · · · · · · ···· ··· .Labourer
3° Ex-S~gnalman , Sheffield ." · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. . P orter
3I E x -Signalman, Manch ester· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... P ostman
32 Ex-N .C.O., London
· · ·, · · · · · · · · · · ··. P ostman
33 Ex-1"..C.O., N otting ha~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Caretaker
34 Ex-S~gnalman, Shrews bu
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. . P ostman
35 Ex-S!gnalman, Sheffield ry
· · · · · · · · · · · · · . .. Post ma n
36 Ex-S~gnalman, Essex
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. Domest ic
37 E x -S~gnalman, E ssex
· · · · · · · · · · · · ···· . ... Postman
38 Ex-S!gnalman, Essex
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... Labourer
39 E x -Signalman, Essex
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... P ost man
4° Ex-1"..C.O., Middlesex
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ····. Labourer
4I Ex-S!gnalman, Sheffield · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· ·· .. . Lineman
• 42 Ex-Signalman, Stoke-on-Tr~~t · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Labourer
43 Ex-N .C.O., Portsmouth
· · · · · · · · · ·Storekeeper
•
· · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · · ... Lineman
43 Portsmouth Branch.

90
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1937

!M~LOYMENT.-Situations
M ARCH

1937

Immediate Delivery from Stock.-

FORD VS. 22 h.p.
onvertible cabriolet. Firstcla condition ..... . .... . .. .. . . ... · · .. · . . . £!35
I934 TAT.BOT "95." 6-Light Saloon De Luxe. Firstclas condition . ... ... ... . . ......... . .. · . · . .£t45
I934 MORRIS TEN SALOON DE LUXE.
First-class
condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
£80
1936
TANOARO TEN SALOON DE LuxE. One owner.
First-class condition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f,130
1936 MORRIS TWELVE ALOON DE LUX.E, SERIES II.
(9,000 miles). First-class condition . . . . . . . . . . £125
1935CROSSLEY REGIS I2
PORTS SALOON . (20,000
mi les) . Ta..xed year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £125
And many others avai lable for inspection and trial.
(HIRE PURCHASE A D PART EXCHANGE ARRANGED) .
1936

For fu rther particulars apply to H. J. F. WHITE, Esq.,
ALLERY A D BERNARD, 344, KI G' JWAD, CHELSEA,
LO DO , S.W.3.
(TELEPHONE: FLAXMA
4633).
THE EDITOR.

Signals Association Notes

The Supply of Unit Notes for Publication.- The attention of a ll
unit correspondents is invited to certain observations contained
in .. PLAIN TALES .. on page 92, and notes from NORTHERN
IRELAND SIGNAL CoMPANY on page 106 of thi s issue. (Egypt
Signals, Cairo. Copy please).
0-.0

Exchange.--Captain, recently returned from abroad, is willing
to consider an exchange with an officer, on the junior ::VCaj or a nd
Captain's roster, who is likely to be posted to India next troopin g
season. Apply to Captain " Z," c/o the Editor.

Exchange.--Captain, now in India, wishes to exchange to
Home Establishment during trooping season I937-I938, at which
time he will have three years unexpired tour. Write statina
terms, etc., required to Captain "J," c/o the Editor.
"

9
Io
JI

12
I3
14
15
I6
17
18
19
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
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Ex-Signalman, Scarborough
Ex-Signalman, Surrey
· · · · ·······.Grant £2 o 0
Ex-Signalman, Lanes.
. .... . .. .... . . .. Gra nt £3 o o
Ex-Driver, B radford
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Grant f,2 o 0
Ex-Driver, Swindon
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Loan £2 o 0
Ex-Signalman I
· · · · · · · · · · · ······.Gra nt £2 o 0
• ..a.ncs. · · Grant £ c 0 0
Ex-Signalman, Lanes.
Loan £2 o 0
Ex-Signalman, Aldershot ................ Loan £3 o o
Ex-Signalman GI
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Loan £ r l o 0
,
amorgan
G
Ex-W.O., W ilts. .
· · · · · · · · · · · · . ra nt £2 0 0
Ex-Signalman, Durh~~ .... . .... . .. ... . . Loan £io o o
Ex-Driver, Glasgow
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Grant £ 2 o 0
Ex-N co s b
· · · · · · · · · · ··· ·· ··. Gra nt £2 0 0
· · ·• ·car orough
Ex-Signalman, Exeter
..... .... . . ... Gra nt £ 1 o o
Ex-Signalman, Lanes.
. ...... . . .. .... . Gra nt [l o o
Ex-Signalman, Paisle
. .. . . . . . . . . ... . . Loa n £2 o o
W idow of Ex-N.C.O. ~s ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . Grant £x o o
Ex- - C 0 Lo d
• sex ..... ·. ........ Grant £3 o o
· · .,
n on
Ex-Signalman, Lond ....... . ...... . ... Loan £3 o o
on . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · . Gran t £2 0 0
(s ·
tgn:d)
H. L. SPAIGHT, Lieutena nt-Colonel
dmm1strator, Signals Associa tion Benevol~nt Fund ,

!·.

Correspondence.
Wailing List for Married Quarters Roll.
[D .O. 4961

Royal Signals Record Office• Chath am, K ent.
The E ditor of THE WIRE.
17th February .
DEAR Srn, -The followin
.
March, 1937, Wrn.1!..
g is notified for publication in the
Dates on which top ind· ·d
List for the Married Qu~v1 ?aRls were registered on the Waitin
(a) Hom
ers
oil :g
(b) H
e axd Abroad- Sergeants, ll /2/ 1932
oyme, br~ad and India-Rank a nd Fil~ 14/2/1931
ours faithfully
.
'
·
C ' J · c · A ~Gus, Lieutenant,
for
olonel, 0.1/c Royal Signals Records.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Ad · ·
following·. uun1strator gratefully acknowledges receipt of the
CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from : Western Command Si nal
Tournament Funds). g
Company (Grant from Royal

Appreciation.-Mrs. Daniell, relatives and friends desire to
thank all those who showed sympathy and kindness in her
recent sad bereavement, particularly the Officers, Warrant
Officers,
.C.0.s and men of 2nd I ndian Divisional Signals
Quetta, India.
'

2

Scottish Command
Ex~ter ~nd District
~eetm g w1~! be held a t

Branch.- Th.e Second Annual General
H eadquarters, 43rd (W essex) Divisional
Signals, Drill Hall, The Fri <l;rs, E xeter, on Saturday, 13th March,
at 7.30 p.m. After the busmess of the meeting, a social evening
is to take place, and Cap~ain L. E. 0 . E vans, Officer Commanding,
o. 3 Company. has kindly placed the rifle range and billiards
tables at the disposal of the Bra nch members.
The C?rdial welcome, e.x tended to us by Captain E vans and
the servmg Terntona~. is much appreciated, and we, on our
part, hope to be of service when required. We can in many little
'
ways, help from time to time.
OLD SPARK.

Captain

J. H . A .

H

s·tgn a I

allett,
A
PPEALS dealt with :

Company.
M . M .,

~ EExx~S~gnalman, Southa mpton

[The figures in the last column indicate t
.
Promotion Roster " (publish d . he ~ages m the " Corps
the respective name- may be ~ou~~ Atn!, _1936) o~ which
n ot , _of course, be given in the 0 ·
his mformabon canappomted since that date.)
ase of Lance Corporals
•rn569 2 7

Appointed R.Q.M.S.
C.S.M. Weston H . . . . . . . . . . . . .

•5095009

To be W.O. Class 11 (C.S.M.).
C.Q.M.S. Cooper J
C.Q.M.S. Millross F . . . . . . . . . . i6/ n /36
.. . . . . . . . . . . .
1/12136

2307I63

R.Sign als (R.A.R 0 )
...

Signalman, D a rlington
...... .. .... Grant £2
Ex-Driver, Leed
............. . Grant £r
Ex-Signalman Isl · · ·f· · · : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . Grant £x
Ex-Signalma ' Ls e o Wight .... . . . . .. Grant £2
E
.
n, ondon .. Grant £3
L
x-S1gnalman N th
o o oan £6
' or umberland
G
. . . . . . . . . . rant £2
7 Ex-Driver, Scarborough
· · · · · · · · ··· · · ·· .Grant £ 2
3
4
5
6

Subsequent Amendments.

nd Divisional Signals.

2nd Indian Divisional Signals.

~dvertisement_ Correction.
Montagu Burton, Ltd.- Since
gomg ~ press with the cover of t his publication a price error has
been di;;covered. Will rea_ders please note that the price of the
two lflllllea value lo~nge Jac~et is 25/- and not 20/- as stated
therein. (See advertisement BURTON," on page 2 of cover).

I ~~

8

TH E GENERAL SECRETARY.

0-.0

Royal Hibernian Military School Old Comrades' Association.The Hon. Secretary and Treasurer of the above Associa tion is
now ~fr. R. H. Caulfield, 48, Seymour Road Southfields London
S.W.I8~ who wiH be pleased to give any informatio~ to Old
H1ber01an Boys interested in the Association.

w

o o
o o
10 0
ro o
o
o
o

o
o
0

To be C.Q.M.S.
Gudgeon G. . .. .
1/10/36
Bishop G .. ..... ." ." .' · · ·
Lombard w
· · · 2/ II/36
14/u /36
Watford R. ·: : : : : : : : · · 16/
II /36
To be Sergeant.
L/Sergeant Silk P. .
I / Io/36
L/Sergeant Mullin A: · · ..
· · .· ..
· · ...
4/ 10/36
• Special Rosier.

•2310529 Sergeant
I858918 Sergeant
2308799 Sergeant
*1857330 Sergeant
23II335
2312I38

1/10/36

73

15
15
74
31
31
B

fHE Wt Re

(2
23140Q4
50161
23152 0
54 102
230976
231549
I

L ergeant
L/Sergeant
L/ ergeant
LI ergea.nt
L/ ergeant
L,'Sergeanl

2922514
2306630
23155,6
2313 65
1 503'3
2313902
2317952
2317044

Double . . ... · · · · 5/10/36
Bishop R.
.. . . · . · · 10/10/36
:\lillen S. · · · · · · · · · · II/10/36
2/u/36
ewbery 0 . · · · · · · ·:
William
. . .... .. . 5/u/36
Williams H ..... .. . . 5/Il /36

Appointed Lance Sergeant.
1/ro/36
Corporal cott A. . .. . ....... .
Corporal Y arley J . . .......... . 4/10/36
Corporal Penny A....... ... .. . 1z/ro/36
Corporal Dendy E. . .......... . 2/u/36
Corporal Cooper \\'
... . ... .. . 2/n/30
2/n/36
Corporal Turner F.
. . ... .... .
Corporal Glass J.
. .......... . IO/I 1 /30
Corporal Nicholl G . ........ . 21/ll/36

2318966
231529
2321567
232230
2314263
231994
231947
l6679II
2317997
2317763
2317321
13i.p16
23183 0
2317994
2317 48
3185128
1317522
231 958
2315954
2319119
2319 19

To be Corporal.
L 1Corporal Mitchell H. . ...... .
L/Corporal Wood R. ..... . ... .
L 'Corporal llen A. . ........ .
L/Corporal Paling R. ......... .
L Corporal Greenland A. . .... .
L orporal Dumville H. . .... .
L Corporal Brakenberry B. . . . .
L, Corporal Clarke G. . ........ .
L Corporal Emary C. . ........ .
L, Corporal Brett H .•..........
L 'Corporal Hum by \i .......... .
L 1Corporal Langley C. . ..... . .
L 1Corporal Dean.. . ..... ... .
L'Corporal Cole E. . .......... .
LfCorporal .l\foulinie H ... ..... .
L ,Corporal ~ob!e C. . .... . .. . .
L, Corporal Pettit T. . ...... .. .
L Corporal Henwood S.
. .... .
L/Corporal Hubbard F.
L,Corporal Cant R. ......... .
L 'Corporal Hickman H.

1/10/36
3/ro/36
5/10/36
1
I I 10/36
12/ro/36
25/10/36
25/10/36
2/n/36
2/II/36
2;rr '36
2/1 I 36
5/II 36
16,'n,36
16, I I /36
21 u /36
291u/36
3oiII/36
30.'u/36
301ut36
l 12/36
I 12 '36

2322496
2317934
2563516
256298
2320316
2323141
2322240
2320068
2321833
2320615
232u45
2322208

To be Lance Corporal.
Signalman \'\'ragg F. . .........
ignalman Westbrook J. . . ... .
Signalman Ricketts F. . ..... .•
Signalman l\[ansfield A.
. .....
ignalman Barker E. . ....... ..
Signalman Balsom S. . .........
Signalman Lane C. . ...........
Signalman Whitelaw R. ...... ..
Signalman Beard E. . .. . ... ...
Signalman Large A. W ........ .
Signalman Milligan W. . .......
Signalman Lipscomb E .........

22 /7/36
24/7/36
1/8f36
2i8/36
7/ ,1 36
n /8/36
13/8/36
20/8/36
20/8/36
23 /8/36
25 /8/36
25/8/36

*6o76650
2307424
2306459
2308515
23o6426
2306752
2312704
23o6412
23o6514
2315391
23n348
2308700
2316785
2306402

Discharges.
C.S.l\l. Blunden J. ...... .. ... .
C.Q.l\l.S. Carmichael A .........
C.Q.l\1.S. Collyer H. ..........
Sergeant Washford B. ... .. ...
Sergeant Colley A. ............
Sergeant Dodds W .............
Sergeant Brown H .............
Sergeant Barlow R. . ..... ....
Sergeant Brunton C. . .........
Sergeant Carnell 0 .......... ...
Corporal l\lc.'ab VI'. ..........
Corporal Rogers J. . . ......... .
Corporal Johnson J. ..........
Corporal l\1urray A. ..........

2318997
2318836
46o8587
2312848

1

22/12/36
9/ 1/37
28/ 1/37
ll/ 1/37
II/ 1/37
17/ 1/37
19/ I /37
22/ 1/37
27/ 1/37
31/ 1/37
4/ 1/37
9/ 1/37
II/ 1/37
24/ 1/37
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Of·FICERS

31
3r
31

~our

. . . of The Royal Corps of
Signals can only have confidence
in their outfitter if they have the
knowledge that garments are cut
by craftsmen, made by tailors
skilled in military work, and
materials of the highest standard.
These are guaranteed you when
your kit is produced by ALKIT, so
that you have full satisfaction.

3
3
3
37
3
38
39
39

on y our

SERVICE DRESS
PATROL AND MESS DRESS
OVERSEAS OUTFITS

56
.56
56
56
56
56
56
52

FULL DRESS
(for Sale or Hire)

55

56
56
.56
57
57

57
57
57
57

57
57
57

SEND
FOR
COMPLETE
MILITARY
CATALOGUE

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, W.C.2
(TW)

Plain Tales

14
15
16
15
20
19
17
16
25
42
29
45
33

.

31/ 1/37

1937

31
31

Transferred to Army Reserve.
.......... 4/ 1/37
Corporal Thorp W.
Corporal Potesta W. .......... 29/ 1/37
L/Corporal Swift H. . . . . . . .. . 28/12/36
Deceased.
Corporal Joyce R. ............
*Special Roster.

MARCH

49

So Whither ?-Setting gent's bowler carefully on polished
sideboard, we ask ourselves pointedly " \\'here are we ? " For
a few moments we get no reply, then, just as a flood of information
gathers itself together for the edification of our vast circle of
readers (we always call them that), the mem-sahib sweeps us and
our papers off the table.
" Take that stuff upstairs if you must do it."
"But, my dear, 1,there's no fire there."
She smiles sweetly. "You can make one when you have
written a few more sheets."
So this is Birmingham, and in spite of what you may read
later, a real good place in which to practise being a civilian.
Small Plea.- Having read our January and February " Wires "
with the interest that we civilians have in a marked degree, we
were pained to note the absence of contributions from certain
Units. The educational standard of the Corps being what it is,
there should be no lack of volunteers for the job of Unit corre·
spondent. Just half-an-hour or so, once a month to help keep the
"family " in touch all round. Come on you cads !
0-.0
lnterlude.-So it seemed to us that the WIRE didn't look quite
right ·without "Plain Tales," and we felt that there must have
been thousands of wet-eyed miserable faces about the world
when our absence was observed. We sobbed quietly for a few
moments, then squaring shoulders bravely, rose smartly to
well-shod feet and bumped scantily covered head on attic ceiling.
Interval for repairs. Now read on .
0-.C
What is it Like ?-At first we experience a marvellous feeling
of freedom. We find ourselves feeling sorry for those poor people

Here are some ideas
from The Goldsmiths
& Silversmiths Compan(s fascinating collection of gifts bearing
badges of His Majesty's
Forces. An illustrated
brochure of other productions will be sent on
application.

THE

Diamond, Platinum and
Enamel Brooch
£22 0 0

Sterling silver FLAPJACK
VANITY CASE with colours of any regiment in
enamel ' and mounted
with silver badge, round
or octagonal, diameter 311
£2.15.0
Ditto, square
£3

GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS
COMPANY LTD
112 c!J{<'ye n I ,,.-.,)[,'<'l'f, ~one/on. RCJ1
)lo of /IC'I'

aclc/n>ss
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who are just going on guard, or Orderly Sergeant, or cleaning up
for a big parade at 7 a.m. to-morrow morning. When that wean
off, we begin to experience the sort of sensation a. man might
ha.ve who finds himself perched on a twenty foot wall with a sheer
drop on either side. Something missing. ~ othing to hold on to.
One gets used to it no doubt. Apart from tti.at, the cha.nge is not
so startling as one might suppose. After developing a succession
of colds caused by the difference in clothing, we decide to wear
two pairs of socks and a couple of waistcoats. This give!. us a
comfortable, well-fed appearance at least.
As you now know, we selected Birmingham as our centre of operations, much to that city's dismay, and hired a copper or two to
tave off the big business men whom we e::-.-pected to come crowding round with their cheque books. We needn't have bothered .

....

r•

Cold cameo.- F rom our window we can see a little party of
street musicians making a brave but pitifu l effort to extract
melody from their bat tered instruments with nu mbed fingers.
A howling sleety wind lashes them as they shuffle along the sopping gutters. A faint shiver runs up ou r spine as we glance at
out instrument case in the corner.

K?rtad!ul Warning.-~ suitable occupation was arranged to the
satisfaction of the parties concerned and, in this, we may reckon
~:mrselves fortunate. Not everyone has such a smooth passage
mto the cold world. Let us t ell you about a friend of our s who
heard of a job that sounded so much like his Army occupation
that he rushed round within the hour.
" 0><'d mor:IDng, _sir. I hear you have a vacancy for a clerk,
handling costing, bills of lading, tenders, scheduling, vouchers,
correspondence, typing, and er- so forth."
" Well yes, we have, but I think you are under a miaapprehension- "
" Oh no, sir. I was a Q.M.S. and doing all that sort of thing for
years."
"Yes, ?f course, but the l~ person doing this job was a young
lady of eighteen, and we paid her twenty-two shillings a week.
She has been promoted."
" GOOD-morning."
" Good-MORNING. Don't slam the door. "
~ friend says that he hopes some of his late companions on
Engmeer Services and Divisional Headquarters will read this
and go pale.

.Brighter Note.-Howeve;. _it is not ou_r purpose to frighten our
frier;ids . wh? are ~bout to JOID us on this side of t he fence. Our
advic~ IS stick to. 1t until qualified for a full pension, t hen get out.
Keep m _touch ".'1th the Signals Association, and start the civilian
ball rolling dunng your l_a st twelv~ months. It is perfectly t rue
that an N.C.O. or man with a conSiderable knowledge of wireless
for instance,_will be told by an employer that he can get a lad of
seventeen with the same qualifications for a third of the wage you
~ - On the ~:her hand, remember that R . Siguals pensioners
<_>n the rocks . _a re few and far between, if t hey exist at all. So
en1oy your J?OSitton of security while you may, but pave the way
gradually with one pound notes. You will shed them like autumn
leaves when you first come on this side.

The Thi".11 City.- After a few ~ays in Birmingham, we thought
we would like_to take up professional criticism. T here seemed to
be such a wide scope !n that dreadful occupation. Then it
appeared that <_>ur expenences merely required comparisons. In
~ul ford, we neither expected nor received courteous treatment
Ill any of the shops_. but S_
a lisbury produced such a violent
c~ntrast that we retained an mdelible impression of eagerness to
P ease and serve among the tradesmen t here.
B The large depai:tmental stores of Birmingham reminded us of
ulford. The assistants appeared not to care two hoots, nor, in

some cases, even one hoot, whether we made a pu rcha.!!e or not.
In a large carpet warehouse we met a lad of nineteen who seemed
to be in sole charge of ten thousand pounds worth of stock. He
knew nothing about carpets, could not say what size carpet
would fit into a room of "given measurements,· and was undisguisedly pleased when we left. The Public Departments, generally, are most efficient and obliging, and in only one could we
consider ourselves to have been badly treated. Maybe it was just
one of those mornings, or perhaps his wife had burnt the porridge.
To be continued, for no reason at all .

For Your Library.-From this angle we watch happenings in
the Army with great interest, so were tickled to death to read
about the soldiers who said they had been shanghaied and
wandered round the world for a couple of years. Perhaps some
of you remember young Courtly-Bronson, who disappeared from
the Anti-Cable Brigade Signals in 1915. It was not until 1931
that we heard of him again, when the famous Chinese General.
Howmi Dooin, visited the Governor of the Mixed Provinces in
the aut umn of that year. One of our drivers recognised the
General as none other than Courtly-Bronson. To make quite
sure, the driver, " ffillips " his name was, stood in front of the
distinguished party and shouted " Billy Billy Buster, whe>
cries-" " First ! " yelled the General, taken unawares, and was
at once arrested by the fire piquet and two spare men from the
stables. At the Court Martial some startling facts were disclosed
and at once h ushed up. Now, for the first time, Courtly-Bronson
reveals all that p uzzled the Service in the year 1931. His book
".Ten Years in a Chinese Rice Mine" is a thrilling account of a
nce--we mean race-against time, and to the young subaltern a.
ventable mme, or rat her well of information about something or
other.
Stagger & Bloatem. 25/-. Empties not returnable.

fHE W1R. ~
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First Re-union Dinner No· 30 Motor A'ir1ine
·
Section, R.E. Signals.
The first reunion dinner of No o
. .
the War was held at the Colmo~e3 H 0~oiorB~1r~ne Section since
January.
e • rrmmgham, on 3oth
Two of the Section who are in th
.
e habit of meeting once a
week for a beer befor~ lunch d .
1
had come f?r the Section t~ :~~~ed ~~t sum~er that the time
few others 1n Birmingham
d
mner. fhey sounded a
and tracking, they succeed~:~ • a t~~r a great deal of writing
With Lieutenant H C . H m ge mg together twenty-eight.
Sergeants Rees and Griffi~ a:~na~-Cl~rk as Section Officer and
formed as an Airline Section of ~~e1~n t~rgeants, the_ Section was
Company, R.E. (T.A.). This w ou ~rn _Army 1roops Signal
as a B1rmmgham unit, which

t
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<lrew its men from that cit
It
1914, and, in r915 was abslr·b
. moved t<_> Fenny Stratford in
as the Fenny Stratford De ot ef mto the Signal Training Centre
to Hitchin to mobilise. Hfre it w~ June, r9r5, the Section moved
o_f the Fourth Army $i6nal Co1~ ~de up~ _one of the Sections
E. G. GC>dfrey Faussett d c
I? y, trammg under Colonel
an
aptam J. S. Yule.
.. It went overseas in Octobe
. .
Signals in France at Vaudric r, t191~ and 1omed the XI Corps
at Chocques. Before the Fo~~h ~n shortly moved to I Corps
Comp_any, which was waiting at s~y Oas formed, the Signal
S alon1ka, where it remained as G
·
~er, was ordered to
remainder of the War l'h S t_.H.Q. Signals throughout the
·
e
ec
ion
was
th
H ead quarter Unit, with which it had
. us parted from t he
tramed. In ovember
Colonel Godfrey Faussett h
First Army, transferred thews o t'as appointed D.D.A. Signals of
at Hi~ges, where he had appo~~t~dn ~~ ttah~ Aydvanced First Army
mandmg.
P m ule as Officer Com-

No. 30 MOTOR A IRLINE SECTION

•

R.E. SIGNALS .

C-..G

Late Ne~s.-Following a wordy battle with the Gas D epart°:1ent, lasting roughly twenty days, and concerning t he i nstallation of a cooker, comes news in a telephone conversation with
them ~ at there appea:s to be no record of the application, but
they will get on to their H ead Office about it.
We have j ust been led away screaming hysterically.
O'".o

Without Comntent.- On the Cit y of Birmingham crest is.
inscribed the one word "FORWARD "
-and so, if you would care for a piece of cold ham on Sunday
about lunch time, just pop in .
BARLEUX.

Corps Sports Fixtures.
CRICKET.
The following Corps cricket matches have been arranged for
1937 :
4th and 5t h Ju ne
v. Royal Military Academy, at Woolwich .
nth a nd 12t h J une. v. R. E., at Aldershot .
rst J uly.
v. R.A.0.C., at Aldershot .
2nd a nd 3rd J uly. v . R.A.S.C., at Aldershot.
GOLF.
The following Corps golf .fixtures have been arranged for 1937 :
4th April
v. Staff College, at Bramshot .
2 1st April.
v. R.A.S.C., at Camberley H eath .
22 nd and 23rd April.
Royal Signals Ann ual Meeting at t he
Royal Berkshire Club near Ascot .
Signed, H. S. LEWIS . BARCLAY, Major,
Officer 1/c Corps Golf and Cricket.

~;~~~ fr;_m left
Sitting.

to

right. St~nding : Sappers Crowther A. T., In ram A

(W ith acknowledgments to Taylor's Press. Service. Birmingham .

F:r~~aus~d E. Jf.. Shrive F.•. Lance Corporal Harlow F. J., gSapper~ ~~~f:~· ~~d D~~~':r:I JRc;:e F. W .,

~

Sappers Holder J.. Edwards ..
r s1 e o tables : Private Sambrook J (AS C) s
· · ·
J. s.WYule, O.B.E.,
H:
$Corporal
F. P.. Sergeant Rees
· appers
arburton A M G •
· H 2
·
• ergeant 1ston F G
Right table : Sapper Roberts A L L
C. ., lnRmm1tt " nd Corporal Bradbury L. W ., Sapper Jones D. R.
.
· " ance orpora ees T., Sapper Portlock J. H.

JW

.

Near-~l~,=~:;tn::bt-,eC~losnel

Captai~

c. Ha~~~~~~,~~~. FM.~~T~~~e~;~~nJ FMo~ga~~e

HS~ith
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\ V1th the Advanced Fust Army Signals, the cction remained
for the remainder of the \\'ar. It moved to Chocq ucs for the
spring and ummer of l9lb, and, in ;\ !arc~ . 19 1 ;_. to Ranchicourt,
prior to the attack in front of Arras m pnl. It helped to
provide the rmy communications for this <ntd the subsequent
operations of the Fir t Army d uring the n•!lrem.e nt. in 191,8,
when the original G.H.Q. route wa u ed to give c1rcu1ts to t•ie
left flank Corps, a nd the a<l,·ance from August until the end of
the V\ar.
Lieutenant Hanna m-Clark, who was p romoted in August,
1916, when Captain Yu le left, was succeeded, in turn, by Lieutenants King, .Mc\Villiam and ;\forgan. He remai ned with the
First Anny until August, 191 , so t hat the cction was under
hi orders for all but a fe w mon th of the \\'ar.
The diners met in the bar from ; p .m. A one after a nother
came in, there were hand hakes and recognitions, com miserations on loss of hair (particula rly Ingra m) and increase of girth.
Congratulations, too, on looki ng as young as ever. " Do you
remember ? " " What are you doing now ? " " Hullo, Sambrook ! Xo bigger ?"
a mbrook was the only A. ' .C. lorr
driver there. He i till fi ve-foot nothing, a nd was 43 when he
joined in 1914.
Then dinner. Lieutenant-Colonel Yule was asked t o take t he
chair. The toast of " The King " was drunk, and t hen the
chairman proposed "The orps." He outlined the growth and
work of Royal Signals from RE. Signals since t he War. Under
Captain Hannam-Clark they had always set themselves the
highest standard of discipline, conduct , administration and
technical work on active service. He gave exam ples to show
that their standard has been passed on and was still the a im of
Signals.
Captain Hannam-Clark told the story of the Section, with
particular reference to the inspiration of Colonel Godfrey
Faussett. He congratulated the organisers and thanked those
who had taken the trouble to come from afar ; there were seven
from London, l\lr. ~Iorgan from Bristol, Sapper Shrive from
Gloucester, apper Roberts from Kidderminster and apper
Warburton from Li,·erpool. He then called on the Section to
remember those who had gone. They were: Sergeant Griffin,
Sappers Robertshaw, Livesay and Prescott. Their memory
was honoured by a short silence.
After other toasts, that of " The Organisers " was drunk. In
reply, Sergeant Histon and Sapper Krause (the Section cook)
suggested that the dinner should be held annually on the last
Saturday in January. A dinner club was formed with Captain
Hannam-Clark as president.
By the unanimous wish of those present, a message expressing
their affection was sent to Brigadier-General Godfrey Faussett.
A copy o~ his appreciative and much appreciated reply was sent
to each dmer. The Colonel Commandant, Brigadier H . Clementi
Smith, was good enough to send a message of good wishes which
was cordially acknowledged.
'
A great evening, marked by spontaneous delight in meeting
old friends.

10th Divisional Signal Company, R.E., 1914-1919.
Seventeenth Annual Re-Union Dinner.
This Dinner was held at the Grand Hotel, Manchester, on
Saturday, 16th January. Despite the prevalence of inf!uenza,
a recor~ number of members attended. The Dinners are held
yearly m tum at London, :\1anchester and at Leeds, a nd the
record number refers, of course, to the Manchester event.
The Chair was taken by Colonel H . C. B. Wemyss, D.s.o.,
1.c. (late R.S1gnals), A.A.G .• War Office, who commanded the
Co~pany dunng. 1916 and part of 1917. He was supported by
Ja1or ~I. E . \\ebb, o.s.o.. ~1.c. , who also commanded the
Con;ipany shortly after Colonel Wemyss's period of command
until the Armistice.

1937

There were also pre ent Captain G. C. Smith, and Lieutenants
vV . T. Benslvn and \117. Blackwell, who served with.the Company
during the \Var. Letters regretting theU: inability to l;>e present
and conveying good wishes for the evenm~ were received f~om
Major C. A. Murray (Karachi} au<l Captain _R R. A. Darling,
R.Signals; l\Iajors F. B. Barker, F. M. Whiteley and C. C. S.
V.11ite, Royal Engineers, and many others of all ranks. We were
pleased to learn that Captain Darling is recovering his health and
look forward to seeing him along with many others at our future
Dinners.
A remarkable feature of this Dinner was the fact that five
member attended for the first time. The enthusiasm appears to
grow with the passage of the years, and we feel that :ve hold the
record of any war-time Signal Unit for Annual Reunions.
Hitherto, we have always endeavoured to hold the Dinners
on the third Saturday in January each year, and by now it has
become an established date in our calendars. The p revalence of
influenza th is year, also things like fog and snow cause considerable concern to t hose who are arranging the Dinners, particu larly
as the majority attend ing have to travel considerable distances.
This year, a fog " black-out " only cleared the day before the
Dinner. After discussing this aspect of the matter, it was decided
t o hold the Reunions in fu t ure years on the Satu rday precedi ng
St. P a trick's Day.
·
The 10th Division was the first Irish D ivision of Kitchener's
Army, a nd the p roposed date is thought to be very appropriate.
As an ex-Corporal remarked , " St. Patrick was a Sain t, who
certa inly did us some good . We always had an extra ru m issue
on that day I "
It was suggested durin g t he evening that t he next D inner t o
be held in London in 1939 marks the J u bilee of the Company,
and that an effort should be made to make the occasion a sp ecial
one.

. The nex:t Dinner will be held in Leeds on Satnrday, 12th March ,
1938.
_l . J. G.
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Royal Signals Display, 1937.
Catterick Camp.
Once more. the Roy_al Signals Display is to make a summer tour
of the pnnc1pal Agnc~ltural Shows and Carnivals throughout
the country. Alas, owmg to mechanization, it has been found
n~cess~ry ~o leave the horses out for 1937. The famous "Comb1?ed D1sp~.1y, therefore, comes to an end, after a short but
t~umpha?t life of four years. 'We have, however, set to work
with a will to mak~ the n~w Display a fitting successor to its
predecess?r. I_t will consist of twenty-six performers with
twenty~nme Triumph machmes. The two Skewbald ponies will
be retll:med, and should provide some pleasant contrast in an
otherwise " all-mechanical " display.
f:laving no horses to worry abont now, we can concentrate
entirely on the motor-cycle side. Practice is already well
advan~ed, and _we can promise some really startling new stunts
and .tncks, ~h1ch we co?fi~ently expect will be making their
openmg bow m Great Bntam.
The following will constitute the 1937 Display team ·
Lieutenant H. r . Crawford, Corporal Turner E., L~nce Corporals Pescod H. R. and Tompki~s. Si~nalmen Moore, Kaylor,
Packmai;i. Gowland: Oglanby, McGee, I•arley, Bridges, Rowley,
lew, Fnend, Boddmgton, Paterson, Vitale, Hewitt, Keighley
Faraday, Pearce,
icholson E. S., Thomson, Chapman and
Richardson.
Up to the time of going to press, the following engagements
have been made:
12th May.-Brighouse Coronation Celebrations.
13th May.- Wembley Speedway.

29th ;\fay . -Cambridgeshire Agricultural Show at His ton.
3rd and 4th June.

Suffolk Agricultural Show at Beccles

8th, 9th and 10th June. -Three Countie 'Show at HereforJ.
r6th and 17th June.

Royal :!\orfolk Show at Fakenham.

19th June.-South Durham and North Yorks.
Darlington.

how at

27th June.
ivil Service }Jotoring A sociation Rally at
Castle Donnington .
1st to roth July. -.Torthern Command Tattoo at Leeds.
*14th and 15th July. - Great Yorkshire S .1ow at York.
21st July.

Tunbridge Wells and S.E. Counties' Show.

22nd July. - Bedfordshire Agricultural Show at Ampthill.
28th July. -Wick Gala, at Wick, Cai1.h ness.
30th July. - 1'\orthern Counties' Show at Dingwall.
2nd August. - Durham County Show at Chester-le-St reet.
5th August. -Tring Show at T ring, H erts.
7th

ugust.- Perthshire Show at Perth.

21st August.-Shildon Show at Shildon, Co. Durha m.
*25th and 26th A ugust.-Royal J ersey how a t J ersey, C. I.
* To contain some horsts
The City of London Signals are to do th e Royal Tournament
this year. We wish them every success .

17th May.- Malling Horse Show, Kent.

H . X .C.

INCORPORATED 1923

THE ROYAL SOLDIERS
DAUGHTEij.S'
HOME
HAMPSTEAD
For the Maintenance, Clothing and Education of Daughters of
Soldiers (whether Orphans or not)
Patrons:
H - ~1. Queen Ma r y
Prt$Uienl a n1l Palron :

Field-Marshal 1-1. 1<. H. The Duke o f Connaught , K.G.
Chm rman:
Field-)t ar;hal Sir Claud Jacob, r..c.tt., c.c.s. 1., K.C.M .c.
Vice-t/Jairman:
Lieu t.-General Sir George MacMunn. K.c .a. , K.r.s. 1., o.s.o:
HOJI. Treas11 rtr: Alg~rnoa C. Cox, Esq .
Secretu ry: Major H. S. Marshall , o.s.o.

The Children are trained for domestic service and m
special cases as School Teachers and for Trades
Admission between the ages of six and eleven by
approval of Committee. Age of departure seventeen,
when they are guaranteed suitable employment and
supplied with a complete outfit
Subscriptions an~ Donations thankfully received by the Hon .
Treasurer, Lloyd s Bank Ltd., 6 Pall Mall, or by the Secretary.
Full Particulars may be obtained from the Secretary,
65 Rosslyn Hill, London, N.W.3.

SEV_ENTH ANNUAL RE- UNION DINNER OF EX-R.E. (SIGNAL SERVICE) DESPATCH RIDERS, 23rd JANUARY, 1937.
(W ith acknowledgments to Rowood, Ltd., Photographers, 12, Bohr StrH t , London, W. 1).
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North-Eastern Counties Cross-Country
Championships, 1937.
The. ".E.C.C.C. Championship were held this year at D::>.rlington, on aturday, 6th Feburary, and two teams were entered
from Royal ignal , Catterick.
The "Youths" team, ages 16-18 years, was drawn from
the boys of•· F" Company, Training Battalion. The title was
won by an easy margin, and the team running was excellent.
Throughout the eason, the boy in this team have shown the
greatest keennes$, and their success is due to the way in which
they have stuck to their training. A feather should again be
added to the cap of Lance Corporal Blades T. for his untiring
efforts in supen•ising the training of the team. The team consisted of seven runner , four to count. The four counters were
placed 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th, followed by the first " unplaced "
boy in 7th place. All these five received silver and enamelled
medals and the team retained the " Jewbould " Shield. This
is the first time in the history of this race that this shield has
been won h•;ce in succession by the same team. The team is
being entered in the orthem Championships, which are being

1937
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held near :\fanchester on 27th February, and it is hoped the
runners will be equally successful.
The "Juniors" team, ages 18- 21 years, was composed of
men from all units of tho Signal Training Centre. This team ran
excellently against strong opposilion. and gained second place,
only losing to the winners by three points. The six counting
runners received silver and enamelled medals.
A great deal of cross-country talent has been discovered this
year, and as many of the runner in this team will be posted to
Field units before next winter, it is hoped that they will carry
on the good work in their new units. Congratulations and the
best of luck for future race !
Ex-Corporal Broadley competed in the Senior Race, and was
placed fifth. We were all glad to see him running so well again.
Three o. 1 Sets and cars were provided by the Signal Training
Centre which, together with a loudspeaking apparatus, did a
great deal to promote interest in the racing. The .E.C. Committee were most grateful for the assistance rendered by Royal
Signals.
Detailed results of the races will be found in the Sports
Section.

REMINISCENCES!
(SHADES OF " BILLY DOCKRELL " AND " BRODERICKS. ")

REWARD

N.C.O.s OF 1st DIVISION TELEGRAPH BATTALION , R.E., ASH RANGES, 1905.

Standing : Sergeant Dockrell W ., Corporal Woodward W., Sergeant Symonds J.. Corporal Haines T. B., C.Q.M .S. Collyer
Major Bray J. C., and Corporal Bowden J.
Seated : C.S.M. Glue W . A., Troop Sergeant-Major Shergold C.

J.,

Troop Sergeant-

RECRUITINC!

To all whom It may concern:
Do not read this unless you are proud of your Corps and think that the Army offers a good life
The Royal Corps of Signals is in need of recruits, and it may not be known generally that ali
soldiers are potential recruiters, and that three days' extension of furlough is given to
any soldier for each recruit he brings in who is attested by a recruiting officer.
A reward of
4s. is also paid for each of these recruits when they are finally approved.
When going on furlough apply to your Unit office for some of the Royal Signals'
recruiting pamphlets which give information about the Corps to prospective recrulta.
This Is your chance to combine business and pleasure in a profitable manner.

(Photograph by kind permission of Lieutenant-Colonel T. B. Haines) .
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The Corps dance band, under the leadership of Corporal
Robinson, started ~he ball rollfog with some appropriate popular
airs. Then the curtain went up, and we were treated to as fine
a show of chorus girls as one could possibly wish to see. They
were the six "Les Zulu Girls," who, suitably attired in next to
something, performed their intricate steps with wonderful
precision ; they simply brought the house down. I believe some
dates were fixed for mutual acquaintance.
Next item- " Just another widow," in which Sergeant Brooks
~ave a fine rendering of " Little Audrey " (she laughed and
laughed AND laughed), and so did the audience. It held chem
pell bound- and no wonder. Great credit is due to this" widow"
for " her " fine performance. The audience certainly appreciated
the wonderful curves.

3Ro DIVISIONAL SIGNALS, BULFORD CAMP

~IGtfAL TRAINING CENTREN~

th.1

to come when the Arts and Crafts Exhibition takes place

du ~~~ early J\farch. One novel feat~re of this event will be an
•t
" Something new from something old
ost not above a
~~ng" (husband must f~tch a.P?Or price these d.ays) . Anyway ,

we are hoping for something ongmal.
lished in due course.

School of Signals.
As usual when I'm at a lo s for inspiration, the Part II Order
Book has l~t me down badly again. There is onl"." one ~u3:lty
to report.
ignalman Chitty (Binder and T1cker-m-Chief}
proceeded to" Civvy Street " on discharge on 12th February.
Congratulations to Lieutenant H . . Ewbank, Royal Signals,
and Lieutenant R . J . '.\foberly, Royal ignal , on promotion to
the rank of Captain.
Our cross-country experts are certainly very keen on that
sport. One young budding T.T. rider, ha:ri~g gone ?n a week-end,
decided to do a spot of cross-country trainmg on his way back.
\\'e wonder why Bob was moping after coming back from
leave. \Ve have since read in the papers that Pompey lost to
Tottenham 5---0, and now we know.
The prospects of the l\fackworth Trophy coming to. the School
look very rosy indeed. Let us hope that we can pull it off.

s.o.s.

Sergeants' Mess.-\Ve returned empty handed from our visit
to the Training Battalion Mess on 29th J anuary for an InterMess Games' Tournament. Although we lost by only three
points (or pints) our fellows would undoub~edly. have .annexed
the trophy had it not been fo_r t~e snow fight m which we md~lged
ell route. C.Q.'.\i.S. Calligan still bears the hall mark of a direct
hit at close quarters.
Another very successful whist drive and dance was held on
13th February. In spite of fog and snow, the attendance was
excellent. Frank Shakespear's band did their stuff remarkably
well and " Bing " has really made a hit.
A number of our patrons have left us for summer climes. Our
thoughts went out to Aubrey and Tiny on Saturday night, when
they were in the Bay.

Full details will be pub-

Arrivals.-We extend a welcome to : Lieut~nant-Colon.er
M. F. M. Parkes, M.C., attached to ?epot Battalion ; Captain
B. B. Kennett, to :\founted Wing; Lieutenant E. W. Townsend,
to Dismounted Wing; 2nd Lieutenant H. J. Thoi:zipson, te>
Dismounted Wing; 2nd Lieutenant E. D. Halton, to D1~mounted
Wing ; 2nd Lieutenant P. T . S. Brown, to Mounted .wmg ; 2nd
Lieutenant A. J. Deane Drummond, to Mounted Wmg; C.S.M.s.
l\1illross F. and Brandon J. G., Drivers Mcintosh J. and Corbett
w from 5th Divisional Signals ; Sergeant Green P., Lai;ice
Se;geant Gourley G. and Corp~r'.11 Lan~ham G., from India ;
Corporal Noble G., from 4th DIVISIOnal s~~nals; Lance Corporar
Dunbar J., from Training Battalion;. ?1~alma!1 Hopcraft. H.
and Driver Bedding H., from 3rd D1v1s1on.al. ?ignals.; Dnver
Urquart and Signalman Mason, from 2nd D1VIs1onal Signals.
Departures.-The following who have left us for units.as shown:
take ·with them our best wishes for the future : 2nd Lieutenant
M. H . N. Travers, to 1st Divisional Signals; Sergeants Percy P.
and Dunn A., Corporal Whalebelly J. and Signalman McKowen
J., to 2nd Divisional Signals; Drivers M~V~~ar T. a~d Jepson H.,
and Signalman Davis W., to 3rd Div1s10nal Signals ; . 2nd
Leiutenant B. A. H. Bogle, Corporal Fairweather E., Drivers
Rhodes H. and Marshall C., to 4th Divisional Signals ; Driver
Teague T., to 5th Divisional Signals; 2nd Lieutenant H. K.
Milward, to Tank Brigade Signals; Sergeant Hill W. and
Corporal Jones N., to 3rd Brigade. ~ignal 'I_'ro~p. ~eerut;
Lance Sergeant K111ight H., to Wazm~tan ?1.s~nct S~gnals ~
Corporals Bray R. and Ray, to 3rd Indian Dtv1s1onal Signals ;
Corporals Kavanagh J. and Funnell H . J ., to South~rn Command
Signal Company; Signalman Fouracre M., to India.
Promotions and Appointments.-We congratulate the follm.ving
on attaining the ranks indicated : Lieutenant E. W. Townsend,
Sergeant Hill H., Corporal Daly (C.R.S.) and U/Lance Corporal
Malone F.

Finally, we would like to know why a certain W.O., after
bidding, obtained his son's trousers at a recent jumble sale.

Agony.- We hear that the crossword "champ." of the
Corporals' Mess has now added billiards, draughts, tiddleywinks and shove-halfpenny to his list of athletic achievements.

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.

Headquarters, Training Battalion.

Qeneral.-Since our last contribution, there have been many
changes in the Depot personnel,.and, in addition, several members
a.re now e11 route to warmer and sunnier re{,rions than Catterick.
There has been an influx of recruits in the Depot during recent
weeks, and training is in full ~'Wing.
An item which somewhat counterbalances this excitement was
the Jumble Sale, held in ... ewbiggin Hall, on Wednesday, 3rd
February, in aid of the Arts and Crafts Exhibition. The Sale
was voted a great success. There is a promise of even better

The " Cary-ons " Concert Party.-By kind permission of the
Officer Commanding, Training Battalion (Lieutenant-Colonel
R. T. 0. Cary, M.B.E.), an excellent concert was given in the
Vimy Lines Institute on Thursday, uth February, by a bunch
of the boys. They had styled themselves, very aptly, " The
'Cary-ons' Concert Party." The house was packed, and we
still wonder how the ushers managed to squeeze 350 into the
space available. The curtain went up at 6.30 p.m., and from
that time until the final curtain at 9.35 p.m., the audience was
kept in a merry mood.

This item was followed by Sergeant Jones (of drill square
fame) at the piano. His rendering of " Take my hea.r t" and
" Solitude " were excellent, and very much appreciated.
The inimitable" Fireman Joe" gave us all a good laugh with
his quick-fire patter. He delighted the audience with his excellent
repartee.
Then we had the "Summer Time Girls." This item consisted
<if three short cameos- " Mary Ellen and her Boy Friend,"

" Recall to Love " and " Liza and Bill " (our old cockney pals-hash me again, Bill!). An excellent item. This was followed by
" Just a few yarns" by an old friend . The yarns were, once
again, well above the standard usually offered to a long-suffering
public. If the fee was big enough, we should probably lose the
services of this artist.
Then a few more popular airs by the dance ban<l, followed by
the " Borstal Boys," ably rendered by that talented artist,
C.Q.M.S. Hall. The next item was given by Signalman Walk
and his piano accord.i an, a very popular item which received a
well-deserved encore.
"Force of Example," a farcical sketch by R.S.:\I. Butcher as
" Dr. Poultice," C.Q.M.S. Edmunds a " Mr. Hard up " and
Signalman Jones as " l\<Iillie the Maid " ; a sketch which had to
be seen to be appreciated. It kept the audience guessing to the
last line.
Card manipulator and fire-eater Q.M.S.I. O'Brien then obliged,
giving us a truly remarkable performance of card tricks. Many
in the audience are still wondering how the cards were marked.
I am now able to disillusion them, because this excellent artist
was given a brand new pack of cards by myself after the show,
aud he repeated his tricks to quite a crowd. They still baffied
us ! Amongst that crowd were several who consider that they
have little to learn where cards are concerned. This excellent
artist deserves full points.
Following this item, we heard the soft sighing of the violin
mingling with the deeper notes of a piano accordian, played by
those accomplished artists, Lance Corporal Hurst and Signalman
Andrews of the band. Again an excellent item.
"A Little Bit of Bother," by those two incomparable entertainers, C.Q.M.S. Hall and Lance ergeant Cox, provided the
house with hilarity during the next fifteen minutes.
" Round the Old Camp Fire," a well-staged item, depicting
old times: was then given by a bunch of the boys. It deserves
full praise, and gave the audience a chance to put in a spot of
vocal effort on their own behalf. Signalman Simpson is a
remarkably fine singer, and this is the first time that we have
heard his singing. We look forward to hearing him again in the
near future. Remember the encores I
Then a spot of "two-step" by the beautiful, coy "Les Zulu
Girls," after which the curtains were dropped with the entire
company singing that old favourite, " Lights Out."
The Commanding Office1· then gave us a short speech. He said,
" I know you will give me a few moments. Before we leave,
I must say that the sponsors of this concert party have presented
us with some- remarkably good talent, and I wish to thank them
all for their splendid efforts on our behalf, especially La.i:ice
Sergeant Spearpoint and Signalman Jones. I should also like
to thank those members of the cast who belong to the Depot
Battalion and School of Signals for the splendid way in which
they have rallied round and helped to entertain us. I mu.st not
forget to mention those fellows who work unseen, but, without
whom, it would not be possible to carry on."
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This excellent show then came to an end with three rousing
cheers for our C.O.
The.concert was a great success, and I commend it to all those
who were unable to attend the first night. It calls for mo!'
praise than I can give it. Great credit is due to the entire ca~t.
who must have put in a lot of real hard work in order to make it
go with such a swing. The stage management was excellent.
I would add one more word. Had it been possible for this sh0\1
to have been put on the air, I feel sure that there would have been
a rush to buy radio sets and licences. It is a pity that the talent
hunters were not present. Now, "Cary-ons," in doing a thing
well, one is apt to be called upon for a repetition. o jump to it!
The cast was as follows :
Les Zulu Girls
Signalmen Ioth, Pugh, Auchterlonie, Pricket, Davies and
Burman.
Just Another Widow
Lance Sergeant Brooks.
On the Piano
Sergeant Jones.
Being Systematic
(Fireman Joe) Signalman Birtles.
Summer Time Girls-Mary Ellen and Boy Friend Lance Sergeant Brook and Signalman Pugh.
Recall to Love
Lance ergeant Spearpoint and
Signalman Burman.
Liza and Bill
C.Q.M.S. Hall and Signalman
Jones.
A Few Yarns
Lance Sergeant Cox.
Borstal Boys
C.Q.M.S. Hall.
Piano Accordian
Signalman Walk.
Force of Example
R.S.M. Butcher, C.Q.;\I.$.
Edmunds and Signalman Jones.
Piano Accordion and Violin
Lance Corporal Hurst and Signalman Andrews.
A Little Bit of Bother
C.Q.M.S. Hall and Lance Sergeant Cox.
Round the Old Camp Fire .. Some of the Boys.
A Few Card Tricks
Q.:\l.S.I. O'Brien.
ONLOOKER.

'' D '' Company, Training Battalion.
Arrivals.-We welcome to the Company, Captain C. F.
... ewsom from "E" Company. He has assumed command of
the unit vice Major E. H. du Cros, who takes over the dµties of
Chief Instructor. We also welcome 2nd Lieutenant A. St. G.
Prynne, from Woohvich. Vile hope you enjoy your new surroundings, sirs ! Signalman Andrews and family have arrived
from Canterbury. Sergeant Jones and family and Lance
Corporal Hurditch from Egypt. We extend to you the glad mit,
and hope that you will all settle down soon.
Departures.-\Ve have to record the departure of many an
old hand to India on 11th February. A band of noble men, 26
in number, paraded at the Training Battalion Guard Room for
the "draft roll-call." "All present, sir," was reported to
Lieutenant-Colonel R. T. 0. Cary, )l.B.E . (much to the intense
pleasure of the three waiting men-no names are mentioned). A~ter
a few kind words from the C.O., the draft boarded the Jomes,
and, to loud cheers, proceeded down the road on their first part
of the journey to the land of the sun. They were: Sergeants
Low, Gilmour, Luck, Packman and Toogood ; Lance ergeants
Beckett, Beach and Richardson ; Corporals Adlington, Cottingham and Turner; Lance Corporals Carver and Davidson; and
Signalmen Jones W., Le\viS, Gilby-Sharp, Gentleman, Jones E .,
Parker, Hughes, Warren, Bowkett, Danvers, Rutherford, :\1ilne
and Lang.
Promotions.- Congratulations to ergeant Harvey on promotion to C.Q.M.S. ; Lance Sergeant Beckett to Sergeant ; and
Lance Corporals Armstrong and \Valter to the rank of Corporal.
A very pleasant concert was given by the " Carry-ons " in the
Vimy Lines Canteen, on Thur day, 11th February, under the
directorship of our C.O. and an able staff. The ~ll was p~cked
to bursting point, and everyone e. pressed the op1,2.!..0n that 1t ~as
a most excellent performance. We are looking forward with
great keenness to the next promised prodnction.
The arrival of many recruits has now filled the accommodation
to capacity, and training is at full progress. It is believed that
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many more are to jom us in the near future. Perhaps the last
arrivals will be accommodated under canvas.
.
With the pleasant thought of spring in the air and " spnng
drill ahead," the present gloomy weather is tolerated with a
brave heart.
ANOM.

" E" Company, Training Battalion.
Command.- We are sorry to say good-bye to Captain.~· \;
, 'ewsom, who left us on 13th January, on t~ansfer to D.
Company. At the same time we welc?me 1\Ia1or. A. J. Harns,
o .B.E., and hope that his tay with us will be an enjoyable one.
Promotions.- We extend our hearty congratulations to tJ:ie
undermentioned on attaining their presen~ rank : Captai_n
M . G. A. Hepper, Corporals Shorrocks L., Bailey . and Punris
., and /Lance Corporal Fowles G.
Medals.-Congratulations to the following who have been
awarded the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal .: Lane:
Sergeant Frey ., Lance Corporals Bridgeman A. and Skinner \\ ·
Marriages.-Signalman O'Connor P. was married to .K<;tthleen
Penelope Russell, on 30th December, 1936, at Bndhngton,
Yorkshire.
Pte. Matthews W. was married to Lilian Stainsby, on 23rd
January, at Darlington.
All our best wishes !

" F " Company Training Battalion.

MARCH

tenant- Col one1 R · T · 0 · Cary• M.B.E. (O.C. Training
c
MBattalion)
· A J,
Ma· or c
L Lycett, o.s.E., Major E. H. du ros, a1or . .
J ·s ·0 .B.,.».,
w • and hosts of others.
The Mess members were
H arn,
there in full force.
The Games' Tournament, which commenced at Sp . m.,inc~uded
the noble games of phat, shove-halfp~nny, cameroon, dominoes,
darts and ten-minutes' billiards; pomts were awai:ded on the
ale of 2 to the winners and 1 to the losers. Great mterest was
~own and the look of concentration on the faces of our guests
was g~od to see. Towards the end of the games, 1t was seen that
the tables were not large enough to accommodate the players,
or was it becau e they rocked too much. Anyway, th~ floor
was cleared, and cameroon came to an excellent conclusion on
the " carpet."
Before this tournament took place, we had already h~d a
rifle shooting competition with th~ officers. It. resu lted m a
win for the officers, the pomts bemg : ?pen Sights-Officers,
740 points; W .0.s and Sergeants, 720 p01~ts. B.S.A.- Officers,
10g points; W.O.s and Sergeants, 106 pomts.
.
Decidedly a very close fi~s!"t in. whi~h we are forced to admit
the officers' claim of supenonty m this event. P lease read on
and see how we retrieved the laurels.
The Feathered Dart
The I vory Ball
Dominoes
Shove-halfpenny
Cameroon
Phat
Total

General.-Since our last notes, we have had nearly the whole
Company down with 'flu. Nos. 1 and 6 Huts had ~o be used ~
a temporary hospital, in order to accommodate the bed down
cases We are now quite fit except for one or two cases of colds,
which are only to• be ex~ted. The weather, since ~~stmas
leave, has been very bad, and our soccer programme 1s, Ill <?O~
sequence, very much behind schedule. I understand that this 1s
usual for the time of the year.
Ex-boys, who have recently left the Company, will be interested
to know that all barrack-rooms have now got pictures, and most
have fireside seats. Those ex-boys who so pessimistically sowed
the tulip bulbs in October will be interested (probably surprised)
to know that they have come through.
Education.-Several boys are being presented at the next
eexamination for the Anny First Class Certificate.
Postings.-To "A" Corps Signals, Aldershot: Signalmen
Harrington, Player and Brewster. To "E" Troop, Cavalry
Signals : Signalman Perry A. To Tank Brigade Signals, Perham
Down: Signalmen Camp H., Murray D. and Roberts J . .To
3rd Divisional Signals : Signalman Adams J. To 3rd Indian
Divisional Signals, Meerut : Sergeant Luck W. G. All boys
who have passed through the Boys' Company during the past
three years will remember the latter. Our best wishes to all
of them.
Arrivals.-2nd Lieutenant J . Sheepshanks-an asset to our
sporting activities. We hope his stay will be pleasant. From
India (on enlistment), Boys Scholz, Moseley and Perkins. We
hope that they will have a pleasant and profitable stay with us.
Attachments.-Corporal Mclndo H. was attached to the
Company for one month for duty as a drill instructor. We were
very grateful for his assistance.
EFFAS.

Sergeants' Mess Training Battalion.
Friday, 5th February, the Mess was all warm, cheery and bright
on the occasion of a Games' Tournament between the Officers
and W.O.s and Sergeants of the Battalion. This function incorporated a farewell party as well to Sergeants Gilmour, Low and
Luck, and Lance Sergeants Beckett and Beach, who left us
for the sunny clime of India on uth February.
The Mess was crowded. Amongst the officers present were
Brigadier F. A. Heymann, o B.E. (Commandant, S.T.C.), Lieu-
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Officers. W .O.s and Sergeants.
4 points.
10 p oints.
8 ••
30
BLANK.
6
2 points.
11
IO
8

8
32 points.
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m the mess and realise what I am losmg. Indeed, we as Sergeants'
Mess members live a life superior to that of mo&i: civilians. I
can. only add my h~pes at being able to find as good friends in
India. I conclude with the wish that all single members will have
as good a time as I have had here."

I~ was noticed that during these speeches, our Joe Beckett was
havmg a good sleep, due, no doubt, to the evening's excitement
or was it the thoughts of the loss of sleep on the boat. He wok~
up in time to hear Lieutenant-Colonel Cary's speech, which
concluded a very fine and enjoyable evening. We only hope
that our five late members are enjoying their life on the ocean
wave.
Lieutenant-Colonel Cary, in his speech, said : " I can only
say that the R.S.M. has covered all the ground extremely well.
We are sorry to lose you members, but you've got to go. I know
Sergeants Low and Luck better than I know the others (Joe
Beckett's • Oh I oh I ' from the depths of an armchair brought
forth roars of laughter). Both Low and Lock have done a
tremendous lot for us. I wish them all the best of luck and hope
that all of them will go to good Stations ; and I shall be delighted
to see them a ll again ."
And so, old friends pass like " ships in the night." In conclusion, we would say our loss is someone's gain, so look after
them, you Indianites !
To " Pip P."

" Tiny will be delighted to see you."
ONLOOKER .

2

67 points.

Our el\.-ponents of the game of phat must have b een off form or
else the wrong packs of cards must have been brought out.
("What do you know about it, Joe? ")
At the conclusion of the games, our presiden.t (R.S.M .. Butcher
E .) took the chair and in his deep sonorous vc;i1ce proclai1!1ed the
loss of five of our members, who were leavmg for India. ~e
said, " We have no less than five members leaving us for .I ndia
on uth February, and I should like to take the opporturuty <?f
expressing our best wishes to them and also our regrets at the1r
departure. We can, however, console ourselves upon the fact
that we have been fortunate enough to have received into the
Mess new members, who, we feel sure, will help to maintain all
our traditions. Sergeant Low has served us extremel:r well, and
we shall miss him very much. (Hear, hear (sotto vo1~e) and S<>
will Newbigging). especially on the entertamments side. S~r
geant Low has done much for the Mess, and I "."ish. to thank him
publicly for all he has done on our behalf. It is With real regret
that we say au l'evofr to him." Sergeant Luck, one of our very
few single memberil> (we wonder and would like to know how
you have continued to be a single member) has represen~ed us.
at practically all Messes in the Garrison. He can be considered
as one of our ambassadors. We hope that he will not allow the
' Glamour of the East ' to get him down. Lance Sergeant
Beckett (of gum fame) has been a member for the past sixt~en
months. (What ! and never done caterer !) We, however, Wish
him all the very best. Sergeant Gilmour is unfortunately unable
to be with us to-night, but we desire to place on record our best
wishes to him. Lance Sergeant Beach, quite a young member,
has been a good helper on the entertainments side and our best
wishes go with him also. So once more we extend the hand of
friendship and farewell and trust that they will settle down in
India and have a real good time."
Sergeant Low, in reply to the president, said : " It is 3!
years since I was detailed to come to the S.T.C., and I did my
best to get out of it. It didn't work and I came. Much to m y
surprise, I found the Training Battalion Mess was more like a
home from home, and, now that I am leaving, feel that I do not
want to go. That is why I put in for an extra year: That didn't
work either ! I sincerely hope, that when I return from India,
I shall have the pleasure of coming back to the S.T.C. I thank
you all from my heart for all your kind words and wishes, and
I hope that you and I will meet again some day."
Sergeant Luck, in reply to the president, said : " I can only
speak as a single member. When I came to the S.T.C. I was.
struck (not forcibly, we hope, Aubrey) by the friendship extended
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~y the other Mess .members. I h<i:ve seen great improvements

"A " Corps Signals.
Once again we are b ack in Mons Barracks, and settling down
to the routine of P.T., Courses, etc., and the normal life of Signals
in Aldershot.
We were welcomed by the 2nd Divisional Signals on our return
from Palestine. They thoughtfully provided M.T. to convey us
and our baggage from the station a nd afterwards supplied us
with a really fine Christmas dinner, for which, I am sure, everyone will agree was well worth coming home. W e thank everyone
of 2nd Divisional Signals, who worked so bard to provide such
a bright welcome.
Our regular scribe, "Jessamine," is at present in hospital
suffering with knee trouble. The whole of the unit wish him a
speedy recovery.
Technical training has started again, and, no doubt, there will
To all
those who have their eyes on a higher rating we wish the best
of luck.
be some anxious faces about for the next month or so.

The Junior .C.O.s are at present undergoing a Drill Course
each morning. At the time of writing, they appear to be already
deriving some benefit from the Course. If the volume of their
voices is any criterion, they seem to have actually swallowed
the" baton."
Each morning, the unit can be seen on P .T. From the sound
of the moans, one finds it hard to believe that the exercise of
certain muscles is not doing quite a lot of good. As one SergeantMajor was heard to remark, " They'll thank us when they grow
up!"
Boxing is again in full swing. Although we arrived home too
late to enter in the team events, we have got quite a good number
in the individuals, and hope to see them at the Albert Hall.
Several of the "pugs" have been giving the "locals" an
evening's entertainment by entering for all the local boxing
tournaments. and, incidentally, doing very well. Since Sergeant
(Pat) Mills has taken them in hand, they have been showing
s~ch better hitting power. If they don't enter the ring in the
pink of condition, it will not be the fault of ergeant Mills.
Quite a large proportion of the unit has been selected to line
the route for the Coronation, and, in addition, a few have been

selected t o take part in the actual procession; needless to say,
those concerned have been christened the " Good-looking
Squad." They will, no doubt, live up to their name when
dressed in the new "Blues" and "Wellingtons."
On Thursday, 11th February, we lost quite a lot of the old
faces for service abroad, per H.T. Nevassa. All ranks wish them
bon voyage, and hope that their stay in India and the other
places will be as pleasant as possible.
We offer our sincere condolences to Signalman Shelley on the
death of his daughter, who passed away on Saturday, 13th
February, after a long and painful illness.
Signalman Shelley is the unit gardener. Since his return from
Palestine, the gardens have taken on quite the old aspect. Rose
trees and numerous plants have been set, and , no doubt, thi s
summer we shall have quite a variety of colour in the gardens.
On Saturday, 13th February, the unit soccer team, with
numerous supporters, journeyed to Fulham to play London
Corps Signals (T.A.) . The match was played at the Old Deer
Park, Richmond, and after a good, hard game, with plenty of
thrilling exchanges and not a little noise from both sets of
spectators, we managed to scrape home by the odd goal in nine.
After the match, we went on to Fulham for tea and a dance.
These are always arranged for our visit, and are invariably a
" swell do." \Vhen we had filled up the empty corners, the usual
speeches followed. We can only say how grateful we are to our
London friends for entertaining us so well. The dance alone
was really worth the trip. I am certain that everyone enjoyed
themselves. We only wish that these outings came round
more often. We shall look forward to meeting our London
friends again on Good Friday, when we hope to play the return
match. It is hoped that the fun which we had at Fulham will be
just as hearty as that to be provided at Aldershot.
Duties have been falling heavy and fast since we returned .
There are quite a few of us who are looking forward to the
return of the 1st Divisional Signals from leave. They should
lighten the load.

2nd Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters.
General.-Our model system has in the past week been disturbed by painters, who are re-decorating the interior of the
barracks. \\' e have been moved from one office to another and
are now back again. Even this, although we say it ourselve ,
did not upset our efficient method of working.
The unit paraded in order to welcome back to England the
1st Divisional Signals, who are now having a well-deserved rest.
With their return, life in barracks is returning to its former
routine.
It may interest late members of the unit to know that we have
carpets on the floor, curtains at the windows and pictures on
the wall. " \Vhat a life I "

Our ranks have been ·sadly diminished by the departure of
two drafts. Catterick will, without doubt, fill these vacancies
soon.
M.T. Courses are in full swing, and we hope that all those
participating will very soon be competent Drivers (I.C.).
Meanwhile, physical training is still carried on, and it is certain
that we are becoming a fitter unit.
As this is the end of my literary resources, I will say farewell
until next month .

R.

J . .B.

No. 1 Company.
General.- Individual training forges ahead . The training
should certainly stand us in good stead later on when serious
field training commences. Before unit training commence , 1t
is hoped that Records will have sent us a !e"! ore men. At
present we are very much under strength.
Departures.- \Ve lost about 16 T. C.O.s and men on lltb
February for India. V.le wish them all a pleasant voyage and a
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h pp • tour. There are till a few ~ore to ~o overseas, and we
01 that they will be the la t for this troopmg eason.
.
Congrats. \\'e congratulate the following on their promotion
to the rank:; shown : ergeants over and Yorke.
Spo rts. Company sports have. not been numerous recently,
hut football commence- again th1 week, and we hope to have
some more pleasant game in the Company League. The crosscountry Inter-Company run resulted in a win for~ o. 2 Compan):'.
We were second, and • ·o. 2 Company are congratulatc::d on their
ucce s, not forgetting our own men, who ut up quite a good
•how.
P1P.

No. 2 Company.
February.
General.-Another draft left us this month for the Middle
Ea t, and we all join in wi hing the late members of thi Company
the best of luck.
.
\Ve take thi opportunity of welcoming our new O.C., Captain
L. R. C. Watson, and tru t that his stay with us will be a p lea ant
one.
The H.T. Drivers, seated around the barrack-room fire, are
now discu ing motor transport and its mysteries. There are still
a few horses left, but these, we are told, will soon be gone.
The ection· have been re-organjsed, and we are now out to
prove once again the efficiency of the Corps wherever we
may be required.
Arrivals.-\Ye welcome Signalmen ~kXeeclan, Smithers and
lfnderwood from the Training- Battalion, and hope that their
stay with u- will be a pleasant one.
Departures.-" G " draft to India.
S.O.S.-Ex-Kohat Di trict Signals. "B. Coton, please commnnicate 'Taffy' Thomas, address as abo,·e."
"\\'bat about a line, Alex, 3rd Indian Dh·isional Signals;
al. o the man wHh the educated feet ? Sailor."
R. J.B. 494.

1st Anti-Aircraft Group Signals.
General.-~Iany regrets for the unavoidable absence of notes
from this unit during the past two months. \Ve are off again
and hope to mai-ltain the old standard.
·
Individual Training is now drawing to a close after a six weeks'
run. Talking of drawing, we do hope that quite a number will
draw their extra pice for the fruits of six-weeks' labour. By the
tinie those notes appear, Section Training should be in full
wing, and harassed Section Sergeants will once again be seen
· dashing" about the countryside on their motor-cycles.
Promotions and Appointments.-Rather belated, but here they
are. The following have attained the ranks shown : Lance
Sergeant Gales J. M., 10th November, 1936; Lance Sergeant
lent A. \'., 23rd December, 1936; Lance Corporals Grainger H.
and Hodge\\'., 2nd 'ovember, 1936; U'Lance Corporals Fisk,
Ward and Wright, on the first rung, 22nd January, 1937.
Arrivals.-Signalmen Allan, McCarthy, Browne, Lewis, Stembridge, Macaulay, Cullen, Comrie and Porton from "D" Company, Training Battalion. Signalman Seymour from Egypt
ignals. We extend to them the usual welcome and trust they
will all enjoy the Blackdown air.

Departures.-Signalman King G. to India, 1st January;
Lance Corporal Fisher and Signalman Knight to India, 11th
February ; Signalmen :\lills, Barker and Gale to Army Reserve;
Sergeant Brown H. discharged, 19th Jariuary; C.Q.M.S. Hawley
A. to 3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford. We wish them all the best
of luck in their new spheres.
Obituary.-It is with the deepest regret that we record the
death of ::\o. 2312 4 Corporal Joyce R. vV., who pas.ed away
after four months' illnes:;, in the Cambridge Hospital, Aldershot,
on 31st January. He leaves a widow and a one-year-old infant
son. Our deepest sympathy is extended to his widow and
parents in their sad los . The late Corporal Joyce served with
the Corps for l.6 years. He had been with us since February,
1932, after havmg served five years in India. His loss will be
felt in the unit.
JAY EM GEE.
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with the R.W.A.F .F. This goes to prove that there is something
in these proverbs after all.

" F " Troop, Cavalry Signals.

Conclusion.- We wish to state that as this is the first and last
contribution from the compiler of these notes any threats complaints, etc., will be received and thankfully passed on 'to his
successor.

Tidworth .
General.- The absence of notes from thi uni.t is regretted .
It is due to the fact that the gentleman who previously h~ld _the
position of Troop scribe has resigned, and now spends h_1s time
gazing pensively o 'er the water at _Soulhampto_n, watc~ng the
"Trooper<;" come in and go out. The new scnbe, having been
. elected from amongst many applicants for the po~t. only after
long and careful deliberation, hum~ly begs to .rem1!1d members
of the Troop that any " inflammation given him will always be
depreciated ."
The Troop, now more or less firmly embedded in Tidworth
after furlough, i naturally looking forward to Easter leave. The
only ob tacle to be overcome i that annual plague, ~ .T., which
developed almost overnight, and left the Troop with a very
un ettled week-end to get over before coming to grips with it.
Mo nthl y Shield.- In the absence. of any serious c~mpetition,
'"'endy Cardew is permitted to retarn the Gnppers Slueld.
Soft Lights and Sweet Music.- A morning serenade by Ben
Hur wherein the resjdent. of andahar are rudely torn from
thei; more or less peaceful slumbers and uddenly hurled into
dreadful wakefulness.
A.S. E.C.-The second meeting of the A sociation for the
Suppre ion of Equipment leaners took place during January.
The secretary brought forth the Diet Sheet and read the minutes
of the previous " mcating." The subject for <;Ii_cu ion was :
.. hould laceholes be chromed?" \\hen the m1tial uproar had
ub ided, Comrade Busty addressed the meeting in hi usual
eloquent manner, stating that " When he joined up .. . " The
remainder of the peech being unreadable on account of local
X's, the meeting was declared clo ed.
Old Narkovians.-We offer our condolences to Ben on his
promotion from pupil to " Nark." "'e understand he will
-hortly become a " Snurge."
Social Gossip.- A charming tudy appeared recently in a wellknown newspaper. It depicted Miss 1c-Hyphen in a striking
pose surrounded by her prize rabbit . Miss Mc-Hyphen, or
Peter, as she prefers to be known, is the dominating character of
her small circle.
. lncidentally.-In case any of our readers should desire to
know how the Troop suddenly appeared in Tidworth, we reply
that the Troop travelled in its usual style, cabin accommodation
on S.S. Laure11tic, which sailed from Alexandria on 27th November and berthed at Southampton on 7th December. What did
we do in Egypt ? Well, as our press agent is only Group " E,"
we can only recount, in the next paragraph, one of the pastimes
in which we often indulged.
Sports- " Debugging. "-This sport is peculiar to British
troops abroad, and is usually indulged in on holidays. The
weapons required are crude and rather primitive. They comprise one hammer, a blow-lamp, a piece of string and a certain
amount of low cunning. Any number of players may take part
in this exciting pastime, but1iit is essential that each player brings
his own Macdonald. The game is played a follows : the bed
is dismantled very carefully and noiselessly, in order to leave the
intended victims with the impression that the occupant is just
turning over. The pieces are then placed on the ground in a
pile. Then the string is pinned to the ground in a rough circle
around the pile. The player now approaches cautiously, and
plays the blow-lamp on the pile. This has the effect of making
the iron hot and the victims hop about on one foot at a time.
At this stage, that portion of the bed which is being treated is
tapped smartly with the hammer, thus catching our friends,
the enemy, off their balance. They then fall to the ground, where
they immediately change into top and scatter in all directions.
The experienced player waits until the victims, which have
tripped over the string, stop to caress their injuries. He then
presents them with the blunt end of the hammer.
Arrivals and ~epartures.-When these notes appear in print, ·
we shall have said $'OOd-bye to T iffy Walsh, the noted authority
on almost any subiect. Tifiy leaves us to join Egypt Signals.
We hope that it keeps fine for him, and a lso that the ot h er
passengers of the Di_lwa·ra enjoy t he trip. We welcome
Corporal Penny C., on his return to the family circle from a t our
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F. C. L.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
13th February.
.H orses.- Perhaps it would not have been out of place to put
thi~ first para~raph under" Obi~uary." Like some other Signal
Uruts, we are m the process of losmg our horses, except for a small
pool of chargers. It is wjth honest regret that we say good-bye
to some of the old stagers.
Drafts.- To-day we said au revoir to 59 men of the unit who
have left us for India. We hope, however, that we shall see'some
of them again elsewhere in the not too distant future. This
turn.over o~ pers?nnel is so he.avy that it is almost impossible to
retam the identity of the umt from one training season to the
next.
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He was then grabbed and chaired around the Mess. The only
song possible on such an occasion was sung with gusto.
few
of the ladies present, determined not to be outdone, picked up
Mrs. Barlow and carried her around, too. Before dancing was
resumed, I heard rumours of an impromptu rugby match to be
held before the evening ended.
" Bob " possibly wondered where all the extra folk and illuminations came from before the end of the function, but he
appeared none the worse the next morning. We shall miss
Sergeant and Mrs. Barlow for a long, long time. The same
evening, R.S.M. Herbert, on behalf of the Mess, presented a
handsome clock to Sergeant Harry Ayres on the occasion of his
recent 1!1arriage. Sergeant Ayres, famous as a cross-country
runner, 1s well known throughout the Corps. He sails for India
on nth February.
On 29th January another well-attended dance was held in
the Me$. This time to say good-bye to C.S.M. Field, who leaves
u~ to join the P.S .. 53rd (Welch) Divisional Signals, Cardiff. We
wish C.S.M. Field and his family all the best at their new Station
and hope to see them occasionally.
I am also proud to record that the Mess billiards team has won
the Cup in the Garrison ergeants' .Mess Billiards League for the
second year in succession. Some really good games were played,
and we really deserved to win.

Arriva ls.-5th January, _Corporal Geere W., Lance Sergeant
Clarke:: A . ; 6th January, Signalmen Mark J .. Julian -., Davies
w_ .. Richardson J.,; nth January, ergeant \\:alker H ., Corporal
lli~hardson F., Signalmen Haldane J., ripps C., Robson w ..
Dnver Jepson H.; 13th January, Signalmen Adams J .. Bicker
~- ; 15th J'.lnuary, Signalman Hooker A.; r9th January,
Signalman Gibson T.; 28th January, Sergeant Stevenson w ..
~rporal Roberts, Lance _Corporals Butler C. A., Wrench J.,
Signalmen Hall W., Davies J .. Glanville H.; 29th January,
Sergeant Little V., Lance Sergeant Rees J.

The following have recently left us for wanner climes: Sergeant Quinn and family, Sergeants Ayres and Redworth, and
Lance Sergeant Elmes.

Departures.- To A.V.T.C., Chisledon, on 4th January Dirvers
Majle W. and Morris W.
'

We are pleased to sec those who have joined us and sorry to
part with those who have gone. Here's to the next time l

Discha rges.- 1st January, Signalmen \ 'ood A. and Gordon
A.; 7th January, Signalman Iles J. ; th January, Signalman
Swale J.; 22nd January, Sergeant Barlow R.
Pr~ motions and Appoint ments.-Corporal Woodbury W.,
appomted Lance Sergeant, 23rd December, 1936.
Marriages.-Signalman Taylor T . to Marjorie Smith Appleby,
on 12th December, 1936, at Leeds.
Signalman Nicholson J. to Phyllis Horlock, on 5th January,
at Bemerton.
Signalman Fitzpatrick to Mary ]\fay Kelly, on nth January,
at Dublin.
Birth.-To Signalman and Mrs. Sidwell R., a son, Brian
Harland, on 15th January.

Sergeants' Meu.
The Annual Christmas Tree and Party took place on 12th
January. ~n excellent cinema programme was followed by tea
m the Garrison Institute. Tea over, the families gathered on
the dance floor, where the kiddies and others played games.
Rides down the chute were much enjoyed. The writer, wjth
others._ became somewhat hot under the collar before the lights
were dimmed and the curtains were drawn back from the stage,
where an illuminated Christmas Tree, surrounded by presents,
could be seen. Father Chri tmas handed these over, and it was
rather a lengthy business. Goodness, I never knew we had so
many bairns I All good things come to an end, and after a few
words from our Commanding Officer and R.S.M. Herbert, followed by three very hearty cheers for officers and their wives,
the party ended.
A dance was held in the ~Less on th January to mark the
departure of Sergeant Barlow K F. (Bob) to civilian life after
24 years' service. There is but one Bob Barlow. His antics as
a pianist during the evening had to be seen and heard in order
to be appreciated, particularly wheu the other members of the
b~nd ceased work and allowed him to carry on. I suffered from
h1ccoughs fo r the remainder of the evening. R.S.M. Herbert, on
behalf of t he Mess m embers, ·presented Sergea nt Barlow with a
canteen of c ut lery. Robert's short speech was in the usual vein.

Recent arrivals include C.Q.M.S. Hawley, Sergeants Stevenson,
Walker and Ljttle, Lance Sergeants Rees, Clarke, Woodburv
and Berri.ff. Sergeants Walker and Little, who left us recently
to play sand castles in Palestine, both appear happy to be home.
Sand storms are nasty !

Corporals' Room.
. The past month has seen little alteration in the constant ebb
and flow of personnel. Those homeward bound from the ~ ear
and Far East tumble in upon us, but as fast as they arrive,
others go.
On nth February some fifty odd ranks leave the unit for
India. Amongst this number are Corporals Dirs and Huggins,
Lance Corporals Lipscombe, lGng, Pearse, Brooks and Lane.
Corporals Dirs and Huggins are both making this their second
trip and, no doubt, will have ample opportunity to put the
"first-timers " wise to the customs of their respective tations.
( o offence meant here, Dick and Joe. Experiences, recounted
in the right manner, can form the ba is of excellent advice.)
The Mess, by unanimous approval, organised and carried out
a successful trip to outhampton to see the " Saints" play
underland in the third round of the F.A. Cup. .My own personal
enjoyment from such a match comes rather from a study of the
crowd than an interest in the football, and I, therefore, refrain
from any attempt to " report " the match. \Vbether it was a
coincidence or not that some of our party enjoyed their football
as I did, i difficult to say, but the fact remains that at high tea
at the Cadena Cafe, there were many requests to know the
score I Being of a. charitable nature, I take the view that these
questions were prompted owinrr to the indifferent position
some of them must have had to view the match I Their ears
must have been deaf to the roar of the crowd, and, for some
reason, they had been struck dumb until tea time. Yes, it's nice
to be charitable I
The Garrison Billards Tournament ha fini hed. Although t he
full re ults are not yet publi hed, it is certain that we must sit
back and applaud the winner , who are the Corps of ~lijjtary
Police, on their well-earned victory, not foraetting to adjust our
old school ties to the tune of " Up orps and at 'em next time."
\ Vhil t on the subject of billiards, we would like to take thi
opportunity of congratulatina the \\'arrant Officers' and Sergeants' :\Iess on their po ition as champions of their League,
and keeping at least one Cup in the unit.
It was good to see Corporal " Pippin " Hipwood amongst u.
again, veritably oozing-with the warmth and sunshine of h otter
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dim -. 1t is, however. \\1th th.e d1:epest concern and_ condolences

that we reali e the obj t of his \'IS1t to tlu count!)·
,
.
The ~econd period of LT. has now pas~ed throu!?'h. fou\,"fe~ ,
and it is no uncommon ·ight to ee a ignal Tram;ng_· d <.> . th~
Parts 1 , 2 or 3 , in the hands of a harassec;I U.,aure, re a.xe 11~ese
le ths of an easy chair before the ).Ie fire. Great stuff.
~ks I It i Ill\; firm conviction that nah..re does her utmo ~ ~o
. 1 - off the." Plain." \Ve have had fa.r more tllan our air
'ha l u::.f ra1·n The element seem to weep with resentment at
arepresence
o
· in nature's wdderne
.
our
. I won d er 1'f any~ 11 thelse
feel. as vmpatlletic toward nature a~ I do. }f they o, en.
one day they may move Bulford off the Palm and leave nature
to herS If. However, there is no reason to suppo ~ ,iliat ~ve
would be moYed to a better pot, and, in any ca e, 1t s rat er
•ood fun battling again t t11e elements.
.., Heigh-ho, sleep <:a!-1 I '!he candle is ?urning at t11e oilier end,
~d. what is more, I ve said enough. S long, cads.

1

RRLLUB.

4th Dmsional Signals, Canterbury.
No. 2 Company.
February.

•

Arrivals.-\Ve offer a hearty welcome to · R.s.~. Tr~pmore
&nd a host of others, who have arrived in the umt. dunng the
past few weeks.
ames are too n~merous to mention, but we
hope their sojourn in Canterbury will be a long and happy one.
Departures.-During January and February we_ bid farewell
to many old friends, who have left us for foreign climes : Lance
'ergearit \ \'ellock, Corporal Cowell, and Lance Corpora~ ~:own
and Sullings, and many more, who had been on. t):le 4-th D1v1SJonal
ignals Inventory Board. \l\'e are only wa1tmg for Corporal
Peters to be warned and the unit will be up for sale.
Sports.- ·ow that our strength has been augmented, we h?pe
to raise a lot of friendly matches for the purpose of spottmg
talent for the hockey and football teams. At present, the grass
has to be cut twice weekly to enable the spectators to see our
outside-left at football.
Conclusion.--Owing to pressure of work, these notes are g?ing
to be very short this month . I promise to do better neid: time.
-

HAPPY.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
15th F ebruary.

General.-Now that the unit is back to n~rmal strength,
various re-organisation schemes are in full swing. ~ections are
once more being formed up, and all ranks are prepanng for some
serious training again. \Vithin the next few weeks it is hoped
to commence Individual Training Classes.
Children's Christmas Tree.- Seems rather late in the day to
be talking about Christmas trees, but the delay i~ celebrating
this vel)• important annual event bas been unavoidable owmg
to the return of the Palestine Force, etc. The children, however,
were not forgotten, and on 2:~rd January a very large party-'old and young-assembled in tile Gymnasium to welcome
Father Christmas. The Gymnasium was beautifully decorated
for the occasion and well-laid tea tables made the show an
excellent one. The P.R.l. (then Captain L. V. Younie), R.S.M.
hen ton and his hard-working committee, are to be congratulated
on putting up such a wonderful show. In this connection, special
mention mu ·t be made of Lance Corporal Newton for his wonderful tran ·formation of the Gymnasium into a castle, which
almost looked re-<tl. The :'.'\.A.A.F.I., too, are to be congratulated
on producing such an excellent tea for everyone. After tea,
and when the tables had been cleared, the party was entertained
to a time-honoured Punch and Judy Show. Then came the event
of the day-the arrival of Father Christmas, who, this year,
arrived on hi "sleigh "drawn by six elfs. Every child and also
one adult (none other than our popular C.O., Colonel Henderson)
recei\'ed a toy from Father Ch ristmas.
The C.O.'s " toy " was one which had been produced in strict
!.ecrecy in our own workshop. Oh! what a surprise for the C.O.
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of them ~ave d.one their bit towards improving the Station.
The C.O. is making every elJo_rt to ensure that our quarters will
be the env)'. of t~e Cam~ Detalls, when they visit us next month.
They are still bcm!? consid~red . Tl1e I.P.C. is also busy giving us
new and more efficien~ equipment. Of course, these things mean
much wo~k for the tune being, and I cannot say that we are
pleased with that. However, we can do it.

- GAS I To bring a very pleasant and successful sh?w to an.
end, Sergeant Lambke entertained the coi:npany t? a ci~e show,
at which cowboys and Indian and Charhe haplm we1e to the

fo~ell done, everyone concerned _!

~ere

Y?ur effort::;
very much
appreciated by all those pre cnt. It 1s a great pity that Father
Christmas only comes once a year.
De artures.-The unit has recently lost many " old faces"
amon"g st these being C.S.l\f. lVIillross F., who has left us for the
Depot Battalion, Catterick, Sergeant ea.rnell 0. H . and L.ance
Corporal Ranson J. to civilian life, whilst Corp~ral Morr~s. F .
and Si nalman Brown J . have departed for Vocational Tra.mmg
Cour
at Chi Iedon and Aldershot respectively. Jl:ll me?1bers
of the unit join in wishing them all tile best of luck m their new
spheres.
d
Indian draftS are till in vogue here at Scarborough an our
latest contribution are: Lance Corporal Godly L. to. Meerut,
Lance Corporal Smith C. ~· to J~bbulpore, and Signalm~n
Sbewring D. to Waziri~tan D1stnct Signals. We hope they will
enjoy their stay in their new stations.
Congratulations.- To Captain J. F. Lon~field on his promotion
to that rank, and Lieutenant . R. G. Mf;Jle'. 3;?d G . H. Starr,
who have recently obtained their second pip.
Also to Lance
Corporal Deakin A., who has " passed-ou.t ''. a~ the Royal
Military Academy and bas obtained a commission m the Royal
Regiment of Artillery.
Ratings.-Congratulations are also in _order to the f~llowing
operators: Signalmen Garfield L., McViTJlhams J., McMillan H .
Keating L .. Brown P., Cook T., Flocks J., Dun~op H. and
Beaumont L., who recently obtained a Class II ratmg.
Births.-To Signalman and Mrs. Barlow, a daughter, Constance
June Elizabeth.

Th.e golf craze has, at present, abated somewhat. One look
at Signalman Cook's face explains that. On Sunday 10th
January, he went out for a game with a private and i:;ied to
pick up a few bmts. Unfortunately, he stood too close to bis
instructor, and received the foll force of the driver. It misred
the ball'. too I The result was a nasty gash, which necessitated
three stitches. The ball just missed his eye, so he bas nothing
much t? grumble about. !n order to make him sleep that night,
a marned .C.O: gave .him a large .d~se of real whiskey. He
says that he has rnsomma now- but it 1s no use. Evervthing is
now O.K. and he is very proud of bis scar. But no golf I
Moves.- Signalman Jamie arrived here from Belfast on 13th
February, but he isn't superstitious.

J

Northern Ireland Signal Company, BeHast.
The Christmas festive season being over, the unit has settled
down to ordinary routine. Much of the out-door work has been
in abeyance owing to the extremely bad weatller, but we are
fortunate not to have shared the flood plight. We have had a
fair share of rain, snow and, latterly, frost.
.
We expect Lieutenant Rhind to arrive shortly, after his
tour of active service in Palestine. There is also a rumour that
we shall be losing our C.O. in the near future.
In recreational sport we are making progress, and have won
our first League soccer match. This week the first round of the
Hockey Cup takes place.
Arrivals.-We welcome Sergeant Parker from Aldershot, and
also Signalmen Ward and White from the Training Battalion.
Promotions and Appointments.-Congratulations to Lance
Corporals Roy and Pilkington on receiving pay for tlleir appointments ; also to Lance C:orporal Pilkington on re-must~ring to
I.C., and to Lance Corporals Spencer and Watts on appomtment
as U /Lance Corporals.
Moves, Inter-Unit-Corporal Bowie from Headquarters .to
Fort Dunree ; Signalman Hunt from Omagh to Belfast ; Signalman Westbrook from Belfast to Omagh.
Technical.-Conditions at out-stations are to be more harmonious. The old " chug-chug " of the charging engine is to be
repla.ced by a mains-motor generator.
Jottings.-The account of Peachland, printed in last month 's
WIRE, was appreciated. This unit comprises many who have
been stationed at most garri ons of the orps. Regularly each
month our ex- Egyptians look for news ; they have been disappointed. Will unit correspondents please put something in ?
Conclusion.- There is no more this month, and I will band
over the quill to the out-stations.
HF.CM.I::.

Ballykinler.
General.- For once in a while we have news. Things have been
b umming lately. Everybody, from the C.O. down to t h e Company storeman, has been here on business of some sort, a nd all
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Ireland as Usual.- That newspaper heading which read,
" Ulster train collides with itself ? "
Jews' Mail.- " F. .'' " ' SX ' wants your address! "
73's from "BJ," "LULL," "AL," etc. "Write me here,
Mac. (HXR)."
2323534 "F." "Nasty specimen of 'Woggle-woggle' bird
here.
o hope, JAM 415. Signalman Dick, 'E' Company."
" How about a line sometime, George ? "
CooK P .

•

WJT Station, Armagh.
lntrod uctio n.-Armagh is on the air for the first time, and
we, therefore, propose to introduce ourselves. The staff here
comprises Lance Corporal Ogden, Signalmen Cade and Morrison
(operators) and Signalman Lee (fitter), who is relieving Signalman Crocket for the leave period.
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South Irish Coast Defences Signal Section.
10th February.

Ge~eral.-Section activity continues but does not provide an

amazmg amoun~ of m<i:terial for WrnE scribes. These peculiar
people are at. their happiest when thmgs are happening and tllingi.
go well .. It is then t~at humour quits its shy hiding and can be
coaxed mto the Section notes. But all the blarney in Ireland
cannot persuade it this month.
Activity has been confined to manning our stations with a
staff much depleted by casualities and furlough. Our pet seeker
after th.~ truth has been asking, " Why do people go on furlough?
The answer we may never know. Perhaps they go in
the hope of getting enough recruits to fill the gaps in the Section's
strength ?

~ife bolds. a little thrill, however, for w~ hear that Gas training,

w~1ch has hitherto been taken with a grain of salt, is to be taken

with mustard with occasional visits to the dug-out for a spot of
pepper. We shall probably have some fun.
Arrival.-Lance Corporal Brown R. ] . from India. We have
passed b1~ on to Bere Island to run the Station there, and hope
that be will .find the simple life to his liking.

Congratul~tions.-To Lance Corporal Richardson C. on being
presented with a son, Ronald, and to Signalman O'Sullivan D.
a daughter, :\1ary. Also to Signalman Parkinson 1.. who bas
been awarded the 2nd Class Education Certificate, and should,
perhaps, be in another paragraph.

L~ment.-The Secti~n pipes a_re loud in their wailing at .the
continued absence of Barleux ' and his cheery humour from
the WIRE pages. " ·what about stowing a pen and paper in the
old bowler, Bob, and jotting down the impressions of a pensioner ? " As a suggestion, " Palin Tales from the Pavement "
would be interesting.

Houseb uilding.-The R.E.s have commenced work on our
new ,wireless station. If they conform to the plans, it should be
real ' ohm from ohm."

THE SPIKE.

Eastern Command Signal Company.

Rand om Musings.-Our two Jocks, "Cade" and "Morrice,"
bad to give the haggis a miss and be content with the real Irish
" tatey " cake.
" Oggie " still yearns for Scarborough's sunny air (or is it
sunshine beer ?).
Lee (just home from Punky) feels the nip in the air, but with
the aid of the old school tie he still manages to survive.
Yidjish J ottini:s.-Calling 5th Div. "What price a swap ?
Og."

Calli11~ "B" Corps, Karachi.

Lee."

"Salaams from wee Geoqie
NI::DGO.

Fort Lenan.

Obituary.-It is with deep regret that we record the death of

Mr. G. ~ngstone (ex-C.Q.M.S., F. of S.), on Christmas Day,
1936.

His sudden and untimely end has come as a great blow
ranks of this Section, past and present, including the
c1vilian personnel and old comrades of the Corps. To the relatives
of ~e late l\lr. Kingstone we tender our deepest sympathy in
their great loss. Until the time of bis tragic death, from heart
failure, Mr. Kingstone was employed as a draughtsman with
this Section. He will be missed by all, not only for his excellent
work, but for his sterling personal qualities.

t? .a._ll

Departu res.-Major F. A. S. Atterton,

Arrivals.-Corporal Stretch. Signalmen Rogers and the Duke
of I.enan accompanied by his old "Dukh."
Departures.- Signalman Coomber to Fort Dunre~.
Hews Bulletin.-Since the advent of the line party, this place
has assumed the appearance of a battlefield, otherwise I can
only presume that there must be a hunt for buried treasure
going on. Dunree Fort sent a football team to play Lenan.
The result was a win for Dunree by seven goals to one. The
Dunree team were strengthened by tile inclusion of Lance Corporal Edwards and Signalman Swetnam (Arsenal scouts, please
note). We have read about, talked of and heard about sunny
days, but it is quite a Ion~ time since we saw any. As a result,
there is not much sport to be had at the present time.
Ac1>ny.-To A.V.I., Blackdown (?).
where you are now. Bert.''

Chatham Area Signal Section.

"Would like to hear

Zube, "A" Corps, 'Pin di. "What does' roll on' mean?
B uxton, nJ aci<down. "Ho...,'s the Norton? Nobby."

] ."

M.B.E.,

after serving 14

years as 0.C. of this Section, bas left us for Portsmoutll. Sergeant Harvey C. to Catterick, on p romotion to C.Q.M.S. Signalman Brooke to 4th Divisional Signals. C.Q.M.S. 'ix, Lance
Sergeant Warren, Corporals Chambers and Whitwell to Singapore, Quetta, Jubbulpore and Ceylon respectively. We wish
them luck at their new Stations. Our Record Office never seems
to forget this small fraternity. We also said good-bye to an old
employee-Mr. G. Savell-who has worked on the Sheerness
switchboard for 26 years. We wish him good luck and the best
of health in his retirement.
Arrivals.-We extend a warm welcome to the following:
Lance Sergeant Ray and Signalman Sargent.
Upgrading.-Congratulations to the following on gaining th eir
Class II rating (Lineman) : Signalmen Carter D., Snelling W.
and .Megilley W. Now for those C.Is. Keep going!
Agony Column.- " Will No. 2317211 Lance Serge:mt Pope F
please note this address- o. 2317221 Corporal Cliimbers E.,
S.T.C., J u bbulpore, India?"
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t nity of thanking all Units,
General.-We takfa!~s ~~~~r (~x- ignalman, 'o. 5615438) ,
also ~fr. ki~·d IC.hri~stymas greeBngs which were very much apprefor
their · n
'
ciated by all ranks.
t C Q M: S Lombard W., Cor.
Promotio ns.-Congratu 1agons 0 D~~p· c on their recent
poral Brett and U /L.ance orpora1
·
promotions and appomtment.
.
d Good Co nduct Medals.-The followin~ were
Long Service an
.
their reign of 1g years w1th the
uccessfully undetected ~o~e eligible for the award of the
Colours, and t?ereforte 'ty . C Q M S Ellerton-Long, Sergeants
above medal w1th gra lll · · · · ·
Hall, 'apier B. and Ivey J.
.
rals Palin R and \¥right, Lance Corporal
Education.-:Corpo
Pike
G and Signalman T ay1orgH .·have been awarded 1st Class
Certific~tes of Education. Well done!
Trade Qualifications.-Lance SalergHeanllt Li orpm~dB.ili;owi~
·
R
d U /Lance Corpor
u
·
p:iJs S~~st Paper for Clerks, Class I, on 7th December last.
Con!rratulations !
" .
R Q 1 S Browns. from his leave in
Arnvals.-We welcom~ · f th~ Up Gradinu Courses, which
U.K.,
alts~mallfullm::ingrs· Zve wish them allosuccess for 1937·
are
at and
presen

----·CORPS
.
and with the invaluable aid of
charge of the proc~edmgs, am~sing sketches were produced.
Signalman Lymn'i n~i~ v~~~ show are to be congratulated for
All those who he pe m
1 ollett and some of his lads
their fine perform:nc;- t or%o~~tween sketches on their musical
came and produce a ew u l \Vattle couldn't keep in the backboxes. Even ~nee h orpora soon on the table leading the boys
ground that night ; .e w~ 'n
or oral King (strange as it
in a spot of co.mmuruty smgi g .u me tie .. honourable position "
may seem)K":as i~ aHfites~tpet t~h~ssglasses at high level throughout
of " Beer mg·
the evening.
.
0 1 B ··n Day the unit had an outing
~.oxi ng Da~;J~ut~~g.(So~ e s~~ t~ finish off all t~e free ~eer,
to Happy a 0
er from the same commodity proYlded
whilst others say . recov .
r wa we take it, eveyone had
played" Housey,"
conducted by Brother Scanlan.

r

~h;0~~e~~~~ e;~:~~~~n~~~;~~vhils!others

Th Annual Coster Ball was held on Monday,
CostD
er Ballb.eJudging by the large attendance and the
28th ecem er.
·
nt Mrs
" bar sales " it was as popular as the previous eve .
. .
Maguire w~n the ladies' coMstettrhdress ~rt1h'zethaegruh·enlp(t~~ !~~~hoi1~:
·
· ) Sergeant l a ew, w1
m succession
. " Cabaret Show" between the dances.
crowd,
put on· an amusmg

Marriages.-Nil report. \Ve, however, e:-..-tend a "'.elc~me h~~~
to the wife of Lance Sergeant Norman B., who a:n.v~ on I
December last, just in time for the Christmas feshVlties.

1

Christmas Night- Smoker.-On Chris~s night the, Junior
c o s and men held a smoking concert m the Corporals ~oom.
J~dgi~g by the general remarks, everybody thoroughl_y en1oyl'.'1
themselves from about 7 p.m. to I a.m. Corporal Paling was m
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" Benny Collett and his lads " again gave us some popular tunes.
· The fun lasted from 9 p.m. until 2 a.m.
Leave.-Lieutenant (Q.M.) Lawrence proceeded on eight
months' leave to the U.K. on 9th January. He will be greatly
missed at all our future social events. We wish him a very
pleasant time.
BLOS.

Sergeants' Mess.
lntroduction.- This being the month for reporting our Christmas
festivities and "what not," the brief notes made during the
month (during the " clear " periods-oh, yes, there were some !)
present quite a formidable appearance. However, we had better
make a start with-

tain L C Boyd (late O.C., "A" Company)
Dep~rtures.~p
n Hull on 9th January. We wish them
and wife, :15°T~;'1:C,tr:,~ving l~ave, per H.T. Somersetshi~e. · on
bon voyag .
S
ts ::\fatthew 2\-Iurray and Kilford,
~md ~b~~d a:-J~~ett, -Signalm~n Kew~ll, Traill, Woodwo1° McCarthy Taylor H . and Bums. We w1s!1.them al~ go.od
l ~ • C Q 1\1.S'. Lombard proceeds to W~nstan. Di;;tnct
~~~so~ I.5th February. He takes our best wishes with him.

Christmas Festivities.-An excellent d~~er was serve? to the
n Christmas Day in the dmmg-room, which was
B.~!~ ? decorated. We heartily congratulate all members
~ponsiJe for the excellent arrangements. Everyone thorough!~
· ·ed themselves. All officers and senior .C.0.s '':ere presen
enJO}
.
eetings to one and all. It proved an
to express the season s gr
h arti st thanks to Captain
e
e
h
0 portune moment to convey our
Bo d o c "A.." Company for all he had done for t e
p
L.
C.
Y
•
·
"
B
6
R
during
his
tour
'vith
the
comfort and well-being of the · · .s . .
.
rt
Com an . We all very much regret his unmment .dep:;t ure,
d ~o~ that he will soon feel as much at ~ome. m ~s new
~~t as he was with the S.T.~.(I.). We heartily wish him the
very best of success and happmess.
On Christmas morning a cricket match was arranged between
the ladies of the S.T.C.(I.) and eleven B.~.R.s, presuma~ly to
ive the lads an appetite for the dinner, which ~as ready unme~iately after the close of play. Naturally, _the wmnei;;; proved.~~
be of the feminine sex, and well we knew.it I P~r. fe.llows ,
I think that wearing apparel should be stnctly femmme , the~e s
no knov.ing what the ladies can do when dressed for the occasion
in HE-man's clothing. Still, Christmas only come$ once. a year.
" J st too bad " says you. The accompanymg snaps, whi~h were
tak~n by Lan~ Sergeant Norman, will give readers a;n ~dea of
the fashions in vogue and also the members of the ladies team.
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MEMBE~ OF LADIES' CRICKET TEAM.
Standing : Mrs. McMillan, Mrs. Shiner, Mrs. W. M. Miller, Mrs. Jones, Mrs. L. C.
Boyd, Mrs. Miiis, Mrs. Tucker, Miss Murphy.
.
Kneeling : Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Croucher, Mrs. Wilkins, Mrs. Norman, Mrs. Flshwock.
Lying : Mrs. Maiulre.

Games Tour nament- Officers v. Sergeants.-The hardy annual,
continued from last month's notes, where we left off at hockey.
Cricket came next, and after a very thrilling battle, the Sergeants
emerged victors. The officers took first knock and, thanks to a
very useful innings of 87 by Major Rosenberg and 36 by Captain
Boyd, compiled 156. After duly fortifying ourselves with a very
excellent lunch at the Officers' Mess, we returned to the fray and
proceeded to wipe off the score. C.S.M. Lewis had very hard luck
in missing his century by two runs, being brilliantly caught in
the deep by Lieutenant-Colonel Ivliller. Scores: Officers, 156;
Sergeants, 173. Tea served on the conclusion of the game was a
fitting end to a grand day's fun. A trip around the tables listening
to " If I had played forward, etc.," and " Remember that off
break which just missed the leg stump, etc.," would have
induced the English Selection Committee to come and borrow
a few of us. The next jousting-tennis-was tactfully left until
7th January, giving all ample time to recover from that Christmas
feeling. This proved rather a memorable occasion for the
Sergeants, who, in winning by 46 games to 35, broke the officers'
winning sequence, which has lasted (according to old residents-sit down, Mutt !) for the past five years. The day was bright,
the players ditto, and the spectators even brighter. Although we
knew we would put up a good show, even the most optimistic
of us did not dream of winning. Well done, the team !
Teams:
DPP!CERS.

SERGEANTS.

Captains Boyd and Burridge.
C.S.M. Lewis and C.Q.M.S. Ellerton-Long.
Major Rosenberg aod Lieutenant Miosball. Sergeants Jones and Mills.
Lieutenants Steward and Palmer.
Sergeants Pickering and Wall.

There now remains to be played Association football, rifle
shooting and-possibly-golf, and we have hopes!
A photograph taken at the conclusion of the tennis match is
enclosed, and 'tis hoped that, without detailing who's who,
many old-timers will recognize a few old familiar faces. [Sorry,
but photograph was not included.-Eo.)
Other Activities.-Firstly, under this heading, comes the
Annual Show organised by the Jubbulpore Amateur Dramatic
Society on the occasion of the visit of the Governor of the Central
Provinces to Jubbulpore. Signals were asked to provide a
" turn " or " turns." This they did, and it is well worth recording
that the " turns " provided came from the Sergeants' Mess.

Two excellent dances from Mrs. Fishwick earned well-merited
applayse, whilst" Professor Wackem's Academy," with apologie~
to Will Hay, brought down the house. The Mess members taking
part were: Sergeant Wagg (Professor Wackem) ; C.Q.M.S.
L?mb~rd (Janitor); Sergeant Ivey (Policeman) ; Sergeants
~1ckmng.,~atthew, Whittingham, Wilson, Snow (Boys, includmg
Donald l.; Sergeants Page and Kilford (Greta and Eva).
On the rught of the Governor's attendance, their energy was
rewarded by a bouquet for :Mrs. Fishwick and bouquets for the
Academy Students. (P.S.-The Students' " bouquets" tasted
first class at tiffen time next day.)
Christmas festivities started early, owing to the departure of
several members to U .K. The Mess Draw was held on the 19th.
Everyone went home duly loaded with prizes (inside and outside)
!twas a very succ~ssful evening. The event had been well organised by the Committee and was enjoyed by those present. The
Christmas Tea Party, plus Father Dadswe!J, followed on the
24th. Gr~t shouts of joy from fathers, mothers and children,
not forgettmg Donald Duck. During tea, selections were rendered by the dance band. After tea, whilst Father Christma
was nobly trying to make himself heard, a performance was
rendered by the dance band on the " Kids' Roundabouts " (a
" note " worthy effort), which was undoubtedly the best sight of
the year.
The event of the year, the Annual Dinner and Dance, was held
on the 26th. Husbands, >vives and friends all voted it a first-class
dinner. Toasts passed off without a hitch, although a calamity
nearly occurred during the toast of" The Ladies "-the prompter
nearly prompted too much ! Dancing to the strains of the
S.T.C.{I.) dance band went on to the "wee sma' hours," and so
concluded a very merry Christmas. Thanks to the committee
members, their 'vives, helpers and everyone, who did their little
bit towards making things go with a S\ving. It was a great show.
Shooting and Shikari, I suppose, comes under this heading.
Anyway, here goes ! Thanks to the efforts of the Shikaris, the
Mess is keeping the wolf from the door.
'ick is now contemplating a further literary effort, " From unc to Shikari in Six
Months." (Applications, accompanied by the usual fee, dealt
with in strict rotation !).
Arrivals.-R.Q.::\-1.S. Brown from U.K. leave, looking very
fit and well. Mrs. Korman from U.K. Lance Sergeant orman
now looks fit and well.
Departures.-To U.K. on transfer to the Home Establishment,
per H.T. Somersetshire, on 11th December last : Sergeant
Whittingham and family and golf cups ; Sergeant Green and
family and jumping cups; Lance Sergeant Gourlay and family
and a few out-of-date pay lists. Best of luck to them all, whereever they land. We will be here to meet you when you come
back.
Anticipated Departu res.-Per H.T. Somersetshire on 22nd
February:
ergeant Matthew (::\Iodest Mutt). All English
papers and Police Gazettes, please copy. Sergeant Kilford (Our
Landlord).
.T.C., Catterick, please note. The Kilford Arms
will probably go into liquidation on 23rd February.
ergeant
l\Iurray and family (the footer team will miss him). Again, good
luck. You have all done your stuff, in various ways. We shall
miss you (at least ::.\Iutt says so!).
I should have included several anticipated arrivals, but, who
knows ? In these days of strife, etc., lots of things may happen .
The married quarters are looking very empty nowadays. \Ve
shall welcome some new arrivals.
And so, till the next time, cheerio !

NORTHERN COMMAND .................. /ND/AN ARMY

"A " Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
General.-Detachments of the unit having returned from
Mirali, Bannu, Dera Ishmail Khan, Kohat and mbala, we are
once again at our normal strength at Rawalpindi. Things are
generally looking brighter, bungalows are regaining their normal
complement, and we are now beginnina to see e."Xactly who is in
the unit. The days of skeleton detachment, With its resultant
regular frequency of duties, are shelved until such times as wo
are called upon to proceed on further Field Service Operations .
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One imagine that con ider,\ble eiq>erie~ce has been acquired
on the Operations, particularly by th~ unit ope~ators. despa~ch
riders and linemen, which should a l t them "hen Upgrading
Course become the order of the day.
\ 'e must not forget to mention those. members of the u.nit w~o
were called upon to act in the capaCJty of despatch nde'.5 m
Rawalpindi, owing to the absenc~ of the ~1111t despatch nders
with the " pukka " machines on Field '>erv1ce ; they performed
noble sen·ice mounted on what have been commonly called
" Zaks" '.\Ianv remarks have been heard from pect.itors on
the ;\l~ll. due to the reappearance of "Triumphs," thought to
have been rele"ated to auction sales long ago. A recent .arrival
from Home expressed surprise at the thought of India also
producing old crock races !
B , the time these notes
pleted preparations for the
its inspections, etc.
\'\'e
thoughts ; in most cases it
before.

appear in print, we .shall h~ve comannual clean-up d_unng Sprmg, with
are not really dismayed. by th~e
is possible to say that we ve done it

Arrivals.-We welcome to the unit : C.S.I-1. Co?per J . from
" B " Corps Signals ; Sergeant Wedgbury and family on ~~turn
from leave in the U.K.; Signalman Everard J. from \'\7azmstan
District Signals ; and also the following who arrived from U.K.
on H.T. Dorsetshire on 26th January: Corporal Fry H., Lance
Corporals Glover E., Hamilton G .. Brown. G., Gnffin H. and
ullings F., Signalmen Beardmore D., Bow~g C., Cracknell A ..
Danfer A., Davidsin A., Donald G., Dowdmg B., Duc~er J.,
Grice G.. Gray J .. Green G., Hawkins E., Hughes F., Jenkms H.,
Kettridge i ., Leyland W., Marshall A., I.Iaskell G ... McCo~mack
]., ;\Iurdoch W., Teilson J., Neves A., Roberts C., Pickersgill R.,
Robson P., Roden V., Rooks R., Rowden W .• and Waugh T.
\Ve trust that they will soon settle down in the.ir new Station.
Discoveries have already been made by the selection committees
of sports and games. Exactly how many conjurors an<l: crooners
there are amongst the draft has not yet been ascertained, but
there is one bungalow which is quite satisfied th~t such things
as conjurors do exist even in the Army. Perhaps 1t would be as
well not to mention the crooners too much, except to say that
the occupants of a certain bungalow spent quite a few minutes
listening to what was thought to be a gramophone playing one
of Paul Robeson's "populars."
Departures.-Lieutenant F. C. Seely, Royal Signals, left us for
2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta, on 15th January. We
trust that he will find that Station and the climate up to expectations. The best wishes for the future go with Jack Saul, the
eldest son of C.S.:M:. Saul, who embarked on H.T. Somersetshfre
on 23rd December last, to commence training as an apprentice
artificer at the Military College of Science, Woolwich.
Promotions.-Congratulations are extended to Lance Sergeant
_foKenzie H. and Corporal Bowyer W. on their respective
appointment and promotion ; to Lance Corporal Fox. F. on
appointment to that rank; and to U /Lance Corporals Priest G.,
Copestake F., Stone R. and Clarke P. on their appointments.
Births.-Congratulations are extended to C.S.:)1. and Mrs.
Saul on the birth of a son, Geoffrey Anthony, on 2nd January.
Things Heard.-Something about a football team in the
_fidlands, who just didn't happen to get the five goals.
The unvoiced song of the old draft : " I don't wanna go home."
A lot about a hockey team-afterwards.
Canine.-Past members of "A" Corps will no doubt be surprised to learn that the renowned" Bighead "has at last got into
a scrap that he did not win. Rumour hath it that the Dhobi's
donkey lashed out with both hinds so severely that" Bighead "
just didn't have even a dog's chance and did not survive the
resultant injuries. However, there are many replicas about of
this remarkable dog, one at least should emerge into something
like its parent.
Acony.-" Packie" and Ben Madder of 2nd Div., Quetta,
&!so Bill Adams of Wazirdist. " What about a line to ' Bi.ff ' of
•A' Corps?"
CAVE CANEM.
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lst Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
4th February.
General.- At the time of wri.ting the.se notes we are again at
full strenath, our Frontier warnors havmg ret~rned to barracks.
The will tell you that a long time has lapsed smce they. were last
in b~rracks, but if you tell them at once that all good thmgs come
to an end they will refuse to discuss the matter any further.
But, serio~sly, we do welcome them back. VY_e know they have
had some trying and anxiou~ moments at times, but read of
their experiences for your elf m the notes from our war correspondent.
In view of the fact that our numbers have bee~ S? si:naU, th~re
has been little or no activity in the social world of Pmd1. Mention
must, however, be made of our now famous Dr'.'-" Hunt. The
Hunt Club, which is open to all ranks. of the _umt, meets every
Thursday and Sunday morning, and 1s provmg very popular.
Some good runs have been enjoyed, .and the ho1:1nds, ..,~h1ch have
gradually become fitter, are settling down m thetr strange
surroundings.
.
An .C.O. Instructors' Ride has just been started in the unit.
The first week has been devoted to getting the horses settled
down. I know of a certain Corporal, ,;vh? s~ttled do~n v~ry
neatlv in a cloud of dust yesterday.
Did 1t hurt, Fishy .
I shoiild say that it must have done, because it is now rumoured
that he is unable to ' take it.' " Bear up ! "
Deaths.-It is with much regret that we have to report the
death of Signalman Leeder E.G .. at ~awalpindi ..on 21st January.
we offer our condolences to his relatives on their sad, as well as
unexpected, loss.
Arrivals and Departures.-Forty-two B.O.R.s have reported
their arrival from the United Kingdom, per H.T. Dorsetshif'e,
which arrived at Karachi on 24th January. I doubt if Mr.
Editor could spare us the space to mention them all by name,
so suffice it to say that we are glad to see then;i and hope that
they will soon settle down in their new surroundmgs.
Private Black of the 2nd Battalion, Royal Scots, Lahore,
arrived on 25th January. He is on probationary ..attachn:e~~
pending final transfer to the Corps. We extend the glad m1t
to him and hope that he succeeds.
Signalman Swift apparently prefers a life in the saddle._ He
has decided to leave us in favour of the 2nd Cavalry Brigade
Signal Troop, Sial.kot. In his place we welcome Signalman
Price. Signalman Bailey also proceeded to t.he 2nd Cavalry
Brigade Signal Troop on 1st January, and Signalman Lester
departed on the same day for the 1st Cavalry Brigade Signal
Troop, Risalpur. What is it that is luring them away to the
bosses ?
The I.A.O.C.-or is it the lure of the East-has claimed
Signalman McDermott, who has started work at Rawalpin~i
Arsenal, pending his final transfer. Fortunately, the Arsenal 1s
quite near-by, and we hope to see him quite often. " Best of
luck, Mac. ! Don't forget to come up and see us sometimes."
Courses.-Lance Sergeant Ravenhall and Corporal " Big Bill "
Moody have both gone to Jubbulpore on an " S" Course. I feel
sure that they Will both come back with full honours. Anyway,
they have taken enough books of knowledge away with them.
" How many was it, Bill ? Thirty-two-or was it more ? "
Khaisora Kuttings.- Why did a certain N .C.O. find it so very
dark one morning on the last operations ? Maybe he forgot to
take off his cap comforter.
Who was the junior N.C.O. who told the Section Officer that
his morse was " punk " ?
Who was the other junior N.C.O. whose head was so big that he
wore his cap comforter length-ways ?
Who put his head-phones in the microphone socket of a No. I
Set and then wondered why he got permament radiation ?
Who couldn't find the spout of a 24-gallon (water) tank ?
This Month's "Crumpet."-The "Crumpet" this month is
duly awarded to the N.C.O. who blew t'eveille two hours too
soon. J?ersonally, I cannot understand anyone in his normal
senses mistaking 4-45 for 6.45. Can you ?
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1st Indian Divisional Signals on Waziristan
Operations, 1936-1937.
(From out' Wat' Correspondent)

Hardly any trouble ever breaks out on the North-West
Fr?ntier of India. without the 1st Indian Divisional Signals
being repr~sented m ~ome way or another. This year, trouble
broke out m the Kha1sora Valley area of Waziristan. True to
tradition, detachments of the (Fighting) 1st Indian Divisional
Signals were there.
o doubt, readers have learned from their newspapers how
the trouble started when the Waziristan Columns were out on
25th ovember, 1936, and I do not propose to add to those
reports; but, so far, I have not seen any extensive mention of
the ~st Indian Divisional Signals in the papers, so I will endeavour
to give you a rough idea of our activities.
First of all, the representatives of 1st Indian Divisional Signals
were as follows :
(a) Detachment, 1st (Indian) Divisional Signals, consisting of
one Signal Office Detachment and two M.T. "C" W/T Sets,
under the command of Captain R. W. Morgan, Royal Signals.
(b) 2nd (Rawalp;indi) Infantry Brigade Signal Section, under
the command of Lieutenant M. A. Charlton, Royal Signals.
(c) Pack W/T Detachment, consisting of two "C," Mk. II,
W/T Sets, under the command of Lieutenant D. C. Lyall, Royal
Signals.
(d) "C" (Pack) Cable Section, under the command of Jemadar
Sakhi Mohd, r.s.c.
Space does not permit me to mention all the names of the
other ranks present, but I feel sure that in the course of time,
when they return to civilisation, their modesty will be overcome,
and they will be bound to mention the fact that they were here.
Listen for, "Now, when I was in Khaisora," to say nothing of
" That night at Biche Kashkai."

!o reac? the seen~ of operations, the 2nd (Rawalpindi) Infantry
Bngade Signal Section, Pack W/T Detachment and Cable Section
travelled by train and march route, leaving Rawalpindi on the
night of 30th ovember, 1936. The Signal Office and M.T.
" C '.' Set Detachments left at 6.30 a.m. on 1st December, 1936,
staying the night with Kohat District Signals. I must here
record our thanks for the hospitality shown us by that unit.
Eventually, they all arrived at Mir Ali, the Headquarters of
" Wazirforce " for the operations. The M.T. Detachments
arrived there on 2nd December-the remaining Detachments
on 5th December. The latter had to march from Bannu.
On arrival of the 1st Indian Divisional Signals Detachment at
Mir Ali, we came under the command of the Officer Commanding,
Waziristan District Signals. One Mobile " C " Set was promptly
despatched to Miramshah (the Headquarters of the R.A.F. for
t?e operations), where, we hope, they have lived in luxury ever
smce. The remainder of us settled down in Mir Ali until the
morning of 5th December.
On 5th December, our activities definitely commenced. A
road was to be built into the Khaisora Valley and a forward
camp established. The Column to move forward was known
as " Khaicol." Our other Mobile " C " Set went with the
Column to maintain communication between Column Headquarters, Force Headquarters and the R.. A.F. It must be placed
on record that this " Gin Palace " was tb.e first M.T. vehicle ever
to proceed into this particular part of the country. It was
certainly tb.e first M.T. vehicle to accompany a Waziristan
Column, or to proceed along the road-even before it became a
ro'.1-d· At this early stage the " road " was merely occasional
bocks showing the course it was intended to follow. Some
mention of this must be made on "A" ection's Battle Honours.
We must also mention that eventually " D " Section lorries
pa.ssed the Column, and got into Tochi Camp before them, but
this was only because they halted to erect an open aerial to pass
urgent traffic to the R.A.F.
.As the Column advanced, two pairs of twisted cables were
laid ?Y F.A. Cable Detachment of "A" Cor;:is Signals, and when
the site for Tochi Camp had been selected, ' D " Section Detach-

ment established their Signal Office and we were ready to " work
the world."
Glancing at the War Diary just now in order to ascertain the
traffic on that particular day, I was amazed to see the astounding
figure of 310,53r. On a further scrutiny, I found that was the
map reference of the camp I
From now on, communications went smoothly. On 6th
December, we were visited by the Chief Signal Officer, Northern
Command-:Colone~ L . G. P~illips, M.C. The 2nd (Rawalpindi)
Infantry Brigade Signal Section was now a functioning concern,
marching out from Mir Ali every day on road protection duties.
On 7th December we had our fi.rst taste of sniping. Having
recently had plenty of "pokey drill" in 'Pindi, we all showed
great skill at adopting the prone position. Sniping became so
frequent after this date that we became somewhat contemptuous
of it, and the Signal Clerks informed me that they used to try
and date stamp the bullets as they whizzed by.
On 8th December we welcomed the 2nd (Rawalpindi) Infantry
Brigade to Tochi Camp, and, incidentally, our brethren of " K "
Section. We offered to instruct them how to ma1<e bullet-proof
sangars, but sev~ral of them, who wore the I.G.S.M. riband,
showed us a few improvements on ours.
.on 10th December it rained. When I say it rained, I mean
ram. Tochi Camp became one gigantic mud bath. We ate
mud, we drank mud, and we laid down the law about mud. It
was from this tinie that we started to lose our smart 'Pindi-like
appearance-nobody can feel smart with six inches of mud caked
on his boots. The rain continued until the 14th December, and
we were all very much fed up with it. During this time, however,
"A" Corps Signals built a permanent four-wire F.S. route to
Tochi Camp, a decided iniprovement on the cable, which had
been suffering from various minor ills due to the rain.
" C " (Pack) Cable Section, which had arrived from Mir Ali
on the 12th, now started" doing its stuff," It was employed to
lay line> to the 2nd (Rawalpindi) Infantry Brigade Column when
they went out.
Communications now went steadily on until 20th December.
By this time two more forward camps had been built, at J aler
Algad and Khaisora, both, in turn, occupied by "Khaicol."
Khaisora Camp, incidentally, was occupied for the first time on
18th December. On 20th December the F.S. route reached the
Camp, which was good going.
On 20th December, Lieutenant-Colonel Vo/. R. C. Penney,
o.B.E., M.c. (Officer Commanding, 1st Indian Divisional Signals),
accompanied by Major L. B. icholls (second-in-command) and
Major E. G. W. Pearce (Commanding Waziforce Signals), visited
all Sections.
On 21st December the 2nd (Rawalpindi) Infantry Brigade,
accompanied by tJ.e Brigade Signal Section and Detachment,
1st Indian Divisional Signals, moved to Khaisora Camp and
took over from " Khaicol."
The 22nd December is a very memorable date. "Khaicol,"
which had now resumed its original name of "Razcol," was
ordered to march to Damdil, the 2nd (Rawalpindi) Infantry
Brigade providing protection. Opposition was expected and met
with, but the " Razcol " gained their objective with but two
casualties (wounded). 2nd (Rawalpindi) Infantry Brigade, unfortunately, met opposition on their withdrawal, but made a
successful counter-attack. They stayed the night at Biche
Kashkai. The Signals did some very good work on this operation.
W/T communication was maintained to the advancing "Razcol,"
with line and W/T to the 2nd (Rawalpindi) Infantry Brigade.
The inter-communication of that Brigade worked splendidly,
everybody pulling their weight and making the whole thing
work smoothly. As a result, the Force Commander instructed
the Officer Commanding ignals to convey to all ranks his
appreciation of the good work of Signals during the present
operations, and in particular, the operations of 22nd December,
to which he referred as " a fine performance."
o doubt Biche Kashkai will be discussed on ma.ny occasions
after these operations are over. The camp was sniped throughout
the night, and many are the stories recounted about 1t, in particular the one " when the prim us stove went up." Oh, what a
scatter!
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!ready Biche Kashkai has been transformed by the troops
into "Beecham-Cascara."
On 23rd December the 2nd (Rawalpindi) Infantry Brigade
returned to Kbaisora Camp, after a very cold night with only
one blanket, but with the satisfaction of knowing their work
\\as well done. It wa unfortunate that we had to spend Christm, s Day on these Operations, but such is the life of a soldier,
and we made the best of it.
The Indian ranks of" K" Section, who took over the Signal
Office from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., ran it very successfully. The number
of civil messages sent and received was astounding.
The Chri tmas arrangements for the Briti h troops were, in
the circum tance , remarkably good. Everybody was pleasantly
surpri ed that such good food could be obtained and cooked in
the field. The provision vf tables, bales of Bhoosa to sit on, to
say nothing of an awning of tarpaulins t ··protect us from rain,
made things much more pleasant than they might have been.
We must thank the officers for working very hard. They
waited on us, prepared things in general, so making life as
pleasant as possible. \,Ve must also thank the other people,
who voluntarily assisted and helped to make Christmas Day a
success.
In the early hours of 26th December, our lines ·were cut for
the first time. Up to this moment, the Fullerphone had worked
continuously, and operators were contemplating a celebration to
commemorate" a thousand hours without a stop," but, apparently, the tribesmen felt playful, and decided to remove a
complete F .S. Pole. From this time onwards, the cutting of
lines became a nightly occurrence, and the" C" W(f Sets once
more came into their owrl to control the situation.
The new road having progressed still further, the 2nd (Rawalpindi) Infantry Brigade, on 31st December, moved to a new site
known as Sein Camp (pronounced "Sane" Camp). During
several telephone conversations, many officers mentioned they
were now in Sein--or, probably, would shortly be in Sein .
\ Vhether this was. misconstrued the other end, I cannot say,
but the name Sem Camp was suddenly re-christened River
Camp, although we are. actually still in Sein. The two pemiament
hne routes were continued from Khaisora by twisted D.VIII
~ble, mu.ch to ~he tribesmen's delight, who promptly snaffled
1t to re-wrre their Charpoys. After re-laying the cable-line the
following day, the tribesmen again swooped on it. \Ve then
decided not to play with them any more, and used our wireless
only.
"A" Section's" C" W/T Sets again came into their own. On
5th January, we decided to play a new game with the tribesmen.
We extended the cable, putting a high voltage on the line for
five hours, but again they were cut.
. This bring~ us to _the pr~sent time, that is, 7th January. Last
rught we 3:gain applied a high voltage to the lines--They were not
cut. Possibly somebody found it unpleasant !
\\.ell, as these notes are being written, we are still in River
~mp. Our ether Mobile "C" \V/T Set has been sent to
M~mshah. \\'e must also mention three of our operators, who
~mgu~ally ~a'!le out with us and have been" holding them back"
ID. ::\lir Ali smce 2nd December, together with three Despatch
Riders, who went out ahead of us. \,Vhen it will all end none
of us can say. We ~re all getting very much used to it, to say
the least, but we will let you know our further adventures in
next month's issu.e of THE WIRE. So until then we will say
farewell and greet1Dgs from Khaisora.
"H.C.D."

ht Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
4th January.
Once more this small unit has to tender an apology for the
absence of ~ote~ for the past two months. The scribe offers, as
an ~xplanabon, tha~ owins: to the absence of the unit on Brigade
Tram mg,. followed 1mmechately by a hectic Christmas, and to
say notlung of ch-ismg an odd elusive rupee all through the
accounts, and not forgetting the Pay and Mess Book he has been
unable to snatch th'.lt quiet half-hour so necessary fo;" scribing"
In past years, Bngade Training has usually taken place duru;g
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the first three months of the year. This year it took place during
A very interesting itinerary had been
mapped out, involving all units of this Brigade and including the
Army Co-operation Squadron, R.A.F., Peshawar, and a Light
Tank Company, from the same Station.
This unit has been undergoing intensive training for some time,
practising inter-communication schemes with our o. 1 Sets
"C" Set, V/T., and D.R.s, treking on long route marches. Ali
this to harden our men and animals. As a result, everyone
approached Brigade Training brimful of confidence.
We moved out on 26th ~ovember (Thursday, by the way) on
a Tactical March to Tangi, with four No. 1 Sets on pack one
". C" Set on pack, four V/T. terminals, one M.P.U. Se~tion,
six D.R.s and :\1.T., with "A" and" Q "representatives. Having
lost t\vo of our "C" Sets, we had to borrow two from "A"
Corps Signals in order to link us with the M.T. Column and
the A.L.G. Everything went well. We reached Tangi after a
march of nearly forty miles without mishap, where we settled
down for the night. The next day having been set aside for
conferences, etji:., we had time to look around. Tangi is only a
small village, situated just our side of the Utman Khel border,
on the banks of the Lower Swat Canal. The inhabitants boast
~hat they have survived many raids from their warlike brethren
1ust over the line. Here, in Tangi, news was received of the
hC3:vy casual!ties suffered by the two Columns in Waziristan,
which necessitated the return of the Light Tank Company to
Peshawar: The R.A.F: Co-operation Squadron also had to
return tor.ts base, and, ~,th these two arms of the service missing,
the Exercise lost much of its practical value. The Cavalry Troop
lost the two boITowed " C " Sets, which, plus the genial per~nality of Sergeant" Busty" Bye, had to return to "A" Corps
Signals. 1st Divisional Signals eventually replaced the two Sets.
The next day, Saturday, 28th 1 overnber, the Brigade" Schemed"
al?ng the Ut~an Khel border. On Sunday, 29th, we were up
w1tJ;i. the hawks first fl~tter, and away to Batgram, " Scheming "
until. past noon. This Scheme included an interesting rivercrossmg .. At the conclusion of the Exercise, we still had about
fifteen. miles to go befoi;-e reacl~ing Batgram (the new camp),
and this proved a most difficult ride over close-cropped, irrigated
.r - overnber and December.

Broadcasting the "Cease Fire " at Abazai.

A busy scene at Peshawar.

The Horse Lines on Peshawar Land ing Ground.

The arrival of the fifth No. I Set.

T he last day of the Exercise.

A " P " Message arr ives.
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country.
rumerous rudely-<:onstructed footbridges had_ to. be
ro. ed, through which the horses' feet were cont:inually ~inking,
and which, incidentally, caused a good deal of d1smountmg and
mounting practice. On Monday, 30th, we reached ~e l\lohma:id
bord r. On our way a good many of us had our firs~ mtrodu_ction
to the famous habkadar Fort, which now stands_ in ?ea~t1fully
kept grounds. Another remarkable feature of this district was
the beautiful copper and bronze hades of the shcesham trees,
reminding one of the copper beech .~ ·enues in the early autumn.
On Tuesday, 1st December, we marched from Batgr'.'-m to
fichni to take up an outpost line and where we were to bivouac
for the night of ist-md December. This march wa ~°:terrup t_ed
to enable all officer and 1 .C.O.s in the Briaade to v1s1t the _site
of a rather disa trous cavalry action, which took pl'.lce agarnst
the lohmands in late I9Lf . The action was described by an
officer belongina to Skinner's Horse, who had actually taken part
m the Operations.
Our night of outpo t duty pas ed off '".ithout incide~t, and
the next day, \Yednesday, the 2nd, operations were earned out
again t the 16th Light Cavalry. This was followed ~ya lengthy
march and we eventually arrived at Peshawar, qmte ready to
get ou'r heads down. Even the horses were beginning. to look
rather the worse for wear. The next day was spent m overhauling in trument and saddlery, a:id. in ~ving the hor~es a
really good grooming. Peshawar District Signals very kindly
placed some hot baths at our disposal, and, needless to say, full
advantage was taken of their offer.
.
The same evening we struck camp and prepared for a night
march. Eventually we left Peshawar just after midnight. Af:ter
a short halt for breakfast, daybreak witnessed us commencrng
operations against the Peshawar Brigade. These continued u~til
the" cease fire " which was sounded at about 3 p.m. the following
day. \ \"e then' commenced another march to Dag-Besud, which
was reached just in time to off-saddle before darkness: Now we
felt quite bucked. Despite the fact_ that men and ammals w~re
hungry, tired and dirty, we knew quite well that on the follown~g
night we should be sleeping in llisalpur. \Ve turned out agam
early next morning, aturday, 5th December, struck camp, and
moved off for an Operation against the Nowshera Brigade, wl1ich
terminated just after noon, leaving us about :fifteen miles to
cover before reaching llisalpur.
The whole unit can look back with satisfaction on the Training
March of 1936-37. Our o. r Sets worked admirably right
throughout and ·were never once out of action. For the :first
part of the march, we had four sets, three of which were always
out ";th the regiments in action, and the Battery of RH.A.
The fourth set was at Brigade Headquarters. At Peshawar we
picked up a :fifth Ko. 1 Set for communication w-ith the Battery.
The five sets were distributed as follows : two with the regiments
in action and one at Brigade H.Q. (working two to one), one
with the F.0.0., and the other with the Battery Commander at
Brigade H.Q. The Battery Commander was delighted with his
two sets. The pack " C " Set also did excellent work, trudging
along, off-loading, erecting, packing-up, loading and catching
up, doing their best to keep Brigade H.Q. in touch with the
M.T. Column and A.L.G. The D.Rs had a very gruelling time;
their work was mainly across country. The Section was unfortunate in losing one of the Indian rank D.Rs, who broke his leg
on the way into Peshawar. Visual was used to the reserve
regiment, the Battery, and to those odd patrols which went out
during the Operations. The i\f.P.U. did not function after the
first day, on which we lost the aircraft. They did, however, lay
lines for the Outpost Operations. A little pat on the back goes
to our Farrier Staff-Sergeant. \Ve lost only one shoe during the
whole of the march. Accompanying this narrative are six
interesting snaps. which were taken by our C.O. (.Major V. C.
Holland) during the march.
Christmu festivities.-\\'e set about the preparations for
Christmas in earnest after our return fr6m the Training l\1a.rch.
An energetic committee commenced to decorate the Inst-itute,
which, when finished, was a real work of art. The chief artists,
who duly received general praise, were Signalmen Warwick,
Gully, Featherstone and Goodall. The decorations were still in
perfect condition for the All Ranks' Dance held on 9th J an uary.
This speaks volumes for the work of the decoration committee
and, incidentally, the respect of the unit for their efforts. The
festivities started with the Corporals' Mess Dinner, held on 21st
December. Everyone present enjoyed a real good "pooch"
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prepared by Corporal Johns and his ~yrmidons. _The ba?-d ?f
the RH A arrived immediately after dmner, and with the liquid
flowin°g fre~ly and everyone v~lunteering t~ "sing _or say," t~e
evening, night, and early mor°;~ng pa?.sed with a swing. Special
mention must here be made of Boy Moss of the RH.A., who,
on occasions, had the whole crowd of us in " tucks. "
On Christmas Eve we held an " All-iri " Christmas Draw in
the annexe to the S~geants' Mess (the place which old hands
will know as the Lecture Room). This room had also been in
the hands of the decorators. The Mess members started the ball
rolling finally handing over to the black and white silhouette
artists: whose sketches varied from " Popeye, the Sailor." to
Mae West and the Taj Mahal. About three hundred _rupees
worth of tickets )lad been sold, and everyone rolled up with the
pleasant anticipati?n of walkin!? a:vay with a small general store.
The prizes were fairly evenly d1stnbuted. The unfortunate on~s
must try again next year. We all wonder what the T.S.M. will
do with - - , but that's another story. The band then commenced to play and an enjoyable impromptu dance followe~.
The dancing was interrupted now and agam by some operatic
turns. One of the most notable was " I don't know why I'm
happy," by Signalman Stewart. This function fi.nally closed
down at about 4.30 a.m. Christmas dinner was, therefore, upon
us before we had time to shave, which clearly indicates that there
was no Church Parade.
I must mention that the Troop were most unfortunate in not
having the C.O. present during these functions. His mantle,
perforce, fell upon the shoulders of Lieutenant R. C. Yule, who
must have been greatly relieved when we once more resumed
work. llfr. Yule, accompanied by the T.S.M .. commenced
Christmas morning by visiting all the families. Their arrival at
the Institute in due course was the signal for the feast to commence. It was a very good dinner, brightened by the members
of the Sergeants' Mess, all neatly attired in "Blues," waiting
on the lesser lights, which included Lance Corporal Young from
"A" Corps Signals-a very welcome visitor indeed. After
dinner, the Troop broke up into small groups and visited all
the families within reach to v.>ish them the compliments of the
season. They, naturally, sampled the vintages in their cellars,
to the tune of "Oh, come, let's bash his door in." The next
item on the programme was a little sleep. And we slept. During
that evening a smoking concert was held. I'm sorry, but I
don't know too much about that function !
Boxing Day opened with a Treasure Hunt, which was won
by Corporal Bale and Signalman Bolton. Some of the entrants
are still running! Their belated arrival speaks well for the
efforts of Corporal llichardson who :fixed the " clues." Following
a short break, we then had the Fancy Dress Parade for a footballcum-rugby match. The match was played with great gusto.
There was only one snag ; the position for each scrum happened
to be a pool of water or mud. Enough said ! When the game
:finished, the players decided that the referee should be " seized."
The referee happened to be the T.S.:vr .. who promptly legged it,
beating the rabble to a safe retreat. A little more sleep, then out
we came for a gymnastic display by a touring troupe. I don't
think they were very enthusiastically received.
There now became a general steadying up all round in order
to col).serve our energies for the Troop All Ranks' Dance, which
was the grand :finale. We sent out invitations to all families
in the Garrison, a few friends, and the Nowshera Signal Section.
The hall was packed to the point of suffocation. Unfortunately
there were so many gate-crashers that it was practically impossible to move on the dance floor. The gathering was still
swelling (sounds like a pun that), but the bar managed to cope
with the overflow of guests. A word of appreciation must be
recorded for the two barmen, Signalmen Jones and Parkinson,
who had a most difficult time. When questioned, they always
replied, " Everything under control."
Earlier on, I should have mentioned a little function which
was held on New Year's Eve, to see the old year out and t he new
year in. Community singing was the order of the evening and
I think that we must have sung the choruses of nearly every song
from "Daisy Bell" to "Mr. Winklestein." Sergeant Hopkins
favourite dirge, " The Cabin Boy," would also have been
appreciated.
Sergeants ' Mess.- While the "combatant" members of t he
Mess were out on the Training March, the Mess was very taste-
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fully re-decorated under the artistic eye of Lance Sergeant Way
The whole place was. re-painted from top to bottom and th~
result was very pleasing. When t.he warriors returned, many
ple~sant evenings wer~ spent hstemng to our latest acquisition,
a nine-valve H.M.V. w1reless set, and, of course, in endeavouring
to boost the bar pr6fits.
Our C~ristmas festivities commenced with the Children's Tea,
held dunng the afternoon of 24th December. With the families
?f five honora~y members attend.ing, we had quite a good gathering. The duties of Father Chnstmas were very kindly undertaken by Condr. Shackleton of the Military Grass Farms Dept
The sleigh and bells effects produced by Sergeants Way and
Longhurst, v:ia a o. t Set, were amplified by our own loudspeaker. This was the piece-de-resistance of the juveniles, both
old and young, who, after partaking of all kinds of games
received their presents and went away very contented. Afte;
stowing away their families, all the adults returned for the
Draw and Dance.

Chris,tma~ Day was a strenuous affair. After waiting at the
8 .0.R s D1~ner, every?ne proceeded to visit everyone else.
On the evemng of BoJUng Day we had the Mess Dinner · a
sple°:did affair .. which was followed by community singing. This
was Ill full swmg, when someone suggested " Forfeits." \Vhat
penalties I What trials! Everyone had to endure them in
order to retrieve their forfeits. Lance Sergeant Andrews said
tha~ he would rather endure a revolution than play " Statues "
again.
A litt~e _f~mily gathering in the Mess to see the old year out, and
the festivities closed, leaving us to lick our wounds and consult
the Pay Clerk. O~r thanks are due to Sergeant Longhur t,
Lance Sergeants Wright and Way for their efforts in making all
these functions so enjoyable.
u
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On gt_h Dec~mber, two days later, the D.A.D.O.S. held his
annual mspecti~n of stores, saddlery, etc. This presented a
g_olden opportumty for overhauling stores and saddlery in record
time, and once more the aircraft industry got to work.
The fo~lowing have arrived during the last two months ·
C.S.M. ~mg R from ''.A" Corps Signals, Signalman Cook G:
fr?":. Peshawar and Signalman Wright J . from 1st Indian
D1v1s1onal Signals.
Sergeant Scott H. (the breast-stroke champion) left us in
December for transfer to the Home Establishment. " ow what
about the crawl, Scottie I I ai::i going to Jubbulpore myself in
a couple of days, and my first ]Ob will be to visit the historical
spot where you accomplished the epic feat."
Signalman McK~nzie J. (De~ Tag) also left for transfer to the
Army Res.erve .. ?1_gnalman Pnce F. (Minnie) leaves next month
for 1st Indian Div15ional Signals on cross-posting. I understand that
eight B.0.R.s volunteered for this exchange, but we were able
t~ get only one of t_hese. Lance Corporal Grant A., Signalmen
0 Connell F., Walbridge W., McLeod N .. Phipps W. and Preston
T., all _leave on the 28th of this month for transfer to the Home
Establishment. The " Grippers " Lodge is now open for three
new _members.
1gnalmen Robertson and Jones of Kohat are
definitely barred.
The following were succ_essful in their respective trade tests :
Sergeant Scott H., classified Electrician Fitter, Class I, at
Jubbulpo_re; Lance Sergeant uttall R.. qualified Lineman,
Class I~ . Lance Corporal Holder W., qualified Instrument
Mechamc, Class II.
We_ ha? a number of successful "schoolies" at the last
exammat10n. They were C.Q.M.S. Holmes W., Lance Sergeant
B_uchall J ., Lance Corporals Grant A. and Holder W., and
Signalman R.ork J., all . of whom passed various subjects to
complete_ a first class. Signalman Shepperd W. gained a " D "
for Physics (E. and M.) towards the special certificate.
Sports notes will be included with neJ>.."t month's notes.
KHAN A .

WESTERN COM MAND ... . ..... . ......... . / N D/AN ARMY

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Unit Headquarters.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
28th January.
On I 7lh November the unit left for 1 urkot, a blind spot and
two day~· march from Sialkot. for manceuvres. Although the
c~mpos1hon of the Troop has been re-organi ed, we had the same
wireless ~s for last year, that is, follr o. I Sets for Inter-Brigade
co~mllmcat1on and our only " C" Mk. II et working back to
sun!lar sets at the landing ground and with the M.T. Column.
The Set~ .for the latter were provided by "A" Corps Signals.
The familiar V/T terminals, which this year were entirely manned
~y LO.Rs, were also seen in action. The four o. I Sets arrived
tn the unit only two days before marching out to Camp.
The
wo~kshoJ?S gave one the impression of an aircraft factory working
a~a1nst time. For the first half of the Camp, communication to
S1alkot was maintained by a o. 1 et working back to the
Newell Set. Although at times communication by this method
was difficult, an interesting point was discovered, in that the
standard aerial proved more efficient than the ma.ximum aerial
so. far as the transmission was concerned. However, all good
t?mgs come to an end, and the Troop returned to barracks,
cinemas, etc., on 7th December.

nth Januaty.
General.-If S~espeare had said " Some are born writers,
others become wnters and some have it thrust upon them" I
5!1ould be classified with the latter. After a couple of months of
silence, I turn up again like the proverbial bad penny.
_The reliefs from Meerut have nearly settled down. Their
~p used to be soldiering with the thermometer at u8 degrees
m the shade, but now we hear tales of how the shaving water
freezes on the face and has to be chipped off. (Quetta can be
such a cold place at ti.mes-it is at present.) However, the debate
as to whether Quetta or :\.leerut is the better place still continues.
There are no signs of a decision yet.
Those who <l:PPlied for Vocational Training Courses as bricklayers have smce cancelled their applications. They have
obtained the necessary experience on the Unit Brick Field
(Ex-2nd Divites at Meerut should appreciate this.)
·
Arrivals.-Our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. c.
Sykes, o.B.E., o.s.o.. arrived here from Home leave on 15th
December, 1936. As this will probably be the last Unit he will
comman?, we. h_of>e that_ his stay with us will result in giving
~nd Indian DiVJSJonal Signals a pleasant place in his memory
m the years to come.
Lance Corporal Oliver (since posted to
B.M.H., after a prolonged stay.

o. 1 Company) from

Christmas Festivities.-Thanks to the hard-working committee
Christmas in Quetta >vas quite a pleasant one. The mess-room~
were well decorated in a surprisingly short time. The menu was
excellent and was praised even by the habitual tickers." On
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Bo. ing Day, the B.O.R.s held a smoker in the Old. Instit~te.
(Another little dnnk
won't do u any harm.} " Bring your own mugs "was the slogan
for the moker. That accounts for someone borrowing the twogallon jug from the Canteen.
All tho e present enJoyed them elves.

Au Revoir.-Unfortunately, I shall be writing next month.
Cheerio!
BUR 'ISTON.

No. 1 Company.
General.- 'ow that the exchange of units is <:omplete, everyone seems to have settled down to normal routine. Individual
Training carries on in spite of several members of that notable
Course having been posted to 'Pindi. (]'.lore Frontier medals !)
It was rumoured in the mess-room that we are soon losing our
well-known " Grippers." They are departing from this''. Engl":nd
in India "on 31st January. \Ve can now hear a new voice saymg
" Roll on October." Our turn soon !
Promotions.-Our congratulations are extended to Lance
Sergeant Penny and Lance Corporal Fabian on attaining their
respecti,·e ranks.
Marriages.- . -ii, so far; but if rumour is right. someone will
be saying " I will."
Agony.- ignalman Grice (394). "It only costs sixpence.Jew Boy (3 9)."
Arrivals.-Lance Corporal Oliver from U.H.Q.
Finale.To those who are going, " good luck " ;
To those who are staying remember:
If you can't get home on the first boat in October,
The second one goes in December.
WILLHAY.

No. 2 Company.
General.- ! must apologise to all readers of THE WIRE for
the omission of Christmas greetings, but, as it is never too late to
mend, Xo. 2 Company sends its best wishes for the New Year to
all readers.
Tothing seems to happen these days. I am afraid, therefore,
that these notes are going to be rather brief. During the past
month we have discovered some very prolnising bricklayers.
They have laid some " nifty " paths in the tented camp. In
fact, some have already decided that "bricklaying " shall be
their Vocational Training Course. The Boat List seems to be the
main topic of conversation, especially in the "Wet End." One
member of the " Waiting List " was heard to say that his blood
was thin after five years in Quetta ! That remark just about
wins.
However, seventeen B.O.R.s are due to sail from Karachi on
31st January. '\'e wish them luck in their new Stations. Lance
Corporal Barlow and Signalmen Cook, Lancaster, McCulloch and
McGawley have left us for the Frontier in search of I.G.S. medals.
It is hoped to have them back by the time these notes appear in
print.
Arrivals.-Nil. But we hope that Officer i/c Records will be
kind to us some time next month.
Agony.-Lance Corporal Brown (088). "Please send your
address. Dick."
Spriggy, Meerut. "It's on the floor. Dick."
Bill Main, Egypt. " Thanks for the salaams via my brother
at .Wta. Same returned. Smith."
Finale.- Who originated the expressions, " Clusters," " Wins "
and " I'll say " ?
'
MozE.

" E" Section, Hyderabad, Sind.
General.- " E " Section arrived at Hyderabad at 5 p.m. on
Sunday, 15th November, 1936. About half the Section had
recently arrived from England early this year, and they have
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been thrilled by the sight of such a large and wonderful city
But what can one expect ? ·weren't we old soldiers thrilled by
the same sights and sounds many moons ago ?
The journey across the wide expanse of desert w~s made
interesting by the stirring accounts of one of the ex-Follies from
Meerut. One tale in particular aroused exciten:ent among the
1936 draft. This Plainsman told them that dunng the summer
in Ieerut, the horses have to be shod once a ~eek, because the
weather is so hot- the shoes melt on the horses feet.
The first night spent in the bungalows at Hyderabad caused a
considerable amount of amusement. The "Chota Wallahs" were
to be een balancing themselves precariously on mosquito poles
to enable them to reach the high shelves.
Sport.-Our first game of hockey with H .Q., rst Field Brigade,
R.A .. brought u defeat. The team was by no means our
stronge t. , ext time it's-" On Signals! " On 30th ovember,
1936, we played the "Killers" (2/9th Jat Regiment), and were
defeated by 4--0.
Football.-21st
ovember, 1936, defeated H.Q., rst Field
Brigade, R.A. (4-3) ; 29th November, 1936, drew with 52nd
Field Battery, R.A. (2-2).
Agony.-(Urgent, via Blighty.) To Fairy, Quetta. " When
are you going to join us ? "
Tobby, Cav. Troop, Meerut. " When are you going to write.
Fin?"
'W hen I first came out here it was "Yours till the cows come
home," now its " Yours till 1938."
HARGO.

" B" Corps, W/T Detachment.
Genera l.-Being remote from our parent unit, we are, therefore,
left entirely out of the news. After many hours of weary consideration we do hereby take it upon ourselves to start a little
gossip column of our own. So, behold-the birth of a nation !
Appointments.-Hearty congratulations are extended to
Signalman Hearn ,V. and also to Signalmen Brooks J. and
Wileman G. (formerly in the Section) on setting their feet on the
first rung of the ladder of fame. "May you soon drop the' U'
and start banking it ! " We certainly know how to turn 'em out.
Departures.-Lance Corporal Edwards and Signalman Webb
to Chaman for ten days' Christmas leave. Did they know their
stuff ?
Arrivals.-Well, they are both back and look none the worse
for it.
Agony.- " Only one anna, one pice, Busty l Eddie."
Things We Want to Know.-Who turns grey each Saturday,
and is thought to be suffering from that terrible disease, known
in India as" The Golden Touch" ?
" Who would be a ' Ranger's supporter' now that Murray is
here ? Jock Collington."
.. B" DETT.

Do YO U belong to the S ignals
A ssociation ?

If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an end some day, and
you may then need help in findin g civil em ployment. Sec
how t he Association hel ps its Me mbers in that di rection,
as shown on page I.

?

T he suhscription is on ly 2/ - per ann u m.
Ask your Un it Rep resen tative for further details.
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sport~

season's festivities were brought to an end by a cricket
(~:;J~ers, W.O.s and Sergeants versus Junior .C.O.s and
note~. was played on xst January, and is reported in our

Departu res.-Mrs. Vulliamy, wife of our AdJ'utant left
K on 9 th J
Sh
.
•
us en
by the famiJie.s of the unai.ntuaryL: t e will be missed, especially
T 0
·
1eu enant and Quarter
·t
M
l n:~ and family are due to leave us on 15 th Feb::;::yer ~;
rea Y t o ught they were on inventory. Everyone here will ~
sorzr o 1ose them. Mrs. Jones has rendered
~~rvic~ to the cause of Children's Welfare in the :~~t ':I~u~ble
1'0ute for U

·

wi~h\~v:a~~iI!1e p~~e~f r!::S~~ :St: t~~=~v~~ !:-'. pre~nted .~~~

4th Indian Divisional Signals.
January.
Christmas Festivities.- Nothing unusual to report this year
but the following is a rough idea of what happened here. o~
23rd December the Children's Christmas Tree was held. The
tree, tastefully decorated, bore a gift for every child of the unit
and their mo~hers. We are grateful to the officers of the unit'.
Te.a was provid~d by the Sergeants' Mess, all the arrangements
~eu~g ably.. carr~ed o_ut by the wives of our officers. "Father
Chnstm~s arnved m great style. It says much for his ability
when his oi;ily so~ could n<;>t even recognise his voice. Old
Jubbulpore-ites will be specially interested to learn that this
role was well and truly carried out by none other than " Rags "
Archer. Let me hasten to add that " Rags " is still the same
and ca~ manage to get what he wants. (Shades of the socce;
pros. bemg told where they get off by " Rags." But he brought
the Wallace Cup to th~ Depot for the first time--d.idn 't he ?) To
res1:1me. In th~ evenmg, the Sergeants' Mess ran a dance and
social, ably assisted by " Sam " Taylor, whose Iniddle name is
~olloway. " Sam's " broadcasts, with the aid of a wireless set,
kmd.ly loaned by Sergeant Goodyear, were at first Inistaken as
commg from the B.B.C.
Christmas Day was spent in the traditional manner. The
m<;>tto, " E".1-t, drink and be merry, for to-morrow we moan,"
bemg exploited to the full. The dinner, which was a first-class
one, .had been arranged by " Dodger " Green and his hardworking crew, not forgetting " Sos " Boulter, who was i/c
~essmg ... The. members of the Sergeants' Mess made good
bearers.
lh~ . ~.O. (1:ieutenant-Colonel Pocock) and all
officers of 4th Div1Sl?nal Signals and the Cavalry Troop put in
an appearance. Their health was drunk and suitably responded
to by the C.O.
On the 26th. the Sergeants' Mess held a Tennis Party for
men;i?ers and frii:nd~. On the. 27th the whole unit, including all
families, had a p1~ruc at a delightful spot some miles out. Our
Quartermaster (1:-1eute~ant T. ] ones) did not spare himself in
order to make this picruc a success. He was certainly rewarded
by a. very successful function . Refreshments were kindly
supplied by the wives of our officers and other ranks-supported
by the never-failing P.R.!. We are grateful to all concerned for
a really glorious day.
On the 281:!1 the. Corporals' Mess provided us with a very
successful Whist Dnve and Dance. It is interesting to note that
~.he Adju.~nt's wife chal~enged the O.R. Sergeant's wife for the
~ooby.
The dance itself was a real success. The music
(with one exception) was provided by members of the unit.
The Corporals certainly know how to do it !
On .the 29th the Sergeants' Mess held a Tennis "At Home,"
to which all officers, other ranks and their families were invited.
A" Pa.gal" tournan:ient was won by the "Ca Canny" Quartermasters staff, to wit, Sergeant Goodyear and Miss Jones, the
daughter of our Quartermaster. A very delightful afternoon
was concluded by an exhibition match, given by Colonel Pocock
and Sergeant Goodyear versus Lieutenant and Mrs. Vulliamy.

"".ell cbank<?nly wish them well for the future and h~rrpeaffi~~Q1~t~~tan.
WI
e md to them.
. Wo~~·-;:--This. was not forgotten, even throughout our festivities.
A Section, under our esteemed " Steve " Millen had
leave for Bombay on 29th December to take art in th '
.to
~e~Wds.b FrtoBm ~vhhat I can gather, it is a reafPractice ;e~i:~:~C:
.. .. a o~
ng ton next year, Steve ? "
·
J
Section, under Lieutenant R J p
:th~' PaddZ" Copp and" Dodger" Gr~en,e1r:k t~~~k~0;i'~e[~
oona afimp on 1st January. They have just returned
1ooeki ng
very t and happy.
'
f 0~~ pet ~aby (1 eutral Signals), under C.S.l\1:. Westwood left
or
ow, Y road, on 7th January. We anxiously await the'
returi: to hear .of the inevitable " experiences."
rr
Arr1vals.-Lieutenant Howe from Peshawar and L' t
Walk fr
R
· ·
1eu enant
er om awalpmdi are amongst our arrivals this month
W e welcome
them and hope they will like th D '
T
·
4
Co
1K
iv.
o-morrow
rpora
err and Lance Corporals Abraham and Weech
·
from the U.K. Our hands are outstretched to them we3f:'1ve
that they can ,~elp ~~ in our sporting activities.
·
ope
C~ble.-To Pip, Edmburgh. "Caught at last, eh~ You
wont nee_d the field glasses now. Best of luck 1 "
•
Hiks off-!Da.n." "You both seem to be w~ll dug in. Hope
t o Tboe ,b, ac
agam m '39. Hughie."
UE.

4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
.

21st January.

Ch~1s~mas, 1936.-Christmas comes but once a year. In

w":y 1t is ~ust as w~ll. because it is impossible, from a financia~
pomt of view, to dnnk .Johnny Walker's indefinitely. Althou h
the number of B.0.R.s m the Combined Units is small f t' ·ti~
for Christ
11
.
• es IVl es
m~, were ~e. ~:ga°:1s.ed and of such a character as to
e.nsure that muckm-m spmt, which should prevail at that
time of the year. No doubt the Divisional Signals correspo~d~~t
will forward full details and photographs of Chr' t
activities.
is mas
Hospi.t a l.-Our C.O. had the misfortune to be in hospital durin
the festive season, but we are glad to state that he is a · ·g
command.
gam rn
Sport in lndia.-Fox-hunting is still a favourite sport h
<?ur club secretary has been bu y during the holidays uneart~:
like~y-looking ~oles. Unfortunately, he was slightly bitte!
dunng one of his hunts and is now contemplatina resigning his
0
post.
·
The Troop hockey pitch has been re-surfaced thanks to a
grant, and is now looking well. 'Ye hope to m~intain an unbeaten home record throughout the year.
The Combined Signals footba.1.1 team was beaten s-o by the
1st K.D.G.s. Our worst defeat.
. Births.-Congratulations from the Troop to Sergeant and !rs
Gibbar~ (Poona) on. the arrival of l\.Iichael Timothy. What w~
would like to know ~s whet~er he will take his father's place on
the hockey field or his uncle s (] ack Doyle) in the ring.
Want~~.-One soap box for the winner of our " Gripping "
Competition.
To Barleux .-~eing an ex-Bu!fordite and one of the " Q "
Staff there, I wish you all the best in "Civvy" life Your
monthly article will be Inissed, but your sax. won't l
·
["Plain Tales" are to be con tinued.-ED.]
Change of Scenery.-Corporal Hylands and Lance Corporal
Snowball have proceeded to l\Ihow for duty with an Improvised
I~fantry Brigade Signal Section. Trapper's pals at Risalpur
will no doubt smile at his attempt at "hiking" for a living.
" BONNUt DUNDEE."
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STATIONS ABROAD
w h e been asked to refute the rumour that t~ose who
e av th u K recently couldn't " tke it." Ne.ither are

Palestine Force Sig als.
Headquarters.
xoth February.
Not having been gifted with" journalistic ease," I doubt ~ery
much whether anyone, other than myself. will be able to ui;i .er;
stand these notes. On second thoughts. I find i:nyse~f ~nr~~~f 1 ~~
\'Cry grave suspicion that once they appear m ifnn
to your
unable to under .tand them my elf. However, ang on
hat and Jet's " go."
On 2 rd Januarv we said good-bye-and innumerable other
thino~to 1 st Div-isional ignals, when they left J erusale~ b~n
~oui;'"' for Haifa and outhampton. For some una~co~n a e
reason the members of the entraining party s~me s ange1Y
elated' at the project of having completed their tour abroad
(sorry Joe it's your second one, of course !). and appear:,! t\b~
quite ~naffected by the good-natu_red (?) cries of" can't
~s~es
from the stalwarts remaining behind. Still our very best wt
go with them, <l:nd. we trust that by the _time these notes appear
they will be enioy:mg a well-earned lea~e.
Apparently the enthusiasm with which everybody appeared
to abound 0 ~ arrival in the Holy City has waned somewhat.
Cameras are not so much in evidence, and Rockman House seems
to hold more interest than the \\'ailing Wall. However . our
Commanding Officer (i\Iajor R. H. R. Steward, M.c.) has kindly
·ven permission for three other ranks to spend the we~k-end
~ Haifa each week, travelling by the D.R.~.S. truck, which, on
return, ,.;ll bring three other ranks from Haifa to spend the weekend here.
Financial.-A Trade Testing Board is to a~mble ~ere next
• k and quite a number of our lads are trymg their luck or
~e;ir· ability-whichever the case ~ay be-in an endeavou_r to
qualify for the e."\'.tra pice. Judgmg by the numerous hieroglyphics which are chalked on blackboards tha_t the P. ~.D. have
conveniently left in our billet, the prospective candidates are
burning the proverbial " midnight oil." Go<?d. luck to them !
Awards.-Congratulations to C.Q.M.S. Mimon (our Quarterbloke) on being awarded the L.S. and G.C. Medal. However do
these blokes get away ·with it ?
Local lndustry.-The adv_ent_ of civilian_ cl~thes for other ranks
has caused an appreciable nse m the te:>..1:ile mdustl"J'.. Even o_ur
regimental tailor has had to employ extra dhurz1~ to ass1s.:
him in making suits " same like you vas poured mto. them.
(Sorry I can't suit the actions to the words, Sergeant-Ma1or.)
Personal.-To Minnie and Bartlett from Millie. "Congratulations!"
8 O 8 -" Before continuing with the news there is "-Oh,
sody i ' Lost, stolen or strayed (that sounds better) "_THE
GRI FF." An ybody supply:i~g au then ti~ informabo!1, will be
suitably rewarded by a public presentation of _Webb1e ~ razor.
As an added inducement, Charlie Greenman might possibl)'. be
persuaded to part with some of his " swappers." Goodie-Goodie ! So, come on you chaps, try your luck !
Finale.-Probably the close proximity of so many Jews has
imbued me with an arclent desire i:o save. But that's the lot
anyway.
DIE-HARD.

No. 3 Section, Jaffa.
General.-Having recovered from the growing pains peculiar
to a newly-formed ection, we now have the situation here well
in band, and are waiting to move to more permament accom_modation at Sarafand. There, it is hoped, after months of funous
fighting, we shall find bal~ for_ our battle-sca~ed souls (close~up
of an acting C.S.l\I. weepmg bitterly, m the hght of the setting
sun).

ret~rnt~e ~~ast :nvi~u~ of them. Some of the Section are learning
te {~ve this beautiful country. They hope to stay here a long
tiome Both of them. In fact, an optimist here has forecast that
b , the time we do go home, air travel will ~e ~o commonplace
uiat we shall probably go back m a luxury air-liner.
s ort - \Ye have not yet, for various reasons, been able ~o
exhrbit our powers in the realms of sport. It is. hoped that this
sad state of affairs will not last. I.n the meantime we_ have an
.C.O. , ho tells us bed-tin:e stones, a_n d \~e all. denve great
s whiskers
wobble
amusemen t fr Om watching Signalman
,
· Vvilmot
·
G
If c
·t
when he says " four-forty-five.' There 1s a o
ourse qui e
near · but owing to the fact that golfers ha"e to wear trousers
like Moslems (though not for the same reason), we have bee:a
unable to indulge even in that.
Births.one-yet.
Marriages. - il.
Deaths.one. They are dead, but won't lie down.
Finale.-It has been suggested that the. present situati?n
should be immortalised in verse. The followmg, with apologies
to " Wiltshire," appears to .fit the bill :
0
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the heroes of two suc.cessive campaigns, and are, therefore
(ahem). worthy subjects for that elusive department- Records.
Promotions.- Drinks were on No. 2317061 Corporal " Sax "
Macey, when he graduated from the "junior " status.
Agony.-Listening to tales of the Western Desert, related by
the men who held 'em back at Mersa Matruh.
Births.- To "Patsy "- twins, both boys (canine).
Fan Mail.- To Pete and Reggie, roughing it at Perham. "Do
you ever remember John ? "
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Lost.- Once upon a time there were three fitters, who had no
workshop wherein to sleep. Soon they had built a shanty as
-only fitters can, envied by many. To the great joy of our sarcastic operators, a great storm arose. Then the calm. But where
-once stood a palace, there now remained - - . Well, ask the
-opera tors !
The Wreckers.-Our " L " drivers, who are now performing
twice daily.
Public Ene my No. 1.- The owner of the wireless set who is
paid blood money to switch off.
Arrivals.-Welcome to Mrs. Harrison, wile of our 0.C. Section,
who had arrived from the U.K. We hope that her stay will be a
pleasant one.
TRIXIE.

" G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
Attached IIth Hussars.

Ten long days upon the wa~er,
Till we reached the Prorrused Land ;
Land of flowers, milk and honey,
But all we saw was flies and sand.

General.- With much Christmas and
ew Year convivial
feeling we are once more back in harness. 'vVe must congratulate
<>ur cooks, etc., on a very fine effort. The evening enjoyment was
supplied by the Regimental Band, and, once more, we must
thank them for a jolly evening.

Arabs didn't seem to need us,
Jews seem quite indifferent, too;
Now that we are here in Jaffa,
v.rhat is there for us to do ?

A "blood match" between each room was played on the
hockey field on Boxing Day. It was hard to say who had really
won . I am pretty certain the Christmas feeling accounted for at
least ten goals.

o one here wants to .fight us;
o one sees an enemy;
All we do is stuff ourselves
With bacon and Maconachie.
Now our life is one long rumour,
As we tread the beaten track,
On all lips is heard the question,
Oh, when are we going back ? "
CRIB.

No. 4 Section, Haifa.
I'

General.-We, here and now, make our initial bow to the
numerous WIRE fans. ( ote : A special staff has been selected
to deal with an expected increase in fan mail.) It is fondly
hoped that these notes will be instrumental in bringing back
many happy memories to those of our reader~ w~o were fortunate
enough to see the Holy Land but are now en1oymg the many and
varied pleasures offered in Blighty.
Our newly-formed Section comprises odds and ends of various
units. None the less, we have settled down into one happy,
family under Lieutenant L. C. C. Harrison, M.c. , Royal Signals,
supported by Lieutenant R. Linton, Royal Signals, with Sergeants
Watt, Tennant and Wood as our Section Sergeants.
Things go with a swing despite the efforts of the weather c?ntroller, who, for the past three months, has been very u nkind
to us. We sincerely hope that by the time these notes are
published, the weather man will have exhausted his supply of
rain and take a well-earned rest.
Our future is rather unsettled. There are still a n u mber of
nptimists among us who still have visions of spending most of
their spare time this summer practising strokes which t hey
learned in the blue Mediterranean or more familiar beaches.
Some, I am told, are being sent home as a recognition of services
rendered in Cl. certain Western Desert. T hose concerned are now

Arrivals.- Some more new faces in the Troop and once again
the proffered paw, full of good wishes, is extended to them.
We hope their stay will be a long and happy one.
Once again, arrivals coincide with departures.
Our dear
reinforcements are simply waiting the order to embark. Perhaps,
by the time these notes are in print, they will be back to their
" boot and saddle " cry. (Plus leave. Eh, Monty ?)
Sport.-Many games of hockey have been played against the
Batteries of R .A. now at Helmieh. We are pleased to report
four wins and one draw. Many of our old hockey team am
leaving us, but we shall still have a fairly decent team. Our
second XI are doing well, too. They have beaten the Regimental
Band to the tune of 2--0. Once again Myers' scoring abilities
predominated. (He still acts as umpire for the first XI.)
l\IUMM .

Memories.-The following article, by Signalman Gray W. G.,
will probably interest many of ex-" G " Troopites:
The accompanying photograph .ro. x, showing the uth
Hussars cap badge in the desert, has its own story. The original
was made during one of the first visits of the nth Hussars to the
desert. A troop of "A" Squadron, who were temporarily stranded
in the desert, desianed this rather attractive piece of work in
order to attract the attention of R.A.F. planes in the vicinity.
Recently, as the result of a wager between two officers as to
whether or not it could still be found, a small party of "B"
Squadron and a W /T Leyland from "G" Troop went into the
desert in search of it.
After a two days' trip through most uninteresting country, it
was eventually found.
tribute must be paid to Captain
Behan, R.A.0.C., for his accurate map-reading.
From the
jumping-off point to the badae, a total distance of some 26 miles,
he was less than 40 yards out.
Several hours were spent in repairina and enlarging the badge.
" G " Troop's contribution can be seen in the second photograph.
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G . GRAY .

5th February.
Arriva ls an d Departures.- The last urvi ors of the original
• G" Troop, to wit, Lance Corporals Brooks H. and But! r
C. A., and ignalmen Catigan and Fraser, left on the D1lwara
on 17th January for the U.K. \Ve were v~ry sorry to ee them
go. The accompanying. photo~aph certainly proves tha~ the
occasion was celebrated m the time-honoured '~ay .. ~racttca! I Y
the whole of the Troop wa p resent at Abbass1a 1dmg to. g1".e
them a riotous send-off ; indeed, several of the more enthusiastic
had to be forcibly prevent ed from accompanying them to Port
Said.
The next draft, for t he NeuYalia on 22nd J anuary, slipped out
of H elmieh very q uietly. It takes a lot ot doing to _get worked
up a bout a nything at 6 o'clock in t he mornin~. This d raft was
composed of those reinforcements who had dec1_ded t ha t E ngla nd
beats Egypt every time. They were : S1gn_almen . Clarke,
Conway , Goff, P otts a nd Smith J. We sha ll ce;tam tr = ss then;i.
and hope tha t t hey have la nded in_" cush y' t ations. Thelf
places will be hard to fill, and we \VJ.sh them the best of luck.
Early in the month we h ad eight other ra n ks from Egypt
Signals, who were posted here, but six of our reinforcements
volunteered to soldier on in Egypt, and , t herefo re, three of the
Egypt ignalites returned to their unit on 31st J anuary. T he
departures were : ignalmen hore, \ Varren a nd P 1_ckford, am~..
in addition the one and only " Speed y" H ethen ngton . " e
wish them t he best of luck. Whi le we are brimming over with
good ,~;shes for everyone, may w~ t ake the opportu~ty of welcoming t o the Troop the follO\Vl.Ilg five, who remained here :
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From left to right the personnel are as follows : ergeant Pearce,
Signalmen \Yalker, Redfern, Henderson and Lance Corporal
Lea. The picture it elf was taken by the author. Th L.A.D.
detachment and an aircraftsman, attached for R.A .F. co-oper'.1tion, made their own badge at the left and top o( the mam
badge.

Signalmen ·w atson, Perrin, Dalton, Foord and Tacey, together
wi th Corpora l White K., who joined us from Sa.i;afand. It will
be realised from the above that there has been qmte an upheaval
in the Troop. Roll on March !
Appointments.- T wo more stalwarts of the Troop managed tc ~
collect the necessary coupons. We congratu late U/Lance Cor
porals Oliver and Slaymaker on attaining that dizzy height.
Upgrad ing.-Twelve other ran k~ of this Troop are no"
wrestling with Ohm's Law, Mark mg_ Cu rren t.~ a nd I~ternal
Faults in a desperate endeavour to gam more akkers.
The
generous offer of the writer to c?ach the ?perators after working
hours having been completely ignored, i ust goes to show ho"
confid en t t hey must be of passing. We wish them all the best .
Training.nlike last training season, we are havi ng a .P?Sitive
glut of " Recces " a nd Schemes t his year. We are visiting all
the usual ha unts u nder the command of j unior officers of the
11th Hussars, in ' order to give them experience in desert work

.and map reading. These little affairs are excellent for discussion
afterwards, but t he popular notions about the romance, etc. of
the desert begin to wear a bit thin after several hours oC digging
lorries and armoured cars out of sand drifts, not forgetting meals
which are liberally sprinkled with a coating of fine sand . We are
at present carrying out range te ts with the o. 1 Sets; quite
su rprising results are being achieved. This set was originally
mounted in the turret of the cars. When the turret was swu ng
round by the gunner, the set obviously whizzed round with it
a process which did not improve matters for the unfortunat~
operator. The sets are installed now in front of the second
driver's seat and are much more get-at-able.
One little weakness of the Ilth Hussars, to whom we are
attached, is the craving to create stone cap badges at every
<:onceivable opportunity. These become covered with sand, and,
<it odd intervals d uring the training season, we meander across
the desert trying to locate them . 'The desert around Cairo
appears to be littered with them. Our last effort in this direction
took place a month ago. This time we were aided by two Army
<:o-operation planes. The badge was located by the cars and not
the planes, which is rather surprising. This was the result of
an excellent bit of map reading on the part of the officer-in<:harge.
Sporti ng Brevities.-We wish to congratulate the nth Hussars
on reaching the fi nal of the Command Football Cup. It is hoped
that before these notes appear in print we will be celebrating the
result of Friday's match with them. Altho11gh, as a Troop, we
have not startled the sporting world this season, several of our
stalwarts have represented their Squadrons in the local Dudley
Cup Competition, a nd Lance Corporal Reat, ignalmen Samworth
and Tacey are now regular members of the regimental hockey
team. The cross-country event for this Cup will be 1un off soon.
Signalman Taylor has been ver.y prominent lately tuning up for
this event. " Go it, Buck ! "
S.O.S.- To Lance Sergeant Brunton \V. of old Liverpool a nd
Hed Barracks (Abbassia) fame. From Corporal Adams.

According to history, it was from here that the massive slabs of
rock were dug for the pyramids of Gizeh and Sakkara. These
caves 1:1ndermine a ridge, about 10 miles from the site o( the
Py~alil!ds, and, in spite of age, are in a very good state of preservation. Under the able guidance of the O.C., and with the a id
of torches, we explored a great deal of these caves. (Who was
the storeman who put glow-worms instead of batteries in the
torc~es.? o names--no Browns!) After about a n hou r a nd a half
of fnskmg and frolicking over the fruits oC someone's hard labour,
we sat down to our lunch. Believe me, we needed it.
. After lunch, a few of the boys found a bottle (tell 'em what sort
It was, Arthur), put it up some distance away, and then heaved
nearly all the stones and rocks in the vicinity at it. This exercise
was taken to ens ure that the right arm would be in good order
to lift up " ye olde tankard of ' fourpenny rough.' " About
3 p.m. we clambered aboard the lorries and proceeded back to
barracks, via old and new Cairo. The contented looks on all
faces indicated that it was an enjoyable trip. Da rwin's theory
was proved without a doubt on this trip. You should have seen
them climb those rocks!

~itu~ti o ns V~cant.-About two dozen men requ ired with no
objection to X s 9 and No. 7 Sets. Only those who have either
a tour to do, have signed on, or don't know any better need
apply to Messrs. Records, Ltd., mentioning " H " T roop.
Agony.-Ross Effendi, Sudan. " What about that address.
What a pall W."
'DAI BACH .

JMJMJM.

" H " Troop, Cavalry Signals, Egypt.

MOTORISTS PURCHASI NG A!ISOCIA.TIO.N L TD .

( CAPT. A . R . S I MPSON. I NDIA N S I GNA L S, Rrro .)

The London Car Exchange,
Ltd., is a Subs idiary Company of
the M.P.A., and deals with the
car side of the business.
New and second-hand cars of all
makes can be supplied. Special
terms arranged for " Home on
leave " cars, and guaranteed rel
purchase prices quoted for both
new and second-hand cars.
Members' cars taken in part
exchange and favourable hire purchase terms arranged.
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GROSVENOR

T he Association offers its members
unusual faci lities in the ir purchases.
.
Sav ings of as much as 30% can be
effected off usual retail pri ces
except in t he case of price maintained art icles.
Furniture, Silver, Radio and Electrical equ ipment a Special ity .
All Motor Accessories, including
tyres, lubricants, etc., supplied
at lowest possible prices.
Special" All-in " Motor insurances
effected , and all claims pursued
and advice given free of charge.

GARDENS

OPPOSITE VICTORIA STATION

LONDON

1
'

The Grosvenor Gardens Club
is contro ll ed by the M.P.A. T his
is a Non-Residential C lub and its
situatio n, toget her )Vi th its tin e
Lou nge, Dining and Cocktai l
Rooms, offers a pleasant environ me nt for meeting fr iends.
Officers on leave are invited to use
the Club as Honorary Members,
w ithout Entrance Fee or Subscription . Full particulars may be
obtained from the Honorary Secretary, or The Editor of this
publication .

S.W.I

(Sloane 007 I)

Attached th Hussars, Abbassia.
22nd J an uary.
Mi racles.-For weeks now, I may even say months, many of
the lads have been anxiously awaiting the boat, and, frequently,
plaintive cries of " When do we go home," etc., has been heard
by those left behind. We now bid them au revoir, and, before
these notes are in print, they will have arrived in Blighty. All
this has materia lised since " H " Troop has been made part
of the Garrison here. The lucky fellows (ruling out Jimmy for
Ponk.i next Trooper) are : Corporal Wilbraham (better known
as "Weepin' Willo, " our ex-WIRE scribe-he is no longer
"Weepin' Willo " but 'Appy 'Arry; when interviewed, he said,
" I t an k I go 'ome ") , Corporal H oney, L ance Corporal Cox,
Signalmen Brown, Mays (" F " Troop, please note), Smith (o ur
Reggie) and Roberts, and Driver (I .C.) Vidler . To them we say,
we'll be seeing you (Moush Yimkin).
Those left behind are : Sergea nt Lewis, Lance Corporal E vans,
Signalmen Bell, Hurst, Howman, Sullivan, Richardson, Moore
(at present" on leave in Irela nd, we hope) and Jones, who m issed
the boat, owing to his admission t o hospital a few day~ before
embarkation orders came through ; he is hoping that another
boat will stop around our way soon.
Training.- A BI! Course was started, but had to be cancelled
owing to the boa t anchoring q uite near us. Signal m m Sullivan
is at present a ttached to Egypt Signals ior a n All Course. Each
time he v isit s us he seems t o be more eligi ble for Abbassia o. I
(the local ~adhouse) . We will wish him lots of luck (for his
Course, not his entrance to Abbassia o. 1).
Of late, the Troop has partaken of a wee spot of Cavalry
Bngade Schemes along the Suez Road a nd the desert thereabouts. (ASK EX-MEMBE RS OF 20TH FIELD BRIGADE,
ABBASSIA, ABOUT THIS DESERT). The results were q uite
up to standard . (Maybe it was because we never went out of
range-rn miles).
Pleasure.- On 19th J anuary our O.C., Lieutenant Wint erbotham, t ook t he Troop on a day's outing t o the Tura Caves.

Malaya Signal Section, Singapore.
Pulau Brani Detachment.
General.-It is 1937, and the l\Ia laya Signal Section is still
going strong. In fact , it is much stronger, because we have just
welcomed 18 new arrivals from H .T. Lancashire. C.Q.i\I.S.
Knight, Signalmen Duckworth and Sherratt are remaining with
us on Pula u Brani. We all hope that their stay will be pleasant
and enjoyable and that they will find our lovely island to their
liking.
Christmas Festivities.-On Christmas Eve, the usual carol
party set forth on their mission of good cheer (or was it beer ?).
The strains of "The First Noel" came wafting across on the
tropical breeze from various quarters on the island. I'm afraid
it was rather late before the " Last Noel" was tucked safely
away in bed. The following morning we were awakened with
the usual rum and coffee, and at 12.30 p .m. sat down to a really
excellent dinner. Whilst at dinner, we were vi ited by the
C.S.O., Major H.
. Brown, who wished us all the season's
greetings, which we reciprocated in full . During the evening, an
impromptu concert was held. Some performers excelled and
some didn't. B ut why worry? Everyone had a very fine time
--even the goats. On Boxing Day the annual mock soccer
match was held. Lance Corporal Gerety, of the R.A.0.C., was
singled out for special distinction.
Retrospective.- " P.B." Signals welcomed in the new year with
the usual dignity accorded to such occasions, while the more
sober of t he " nearly old d raft" were congratulating each other
at 00.01 hours on the fact that they would be " going home "
this year- if what ? D uring 1936 many changes have taken
place in our work and sport. Signals hockey and soccer teams
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have become established facts, and during 1937 we hope to put
an All- ignal rugger team on the field. Last year al o saw the
birth of . hort-wave in the Malaya Command. For this we have
to thank our O.C., Captain E. J. H. l\'I oppett, and the .C.O. i/c
short-wa,·e, Corporal (Hirnm K) Walker.
Congratulations.- The following are to be congratulated .o n
obtaining the qualifications stated : ignalmen Payne, Tomlinson, Blunt, "otley- B.II's; Signalman Toogood (E. and M.)
for the pecial Certificate.
Postings. The C. .0., ~fajor H. . Brown, i leaving l\Ialaya
for l:.K., per H.T. Lancashire, on tne I th inst. We all hope.
that hi tay in ?.falaya has been a plMsant one. Everyone here.
joins in wi hmg him the very best. of luck and fvm voyage
v.·e are al o lo ing our very popular .C.O. i/c Detachment.
C.Q.l\l.S. Finney. The whole detachment wi h him the very
best of good luck and a " snip " tation in England. Whilst on
" P.B.," he has taken a great interest in our welfare, especially
in reaard to sport, and we have all appreciated it very much.
"Good luck, 'Q.,' and a happy landin" ! " Don't forget to tell
them how you soldiered in Malaya in 1934-37 .
And now. for the la t time, we must mention our Section
"old timer," the Grand Old Man Twitchen." His time has
arrived at last, and next Sunday will see him away out in the blue
sailing for England, home and beauty. " All the best, Twitch ! "
Exit the G.0.1\I.
It has just been brought to my notice that another former
resident of Pulau Brani is to sample the studied luxury of the
Lancashire, to wit, Sergeant Watmore, now of Fort Canning.
" Farewell, 0 tuan ergeant ! " I ·hope that your memories of
life on Pulau Brani will be pleasant ones and the lure of the East
may call you back once again in years to come.
Corporal \Valker and his short-wave detachment, having
decided that the radiation obtained on "P.B." is not quite
sufficient for their needs, collected their beloved " super-super "
and dug themselves in at Alexandra, a spot reputed by the said
short-wave detachment to abound wit h j ungle fauna. Pythons
coil around their aerial poles. monkeys do the flying trapeze
stunt on the aerial wires and huge formidable black cobras spit
at the glowing wireless valves, whilst, around the \V/T Station,
bull-frogs incessantly chant " dit, dit, dit, dah, dit-dit, dah,
dit." Pioneers of Alexandra \Vireless Station braving death
ten thou·.and times. " Over to you-Over."
Dances.-The R.A.O.C. recently held a very pleasant and
enjoyable dance in the Depot grounds, locally named " The
Swamp." It was a great success. To S/Sergeant Gates, R.A.O.C.,
and others responsible for making it go so well, we tender our
congratulations.
The monthly Signals dance was held in the Lower Bungalow
on 2nd January, and, need we say it, was more than successful.
Here, again, we tender our hearty thanks to those whose hard
work, forethought and ability gave us such an enjoyable evening.
Seen and Heard.-Signalman Strong {Changi) desires to inform
his many acquaintances in various parts of the ·world of the
following : " One murky Malayan morning, as he was going to
his tool chest to get some tool or other, he was astounded to see
a huge black cobra staring at him from underneath his rusty
old tools. (Pause while we gasp.) Signalman Strong, calmly
seizing a 20-foot piece of lead piping, attacked the reptile and
killed it {?) " We, on Pulau Brani, knowing his aptitude for
telling tales, are inclined to feel a little dubious. But these are
the facts. Believe 'em or not !
'
Conclusion.-Oh ! Here comes our Gas expert, so I'd better
close before he starts talking "GAS."
Cheerio, everybody I Apa Khabar.
TANDOK (T.B.C.).

there has been a dearth of panthers and tigers. What was the
length of that snake, Mitch. ?
Our horizontal "champ.," Goldfinch, is still banging away at
the punch-bag. He can generally spare a few moments for
fighting stores, too.
Future Events.- The most important is the imminent departure of .Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Chimes, Lance Sergeant Walters,
Corporal Morton, Lance Corporal French, Signalmen Foster,
Grey and Holmes for the U.K We wonder how Changi will
carry on when this gallant band of pioneers have left this sunny
clime.
r ext in importance is the 0.C.A. dinner. After wearing away
the office telephone, I am convinced that the dinner is of little
importance. It is what follows (whompo !) .
Sea nda l.- A certain ignalman returned from Singapore on
ew Year's night in a happy mood, muttering som~thing like,
" Who is Molly ? " Our friend stated that he will not talk
unless we assist to loosen his tongue with a large quantity of
Tiger beer. " ice work, Goldy, but don't forget to take your
socks off! "

Tientsin Signal Section.
January.
General.- The original scribe of the Section has taken up his
pen and decided to move nearer the sun and the healthy odour
of Soochow Creek (of Maskee fame).
Social.-The Christmas festivities went off very well. They
started on the evening of 18th December with the Christmas
Draw. The prizes chosen were certainly well worth winning.
Our thanks must be extended to Corporal Hall, who was unfortunately po ted temporarily to Shanghai ju t before Christmas
and therefore unable to share in the spoils, and also to the
Entertainments Committee, who organised the Draw. The
annual Junior Staff Mess Dance was held the same night in the
Garrison Gymnasium. I think that a record attendance was
achieved ; everyone appeared to enjoy themselves, although
I am sure the next morning quite a few regretted those "just
one mores " of the previous night.
The usual Christmas dinner was excellent, and the " old grey
mare " was burnt in time-honoured fashion to the strains of the
appropriate song. During the morning, we went the rounds of
the married quarters and obtained quite a quantity of Christmas
cheer. Who said that seven could not get in one taxi ?
.
Now that the :'.\fess has been re-decorated and new furniture
installed, we have started our Mess dances and whist drives
again. We get quite a good crowd along to shake a leg and battle
against the card sharpers of the Detachments.
Agony.-Quite a few hardy members of the Section have
ventured on the ice at the Can Do Skating Rink in the American
Compound to break in their new skating boots.
Congrats.-To Corporal Robinson B., of the Peking Detach
ment, on attaining that rank.
Arrivals.- In
ovember, H .T. Dilwara brought our new
Foreman of Signals, C.Q.M.S. Paterson T., from the U.K.
Signalman Morgan A. (Molly) arrived from Shanghai. They are
" old timers " by this ilime, but we offer them, nevertheless, a
belated greeting.
Departures.-Signalman Harrison E. (of Eskimo Nell fame),
to Shanghai. I won't crack the old one about our loss, etc., but
hope that the change of air and beer suits you.
·
To-day's Bright Thought.-Can anybody supply eleven strong
trumpets to the S. and D.'s football team ? Turn to t he sports
notes for the reason.
Tailpiece.-When I was in Clang! Who threw that?
LORFTY .

Changi Detachment.
16th January.
General.-Owing to the temporary absence of our regular
correspondent, I have been coerced into the editorship. Our
budding reporter is in hospital. We wish him a speedy recovery,
particularly as we cannot expect Lambert to uphold the Corps'
honour in yacht-racing alone.
In the midst of our usual Christcias and Kew Year festivities,
we turned out to give the usual Malayan welcome to Lance
Corp?ral Cunningham, Signalmen Burge, O'Callaghan , Fox,
Hams and Reany. ~fay their stay be a happy one.
Strange to say, since certain friends of ours left t his d istrict
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Peking Detachment.
J anuary.
General.- As this Christmas was the first one spent in our new
Mess, we spared no effort to make it a success. We must express
our appreciation of the good work done by the voluntary decorating and entertainment staff, who made all the arrangements.
We were also entertained by the Section Sergeant and his wife,
and also by the Medical Corps Sergeant and his wife, both of
whom gave us a very good t ime. That is all that need be said
about the actual celebration, except that after two days of it,
two of our members sought the peace an d quiet of a h ospital bed.
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Little has happened to ~reak .the routine, except for a visit
from our Offi~~r Commandmg, Lieutenant G. Thomson
d th
Foreman of Signals.
• an
e
It may be that spring is in: the air, and is stirring the ambitions
of our f~Jlow-men . . At a~y rate, the Section appears to have
rou~ed itself from its ~mter hibernation to an extent that
P?s1tively .alarms us: With much creaking of rusty brains and
disused .mmds, ~he mtellectuals have decided to master a language .. fhe coolies at pre?ent find it very disconcerting to receive
nrd~r~ m (alleged) Rus~1an, German, French and Chinese, in
~dd1tJon to. the. usual sign language. Of course, we must not
forg.et the mev1table student. of the American Marine, and its
habits and custom~. The ~eason for this activity is rather
obscure, ~ut we b.eheve that 1t may be attributed to the muchvaunted mysterious lure of the Orient."
Skating.-With the advent of the cold season fur hats
the order of th~ day, and " the powers that be " h~ve decideda~~
flood two tenms cou~ts. In this connection, we have been asked
to st!).te. t~at the~e 1s no truth in the rumour that our Junior
~ ..C.O. 1~ 1~ trammg .for the ho~zontal t~ck skating champion~lup. Its Just that his skates will keep shpping from under him.
rt. 1~ also rumour~d that at least one of our weaker brethren is
w1llmg to ~~l a parr of skates cheaply or even to trade them for a
bottle of lm1ment.
Congrat ulations.- To Corporal Robinson on attaining that
rank. Keep your eye on that baton, Rob. ! And to Signalman
B!oom on obtaini~g a. " Distinguished " in Maths. in the last
First Class E:x;am.mations. This should cause a stir in the
Sci:rrborough .d1stnct. Also to Cecil, on his cultivation of a
umque fungoid growth.
Sport.- Having languidly dragged our weary and toilwom
tarcases on the field of battle, we have managed to play an
average of four games a week. Space will not allow for detailed
results, but we must congratulate the hockey team on preservin<>
its unbeaten status. They had a narrow escape in a recent
match with the Peking Hockey Club--the Club were one goal
up when the match was abandoned.
Local Moves.-Signalman Vcrlander E., who will be missed
on the sports. field, has left us for Tientsin. Signalman Morgan,
late Shang?ai (Clang) •. has ~eplaced him. Signalman Songhurst
is also paymg us a VJs1t. Signalman McGinley has been obliged
to go to Tientsin on medical grounds.
Questionnaire.-Is it usual for German to be spoken with a
Norfolk accent ? Or Russian with a mid-Sussex drawl ? ot to
mention" Welsh" French! Why not take up Esperanto, Vo~?
.. Agony.-Dick (Seaham Harbour), last heard of in Egypt.
I am collecting stamps, what about a letter ? " {Barnard
Castle.)
Spud Can, Ballykinler. " Thanks for ew Year wishes. Will
be seeing you soon (we hope). Rob."
Cheerio, everybody, until next time !
R. 0.

Jamaica Signal Section.
15th January.
General.- Thank goodness things have more or less resumed
normal proportions once more. Although the Christmas and
New Year fostive season is unanimously voted a splendid time,
it also carnes its penalties in the share of headache , and the too
_well-known signs of" the morning-after-the-night-before feel ing."
fhe~e signs were rather prominent among the members of the
Section, as also were remarks such as, " 'ever again," etc.
f:lo~ever, we all had a splendid time whilst it lasted. Our
<.:hnstmas dinner was a great success, which was made doubly
:ure by the presence of several of the officers, warrant officers
a~d sergeants of the Staff and Command Troops. The alacrity
displayed by the senior .C.0. s in the capacity of waiters was
enough to make Lyon's " ippys" hide their heads in shame.
One .Q.M.S., not content with carrying out a waiter's duty with
a?rrurable skill, also threw in a polished, although impromptu,
display of skill on those ever popular percussion inst ru ments, the
spoons.
Congratulatio ns.- On t h e first Sunday of the ew Year the
Lon!!' Service and Good Cond uct Medal was presented to Q.M.S.
White. B r igadie r H owlett presented the medal after the church
parade at th e Garrison Church .
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The following:snaps may be of interest to many readers of THF.

WIRE:
(1) A certain Q.M.S. enjoying the Jamaican sunshine in his

garden.
. B.- 'o prize awarded for identifying the
"beauty."
(2) The Signal Section enjoying a day's outing at Dunn's River.
The snaps were taken last year. Since then two of the Signal
Section m photograph No. 2 have returned to the U.K.
[Ow.ing to pressure of space, one photograph has been
una~01dably held over until the next contribution from this
Section.-Eo.)
St op Press-Things We Want t o Know.
What shall we do about_ obby?
When is Robbo going to stop moaning ?
How long will it be before Henry Hall sends for Mac ?
How much Promotion beer are we owed now ?
Where Brace-Girdle goes at night ?
Who is the man that prefers to sleep in a bath than his bed ?
WHEN IS THE BOAT DUE??

THE TERRITO·R IALS
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and SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE.

The London Corps Signals, T.A., and affiliated
Supplementary Reserve Units.
Fulham House, High Street, Fulham,

.W.6.

15th February.
General.-Pre-Easter training is still progre ing smoothly.
The recrnits' squad perfom1 their various evolutions under the
able directions of the sergeant and corporal D.I.s. We watched
a large recruits' drill squad ··passing-out" last Monday. under
the discerning eyes of the Commanding Officer a~d Adjufant.
Honestly, it was hard to believe that they were just rec.ru~ts.
Speaking of recruits, it is pleasant to report that we are enhstrn.g
fellows at the average rate of one per day. If we go on at this
rate, we snail have a waiting list by the time we proceed to camp.
Just over twelve months ago we \vere busy rehearsing for the
occasion of the funeral of H.:vr. King George V. Each Sunday
morning now, we are holding rehearsals ~or a ~ather different
ceremony. The London, l\lidland and Scottish Railway ompany
have kindly offered to name one of their expres pas enger
engines after the Corps. It is to be called " Royal Signals," an.d
will carry the Corps badge mounted on the splasher. Our u mt
which has been chosen to represent the Corps, is to supply the
Guard of Honour on the occasion of this naming ceremony on
10th April at Euston Station. It ~s under tood that other
Signal units will be duly represented.
Children's Party.- On Saturday, 23rd January, we held our
annual unit tea party- and what a party ! Something like 400
adults and children sat down to a very fine tea. which was laid
out in the Drill Hall. The place seemed so much more packed
than last year and the question continually asked was, " \\'by ? "
Surely the birth rate does not increase like this in one year !
Anyhow, they all thoroughly enjoyed themselves, especially
during tea, in watching the antics of " Blanco \¥bite and his
gang." I feel sure they were in league with the caterers, for the
chj.ldren certainly paid more attention to them than the:y_ did to
the tea. Quite a few of the adults afterwards complamed of
indigestion, caused by trying to eat and laugh at the same
time. After tea, the" gang" entertained the children with half
an hour's competitive games, then followed a very fine Punch
and Judy Show. Well, we enjoyed it as much as the little 'uns.
\\'e might as well admit it. Then came the great moment. All
lights went out, and the children gathered round the big chimney.
Voices were heard, and then, slowly but surely, down came Father
Christmas, apologising for appearing so late in the year. Then
followed the usual distribution of presents, and the la.>t I saw was
lots of happy and tired children slowly wending their way home,
each hugging a toy, an orange and a bag of sweets.
uff said,
except to congratulate all concerned in producing the best party
we have ever bad.
Sergeants' Mess. On Saturday, 6th February, we held our
Annual Dinner at Headquarters. TI1is year's attendance broke
all previous records. Some 150 members and their friends, with
representatives from other :\fesses, sat down to the usual excellent
dinner. The absence· of our Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel C. L. H. Humphreys, T.D., who was away in Cyprus, was
regretted. We were, however, especially pleased to have the
company of our Honorary Colonel, Colonel T. W. Vigers, o.B.E.,
M.C., T.D., :Major W. H. Lloyd, i.1.c., Officiating Commanding
Officer, and our Adjutant, Captain H. C. B. Rogers, who was
attending our Mess Dinner for the first time. During the evening
we were entertained by a concert party, who gave us a very fine
performance. Of course, their programme was interspersed (or
interrupted, if you like) with speeches-those evils considered so
necessary and proper at dinners.
Congratulations. We congratulate Lance Sergeant F. C.
Bennett, S.R., on attaining that rank. It is hoped that his
Mess membership will prove an added blessing and pleasure to
him.

Sport.- Saturday, 13th February, was the occasion of the
annual football match between a team from Royal Signals,
Aldershot, and our team . The game will be more or less fully
described in next month's \VIRE.
vVe told you last month that we were on top of the Barnes
and District (Division II) League. We are still there.
A Badminton lub has been formed. It is now shuttling
merrily along- and over.
Social.-Don't forget to make a note of this date--l 7th March.
We can promise you a very merry evening if you care to come
along and join in the fun at a St. Patrick's Ball.
EFFEMMA.

The North Midland Corps Signals.
Pncenix Street, Derby.
10th February.
Annual Dinner- H.Q- and No. 1 Company.-This event was
held at the Royal Hotel, Derby, on Saturday, 30th January.
It is understood that this is the first occasion on which the
dinner has been held at an hotel ; previous dinners have always
been held at the Unit's Headquarters in Phcenix Street.
The dinner was a great success. The chief guests included :
Lieutenant-Colonel F. S. Straight, C.S.O., Northern Command ;
Colonel L. J . Worthington, T.D., who formerly commanded the
Unit ; Lieutenant-Colonel W . T. Greenfield, O.C., 5th Foresters ;
Colonel A. R. Laurie, R.A.M.C. (T.A.) ; Colonel N. Gervas
Pearson, n.s.o .. M.C. ; Lieutenant-Colonel T. E. A. Carr, O.C.,
137th Field Ambulance; Lieutenant-Colonel J. Hassell, n.s.o.,
M.c., Chief Recruiting Officer, North :M idland Area; Major R. ].
Wilkins, Secretary, Derbyshire T.A.A. ; Captain H. Rawlings,
Chief Constable, Derby; and Mr. J. E . V. Jobson, managing
director of Qualcasts, Ltd.
Before the dinner commenced, information was received that,
owing to indisposition, W . Allen Reid, M.P., the senior member
of Parliament for Derby, and Colonel J . Kerr, would be unable
to attend.
The accompanying photograph is that of the officers and guest .
Reading from left to right, the names are :
FRONT Row. -Lieutenant-Colonel F. S. Straight, Colonel A. R.
Laurie, Lieutenant-Colonel ] . Hassell, Colonel G. J. Underwood.
Mr. J. E. V. Jobson, Colonel! L. J. Worthington, LieutenantColonel W. T. Greenfield, Colonel . Gervas Pearson.
BACK Row.-Lieutenant
. B. Scott, Lieutenant and Quartermaster W. O'Brien, 2nd Lieutenant J. Swallow, Lieutenant
R. F. A. Turner, Major S. Harker-Smith, Captain R. A. Stevenson, 2nd Lieutenant R. W. Peel, Lieutenant E. R. Perkin •
Captain F. I. . McOstrich, Mr. Teasdale Jones, Captain A. H.
Billingham, Lieutenant E. J. Perkins, Major J. Lander, Captain
R. J. de C. Barber, Captain W. W. Houldsworth, Mr. Pearson.
Captain H. Rawlings, Captain E. Levett, Lieutenant A. K.
Haslehurst.
The C.O. (Colonel Underwood), after proposing " H .Q. and
No. r Company," announced that we were to have a new Headquarters at Derby. A site had already been purchased close tc>
the Depot, Sherwood Foresters, and it was understood that
plans were being prepared for the new building. Colonel Underwood went on to congratulate the officers and men, of all ranks,
for the good work which they had _performed during the ~ast
year. They had improved both m numbers and techmcal
knowledge, and he looked forward to increas d numbers anci
efforts by all. The past year bad been a sad one for man~
reasons. The bad weather at Annual Camp had prevented us
from carrying out Unit Schemes. It was also the last year of
the old 46th ( orth :Midland) Division, with which the unit was
very sorry to lose contact. Annual Camp this year is to be. held
at Aldershot, where the guidance of the Regular Army will be-

By Courtesy of the " Derbyshire Times ."

the hands 'of "A" Corp Signals. The C.O. went on to pay
tribute to our Adjutant, Captain E. Levett, Royal ignals, who
will shortly be succeeded by Captain F. I. i . :\IcO trich, Royal
Signals.
in

The response to the toast was made by Major S. HarkerSmith, 0 .C., o. 1 Company, who made an appeal for recruit
to bring the Company up to strength. He said that the success
of the Company depended neither on one man, nor a few, but
on the whole show pulling together. He thanked the Company
for their past efforts, and concluded with the advice, that if
-t•veryone worked together in recruiting and training, the Company would have a better record thi year.
The toa t " Our Guests " wa given by Major J. Lander, and
the response by Colonel . R Laurie.
With plenty to cat and dri11k, not forgetting the suitable music
provided for community singing, a most enjoyable evening was
brought to a close.
Permanent Staff.- Wc have lost an old friend in
Departur
.'ergeant Ellis J. H., who has gone to 4th Divisional ignals,
preparatory to embarking for India. By the time these notes
appear, "J. H." will probably have reached Jubbulpore. We
hope that he has the best of luck, and that he will sometimes
remember his old friends of the T .A., and let us know how he
fares.
Courses.-The undermentioned have been attending a Course
1~ Permanent Line, etc., at the Training Battalion, . Royal
Signals, Catterick Camp, from th to 13th February, with the
idea of instructing personnel of the unit in their _new role on
their return: Lieutenant H. A. Waldron, 2nd Lieutenant J .
··wallow, Sergeant Field E. G. (P.S.I., o. 1 ompany), Corporals
Baswell . W . and Camm T. B., and Lance Corporal Bagnall L.

Our Chesterfield P.S.I., Sergeant Morley V•l. A., has been at
the :\1ilitary College of cience for a week, where he was initiated
into all the mysteries of the rifle.
L. s.

l st Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signal~,
56, Regency Street, \Vestminster,

.W.r.

\\'e are pleased to welcome the recruits, who have been joining
the unit in increasing numbers since camp. General training is
being actively pursued and work on the new experimental
at:paratus is continuing. This apparatus has attracted a number
of visitors from the War Office, Royal Air Force and General
Po t Office, and a standard method of operating is gradually
being evolved .
Easter Camp will be held at Blackdown, by kind permission
of the Officer Commanding, 1st Anti-Aircraft Group ignals.
Although Easter is early this year, it i hoped that there will be
a large attendance. Accommodation in barracks will be available
and training will be po ible whatever the weather condition .
An intere ting programme has been arranged.
The monthly dances are being well attended.
pecial attention is directed to the 'Westmin ter Branch Old Comrades'
As ociation Dance, which will be held at the 1st uti-Aircraft
Divi ional Signals, T.A. Headquarters, on aturday, 17th pril.
Tickets: 1s. 6d. single, 2s. 6d. double. All Old Comrades will
be welcomed at this very enjoyable social event. The \Vcstminster Branch is the London Branch for the Royal Corps of
Signals Old Comrades' Association, and Old Comrades who are
tran ferred to London should communicate with the Hon.
ecretary at this addre s.
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43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
The Priory, Exeter.
February.
Editoria l.-All individual training classc~ are now well under
way. Yarious preliminary tests, which arc forerunners to the
approaching Trade Boards, have been - arried out. Parade
States are good, but we are not quite sat.Nfied. It is I lt that
more could attend, thus turning a good how into an excdlent
one. v.·e notice the increa e in numbers when Section training
commences, a11d hope that those attending realise the value and
importance to themselves as individuals, of sucb training.
The last of the Company dinners is now a plea ·ant memory.
I was privileged to attend this function, and was given a very
enjoyable evening. It compared favourably with the other two
Company dinner .
Coronation.-The unit has now received the details of the
number of all ranks required to take part in the ceremony on
12th May next. Each ompany has its quota, and they have
been busy preparing details for the special uniform to be worn,
etc.
Arrival.-,\·e offer )fr. Totterdell a hearty welcome on joining
us. It is hoped that his ser.·ice 'vith us will be both long and
happy.
Attachments.-2nd Lieutenants R. D. " ash an'd L. H. Clemas
have returned from their attachment to 3rd Divisional Signals
at Bulford. We congratulate them on secu ring satisfactory
reports ; we know that their store of knowledge has been
increased.
MERCURY.

No. I (Plymouth) Company.
York Street Drill Hall, Devonport.
February.
Coronation.-The party to take part in lining the streets has
been selected, and preparations are in hand regarding drill, etc.
Training.-Our classes progress stead ily, except in nu mbers.
We see the same keen faces at each drill n ight, but very few
newcomers appear in search of greater knowledge and higher
pay. The programme is interesting and as varied as it can be
made. Our O.C. has asked for rank and file suggestions towards
any possible improvement, but we learn that, so far, he has
received none. A few snap tests of operators, and a number of
impromptu lectures to the linemen by our worthy R.S.M., have
added to our pleasure and has certainly been very encouraging.
Recreation.-Our annual dinner, which took place in the Drill
Hall on 30th January, was well attend ed. We regret the absence
of a large number of guests and of our own Company. The 'flu
germ accounted for most of the absences. We were delighted to
welcome Alderman R. :'.\facdonald, a civilian member of t he
Devon County Territorial Army Association, Major D. K.
Hopkyns, Head Postmaster of Plymouth, Major J. W. Western,
O.B.E., T.D., a former , o. I Company Commander (really one of
us, instead of a guest), Captain L. E. 0. Evans, O.C., No. 3
Company, Captain C. W. Knight, Adjutant, Mr. Gratwick,
the press representative, and last, but by no means least, the
four stalwarts from , 'o. 2 Company, who journeyed all the way
from Southampton to assist us in an evening's real enjoyment.
Vole were also pleased to welcome the number of p rivate guests.
Altogether, the evening was a very full and happy one. Previous
dinners have been excellent, but this one was even an improvement on them. Our O.C .. who was chairman, spoke of the past
year's hopes and results. He concluded by expressing the hope
of all of us that our next annual d inner wou ld be the last to be
h eld in this Drill Hall. The site of ou r promised new home is
fixed, and we look to the day when the fo undations will be laid .
The various toasts were given. The responses were excellent.
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We were very sorry that our O.C. (Lieutenant-Colonel C. H .
Walsh, o .s.o .. M.c .) was prevented from attending, on account
of the illness of Mrs. Walsh. We sincerely hope that she is now
well on the road to recovery. The chairman was, however, able
to give us a cheery message from the Colonel.
With regard to local trophie , the "Coley Cup" for general
Company efficiency was won this year by Signalman Farley
F. W. W . The ilvcr miniature, which becomes the property of
the winner, was on this occasion presented to us by W. J .
Cornelius, E q .. the father of our O.C. We are very grateful to
him for his generosity. The Nliniature Rifle League (organised
by .S.M. Gibbings) came to the fore with three trophy awards.
The " C.S.M. tone Trophy " (Company) was won by Sergeant
Blackaller's team ( ergeant Blackaller R. C., Lance Corporal
undy H. G. and ignalman Yorkston J . 0. J .). The" C.S.M .
Gibbings Cup " (open to the Company) and " Bowl " (open t<>
recruits only) were both won by a recruit- Signalman Pawlby
A. G. An excellent performance. In a few well-chosen words,
Major v\Testern presented the trophies to the winners.
Our best thanks to the band and concert party (a combined
show) for the excellent services which they rendered . Most of
them are members of the local unemployed centre. As we g<>
to press, we learn that the Southampton quartette spent the 31st
in seeing the sights of our delectable port under the guidance of
our C.S.M. The press gave us a splendid write-up, and, for the
first time in our existence, we were able to secure a " flash ."
This was mainly achieved through the good offices of Mr.
Gratwick. It is a happy coincidence that he should have been
sent to us, because, some time ago, he was one of u . \l\'e were
then No. 3 Company, with Sections at Topsham and Crediton .
0NECOY.
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44tb (Home Counties) Divisional Signals.
Stamford Brook Lodge, W.C.6.·
12th February.
Editorial.-It is very gratifying to receive contributions from
so many sources as is the case this month. For a long time now
"PoLYH" ar;id I hav~ endeavoured to persuade those who can
to do somethmg. Until now, our efforts have been of no avail.
It is the usual practice for" POLYH" and myself to write as we
think fit up.on subjects of interest to the unit in particular and
the Corps m general. Should we duplicate our notes it is
because one or other considers his account superior and ~either
will give way (critics, please note !)
Thought.-:-! have made cons~derable wealth by selling tickets.
I must consider whether to retue or pay my income tax.
Coro n ~tion Activities.-Myst~rious visits to the Q.M. Stores
by certam members of the umt, and a di>tracted tailor brandishing hi~ rn~asuring tape, leads us to suspect that there might
be somethmi; m the rumour that the unit will be represented on
the" Great Day." But why only rumour?
Real News.- " L" Section turned out at strength (30 N.C.Os.
and men) as a Guard of Honour to the High Sheriff of Hertfordshire on the occasion of the reading of the Proclamation of the
Accession of H.M. King George VI, at the East Barnet Town
Hall.
Unit Boxing Team.- On 30th January the unit was represented
in the Middlesex Group Boxing Championships by Signalmen
Edg".'r• Dewdney, Mooreh.ouse and the Brothers Mathews. Only
finalists counted for pomts, and we, unfortunately, did not
receive any. We are, however, up against a stiff proposition in
competing with the 7tb, 8th and 9th Battalions, :Middle ex
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Regiment (T.A.), who each entered a complete team of 12. This
was only to be expected.
The men concerned are to be congratulated on the show they
put up. It seems that boxing is beginning to look up in this
unit. We have good hopes for the future. Even so, there JS
room for more support, from both performers and supporters of
the noble art, and it is hoped that more will follow in the steps
of our present heroes.
Badmi nton Club.-On Sunday, 7th February, the Club members .(including the ladies) paraded at Headquarters for a social
evenmg. It proved to be a most entertaining and pleasant
venture. A few visitors arrived from Victoria Y .M.C.A. A
number of good games were played and everyone present
thoroughly enjoyed the evening.
On 14th February a match has been arranged to be played at.
~eadquarters . The opponents will be a team arranged by
Lieutenant J . S. Hann. Results: 44th (H.C.) Divisional
Signals, 15 ; London District School of Instruction, 1.
. Rifle Cl ub Not.es.--The Rifle Club concluded a successful year
m December with a record of 21,000 rounds of ammunition
sold. Revolver shooting was started and soon became very
popular. A system of awarding marksman's badges in three
grades was inaugurated, and 30 gilt badges, 4 silver badges and
1 gold badge were won. Signalman Hyam, in winning the gold
badge, produced some remarkable shooting. During threequarters of an hour, one evening, he fired six succes ive
possibles with ten rounds on 500 yards service targets, using the
plain · 22 service rifle at 25 yards range.
The Club's membership at the end of the year was 105 (now
115) and the coming year promises even greater successes.
The accompanying photograph shows the unit rifle team being

No. 2 (Southampton) Company.
Hamilton House, Southampton.
General.-Having completed the first phase of our indoor
training programme, we are now about to enter the second, which i.
the Linemen and D.R.s Course. The lads, who are still working
very hard and maintaining their high standard of enthusiasm,
are eagerly looking forward to the fruits of their training.
Although the rain is still teeming down, mingled with arctic
breezes, our newly-joined friends are looking still further ahead
to the outdoor Section training, which is d ue to commence on
1st April, and which will continue until our annual training in
J uly. Each Section will carry out one Sunday Exercise prior to
camp. The miniature range is still going strong, and several good
shows have been p ut up. Training on the range will also continue until J uly. The detachment for the Coronation ceremony
has been finally selected. Natu rally, excitement ran very high
while the matter was still sub-judice. The honour is very much
appreciated by all concerned.
Signals Association.--Consequent upon the provisional authority accorded to the propos~d formation of a separate branch of
the Signals Association, ~be inaugural meeting of the new
Southampton Branch was held at the headquarters of No. 2
Company, 43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals, at Hamilton House,
Southampton. Immediately the new constitution is confirmed,
both Portsmouth and Southampton branches will possess separate
titles. Captain A. F. S. Fane, O.C. No. 2 Compan y, 43rd (Wessex)
Divisional Signals, T.A., who presided, was elected as the fi rst
chairman. The other officers elected were : Vice-chairman,
R.Q.M.S. Green E.; treasurer, 2nd Lieutenant G. A. F leming;
hon. secretary, Mr. H. Dickinson ; committee, C.S.M. Baker Z
and C.S.M. Barraclough A. In congratulating the member.
upon the progress made, Captain Fane said that he had much
p leasure in a llocating a room at Signals Headquarters in Hamilton
House for their activities. It was then resolved to meet every
Monday. Mr. Dickinson, in thanking Captain Fane for th~
provision of accommodation, said that every effort wou ld b e made
to make the branch a great success. R.Q .M.S. Green E. intimated
that employers had already made application for m em bers.
Members and ex-members of the Corps or t h e Associat ion
(residing in the Sout ha mp ton area) a re asked to get in t ouch with
Mr. D ickin son, at Hamilton Ho use, South ampton.
BEGBil!.
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presented with the Middlesex Justices' Shield at the. Mi~dlesex
Guildhall on 5th ovembcr, 1936. The Shield, which is competed for annually by all the unit in the Brigade, has been. won
on eight occasion by this unit. Last year 's teams compnsed :
Lieutenant-Colonel
. H. Read, T . D., Captain W. Gilbert,
Leiutenant and Quarterma ter Harri, Lieutenant S. J . ·Silliams,
.S.M. Jordan, ergeants Brown, James and \¥all«>r, Lance
Serg<;int Jordan, Corporal Robinson a:id W?ite, Lance C'.<>rporab utting, Coles, Thomas and Hardmg, Signalman. Davies.
fhe total score was 670 points. Lance Corporal ~ utting, who
w
fifth highest in the individual scores in the whole of the
competition , received a pecial medal. As highest s~orer in
the unit team, he received a silver medal when the Shield was
presented. The other members of the team each receiv~d a
bronze medal. In addition, each member of the team received
a medal from the T.A.R.0. and a silver spoon from the unit.
"0020."
Unit Dinner.-Nearly 200 at down to dinner, held on 16th
January. It was erved by Hygenic Bakeries, Ltd., who always
do u very well, and thi was not an exception. The attendance,
which was particularly gratifying, included a well-stocked top
table with R.S.M. White in the chair. As a matter of fact, when
the i ue of free dinner beer was checked up, we had the impresion that con iderably laraer numbers were present than was
actually the case. The toasts of " The King " and " H.R.H.
The Princess Royal " were proposed by the Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. H. Read, T.D., followed by the R.S.M.,
who toasted the C.O. In reply, the C.O. gave us a brief resume
of the past year' work, with which the re ponsible people seemed
highly gratified. He mentioned that it was hi first anniversary
a Colonel and also Captain H . L. Lewis' first appearance a
Adjutant. (We have already reported that the efforts of the
unit during the Exercise last August were highly appreciated.)
Further, that Canterbury will be visited for both the Easter and
annual training instead of Arundel.
A presentation was then made of various trophies by our
Honorary Colonel and ex-:.\fodico (Lieutenant-Colonel F. Keogh,
T.D.) for sports, efficiency and shooting. Amongst the recipients
for the latter was ignalman Hyams, who is the first member of
the unit to win his gold marksman's badge (see Rifle Club otes).
Afterwards we thoroughly enjoyed the concert party of policemen, which included P.C. Bain with bis entertaining song
"Down in the field where the buttersups grow," an exceedingly
popular item. Another artist, an accordion expert, was also very
well received. The whole of the party are all old favourites at
the Drill Hall, and with their assistance we finished off an
excellent evening. Contingents from No. 2 Company (Brighton),
L. Section (Southgate), the Supplementary Reserve and all the
other Sections were well represented and thoroughly enjoyed
themselves at this very "social" function. Their enjoyment
must have to some extent repaid the efforts of the P.R.!., Captain
Rand and the committee, who organised it.
Badminton.-The newly-formed Club, we understand, is doing
very well. :\1embers are toying with the idea of buying their own
shuttlecocks.
Boxing.-Buncbes of these budding exponents are visible after
mo t drill nights. Even in the event of disarmament, we should
still have a fair fighting force.
News in General seems rather scarce this month. although
Sections and individuals are taking the mothballs out of their
equipment and "cranking" up in general for the busy season.
The first Scheme will be held on Sunday, 21st February,
followed by an early Easter at Canterbury, which most of us
know quite well now.
Re...ruits are coming in fast, and the selected applicants
apparently seem to be of the right kind.
Sergeants' Mess.-The Mess is full of " notices of motion " to
revolutionise certain standing practices. \Ve are to try holding
the monthly Mess meeting on Monday evening at 9'.30 p.m ..
instead of the usual time-honoured Sunday morning. This wiil
go on for four months, alternately Sunday morning and Monday
evening. I will report on this later for the possible benefit of
other T.A. !\lesses. Another " trial" is a radio-gramophone,
which we have on approval-ahem I We have had bad luck
with radio in the Mess for some years-signals have varied from
•• R2 " to " R nothing " throughout that time.
On Saturday, 13th February, we are holding a farewell concert
to the inimitable "Coo" Hosbach. More of this anon.
u

POLY."
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48th (South Midland) Divisional Signals.
ateswell Hou e, Hall Green, Birmingham.
5th February.
During .the last few weeks our unit has recei".ed a severe
·haking, owing to the sudden number of changes in personnel,
which have somehow or other conspired to occur together and
whereby the unit loses several very good old :£riends-and gains
ome new ones.
The Commanding Officer.- To the great regret of everyone.
Lieutenant-Colonel M. E. Holdsworth, having ompleted his
alloted span of four years as Commanding Officer, has now
relinqui hed bis command. Colonel Holdsworth's tenure of
command has, we venture to think, been one upon which he
will be able to look back with some happiness and pride. It
certajnly marks a happy period in the unit's history. When
he took over from olonel Martineau, in 1933, the trade depression from which the country was just emerging, had left its
efie~t. Colonel Hold worth was faced at that time with the
formidable task of making up considerable leeway in strength
and also encouraging the e ·prit de corps which had suffered in
con equence. An idea of the successful progress which has been

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL P. H. JONES, M.C.,
Commanding 48th (South Midland) Divisonal Signals.

COL . M. E. HOLDSWORTH .
LT.-COL. P.H. JONES, M.C.
COL. W. H . MARTINEAU.

made may be gathered from the fact that since he took over,
the strength of the unit, including three Attached Sections, has
increased to 382 other ranks, which is only a small number below
Establishment. One of the many activities to which he applied
his e:fforts was to increase the D.R. strength. This bad seldom
previously exceeded five or six. It has now risen to 2r. .Colonel
Holdsworth took a special interest in them, encouragmg the
formation of their Club, of whiclt he consented to become
President. The standard of training throughout the unit was
also raised to a degree \vbich produced very marked results on
general efficiency, and also earned for him unq ualifi.ed praise
from various Inspecting Officers.
Colonel Holdsworth had his first experience of soldiering in
1915, when he was gazetted from School to the 3rd B 1talion,
Royal Warwickshire Regiment. In 1916, he was seconded for
service with the Signal Service, Royal Engineers, and joined
the rst Division in France in September, 1916, during the
fighting for Hugh Wood. He remained with the 1st Division
until the end of the War and marched with them to the Rhine
as part of the Army of Occupatiou, commanding successively
a Cable Section, rst Brigade Section an:l W/T Section. In
July, 1919, after a mention in despatches, he was demobilised
as Lieutenant. After three years at Cambridge, he joined the
48th Divisional Signals in June, 1922.
As an old infantry soldier be is a stickler for parade discipline
and steadiness, and it was one of his pet ambitions to prove that
the Signals could march as well as any Infantry unit. Indeed,
one very warm day in Camp, the astonished unit found itself
marched into a large field and ordered to go through a set of
battalion drill exercises, details of which were unknown to them.
They were still more surprised to find that they cou ld actually
perform these exercises with a creditable d gree of precision.
The C.O. was pleased I
The Colonel is a man of action, and places greii;t value upon

personal example. One has often seen him giving a recruit a
few hints with a hammer and jumper. He also loves_ to test a
man's wits, and many a signalman, .C.O. and subaltern alike,
has found himself nonplussed under bis searching and deliberate
cross-examination, only to be reassured by a tactful explanation
and encouraging advicE!. He has a bite, too, when necessary, as
many a transgressor bas discovered to his cost. On the other
hand, he possesses a genial and witty humour, with a ready hand
of friendship for everyone, and a personality which has woo him
the esteem and admiration of all with wb.om he bas come into
contact. We are particularly gratified to learn that although
we have to lose Colonel Holdsworth as Commanding Officer, he
will continue to be in close contact with us, particularly at Camp,
by virtue of his appointment as D.C.S.O. (Southern Command),
in succession to Colonel W. H. Martineau, T.D .. who is retiring.
We should like to tender to Colonel Holdsworth our congratulations upon his appointment and the attendant step up in rank.
Colonel W. H. Martineau, T .D .. became D.C.S.O. to Colonel
Bradley, after relinquishing the command of this unit. The
unit has continued to enjoy the pleasure of his company, as well
as the benefit of his valuable criticism and experience at every
subsequent camp. He bas always kept close touch with his old
unit, and also takes an active interest in the local branch of the
O.C.A., of which he is President. He has a good memory for
faces, and invariably has a word of greeting and a handshake
for any old friends in the unit when he meets them. We greatly
regret that the time bas come for him to give up active work in
the T.A. for the present. We wi h him continued success in
every sphere of action.
We tender our respectful congratulations also to our new
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Jones, M.c .. and
also to Major E. A. James, who now becomes second-in-command.
We wish them a fortunate and successful tour of duty, with
many happy and interesting camps. As their tour takes effect
at the commencement of the Coronation year, it seems to be
particularly well-omened.
We greatly regret to record that Captain A. G. Simpson. has
also found it necessary to leave us, in order to take up a busmess
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appointment in South Africa. Captain Simpson was first
gazetted to this unit in 1928, since which time he has won for
himself universal popularity and a reputation as one of the
keenest and hardest-working young officers in the unit. He is a
man of particularly charming personality, with a frank and
sympathetic manner, unfailing sense of humour and a capacity
for getting things done. One had never seen him rattled or
seriously annoyed. His departure will be felt as a loss of a
personal friendship by many in this unit, and especially among
his brother officers and the sergeants, among whom he has spent
many happy hours. Lately, as Officer i/c " M " Section, he has
taken a particular interest in the D.R.s. For several years be
has performed the duties of P.M.C., and has organised many
successful functions in the Officers' Mess. It is certain that this
decision bas been a severe wrench for himself, as be had his
heart and soul in the unit. At the same time, it must be realised
that he has done the right thing in considering bis future career,
in which we venture to predict for him a brilliant future. In
the meantime, we wish him every success and a safe voyage.
Company Sergeant-Major Ryder.-Another " old sweat " who
now carries his bat is C.S.M. Ryder. C.S.M. Ryder has bad a
long and distinguished innings at the soldiering game. He first
enlisted in 1905, at the age of 18, in the 1st Battalion, Royal
Warwickshire Regiment, with whom he served in Quetta,
Peshawar, Deolali, Aden and other distant outposts of the
Empire. He regards the frontier line of India as familiar to.him
as Corporation Street of " Brum." The outbreak of the Great
War found him in France, where he took part in the Mons
retreat. Later he was promoted Signal Sergeant and attached
to the Loyal orth Lanes Regiment, serving in German East
Africa and in Egypt, with the 75th Indian Division. In 1918
he was back again in France, being present at Chateau Thierry,
Grand Rezi and Loogpoot, finally joining the 34th Divisional
Staff until after the Armistice. He was demobilized in 1919,
and then joined this unit in 1924. Here he came into contact
with a number of old friends, including the then Lieutenant
Martineau. He quickly regained sergeant's rank and finally
became C.S.M .. in 1932. He was awarded the coveted T.A. medal
last year. In this unit, and particularly in the Sergeants' Mess,
he came to be regarded almost as an institution, with his portly
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but active figure and his jovial and open face, reminiscent of a
brazier. \\"e must not forget to m ention both his astonishing
capacity for beer and inexha ustable repertoire of entertaining
yams (dare we say so) ometimcs of doubtful veracity. He is
affectionately known to his friends as "Barney." He now has
a son in the unit, preparing to follow in his footsteps .
In conclusion, we wish him and Mrs. Ryder many long years
of happiness and prosperity, with the hope hat we shall still
continue to enjoy the pleasure of their company. He has asked
me to include a special" agony " message to " Jock" Laing, in
the " farthest outposts. " with an injunction to " beard those
Afr:idis." (" Come home, Bill, Villa needs you l ")
R.S. M. Newma n.- The unit is unfortunate to lose the services
of its popular R. .:\I., Mr. R.
ewman, who has decided to
return to the Regular Forces. During his short stay of nearly
two years with us, he has done great work for the unit, and was
greatly liked and respected by everyone. We thank him for all
he has done for us, and wish him continued success in his military
career.
His place ha been filled by C.S.M. Bardoe, whom we heartily
congratulate on this well-deserved appointment.
ergeant Foley has also completed his tour of d uty as P.S.I.,
and returns to the Regular Army for service with Tank Brigade
Signals. Upon completion of his military service, we are glad t o
learn, he intends to take up his residence in Birmingham, where
he has now left his family. During his stay with us he has
pro,ej his value as an efficient and energetic instructor.
Another familiar figure which will be missed from the barracks
is Mr. ·w. James, who has acted as assistant caretaker for a
number of years. He is the brother of R.Q.M.S. James.
Arrivals.-\Ve are glad to welcome the following, who have
arrived to ill! the gaps in our ran~{S: ergeant Clutterbuck C.
from "A" Corps Signals, Rawalpindi; Sergeant Robson L. from
3rd Cavalry Brigade Troop, ~Ieerut ; ex- ergeant Bob Barlow
(" Barleux " in " poisson ") from 3rd Divisional Signals, to take
up clerical duties in the R.Q.:\1.S. Office. It is rumoured that
"Inspector Faceache" has reported for duty at the Ladywood
Police Station, which might account for the delightful traffic
situation round Five-Ways and the Ivy Bush. "Ukann Larfe"
is believed to be opening a milk brewery near the Aston Villa
ground, where " Hermoine " has been appointed chief-thrower
of wet turf.
New Officer.-A hearty welcome also to 2nd Lieutenant G.
K. Parsons, late of Vfrekin College O.T.C., who h as just been
appointed to this unit.
Regimental Ball.-The Annual Ball is regarded in Birmingham
as one of the principal social events of the winter season. On
Friday, 22nd January, it attracted a big gathering of Territorial
officers and their ladies to the Grand Hotel. The Grosvenor
Suite was tastefully decorated for the occasion, and the dress
uniforms of the various regiments enb.anced a colourful scene.
The Honorary Colonel, Sir Bertram Ford, Colonel M. E. Holdsworth, and Major P. H. Jones all had large parties. The guests
included Colonel 0. D. Smallwood, Officer Comm;tnding Troops
in Birmingham, and Mrs. Smallwood ; Lieutenant-Colonel A.
Erskine Murray, Secretary of the Warwickshire Territorial
Association, and :\frs. Murray ; Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Round ;
and Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. R. E. Parr. At supper, the
loyal t oasts were proposed by the Honorary Colonel. Dancing
continued until 2 a.m.
Annual Mess Dinner.-This function was held on Friday, 5th
February, at Cateswell House. when the officers bade their
official farewell to the r etiring Commanding Officer. Among
the guests present were The Lord Mayor of Binningham {Alderman Harold Roberts), the Divisional Commander (Major-General
S.S. Butler), Colonel ir Bertram Ford, Colonel 0. D. Small wood,
Si.r Henry Fairfax Lucy, Lieutenant-Colonel A. Erskine Murray,
Lieutenant-Colonel F. H. Lawrence, Lieutenant-Colonel A. J.
Round, Lieutenant-Colonel R. E. Parr and Colonel C. E . Boyce
(C.R.A., 48th Division).
Sergeants• Mess.-The Sergeants' Mess gratefully acknowledges
Golonel Sir Bertram Ford's general Ch ristmas gift, which is
greatly appreciated. As a parting gift, Captain A. G . Simpson
bas pr~e.nted t~ th~ Mess a magnificent Cup for the Snooker
Competition, which 1s also thankfully acknowledged. It will be
a valued memento of Captain Simpson's association with t h e
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Cour~es.-Those at present in progress are for morse operators

and switchboard operators. D.R.s had a Sunday training on
17th January, under 2nd Lieutenant Lee.
Congratulations to C.S.M. Galpin W . and C.Q.M.S. Powell J.
upon their step up in seniority.
Congratulations, too, to Sergeant Wilkinson J. F ., who b.as
been awarded the T.A. Efficiency Medal.
He_arty good wish~ also to ?Ur popular M.O. upon his recent
marnage. 'W_e all wi~h Captam and Mrs. Whitfield many long
years of marned happmess. May all their troubles be little ones.
Old Comr~des' Associati~n.-The Birmingham Branch of the
~.C . A .. coutmues to flourish and its membership is steadily
mcreasmg. Colonel W. H. Martineau , who is president of the
B_ranch, would like to welcome as members any Army exS1gnals, .who mtend to ~eside in Birmingham. They should
commumcate with Captam H. Bartllett, who is hon. secretary,
at C'.lteswell_ House, Hall Green. The winter social programme
continues with great success. Concerts and dinners are being
held at the Crown Hotel, Corporation Street.
~t is verf gratify!ng to note that the Sergeants' Mess of this
umt. has given their support to the Branch, helping it along
considerably. The next social event will be a smoking concert
in March.
Bung ho till next time.
GETCHER.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signa~s, T.A.
and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds.

C .S.M. RYDER (as C.Q .M.S. in 1932) .

Mess. This year the Snooker Handicap was won by C.S.M. Sant,
with C.S.M. Langham W. as runner-up.
Kiddies' Party.- The Children's Party was held on 18th
December. The Commanding Officer and Colonel Sir Bertram
Ford looked in during the evening and stayed for some time.
C.S.M. Langham officiated as Santa Claus.
Other Events.- Successful dances took place on 16th and 30th
January.
On 27th February, the Officers' and Sergeants' Dinner will be
held. This event is always eagerly looked forward to by all
concerned.
On 6th March, the Dinner for the sergeants and their wive
will be held.
D.R.s Social.- The D.R.s Club organised a successful social
evening on Friday, 29th January. It was held in the Men's
Mess, and was attended by members and their friends, amongst
whom were a number of ladies. The evening opened with an
entertainment, for which we were indebted to Corporals B ill and
Davies and Signalman Smith, who combined to form an excellent.
t r io with piano, drums and accordion ; Corporals Arnott and
Osman, who sang some excellent songs ; Signalman Fairclough,
who obliged with one or two impromptu comic songs ; and Mr.
Tommy Watkins (professional entertainer). Colonel Holdsworth
Captain F. E. B. J ones and Captain A. G. Simpson were also
present. An opportunity was taken to bid farewell to Colonel
Holdsworth, who is president of the club, and to Captain Simpson
(vice-president), who has also commanded the Sub-Section for
two years. The chairman, ergeant Goffe, on behaH of the
D.R.s, expressed their appreciation of these officers' efforts and
interest in the D .R.s' Club. He expressed regret at the parting,
w ishing them success in the future. Colonel Holdsworth and
Captain Simpson each made a very kind response. After refreshments, which were in the capable hands of Mrs. Parson s, t he
evening was given over to a dance.
Recruiting.- Recru it in g goes on apace, and it is almost certain
that the u nit will go to Camp, at Budleigh Salter ton this year,
well up t o strength.

Social Events.-The Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Ball
was held on 22nd January, and over loo couples enjoyed a very
good evening's entertainment. The Drill Hall was decorated
very nicely, and the numerous fairy lights, peeping out of the
garlands, added to the general beauty of the scene. It was
no_ticed that the " bar turns " were not so prolonged as usual ;
this may have been due to the fact that the dancing was so
excellent. All good things come to an end, and, with many
genuine expressions of regret, the last dance was held at about
2 a .m . This was the last of our social events for a while, and
now it's a case of getting down to work. With the permission
of our Comm·aoding Officer, our next Ball will be held on 1 rth
May. As this will be the Coronation Ball, we must make this
event worthy of the auspicious occasion.
Trai ni ng.-Uoit training is proceeding according to plan, and
every Tuesday and Thursday evening our Drill Hall is a hive of
activity. A Regimental Signallers' Course commenced on 1st
February, and 31 Regimental Signallers from units in the 49th
(W.R.) Division assembled at Gibraltar Barracks for two weeks'
intensive training. These N .C.O.s and men are housed and fed
by us, and all instruction tl1is year was given by our P .S.I.s,
assisted by Sergeant Upton of this unit. The results decidedly
warrant the Course being held, and proves that the " Terriers "
can still do their stuff.
Officers.- We offer a very hearty welcome to 2nd Lieutenant
G. I. Bray, who was gazetted to this unit on 31st October, 1936.
The best of luck, sir, and congratulations on getting posted to
such an excellent unit ! (At least, we think so!)
Mar riages.-Our heartiest congratulations are offered to
Lieutenant E. B . Tinney on his marriage to l\Iiss Laura Marguerite
Capewell, at St. Edmunds Church, Roundhay, Leeds, on 1st
January. Best wishes for the future, sir, from all members of
the T.A. and S.R.
Birth.- Congratulations to C.S.M. and Mrs. Brewster on the
birth of a daughter, on 3rd February.
Promotions and Appcintments.-Congratulations to Curtis B.
(P.S.I., Air Contingent Signals, S.R) on attaining the rank of
Sergeant. (We understand that the blue book has now been
discarded.)
Coronation Parade.-Two officers and twenty-five other ranks
from the T.A. and one officer and twelve other ranks from the
S.R. have been stle ;ted to represent their units on the Coronatio.n
Parade, which is to be held in London on i2th May. Great 1s
the honour, and t he competition for places was remarkable :

practically the whole of the units wished to attend. To those
who were not selected, let me say that we could not all go, there
w~re bound to be disappointments. However, the great occasion
will be duly honoured with a big parade at Leeds, so we shall be
able to obtain a little solace there.
Sport.-:The unit is t.a king part in two sporting events at the
end of this ~onth. First, there is a cross-country run against
local T .A. :umts, and, secondly, a P .T . Competition against the
7th Battalion, West Yorkshire Regiment. The best of luck to
both teams!
Sergeants' Mess.-An interesting relic of the past has ju~t
~en presented to the.Mess by Signalman Jowett of the S.R. It
is a scroll, with a design, that gives the names of all those who
were members of the Mess in 1889. This scroll was di~overed
by Signalman Jowett when he was demolishing an old house on
the outskirts of Leeds. It is not known who made the scroll but
it is of great interest to many of the old members of this M~.
Currie of Glasgow.- It is with great regret that we learn,
through the medium of the 52nd Lowland Signal Unit's notes of
last month, that C.Q.M.S. Jock Currie has left the service. Jock
was one of the best, and a great asset to his unit. We, of the
S.R. at Leeds, will not readily forget his help and cheerfulness
at Homsea in 1935, and although he has left the service, we hope
that he will not forget his old pals at Leeds. There are many
here, Jock, who would have liked to have shaken hands with
you and to have drank to Old Lang Syne. The best of luck and
all good wishes !
M.S. R.

SOtb (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
Ne. 2 (Middlesbrough) Company.
General.-\lVinter training for the Company is now nearly
over and has been a decided success. Operator N.C.0.s and men
sat for the first period, during which a much-noticed improvement in operating was discerned. The linemen N.C.O.s t ook
part in the second period.
During the month of February, the P.S.I. is concentrating
on those recruits who have recently joined the Company. He
proposes, during that period, to explain those essentials so
essential in the making of good soldiers for the Corps.
A Drill and Duties Course for N.C.O.s is due to commence on
23rd February. It is to be a week's concentrated training, and
is expected to produce a 100 per cent. attendance.
Social.--Our Annual Dance this year was held in our own
Drill Hall instead of a private hall elsewhere. This function was
a decided success, and much credit is due to the organisers, who
must have devoted a lot of time and energy towards the fi ne
spectacle which it provided. We were very sorry that, owing t o
inJluenza, our Colonel was not in attendance. I know that
Lieutenant-Colonel T. T . J. Sheffield was just as sorry he was
unable to attend.
On Friday, 15th January, ro. 1 Company ch:.llenged us t o a
game of badminton on their court. We had a very enjoya ble
evening's entertainment.
Boxing.-Our bo,.,ing team this year tied for second place.
\Ve must, however, plead shortage of entries to complete o ur
team. 'We would like to congratulate the competitors on their
splendid performance.
Shooti ng.-We hope to entertain the Turf Hotel at a return
shoot on our miniature range on 5th March.
MID B RO .

Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals, T.A.
Unit Headquarters and No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company
Fonthill Barracks, Aberdeen .
General.-During the past few months, Foothill Barracks has
been in the hands of masons and painters. Renovations -are
now almost completed and the whole barracks bear a more
congenial aspect. The long-expected new Sergeants' Mess is
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completed. Sergeant Williamson has been ma.inly responsible
for putting the place into ship-shape order, and I must say that
his efforts are appreciated. The C.O., 0. . o. I Company, and
P.R.!. have given every assistance in regard to our.welfare, a~d
it is considered that the Mess is now one of the cosiest places m
barracks.
Colonel P. C. natt, M.c., our late C.S.O., has bid us good-bye.
\Ve welcome )fajor C. \'\'heeler, who has taken over from Colonel
Snatt. :llajor Wheeler paid a visit to Foothill Barracks on uth
February and gave us a fatherly look-over. It is hoped that his
associations with the unit may be very happy. All stores and
places (except the dark holes) were visited. The R.S.~1.. having
chased all round the barracks trying to locate the C.S.O., then
finding him, very much doubts the last sentence.
Training.-The second series of \\"inter Courses are now
drawing to a close. A very useful full-time \Vireless Course has
been held, and it is hoped that many of "A" Section have reaped
the benefit. A full-time Course for operators will also take place
at the end of February.
Dances.-The usual H.Q. and o. 1 Company and i o. 207
Section monthly dance was held on 13th February. A most
enjoyable evening resulted. It is regretted that other functions
prevented the attendance of our C.O. and second-in-command,
but we are assured that they will be present for the last dance,
which is to be held in March. This dance is always enjoyed, and
it is hoped to see representatives from No. 2 and No. 3 Companies.
They can depend on a very happy evening.
The \\'.O.s and Sergeants of No. 2 Company, in conjunction
with the 51st (H.) Division, R.A.0.C., W.0.s and Sergeants, held
a dance in Stirling the same evening. The clashing of these
events was regretted. A representative from H.Q .. who is no
stranger to tirling, gave them the once over-or did they give
him, seeing that he left before the function ended. He reports
that the dance was an A1 show, and wishes to thank everyone
at Stirling for their hospitality. The visit was all the more
remarkable on account of the appearance of most of those old
stalwarts, Marshall E., Thomson J ., Ingram J ., Troup A., Law
J. and Cormack D. It must have appeared like old times to
see the four first-named and our representative in the same set
of " strip the willow." Many old times were recalled between
dances. , Tuff said I
Increases and Decreases.-It is impossible to welcome all
recruits personally or to mention the departures, but particular
reference must be made to another well-known stalwart of
No. 2 Company, C.Q .:II.S. Sprunt, who has reached the age
limit . He has done yeoman service as C.Q.M.S. in his Company
since 1921, and, except for the tltinness of his pate, appears as
virile as the majority of those still serving. It is a pity that such
".C.O.s are not allowed to simply fade away whilst they are
still serving.
H.Q. AND l Cov.

No. 2 (Stirling) Company
General.-As inticipated last month, great interest is being
ta.ken in the Operators' and Linemen's Courses, which are now
in full swing. All recruits to the Company are attending one or
the other, with a goodly sprinklinu of the older members, who
are ~~tempting to wrest a few more " ackers " from the " old
firm.
Coronation of His Majesty King George Vl.-Headquarters
have sent us our allotment of other ranks for the Coronation
Parades in London. A circular was then sent to everyone in
the Company asking who would be available. Fifty per cent.
of the Company replied, and now the fortunate SIX have been
selected. We are sure they will uphold the traditions of the
unit on this memorable occasion. For the information of those
other ranks of ~ -os. 1 and 3 Companies, who are also attending,
the names of the fortunates are: Sergeant Harper J., Corporal
Rushforth A., Lance Corporal Gray D., Signalmen Marshall T.,
IcCallum H. and Stewart \V.
Training.-Our O.C. (Captain James Cochran) and second-incommaod (Lieutenant James Gray) have recently been to
Bulford to attend a demonstration of the latest methods of
communication in the Corps. They were ltighly interested in
everything they saw. We understand there is no truth in the
rumour that girls are being recruited t o operate the tele-printers.
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A very interesting lecture and demonstration on the No. I
Sets was given by the R.S.M. to all officers and N.C.0.s on
Tuesday, 9th February. After the lecture, two sets were erected
at opposite ends of the hall, and everyone present had an opportunity of getting " through." All are agreed that it is a delightful
set to handle, in fact, ome of the N.C.0.s were so fascinated that
they had to be literally prised off the sets with a crowbar. The
hall would otherwise have been open yet. Our thanks are due
to R .S. L Hillman for a pleasant and instructive evening. We
only regret that he couldn't leave the Sets behind, when he
returned the next day to Aberdeen.
Recruiting.-Apropo the remarks of the ecretary of State
for War that " Recruiting for the Territorial Army is 150 per
cent better for January, 1937, than for January, 1936." We are
of the opinion that the majority of the men to which he refers
are offering themselves for enlistment in this Company. We
are right up to strength (indeed 10 per cent. over Establishment),
and we have now commenced a waiting list.
Conclusion.-Having reached the end of my rope, I will say
au 1'Bvoi1' on behalf of
Twuco.

No. 3 (Kirkcaldy) Company
General.-As I have been unable to locate a likely man as a
correspondent, and the time for notes is here again, I suppose
I'll have to compile something, in the hope that someone un·
known to me, with literary knowledge, will come forward to
carry on the good work in future.
Friday, 15th January, was our first drill night. We were
rather disappointed to see no recruits, but several have come
along since. It is hoped to get still better results. We wish
these recruits a hearty welcome, and hope that their stay will be
a long and happy one.
Courses.-Sergeant Davidson and Lance Corporal Campbell
'>\·ere attached for a seven-days' Drill and Musketry Course to
the 1st Battalion, Gordon Highlanders, at Edinburgh, and
have returned with a "Q." They are now imparting their
knowledge on drill nights, and the result is quite encouraging.
A second Winter Paid Course also commenced in January. We
hope to obtain good results on the Trade Board in March.
Recreation.-A Company Whist Drive and Dance is being
held in the Drill Hall on 26th February. This is our " big
entertainment" and we hope to have representatives of the
other two Companies present to swell the numbers.
Things We Should Like to Know.-Why a.re the No. 1 Sets
kept at Aberdeen ?
FIFESIGS.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Unih.
21, Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W.
Adjutant Patterson.-It is not every day that Jardine Street
welcomes a new Adjutant. It was our pleasant duty early this
year to pass the hand of fellowship to Captain L. D. M. Patterson,
2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot, who has assumed the role of
Adjutant, Glasgow S.R. Signal Units. Captain Patterson has
already created a favourable impression. Possessed of a pleasant
and attractive personality, he gives promise of a successful,
happy stay at Glasgow. We can assure Captain Patterson of our
unfailing support. We look forward with pleasure to this new
phase in the history of our S.R. Units. Captain Patterson
signalized his appointment to Glasgow by entering the bonds of
matrimony, an event which was suitably marked by his brother
officers at Jardine 'Street. We wish Captain and Mrs. Patterson
a long and happy married life. We trust that they will be ri~hly
blessed.
Hoots Man !-What had happened to him? Many moons
had passed since we had seen him. There was never a word of
this ancient man of the Argylls. We refer to the redoubtable
Andy Houston. Shame on the scribe who only recently discovered that the "Hoots man" had become involved in a
railway accident while following his employment. Houston is
on the way to complete recovery. People are buying him beer
again. Good luck to auld " Hoots " 1
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Our Honorary Colonel.- The recent Honours List was of vast
interest to Jardine Street, and indeed to the entire Corps. Sir
Harry Macgowan, our Honorary Colonel, was created a Baron.
The career of our Honorary Colonel is too well known for us to
dwell upon. We take an honest pride in being associated with
this truly great man, the one-time office boy who now controls
Imperial Chemical Industries. The new Baron has shown
unabated inte~est in the Lowland Signals, and also the Corps as
a whole. It gives us the very greatest pleasure in recording yet
another richly deserved honour conferred on one of the Lowland
Signals' most illustrious sons.
Strain and Sca~inish.-Sergeant Sam Strain, No. 3 Company,
?.R., has ~een hvmg a lonely li~efor the past two months. Sammy
1s. almost IS?lii:ted on the Scarm1sh shore of the mystic island of
Tiree. He is m ch'.'rge of a one-man wireless station, which has
been erected on this lonely coast. The Strain fellow informs us
that he is now adjusting himself to the life of the hermit. " The
island is absolutely flat in more ways than one," writes Sam.
T~ere are i:o hills: T~,ere is..not a single tree. To crown everythm.g, the 1sla~d 1s a dry. area, and Sam is dependent upon
the irregular v1s~ts .of t~e mail boa~ for his supply of Worthington.
However, Sam 1s m his glory amid batteries and switches. He
maintains contact with the outside world via Portpatrick Radio.
It's wonderful where some of our fellows get to I
Gould Gone.- Sergeant Gould, P.S.I. with our T.A. Units, has
left us for a fairly lengthy stay at Catterick. Meanwhile, the
Clyde continues to flow and Glasgow has not ceased to flourish.
Yet we miss the Gould man.
Recruiting...-We are at it tooth and nail. On the whole we
are doing well. There is still much to be done. \'I/bat of the
handsome rewards for our best recruiters ? Who are to Le the
winners ? The betting is on the Men's Club supplying the
answers.
Harken, Hobby !-If this should catch the eye of C.S.M.
Hobby H . B., Air Contingent Signals, S.R., Leeds, we would be
pleased. We learn from the Janaury number of THE WIRE
that C.S.M. Hobby has been awarded the Long Service and Good
Conduct Medal. The Glasgow Construction Sections, S.R., take
this opportunity of congratulatinu their old friend. We have
vivid recollections of Hobby, the " Beer Baron of Hornsea."
He did us more than one good turn during the happy period that
we spent with our Leeds comrades at Hornsea in August, 193.5
The Officers.- It would seem as if there were signs of Spring
in the air. We recently encountered Lieutenant :IIcGaw, and
Lieutenant Mitchell, S.R., ambling amid the cloisters. We have
not heard from Lieutenant Gordon Gee and Iris Motor Cyclists'
Club for some time. Even Lieutenant Luke, T.A., of wireless
fame, is lying low. However; we realise that this is the " off"
season.
In Days of Old.- From a W.O.s' and Sergeants' Mess record,
dated 31st October, 1901.- " It has been arranged that Mess
members will visit the Glasgow District Subway Power Station.
This opportunity should not be missed." Here is a petition to
the Mess Committee, dated 12th May, 1904.-" On the hypothesis
that consideration should be given to cigarette smokers, it is
requested that cigarettes be kept in the bar. Only smokers of
thick black twist are catered for."
Before .Jardine Street.- " An officers' ' At Home' was held at
Headquarters, 1st Lanarkshire Engineers, 4, Albany Place,
Charing Cross, on Wednesday evening last. Colonel Sir Donald
:Matheson, K.C.B., was present, and there was a large and fashionable turn-out of friends. The decorations were on a very elaborate
scale, the ceiling being covered with red , white and blue cloth, and
arms an 1 flags were placed at intervals around the hall, the
effect being very pleasing. Mr. Cole's string band supplied the
music with their usual success." - (G/a,sgow Evening News,
2nd April, 1 8 .)
" A detachment of Lanark (Glasgow) Engineers is at Chatham,
under Captain Crawford, who was told by the Adjutant on
Wednesdny that his men were the cleanest on parade."(Glasgow Evening News, 29th ugu t, 1 90.)
Broadcaster. - There is a very popular broadcaster to schools
on the Scottish programme these days. He is none other than
our late Commanding Officer, Leiutenant-Colonel J. S. :r.Iuirhead,
o.s.o., M.C. It is no small wonder that this accomplished gentleman is proving a great d raw with the scholars. His talks are
now looked upon as a feature of Scottish school broadcasts.
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Big Wulkie.-We hear that Foreman of Signals McLellan, of
Lockerbie, has struck a bad patch. He has had a lean season
iu the pigeon-racing business. He has had to buy all his booze
since Gailes Camp. However, the big fellow sends his very best
wishes entirely gratis.

53rd (W elsb) Divisional Signals
15th February.
It is with the deepest regret that we record the death of Captain
T. J . Gollop, T.o., at his home at Chesham, Bucks, on 7th
February. He joined the 53rd (Welsh) Divisional R.E.s in 190 ,
and in the Great War served at Gallipoli and Salonica, and was
also present at the entry into Jerusalem. He received his commission during the \Var, and was mentioned in despatches for
particularly fine work in Palestine. Rejoining the 53rd (Welsh)
~ivisiona! Signals in May, 1920, he was truly in his element, and
his experience proved most valuable. It is difficult to realise
that we shall see him no more. " Tommy " will be sadly missed.
The officers held a Tactical Training Course in the Hereford
district on 6th-7th February. The subject was " The preparation
of a defensive position." Incessant rain throughout the Sunday
failed to dampen their pirits, and a most interesting and instructive week-end was spent. Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Brown,
M.c., Chief Signal Officer, Western Command, attended the
Course, giving us the benefit of his experience.
The W.O.s and N.C.O.s were invited by the officers to a
Games' Tournament in the :i\'less on 3rd February. Tltis function
proved to be most enjoyable. Advantage was taken of the
occasion to present R.S.M. McCormick with a cheque on Iris
retirement. He is joining the War Department Constabulary, at
Bramley, and we wish rum good luck in his new sphere.
A very interesting function took place on the evening of 8th
February, when the members of the canteen presented Colonel
R. C. Seel, M.c., T.D., with a silver cigarette box on his retirement
as Commanding Officer of the unit. Colonel Seel, in thanking
them, spoke of Iris happy experiences during the sb..1:een years'
service with the unit. He asked that the same support should
be passed to his successor (Major W. G. Trice).
W.O.'s and Sergeants' Mess.-On Wednesday, 10th February,
a very pleasant evening was spent at the United Services' Mess
on the occasion of a return visit. About twenty members were
present. The usual games of snooker, whist, crib, etc., were
played, and the result was a draw. During the evening, we were
cordially welcomed by Mr. Williams (chairman of the U.S.M.).
Our president, who responded, mentioned that the visit to Park
Street, as well as the return visit, were two of the outstanding
events of the year.
We take this opportunity of welcoming from B ulford, C.S.M.
Field C., who assumes the duties of R.S.M. of the unit. May his
stay be a happy one I

54tb (East Anglian). Divisional Signals.
No. 2

CompilDY-

General.-The period known as the " close season " ended
with the advent of Paid Evening Classes, which commenced on
9th February. The old familiar sounds of morse echoes through
the lecture-room, and the number of new faces that one sees at
these classes indicates the interest which even the latest-ioined
recruit shows in signalling. We shall see how deep their interest
actually is when the Trade Board results are published.
Tele. wagons have been uncovered after their "'"inter sleep and
are now being made pretty in preparation for week-end Schemes,
and, of course, the " Section Cup." " F " Section have rromised
to excel their last year's exhibition of how a wagon . hould be
cleaned. "E" Section will ha,·e to go "all-out" to beat them
thi~ \'Car.

Boxing.-Here are the resu lts of a competition, which was held
between the 54th Divisi.mal Signals and the 9tli Queen's Roya.I
Lancers during December, 1936. All competitors named are
members of this unit : Signalman Willinger, won on points ;
(Continued on page i.10)
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SPORTS NOTES
Sipal Training Centre.
The following are the results of the oi;th-Eastem Counties'
Cross-country Championships, held at Darlington, on Saturday.
6th February.
BOYS' RACE.
Royal Signals, Catterick
18 points.
53
2. Gateshead Harriers
3. Gateshead Congers
..
:.
, ·:
· · . 79
"
Distance, four miles. Individual wmner s tune, 21 mms. 44 secs.
ROYAL SIGNALS TEAM PLACINGS (Four to C?unt).
Boy Clover P.
..
..
3rd.
22 mms. I 1 sec.
Lance Corporal Boy Roberts D .
4th.
22
17
Boy Richards R.
5th.
22
43
Boy McKenna R.
6th.
23
2
Boy Watson A.
7th.
23
7
Boy Malone G.
uth.
23
40
Boy Baldock L.
..
. 14th.
23
50
The team retains the ewbould Shield .
JUNIOR RACE.
Blaydon Harriers
..
81 points.
84
2. Royal Signals, Catterick
.
:oo
3. Darlington
Distance, six miles. Individual winner's time, 33 mms. 9 secs.
ROYAL SIGNALS TEAM PLACINGS (Six to count) .
Signalman Craig I. . .
School.
6th. 35 mins. 40 secs.
Signalman Batchelor S.
" D "
7th. 35
45
Signalman Butler F.
" F "
13th. 36
20
Signalman Potter J .
School. 14th. 36
35
Signalman l\foore R.
:: E ::
21st.
Pte. Appleton J.
. . .. ,.
E .
23rd.
..
"
Signalman Campion J. ( F ) .
Signalman Darby A. ( D ) •
Signalman Goodsir W. (" D.W."). Gunner Stanger J . (" E ") .
1.

School of Signals.
Mackworth Trophy.-For the third year in s uccession the
School have won the Rugby Shield. This time the final score
was convincing, "E" Company being defeated to the tune of
14--0. The game was not a walk-ov~r, our opponents fought
hard all the time. Weight and experience m the S~hool pack
told heavily, and some of the forward rushes were a J~Y to see.
Three tries were scored by fonvards and one by Signalman
Cooper at fly-half, an excellent " snap " try, showing how
opportunities can be taken. The try was converted by Lance
Corporal Beck.
Team : Captain T. W. Boileau, Lieutenant G. H. Starr, Lance
Sergeant Inglis, Corporal Teal, Lance Corporals Beck '.1-nd
Pearson, Driver Marsden, and Signalmen Todd, Cooper, Qumn,
Armitage, Williams, Lutener, Hall and Peck.

" F" Company, Training Battalion.
During the month the boxing championships have been h~ld.
Details "'ill be found later in these notes. It was very pleasmg
to note the standard attained by most boys, and more especially
among recruit boys. On Wednesday, 10th February, we had a
boxing match against Ampleforth College. These results ~re
also shov.'Il later. \ Ve have entered five teams for the Cattenck
Garrison Enlisted Boys' Boxing Tournament, which is being
held on Monday and Tuesday, 15th and 16th F ebruary.
Hockey.-We have been eliminated from the Mackworth
Trophy in the first round by the School of Signals, to whom we
-0.ffer our congratulations.
Cross-country.- We assisted the Battalion to win the ~rst of
the Garrison Runs. On Saturday, 6th February, at Darlington,
the boys won the North-Eastern Counties Cross-country Run

for the second year in succession. Three members of ~his Company formed part of the Signal Training Centre Junior Team,
which ran a very close second to Blaydon . Fuller reference to
this will, no dou bt, be made by the Officer i/c Athletics, ?igi:tal
Training Centre. Our congratulations to the boys and 1uruor
teams on such fine performances.
Rugby.- Our Company team were beaten at Ampleforth by
the College, but the boys' team of the Company beat Ampleforth
Colts at Catterick.
Association Football.- We are still trying to catch up with the
League programme. This has been greatly disorganised by the
weather. Our "A" team are the present League leade:s. and
should have no difficulty in finishing as the winners. This t~am
is still in the Boys' Army Cup, and _have been drawn agamst
the Training Ba ttalion, Royal Engmeers, . m the fi_fth ~ound
(semi-final, " B " Section) at Catterick. Tlus n_ia~ch_ 1s gomg to
be played on the 17th instant. We are :rery optimis~ic about the
result. Victory would mean our entry mto the semi-final of the
Boys' Army Cup.
Boys' Boxing Championships-Finals.
SPECIAL CONTEST AT 5 STONE 9 LBS.- Boys Wilmott and
Scholz gave a very entertaining display and fough~ a draw.
B ANTAM-WEIGHT.- Boy Griffin T . beat Boy Allan T.
FLY-WEJGHT.-Boy Green B. beat Boy Donnelly (Recruit).
MoSQUITO-WEIGHT.-Boy Warren R . beat Boy Rowe N .
(Recruit).
MIDGET-WEIGHT.- Boy Carr K. beat Boy Cox (Recruit).
MIDDLE-WEIGHT.-Boy Athow W. beat Boy Wythe A.
CATCH-WEIGHT.-Boy Billett W. beat Boy Trumpeter Bennett

s.

LIGHT-WEIGHT.-Boy Finnigan T . beat Boy Newstead
(Recruit).
WELTER-WEIGHT.-Boy Roberts D. beat Boy Murray A.
FEATHER-WEIGHT.-Boy Sullivan W . beat Boy Lissetter R.
Boxini- Ampleforth College versus " F " Company.
MIDGET-WEIGHT
. . Brady M.
lost to Boy Carr.
MosQUJTO-WEIGHT
Dowling
lost to Boy Warren.
FLY-WEIGHT
Longueville lost to Boy Gr~en.
BANTAM-WEIGHT . .
Miles
beat
Boy Gr.1ffin.
Munro
beat
Boy Pntchard.
"
Brady P.
beat
Boy Lissetter.
FEATHER-WEIGHT
Garbett
lost to Boy Finnigan.
LIGHT-WEIGHT
Grieve
beat
Boy Finnigan.
W~LTER-~~IGHT
Rochford
beat
Boy Roberts.
Result: Ampleforth, 14 points; "F" Company, 13 points.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Football.-Owing to leave, etc, this bra~cb of sport was at a
standstill from the end of November until 23rd January . . On
this date, we travelled out to Scalby in quest of league. pomts.
After a very good game, under the worst possible cond1hons, we
had to leave full points behind as we were narrowly defeated by
2---1. In this match, our team played very well, after a Ion~
period of idleness. We actually held the lead by ~-0 until
about six minutes from the end. Scalby then equalised, and,
•just on time, they were _aw_arded a penalty for "hands," from
which they scored the wmnmg goal.
Our next match should have been versus the Junior Imps in
the second round of the Scarborough and District Cup on 30th
January. Owing to an unu su_ally b~vy snowfall in Scarborough.
and in spite of hard work m trymg to clear the ground, the
referee ruled the ground as unplayable. 6th February brought
better conditions, when the game took place. A large number ~f
spectators gathered to witness the match, and what a game it
was. It was evident from the kick-off that both teams were
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determined ~ - win, raids being made on each goal right from the
atart. Aftei ten minutes' play we unfortunately lost the services
of our right-nalf (Corporal Macdonald P.), who twisted bis knee
rather badly and was unable to take further part in the game.
Tue Imps were not long in taking advantage of the position,
&nd reconstructing their method of play, were soon one goal up.
At the end of thirty minutes' play the Imps were further ahead
by a very clever goal, which was shot from an acute angle by
their centre-forward. Two goals down and only ten men looked
rather black for us but we never gave up and, as a result of
our pressure, we were awarded a penalty. Signalman Johnson
W. made no mistake with the kick. This put a better face on
things, and again the spectators were treated to thrills created
by the keenness of both side~. Half-time arrived without any
further scoring.
On resumption of play, first one side, then the other, were
&ttacking, and there were good shots and good clearances on
both sides. Signals appeared to be taking the upper hand by
now and often had the Imps defence in a tangle. During one
of the exciting raids on the Imps' goal, the ball was cleared to
about mid-field from which position Corporal Barnicott took a
real " first-timer " that looked a scorer all the way. The ball
was, however, blocked by the number of players in the Imps'
goal area, but in the resultant mi:lee, Driver .Meikle got possession
and brought the teams level by a good goal. This certainly
served to put cup-tie fever into the players and the game.
Despite our handicap, we still looked like holding a winning
chance. The chance arrived about ten minutes from the end,
when Driver Hirst-opportunist to the letter-made no mistake
in driving the ball into the corner cf the net. A grand winning
goal. The few remaining minutes were even more exciting than
at any time during the game. Our defence grimly held on to
their lead, and the end came with the score 3-2 in our favour.
It would be hard to select any one player for particular
mention. They all played an inspired and sporting game against
a very good sporting team. That great drive of Corporal Barnicott's, which lead to the equalising goal, was a very worthy
effort by our very hard-working centre-half.
On 13th January we had the Y.M.C.A. (babes of the League)
in a league match at home. In this game we played several of
our new arrivals, and although they gave us a " fright " at times,
we retired easy winners with the score 6---2 in our favour.
DoN.

" H" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Egypt.
Football.-Since our return from Palestine, the Troop and
L.A.D. combined has been participating in a Subsidiary Competition, held by the 8th Hussars, for the benefit of the Troops
which were eliminated before the semi-final of the 8th Hussars
Inter-Troop Shield Competition.
Up to the present, the Troop has won two rounds, versus the
Band and "A" Squadron, H.Q. Troop, 3-1 and 6-1 respectively. In doing so we have qualified to enter the semi-final.
In the latter game we were without the services of our star
centre-forward, Lance Corporal Cox, who was absent O\ving to
being selected to play for R.H.Q. hockey team in th~ final of
the Squadron Hockey Competition. A clock was ~s reward
for efforts in this branch of sport. We were also han~Cl7PP~d. by
the fact that a hard-working back, Signalman Jones, 1s melig1ble
to play for us because he was a member of the :winning te_am in
the Inter-Troop Competition proper. Fate, m the gmse of
Records, has dealt us a body blow by taking fo~r ~f our players
to the U.K., and with them go our hopes of wmnmg the Competition unless we have a few Drakes or Dean~ po~ted to us
when the Troop is made up to strength. (4th D1v. will nee? to
watch some of these ex-" H " Troopites perform. Eh, Reggie ?)
Tennis.early every afternoon our budding Perrys ~nd
Vines can be seen tripping forth to the courts for pracbc?.
(Between you and me, they need it, but don't tell t~em I sa~d
so.) Anyone passing the courts, when the said sessions are. m
progress, would probably think that a bull-fight was being
held. (You agree with me, Robbo, don't you ?)

Egypt Signals.
Notes of any kind seem to have been rather scarce from the
Unit for the last twelve months, and so here is a resume of ~e
activities of the Corps in Egypt in the realms of sport durmg
the last nine months.

Cricket, 1936.- From a competitive point of view, the cricket
team did not do well. The team went to Alexandria, where they
were defeated by the 2nd Battalion, Grenadier Guards, in the
.first roi;nj of the Command Cup. It was a good game, but our
fielding was poor, and we eventually lost by some Bo runs. Th•
whole side were capable of making runs, but rarely did so consistently, and there was not enough quality in our bowling.
Lieutenant H. L. Lewis played for us till June and was a tower
of strength. We missed him very much later on. In the Frank
Cook Cup, we had a very exciting match in the third round
(after a bye and a walk-over !) against the 7th Hussars. We
made about 70 and a 100 and they about IIO and 70 for 8, and
so won by two wickets. The Companies achieved little s·1cce.111
in the Small Units, No. 1 Company being beaten ir the ourth
round and No. 3 Company in the first round. fne fr lowi.1g
played for the Corps : Captain . H . Ede.~ · · e ... r nan ts fucker,
Lewis, Ruck and Mellor; Sergeant Napper ; Corporal Longworth ; Lance Corporals Bosher, Cox (" H ' Troop). Davies.
Nurse and Stringer; Signalmen Brown 0, Caulfield, Dickerson,
Drury, Mitcheson and Searle. The number looks large, but the
ravages of leave and Palestine meant continual changes.
Swimming.-The results of the swimming look poor on paper,
but it was not for want of trying or training. R.Q.M.S. Smart
spent an immense amo.m+. of time and trouble in getting the
relay and polo teams out for practice. The members of the teams
showed great enthusiasm, but were Jacking in experience. Next
year they should do very well if they profit by what they have
learnt this year. One bears rumours, too, of a very good centrehalf for the polo team. He bas just arrived with a great
reputation in the Northern Command.
The presence of other Signal Units in the country, due to the
emergency, afforded an opportunity for organising a Corps Gala
instead of the annual Unit Gala. The fact th.it 216 entries were
received from 5th Divisional Signal Company, " G " and " H "
Troops, 20th Field Brigade Signal Section, Tank Signal Sections
and the Unit indicates that enthusiasm runs high. The finals
day, which was also in the nature of a try-out for the Command
Championships, wo.s remarkable for the manner in which 26
events were staged and decided without a hitch. The programme
lasted 2! hours, with the prize-giving commencing dead on the
minute for which it was scheduled. It was particularly gratifying
to see some of our visitors collecting prizes and to note that the
children and married families had not been forgotten in the ·gala
programme.
Although the Unit Swimming test had been increased to Ioo
yards from 50, the number taking the test has not diminished
in comparison with former years, 54 certificates having been
awarded. Incidentally, the certificates, which are an innovation
this year, also record qualifications in a standard speed test.
Life-saving has not received the support it deserves from the
many swimmers in the Unit. We can only r ecord II bronze
medallions out of 278 gained in the Command. This age of
aquatics is remarkable for the fact that it is producing an enormous number of crawl-stroke experts, but the number who swim
the old breast and back strokes decreases each year . Many men
of the Unit have been unable to enter for the medallion, due to
their inability to stay the distance required in these stokes.
Signalmen Kendall K., Crerar and Thompson were nominated
for a Command Trial, but Crerar was the only one who ultimately come under the starter's orders. He subsequently represented the Army in Egypt on two occasions and was awarded
Command colours.
Except for the diving, the Corps was not on the frame in the
Command Individual Championships. Signalman Lamb gave a
masterly performance in his fancy diving, whi,;h gained him
second place against a former Army champion. In the Command
Team Championships, we entered the semi-finals of the water
polo, 180 yards free, 75 yards free, 14 lengths relay and the
medley, but in all of these events, except the medley, the opposition was too strong for us to enter the finals. In none of the
events were ve able to swim the original team selected, o,,,.jng to
the call from Palestine and sickness.
We competed in the Command Water Polo and Relay Swimming Leagues as in former years. This entails playing four
afternoons a week from May to August. A strenuou treat I
For 1936, the Pritchard Cup Competition was errtirely reorganised to provide a basis of training for the Command events.
which now correspond to the Army Championships. For this
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reason, the 2 x 100 yards free style, four lengths medley, fancy
and plain diving and water polo provided ke~n competition
between Sections. \l\Te consider this a nursery for our future
Command representatives, and are optimistic at being able to
make a good show in 1937.
The following were awarded "Jimmies" : Corporal Gibbs,
Lance Corporal Edward (now with 3rd Div.), Signalmen Allen,
Crerar, Kendall E., Kendall K., Meek and I'Hugh, Drivers
Hendry, Mills and Roebuck.
Tennis.-Here we had a ,·ery successful season . We were
second in our ection of the Junior Ranks' League to the R.A.F .,
who had an outstanding team. The Sergeants' :Mess, for the
first time m at lea t five year . entered the Sergeants' :\less
Lea ue. They did not meet with much success, but I think I
am right in saying that they thoroughly enjoyed their games and
are hoping to do much better this year.
The Unit Tournament was held in June, and was a great
success. The final of U1e singles was very close. and until the
middle of the third t it was anyone's game. Dransfield was
then unluck ' enough to feel the strain first, and so lost the match.
RESULTS OF FINALS.

Open ingles.-Lieutenant Tucker beat ignalman Dransfield.
Open Doubles.-Lieutenant Tucker and ignalman Mitcheson
beat ignalman :\leek and Lance Corporal ~urse.
Handicap
ingles.- ignalman Marshall beat Signalman
Longhur·t.
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Handicap Doubles.- Signalmen Mitcheson and Mason beat
Signalmen Dickerson and Beardall.
In the omma.nd Cup we met with considerable success; the
team would have been a little stronger if Lieutenant Muir and
Signalman j a.mes had been available. (They were in ·Palestine.)
Still, we cannot grumble. In the first round we beat the R.A.0.C.
7-2 at home. In the second round we played the H .A.S.C. away
and won 5- i. The team played very well in this m tch, Nurse
and l\Ieek excelling them elves. In the semi-final we beat the
R.A .P . . , 6-J . The latter had one very good pair. who beat
all ours, but the other two pairs were not up to the same standard.
In the final w were beaten 6- 2 by the R.H.A., who were
definitely a better team. With a little luck lhe score might have
been a little closer. i\1itche~on. and Dransfield were urprisingly
beaten by the R.H.A. third pair, but came very near to beating
their first .
rurse and :\leek very nearly beat the gunner's
second pair, and so did Lieutenant Tucker and ignalman
l\la.rshall. The following were the team :
Signalman Dransfield. Lance Corporal Nurse. Lieutenant Tucker.
$ignalma.nl\Iitcheson. 'ignalman Meek.
Signalman Marshall .
Dransfield, :\Iitcheson and Mar ha.II will all be here for next
season and, with James, we should do very well a.gain. Good luck
to them!
Football.- The season started in depre sing fashion ; with
everal of our best players in Palestine and at outstations, things
looked black. However, the team " stuck to it " and refused to
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!HE W1R_~

be downhearted ; eventually, they finished third in the
The last match was against the Royal r orthumb 1 d FLe~~ue.
er an
us1hers
d · h
· t h'is match'
wh o were
secon
·
th m t e League · We played better m
th
. an m a~y o er that t,he Corps has played in Egypt for the last
tive years. · We
th won 5-1 and the
. score did not fl a tter us. The
ma t ch was rn e nature of a. climax · In the foll owmg
· f
·
d th e 8th Hussars m the first round of th C ortnight
we p Iaye
W
b
e ommand
C
up.
e were eaten 3- 2. 1t was the anti-climax Probabl
the 8th Hussars would have :von anyway, but we ~~rtainl di~
not show ou: previous form . The following was the team tfuall
selecte~l. : Signalman Searle; Lance Corporal Iarshall (ca /
and Signalman Weatherall •·
Driver Hendry, s·igna Ip
.)
men
Mitc h eson an d. R eardon ; Lance
1..
Corporals Gant n· k c
Signalmen Scaife and Anderson.
· ic • ox,
The following were als.o a.warded "Jimmies"· s·
I
Brown H., Maloney and Smith W. F.
.
igna men
·
Nearly all the team should be here next year and h
we look for great things.
•
• ere agam,
During October and November, a referees ' class was held
unde~ ergeant Wells, for all nits in the Command. The unit
had eight ca°;d1date?· wJ:io all were successful in passing the third
class refer~es .examma.tion. They are now in great demand for
the Inter-Section Football League matches.
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Cross-Country.-We had lost a lot of our "stars" from 1935
-Cotterell, Broadley and Dargan in particular-and we could
not make the grade. The team were all very keen and put all they
knew mto the Command run and their previous training but
we cou l.d only manage third place. Toft and Hammond' who
were .third and fourth individuals, are to be congratulated.' The
2nd Battalion, Grenadier Guards, and the 2nd Battalion
Gloucestershire Regiment, were first and second teams.
'
The following comprised the Corps team : Signalmen Toft
H~mmond,. Barker, Kendall, Dick, James, Barlow Driver
W1ggm, Signalman Marshall, Corporal Beale Signal~en Pew
Barnett, Blair, Wichelow and Lance Corporal Smith.
'
Rugby.~;\<Iany good matches h~ve been played, and we held
our own w1th all our opponents m the Cairo Area, but in the
Command. Cup we were unable to compete with the Gloucestershire Regiment, who beat us 35--0 in the second round They
eventuallr, won ~~e ~nal and ~lso beat an Army team ~elected
from th.e Rest.
lhe followmg played for the Corps : Signal
man W1lloughby; Lance Corporal Gant, Signalmen ;\!'Laughlin:
Anthony, ~loore, Lieutenant Blum; Signalman Larkin, Lance
Corporal Birkett, Signalmen H.eardon, Lansom ; Lance Cor oral
Rowlands, Maloney, Drivers Walker, Hack, Si!malmen
\-liiite
0
Storey, Henderson and Petrie.
'

COMMAND HOCKEY CUP FINALISTS, EGYPT SIGNALS.

COMMAND TENNIS CUP FINALISTS, EGYPT SIGNALS.

Standing (left to right) : Lance Corporal Nurse, Signalman Marshall, Signalman Mitcheson.
Seated (left to right) : Signalman Meek, Lieutenant Tucker, Signalman Dransfield.

Standing (left to right) : Signalman Stevens, Lance Corporal Davies, Corporal Beale, Lance Corporal Simpson, Signal man Mitcheson, Signalman
Seymour, Signalman Meek,
Seated (left ta right) : Lance Corporal Smith D., Lieutenant Tucker, Lieutenant-Colonel G. E. Mansergh, M.C., Lieutenant Ruck, Driver Jeffries.
Absent : Lance Corporal Steel.
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The following have been awarded hockey " Jimmies" :
Lieutenants Ruck and Tucker, Corporal Beale, Lance Corporals
Davies,
urse, Simpson, Smith D. H., and Steel, Signalmen
Frond, Meck, Mitcheson, Seymour, Smith J.. and Stevens,
and Driver Jeffrey.
As one of the team, I should like to thank Lance Corporals
mith and Robertson for the way in which they have carried out
their secretarial duties and also Major Murphy and Corporal
Gibbs for their great services as umpires.
PRITCHARD CUP COMPETITION .
RESULTS TO DATE.
Cricket. Tennis. Swimming. Hockey. Cross-country. Total.

Section.

Urut H.Q. . .
No. 1 Coy. H.Q.
"M" Section
Tank Sig. Sec.

}

Comd. Sig. Sec.

Hockey.-Here again we report a good season. Trooping has
caused se,·eral alterations throughout the season, but we have
found good substitutes. In the friendly matches we have had
many close and enjoyable games. The following team ·~as .first
selected: Signalman Stevens; Lance Corporals Davies a_nd
~ t ~l ; Driver Jeffrey, Signalman Frond, ~ce Corpor:aJ Snuth
D. ; Signalman l\1itcheson, Lance Corporal Simpson, Signalman
Meek, Lance Corporal i urse, Lieutenant Tucker. This was for
the first round of the Command Cup. against the 7th Hussars.
We scored first, maintaining this lead until five minutes from time,
when they scored. It was then found that we had played ten
minutes too long, so the replay was also on our ground. We won
this 5-3. In this match, Lieutenant Ruck came in for Meek.
In the next round we played the 31st Field Brigade, R.A., and
were on the top of our form, winning by 5--0. We now lost
Signalman Frond, who had been playing very well for us at
centre-half-he went home with " F " Troop, Cavalry Singlas.
In the semi-final, against the R.H.A., on -znd December, Corporal
Beale came in and played e.xcellently. We eventually won -z-r,
after a very fast game. Our winning goal was scored in the
second half. We fortunately had a very good umpire. The ball
had just crossed the line, and the umpire and our centre-forward
were the only ones who saw it.
The final was due to be played on -zrst December, but as the
Royal Northumberland Fusiliers were out on training, they could
not play their semi-final until 22nd December-when they won.
The final was played on 5th January. We played a friendly
against the Sappers on -zgth December, and played very well.
On -znd January we played a weak Royal Tank Corps team, and,
to our horror, after playing badly, were beaten -z-r. It looked
as though we had gone stale, but we hoped that this was not the
case. The final showed that we had gone stale. It was most
disappointing. We scored first and might have sc~red twice
more in this half. The Fusiliers, however, were pressmg nearly
the whole time. They must have missed some ten good chances
of scoring--our goal seemed charmed. In the second half, we
had a little more of the play, but the" Fifth," who were too good
for us, finally won by 3-r. They played very well indeed, and
would have beaten us anyhow. We should, nevertheless, have
preferred to put up a better show. For th.is match, Seymour
replaced urse, who had rejoined 5th Div. in Palestine. Nurse
was a great loss. He always went " flat out " and never gave up.
We were very sorry to lose him.
Our next venture was the Shell Hockey Cup, which was open
to R.A.F. and civilian teams as well as the Army. We got
through the first round, beating the 7th Hussars 3-2, after a
rough game. Meek played outside right in place of Mitcheson,
who had been injured. Simpson scored all three goals, and good
ones they were.
Prior to the second round, we lost the services of Seymour and
• !eek, who had gone to England. Meek is a great loss. He has
been a ubiquitous reserve, and !:.as played a good game in every
position on the field. He was always cheerful and ready to turn
out, even at the shortest notice. " Mary " is a big loss to our
hockey team.
In the fe ::ond round of the Shell Cup, we met the R.A.S.C.
After a hard struggle, which was slightly in our favour, we lost
4-3. Simpson again scored all our goals.
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Alth?~gh w_e had' most or. the ga~c in the first half, they made

go?d with their fi~st atta~k rn our circle, owing to our goal-keeper
bemg u:ider ~he 1~press1on that he was playing croquet on the
l~wn with his maiden aunt. Undeterred by this reverse we
h?ed up for the second_ half. During this period, Tando and his
wmg m_en played ".alian~!Y but unsuccessfully. One minute
before time we equalise?.
You nearly left it too late, • P.B.' ! "
To please the commumty of Pulau Brani, seven extra minutes
each way_ were played, and this was where we really asserted
ourselves m the craft of stick wielding. As a result their goalie
Charles, was b~aten twice by Goldfinch .
Res~lt: Changi:
3 ; Pulau Bram, r.
We would like to suggest that Digger orders two more bottles
·Of milk per day. " One is definitely not enough, Digger ! "
TAFFY.

12

10

Tientsin Signal Section.

43

6

Tientsin Detachment.

4

II

4

8

4

26

8

26

Palestine Force Signals.
General.- We commenced our games about a fortnight ago .
It is safe to say that, under the careful guidance of Sergeants
Watt N ., Tennant R. and Wood E. G., we shall soon be worthy
opponents. The strength of the Section is about 50, plu> "25
who are at out-stations. We, therefore, haven't many to choose
from for the various games, which also incl ude table tennis. The
following are the results of the various sports :
Footltall.-Yersus "A" Company, rst Essex, won, 8-I ,
versus "A" Company, rst Essex, lost, 1-4; versus Barclays
Bank, won, 3--0.
Hockey.-Yersus Maccabi (Haifa), lost, -z- r ; versus Bar
Kochba, won, -z--o.
Cross-country.-We have commenced a series of runs ag_ainst
the rst Battalion, Loyals, Company teams. Full results will be
given in next month's notes.
Athletics.-The Section entered a relay team (r mile medley)
in the rst Battalion, Loyals, Sports Meeting. We won the event
by ro yards. The winning team were : L~eutenant R. L!nton,
Lance Corporal Potts J., Signalmen Merritt S. and Smith J .
Signalman Merritt ran a very fine half-mile.
Table Tennis.-Under the captaincy of Melvin Barry (Indian
readers, please note) we beat the British Police (Haifa) by 7
games to r.
Boxing.-Several members of the Section have commenced
training, and a contest is being arranged against the Maccabi
B.C.
TRIXIE.

Malaya Signal Section, Singapore.
Changi Detachment.
General.-The detachment still make their presence felt in
Changi sporting circles. We won the last hockey match against
30th Company, R .E. In rugger, we have won one and lost two.
Hockey.-CHANGI SIGNALS v. PULAU BRANI.-On 7th January
we visited Pulau Brani for a duel of sticks. We were met on the
Padang by the" P.B." team, all looking spick and span in their
new Burton-made shirts and stockings. Although we had
travelled twenty miles by land and sea, our spirits were not
damped by th.is glamorous beauty parade. After the usual
affectionate greetings, both teams lined up, that is, with the
exception of our goal-keeper, whom we eventually found among
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the fair sex on the touch-line. " Fixing his pads," he said.
With a clash of sticks the game started.

II

9

Cav. Bde. Sig. Tp.
11
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We offer our ~on~atulations to the Staff and Departmentals'
soccer team, which mcludes four from this Detachment (Signalmei;i Yer~ander F., Verlander E., Foley T. and Edwards T.) on
the~r achie".'e?J-ent to date. We expect " big things " of them in
their remammg League matches and Cup rounds. So far in
both the rst and -znd Divisions, we are the only roo per c~nt.
t~am. A record of successes and our position in the League is
given below.
The standard of hockey this year, although quite good, is not
up to the local standard. Two of our matches took place during
t~e Chnst_mas and Ne~ Year festivities, and members hadgreat
difficulty m seemg which of the three balls to hit. Ex-Tientsinites will understand this phenomena. However, the team is
settling down, and I think we will do quite well in our future
matches.
We were visited by members of the crew of H.M.S. Lowestoft
<>n 5th ovember. They remained here until 12th November.
-Our usual welcoming smoking concert went exceedingly well.
They challenged us to two games of soccer. vVe won both.
SoccER
8th November. v . H.M.S.
II th
.,
v. H .M.S.
i6th January.
v. H.M.S.
ist November.
15th
-z1st
-z8th
6th Dec~~ber.
13th
19th
26th
2nd January.
9th

..

(Friendly Games) .
Lowestoft
Lowestoft
Sandwich

SoccER (League Matches).
Hsin King ..
v . St. Louis F.C.
V. T.A.F.C.
v. B.M.C.
v. Jewish F.C.
V. R.S.O.
v . H.Q. Wing (Lan. Fus.)
v. "A" Company (Lan. Fus.)
v. T.A.F.C.
V. French Army
V.

Won -z- r
Won 4-3
Won r--o

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

6--3
4-2
2-1
18--0
5-1
10--0
6--r
3-1
5--0
7-2

LEAGUE POSITIONS-SOCCER.
S. and D.
" C " (S.) Co~pany : :
" B " Company
..

P.
IO
IO
II

w.

D.

L.

2

0
3

IO

9
6

Goals.
For. Agst. Pts.
66
II
20
41
19
4
18
31
14

HOCKEY (League Matches).
12th November. v. H.Q. Wing . .
Drew -z-2
19th
v. "A" Company
Won
3-1
-z8th
..
v. Tients.in ~lub
Lost 2-10
26th December. v. Germans
..
..
..
Lost
-z-5
2nd January.
v. H.Q. Wing . .
..
..
Drew 2-2
(Note.- We were -z men short against Tientsin Club and r man
sb.ort against H.Q. Wing.)
YERLY (PUP).

Peking Detachment.
Football_ and Hocke~.-Sin~e- the arrival of " D " Company,
1st Battalion, Lancashire Fusiliers, early in ovember, we have
played many friendly games against the Platoons of this Company. The results are given below. At the time of writing
preparations are being made to start an Inter-Platoon Leagu~
m both sports. We are being entered as a Platoon and in our
next notes we shall give you our positions in this I:eague.
RESULTS OF FRIENDLY FOOTBALL MATCHES.
V.
V.

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

No. 15 Platoon
o. r4
No. 16
No. 13
o. 15
No. I t
No. 13

Drew
Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Won

2 -2
1-4
2--0
1-5
4-2
4-2
2-I

REsULTS OF FRIENDLY HOCKEY MATCHES.
V.
V.

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
V.

No. 15 Platoon . .
O. II
o. 14
No. 13
No. 16
No. 16
No. I I
No. 16

Won
4--0
Won
"2-I
Won
3--0
Won
I--0
Drew 1-I
Drew "2- 2
Won
3--0
Won
1--0
YERLY SENIOR.

Jamaica Signal Section.
The Staff and Command team versus Melbourne football
match, played _on Tuesday, resulted i_n a draw.
o goals were
scored. The Signals are represented m the team by Signalmen
orbury and Macdonald. These matches, which are held
~etween en~rants in the 3rd Division Jamaican League, are held
m the everung and always provide the contestants with a good
clean game.
'
An interesting hockey match was played on Saturday. It was
between 44th Fortress Company and H .M.S. Scarborough. The
game was very closely contested, ending in a win for the soldiers
by the odd goal in nine. Once more the Signals were represented
this time by Signalman Robson.
'

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
Aft;er.a very hard game at Brecon, on 16th January, the unit
association football team were beaten 3--0 in the second round
of _the T .A. Cup Competition against the 7th R.W.F . (T.A.).
Ram. made the gr?und heavy, accurate passing was difficult, but
despite this handicap, the play was keen and skilful on both
sides. Colonel I. C. Grant, o.s.o., repre enting the Divisional
Commander, presented the victors with the Divisional Cup
(which was also at stake), and congratulated them on their fine
combination. We wish the 7th R. W.F. good luck in the competition, and hope that they will reach the final.
In its league fixtures the team is still maintaining a winning
sequence. They have taken a .firm stand at the head of the
Thi.rd Division of the Cardi.ff and District League.
Signalman Fox R. S., the goalie, had the misfortune, in the
match played oi;i 6th February, to sustain concu ion, which
necessitated d~tention in. Llandough Hospital.. We are glad to
know that he JS progressmg very well, and wish him a speedy
recovery.
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The Territorials
1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
ent in team building under great
The past month h'.'-5 been sp
f our better performers
difficulties.
considerable numb: :ave already departed, on
are in. WaziristanH ~Ior~~bfi~~'ment, leaving a. small number
revel"S.lo~
the·workomeT
with whichto to
·
o a dd to our difficulties, almost all the
competitions are in FebruaJ-y
· · three weeks the team.
Football.-After. a not very pro~.IS~~ has impro~ed greatly.
re-inforced by amvals fro:n :Vaz;ms thd Ar ll and Sutherland
It did very well recently m b~ting_th the ~th Field Brigade,
Highlanders, 6-1, and drawwdg wi "A" Corps Signals in the
R A Unfortunately, we have rawn
~t.round. One of us must go out at once.
· usn;!1"~ratt,
badly'~hich
It
Hockey.-The draft. for Home has hit
left us with few expenenced [layers. ~~:rial and our team
just !lrrived, however, broudgfi;hsto~ft:1strong'teams, such as
been able to put up a goo
b
'Pindi Police, etc .

has
has
has
the

54th (East Anglian ) Divisional Signals, No. 2 Company.
(Continued from page 133)
.

alman Re nolds won on points ; Si_pnalman Howell, won
Si
Hallett, won on
;
pear,
~£on pointsg; Signalman Bygrave, retired (cut eye) . S1fnal~
an Pattison won on points ; Signalman T~ylor, won on .o ..
~gnalman Griffiths won on technical k.o. ; Signalman Crouc.h~,
retired second rou~d ; Lance Co~ora;1 Simpso.n, lo~t on pom .
The results of the Young Soldiers Champ1onsh1psth, h~<;l ~r
re as follows . Signalman Hallett, won e ig ;
Pattison, runner-up Middle-

S~gnoints ;

Owing to our personnel being away. we have had little sp~:e
during the last few weeks. During th_e Chri~tgias ~cf~f~ at
Officers and Sergeants played the Juruor . . :o~ ame the
hockey and cricket. At hocke)'.. afterba very g At c~cket the
J · NCO sand !en were wmners Y 3-1.
•
well and_ truly got
own
Officers and Sergeants, 96 (L1eutenf1~oco~k a.;1~kts for 7 SerJ~~rw'ri~i?t·s ~~~~ef~/~X:ol~~o~d inni~gs. 26 (Lie~t~nant
tulliamy 5 wkts. for ro, Sergeant Fairman 5 wkts. for I ).

o':c~~s-~d ~rgeants

\~e~

b~~\o~c~~tj ~

5

Barracks, a:e:;
Championship
Championship.

55th

=

\ Ve entered the Inter-Unit Football Tournament (lI~d~anJ
As onl four teams entered, our first round was the serw- n . '
in whiJi we met the 5/6th Rajputana Rifles. In the first ga:_e it
was a draw no goals were scored. However, w~n w~ go;
on our own'" mud-heap" we managed to p~ll o ~ wm 0 2 d
The final, against the 4/19th Hyderabad Re~~ent, is t~ be p~~~~
next week, and we have every ~ope of brmgmg t~~e~p British
The team is supported, accordinlgHto t~ringto~·~ (goal) Lance
ranks They are La.nee Corpora
ea e
•
d)
Corp~ral Hatton (centre-half) and Pte. Knight (centre-forwar .

hFeldthat Wae1r.glehyt
H ell won t e ea er-w
Tow!
'
won
the
Welter-weight
Signalman
ay or,
BLACK DoG.

s·~gna1man

rwest Lanes.)

January being a closed session for the. Company, we were
forced to record a blank for the February issue.
Drills have once more commenc:ed, and it is a pleasure to note
quite a good muster on parade mghts.
.
The date for the Annual Hot Pot has been fi.xed for 6th March.
\Ve hope to entertain several distinguished guests, a~d tru~
that the programme and the hot pot will be up to t e usu
standard.
nts ' Mess - Many names were mentioned over the
and most of. our f<;>rmer ex-P . .I.s should have
had burning ears. We certainly rwss them.
ote.-To Sergeants )fills and Hotchkiss. " Stands India
where it did ? "
A. R. K.

ho~':J:;aperiod,

has been a dull month for news. It often is in a T .A.
.:nu~rk has gone on as usual, and Paid Courses have been
~ll· attended on Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
J

Despatch Rid~r D.isplay.- The D.~.!i h~~~r~a.:~It.co~::~~:~
~:~ti:/~~f~:;:~La?y al~~e0 /good ground to practice on,
much progress is being made.

f

T.E~W.

at Folkestone.-The London Divisional Outdoor
•as held at Folkestone from 12th to 14th February.
~b the Commanding Officer and four other
xerc1se w
I t was . atwtendedthe~
that the affair was successful and that
officers
e ga
Signals kept their end up.
.
Colonel G D Ozanne, M.C., who commanded
November,
to
e
kind! . resented portraits of His Late aJeS ~
19_35, has very
d ~~r Majesty Queen Mary, to the Officers
King G~ofge
l FaFox TD who commanded from 1926 to 1930,
0
~=s;uso ~~~ly ·~rra~g~d ·to present a portrait of Her Royal
H ighness, The Princess Royal.
.
.
Dances and Other Social . Functions.h ]These co~~;:b~~
normal course. Dances were held on 3ot ~:1b~ers' Mess held
and 10th February. oi;i nth Febru~st of the evening was
their usual monthly dinner. h Th:S ihe Commanding Officer in
Colone~ E. ~· Newton, T.?., ~· chieved the almost unique
p~ol?os11;1g h1s health ~d~ m~t the T.A. (the 56th Divisional
distinction of comman gA D' . .
R A s c) continuously
AS C
w tbe JSt A
1v1s1ona1 . · · ·
t
R. · · ·• ~o
Col. · l Newton has always been a. grea
one
h
t hear that
for over rune years.
friend of City of London Sbignal;, t~~dC~teya~~ Lag'rfa~n oTerritorial
he is to be made a mem er o
Army Association.
c. o . L. S.
T

thp~~~~ti~~;don Signals .fro~

ADVERTISEMENTS!
Those Firms who advertise in these
pages support our Corps M agazine.
Will our readers please support
them in return ?
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Editorial Notes

The London Divisional Signals.

E

THE COUPS MA6Al1NE

Divisioual Signals.

No. 3 (W.L.) Company, L of C. Signals, S.R.

One unit hockey game has been played, versus "A" West
Yorks. This we won by 2--0.

w;~r:~:t~~:~-~~:1!s~~~;;; ~~~~ ~~~~~utti~on~:1:~~~:'.

p~mts Signal~an

!~~~1Jt~~~~pfonsh~p Sig~alman
we+1~et r~:{fsP~~n:~~PDivisional Championshiphs,

· als t earn ·has
very
late,
Boxing.-The Royal Sign
· assembled
hard There
is good
due to. the ope~ations, btut .~e n~",:a::;oping ·for good things.
and fair quantity of ma ena . an

4th Indian Divisional Signals.

~a.lma'n

D~e~btyer,

Royal Signals Annual Dinner.- With the approval of Her
Royal Highness, The Princess Royal, G.B.1>., our Colonel-inChief, the Annual Dinner of the Royal Signals Dinner Club will
be held on 28th May, 1937. at the Junior United Service Club,
Charles Street, London, S.W.1, at 7.30 p.m. for 8 p.m. Tickets
may be obtained from Mr. L. Garland, c/o Lloyds Bank, Ltd.,
6, Pall Mall, London, S.W. x.

Extracts from " The Gazette of India, " dated 1st February,
1937.-His Excellency, The Viceroy and Governor-General in
Council, has been pleased to confer the Indian Police Medal on
the following :
BURMA. Captain Roland
icholas Higgs, Royal Corps of
Signals, Assistant Commandant and Inspector of Wireless,
Burma Military Police. Sergeant Hector James McLennan,
Royal Corps of Signals, Burma Military Police .
In regard to the services of Sergeant McLennan, "The Gazette
of India " published the following statement: "His services were
placed at the disposal of the Government of Burma for employment with the Burma Military Police with effect from 29th
November, 1930. He is now on leave and will revert to duty
with his own Corps. He joined as an Operator Instructor on
the Staff of the W/T Group. Burma Military Police, which was
then raised. He saw the W/T Group evolve from a collection
of V/T Signallers and raw recruits into the most efficient Wireless
~rvice, which during the past open season has been working
with Regular British W/T personnel in the Wa States. During
the past two years, t he work of the W/T Group in those States
has brought many of the personnel comprising it rewards and
honours from t he Government . Every recipient of such rewards
1:uid honours owe them chiefly to the training of, a nd instruction
mp'7"=ed to them by, Sergeant McLennan. He himself worked
contmuously in a complet ely satisfactory manner which has

won admiration. His general conduct was an example to all
ranks, and showed to all what a first-class British non-commissioned officer could be."

Reorganisation of Corps Funds- Officers.- Officers who have
signed the new banker 's orders authorising banks to pay subscriptions to Corps Funds under the new system as from 1st
J anuary, 1937, should verify from their pass books that the
correct amounts have been passed by their respective bankers.
Should it be discovered that dual payments have been made
under both the old and new rates, or that banks have recovered
subscriptions at the old rates instead of the new, will offic ers
please take the matter up with their bankers to ensure receiving
a refund of any over-payments ?

Hospitality to Dominion Signal Officers in England.-With
the object of enabling Royal Signals officers at home to extend
individual invitations to D ominion Signal officers, it is notified
for information t hat the following are at p resent in this country :
Captain W. W. Lockhart, R oyal Canadian Corps Signals,
Sta.ff College, Camberley, Surrey. Lieutenant G. H. Heal, New
Zealand Staff Corps, c/o The High Commissioner, New Zealand
Government, 415, Strand, London, W.C.2.
The undermentioned have been and are being reported o n
the dates shown:
Captain K. G. McCullagh, Royal Canadian Corps- Signals
(returned to Canada, 29th J anuary, 1937). Captain G. W.
Smart, Royal . Canadian Corps Signals (retu rning to Canada,
October, 1937). Lieutenant A. W. Y. Des Brisay, Royal Canadian Corps Signals (returning to Ca nada, October, 1937) .
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Corps Cricket.- -The following cricket fixtures have been
uranged for 1937 :
versus The R.M.A., at Woohvich.
'4th-5th June
R.E., at Aldershot.
uth-12th June . .
R.A.0.C., at Aldershot.
1st July
R.A.S.C., at Aldershot.
2nd-3rd July
The Officer-in-Charge, Corps Cricket, is now : Major H . S.
Lewis-Barclay, R.Signals, 4th Divisiona' Signals, Canterbury.

0-.0
Corps Golf.- The follo,ving Corps golf fb::tures have been
arranged for 1937 :
versus The Staff College, at Bramshott.
4th April
..
R.A.S.C., at Camberley Heath.
21st April
The Corps Annual Meeting at Royal
22nd-23rd April
Berkshire, Ascot.
The programme for the Corps Meeting on 22nd- 23rd April
will be as follows :
:F)RST DAY: ROYAL SIGNALS CHAMPIONSHIP.
Open to all Regular serving officers of the Corps. 36 holes
medal play (scratch) for a Challenge Cup presented by Lieutenant
Cochrane, R.A.
SECOND DAY, MORNING: ROYAL SIGNALS HANDICAP CHALLENGE
CuP.
Open to all Regular, retired, T .A. and S.R. Officers of the Corps.
18 holes medal play under handicap (limited to x8), for a Cup
presented by the Royal Signals Officers' Games Club. There
will be an optional sweepstake.
SECOND DAY, AFTERNOON: ROYAL SIGNALS FOURSOMES.
Open to all Regular, retired, T.A. and S.R. Officers of the Corps.
18 holes foursomes play under handicap (limited to x8) against
bogey, for a Challenge Cup presented by Major-General E. V.
Turner, c.B., c.M.G., D.s.o. There >vill be an optional sweepstake . .
It would help considerably with the arrangements if intending
competitors would notify ;\iajor H. S. Le\vis-Barclay, 4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury, as early as possible, stating whether
they require caddies on either or both days. Late entries will,
however, be accepted.
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Used Car Bargains.- Immediate delivery from stock :
1936

MORRIS TWELVE, SALOON-DE-LUXE SERIES II.
9,000 miles..
1936 FORD VS. 22 h.p. Convertible cabriolet. x2,ooo
miles
1936 STANDARD FLYING HEAVY TwELVE, SALOON-DELUXE. As new
x935 FoRD VS. 30 h.p. Four-door Saloon. One owner,
low mileage
SINGER
INE, LEMANS SPORTS COUPE. Excellent
1934
condition
1934 TALBOT .. 95," SIX-LIGHT SALOON-DE-LUXE. A
real bargain
One
1933 STANDARD SIXTEEN, SALOON-DE-LUXE.
owner since new

£125
£125

Gifts

£150
lly A ppolntmenc

£99

of unusual
appeal

£55

And many others available for inspection and trial.
HIRE PURCHASE AND PART EXCHANGES ARRANGED.
For further particulars, apply to H . J. F. WHITE, Esq.,
ALLERY AND BERNARD, 344, King's Road, Chelsea,
London, S.W.3. (Telephone: Flaxman 4633).
EDITOR.

What is more plea sing
than to have the Badge
and colours of your
Unit on the gifts which
you present ?

Signals Association Notes
~~/~.n_:.~=K

1~

;:rouc ri
F"i<1E.rtPS

0-..0

iicnals Experimental Establishment, Woolwich.-We are
authorised to announce that the S.E.E., Woolwich, occasionally
have vacancies for Laboratory Assistants in that Establishment.
The work is that of assisting a Designer in his laboratory.
The qualifications required for such employment are a knowledge of electricity, with practical experience of the use of
measuring apparatus, such as wavemeters, etc., and the ability
t o construct and wire Board Models from a theoretical diagram.
A knowledge of the use of hand t ools is an advantage, but not
e.ssen tial.
The starting rate of pay depends on the applicant's ability
and rises to a maximum of 70s. per week, but in certain select ed
cases, that maximum will be increased to 85s. per week.
For those who continue their studies outside, there is also a
possibility of promotion to Assistant Designer. Applications,
stating Army number, rank, name and full qualifications, should
be submitted to The General Secretary, Signals Association, and
n ot to the Signals Experimental Establishment direct.

Accommodation.-Lady would be glad to t ake charge of two
sisters whose parents are abroad, for TERM and HOLIDAYS.
Good home in Bedford 'vi.th excellent schools. Own daughter,
age x4, at Bedford High School. ~xcellent references. Apply
to" CULVER." c/o Editor, THE WIRE.
CJ".o

Obituary.-It is with much regret that we announce the deat h
of Lieutenant (I.P.C.) Cecil Stephen R oberts, M.B.E., who passed
a way suddenly at Belfast, Northern I reland , on Friday, 19th
)farch, 1937. Our deepest sympat hy is extended t o his widow
and family in their sad bereavem ent.

Examples illustrated ;St erling Sil ve r Fla pjack V•nity Case
colo u~ in Ena mel, Sliver Badge. S i z ~
3 x 3 inches
_ £3
~te rli n g Sil ve r M• t ch Slide , colours

in Enamel, Silver Bad ge
_ £1. I 7.6
Ste rling Silver Match Slide plai
w ith raised Silver Badge _ '£1.IO~O
Sterling Silver Cigare tte C
c? lo urs in Ename l, Silver Bad~!'
Soze Ji x Ji inches
_ £3. IB.6

THE

BIRMINGHAM BRANCH.
A meeting of the Branch Committee was held at Cateswell
House, Stratford Road, Hall Green, Binningham, on Wednesday.
10th March. Will all Old Comrades and R.Signals ex-servicemen
residing in this area please get into touch with the Hon. Branch
Secretary, if not already enrolled.
There must be many old " SIG ALS " in Birmingham, who
would be pleased to swell our membership did they b ut know
where we are located. Will those who do know kindly pass the
d esired information as opportu nities t o do so occur.

May we send
you illustrations
of other pieces
.available ?

GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS
COMPANY LTD
112 Regent

Street, London
NO OTHER ADDRESS

I
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The Annual General Meeting took place at Catesw~ll H~use ~
Friday, 19th March, and was follo"'.'ed by a Smoking
nee .
about which we will tell you next time.
It is our intention to in~ rt a. paragraph concerning the
activitie of thi branch e cry month.'
R. F. B.
WESTMINSTER BRANCH.
56, Regenc , Street, Westminster, London, S.,¥.1 ·

The Annual General J\leeting of the Westminster Branch\vO~~
Comrades' Association. wa held at Headquarters, on
e
nesday, 24th February, 1937·
A message was read from H .R.H . The P rincess Royal.
I ieutenant-Colonel C. \\'ickins welcomed the. m~mbers, and
~1 · w Butler General ecretary, Signals Association, gave an
~~ount of the.work of the past year. The nnnutes and balance
sheet were passed and the election of officers then took place.
A smoking concert followed, arranged mostly with the aid of
local t.tlent. We were very pleased to weico.me old a17d yo~ng
· als and the occasion offered an opporturu.ty for mamta.uung
-di~spint of comradeship which is so essential for the success
of the Branch .
.
A dance for the social fund of the We tminster ~ranch w1ll
be held at these Headquarters on Saturday, 17th April" T1c:ke:
1 6d. single and 2s. 6d. double. A large a.ttendan~e is de ire .
an:d all Old Comrades are asked to make the event w1dely known .
Recruiting is proceeding and there is much activ~ty in all
types of training. Experimental work on th~ new air-defence
apparatus continues. Additions are also bemg made to the
existing " Operations Table. "
A d tachment will leave on Good Friday for Eas~er Camp at
BlackJown v.1ith the rst Anti-Aircraft Group Signals . An
intex;esting programme of work has been arranged .

EMPLOYMENT.
Situations found during the preceding month with the cooperation of the .. ~a~onal A s~ia.tio~ for the Employment of
Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen .
............... " .. . .,Labourer
1 Ex-Signalman, Glasgow
2 Ex-Signalman, :M iddlesbrough .. G.P.O. En~ee~ng Dept.
3 Ex-Signalman, Nliddlesbrough . . G.P.O. Eng!nee~ng Dept.
4 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough .. G.P .O. Eng~ee~g Dept.
Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough . . G.P.O. Eng!nee~g Dept.
~ Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough .. G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
7 Ex-Signalman, ~'liddlesbrough .. G.P.0 . En~nee~g Dept.
Ex-Signalman, )fiddlesbrough .. G.P.O. En~ee~g Dept.
9 Ex-Signalman, )fiddlesbrough .. G.P .O. En~nee~ng Dept.
10 Ex-Signalman, ~fiddlesbrough .. G.P.O. En~nee~g Dept.
II
Ex-Signalman, fiddlesbrough .. G.P.O. Engineermg Dept.
12 Ex- •.c.O., Liverpool ........... . ... .. .. ... .. Labou~er
13 Ex-Signalman, Stoke-on-Trent .. .. .. ...... Telegraphist
14 Ex-Signalman, Chatham ..... ...... .... . .... Postman
15 Ex-Signalman, Chatham ........... . ... ... . . .. Postman
r6 Ex-Signalman, Chatham ..• . ... . .. . ... . .. ..... Postman
17 Ex-Signalman, Chatham ............ .. ....... . Postman
18 Ex-Signalman, Chatham ... ... . . ... . ... .. : · · ·._Postman
19 Ex-Signalman, Derby . . ... . .. G.P.O. Engmeer~g Dept.
2o Ex-Signalman, Derby ..... ... G.P.O. Eng10eermg Dept.
Ex-N".C.O., Chester ......... . ............... . Postman
21
2 z Ex-Signalman, Carlisle .. ... .. ... ........ · . · ·Postman
23 Ex-Signalman, Croydon . . .... ........ ... : . . . .,Postman
24 Ex-Signalman Essex .. . ..... G.P.O . Engmeenng Dept.
25 Ex-:N'.C.O., Cr~ydon .. ........ G.P. O. Engineering Dept.
26 Ex-Signalman, Nottingham ..... . ....... ..... Postman
27 Ex-Signalman, Sunderland .... .. ..... . . " ... . ~abourer
28 Ex-Signalman, ~lanchester ... . G.P.O. Engmeenng Dept.
29 Ex-Signalman, )fanchester ......... . .... Garag~ Clean~r
30 Ex-Signalman, :'.\lanchestcr ................ Tra10~e Mill
3 1 Ex-Signalman, ~lanchester ....... ... ... . . . . . .. L~neman
32 Ex-Signalman, )fanchester ............... : ... .,Lineman
33 Ex- 1 .C.O ., Carlisle .......... G.P.O. Engmeenng Dept.
34 Ex-. C.O., Brighton . .... ................... Postman
35 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ........ .. .. ... . .. .... Postman

36
37
38
39
40
*41
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
•49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
6I
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
•75
*76
77
78
79
So
81

Ex-Signalman, Brighton .. . . . ............... Electrician
Ex-Signalman, Brighton . . ~ ... ..... .. " .. . ... Labo'!rer
Ex-N.C.O., Dorset .. . . ... ........... W1:eJess Exa~mner
Ex- .C.O., Chatham ........ Expmt. Wireless A~s1stant
Ex-Signalman, London .. . ......... . . . ....... Lmeman
Ex- .C.O., Tidworth . . ...... . ... . . . : . .. . . ... Labourer
Ex- .C.O., Salisbury .. . ...... . .. Switchboard Operator
Ex-Signalman Salisbury . . .. . .. . .. Switchboard Operator
Ex- .C.O., P~rtsmouth .. .... . ... Switchboard Operator
Ex- ignalman, Bishops tone . . . . . .. " ......... . Batman
Ex-Signalman, Salisbury ... . .. . ... . ....... . . Labo'!rer
Ex-Signalman, Bulford ...... . ... . ... . . . .... :M.T. _Dnver
Ex- .C.O., Salisbury ........ .. .. . . Electrical W1ren:an
Ex- ignalman, Bulford ..... . ... .. . Instrument Repairer
Ex-Signalman, Carl! le ........ . ......... . . . . Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Carlisle ...... . ..... . .. .. ... . . Labo.urer
Ex- .C.O., r ewcastle-on-Tyne . . . . ...... . . . . . ... F itter
Ex-Signalman, ewcastle-on-Tyne .... . . . . . ... Labou rer
Ex-Signalman, London .. .. .. . ...... . ... . .. Attendant
Ex-Signalman, London •• . . .. . .. ......... . ... Collector
Ex-N .C.O .. London . .. . . ...... .. . .. .... . .. . Caretaker
Ex-Signalman, London .... . . . ........... Draughtsman
Ex-Signalman, London . . .. . ....... . . ........ . . Cleaner
Ex-Signalman, London ............. . .. . '. .....Labourer
Ex-Signalman, London .... . ... G.P.O. E ngmeenng Dept.
Ex-Signalman, London . ... . ... . ....... . : . . . "Postman
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield .. . ... G.P.0. Engineering Dept.
Ex-Signalman, Deptford . . .......... Instx:umei;it Maker
Ex-Signalman, Reading ...... G.P.O. E ngmeermg Dept.
Ex-Signalman, London .............. . ..... Attendant
Ex-Signalman, London . . ...... . .... . . . .... . . Labourer
Ex-Signalman, hrewsbury .... . ....... . ... . . Labou~er
Ex-Signalman, Taunton . . .... . ......... . . Telegraphist
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield . . ........ . .. . ... " ... -,Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield ...... G.P.O. En~neering Dept.
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield ... . .. G.P.O. Engmeenng DeJ?tEx-Signalman, Hull .. .... . ............... Telephomst
Ex-Signalman, Hull ................... " .. Telephorust
Ex-Signalman, Rants ..... . .. G.P.O. E ngineering Dept.
Ex- .C.O., Salisbury .......... ..•. ......... " . .. . Clerk
Ex-Signalman, Wilts. . ................. .. Dnver F1~ter
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield . . ... . ... . .......... . .. . Waiter
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield .................... Conductor
Ex-N.C.O., Chester .. .. .. . , .. . . ....... . : ... <;aretaker
Ex-Signalman, West Riding .... G.P.O. En~eer~g Dept.
Ex-Signalman, West Riding .. .. G.P .O., En.gmeenng Dept.
* os. 41 , 49, 75 and 76 Salisbury and DIStrict Branch .
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges receipt of the
following:
CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from :
R.Signals Officers' Mess, S.T.C., Catterick.
APPEALS dealt with :
Ex-Signalman, Derby ..... . ..... · · · · · Grant £1 IO 0
Loan £1 IO 0
Grant
£4 0 0
2 Ex-Signalman, Berks. . ......... · · · · · ·
3 Ex-Signalman, Essex . . ...... . . · . .. · · Grant £3 0 0
.. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Loan £3 0 0
4 Ex- .C.O ., Hants
5 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield .. . - ......... . Grant £1 0 0
6 Ex-N .C.O., Notts .... ... .... . .... · · · · Loan £xo 0 0
7 Ex-Signalman, Hants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grant £2 o o
s Widow of Ex-Signalman, E sex . . . . . . . . Grant £2 12 o
9 Ex-N.C.0., Kent ...... .. .... . ...... . Loan £5 o o
(Signed) T . H. L. SPAIGRT, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Administrator,
Signals Association Benevolent Fund.
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Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.

OFFICERS

[D.O. 496)

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham, Kent.
19th March, 1937.
The E ditor of THE WIRE.
. J?e'.lr Sir,-T~e followin'g are the names and dates of the top
10d1V1duals registered on the Waiting Lists for the Married
Quarters Roll :

• . . of The Royal Corps of
Signals can only have confidence
in their outfitter if they have the
knowledge that garments are cut
by craftsmen, made by tailors
skilled in military work, and
materials of the highest standard.
These are guaranteed you when
your kit is produced by ALKIT, so
that you have full satisfaction.

HOME AND ABROAD. SERGEANTS. 50%. Class 14.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29/6/32
2312672 Sergeant Robinson G. W.
2309353 Sergeant Schofield J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30/6/32
2209234 Sergeant Champion W. ] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/7/32
2306771 Sergeant Collins H . J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I5/7/32
2560553 Sergeant Berriff C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19/7/32
2315263 Sergeant Yorke A. M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20/7/32
HOME AND ABROAD, 5%· INDIA, 4%. RANK AND FILE.

SERVICE DRESS
PATROL AND MESS DRESS
OVERSEAS OUTFITS

Class 15.
2317349 Signalman Powell J. I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1/6/31
2312760 Driver Lucas R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/6/31
231885
Corporal Hadland C. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . u /6/31
4965973 Signalman Green F.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/6/31
2310687 L/Sergeant Brunton W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23/6/31
5998833 L/Sergeant Clarke C. W .. .. ...... . ........
1/7/31
Yours faithfully, E. N. F. HxTcmNs, Colonel,
i/c Royal Signals Records.

FULL DRESS
(for Sale or Hire)

SEND
The General Secretary.

Ashford, Kent.

Dear Sir,-! am starting work at Ashford on Monday.
I thank you very much for your effort on my beha.lf. Up to
now I had not fully realised the benefit one gets from being a
member, but I can assure you I do now.
Once again thanking you for your efforts.
I am, yours sincerely,
Ex-SIGNALMAN.
Rochester, Kent.
10th March, 1937.
The General Secretary.
Dear Sir,- ! should like to take this opportunity of expressing
my appreciation of all you did regarding my civil employment.
Once again, largely due to your efforts, a. member of the
Association has started civil life with an excellent future and no
financial worries.
It is indeed gratifying to know that the Signals Association
<:an be relied upon to take an int&est in and do all it can to
.assist members leaving the Service.
Sincerely yours,
Ex-CORPORAL,
4th Divisional Signals.

Corps News-Officers

MOVESLieutenant-Colonel T. B . Gravely from London to India.
Lieutenant-Colonel M. F . M. Parkes from China. to Depot
Battalion, S.T.C.
Major D. L. Carnegie from War Office to India.
Major W. U. Tyrrell from War Office to Aldershot ("A" Corps
Signals).
Major C. V. L. Lycett from Catterick to Canterbury (4th
Divisional Signals) .
Major H . N. Brown from Malaya. to Aldershot (2nd Divisional
Signals).
.Major E. MacD. Burns from Liverpool to Northern Ireland
Signal Company.
Major C. Wheeler from Scarborough to C.S.O., Scottish
Command.

FOR

COMPLETE
MILITARY
CATALOGUE

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, W.C.2
(T.W.)

Major W. A. Dimoline from War Office to South Africa.
Major R. G. L. Giblin from Glasgow to Mala.ya.
Captain M. Duke from Catterick to Liverpool (55th Divisional
Signals, T.A.).
Captain A. ]. Keddie from Palestine to Catterick (S.T.C.).
Captain R. T. H. Gelston from Catterick to India..
Captain B. B . Kennett from Catterick to Egypt.
Captain L. C. Boyd from India to Aldershot (2nd Divisional
Signals).
Captain R. W . Morgan from India to Catterick (S.T.C.).
Captain F. T . Pope from Belfast to Canterbury (4th Divisional
Signals).
Captain L. R. C. Watson from Staff College to Aldershot (2nd
Divisional Signals).
Captain D. R. Paterson from Malta to Staff College.
Captain F. I. N. McOstrich from Spike Island to Catterick
(S.T.C.).
Lieutenant D . M. Rhind from Scarborough to Northern
Ireland Signal Company.
Lieutenant J. E. S. Sanders from School of Signals to Tank
Brigade Signals.
Lieutenant J. S. Usher from Palestine to Catterick (S.T.C.).
Lieutenant R. J. Western from Bulford to Palestine.
Lieutenant A. B. Whatman from Catterick to China.
Lieutenant J. S. Wise from Bulford to Catterick (S.T.C.).
Lieutenant P. W. Lonnon from Catterick to Canterbury (4th
Divisional Signals) .
2nd Lieutenant J. F. MacSwiney from Catterick to Canterbury
(4th Divisional Signals).
2nd Lieutenant B. A. H. Bogle from Catterick to Canterbury
(4th Divisional Signals) .
2nd Lieutenant H. K. Milward from Catterick to Perham
Down (Tank Brigade Signals).
2nd Lieutenant A. J. J\1. Atth.ill from Catterick to Perham
Down (Tank Brigade Signals) .
2nd Lieutenant A. G. Paris from Ca.tterick to Aldershot
("A" Corps Signals).
2nd Lieutenant M. H . . Travers from Catterick to Aldershot
(1st Divisional Signal ) .
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Extracts from "The London Gazette "
[War Office, 2/2/37)
REGULAR ARMY
Colonel R. E. Barker on ceasing to be employed is placed on
h.p .• 14/1/37.
Co:MMANDS AND STAFF
Colonel R. E. Barker r linquisbes the appointment of C.S.O.,
B.F. in Palestine and Trans-Jordan, 14/1/37.
ROYAL SIGNALS
Major C. A. Murray retires on Inruan Pension, 1/2/37.
The undermentioned Lieutenants to be Captains, 3/2/37 :
J . F. Longfield, H. V. Ewbank, D. St. J. Hoysted, R. J .
Moberly, P. R. Hyde, F. R. B. :Moore, F. C. Seely, M. G. A.
Hepper, S. F. Pipe-Wolferstan, L. de M. Thuillier, E. L. L.
Vulliamy, J . C. Hardy, A. S. Milner, H. 0 . Pargeter.
The undermentioned 2nd Lieutenants to be Lieutenants,
1/2/37 : R. G. l\liller, E. F. Mervyn-Smith, G. H. Starr,
W. H. L. Gordon, J. W. Smith-Ainsley, L. E. Thorpe, P . A.
Watts, G. Walton.
ESTABLISHMENTS- SCHOOL OF SIGNALS
Captain H. V. Ewbank, Royal Signals, to be Instructor
(Cl. C.C.} (on promotion), 3/2/37.
Captain R. J. Moberly, Royal Signals, to be Instructor (CJ.
C.C.} (on promotion}, 3/2/37.
Var Office, 5/2/37]
REGULAR ARMY--COMMANDS AND STAFF
Major W. A. Dimoline, M.c., Royal Signals, relinquishes the
appointment of G . . 0 .3, War Office, 22/1/37.
ROYAL SIGNALS
The undermentioned Majors retire on retired pay : F. S.
Thompson, 4/2/37 ; L. W. Schneider, 5/2/37.
The undermentioned Lieutenants to be Captains : K. C. 0 .
Bastyan, 4/2/37; E. D. Good, 4/2/37.
The undermentioned 2nd Lieutenants to be Lieutenants :
E.W. Townsend, 1/2/37; P. W. Lonnon, 1/2/37.
ESTABLISHMENTS-R.M.A.
Captain J. C. Hardy, Royal Signals, to be Instructor (Cl. A)
(on promotion), 3/2/37.
[India Office, 5/2/37]
INDIAN ARMY
Lieutenant G. A. MacMunn, from Royal Signals, to be
Lieutenant, 1/4/36, with seniority 2/5/30.
[War Office, 9/2/37]
REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain R.H. 0. Coryton is seconded for service on the Staff,
21/1/37.
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
2nd Lieutenant H. Pickard to be Lieutenant, 27/ 1/37.
B. S. Hewett to be 2nd Lieutenant, 10/2/37.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
42nd (E.L.) Divisional Signals. Lieutenant-Colonel W . S .
Ashley to be Brevet-Colonel, 5/ u/36.
54th (E.A.} Divisional Signals. Lieutenant A. W. Bately to
be Captain, 1/10/36, 2nd Lieutenant A. R. Gardner to be
Lieutenant, 1/ 1of36.
The London Divisional Signals. R. C. C. Palmer to be 2nd
Lieutenant, 10/2/37.
('Var Office, I2/2/37]
TERRITORIAL ARMY
Lieutenant-Colonel and Brevet-Colonel W . Martineau, M.C.,
T.D., from D.C.S.O. for T.A. duties, Southern Command, to
be Colonel, u/2/37, with seniority u/2/33.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieutenant-Colonel and Brevet-Colonel R. G. Llewellyn, o .B.E.,
M.c., T.D., vacates the appointment of D.C.S.O . for T.A.
duties, Western Command, u /2/37.
Lieutenant-Colonel and Brevet-Colonel R. C. Seel, M.c., from
53rd (\V.) Divisional Signals is appointed D.C.S.O. for T.A.
duties, ·western Command, Il/2/37.
Lieutenant-Colonel and Brevet-Colonel M. E. Holdsworth,
from 48th (S.M.} Divisional Signals, is appointed D.C.S.O.
for T.A. duties, Southern Command, n/2/37.
153rd (W.} Divisional Signals. Major W. G. Trice to b e
Lieutenant-Colonel, n/2/37.
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[War Office, 19/2/37]
TERRITORIAL ARMY- R.A.M.C.
Lieutenant A. D. Davidson, M.B., from 51st (H.) Divisional
Signals, to be Captain, 5/1/37, with seni<>rity 1/5/34.
[War Office, 19/2/37]
REGULAR ARMY- ROY AL SIGNALS
Major W . .f>.. Dimoline, M.c., remains seconded for service
under the Colonial Office, 22/1/37.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
48th (S.M.) Divisional Signals. Captain A. G. Simpson resigns
his commission, 20/2/37, 2nd Lieutenant R. W . N. Danielsen.
to be Lieutenant, 17/II/36.
5~md (L.) Divisional Signals. Major R. G. L. Giblin vacates.
the appointment of Adjutant, 5/2/37.
53rd (W.) Divisional Signals. J. N. Evans to be 2nd Lieutenant
20/2/37.
[War Office, 23/2/37]
REGULAR ARMY--COMMANDS AND STAFF
Colonel R. Chenevix Trench, o.B.E., M.c., from G.S.O., 1st
Grade, to be Dep. Dir. of Staff Duties, War Office, and is
granted the temporary rank of Brigadier whilst so employed,
30/1/37.
MEMORANDA
Major W. A. Dimoline, M.c., Royal Signals, is granted the
local rank of Lieutenant-Colonel whilst employed as Commandant, orthem Rhodesia Rifles, 22/1/37.
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
R. F. Yarnall to be 2nd Lieutenant, 24/2/37.
[War Office, 26/2/37]
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieutenant-Colonel and Brevet-Colonel R. G. Llewellyn, o.B.E.,
M.c., T.D., retires and retains his rank with permission to
wear the prescribed uniform, II/2/37.
48th (S.M.) Divisional Signals. Lieutenant-Colonel M. E.
Holdsworth to be Brevet-Colonel, II/2/37.
5oth (N.) Divisional Signals. Lieutenant A. F. Smith to be
Captain, 1/2/37.
[War Office, 2/3/37]
REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Major W. U. Tyrell is restored to the establishment, l/3/37.
The undermentioned Captains to be Majors, 28/2/37 : R. C.
Instrall, R. M. Lunt, W. G. L. Kennard.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
43rd (W .) Divisional Signals. 2nd Lieutenant G. A. Fleming
to be Lieutenant, 17/II/36.
53rd (W.) Divisional Signals. Captain F. T. Arnold to be
Major, II/2/37, Lieutenant A. W. Bartholomew to be
Captain, 8/2/37, Lieutenant K. G. S. Llewellyn to be
Captain, 12/2t37.
[War Office, 6/3/37]
REGULAR ARMY- COMMANDS AND STAFF
Captain N . H. Edes, Royal Signals, to be G.S.O., 3rd Grade,
War Office, 1/3/37.
[India Office, 5/3/37]
I NDIAN ARMY-SPECIAL LIST OF QUARTERMASTERS, INDIAN
ARMY
Major (Brevet-Lieutenant-Colonel) A. Newton, O.B.E., to be
Lieutenant-Colonel (Quartermaster), 2/3/37.
COMMANDS AND STAFF
Lieutenant-Colonel 0. P . Edgcumbe, M.c .. Royal Signals,
vacates the appointment of C.S .O., Eastern Command,
India, 13/1/37.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. T. Howe, o.B.E., Royal Signals, is
appointed C.S.O., Eastern Command, India, 13/1/37.
[War Office, 9/3/37]
REGULAR ARMY
Colonel C. W . M . Firth, M.c .. on ceasing to be employed, is
placed on h.p., 9/3/37.
COMMANDS AND STAFF
Colonel C. W. M. Firth, M.c., relinquishes the appointment as
Officer i/c Record and Pay Office, Royal Signals, 9/3/37.
ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain N. H. Edes is seconded for service on the Staff, 1/3/37·
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
48th (S.M.) Divisional Signals. Major P. H. Jones to be
Lieutenant-Colonel, u/2/37, Captain E. A. James to be
Major, u/2/37.
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CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.

War Department Constabulary.

Subsequeat Amendments.
[The figures .in the last ~olumn .indicate the pages in the "Corps
Promotion. Roster
(published in April, 1936) on which
the respective names may be found. This information cannot, .of cou!se, be given in the case of Lance Corporals
appomted smce that date.]

To be W.O. I (R.S.M.).
2306535

W.O. II (R.Q.M.$.) Price, G.

..

6

8/12/ 3 6

To be C.Q.M.S.
Sergeant Ellerbeck A.

........

3/ 1/37

To be C.Q.M.S. (Foreman of Sicnals).
2315906
2316207

L/Sergeant Forrest W. . . . . . . . .
Corporal Brice E. . . . . . . . . . . . .

14/12/36
14/12/36

To be Serreant.
6144414 L/Sergeant Bryant C.......... .
•2314647 L/Sergeant Fields R. . ...... .. .
2310174 L/Sergeant Penn G. . ........ .
2314 482 '!../Sergeant Morley L . . ....... . .
7144949 L/Sergeant Hill H. . .......... .
2313957 L/Sergeant Curtis B. . . ....... .

2/u/36
16/II/36
2/12/36
8/12/36
8/12/36
8/12/36

29
78
31
31
31
31

5/u/36
5/n/36
16/11/36
16/u/36
30/11/36
8/12/36
23/12/36

38
39
34
39
37
39
39

2/II/36
2/II/36
2/ n/36
5/u/36
6/n/36
10/11/36
2/12/36
8/12/36
9/12/36
23/12/36
23/12/36
23/12/36

52
56
56
56

· Appointed Lance Serreant.
2315336
2316471
2310730
2309861
2314236
23I7893
5664800

Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal

Greatorex H. . ...... .
Clackett W .......... .
McKenzie H . . ........ .
Vine J . . .... .. . ... .. .
Hart R. ........... .
Field L. . ....... . . . .
Woodbury W. . ... ... .

2564669
2317716
rn58960
2315408
758210
2318873
2321581
2317061
2320I17
31108
2315420
2319985

L/Corporal Campbell A ........ .
L/Corporal Talbot F. . ........ .
L/Corporal Marsh E. F ........ .
L/Corporal Day W.
. ........ .
L/Corporal Collett E. . ........ .
L/Corporal Bowyer W ........ .
L/Corporal Daly C. . .......... .
L/Corporal Macey N. . ........ .
L/Corporal Thornton G ........ .
L/Corporal Cannings E. . . ... .. .
L/Corporal McKeer J. . ...... .
L/Corporal Cavill F. . ........ .

2569530
2322375
2565315
2318000
768835
2321614
2322304
2320I66
2318362

Signalman Ballard J. . ........ .
8/ 9/36
Signalman Alltoft L. . .•... . ... 21 / 9/36
Signalman Wright J. . ........ . 23/ 9/36
Signalman' Giles G.
. ........ . 30/ 9/36
Signalman Kennard H ........ .
1/10/36
Signalman Sokell H. . ...... . . .
1/10/36
Signalman O'Rourke P ........ .
1/10/36
Signalman Dorsett E.
. ...... .
l/10/36
Signalman Mintram E. . ...... .
l / 10/36

232I810
2323113

L/Corporal Deakin A.
........
L/Corporal Thompson H. . . . . . .

2306756
2312097
6189251
2311589
2311864
23I4307
2314663
2306995
1860322
1853539

C.S.M. Young C. . ... . ........ .
Sergeant Gladwell T. . . ....... .
Sergeant McCormick R. ....... .
L/Sergeant Varley H .......... .
Corporal Webster G. . ...... . . .
Corporal Russell M. . ........ .
Corporal Charnock R. ....... .
Corporal Strickland W . . ...... .
L/Corporal Ransom J. . ...... .
Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Heyward H. . .

23I9545

Corporal Scott G. . . . . . . . . . . . .
• Special Roster.

To be Corporal.

57
57
57
57
57
57
57
57

Appointed Lance Corporal.

Commissioned.
28/ 1/37
28/ l /37

58
61

22 / 2/37
14/ 2/37
2 3/ 2 /37
15/ 2/37
6/ 2/37
9/ 2/37
26/ 2/37
23/ 2/37
16/ 2/37
13/ 2/37

6
22
17
37
45
45
34
29
6o
9

Discharred.

Transferred to Army Reserve.
14/ 2/37
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Applications are invited from ex-Warrant Officers and Senior
Non-commissioned Officers (not below the rank of Sergeant) for
employment in the above Force.
A number of vacancies exist at the moment, and there is
every likelihood that more will be available during the next few
months.
Qualifications necessary, conditions of service, etc., are quoted
hereunder:
RATES OF PAY.
LONDON AREA.
ELSEWHERE.
Minimum. Maximum. Minimum. Maximum.
Constables
53/8
60/3
50/7
57/9
Sergeants
61/5
67/3
59/64/ u
Inspectors
..
70/10
76/10
70/Io
76/10
Note.-The maximum is reached in five years by annual
increments.
A gratuity cannot be claimed as a matter of right, and, in
the norm3:1 course, is only granted after 15 years' continuous
service.
QUALIFICATIO
NECESSARY FOR REGISTRATION
A D GE IBRAL CONDITIONS OF SERVICE.
A. CoNSTITUTlON.
1. The War Department Constabulary is a Force of civil
police attested under the Special Constables Act of I923 to
perform duty within all or any of the principal areas and stations
of the War Department and the limits thereof. The Force has
the same powers and is liable for the same duties and responsibilities as constables of the Metropolitan Police Force have
under the Metropolitan Police Act of 1860. The War Department
Constabulary is under the exclusive control of the Army Council,
but is not subject to the provisions of the Army Act.
B. QUALIFICATIONS.
2. Only candidates possessing the undermentioned qualifications
are eligible for registration :

(i) An ex-regular soldier, in receipt of an Army service
pension and not subject to any form of reserve
service.
(ii) Not below the rank of sergeant in the Regular Army.
(iii) In possession of the Long Sen.;ce and Good Conduct
Medal.
(iv) Awarded an exemplary character on discharge from the
Re!!Ular Army.
(v) Less than 45 years of age or 48 years of age in the case
of ·warrant Officers Class I , who have 25 years'
service or more.
(vi) In possession of a 2nd Class Certificate of Education.
(vii) Able to satisfy the competent authority when interviewed that he is suitable in every respect for the
position of constable in the Force.
(viii) Be not less than 5 feet 7 inches (in bare feet) in height.
(i..~) Have good eyesight (Ininimum standard of vision
(without glasses) to be 6/60 one eye and 6/12 the other
or 6/24 each eye).
(x) Be free from any physical disability or bodily complaint
likely to interfere with the regular and proper performance of the duties of the Force.
3. Qualified candidates who are still serving in the Army may
be placed upon the waiting list if serving at home within three
months, and if abroad within six months, of the date of their
final discharge from the Army.
4. When a vacancy occurs in the Force, the Chief Constable
selects from the waiting list the candidate who appears to be
most suited to become a member of a Force of Civil Police.
Candidates are not necessarily selected in the ordi;:r in which t hey
are registered.
5. Candidates who receive notice to the effect that they have
been registered are advised to obtain employment until such
time as they are selected for a vacancy in the Force. Candidates
sh ould, however, keep the Chief Constable informed as to any
change of address and of particulars as to the amount of" n otice "
which t hey are required to give any employer.
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6. The War Departm~nt Constabulary is subject to the
provision of the Regulations for the Force, the Chief ~onstable's
In truction and the Regulations for Civilian Employees.
All constables appointed are on probation for a period of
three months from the date on which they report for duty, or
for any further period which may be determined by the Chief
Con table. All constable are considered probationers until they
are con.firmed in their appointment. Probationers are liable to
immediate di missal without any reason being assigned.
7. The present rates of pay are quoted above.
. All officers are required to devote their whole time to the
duties of their appointment. They are not permitted to carry
on any trade nor may their wives trade, or keep a shop without
the e..xpress permi ion of the competent authority.
9. Officers are required to appear in the blue police uniform
at all times when on duty, but not at other times unless so
ordered. All matter regarding the issue and return of clothing
are governed by the provisions of the above-mentioned Regulations and Clothing Regulations for the Army. The first issue
of personal and public clothing is free in kind, but subsequently
personal clothing is maintained by officers from the authorised
clothing allowance, the rates of which are published from time
to time in Army Orders and issuable after the first twelve months
of service.
IO. Quarters are not provided at all stations. In no case are
they provided free of charge. Officers may, therefore, reside
where they ,,;sh. Those desiring to change their residence are
required to report the fact to their Senior Constabulary Officer.
II. Subject to the exigencies of the public service, officers are
required to work six tours of eight hours' duty per week. Night
duty is performed for not more than one period in three. When
duty is performed for a continuous tour of eight hours an interval
of 30 minutes for refreshment is allowed. Time occupied in
parading for duty, awaiting relief and returning to station after
relief is not included in the 48 hours per week referred to above.
If for any reason officers are required to work extra time, "time
off " equal to the period will be granted. Overtime pay at
com.moo time rates is admissible also when it is not possible in
certain stations to grant time off in lieu.
12. After a qualifying period of six months constables are
granted, object to the exigencies of the public service, annual
leave ,,;th pay to the extent of 14 days each year.
13. After one yeai's service officers are entitled to the approved
rates of sick pay.
14. Officers may not become or remain members of any Trade
or similar Union, Association or Society other than an Association
formed within the Constabulary itself in accordance with rules
approved by or on behalf of the Army Council. In no case
may an officer accept or continue in any official position in any
club or society except as provided in the Regulations.
15. All officers are liable to be transferred compulsorily from
one station to another when certain approved expenses will be
paid according to the scale ill; force. Voluntary transfers may be
allowed when the exigencies of the service permit, but in such
cases all expenses will fall upon the officer concerned. No
travelling expenses are allowed on joining the Force. The
change in the rates of pay on transfer is the subject of special
provisions in the Regulations.
16. All officers serving in the War Department Constabulary
are subject to the disciplinary provisions of the Regulations.
The Code of Discipline is issued to all officers on joining.
l]. Officers shall not resign from the Force or withdraw from
duty unless(a) they are granted leave to do so by the competent
authority in writing, or
(b) shall have given t he competent authority one calendar
month's notice in writing.
18. The competent authority reserves the right to dispense
with the services of any constable upon giving him one calendar
month's notice that his services will be no longer required and
without any reason being assigned.
19. Officers will be normally required to retire from the Force
when they attain the age of 60 years.
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Plain · Tales
Painted Nails.- As you read this, it is a typical April day.
Bursts of brilliant sunshine, a gentle wind from the south-west
and, maybe, a small shower or two. Leaves will be appearing
on the trees and early flowers will nod cheery greeting to the
birds. Or not. As if we care.
To-day, as we write to our eager and impatient, not to say
slightly dumb, circle of readers, there is snow on the ground, on
the trees, on the houses and in the air. Our office is equipped with
that curse of America, central heating. It is a well-known fact
that these things either make the place feel like a steam laundry
on overtime, or the refrigerating plant of a canning factory.
As we have only been here quite a short time, we are unable to
say whether this particular apparatus has ever succeeded in
creating the former illusion. We look forward to the summer
with considerable interest. This may solve the problem of
keeping cool.
Eve's a Brick.-Did you go back and have another look at
the title of the last paragraph ? Don't lie to us. We know.
The idea came to us because we were thinking that we ought
to try to interest our rapidly increasing number of lady readers,
most, if not all, of whom paint their nails, lips, eyebrows and
cheeks, bless them. No doubt they are all the better for it.
We painted our stairs last week, and certainly they look a lot
nicer.
Have you ever watched women in cafes ? The few, who slip
coppers under the plate for the waitress, do so with a look of
anguish. They hate to part with the money, because they are
already convinced that they have been charged more than
enough for the meal. Our admiration goes to those who callously
refuse to leave even a farthing. Much has been written in lesserknown magazines and newspapers on the subject of tipping, and
the general opinion seems to be that tipping should be abolished.
Why should a waiter or waitress who carries a few plates and
things to your table a distance of about ten yards be given a
tip, when you, a woman, will make the poor soul in the soft
furnishing department unroll hundreds of yards of material
often for nothing ? Shut up ! We're telling you ! Tipping
waiters will never be abolished . People like to do it. We did
it ourselves when we were in the Army, and rich. Nevertheless,
it seems wrong that we should tip the taxi-driver and not the
grocer's assistant. The hairdresser but not the milkman.
Porters but not postmen. What do you think ? Write your
answer on an indiarubber ball and drop it from the ground
floor windo~w of a high building.
Uncle Alf. : " But why a HIGH building ? "
Us : " Out of our way, dodderer ! "
Do you know that the predominant colour for hats is green ?
We'll tell you some more next month. Look out for our great
Batter Pudding Contest.
Notable Occasion.--One of the most pleasant evenings we
have spent for a long time was Saturday, 27th February, when
the annual dinner given by the officers to the W.O.s and Sergeants of the 48th Divisional Signals, T .A., took place in their
Drill Hall. It is a little out of our province to describe this in
detail, especially as we observed " Gertcher " making copious
notes on the back of a menu card. We wanted that card, too.
It would have stood as a model for a dinner on all such occasions.
We will endeavour to spare the feelings of our friends in India,
but the fillet of sole with mushrooms was like a maiden's kiss.
Our host, Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Jones, M.c., spoke for a few
minutes on the object of the gathering, on past activities and
future hopes. The unit correspondent will tell you about it,
and, perhaps, about the great burst of laughter near the end of
the speech. Or not. A highly successful function and one with
a definite value.
It was unfortunate that most of us had to plough our way home
through a blinding stormstorm at midnight, but what can you
expect with a B.B.C. like ours. They knew it was coming.
What did they do about it ? Just told us, and then screamed
with laughter.
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Qive 'em the Air.-Which reminds us to register a protest at
the nearly-f?rmed decision of the B.B.C. to scrap the " Amateur
Hour." This was a feature full of possibilities and running over
with ~ntertain.ment . There is _just a chance that they will
reconsider the idea. Mr. J. Bamngton, of the" Daily Express"
and " War Wail," without whom the B .B.C. would have closed
down long ago, has advised them to keep the " Amateur Hour "
going. So we may sit back hopefully.
0-.0
A&ain the Hooker.-Ukann Larfe placed his beer on the
radiator to cool and slumped back in his rexine-covered easy
chair (23s. 6d. sale price, carriage paid to all parts). He was not
sure that he had done a wise thing in coming to Birmingham.
There seemed to be so little scope for his remarkable abilities.
The door bell rang insistently.
" Cor," he muttered. "That's nine times in two hours."
He crept along the hall in felt slippers and flung the door
open . A hawker was engaged in spreading the contents of a
suitcase on the door-mat. "Good afternoon," he said, wearily.
" Soap, razor blades, safety pins, shoe laces, telegraph poles,
tram tickets and second-hand steam rollers ? " As the hawker
looked up, Ukann Larfe shot him in the centre of the forehead.
With some difficulty he dragged the body in and propped it up
beside the gas-meter.
" That makes four," he said quietly, returning the gun to his
waistcoat pocket.
" What makes four ? "
The detective froze in his tracks at the sound of a voice he
thought never to hear no more--we mean again. Slowly he
turned and met the amused smile of his ancient enemy, Sir Roger,
Gorebal Gibbet Hushstankinley, Bart. (pronounced Seemoan
Seemoan), and known to the underworld as the "Hooker."
Ukann's eyes popped out with terrified surprise. He pushed
them back with a shaking forefinger. He jaw moved, but no
words came. Any idea of reaching for the gun he had so recently
used was ruled out by the appearance of a snub-nosed little
weapon in the st-eady hand of the "Hooker."
" Hallo, Mr. Larfe, " said the unwelcome guest. " Could we
have a little chat in private ? " He eyed the bodies by the gasmeter curiously. Ukann Larfe found his voice. Dusting it
carefully and holding it '\ith a firm hand, he said, " If you're
gonna be sore over that little business of ten years that Judge
Blood gave you- why, Hooky, old man-I- "
" Ah, forget it, Ukann. This is something on the level, and
I need your help."
" I see," said the detective quietly. " Have a beer ? "
" Thanks. I will."
The split second during which the " Hooker " was off his
guard was enough for the resourceful sleuth. As the heavy
quart bottle crashed down on the " Hooker's " head, our hero
smiled happily.
" That makes .five, " he said.
" What makes five ? "
With the ease born of long practice, Ukann Larfe dropped like
a stone and slithered behind a settee, his heart beating rapidly,
but his nerves under perfect control. He recognised the voice.
Who is it? You'd never guess. Get the May WrRE !
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Ordnance. This good "';n is only built up gradually, and when
firmly established is invaluable. Suggested text for a C.O.'s
office, " Heaven bless our ' Q ' Bloke."
Sergeant " Mutt " :Mathew arrives in England at last and will
remain in this country until he leaves. · Our news hound has
fallen down on the job here. " Mutt" is a clever boxer and a
useful banjo-player. He is also a valuable addition to a concert
party. If he could but overcome a painful shyness and his
innate modesty he should go far. He will be missed in "Jub."
Cateswell House, Stratford Road, Hall Green, Birmingham.
Make a note of that. It is the headquarters of the 48th Divisional
Signals, T.A., but what is of even more interest to you, is that
it houses the Birmingham Branch of the Signals Association.
If you come to Birmingham when you leave the service call or
write, even if you don't want anything. You will be very
welcome either way, and if you want to pay your subscription,
why, boy, we'll find you the best chair in the place. And you
can tell us what they are doing in the Regular Anny these days.
BARI.EU

0-..0

Royal Signals Indian Draft, 193 7-H.T. "Nevasa ''

News Service.- \Vith our spies in every corner of the world, we
are kept supplied with valuable information day and night.
From the north we receive the astounding news that a wellknown hairdresser is still cherishing his ambition to become a
dance band leader. Even more amazing is the news (unconfirmed as yet) that he is enjoying some small success. Knowing
Frank Shakespeare as we do, this gives us considerable satisfaction. It took us five years to convince him that " accidentals"
were not notes played by beginners and another two to explain
that " footnotes " were nothing to do with hoe-horns.
From the south comes news of an exodus of horses, together
V:ith the mighty task of disposing of unwanted harness. Sometimes we wonder if units really appreciate the wang- ahem !and good will that exists between the " Q " taff and the

At Sea, 26th February.
On 10th and I 1th February, 231 ranks of Royal Signal
embarked on H.T. Nevasa at Southampton. The presence of
three or four senior W.O.s and N.C.0.s to wish us boti voyage,
etc., wa very much appreciated. R.S.M. Herbert, R.Q.M. .
(Mick) Wensley, C.Q. I.S. (Jim) Dillon. and Sergeant (Tiffy)
Brookes were amongst them. It is not possible to record the
names of all ranks of this draft, nor to indicate the Stations to
which they are bound, but the following may be of intere t to
many readers: 1ajor D . L . Carnegie and family to Peshawar;
R. .M. roonan M .. R.Q.M .. Newbury, Sergeants Quinn, Low A.,
Ellis J. and Harvey to S.T.C. (I.) ; Sergeant Red worth to 2nd
Cavalry Brigade ignal Troop ; Sergeant IIill H. to 3rd Cavalry
Brigade Signal Troop ; Lance ergeant Beach to Kohat Di trict
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Signals; • ergeant Lee A. and Lance ergeant Pendergast to
Peshawar District Signals; .Q.1\1. . Lister, ergeants Packman
and earlc H. and Lance Sergeant Knight H. to Waziristan
Di'trict Signal : . erg ant Brooke J. to W.E. ., herat ; Q.:vr. .
'.'.lutter, ergeant ilmore J. and Lance ergeant Wellock B. to
''A" orps ignals, Rawalpindi; Sergeant Ayres to ist Indian
Di,·i ional
ignals, Hawalpindi ·
ergeants Green \'\'. and
Toogood · F., Lance ergcants heverton and ·warren J. to 2nd
Indian Di\'isional 'ignals, Quetta ; Sergeant Thomas R. and
Luck \\'., Lance ergeants Beckett J . and Ri hardson G. to 3rd
Indian Di\'isional ignal , Jeerut ; ergeant watton J ., Lance
rgeants Elme A. and mith E. to 4th Indian Divi ional
Signal , Trimulgherry.
Although known as an R.A.F. boat, there are 430 Army details
aboard. The 0.R.s of the .Air Force number 772.
port were held whilst cruising in the Blue Mediterranean,
and it is pleasing to record our succe ses. Royal Signals Junior
N.C.O.s and men won the tug-of-war, and at the same sport a
team of nine Royal ignai Sergeants and two from the R.A.
easily beat an Air Force enior N . . O.'s team. In a ovices'
Boxing Competition, men of Royal Signals won one weight and
were runners-up in all others.
2\fajor and Mrs. Carnegie, Q.M.S. Mutter and other. staunch
supporters have been responsible for entertainments, and right
nobly have their efforts been carried out. Corporal Dirs and his
harmonica band are a welcome asset, and Sergeant Searle as
an R .S.M . in " Guard mounting as it 'aint done " is a star turn.
We are nearing Aden now. It is very hot and sticky and many
have been heard to remark " roll on."
27th February.
It is with the deepest regret that we have to write of the
disembarkation of Sergeant (Bob) earle, who has been admitted
to the R.A.F. Hospital at Aden. All ranks of Royal ignals
aboard wish him a speedy recovery, and would like to place on
record their appreciation of his cheery comradeship. They
congratulate him on the excellent performance he gave at the
Ship's Concert Party.
Best of luck to all ranks.
From SIGS., " evasa."

Royal Signals Display.
Catterick Camp.
As the accompanying photographs show, our activities in
regard to practise have been somewhat hampered by snow.
Howe,·er, working on the principle that if one can do a thing
passably under difficulties, one can do it reasonably well under
good conditions, our motto has been "On with the Show,"
whatever the weather.
The Display is now officially affiliated to the Auto-Cycle
Union, and, in addition to our performing activities, we hope to
enter a team in some of the :\1:otor Cycle Trials held during the
snmmer.
We are now able to make a few additions to our list of fixtures
publi bed in last month's WIRE. These are:
uth and 12th June.-Leicestershire Show at Leicester.
26th June.-White City, London. Final night of Greyhound
Derby.
Former mounted members of the team will be sorry to hear
that the final link of the mounted side has been broken by the
posting of Sergeant Hill and Corporal Jones to India. We wish
them, and also all the others who have left us from the 1936
Display, the very best of luck.
H. -. C.

Signal Training Centre Athletics
Northern Counties' Cross-country Championships.-These Championships were held at Worsley, Manchester, on 27th February.
Both a" Youths'" team and a" Junior" team were entered.
The going was very heavy, so much so, that even experienced
runners were unable to run through the plough land and were
forced to walk. Out of 28 teams entered, the Signals" Youths'"
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team gained fourth place with 107 points ; the leading team only
producing an aggregate of 81 points. The team ran as a team and
made a very good showing. "With a little more experience,
there is no doubt that we shall be able to add this trophy to our
list in some future year.
The "Junior" team ran well, but were unplaced in the first
six teams. The :field in this race was 20 teams. Teams were
as follows:
YoUTHs.-Lance Corporal Boy Roberts, Boys Clover, Richards,
McKenna, Watson, Valentine and Baldock. Reserves: Warren
and Malone.
JUNIORS.
ignalmen Craig, Batchelor, Darby, Moore R.,
Potter, Butler and Pte. Appleton.

Voice Frequency Trials Detachment, Bulford.
lntroduction.- The Voice Frequency Trials Detachment was
formed in September, 1936, to carry out War Office experiments
on Voice Frequency Telegraph and Carrier Telephony apparatus.
As :first constituted, the Detachment was made up of N.C.O.s
and men who had undergone G.P.O. Courses in Teleprinter
operating. These men proceeded to Bulford on 1st September,
but were recalled to Aldershot owing to the trouble in Palestine.
This was fortunate in some respects, as it gave personnel, who
had never seen a Teleprinter, an opportunity to become expert
operators. The Detachment which finally came to Bulford to
carry out the tests, was composed as follows : OFFICER-I CHARGE, Major J. H. Cameron-Webb, R.Signals; N.C.0.s
SPECIALLY TRAINED AT DOLLIS HILL, C.Q.M.S.s Forrest and
Brice, Sergeants J erram and Bartley, Lance Corporals Luscombe ;
TELEPRINTER OPERATORS, Corporal Millichip, Lance Corporals
Taylor, Donovan, M'Cready and O'Rourke, Signalmen Barrow,
Holmes, Mitchell, Mayhew, Neatham, Parker, Beckett and
Hollingsworth; WORKSHOP STAFF, Corporal Russell, Lance
Corporals Bennett, Hoar and Boughton, Signalmen Gamble,
Clarke and Thomas. Some of these other ranks, however, were
recalled to their units for various reasons. In addition to thi
personnel, 12 linemen, under Sergeant Gordon, carried out the
maintenance of the loo-mile " experimental route."
General.-Upon arriving at Bulford, everyone worked hard to
prepare the huts, stores, etc., required for the tests. It was
essential that everything should be ready as soon as possible
to allow the training of the operators to commence. The system
of training adopted was similar to that used by the G.P.O. In
this system, a series of cards, progressing from memorising the
keyboard to the sending of messages, were used. Each operator
was given a new card each day, and in the majority of cases
co:{llpleted the lesson the same day. Weekly tests were carried
out and the results of these showed the progress of each operator
week by week. The operators were very keen, but a tendency
was shown to " run before they could walk." Once this was
checked, rapid strides were made towards higher speeds. At
the time of writing, the operators trained at Bulford need only
further practice to reach the standard of the Post Office.
Whilst the operators were being trained, the apparatus was
being installed by the representative of the Standard Telephone
Company. He was assisted by Sergeant Bartley and Lance
Corporal Luscombe, who were responsible for the greater part of
the external wiring. As the apparatus was delivered already
wired internally, it will be seen that the external wiring constituted a large part of the installation, and these two N.C.O.s
gained valuable experience.
On 18th December, a capacity test was carried out to determine
the maximum amount of traffic that could be passed over the
system in a given time. As our operators had not yet become
sufficiently fast to enable the test to be carried out under the
best possible conditions, Post Office Operators came down from
London to do all the necessary operating. Our own operators
were employed in various capacities and contributed materially
to the success of the test.
Various tests were carried out during the following months,
and on the majority of these, operating was done by our own
operators. Considering that they had only had three month '
training, their work was done exceedingly well, and credit is
due to them for great efforts to become proficient.

Members of the Royal Signals Display Team at practice.

fH E W1 R.f::
Durin thi. period the linemen, ably controlled by the Test
Clerk ergeant J crram, from the Tbrou<>h Repeater tation,
waged war on the elements in an effort to maintain the line.
This was no ea y job and meant hard work on the part of all
concerned to en ure a " through " line. \Vhen it is realised that
eioht or nine faults a dav was a common occurrence, the work
e;tailed in the maintenance of the line will be appreciated. l\lo t
of the route lay across open country and Nas, therefore, e ·posed
to the high winds which were responsible for most.of the damage.
In spite of very evere weather, work was c~ne~ .out by the
linemen very cheerfully and to the best of their ability.
Further te t of the apparatu , as required by the ·war Office,
were carried out by C.Q.:\I.S. Brice, Sergeants Jerram and
Bartley. and Lance Corporal Luscombe. These tests were to
have been upervised by :\lr. l\larriott of the S.E.E., but, unf?rtunately, he was taken ill and was unable to carry on with
super'l.'ision after the first couple of tests. As there were seven
test altogether, the above-named ir.c.O.s carried on until such
times as l\lr. ::\.farriott was replaced. He was eventually replaced
by )1r. l\lills, of the S.E.E., who arrived in time to supervi e the
final test . That the programme was adhered to speaks well for
the work done by the four N. .O.s, and, I am sure, they realise
that the extra time put in by them was well worth while, if only
for the valuable experience gained. C.Q.:M.S. Forrest, alt!1.:mgh
specially trained at ' Dollis Hill, was unable to take part m the
tests as his time was fully taken up in administrative work and
stores accounting. In spite of this, he managed to find time to
make himseli thoroughly acquainted with the apparatu .
Acknowledgments.-l\Iany thanks are due to .Q.:i\•I.S. Forrest
for an article written during the trials and which will appear in
this journal in due course. This article, although non-technical,
gives a brief outline of the equipment and its functions.
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Thanks arc al o due to Messrs. Jenkin and Merryfield for themaintenance of the Teleprinters. Throughout the lesls, these
two mechanics proved invaluable in their work and willingness.
to help in any way possible at all times.
Accommodation for the Detachment was provided by 3rd
Divisional Signals, and thank are due to them for their efbrts.
to make us as comfortable as was practicable.
During the second test, it was found necessary to borrow
sufficient men from 3rd Divi ional Signals to assist in counter
work, etc. These men proved to be a great help, and we wi h.
to thank them for their assistance.
The power used by the equipment was supplied by r2S.
Batteries, econdary Portable, D.A.G., 6v. roo/125 A.H. Considerable work was required to keep them in working condition.
Charging was carried out by Lance Corporals Bennett, Boughton
and Hoar, and Signalmen Clarke, Gamble and Thomas. At times
it was necessary for these people to work during the night, in
order that the required number of batteries would be ready for
the continuation of the tests on the follo~ ing day.
Conclusion.-Generally speaking, the six months spent at
Bulford by thi Detachment has proved instructive and interesting for all its members. Although time did not permit detailed
instruction to be given on the apparatus to all ranks, individuals
succeeded in picking up enough knowledge to understand the
elementary principles underlying the design of the equipment.
To summarise, the programme was carried out without any
undue technical hitches, this being made possible by the cooperation and harmony within the Detachment.
E.G.B.

1

HOME STATIONS ~

Patroramu: Phclograt>h Co.Man<hnle<

~IGNALTRAINING CENTRE NO~
Headquarters, Signal Training Centre.
. Arts and Cra~s . Exhibitio~ , 1937.-It will be remembered that

m 1936 the .T!~g Battalion, Royal Signal~. held an Arts and
Cra~s Exhibition, which proved such a success that it was
decided to hold one this year for the whole of the Signal Training
Centre.

A committee w.as formed in ovember, 1936, with Mrs. F. A.
Heymann as president, Mrs. R. T. 0. Cary, Mrs. G. Tayleur and
Mr.s. R. C. Instr'.1-ll as members, together with the R.S.l\I.s as
umt. ~epres~ntatives. The committee decided to hold the
E~1b~hon yi March, 1937, with a Jumble Sale in February to
assist m ra1smg funds for the Exhibition.
·
The families of the S.T.C. were each given a list of the classes
ope~ to; competition: and it was finally decided to accept post
entnes m all .classes m order to give new arrivals at the S.T.C.
the opportumty of competing.
The Jumble Sale was held in Kewbigging Hall, on 3rd February,. and was a marked success ; a large and varied assortment
of articles were offered for sale, and, at the close, practically all
the stalls were sold out.

Bock Row, left to right : Signalman Barrow (2 Div.), Signalman Holli ngsworth (" D" Troop), Lance Corporal McReady (2 Div.), Signalman
Holmes (2 Div.), Signal ma n Beckett (" D " Troop ), Signalma n Clarke (2 Div.), Signalman Neatham ( I Div.), Lance Co r poral Hoar
(2 Div.), Signalman Gamb le (I Div.).
Middle Row, le ft to right: Lance Corporal Taylor ( I Div.), Lance Corpo ra l Luscombe (I Div.), Lance Sergeant je r ram (Tank Bde. Sigs.),
C.Q.M.S. Fo rrest (F. of S. ), Ma jor j . H. Came ron-Webb, (" A " Corps Sigs.), C.Q .M.S. Brice (F. of S.), Lance Sergeant Bartley
(A. Corps Sigs.), Lance Corporal Donovan (2 Div.), Lance Corporal O'Rour ke (2 Div.).
Front Ro"" left to right: Signalman Parker (I Div.), Signalman Mitchell (I Div.).
·

Durin~ the long winter months, many amongst the families
were filling m the evenings making articles for the Exhibition ·
mothers were making jumpers, etc., and fathers commenced t~
learn the. ar~ of rug-making. On Tuesday, 9th March, the doors
of . ewb1ggmg Hall were thrown open for the acceptance of
en~nes. At first they came in slo>vly, but, towards late afternoon,
quite a rusl~ was experienced, despite a heavy snowfall. A total
of r68 entries were accepted, 104 from the Training Battalion,
40 from the Depot, and 24 from the School of ignals.
0~ Wednesday morning, the difficult task of judging the
entne took place, and it is gratifying to be able to record the
fact that the Judges were highly pleased with the excellent
standard of the exhibits in all classes. A total of 44 prizes were
awarded, to the value of £rr r7s. 6d. The following indicates
the clas es that were open for competition, together with the
names of the Judges, also the total number of entries and the
pnze " mncrs :
Class.
Exhibit.
Entries. Prize 'A7inners.
Bulbs (a) Best Single ..
4
r, :vrrs. Flecher.
2, l\lrs. Adams.
,,
(b) Best Collection
r, i\frs. Harries.
I3
Judges2, :\!rs. Hinds.
l\Iessrs. \Vareing of Richmond .
3, R. .1\l. Butcher.
2
Knitting (a) Lady's jumper. . 29
I, :i\<lrs. Taylor.
judges2, :i\Ir . Harri on.
:\ Irs. Gummcrson and J\Ir ·. Cale. 3, :Ylrs. Green.
Knittrng (b) G nt's Pullover
I, :\Ir . Harrison.
judges
2, i\Ir . Pack.
~·Hrs. Gummer on and Mi
3, l\Irs. Caulfield.
\Veb. ter.
Knitting (c) Child's ] um per ..
1, 1\Irs. Ha yes.
i
J udges 2, Mr . John tone.
Mrs. Instrall and ~Iiss Web ter. 3, l\Irs. Caulfield.

3
4

Knitting (d) Baby's Vest
3
Judges.Mrs. Instrall and Mis. Web ter.
Knitting (e) Baby's Jacket
II
Judges-Mrs. Instrall and Mi. Webster.
Knitting (£) Stockings and Socks 4
Judges-;\-lrs. Gummerson and l\lrs. Cale.
Crochet (a) \J ool Crochet
2
(b) Cotton Crochet
2
Judge-Mrs. Tayleur.
Embroidery
12
Judges- Mrs. ::\Iaitland-l\.fagillCrichton and i\.Irs. Heymann.
Rug-making . .
ro
Judge-Mis Benson.

I, :1-lrs. Harrison.
2, Mrs. Dunn .

r,
2,
3,
r,
2,

Mrs.
:'.!rs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
lrs.

Caulfield
Smyth.
Spearpoint.
Brewer.
Crummey.

I,

l\lrs. Farley.

r, l\Irs. Chandler.

r, :\!rs. Green.
2, Mrs. Day.
3, Mrs. Dunn.
5
l, R.S.:\L Caulfield.
2, Corporal Wood.
3, l\Irs. Fletcher.
6 Something new from something 15
1 , Mr . Butcher.
old.
2, l\Irs. Farley.
By ballot.
3, l\Irs. Hague.
9
I, ::\.lrs. Lee.
7 Cakes (a) Plain
J udges--Cooks of Mrs. Heymann
2, :\!rs. Edwards.
and l\lr . Cary.
3, l\Ir . Green.
Cakes (b) Fruit
9
l, l\Ir . Butcher.
J udges--Cooks of Irs. Heymann
2, :\!rs. Atkinson,
and ::\.lrs. Cary.
3, l\Irs. Wood.
Cakes (c) Iced
..
..
4
l, :\1rs. Hinds.
Judges-Cooks of Mrs. Heymann
2, :\Irs. Atkinson.
and i\.Irs. Cary.
3, l\Irs. Edwards.
8 Jam
r6
r, :\!rs. Farley.
J•1dge-Mrs. :i\<Iaitland-Ma!!ill2, l\Irs. Kelly.
':richton.
3, l\Irs. Green.
The various comments of the Judges mav be of interest.
Class 1 : Taking into consideration the fact 'that the married
quarters at Catte.rick do not lend themselves to the cultivation
of indoor-grown bulb , the entries in this clas were quite good
and of a good standard. Class 2 : All entrant were complimented
by the Judges on the very high tandard of work entered, and
we have no doubt that some husbands are quite proud of their
new pullovers. Clas 5 : This was a cla s in which the men
excelled ; some really good ample of the ruo-maker's art were
exhibited, not forgetting entry o. r. Cla s 6"': Thi wa a class
which called for all the ingenuity of the entrants, a the co t of
the conversion of the old into the new was limited to 6d. An
excellent variety of the uses to which old article can be put was
displayed and called forth many exclamations of urprise from
the visitors. The menfolk were well repre ented on thi.! tall.
The p~ize in this cla s were awarded by ballot, the first prize
obtamrng 17 votes, second 14, and third 12.
The Exhibition was open to visitor in the afternoon and some
200 people attende.d. D.u:ing the .afternoon the Royal ignals
dance band entertamed visitors, whil t l\Je rs. Morgan's upplied
tea and cakes.
The prize were to have been presented by :\[rs. G. \ . Howard
who, owing to indi position, was unable to attend. '\Ir . F. A'.
Heymann kindly consented to present the prizes on Mrs.
Howard's behalf.
At the conclusion of the Exhibition, a vote of thanks to :\Irs.
Heymann wa made by R .. M. Harrison T., Royal Signals. \Ve
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are very plea
to place on record, on behalf of the m~rr~ed
familie of the i nal Training Centre, our very deep appreciation
; 1 nd thanks to )frs. Heymann, Mrs. Cary, Mrs. Taylcur, Mr:>.
Instrall and all other worker behind the scenes, who, by their
mt r t and bard work, made the Exhibition such a success.
\Ye look forward to another Arts and Crafts Show next year,
when we hope to see man · more entries.
0 LOOKER.

School of Sipals.
Catterick is certainly the right place for folk. " '.ith hardy
constitution·. One day we get two feet of now, .w~1ch 1 followed
b\' rain, un bine and then sleet. In fact, all vanetie ?f weat!1er,
lthough the snow is not so deep a.s m prev1ou
e.xcept the ideal.
years, it i bad enough, and may yet beat all prev10u records.
- The following are welcomed to the School. We hop~ ~eir
·tav will be enjoyable: Driver tillyar~s J . from 3rd D1v1 10nal
Siana! , and ignalmen Baker A., Palling F . and Hull .E: ~m
India.
ignalman Jackson H . has left us for 3rd D1v1s1onal
. ignals.
Congratulations to Signalman and J\llrs. Cresswell L. on the
birth of a son, Jeffrey Leonard, on 17th February.
)farriages are becoming a regular feature. If it goes on at ~hi
rate there won't be any single men left in the chool: Dnver
Tis lman T. was married to l\liss Olive Mary Jack, at Richmond,
on 22nd February.
ignalman .Mackinnon \V. was married to
)Ii: May I.aycock. at Darlington, on 20th February.
.O ..

Sergeants' Mess.
Our only function since last month took the form of a Games'
Tourney versus the officer tudents on o. 120 Regimen~!
'ignallfog Instructors' Course. Although we managed to wm
the games, we had a tussle at" corks," a game introduced. by our
guests. It was voted by everybody as one of the most enioyable
games.
Our congratulations to )frs. Adams, Mrs. Farley and :Mrs.
Hague, who were successful entrants in the S.T.C. Arts and
Crafts Exhibition, held on 10th :March. ">Irs. Adams won a
prize in the Bulb Section, ?.Irs. Farley in the. Croche~. Class, as
well as in the " Something new from something old and the
Jam Sections, and ?.Irs. Hague in the "Something new· from
. ometb:ing old " Section. All entries were of ~n ext~emely b1g.h
tandard, and the judges are to be sympathised. with m their
most difficult task, which was so successfully earned out.
Wedding bells will soon be heard. In fact, before these notes
appear, W.O. Small, of the Australian Signal Corps, who has
been attached here for a year, will have joined the ancient band.
l t 1 hoped that this will not cause a matrimonial epidemic, but
well, a little bird has whispered.
Overheard in the Mess.- Sergeant K .. to new waiter : " Where
have you come from, my lad? "
);ew \\'aiter: " East of uez, Sergeant! "
Then followed a period of quiet !
Gardening is impo · ible, owing to the continuou snow, but
our tulips, an .T.C. landmark, are expected to be better than
t:\ er this year. \Yho is going to reli6ve you of the job, Jonah ?

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
Social. On Wednesday, 10th March, th~ annual Arts and
Crafts Exhibition, open to members of the S.T.C., took place.
The articles displayed reflected great credit on the exhibitors.
\ e had not realised the extent of the artistic talent of the
ladies among our married families. A detailed list of the succes<;fu) entries is given below:
CLASS I.
(a COLLECTION OF BULBS (any variety) :
1, ::\frs. Harne:; ; 2, Mrs. Hinds ; 3, R.S.M. Butcher. A most
ta~teful display of hycinths and a particularly fi ne collection of
daffodil
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(b) BULBS (Best ingle) :
1 , Mrs. Fletcher; 2, Mr . Adams. A good collection, with
hyacinths the predominating feature.
CL SS 2.
(a) KNITTING (Baby's Vest) :
1. Mrs. Harrison; 2, Mrs. Dunn.
ot being a baby fancier,
I am unable to record my view on thi item.
(b) STOCKINGS OR SOCKS :
1, Mrs. Brewer; 2, Mrs. Crummey. :No wonder the N.A.A .F.I.
do not ell many pairs of socks !
(c) MATINEE COATS :
1, 1\frs. Caulfield; 2, Mrs. Harrison ; 3. Mrs. Spearpoint. It
looks as if even the youthful element of the Corp3 will be in
regalia for the Coronation.
(d) GENT'S PULLOVER OR CARDIGAN :
1, Mrs. Harrison ; 2, Mrs. Pack ; 3, Mrs. Caulfield.
Competition in this clas was exceptionally keen and much fine work
was shown. All exhibits were of a high order.
(e) LADIE ' J uMPE R :
1, Mr . Taylor; 2, Mrs. Harrison; 3, Mrs. Green. In this
class some really fine specimen of knitting were shown. We did
not envy the judges in their task of selecting winners.
CLASS 3.
(a) WooL CROCHET : Mrs. Farley.
(b) COTTON CROCHET : Mrs. Chandler.
CLASS 4· EMBROIDERY (FANCY WORK).
1, Mrs. Green ; 2, Mrs. Day ; 3, Mrs. Dunn. Here again the
ladies excelled themselves and some clever needlework was seen.
CL~SS 5. RUG-MAKING.
1, R.S.M. Caulfield; 2, Corporal Wood; 3, Mrs. Fletcher.
In this event, the men showed the ladies the way home, with
the results shovn1. Some excellent rugs were exhibited, and the
winning specimens were particularly good.
CLASS 6. SOMETHING 'EW FROM SOMETHING OLD.
1, Mrs. Butcher ; 2, Mrs. Farley ; 3, Mrs. Haig. There was
much ingenuity shown in this Section. From pipe stands,
cotton reels to mats made from old socks. The winners were
selected by public ballot .
CLASS 7· CAKES.
(a) lcEo: 1, Mrs. Hinds; 2, Mrs. Atkinson; 3, Mrs. Edwards.
(b) FRUIT: I, Mrs. Butcher; 2, frs. Atkinson; 3, Mrs. Wood.
(c) PLAIN : I, Mrs. Lee; 2, Mrs. Edwards; 3, Mrs. Green.
The tempting display of cakes would have done credit to any
confectioner' shop. It made one wish that a bun-fight might
commence.
CLASS 8. JAM.
1, ~lrs. Farley; 2, Mr . Kelly; 3, Mrs. Green.
Once again
the ladies proved equal to the occasion, and an appetising
variety of jams were on view.
Great thanks are due to Mrs. F. A. Heymann, wife of our
Brigadier, Mrs. Tayleur, wife of our Commanding Officer, and
all other officers' ladies, who organised the recent Jumble ale,
which made such an interesting event possible.
Arrivals. - We extend a welcome to the following, who have
joined us from units shown: C.S.M. ~randon, ;>th Divisional
Signals ; Sergeant Watmore, Malaya Signal Section ; Corporal
Noble G., 4th Divisional Signals; Corporal Bunce C., "A" Corps
Signals ; Drivers Meikle G., MacGregor F., Owens T .. Proudlock
H .. Proudlove G .. Scolfield A. and Paine, Signalmen Curtis F ..
?\1udie A., Shaw W., Ives J. and Elliot J .. all from 5th Divisional
Signals ; Driver Buckle B.. 2nd Divisional Sign.als ; Driver
Simpson R., 3rd Divisional Signals; Signalman Dnscoll D. and
Driver Barker J .. 4th Divisional Signals.
Departures.-We wish the very best to the undermentioned,
who have left us for destinations shown: Captain M. D uke, to
take over Adjutant, 55th (W.L.) Divisional Signals, T.A ..
Liverpool ; Corporals Hatton T . and. ~icho lls c... "A" C~rps
Signals; Corporal Watterton L., Trammg Battalion; Dn ver
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Marshall C., 4th Divisional Signals; Signalman Payne L., 2nd
Divisional Signals.
~ourses.-Lieutenant J. S. Wise and Corporal Vigurs A .. to
Wmterbourne Gunner, to sample the delights of a Gas Course.
Lan e Corporal yhambers W., to Aldershot Preparatory School
for a Provost Course.

Promotions.-We congratulate the following forerunners of
the prophesied " big 1940 rush " on their promotions to the
ranks shown : Sergeants Brooke H. and Hodges R.
Agony.-Musketry Instructor to recruit during snapshooting :
"Now don't .fire this time: a 'trial exposure.'"
Whistle sounds, and the recruit fires.
Instructor: "Now didn't I say don't fire, a' trial exposure• ? "
Rec:uit : " Sorry, Sergeant, I thought you said, ' Try an
cxplos1on.' "
He did!
Who was the Junior .C.O .. not a resident of Wales, who,
after religiously cleanjng his gas mask eyepieces on the outside
with " anti-djm," complained how " foggy it was getting " ?
Heard from Afar.-Remark to overseas traveller, who had
returned to snowbound Catterick. " Well, I know of a wanner
place than this, don't you ? "
Reply: " Yes, but I can't die and get there ! "

" D " Company, Training Battalion.
Arrivals.-Captain E. S. Cole from " F" Company, Lieutenant
]. S. Usher from Egypt, Corporal Dargon from N.I.S. Company,
Corporal Le Cocq from "A" Corps Signals, Corporal Poole and
Lance Corporals Pollard, Mathews and Locke from India, and
Trooper Hewick on transfer from I6/5th Lancers to the Corps.
We wish you all the best and hope that you will find this health
resort to your liking.
Departures.-Sergeant Parsons J. and family to "A" Corps
Signals, Corporal Worsley to .l.S. Company, Lance Sergeant
Smith T. and family to "A" Corps Signals, Driver Beck to 2nd
Divisional Signals, Corporal Jackman to " F " Company, and
Signalman Anderson and Driver Coupe to discharge on compassionate grounds. The best of luck in your new localities I
Promotions.- Sergeant-Instructor Griffiths (A.E.C.) to Warrant
Officer, Class II, Lance Corporal McCunnin to Corporal w.e.f.
23rd February, and U/Lance Corporal Buscal1 to Lance Corporal
w.e.f. 29th January. Congratulations!
Births.--Congratulations to Corporal and J\IIrs. Taylor on tbe
presentation of a daughter.
ames have not yet been decided.
General.--Congratulations to Signalman Rotherham on his
Class II Despatch Rider rating. Keep it up ! The flow of
recruits to and from the Company continues to be heavy. Last
month over 100 passed through.
Scarlet fever has paid us its usual vi it, and two huts were
placed in isolation. The hospital strength has called three
.C.O.s to its bays. \Ve wish them a speedy recovery. Rumour
whispers that the O.C. is proceeding to Sunny Africa for a few
weeks. "Do you require a valet, sir? 'F • Company has a
volunteer."

'' E '' Company, Training Battalion.
General.- At the moment, Catterick i experiencing very
severe wintry weather. During the la t fortnight we have had
several heavy falls of snow.
Departures.- We are sorry to have to say good-bye this month
to Major C. V. L. Lycett, o.B.E., and Captain M. G. A. Hepper.
Major Lycett has left us for 4th Divisional ignals, Canterbury,
and aptain Hepper has been posted to the V\Tar Office, London,
for duty.
Marriages.-We extend our heartiest congrat ulations to
Signalman Aldridge L .. who was ma rried to Miss Vera Allin on.
at Northallerton, on 27th February.
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"F" Company, Training Battalion.
General.-Improvements to the barrack-rooms and Company
lines are still in progress. Ex-boys who have left the Company
during the last few years would have difficulty in recognising
the old surroundings. Polished floors, newly distempered walls,
matting on the floors, and a full complement of curtain .
Barrack-rooms have been allotted names. each one with th!!
initial letter of the Company.
Education.-At the time of compiling these notes, studio us
faces are the fashion. Seventy-eight of our Company are sitti11g
for the First-Class Certificate. We hope that our next notes
will be full of congratulations. They should have no pity on the
clerk who keeps the educational graph.
Arrivals.-Corporal Mattock and Lance Corporal Dickin!>on
from India for employment as Operator Instructors. Signalman
Stevenson has been taken on the strength of the Company office
staff.
Depa rtures.-Lance Sergeant Holden, Signalmen Harris and
Hancock left us for India on 10th :\larch. They have our very
best wishes. Ex-Boys Dean H .. Hock:ings N., Maycock W., and
O'Marah have left us for field units.
Corporals Lowes and Webb are busy packing for their departure for that land of dusky maidens (Africa), for service as
Signal Instructors with the
igeria Regiment, provided, of
course, that they are found fit. Wedding bells have crackt:d
and orders for ration bags cancelled.
Coronation.-Our Company has been allotted two vacancic>s
on Constitution HiU for the Coronation. Sergeant Boy Martin
and Boy Bowler have been selected.
Sports.- Our "A" team has been eliminated from the Boy •
Army Cup. We lost to the Royal Engineers, 4-2, after a very
exciting game, particularly when the score stood at 3-2. \Ve
lost to a better team, who found our weak spots and played
accordingly. Our cross-country team has been doing things
again. (See full details in the notes submitted by the Officer
i/c Athletics, Signal Training Centre.) \Ye congratulate them
on their performances.
Jews ' Mail.-This column is being used by a boy whose father
works :in the Po t Office. I therefore refuse to believe his tales
of " influence."
"Jam .p5." "Ballyhoe ref.' woggle-gosal bird.'-Soon losing
our president, D.l.K., and the ' Karloff' coil. 2323534."
EFFAS.

Sergeants' Mess Training Battalion.
Friday, 5th l\larch, saw the Mess once again tastefully decorated, this being the occasion of our monthly whist drive and
dance. Despite a bitter wind and flurries of snow, this everpopular entertainment drew a large crowd. If the less had been
twice the size, we should, I am sure, still have full houses. The
whist drive went with a swing, and the l\I.C.s were kept busy to
the call of " sign here." The ladies' .first prize went to Mr..
Morris. The gents' .first prize went to Lance Sergeant Clark
Dancing started at 10.30 p.m .. and the floor was kept crowded
by the tuneful melodies of Frank Shakespeare's Band.
We were very pleased to see Major A. J. Harris, o.B E.,
amongst our guests, together with a large number of the officer
of the Battalion. Great credit is due to the Entertainment
Committee for giving us all such a delightful evening's entertainment and making one forget the bleak cold winter day at
Catterick for a time at lea l.
This month we pas the hand of friendship and farewell to
ergeant Parsons J. and Lance eraeant mith T., who have left ,
us for "A" Corps Signal , Aldershot. Also to ergeant ~lile~.
our worthy ecretary, who leave us on J t pril for 5th Di\ isional Signals.
Congratulation to Sergeant Cornish on winning the )le~~
Shooting Cup with a score of 59 out of a po ible of 65. We will
not say much about the wooden poon, except to say that 1l
goes this year to ergeant larshall ( .E. . ).
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" A " Corps Signals.
Once again I have been asked to write abou the activities of
.. A" Corps, and to keep up the end of.~he unit _in ~~gard to notes
for THE \\' IRE, until the return of Jessamine, . who, un_fortunately, is still confined to a co~ in the Cambndge Hospital.
·we wish )'OU a speedy recovery, sir.
His namesake, R.Q.M. . l\litchell, met _with an unf?rtun~te
.accident on aturday, 2 th February, _whilst_ ou~ ~val_kin g w~th
Mrs. ~1itchell, and he, too. is in hospital w1~h IDJunes, whi~h
we hope are not too serious. 'Ve hope you will soon be back ID
harness again, sir.
The P.T. cla es have now given way to musketry. At the
rate of progress which is being made, everyon~ should qualify
for a 1st Class shot, and, who knows, maybe Bisley.
\Ve are now getting down to Coro.nation parades in_ e~nest,
and the " good-looking squad " are ID really hard tra.i~g for
their long march. Who said, " Oh, my poor feet m new
Wellingtons" ?
If the clerk of the weather does not change his programme,
we shall soon begin to think we are back in Catterick. We have
had so much snow and leet recently, that instead of saying" The
Sunny outh," we shall have to find a more appropnate name.
From the sporting aspect, we consider ourselves very fo:tunate
to be in Aldershot at this period of the year, cons1denng t he
number of finals which are being played off. Boxing, rugby,
soccer finals and semi-finals all occupy a good ly number of
hours and provide entertainment seldom seen elsewhere.
Although our lads put up quit~ a good show in the_ Army
championships, tliey were not quite good enough for their more
experienced opponents. Better luck next year !
Our linemen are at present very busily engage~ OD: lines .. Y"e
are turning out breakdown gangs each day to asS1st m repa.inng
lines broken down by the snow.
\Ve have now resumed our normal run of duties. rst Divisional
ignals returned from leave this week. Once more faces are
shining, and the trek to Aldershot and various other places is
made without such remarks as " I'm on flying sentry to-morrow."
\\"e welcome 2nd Lieutenant G. A. Paris, Corporal Hatton and
Signalman McLennan from Catterick, and hope that their stay
with us will be both a long and happy one.
The swimming season is close upon us, and training has commenced for the water polo team. ·we had a good season last
year, but hope to go one better this time by winning the League.
Last year we lost in the semi-final.
Howlers.-The soldier, when asked what he knew about
Ohms law, said, "A letter need not be stamped if marked
O.H.:.\I.S." N ot true, but this is. A certain soldier in Palestine
was heard to say that each night he hid his rifle and equipment,
so that the mosquitos would think he was on guard when they
saw nothing hanging up over his bed.
Heard in the technical training lecture-room : " Is continuity
a fault?"
The unit soccer team resumed their old rivalry with 2nd
Didsional Signal last Friday, 6th instant, and after a hard
game-in which the play travelled from end to end throughoutwith many thrilling exchanges and plenty of shouting from the
touch-lines, ended in a draw, with both sides scoring seven goals
each. \\'e are now looking forward to a return game, and hope
it will be played out in the same sporting spirit.

1st Divisional Signals.
General.- We can hardly attribute our absence from these
pages to a :\Iediierranean cruise. Pressure of work (truth being
stranger than fiction) would not be believed.
Qt~i s'excuse
s'accuse. I think that we can safely promise to be well repre:-;ented in future.
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Since being rooted up from the peace a nd quietness of Billingshurst Camp last September, we have, save the mark, been
extremely busy.
As a holiday resort (for troops; at any rate), the "land of
milk and honey " is a very mu~h overra_te~ spot. As a place
for mud, rain, cold and smoky oil stoves, 1t is .excellent.
With regard to our work out there, it is hardly fair to say anything ; besides, these a.re only notes, not a vol um~ . Of course, w_e
disclaim all honour, if any, attached to the erection of the sem1permament air line from Force H.Q. to the Arab College. If
anyone cares to search for a lasting monument of our. stay at
Jerusalem, let them.look for the Post Office permanent line from
Jerusalem to Bethlehem.
Unsolved Problems from Jerusalem.- Had the president of
the Wailing Wall really got anything to wail about ?
Had the price of whisky anything to do with the number of
farewell parties held in the south-east wing of the Arab College ?
Where did the R.S.M. learn all his conjuring tricks ?
Arrivals and Departures.-Greetings to the roo .or so other
ranks who joined us from "A" Corps and other umts, and also
to those who have been posted. Our good wishes to some 200
men, who formed Palestine Signals, and to those men who have
been posted to other units.
Our Part II orders are nothing but nominal rolls and would be
too lengthy to publish.
To Those We Left in Palestine.-Our greetings and wishes for
a speedy return, that is, of course, if they wish to return. Wh~t
about it, Jock ? Sorry you 'listed ? Is the Cafe Lebanon s_till
in bounds ? I hope that a taxi can always be ~ound at closmg
time. Our greetings to " Olive Grove." How is she ? All our
better halves are suspicious of this name.
KAY.
General.-After a great deal of stacking " 'em here '.' and
stacking" 'em there," we arrived in the " land o~ grapefruit an~
oranges " (sorry we cannot call it the " land of J:D:ilk and honey,
as our milk arrived in tins, and as for honey ! it was merely a
word). We quickly established ourselves in the Arab College
at Jerusalem and started to work.
" A" Section was in great demand, or, at least, their sets were.
As a result, the out-stations increased. Sergeant Bob Chalmers
was highly delighted, because, piece by piece, and set by set, the
original Section dwindled, until, it is rumoured, they re~rned
four strong and one set. Well done, .Bo_b ! I_ do not wish to
mislead anyone-there were no casualtJes in action, the men and
sets had been transferred to Palestine Signals.
" B " Cable Section were with us in the Holy Land, where,
for a few weeks, they rendered valuable servic~ in helping to
rebuild Post Office
routes , which had suffered durmg the trouble.
l'
.
" D " Section kept the Signal Office going from the arnval_ of
the unit until handing over to Palestine Signals, pnor to return1Dg
to this land of mist and rain.
" :.\{ " Section, another of those disappearing ones. They
started off full of "beans," old iron, screws and t~ols, but
returned with old iron, and a few tools (they only had JUSt over
one hundred packages on the return trip). Still, we can honestly
say they were able to draw their pay without blushing. Most
of the work centred about the M.T.; the conditions and weather
added to the usual troubles of that department.
Even the grapefruit and oranges, included in our rations, did
not make up for the dirty trick which the weather played on us
at the end of ·ovember. :\lost of our Company were under
canvas, when, without warning, the rains came. There were
some lively scenes after midnight during the attempts to rescue
kits, etc. It added a bit of spice to life in the Holy Land .. Following the storm, those who could be spared, started a senes. of
fatigues for the purpose of straightening things out and prepanng
for the winter.
The next event of importance occurred when we were able to
say (very friendly ). "You can't take il" to our neighbours
"A" Corps, who sailed for a better land in December.
Look up your Radio Times, or the newspapers for 24th
December last, and you will see that the soldiers assisted in
the Bethlehem broadcast. There's no holding the Company now.
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Si~g in th~ canteen I Not now. Radio singers might spoil their
voices I 1 he <;:ompany travelled by lorries. Those participating
will remember the sight on the Bethlehem road on Christmas
Eve. .Miles of slowly-moving cars with their headlights on, all
travelling towards the town that was in the thoughts of the world
that evening. In the courtyard of the Church of the ativity
(where the microphone was) there gathered about 400 soldiers
the choir of an English hurcb, and several Arabs. The me~
behaved spl~ndidl:y, singing as only soldiers can sing. Later, we
returned quietly, m order to start the celebrations in the good
old English style.
On Chri~tmas Day, the fun started with a fancy dress rugby
match, which lasted for about an hour. Dinner, the usual big
event of the day, was a success, considering the conditions under
which the cooking and other arrangements bad to be carried out.
Sergeant Pattenden and the staff of cooks are to be congratulated
on the excellent dinner served. To be honest, there were a few
men who were unlucky for turkey. They will surely remember
thei~ dinner ?Y the sausages, ham and tongue roll, which they
received. Still, the few concerned made up for it when the
Christmas pudding arrived . With the help of a few members
?f the Sussex's band, ave~ enjoyable smoking concert was given
m the Mess Room, to fimsh up our Christmas Day in Palestine.
From Christmas until our return home, there was little of
interest. The usual sight-seeing, packing and loading stores
filled in the time until the arrival of a boat. We had rather a
rough passage home, but who cared about that. The ship was
going the right way.
The whole Company proceeded on furlough the Friday after
our arrival in England. We hear that most of the lads forgot
all that they had been taught on their "Advanced Jews' Course "
at the College in Jerusalem.
Farewells.-Before these notl's are printed, we shall have said
good-bye and all the best in civilian l!~e to Sergeant John Evans,
w~o creeps away on the 29th, after scrounging " for 21 years
with the Colours. We'll not tell them about your service in
India and how to work it out, John, in case you wish to blow
your own trumpet at Brighton. Ladies, in John Evans we have
lost a perfect nursemaid, for our John is very fond of children.
What I am about to relate is perfectly true. I witnessed the
affair, and I don't drink (much). In Bethlehem, on Christmas
afternoon, our John was wandering round the Church of the
Nativity. Suddenly he came upon a weeping mother with a
young baby in her arms. Without a word, John marched over
(be wa~ in uniform), smiled as sweetly as he was able, mumbled
someth1Dg, took the young baby in his arms and proceeded to
force his way through a crowd of nuns to the Manger. There
he placed the child in the Manger and, somehow, got the priest
to bl~ss the kiddie. Then, like a knight of old, he returned the
sleepmg baby (did your breath or your charms send the kiddie
to, sleep, John?)_ to the then smiling mother. Well done, John!
It. s the little. thmg~ that count. Still, all the best to you, your
wife and family. May you draw the pension for a very Jong time.
For those who are still on Jews' Course.-Corporal Bond
(believed to be at Quetta). "How about it? " Bluemoments.
~ilkie, Hadera. " Keep the flag flying and give my love to
Soma." Margy.
Jubbulpore. "What about some golf notes?"
P .S.-Where's the Tiger?
ff

Nokey.
REGGIE."

No. 2 Company (Details).
General.-A hearty welcome is extended to all ranks of Nos. 1
and 3 Companies after their active service in Palestine. Everybody looked fit, fat, v ery cheerful and pleased to be back once
again. " So cheer up, my lads l "
Departures.-Major D . A. Brown, M.c. (O.C. Details), C.S.M.
Goodman and Lance Corporal McClarron from Unit Office
("What, no stationery l " ), and R.Q.M.S. Newberry from th e
Q.M. Stores (" Oh, th ose M.T. d eficiencies I") . Major D . A .
Brown, on his promot;ion to Lieutenant -Colonel, has left us for
Chester as C.S.O. Major C. T. H ugh es has taken over the reins
and i~ now on a well-deserved furlou gh.
'
We must mention our Drafts. One does like to know where
they have gone. To India : R.Q.M.S. Newberry and family t o
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LONDON, E.C.3
Wine Merchants
by appointment to the
Royal Corps of Signals,
A lder shot and Bui/ ord
CELLARS STOCKED

PAYMENT AS

CONSUM ED

Jubbulpore; Sergea.nt Thomas and family to :;\Ieerut; Sergeant
Swatton and family, Sergeant Lemon, Corporals Tranter and
Wolfe, Lance Corporals Griffin H., Hamilton, Gilkes, Robinson R.
&l}.d . Taylor S., Si~nalmen Alcock E., .Allen J ., Aldridge J.,
Aldndge T., Bowlmg C., Barber R., Bergelin F., Brooks G.,
Burski E., Cannon A., Evans C., Davidson G., Graham F .,
Hearsay F., Hore \V., Jenkins "\V., Jones F ., Lord A., Hawkins
J., Leyland W., Marshall L., Morey J., i\.Ietcalie W., Maskell G.,
McCormack J., Neves A., Neilson J., Peter D., Pickersgill R.,
Porks A., Robinson E., Rigby B ., Rooks R., Robson P., Strafford
C., Smith H. (8u), Styles E., Stalker C., Simpson J., Tucker D.,
Vincent G., Wolfe R., Wilmshurst J ., Edwards J ., Edwards D .•
Co<;>k_R., Roberts C., Bailey J., Carr R., Griffiths H ., Kelly T.,
Phillips R., Page S., Stickells H., Thorn W., Williams F., Walker
F., Watt F., Wood P., White C., Young D. and Bartlett P.
We hope you have all settled down at your new Stations and are
enjoying "the current bun." It never fails you.
Now that R.Q.M.S. Newberry has left us, C.S.M. "Vic"
Goodman has taken over the arduous duties of R.Q.M.S. " Just
as well, as all our horses have gone!" Cries of "shame"whistle-" feed away." Nobby, however, is still mooching around
in a paddock adjoining the miniature range. Believe me, he
turned out and salaamed when the unit came back. "\Vhat a
horse!
The undermentioned have left us for the following Stations.
Egypt: Corporal Sowles S ., Signalmen Dymond F., Harrison W.,
0.fford W. and Sale P. Malaya : Signalmen Brown F., Fox F.
and Harris A. Aden: Signalman Hawkes J.
Our best wishes t o C.Q.M.S. Carmichael, Sergeants Colley
and Wasbford B., Corporals Strickland W. and Webster W.,
Lance Corporal Stillwell, Signalmen Barnsley T. and Heigh ton,
who have now taken their places in civilian life.
Births.-Congratulations to Farrier Staff Sergeant and Mrs.
Mains on the arrival of a daughter, J une Srurley.
Work.- The Company, which is n ow being re-formed with
R.A. Sections, is preparing for work with their respective
Sections and R.A. Brigades.
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Agony.-" I~noc,k... ! Khn~~.
u H1a:waL.Ua, "' o
1 met you."
"atha..'~

" vVho's there ? "

" Hia" Hiawatl!a good little girl till
DEEKAY.

No. 3 Company.
.t t f
some five months. the
Flash.-After being i>on-ex1s en. ~r as follows:· Lieutenant
lompany ha now been re-orgaru ~ "nd Lieutenant G. G. L.
I' o. J .• "icholson, 0.C: Company • ~ .
C Q M.S. Dillon,
0 C " J " ection · C S 1· i• mns, · ·
Hmde,
· · . .. •
rch' L'a~ce ergeant Lunnis , Lance
ewma
'Gorman and Husban d , s·ign al m en
-· erg eant " B1ff
"\foll
Corporals '!'~~:!cJ Ol~o~all y,Keigher and Thompson (" Spbudttl").
. wton,
•
, '
f
C mpany but we are a e'
I this
Th1. does not look very strong or a 0
·
·uht en medals between us. s
scarred heroes, P~ .~ng ~~ur epersonnel were left in Palestine.
i_record?
T~~almi.;~•ngyl~nd ' we have lost some more to o. '2
·rnce our am\

1

Company.
·
Keddie
Departures.- \\"e were very sorry to lose Cap(~~·D: A.~ H R'
who left us for Catterick. OuHr 1<1;te Od.CG. s' aK1orMay.do~ ar~
ts G D T
ams an
· · ·
. t
"teward), L ie':1 enan . t. . t. T G V Stephenson has left us
,till in Palestine. ~1eu enan
· · ·
for -ind Divisional Signals.
Amongst those whom we have lost since our return are~~~
:e~geant )fowatt athnd Lance ?~~o:;~~~;~~~ck1; s~:s :~wever,
th1 Company tl!at ey are a
J'
h b t f 1 ck and to
we wish all those whom we have lost t e es o u '
Palestine Force, a speedy return.
t Co
ral " Rusty " Rumford,
ComplimentalrY;;-HCon~r~!5Go~ao
~d Husband on obtaining
Lance Corpora s
aggis
their respective ranks and pay.
·
"BE."
Jews' Corner.-Patient from Haggis.
Uncle Vic. " What about it ? " Tich.
Bert ('2 W/T). "Arch is back." Hubby.
· Signa
·
1s. " N o I· We didn't have the
Replies.-To Nigena
· spirit.' "
.
t Palforce -Certain young men returned to this
laden with silk, etc., to lay
the
. fair maidens. They returned from leave mmu~. e s
~~us the fair maidens. I know it's only superstition, but
judge for yourselves.
. ..
• •
\ll,"
· h to thank " Details " 1st DivlSlonal
. A'!!rec:~o~lltho:e \~ho assisted in the preparations for th~
~gt s, f tl!e unit on its return from Palestine. The spr~a
::.sco;:a~y appreciated, and w.ill Ii".? long in o~r memones.
The sea-kit bag touch was defirutely Good-man.
Time-expired.-Before tl!ese no t es app.ear in print
1 ' wet shall
'th
have lost C.Q.l\LS. Dillon, ~o ~a;; ~bt~~a~mp ~~~si;1als
the \V.D. Constabulary,
oo w1c .
.
,.,,ton is also
" gentlemen of leisure," ~lease n.ote. ·~~~Im~~ oe It is posileaving us. He has obtamed a ]Ob WI
e . . .
m to be
tively dangerous to go out tl!ese days, as everybody see s
getting jobs. Our best wishes to botl! of the~.
.
Palestine -We are not going to bore you with details of whtt
·e did in P;uestine. We did our job, and we always do that we .
~~Fighting " 1st Indian Divisional Signals, please note !
Finale.-Chortle I Chortle l

1

un~~~:gP~estine

0

a~

t~et J~

LITTLE AUDREY.

Sergeants' Mess.
General -We were able to establish a very co~fortable
:er eants; Mess almost as soon as we arrived in Palestme, and
it c~ntinued to function until our .departureTh It.. ~~ vat~~. bl£
all to be the happiest Mess m ex1steDce.
e
. e.war
rab College (" Henry ") was made a welcomed vi~itor at all
·
hich fact no doubt had something to do with each of
times,
w
•
'th a spn·ng-bed . and
the senior
... '.C.O.s
being ' fumishe d wi.
ttress Eight-thirty to ten-thirty on quite a number of mghts
~~l long. be remembered by all of us, and so will the. false nose,
~pectacles and moustache which each performer at our 1mpromgtu
<;Oncerts ·was compelled to wear. The warrant officers ha a
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dormitory of their own; which they frequently ~a~ to leep
l k d The Sergeants' dormitory could not be lac e an our
~dse ~nd kits at times became a little mixed up. Sergeant
Chalmers should know by now that oranges, bo1;1ght ·f~eaply,
can serve many purposes. A~k J~ck Dempsey. Jimt~ 1 ~ ;~
rivile ed on one occasion to gam admittance to . e
· .·
aormit~ry to witness a demonstration by Cd.SC.MS. MHamMi~nn;ac1¥~~
· ki b
"
·st d" by the RSM. an
. · ·
n ·
~~-ba~ :!~ai:~i u~packed. W~ .~ond~r whe~er our officers
remember our rendering of carols at Chnstmas ·
Events on Christmas night certainly indicated that we hHave a
·
b t
mongst the officers and sergeants.
owfrom Palestine, kn?wing.
other
much better. and also knowing that a splendid spmt bo co~~
radeshi and loyalty exists amongst all our Mess me,r;i ~rs. ,.
should ~nterest many \ IRE readers t? know that.. Ji~!11J'nd
Emblem took care of our wants, both m regard t.o eats .
" drinks " He {like the rest of us) thoroughly enioyed the .time
·
ishi at
spent in· Palestine.
Un for t unat e1y, " Jimmy
. " Emblem
ft
h
resent in Cambridge Hospital, with a poisoned nger, w ~ c
~ay have to be removed. Still, it c?uld have !Jeen worse, Jim 1.
May you soon be back in harness with us agam.

~~!~n~~l ~~~/a1t~::1t!ned

~ac~

2nd Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters.
General - " Men may come and men may go, b u t - - . " We
welcome to the unit the following: 1<1;jor ~· N. Br~~ ~o~
Malaya Captain L. C. Boyd from India, L1eutenan
. · t
Ste he~son and -ind Lieutenant M. H.
. Trave~ from IS
Di.J:sional Signals. Unit Headquarters have ~een remforced as
follows . From Catterick to the Unit Office, Signalmen Ste~son
and Andrews. From o. 1 Company, L'.3-nce Corporal Hemmmgs
w. in exchange for Lance Corporal White M.
.
Promotion.-May we congratulate Sergeant Goyer on losmg
We are told that
he receivedd a casual
. t'ive "Lance"
the a d iec
·
.
h ~
the day after the Part II Order was published. We won er w Y ·
Marriages.-Looking through Part II Orders (yes, I do.the sa~e
as you other contributors), I see records of many mamages thi~
month. I have to report, however, th3;7 ~~adqu3;~ers are ~~
affected. Our number of othe'. ranks livmg-m are on
e
increase rather than on the decline.
Education.-The examination for the 1st Cl.ass Certifi~ate of
Education took place during the month. We are hopmg for
some good results throughout the unit (including, of course, some
certificates for Headquarter personnel).
HAFOD.

No. 1 Company.
General -Individual training has ceased temporarily, m_usketry ha'.Jing taken first place. Daily we can be seen taking
aim, etc.
" B " Cable Section, now being fully ~echa~sed, return to
the fold this month, and the Company_will begm to l~ok formidable-on paper; in pr~tice , not qmte so numerous "
..
Another red letter day occurred this month :when
D
Section received their three-ton lorries. The S~ction serge~t
was heard to mutter, as he tried to grasp t~e import of t s,
" Blimey, I wonder what will happen next I
Arrivals.-We welcome Sergeant Jones f:om the T.A., and
uite a number of N.C.0.s and men from India, Egypt a nd other
~utposts of the Empire. We also welcome a wanderer, from the
fold in Corporal Wright (Fairey), who went on a Cooks tour to
Egypt.
.
Departures.-We are to lose Staff-Sergeant Forrest on postmg
to K.I.S.C., on 1st April.
Congratulations.-We congratulate C.S.M. Bradbury and L~n~e
Ser eant Watts on reaching those ranks. The Blue Boo 1S
beJnning to look interesting to some people. Although he does
not now belong to us, we congratulate C.Q.M.S. Wheeler on
his promotion.
With this we close for a nother month .
PIP.
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General.-Preparations are now in full swing for the forthcoming training season. T1.1is season wiU be quite a change for
most of us. Instead ?f ta.king down the piquet line in the rain,
at 8 a.m., we shall climb mto our vehicles and away.
Those of the Company who have been provisionally warned
to atte nd the Coronation parade, are looking forward to the day
when they will be issued with their new uniforms.
It is with pleasure that we read of the changes the " powersthat-be " propose to make and are making in our life and surroundings. Our'rooms now are already much improved, thanks
to the efforts of au r officers.
The China draft will sail next week in a ship, very different to
the normal run of troopships. They will, we are told, be allowed
to wear plain clothes, at the discretion of 0.C. Troops. We take
this opportunity of wishing them the best of luck.
Arrivals.-We welcome Sergeant Dunn from Catterick,
Corporal Green from Aden, Corporals Gavins and Shove and
Signalman Meese from India, Signalmen Waller, Robinson and
Stubbs from Catterick. We trust that their stay will be a long
and pleasant one.
Transfers.- " B " Cable Section to No. 1 Company.
Departures.-Corporal Denbow, plus one dog, to civil life in
Leeds. Also Lance Corporal Evans, who has left the Service and
is happily placed in a position locally. We wish them the best
of luck.
Farewell until next month.
R.J . B. 494.

No. 3 Company.
General.-Mr. Smith, our great author and writer of topical
commentaries, has departed for the green pastures of " Civvy
Street," and left us to grope through a column or two of scintillating humour and observations of profound sagacity.
The Company is at present a hive of industry, with preparations
for Camps, Courses and Classifications being pushed ahead as
fast as our depleted strength will permit. In between parades
for our Annual Musketry Course we are initiating the new
arrivals into the mysteries of "induction, compression, explosion,
exhaust," and answering questions such as, "What happens if
you push this ? "
We have had our personnel almost completely replaced by new
blood, and future issues of these notes will proclaim their prowess
in the various fields of sport .
Whoopee.-Corporal Snell doesn't let a little thing like a
surgical operation get him down. He made a successful recovery,
came back looking fit, and MARRIED ! He surely deserves
the congratulations and good wishe that are offered by the
Company.
" National " Notes.- " I was sure that horse would win, he
has such kind eyes."
" My horse had real courage ; he chased all the other horses
round the track."
G.P.0.- " Why not scandalise us with your adventure ,
Cook P. ? "-George.
B. &B.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
VIRTUS IN . ARDUIS.
Event of the Month.-First place must undoubtedly be given
to the arrival into our midst of Lance Sergeant Greig. Listen
to his tales of handsome sunburnt men. He has recently returned
from the East.
Our Empire breakers, who have returned from leave, are now
actively engaged in the first part of the long rigmarole that
ends at Karachi-they are receiving their drill clothing, laying
kits, etc. Unfortunately, we can offer them no advice, because
the quay at Karachi is as familiar as that at Southampton to
most of them. By the time that these notes ap:r,ear, they will,
we hope, be well under their respective " mozzy ' nets. \11./e all

hope that their new units will find them as easy to get along \'1th
as we have. We shall be rather short staffed for a time, but that
will only mean extra duties, and we are quite used to that.
When replacements do arrive, they will find plenty of work
awaiting them, because all our masts, aerials, etc., are due for a
Spring clean-up. A full-time job, beheve me.
Following the broadcast feature of Levis' "Discoveries," hen•
are some I've recently made. We have a crooner m the Company,
~vhose leadership in community singing has received the applaus
it deserved. We have an idea that he gargles with blue ink in
order to keep his voice mellow. That white bathing hats have
suddenly become fashionable. That a discreet enquirer can be
convinced that a four-roomed house can be furnished for sixty
pounds. That living-out is much more comfortable than livingin, and that letters to the )forth a re not delivered by the first
post if they are posted after four.
Promotions.-After many months of patient waiting, we are
at last rewarded by seeing Corporal Abbott (the fat man)
staggering around under the weight of two stripes. Lance Sergeant Austin Chamberlain has collected the third rung. Congratulations to both of them !
Marriages.-Again nil. They have been warned l
Births.-Bouquets appear to be the order of the day. To
Frankie and his missus we award a very special one on the birth
of a younger edition.
"All-in Wrestling. " -Our Debating Society's grip this month
has been concerned with :Mr. Duff Cooper's improvements in the
Army, and how they will affect the serving soldier. They keep
at it for hours. Perhaps by the end of ;\.larch we will know the
whys and wherefores. Free travelling seems a popular feature.
I don't see how we can fail to come in on that, although it seems
to me peculiar that a booking clerk should be called upon to
decide whether a chap is a " rookie " or not. Gladstone's advice
to the Victorians would appear to apply. We live in hopes.
I've heard many theories for improvements, ridiculous and
otherwise. Perhaps the soundest of all is that the Secretary of
State for \>Var should have come to the masses for ideas. Changes
would affect nearly everyone. A circular letter to aU units
would certainly produce a vast amount of material for sifting
without any cost.
Tailpiece.-Stock Exchange latest. " Prices for Floor Polish,
Ltd., rose sharply on great demand."
Cheerio!
FRANKIE.

1st Anti-Aircraft Group Signals, Blackdown.
North Frith Barracks,
15th March.
It does not seem a month ago ince pen was put to paper to
endeavour to bring to all and sundry the activities of tllis unit.
The unit is being gradually increased to its new e tablishment
of 155 all ranks. Twenty
.C.O.s and men join us during
March, but even then we shall be still far short of our numbers.
They will all be required this year, as a long programme of
collective training is before us. It never rains but it pours I
Talking of rain reminds me of the heavy fall of snow which we
have had in these parts during the second week in March, with
disastrous results to telephone communications. Our people
were kept rather busy putting the lines in working order. Both
our own communications and the P .O. circuits in the Blackdown
area required attention. The snow has now departed, and fine
weather and Section training are in the offing.
A dance was held in the Garrison Gymnasium on Friday, 5th
March, in aid of the widow of the late Corporal Joyce R. \V.
The dance was very well attended, in spite of the weather. A
vote of thanks is due to the committee for their splendid effort
and also to all those in the unit who a isted to make the affai1
a success in every way. This was the first dance held by thi.
unit during tl!e pa t five years, and, we hope, it will be the fore runner of anotl!er effort in the same direction.
We are looking forward to seeing some old friends at Easter
when the 1st Anti-Aircraft Divi ional ignals (T.A.) come down
for a spot of training.
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Promotions. Lance orporal R obertson Vi'. to a place on the
Corp · Roster a. from th J anuary.
Departures.
ignalman Thomas L. t o discharge b¥ p urchase
on 10 t h February.
ignalman Dale E. t o Egypt Signals, per
H .T. omerset hire, on 30th larch .
T hat is all for this month.
JAY EM GEE.

Bulford Camp, in r932. Here he stayed until India called him,
in !arch, 1936, when he was po ted to 1 eshawar District Signals.
He decided io return home, and was posted, pending d ischarge,
to 3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford Camp. · He is now employed
in Salisbury, and we hope that he will visit us as often as his
duties perm.it. The good wishes of all ranks go wiih Sergeant
Kemlo into civilian life. May he retain the good health h e n ow
possesses and enjoy his favourite beverage for many years to
come.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bufford.

4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury.

Sergeants' Mess.

No. 3 Company.

Thing ha,·e b een rather q uiet during the pa t month, and
the weather v ery unkind. A d ance was h eld in t h e t.Iess on
5th :\larch ; the band on this occasion included a xylophone,
which p ut con iderable " pep " into a couple of number , to th e
great enj oyment of the dancers.
Congratulations.- W e heartily congratula te ergea nt L uck
V . L. on becoming the father of a bonny girl, on 28th J anuary.
Arrivals.- Receni arrivals include C.Q.M.S. Finney, Sergeants
tevenson, Archer and Lance ergeant :t.'lundy.
Departures.- ergeant Baldock has left us for India, and
ergeant Aitken has returned to 2nd Divisional ignals.
Discharges.- \Ye have to record the retirement to civilian
life of ergeant Kemlo J. \V., on 12th March.
ergeant K emlo
is well known to many past and present members of the Corps.
Incidentally, his late father served with the Royal E ngineers
from 1874 until 1905, and was employed as a civilian subordina te
until 1924. His four brothers have either served or are serving
in the Engineers. A brief record of Sergeant Kemlo's service
may be of interest. April, 1905 : Entered the Royal ravy and
served at home and afloat until his discharge in 19IO. December,
191 l : Joined the Army at the age of 23, was posted to Aldershot ·
and later to the Curragh. where he served until 1912. ovember,
1912 : Posted to ·3 rd Divisional Telegraph Company, Bulford
Camp. where he served until the commencement of the Great
War.
He proceeded to France, under the command of Captain
(now Brigadier} Prickett. Served on various fronts throu ghout
the War, was mentioned in despatches by Sir John French in
1915, and awarded the ::'llilitaryMedalin 1917. Entered Germany
after the Armistice and was stationed in Cologne until February,
1919, when he was posted to the Home Establishment and
served at Haynes Park, Bedford, in old " P " Company. From
Bedford he joined the throng which gathered at Maresfield Park
Camp after the War. Following a short stay in Crowborough,
he was sent to Constantinople early in 1920, where he remained
until all troops were withdrawn in September, 1923. The
Constantinople Signals Company ceased to exist upon arrival
in the U.K., and Sergeant Kemlo returned to Maresfield Park
Camp as an instructor in line work until he left for service with
Egypt Signals in September, 1924. On his return from Egypt,
in 1931, he spent a short time as P.S.I. with the 49th Divisional
Signals, T.A., Leeds, and rejoined the 3rd Divisional Signals,

General.- ' ow that this Company has begu n to exist again,
otherwise t han on paper, it i hoped t h at ou r notes will appear
regularly.
To commence, the three I nfa nt ry Brigade Sections a re grad u a lly beginning to t ake shape. " ] " a nd " L " are a lready in
p ossession of their stores, and the vehicles are expected in t h e
n ear fu ture. " K " is at present with out stores at a ll, but
r umour has it that they are to arrive very shortly. As soon as
th.is is done, a nd R ecords increase our p ersonnel, we h ope t o get
down to serious training.
The ma in item of i nterest in the Company at p resen t is physical
training, strict attention being pa.id t o the new exercises designed
for under-nourish ed recruits. J udging by the p resent standard
of feeding in the u nit, this seems unnecessary-it is not very
often that bouqu ets are thrown regarding the " gru b-stakes,"
bu t if th e present standard is maintain ed, T eddy B rown will be
just a back number !
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Arrivals.-Corporals W ilbraham H . (" K "}, Honey A.
(" L "), Lance Corporal Cox J . (" K "), Signalmen Smith R.
(" L " ) and Mays \N. (" K ") arr ived from leave on the 5th
instant, and have been post ed to th e Sections shown .
Marriages.-NIL. You can't cat ch 'em I
Agony.- To all those who d ecided to stay in sunnier climes.
We don't blame you , but come round and h av e a snow-fight
some time.
1n conclusion, we t ender our apologies for th e shortness of
our contribution. The writer, n ewly arrived , was nominated
at short notice, and has not yet got acquainted with t hings. By
the time our next notes a re due, we hope to m ake amends.
WEEPlN ' WILLO.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.
The month of :'liarch has brought some very h eavy snowfalls
to N .I.D ., and we have had some very cold weather.
We are sorry to report the news of a grave illness to Lieutenant
C. S. Roberts, M .B .E . (our I.P.C. ), who is in hospital on the
dangerously ill list, suffering from Ascites. His many friends in
the Corps will, no doubt, join with us in wishing him a speedy
recovery.
On 2nd March, our new O.C., 1\Iajor E. MacD. Burns, arrived
from Liverpool to take over command from Captain F . T. Pope.
We welcome Major Burns and hope he will enjoy his tour.
The Line Party, under Corporal Stretch, paid a flying visit,
en nmte from the forts to Ballykinler, where they are repairing
cables for a further fortnight.
Promotion.- Lance Corporal Thomson L . to be Corporal.
Congrats., Thomo !
Arrivals.-We welcome Lance Sergeant Page from Canterbury,
and Sergeant Double from Waziristan District Signals. We hope
they will enjoy their stay with N.I.D.
Departures.- Sergeant Davies left us oh 1st March to take up
' appointment as P .S.I. with the T.A. in Liverpool. We also
congratulate him on becoming the father of a b aby girl. He
has our best wishes for a good tour with his new unit. Corporal
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Dargan (our I .M.), after bei ng with us f
b
·
leaving shortly to join the cadre at ~~a ~ut. ll_IDe months, is
(;atterick. We shall be sorry t o see him go.
e rammg Battalion,

ALL BRITISH

Captain F. T. Pope.-We a re sorry t
f
.
Pope who arrived in N I D · M h 0 say arewell to Captam
uite'
a
lot
t
o
put
NI
s"
c
"
'
.
ID
tharc
'
r934.
We
feel
he
has
done
q
· · · · on e map The ye
creation of t he Belfast Signal Office as ·it is t -d ar 1 934 saw t he
~tr~ggle to_p1;1t some of our smaller stations o~ a ay, ~nd also t h e
sem1-.pen!1anent
basis. This IDvolved extra person nel The
the forts were examined and it was d. "d d t commumcations at
<>f stores and maintenance.
ec1 e o renew the system
The following year

OLIVER
In spite of the intro-

1

that year we had th i 13~, p roved an eventful one. D uring
-of two mobile units~ ~sr~ts, whi~h ne~essitated t~e. provision
and we experienced a shorta:CP~;~~rs~~~~~~ ~~~:~::n~ peg°cd
and the unit were complimented fo; t~~ p~rt

MODEL 15

t~~nf~~ ;ta_~=~~·

A little later we welcomed the first Forema n of s·
I .
. orthern I reland. H e was followed b a C S M
igna s ID
lll rg36, ~1th several add itional operators. we· ar~ ~s~ ~~~~!
tio aptan:~ P ope for introd ucing the six-monthly trade boa d
·u ·
r ·
n conclus10n we hope th t h
with 4th Divisional s· al et wC1 eni oy p rosperity and success
1gna s a
a nter bury.

lnterim.-Whilst writing these notes we had a ve
h
ti ry eavy
fall of snow, causing great da mage t o 'lines alte
~~~,!~n~~~ti~!~avi~~ genera.Uy in a ~is?hie~o1;1s ~~on!~ t:a~:;
h
·
e sun 1s now shining q uite strongly and
;~tte~p=llt~~~u~~~~eCtine~e grav~l-Imounds of snow, which are
arnson, w1 v ery shortly disappear.
Jottings.- Thanks, " Barleux," for t he" civvy" Pl · Tai 1
We h ope t hat the d epression will soon shift to other re~~ns. es ·

.ab~~t CA.9 ·!\lf·S.

(F . of{>.) Catt . yYe were very interested to hear
to be do~~a, and hope they will find something really " big "

STURDY
AND

RELIABLE

For Long Life and Hard Work
With the Minimum of Attention
the

!Ri:~ we~ome Major E . MacD. Burns and Lieutenant D. M.

W

. w o have both p aid us a visit during the last week
e leave H .Q., Belfast, to introduce them add.in our 0~
welcome and_ wishl:1g them a pleasant tour of duty i! Northern
Irela:Iid . It IS a bit premature, but as it will be too late next
:~~ ru'· we say ~t' rev~r to _Captain F . T . Pope, and hope to
m agam m a dner climate.
The i~provements we hoped for la.st month are now an
a~compbs~ed fact . Our polished dark oak floor reflects the glitter
~n~u;heq~tlment. T~e .. ci~ies " hang gracefully in a wardr .>be,
In th e
er revels m the )Oys of a new mains motor generator
t h e _ear!X dawn, the bandsmen next door are becoming used
t~ a e~r~ng [h; Volga Boat.m an," as the bumper swings merrily
n ro. n act, everything, except the weather, is lovely.
C Ne.ws lt~m.-Signalman Cox A. A., our fitter entered the
I :rnson Billiard~ Tournament, and won it. All off scratch, too !
ief~:~d to £ut him off his game 10 the semi-finals, and, therefore
co id e o;e I e could blame me for missing shots which even i
wau .j~
refuse? to leave at the final game. His opponent
A
nvat_e . Cunmng ton of the orthamptonshire Regiment
wa or~ exc1tmg g'."-me I have never seen. Level pegging all th~
be{'
ox won with only four in the lead. A really good game
ween evenly-matched players.

·

!

th:'oves.-Si~n3:lman Doyle, our hardy annual, arrived here on
relie~5Jhs· bnngmg wit~ him Signalman Calvert. The latter
e

1gnalman Jamie, who left for Belfast the same day.

of Jew's Col,um~.-No. 26 Squad . "Copies of the •Mountains
will be forwarded on receipt of your address.

Cai~~~~;De

OLIVEK

has no equal

Particulars, Prices, etc. on application to:

OLIVER TYPEWRITER MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
80 GLOUCESTER ROAD, CROYDON
Phone : Thornton Heath 3494

In spite of additional support from out-st ations we are so
t o record that we lost the re-pla y of the
I D 'H k
rry
~\~nderstand, however, t hat the cricket trophy is m~chebe~~t
oo ng, so we shall try our luck with that.

Ballykinler.

duction to the
typewriter market of
machines of different
design,the Oliver standard 3-bank remains
firmly established with
all who demand durability and where
machines are subjected to constant and
hard use.

WJT Station, Armagh.
s· Change

of Staff.-Signalman Clarke relieved Signalman Lee
1gnalman Crockett rejoined the parent unit on return f
·
furlough.
rom

l~crease of S!~ff.-We have two kittens booked and intend to
christen them Hooch-le-Bubs " and " Tiger (Lil) " aft th
famous Polygon cats.
er
e
yariety.-1'.or information of Scarborians, Jimmy O'Yeah
(Iri_sh hum~nst) p~rformed the famous cotton trick before a
delighted Insh audience. The police took no action !

Fort Lenan.
It is brought to bear upon us more than ever at Lenan that
we are more than fortunat~ in our climate. Vve do not h~ve to
board the tro?per to ?bta.m extremes. The tropical heat, the
scenery and air o~ Switzerland and the happy medium · the
all come our way m due course.
'
y
At present we are overcoming nature by painting golf ball
black.
s
. The " Chain Gang " have left us after doing a good j~b of
line work. Condolences to Dutchy on losing his shadow I
Arriv!'ls.-Plenty of them this month. Signalman L
plete with upper growth, Signalman Pec:kha.m from De~ ~:
last, but not least, "S.I.D.," which is not an out-stadon ·'
Donegal.
in
Expected Arrivals.- " Jiggers " Rooty Gong.
Aiony Column.- " MA," late
"HARD."

.I.S.C.

"Your tum, S.I.D."

"Please note change of address:- •HANK.'"

"What price the old banjo now" JARVO'?

G.L."
HRCMK.

1INDIAN·SIGNALCORPS
Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
"A" Company, Signal Training Battalion.
February.
aptain L. C. ~oyd, H.
ig:aJ to tlie United Kingdom early in January, Ma1or C. Ad
·
'
Rs·
I
assumed the temporary comman
Oliver, M.c.,
· igna ·
.
f Ca t · R T H Gelston
of the Company until the amval o
P am · · ·
•
R.Signals, from the United Kingdom.
C mmand -On the departure of

Promotions and Appointments.-Cofigr_atulations ~ ~-Q-~. t
Murray G. and U/Lance Corporal O Bnen H. on 1e1r recen
appointments.
.
.
Entertainments.-The fortnightly all ranks' . whist dnve and
dance held in the Regimental Institute, contin_ue to prove a
succe~ and everyone appears to thoroughly enJ<;>Y them elves.
We take this opportunity to convey our heartiest thanks ~o
Sergeant Mathew F . and his committee for the excellent way rn
h1·ch they have helped to make these dances such a succe s.
Se eant Mathew proceeds to the .K. on 22nd February, on
oln to the Home Establishment. "We _shall be anxiously
p ·t·g
first • broadcast • from the Bhghty Cantonment,
awa1 mg your
p
S
certainly
• Mut • " Our new pianist, Corporal oo1e ·•. can.
tickle. those ivories. Well done, Paddy, k6:ep it gomg ·1 We
ublish a hotograph of our dance band, which has had a very
p
f 1p
Constant practice and keenness all round has
success
u season.
raised the
outfit from a mere jazz band t o a rea ll Y good dance

band combination. The efforts of the ~embers havde beent
b ·n
enerally acclaimed the best an mos
rewarded by . ei g g
.
Th
h e been very lucky in
popular band m the Station.
ey av
. . .d
d
havin an officer in charge who knows d3;nce music. msi e a_n
out, a~d who bas turned up at the pra t1ces and given advice
which has proved of much benefit.
Dancing is now slowing down, owing to the weather, but the
band will be busy until the end of March at least.
Although we Jose two of our members, enga!l"ements for i:iext
season romise to break all records.
.clanonet and piano
accordiin are being introduced as doubling mstrumen~ and
In the meantime, we should very much ~1ke to
0 ibl a bass
pet ho!~ of an~ther good sax. player (doubling not es~ent~a~ I;>ut
~elcome), so if any of you performe~s in Ei;i~land feel lil~e J?~nmg
a ood combination-both in playmg ability and so~1abihty-:g 1n
· f or " J u bb · " early · The officer-in-charge is
put
· hCaptam
D ·w R Burridge and the boys, reading left to ~1g t, are :
Si. naJ'xue~ Softly R.', MacGregor A., Page G. W., vVhitehead A.,
an~ Smith A. W ., Corporals Poole D. and Collett L. (Leader) .
Arrivals.-Farrier Staff-Sergeant Agar G. and. family from
Peshawar District Signals ; Lance Sergeant Tidey E. and
family Lance Sergeant Ferdinando J., Sergeant .W<;>olho?se A.,
d signalman Coulson R. from Waziristan Distnct. Signals;
~~alman Everitt D. from Kohat District Signals:. Signalman
Lennon c. from " B " Corps Signals; Sergeant Field H. and
family Lance Sergeants Adams M., vVelsby B. and P?well G.,
Co o~I Macey R., Lance Corporal Gilkes A., Signalmen
Th1J1mas R Colley W . Newsham H., Young S. and Hughes. C.
from the .,nited Kingdom, per H.T. Dorietshire. The followmg

DANCE BAND-SIGNAL TRAINING CENTRE (INDIA).
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are due to arrive: RS.M. Noonan J ., R.Q.M.S. Newbury R.,
Sergeants Quinn, Lowe and Harvey, and Signalman Ellis from
the U nited Kingdom ; Sergeant Isaac R from Waziristan
District Signals; Sergeant Hoy C. from" One-Bar-C," Ri~alpur;
and Sergeant Howard and family from the Army Signal School,
Poona. In addition to the above, we now have the British
·· S " Course personnel, amongst whom several old faces have
cropped up. \Ve offer them all a welcome hand and success.
Departures.- Farrier Staff-Sergeant Maguire J. and family to
3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, and Signalman Hull E. to
the United Kingdom on transfer to the Home Establishment.
Our best wishes go with them. Sergeant Jones C. E. and family
are to have the painful ex~·erience of travelling by the P. and 0 .
liner Strathmore. "Don't forget your beach pyjamas, Jonah .
ls this the resnlt of employment at tlie W/T Station ? " Bon
1•oyage !
Re-engagements.-Lance Sergeant orman B. to complete 2r
yea rs with the Colours. " What's that I Roll on 1946 ? "
Education.- The undermentioned passed in the subjects
slated towards the special certificate of education : Signalman
Sanders C. (English" C" and Physics" E. and M."), Signalman
Lymn R. (Physics" E. and M."). Signalman Traill J. (Mechanics).
The undermentioned passed in the subjects stated towards
the 1st Class Certificate of Education: Sergeant Wall W., M.M.
(English and Geography), Sergeant Shiner A. (English and
Geography), Lance Sergeant Greig J. (English), Lance Corporal
Spiers C. (English "D" and Maths.), and Signalman Keymer C.
(English). Congratulations!
All Ranks' Tennis Tournament.-After the numerous contested rounds in the above tournament, which commenced on
r7th January, the finals were played on Thursday, 28th January,
on the courts of the W.O.s and Sergeants' Mess, S.T.C. (India).
On conclusion, the winners recorded below were presented with
Cups by Mrs. W. M. Miller, and later, tea was served to all those
present. It proved that the members of the vV.O.s and Sergeants'
Mess were superior in the Open Handicap.
Open mixed doubles: C.S.M . Lewis H. and Mrs. Jones.
Open singles : Lance Sergeant Rawson W.
Open doubles: C.S.M. Lewis H. and C.Q.M.S. Ellerton-Long
A.E.
Handicap singles : Sergeant Wall W .
Handicap doubles: Sergeant Greed R. and Page W.
Mixed handicap doubles: C.Q.M.S. Ellerton-Long A. E. and
Mrs. Fishwick.
We congratulate all the winners and wish those who took
part in the eliminating rounds, better luck in the next tournament. With the able assistance of Corporal Paling R., the
arrangements of the tournament proved very successful. Congratulations !

Sergeants' Mess.
Infusion.ew blood has come into the Mess with a vengeance
this month. Three frontier warriors, in Sergeant Woolhouse
(of "Micky" fame), Lance Sergeants Ferdinando a_nd Tidey
(and family), have arrived from the Afghan armchairs! Sergeant Field and family, Lance Sergeants Adams, Powell and
Welsby have all arrived from home with rosy ch6:eks and n~w
pith helmets. Farrier Staff-Sergeant Agar has relieved Farner
Staff-Sergeant Maguire, who, with his family, has left for Ieerut.
In addition, we have Lance Sergeants Tant, Hart, Rawson and
Ravenhall with us on Courses.
In the midst of aU these changes, which mean o much to the
individuals, we offer our be t wishes, and hope that they may
all pass their time in peace and quietness until the s_iren is beard
as they leave the dockside at Bombay for the last trme.
The rosewood tables groan 'neath the rush of dining members,
despite the fact that .Q.M.S. EUerton-Long and Sergeant Page
have now put their feet under their own tables in quarters. \Ve
give the mem-sahibs a breezy welcome, though by this time they
will be thirsting beneath a hot-air fan. In this respect, loug
faces in the stables and M.T. glances from the garage have also
considerably brightened since the air mail of a week ago.
To-day is Boat Day, and a draft of eleven leaves for home.
This takes from the Mess, Sergeants H.ilford and Matthew, also
C.Q.M.S. Murray and family. They leave us, but the " Kilford

Arms " and the aroma of the landlord's cigar will live on
Matthew House, in St. Aloysius School, goes down to posterity,
and the 2nd Course Boys are living memorials to G.P.M. (The
evil that men do, etc.) Thus does history repeat itself (and so
does Mutt) again and again.
And then came the football between the officers and th<>
sergeants. After an up-and-down game (not so much up and
down the field as down on the ground and up again), the sergeants won by the only goal. Since that day our draughtsman
sergeant has been walking around as a Depot " stiff " (in plaster
of Paris). Battered, but victorious!
Quite the funniest thing to watch was the Long right wing;
we say Long right wing because on that side the field was filled
with Mr. Minshall, Mr. Hoblyn and :\fr. Pargeter, whilst a
minute (yet Long) C.Q.M.S. could be seen passing to and fro
between their legs in pursuit of a ball. He thought he had
strayed into a Brobdignagian skittle alley.
In the rifle shooting, we again proved the victors, though by
a very near margin this time, winning by 15 points only.
In the Unit tennis tournament, which is reported elsewhere,
the Mess acquited itself with honour, the prizes for the Mixed
and Open Doubles (and also the runner-up prizes) and the Open
and Handicap Singles came into the Mess. \Ve must congratulate
Sergeant Rawson on some good games and on winning the Open
Singles.
Two Mess dinners have gone by since last notes, and we would
record nvo pleasant evenings-and TWO EW GRIPPERS.
DO ALD the DUCK (Sergeant Pickering) took it easily in
January, but was absolutely ousted by our latest arrival in
kilts, Lance Sergeant Adams, who, despite his foreign language,
kept the strange hold well throughout the brief fortnight prior
to the dinner. A record has been established, from " Draftie "
to "Gripper Primus " in 14 days !
As regards entertainments, we have been very quiet for the
last few weeks, a reaction from Christmas. We had an informal
" At Home" at the Individual Athletic Meeting on 13th February, and a homely whist drive and" gram hop" on Wednesday,
17th February. These were enjoyed and " got us together."

NORTHERN COMMAND ... .. .... .. . ...... /ND/AN ARMY

"A" Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
4th March.
General.- On 17th February, a Khaisora Dinner was held in
the B.O.R.s' Mess to celebrate the re-union of the unit after their
return from the scene of the Khaisora operations. The Commanding Officer and officers of the unit attended. Prior to the
dinner, the Commanding Officer reviewed the events of the past
year in a manner very complinlentary to "A" Corps Signals.
Such ubjects as the i\Iohmand operations and the work of the
unit in .the e operations, the progress made by members of the
unit in training at Upper Topa, the sporting achievements of the
unit during the past year, the· bu inesslike manner in which the
unit got down to the Khaisora operations, and the good efforts
of the unit boxers in the recent Tournament were di cussed by
the Commanding Officer. I ewcomers to the unit were welcomed
and were made to reali e the stuff from which "A" Corps Signals
is made. The Commanding Officer, having proposed the toast
of ·• His Majesty the King Emperor" and another to the future
of· "A" Corps Signals, we then proceeded to_ do the repast full
justice. The fare, which was good, was enjoyed by all those
present. A rather alarming impression wa obtained of the actual
size of the unit. The B.O.R.s' :\Ies just managed to hold everybody. Alone of all the unit was one member who, exactly hall
and hour after the conclusion of the dinner, proceeded to entram
for Karachi, where H.T. omerse/.shire awaited to convey him
to the U.K. We hope that the atmo phere of the dinner did not
make his going seem harder.
It seem that the dinner was held at a very appropriate time
at any rate, the night of the dinner appeared to be one of the
very few nights upon which "A''. orps Signal have been at
Rawalpindi at fuU strength for quite a few weeks.
ery shortly
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aftenva.rds, on 22nd February, a detachment of the unit set out
for iirali, to carry on with work similar to that of the Khaisora
operations. Thus "A" Corps Signals entered into yet another
operation, that of" Waziristan, 1937."

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.

Arrivals.- '\'e welcome R.Q.M.S. Eastes A. from 1st Indian
Divisional Signals. He did not ha:ve far ~o travel ~o j?in "A"
Corps ignals, but we hope that his stay m the urut will be as
plea ant as his journey wa effortless.

General.- The last of those who served with "Wazir" Forcein
the Khaisora operations returned to Rawalpindi on 1st February.
W'e are as pleased to see th~m in our midst once more, as they are
to be back again.
With the unit completed once again (less " F " Section, who
are still with their R.A. Brigade at Practice Camp). our thoughts
turned to a re-union dinner to make up for what the Khaisorians
had missed at Christmas. (They have told us all about it, but
we heard that they had the best that orthern India could
produce.) Our Commanding Officer granted a sufficient sum of
money, a consignment of " barrel food " was generously presented by the Manager of the Muree Rrewery, and so a " Khaisora
Dinner " was arranged for roth February.
Needless to say, the dinner was a huge success, from every
point of view, and, believe me, the " grippers " more than held
their own. Vivid tales of frontier warfare ; the acute water
shortage which prevented them from washing for weeks on end ;
repairing lines amidst hails of enemy bullets ; working a wireless
set for 48 hours without a break ; how the snipers were sniped,
etc., etc., are still ringing in my ears. I sat amon~st " D " and
"A" Section's" Frontiersmen," and am of opinion that with the
aid of Sergeant Davis's gripping proclivities, "A" Section won
the day.
The toast to His Majesty, the King Emperor, was proposed
by R.S.11. Day. This was followed by a toast to our Commanding
Officer and the officers of the unit by that old soldier, Signalman
Hall R. B. The Commanding Officer terminated the proceedings
with a few words of praise, and those who helped to make the
dinner a success were not forgotten .
Peace, however, did not reign long, for, on 17th February,
information ·was received that the 1st (Abbottabad) Infantry
Brigade was to proceed on field service to Waziristan. On 21st
February-a Sunday, of all davs-" J " and " G " Sections,
together with two Pack W /T Detachments of "A" Section, left
for Bannu. It appears that immediately on their arrival at
Bannu they had to proceed to Mir Ali, the Headquarters of the
recent "Wazir" Force. The 3rd (Jhelum) Infantry Brigade
were " standing-to " prepared to move at a moment's notice;
the remainder of the Division were standing-by awaiting eventualities. However, with the advent of the approaching summer,
we hope that in a very short time everything will be restored to
normal again. By the time our next instalment of notes appear
in print, we hope to state that the tribes in Waziristan are back
at fueir work on the land, and that our lads are able to " take it
easy " in the hills of Upper Topa during the coming hot weather.

ignalman Dawton L. left us for transfer to the
He sailed in H.T. Sotnersetsllfre on 17th Februa~·. Our best wi hes go with him for the future.
crgeant
:\IcCormack left us on the same boat for a spot of free furlough
in England, or did he go to Ireland? Corporal Harris P ., having
completed a Foreman of Signals Course at Catterick, decided to
stay here, or rather the powers that be decided for him.
Departures.

• row Reserve.

Promotions.-Still a few more ! Congratulations this time are
e"---tended to C.Q.l\1.S. Betts H. and C.Q.M.S. Murphy J . on their
recent appointment . Also to Corporal Phillips L. on promotion
to that rank, and to Lance Corporal Green H. on appoiritment.
Languages.-Congratulations to Signalman Erby 1
Part I of the Lower Standard Urdu Examination.

.

on passing

England.-Still seems to call. On 1st March, Major P. A.
Chubb, R. Signals, left us for three months' leave in the
U.K. He was closely followed by Lieutenant R. M. Adams,
R. Signals, on 3rd March, for a slightly longer spell.
Sports.-A few items of interest concerning the unit are
recorded under the sports columns. A photograph of the Rawalpindi District R. Signals' boxing team has been included.
Agony.- To Jinlmy C. "Have written twice. 'Why no reply ?
To l\iaxie Zimmer. "\Vot about making a start with the gloves
again? I read the boxing every week." Both enquiries from
Abdul F., ex-4th Div.
To the .C.0.s' Mess, 4fu Div., Canterbury. " VVhat about
{this man spells better, apparently) ; anyway, what about the
old skittle school now ? Does ' Speedy ' still slash 'em ? "
Frankie S.

Corporals' Room.
Notes from this corner, concerning Junior N .C.0.s, very
seldom appear, but it is felt that this month we have something
of interest to record.
The JuIJior N.C.0.s of "A" Corps Signals and 1st Indian
Divisional Signals held a dinner in the Corporals' Room on
20th February. This was to atone for the lack of social functions
during the past winter, when it had not been possible to hold any
kind of entertainments owing to the absence of so many members
on the Khaisora operations and away from the Station on
attachment.
The dinner was timed to commence at 7.30 p.m.; this time
was extended for a few minutes in order to ensure all members
being present. !\!embers were permitted to invite guests, many
of whom duly turned up. The President {Corporal Kerr) and
Secretary (Corporal Williamson), R.S.M. Bayliss G. and R.S.M.
Day C., having established themselves at the head of the table,
the dinner opened with customary toasts, led by "The King,"
followed by "Our Guests," "Absent Friends" and a toast to
" The :Members " by the guests.
The dinner, which was provided by a local catering firm , lasted
for two hours. \Ve believe there were seven courses, but owing
to several diversions, we did not have a fair chance to really
count them. However, we vote the dinner a perfect success. Our
thanks are due for the hard work which was put in by the committee in their arrangements and also to the caterers for producing
some really good eats.
The dinner was followed by a dance in the Theatre, which,
although awkward to get at, owing to the sudden rainstorm,
was very well attended, and so concluded a very pleasant
evening.

8th March.

lnspections.-The D.A.D.V.S., Northern Command, carried
out his half-yearly inspel!.tion of animals of the unit on 19th
February. We understand that he found everything to his
satisfaction. Considering the large number of animals which
had only just returned from their strenuous work in Waziristan,
tllls speaks well for the manner in which they have been looked
after.
Other inspections during the month include the annual
inspection by the A.D.M.S., and the quarterly M.E.S. inspection.
Once again, favourable reports have been placed on record.
Entertainments.-The Combined Corporals' Room held their
annual dinner and dance on 20th February. This was a great
success in every respect. The catering was all that could be
desired-and there was plenty of it. The dance was attended by
as merry a crowd that could possibly be found in Rawalpindi.
I know many who will never forget that memorable night--at
least, that part of it which can be remembered.
Considerable activity has been prominent again in the environs
of Cambridge Barracks. Many more young trees have been
planted and the R.S.M. has decided to re-lay his lawn. {It's a.
pity that the school 'bus parks in front of it daily, isn't it, sir?)
However, the general appearance of the unit lines is improving
considerably.
It is understood that our Provost Sergeant has applied for a
vacancy in the W .D. Police at home. He has certainly had a
very fitting vocational training for his new position in civil life.
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The unit here in 'Pindi
is busy at the mom en t wi'th annual
. .
gas an d weapon trammg once again The h
f th
ha b
d
·h
·
orrorso
egas
c m er are one wit for another year, and weapon trainin
results, we are pleased to say, are very satisfactory.
g
On 27th February, an All Ranks' Dance was held · th r
We hope this function will be the first of m
m. e ~nes.
anticipated, will be held in the hills during ~~y whic.h,
is
weather. The Signals' band was ~ attendance, an~ ~~r;:ing a:1
gootl~natured atmosphere prevalled throughout the ~e?nin .
Judgmg from the verve and gusto of our " Palais de Dance" ~t
is app'.1-rent t~at our entertainments committee have spared ; 0
effort m making these dances successful.

lh

Pro'!1otions and Appointments.-Once agam
· " Mr R
d ..
fl ·
· ·
'
. ecor s
has P ~·d
~ us a ymg VlSlt, but we still wish that he would be more
frequent m the matter of promotions. The lucky ones this time
are R.Q .M.S. Eastes, Lance Sergeant Choulerton Co oral
Thornton (now posted to the United Kingdom) L ' c rp
l
C
al B
' ance orpora
Carn and U/L
a~c~ orp~r
ancroft. Our congratulations to
them all on attammg their respective advance towards the Field
Marshal's baton.
Re-engagements.- There ~e not many, but Cor oral Scrase

~as plucked up courage and signed the dotted line onpA.F.B. 1 36
1946 sounds a long way off, doesn't it ? "
·
Departures.-~ few have decided that a change of air may do
them good. With the concurrence of officialdom the f 11 ·
have, therefore, left the fold during the last mo~th . .;_ Q~~g
Eas.~es ~? "A" Co~ps Signa~s, Signalmen Coleman ~d -f,,:iddy
to. .B
~orps Signals, Signalman Brown C. to Waziristan
Di?tnct ~ignals, and Signalman Redhouse to 2 nd c al
Bngade Signal Troop.
av ry

. Arrivals.- C.S.M. Snook has arrived from Peshawar District
Signals to take ov~r the duties of Company Sergeant-1\la 'or,
~o. 1 Com~any._ Signalman Crossley has joined us from w~zi
nstan D1stn~t Signals. We hope that they will enjoy their sta
with us. Pnyate Black, of the Royal Scots, and Signaller Duk?
of the 3rd Field Battery, R.A., have reported on probation '
attachment, pending their final transfer to the Corps. G:a
luck to them. We hope that they will not regret this decision.

Tr.ade Tests.-Private Latham, of the Border Regiment has
qual~~d as a Group " E " Operator. Signalman Edwards 'who
~as JOmed us from the United Kingdom, qualified as a CI~ II
perator at AJdershot, prior to his departure to India.
Leave and Furlough.- This month saw the departure of
C;Q.M.S. Wyeth on nine months' furlough to the U K and
Siilg nalman Hall on six months' free furlough. I hope that they
w 1 get some summer this year.
Repatriations.-H.T. S<>mersetshi re departed from Bombay
on 22nd February. Amongst the passengers for
K were
~ergea;~ Dav~ and family, Sergeant and Mrs. Askew, sig~almen
F~w, 1~zpatr1ck, Green, Goodwin and Howard. In Signalmen
i .zpatz:ick and Howard we lose two good hockey players. The
urut which gets them can be assured of an asset to their hockey
t eam. .

1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
~eneral.-Very little has occurred during the past month to
~nliven the pages of THE WIRE, so far as this unit is concerned
or the past two weeks we have had some very welcome rains:
~thdough the ground was ankle deep in mud, nobody seemed to

mm.

The annual Musketry ~ourse has just been completed. The
resu.lts were gene'.ally satisfactory, in spite of several individuals
havmg to fire w1th defective rifles and bad ammunition. We
are, of course, t~e holders of" The Scissors Cup." vVe are not,
however, rene~g our m~urance policy for this trophy f.Jr a
further year, until we hear 1f any other units had bad ammunition
as well as ourselv:es. Sergeant Hoy was top scorer in the unit
and, therefore, wms the " Duvivier " trophy.
'
Recently the Station was honoured by a visit from LieutenantGei;ieral Lord Baden-Powell, who came on a visit to his old
regimen~. the 13th/18th Royal Hussars (Q.M.O.) and to present
thell?- w1th new Drum Banners. The occasion called for a ceremorual :parade. The Troop was invited to attend as spectators
The Chief Scout commenced his address by saying, " My first

MOTORISTS PURCHMMNG ASSOCIATION LTD.

(CAPT. A.:R. SIMPSON, INOIAN 5tGNAL8 , RETD.)

The London Car Exchange,
Ltd., is a Subsidiary Company of
the M.P.A., and deals with the
car side of the business.
New and second-hand cars of all
makes can be supplied. Special
terms arranged for '' Home on
leave " cars, and guaranteed repurchase prices quoted for both
new and second-hand cars.
Members' cars taken in part
exchange and favourable hire purchase terms arranged.
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GROSVENOR

The Association offers its members
unusual facilities in their purchases.
Savings of as much as 30% can be
effected off usual retail prices
except in the case of price maintained articles.
Furniture, Silver, Radio and Electrical equipment a Speciality.
All Motor Accessories, including
tyres, lubricants, etc., supplied
at lowest possible prices.
Special "All-in" Motor insurances
effected, and all claims pursued
and advice given free of charge.

GARDENS

OPPOSITE VICTORIA STATION

LONDON

The Grosvenor Gardens Club
is controlled by the M.P.A. This
is a Non-Residential Club and its
situation, together with its fine
Lounge, Dining and Cocktail
Rooms, offers a pleasant environment for meeting friends.
Officers on leave are invited to use
th.e Club as Honorary Members,
without Entrance Fee or Subscription. Full particulars may be
obtained from the Honorary Secretary, or The Editor of this
publication.

S.W.I

(Sloane · 007 I)
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P'.'-rade wi~h thi.s regim e~t took place sixt y-one years ago."
Smee heanng this, we don t say very m uch about our service !
T he Troop is well represented at t he Risalpur Hunt Meetings
and some. long runs over difficult count ry have been enjoyed'.
The pack 1s really first-class. Apropos of hunting, much comment
and greater argument about what one ought or ought not to wear,
is ra mpant.
Departures.- Sergeant Hoy to Jubbulpore and married bliss.
Signalman James to the Home E stablishment. (How's the skin,
Jimmy ?) To both of them we tender our hearty good wishes
for the future. Lance Corporals Hargreaves, St rong and Drew
)lave left us for six months' furlough in t he United Kingdom .
Again, our best remarks are left unsaid and unwritten.
Sport.- Signalman Richmond was our only contribution to
the Combined Signals' boxing team, which fought in the Northern
Command Boxing Championships. He gave a very good account
of himself, winning both his .fights on points.
In the hockey world we worked our way through to the final
of the " Victory Cup " once more, only to be beaten by the old
goal, which is, I believe, the fifth time in succession that this
has happened. A little wail in this connection. As we always
have to compete with units at least three times our strength,
will someone in the appropriate position please smile on us and
send along three or four really good all-round sportsmen, to
enable us to keep the flag flying.
Our football team, which, by the way, shows plenty of promise,
Jost by the odd goal to the R.A.F. in the first round of the " Mot
Ram " Tournament, and we are at present battling our way in a
League for the " Scissors Cup." An unfortunate accident
occurred to one of our stalwarts in the last match. Signalman
Egerton dislocated his arm. If this should interfere with his
subsequent form, we shall be prepared to consider pur~e offers.
Sergeants' Mess.-We have just held a very successful dance,
to which we invited the officers and sergeants of the Station.
Being a " uniform " dance, everyone was very orderly, at the
same time thoroughly enjoying themselves. The bar was well
supported. We would have liked to have seen about six more
ladies present. (Feminine readers, please note.) The members
thanks are due mainly to Sergeant (Ted) Longhurst for the
successful evening.
Our usual monthly dinner was, this month, in the nature of a
farewell dinner to Sergeant Hoy and two honorary members.
After eating our fill, we all sat round the .fire (twenty-one of us)
to drink our quota on the " sing, say or pay " basis. Although
there was plenty of " say"- " sing" and, particularly, " pay"
were marked by conspicuous absence. Thanks are due to Lance
Sergeants (Tich) Wright and John Way.
Corporals' Room.-We, the juniors, regret that we have lost
three of our popular members, Lance Corporals Hargreaves,
Strong and Drew, who have proceeded to the Blighty Cantonment
for a six months' vacation. Their departure. of course, afforded
us the opportunity of holding a farewell feed and drink to wish
them " god speed." Several guests from the R.A.F. attended.
Th~y. in tum, invited us to a " beer and lcipper party," which
turned out to be very wet and fishy ; albeit, enjoyable.
Arrivals.-We offer a very hearty welcome to Sergeant Jeffers,
who joined us to-day from 3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop,
Meerut. Under this heading, a word may be offered on behalf
of some recent arrivals in the stables. Long may they rest
undisturbed I
Photographs.- Accompanying these notes are photographs
recently taken of the Troop, so that ex-Troopites may see just
,,.ho is here and who is not.
AUDAX.

WESTERN COMMAND .... .......... .. .. . . /ND/AN ARMY

" 8 " Corps Signals, Karachi.
Here we are again! We wish to apologise to our readers for
the absence of notes from this unit for some time past, but,
owing to the illness of our secretary, it was unavoidable. However, our scribe. who has just returned from leave (U.K.), again

SIGNALMEN!!
Tap " The Wire " and call Pip Emma for
Everything Regimental

SCARVE.5

SQUARES

TIES
Gold and Silver Badges
of every description

Civil, Military and
Tropical Outfitting
at the Most Reasonable
Prices
Sweater In Corps COiours

CaU or R 7rite

PIPE

'Phone: Ten1ple Bar 3657

&

McGILL, LTD.

44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2
takes up his pen. Things are going on splendidly, and everyone
seems to be smiling.
Camp.-On 3rd February, the unit proceeded to camp at
Landhi in preparation for our trek Quetta-wards for Staff College
Exercises. ·whilst at camp, we had a series of Corps-at-War
Schemes, during which we were inspected by the C.S.O. and
Brigade Commander. Needless to say, all went with a swing,
and our Commanding Officer, Colonel A. vV. Roberts, was highly
congratulated on the efficiency of his unit. During the Schemes,
several remarkable things happened, such as missing D.R.s,
and round the alphabet tests for line faults.
But, by far the most memorable occurrence, was the night
of the big storm. From out of the west came a small cloud, no
bigger than a man's hand, which eventually overshadowed the
camp. Suddenly the skies opened and the rain came down in
bucketfuls, the thunder roared and the lightning illuminated
the countryside for many miles. Through the flashes could be
seen the outlines of men hanging on to the tent poles, guy ropes
and· tent of the Signal Office. The Signal Office tent was raided
by strange figures, in multi-coloured pyjamas, all clamouring
for a small spot of dry land whereon to rest their wet feet.
Suddenly, the storm subsided, and the man in the moon thrust
his smiling countenance on to a scene of desolation equalled only
by the Mississippi floods. Thanks to King Sol on the following
day, all became dry and happy again.
On the night of 14th February, thanks to our genial C.O. and
the C.O. of the 1st Battalion, Royal West Kent Regiment, we
were given an open-air concert as a finale. Various items were
rendered by members of the Royal West Kent's Concert Party
The items received loud applause. After the a.tional Anthem,
we said good-bye to all that, and wended our way to Jeep. On
16th instant we returned to barracks, much enlightened by our
work and pleased to feel a roof overhead once more.
Our next item on a laborious programme was the in pection
of the unit at work by the C.. 0 . He was very pleased. On 12th
March, we had a parade and in pection of the unit by I.he Brigade
Commander. Again ' e were highly commended on the turnout, for which the Commanding Officer was congratulated. \: e
were granted a general holiday the next day.
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Arrivals.-To R.Q. I .. and Mrs. Hope, Sergeant ~nd Mrs.
Chantler. ergeant Jones, Corporal Connaghton, . 1gnalmen
1cKie Fulcher and Coleman, we tender our bes~ wishes, and
hope that they will enjoy thell" sojourn at Karachi .
Departures.-Lance ergeant Brown and family on leave to
UK.

Awards -Vie congratulate l\1ajor Dent on being awarded
three first• pnzes at the Sind and B 'uchistan Do<> Show, fo'. ~he
best litter exhibited ; also Lance Corporal Keating on receiving
first prize in the " oldiers' Class."
Promotion.-\\"e offer our best wishes to _Lance Sergeant
Br eze on attaining that rank. _"eedless to say, 1t was celebrated
with gusto.
Things we Would Like to Know.-When Red Lable became
a ration. (See traffic from schemes.)
\o\'hy a certain Sergeant calls it " radishes " ?
·what is a woman-power car ? Is it a female-pushed one ?
Wireless Notes.-A Scotsman has asked Delhi Radio to put on
some more power as his H.T. is running dowi;i. 'ot you, Jock.
Cheerio, from
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The thoughts of Jock and Badgy when they "coughed" up
a. chip each for the letter.
The composer of" Vile told them their .money :':ould lead them
astray, so for protection, Whalley took it away.
The attraction of a twelve-mile walk in the moonlight.
Conclusion.- The Section's salamms to our departures and
ban voyage to all of them.
To Bruce. " May all your troubles be little ones. "
CHAD

(468) . .

SOUTHERN COMMAND .............. ··· .INDIAN ARMY

BEKORE .

.EASTERN COMMAND .... ................. INDIAN ARM:

7th (M) Brigade R.A. Signal Section, Muttra.
General.-Once again the annual manreuvres are finished.
The R.A. Camp at Bhadapur gave us ample opporturnty of
proving our worth and making us 100 per cent. fit for the Eastern
Command Exercise.
The usual congratulatory letter followed the Command
Exercise. Our Section Officer (Lieutenant £ . E. I. Pocock)
was very pleased.
Arrivals.-.c il. But we are hoping for reliefs any day now.
Departures.-U/Lance Corporal Bruce to Meerut.on the 15th,
prior to proceeding to Blighty, per H.T. SomersetshiYe. Sergeant
(Percy) Hayoe, Corporal Cairns and Signalman George leave the
Section in the very near future. Already they have been allotted
passages on the DilwaYa, and cannot kill time fas.t enough. ~s
a fitting occasion for such departures, the Section h~ld theu
,annual bun fight on the 13th. Sufficient to say ~t it w~ a
great success. The number ?f fat heads the.. followm~ morning
was a tribute (or wasn't it, Swede ?).
Badgy
w'.15 so
" gripped" on receiving the shield that for once words simply
failed him.
Birth.-Watch the " Statesman."
the name yet.

Jock

hasn't decided

Things We Would Like to Know.-~id Whalley really ask
Father Christmas for a donkey ? What did he say when he found
it tied to his bed the following morning ?

Do Y 0 U belong to the Signals
Association ?

If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an end so me day, and
you may then need help in finding civil employment. See
how the Association helps its Members in that direction,
as shown on page 144.
The sub1cription is only

2/- per ann um.

A.le your Unit Representative for further details.

CAMP KELOD BY MOONLIGHT, MHOW (Brigade Training)

4th Indian Divisional Signals.
26th February.
General.-During the past month, our Sections !1ave been
somewhat scattered . " J " Section moved from Tnmulgherry
to Poona to provide communications for the Poona Independent
Brigade. "F" Section moved south from Jubbulpore to Bangalore to help "A" Field Brigade, R.A. "K" Section moved from
Ahmednagar to Jubbulpore to help 1~th Infantry Brigade. The
neutral signals cable detachment 3ourneyed by road from
Trimulgherry to Mhow, C.I .. to take part in the Mbow Br_igade
Training. We are now back to normal, and next month will see
the commencement of the Individual Training period.
Officers.-Our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. A.
Pocock, R.E. (I.A.), has had a busy month touring. r~u.nd the
variom; Sections that are away on manreuvres. His itinerary
included Bombay, Mbow, Jubbulpore and Bangalore.
Major A. B. Bushby has rejoined the unit from leave at home
looking very fit after his rest.
Captain F. K. Morton has left us for tw<? months' privilege
leave, pending reversion to the Home Establishment. Our best
wishes go with you, sir !
We offer our sincere and respectful congratulations to Captain
S. F. Pipe-Wolferstan and Captain E. L. L. Vulliamy on their
promotion.
We welcome Captain and Quartermaster E. W. Anderson,
o .c.M., from 3rd Indian Divisional Signals, and hope that both
Captain and Mrs. Anderson will enjoy their stay with us.
This month we said good-bye to one of the oldest members of
the Unit. Lieutenant and Quartermaster T. Jones left us. on
posting to 2nd Indian Divisional Signals. We hope that Lie~
tenant Jones and his family will find their new Station to theu
liking.
Arrivals and Departures.-We welcome the following who
joined us from Stations at home: Corporal A. Kerr, Lance
Corporals Abraham J. and Weech C. The following six lucky

members of this unit have started on their journey back to
Blighty. W-e wish them ban voyage and "happy landings":
Lance Corporals Garnett J. and Green R. , Signalmen Hezseltein
L .. Hughes C., Hughes E. and Hulme H.
Entertainments.-It is not often that this unit goes gay, but
when the cause is deserving, we can let things go. On 10th
February we held a Unit v\lh.ist Drive and Dance in aid of the
Unit hild Welfare Funds. The Unit dance band came out of
their retirement, and once again made the mess-room ring with
sweet (?) music. The Commanding Officer took advantage of
the opportunity to bid farewell to our Quartermaster, Lieutenant
T. Jones, and his family. Mrs. Jones kindly replied, wishing the
unit success for the future.

INSTITUTED 1855

INCORPORATED 19'.U

THE ROYAL SOLDIERS
DAUGHTERS'
HOME
HAMPSTEAD
For the Maintenance, Clothing and Education of Daughters of
Soldiers (whether Orphans or not)

BED OX.

4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
19th February.
General.-About 30 per cent. of the I.O.R.s have proceeded
-On furlough and the remainder are busy on individual training.
The twelve remounts are coming along well and should be
ready for the C.O.'s " Pass-off" in the near future. Another
seven will arrive soon and our animal establishment will then be
100 per cent.
Brigade Signal Schemes have commenced, and it is hoped to
give some demonstrations and lectures with our " C " sets during
the hot weather.
Departures.-The unit wishes Quetta-bound Lieutenant
(Quartermaster) Jones and family every success at their new
Station.
Wanted.-M.F.H. for this Troop. 11ust be good scenter,
possess racing bicycle, and be prepared for dangerous obstacles.
Sport.-Two competitions have been arranged by the C.O. for
the Troop, consisting of mounted and dismounted events.
Sections are putting in plenty of practice. The B.O.R.s are
~ompeting as a separate Section and should do well. The main
ite1n of interest in the dismounted events is the seven-a-side
hockey. Some keen games have resulted.
" BONNIE DUNDEE. "

Patrons:
H.M. Queen Mary
Presidetft and Patron :
Field-Marshal H.R.H. The Duke of Coonaugbt, " ·" ·
Chaim:an:
Field-Man;bal Sir Claud Jacob, c.c.s., c.c.s.1., K.c.w.c.
V iu-C/Jafrman :
Lieut.-General Sir George M.acM:unn, K.c.s., K.c.s.t., o.s.o.
Hon. Treasurer: Algernon C. Cox, Esq.
Secretary: Major H. S. Marshall, o.s.o.

The Children are trained for domestic service and in
special cases as School Teachers and for Trades
Admission between the ages of six and eleven by
approval of Committee. Age of departure seventeen,
when they are guaranteed suitable employment and
supplied with a complete out£t
Subscriptions and Donations thankfully received by the Hon.
Treasurer, Lloyd's Bank Ltd., 6 Pall Mall, or by the Secretary.
Full Particulars may be obtained from the Set:retary,
65 Rosslyn Hil , ondon, N. W.3.

STATIONS ABROAD
No. 4 Section, Haifa.

Palestine Force Signals.
Headquarters.
Jerusalem .
General.- The civil population of Jerusalem certainly prov~dc
an appreciable amount of diversion. Fortunately, they prQv1de
omething to write about, too, but that is mere! " by the ,..ray."
On 6th ~larch the Jews and Arabs became annoyed with each
other again and started s~ging bric~s. Un~ortunately, a couple
of bombs got mixed up with the bncks, with the result that a
curfew was declared over the city, and the British troops were
confined to barracks. The orders were issued at about 6 p.m.,
when all the" Gay Lotharios "were preparing for their nocturnal
pursuits. It was rather amusing to watch some of them loitering
about in the billet with that " all dressed up and nowhere to
go " roq>ression on their faces. E~en curfews have their compensations, apparently, as one laddie was heard to remark later,
" These curfews are a bit of all right now and again, I've saved
my elf 'alf a quid and a fat 'ead."
Birth.-To i\lajor and Mrs. R. H. R. Steward, a daughter, born
at Louise fargaret Hospital, Aldershot, on aturday, 20th
March. (You have no idea the havoc your champagne wrought
after it had whetted our appetites, sir).
Promotion.-Yes, we get them even in Palestine Signals.
Congratulation to Corporal Limington on his promotion to that
rank. These are the only congratulations you have received
free of charge, aren't they, Tich ?
Sport.-Only two matches to record this month . On 12th
February, we managed to scrape a team together to play the
Y.M.C.A. at hockey. The civilian team was vastly superior,
but what we lacked in skill we made up for in enthusiasm. The
Y.M.C.A. team won by 5-3, but I don't think that was too bad,
considering that some of us have a slight knowledge of golf and
a rather ha.zv idea of hockey, and wise men tell us that a little
knowledge is a dangerous thing.
On 3rd ~'.larch our football team proceeded to Haifa, under the
fatherly eye of C.S.M. Shilton, and played a match against o. 4
Section, which we won 1--0. The post mortem was probably held
during the return journey to Jerusalem, so we are spared the
details.
Talepiece.-About the sentry who turned out the Guard at
3 a.m. to what proved to be a dog. Blimey, did he " leg it " !
Agony.-To Tich, No.

I

Div. Sigs.

" Palestine! BAH ! "
DIE HARD .

No. 3 Section, Sarafand
As predicted in our last chronicle, we have moved to Sarafand,
where life has taken on a new outlook. The accommodation here
is very good, in fact, we are the envy of Palestine. The· added
luxuries of electric fans, spring beds and sheets are almost overwhelming, after our previous mode of living. We have every
reason to be happy. Probably in six months time we will not
think so, but for the moment everything is going fine. Apart
from that, nothing has happened. The papers say things happen,
but we doubt if anything does, really.
Sport.-Again, in Sarafand, there seems to be much promise
for our local athletes. We are promised football, hockey,
tennis and swimming. All of which is to the good, for Wilmot's
whiskers have started an epidemic, and bed-time stories passed
out with the " Tale of the Golden Rivet." We hope to be able
to give you stirring accounts of our sporting activities later.
Owing to the spring beds and sheets, this will be all.
CHI B .

1st March .
Ge neral. - At present we are in the throes of upgrading tests
so perhaps by next month I shall be able to congratulate a fe"
worthy warriors.
Occasionally, just as we are beginning to appreciate the quietness of this land , we are turned out to see what all the trouble is
about in some distant village. On one of these picnics, at the
end of a long and tiring march, Dinah, the pack donkey, took a
liking to a cool, burbling stream, and sat down in it, comple te
with a Pack o. 1 Set, much to the distress of the crew, but,
providentially, without damage to the Set.
Shipping News.- The warriors from the renowned Western
Desert are still with us and still living in hopes of seeing a land of
snow and rain .
Postings.- Signalman Griffiths R. to o. 2 W /T Company ,
R.Signals, Sarafand, complete with hockey stick.
Arrivals.-One Fitter's Shop, complete with a pit . At last
we have somewhere to lay our heads.
Sport.
ometime in fue not so distant past I learnt a proverb,
multum in paroo, which seems to sum up the number of sports
indulged in by this Section. \\'e can turn out teams for all
recognised games, but only one team at a time, because we haYe
never sufficient men free to have two matches.
·we have played several Regimental soccer matches and a few
against the leading civilian clubs here, with moderate success.
The Signals team from Jerusalem visited us, and, in a good game,
marred slightly by a high wind, defeated us by one goal to nil.
A rugger team, composed of ten of the Section, two other
officers and three civilians, beat the 1st Battalion, Loyal Regiment, by 14 points to 6 points. The hockey enthusiasts are still
holding their own against all comers and remain unbeaten against
the best civilian clubs, whilst a cross-country team has entered
fue Combined Services Run, to be held at Sarafand.
Taitpiece.-Once upon a time there were three men and a
donkey, all of whom were tired and heavy laden. The morning
was cold and dreary, but were fuey downhearted ? For hours
they had scrambled over rocks, etc., until at dawn a road had
been found, and aU was well. Suddenly a roar interrupted the
chorus of cocks and donkeys. Was it a lion or a pekingese out
for an airing? Neither the donkey nor its leaders cared to argue,
but began a hasty retreat, which lasted for over an hour. Anyway.
how were they to kn\;w ? Later, a friendly Arab told them that
B.H.Q. was only around the corner.
MERCURIUS .

" G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
As the usual stand-by of WIRE scribes-arrivals, departures,
promotions, etc.-being conspicuous by their absence, a short
resume of the activities of the Troop last month will have to
suffice.
·
The Troop is still su ffering from the aftermath of its Palestine
trip. The cars-which should normally have had a thorough
overhaul by now-are showing signs of wear and tear. They have
all been christened- ACRE, BARHAM, COMBE. H.Q. W/T
vehicles are PIP, SQUEAK and WILFRED, and the transport
lorry is PLUTO (ex-Troopites will see the connection). At present
it is not unusual for ACRE to go on a scheme complete with
COMBE's receiver, BARHAM's crew, and t he door off WILFRED. Still, we manage to get through.
One more burden tends to make soldiering here one long round
of giddy pleasure. It's our WILFRED. He is a 30-cwt. Morris
truck, in which some misguided genius decided to install a
No. 2 Set. \VILF., on the desert, is a cross between a bucking
b ronco and ten pneumatic drills in series-anyone in the Salisbury P lain area can verify this by asking Harry Brooks (late
of this Troop). Still, there are rumours t hat we will b e losing
him soon. Roll on!
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Against all the accepted laws of army training since Canute
was checked for. rusty spu:s. individual training and command
lrammg are taking place s.1de by. side. Training in Egypt does
~ee~ to run on unconventional lines. Nobody can say that we
<Ion t get v ariety.
We commenced witl,1 minor schemes to the Pyramids, just
lo check up on Cheops map reading. Becoming more daring
each day, we made a bold dash for the Wadi Natrun. Then
for a week or so, " Cap Badge Finding Schemes" held our attention'.
_This ?rings us t~ the month under review. Quite a busy one.
"e got mto our stnde by capturing an airship, full of gold, which
was .w recked on the Suez Road . A couple of days later, we sunk
a ship (ably represented by a D.R. complete with white flag) in
the Suez Canal. The following week we appeared on the side of
" Southland'." and helped to tear up " Northland." Later in
the week, WJth admirable impartiality, we helped " Northland "
have a bang at ''.So1:1thland." As a grand finale, we hope to
1ake over a gold mme m the Fayoum this week-end. We are sure
th_at we shall d~fend it successfully against the marauding
tr~besmen (recogrusable by their white cap bands) until the said
tnbes~en have to return to Moascar for their annual Part II
m pect10n .
With ref~rence to individual training, we take this chance of
We
had mtende? producmg a photograph of Signalman " Taff "
Kn1~ht forcm.g a bottle of PiL5ener on Signalman Myers for
gettmg him his B .II.
c ong~atulatmg the lu~ky ones on obtaining higher ratings.

" <?inger " Catigen and Harry Brooks. " How about the
Boro and Sunderland for the double this year~ Cup and
league I "
·
}MJMJM.

" H" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Egypt.
Attached 8th KR.I. Hussars, Abbassia.
22nd February.
. General.- Once ~gain Records has stepped in and, this time,
Signalman Jones is the lucky man. He embarked in H.T.
Lancashire, O? 9th February, for 4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury. We wish him all fue best at bis new-cum-old Station .
Having partially recovered from the dastardly " swipe "which
R~co~ds dealt us, :ve have now returned to the old routine, but
this time we have 1ust six men to do the work of seventeen (note
that I ~ave put " work" in italics) . In fue stores, our I.M .,
~bly. ass1ste? by the ~toreman (or is he F~ ?), is busily engaged
ID d1Sf!1antli~g. r~pa1nng, and re-assemblmg those masterpieces
of.radio engmeenng. the No. 7 Sets. At the garages the three
dnvers ~an be seen climbing over and under the W/T cars in
preparation for the numerous Schemes carried out at this time
?f the year. Nevertheless, we are ~earing up. even if it is only
Just, and are hopmg that someone will take pity on u s by posting
the much-needed replacements. We have advertised for them
so come on all you chaps, what about it ?
'
Training.-Short Schemes seem to be the order of the day, with
vague rumours of long ones to come. Just lately the Regimental Signallers of the 8th Hussars and, of co~rse, " H "
Troop have been trying their hands in combined Wireless
Schemes: To man the sets, we had to borrow operators from
Egypt Signals, s?ch was ~ur deficiency of men a few weeks ago.
A~yway, ~e sall~ed fort~ mt? the blu~, fully expecting to do big
tbmgs. Little did we v 1suabse the tnck the gods were going to
play on us, u ntil a. great cry from I.M. was heard. Two of the
Sets had given.up tt:e ghost .. Wh.at an impressive sight it made,
the I.M. standmg with tears m his eyes, the Set, lying so mute,
so forlorn, and the two detachments standing in a half-circle
around them. ( ot a sound was heard, not a funeral note, as
the I.M. to the fray did hurry.) After temporary repairs, we
man_aged to keep some sort of link with R.H.Q., and so we
earned on until barracks was sighted.
Signalman Sullivan. after a stay of a month with Egypt Signals
retume~ to us wifu an AII rating. Good show, Sully, the oltl
school tie to the fore again !
A Week Later.-The gods must be looking on us with favour
that's all I can put it down to. To show us how pleased t hey are'.

seven replacements have arrived in the Troop. Yes, sirce, into
~ur P,arlour has stepped : Sign_almen Fraser (ex-rat and also of
.F Troop), Lewis, Parry, Pickford (Mary, ex-4th Divisional
Signals, Canterbury), Porter, Warren and Williams. All late
of Egypt Signals. By the time this goes to press fuey will have
found out that "someone has blundered," as the poet said in
"The Charge of the Light Brigade."
Having felt the pangs, we sympathise with them. Anyway•
we welcome them and hope that their stay with us will not be
regretted. They have already done a two-day Scheme so they
have some idea of what is required of them.
'
Things We Wou ld Like to Know.-What was on down town
when a certain member of the Troop was seen snooping out with
a straw boater perched on his head ?
.If J. F. C. still goes "nap" with A. K. Q., A.Q., or does he
still think it is a " Push " ?
What Sully thinks of the Bar Chatnoir.
Agony.- Willo, Canterbury. "Ezbekiya Gardens walk round
me three times and still you no come. When you do come, you
send your brother I Ashenay ! Whipples."
J. F. C., Canterbury. " Can you explain why Whipplesnooos
go to the " gaff " first house and then toddles off down Caii-o
alone ? Taff."
·
Conclusio n.-Au ,.evoi,., mes enfants, my work is done and
fue inner man needs attention. " Cookho1 se " ha5 blov. n.
DAI BACH.

Malta Signal Section.
6th March.
. General.-The Section continu.es to be fully occupied in carrymg c_>n the good work. We are 1ust about seeing light after t he
hectic dark days of the past year, so that considerable attention
can now be given to putting our house in order. The Jointing
Class (mul_ti-core paper cables) is making excellent progress,
under the mstrucbon of Sergeant Keywood. We aim at every
~eman i~ the Section being able to make these joints. The chief
difficulty 1s, of course, the practice that is r equired in plumbi ng.
Corporal Freeman C. returns from leave in the U.K. on 9th
M.arch. During the ~riod of his leave, he underwent a Course
with the G.P.O. at Salisbury. We shall expect great things from
him on his arrival.
Our heartiest congratulations to Brigadier .R. Chenevix
Trench, O:B.E., M.c., on his appointment as Deputy Director of
Staff Duties. This promotion is not only a great tribute t o
Brigadier Chenevix Trench's work as G.S.0.1 at the War Office
but is also a great achievement for t he Corps as a whole.
'
Extensio~ of S~rvice.- ro. 6083406 Lance Corporal Grace D.
extended his service to complete 12 years with the Colours.
Carnival.-Although it is customary for each village to hold its
own annual fiesta, the great event of the year is undoubtedly
the p re-Lent carnival staged in Valletta. T he results of months
of cre<1;tiv.e effort appear at this time and the Maltese give rein
to their inllerent love of pageantry and mimicry. Grotesque
~gures and ~ableaux are paraded through the streets freely
mterposed With open char-a-banes bearing bands from all over
the Isla~d. A critical music lover might criticise the quality of
the music played, b ut the most critical could not be other than
satisfied . v..ith the enthusiasm and energy of the petformers.
Popular items are the competitive folk dances held on the Palace
Sq uare. F rom the fact t hat one dance appears t o be set for all
t roupes, they would seem monotonous, b ut such is not the case.
Troui;>es vary in age ~om four years of age upwards, and a ll
use d1ffer_ent dress and mte;rpret the set dance in their own wa y .
One particular representation by an adult team was intended to
portx:ay the Knigh~s of t. John repelling Johnny Turk (1656),
and mtrod uced q uite a. humorous turn to the proceedings. One
Turk, who arrived late, failed to make up, and, among a score
of duskies, had to remain white. As the dance p ro!!ressed
enthusiasm rather wrecked the original theme and at o;;e time'
history was i~ dang~r of be! ng r~ver ed. At th.e co;clusion, only
colour made 1t possible to identify the Turks as articles of dress
had been freely interchanged during the performance.
Prominent during the carnival are the number of sweet stalls
dotted a bou t the pavements. To eat these sweets eems to be
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highly improper, rather must they be hurled indi criminatel¥ into
the crowd. Since hard and large sugared almonds predorrunatd
th.is is not always a friendly gesture, a statement fully endorse
by our Sergeant Keywood, who ha apparently tasted sugared
aimonds applied externally and forcibly. Un~oubtedly the
Maltc e have a really glorious fling before resigrung themselves
to the ngours of Lent.
Notice to Mariners.- Our tame theorist inform~ us th<;t _a ~essel
'th list i more often than not an optical illusion. 1his is due
;::: ve~els sailing on an ebb tide remaining uprig!1t and, therefore,
at an angle to a falling tid~.
~r can we_ believe that anyone
ever tried to switch off a wmd-dnven ventilator.
stock Market.-Local entertainment stock is· at pre:>ent
definitelv below par. The departure of the Fleet for. combined
exerciseS has denuded popular resorts of the bulk of their_patrons.
\ orse still. those of u who expect a handsome fortune m return
for a humble" Joey" hardly sh_o~t up f<_>r sufficient to purchase
tonsil oil. In spite of this, visitors will, no doubt, find the
Section "At Home" and ever ready to step out and makea
very good best at the better-known ports of call.
Coronation Representatives.-Brrrr. and Glithro. " Bags of
hope. but what price charity ? Sallha ? "
SKIP.

Football.-Few games have been played during the past month,
but since the writer played his first and proba~ly last match, ~e
occasion cannot be overlooked. This was a friendly game with
H.M. Hospital Ship Maine, in wh.ich honours were shared, each
team scoring two goals. Since our two goals were, unfo~unately,
scored between our own posts, we had to concede a ~ to the
Maine, 4--0. The game throughout was marked by a d1sp_la~ of
really sporting spirit, and defeat could not mar our appreciation
of a really pleasant match.
Tennis.-An informal tennis afternoon was held in b~acks,
with a view to unearth.ing potential champi?ns and assess10g the
capabilities of our performers. As the wnter ~ows. less th_an
nothing about tennis, no doubt th.is commentary ·will be mstrucb ve
to aspiring umpires, referees, or whatever they are.
In the first round Lance Corporal Burrows (Nutty) faced
Signalman Brook (K~otty).
utty weighed in at 180 lbs., .wet
through and was well-fancied. Although Knotty was _tramed
to a cat:s whisker and looked like it, he gave. away con~1derab~e
advantage in reach, and was unable to cope with the_ an bes of h.is
opponent. Duty linemen hid themselves as the umpire called !or
faults. Nutty retired under his enormous bowler hat, blushing
wildly at the applause of both spectators.
Signalman Watson (Herlock Shots_on) and Signalman Hen~y
(the Spanish Hennion) entered the lists to do battle.
In this
event " Shotson " won both the sartorial medal and also the
match by the width of his American eyeshade.
Sign'.alman Burgess (Brrrr !) v. Signal.J?an_ Shreeve (Ack:AckAck). The burring beauty fought back m h.is bout, but tripped
over his accent. Neither could be called experts at lacros~e,
both slicing badly. Struggling out of the rough, these doughties
played out time, Ack emerging the winner.
Taking the field, Signalman Stretton (J~'e?"oleum J oho) v.
Signalman Freeman (Half-pint Ha;dy and Willis) batted strongly,
rapidly gaining ascendancy over his opponent .. No doub~ he ~as
spurred on to savage effort by the chequered. raiment fac10g him.
Anyway Tich (Half-pint) walked off the VJctor.
Loud 'applause heralded the arriva~ of Signalrnai;i Chantry
(Two Thumb Ciantar), better known 10 the press crrcles as a
speed typist. Opposed by redoubtable ~.Q.M.~; I:Jolt (~.et-a
holt-o' -this), the battle raged fast and funous.
C1antar, forgetting his usual preliminary wind-up, managed to score a
number of slashing boundaries. Although overp~wered, he must
be congratulated on keeping his own end of the pitch (square 4) ;
never were both players found on the same side of the net. At
this stage, the preliminar!es were. concluded, and further proceedings began to look like tenrus. Consequently, the press
was all at sea. After a further couple of rounds, Captain F. H.
Bury and Mr. Panton both took part, Mr. Panton then met
Sergeant Purcell in the final mat;ch. Serg~t Purc~ll emerged
the winner. Everyone then retired to fortify the mner ~an .
perhaps for further efforts. From threats and dark m.urm~rrngs
it seems that the position of the winner is to be assailed m the
near future, so perhaps we may soon see him defending his
glorious title.
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Who said, " On your guard, Alex ; 50 Chinese are dashing up
the railway line, their objective being to captu re the Empire's
one and only super-super short-wave " ? Flat spins recorded
at Alexandra.
Signalman Tomlinson (working to R.N.V.R. Malaya operator
on Patrol Boat), on closing down, sent "VA GNOM AR."
Malay operator, after long deliberation and apparently very
much annoyed, sent back "Veri sorry, but me not old man, me
still plenty young." Collapse of Signalman Tomlinson.
Overheard in the Signal Office : " I say, what type of instrument is a phonogram ? Is it one of these 'ere new fangled
things?"
Promotions.- The Detachment tender hearty congratulations
to Lance Corporals Lambert and Copping on attaining that rank.
Well, Maurice, have we had it--or shall we ?

Malaya Signal Section, Singapore.
Pulau Brani Detachment.
General.- The items of news for th.is month's WIRE notes
from Malaya is undoubtedly the Singapore grand manceuvres.
Nowhere in the Briti h Empire have manceuvres ever been held
on such a grand scale as those recently st3.;ged here. The censor
would not allow a detailed report to be wntten, so we shall have
to be content with a very brief summary. R.A.F .. squadroi;is
from such distant places as Iraq and Ind~a flew ~o Singapore 10
readiness for the coming attack. The ~nJab Regiment trav:elled
down from Taiping. The 1alaya RegIIDent fr.om Port Dixon,
and the J ohore Military Forces, also lent their :very valuab~e
assistance to the attacking forces, which co~pnse?, approximately, 24 men-of-war of the China. Fleet, mcludmg H.M.S.
Hermes (aircraft carrier) and submannes. These vessels proposed to test the defences of Singapore over a penod of four days.
The Malayan Archipelago. offers ideal concealment to enemy
naval craft intent on attacking Singapore. The R.A.F. pa~rols
were very successful in locating the invaders on many occasions.
AU land forces were scattered around Singapore and the adiac~nt
fortified islands. Everything was in readiness for the comrng
attack.
Now what part did the Signals play, you may well ask? Line
communication was maintained from For_t Cannmg (H.Q.) and
all fortified positions and emergency statio~s. All _reports and
messages were sent as phonograms, or, as 10 one mstance, J:>y
telegraph. Sending messages by 'phone was not nearly so satisfactory as sending them by tele~aph. An emergency W/T
group was in existe~ce in ca~e any .lines broke down. There ~ere
eight stations in thi group, rncludrng Navy and ~.A.F. stations.
Army H.Q., Fort Canning, acted as control station ; and only
on two occasions did they have to employ wrrele~s. for a_ few
moments at a time, the line alw<i:ys ?eing speedily repaired.
W/T communication was also ma10tained between the W.J?.
vessels engaged in the Exercise. The R.N.V.R. also played their
part with their two latest patrol boats. " Signals " operators
manned the shore stations working to these patrols.
At the end of the" war," a grand formation flight was sta~ed
by the R.A.F. over Singapore, which greatly impressed the native
population.
And now for the humorous incidents, which occurred during
the recent " war" :
The following message was sent over the 'phone : " Enemy
landed, captured Kotah Tinggi." Ri?ging off, th~ s~pper at
the receiving end smartly approached h.is O.C., and sa1~,
phone
message just received, sir. Enemy landed, Captain caught
Dengue!"
A Punjab came rushing up to one of o~r linemen, e:i:cclaiming
"My 'phone! My 'phone I Me speak-it -go, speak it no can
come!"
Why did the Signal officer collapse when the Chief Supt: i~c
(Corporal Walker), on ~nswering .a ca.1;1: said, "Oh, y~., this is
Intelligence, Fort Canrung, speaking I

Sport.-We have now reached the end of the hockey season.
On considering our strength and our ever-changing personnel, we
have not done too badly. Changi Detachment, on two occasions,
came over and " duffed us up," just to prevent us from becoming
a little too conceited. Our thoughts now tum to soccer and we
are finding it rather difficult to raise an all-Signals island team.
Still, we're hoping for the best, and "dark horses."
Departures (Local).-Lance Corporal Hubbard, Malaya's
premier swimming instructor (American crawl a speciality), has
left P.B. to join the Signals Expeditionary Force at Alex. It
was rumoured that the sampan boys, who paddle their craft
past our bathing pa.gar to obtain fresh water, complained to high
authority that their boats were continually being swamped when
passing the Pagar. On making a few indiscreet enquiries, it was
discovered that " Sharky" Hubbard, whilst practising his
crawl stroke, set up such a huge tidal wave as to severely inconvenience the boat wallahs . It was therefore decided to remove
"Sharky." The news has now filtered through that he still
practises h.is strokes hanging from trees far in the jungle.
Agony.-To H. Clarke, K.D.S., India.
going ? " Froggy.

"How's notepaper

" Slim " Ryder, Egypt. " How about a line, still got that
P.O. of yours ? " Solly.
To Warren, Egypt. " A line and Mac's addr!'SS is all I want I "
Notley.
In conclusion, I would like to inform all Malayans (ex and
otllerwise), that we now have M.T. on Pulau Brandi in the shape
of an old Chinese junk lorry. Unfortunately, the road is only
half a mile in length before it has to tum and traverse the
reverse course. Great crowds gather every day along the route
to watch this wonder of the new world.
And so, for the present, we leave you.
TANDO (T.B.C.).

Changi Detachment.
16th February.
On Sunday, 17th January, we said good-bye to :\fajor H. N .
Brown, Royal Signals, who has been C.S.O., Malaya, for.the past
three years. During this period we have been cons~ucting w~at
has been described as the most comprehensive m1htary buried
cable sy tern since the Great \Yar. Although our task is not
yet finished, his departure is a fitting occasion to record a few
statistics of the work that has been done in this area. Three
years ago there were only two barrack blocks, four married
quarter blocks, a temporary Station Officers'. l\'1ess an? six
married officers' quarters in Changi, all of which w.ere m_the
orth Cantonment, as it is known to-day. Two ten-line switch
units provided administrath·e telephone facilities for the fo!"lrteen subscribers, and gave two junction lines to Fort Cll;llnmg
Exchange in Singapore. The exchange was housed Ill an
" attap " roofed hut, and the various offices ·were equipped with
IIO and Mark IV telephones.
There was no buried cable at
all, all locals and junctions being overhead.
At present, Changi comprises two cantonments-:-North
(Kitchener Barracks) anrl South (Roberts Barracks)-while two

miles away, barracks for an Infantry Battalion are rapidly
nearing completion. In the orth Cantonment, there are eight
barrack blocks, thirteen married quarter blocks, the R.E.
Officers' Mess, and fifteen married officers' quarters. The South
Cantonment consists of seven barrack blocks, eleven married
quarter blocks, the R.A. Officers' Mess, and eleven married
officers' quarters, the latter being adjacent the new barracks.
The administrative exchange started life as a forty-line
magneto board, but it has groy..-n until it now accommodates
sixty-four subscribers and five junctions. It is housed in a
reinforced concrete building in the orth Cantonment. Overhead routes are confined to a few outlying subscribers and railway
control circuits, and nearly all offices are now equipped with
P.O. Type 162 telephones, modified for magneto ringing, or with
P.O. Type 196LB. But th.is increase in the administrative
telephone system is not so remarkable as the growth of the
buried cable system. During these three years, over fifty miles
of cable has been laid in the Changi area, and, incidentally,
about thirteen miles of submarine cable. A large part of this
buried system is concerned with communications for batteries,
lights and other works of defence, about which we are naturally
unable to give details.
New areas have been opened up, and many lurid stories of
tigers, panthers and snakes-not forgetting kerringas (large
red ants)-have been brought back by various linemen. At
any rate, we have not yet had any casualties due to the wild
animals ! A natural result of this e>cpansion has been the
development of skill in cable technique by our British linem~n.
The majority of these men, who came here from field uruts,
know nothing about this type of work. But in about four or
five months they have learned the intricacies of the system
and how to make wipe joints.
All the excavation work, during the construction of the system,
has been carried out by a Tamil coolie gang, whose numbers
have varied between 25 and 65 . The skilled work, such as
jointing, terminating, an~ inter;n~ wiring, has been done _by our
own linemen and one Ch.inese Jointer. The number of line~~n
has varied between 17 and II. We also employ three Asiatic
operators for the Administrative Exchange.
Limitations of space and the Official Secrets Act make a fuller
description impossible, but it is hop~ that this sho~ account
will give members of the Corps some idea of another side of our
work.
Old Draft.-By the time these notes are in print, the following
members of the Detachment, C.Q.M.S. Chimes, Sergeant Walters,
Corporal Morton, Signalmen Holmes, Gray, Foster and French,
who so fondly term themselves the "Old Draft," will have left
us for U.K. We bid them good-bye with the greatest reluctan~e.
No longer will we be held, or, as some people would have it,
" gripped," by thrilling stories of the virgin jungle encountered
by these pioneers in the course of their duty. " Good .luck, ' Old
Draft ! • The best wishes of the Detachment go with you to
your new Stations."
Give Us the " Low-Down."-Was the cubic capacity allotted
to you on the trooper sufficient for your needs, Taffy ?
Did you find it necessary to mark the dining-room table and
the wardrobe, "·wanted on Voyage" ?
Which storeman discovered a coconut tree bearing bananas,
and blushed ? Three guesses allowed.
Congratulations.-To Lance Corporal Lambert on attaining
that rank. " How did you do it, Duck ? " They tell me that
the top rung is pretty high up.
Hockey.-Although we are by nature modest folk, we feel
compelled, in the intere ts of Corps sport, to place on record th.e
fact that we of Changi have again beaten R . ignals, Pulau Bra~i.
in a hockey match. This in spite of the strenuous work_ put m
by their selection committee, who collected together their most
formidable side for some years. The match was played--or
should it be" fought "-at Pulau Brani on Friday, 29th January.
The result wa o-x. A reliable statistician has stated that,
mathematically or any other way you like._Eulau Brani will not
be able to beat Changi in a month of blue Sundays placed end
on end.
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Football.-The Detachment's average in thi - branch of sport
i
cellent. \Ve have won every game played this season,
which is not at all bad, although we say it ourselves.
Our first game, which was againsi the 41st Company, R.E ..
was played at Changi on Friday, 5th February. The second
game of the season will be a return match against the same
opponent next aturday.

Jamaica Signal Section.
25th February.
General.-A disastrous outbreak of fire occurred at the
Garrison ergeants' ~less at Port Royal on Sunday, 14th February. The fire, it is believed, originated from an electrical short
circuit in the roof wiring of the lighting system. The damage
i estimated at fully £2,000. Apart from the monetary value,
the damage done to the famous elson's Quarter-deck at Fort
Charles is in itself a severe Joss, as this old landmark was one of
the oldest in Jamaica. The Fort, which recently formed part
of the ergeants' Mess, was built in the reign of Charles II, after
whom it was named.
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River .Minho. We soon enter the l\Iancheslcr District, where
the country hows a change in structure, due to the foothills.
of the May Day Mountains. Continuing through many small
stations, we eventually reach a rather mountainous district
after crossing the Lone Eye River. This part of the line lies.
through the as au Mountains. We soon cross the Black River
and continue on to the Lacovia Mountains. Here the country,
although mountainous, is still very fertile, every foot of the
ground, except that used for agricultural purposes, is covered
with thick luxuriant vegetation and tree .
ontinuing onwards,
the line passes through really magnificent scenery. At certain
parts the line twi ts and turns all the time, climbina steep
gradients along the edge of mountain , with drops of hundreds.
of feet falling sheer only a few feet from the line. The views to
be had from such places are surpassing in grandeur; range upon
range of mountains can be seen rolling like huge waves into the
diatance, here and there interspersed by streams and lovely
fertile valleys. Such views leave no doubt as to the volcanic
origin of Jamaica. These mountains were formed by some great
earth disturbance which exerted pressure upon the earth her abouts, casting up the endless wave formation of the Nassau
and Lacovia Mountains.

In spite of the strenuous efforts made by the soldiers and the
Kingston Fire Brigade, the ergeants' Mess could not be saved.
The Fire Brigade concentrated their efforts on keeping the fire
from spreading to other portions of the town. They succeeded,
and the fire was under control soon after I I p.m.

From this part onwards, the railway is nothing short of an
engi~eering marvel, as it climbs twisting and turning up steep
gradients, along the edge of mountains, at times cutting right
through the sheer mountain rock. Passing through St. Elizabeth.
District, we enter St. James, in which county, Montego Bay lies.
Passing through Cata Dupa Station, the line runs for part of the
way by Lamb's River. From here the country becomes less.
mountainous. A we draw near to our destination, we again
run through a pleasant countryside, covered with sugar and
banana plantations, also plentiful in coconut and orange trees.
Around here there is excellent grazing land, which is put to good
use by the farmers and natives for their herds. As we draw near
Montego Bay, glimpse of the Blue Caribbean can be had, also
silver sands skirting it. When at last we draw into Montego '
Bay, we have completed a rail journey which offers as much or
more in scenic beauty as any other in the world.

Port Royal has been most unfortunate. This has been the
second big outbreak of fire during the last three months, the
first occurred at the Coaling Station.

Although passing many stations bearing familiar names, such
as Kendal, Ipswich, Inverness, Balaclava, Stonehenae, there are
none of any real importance.

A very enjoyable motor trip was organised by the R.E.,
O.C.A., on Thursday, ~1th February. It was attended by member~ of ~he R.E. and Signals. The destination was Robin's Bay,
which lies along the coast from Kingston. The bus left Camp
at 8.30 a .m: En route,_ the company stopped at Castleton
Gardens, which has 3: va~ed and w:onderful selection of tropical
trees and ~J~ts growmg m the sp3:c10us grounds. After spending
an hour viewmg the g":r~ens, the 1ourn.e y was continued through
lo~ely ~untry to Robm s Bay: The time passed all too quickly
wxth sw1mmmg and sun-bathi.ng. The members were invited
to a lovely tea by_ the St. Mary's Club, whose hospitality was
thoroughly appreciated by all. The return journey was commenced at 5.30 p.m., and Camp was reached at about 7.30 p.m.,
th~s completing a trip which was generally voted a thoroughly
en1oyable one.

We are expecting the return of Corporal Webb and Signalman
Robson, who have been combining work and pleasure at Port
Royal. They are rewiring several R.A. Offices. The pleasure
took the form of fishing and bathing. There has been some word
of fishing records being endangered over there by our two representatives. I can assure you that there was no record established
last Thursday, when Lance Corporal Bracegirdle and myself
dabbled in the gentle art. For all the encouragement the fisl1
?ave us, the sea gi.ight as well have been empty. Indeed, had
1t not been for tbe fact that we saw an occasional kingfish,
garfi h and barracuda, we might well have believed it.

Horatio Nelson commanded the Batteries of Fort Charles in
1779. Evidence of the presence of the great sailor can be found
in the white marble tablet, on the west wall of Fort Charles,
bearing the following inscription :
" In this place dwelt Horatio Nelson.

You who tread in his footprints
Remember his glory."

Having ~de a t~ip to Montego Bay ~o fulfil a band engagement! I_ think the iourney there by rail is worthy of a short
descnption. Monte~o Bay is a favourite holiday resort of
A~encans. The white sands, clear blue sea and brilliant sunshine are very pleasing. Evidence of its popularity is given
by the number <;>f large hotels ~here. It lies roughly 120 miles
n~rth-west of Kingston.
The Journey is made by rail. Leaving
l_Gngston station by the Jamaica Government Railway, the line
~es through level country, which continues until Fresh River
1s crossed. From here the countryside shows great fertility,
great.tracts of !and are devoted to sugar and banana plantations.
Sp'.l~sh Tow~ 1S soon reached. Here signs can be seen of various
bu1ldmgs, '~h1ch were built by the Spanish Conquistadors of old,
when Spanish Town used to be the rendezvous of Spanish pirates
'.ind a mixed v~riety of other buccaneers, who at that time
mfested the Ca_nb?ean Sea. The journey from here continues
through the d1stnct of St. Catherine, crossing Black River,
Coleburns Gully, and Plantain River, which lies close to the
boum:tary of ~t. Catherine. These flow into Old Harbour Bay.
T~e lme contm~es through Clarendon District, crossing Bower's
River and, passmg through the same fertile country, crosses the

The London Corps Signals, T.A. and affiliated
Supplementary Reserve Units.
Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W .6.
15th March.
General.othing of very great importance has ha en d
~ince. we penned last month's notes. Pre-Easter trai~i~ eis
drawmg to a close and the time for more Trade Boards is get~in
ne'.1-rer. ~e ~re pleased to report that our influx of recruits i~
bemg mamtamed.
C - It is hoped that annual training this year will be at Corfe

astle, neadr Swanage, Dorset, and not at Shorncliffe as previously
a nnounce .
'
1~

~\~ enclosed photograph of two fairly well-known and recent

a 1tants of_ Fulham Hou e was taken in Delhi ·ust befor

<.hnstmas., while Lieutenant-Colonel H. H. Howard] M c l t e
<?i;nmandm_g Offi?6r of this unit, was there during' a b~~in~:

'1s1t to India. His old Adjutant Major C A or
h ·
present with the Signal Training 'Battalion·a·t ·J b1bverl, w o is at
h rt I
u u pore, came
u P on s o
eave, and they pent a most interestin two da
to~~~er. The photograph shows them on each side of~ memori~l
1c shou ld be of great interest to all members of the Corps
1u~ how many of those who have served in or near Delhi kno'~
~f it ? It stands about half a mile inside the old city from the
Cashmere Gate, next to the first of the two gates of the Magazine
:n ~ c!ose to ~he Post Office. In other words, in an area which is
u o the history of the great Mutiny.
The inscription on the panel between our friends read as
follows: "Erected on i9th April, 1902, by members of the

t'

1

ELGI:K.

Var ious members of the Signal Section and R. E.'s
taken at Dunn 's River.

H.H.H. and C.A.O. AT THE TELEGRAPH MEMORIAL.

Tele~raph Department to commemorate the loyal and devoted
service of the Delhi Telegraph Office Staff on the eventful
nth ~lay, 1857. On_ t~t day two young signallers, Wm
Brend1sh and J. W. Pilkington, remained on duty till ordered
to leave, an<;I by telegraphing to mballa information of what
'~as. happenmg at Delhi, rendered invaluable service to the
un1ab Go".ernment. In the words of Sir Robert Montgomery,
the Electnc Telegraph has saved India.' "
The panel on the left (facing the direction of the Cashmere
Cate) has the following inscription :
" Casualties in the Telegraph Department during the Mutiny :
Delhi-Chas. Tood.
Cawnpore-Hy. Farmer, Edn. Brierly, Thos. Couzen ,
Fras. Scallon, Thos. Goodinge.
Lucknow-Wm . Ramsay, Jno. Devere.
Indore-J as. Buller, Thos. Brooke, \Vm. Avery, David
Bone.
Chanda-G. H. Gartlan, J. Hall.''
The next one_ reads: "The Delhi Telegraph taff on uth
:\fay, 1857, consISted of the following:
Chas. Todd. As istant in charge. Killed near the Cable House
on the le~ bank of the.river Jumna on the morning of the above
d~te, while endeavounng to restore telegraphic communication
with Meerut.
'V. Brendish. Signaller. Retired 1st September, 1896.
J . W. Pilkington. Signaller. Voluntarily returned to the
Telegraph Office from Flag Staff Tower and signalled a despatch
to t?e Commander-in-Chief, containing a full report of the
Mutmy. Taken prisoner after doing so, but escaped. Died
Roorkee, 24th :'.larch, 1867."
The fou~h face tells us that " The Delhi Telegraph Office of
1857 ,;vas s1tu~ted ZAIS yards 31 degs. west of north from this
spot.
That IS, about half a mile outside the Cashmere Gate
on the road leading to the centre of the Ridge and close t~
Ludlow Castle (now the Delhi Club), from which the storming
party deploye~ for the attack on the Cashmere Gate, which
was stormed with great gallantry on 14th September, 1857.
It is hoped that some, if not all, of the above may be of interest
to readers of THE WIRE.
H.deH.

!

Lieutenant-Colonel Howard tell u how wonderfully well he
was l.ooked after during his journeys in India and that he is
~sp6?.1ally tha°:1'ful to Lieute~ant-Colonel Robert (Commanding
B ~orps _s1.~als, I~arach1), Captain Tolan (Quartermaster,
1st India~ D1vis1onal Signals, Rawalpi~di): Major J~ (S.O. and
C.S.O.,
orth~rn Command, Rawalpmdi) and Bngadier Le
Cor~u at Delhi, _for the ve~y c?rdial welcome they gave him .
~hilst he was m Karachi, Lieutenant-Colonel Howard met
~gD~J:?an Burrows ] . F., " B "
orps ignals, who commenced
his military career with this unit.
'!"rain_ing.-On Sunday, 7th l\farch, the programme for the
~ai~ Lmeman and In truments Cour es aid, " cheme with
atr-lme and office erection on Chobham Common." And so it
was arranged. But on the morning in question, we woke to find
the ground _covered with a foot of snow, and it was still nowing.
On our ar:1val _at Headquarters, we discovered some 4 5 other
r~~ks, all m uruform, ready for a day out, in spite of the conditions. However, after a few anxious moments, wondering
whether our tran port would get here all right, it arrived and
w~ loaded up;. the lmeme~ with air-Ji_ne stores and the ope;ators
with office eqwpment. \V1th a certain amount of difficulty, we
g<;>: to Cho.bha_m Com_mon and began .'".ork. The accompanying
p11;tures will give an idea of the conditions under which we had
to work. It was amusing to see so man ·prawl in the snow
after having trod in the wrong place. These 45 men came
traight from their firesides and worked cheerfully under arcti ·
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conditions, and quite a good day 's work was don:e. A ~ood
stretch of air-line was built and a good deal of,?xpenenc~ f?amed
by all. Believe me, it ' a good to get. our feet up 1n the
evening.

42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.

Social.- Our dances are exceptionally well attended and the
St. Patrick's Ball on 17th March is expected to be a bumper
show.

We must apologise for not sending any notes for the past two
months, but, owing to business, our correspondent bas retired
and the " burden " has been passed to other hands.
The Territorial Army units in Manchester and Salford area
held a. rec~uiting wee~, ~rom 14th to 20th February, and, in
common with other umts m the area, we held a recruiting march
through Stretford on Sunday, 14th February, when the l\fayor
of Stretford (Alderman Albert Smith, J.P., c.A.) took the salute
from the Town Hall steps. On Monday and Wednesday, 15th
and 17th February, we were "At Home" to the public, who
were able to see us at work. It is estimated that over a thousand
people visited us on these two nights. Our efforts have-not been
in vain, and recruits are coming along very satisfactorily. We
are now able to report that we are 20 per cent. over Establishment in Other Ranks, and IO per cent. over Establishment in
Officers.

The manager of a local cinema offered a free show to 200 of
our unit to see the film " O.H.M.S .," which ~v'.ls recently made
with the a si tance of the \\'ar Office, on condition that all ranks
who attended did so in uniform- about roo of us went along
and saw this film . Very good, too!
I ntelligence.-Here are a few ".howlers," . extracted from
answer papers received at- never mmcl where .

"Dry cells are sealed with vitamin."
" I do not think lo"'arithms are of much use to me, as to use
them one must carry the table about."
" The longer the wire, the g:eat~r the ~l_istance which the
electricity has, so to peak, to gnncl its way.
"The level of the acid is maintaiqed by topping up with
distilled water which has been evaporated ."
" Potential energy is hidden energy in an apparently dead
body."
Question : " State three properties of lines of magnetic force."
Answer: "Mass, velocity, time."
EFFEMMA.

.. '
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Brooks's Bar, Manchester.

The 42nd Divisional Boxing Championships, held on 10th
an~ ~Ith Februa_ry, resulted in an easy win for Royal Signals.
!hlS 1s the first time the unit has won the " Beach Cup," which
is presented to the champion unit or battalion. All members
of the boxing team deserve our heartiest congratulations,
e pecially 2nd Lieutenants Clegg and Yates, and Sergeant
Matthews,. for the training and teaching given to the team, and
to 2nd Lieutenant Woods for the sporting way be entered the
competition knowing nothing about boxing. One officer is now
known as the "killer," because in his recent fights the referee
bas bad to intervene and rescue a badly-battered opponent.
Two of our officers, 2nd Lieutenants Clegg and Yates, represented the 42nd Division at the T.A. Championships, held at
the Albert Hall, on 4th and 5th March, but were unsuccessful
in winning their finals. However, we have the consolation of
knowing that the 42nd Division managed to carry away two
champion hips. As a reward for their performance, the whole
team had an outing on Sunday, 28th February, as far as Macclesfield. They had intended to go further, but having found the
beer too good to leave in Macclesfield, they remained to enjoy it.
A very successful Officers' Dance was held on Saturday, 6th
March. The function was attended by the subalterns in full
force, and many senior officers. Everybody maintained it was
the best yet held. The Doctor wants to know who decorated
the gates of his house with china untensils, which, though useful,
are not decorative. "Never mind, it was a very good party,
Doc.!"
Company training is now in full swing and technical classes
are being well attended. Everybody is keen and wants to
qualify for a trade rating before camp. Our recruits' classes are
well attended, and a special trade board for recruits is to be held
at the end of March. We are expecting excellent results from
these lads, who have put in some very good attendances, the
average to date, from rst ovember (the commencement of the
training year), i 45 drills, one recruit having nearly So drills
to his credit. Not bad going ! (I wonder what this lad does in
his spare time.)
Camp comes very early this year. 'We are going to Abergavenny from 16th to 30th l\fay, and, as Coronation Week is the
week previous, our pre-camp training ha been rather curtailed.
Our Coronation party has been selected, and they have commenced rehearsals. This unit, along with others in this area, will
be taking part in a parade at Longford Park, Stretford, on 12th
May, which will be attended by the Mayor and members of the
Borough ouncil.
ongratulations to our Commanding Officer on his recent
appointment to Brevet-Colonel. Congratulations also to the
following officers on passing ertificate "A" at the November,
1936, examinations: 2nd Lieutenants C. F. Kerr, D. G. Allen,
P. Yates and R. W. G. Ollerenshaw.
R. P.
Old Comrades' Association.-Once again the old members of
the 42nd Signals foregathered for the annual re-union and hotpot Rupper at the Carlton :Restaurant, Manchester, on Saturday,
6th March.

The annual report and statement of accounts, presented by
Mr. H. Willcock, D.C .M. (Chairman), and Mr. P. E. Parker
(Secretary) showed a satisfactory state of affairs. The outstanding feature was the establishment of a Benevolent Fund,
supported by voluntary contributions. Dunng the year, this
fund bad assisted old members in time of need. Sincere appreciation and gratitude was expressed by one of those present who
had received help.
Colonel R. S. Newton, M.c., D.L., was not allowed to retire, and
with the vice-presidents, was re-elected.
About 60 members sat down to an excellent supper, and the
whole evening was considered one of the best which had yet been
held.
The president, in reply to bis health, ably proposed by :\lr.
E. Roscoe (a former D .R.), expressed his deep appreciation of
the continued honour of being president of the Association. In
referring to war-time experiences, he said that, notwithstanding
the hard times which had been borne, a wonderful comradeship
had emerged amongst those, whatever their rank, who had
served together, and that the Benevolent Fund gave an opportunit- of showing our bond of friendship in a practical manner
He referred to the Defence programme, and urged all old members
to support and encourage the present-day Territorial units, and,
if possible, to personally join National Defence Companies.
Colonel Newton announced a number of apologies, and particularly regretted the absence of Colonel Ashley and officers of the
Divisional Signals, who were prevented from being present by
another social engagement.
Major A. Roberts, ~1.c., proposed the " Old Signal Company,
R.E." The toast of the " Royal Corps of Signals " was proposed
by Captain T. G. Halsall, who traced the origin of the Corps
from the old R.E. Telegraphs to the present Divisional Signals,
which had such a high reputation for efficiency and smartness.
He said that the unit was up to full strength in officers and men,
and one of its latest successes bad been the winning of the 42nd
Divisional Boxing Championship.
R.S.Nl. Brooks, Royal Signals, responded. He assured all old
members that they would be heartily welcomed at Headquarters
at any time, and that the presence of those who had war-time
experience would be an inspiration to the young soldier of to-day.
The personal support of old members was needed to assist in
maintaining the old traditions.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial.-A month of general activity bas just passed. Those
keen members who have plodded steadily along throughout the
whole of the individual training period are almost ready for their
respective trade tests, and one looks forward to a goodly number
of increases of pay.
Immediately following these trade tests, each Section will get
right down to its particular job, carrying on until camp. We
shall mi certain senior other ranks from this year's camp (they
have reached the age limit). They cheerfully pass their mantle
on to others, who ~ave been diligently following in their footsteps.
A noticeable feature of last year's Section training period was
the general improvement in knowledge of Section organisation.
A further improvement is expected this year.
One is glad to hear of the likelihood that Coronation parades
will take place at each Company centre. As Coronation Day will
be a general holiday, good parades should be possible. Details
are not yet available, but it i hoped that the Jubilee Day concessions may be repeated.
:\lERCURY.

No. I (Plymouth) Company.
York treet Drill Hall, Devonport.
As the appoint• d scribe has temporarily fallen by the wayside,
I must fill the breach.
\Ve have nothing of outstanding importance to report this
month. Our classes continue to be su ported by the keener
members, but we are orry that those who started ofI well, but
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, ho, for unknown reason·, have not entered the" .tra.ight," di?
not carry right through.
nl -s they .tell u . ~he reasons for their
falling-off, we cannot rectify any po 1b!e fa:1ling ~n our part.
\Ve also learn with regret that the whist dnves, starte~ so
<.heerfolly and hopefully by our C. ."i\1., have ceased to .function,
olely through Jack of upport. The onus of. running ti;.ese
. ocial evenings rested with a mere few, but, without back.mg,
their task, gladly undertaken, could not be fulfilled, as the _show
cannot be run at a Joss. Maybe the reason is the unsmtable
urrounding . If thi is the case, then our ultimate new home
hould provide the solution.
.
Section leaders are busy preparing programmes for ecbon
training. Their scope i widened this ye~ as they each have to
prepare and run a ection unday ExerCI e.
.
Our O.C. reports that it is po sible that a Coronation par:ade
will take place locally on 12th May. It will be either oi:i the lines
of the Jubilee parade, or else purely a T.A._ sh~w .. In either case,
we look forward to definite news soon, as it will give the bulk of
the Company, who natural~y ~ot go to London, a chance of
taking part in the celebration .
.
. .
,
Recruiting continue slowly ~ut steadily.
tatisbcs sho"
that our intake covers our outgomgs.
Since our last notes, a change has taken place amongst our
P . .I.s. We bid farewell to A/C.S.M. Humphrey H. J ., and
thank him very heartily for all he has ?one. for us ; also for the
enthusiasm he displayed in so many directions.
.
\Ve welcome A/C. .:\I. cott H . J ., who comes to us direct from
India. V\"e hope his tour with us will be a plea~t one: He shovv-s
early indications of appreciating the T .A. poillt of view, as well
a the fact that our hobby takes place "after office hours."
0NECOY .

44th {Home Counties) Divisional Signals.
Training has been going on steadily this last m~nth. We h"':ve
some good material, a fact borne out by the satisfactory sIOirk
registered by the P. .I. after the recent trade tests.
. .
There are always one or two lads who stand o~t as promismg
at this time of the year, and it is most encouraging to see them
record the first tangible recognition of their proficiency.
On Sunday, 21 t February, the first Sunday Scheme of the
year was held on a cold, fr~sty morning: The results for Nos. _1
and 3 Companies were farr, but the important work now is
to get ready for Easter at Canterbury. More of Canterbury anon.
Sergeants' Mess.-On Saturday, 13th February, we held a
" farewell " for Sergeant " Con " Hosbach, oi;ie of. the long~st
serving members of the Mess, having first amved ill 1_920 ~th
the Defence Force. He was presented with a smtab~y mscnbed
watch. The gift was acknowledg~d in a spee~h which referred
to the recipient's happy times d urillg the last sixteen years. He
was supported throughout the evening by his favou rite "food "
(a small bottle of rum), and full advantage was taken generally
of the extension of the license.
Of importance was the large attendance of old me.mbers, who
were in great form. Among them were the followmg : C.S.M.
~lacdonald, Sergeants Bill Bailey, Maudie Allen (fresh from
Palestine Post Office), Bill Richardson, Bert Elkins, George
Gatfield, Bert Puttock and Tommy Thomas, with their respective
ladies in many cases.
Mrs. Hosbach made an excellent speech, which was well
received and applauded. The " Percy ~icho~s Concert Pa~y "
provided an excellent programme of music, which was appreciated
by all present.
Altogether a good evening for a most deserving case. We hope
that " Con " will not forget where the Mess is to be found.
The sympathy of all members of the Mess is extended to
Sergeant Hyde T. in his recent bereavement.
POLYR .

48th (South Midland) Divisional Signals.
Cateswell House, Hall Green, Birmingham.
Acknowledrment.- \ Ye should like to t hank the Editor for
the extra space and excellent photographic reproductions
afforded in last month's issue to o ur notes.
Coronation Party.- We congratulate those who will h ave the
honour of represent ing t h e unit at t he Coronation celebrations
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in London. The task of selection must have been a difficult oi;ie.
and those who were disappointed will console themselves with
the knowledge that those who were picked fully mented the
selection.
Congratulations.- To C.S.M. Winter upon his appointment.
To Lieutenant R. W. Danielsen upon b eing awarded the second
" pip," and appointm ent as i/c " M " Section .
Training.-The D.R.s carried out thei~ t_raining on :xst
February, in the Eve ham '.'-nd Alcester d1stncts, under Lieutenant Danielsen and 2nd Lieutenant P . G. M. Lee.
Officers' Sup per to W.O.s and Sergeants.- The officers were
" At Home " to vV.0.s and Sergeants at supper on Saturday,
rth February, an annual event which is greatly looked forward
t6 by all concerned . On this occasion, Lieutenant-Colonel P . H .
Jones, M.c., was able, for the first time, to meet his sergeants as
Commanding Officer.
Following the Joyal toasts, Colonel Jones ad?ressed ~he
gathering. He divided his speech (punctuated with amusillg
anecdotes) into three p~ts : .the past, the .~resent, and the
future . In the first he paid a tnbute to the retiring C.O., Colonel
M. E. Holdsworth, congratulating him on his great succe~s and
his recent promotion to Brevet-Colonel and D.C.S.O. Th~s w;;.s
a great honour. both to us and to him ; it is the second time m
succession that the D.C .. O.'s apyointment had ~a.lien t<;> . an
officer in this unit. Colonel Holdsworth's great qualities, abi1;ity,
justice and wit, would always be remembered and admired
throughout the unit.
Colonel Jones went on to refer to the highly satisfa~tol)'
reports received from the C.S.O. on the progre~ ~~the .umt, m
which he described it as a " really first-class umt, addillg that
"the .C.0.s continue to maintain their high st'.1-ndard." ~e
also congratulated R.S.M. Bardoe and C.S.M. Winter on t_he1r
appointments, and various other N .C.0.s who hav~ rece1:ved
promotions, among them C.S.M. Sant and C.S.M. Galp1~, addmg,
humorously, that he had heard that the former might h~ve
preferred to wear cross syphons rather than ~ crown. Refe~g
to Lance ergeant Butcher, the Colonel p~mte? ou~ t~at m a
recent Course of Drill and Weapon Traillmg m Birmillgham,
Sergeant Butcher was placed top in the final report, and congratulated him on this success. He also bade a welc?me to
Sergeants Clutterbuck, Robson and Barlow, our new arrivals.
In dealing with the present, Colonel Jones point_ed out .that
the present-day recruit was a very fine type, better m ph_ys1que,
intelligence and keenness, and it was practically certain that
the unit would shortly be up to strength. It could also be
expected, as a result of the new.re-armament plans, that be~er
equipment, instruments and vehicles would now be forthcommg.
With regard to the Coronation celebrations, it was a great
honour that two officers and 23 other ranks would attend t~e
celebrations in London. There would also be a march past m
Birmingham, and a local display in Hall ~reen.
With regard to the future. Annual training was to be at
B udleigh. Salterton, and he bad heard that the site was a g~od
one and" reasonably near" to these.a . Rathe.r ~ore_ attention
would be given to night work, this bemg essential ill view of the
exigencies of modern warfare. We could look forward to a
happy year for all of us, and be called upon the members of the
Sergeants' Mess to give greater support to ~he Mess, and t~
those who run it. Colonel Jones s concludmg words were ·
"Remember, you can't take out of anything more than you
have put into it."
R.S.M. Bardoe, in a few words, thanked the C.O. and officers
for their kind reception, which, he said, tended to preserve t he
,-ight spirit, which he knew existed between tbe officers and
senior .C.O.s.
The remainder of the evening was spent in the time-.honoured
fashion at contests of various kinds. The eventual wmner was
Mr. Chatterley, as captain of "L" team.
Sergeants and Wives' Dinner (Orderly Officer : Lieutenan~
R. U. F ull! ).-A dinner for members of the W.0.s and Sergean1;5
Mess a nd their ladies was held on Saturday, 6th March , and was
very well patronised. The guests of hono ur were B revet Colonel and Mrs. M. E. Holdsworth. After the loyal t oast had
been given, R.S.M. Bardoe, in presenting a farewell t oken (a
suitably inscribed silver t ankard) to Colonel H oldsworth, said
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tha~ he felt t~at alth~ugh Coloi:ieI. Holdsworth was no longer

takillg an active part m the umt itself, he would continue to
follow its activities with great interest, and would look upon his
four years' command with happiness and pride. He asked
Colonel Holdsworth to accept the gift as an appreciation of all
he had done for the unit, and as a mark of respect and loyalty
from the W .O.s and Sergeants' Mess.
R.S.M. Bardo~ concluded . by thanking C.S.M . Sant (Hon.
Secretary) and his band of willing assistants for organising this
very successful event.
In reply, Colonel Holdsworth said that he could not think of
a more suitable gift, or one which he would be able to use more
reg~larly I He went on to thank the W .O.s and sergeants for
their keenness, energy and enterprise in the past, and their
loyalty to the unit and to him personally. The four years just
ended, had been a very happy time for him, and during this time
the unit_ had, beyond doubt, been "put on the map" as no
other umt had ever been. This, he said, was due to the efforts
of no one individual, but to team work throughout the unit.
In a word to the T.A. wives, Colonel Holdsworth stressed the
point that they, too, had an outlook and a very real point of
view to be considered, in the sacrifice they were called upon to
~ear in sparing their men for training. On the other hand, he
JOCUiarly added, the wives also had s.omething to thank him for,
m that he endeavoured to teach their husbands to obey orders,
although he had succeeded better with some than others I He
also said he was not sure that he had not let the unit down in the
matter of C.S.M.s. Looking back upon some of the old hands
(with a sly wink to ex-C.S.M. Ryder), good " all round " fellows
" carrying all before them." In regarding the present team,
he could oµly hope they would follow. In conclusion, he suggested another practical way in which the sergeants could show
their loyalty, respect and affection to him, by passing them on
to his successor, Lieutenant-Colonel P. H . Jones, M.c., with
whom he had personally soldiered and adventured, in peace and
war, for over 20 years, and he knew of no man he would rather
have with him when in a tight corner.
The Hon. Secretary also read a letter from Colonel Sir Bertram
Ford, the Hon. Colonel, to whom a similar parting gift had been
made, expressing his regret at being unable to attend and
thanking the W .O.s and sergeants for their token of appreciation.
He also said he hoped to have an opportunity of meeting the
members of the Mess, and thanking them personally, at supper
at Cateswell House sometime before his actual retirement.
A letter was also received from our late R.S.M. (l\ir. Newman),
who was also unable to attend, but expressed his thanks for the
happy days he had spent in the Mess, and wished us a successful
evening.
The evening concluded with an entertainment, in which the
following artists took part : Mr. Reg. Taylor (light comedian),
Lloyd and Carlton (singles and doubles), and Mr. "Jimmy"
Stewart (at the piano) .
Well done !-Signalman Sutherland E. (D.R.) who has distinguished himself in many Midland Motor Cycle Trials, recently
winning the Amateur Experts' Cup in the Moseley M.C.C. Trials,
riding a Royal Enfield . Signalman Sutherland is the holder of
nineteen cups and challenge trophies for trials' riding.
To 42nd Divisional Signals.- " How about that D.R.'s reunion?"
GETCHER.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals, T.A.
and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds, 2.
16th March.
General.-By the time these notes appear in print, there will
be several members of the unit who have been burning the
midnight oil du ring the last few weeks, very proud of themselves.
You see, "Ole Man Trade Board" will have paid us a visit.
We are h oping to obtain some very atisfactory results.
Soclal.--On 12th March the subalterns of the unit h eld their
annual dinner in t he Officers' Mess, followed by a " roller skating
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hockey match " in the Drill Hall.
had by all.

A very enjoyable time wa:.

Cross-country Running.- It was decided to hold the Divisional
Championship earlier this year. Owing to the wide area covered
by the 49th (W.R.) Division, the competition had to be run in
groups, the winner of each group to compete in the final on
20th March. Our team have qualified for this, and we hope
that Sergeant Speight will lead us to victory again.
Physical Training.- A P .T. Competition has been organised
by H .Q.. and the preliminary rounds are completed. We
entered a team which comprised a leader and eight others. We
we.re drawn against the 7th West Yorks, whom we beat by 146
pomts to 141 points. Our judge was Captain Ames, of the
A.S.P.T., York. He was well and truly amazed by the displayof
both teams. To decide the winner, the four teams who obtained
the highest number of points are to compete for final honours.
These have just been announced by H .Q., and we are one of the
finalists. This takes place in our Drill Hall on 31st March. \Ve
hope to tell you some good news in next month's WIRR. Congratulations, Signals! Keep it up !
Tailpiece.-Has W.G.P., late of the 46th Divisional Signals,
T.A., found the Spike in Ireland yet ?
TYKE.

SOth (Northumbrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.
General.-Pressure of other business prevented the February
contribution from Gateshead. The fact is mentioned in case our
hard-working colleagues in Darlington and Middlesbrough should
think that Gateshead was enjoying a surreptitious holiday. Such
is far from our lot.
Training.-A. N.C.O.'s General D:uties Course has just been
brought to--we are given to understand-a successful conclusion.
This, incidentally, brings to a close the winter training. All
things considered, the Courses which have been held during the
winter months have been well attended and the results undoubtedly augur well for the efficiency of the unit as a whole.
At the time of writing, the Company activities are proceeding
in full swing. It is particularly good to see the recent close
season's recruits putting in such energetic efforts. One may seem
to introduce an extraneous point, but it is recalled that a certain
P.S.I. allowed his designs on the "pots" we hold to be known.
Was the subject of the recruits in his mind ?
To those recruits, however, a word. Your C.O. does not want
you merely to help to win Cups and the various trophies competed
for at Camp for efficiency and the other attributes which go
toward making a good soldier. Win these trophies by all means;
but do not Jet the honour of your own Company be the sole
object. You are members of the 5oth Divisional Signals-a
unit with a high standard to maintain.
Congratulations.-To No. r Company on winning the Dent
(Boxing) Cup. A good show indeed !
To 2nd Lieutenant J. M. Hewitt on being gazetted to this
Company, and to wh om a hearty welcome with best wishes for
success is given.
We are glad to learn t hat Mrs. Bevan is making good progress
toward recovery, after the serious mishap just prior to Christmas.
Sensation.-There was once, 'tis said, a nice little Employment
Exchange in the Middlesbrough district. There was a nice little
sergeant, too. As the years rolled on, it fell down. It had grown
SO old. But the sergeant grew younger, and, 'tis said, drank
"Younger." And they built a new Employment E xchange, all
for the sergeant himself. No-one else wanted it, you see! B ut
one day, this sergeant (he's not related to Johnnie Walker)
walked right into a job. They told him what he bad done when
he had recovered consciousness. And now, nobody at all wants
that Exchange.
W e sympathise, Ernie, bu t good luck and ong m ay it continue.
TH RERCOY.
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Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals, T.A.
Unit Headquarters and No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company
It's great to look into the unit office the morning after a dance. .
Silence reigned supreme, and all o~e could see was ashen ~ces,
trvin to look intelligent, pondenng deeply over a ro ~m.
Tue ~ence was only broken at intervals by. sounds of s?;~~h~,g
of heads and heartrending sighs. On dan.ng t? say,
a
doing ) " many sweet voices, whose breath emitted !um.e s an
fire w~rse than could be expecte~ from a dra9?n, but st~=:
to military standard, in one voice shouted;, Get out,' know
ou have any suggestions for WIRE notes !
How the}
~eir drill ! Before I could get out. the job was passed on to me.
So look out I
Badminton.-The other ranks challenged the officers and won.
There was only time for four games to be played, or the resul~
· ht have been different. Anyway, seeing that the season is
=rly at an end, it must feel nice for them to say that we had a
win during the 1936/37 season.
oance.-H.Q.,
o. 1 Company, and 207th (M.~ Artillery
Brigade Signal Section held their annual all ranks. dance at
Fonthill Barracks on Friday, 12th March. In spite of the
Arctic conditions which prevailed, there was a large turnout of
officers, ,V.O.s, N.C.0.s and men, and their fri~nds. The guests
were received by our Commanding Officer, ~i~ute~ant-Colonel
E Birnie Reid and Mrs. Reid. Tbe many distmgu1shed &nests
included the Lord Provost and i1rs. Watt, Colonel L: MacKinn.on
(Chairman of the T.A. Association) and Mrs. Ma~I~non, Ma1or
A. Lyon, o.s.o. (Vice-Chairman of the T.A. Association) an~ Mrs.
Lyon Lieutenant-Colonel L. M. Davidson, T .D. (75!±1 Bngade,
RA), Lieutenant-Colonel W. Philip, M.C. (4th Battalion, Gord.on
Highl~ders), Captain J. F. C. Marshall, M.c. (Brigad~-Ma1or
15 3rd Infantry Brigade), :\fajor A. Crighton (Aberdeen University
O.T.C.) and )frs. Crighton, l\Iaj.or Angus :\~tchell (51st (H.)
Divisional Engineers) and Mrs. Mitchell, Captain James ~?ran
and Lieutenant J. Gray (No. 2 Company, 51st (H.) Divisional
Signals) Doctor and l\Irs. Levack, and .Mr. and lrs. John
Murray.' Owing to the adverse weather conditio~s, our Honorary
Colonel Colonel R. J. icol, o.B.E., of Ballogie, was, unfortunately 'unable to be present. "Your cheery presence was mu~h
missed, sir." It is also regretted that our Adjutant, Captain
L. W. J. Dryland, R. Signals, could not ?e present ~hrough
indisposition. The dance programme contained '.1- conSJ.derable
number of Scottish dances. At times the music was almost
inaudible through the" hoochs " of the company, as 0ey danc~d
Eightsome Reels, Strip the Willow, and the Dashing White
Sergeant. The Paul Jones was, as usual, a very popular. dance,
but the change from fox-trot or waltz to rhumba and High~and
scbottische defeated some. An excellent supper ~vas proVI~ed
at the interval. :\frs. E. Birnie Reid and her committee of ladies,
as well as the dance committee, are to be congratul.ated on th.e
excellence of their arrangements, which so matenally contnbuted to the evening's enjoyment.
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enjoyable evening, and are looking forward to the next. We
were very pleased to see S? many ex-members of the Company,
especially the representative from H.Q.
Departure.- It i with a feeling of profound loss that we
report the departure of C.Q.M.S. Sprunt W. from the Company.
He has, unfortunately, reached the age when the War Office puts
its foot down, although be still looks young enough for quite a
number of years' service. We had rather come to look up_on
" Q." as a part of the Company, always there when nee~ed with
advice, etc. Y.le trust that he won't forget w_here we hve, and
will look us up sometimes. Lance Sergeant Given A. has taken
over the reins relinquished by ~.Q.M.S;, ~pr:int, .~nd we hope
that he will have a long and en1oyable mnmgs.
Twuco .

No. 3 (Kirkcaldy) Company
General.- The main event of the month was our whist dri~e
and dance, held on 26th February. Eve;yone spent a very
enjoyable and successful evening. It was mdeed a pleasure to
see our C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel E. Birnie Reid , from. Aberdeen,
there. His speech , after supper, ·was greatly appreciated. We
were all delighted to bear such good reports of Stonehaven, our
camp for this year. It is hoped th~t at _our future dances more
friends from as. 1 and 2 Comparues will be present, and that
our own members will give greater support, so as to make them
an even greater success.
Coronation.- The luch.-y members for the Corona-?on ~arade
have been chosen and are now only waiting for their uniforms,
and who knows' perhaps some arms drill. (C.Q.M.S., please
not~.) For the b~nefit of the other Companie~, these chosen are :
C.Q.M.S. Elder, Sergeants David~on, Hutchison and Marshall,
Corporal Cook and Signalman Milne.
.
Training.- We are still getting a good attendance ?n dnll
ni hts, and quite a number have :i-lready started their extra
The Paid Course is due to fi.msh this month, and the lads
are l~oking forward to the Trade Board with great hopes of
extra pay.
Recruiting.- A steady flow of recruits are coming in from the
Dunfermline area, but few from Kirkcaldy. A number of m~n
are due for discharge within the next month, but the vacancies
look like being filled very soon. " Now then, you .l~ds ! How
about bringing your pals along to uphold the traditions of the
Company!"
Promotions.one to report this month, but look out for a
few surprises within the next few weeks.
Conclusion.- Well , that's all for the present. I must get on
with my" coupon" now.
FIFESIGS.

mTus

52nd (L~wland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Resene Units.
21, Jardine Street, Glasgow,

No. 2 (Stirling) Company.
General.- " Things may come and things may go, but th~se
notes go on for ever." I don't know who said that, but I quite
agree v,rith him, whoever he was.
Training.--Our \Vinter Courses having come to an. end, we
fondly hope that all these who attended are now treatmg themselves to a larger size in hats ; their heads have surely expanded
with the corresponding increase of knowledge. At least, we h<?pe
to see some good results after the first Trade Board. Whilst
on the subject, we should like to report a 100 pe~ .cent. atten?ance
on 9th February (we are not telling anyone that it was pay mght).
Recruits' training commences on r6~ :March, and a la:ge
attendance is expected, as all our recruits have been attendmg
the \Vinter Courses, and seem to be very keen to learn all about
this soldiering business.
Entertainments.-A very successful dance was run by the
Sergeants' )fess on 12th February. A fairly large gathering, who
braved the snowstorm to attend, were loud in their praise of an
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Sergeants' Mess.-The Sergeants' Mess is one of the most
potent forces at Jardine Street these days .. There was a dance,
a smoker and a presentation to the scnbe, and ex-Sergea~t
George Mason during the month. Billia rds and snooker are m
full flight. The quarterly meeting was crowded and successf~l.
The smoker on 27th February was an unpreced~nted suc?ess.
Despite the severity of the weather-it was a m ght of bitter
north wind and snow- there were seventy membe.rs and. fnends
present. George Mason was the recipient of a silve: cigarette
case bearing the Corps badge. Thoroughly deservmg of the
honour was George. We recall his brilliant ~vork as Mess
Treasurer, and also his splendid work on conuruttees. It was
only right that Jardine Street should honour ~eorge Mason, who
now holds a responsible post in Clackmananshire. Your humble
scribe was presented with a gold watch. The \VtRE man was
almost overwhelmed by the honour shown him in the form of
this valuable gift. Midst the rattle of the glasses, the quaffing
and the jesting the old man of the pen could not adeq~ately
thank his many friends. The scribe takes this opportu!1ity o~
expressing his gratitude and appreciation of the great kmdness
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a nd encourag~ment he has received a t all times. He will long
treasure the gift, and revere the spirit in which it was given.
The .s.R.- The transfer from I slay to Glasgow of Major G. W .
C umming, our popu'lar S.R. Commander, is the cause of much
satisfa?tion among all ranks of the S.R. units. Although Major
Cummmg always managed to keep in close touch with the S.R.
in Glasgow, by te legraph, telephone a nd personal visitation,
?ften at great inconv~nience to himself, his transfer to Gla~gow
m order to take up .an1mportantGovernmentappointmentcannot
be but to the. further interest of those whose privilege it is to
se~e under~· yYe look f?rward to a happy training season
'~th our old fi:iend m o~r rrudst. We feel certain that nothing
will please Ma1or Cummmg better than to be continually with
bis lads.
~ourses.-We hav~ made an early start with Training Courses
t his year. The all-l.Ulportant Course is the Gas Course. The
Courses are proving of great interest, and there is an excellent
attendance of all ranks.
nder the expert instruction of Captain
Robertson Brown, T.A., and Lieutenant W. Johnstone, S.R.,
considerable headway is being made, and the Courses are turning
out to be interesting and attractive.
Men's Club.- All quiet is the order of the day. There is a
movement afoot for a big party to set out for Hampden Park on
International Day in April. "What of the mob, who were to
travel to Wembley last year, " asks big Sam Bottomley. However, as Sam says, his interests lie mainly in the direction of beer
and stores, and Hampden won 't see him. There is certainly a
dearth of news from the Men's lub. The scribe is just a little
disappointed.
Comrades Afar.-There is news to hand of a few old friends.
Danny Hynds is wallowing amongst snow and broken lines in
Wigtownshire. Bert Luke is still the popular free-drink Scotsman of Worthing. Dan Mackenzie has been sighted in Ayrshire
by a forward patrol. Kennedy, the super S.R. leg-puller, has
b~en encountered in Dumfries. Tucker Muir passes on his good
\V!Shes from Troon. We ran across big Dan Macdonald recently.
Dan says he is breaking his heart to see us once again. It is all
so very nice to be hearing of those we like.
lndia.- It is well worth while repeating our Indian news,
especially as friend Charlie Savage of Rawalpindi goes to the
great trouble of writing us once a month. Charlie has been
wandering around 'Vaziristan way, and he gives a picturesque
description of what is going on in that quarter. Charlie has
unearthed young Macguire, who once served with us at Jardine
treet. The Macguire fellow was delighted at the meeting. He
sends a message to his old Glasgow comrades to say that all is
well with him, and that his old time comrades are often in his
thoughts.
Promotion.-Sergeant Burgess J., S.R. units, has been promoted to C.Q.M.S. We hasten to congratulate Jock. Surely
there was no one who deserved a step-up more than he. Burgess
has worked hard and long, and the recognition, which has come
his way, is thoroughly well deserved.
The Coronation.- Wbo are going? This is the paramount
question in l\lesses and Club rooms. The youngsters are all on
edge. The older hands are wondering who will go to London.
A feeling of healthy rivalry and anticipation prevails.
Sam Smith.ow and again he makes a rapid exit from Jardine
treet. Big Sam, as they call him, is a C.Q.M.S. with the T.A.
Sam is also a useful man at one of the large t of our City hospitals.
Hence the reason for his mysterious departures. He is much in
demand. Sam can turn his, hand to almost any job. The
hospital authorities consider him to be a most valuable asset.
The T.A. Signals think likewise. In pre-war times and during
the war, Sam was in the Artillery. What he doesn't know about
horses and guns isn't worth knowing. Equally proficient in
ignal work, am wa an authority on wireless before he took to
earning his living by dealing in blankets and Diil's. So we have
a good word to say of am Smith. He is certainly a credit to
the Lowll'l.nd Signal units.

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals
15th March.
ince the last notes, an important change has occurred in the
1init. Lieutenant-Colonel (Brevet-Colonel) R. C. eel, M.c ..
T.D., ha handed over command to Lieutenant-Colonel W. G.
Trice, whom we heartily congrat ulate and wish a successful and
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happy period of command. We are proud of the splendid
reputation gained for us by Colonel Seel, and intend preserving
it. His appointment as D .C.S.O., V\'estern Command, seemed
to us an obvious one, and we congratulate him. We shall have
no greater critic of our work, and shall need to be fully extended
to satisfy him.
Our new C.O. has been with the unit from its commencement,
and it would be interesting if he and Colonel Seel related their
training experiences of the first days of the unit's formation.
The officers gave a farewell dinner to Colonel Seel at the
Royal Hotel, Cardiff, on Saturday, 27th February, on the
occasion of his relinquishing command. Twenty-three officers
were present, including Colonel F . R. Cobb, M.c. (Hon. Colonel),
Colonel R. C. Seel, M.c., T .D., Lieutenant-Colonel W . G. Trice,
the new C.O., Major W. Catleush and .Major G. Lindsay, M .c.,
R.A.M.C. A telegram was received from Captain R. T. H .
Gelston, regretting his absence. Circumstances beyond his
control prevented him leaving Salisbury.
Colonel Trice, reminisencing, told how Colonel Seel, after
considerable difficulty, induced him to join the unit, and of a
few experiences together in the early stages of the unit's development. He spoke of the fairness and thoughtfulness of Colonel
Seel, and, in congratulating him on his appointment as D.C.S.O.,
Western Command, described the appointment as a privilege to
the unit. He urged the subalterns to keep the happy family
spirit by introducing their friends as members. The officers
stood silent for one minute to the memory of the late Captain
T. G. Gollop, T.D. Lieutenant A. \V. Bartholomew, the senior
subaltern present, referred to the assistance given to the subalterns by Colonel eel, and how proud he was to have served
under his command. He had been a great friend to them all.
Colonel F. R. Cobb stressed the significance of eight years'
command, and said that Colonel Seel had produced a unit second
to none in the Territorial Anny. He appealed to subalterns to
go all out with their Sections, and to maintain that reputation.
He then presented Colonel eel with a silver salver inscribed
with the names of the officers of the unit.
Colonel Seel, replying with thanks to the officers, spoke of the
difficulty in expressing his feelings. The effect of the break in
the associations he had formed and in his work for the welfare
of the unit, which had been his hobby since 1921, can be better
imagined.
Promotions.--Congratulations to Major F. T. Arnold, Captains
A. W. Bartholomew and K. G. W. Llewellyn on attaining their
respective ranks. There is deep gratification in the Mess in
consequence of these promotions. It has been most tiresome
signing chits for beer this last week or two.
Commissions.-Mr. ].
. Evans as 2nd Lieutenant to this
unit. Welcome! You're a lucky chap. Prospect of over 20
years' service in front of you.
Shooting (Miniature).-The three Companies' teams have
qualified for the second round of the Western ;wail Cup Competition with the following first round scores (possible score, 800) :
o. I Company, 6o1 ; - o. 2 Company, 675 ; • o. 3 Company,
646 . . Clear heads and steady hands are all that is required to
lift the coveted trophy. Decompose yourselves, boys! Decompose yourselves !
A unit team entertained, as visitors, the Depot, Welch Regiment, and secured a good win.
We hear that Captain and Mrs. R. T. H . Gelston are on the
high eas bound for Bomcutta or Swettypore. Tom is probably
at this moment hanging over the rail. ( rot looking for submarine D.R.s, either.) However, when these notes arrive, they
will have settled down, more or le , in their new quarters. \Ve
wish them good health and luck.
Tailpiece.-The recruit had suffered in silence for a week on
the quare. Hi instructor had told him, from time to time,
what he thought of him. One day, the recruit's pent up feelings
burst their bonds. He said, " Pardon me, sergeant, but I think
you are neurotic, erotic, exotic and aesthetic. You al o have
complexes, repressions, inhibitions and frustration which will,
in time, I trust, so completely control your consciousness as to
cause you to ultimately langui h in clink for an indefinite period.
I shall write to my people." The sergeant concerned has
recovered with no worse harm than a tum in his eye.
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W.0.s and Sergeants' Mess.
Despite the everal changes of late, we still continue to carry
on with the good work.
.
The 1\Iess member seem to be breathing a little freer t!lls
month. tension having been taken off the brain by the_ conclu~1on
of the I.T. Course. i\1embers voted the Course v~ry mstrucbve,
and greatly appreciated the valuable instruction given. person'.11ly
by the Adjutant. Hi
o. ~ . et Jec~res were mos.t nteresti_ng,
and pupil are anxiously a wa1tmg their chance for a little pracb~l
operating eiq>erience in the field. Too bad, all members cant
have a set each to take home.
The new R.S.:'1-L now seems to be nicely settled and has fitted
into the groove without much fuss.
The beginning of this month officially recor~.s t_he departur,~
of ex-R.S.M. McCormick, who has left us for C~"''Y Street.
During his four vears' tay with us, he devoted considerable time
and interest to the Mess. Having beei;i a s.portsmen of n~ m!lan
value in hi time, his interest also earned him to the men s side.
To do things for the sports section was never too much trouble
for him . The less i really sorry to lose such a popular personality, and we all wish him and >1'.s. McCormick the very best
of luck in their new sphere. Those mterested will be pleased to
learn that he has obtained a post with the ' Var De~artment
Police. He has prospects of rising to a " G " man, au traffic
cop., Sexton Blake or finger-print expert. ~e should do well
in the last capacity, having lovely fingers himself-they could
lift anything ! It need hardly be mentioned that _he can be s~re
of a hearty handshake, and perhaps a tonic, any time the Flymg
Squad is passing through Cardiff.
Congratulations to Lieutenant-Colonel '¥. G. Trice, Major
F. T. Arnold, Captains A. \V. Bartholomew and K. G. S. Llewellyn
on promotion to their higher . ranks. To C.S.M. Pugsley on
shooting a 94 in the up. (Wbo shot at the wrong target, I
wonder ?) To Lance Sergeant Edwar.d s (his ~e. rather), for
presenting us with a little Sergeant. " Oh, I m sorry, it s a
girl." To all Companies on pulling through the first round of the
"Webber hooting Cup."
THE LEEK.

54th (East Anglian) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 Company.
General.-Paid Evening Classes have finished ?n a high ..not~
this year. 'Ye hear that a certain r.c.o. 9btamed top C
whilst tuning a D .III. Results of the classes will be announced
later and there should be a number of surprises when they are
mad~ known. '\'e are hoping for a good percentage of " passes "
in the Company. Anyway, those who have. attended the classes,
particularly the recruits, have learnt quite a lot about Mr.
Morse's code during the past eight weeks.
Section Training.-1 t April will w~ti;iess the co~encement
of" E," " F" and " G" Sections' trammg. There is a lot to be
done, and we are expecting big things from the " Gunner "
Sections.
Course.-Lance Sergeant Cook S. bas been selected to attend
a Course on the :N"o. r Set at 4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury,
from 26th to 29th ~farch. He will be instructing personnel of
the Company in the mysteries of the set when he returns.
Seen and Overheard.-Recruit: " Can I be a Despatch Rider,
sir ? I have a Cyc-Auto."
The text of a phonetic message sent during t_he Paid Evenin!l"
Classes read, " Send reinforcements, we are gomg to advance.
Wilen received by the addressee it read, " Send three and fourpence, we are going to a dance." Did we hear you say that
you had beard these before ?
BLACK DoG.

55th li/est Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
With the end of individual training and the trade tests, we
are engaged on Section training. It has to be a year of real hard
work, with an exacting fortnight at Catterick in August.
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We started the ection training season with a one-day_ Signal
Exercise, in barracks, at the end of February. Despite the
perfectly foul weather. quite a good number attended. The
Chief ignal Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Brown, M.c.,
came and stayed for a short time.
.
We held the Regimental Hot-Pot in the early part of February,
and a very good show it was. The C.O. was proud to be able _to
announce that the unit was the only one in the West Lancashire
Division to attain ro per cent. over Establishment.
The
Honorary Colonel of the unit-Colonel W. T. Dodd, o.s.o.: T.~ .•
o.L., presented the various Cups and M~dals. Terr1tonal
Efficiency Medals were awarded to the followmg W.0.s, N.C.O.s
and Signalmen : R.Q.M.S. Cassidy T. F., C.S.M. Vernon W. H.,
C.Q.M.S. Wylie A. C. ' ., Sergeants Lyon J ., Cardwell T. J .,
Hancox L. C., and Signalman Jones J. E.
The presentation of these medals was the ca~s~ of loud
cheering on the part of the troops, to whom the rec1p1ents have
been like fathers and elder brothers. Here's health to the
veterans, and may they continue to grace the unit for many
more years.
The CO. also took an opportunity of paying an appreciation
to Major. E. MacDonald Bums, w~o was _about t_o relinquish his
Adjutancy. The enthusiasm w1~h whic~ 1'."fa1or Bums .~as
acclaimed by all ranks proved their appreciation of the_ untiring
efforts he has made to increase the efficiency of the umt. That
his work has not gone unrewarded is, I think, obvious to those
who have been in a position to regard the development of the
unit during recent years.
The officers gave a farewell dinn~r to Majo~ Bu~s. Here the
C.O. once more sincerely paid tribute to his Ad_Jutant. The
Major replied, obviously moved by s01:ne of the thm_gs that had
been said of him. It is quite extraordmary, ?n looking back, to
reali e how happy be had been with us, and, mdeed, ho'~ lightly
we had accepted his work without, always, I'm afraid, ~lly
appreciating it. In presenting to Major Burns a very :fine silver
salver, inscribed with the serving members' signatures, th~ C.O.
echoed the thoughts of a ll of us, when he thanked the AdJ_utant
for all he had done and wished him the very best of luck m the
future.
~fay we extend these good wishes also to.Mrs. Buri;is. especially
from those who did not have an opportumty of saymg good-bye
to her.
There is, of course, a silver lining to all clouds, and w~ have
been lucky enough to get a new Adjutan~. who, very_ obVIously,
is going to be extremely popular and efficient. Cap~am M. Duke
is very welcome, and we look fonvard to a happy time togetller.
I have pleasure in recording the birth of a daughter to Mrs.
Drudge the wife of one of our excellent Permanent Staff Instructors, T/C.S.M. Drudge J . The young lady was. born in Ja.n uary,
and has been christened Adrienne. I hope this Journal is read
by everybody from, cover _to cover, as the record o~ thi~ haPI?Y
event will no doub be of mterest to C.S.M. Drudge s fnends m
various parts of the world.
FIVE-FIVE.
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Discharges.-Sergeant Vickers C. F. has left us, in spite of our
united effon:s to P?rsuadi: ~tim to take on for a further period.
Always efficient, his unfailing good humour made him popular
with all ranks.
,
Promotions.-Congratulations to Lance Sergeant Roberts on
his promotion to Sergeant. Also to Corporal Wallace T. on
appointment to Lance Sergeant, and Lance Corporal Cobourn
on promotion to Corporal.
P.S.-" We await the arrival of the Indian mail to hear from
our late P .S.I.s."
AREY.

The London Divisional Signals.
Signal House, 20, Atkins Road, S.W.12.
Annual Din ner, Sergeants' Mess.-Tbis function, which grows
from strength to strength each year, was held on 20th February.
The occasion was memorable for the fact that on this occasion
the Mess was honoured by the presence of our Divisional Commander, Major-General P. R. C. Commings, c.B., c.M.G., o.s.o.,
andMrs.Commings. Colone!G. D. Ozanne, M.c., and Colonel T. W.
Vigers, o .B.E., M.c., T.D., were also present. The annual dinner
of the Sergeants' Mess, City of London Signals, is one of the few,
at any rate in London, to which ladies are invited. The Mess
was glad to welcome representatives from the Sergeants' Mess,

Royal Signals, Aldershot (representing "A" Corps Signals, xst

a~d 2nd Divisional Signals) ; Sergeants' Mess, 3rd Divisional

Signals, Bulford ; Sergeants' Mess, London Corps Signals, T.A. ;
Sergeants' Mess, Honourable Artillery Company, T.A.; Sergeants' Mess, 28th London Regiment (Artists Rifles), T.A.;
Sergeants' Mess, 6ooth Bomber Squadron, R.A.F. ; and the
Old Comrades' Association, 29th Divisional Signal Company,
R.E.
During dinner, the band, under the direction of the bandmaster, Mr. J . L. Duys, played appropriate music, and included
the regimental march of the South Staffordshire Regiment, in
honour of the Divisional Commander.
After C.S.M. Peddlesden S. had proposed the toast of the
Guests, the Divisional Commander, in his reply, drew attention
to th~ necessity for the closest possible comradeship and understandmg between the Sergeants' Mess and the officers. This was
particularly necessary in Signals, where, the Divisional Com~ander said, sergeants had so often to perform duties that were,
m other Arms, the prerogative of officers.
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. C. Willway,
also responded to the toast. He paid a striking tribute to the
wives of members of the T.A., and suggested to them that they,
too, were bearing an honourable part in the defence of their
country. He reminded his audience that at the time of the
Sergeants' Mess Dinner last year, the strength of the unit was
(Continued on page 188)

LO NDON DIVISIONAL SIGNALS SERGEANTS' MESS ANNUAL DINNER, 20th FEBRUARY, 1937.

No. 3 (W.L.) Company, L. of C. Signals, S.R.
The Annual Hot-Pot Supper on Saturday, 6th March, ~as one
of the most successful since the Company first held tlus everpopular function. Last year we had r20 seated, this year 210.
Our guests included Colonel Waley Cohen, c.M.G., c.B.E., D.?.o.,
T.D., Colonel Allen, Lieutenant-Colonel Brown, M.C. ( .S.O.,
Western ommand), Colonel Dodd, o.s.o., Colonel R. ~aron, and
many of the Liverpool Post Office Departmental chiefs. We
greatly appreciated that Colonel Wale)'. Cohen_. Colo~el Allen
and Captain Peachell were able to be with ~s. m co1?sidera!~on
of the distance they had travelled and tune entailed. J he
evening passed all too qui~kly, and the '.1rtists were excellent.
Little time was occupied m speech-malung, but the speeches
that were made were of great interest to those present.
Our training camp this year will be in September in the East
Anglia area. After numerous visits _to Aldershot and Sou~hei:n
Commands, it will be a change which should be beneficial m
many ways. September is certainly late fo~ campmg, but. at the
same time, it will give a full season to tram m preparation for
any Exercise we may be asked to carry out.

Left to Right : Major-General P. R. C. Commings, C.B., C.M .G., D.S.O ., Commander The London Division ; R.Q.M .S.W aite E. T., President
Sergeants ' Mess ; Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. C. W illway, Command ing The London Divisional Signals ; Mrs. Com mi ngs ; Co onel G.D. Ozanne,
M.C., D.C.S.O. London District
Published by courtesy of " The Clapham Observer "
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SPORTS NOTES
School of Signals.
Hockey.-In the first round of the 111ackworth Hockey, the
School team defeated the Boys' Company by five ~oals to one.
This does not in any way represent the game, as 1t was a fast
and furious one, without any marring incidents, and was C?ntested every minute. The game was played on the Hosp1~
hard ground, as all other grounds were out of bounds. This
ground ·was almost under water. Hard work by all the t~
resulted in victory after being one goal down for some time.
The fonvards showed what can be done by determination and
following through.
In the second round , the School defeated the Mounted \lVing
on an even worse day than the first r~und. Bitt~rly col?, ';;et
underfoot, the last twenty minutes bemg played m a blindmg
snowstorm. Conditions could not have been much worse.
Again, a good, hard, fast game, with plenty of " go " from start
to finish. The Wing started the scoring and kept the lead for
some time. Then, with a great effort, the score was evened.
Some ten minutes from time, the School found the extra goal,
winning two goals to one.
ow for the final, versus " D " Company. G<>od luck to the
team!
Shooting.-The School eight gained sec.on? place in the Mackworth Shooting, pulling in another ten pomts for the trophy.
(At the time of going to press, the trophy is vu:tually ours !)
Excellent shooting was produced, and the team finished up with
an average of 754 per shoot, compared with the ~i;iers' 757.
This gives an individual average of 94.2 odd, which 1s a most
creditable performance. Credit must be given to the team for
their keenness and hard work during practice.
S.0.S.

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
Shooting- Mackworth Trophy.-Congratulations to the following members of the Dismounted Wing shooting team, who
managed to win the Winter League Shooting in the above trophy.
This was only after some very close and exciting matches. We
scraped home against the School of Signals team by the odd two
points and against Mounted Wing by only one point. Members
who have shot for the team during the season are: Major J. W.
Bailey, Lieutenants J. S. Wise, E.W. Townsend, H.J. Thompson
and M. K. Milward (now at Perham Down), C.Q.M.S. Carpenter,
Lance Sergeants Shurere A .. Brunton VI'. and Myddleton, Corporals Bailey W. and Wilkins, Lance Corporal Jenkins and
Signalman Heald.
Hockey.-The usual cheers to Lance Sergeant Gay E., on
being selected to represent the Garrison in various matches
during the month.

" D " Company Training Battalion.
Shooting.-In the '.\fackworth Shoot we finished third, having
won 7 and lost 3 matches. We were defeated by the School of
Signals twice, and Dismounted Wing once. The standard has
continued to improve, and a shoot of over 754 is required to win.
In the " B " team, we obtained third place, the winners proving
to be the boys of" F" Company. A very noble effort on their
part!

Billiards.-Signalma n Swann found hjs way to the finals of the
Garrison billiards and then met the winner of the Scarborough
Division, whom he defeated by 70 points. He now has to play
in the finals of the Command, and then to Aldershot for the
Army (we hope).
Arts and Crafts.- At the " Arts and Crafts " recently ~eld in
ewbigging Hall, it was ve~ &'1"atifyin ~ to s.ee the WJves of
members of this Company chmbmg the Judges steps to collect
prizes. V•ie hope to see you carry on the good work at the next
Garrison horticultural show.
OLIM.

Sergeants' Mess Training Battalion.
Having been challenged by the officers t o a game of soccer,
the match duly took place on Wednesday, 24th February.
Sergeant Hinds was instructed to pick_a team for the M~ss, and,
after much training during the evenmgs, the teams lmed_ up.
The officers having won the toss (with a double-headed com!) ,
set the W .0 .s and Sergeants to face the wind. A~ this stage, a
procession was seen to cross the field. It compnsed Sergeant
Parsons and Lance Sergeant Ashford as stretcher-bearers, and
was escorted by R.S.M. Butcher and C.Q.M.S: Edmunds, the
latter assuming the role of M.O. The procession was greeted
with loud cheers. The only thing missing from the stretcher
was the body.
ot even an "empty" was carried.
The players, taking up the_ir respEl<'.tive positions, proceede_d
to fold their arms and mark time. This was only to cover their
nervousness and an endeavour to keep warm. Play began by
the sergeants passing the ball in professional style and <loin~ the
things that they have told other teams to do when watchmg a
game. This was all right while the energy lasted. The officers
made themselves very awkward and would not let the serge~ts
do everything they wished. Thanks to _some ~e goalkeepmg
by the Commanding Officer, half-bme arnved Without any score
to either side. One particular save was effected b}'. th~ C.O ..
who aimed a right " haymaker " at the ball. Happily, it connected with the ball and not a player, or stretcher would have
been needed !
The second half was not very old before the officers were in
front of goal, and, in the confusion that pre~ailed! Captain
Newsom, who watched the ball trickle up to him, kicked 1tthe goalkeeper (Sergeant Pack) was not there I The officers
continued to press ,and, through the noble efforts of Lieutenant
Whiteway-Wilkinsbn, again succeeded in scoring. It was now
the sergeants tum. After a very clever raid, when everybody was
trying to score a goal simultaneously, the ball was deflected
from off a defender's foot, giving the goalie no chance whatev:er,
even after the latter had exhibited some brilliant goal-savmg
displays. Score now, Officers 2-i.

w.

METCALFE

At~lrtt.c

anh ~.pnrt.s ®utfttttr .

Guns, Cartridges, Fishing Tackle,
etc.

Hockey.-At the moment we are destined for the hockey
final in the "Mackworth ," having defeated Dismounted Wing
in the first round 4--0, and " E " Company 4--0, after very
hard games, in which our opponents proved themselves good
teams. \\'e are to play the School of Signals in the finals. This
will take place when the weather permits. Snow, at the moment
of writing, is in vogue.

RICHMOND, YORKS. Telephone 208
DBANCH SHOP :

SHUTE ROAD, CATTERICK CAMP.

Telephone 66
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Despite the seq~eanls efforts _to eve n up t he score, t he ball
continua lly went mto tou ch , giving lhe offi cers time to sort
themselves out. At last th~ ba ll man.age~ to a mble through t he
sergeants d efence once agam, and, wilh little effort the offi cers
succeeded in findin g a n empty space t o roll the ba ll ln . I<esult :
Officers, 3 ; W .O.s a nd Sergeants' Mess, r.
At the final whistle, one could not help but fell a certain
amounl o f pity for th e " Fra nkensteins" as t hey groped th eir
way off the field with a murmur of " Never again ! "
TEAMS.
Sergt. P ack.
L /Sergt. R obinson .
Sergt. Saunders.
L /Scrgt. D a w. L/Sergt. Smith A. C.Q.M. S. Harvey.
Sergt. Hinds .
Sergt. Murphy.
Sergt. Marsh a ll (A .E.C.) L/Sergt. Atkinson. C.S.M. Johnson.

•

Major du Cros.
Lieut . Anderson.
Capt. ewsom.
. L ieut. Whiteway-"'.'ilkinson. Lieut. Ramsey .
L 1eul. Horsfield.
Lieut . Sladen.
Lieut. Morris.
apt. Hall.
Lieut. houbridge.
·
Lieu t.-Col. Cary.
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S. P .A. AND TTDWORTH GARRISON CHAMPIONSHIPS, Tidworth
(St miles).
P te. Mogg (2/Royal Warwicks), Signalma n Truscott, Sergeant
Wa tson (1st Su ~ey Compan y, R.A .). 2/Royal Warwicks,
224 P~-; Royal ~ignals: 380 ; 6th ;\Tedium Brigade, H.A .. 456,
1st Light Ba tta lion R . f .C .. 6o3 ; 1st Argyll and ' utherland
Highlanders, 630 ; i st Survey ompan y, R.A ., 7ro ; RA .O.C..
Southern Command ( ' .) , 944 . Time of 1st man home, 3r mins.
39f secs.
SO UTH ERN COMMAND c.c. CHAM PIONS HI PS, Tidworth (7 miles).
Pte. Stearn (rst Royal Suffolk ), La nce Corporal Sa yer (rst
Royal Sufiolks), Bandsma n Fowler (1st Green Howards). ist
Royal_ Suffolks, 127 pts. ; 2nd Foresters, 258; 2nd Royal
Wanv1cks, 352 ; 1st Green Howards, 559 ; Royal Signals,
So~thern Command, 603 ; 2nd Queen's, 974 ; 4th '.\1edium
Bngade, R .A., 1,03r. Time of lst man home, 41 mins. 5 secs.

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
" A " Company, Signal Training Battalion.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
We have played our annual soccer fixture with the staff of
Government House. After an enjoyable game, and playing
only ten men, we beat them to the tune of 6--4. Owing to leave
and unfit grounds, no other matches have been played.
Since writing the above, Spring, consisting of three days of
fine weather, allowed us to play a return game of soccer against
Government House. We won 5- 4.
FRANKIE.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Cross-country Running, 1936/37- Summary :

Hocke~.-Owing to the numerous arrivals, due to Courses
and postings, we have got together a really good team, which
we hope to say much about in our next issue of notes. Our
first match, with " B" Company in the Inter-Company Tournament, resulted in a win in our favour.
Football.- An Inter-Company Tournament is just commencing
in the Brigade. We are drawn to play " S " Batterv in the
~cond round. We may manage to get through this round, and,
if we do, hope to go a long way in the tournament.
A_thletics,-0,~g. to the "el")'. ~igh standard set up by the
Indian Compames m the lnd1v1dual Championships of the
S.T.C. (India), we were only able to secure places in the roo and
880 yards. The oi;ity succe~sful performances. were in putting
the shot and throwmg the discus events. In View of the serious
training now taking place, it is hoped that the results will reveal
them lves: in the Company Championships of the S.T.C. (India).
BLOS.
06

lST INTER-COMPANY RUN, Bulford (3t miles).
Signalman Truscott, Lance Corporal Hastings, Signalman
Griffiths E. No. I Company, 124 pts. ; No. 2 Company, 187.
Won. by No. I Company by 63 pts.
2ND INTER-COMPANY RUN, Bulford (4! miles).
Lance Corporal Hastings, Signalman Griffiths E. , Signalman
Truscott. I o. I Company, 124 pts. ; • o. 2 Company 186. Won
by No. I Company by 62 pts.
SOUTH OF THA?.~ES JUNIOR c.c. CHAMPIONSHIPS (34 teams),
Epsom (5 miles) .
Won by R. . and R.M., Portsmouth. Signals team, 482 pts.
Versus R.A.F .. ANDOVER, Andover (5 miles).
Signalman Truscott, L /A.C. Watts, R.A.F.. Signalman
Griffiths E. Royal Signals, 38 pts. ; R.A.F .. 40. Won by
Royal Signals by 2 pts.
•
TRIANGULAR. Versus 5TH BATTALION, R.T.C. (Perham Down)
and 2_ND BATTALIO ROYAL WARWICKS (Tidworth), Bulford
(4! miles).
·
I, Royal Warricks ; 2, Royal ignals ; 3, 5th Battalion R. f.C.
Versus KING ALFRED'S COLLEGE, Vl'inchester (st miles).
'Ir. Choat (K.A.C.) (32 _m ins. 7 secs.), ignalman Truscott,
Corporal Bucke. Royal Signals, 63 pts. ; K.A.C., 77. Won
by Royal Signals by 14 pts.
QUADRANGULAR. Versus 2ND BATTALIO ROYAL vYARWICKS
(Tidworth), K.A.C. (Winchester) and STH BATTALION R.T.C.
(Perham Down), Tidworth (5 miles).
Mr. Choat (K.A.C.) (26 mins. 5 secs.), Corporal Bucke, 2nd
~.1eutenant Ba;nes.
2/Royal Wanvi?ks, 195 pts. ; Royal
Signals, 255 ; h .. A.C., 341 ; 5th Battalion R.T.C.. 44r.
Ver~us ALDERSHOT COMMAND HARRIERS, Bulford (4! miles).
Signalman Truscott (26 mins. 20 secs.), Fusilier Smith (2/Royal
Scots Fusiliers), Lance Corporal Conway (1 /South Staffs).
Aldershot Command, r23 pts. ; ignals, 195 pts.
Bu~FORD GARRISON C.C. C~AMPIONSHIPS, Bulford (4! miles).
Signalman Truscott (26 mms.), Corporal Bucke, 2nd Lieutenant
Barnes. Royal Signals, 146 pts. ; 33rd Field Brigade, 304 ·
7th Field Brigade, 339 ; 9th Field Brigade, 431.
'

"A" Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
B~xing.-T~e buil_ding of this year's team was fraught with
considerable difficulties. Most of our boxers were away on active
service until a fortnight prior to the District Tournament, and
this hardly gave them a fair chance of getting fit. Moreover, the
U.K. draft, in which we were so pleased to see many Aldershot
boxers, only arrived in Rawalpindi eleven days before the
Competitions.

In the first round we beat the 2nd Battalion, Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders by one point. The contests were of a
gruelling nature. \Ye were unfortunate in sustaining injuries
which necessitated boxing reserves on the following night.
Lance Corporal Rymer, who has the makings of a future Army
champion, was unable to fight, OFing to an injured hand. He
would, most probably, have won his fights with something to
spare.

Although beaten by three points by l t Battalion, South
\Vales Borderers in the semi-final, who eventually won the
tournament by a large margin, the team put np a great performance, and it was in a large pa1t <!•ie to devotion to their training
and to their preparation by :Major i.. B. icholls, R. Signal ,
that they came into the ring as fighting fit as the short period
available allowed. Thanks are due to R.S.i\I. Bayliss, Sergeant
.MacFar!ane, Lance Sergeant :\CcKenzie and Corporal Hutchinson
for their valuable assistance and for the time they so willingly
gave.
Our great needs no\\-. and for ne'.)d: year's tournament, are
middles and welters. Our middle-weights gave away pounds to
their opponent
in the case of Signalman Craddock, over a
stone. It would be appreciated if units at home would notify
us of the names of any boxers proceeding to India during the
next trooping season, so that arrangements may be made, if
possible, for them to come to a unit where they will get plenty of
boxing. Most of this year's team will be available and our
prospects for the future are encouraging.
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RAW LPI DI DISTRICT TOURNAME T.
FIRST ROUND- ersus 2ND BATTALION, ARGYLL A• D SUTHERLAND HIGHLANDERS. Won by 17 points to 16.

Corporal l\llilligan took heavy punishment, but gamely fought
back. He sustained a bad injury to his nose. Heavy-weight :
Lance Corporal Rymer beat his opponent on points, but sustained
an injured hand early on which severely handicapped him.

Bantam-weight : Lance Corporal Griffin beat Private Hill
comfortably on points. Feather-weight : Signalman Roden lost
to Private lcDougall on points, after a hard fight. He seemed·
likely to win in the first two rounds, but tired in the la:t. Lightweight (1st ,tring) : igna.lman Warburton k.o.'d Private Lacy
in half a minute, with a beautiful right to the point. Lightweight (2nd string) : Signalman Richmond beat Lance Corporal
IcCormick on points in a heavy-hitting bout, which gained
rounds of applause and the congratulations of the referee.
Light-weight (3rd string) : Lance Sergeant l\lcKenzie lost to
Private Hebburn on points. Welter-weight ('m d string) : Piper
McCrimmon beat Lance Corporal Sokell on points in a hardfought bout. Sokell was worried by the unorthodox stance of
his opponent. \ '\-'elter-weight (3rd string) : ignalman Barker
beat Lance Corporal Connelly on points. A clean, hard fight,
with Barker cool and collected, boxina well. Middle-weight
(1 t string) : Lance Corporal Evans beat ignalman Murdoch
in the second round , landing a terrific right to the jaw. :Middleweight (2nd string) : Signalman Craddock boxed according to
in tructions and, although giving away a stone, beat Private
\\"ard with his speed and a nice straight left. Welter-weight
(1st trina) : Corporal i\Ic. aught (.-\.rgylls) beat Corporal
Milligan on points. This was a gruelling contest, in which

SEMI-FINAL- Versus rsT BATTALION, SOUTH WALES BoRDERERS.
Lost by 18 points to 15.
Bantam-weight : Lance orporal Griffin lost to Private Keyse
on points, in a very close fight indeed. Feather-weight : Signalman Roden sustained a severe cut above his eye in the second
round , and the medical officer declared him unfit to continue.
Light-weight (rst string) : Signalman Warburton k.o.'d Private
Collins in the first round, after flooring him with heavy punches
several times. Light-weight (2nd string) : Signalman Richmond
beat 2nd Lieutenant Evans on point in a bout full of clean,
bard hitting, both men giving and taking severe punishment.
Light-weight (3rd string) : Lance Corporal Thomas k .o.'d
Signalman Ducker with a hard right to the jaw after the latter
had started well. Welter-weight (2nd string) : Lance Corporal
Sokell beat Lance Corporal Phillips (S.W.B.) on points. A close
fight, which Sokell won by boxing his opponent instead of attempting his k.o. punch. A hard, clean fight, which earned the commendation of the referee. ·welter-weight (3rd string) : Signalman
Barker k.o.'d Private Cameron with a left hook to the jaw in
the second round, after boxing his man very cooly and well.
fiddle-weight (1st string) : Bandsman Boulton was awarded
the fight when Signalman Murdoch fell through the ropes.
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Murdoch.
who
Middl
· ht (wasd badly
· hurt .bY tile f a 11 • was unable to resume
c-we1g_
2n l:jtnng) : Signalman Craddock lost to Priv .
Pugh ~n pomts. He lost many points in the laSt
d f~te
api;iean_ng t<;> hold , an advantage in the earlier on~~~n He~ e:
weight. Private lhornton beat Signalman Poole
· t vy
a ~eally good fi ght of give and take. l oole who on pou~ s m
weight, fought as a substitute for Lance Co;poral ~y~:Uddl:
0
was unfit to box. Welter-weight (rst string) : Corporal 111 1:"
lost to Private Marsh (S.W.B.) after a ve
clos
&an
protv1hdedd a really good exhibition of boxing 6'etweeen ~~v~\;ehinlch
ma c e men.
~
y-

J.·

;f

Football.- A Royal Signals' team was nt d ·
.Montmorency Football, held at ·Lahore, toe w:J~h
ac~h~hDe
proceeded on 19th_ February, in an endeavour to ather t~~
~~~~lsS Arer ?bt'.1-1mng a bye in the first round, they ~layed the

~gyll ~~ds, s':~~~~~~n~~igl;l~~~:~~.n~x~~a~v~~:~y played the
this manner they entered the final hel~ on rst :Yia~c~-~- . In
the H1gldand Light Infantry.
'
·
• P ayrng
. Although unsuccessful in carrying off the finalist's Cu th
~1d mana_ge to bring back quite a good Cup as semi-fi~·alis:I
ifi1ce liagt:~mcthe Corps paves the way for another team to wi~
a na s s up.
4th
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However
· t ha t we shall be able to say that the
Northern
c' we are hopmg
A photogra~~~t~ge ~~;~fs·egnt ;s.gtoing ~o bring better results.
hoped that we shall
t na s earn is under way, and it is
issue of THE WIRE ' ; ~~le~~ ~end one along for inclusion in this
to reserve us a
· at mg is, we shall have to ask the Editor
Northern Comm:'.~~ c~rner for, shall we say, the winners of the
ournament. [With pleasure.-Eo.]

4th Indian Divisional Signals.
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Football.- The British Ranks' t
·
.
the remainder of the G .
still co~tmues to support
with an approximate stre~;~~n0 f 20 1ue on its shoulders, but
be selected one cannot ex
rom whom th team may

~~~~ts' l~fs:1;_~3o~th'sKmaDtcGtfe~c!hr:~
tfol~o~~: t~~ ~e:!t~1\ta~~-e'
•
• v. · · .s, ome, lost, o--6.
The Indian Ranks' team h

;;:~~i~~\t:c~/~C::~~d~~:~~~;K~egiment,
~~~d-~ogu~~~~~~t
(;~~~a~)
Three British ranks La
m the final.
J. and Si!!'llalman Knig~~CCorpora~s HI adtton_

1

l--O,

A .,

~eatherington

were mc u ed m this team.
A photograph of the team is accompanying thee notes.
o

·•

DIVISIONAL SIGNALS.

R.SIGNALS TEAM. SEMI-FINALISTS RAWALPINDI DISTRICT INTER-UNIT
TEAM BOXING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1937

Standing, left to ri~ht : R._S.M. Bayliss G., Ser~eant McFa~lane, G., Signalman Barker, Signalman Murdoch W., Signalman Craddock - ., Lance
Sergeant McKenzie H., Signalman Poole J., Signalman Richmond, ·Signalman Newman, Signalman Earl
·
Seated, left to right
:
Lance
Corporal
Sokell
H.,
Lance
Corporal
Rymer
F.
Lieutenant-Colonel
W
R
C
Penney
o
B
E
M
C
LI
t
c
.
M j L B N. h II s· I
•
· · ·
• · · ., · ., eu enant- o Ione l
C , H. H. V uII 1amy, a or . . 1c o s, 1gna man Warburton H., Corporal Milligan .
Front Row, left to right : Lance Corporal Griffin H., Signalman Ducker j., Signalman Roden V•.

B
WINNERS OF SECUNDERABAD AREA INT
o_ck Row : Signalman Knight C., Naik Nelson N .k A
E~-UNIT F001:BALL TOURNAMENT (INDIAN), 1936-37
Mid.die Row : Signalman Lamech, Si nalman Geo a1 rumuga~, Signalman Mun1sami, Sergeant Wright H.
Signalma n Nishan Singh.
g
rge T. S., Naik Damodoram , Lance Corporal Heatherington J. Signalman w ·11 ·
M A
Front Row . H
S
•
1 1ams . .,
.
· R.Signals,
av. agayam,
Sub-Major
Panchanadan
Li
t
c
I
I
j
Vulliamy,
Hav. Joseph M.
' eu enant- o one . A. Pocock, R.E. , (I.A.), Lance Corporal Hatton A., Capt. E. L. L.
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FREE TRIAL

OFFER

OF

~ASPRO· '

Cut out th i" advertisement, pin your name a nd ad d ress to it,
post it to us and we w ill send you a double sample of ' ASPRO'
tablets free.' You can then prove how pain, alleviating •ASPRO '
is ; how it stops violent headaches in a few minutes- smashes
co lds and influenza attacks in one n ight-brings sweet sleep to
t he sl ee pless-relieves rheumatism in on~ night-b ~ nishes ner ve
pains, neuralgia, tootha che, etc., to a few minutes.
• ASPRO' DOES NOT HARM THE HEART
Mod• In £nifan<I by ASPRO LTD., Slouc h, B ucks. (Te le p h one: S lou1h 608).
tr you have receitt<I a 1omple of ' ASPRO ' please do nol wrice for anorher.
~ 'ASPRO' "°"""'of th. j>a7<U Ae<1wt..liC11lic AciJ Iha/ lttu • .,., hc<n
~jj{- ~
to .Medico! Scimce. "!'J it1.dainu ano 6-J an ill ~ritu.
'
No p,.pn<taru "'"' " clmm<d 1n t!i. m<lhod of mana/odin< ,.,
1
•
' • ' '
the formula .

. ,. . ,

Tennis.- \Ye must congratulate Captain E. L. L. Vullia my
on his fine performance in the ecunderabad Club Tennis Championships. Partnered by :t'lli s Bennett, he won the mixed doubles,
and with l\lr. Anderson, I.P., he won the men's doubles. Well
played, sir !

" B " Corps Signals, Karachi.
At the present moment, we are in the throes of a Soccer Cup
League, in which we a re doing well, bu t owing to a bad start,
we cannot reach the top. However, better luck next time. At
hockey, we are holding our own. We have not had much time
to get our rugby side going, b ut there are signs of a strong t urn
out du ring the next cold season. W ith the advent of cricket,
we hope, at least, to be able to do better than t he M.C.C.
Tennis.-A very pleasant tennis " At H ome " was held on the
Sergeants' }less courts on Thu rsday, I 1th March. All the
b udding Perrys and Stammers were in evidence, especially some
weighty ones. The sets were greatly en joyed both by the players
and spectat ors.

The London Corps Signals, T.A. and affiliated
Supplementary Reserve Units.
As told you last month, we were to meet a team from Royal
Signals, Aldershot, for our annual football match on 13th
February. So we did. A team from " A" Corps Signals and a
large number of friends and supporters travelled up in a couple
of coaches. This is the fir t time we have had the pleasure of
meeting members of our opposite numbers from Mons Barracks
since we became Corps ignals. Well, the game opened with good,
fast football. In fact, the play during the whole match was
anything but slow. The ground was just about perfect, and a
really good ding-dong game kept the many supporters of both
sides in an excited state of expectancy. As is so very marked
on these occasions, the play was exceptionally clean--gentlemanly, in fact. ·we saw one incident which certainly proves
what we say. During a rather fast bit of play in the second half,
two wing men, one of each team, collided and both fell face
downwards alongside one another. Before they even attempted
to rise, they looked at each other, grinned, and profusely apologised for knocking each other down ! A fox terrier ran on to
the pitch. The animal was after the ball and interfered with the
play a little. We took this as a good omen- a terrier on the
field-but no, our friend s from the 'Shot won by an odd goal,
the score being 5- 4, when C. . ~L Dormon, the referee, blew
for time. Personally, we consider this a really good score, but
we shall most certainly try and reverse things when we play
our return match at Aldershot on Good Friday.
\\'e a re very pleased to learn that our visitors enjoyed them. elves at Fulham House, where they met after the match for
t ea and a dance. From what we could observe during the evening
we certainly thought they were having a good time.
The Badminton Club is very much in action, a nd making the
feathers fly.
The Rifle Club shot against a team from the L.P .T .B . on 17th
February, a nd beat them.
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only 262. This year it was 349, only three hort of Establishm ent .
That. and other achievements of the uni L. could not have been
accompli. bed without the close co-opera tion of all ran ks, and
particularl y those of the Sergeants' Mess. He was happy to be
able to announce that he had been able to elect his old Company,
I o. 2, to represent th e unit in the \,\·ar Office Exercises in
September. That Compa ny would be findin g the personnel for
the · eutral ignal Company, which was ta king part.
After dinner. the hall was cleared for dancing.
D. R. Display.- Practice for a month was carried ou t on the
parade ground of the 63rd (6th London) Field Brigade, T .A., at
Holland Road , Brixton , the u e of which wa kind ly given by
Lieut enan t-Colonel R. A. Corsan, n .s.o., M .C ., T .D . Practice is
now being carried out in a field at Ham. T he field has been
kindly placed at our disposal by /fr. W . MacGarth . The team
are still practising on their own machines, pending t he arrival
next month of the stud of Rudge Whitworth motor-cycles, wh ich
are being obtained for the Di play at Olympia. The ride is toconsist of 16 performer , with 4 spare men and 6 general h elpers,
all of whom are T.A. soldiers, with the exception of the trainer
of the team, C.S .M. Angell.
T he bookings of the team are restricted by the fact that only
week-end or late evening engagements can be accepted . In
spite of this fact, the following are the bookings t o date :
May 12th .- Shoreham. Coronation festivities.
May 12th. -Sou thamp ton . Coronation festivities.
May 13th . -Wimbled on Speed way. Coronation fest ivities.
May 17th .-Godalming.
May 27th-J une r 2th. -R oyal T ou rnamen t at Olympia .
June 3oth. -Roehamp t on Clu b. Brit ish Empire Garden Party _
July 14t h .- Beckenham Horticult ural Societ y's Show.
July 24th.- Rougham Carnival.
August 2nd. -Hurst (R eading) Horticultura l Society 's Show .
The team will consist of :-Officer i/c D isplay , 2nd Lieutenant
R. E . Denison Pender ; Permanen t Staff Inst ructor, C.S .M.
Angell; A/C.Q.M.S ., Sergeant Martin, .M.M. ; 2nd Lieu tena nt
W . Dark.in, Sergeant Hollister , Corporal Willison, Signalmen
Hanger, Garton, Knight, F ost er, Lemoin e, Dennis, Thyer R. C,.
Thyer R. R. , Hart, Hooker, Benjamin, How, Meacher, Payne,
Gasson, Crewdson and K ennard .
Vve much appreciate the Signal Training Centre's wishes for
the Royal Tournament, a nd assure t hem t hat we will do our
level best to put up a very good show.
Easter Training.-,-P la ns are a lready m ade for 10 officers a nd
130 other ranks to spend their Easter Holiday as the guests of
2nd Divisiona l Signals 'at Aldershot. A report of their activities.
will be included in next mon th's notes. It is as well, however,
to place on record how much the hospitality and co-operation of
our affiliated unit is appreciated. Our best th anks are due to
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. R. eale and all ranks of 2nd Divisional
Signals, so many of whom give up th eir own Easter Holiday to
help the T.A.
Dances.-Dances were held on 27th February and 6th March,
and continue to be a success. Thanks to t he system by which
other ranks can purchase blue uniforms at greatly reduced rates
through the unit organisation, there a re now almost more men
in uniform than in plain clothes at unit functions.
_
C.O .L .S.
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The following telegram was sent to-

wu

COLONEL COMMANDANT, R. SIGNALS,
WAR OFFICE, LONDON.

All ranks Royal Signals Join in offering thei r
Respectful Greetings on the occasion of the
Birthday of your Royal Highness.

Sincere thanks for concratulations, which 1
much appreciate.
Mary.

Colonel Commandant, R. Signals, War Office.

e lndi~n ?~cers !lt. the Coronation.- l\lany of our readers will
r c~gru~ r.iends ID the following list of Indian officers of the
~~r~~~ ~nal ~orp~, who will for~ part of t he Indian Contingent
Pnnchanad~~a S~~ . dSu~dar Mad1or J1w~ Singh, Subadar Major
ID S M
•
a ar aior an Hon . Lieutenant Sowar Khan
· · .r .. a nd Su badar R a m Singh I D S M Th
·11 1 '
be four India n other ra nks.
' . . . .
ere w1 a so
The contingent will be in camp at H a mpton Court fr 0
th
his man y friends at home will be intere ~d\o
as Campa Q iertu enant-Colonel A. ewtcin, o.s.E., will be present
ua ermaster.

Those Firms who adYertise tn these
pages support our Corps Magazine.
Will our readers please support
them in return ?

~h~ brogra mme for the Contingent's t our in England is con

r? e

Y th_e India Office, and tl1e occasions for reitimental

0

;

fn~~a{~ hiosdp_1taOlitffiy are restricted to tho o which ca~1 be fitted
e n 1a

ce arrangements.

wifiih~~~ 1 i~~:~g0~~;\ental a nd private vi ·its have been arranged
{a)

Pit!cK-SlXPENCE

The fo~lowing reply from H.R.H. The Princess Royal G.B.E.
received :
'
'

H.R. H. THE PRINCESS ROYAL
HAREWOOD HOUSE, LEE~S.

t

future, be forwarded.

ED (Cox 's and King 's Branch) 6, Pall Mall, S.W.1.

[~.;Jti:i ~[: a~d

ADVER TISEMENTS!

THE TREASURER ,
SIGNALS ASSOCIATION ,
4 BROAD STREE"'; PLACE,
LONDON , E.C.l,
to whom ALL REMITTANCES muat, In

Ond~gthllay. !he l_ndian officers will accompany Briga-

He~ Hle~enti S?Uth, n .s.o., to pay their homage to
I ·d i· ·s· he Pnnce s Royal, G. B.E., Colonel-in-Chief
n an 1gnal Corps.
'
(b) On 21 t May. Major-General S. H . Powell, c.B., late
Colonel _Commandant, Indian Signal Corps, will call on
~he Indian officers in the morn ing and t ake them 0 t
m the afternoon.
u

(c) On 9th ~Jay. ~rigadier H . Clementi Smith, n .s .o ., will
take t~e Indian officers to his home, to show them

something of_the English countryside, in the morning,
and return ID t~e ev_e~g. L ieutenant-Colonel A.
ewton, o.B.E.. w1ll be mVlted to join the party.
(d) On ?1:'1 i\Iay. The Indian officers and other ranks will
v1s1t the Signals of the Aldershot Command for the
day.
Officers wishing to call upon the I ndian ranks a t Ham ton
Court, or ~o offer t hem hospitality, should ring up the I~dia
Office ~tehaJl 8140), and ask for the Officer in Char e of
Entertamment of the In~ian Contingent, who will infonn fhem
as to what dat es a1·e available.

W~ are authorised to express the regrets of t he India Office
that it has been
found impossible
to embody 1'n th Ir
· programme
.
.
Offers ?f regimental
or pnvate hospitality which include absence
?-vc_r ru_g ht from H a mpton Court; e pccial regret i felt over the
1~1tation from the ommandant, Signal Training Centre These
o ers have been mu ch ap preciated by the India Officc.·

Colonial _Visitors.- A cordial welcome is al 0 extended to tho
undermentio~ed Col?n!a_l vi itors who are in th i country for
the Coronation festiv1ti s. D uring their stay they will be
A

MAY
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quartered at Pirbright, except for the short peri
tationed in London for ceremonial duties :

~they will be

CANADA:
Lieutenant-Colonel F. G. Malloch, M.C.
Major ] . Cato,
Royal Canadian C-0rps of Signals.
)fajor (Q. 1.) H. F. \ ebber, ..
Provo t-Major H . D . Rice,
R.S.)I. Wallis, T. ] .
R.S.M. Anderson, E . G . F ., ..
R.S.M. Strumm, R. H.,
R.S. I. !orris, C. A.,
C.S.)1. Lynch, E. A.,
C.S.)l. lc)iaster, A. D ..
C.S.)L Hankin, F. H ..
C.Q.M.S. Kay, . H ..
Sergeant Bird, S. L.,
Sergeant Burgoyne, P ..
Sergeant Kent, H. G ..
.'Sergeant Lacroi.x, B.,
Corporal foDonald, ] . A.,

Signals Association Notes

~;;,/~.~~=~

'~

;:roucM
F'~1E.riPS

Concluding Major Western ob
Lieutenant-Colonel c. H. Wal h served that thanks were_ due to
Wessex Signals T.A.), and to Ca' tn:s·'t· M.c. (Commanding 43rd
Cor.npany) and members of his c~r:m . E. 0. E'.vans (~.C. o. 3
assistance in connection with th bpanyi/or their contmued kind
The report was adopted.
e ranc s social activities.

Royal Signals Motor Cycle Displays, 1937.-We are indebted
to Lieutenant H .
. Crawford, Officer-in-Charge, R.Signals
Display party, for an illu trated article describing bis programme of events for the forthcoming season.

~

Lack of space prevents us from including that contribution in
the current issue, but we hope to publish both the article and
accompanying illustrations in the June publication.
·

Birmingham Branch.

2nd Cavalry Divisional Signals, T.A. (Middlesex Yeomanry).Similar observations apply to our Middlesex Yeomanry brethren
at Duke of York's Headquarters, Chelsea, who have been conspicuous by their absence from these pages for some considerable
time.
We extend our thanks to those responsible for reintroducing
their monthly bulletin in the Corps Magazine, and invite our
readers' attention to page 228 of this issue for that Unit's latest
contribution.
May we further suggest that some occasional photographic
illustrations of topical interest would be most acceptable ?
EDITOR.

tj

The success of the Bulford
.
.
member , was mentioned in [~umon which was attended by 16
to accommodate the
t
e_ report, excellent arrangements
Armistice Parade laslar y ensurmg a successful week-end . The
t ovember the second I:~~a~va~ attended by 12 members. In
from all parts of the South-Wes~mner was held and 88 members .
tives from other local branches ~ft;nnJ~~~d as well as representa-

NEW ZEALAND : ( o names available when going to press.)
SOUTHERN RHODESIA : (. 0 names available when going to
press.)

Egypt Signals, Cairo.-We welcome the resumption of " Unit
• otes " from Egypt Signals, Cairo, whose long silence has been
widely commented upon by magazine readers. Their brief
contribution, published on page 219 of this issue, is the first that
has been received from that source for many months, and we
venture to hope it may now be possible to keep us regularly
!'upplied in future with news of the Unit's activities.

1

p

SouTH AFRICA : Sergeant King, C. ] .. South African Signal
Corps (R.E.).

17th July.--Selby Hospital Carnival.
24th July.--Scunthorpe Hospital Carnival.
30th July.--Stranrear and Rbins of Galloway Show.
3rd August.-Lutterworth Agricultural Show.
25th September.-Belle Vue Speedway, :\Ianchester.

ciation, at the Drill Hall Th F .
Colonel W . G. Michelmore, o . e n a rs, Exeter, . on Saturday.
.
' .s.o., M.C., T.D., prestded .
A suggestion that the mem . 1
plain tablet lettered in generalo~~~ sho~1l~l take_ the form of a
~tpon and after further discus ·i mt~ wa~ unanimously ag reed
it should be fixed in tho I 0 ts J°~ ic mcctmg resolved that
form of the memorial to borlenft tlatbof tho n_1ain building, the
.
o e com mittee.
An increase in membership t 11 8
secretary (Major ] . w ~'esteo
w~s reported by the hon .
formation of the branch ~ever: 1 rn, ~.B.h., T.O.), and since the
ment and one case of distressa a~~1::Cc1~rs had been found employI~cgret was expressed at th cl
member, Mr. George Cousins afe • cath of_ the Signals ' oldest
0 ng illness. The late ~fr.
Cousins was a member of the
tor
R.E., and was among the fir~e-ta_r . es~x Te!C!?raph Company,
0 J~m t e Association. A good
number of " Old Comrades..
continued the secretary anci and h1mhself, attended the funeral,
branch .
' '
a wreat was also sent from the

AUSTRALIA: Gr. P. Eddington, 12th l\lixed Brigade (Signals),
and Gr. T. A. S. Ibbotson, 2nd Division (Signals).

For the information of our readers, however, the following
engagements have been arranged in addition to those published
in our ?>larch and April issues :
14th-15th june.-Blackpool Coronation Celebrations.
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A most successful smoking concert was held in the Drill Hall,
Cateswell House, on 19th r.Ia.rch. As this was in the nature of an
experiment the result was very gratifying to the committee, and
they felt that they were rewarded for their efforts in arranging the
Hall and organizing the concert. There was an excellent attendance and the oc!Casional licence was fully appreciated, much beer
being disposed of during the reunions between old friends. A
number of professional artistes were engaged and their efforts
were well received. Mr. S . Beddington, a member of the Association, proved to be a tenor of ability, and his songs were thoroughly
enjoyed. R.S.M. Bardoe and Sergeant Barlow provoked a storm
of applause with piano and saxophone. This will not surprise
those who have heard them before.
The President of the Branch, Colonel· W. H. Martineau,
M.C., T.D., Colonel J. \V. Danielsen, D.s.o .. T.D .. and Captain H.
Bartlett (hon. secretary), were present. During the interval the
business of the annual meeting was discussed. The Chairman,
Mr. T. Gilbert, in his address, referred to the difficult task to
which Captain Bartlett had applied himself, in having to take
over the duties in the middle of the season, and to the success
which had attended bis efforts.
Colonel Martineau and Captain Bartlett ~ere unanimously
re-elected President and Hon. Secretary respectively. The
retiring committee with certain additions were also re-elected.
In his report, the President explained that difficulty had been
encountered in booking suitable premises for social functions. In
one case the function had to be cancelled. He welcomed the
members of the Sergeants ' Mess who were present, and also other
serving members, and looked to them for their continued support.
It is hoped that the same spirit and an even larger attendance
may be observed at future concerts, so that we may go on from
one success to another.
QQ.

Exeter Branch.
Decisions regarding the erection of a memorial in remembrance
of fallen comrades during the Great War were made at the second
annual meeting of the Exeter branch of the Royal Signals Asso-

The statement of accounts rese t d
(Captain C. W. Knight) showed ~ bal n e ~y the hon. treasurer
was also adopted .
ance 0 £7 15s. m hand. This
All officer were re-elected e bl
.
W. Boulger to the committee. n oc with the addition of Mr. H.
Colonel Michelmore informed the
.
U
~ee~mg that the Signals
Association as a whole had be
places at Hyde Park Corner en a owe eight seats for standing
and ten seats at 15s each f~r s:;encchairs _for the disabled men
.
.
·
e oronabon celebrations.
A oc1al evenmg followed and sh
.
~atches_ were participated in b
0 ootmg, darts, and billi'.lr~
s10nal Signals and the Old C Y d ·, 3 Co. 13~d (Wessex) DJVJa
·
omra es Association N
c
p ny, m each case, proved the victors.
.
o. 3 om-

.
EMPLOYMENTS.
Situations found durin th
.
operation of the ationaf A e .i:ire~edmg month with the coRegular Sailors, Soldiers and s~:!~n for the Employment of
Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth
.
2 Ex- .C.O., Woolwich
·······
Cook
3 Ex-Signalman, Bury St. Ed~-~~ds · · ·
Clerk
4
5
6

7
8
9
IO
II

12

13
14
15

Io

17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24

Ex-Signalman, Bury St. Edmund P.O. Engineering Dept.
Ex- ~gnalman, Bury St. Edmunds
· · · · · · · · ·Engineer
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield
· · . . Post~1an
Ex- ignalman, West Rid in · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . ] omer
Ex- .C.O., Carlisle
g · · · · · · · · · · . · · · -.- Labourer
Ex- !gnalman, Brighton ...... P.O. Engmeenng Dept.
Ex-Signalman, Hamilton
· .Labourer
Ex-S!gnalman, Chilmark
···
·Postman
Ex- ~gna.lman, etheravon
· ·Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Croydon
·· . . Clerk
Ex- .C.O., Coventry
··
. Postman
Ex-Signalman, Chatham
·Inspector
Ex- .C.O., Chatham
.Labourer
Ex- .C.O .. Chatham
· · ..: ·. · · . Labourer
Ex-N.C.O., Chatham
P.O. Engmeering Dept.
Ex-S!gnalman, Derby
· · · · · · · · · ·Operator
~x-S1gnalman, Derby
. . . . . . . . .LLabbourer
.c.x-S!gnalman, Derby
. ...
· · · · · · · a ourer
Ex-Signalman Coventry
0 E. : ... : .. Porter
Ex-Signalman: Derby
· · · · · · · · ngmeenng Dept.
Ex-Signalman, Bedford · · · ·
· · · · · P? tman
· ... Lmeman

p
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25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4I
42
43
44

45
46
47
48
49
50
5I
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

Ex-S!gnalman,

ottingham
~x-S1gnalman, Boscombe
· · · · · · · · ·Bus Conductor
Ex-Signalman, Coventry
Wireless Operator
Ex-N.C.O., Portsmo uth
· · · · . Electrician
~x-Signalman, Coventry
· • · · · · . Clerk
Ex- .C.O., London
··.Electrician
Ex-S!gnalman, Newbu~y
· ······ .. Clerk
Ex-~~gnalman, Portland
· · · · · · · · · . Lineman
Ex-S~gnalman, Chilmark . .
· S\.\itchboard Operator
Ex-Signalman, Bournemouth
·Switchboard Operator
Ex- r. c.o., Bulford
· · · ·······.Lineman
Ex-Driver, Warminste~- · · · ·
·Electrician Fitter
Ex-S!gnalman, Halifax
·
· ····.Labourer
Ex-S~gnalman, Halifax .
· · · · ·Postman
Ex-S~gnalman, Sunderland·
· · · ·Telephonist
Ex-Signalman, Coventry
· · · · · . Clerk
Ex-Signalman, Manchester
· · · · · ·Inspector
Ex-S~gnalman, :\.fanchester .... P.O. Engineering Dept.
Ex-Signalman, Manchester · · · ·P.O. Engmeering Dept.
Ex- .C.O., London
· · · ·Labourer
Ex-N.C.O., London
.Labourer
Ex-S!gnalman, London.
i\.Iessenger
Ex-S~gnalman, London
.Labourer
Ex- 1gnalman, London
·Labourer
Ex-N.C.O .. London
· . Watchman
Ex-Signalman, London. ·
· · · .. Clerk
Ex-S!gnalman, London
·Labourer
Ex-S~gnalman, London
· ... Clerk
Ex-Signalman, London
. Labourer
Ex-Signalman London
· Observer
Ex-S!gnalman: London
.Labourer
Ex-S~gnalman, London
· ·Labourer
Ex-S~gnalman, London
·Postman
Ex-Signalman, London
· · . Postman
Ex-N.C.O., London
Bus Conductor
(31 to 3 6 inclusive s~ii~t~.;.y· ~~<l 'i>i~ri-ct·B~~~~:;j:bourer
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Notes
fol~~~n~~inistrator gratefully acknowledges r~ipt

of the

CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from .
W.O.s ~d Sergeants' Mes.s, De ot Battali
.
2nd lnd!an Divisional ignals. P
on, S.T.C., Cattenck.
Royal ignals Officers' Mes S T C Catt . k
" B " Corps Signals, India. ' . . ..
enc .
Mrs. A. Barton, India.
APPEALS dealt with :
1
E'.x-Signalruan, Yorks
G
2 Signalman, Honn low . . . . rant £2 o o Loan £1 o o
3 Ex- ignalman, Bucks
········
· ·Loan £3 o o
4
.C.O., Singapore . . . . .
· · · · · ··. Loan £5 o o
5 Ex- .c.o .. Lanes
· · · · · · . Grant £2 o <>
6 Ex- .C.O., Lond~n
· · · · · ·Grant £3 10 o
·Grant £3 o 0
7 Ex-Signalman, Su ex
Ex-Signalman, London . . . . . . . . . . . Loan £4 o o
(Signed) T H L S . · · · · · · · · · · · ·Grant £r rr 6
Ad . . · · · . PAIGHT, Lieutenant-Colonel
m1ru trator, Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.

D.0.496]

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham, Kent

The Editor 'Of THE WIRE
16th April
DEAR SIR.-The followi.ng is
f . d f ...\lay, 1937 \\"IRE.
no itie
or publication in tlif:r
_Dates on which top individuals were re•i·t •d
•.
L1 t for the :'llarried )uartcrs Roll .
g" ere on the \\ a1ting
(a) Home and \broad . erg~nts 2 '6 I
(b) f;Ion?e· .\broad and India Ran~' 1na3~·1
\ours fa1thfully.
1 e, 1 ~ r931.
F •

· HITCHENS, Colonel
i c R. 'ignals Record .
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Obituary

Our vmpathy goes out to his sorrowing wi low, son and
daughter. !Ii bright and cheerful company will be missed by
many old friends.
r. P.

Lieutenant (l.P.C.) C. S. Roberts, M.B.E.
,\ military career of great prnnu e ha· been cut . horl by the
lamented death of Lieutenant C cil 'tephen Roberts. ~1.ll.B ..
Inspe.,;tor I' rmanent ommunications. Royal Corps of Signals,
The :,ad e,·ent took place on Friday, 19th l-larch, following a
:hort illnt•ss, at the Hollywood l-Iilitary Hospital, Belfast. and
ha..~ placed in mourning w II-known, old-estabH.shed. a.nd much
esteemed rowborough and Port mouth fam1hes. Lieutenant
Robert wa· th :-;on of l-Ir. .-. -. :'IL Roberts, RE .. and :'llrs.
Robertl:>. of \\'e ·l Lodge, Go,·ernment Hou e. Portsmouth, and
:,on-in-Jaw of the late :'llr. Charles Paige, and of '.\!rs. Paige.
:'llount Pleasant, j arvis Brook. row borough. He joined the
.\nny as a boy in April, 101.:i, and. on joining the ranks, accompanied the Royal Corps of i"'nals to ,\rchangel. He wa post d
there until the end of the Great \\'ar, when he returned l o
England. and wa · ·tation d at :'llaresfield Camp.
The deceased remained at :\[aresfield till i924, and then
proceeded abroad for three years' ser\'ice at Hong Kon . On
return to England, he wa at various times stationed at Catterick,
De"onport and Plymouth. He was gazetted Lieutenant (Royal
Corps of ignals) in 1936, and nine month a o was posted to the
_'orthem Ireland i!!'Ilal Company, Belfa t, for duty as In pector
of Permanent Communications.
Lieutenant Robert was a \'ery capable and keen oldier, and
e.xtremely popular with hi superior officers and all ranks of the
ignal wherever he served. He wa an enthusia tic athlete,
and attained considerable skill and efficiency in variou outdoor
and indoor game . He had recently taken a Cour e of boxing,
in which sport he excelled, and he was a fine billiard player. As
a member of the Jarvis Brook Cricket Club, he played on a
number of occasion· for the 1st XI, and was a valued member
of the team.
Lieutenant Roberts was awarded the :'II.B.E. while in hina,
for services which proved of great value to his Corps. He married .
in 1923, Ruth Annie, the daughter of the late ::'llr. Charles Paige
and of :'llrs. Paige, of :\fount Pleasant, and one of his brothersin-law i :\[r. J. C. Paige, the clerk of the Crow borough Parish
Council.
Profound sympathy is extended to his young widow, and their
two sons--aged 12 years and 7 year· respectively- in their
sudden and unexpected bereavement.
The funeral took place on Wednesday, 24th :'.\larch, at St.
Deny Parish Church, Rotherfield, when among the large congre"'ation of sympathisers were representatives of the Army
Units in which Lieutenant Roberts had served. The service was
choral, and was conducted by the Rector, the Rev. H. E. Collins.
r ee l:nit 'otes from 'orthem Ireland ignal Company.-ED.]

There is no doubt that th
· 't h
style of some of the youn ere r~~s~er .a~ had a great effect on the
benofit of the demonstratfon w'll b s m t~.e S.T.C., and that the
The Achilles Club have been ikin e •een ater ID the season. .
repeat their visit in
In th td cnou~h tg say that they will
1939 t
up a full range of athlet~s
a year t le. lub hopes to bring
0 demonstrate in the Field Events
as well as the Track.

OFFICERS
· · · of Th e Royal Corps of
Signals can only have confide nce
in their outfitter if they have th e
knowledge that garments are cut
by craftsmen, made by tail o rs
skilled in military work, and
materials of the highest sta ndard.
These are guaranteed you w he n
your kit is produced by ALKIT, so
that you have full satisfactio n.

T. W. BorLE.Atc, Captain, R. Signals,
0. 1/c Athletics, S.T.C.

Golf.
A Royal Signals golf team

l
d
College at Bramshot on Sund!-' ayeth aAmatch against the Staff
1
won fairly comfortably and
l. The Staff College
Jacked practice. It is 'hoped to :::i~:v\~nt that our players
fixture . Results as follows :
e
s match an annual
.
ROYAL
SIGNALS.
\[a o H S L
TAFF COLLEGE.
• J r . . ewis-Barclay o
Capt. A. W. A. Malcolm
Capt. J. E. S. Walford
c
C
0I
Capt. M. Duke . . . . . . . . . . 1
apt. · E. H. Dolphin
Lt.-Col. H. A, J. Parson
Lt.-Col.
E.
T.
L. Gurdo~. o
0
\1ajor C. K. Thursby-Pelham o
Capt. H. R. Jones
I
Capt. J . F. Longfield . . . .
Capt. H. Munay
...... I
0
Capt. E. S. Cole
Capt. D . G. G. Macd~~~jci
~lajor G. . WinckJ~y -~~d °
Capt. G. A. D. Young ..
Capt. C. H. Chadwick
C t I D
:'IIajor H. . Lewis-Barcl~y
ap · · · H. Helby
o
and Capt. J. E. s. Wal Capt. A. W. A. Mal~~l~
ford . . . . . . . .
and Capt. C. E. H. Dol0
Capt. M. Duke and Lt.~C~l.
phin · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.. . l
H. A. J . Parsons
Lt.-Col. E. T . L. Gurdon
.Major C. K. Thursby:P~l~ o
and Capt. H. R. Jones l
ham and Capt. ']. F.
Capt. H. Murray and
Long.field . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Capt. D. G. G. MacCapt. E. S. Cole . . . . . . .
o
C donald , ..... ~ ....... .
Capt C H Ch d · k
·
apt. G. A. D. Young
'. · ·
a w1c and
Major G. C. W~nckley . . t
Capt. L D. H. Helb
The Sta:tt: College won by 9! matches to 3!
y ···· !
(Signed) H . s. LEWIS-BARCLAY . Mai: or ' Rs·
. ign al s
Captain, Royal Signals G~Jf.

J•,:
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SERVICE DRESS
PATROL AND MESS DRESS
OVERSEAS OUTFITS
FULL DRESS
(for Sale or Hire)

SEND
FOR
COMPLETE
MILITARY
CATA LOGUE

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, W.C.2
(T.W.)

2201306
5875302
2312592
2314624
2315802

L 1 Sergeant
L/ Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant

2309070
6392276
2309514
2310560
2 3 1 o679
2314256
6653403
2316120
2306792
2316414
743184

Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal
Corporal

3523061
2 320439
2320204
2 319345
231u66
2320075
2317993
2316991
105 214
760021
2320235
2315947
778246
2312513
3519761
2319778
2319772
23-1932
2319488

L/ Corporal Robinson B
L/Corporal Phillips L. . : : : : : : : :
L/ Corporal Rumford G ........ .
L/ Corporal Rudd D. . ........ .
L/ Corporal Forster A. . ...... .
L/Corporal Wi lson G.
L/Corporal Cameron F . . .. · · · · · ·
L/Corporal ·walton S. : . : : : : : : : :
L/Corporal Shorrock L. . ...... .
L/Corporal Linington R. ....... .
L/Corporal Legg J. . .......... .
L/Corporal Heighton E ........ .
L/Corporai Sutcliffe W.
L/Corporal Allen J ..... : : : : : : : :
L/Corporal Bailey :K
L/Corporal Speake F.: : : : : : : : : :
L/Corporal Ackroyd D.
L/Corporal Armstrong \V. · : : : : : :
L/Corporal Purvi
. . ....... . .

Brooke H.
Cheverton B. · · . · .. · ·
Dunn F.
Hodges R. · · : : : : : : : .
Chesters \V........ .

20/ 1 '37
2 3 1 1/ 37
28/ 1/ 37
2ql 1137
I
2 37

32
29
32
3!
32

2/ 12/ 36
7/12/36
8/12/36
9/ 12/36
22/12/36
23/12/36
23/12/36
15.' 1/ 37
20/ 1/37
2 I l 37
l ! 2 37

39
3q
39
39
3q
39
39
39
39
39
39

Appointed Lance Sergeant.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.

R:S.M. T.

RAYN ER, D.C. M.

R.S.M. Thomas Rayner, D.C.M.
Our readers will regret to hear of the death of R.S.M. Thomas
Rayner, late R.E., at the age of 62, which occurred at Reading
on the 29th ultimo. The interment, which took place at Reading
on the 2nd inst., was attended by a number of his old comrades.
Tommy Rayner enlisted on 19th September, 1895, and joined
the 1st Division Telegraph Battalion, and after 23 years 298 days'
service was discharged on 14th July, 1919. He served through
the South African War-in fact, he was one of the first party to
leave England on the Julm1ga in September, 1899, under :\1ajor
Hawkins. He was promoted Queen's Corporal, and afterwards
Sergeant by General Plumer, for bravery on the Field, and also
mentioned in despatches by Lord Kitchener on 8th :\lay, 19or.
He served in France, Belgium and Italy during the Great War,
and was mentioned in despatches by Sir D. Haig on 18th May,
1917. He potisessed the following medals: D.C.:'11., South
African Queen's Medal (5 bars including Defence of Ladysmith),
South African King's :\fodal (2 bars), M.S.:\1., Long Service and
{;ood Conduct \ledal, l-fons Star, General Service Medal, and
\'ictory Medal.
On bis discharge from the Army, Mr. Rayner secured employment as a storekeeper at Didcot, and was working there up to a
short time before he died.
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evoncold
timeand
for wind
the . 100 yards ' a gr<'a t perI ormance, considering
the

[The;gure,s _in the last column indicate the pages in the" C
romotion Roster" (published in A ri1 1
oi;ps
the respective names may be found thi~ . ~36) ot~ which
not of course b
.
.
·
rn orma ion canappointed sine~ t:af;{::C.Jin the case of Lance Corporals
2311782

Appointed R.Q.M.S

C.S.i\1. Eastes A

Promoteci

Athletics.
Visit of the Achilles Club.
An innovation in athletics this year was a visit by the Achilles
Club., composed of Oxford and Cmbridge Blues, to Catterick.
The visiting team, which was brought up by Bevil Rudd, bad
among its members . Pennington, the Olympic runner, and a
wealth of first-class talent.
The object of the visit was to show the younger soldiers and
boys, early in the season, what really good running and jumping
looked like.
Unfortunately, the visitors were unable to bring up many
" Field Event " men, and, apart from some very excellent
hurdling and high jumping, their efforts were mainly track.
A programme was arranged on the tadium, by the kind
permission of the Garrison. In each of the running events, the
soldiers and boys ran first, followed by a demonstration run by
the Club. As the visitors were handicapped among themselves.
the run ning was of a very high standard. Pennington produced

*6077517

.
·w: 0:1·1· (c.'s.Ni.i.

8 12 6
/ /3

C.Q.M.S. Snook H

Sergeant

Promoted ·c.Q.M.s~ · · ·

2309201
2306646
2306746
*2922680
23°6534
2309683
2309714

Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

2309707
2314982
*2309017
2315263
2309757
2315201
2312556
2316667

L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant

dams E
1, 12136
Fleet w · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1/12/36
Murray G. · · · · · · · · · · · · 8/12/36
:M urphy J ... ::::::::::
8/ 12/36
Betts H.
9/12/36
Webster H. · · · · · · · · · · · IO/
1/37
Harvey . · : : : : : : .... 29/ 1/37

Promoted Sergeant.

Morgan ..... . . . .. .
7/12/36
Taplin C. . ..... .. . .
8/12/36
Cocks G.
9/12/36
Yorke A. · · · · · · · · · ·
l/ 1/37
Ball T. .. : : : : : : : .. · lo/ 1/37
Powell H . . . . .
· · · 12/ l/37
Beckett ] .
12/ l/37
Gover S.
· · · · · · · · 15/ 1/37
• pecial i{~;t~~-· ...

6

Webber F
Salmon R .. · · · · · · · · · · ·
Waite. - .. · · · · · · · · · · ·
Gibbons .E. · . · · · · · · · · ·
Choulertou' J .' · · · · · · · · ·
Mundy J..... : : : : : : : :
lent A .......... . ... .
Chamberlain L
'eeve F. . ... '..::::::
Di rs J. . ............ .
Perkins H . . ........ .

Promoted Corporal.
73
16
15
16
74
16
16
16
31
31
7
31
31
31
32
32

13 IO 36
7/ 12, 36
/ 12_ 36
l /12 '36
2I 12/ 36
22/12 '36
23/12/36
23/12/36
23/12/36
1.' 1/ 37
5/ I '37
5. li37
12 / l / 37
12/ 1/37
12/ 1, 37
18/ l/37
2 3/ 1/37
29/ ll37
l
2 37

50

57
57

57
57

57
57
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231 4 q
2505135
23ir350
23z0973
2317319
23234 8
2320740
2321 17
736857
I 505 2
23zo263
2321412
1.p2432
2320 70
4341615
2319515
232145~

231 Il94
2321739
2308169
*6335350
2307196
•2312015
2306645
2307242
25571o6
5 76673
2312295
2311403
2313705
z319165
2312513
2315947
2307813
6839605
2317022
2317997
6336242
2316957
2317762
2319985
2319964
2563217
2319976
2319982
2319386
1')805
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Appointed Lance Corporal.
Signalman Thoma L. ....... . 24 5. 30
, ignalman \Valkcr ..... . .... . 21/ /36
Signalman Baldick L .......... . 25/ / 36
ignalman hatfiled E. . . . ... . 24/ 8/36
Signalman Birk tt E. . . . . . ... . 11/ q/30
ignalman Stead W. . .. . .... .
2/10/36
Signalman Frake E ............ .
3/ 10136
Signalman Lu combc T . . ... . .
4/ 10/30
Signalman Fabian H ......... . .
5/ 10/36
Signalman Blafe T ...... .. .. .. . l0/ 10/36
ignalman canlan ~!. ..... ... . . I I.1 10/ 36
Signalman Warhurst J. . ..... . . 12/ 10/36
ignalman Bull J. . .......... . 13/ 10136
Signalman Dove G........ . . . . . 15110136
Sianalman Carrison . . ...... . 20/10/36
Signalman Gorman J . . ... . . . . z3/10136
Signalman Brickle L. ..... .. . 24/ 10/ 36
Signalman Bradbury H.
25/10/ 36
Signalman orgeant J. . ...... . 25/ 10/36
Discharged.
2 / 3/ 37
C.S.M. Ingles \V. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C.Q.M.S. Wainscott H. . . . . . . . .
5/3/37
C.Q.M.S. Dillon J. . . . . . . . . . . . .
28/3/ 37
Sergeant McLennan H. . . . . . . . .
24f2/37
Sergeant Turner A. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2/3 /37
Sergeant Kemlo J. . . . . . . . . . . . .
12/ 3/37
Sergeant Lambke E. . . . . . . . . . .
14/3/37
Sergeant Lawman R. . . . . . . . . . .
23/3/ 37
Sergeant Evans H. . . . . . . . . . . . .
29/ 3/ 37
Sergeant Handley F. . . . . . . . . . .
30/3/37
L/Sergeant Leary F. . . . . . . . . . .
25/2/ 37
L/Sergeant Mills P. . . . . . . . . . . . .
22/3/37
Corporal Allen J.
............
22/2/ 37
Corporal Heighton E. . . . . . . . . . .
1/3/37
l/3/37
Corporal Read A. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Corporal Watts L. . . . . . . . . . . . .
813/37
Corporal Shillito ] . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9/3/37
Corporal Emary C. . . . . . . . . . . . .
23/3/37
Corporal Stanton A. . . . . . . . . . .
27/3/37
Corporal Hardwick C. . . . . . . . .
29/3/37
Transferred to Army Reserve.
Corporal Denbow E. . . . . . . . . . .
12/3/37
Corporal Cavill F. . . . . . . . . . . . .
21/3/37
L/Corporal Roberts A. . . . . . . . .
l/3/37
L/Corporal Smith J. . . . . . . . . . .
n/3/37
L/Corporal Cunningham J.. . . . . .
14/ 3/37
L/Corporal Evans S. . . . . . . . . . .
19/3/ 37
Corporal Rossiter F. . . . . . . . . . .
20/ 3/ 37
Corporal Lindsay D. . . . . . . . . . .
22/3 /3;
• Srecial Roster.
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be it noted. is still wearing his cheery smile (page 162, Apri~
WIRE) . ln wi hing them every success, we would beg the_m to
remember that technique alone is not enough. Enthusiasm,
visible cheerfulness. and a leader with lo.ts of personality are
essentials. Of cour.;e, they may have all the$e. We wouldn't
know, and now, alas, it is too late, for India to us is just another
place on the map.
Tom Sayers and his band bas not been heard of lately, but
it must not be thought that this famous combination is idle. We
have it o.n good authority that Tom is thinking of buying some
new music.
George Mitchell, tenor sa..xophone virtuoso, has abandoned the
idea of becoming a dance musician after ten years of constant
effort. He sold his instrument and took a girl to the pictures. He
says- well, perhaps it doesn't matter to you.
We were going to say something about Frank Shakespeare and
his band, but a lump came into our throatand we remembered
our mother's words about being kind or something, or whatever
it was she said.
6
73
14
75
21
14
20
20
21
20
36
3
58
5

40
46
40
55
44

49
46
57
61
61

Territorials.- Tbe more one sees of the Territorial Army the
more one must admire the patience and perseverance of the
P.S.I.s and senior .C.O.s. Raw material in the Regular Army
is handled in no uncertain manner, and results are obtained
quickly but in the T .A. such methods would never work successfully. in Birmingham, the response to the call for recruits is good,
and the Signals are in the fortunate position of being able ~<>
select really good material. With a total of only a few hours drill
to their credit these recruits put up a very good show. Occasionally a man stands out from the others. Usually an ex-Boy
Scout. He is quickly spotted, and in a short time turns out to be
a useful junior .C.O.
Years in the Regular Army lead one to look on the material
side of things. We think, " What do we g~t out of it ? " It i_s,
therefore, surprising to us, at any rate, to see such keenness m
the T.A., for they devote a considerable amount of their spare
time for little financial gain. Financial gain, in fact, is definitely
not their whole object, and we may take it that the T.A. is
possessed of the right spirit. We wouldn't dev.y th.at there is _a
certain looking forward to the Annual Camp, especially when it
is to be held at a seaside resort ! We shall have more to say
about the T.A. next month. The Birmingham Education
authorities are advised to roll up their sleeves for the next round.
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Gifts

By Appolntmonr

of unusual
appeal
What is more pleasing
than to have the Badge
and colours of your
Unit on the gifts which
you present?

54
56

Plain Tales
These Names.-As exclusively forecast in our last issue, April
arrived with pleasant sunshine and a respectable temperature.
Buchan's cold spell was due this week, that is to say, nth to
14th April, but a quiet talk with our far-flung agents, some of
whom cannot be flung far enough, and the whole thing was
averted. 'Vhich reminds us that one of our spies, Professor
okes, the eminent authority on Mud, has failed to keep us
informed of happenings in his area. He should note a rendezvous
in the Assembly Room of a certain hostelry at the junction of Fox
Hollies and the Stratford Road on the outskirts of Birmingham.
Mr. Howard Drake, of Norton :Motors, rang us up the other day
for a chat. He sends his regards to the many friends he made in
the Signals, especially at Bulford, and regrets that the promises
to write, made by several people, were so much pie crust. One
thinks of Sergeant Pickering, C.Q.M.S. Knight, and even Mr.
Fred Seymour.
We are sorry to note that" Jessamine" is off colour, and hope
to see his usual snappy contribution in this magazine again
. hortly.
o-.ci
Loud Pedal Again.-The S.T.C. (I) Dance Band certainly looks
as though it could deliver the goods. "Trumpet-man Softly,"

Diary of a Gardener.-It is not generally known that we are
experts on gardening. True, some of our articles have misled
enthusiastic amateurs in the past, but that was because they
failed to treat our ~rds seriously. One does not associate
Birmingham with gardens and flower beds. Nevertheless, in our
garden we have indications that there will be a brave display at
the proper time.
March 31st.-Planted delphiniums, geraniums, nasturtiums,
and a fountain pen. The last accidentally.
April 2nd.-Noticed pinkish shoot. Inspection proved it to
be large mutton bone carefully filed away by golden retriever
belonging to wife. Short talk on dogs. Swept up remains of tea
service and small jug after dispute on animal instincts.
April 5th.-Carry on weeding, but decide less fatiguing if we
cultivate long border of dandelions and groundsel, the go-getters
of the floral world.
April 6th.-See golden retriever trying effect of growing primroses upside down. Grasp hoe and rush out, but put handle
through kitchen window. Wife makes nasty crack about language of flowers having changed since her childhood days, and
what will neighbours think ?
S.till April 6th (dusk).-Explain in detail what neighbours can
do and think. Throw tools in shed, lock door and throw key
away .
April 7th.-Raining. Instalment on mower due. Half-yearly
rates demanded. Neighbour wants spade back. Golden retriever
tears nose on huge thorn. Go up in spare room to laugh. Who
invented gardens, anyway ?

Examples illustra<ed : Sterling. Silver Flapjack Vanity C.se,
colou~s in Enamel , Silver Badge. Size
3 x 3 inches
:
- o

Sterling Silver Match Slide, colours
rn Enamel, Silver Badge
- £1.17.6

Sc_erlin~ Silver Match Slide, plain,
wrth raised Silver Badge - £1.10.0
Sterling . Silver Cigarette Case,
colours in Enamel, Silver Botd{:;e
Size 3f x 3i inches
- £3.18.6

THE

Moy we send
you i/luscracions
of othu pieces
available ?

GOLDSMITHS &
SILVERSMITHS
COMPANY LTD
112 Regent

Street, London, W.1
NO OTHER ADDRESS

MAY
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Grub Corner.-"
resolution demanding British food for
British soldiers is being sent by Dorset farmers to Ar a ommanding Officers of the Territorial Army." Daily Press.
Quite right, too.
ext time you have eggs for b reakfast in
the Sergeants' ~less. or the men's dming hall, ask the orderly to
bnng you an egg shell. _·ote the tamp. \\'hat will it ay ?
YO · know. \\'here did you get them ? I kno".

Enter Hermione.-It must not be thought that l.Jkann Larfe
was a timid man.

On the contrary. His fearless courage was
never doubted by his many friend , at least, not out loud. ~e,·er
theless, in diving under the settee he reali ed that he had fallen
a little hort of what an iron-nerved detective might be expected
to do. Rather crest-fallen, he crawled out and rose to his feet.
" \\'hat," he said, carefully dusting his trousers, " \\'hat the
heck ? "
Hermione Larfe hrugged her massive houlders and transferred a square yard of turf from one hand to the other.
he
sniffed delicately and fixed an accusing eye on her husband.
" \\'ho are these people Ukann ? "
"Oh! Just friends, darling," answered her husband, tearing
his handkerchief to shreds.
"Huh! .M ind you don't quarrel with them, dear."
he
balanced the turf in her hand with a meditative air. Hermione
rarely took more than a few seconds to make up her mind, so
U kann was only mildly surprised when his wife flattened the turf
over the face of the recumbent Hooker with such force that the
unfortunate man's head was driven into the floor nearly three
inches.
"Don't leave the house, Ukann," she said. "I am expecting
a lady very soon. Someone you know so behave your elf. I'll
be back in half an hour. "
" But, Hermy, dear, I want-" He was unable to finish the
sentence for the powerful H ermione grasped his throat with a
vice-like hand. " You wanna what," she hissed (or perhaps
snarled) rocking the frightened detective backwards and forwards. " Bah ! And not only bah, but poof ! " \\'ith a mighty
sweep she flung him into the china cabinet. A crash like 14
greenhouses being dropped from a height announced that Mrs.
Larfe had left the house.
Ukann removed a small china vase from his hair and gazed at it
with lack lustre eyes. Gradually the coat of arms registered
itself on his consciousness. " Birmingham," he rasped. " Forward . Ha ! Ha ! Ha ! " He screamed with laughter. " They
haven't emptied our dustbin for 10 days. The dirtiest little town
I was ever in sent their dustmen twice a week."
"You talking to yourself Mr. Larfe? ''
"Oh! Hallo Hooky ! I thought I'd killed you," said the
detective, walking over and helping the dazed Hooker to his
feet .
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" A what? " shou ted the Hooker.

In childhood day- when people spoke of King: and Queens and

Princes,
Our mind could only grasp the state a noble name evinces.
Our litlle hearts would envy those, whose lives read like a story ;
ignificant of pagea ntry. of pomp, of power a nd glory.
Their names to us were only dates, 'twixt which they stalked in
splendour ;
Their deeds, a uch, were shadow-play, when all our years were
lender.
:\Iaturity brought different light upon the use of Royalty,
Demanding from u in return a stronger sense of loyalty.
The King. we aw, was like ourselves, though born to high estate;
u ceptible to common ills, haring:our common fate.
Training from his boyhood days to . tifle his de ires ;
Curbing all the urges that self expre ion fire .
His daily life a schedule, bis every action scanned,
To fit him for his present task as ruler of our land .
\Ve who sought our manhood on a field where thousands re t ;
\Yhere ideals lost their freshness, hopes from their source were
wre t.
Humbly greet you as our Sovereign, and pray that through your
reign,
\Yorld peace and understanding will not be sought in vain.
:\lay the spirit of your father, that kingly, simple soul,
Be with you when you wear his crown, when you assume his role.
)fay your gracious lady mother be spared to guide.her son,
\Vith the' isdom that the joys and ill of tedious years have won.
?\fay she who hares your royal name, your destiny, your throne,
Continue to enrich us " ·ith the intere t he has shown.
:\lay those who give you council, give wi ely and with zeal,
Ignoring selfish motives to aid the common weal.
And if we spare a thought for one who cho e another road;
\\'hose interests were divided, who could not bear the load.
It will not taint allegiance, as down life's road we wend,
If he who is not with us, we still regard as friend.
Along the streets we'll watch your triumph, tanding there with
wives and sons,
Greeting you with cheers of welcome within earshot of the guns.
.\n Empire then;,will do you homage, and tl)e world will hear us
sing,
The hymn with which we greet our monarch, "God Save the
I<ing ! "
SERGEANT .\ BERCROMB!E

" Quickly.
is? "

Upstairs Ukann.

Do you know who thi · woman

"No."

" \\'ell, she is--"
At this point they passed into Ukann's bed room and slammed
the door which annoyed us ever so much. You 'd n ever believe.
So we can only wait until next month, by which time our curiosity
will be at fever heat.
New readers move only on red light.
BARLEUX.

By kind permission

H.
. With .a ll the pomp and ceremony befitting an occasion unique
mith, o.s.o.,
representative Colonel
ommandant Royal Signals, named
L.M" . Locomotive
o. 5504 "Royal Sianals," at Euston
Stati~n, on Saturday, roth April. Bunting and flags flying from
the girder , the presence of police, newspaper reporters, press
photographers and newsreel men on 1 o. 1 Platform oon attracted attention, and barrier were quickly requi itione:I to keep
back the considerable crowd of pectator which had collected at
all the points from which they were able to obtain a reasonably
good view of the subsequent p roceeding . They maintained
their po. ition with commendable per everance, and their patience
was at last rewarded by the entry into the station of the Guard of
Honour, p rovided by the London Corp ignal , T.A. and .R.,
preceeded by the band of the London D ivi ional ignals ( ity
of London Signa ls), T .. ., in full dress uniform.
l epresentative contingents of Royal Signal T.A. L"nits.
specified in the Colonel ommandant's subsequent speech, arrived
soon afterwa rds, a nd were formed -up behind, and on th left
flank of the Guard, facing inwards.
m the h1 tory of the Corps, Brigadier H . Clementi

Do Y 0 U belong to the Signals
Association ?

Grasping the detective's

arm he rushed him out of the room.
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Coronation Thoughts

" Well , Ukann , what about my proposition now ? "
Ukann Larfe made a quick decision. " Come upstairs," he
said . " We can talk privately there, and besides, a lady is
expected any minute."

MAY

If not, join now !
Your military service will come to an e nd so me day, and
you may then need help in findi ng civil employment. See
how the Association helps its M embers in that direction,
as shown on page 191.
The suhsc1iption is only 2/- per annum.
Ask your Unit Representative for further details .

of " The

Times"

At 2.55 p.m., :\Ir. \\'. A. Stanier, Chief :\Iechanical Engineer,
representing the L.:\1. . Railway, and Brigadier lementi mith,
came on to the platform attended by the principal gue t -,
amongst whom were the followina : Brigadier R . Chenevix
Trench. o.B.E., ~1.c., Deputy Director of taff Duties, \\'ar
Office; Colonel 0. P. Edgcumbe, ~1.c .. Chief Signal Officer,
Eastern Command ; Colonel T. \Y . \'igers, o.B.E., M. C., T.D .•
Honorary Colonel, London Corp· Siana! ; Lieutenant-Colonel
H. V. Thorne, hief ignal Officer, London District ; Bre,·etColonel G. D. Ozanne, ~1.c., Deputy Chief iimal Officer for T.A.
Duties; Brevet- olonel .\ . S. Angwin, o.s.o., M.C .• T.D., Deputy
Ch ief ignal Officer for ·. R. Duties; Lieutenant- olonel . L
Howard Humphreys, T.D .. Commanding London orps ignals,
T.A. and .R. ; Lieutenant- olonel A. . . Willway, Commanding London Divi ional ig nal . T.A. ; Major \\'. H . Lloyd,
M.C., second-in-command, London Corps ' ignal , T.A. and ·.R.,
and Captain H .
B. Roger , Adjutant, London Corps ,'ignal ,
T.A. and .R.
The Brigadier wa received ' ith a General Salute, after which,
accompanied by the representative of the L.:\f. . Railway,
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the Officer Commandmg, London orps ignals, the djutant of
London orp ignals, and the Guard Commander, Captai1\ A.
. lcDona.ld, he in pccted the .uard.
From a crimson coYered dai - beside the engine. the Chief
lechanica.l Engineer of th L.l\L . then rl livered the following
speech to the a sembled repre·entative· of the Corps :
" It gives me very great plea ure to welcome here to-da , you,
Colonel Commandant Brigadier lementi mith, and the other
representativ of the Royal orps of ignals. The London,
. lidland and Scottish Railway w re very pleased to agree to the
naming of one of their engine, 1'0. 5504, of the' Patriot' class
after such a famous Unit a U1e Royal Corps of , ignal .
" It i particularly gratifying to me as hief Mechanical
Engineer, that I hav the honour of representing the Company
on thi occa, ion, as the ignal arc o cl0< elv allied to the engineers, and are indi pensable in matters of communication, a i the locomotive in the greate t form of transport.
" The figure of i\lercury, which so aptly graces your crest,
typifies speed, and is eminently uitable to your Corps ; and the
engine, I hope, w:ill prove itself worthy in a like manner of its
ignificance.
" It gives u great satisfaction to join with you to-day in this
ceremony, and we hope that, a the Royal Corps of Signals has
proved itself in the past, Engine l o. 5504, which will now proudly
carry your name, will go on its work throughout the length and
breadth of this country on the great L.M. . ystem to do its work
nobly and well, being at all times a credit to your Unit and my
~mp~ny, . and that in '~·hatever difficulties the engine may find
itself, 1t will do as the Signals do-that whatever happens it will
• get through.' "

his lat• 1aje ty, King George \ ', granted us the proud title of
· Koyal ' soon after our formation .
" in 1935, hi late Majesty was a lso graciously pleased to
appoint H.R.H., The P1ince s Royal, our Colonel-in-Chief.
" Our orps has expanded from approximately 500 officers
and 10,000 other ranks in r9_0, to 1,n4 officers and 17,406 other
ranks in 1937.
" ln this great City of London, the regular side of the Corps is
conspicuous by its ab ence, but to make up for this, there are
many well-known Signal Units of the Territorial Army, and of
these we have representative detachments on parade to-day. Our
Guard of Honour to-da y ha · been found by the London Corps
ignal . T.A. and o. z ompany, Air ontingent Signals, S.R. ;
the band from the London Divi ional Signals, and representative
detachment from the following nit : 2nd Cavalry Divisional
Signals, T.A ., Hth (H . . ) Divisional ignals, T.A., 54th (E.A.)
Divi ional ignals. T ... , 1st A.A. Divisional Signals, T.A., and
L. of C. ignals, S.R.
" I al o wi h to mention especially that o. 2 ompany, L. of
C. ignals (Railway ignals). is manned by personnel of the L.M.S.
Hailway, who must be considered as the followers of the many
officers and other rank which this Railway supplied for Signal
services in the Great War.
" ow, as many more di tingui hed people than myself have
told you, it is on the Territorial Army that the defence of our
country will fall , a nd I , therefore, hope that this splendid locomotive, b~ring the badge of our Corps through the country, will
encourage young men to join a Corps whose work is of great
mterest and essential to the efficiency of the fighting forces as a
whole.
" I might add that the badge is the figure of Mercury or
Hermes, who was the ' :\1es enger of the Gods ' in ancient
mythology, and our Corps can be con idered as the ' Messenger '
of the Army.
"The L.:\I.S. Railway have a magnificent reputation for a
speedy and reliable train service. The Royal Signals carry a
motto ' Certa Cito,' which we may translate as the ' transmitters
~f information with speed and reliability,' and we do our best to
hve up to it.
" In conclusion, on behalf of the whole Royal Corps of Signals,
I have to thank the L.L\I .. Railway for the honour they have
done ns, and to present to the Driver and Fireman of the engine,
these memen~os with the wish that they and the engine may
alway have good travelling.' "
(Two suitably engraved tanka rds were here pre ented).

HOME STATIONS /
3Ro DIVISIONAL S IGNA LS, BULFORD CAMP

~IGtlAL TRAINING CENTREN~
School of Signals.
Now that the weather is getting slightly better, gardening has
once more become a regular Thursday afternoon feature. If
the fruits of our labours come up to scratch, the lawns and areas
;,hould look very pretty.
An outing was held to Huddersfield to see the semi-final. The
trip was greatly appreciated by all who went.
\Ve extend our congratulations to Major R . C. Instrall,
R.Signals, on being promoted to that rank. Our congratulations
a re also extended to Captain E. R. Hanley, R.A., on the occasion
of his marriage to Miss M. Kelly.
Captain J. F. Longfield, R.Signals, was posted to the School on
30th March. We hope that his stay will be an enjoyable one. At
the same time· we say goodbye to Lieutenant J . E . S. Sanders,
RSignals, who was posted to Tank Brigade Signals on 30th
:\farch . The best of luck to you, sir.
Arrivals.-Signa.lman McCarthy and Sergeant Murphy arrived
from India on 17th March and 9th April respectively. Wekome
unto the fold !
Congratulations.- To Lance Corporals Ackroyd and Martin
on being" made-up " a from 23 rd January and 25th February.
To Q.M.S. and Mrs. Sherman on the birth of a daughter,
Judith Frances, on 1st April.
To Sergeant and Mrs. Weallcans on the birth of a daughter,
Jacqueline Jean, on 3rd March.
To Signalman and Mrs. Stratford on the birth of a daughter,
Joan Clara, on 2nd April.
Departures.-Sergeant \Vigzell to Aldershot Command Signal
Company on 15th April. Lance Sergeant Cox to 2nd Divisional
Signals on 20th April.
.0. s.

Sergeants' Mess.

By kind permission of the Keysr;;" e Press Agency Ltd.

~rigad!er Clementi

mith replied as follows:
Previously to _th_is ~casion, the L.:\-1.S. Hailway have
honoured old an_d d1~_tmgmshed Regiments of the British Army.
The Royal Corps_ of Signals, whom they now honour, is one of the
youngest Corps m the Army, havmg come into being in 1920.
But we haye sprung from the distinguished parent stock of the
Royal Engineers, and, on account of the fine work of t his Service

This ended the ceremony, and at its conclusion the Commandant took the Salute as the Guard of Honour moved out of
the i.i:ation to the strains of the Corps March. As privi leged
spectators, may we be permitted to congratulate t he latter on
thelI' sn:iart appearanc~. ~nd the ma n ner in which they carried
out t heir rluttes on this impo rtant occasion .

We welcome to the Mess, Sergeant Murphy J ., ex India, and
hope that his stay here will be al l that he desires. He has
relieved Sergeant Vv'igzell, who has proceeded to Aldershot
Command Signal Company. The best of luck in your new
phere, Peter.
Our activities this month include a carnival dance which was
an unqualified success. One continually hears " When's the
next ? " from all parts of the Garrison. If only the Mess was like
the Albert Hall !
ln a shooting match again t the O.T.C. Course the '.less put
up a very good show, only lo ing by three points. One of our
opponents produced a card of 100 after having fired only three
sighters from a stran ge rifle. We discovered later that Mr.
icholson spends much time at Bislcy annually.
The H uddersfield trip on Saturday, 10th, was thoroughly
enjoyed by all who went. Unfortunately, they a ll upported t he

wrong team . One individual missed the bus back, and it wa..,
thought that he was one of the crowd casualties, who were
passed overhead feet first. He, fortunately, managed to jump
on to a gunners' bus.
Our congratulations to Q.M.S. and Mrs. Sherman on the birth
of a daughter, Judith Frances, on 1st April.
Members were appalled at the sad news of the death of
Lieutenant (l.P.C.) C. S. Roberts, R.Signals. Although he was
not at the School when stationed here, he was in close contact
with many of our members. Our sympathies are with Mrs.
Roberts and family.
We were all very sorry to hear of the sudden death of Q.M.S.I.
McKay of the A.P.T.S. at the S.T.C. Gymnasium. A likeable
fellow, whose company was always a. pleasure. His efforts to
amuse the kiddies at our Christmas Party will long be remembered. We extend onr sympathies to Mrs. McKay and family.

Headquarter ·Wing, Depot Battalion.
Obituary.-It is with deep regret that we record the death of
Q.M.S.I. McKay, A.P.T.S., who died at the Catterick Military
Hospital on 10th April, after a brief illness. Although he had
not been with us for long, he was well liked by everyone with
whom he came in contact. He leaves a wife and two children to
whom we offer our deepest sympathy.
Entertainments.-On 18th :\.larch a really enjoyable evening
concert was given in the men's canteen. The fact that all the
talent displayed was local and home brewed added to the popularity of the event. The Corps band provided musical selection
and accompanied the community singing, all of which went
down with a swing. R.S.M. Caulfield C. H., acted as compere.
and enlivened the proceedings whilst announcing each item .
The programme was as follows :
1. fosica.l selections by the band followed by communi ty
singing. This was a good chance for ~e" Rooks" t? out~o th_e
D.l.s at shouting. Sergeant Spearpomt at the ffilke did his
utmost to prevent this loss of prestige. A very good item.
2. Sergeant Brooke's " Oh !
udrey, little Audrey."
believe that the performer even blushed himself.
" hot
number " is, I think, the correct expression.
3. An accordeon and violin duet by two members of the band.
A commendable effort.
4. Sergeant Cox then entertained us with some anecdotes.
5. A singing competition (Sergeant pearpoint's di coveries).
Driver Yeo's " It's a sin to tell a lie " met \~ith loud applause.
D river Palmer sang, " \ Vhen I grow too old to dream." T his
crooner would have to wait too long for that to happen. Si ~
nalman Beer' effort, " An old Iri h lady " was well rendered.
Signalman IcCabe's ballad, " Rose of Tralee " (to be sure and
I'm Irish meself I) was followed by Driver Sweeney, who san!o(
" Misty Islands of the H ighlands," which was a. d rop o f
Scotch for a change. \Ve then heard Driver Lillie in" hoe Shine
Boy." I wish we had one i sued along with pairs of new boots!
N ext on the list came Driver Spence with " ong of Songs,"
an excellent song, t he singin<> of which well deserved the 1st
prize awarded. Signalman Bridgeman then gave a monologue
" Gunga Din." (Where 'ave you bi n you squidgy nosed idol
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Gunga Din ? "·as he looking for the words you forgot, l\Iister ?)
Si~nalman
dam -on gave a clever di p lay o{ sword dancing
followed b the Highland Fling.
Then followed more musical numbers and community singing
a.! a plea. ant finale to a happy evening. We must not forget to
mention ' ergeant Jon , who a isted a the piano.
Arrivals.- " 'e " lcome the follow:ing: Lieutenant D. r. Yan
der Goot and .Q .)l. . ]llurray G., from India. The following
are attached temporarily, Captain C. . Fairweather, 5 th (N)
Di\'isional ignals, Lieutenant Hon. G. . pencer, Leicester
Yeomanry, Lieutenant F. D. Ley, 24th (DY) Armoured Car
Company, Lieutenant N. I. Bower from 5th Divi ional ignal ,
.!. Lieutenant R.
. K. Baron, 55th Divisional Signals, T .A.
Departures.- Our late .0., :Major G. Tayleur has left us for
the Training Battalion. ' Ve wish him every success and retain
pleasant memories of the many improvements which he ha
carried out in the Battalion lines to make barrack life more
congenial.
Lieutenant L. T. Shawcro to the Adj utancy, 52nd (L)
Di visional ignal , T.A., Glasgow.
C.S.!\f. Nash E . to Tank Brigade Signal , Perham D own .
The C. .M. 's ~xpert knowledge and advice will be greatly missed
wh en the Unit prepares for t he Garrison's annual horticultural
events.
ergeant Abraham S., to Eastern Command Signals, DoYer.
H ow did you wangle it, J ohn?
. Royal Signals Display Rehearsal.-On Tuesday, 13t h April, the
<11 play t eam are giving a rehearsal for the benefit of the Press
prior to the com.~encement of the display season. Although
the_ touch of t radition and colou r lent by the horses will be lost,
o" 1i;i&' to the march of m~cbanisation , it is hoped that by the
ad di~on of fresh dare-dev1I exploits to compensate for this Joss,
t o bnnp the show up to the high standard set by display teams
of preVIous years.
Ago~y.-,Yho was the X .C.O., who still retaining bitter
~c~ones of five ~?und notes, w~ch he lost in endeavouring to
l' m d t he Lady, when watching some further victims at a
later date remarked, " :1-Iugs, why it's as plain as a pike-staff ! "
In Memoriam .-:-On ~uesday, ~~th April, Q ..'.\I. S.I. ~fcKay,
A. P.T .S., was bu:ied with full llllli tary honours in t he village
church yard at Hipswell. T he service was carried out at St.
:\lartin's G~rrison Church, and was attended by hundreds of
mourners with whom the Q.:l\I.S.J. had come into contact. There
was a large gathering of officers from the Unit and other sources
representatives of all ignal Sergeants' Messes, members of th~
W arran t Office rs' Club, Army Physical Training Staff, and
~u ndr~s of rank and file, indicatin g clearly the regard and esteem
in which he was held.
~'lembers of the various Messes in the
Ga rrison acte~ as pall:bearers a t the cemetery, and also provided
the party which earned a belo.ved comrade t o his last resting
place. A bnef ceremony, the finng of the volleys a tense silence
the oundi ng of t he "Last P ost "-a hush ' and t hen th~
"Reveille." T he mo1;1rners then _filed past the ~ave t o pay their
la:-"t r~spects to a soldier and a fnend. Our sympathies go out to
his wife and other near relatives.
_Counes.:--\ Ve congrat ulate the following: L ieutena nt J. S.
\\ 1se, R. Signal~, on obtaining a " Dis tinguished " at the recent
<?as Course, which he a ttended at ·winterboume Gunner. La nce
Corpor~l Ballard J . J ., on passing his First Class Certificate of
Education, with a " D " in E nglish and Geogra phy.

the "away " column, ·ome veterans of the ompany, and woe is
u . Corporals Stanton a nd Hardwick for di charge, to swell
the ranks of " they who smile knowingly. "
ergeant Miles,
Lance Sergeant Atkinson, and Corporal Fred Worsley on posting.
A passing thought- now that Fred has gone perhaps two young
Lance Corporals can have a comfortable and drinkable mug of
tea. The very best of wishes to them all and the best of billets,
Congratulations.- To Lance Corporal Ryla tt on attaining first
place on a recent M.T. Course a t Feltham. Perhaps some of those
civilian owners will now take advice about noisy engines. T oSignalmen Gilson, Gowland, Packman, P a terson, and Naylor,
on obtaining their la s II Despatch Rider rating. More power
to your engines !
Obituary.- It is with the deepest of regret that we announce
the death of 2325329 ignalman Albert James Smith at the
Military Hospital, Catterick Camp, on 12th April, from injuries
received in a traffic accident. Our heartfelt sympathy is extended
t o his relatives in their very sad bereavement.
DONS .

Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess
Training Battalion.
I wonder how long it is since the Mess was practically deserted
on the third Friday in the month. Perhaps Aubrey Luck or Tiny
I:-ow _could tell us. The Mess l\~eeting was h eld on Thursday
(is this a record ?) 18th March, owmg to the running of the Grand
National on Friday, the 19th. It must be strange to have a Me s
Meeting "head " on Friday instead of Sa turday. The Meetin"'
was followed, as usual, by the Inter-Department Games' Tournament. Congratulations to the Operators II tea m on winnin" alt
their game .
"
On 10th April we had a Whist Drive and Dance. The Mess ·was
tastefully decorated with bunting, and a good number attended.
C.S.]IL Johnson was l\LC. for whist, whi ch went off without
in~ident, except that the R.S.M. and his p artner obtained 13tncks on one occasion ! Yes, he is still alive ! Oh ! If only h e
could play phat as well as he plays whist ! The prize-winner
were : Ladies, frs. Chandler, Mrs. Harris, a nd :Mrs. Moir (Border
Regiment). Gentlemen, Lance Sergeant Jones, Sergeant Pedr<>
(Royal Scots), and R.S.M. Butcher. Prizes were presented by Mi
J oan Renecle, daughter of C.Q.M.S. of that ilk. Lance Sergeant
Barlow was M.C. for the dance, and succeeded in keeping things
going with a swing. His wife won the first prize in a ballot. No,
there was no swindle about it ! Dance music was provided by
Frank Shakespeare a nd his B oys.
Obituary.- It is with deep regret that we learn of the death of
Q.M.S. I. MacKay of the Physical Training Staff, attached to the
D~pot Battalion.
Our deep est sympathies are offered to his
widow and two you ng children in their sad bereavement.
Arrivals.- We welcome C.Q.M.S. Holmes W. from 2nd
Cavalry Brigade, Sialkot, Lance Sergeant Hancock E., from
4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury, and Sergeant Fishwick R .
from S.T.C., Jubbulpore.
Departures.- Lance Sergeant Atkinson carries our good
wish es on bis departure t o Blackdown. He has been a valued
member a mongst us. Our loss is " A.A.s " gain.

" E" Company, Training Battalion.
" D'' Company, Training Battalion.
Gen~ral.-At the present time
~repanng for the Commandant's.

the Company is fully occupied
Inspection, with training going
ahead as u ual. A pamt brush m the hands of an amateur is a
d~n gerous weapon, nevertheless we are confident a good show
will . ~ made. After all it was time things were moved around,
f?r it 1s then that one or two things deemed to have been conMdered well and truly lost have been found .
_ Arrivals and ':>epartures.- From " E " Company, Lance
Sergeant Frey. ~' rom overse'.1-5· C.Q.M.. Holmes, Lance Corporal Scott a nd Signalman Tnall . o. 2 Fitters' Signals Course
has assembled and commen~ training. May .Catterick Camp
come up to scratch and promise them an enjoyable time. In

G_eneral.-No great change h as t aken place in the Company
dunng the last month, _and those who look aft er the destinies of
the p e rs~mn~l are J:aVIng an c:asy time " Pelmanising " faces.
Indeed, if this continues, we. will be m the same position as the
new curate, who, when speaking to the oldest inhabita nt was told
" Oh! We shall soon get used to your strange face."
'
Spring.- _Both !=>Y the calendar and by the <!-dvent of these
early mormng drills do we know that this season has arrived
The weather clerk has not appa rently heard of the change fo~
the weather still alternates 'twixt ovember a nd December.
Arrivals.-Capt<~.in R W. Morgan, R.Signals, has arrived to
~ke over the duties of Officer ~/c Training. " Sorry we cannot
give you any better weather, sir, after your long sojourn under
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Indian skies I " Signa lma n Holmes J. arrived from overseas
a nd immediately went on leave. I do not blame him .
Sport.- Nothing very mu ch to report this month as we are
husy " limbering-up " for the Mackworth Athletics the first
round of which opens this week. Fuller det a ils will ~ sent next
r:ionth. lf Spring drills, at one e n~ of the da y and running round
Scotton at mght doe n t bear fruit and make us something like
t hose " Achilles Sportsmen " we saw the other week- well, it
s hould .
Marriage.- Another ba nd ma n has deserted the ra nk . Sign ~lman Bradfield was married to :Wiss Dorothy Bramham, at
If1p well, on 22nd Ma rch. H e must have heard something about
lhe increased ration a llowa nce.
Outing.- In the north we must support the north, so on Saturday, 10th April, a bus load of the Company proceeded to Huddersfield to see the semi-final of the up between Sunderland and
)Iillwall. Supporters of both were in evidence, and light-hearted
a rguments regardin g the merits of both teams helped to pass the
time away. A~er the ma tch , the pa rty, headed a nd sponsored
hy Sergl'.ant Hmds, proceeded to Leeds to _spend the evening.
.\ good hme was had by all. Although we sbll shed a t ear a t the
" Picture of a Troopship just leaving Port Said," we look forwa rd
with anti cipation to a similar show in the near future.

" F " Company, Training Battalion.
General.- The winter appears to have come to an end at last.
This l_s recognised offie:ially as we have started pring drills. The
rnornmg of the first pring drill was anything but typical of a
S_pring morning. It is definitely warmer now, and there are
:,1gns that the Company gardens are going t o be a pretty sight.
Writing of gardens reminds me that the Compa ny cabbage and
potato patch req uire owing.
The Company are again taking part in the . orthern Command
Tatto~. This yea r we go to Leeds on 12th June, and return to
{'a~enck on uth July. H.ehearsal will oon be in full s>~;ng
agam.
\Ve are at present in the process of going through the a nnual
spring clean of barrack-rooms.
Education.- As a result of the la t examination for the Army
First Class Certificate of Education, we gained seventeen First
Class Certificates, making a total of thirty-one certificates among
the boys out of a tota l boy strength of 37. This is a very good
percentage, especially so when it is pointed out that forty-eight
boys have less than nine months' service. I n addition seventy
s ubjects were gained out of a possible ninety-four.
Arrivals.- D uring the month the following have joined us,
a nd we extend them a hearty welcome : Lance Sergeant Hancock
from 4th Divisional Signals, Corporal Brunton-Douglas from
5th Divisional Signals, Lance Corpora l H oar from 2nd Divisional
. 'ig_nals, ignalman P lace from " D " Company, Training Battalion, and Boy (Trumpeter) Hooper on enlistment.
Departures-.-vVe wi h the following the be t of luck in their
~~w Units: Signalmen Campion a nd Barker to "A" Corps
Signals, Signalman B lackman to " D " Troop, Cavalry Divisional
Signals, Signalmen Amott and Butler to 3rd D ivi ional ignals,
<.:orporal Brunton-Dougla t o " E " Company after a very short
:otay.
Marriages.- T he very t yping of t he word seems strange.
Corporal Fearnley cha nged his tatus from :-<.C.O. i/c ba rrackroom to a t emporary visitor. H e q ualified fo r the issue of C.R.A.
on 27th March , a t Newcastle, marrying liss ?\largaret ' Valker.
Ou r best wishes t o t hem both !

" A " Corps Signals.
·once again t his scriqe steps in to fill the breach caused by the
absence of " J e samine, " whom we hope will soon be
lit and well again.

~emporary

Thi~gs have been decidedly hustling in this Unit. Since la~t
months notes we have completed our annual musketry practice.
a nd the Revolver Course has also been fired . 'Vith regard to the
latter, we must congratulate Majors Spencer, ' Villiams a nd
Farnall and C.S.M. ew on obtaining a possible (that is 50 oul
of 50). Well done, sirs !
'
RS . ~ . ~nd R.Q.M.S. l\Iitchell are both now out of hospital
and ~egm?tng to look more like themselves. They have both had
a trymg time, the former undergoing a serious operation, and th"
latter " undergoing a motor car " in Princes Avenue. \\'e all
hope you will both be fit and feeling well enough to be with us at
the Coronation.

Talking of the Coronation reminds us that practically thn
whole o~ the Unit is at present getting "tied-up " for the great
~vent, either for the actual procession or lining the route. Speakmg as an ?bserver, they really are beginning to look very smart
and a cre?1t to the Corps. Our new Blues and \Vellingtons, which
have amved, are being fitted and look very chic. There is a
11:1mour that one of " the good looking squad " has alread y had
!us photo taken m his nice new \\'ellingtons, but this is
unconfirmed.
ldershot is at last ge tting a little of tl1e sunshine that is
overdue, and the country is beginning to look really fine. No. 1
Company are having their share of the country at present ;
~~arly the whole of the Company are attached to 3rd Divisional
ign~~ at Bulf?rd . They are engaged in taking down 100 mile,;
of airline. This has come immed iately a fter the work in the
Fen Area and at Bramley. The Company are getting in some
really useful work.
In addition Sergeant :\IcKowen is carrying on his annual
penance, which is the wiring of the Rushmoor Arena in prepa ration for the Tattoo. Keep it up, Mac !
In spite of the work which the Unit has been called upon to
we ~ave found time to more than hold our own at sport .
Special mention should be made of the water polo team which
promises great t hings for the comi ng season.
o far we hav~
played two matche The first was a d rawn game again t t he
24th Field Brigade, R. ., 2-2. ' Ye won the second against the
' Vorcestershire Regiment 5-0. Considering that we have only
two members left of last year's team, and that our team had never
een each other before they met at t he baths on the night of the
first match, they played remarkably well togeth er.
perf~rm,

Marriages.-Only one this mont h. Lance Corpora l hillito
took the plunge ; fu ll particulars are not to hand at the moment.
All t he best to you, and may a ll your troubles be little ones!
Departures.-Signalmen Oldroyd a nd Orton have left u for
Catterick. \Ve were sorry to lo ea couple of good 'uns like t hem,
but they were needed a t Catterick. ' Ye hope they soon settle
down and enjoy life in the frozen north.
Sergeant Griffith bas left u for Bovington . ''Ve a re orry t o
see him go. All the be t Griff, and hope you don' t mi us too
much .
Lance Corporals H a rvey and Evan a re undergoing a si..-.,:
mont hs Course for Fit ters Signa l at Catterick.
JI the best.
Promotions and Appointments.- Congratulat ions to the following ignalmen on atta ining the ran k of Lance Corporal on the
Roster. The date of effect is given after the name in each case :
ignalman Rixon, 29th
ugust, 1936;
igna lman K eeling.
2nd ovcmber, 1936; igna lman Ada m, 5th ove mber, 1936 ;
Signalman E van , 16th
ovember, 1936; ignalman Copsey,
23 rd December, 1936; Signa lman Cock ram, 1st l•ebruary .
Sport Results.- The following result h ave just come to hand
(i n the case of the occer team I think it was purposely being
forgotten).
The rugger team drew with 2nd Divi iona l ignal in the first
mat ch for the Hitchen Cu p. The game was not very cientific,
but there was plenty of thrills. The re ult wa o-o.
The soccer team lo t to 2nd Divisional Signals by (dare I
print it ?) 5-0. Up to ha lf-time it looked as though we wer
going to make a game of it, but the chance we had were not
accepted, and 2nd Div. were worthy \\•inners. Never mind boys,
the ga me's the thing.
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Agony.-:'>lick Wen Jey and Rastu S?Dd their. sala:i-ms to
Uncle Alf. and would like to hear from him regarding his peregrinations since leaving the Peds.
, .0.. to ••Duke'" Earl of Rawalpindi from Copo. " \Vhat
about a reply to that letter I sent six month ago ? Don't look !
There being no further busine , this epistle is declared clo ed.
(Loud applau e).

1st Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
General.-At last we have returned to normal routine, a nd
everything is under control or nearly so.
Brrr ! ! I I have been reading the reports of the Army estimates.
Little Audrey is still laughing, but only just. To m~e m~tters
worse, one brilliant Sunday paper tells us that cushy ]Obs m the
Army are to be given to ex-soldiers. Thi would not be too bad
hut {libel) included in cu by jobs they mention clerks. However,
it is an ill wind, and it may enable me to get home for lunch
before 2.30 p .01. on Saturdays.
Hospital.- We are glad to-see Lance Corporal (Jimmy) Emblen
walking about again after being in hospital with a poisoned band .
Anyone who served in Palestine and then went near a tin of
salmon on their return to England was really asking for trouble.
T.A.R.-Lance Corporal (Tex) Stringer. After the VOC comes
WORK. However, here's luck !
Cloronation.-Practice parades are in full swing now, and even
the R.S.M. is looking fit after the exercise. Superintendent
Clerk J. \Vigglesworth al o votes this out-of-door exercise rather
good. (How long is it since you stopped doing this sort of thing,
sir ?) . In connection with this I should like to know if Corporal
Cook really did take his boots to the cobbler and have two e:id:ra
layers of leather put on bis heels ? And did Corporal Pettit
borrow a pick-a.....-:e to dig himself in with ? Inches can be a
disadvantage or an adYantage. It depends on the viewpoint.
Missing.-If Mr. Smith will report to the Unit Office he will
hear something to his disadvantage.
W.F.K.

No. 1 Company.
General.- Great changes have taken place since last month.
Owing to the shortage of men in the Unit, Nos. 2 and 3 Companies
have closed down with the exception of the " Q " Branches.
(\'\'by they still function is none of our business) .
The Sections have been reformed, and are now looking forward to training. Already " E " Section have left to join their
Brigade at Ewshot. " Go to it, Eddie, and show them you can
do it." Don't forget to let us have notes of your travels and
work, you are still one of the family.
It gave us great pleasure to have C.S.M. Todd, Sergeants
Davidson, Rennie, and Beveridge, Lance Sergeant Marshall,
Corporals Monroe and Lawrence of the 51st {Highland) Divisional
Signals, T.A., with us for ten days during the month. At the
time of their visit, the Company was reforming, so we were
unable to give them an insight into our method of training. We
tried to interest and give them a helping hand with conducted
tours round workshops, stores, etc. We hope to have you all
with us again when we are training, and then we'll be able to
show you things (we hope) .
About fifty per cent. of the Company were able to rest their
weary bodies on nice feather beds during the Easter period.
They have now returned, looking better for it.
Coronation Parade.-Without a word about this great event
(which we hope ·will be a success for those taking part) our notes
will not be complete. Those of this Company, who have been
selected to represent us on the parade, are busy doing a spot of
practise.
Overheard in the Canteen.
s;gnalman "A." "It's all right for you short chaps dodgi ng
the parade I "
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Signalman " B." "Never min_d, •Lofty,' we'll turn ~ut on
the practises to cheer and pass mce remarks &o that you 11 not
blush on the day."
Their Bodies Are Over the Oceans.- Signalman Dignan may
find chop sticks awkward at first, but just think, lad, you'll not
have to dirty the kit inspection knife, fork and spoc:in. so ther~'s
some consolation in going to China. All our best wishes go with
you, and we hope that you have a g?od time. Signalman Mayhew, now in Egypt, has our best wishes for a happy tour. Is
the 'Western Desert still there, we have not heard much about 1t
lately ? Lance Sergeant Stevens and Signalman Bums have
girded up their loins and travelled into a distant land, even unto
the " Land of the Jews," where they will tarry for a while. Good
luck and all the be t to you both ! You have the consolation of
being able to get oranges by picking them, while we poor individuals will have to buy them.
Sports.-Owing to the unsettled state of the Company this
month, we have not been able to do a great deal on the sport
field, but we hope to have plenty to write about this subject
in the near future. One game of hockey was all that we could
manage during the month. This game we lost to 2nd Divisional
Signals 2--0 after a hard struggle.
Notes.-Tommy (ex-Waziristan) would like to know if the
frontier is getting his old Unit down. He ha not seen any notes
lately.
REGGIE.

2nd Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters.
Gene ral.-A detachment of this Unit was despatched to Ely on
19th March, rejoining the Unit on the 31st. It is understood that
the services of personnel on duty during the Fens Emergency
were greatly appreciated by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries. It is certain, however, that the efforts of the lads at
darts in the " local " were not appreciated. Moreover, the Post
N.C.O. is still perspiring with letters bearing the Ely postmark .
The writing appears to be feminine, and one or two of the lads
have been seen to blush when the Post r.c.o. approaches. Wf>;
wonder why?
Departures.-We are very sorry to lose Major G. St. J. Martin,
on his departure to India. We wish him all the best at bis new
Station.
Another loss is sustained in the departure to the School of
Signals of Lance Corporal Herbert. His loyal support to the causf>;
of Unit H.Q .. both in the field of sport and in the daily routine,
has been greatly <i'ppreciated, and on his departure we wo~ld
thank him for helping to put Headquarters on the map. With
bis help as a Unit rugby representative we have been able, from
our small number, to supply a Unit player for each branch of
sport. Further, he bas kept H.Q. to the fore in these notes.
setting a standard that we are going to find hard to maintain.
Another departure has been Signalman Lush, who held the
fort for some months as a Draughtsman. We wish him every
succe:.s in civilian life.
Arrivals.-We welcome Lieutenant W. G. Tucker, on his
arrival from Egypt, and hope this weather is not too great a
shock to him.
Again we welcome Signalman Brooks from Malaya: We have
not met him yet, as be has proceeded on his disembarkation
leave, but we hope to see him soon and enrol him in the Section .
Coronation.- Those who are not taking part in the Coronation
Parade may be curious about it all. Here are the few gleanings
from Aldershot, where the" fun" is fast and furious. Wellington
boots have been issued, and the recipients do not know whether
to be glad or sorry. The route march on \Vednesday should
solve that problem. Quite a few are worrying about the stripes
on their overalls, too. They are not quite certain whether the
stripes are supposed to go at the sides, the front, or the back .
However, that, too, will be settled by the great day. Judging
by the activity on the square, the traditions of the Corps is in
safe keeping. It's not true, however, that the Guards are getting
a dither on- yet.

G.
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No. 1 Company.

General.- Individual training is drawing to its close with good
results, and Section training is due to commence on the 19th.
Sections will be able to practise and become efficient teams by
the time Unit training commences.
We are also carrying out weekly practice parades for the
Coronation. Those concerned with the parade are getting
hardened for the strenuous work which lies ahead .
Arrivals.-We welcome back to the fold, "B" Cable Section•
now fully mechanized. Some of the Drivers still whistle as they
clean the cars-just a memory of" Stable Hour." Unfortunately,
some straw for them to chew cannot be obtained. Perhaps a
piece of H.T. lead will take its place I
Musketry.- The majority of the Company fired the Annual
Course during March. The first day, practices were fired in a
snow storm, and each day was very cold. The results obtained
does credit, considering the conditions. The Officers and
Warrant Officers fired the Revolver Course with equally good
results.
PIP .

No. 2 Company.
General.-Section training is due to start almost at once.
The Company has finished firing the Annual Course, and has
done rather well, although they fired in a blinding snowstorm.
We have lost yet a few more of our members, who left us to
join the Hong Kong and Palestine Signals. We are, however,
receiving a few replacements from Catterick.
Arrivals.-We welcome Signalmen Stubbs, Waller, Ryder,
Robinson, Stokes, Robertson, Gatehouse and Roe from the
Training Battalion. Corporals Shove and Gavins, Signalmen
Meese and Cleverly from India, and Corporal Green from Aden.
We hope that their stay with us will be a pleasant one.
Departures.-Another draft to Egypt and Palestine, also a
draft to Hong Kong. At the moment they will be enjoying the
luxuries of a " civvy " boat (we hope).
R.J.B., 494 ·

No. 3 Company.
To all readers, whose nerves and temperaments have become
jaded by the turmoil of this machine-driven existence, may I
make a suggestion ? Go to your Sergeant-Major and say : " Sir,
may I be the correspondent for THE WIRE ? " After the office
staff have brought him round and dusted him off, he may enquire,
a trifle caustically .perhaps : " ~y ? " " Because, sir," you
reply, " it is a position that offers the fullest scope to ambition,
satire, or even to charitable emotions. One can sit in the office
on Saturday afternoon (mildly contemptuous of the cheering
from the football field) and indulge in meditations as fully and
profound as those of Eastern philo ophers. There is not much
chance of being disturbed (who works on Saturday afternoon,
anyway ?) and the atmo phere of quiet, dignified, and thoughtful
reverie is the answer to Robinson Crusoe's appeal :
'Ab, Solitude, where are thy charms,
That sages have seen in thy face ? ' "
If the escort starts handling you too roughly when you reach
this stage, don't forget that complaints can always be made
through the usual channels, and that rest is just what you need
for the nerves.
Arrivees.-(It's easy to get you " Special " if you know two
languages I) The Company extend the warmest of welcome
to Captain L. C. Boyd, our new 0. ., who bas lately returned
from India. Let us hope that the welcome will help to atone for
the weather.
Captain G. W. Smart, Royal anadian Signals, ha relinquished
command of the Company, in order to supervi e the training of
a Section, and to be the examining officer for the annual classification of Regimental Signallers.
Exuents.- (Same language as above !) V.1e were all sorry to
watch the departure of " Spike" (alias " Jiggy ") Reeve (bottle,
penny, nail and string of riddles all complete). who left us,
reluctantly, for civilian employment. His parting words were :
" Yes, the Army is a great life, and I urge you not to ignore the
advantages of re-engaging."
B . &B.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
VIRTUS IN ARDUIS.
General.- 0 to be in England now that April's here. You
lucky chaps who are basking in the sunshine of foreign climes
want to think yourselves fortunate that you aren't. Life is just
one darned flood after another. We are still waiting for the
chance to appear in our gents natty Spring suitings, but up to
going to press, Spring sunshine is definitely an also ran.
We have to record the arrival of Sergeants Roberts and Jones,
both stout frontier wallahs, who, no doubt, will recount to the
long suffering listeners here their experiences in Waziristan
Sergeant Roberts has already descended upon us, whilst Sergeant
Jones is flouting his old school tie somewhere on a spot of leave.
o doubt he'll return full of the joys of Spring. but he "don't
know nuflin' " yet.
~ilst we are on the subject of arrivals and departures, we
had a quick sample of each in the arrival and unorthodox
departure of Signalman Ashworth. :Yiay his bike tyres burst !
Also into our happy midst come Sergeant Wigzell an d Lance
Corporal Johnson. May their troubles be only X's!
I knew Bill's tummy would let him down. The slimminK
treatment in the garden didn't work the oracle, and now, amid
sighs and groans, Bill is undergoing treatment in hospital, from
whence we all hope he'll return looking (and feeling) like a
sylph.
Some more fat is being shed by two of us in preparation for
the Coronation procession, but as we are merely cogs in that great
wheel, we'll let our contemporary correspondents deal with the
subject at length. Maybe you'll get a photograph with it, too.
Sport.-Our sport this month bas consisted mainly of watching
Army Cup matches, etc. The staff is extremely depleted and
we find it very difficult to arrange a team. However, preparations in a big way are being made for us to play loads of cricket
this year. Let's hope they materialise, or maybe we will not be
cleaning the Cricket Shield again. Of course we shall miss our
mainstay, the one and only " Austin." whose average, were it
able to speak for itself, would utter a throaty " quack-quack."
Musketry.-Excluding casuals, the Company has once again
concluded. annual musketry with a 100 per cent. Firsts. Good
shooting, cads !
Miscellaneous.-Joking apart, we have now renewed our array
of masts.
Is one of our number a film star in disguise ? We suspect it
because of his tendency to a flourishing autograph.
The Divine Wind has nothing on one of our cyclists. " 13
miles in 20 minutes" I believe the figures are.
" Knock !
Knock ! "
" \Vbo's there ? "
" Corona ! "
" Corona who ? "
" Coronation Parades 'Vednesdays and
Saturdays ! "
Agonies, Jews ' Mail, etc.Austin. " \Viii ye now come back again ? "
''How about Manchester City now, Iahatma?"
Jacky. "Haven't heard your dashing dots yet, no can do."
Lofty. " Will you now believe all I told you about being
tough ? "
FRANKIE.

1st Anti-Aircraft Group Signals, Blackdown.
1

orth Frith Barracks,
15th Apn l.

Well, here we are again. The sun i shining brightly and the
buds are bursting forth fresh and green and-well, what are we
talking about. Oh ye , Unit note for the i\Iay W1RE. They
have to be there by the 16th of the month- must hurry now .
Section training is in full swing, and the Sections are also
being kept bu y with a spot of .A. training with 1st A.A.
Battalion, R.E., in Uie Blackdown rea. \Ve have much to do
this year, but it appears that we are n.Q! going to have the men
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to arr, out all the necessary work. By the time that these
note· appear, p reparation- "ill be in full swing for the move of
:-ome of our d tachments to .\ .•\. Practice Camps, which take
place thi year at \ Yatchet, \ \"e. bourne, and lanorbier. . In
addition to the abo,·c. we have detachments accompanying
Companies of the 1 t A.A. Battalion, R.E .. to camps at Bridlington , Port mouth, and Pl mouth. The power -that-be will have
to do something about man-power.
I 'ractice parade for the orona.tion are now the order of the
day . Thee parade· take place at :\Ion Barrack, Aldershot,
with other ignal t.:nits in the Command. Our ontingent
compri es Lieutenant \ \". J. . Gray, R. ignal , C. .:JI. Dowie
r. J.. ergeant Bett \'\. E., Corporal Powell F., ignalmen
Hu •he , Hodg on, Buxton, and Rawlin on. The D.R. from thi
l"nit, detailed for duty in London during the oronation. will be
:i!!nalman Phillips L.
\\'e have had .. :JI. mall D. W ., Au tralian Instructional
orp , attached to u from the 5th to 30th . priL It is hoped
that he enjoyed his stay at Blackdown and profited by the
attachment.
Five offi cers and twenty-two other ranks of the I t A.A .
DiYisional ignals (T.A.) were attached du ring Easter for
training. A few old friend-hip were renewed, and we were glad
to see the e old T.A. friends, namely C.S.:\I. Creighton, ergeant
H ammond and Blood. \ \'e noticed that the Blackdown air does
not ui t P.S.I .
Arrivals.-The following have arrived in thi lJnit, and to them
we extend a hearty welcome. :\lajor E. J. :\Iurphy, R. ignal ,
from Egypt, who is taking over command of the Cnit from
:\Iajor H . ~I. ylve ter, ::11 .c .. H. ignals, who proceeds to the \\"ar
Office early in :\lay. From the T raini ng Battal ion, i.,.nalmeu
Alexander, Ashworth, Bland, Carty, Frank, Fli nn, Goodman,
H ewick, Hughes, :\lcLauahlin, ::\Ioffat, ::\Iorton, T homas, Davies,
Gilbert, K enny, and Lunn. From India, C.Q.:\I. . Penfold and
family, Sergeant tan d ley, Lance Corporal. Leigh and Gibbons,
and Signalm an Down . F rom ~la laya, Lance Corporal \Yilliams,
i"nalmen ea,-e, Chetwynd, and Blunt.
Departures.-Corporal Rossiter P. and Signalman Thomson \\-_
to t he Army Re en·e. \Ye hope their jobs are to their liking and
wi. h them every ucce s.
Marriages.- \Ye congratulate Signalmau Blake A . E .. on taking
the bold step. H e was married to ~Iiss E. R. Banfield, at Chelsea,
on 27th :\farch. Happy days !
Appointments.-Congratulations are extended to Lance
Corporal T yler G. on hi elevation to t he Corps Ro. ter a from
th J anuary, and to UtLance Corpora l Dewhu rst H . on hi
appoi ntment as from 2nd pril.
Re-Engagements.- '/Lance Corpora l Dewhurst H . on 31st
:\larch, t o complete 21 years wi th the Colours. Shades of '47.
~p~rts.-As it is seldom t hat we grace these pages with our
activities at sport • we draw your attention to t he a ppropriat e
!'>edion of t he magazi ne, where we have endeavou red to give a
re,u m e of our efforts in t h.i direc t ion.
. \nd so for the present.
J.w E~t GEE.

Tank Brigade Signals.
. General.-The absence of notes du ring t he past three months
1s regretted .. At t h_e _m oment prepar~ti o ns are in full swing for
t he forth corrung trammg season , a nd, m consequence, ever yone is
kept fully occupied.
Arrivals and d epartures have been considerable. Indeed,
there has been q uite a cha nge round since o ur last notes.
Arrivals.--::Lie utena nt J . E. S. a nders from S.T .C. on 31st
March; 2[L1eutena nts A. J . llf. Atthill a nd H . K. :\iilwa rd from
·. T.C. on 24th J anu ary; La nce Sergeant Lichfi eld from S.T .C.
o n 19th J a nuary; Sergeant Foley from Birmingha m on 22 nd
December 1936 ; La nce Corporal Brooks from Egypt on 29th
J_~nuary ; Co,rpora l Th?rnton from India on 2nd Februa ry ;
Signa lmen 0 . larah, Fa rnsworth, Snow, and Mallins from
Catterick on 23rd F ebruary ; Sergeant Prees. Corporal Mulcahy,
S1 g~lme n Bon d~, Beech, Gant, Patchell, Pitt, and Rogers fro m
India on 23rd l'ebruary ; Sergeant Kitchen from " A" Corps
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ignals on 6th l\Iarch ; . ignalman Girt from Catterick on r th
l\Iarch ;
erYeant lcGregor, i0 nalmen Burns, Taggart, and
Palmer from India on 1 th March ; ignalman Weeks from rst
Divisional ignals on 25th Iarch; C.S.M.
a h from Depot
Battalion on 5th April ; ·ignalman Edwards from Aden on <)th
April.
To all of them we extend the" glad hand," and trust that their
tay with us will be a long and happy one.
Departures.- There have been quite a number, with an
unu ually large proportion to " ivvy Street."
Drafts, of
course, have been respon ible for the majority of the casualties.
\Ye wi h them all well in their new Stations. To those who have
donned their " civvies" we wish success in their various jobs,
and hope U1at the hancellor does not increase the hor ·e-power
tax when they decide to buy their car . Here is the list of those
who have recently gone to sunnier climes : ergeant Brooke,
Corporal Adkins, Blight, Steele, Warman, Wilson, Lance
Corporal Dale, 'ignalmen Erskine, Friend, Gibson, Scriven.
trugnell , and \ Vard to India on uth February; ' ergeant
:\Iacdonnell D., ignalmcn Palmer, Bromley, ewbold, Lander,
and Galbraith to Hong Kong Signal Section on 26th March ;
' ignalman Eley and Driver I.C. Stone to Egypt on 30th farch .
The following have an wered the all of civil life: R.Q.M.S.
Hopkins, Signalmen Green J. C., Fisher N., Hoare C., an I
Cheffings.
Corporal Legg J . ,\ _ and Lance Corporal Richards J. have
proceeded to the :\.\'.T.C. at Aldershot and Chislcdon respectivelr.
Promotio ns and Appointments.- imalman Terrey to be Lance
Corporal with effect from 5th :\1arch ; Lance Corporal Leag to
be Corporal with effect from 5th January; Lance Corporal Thornton
to be Corporal with effect from 9th December, 1936; Corporal
Shaw G. to be Lance Sergeant with effect from 1 th March.
Congratulation to all of them.
Medals.- \'\'e offer our congratulation to ergeant Short F.,
who was awarded the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal
ju t after Chri tmas. The medal was presented by MajorGeueral D . K. Bernard, c.B., c . ~LG., D.s.o., Commander of the
3rd Divi ion, on Sunday, 31st January. \\'e are hoping, ere long.
that we shall have the pleasure of reporting further awards of
this coveted medal.
Courses.- \ \'e welcome ::\lajor E. H . . Harris, who has ju t
completed a enior Officers' Course up in the wilds of Catterick.
V\ e hope that he will be with us for some con iderable time to
come.
Conclusion.- ! will now clo e "'ith the hope that we shall be in
time for next month's notes with some notes of more topical
i nt erest t ha n these. As far as can be seen, the clo ud of drafts
and d ischarges has passed for the time being.
BEN.

" F " Troop, Cavalry Signals.
General.- H aving been singu larly unsucce fu l in attempting
to get someone else to hold the . ack-1 must again retu rn to the
attack-probably t o the consternation of those of my reader
who thought t hey had heard the last of me.
Arrivals.- For the benefit of anyone interested, t he fo llowing
is a list of a rri va ls to this T roop du ri ng th e last mo nt h or so :
23 19991 ·/Lance Corporal Evans G., 2320450 Sig nalma n McFee
J ., 231776o Signa lma n Matthews E., 231 338 1 Signa lma n Howa rd
G., 2320458 Signalma n Tid ma rsh A., 2324465 Signa lma n Yardl ey
S., 2320008 igna lman \Vanvick E., 232037 1 Sig na lma n Ma rtin C..
2320436 Sign alman Hill J.. 2320618 Sig nalma n T aylor H ..
2321404 Signa lma n Zimmer V .
To these gent lemen we extend the glad ha nd, but would like
t o know who gave them the tip.
Departures.-Someone h as certai nly blundered ! 23198 11
Corporal Allen C., left us on 30th March , p er H .T . Somersetshire
en route for P a lestine. This event definitely shook a few members of the " old " Troop . They turn p a le d a ily when the O.C. 's
mail a rrives.
That exclusive periodical What Next p ublished an ingenio us
theory to account for the departure of Gi nger. The a rticle
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stated that " Ging " had ~en moored so long to the " F " Troop
buoy that the anchor cham, through Jack of maintenance had
rusted and broken away.
•
Entertainments.-On 10th April we fulfilled an outstanding
football fixture 'With" D" Troop at Tidworth. The match was
followed by tea and a smoker. At least we were told that it was a
~!'°oker-ou_r own iropress!on is that it was a diving competition.
lhe entertamments committee and others who helped, thoroughly
deserved t h e vote of thanks which they received. It is rumoured
that " Spikker " is considering an offer to start producing in
Hollywood. What he would produce is yet to be discovered.
few impromptu turns were given by members of both Troops.
" Dai y "gave her usual rendering of" Lazybones " ably assisted
by" Dolly "as the sleeping partner. " Gert," not to be outdone
obliged with "South American Joe," complete with gestures'.
Incidentally, we can never understand why " Streaky " goes all
hot under the collar when he hears this number. We are given
to unders~nd, on good authority, that <!; spot of croonjng was
indulged m by another member, who evidently prefers to bide
his light under a bushel (or behind the office door). Last, but
n?t. le'.lst, Busty gave us a _few items from his repertoire. In
c1vtl life he should do well m the " roises-off" department of
the B.B.C.
The evening was a great succe s from our point of view. \Ve
can only hope that " D " Troop enjoyed it as much as we did.
Conclusi on.- All things come to an end, even these notes.
There is even an end to the excuses we get for week-end passes.
F. C. L .

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
General.- We thought it was bad enough last year when we
were unable to form No. 1 ompany owing to shortage of personnel. This year, not only are we unable to produce No 1
Company. but we can only find our three Infantry Brigade
Sections, and four out vf our seven Artillery Signal Sections.
Per1:1aps the introduction of suppers will improve this state of
affairs. It would appear that" an Army recruits on its stomach."
The subject of new barracks seems to have passed the "paper
stage." A host of brass hats were seen today looking at four
~arking poles and no doubt dreaming of the barracks they were
mtended to represent. Perhaps in our next April issue we will
be able to report the laying of a foundation stone.
In spite of lack of barracks and the men to fill them, we
managed to despatch No. 5 Artillery Signal Section to train with
its Brigade this week. Three more Artillery Sections also join
their Brigades within the next few weeks.
Arriva ls.-Signalman Gibson T.. 28th Jan uary; Lance
Sergeant Rees_ T., 2nd February; Signalman Haldane S., 4th
February ; Signalman Lambert J.. 4th February ; D river
St illyards J ., 8t h February; Corporal Sneddon G., 12th Febru ary; Lance Sergeant Mundy J .. 18th Febru ary ; Driver
McVicar T., 16t h February; Signalmen Handisyde R., Jardine
W., Roberts R., Sayer G., Tickell W .. Touzell R., Wright J ..
16th Febr uary; Cor poral Crimes G., Lance Corpor als Faircloth
W., Horsman H ., Grant A., Jenner S., Corpor al Collett E.,
23rd February; C.Q .M .. F inney W., 21 st February; Sergeant
Kemlo J .. 23rd February; Sergeant Arch er Vi'., 24th February ;
1gnalman Hockings .. 23rd February ; Signalm en Crntcher
G., McPh ail H ., 23 rd February.
'?•partures.- D river Loughrey ., 9U1 February; Sergeant
Qmnn W ., 10tJ;i F ebruary; Driver Simpson R., 16th February;
Signalman Smith E .. 15th Februar y ; Driver Corbett W ., 3rd
February; L ance Corporal Shorrock L., 12th February.
Discharges.- Sign alman Veal E., 27th J anuary; Signal man
Thornhill C., 3rd Februa ry ; Signa lm an Brookfield
.. 11th
February ; Signal ma n Meeh an M., 16th February ; Signalman
Riley F. , 26th February.
Promotions and Appointments.- Corporal Dirs J . H ., a ppointed
Lance Sergeant, 28th J a nu a ry; Lance orporal utcliffe ~ . N ..
to be Corporal, 12th J a n uary .
Educational Awards.-Signa lman Arnold F., a nd Signalm a n
Rogers W., awarded the Second Class Certificate of Education.
B~rths.-To Ser geant and Mrs. Luck V. L ., a da ughter, Janet
Avril, on 28th J an uary.
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Sergeants' Mess.
Spring is here at last, and the Brigade Sections are getting bu ·y.
Everyone has something to do, stores to be checked and overhauled, and many are learning to drive in preparation for things
t~ come.
Our weapon training period is well under way, and
with t he advent of milder weather, the nit Tennis Courts should
soon become the centre of great activity.
Many new faces have appeared in the Unit during the past
twelve months, and although we are still under strength, we
hope to give a good account of ourselves during the Collecti' e
Training Season.
~ nte_rtai n m e nts .-On 18th
larch, the Mess was visited by
B:1gad1er R. C. Prance, D.s.o., and our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel C. P. Prescot. Other officers present included Major J. F. Charlesworth, Captain J. A. I. Watts, Captain
J. W. Gordon, Captain W. D. )1cGregor, o.B.E., and Captain
S. J. Skelton (A/Garrison Adjutant).
Brigadier Prance came along to present to the Mess the
Garrison Sergeants' ;\<less Billiards Cup, won for the second year
in succession (see WIRE notes for February 1937). The Cup
and replica were formally presented to our team captain,
Sergeant Luck V .• and medals to the team. A smaller Cup
was presented to the runners-up, the R.A.S.C., 3rd Divi. ion,
and cues to the two members of the Garrison who had made the
highest breaks at snooker and billiards. R.S.::\l. Herbert replied
to the Brigadier's congratulations.
Following the withdrawal of the officers, a games tournament
commenced. At snooker and billiards, the :\less beat the remainder of the Garrison by 4 games to 2, but the \':isitors won the
game tournament by 20 points to 19.
The Cup i a trophy well worth having, and good beer ne\'er
hurts silver.
I'm sure our guests enjoyed them elves.

Congratulations.-The members of the i\Iess heartily congratulate Major J- A. L Watt on his recent promotion.
Lance Sergeant foore J. has recently r eturned from Hythe,
where be attended a Course on the rifle and light machine gun.
He qualified as an instructor. " Good shooting. Dinty ! "
Arri vals.-C.Q.:\I.S. (F. of S.) Chime has joined us from
:Malaya, and Lance Sergeant taerck (of Corps rugger fame)
from India. \ Ye extend a welcome to them botl1. This
is C.Q . ~I . S. Chimes' second visit to Bulford.
Departures.-Lance Sergeant Rees bas left us after a very
short stay, to serve with the Palesti ne Signals. Sergeant " ic "
Little is about to leave us to take u p a ~ appoin t men t at B ovington
Camp. Sergeant Little has lately rejoined from Palestine via
Aldershot, and was about to heave a great igh of relief. " ·e'er
mind, Vic, it's all in t he day's work ! "

Corporals' Room.
I -had almo t given up the idea of writing any notes this month,
not because I am lazy, b ut becanse I have been away from the
U nit for some days an d conseq ueutly the continuity of personal
t ouch, so essentia l to news and notes, has been lost . The Editorial
notes in the N arch issue struck my ey e and , after a hasty perusal
of p ages 92 and 106, decided t hat our efforts mu st a t all costs be
continued. Most of m y cop y has b een collect ed from hearsav.
a nd I do not vouch for its authenticity.
·
George Mitchell seems to be frantically sickening for a furth er
tour abroad . H is antics when attired in a hroud of white, and
with blackened face, a ttempting to sell the Mess carpet to a n
admiring a udience bear full testimony to this belief.
It was this sa m e George who battled h i way through to the
fi nal and emerged the victorious winner of a billiards handicap
held la st month. Thur tons could hardly have produced a
keener a udi ence than that assembled to witness the final battle
bet weeu George and " Badgey " Hill. T hur tons' audience,
which is ever appreciative of a good shot and a fine break,
never fail to demonstra te in the usu al manner. The Me s was
in no mood for such appreciation, and the back-chat and chipping
was worthy of t he be t Billingsgate porter.
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At the end of this week our \"oice. Frequency vi itors return to
their r pective Unit. For ome time now the pass-w?rd for.a
scrounge has been "Y.F." The ingenuity of the habitual will
~ow have to pa to some other channel. With the de~art~re ?f
th
friend I am afraid that the " fireside forward lme '~' Ill
have to undergo a complete cha.nge, many of the reserves ~ett1ng
their place.
Corporal " Jock" Cowc lef~ ~s for_ a ':~-alion.~ Course at
Chi· !don in preparation for c1v1lian life.
Jock was one of
our. old t and much beloved members, and it will take u_ some
time to get over our lo . " 'e sincerely hope that he w1~ continue to keep in touch with u all at Bulford, or wherever we may
happen to roam.
RELLUB.

4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury.
No. 3 Company.
General.-Since our la t note appeared, quite a number of
·hanges haYe taken pl.ace in the routine of the Co_mpany .. After
a period of comparative lackness as regards ?nil, etc., it has
been decided to re-introduce the aturday mornmg drill parades.
and this has brought to liaht many strange facts and faces.
Firstly, there was a decided doubt as to which fO?t was ~hich,
and many of the evolution performed were de?idedlf
Fred
Kamo-ish." After a while, howeYer, there was quite an improvement, and it is hoped that this will be maintained.
econdly it is rumoured that that phantom body of men,
who are on' the strength of the Company, but not of it, are to .be
introduced to " drill order less arms " in the near future. Still,
a I said, it is only rumoured- honi soit, etc. !
The Easter "break" did not materialise for quite a number.
After the personnel, who were warned for duty at the 1'.e~s. had
left and those who were to assist the 44th (H.C.) Div1S1onal
Sig~als, T.A., had been nominated, there was no one left to
proceed on leave. The shortage of pers?nnel was so acute that
three married men had to remam behind. Shame I
At the
same time we should like to congratulate those of the Territorials
who stayed with us, on their enthusiasm a°:d the hard. work
which they put in, and look forward to havmg them with us
again soon. But be pally and don't come at \Vhitsun !
During the la t few days an a~mJ?t has been made to raise
a Company athletic team. Considenng the shortage of men,
there is quite a lot of talent, provided they really get down to
training. It was unfortunate that inclement weather caused t!1e
Inter-Section Tabloid Sports l\Ieeting to be cancelled, otherwise
we might have spotted a few more champion . Reggie had been
training bard for the high jump !
On St. Patrick's Night, an All Ranks' Dance was held in the
Gymnasium. It wa a great success. The band was good, the
attendance very good and the organisation left nothing to be
desired. Of course, the morning light brought on just a little
"hani;-over," but who cares about that? J~st_one point._ V\'e
don't know if he is Irish or not, but one fellow mststed on bemg rn
the biddle " of the fun ?
It would be unfair not to comment on the improvement in
me ing, and there i little doubt that the introduction of t he
supper meal is appreciated by all. Don't they" cane " the butter
issue 1
Arrivals.-Sergeant '.\fatthew, Lance Corporal . J?avids~n and
Green from India. Corporal Walsh from 2nd D1v1s10nal Signals,
Corporal Manning and Signalman Palmer from Gibraltar, and
Signalman '.\le all from Egypt. To all we extend the " glad
mitt" and hope that their stay in the Unit will be a pleasant one.
Departures.- ignalman Ketteridge on leave pending T.A.R.
All our best wi he to him for success in "civvy" life. Oh
Cleopatra-what you did miss !
·
Corporals \Vilbrah.am and Locke leave us on the r3tb instant
for the Royal Tank Corps' Central Schools, Bovington. Bang go
twc:. more off the Orderly Sergeant's Roll. But did they catch.
'em?
PromotiOJ!S.-~il.
But you should see them punching up
for their '"Fin;ts."
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Ma rriages.- ! bet the ex-Threecoyitcs study t~is paragraph .
There is nothing doing s? far. They e':'en advertised rooms to
let in Unit Orders, and still no one vnll bite !
Things We Should Like To Know.- If W .0.s and Corpornls
can win Rug-making Competitions, why not a Corps' Championship for Knitting ?
Agony.- " Happy H," Egypt. " Hand given, only push four
'co it can be beaten, and why Whiffle deserting Long Bar ?
Elmer."
Foster Singh, Ponki . " Feet well under the table now. W ."
WEEPIN' W!LLO.

Corporals' Room.
Arrivals.- We extend a hearty welcome to the follo_wing who
have recently joined this Mess: Lance Corporals Davidson and
Green from overseas ; Lance Corporal Galbraith fro1_n. xst
Divisional Signals; Corporal Walsh M. from 2nd Div1s10n~l
Signals, and Corporal Manning from Gibraltar. We hope their
stay with us will be a long and pleasant one.
Courses.-Corporal Evans R. F. h as recently attended a
Probationary Instructors' Course at the Army chool of Cookery
with a view to transfer to that School as an Instructor.
Lance Corporal Green J . proceeded to the Army School of
Education, horncliffe, on disembarkation from overseas. \Ve
wish him the very be t of luck and success.
Marriages.-Lance Corporal Wood R. C. F. to Phy~lis ~a~
Hoare, at Plymouth, on 30th March. Is this the Cattenck air .
Best of luck, Chippy .
Extension of Service.-Lance Corporal Holland E. has decided
to sign on the dotted line for a further period of four years. The
next jump is the biggest, Dutchy !
Appointments.-Congratulations to U/Lance Corporals Hatcher
and Chambers on having got their feet on the first rung of the
ladder. May that "U" . oon disappear I
General.-A Corporals' Mess Dance was held on ,Friday, 9th
April. This was a very successfu~ turn-out, a_nd I m sure was
enjoyed by everyone. Great credit must be g~ven to the co~
mittee, especially Corporal Scratcher, for their hard work m
preparing the Gymnasium for this affair.
E. J.B.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Burniston Barracks, Scarborough.
General.- As the usual scribe has moved to Palestine, he has
asked me to write a few notes. I must offer my apologies to the
unfortunate r;ictims who may glance through my efforts.
Departures.-Rather numerous, but here are the names of
those who have recently left us for overseas : Corporal. Walsh,
Lance Corporal Donnelly, Signalmen Syson and Rhind for
Palestine. Lance Corporal Cooper, Signalmen Devme and
Brown W. to Egypt. We wish them the best of luck.
Arrivals.-Signalrnen Jeffs, Saville, and Driver Rhodes from
, .T.C. Lance Corporal Hurt, Signalmen Hatcher and Ewart
from India. Lance Corporal Stowers from Malaya, and Corporal
Warburton from 4th Divisional Signals.
·
V..'e hope that they will all enjoy a long stay in the " Queen of
\\"atering Places."
Marriages.-We offer congratulations to the following on
their recent marriages : ignalman " Johnnie " Heath to Miss
Hilda Mary Smith, at Scarborough. Signalman J. Hart to Miss
Ruby Greenberry, at Scarborough. We believe there are many
more knots to be tied in the near future.
Training.- Individual training is now in full swing again.
The operators are " bashing a nifty key," and the_ Despatch
R iders are " learning to ride" again. Even t.he Umt butcher
can be seen perched on the seat of a Norton. We hope they will
all be successful and rake in some more "chen."
Conclusion.-If anyone has had the patience to re<i:d as far as
this they might send me their name and add ress. I will then p ut
them up for membership of the local fishing club.
PANCHO BLAKE.

M .\Y
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Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.

Ballykinler.

The period of cold and snow has come to an end, and at present
we are enjoying spurts of sunshine, which is a great help towards
line construction.
The annual ca~tp at Magilligan opened on 2nd April, and we
despatched a Wlreless set and lineman to maintain communications.
We welcome C.Q. LS. (F. of S.) Forrest, who replaces C.Q.M.S.
Catt as our Foreman of Signals. We have not seen much of
him as he is very busy in connection with the installation of the
new charging apparatus at out-stations and, of course, the end
of the financial year.
The bi-annual trade board commences at the end of this month,
and several candidates are studying for higher trade ratings. We
have also been able to send an .C.O. and a man on Courses. The
N .C.O. has since returned from Feltham, having obtained a
"B" qualification on the M.T. Course. The second has gone to
Catterick for a Course in connection with the new group " B "
Fitter rating for assisting despatch riders towards an increment
of pay.
The new Army messing rates are certainly an asset at H.Q.,
where our number in Mess used to make messing a very fine study
in economics. We are now able to enjoy quite a few additional
luxuries, and those " odd point something pence " are not the
same old worry.
Furlough is drawing to an end, and the remaining personnel,
who are still on leave, are due to return this month .
Congrat ulations.-To Lance Corporal Watts on being paid for
his appointment. To Corporal Thomson on passing his M.T.
Course so well. To Signalman Smith G. on being selected for a
Fitters Course.

The news of the death of Lieutenant C. S. Roberts, M B.F•. ,
after a short illness, came as a shock to all members of thi<;
Station. Everyone felt a distinct personal loss. To '.\Irs. Robert!!
and family we give our deepest sympathy.
. The month commenced with a heavy three-day blizzard, which
isolated the camp completely, the weight of snow breaking
tel_ephone !in~ which added to the isolation . For a few days the
Wtreless Station formed the onlv means of communication. As
soon as the roads became passable, Corporal Stretch, Signalmen
Jones and Jackson inflicted us with their presence, saying that
they were down to work on the range communications. The
first two days they couldn't work, but they got busy afterwards
and cleared up the ranges marvellously. And did they cheer up
the old homestead ? They certainly handed us a few laughs.
Corporal Stretch started the ball rolling by trying to walk
over an ice-covered puddle ; the said puddle wa. seven feet deep
and the ice very thin. Imagine the amusement of the party left
on dry land. The others went carefully after that, but they still
came back to the room at intervals to change their clothes and
explain how it happened . \Ve were very sorry when they left us
after only a week's stay.
The rest of the month passed very quietly with nothing to
record except routines and duties.
In spite of the fact that we are all on a Jews' Course, there 1s
no jews' mail, so even that last resource is denied me. So for
this month, adios.

Moves, lnter-Company.-Lance Corporal Watts from Omagh
to Armagh. Lance Corporal Ogden from Armagh to Belfast.
Signalmen Davidson, Houghton, Swetnam, Calvert and Cade
have joined H.Q. from out-stations in preparation for annual
Brigade training, etc. Signalman Ward from Belfast to Fort
Lenan.
Obituary- Lieutenant C. S. Rol'erts, M.B.E.~It is with regret
we record the passing of Lieutenant (I.P.C.) C. S. Roberts, M.B.E.,
at the Military Hospital, Holywood, on 19th March, 1937, after
a short illness. Mr. Roberts was deservedly popular with all
ranks of the Company, and his wide technical experience helped
towards achieving some very fine work.
It was exceedingly hard to realize his death, when only a little
over a week previously he was performing his routine duties, and
his sudden decease cuts short a very promising career.
Joining the Royal Engineers as a boy, he quickly became
Mechanist Staff Sergeant, and, with the introduction of Royal
Signals in 1920, was one of our earliest Foremen of Signals.
He attained commissioned rank last year at the age of 36.
During his visits to out-stations, he became very popular,
particularly at Dunree.
When his remains were embarked on the cross-channel steamer,
there were many wreaths from the Corps and other Units in the
Northern Ireland District.
We miss him and extend our sympathy to his widow and relatives in their very sad loss.
Ohituary- Corporal E. C. Turner.-We regret to learn the death
of Corporal Turner E. C., from gun-shot wounds received on duty
in Waziristan on 9th April, 1937. "Spud" Turner was a very
popular sportsman, quiet and easy-going. As a youth, he was
destined to be a schoolmaster, which probably gave him a quiet
settledness we often hear described as " you can't help liking
him."
He only left us in February, so it was a very great shock when
we heard of his death after being with us since 1932. He spent a
considerable period at Baronscourt, where he was in charge of
the Wireless Station there, and was very popular with the
Governor's Guard, to which he was attached. It was at Baronscourt that he met his wife.
He p layed football for the Depot at Omagh, hockey for the
Stra~ane Hockey Club, and we always brought him to H.Q. for
our important h ockey fixtures. A good tennis player, cricketer,
and billiards player.
Our sympathy goes to h is widow and child livi ng in Belfast,
and t o bis relatives in t heir sudElen and sad loss.

South Irish Coast Defenc es Signal Section.
Spike Island, I.F.S.
General.-The Section has gone quietly about its job since its
last report. So quietly indeed that it failed to disturb the slumbers of its reporter already late for the April notes. The reporter,
of course, slept on until roused by the alarms reported below.
Arrivals and Departures.-Signalman C::unningham W., having
filed a successful plea, obtained a quick exchange with " A "
Corps Signals, who sent us ignalman Conway P. Conway has
the "brogue," so we expect him to settle. It is rumoured th.at
other heart-rending pleas rest in the files, but so far no exchanges
have offered. Hope on, ye swains ! There must be some who
envy our peace, our green growing fields and who don't know
what " soft " weather is.
Appointments.-Yes, we do have an occasional baton in store.
Congratulations to Lance Corporal Thomas L. J ., who now starts
chasing brother Dick (who sings " Clementina " so sweetly) up
the roster. He has been appointed to a vacancy in the ection .
lnspections.-Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Brown, M.c., R.Signals,
who recently assumed the duties of C.S.O., "Vestem Command,
paid us a five day visit at the beginning of April. As the local
facilities are better suited to timeless space than man's brief
span, much 0£ the C.S.O's tour was simply travel, but he was
able to see the whole of our system, and expres ed himseli satisfied with the arrangement and maintenance, etc.
Sport.-The ection cannot make a big enouah splash to warrant a reference to the back pages. We play with Brigade
Headquarters, and are represented in all H.Q. games and in
most Garri on events. Some fun on the ocean will probably
develop when the Section boat has been repaired.
Radio.-Under control of the O.C. and the F. of S., trials are
being made with ome short-wave gear, and when the necessary
permits have been arranged, efforts will be made to get into
touch with the many amateur /W Stations operated by Corp
men round the world. The operators are va tly tickled by the
contrast with the 500 and r20 watt set , which are their normal
toys, and are very keen to get going.
Tailpiece.-Tyke. " W.G.P. has been duly impaled on the
' Spike in Ireland,' and will be content to stay put, happily
recalling hi late Mechanised Cable nits, till rescued by that
gallant Knight . . . Sir Annual Trooper."
SPIKll.
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t INDL\N·SIGNALCORPS
Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
"A" Company, Signal Training Battalion.
March.
to the
Promotions and Ap pointments.-Comrratulation
following: Lieutenant D. t. ] . Hoysted and H. 0. Pargeter to
be Captains, 3rd February. • ·o. 2309 50 Lance ergea~t Farlow
H. to be <;ergeant on 1 th January.
o. 2321483 1gn~lman
(G'Lance orporal) Davies D. to be Lance Corporal (Paid) on
md • •0 ,·ember, 1936; ~o. 23n763 ignalmai: \vl1ite . to be
'I.: Lance Corporal on 6th ?\larch; 'o. 2322278 Signalman Dunlop
E. P. to be r Lance Corporal on 15th December, 1936.
courses.- ongratulations to To. 2322278 U/I:anc~ Corporal
Dunlop E. P., who attended a Course of Instruction m Cooking
at the Army hool of Cookery, Poona, from IIth J~nuary to
ioth February, and obtained a certificate for a Bntish Cook,
lass I. ?\larks gained 903.
o. 2322421 . /~ce Corporal
O'Brien H . ha been selected to attend the D1stnct Preparatory
Physical Training Course (B.O. R.s) at l\Ihow from 12th pnl to
1st )fay.
Visits.-The Signal Officer-in-Chief arriv~d at J.ubbulpore on
rd March, and on completion of a tour w1thin the lin~s. departed
3on 5th )farch. He congratulated all tho e responsible for the
very excellent displays and arrangements at the :Mounted port
on 4th i\[arch.
Arrivals.-Sergeant Hoy C. from 1st Cavalry ~~igade ~ig~al
Troop on 2nd :M arch ; Sergeant Isaac from Wazmstan District
Signals on 3rd :\1arch. \Ve offer them a welc?me hand.
..
Married Quarters.-In view of the recent amval of the fanuli~s
of C.Q.::\1.S. Ellerton-Long A. E., and Sergeant Page W., m addi·
tion to those already mentioned in our previ<:>us not~s, and the
f3.lllilies of the following who are due to amve dunng ::\farch,
1937, from the U.K., the married quarters will co.mmence. to look
inhabited again. It is to be hoped that they w1l1 contam some
talented individual for our future all round tournaments and
social events : R.S.l\I.
oonan ] .. R.Q.M.S.
ewbury ~ ..
Sergeants Hoy C., Woolhouse A., Pi<;kering E., _Farlow R., Qumn
W., Signalman Robinson L . A welcome hand 1s extended to all .
Postings.-The following changes take place as from 1st April,
ergeant Sneddon H., Lance Corporal Knight L., Signalmen
Dellar A., Cannon J ., and Green G., troz:n " B " Co9's Signals,
Karachi for employment at the W /T Station, Karachi. Corporal
hepherd K Lance Corporal Legge B., Signalmen Boon W.,
Peter D., a~d Lyons J., from rst Indian bivisi?nal Signals,
Rawalpindi, for employment at the W /T Station! Lahore.
Lance Sergeant Stockton F., U/Lance Corporal Griffith. H.,
Signalmen Hanlon W. and :\fancy F., fr<:>m Peshawar D1stnct
Signals for employment at the W /T Station, Bombay. Lance
Corporal Swalwell \\'., Signalmen Parker S., Hammerton v,r.,
Ro s D., Foster R., and Morrison ] ., from " A." Corps Si~als,
Rawalpindi, for employment at the \V/T Station, Rawalpmd1.
Signalmen Murray A., Coombs L., Webb E., McFarlane J.,
Campion B., from " B " Corps Signals, Karachi, for employment
at the W/T tation, Quetta. Corporal Wooton W. from 2nd
Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta~ for employment at the. W/ T
Station, Quetta. Signalman Tham S. G ... from Kohat D1stnct
Signal· for employment at the W /T ~t:ation, Poona. Corporal
O'Brien A., Signalmen Easton ]., Killick L., and Langley A.,
from \Va2iristan District Signals for employment at the W/T
Station, Poona. Corporal Knight E., Lance Corpor~l Taylor H.,
Signalmen Dixon R., :\liscummons \-V., and Glavenng G., from
3rd Indian Divisional Signals, ~l[ee~t, for employment at the
W jT Station, Naini Tat. Corporal Birkett F ., from Kohat D~s
trict Signals, Signalman Taylor W., from Pesh.awar p1~tnct
Signal , Signalman Whitehead M., from 1st Indian ~iv1s10nal
ignals, and Signalman Barnett A., from" A" Corps S1~nals, for
dutv with 'o. 9 Light Tank ompany, Lahore. Signalman
Palmer A., from "A" Corps Signals, for employ,ment at A.H.Q.
(India) W/T Station, Delhi. Signalman Jre\and A., to "A"
Corps ignals, and Signalman Hyder R., to " B " Corps Signals.

Signalman ·( /Lance orporal) Woolett A., fror:n 3rd _Indian
Divisional Signals on 16th March, for employment m the Eastern
Command v /T Group.
Obituary.- It is with the deepest re.gret that we announce the
death of Mrs. E. E. Hoblyn, wife of Lieutenant ] . M. C. Hoblyn,
R.Signals, who passed away at Jubbulpore on 2~th Febr.uary,
after a short illness. :Mrs. Hoblyn took a great mterest m all
.T .C. (I) activities, particularly in those of "F" (1~oys) Com·
pany. She also took a very great interest and an active part m
the Indian Child Welfare. The funeral took place on Saturday,
27th February, which was attended by all available. All ranks
extend their heartfelt sympathy to Lieutenant Hoblyn and
relatives.
Programme of Events.-The following programme of events
took place in Jubbulpore during the month of March:
March 3rd. Races
..
. . Autumn Meeting.
4th. Mounted Sports
S.T.C. (1).
Garrison Football Ground.
5 th. Porter Cup..
5th. Dance
Regal Dance Hall.
6th. Porter Cup..
Garrison Football Ground.
7th. Porter Cup
Garrison Football Ground.
9th. Porter Cup
Garrison Football Ground.
9th. Tennis " At Home " Sergeants' Mess, R.A.
nth. Brigade Athletics
S.T.C. (I).
12th. Brigade Athletics
S.T.C. (I).
14th. \Vl1ist Drive & Social Sergeants' Mess, R.A.
16th. Tennis " At Home " Sergeants' Mess, R.A.
17tl1. Dance
Serg~ants' Mess, R.A.
22nd. Garrison Hockey Cup Garrison Hockey Ground.
23rd. Tennis " At Home " Sergeants' Mess, R.A.
24th. Whist Drive & Dance S.T.C. (I).
25th. Y.M.C.A. Hockey
Garrison Hockey Ground.
Shield
28th. Whist Drive & Social Sergeants' Mess, R.A.
30th. Tennis " At Home " Sergeants' Mess, R.A.

Sergeants' Mess.
General.-All is now peaceful ! With Mutt gone we have
nobody left to carry cans, or tell us what it was like four years
ago. But, stay ! I seem to remember something about the
Coronation in 1911. Oh well, let's start no more wars, but con·
tinue peacefull,Y,, seeing that the hot weather is about to start,
'' Mossies " with clogs, " mossies " without, and every other
variety of fiy, bug, and what-not now appear nightly, and help
to develop those " Indian livers." There is one consolation,
however, the chairs and tables are now placed on the lawn, the
mango tree begins to weep-bar sales go up-and as we hearken
to the news bulletin, think of those who have left us and gently
murmur to ourselves, " Yes, it must be raining or snowing in
Canterbury, Scarboro·, Catterick, etc."
The Mess Singles Tennis Championships have reached the
final stage. The finalists are C.Q. '.LS. Long E., and Sergeant
Wagg. As both of them are in hospital at present, the final has
accordingly been postponed.
Entertainments.- The Annual Mounted Sports have come and
gone, and will, no doubt, be reported on well and truly elsewhere.
I will, therefore, confine my remarks to the ~fleet that. some
promising sprinters (male and female) were discovered ID the
Sergeants' Mess event, and handing out a large ~hank yo':1 to the
Commjttee, who gave us a very fine afternoon s entertainment.
We'll leave it at that .
Gripper Adams duly ha~ded over at .the Mess Di~ner. The
President's speech kept qu ite a number 1n suspense till the final
few words. Competition was so keen, and a final burst on Pay
Parade saw the new "Gripper," Shoey Agar, win by a neck.
Arrivals and Departures.- From the "Land of Med~ls,"
Sergeant Isaac and family, and Sergeant Hoy. To U.1<;.. per
S.S. Stratkmore, Sergeant and Mrs. ] ones. (Best of luck, ] onah,
don't do too many g11ards 1) To U.K .. per S.S. Tuscama, on.
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25 th Mar?h, ~ergeant Fishwick and family. (Look out, T.B., an
old ~arnor is return!ng). Stilt waiting- ergeant and :Mr-.
1\lcM1llan. ( ever mmd, Mac. Aldershot in the summer is
mu h better than the winter, IDT).
Stables, 0arage and the S.T.S. are now all smj)es. Memsahibs
o~ the honzon and expected any clay. Sahibs workjng indu s·
tnously around the quarters, and the rosewood tables continue
to groan under a fairly strong membership.
.peci~! n~~e for R.S.M. Trapmore, C.Q.M.S. Murray, Sergeants
m1th ( A
orps), Matthew, Greig, Kilford . "The Wallace
Cup has gone. S~d, very sad 1 ~e were well and truly whacked
hy t.he eventual wmners, H.Q. Wmg, 1st Battalion, Leicestershire
Regiment.

" y,re very nearly replaced it, -~oweve.r, with the Porter Cup,
beab~g the K.S.L.I. and 15th held Bngacle, R.A., only losing
2-0 m ~he final to The Leicestershire Regiment."
Hard Imes. Better luck next year! But we did miss Mrs. M.'s
vocal.

P.
NORTHERN COMMAND .................. / ND/AN A RMY

" A" Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
General.- This month our notes are written from the area of
the. Wa2iristan Operations. On 8th March, Headquarters of the
Umt proceede~ to Bannu, closely followed by Sections of o. 1
Company (Indian Ranks) and o. 2 Company (British Ranks)
there .to join Sections of No. 2 Company, who had already
established themselves in camp. This time, we seem to have been
a little more for_tunate in the site of_ the camping ground and
appear to be :!; httle more secure agamst any rainy period that
may occur dunng our stay. One remembers the continuous rain
lasting six days when we were under canvas for the Khaisora
Operations, and also the mud and flooded tents which followed .
We, therefore, appreciate the fact that a different site has been
chos~n .for what appears to be a longer stay in Bannu . In close
proxnruo/ to the camp we have the Military Fort Edwardes, the
construction of which dates bl!-Ck to nearly 90 years. There is a
gen.era.I atn;iosphere of tidiness a1,lUnd the area of the camp, with
'.in mteresting approach in the form of a pebbled road. Bricked
10 paths around the tents help to make things appear more com·
fortable and takes away the fear of having to slide and founder
around the tents in any future mud. Generally, arrangements
have been fo':1nd ~o be .very congenial, and although troops are
on field service rncludmg field service rations and the issue
thereof, opinion generally is that these Operations provide in
some things conditions slightly better than to be found in the
unusually dull surrounds of a barrack-block.
There is the knowledge, too, that fir t and foremost we are
so~diers! and if there is any discomfort in some of the smaller
thmgs m camp, one gets the feeling that something well worth
while is being done.
On arrival at Bannu , Waziristan District Signals manned the
S~gnal Office, but this was later taken over by "A " Corps
Signals. To put it more precisely, perhaps we ought to say that
" A. " Corps Signals established a Signal Office very shortly after
the1r arnva.l at Bannu . The existing arrangements were not
foun~ sufficiently adeq uate for "A" Corps Signals, so alongside
the Signal Office of Waziristan District Signals was erected that
of " A " Corps Signals.
Shortly afterwards, Sections of No. 1 Company proceeded
forward to Mir Ali. We were left with only a small complement
of Indu;m Ranks, ma1Dly M.T. drivers. The British portion of
t~e Umt seem t? have adapted themselves very easily to the
Signal work carried out, and tl1e newcomers to the Unjt have
bee~ pe~mitted to see Frontier Operations very shortly after
their :unval ID In~ia. We hope the experience of real ignal
work m the field will be found of great use during their stay with
the Unit.
The staff of the camp have settled down to their jobs. Messing
under the competent supervision of our l\lessing
Officer (L1eutenant R. B. G. Gambier), have provided some excel·
lent fare. Luxuries like fresh butter and eggs, whkh are fou nd
arrangem~nts,

in .abundance in Bannu, seem to be just some of the impos. ible
thmgs attainable in 'Pindi ?
There is little to record in the way of war news. Even if\\('
~e'.e permitted to discuss such things in these columns the man~
mc1dents that could be recorded are similar to those former
frontie: situations in India, which have occurred in the past. The
only difference that could be cited is the fact that some of the
enem~ of the present tim~s seem very capable of successfully
breaking down comm umcat1ons. Their methods seem to indicate
q~ite a fair amount of knowledge of this particular subject.
Lrnes have been ?Onstantly put out of order very effectively,
telegraph poles bemg completely taken away in the night. One
wonders what would happen if the G.P.O. at home suddenly
found that a dozen or more poles on the Old Kent Road had been
re~oved i_n the night. S~ch action would tend to disorgani
qmte a fair amount of busmess m the district. Communication
suffers in a similar w_ay on Operations., merely by the removing
of a few poles, especially where there 1s only one road between
such places as Bannu and Mir Ali and most places in India.
Meanwhile at Rawalpindi is the skeleton detachment. \Ve
understand that life in 'Pindi has been relegated to one of plenty
of work and a shortage of men. Shopkeepers are extremely
anxious to know when the troops wilt be returning. This makes
us ~ealize the commercial value of troops to the shopkeepers of
India.
Social life in the Unit has c~llapsed owing to the absence of 0
many members. \Ve must wait for the return of the Unit before
any reports can be made under this beading.
Arrivals.-We welcome the following to the Unit: C.Q.l\I.S.
Gould from 2nd Indian Divisional ignals, Quetta. The new
draft from the Un!ted Kingdom comprising Q. LS. (F. of S.)
Mutter, Sergeant Gilmour ] ., Lance Corporal Spencer P ., Signal·
men Parsonage B., Walker F .. Smith C., Francis R., Hickman
R., Ba.xter R., Wilson A., Rogers W., Lock A., Wood P., Pu rse J.,
Watt F., Oates R., Ellis W., Griffiths H., Hughes P., Warren G.,
Baker F., Greaves F., Field T . We hope they will find their new
Station and Unit up to expectations.
Signalman Mills returned from a Course of Cookery at the
Army School of Cookery, Poona. Lance Sergeant West rejoined
from England after a spell of furlough. Sergeant Mills J. joined
us from Waziristan District Signals, D.I.Khan, on posting.
Signalman Ireland A. has arrived from the S.T.C. (I), Jubbulpore,
after a short absence from the Unit.
Departures.-Lance Corporal Jackson A. and Signalman
Hancock F. to furlough in the United Kingdom. We bid
goodbye to Sergeant Stanley and family, who left us on H.T.
Dilwam for U.K. Also Corporal Feltham and family, who left
us on the S.S. Califrmiia for the U.K. C.Q.M.S. Pa.skins and .Mrs.
Paskins stepped out of 'Pindi for six months leave.
Promotions and Appointments.-Our heartiest congratulations
are extended to Lieutenant G. F. Bayliss on his promotion to
Lieutenant (Inspector of Communications). By the time these
notes appear in print, Lieutenant Bayliss will have left us for
England to take up his new appointment. The best wishes from
all. ranks of the Unit go with Lieutenant and ::\!rs. Bayliss for
their future. Lieutenant Baylis has served with " A " Corps
Signals as R.S.M. for the past four years, and we offer our
appreciation for all his untiring efforts towards the welfare of the
Unit. The sports side of the Unit has lost a valuable organiser
and supporter, and we can only trust that his successor will
carry on a successfully.
Congratulations are extended to Corporals Swalwell W.,
Manton E., Clayton E., on their promotion, and to Lance
Corporals Graik ] .. Walker T., and Greaves G., on their appoint·
ment.
Languages.-Congratulation to C.. )I.
passed the Briti h Service Urdu test.

aul J. on his having

Obituary.- It i with deep regr t that we ha,·e to record the
death of To. 2322180 ignalman \\'ormald E., of this nit, who
passed away on 26th l\Iarch. Although this member of our
Unit served with us for only 11 months, hi sudden passing came
as a great hock to all. All ranks of the nit extend their ym
pa.thy to the bereaved parents of Signalman \\'ormald in their
sad loss. The funeral, which was a military one, was held on
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The Khushalgar Bridge.
26th March, and full military honours were accorded. The
Officer Commanding Detachment (lllajor A. ]. Hannah,
R. ignals), together with a firing party and mourners of the
Unit attended. Floral tributes were made by the Officers,
• ·.c.O.s and men of "A" Corps Signals also by his personal
chum, Signalman Slyrin G.
CAVE CANE?>J.
(The Editor regrets that owing to the e."Xcessive amount of
copy submitted by everal nits, it has been found necessary to
hold over two pages of excellent illustrations which will be
published in a later issue.-ED.)

ht Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Mir Ali,
March.
General.-After a very short spell with the whole Unit back in
'Pindi, our time occupied with I.O.R.s' leave, weapon training
and rides in preparation for the individual training season in
Topa and in the Plains, very nearly the whole Unit is now on
active service in Waziristan, many having left the frontier only
a couple of months previously. " ] " Section was the first to
go, together with the two Pack " C " Sets of " A " Section. They
went with the 1st (Abbottabad) Infantry Brigade to Mir Ali.
Shortly afterwards, the 3rd (Jhelum) Infantry Brigade was at
48 hours' notice and then H.Q., 1 Division. This meant "L"
Section, U.H.Q. and o. I Company. These notes are intended
only to cover th~ events as far as U.H.Q. and No. 1 Company are
con~rned.. It is _to be hoped that the two Infantry Brigade
Sections will contribute some notes of their own.
1:he road party, under the Commanding Officer, consisting of
Urut Office, Q.M.s Office, Workshops, Div. Spares, 3 Mechanised
Offices of " D " Section, Despatch Riders, 4 Mechanised " C "
Sets o~ " A " Section, in all, including 2nd Line M.T., totalling
30 lomes and vans, and 17 motor cycles, left Rawalpindi on roth
March. The first day's journey was to Peshawar, where they
were very well looked after by Peshawar District Signals. On
the second day they proceeded to Bannu via Kohat. There was
only one adventure th.at day when an Austin car, whose muff had
!lot been rolled up, boiled, an? ran out of water in tribal territory,
Just below the Pass. That mght they stayed in the Indian Rest
~mp, and on the third day completed the journey to Mir Ali
with an armo?red car escort. At.t~e front and rear of the convoy
they had their own escort, consisting of two lorries carrying 16
men each with loaded rifles.
. The rail party, with which the writer of these notes travelled
d~d not arrive in :\lir Ali until 15th March, so it is difficult t~
give 3: firs~-hand accou?t of t~e difficulties experienced in setting
up :\ltr Ah Cami? and m gettmg signal communications started.
• eedl_ess to say, i_t called for hard work on the p_art of all, and by
the time the rail party had amved everything was running
smoothly.
To return to the rail party. \i\'.e left Rawalpindi on the evening
of 12th March. The party consisted of the remaining personnel
and _all animals of U.H.Q., "B" Cable Section," C" Pack Cable
Section, and " D " Pack Office. In addition, we had with us all
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the riding hor e a nd cha rger of Divisional H .Q., a sore trial, as
eleven of these a nima ls had syces, who had never ·cen a horse or
a et of addlery until the da y before we left. We also had to
bring along with us 20 ridin g hors~ and 20 mules for the Railhead
Remount Depot at Bannu .
.
One thing can be definitely said , we really are becoming quick
at entraining animals. The party arrived at Mari Indus at
5 a .m. the next morning, and ha d to chancre to a narrow gauge
line where there were no horse boxes but only open trucks with
metal floors, in which the anim a ls had to sta nd sideways, packing
as many as possible into a truck to prevent them faJling down .
\\·e felt we had done quite well when we had unloaded and
reloaded 100 animals and 250 maunds of stores in a few minutes
over the It hour allotted for this job, especially after considering
the bad facilities provided at the station in the way of lighting and
space.
We arrived at Bannu about I p .m ., and spent the night at the
Indian Rest amp. The next morning we marched for Mir Ali
in a convoy, the escort being the 1/ 14 Punjab Regiment. We
halted for the night at Saidgi Camp, where we took on the unusual
task, as far as ignals are concern d , of holding 90 yards of
perimeter. The following morning we also carried out two more
unusual tasks, finding a patrol to search the ground opposite
our stretch of perimeter and forming a piquet on some high
ground on the opposite side of the River Tochi while the animals
were watered. Unusual duties were still our lot that day, as
our escort of the day before were piquetting the Shinki Pass,
through which we had to march to reach Mir Ali. We found a
detachment about 30 strong, half British and half Indian, to
act as rear-gnard to the Column. It is a good thing to be reminded, occasionally, that we are soldiers as well as Signalmen.
The day after the arrival of Divisional Headquarters and our
Road Party, the 1st Infantry Brigade moved out via Tal to
Damdil Camp, taking with them " ] " Section and one Mechanised and two Pack " C " Sets from " A " Section, and one
Mechanised Office from "D" ection .
The 3rd Brigade, with " L " Section and two Pack " C "
Sets belonging to "A" Corps Signals, are with us in Mir Ali.
We have had to depend a great deal on wireless for our communications, as the local inhabitants have taken to destroying
the telegraph routes to such an extent, that the repair parties
of the G.T.D. have been unable to make any progress. So far,
we have been able to keep the Jin~ through to" A "Corps Signals
at Bannu and to Toco! at Miramshah, but the lines to Damdil,
Razmak, and Spinwam have had to be abandoned. The wireless
has also been affected by atmospherics and thunderstorms, so
it will be understood that it has at times been very difficult to
avoid delays. We have been passing, on the average, about 450500 messages a day, of which, about 300 have gone on W /T or line
circuits. During our peak period on 30th March, this total rose
to close on 700 messages, of which, 500 were cleared on W /T and
line circuits.
To date the only Operations that have taken place are road
protection dITTies to allow the convoys to pass from Bannu to Mir
Ali and then on to Damdil, Miramshah, and occasionally through
to Razmak. It was on one of these latter occasions, when the
1st Infantry Brigade were opening up the road south of Damdil,
that the first fight took place. We lost about 30 killed and 50
wounded, including Signalman Nash, of " ] " Section, who
received a bullet wound in the back when operating a V /T terminal. It was some time before he was got away into Camp, and
was evacuated to Mir Ali and Bannu the next day. He was
operated upon, and the bullet, which had gone through a lung
and broken his shoulder blade, was taken out of his arm. We
were all very pleased to hear that he is now much better and has
been allowed to have his pint of beer. The 1st Infantry Brigade
fought to some effect that day, as they killed some 90 of the enemy
and severely wounded 60 more .
For a period of three d~ys, we have had almost continual rain,
which reduced our lines, especially the animal standings, to mud.
However, thanks to the careful siting of the tents, we were one of
the few Units in Mir Ali who didn't have to look round for fresh
accommodation, and everyone weathered this unpleasant period
most cheerfully. The B.O.R.s' broadcast set was got up from
Rawalpindi, and this has proved a great success.
Sports.-To begin with we did not have much time for games,
everybody had so much to do settling-in, but now with a little
organization, games are played most evenings. Thirty hockey
sticks were bought in Bannu, and we are lucky to have a hockey
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g round which few other Units seem to require. There is also
football, rounders, and ~eni-quoit. We now have a volley ball net
so that the I.O.R.s will be able to play their favourite game.
Mention must also be made of the daily P .T. before breakfast.
E verybody who is not actually on duty or out on exercise with
the animals, takes part. The result is that although most of us
are employed on office work, everyone keeps fit. To enliven our
l.pare mom~nts, the station is running a Mir Ali Race Meeting,
complete with a tote. We arc sending in several entries from this
Unit. An account of the Meeting will be given in next month's
notes.
Arrivals and Departures.- The following have arrived from the
U.K_., and are now with us in Mir Ali: Sergeant Ayres, Corporal
Adkins, Lance Corporals Bennett and Lane, and Signalman
Lewis '?· Also _th~ following, who arc ~vith the Temporary
Depot m Rawalpmd1 : Lance Sergeants Dus and Chamberlain,
Lance Corporals Gully and Legge, Signalmen Baldwin, Davy,
Richardson and Gilbey-Sharp. We welcome them all. Two
families have also arrived since the arrival of the Unit in Mir Ali
those of Sergeants French and Bevis.
'
We arc very sorry to have lost Sergeant Stevens, who has now
gone to the U.K. for a Vocational Training Course. He is a very
popular N.C.O., who can turn his hand to anything. We wish
him the very best of luck. Sergeant Coles also leaves us on 10th
April for the Army Signal School, Poona. A great loss, not only
to the " Q " side, where he did invaluable work, but also to the
Unit as a whole. The best of luck to him also I
All that is left in the Detachment in Rawalpindi are " E " and
" F" Sections and " Fighting ' K ' " This must be the first
time they have missed a show for some time. Perhaps they will
be coming along soon, who knows? In any case 4 'o. 1 Sets
and 8 B.O.R. operators from" K" Section under Lance Corporal
~ixon have just arrived here to help out with extra W/T communications to convoys.
Seen and Heard by the Kitehawk on Hill No. a.Is the routine the same for to-morrow as for to-day ? Can one
be absolutely sure about it ?
How are the ladies in Rawalpindi going to pack their goods and
chattels without hubbies' assistance ?
Why were many limericks on " The Faqir of I pi " turned down?
'What, exactly, is meant by " Low " ?
Who was the office orderly who, when told to take a message
to Damdil, asked if he had to walk over ?
Who, while working the fullerphone, cried " Give me a' Z,' I've
got a pencil coming " ?
'Vho was th·e bloke who thought a " Sangar " had something
to do with a circus ?
Who was the Divisional H.Q. clerk, who said that his message
must be urgent as it was written on a pink pad ?
\.\'hat is the penalty when both the C.O. and . the second-incommand cut "voluntaries" during their morning horse
exercise ?

The winning team in the Peshawar Point-to-Point.
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1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
7th April.
March has been a really busy and interesting month for the
Troop. By the way, that word " Troop " really annoys me,
and I think it should be discontinued, because in Cavalry parlance a "Troop" is really an insignificant nit. " 1st Cavalry
Brigade Signals " sounds and reads much better.
However, to get on with something more interesting, you have
all heard of the spot of bother going on in Waziristan (t1'c hardy
~nnual some.one termed it) . Well, we are not actually represented
m the first lme at present, but we had to send six other ranks to
Rawalpindi as reinforcements. These six were very carefully
selected, and the result was a nice blend of youth and cxpeiience.
T_h ose who know the following will agree, Lance Sergeant Manmng, Corporals Trew and ] ohns, ignalmen Featherstone, Potts,
a_nd Cochrane. The Unit's best wishes go with them, and we
smcerely hope to sec them back with us, complete with medals,
in the near future.
This little draft, together with four on leave in the United
Kingdom, two on Courses and fourteen LO.R.s on leave, has
left us rather short-handed. It is astonishing to think that with
such muscular development of arms and shoulders through
grooming umpteen horses every day, our operators still retain
that delicacy of touch and perfect modulation so essential for
the efficient working of o. 1 Sets.
' o sooner had the reinforcements departed than the Brigade
Commander demanded his Annual Inspection. This was the
first signal for the rains to commence. After about four days
there were pools of water, ankle-deep mud, and grass two feet
high everywhere.
evertheless, we set about it 'vith a \vill,
and the result was a really topping report from the Brigade
Commander.
On the heels of this Inspection came the Peshawar Point-toPoint Races. This year we entered one team of four, because
we hadn't the necessary borseflesh to enter two teams as we did
last year. After a most exciting race and very good team work,
we carried off the trophy. The Unit's congratulations go to the
riders. The riders, their horses, and the order of finishing was as
follows : Lance Corporal Bolam on
o. 100 (EcKso) third,
Lance Corporal Leith on o. 16 (IAN) fourth, Signalman Bennett
on o. 33 (BOGEY) fourth, and Corporal Bull on -o. 50 (FROLIC)
sixth. When our Commanding Officer, Major V. C. Holland,
returned from Peshawar with the trophy, we duly toasted the
riders from what appeared to be an inexhaustible sack of 1\1.B.
During the Easter holidays we entertained the Nowshera
Signals to a tea, whist drive and tombola. Our thanks are due
to our C.O. for presenting us with a barrel of beer.
ext came the Pe hawar District Mounted Sports for which
we decided to hoist up our breeches and pit our 2nd class horses
against the 1st class horses of Cavalry Regiments in most of the
events. The results were not so atisfactory as we had hoped,
for we only won the Inter-Communication Race, took a third
place in the Be t Troop Horse Event, and our tent pegging team

Re-inforcements at Risalpur Station.
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was I ft in th final unpla d. " 'ell I well ! It's better to h ave
Jo,·ed and lo t, than never to have loved at all.
The hief Signal Officer (Colonel L. G. Philli]Js. ~1.c.), then
d ided to carry out his Annual Technical Inspection, and we all
really got down to it, knowing what a i::ritical eye our . S.O.
ses. The r suit, althoug~ we have not yet heard offic1ally,
wa very sati factory .
ow ome more port. It does seem. rather disapp?inting
that thi round of sports fixtures should be mterrupted by .msJ?ection . (D.A .D.O ... I believe, comes along ne.xt). Tiu tm~e
the port was boxing, and three of our members of the. 1.ut
came along and challenged the remainde'. of Pesha~var D1 trict
in the Open Competition .
ignalman .Richmond, m the Open
Lightweight-, won hi first fight on pomts, but lo t the econd
on the same decision . Both fight were really good, clean, ~ard
hitting conte ts. ignalman Harvey in the Open F~therwe1ght
met an opponent a little too heavy and strong for him, and after
a ,·ery good plucky fight, lost on points._
ign~lman Le .t r,
m the Open Lightweight , was unfortunate m runnmg up agamst
a sea oned campaigner in Private Shortt of th~ H:L.I. Af~er
being well ahead on point , he was forced to retire m the third
rour.d . Four really good fights, and we are proud of them.
Congratulation are also due to Signal~an W~rburton , Ko~at
District ignal , for his performance m beatin~ Bombardier
Bailey, of the 3rd Field Battery, R.A .. in a S)Jec1al four :ound
contest. Bombardier Bailey, who is Feathern·e1ght.Champ1on of
the Army in India, beat Signalman \Yarburton m the Army
Individual Championships.
Appointments.---Congratulations to _D/Lance Corporal Bolam
on attaining that dizzy height. This takes effect from r9th

posse

~[arch.

Stop Press.- Ju t prior to the despatch of these notes, the
nisalpur Annual Point-to-Point Races were held over a cou rs~
of 2i miles of fair hunting country situated outh of Akhan
Ueri, a prominent landmark near Risalpur Bazar. There were
seven races in all, two of which were for B.O .R.s teams of three
per small unit, that is one team per quadron, Battery of Artillery
·and ignal Troop. The nit entered one team for each race,
and in both races we gained second place. We consider this ,.e'.Y
creditable, con idering that there were six teams (18 hor~cs) m
t<a.ch race. The teams were as follows :
FIRST RACE: Corporal Bull on horse No. r6 (IAN), Lance
Corporal Leith on horse No. 33 (BOGEY), Lance Corporal Bolam
on horse No. IOO (ECKSO).
.
SECOND RACE: T.S.l\f. Taylor on hor e No. 109 (TABS), Signalman Gully on horse ~o. 23 (BoB), Signalman ¥. hite on hor e
• 0. 50 (FROLIC).
The order of finishing in the first race was as follows : 3,
Lance Corporal Bolam ; 5, Lance Corporal Leith ; 12, Corporal
Bull. In the second race: 5, Signalman Gully; 7, Signalman
White; II, T .S.M. Taylor.
AUD AX

Kohat District Signals
4th April.
General.-Like the proverbial penny, we have turned up again
with a spot of news about the Unit. Apologies many and profuse
are offered to one and all for the absence of notes for several
months, but we have to plead pressure of work.
The Unit has felt the vibrations of the \Vaziristan Operations.
1937. Continuous watch is being maintained by a fully staffed
'>ignal Office, which is making duties for the remainder far more
frequent than is to their taste. (Ask the C.S.l\f. about it!\.
Eleven stout fellows departed to Rawalpindi to form a temporary Signal Depot, under the auspices of " A " Corps. They
were Lance Sergeant Clackett, Lance Corporals Gunn and
Robson, Signalmen Clarke J .. Warburton, Campbell, Melhuish,
Hoche, and Blow.
Billy Warburton has been distinguishing him elf by beating
Bombadier Bailey on points in a special four round contest. He
had previously fallen a victim to Bailey in the All India Open
Championships in January last. Good work I
Lance Corporal Robson is the first of the unfortunates to be
taught for the Operations. He passed through Kohat en 1'0Ute for
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Waziristan a couple of days ago.
ince the comme1~cement of
Operations, the nit ha resembled a hot~! (who said Rowton
House?).
.Q.M.S. Meredith has been play:m!? the part of man ager. Large detachments have passed thro1:1gli ~rom "A" Corp';
and 1st Divisional ignals for the second time m a few months.
Light Tank Companies, too, have besieged us in their thousand s.
aided by th R.A . and Provost Staffs.
The enterta inments committee has been very busy, and some
sparkling shows have resulted . Firstly (chronologically). comes
the Gymkhana and "At Home." A really brilliant affair held
on the Brigade Parade Ground. There were many notabl •
events, not the least of which was the Old Soldiers' Race. The
G.O.C., Major-General Houghton, a tried favourite, ro~pecl
home an easy winner. En passant, we may add that the handicap
was distinctly in his favour.
The polo team, mounted on ~':lies and arm d with ~ockey
sticks, with a football for a mis lie, caused great memment.
Lieutenant Humphrey tried very bar~ for that goal.
The tea was, perhaps, the outstanding event.
Ably arranged by ergeant Brett and aided by a grant from
that much maligned P.R.I. fund, everyone voted 1t a great show.
Later there was the K.A .D.S. production "All Rights
Reserved." A Station affair really, but with the Unit well to the
fore. The C.O. as leading man certainly put it across. He was
supported by Sergeant Brett as the " Flat Fo<?t." The sc~nery
and decorations for the programmes were earned out by Signal
man Bateman and a very select band . Their efforts were very
much admired by all.
(Signalman Bateman has for~ken
draught manship for the ~1.T. Bays to study the I.C. engme mall
it delightful vagaritie ).
There have been the usual mess-room dances during the last
couple of months. They are as popular as ever.
To cap the month and Kohats social season, the open air dance
was held on the B .O.R.s tennis courts on Easter Monday. A
great deal of preliminary \~Ork was carried out wit~ r~gard to.the
stage, lighting and decorations on the court. Here it 1s only right
that we should offer our very grateful thanks to Sub-Conductor
Carter, and Staff Sergeant Bowdidge for their kindness in assisting with the furniture, etc., and the lighting arrangements
respectively. The workers' efforts were well rewarded by the
attendance of folk from far and near. It was an outstanding
show and a tremendous success in every way. The function
closed down gracefully at two-thirty.
Arrivals.- larch has been an eventful month for arrivals.
The uth saw the arrival of the second draft from U .K. (Spare
a tear for those, you cad , they have five to do!). We extend a
very hearty welcome to them. They were ~orpora:l Cowell ,
Lance Corporal Carver, Signalmen Eust~ce, Riley, Wmterman ,
Hannigan, Peers, Beard.,Howell, and Kmdred . . we hope that
their stay wiU be a happy one.
o doubt they will find the first
four years the worst !
Lance Corporal (Joe) Price returned from a P.T. Course
absolutely bursting with vim, vigour and vitality. 'Ye hear
that he is cutting up his chin strap b~:iuse P.T. ends this. week,
so that he has to wait until next trammg season to get his own
back.
Departures.-Signalman Cass left us on the 1st for Sialkot
(Cavalry Troop, of course). Gee-up, Alan!
Sport.-Once again we have said a sad farewell to the Jamasjee
Cricket Cup. The R.A. Brigade from Nowshera, came, saw, and
conquered. The visions ~f a trip to Ra'"'.alpindi a~d Lahore
vanished before the team s eyes. But, believe me, they can
take it!"
RoBANSON.

WESTERN COMMAND . .. ..... ·· · .······· ./ND/AN ARMY

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
General.- Having fully recovered from the Christmas festivi ties the Unit has once more settled down to ordinary routine.
¥.'e' have had more than our share of snow and rain during the
past six weeks and sport .has suffered in consequence.

-fH E Wt R.e:
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The second period of Individual Training is rapidly drawing to
a close, and several minds are wondering (also wandering) if they
"ill be able to " tuck " that extra sixpence a day into the A.S.A.
On 29th J anuary, the District Commander carried out his
annual inspection of the U nit and, as usual, everything was up
to scratch. Even the weather gave us a break.
Motoring Notes.- The accompanying photograph shows Lance
Corporal " Dutchy" Holland, the fearless racing motorist, and
his latest acqui ition " The Quetta Peril." A few of the achievements of this justly famous car are as follows: W.E.S. to Mathiei.on Swimming Pool (2! miles), 2 hours 13 min. 57 secs. Taveta
Lines to Pelliers Cinema (3 miles), 47 mins. 13.7 secs. Pelliers
Cinema to Taveta Lines (same 3 miles uphill), 7 hours 28 mins.
9 secs.
The machine is rated by the C.M.A. Westcom at Bis Wapas
Karo, is taxed at a moderate lack of Rupees, and does not suffer
from retrenchment, oxidisation, or any other minor car ailments.
Other enthusiastic owner drivers on looking over the " Quetta
Peril" have expressed the opinion that the controls are af
condemned D8 cable, but during an exclusive interview with the
owner, our rep resentative was as ured that nothing but spunyarn had been used throughout.
either is there any truth in
the rumour that the bonnet was for many years part of the Ward
Memorial at Fort Sandeman.
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This is a study of our Remount. Trainer : Sigmn. Warren.
Assistant : Sigmn. Duffin. Horse : Sigmn. Grimstone and
Cpl. Collington.
from the" new draft." Lance Corporal Johnson (of goalkeeping
fame) and Signalmen Crookes, Hale, and Pleasance, are at
present on the briny en Youte to U.K.
" Binnie " Hale is returnibg to his bowler hat, and we incerely
hope that it will suit him. Don't forget to let us know if it does,
" Binnie," as they are always after recruits. Corporal " Pompy"
August is at present learning the " ins and outs " of the Signal
Corps at Jubbulpore on an" S" Course. Don't fall off, Pompy !
Stampless Mail.-Happy (Blighty Cantts). "Don't forget
that Jetter ! " Willie.
Topper (Peshawar). "The P.A. equipment has been rejuvenated. Will it stay younger ? Like little ' Audry' you may
laugh for it doesn't trouble you now, but I am wondering. Best
wishes, Topper, from Disaster No. i . " Jock.
BRUNISTOX.

No. 2 Company.
The Quetta Peril.
A word of explanation is, perhaps, necessary as to why" the old
bus" (a term of affection employed by the owner), was once seen
suspended from the branches of a tree o.utside th? Mat!lle on
Swimming Pool. It appear that the slight gradients ~ . t~e
environs of Quetta do not afford a real test for the capabilities
of the car and a successful attempt was made on the practically
vertical tree trunk.
The car is the original of the familiar Shell advert "There 'e
i. - GO E." We are very glad to be able to state that it is not
a foreign car.
On his return to the U.K. in the near future, the owner intend
to make a few minor adjustments, which will give the car the
appearance of an infernal machine, and by this subtle. method,
hopes to inspire fear in the breasts of the customs officials, thus
escaping the tax on imported luxuries.
BELTDRIVE.

Unit Headquarters.
Social Activities.-The Signals ssociation held a well organised apd very successful Cabaret and Dance on 26th January.
This served two purposes. It was a " farewell" to those due for
repatriation, and a " welcome" to the " new draft," which
arrived that day. Much amusement was caused when the
" Remount " trotted-out on to the floor. Our" Singing Cowboy"
made a good hit. This was voted to .be the best "A~l Ran.ks'
Dance '' held in the Station for a long time. Everyone 1s looking
forward to the next effort, which is to be a Carnival Dance.
Arrivals and Departures.---C.Q. 1.S. (F. of S.) Brown has been
relieved by C.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Fuller. This was our only catch

General.-" K " Section has returned to the fold after a
month's sojourn at Karachi. They seem to have enjoyed themselves. Rumour has it that the main attractions there wore
" skirts," but I cannot vouch for this statement.
Arrivats.-Lieutenant F. C. Seely from " A " Corps Signals,
Rawalpindi.
Sergeants Crabtree and Hotchkiss, Corporals
Coles and South, Lance Corporal \.Vest, and Sianalman Burman
from the U.K. We hope that they will all enjoy their tay with
us. Lieutenant Seely has taken over the reins of the Company
from Lieutenant P. C. Williams.
Departures.---Corporals Crowe and King, and Signalmen
Fleming and Fraser to tb_e U.K. Signalmen Rainford and Warren
to the 3rd Cavalry Troop, Meerut. Our good wishes go with
them. " Will drop you a line, Pinkie, when the boat list appears."
Agony.- \Veepin'" Willo,'' Egypt. "Don't you recogni e my
nom de plt4mB ? Remember the · Layer ' wedding in 1932.
\Vho was the best man ? "

WJT Detachment, Chaman
A new year has arrived together with its relative re olution ·•
foremost among these being our appearance before the public
eye, with fading resolutions for future months.
For the benefit of those who are unaware of our domicile (and
there are quite a number), I'll furnish a brief topographical
description. Chaman is situated in Baluchistan, and by road
from Quetta, is approximately 7 miles. There is, of course,
the" Chaman E.i-.-pre ,''which leaves Quetta daily, and does the
journey in a tenth of the mileage in hours. Th& only real item of
interest 1m youte (apart from the alluring picturesqueness of the
countryside) is the K.hojak Tunnel, which is entered at Shelabagh
(a fortified post). It is 2f miles long, and is a marvellou piece
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Tho,e arriving at Cha man during the summe: will be staggered
by the number of fruit baskets which have arrived by ~oad. from
Khandahar and are awaiting export to all parts of India v1a the
"Fruit Train." Chaman is approximately I,?oo feet lower than
Quetta-our climate can be gauged from this. As regards the
Cantonment, it is naturally a mall one; there are only Indian
troops stationed here; the Europeans can be almost counted on
two hands. Our bungalow adjoins the S.S.O.'~ offi~e, and th(al~
Afghan border i visible, and v.rithin easy walkmg ~1stance
t \\" F p
warriors to note) ; the Detachment cons1sts of Cor· ral· -\vi.Ison, i:c., 3 B.0.R.s, W(f. Op~rators, and 3 I.0.R.
txchange Operators. There is an extensive telephone. sy~temf
Owing to the playfulness of the Pathans and the eccentric1t~e c
the weather, the lineman .C.O. has to po.sses~ mu0 patience
and an elastic vocabulary. Our \V(f Station 1s qu~te a sm~rt
affair and is temporarily located in a wana hut. It is the ~a1l.Y
duty ~f the Pre Operator to feed the cheeky little canary, '~·h1ch1s
perched between the Feeders. \Ve spent a very happy Christmas,
and enjoyed the company of two of our Detachment .at Quett~..
Jud ·ng from their remarks, they als~ thoroughly en1oyed the1~
visif. The. Briti h officers in the Station were. very good to us .
during the holiday we were their guests at an impromptu party,
which we thoroughly enjoyed. I must not sa:i: too much of t~e
advantages of out-station soldiering, otherw1 e everyone will
wish to become a" pioneer of the border."
Life on the Aether Waves.-DowN STATION: "According to
my receiver, I make you about 4 degrees off your \V/ L. Pse.
check."
i
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toth and remember us to all the married families. We both hope
that some of us will meet again somewhere."
Yes, sir; we all respectfully hope that we may meet you again
some day and somewhere. Major G. S . Hurst was much admired
by us all. He set a wonderful example of soldiering in India, and
he was always ready to lend a hand in any social and recreational
activity of the Unit. His loss will be much felt, and I think all
ranks will agree that not only the Unit, but the Corps, has lost an
officer who will be very difficult to replace and an officer who will
always be thought of with great respect by all. Goodbye and
good luck, sir !
With the advent of the warm weather, the main activity is
getting ready for the hill season. The majority of our families
are going back to Chakrata and Kailana for six months. A
large portion of the Unit will also be going to Chakrata. Others
not so lucky will keep the flag flying at Meerut. Here's hoping
the prickly heat will be merciful with us.
We have had a good wind-up of the cold season. The Sergeants
have had several dances and all of them have been reported as
having been good shows. The Sergeants entertained the Corporals to a games tournament in the Sergeants' Mess last week,
and although the W.O.s and senior N .C.O.s won by three points,
we hope to reverse the tables at the next function. (Figuratively
speaking, of course) . We are looking forward to a pos ible
inauguration of a monthly tournament, and if this materialises,
we will certainly settle down to serious trainjng. It is reported
that at the last function there was a certain amount of subdued
booing from one corner.
Several outside dances have been held in the Station, and have
been well attended by all ranks (Signals). The Rivoli should live
long in the memory of several of us.
Things have quietened down now the S.S. California
ha claimed our social set, and an odd piece, " Schooly " Dowding
has gone to Belgaum on a Course. The remainder have gone on
short pay, and I'm going to bed. Good-njght everybody, goodnight.

of construction. It is interesting to note that this work was
accom lished by Wei h miners. Both ends ?ave steel gates
fitted, palso mirrors which can reflect the sun nght through the
Tunnel.

UP STATION : "Q .. . Sorry. but I make next \N .C.
you 68 (-)."
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QUESTION : What is the advantage of S(W ?
ANSWER

Tap " The Wire " and call Pip Emma for
Everything Regimental

SCARVE.S SQUARF.S
TIES
Gold and Silver Badges
of every description

Civil, Military and
Tropical Outfitting
at the Most Reasonable
Prices
Sweater In Corps Coloun
C'nll or Wt·itr

PIPE

'Pl1one: Tentple Bar 3657

&

McGlLL, . LTD.

44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2

EFG EE .

The less you hear, the more you receive. C.l ' .L.
Nix.

" B" Corps, W/T Detachment.

No. 1 Company.

Something " B " Corps W IT Detachment would like to know
more about.

February.

EASTERN COMMAND .. . .................. /ND/AN ARMY

General.ot much to grip you about this time, excep.~ that
we are still keeping the " proverbial head above water, a nd
the Corps Tie to the fore.
Now that the Christmas holirlay feeling has worn off, we are or;ice
again getting " stuck-in " to our daily tasks. We are looking
forward to the next so that we can cross another year off the
calendar. Even now some of the boys are walking around
babbling about" only one more tomato season," but to me, and
others in the Detachment, it's all Dutch. Still they do say the
first five are the worst, don't they, " Ticker" ?
Promotions and Appointments.-We all extend the " glad
mit" to Lance Corporal Duggan J. on dropping the " U " from
his list of titles and securing a firm grip on the second wrung of
the ladder of fame. Well done, Spike, keep it up!
Departures.-Signalman Webb E. to K~rachi after twelve
months' scrounge in the Detachment. Chm up, Sparrow I
Agony.-" What about it, Dick ? "

SIGNALMEN!!

Spike.

Things We Want to Know.-The name of the accot?panying
snap ? :'tlaybe Ginger and Nix can tell us all about 1t as two
of the Detachment left Chaman before it was " seen off. "
(Don't think we are ticking, will you, boys?).
The meaning of" Specks" and" Olga." What's your answer,
John? Or would you sooner leave it to Eric to answer?
The reason a certain photograph holds such a prominent place
on the wall of one of our tents (framed in a tennis racket) ?
Finis.-C.U.L.
BEEDETT.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals
March .

Unit Headquarter Company
General.-This montll usually marks the close of the trooping
season, when we can sit back and think of the next one as a
further addition to five of the best in India. This year we are to
be denied that pleasure, for a time at any rate, and it is all the
fault of a person no one seems to have met.. They call him
" Milrail " in the upper circles, but that name 1s much too posh
for at least six men, who are being delayed here until June.
Our sympathies are with them, of course, but " Mr. Milrail "
probably agrees with us that we have lost sufficient old friends
already.
Today marks the departure of fourteen more stalwarts,
notable among them being Sergeant Hayhoe (Percy) and Corporal (Badgey) Cairns, both having rough~d it a.t Muttra. for .a
spell. They are leaving on the down frontier matl; I believe 1t
safe to forecast that they could both drive it entirely on their
own. They have on three divers occasions proved how easy it
is to drive a down train. Shades of Beri Khas, Delhi and the
"Dive" I
Our most regretted departure was Major G. S. Hurst, who has
left us for Australia on retirement. The following telegram was
sent to him by all ranks of the Unit, " All ranks 3rd Indian Divi·
sional Signals send you good luck, best wishes and bon voyage.
Three Divsigs." The following is an extract from the reply,
" My wife and I thank all ranks of the Unit so much for their
kind wishes and telegram. It is very much appreciated by us
both. Will you please wish everyone the best of luck from us

l

Now that the (festive?) season is over and all the Scots have
recovered from the Hogmanay period the Unit is settling down
to active work again. There were quite a few jaundiced eyes at
the end of Christmas leave, but on the whole all are slowly
recovering their high spirits.
Work (Ugh !).-We returned to normal very much faster
owing to the impetus given by the Eastern Command R.A.
Concentration and Signal Exercise, which was held in the last
fortnight of January. The whole Unit left Meerut in several
different kinds of transport- lorries, cycles, horses, and for about
four of the stalwarts " shanks ponies." Their great cry is now
"When I marched to Delhi," but it does not impress anyone.
Familiarity breeds contempt you know. The actual R.A.
Concentration was held at Gurgaon in the immediate vicinity of
Delhi. "D" Section did quite a bit of hopping around and the
old Morris came in very useful, believe me. The Signal Exercise,
which followed immediately after the R.A. Concentration,
proved as exacting as it was prolonged. Everyone bewailed the
fact that we were so good that we captured our objective twelve
hours too soon and in consequence were given another objective.
Strange are the ways of wars the e days.
Drafts (in Plural).-While the boys were out dojng their little
bit in the Delhi Area, the first new draft arrived here from the
U.K.- 28 of them. At least three have been in this "land of
goat's milk and tjnned honey" before, but the rest, we think,
are new to the country. I hardly know whether to offer them
congratulations or condolences, but they are very welcome
here. A draft is almost due to go the other (and best) way, and
these have our felicitations. May they not get married too soon.
They ai·e all too numerous to mention, but they are more to be
pitied than blamed. Bo11 Voyage to the outgoing one anyway.
Uplifts.--Still very few, but at least one of our absent members
has benefited. Congrats. to Lance Corporal Rudd on pulling
bis second chevron. We didn't celebrate it because he is at present in Bareilly on a Vocational Course. But we will have him,

never fear. Sergeant Fleet is to be congratulated aJso on becoming a " Q " Bloke, and on being posted to ~o. I Company in
place of C.Q.M.S. Handby, who is going to Sialkot. We wish
the latter the best of luck.
Finis.-Well, that is all folks from
NEWUN .

March.
The month has passed quietly without Schemes or similar
strenuous exercises. A large percentage of the Company are in
stables under the supervision of Lance Corporal Turpin, and
very little is heard but the usual " horsey" talk. You know,
the " fell at the first fence " kind. One budding roughrider
bit the dust, and the .C.O. i/c yelled, " Who told you to dismount." Well, I ask you ?
Easter.-The C.O.granted the Unit four days' holiday over the
Easter period, and they were greatly appreciated. It gave the
stable party time to get over their bruised feelings.
Agony.-A small party left us for Chakrata at the beginning
of the month to erect the usual permanent line route. According
to their daily reports via " C" Set, they have had quite a busy
time under the command of C.S.M. Marshall. They are e.xpected
back in the near future.
More Agony- For Some People.-We welcomed yet another
large draft of Mr. Duff-Cooper's " Angels of Mercy " from U.K.
this month. After 17 days of India they have now settled down,
thank you. Good luck to them I They are looking forward to
the boat already I I Several stalwarts of the Corps Di play Team
arrived with them, and we are looking forward to seeing their
antics out on the good (?) roads of Bahadargarh.
Things to Come (with apologies to H. G. Wells).- The first
party leaves for Chakrata on 20th April, and they hope to do a
bit of snowballing I Rather strange when one th.inks of the heat
generated down here. The B.I. Course personnel are staying
behind till June, and I have an idea that they will be glad to
exchange their lot with the first party.
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Postings. \Ye said goodby to Lance Sergeant Shaw when he
l •ft u ·for ·o. :! ompany to do a little bit of marching. At the
same time we id " How do ? " to Sergeant Field , who, we
understand, is taking over acting C..Q.iI.S. · ll the be t to both
of them 1
.
We Want To Know. - Who was the bridge fiend who went four
spades and doubled himself ?
NEWUN.

No. 2 Company.
February.
General.- \\"hat have I done to deserve all thi I I haven't
done a murder or anything caddi h, such as letti ng the local
ladies think I am something I can never be. So why should I be
the \\'IRE correspondent ? Perhaps it is the pleading look in
the Company Clerk's e es, when he asks whether I have done
anv \\"1RE notes yet, or it may be that I am just starting what is
de5tined to be a famou literary ca~eer. On coming ~o'':'" to
earth again, it is perhaps because I like to pass on the titbits of
scandal that come my way. Anyway, here I am, domg my best
to keep away from that" Saint Book."
Schemes.-Everybody met at Delhi, and marched out to
Bahadagar, a distance of about '20 miles. Three days later the
Eastern Command Exercise started and if you think it was easy
just ask the I.B. Sections (but put your armour on first). The
only bright spot was that LB. Sections rode back in lo~ries.
Perhap I am giving too much sympathy to the LB. Sections,
but I must hand a bouquet to the R .A. Sections, who say that
they had just as bad a time.
Manoeuvres.-Who was the .LB. Section Sergeant who wrote
the follo";ng letter to the Hercules Cycle Co. : " Having ridden
one of your cycles for two manoeuvres, I can honestly recommend
them to all who suffer from tender feet, blisters, etc."
Heard on Church Parade.-" The Signals will catch up with that
fire one of these days."
" It's hot in these breeches and putties, but we must expect
this for being allowed to ride on horses during manoeuvres. I.B.
sarcasm.•'
Promotions.-Our hearty congratulations to the following on
attaining the ranks mentioned : C.Q.l\I.S. Fleet, Lance Sergeant
Salmon, Corporal Rudd.
.
Arrivals.-We offer the glad hand to the new draft, who
arrived here in January, and as " it is better to give than to
receive," we reluctantly gave them priority on the Guard and
Picquet Roll.
Departures.--C.Q.M.S. Fleet to To. 1 Company. I am sure
" J " Section '"ill miss him.
Palmanism.-Among the many things to be noted (excluding
the sight of those who couldn't take it-riding on cycles) was
the sight of the Unit photographer legging it along the Bahadurgarh Road taking snaps of all and sundry. He confessed that he
had volunteered to march instead of riding in a lorry so that he
could take some snaps. " How hobbies do grip a man I "
BILL \VuM.
March.
General.-As you have forgiven me for not submitting any
\VIRE notes last month, I will cut out the cackle and get down to
the horses, as everyone else in the Company is doing. The subject of all " grips " is horses. Some are for, and others against
them. The reason is due to the fact that all those who cannot
ride are on " Rides," and those who can are out every morning
on exercise. This implication does not include our I.M.s. If
some of them were to be given a horse, they would have to apply
" Popeye's right-hand rule." Place the hand at eye level, with
the palm facing outwards, and the thumb pointed. Should the
horse put back its ears at this movement, the thumb will point
in the direction to be taken by the tester (quickly).
Promotions.-We congratulate t he following on attaining the
ranks shown : C.Q.:\f.S. F leet, Lance Sergeant Salmon, and
Corporal Rudd. We hail with a mighty shout Signalman
'I racy's fir.st step on the ladder of fame.
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Arrivals.- The ompany offers the glad hand to all those wi:J?
have joined during the past two months. We hope that their
tay will be a plea ant one .
Departures.- Liouteuaut E . C. Ho~eybourne to Muttra.
Good luck, sir, in your Station. Sergeant Carfrae and Corporal
Ro to . Iutlra, Sergeant Shaw and Lance Sergeant Halfpen~y,
Corporal l\Iaddison and Signalman Dunne to Lucknow. Signalman 'liscumm.in to the Short-wave Group, Calcutta, and
Signalman lavering (Busty) to aini-Tal. As I said Busty, the
hills have a peculiar fascination for you l C.Q.M.S. F_leet t_o
S.T.C. (I). Jubbulpore. We wish them all the best of luck in their
new Station.
Repatriations.- ! could not include this under the heading of
departure or I would have the lads coming back from Blighty
to ask why I hadn't given them a separate paragraph. Son:e
have gone, other are going (they keep reminding me that it will
be very oon, too), and a list of names in detail would use the
only pencil they have left me, so we ay, " Cheerio and good luck
to all of them in their new Stations." We shall miss you. Even
the table looks different " Tich" I
Bunny's Epitaph.-" Old soldiers never die, they simply fade
a'vay."
THE RUDD LOVE SON~
The shades of night are falling fast,
'Vhen on the air comes a bugle blast.
I start to run, I start to swear,
I fly across the barrack square,
Defaulters !
The old sweat says, " Be careful there,"
Beware the awful barrack square
Lest you should tumble, chance to fall
And fail to answer to the call
Defaulters I
My brow is sad I long for sleep,
Between the sheets I fain would creep ;
My days of peace and rest are passed
For all day long I hear the blast
Defaulters !
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Sergeants' Mess.

After a couple of quiet months probabl d
rehi:oc~ng the coffers after Christm~s. March ~nc~! ~ ~verydone
Pfrtaking of the gay social life, and some of us tryi~rr
~~~ t~s
g amour of the East and wondering when and how ?t
Id e
i
wou get
us down. Anyhow, it has been a ve nice
looking forward to a few more in the iear fut~r~~th, and we are

:0

. \ e have commenced a new idea in the Mes
s
mg novelty flag whist drive. Durio the s--;;:~ unday evenappears to be laughing and talking and ~obodyg e, . evei?'body
"pardner" has just trumped their'ace At the e;'~~l!" eca?se
(or thereabouts) winners are announc~d and th th e evenmg
who are highly delighted at having pe~itted t~~ otc;:- metmbe:s.
commei;ice t~ heartily applaud. The winners of the ~rs o wm,
nadg whist dnve were Sergeants Shepherd and Yates ~~snoCvhi~lldty
an
frs. Udell.
•
·
s
0

fol~~::~:~~ :;~0 !~~~ada~:. a~~! ~~~1c ~~~ ~: th~se shows,

own little dance band who appear to be
.
pplied by our
d th bl
'
commg on very nicely
u.n er e a e leadership of Sergeant Fields. The ·
·
1
time were Sergeants Shepherd and Yates Mrs Ud 7inne~s :
Shepherd. The boobie went to R s M and M · B e ~n
s.
rs. ew,
rgeants
Lawson and McDowall. (I ask y~u.!)."
On ~aturday night, 27th March, we held a dance which ,

excee.du~gly well attended. Owing to the doubtful w~athe .t vas
h~ld mSJ?e the Mess instead of the tennis court It w r I was

nice affau and thoroughly enjoyed b eve
.
as a very
treat to watch a certain .. umm .. ler ryone. It ~as a .real
fantastic. Th~ band did tfeir st~ff reaJ;a!!J:~~~~:e~hlig~~
was a most en1oy~ble evening. On Wednesday Jist March e~~
CorporaJs entertamed the w o
' to a spot• ofe
" all . " Th
ft
. .s an d sergeants
Ill.
e a emoon commenced with t
·
I
·
report the result but all th · enms.
will not
e 1uruors are now on extra practice
df d ) . • .
(an ee s ~1th a view to wiping out the awful defeat next t'
In the evenmg we sat down and en· 0 ed a ve
.
.
ime.
then on w:ith the " all · .. hi h J Y .
ry ruce dmner, and
sports.
m, w c consisted of the usual indoor

Judging by .the results, I don't thiok the juniors have done
very much .hiking around country inns of the famous north. Of
course, I think a lot of the seniors had a decent bit of training (not
at tennis). around Fai~warp and Five Ash Down. Anyhow, it wa~
a very. en1oyable evemng ai;id we thank the junior .C.0.s of both
the Div. 3.;nd T_roop for giving us a very excellent time. But
please get m a llttle practice before the next, and then inform us
what games you really are good at.
fl Arr~.als.-:On Sunday, 14th ~arch, during our first novelty
a~ w 1st drive, the Mess were given a very nice surprise by the
amval of several senior .C.O.s from the U.K .. ex H .T. evasa.
i1fey were Sergeant Thomas, Sergeant Luck, Lance Sergeant
chardson and Sergeant Beckett. During the month Ser eants
Eyno~ and Mansfield have joined us. A very hearty w!icome
was given to all of them. May their stay be long and enjoyable.
To T. B. Mess.- We will let you know in good time when to
send along. ~omething. from the Presentation fund for a certain
recent addition to this Mess. Who " parked " him on us ?
" All Ga~es " Tournament.-The annual" all games" tourna~ent ha.~ JUSt conclu~ed. Lance Sergeant McDowall, of the
Troop
was the w,nner. Heartiest congratulations !
Individual winner were : TENNIS : Sergeant \Valdron
BILLIARDS : Lance ergeant McDowall. SNOOKER : Lane~
Sergeant Yates. DARTS: Lance Sergeant :1-IcDowall. LADIES'
TENNIS: Mrs. Bew.
A word of prai~e is due to Sergeant Child for the organization
and si;nooth runnmg of the whole tournament. Enthusiasm too
ran high._ and there di~ not appear to be a dull evening i~ th~
Mess dunng the fortmght's play.
In the ;\-fen's T~nni.s final, Sergeant Vlaldron outplayed Sergeant Shephe.r~. wmmng by three straight sets. Admitting the
we.ather conditions were not a.JI they could have been, I am of the
op.mi?~ that _S~~geant W<i:ldron won by sheer determination and
gnt.
Rabbit strokes did not worry him in the least providing
the ball managed to get to the other side of the net.'
The billiards' .final (~oo up) between Lance Sergeant ~lcDowall
and Lance Sergeant Yates proved to be a pleasant fifty minute

In barrack-rooms I see the light

Of cigarettes, all burning bright ;
I get no time for smokes at all

For still I hear the clarion call
Defaulters !
The soldier says, " Give me a light "
And tries to stop my headlong flight;
I almost barge him through the wall,
For louder blows that bugle call
Def'lulters !
Life's full of misery and woe,
Out in the town I cannot go;
I'd love to choke that bugler tall
Who rends the air with the strident call
Defaulters !
I'd kill him if I had my way;
Lifeless, unbeautiful he would lie ;
But even so some other fool
Would start to blow the same same call
DEFAULTERS!
· We apologise to Corporal Rudd bP,cause a poem from his pen
was intended to be published here, but having lost it, I have dug
up another one just as bad.
News.-A daughter, Sheila Ann, was born to Sergeant and
Mrs. Bell last month. This is unusual news (for Meerut, anyway),
so perhaps I may be excused for feeling proud of my scoop.
Extensions.-The following, having decided to give the Army
a bit more of their experience, have signed on, Lance Corporals
Denholme and Williams, and (401) Signalman Brown.
Hill Moves.-The khud parties leave for Chakrata on 20th
April. Instead of the usual two parties, there is a rumour that
three parties will go up, but their stay will be of ~horkr duration.
BJLLWUM.

MOT 01118T 9 ~URCHA91NQ A•80CIA.TlON L.TO .

( CUT. A . R . S I MPSON , INDIAHSIGHALII , RJ<To.)

The London Car Exchange,
Ltd., is a Subs idiary Company of
the M.P.A., and deals with the
car side of the bus iness.
New and second-hand cars of all
makes can be supplied. Special
terms arranged for " Home on
leave " cars, and guaranteed repurchase prices quoted for both
new and second-hand cars.
Members ' cars taken in part
exchange and favourable hire purchase terms arranged .
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GROSVENOR

The Association offers Its members
unusual facilities in their purchases.
Savings of as much as 30% can be
effected. off usual retail prices
except in the case of price maintained articles.
Furn iture, Silver, Rad io and Electrical equipment a Speciality.
All Motor :Accessories, including
tyres, lubricants, etc., supplied
at lowest poss ible prices.
Special " All-in " Motor insurances
effected, and all claims pursued
and advice given free of charge.

GARDENS

OPPOSITE VICTORIA STATION

LONDON

The Grosvenor Gardens Club
is controlled by the M.P.A. This
is a Non-Residential Club and Its
situation, together with its fine
Lounge, Dining and Cocktai l
Rooms, offers a pleasant environment for meeting friends.
Officers on leave are invited to use
the Club as Honorary Merr.bers,
without Entrance Fee or Subscription. Full particulars may be
obtained from the Honorary Secretary, or The Editor of this
publication.

S.W.I

(Slo! ne 007 I)
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ent rtainm nt. The play ran level up to 110, when l\~cDowall got
the better hand of hi opponent and won by 71 pomts. Lance
Sergeant Yates, however, had his re,·enge when he met the ~e
opponent at nooker. Yates had all his O\~·n way, beating .McDowall in t" o straight frames. A lead of :21 m the first frame and
an easy task in the second, secured him a majority of over 60
point ,
The usual " talk" prevailed at the darts final which McDowall
woo, lea,·ing" Gripper" Luck standing and wondering what had
happened. " rever 'eard of it."
till tJ1 e things do happen,
but it didn't alter the fact that Luck has managed to get third
place, having been beaten for first and second place by McDowall
and Yate . hame !
Last. but by no means lea t-the Ladies' Tennis. The semifinal between :\Ir . Bew and l\Irs. Shepherd wa accorded to be
the finest spot of tennis een for ome considerable time. The
ventual scor in the former's favour being 4-6, 6-2, 8-6.
Real hard driving on the part of both ladies caused us to hold
our breath at times. Long rallies were ilie feature throughout
the game, placing in no way being neglected. In ilie first set, Mrs.
Bew seemed to be over-doing the driving part and could not
eem to find the back line satisfactorily. We are not sure whether
Mrs. Shepherd's trainer told her to ease off in ilie secon.d set'.to
make certain of clamping the third, but ease off she certainly did,
playing a very defensive game, which cost her the set 6--2.
And the final tu sle ! ·with Mrs. Bew leading 5-1, and still
hitting hard, it looked an easy thing. But not so. Mrs. Shepherd
kept at it, and brought ilie score up to 6--5 in her favour. I will
leave my readers to guess the excitement that prevailed. Boili
were dead beat, but refu ed to give in, and till continued with
their high standard of tennis. Mrs. Bew, as we have already
mentioned, winning the final set 8-6. \ Vhat a game I
In the final, Mis. Udell put up a very good show against a
superior player and lost 6-4, 6--0.
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Signalman " Puff" Blow, our industrious l.M.T., is busy
making or breaking (I don 't know which), the Sections' technical
instruments. Then next there is Signalman " John " Bullour ·wandering Jew- now studying to become a great mathematician.
The next on the list is that terrible pair, Signalmen " Bara "
Davies, commonly known as "dead," and Signalman "Chota"
Davies. The former is having a rest cure after a bout of tonsilitis,
the latter is employed in the lowest form of life, to wit- Section
Clerk. Our one and only Scotsman, Signalman Davidson, spends
his spare time hob-noggling with the l.M.T. Signalman" Bullet"
Eburne, the man who once rang the gong at the baths with his
head, has given up P .T. in favour of shaking a snaky hip.
Signalman " Trouble " Evans, the hero of the hour, was recently
awarded the title of " Personality King of Lucknow for 1937,"
at Tivoli Dance Hall. "Whoi Oi Doan't Knaw? " The moaning and groaning storeman, ignalman Everitt, runs trouble
pretty close, and takes tosses from cycles as a matter of course.
ext comes ignalman Gleeson, the Section Sheik, who must
have forgotten all about Lambeth.
\Ve must not forget our two grass-widowers, Signalman "Polly"
Ginders and Signalman " Gunja " Hayward. The sleek and
debonaire " Sam " Hotchkiss has, I believe, forsaken his first
love, football, and is now emulating Cecilia Colledge--00 rollers,
not ice. Signalman " Buck " Taylor seems to spend all bis time
resting.
Last, but by no means least, is Signalman " Leaguer " I<istruck, "The Body Beautiful," who discourses on anything f:rom
"Why England lost the Ashes" to that alleged football team,
Ipswich. " Knock l knock I" "Who's there? " "Ipswich."
" Ipswich who ? " Ah ! Ah 1-'nuff said I
The scribe proffers bis apologies for the above, and begs to
inform all concerned that he hopes to be on leave when these
notes are published.
Agony.-To T.B. Johnson, somewhere in Blighty. "The first
five are the worst always." R.C.D.
" Congratulations, V.L.L. I " C.H.
R. C. D.

Lucknow,
4th March.
Generat.- The " lads " of the Section thought it was about
time that they appeared in the picture, hence this feeble attempt
of mine at a " come-back."
As "ill be seen by the above address, we have a rather high
falutin' moniker-and with reference to the INF part, we certainly are! \Ve have had our first training season here. It
was short, but there was plenty of biking. Our Brigade Commander needed a change of horses every 20 miles ! I will not
dwell on our activities. Everyone knows what an Infantry
Brigade Section is-and can do.
Penonalities of the Section.-Our O.C. at the moment is
Lieutenant J . B. Ellis, R.Signals. Our original O.C., Lieutenant
H. Worrall, R.Signals, is now roughing it on Blighty leave. The
Section Sergeant is none other than Sergeant Hodge C. E., who
is always being interviewed by special correspondents on the
subject of marching on ilie Plains and Hills of India. He would
like his mal)y thousands of " fans " to know that be actually
rode a distance of 20 miles during the Signal Exercise at Delhi.
(Ted and Tubby please note. This is the second time be has been
mechanised during all his 25 years' service). "It's becoming a
habit with me ! "
A recent addition to our family is Lance Sergeant " Meg "
Halfpenny, who needs no introduction to the 2nd or 3rd Indian
Divisional Signals. We hope his stay with us will be a happy
one. •·ext comes the most famous of us all-Corporal Hadland\' era to you. I think that this old soldier is aspiring to become
the greatest Gripper in the Signals in India, now that his most
serious rivals have left the country. He is at present somewhat
excited, as his wife and " big" son (at least five months old),
commonly known as" The Arab," are on their way to join him
out here. After these great men, I'm afraid that the scribeLance Corporal Dixon-is very small fry. Please don't mention
anything about :\1obile Signal Clerk to me, otherwise . . .
Lance Corporal Bertie Cockram, of " Mr. and Mrs. Hodge and
Son " fame, is a lively member of the Section. (Oh those curls I).
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4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
19th March.
~

Generat.-I.O.R.s Individual Training is in full swing and a
higher rating is the aim of all candidates. All ranks are undergoing refresher rides and our remounts are doing well.
Departures.-No. 2322101 Signalman " Admyrel" Ewart to
the Home Establishment on 19th March. His personality will be
greatly missed here but we expect Scarborough will benefit.
Postings (Future).o. 2320978 U/Lance Corporal Lavelle
W., from 1st Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi, on 1st April. His
best friend (a horse) awaits him.
The Joys of Spring (in lndia).-A B.O.R.s Refresher Ride,
under Corporal Rhodes, has commenced. Those participating
are already growing corns on their knees and tender places. Three
of the Div. Sigs. N.C.O.s on the Course are now convinced that
there is a vast difference between mounted and dismounted
P.T. However, it's a great life.
Visit of the C.S.0.- 0ur new C.S .0., Lieutenant-Colonel T. B.
Gravely, visited the Troop on 17th March.
lnspections.-Everytbing went well at the annual inspection
by the Brigade Commander, and an excellent report is expected.
What's Mine Is Yours.-The families of Sergeant Page and
Corporal Hylands have arrived. These N.C.0.s will now no
doubt revert to their Jekyll personalities. Who threw that
Heinz beans tin? It looks as if our Fox Hunting Club membership is to suffer a further loss.
Sport.-The Troop were beaten 3- 1 by Div. Sigs. in a hockey
match played during the C.S.0.'s stay in Trimulgherry.
BONNIE DUNDEE.

STATIONSABROr\D
Egypt

Signals.

~o

Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
General.o, no, we haven 't woke up at la t I Sorry and
all .that, for being absent so long. but it has not been my' fa It
entirely.
u
Wit~ all the recent ar.rival , depa1i:ures, emergency calls from
Palestine, etc., the Section has been all at sea since last April,
and, at last, the calm eems to be now approaching.
Departures.- Lieutenant A. B. Ruck, our O.C., Section (down
goes our hockey team, ir I), Sergeant Pearce our Section
Serge<i;nt, and Corporal Adams have all gone to' " G " T
We w1~h them all the be t at their new Station. On the r~~ft
that sailed on 14th March we lost a popular officer Major E J
Murphy. Our loss. is someone's gain (no longer wili we hear th~
gramophone out 10 the blue, sir I). Another departure was
Corporal Barron (ex-Copper). Good luck, Ginger I
I nearly forgot to say that we have lost our reinforcements
although we are glad to say that their whereabouts are known. '
.. Arrivals.-We welcome the following from No. 1 Company.
Signalmen. Taylor L., .crerar, Shore, Malley and De-Palo. (\V~
are expectmg great thing from the latter in a driving capacity.)
. U /Lance Corporal ~rooke, Signalmen Brown and Rowse have
iust returned from their embarkation leave in the UK and
commence their tour with us. We hope that they will ~~ · oy t~~~v

1

~·

lr

Promotion.-Awarded the unpaid stripe: Signalmen Burdon
Hancox and. Brooke .. Congratulations I Also congratulation~
to the follow10g on be10g paid : U /Lance Corporals Birkett E
Walker A. and King A.
··
Sport.-Further outlook-fine. ' uff said !
Entertainments.-We were entertained by the Unit Concert
P<i:rty on. 4th February in the .A.A.F.I. Everyone thoroughly
en1oyed it. We are looking forward to the next show whlch
I hear, will take place about 'ovember next.
'
'
Tit-bit.-R.O.C., at a certain hut window. Time, 10.15 p.m.
R.0.C.: "Knock I Knock I"
Voice: " Eh I "
R.0.C. : " Knock I Knock l "
Voice: "Who's there?"
R.O.C. : " Butcher ! "
Voice: "Butcher who? "
R.O.C. : "Butcher lights out."
SPITTER.

"G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
Lament.Oh I To be in England,
Now iliat April is there.
General.-Life. in the Troop has been very quiet during the
last ~onth. With the exception of the First Class Certificate
candidates (who seemed to take an unusually gleeful view of life
when we moved out to the desert), it has been the daily round and
common task with a Scheme here and there.
The last Scheme was all right. We went to the Fayoum the
fi:st day, crossed. the ile on the second day, fought like the
dickens on the third day, .then, having had enough, went home
()n the fourth. As a special treat, after having been four days
w the .blue, we had a beautiful dinner of Maconacbies waiting
f or us 10 barracks.
Somewhere in the classics, tales are recounted of the ancient
an~ modern mariners of Britain, and, now that I come to think
of it, I wasn't a bit scared crossing the dangerous infested
waters of tQ.e ile. Indeed, when we got to the other sideanyway, there must be a Jot in this hereditary theory.

and Departures. Signalman Knight, one of the " old
1~~riv~!s
t~rs of th? Troop (the other one is going home for a Brick-

o~yer1~.Cour51'. m September), having spent nearly sixteen years
b sod 1~nng m and around England, decided to chance a tou~
':te~:. h or~ cha:nge. On r7th :\1arch, i'vlrs. Knight arrived in
1e ·
e smcerely hope that she ";ll en1oy her stay in
tbi s country.
·

About the same time, Signalman Hart returned from leave in
the U.K. He returned on a Saturday and had a date with hi
~et and the desert on the following Monday. He hadn't muc~
1me to tell us who was king (joke).
h Lance Corporal Macnair rejoined from Egypt ignals All
I e can be heard t.o say is " Two Brigadiers in one year. Roll on. "
t does se.em a bit hard, doesn't it ? Think of the indignity.
fit~ccordmg to the~ry. we should receive this week-end two
ersdfrom Egypt S1gnals--Signalmen Barnes and Walsh \\'e
exten the usual paw and good wishes.
·
A!1d now we come to the bitter bit. Bennett (OUR BE ) i
leav10g us. We have tried yaliantly to keep him. Bill Gra is
broken~hearted. The supenor numbers of Egypt Signals !on
and he s got to go. It was a hard fight, Ben ! Good luck and
remember the old Troop tie.
'
;' p-grading.-The more I see of these fellows trying to get a
fe more cru;twheels, the more I am convinced of that thin line
be[i"'~en geruus and insanity. At least three of the candidates
w1
ave to go on a" Body-building Couxse" now. They have
worn themselves to a shadow wondering why old man Ohm was
born. .Poor la?s ! It seems queer that ome have to work like
that, whereas ~t comes naturally to us. Congratulations to ou
all I (I can still bob you down, Teddy.)
y
Sp.o rt-,-;--Tennis h~ at last come into its own, and the prevailing
cry JS
I wonder if we have time for a set to-day " Lan
Corpor_al Reat has organised a tournament for the no~ices ~~
paper 1.t. looks like a polo match gone wrong. Still it will ·come
out all nght m the wash, I suppose.
The Squadrons held their Sports Meeting during the last week
Our lads who were attached to the various squadrons acquitted
themselves very well. Signalman Samworth again made a name
!?r ..himself, and was just pipped for the Victor Ludorum in
A .Squadron. Lance Corporal Slaymaker was econd in the
pole Jump.and ilii~d i~ the mile. (When I asked him how man
were runrung h~ dido t s;em to be quite at bis ease.) Corporal~
Adams and vv:1llte ~nd Signalman McGinn were also con picuous
among the pnze winners.
PS.-Shady. "The stamps are on their way."
Kercher of Kohat. "Am still at Helmich. Chas."
Civvy Street. " Here I come ! JMJMJM."
EXT 0NB.

"H"Troop, Caal
v ry Signals, Egypt.
Attached 8th Hussars, Abbassia.
23rd March.
General.- re\".S has been very elusive this month, no murders
have been committed, nor any hold-ups, and the like. There has
not even been a new " Racket " started, unless creeping off to
town. when the boys arc \".Orking a Scheme comes under thi
heading. (\Ve have a certarn fellow here who did · eh Sull ~)
A?tually, th~ only things worthy of note are the' mo~e to ~he
M1dan opposite and. Command Manreuvres.
t the moment we
are under canvas \".1th the 8th Hussars, whils he barracks get
a much-needed " dig-out."
. Comm'.1-nd Manreuvres took place from 14th to 18th March
10 the ne1g~bourhood of Helwan. For this Exercise we provided
two \V(f links between the Motor Cavalry Squadron· and Force
H.Q. m both the op.Posing Force . We found the local
country very much agamst W/T communications, and on the
first day the Southland Force link found that the wadi and

__ o
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ridges proved too great an ob tacle for our • ·o. 7 Set . Apart
from thi , the cheme was a ucce from a Signal point of view.

Palestine Force Signals.

\Yith the manccu\'res, we concluded the training ea on, much
relief. The order of the day now is maintenance
and painting cars, coupled with friend Porter's notion of painting
tm-hats gold, mounting six men in the 0 . .'s pick-up, wearing
the painted tin-hat-, and parading a. a fire-engine . (Bright
lad!)
\\'e are lowly losing our 15- ·wt. vans, which are b ing replaced by the bigger Ford \' . In the garage there is one. temporarily fitted up for \\" T work. The others are being ent to the
Shops for permanent fittin!?'S. Woe i u !

Headquarters, Jerusalem.

to evervone'

Arrivals (New, Old, and Older).-( ·ew). A new member of the
Troop i Corporal Pa on , who has been po ted to u · from
G.H . . , where he ha been pu bing a pen for a number of year .
\\"e hold out the mitt and hope that his stay with u will be
happy, and that he will not re!!Tet leaving hi. pen behind .
Old.)
ignalman Fra er, who has been Jangui hing under
the surgeon' knife in the itadel Hospital. We hope he is quite
fit again, and that he wilJ oon be back to duty. (He has r4 days
"excused duty " to get u ed to the word " work," before he
tarts again.
tOlder.) \Ye welcome back into harne s ignalman (Paddy)
~[oore, from U. K. lea Ye.
(Ju t in time to be stung for the
Command tunt. Lucky guy!) He brought with him all the
jokes of the Little Audrey eries; indeed, he is our authority on
them these days.
Promotion.
ongratulation to Lance Corporal Bell on
attaining that rank without having to join the ranks of " npaids." (\\'on't J .F.C. curse.) I have heard remarks about a
·· rather dry promotion." I wonder what they meant. Still,
good luck, Dinger; remember the baton!
Would You Believe It ?-It's oi.50 hours. The door opens
quietly, and a slanting haft of light brightens the dark interior
of a barrack-room. A hadowy figure can be discerned, but the
door closes before it can be recognised. Shuffling footsteps make
their way towards an unoccupied bed at one end of the room.
A swish and a click is heard a a jacket i slung over the locker
door. Sounds of a struggle can be heard, then soft moans and
scuffling, but this ends as a pair of cuff-links are undone. A
swish follows as a tie and shirt are hung up, the bed squeaks
and two " thuds" are heard as two shoes strike the wooden
floor. A sound follows as if something made of cloth is thrown
into _the comer. Silence again reigns supreme, except for
occastonal snores.
Dawn breaks, and in the corner can be seen a pair of trousers
all dusty and creased. The hero of the story, on awakening
maintained that he was sober. Didn't you, Sully I
'
Fu_rther Doings of th~ Coat of Scales Club.-(a} A member,
w_e anng a grey ftann~l SU1t, borrows a half" Acker" and, wearing
his coat of cales, links off to Heliopolis. Why is this ?
(b) Two others attend the first house at the " Gaff " return
to barrack , put on their coats of scales, and link off' to town.
Why is this?
(c) Another member of the Club, who has recently come into
money, accompanied by a mate in the 8th Hussars, goes to
town. On return, he says they had been looking for the other
two members mentioned in para. (b). Why is this .?
. (d) Another is a countryman of De \'a!era's, but it's really not
his fault.
That's. all the in~ormation about this Club which our agents
an obtam for the time, but watch this column, folks !
Yahoudi Cablegrams.- ] . F. C. (late "H" Troop) .
should have stopped ont here. Look at Dinger. Dai."
Willa, Canterbury.

"

" You

ame fella spells khaki- kharki. "

Conclusion. Having done so much, I am going to sit back,
congratulate myself and hope for the best. More next time.
DAI BACH.
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toa~n,

we are usually required ~o brin~ the teams of Brigade
Headquarter up to str ngth . lhose with the requisite amount·
of <'11Ngy can u ua lly got a game of some description.
CHIB.

General.- All goo<l time mu t come to an end they tell us.
and Easter is no exception. On Good Friday, a six-a-side
football tournament was held on the Araba College ground .
ix teams participated. The D.R. were the ultimate winners,
beating the Office Section by 9 point to nil.
On Ea ter i\Ionday, twenty-five oth r rank of the Unit proceeded hy 'bu· to the Dead Sea, where a very enjoyable day was
spent.
On anh·al at Khalia, mo t of the party made ha te to don
slip· or wim-suits in an endeavour to transform themselves
into hand ome men- well, unburnt ones, anyway-while th
others made a premature attack on the product of Rishon-leZion, which Signalman Climo, in some miraculous manner,
mana~d to keep cool. Fortunately we hadn ' t to make our own
tea, but if we had I am ure we would have r membered to take
ome fresh water with us. 'A'ouldn't we, Aubrey?
Promotions.-Congratulations to Corporal Milligan on his
recent promotion to that rank. Another "Gimlet Gobbler"
in the :\less. Tut-tut! And you were on the tack, weren't you.
Millie ?
Departures.- On nth April two of our stalwarts-Signalmen
Bannister and \Vebb A. -are lea,·ing u· on repatriation to the
U.K.

\Veil, well! So you managed it at last, \\'ebbie ? How about
leaving me your much-discu scd razor as a ouvenir? And what
about your complaint, Eanni ter? " ursemaid's knee," or
omething, isn' t it ?
DIE-HARD .

No. 3 Section, Sarafand.
General.- Apart from lack of news for these notes, everything
"in the words of the song" is going fine. There is, we have found,
a brewery in working order within easy walking distance of the
camp.
row that plain clothes are permitted for walking-out,
one can bathe in Tel Aviv without an interested audience of
local inhabitants. \Ve fail to ee why the sight of the soldiers
bathing should excite the curiosity of gaping throngs. But it
does. As soon as the whisper ran around the clubs of Tel Aviv
that a soldier was seen proceeding in the direction of the bathing
huts, the beach became crowded to capacity inside five seconds.
\Vhile we ai:wreciated the compliment, all that is now over. In
short, we feel that life is good.
Lieutenant Smitherman took a party to view the Roman
ruins at Samaria. An extremely interesting afternoon was spent
(although it may not sound like it) looking at things the Romans
left behind. One enthusiast discovered some new bones. There
was considerable argument as to whether certain bones came
from the chest or, in the words of a participant, " Was it part of
his stummik ? " I believe that those who stuck up for the chest
won. On return to barracks, all attempts to describe the hiding
pl~ce of these bones were strictly discouraged.
The R.A.S.C.
might find them, and we get enough stew as it is.
We refuse to publish the name of the poor goof who claimed
to have found the remains of an old Roman drinking vessel,
which, on closer inspection, was found to be the remains of an
"Olde English Bullye Beefe Tinne." The trip was thoroughly
enjoyed by everybody. We are looking forward to another one
like it.
The Section covered itself in glory and dust during two
Schemes. One lesson learnt from these Schemes, is that donkeys
as transport arc not appreciated by Signals. There were bitter
complaints afterwards that the donkeys ate more than they
earned,. and then gave away the position by making uncouth
loud noises when the enemy was near. \¥e should like to know
who put the donk in the bunk of the .C.O. i/c Transport!
So would tho .C.O. i/c Transport! (So would the donk !)
Individual training is well under way, and we wish the best
of luck to the ambitious ones.
Sport.- A_lthough there is nothing of importance to report,
we are gettmg our full share of sport. Apart from the Section

Lost.-A car on Khayat Beach, or was it Khayat Beach which
was lo t ? Anyway, the search party enjoyed the death ride
and also the dip in the briny.
A goat, blue eyes,. J;>rown hair, small feet. Lost by a Lance
Corporal, w~o, on fa1lmg t? lead it home by its car, rcfu cl to
pay is. for 1t. He has decided to keep chickens instead.
MERCURIU .

Malta Signal Section.

1st April.
General.- At last ~he gallant 25 are to leave us. They hope to
<'mbark at Port .said. on i2th April. When they are saiely
~c~tt~red to the wrnds m that green and pleasant island, probably
<lnnkmg deeply in remote" Rose and Crowns," will they breathe
freely and tell wondrous tales of halcyon days spent in the wilds
of Safad and Jenin? And what of we who are left? Ah!
We ~vill _take up the worn threads of the Mersa Matruh yarn
and it will not lose in the spinning, for as we have suffered so wili
the new draft suffer.
Other important events were two Palforce Exercises which
~~is~cd,,several days and provided the usual crop of in~idents.
_X.s w~re :;o bad that the gallant Sax climbed Mount Carmel
with _a helio, mtent on getting through, but alas !-who can use
a h ho amongst the clouds ?
The gardeners are busy these days, the peas jealou ly guarded
at ~rst fr?m cats and now from" loose-wallahs," are, like Patsy's
h~·ms_. ?om_g as well as c~n be expected. The flower gardens are
still hvmg m ~opes, despite certain malicious tongues, who query
whence certam potatoes came, and ask if potatoes were really
planted under the path !
The hockey tea~ are still showing Haifa how the game is
really played, and m an exh~bition match, versus Bar Kochba,
won .4-;-r. The soccer XI will play anyone from the Arsenal to
a ships crew (ask Sergeant Tennant). Nowadays they cannot
a lways guarantee a win. To encourage them I enclose a photograph.
'
Promotions.-Drinks were on Corporal John Potts when the
glad news was brought from Jerusalem to Haifa.

Sc~ambled Pronunciations.- :\.Ialtese place names frequently
acquire ~trang_e sounds when used by the British soldier. We
S}'.mpath1se with our Minister of Transport when confronted
with" Hydroph.ea" entered as a port of call on a daily itinerary.
\ye suspec_t he mvoked the aid of his illustrious namesake who
c1rcum~av~gated _the globe (English History, Golden Hind & Co.)
1n eluc1datmg this prob!em. H~ving eventually hit upon Ghain
Tuffeyha_ a~ the_ place m question, he decided " Hydrophea"
was_ a distmct improvement on "Chain Tufficker" a version
attnbuted to our " nor-westerly ·wrnE chief" Cla;k. For the
~ne~t of readers not accustomed to Malta, the" G" in Ghain
Just isn't!

l mports.-With open door we welcome back from home leave
Corporal Freem_a? C., who assures us that his stay in the U.K.
was all he anticipated, including the weather. \Ve take this
opportuni_ty ~f thanking those members of our reinforcements
now servmg m Bulford who sent their salaams to friends in
J~~a. To those still travelling, we wish good luck. Nice work,
. Commissary.~R~a~ing so much in home papers of the additional comforts it 1s mtended to introduce into the Service we
feel constrained to mention our latest innovation in the provlsion
of haversack rations.
Previously, our staunch· defenders of Empire have subsisted
O? a staple ration of bread and cheese when unable to return to
dmner at the appointed time. r ow, however, we are treated to
t~e specta<:le of linemen tripping gaily to their labours clasping
tightly theu buns, apples, oranges and, perhaps, even a banana.
Tll:ou~h appr~ciated when eaten by those people for whom these
damties are _mtended, it seems they give little satisfaction when
eaten by a mascot in the shape of an inquisitive dog with a
healthy appetite. This anim~~ has been called a "nice ·dog,"
but 'Yhen l\lother Hubbar?
burrowed " in the ration bag,
affectionate terms were sub1ected to drastic amendments.
Kennel Club.-Though unrecorded in Part II Orders we have
to report an increase in personnel of two canine boarders. V.'e
use the term boarders advisedly, as we doubt if either would
deigu to honour us if full boarding facilities were withdrawn. or
doubtful antecedents, they can only be described as a " Burgess
!><>ar-houn?" and a " Burrows bull-bait." Both are qualified
m the soldierly art of foraging, particularly the bull-bait.
ame
are still pending, although " r igger" and " Tinribs " are be<>inning to stick.
Musketry.:-This annually recurring pastime has come upon
u and ans1ng out of t11e programmes we suspect a misdeal.
Instructors are exhorted to proceed with " execution of ind ivid uals on the aiming rest ." This may seem justified at time
but appears to be rather a drastic start. It must have bee~
mortifying for our musketry cb.ief to lecture at length on how
to take ~ correct ~m. and. then score so badly at tea. Taking
careful aim at a 16-mch frymg pan from a range of six inches, he
deposited a perfectly sound egg on the top of the tove. It is
not known whether he prefers eg 0 s rather browned or j ust
mi judged the wind.
l\lu ketry finally concluded with an average of 6z.31.

NO. 4 SECTION SOCCER XI.
Back Row : Hami lton, Evans, Hope, Co llett , Acoc k. McKay.
Sitting : Hassett, Woo kcy, Parry, Du ke . W e bb.

Departures.-"

igger" just went.
SKIP.
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Malaya Command Signal Company, Singapore.
Pulau Brani Detachment.
15th i\larch.
Farewell! farewell they'll wave to you
When through tho "Gap," into the blue
The Dilwara will wend her way.
With a cheer they will cry,
"Malaya, good-bye!
We're glad to be going away."
1

Back to the land where they belong,
Away from the Orient Tom-Tom and Gong;
They're leavin" lalaya- they're glad to depart
From virgin ju"'ngle, blow-pipe and dart. .
They've had their fling, they've had their day,
ow happy and contented, they're going away.
Yes, once again, true friends must part and go their re pecti\·e
ways. \\'e have to say auf wieder ehen to Corporal Pear on,
Signalmen Cave and Blunt of the Pulau Brani Detachment who
are returning to England. Corporal Pear on has worked ery
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hard during the time he has been in l\Ialaya, and proved himseH
to be a very capable and popular . . 0. He plays a good .game::
of hockey and football, so note the name, readers.
ow .signalman Cave (oh ! where is he ?) handles a crafty hockey stick and
is undoubt dly an excellent swimmer. But please watch ~1m
with the girls - he's. a bit of a ~ad. Signalman Blunt, I t~1~1~.
needs no introduction. Ho tncs hard at all sports, doesn t
exactly shine, but invariably finds a place in the team, whether
it is rugby, hockey or football.
!so, he's a. pretty good conversationalist ( ome call it that) , but 1'11 leave 1t to you to find out.
On behalf of the Pulau Brani Detachment, I wish them good
luck and a happy landing.
1 have been asked to include two other very popular members
of the Malaya ommand Signal Company, who a.~e leaving, Fort
Canning for England. Lance Corporal Scott (of I haven t got
any money" fame) and Lance orporal Stowers, who plays an
excellent game of football and is a brilliant rugby forward. Good
luck to you both, and don't forgot to look up " Ivy," Ernest,
my boy!
Changi Detachment are lo ing quite a fe~ of their per~onncl,
but no douht the Changi correspondent will, at some time or
another relate his Detachment's loss in detail, so we'll content
ourselv~s with adding our good wi hes to theirs.
Tientsin Draft.- Signalmen Hop raft and Godwin (ex-Rat )
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have departed for China, having completed twelve months in
l\falaya . They arc both excellent operators, two of the best- or,
perhaps, we should say, the two best we have. We are sorry
they bad to go. Signalman Hopcraft is an excellent rugby
three-quarter, having distinguished himself on various occasions
out here. Also he plays a neat game of soccer. Signalman
Godwin plays a good game of soccer and is a crafty dart thrower.
Well, we hope you've enjoyed your stay with Corporal Walkers'
Short-wave Detachment. Don't forget to tell them all at
Tientsin the wonders of the Super-sonic A.T. 50 (DUA) and how
it grew from a small insignificant two torchlight bulbs, one coil
transmitter into the huge powerful LBA as we now know it.
Good luck to both of you and let us know how you arc faring I
Arrivals.-We heartily welcome to Singapore our new .S.O.,
R. G. L. Giblin, R.Signals, who arrived from England
on the Dilwara on the 4th. We hope you find Malaya to your
liking, sir, and that your stay will be enjoyable.
Signalman Summers also arrived on the Dilwara and remained
in Singapore for a few days before proceeding to China. Unfortunately, he was not attached to us, but we did what we could
to make bis stay enjoyable. We wish him all the best.
The R.A.O.C. recently welcomed quite a number of new
arrivals on the Island . The Signals joined in the reception and
the celebration was a huge success, all thoroughly enjoying
themselves.
A farewell dance was held at the Ordnance Depot to bid
adieu to personnel leaving Malaya. As quite a few R.E. and
J{.A.O.C. personnel have ignified their intention of becoming
regular readers of the WIRE, so a to follow the activities of their
friends in Malaya, we take this opportunity of wishing them all
cheerio and the best of luck.
The Detachment recently spent a very enjoyable day at I<ota
Tinggi Waterfalls. We hope to have another like it in the future
as it was definitely a nice break (for some). We would like to
know the fellow who lost his topee, and is he still feeling the effects
of the following week spent in the sun without one ?
Did " Paddy " Gerety " make it" ?
Conclusion.-This contribution has proved to be a list of
farewells, but as this only happens once in not so very often,
please forgive me. I've just noticed the following " Agony" on
my table (may I remind the originator that the price of stamp is
approximately the same in both directions) :
To Lance Corporal Bracegirdle, Jamaica: "Congrats., old
chap. How about a line to an old' Divite' ? 'Froggy ' France."
So now, Pulau Brani wish you farewell until next month.
TANDO (T.B.C.).
~!ajor

Alexandra Detachment.

The Signal memben of the band Include (lclt to r ight) : Signalman Blunt (since
deported), Miss Notley, Corporal Pearson, Miss Salis bury, Hula C hatfield and Miss
Hudson (the Ovoltlne Missy). Slttlni : Slinalman France.

W he neve r a new d raft fro m U.K. arrives o n Pulau Brani, le is always welcomed in
the cimc·ho no ured Malayan manner. Here we sec Sap pers, O rdn ance and Signal
mem bers of the band awaiti ng t he ar rival of the new peo ple.

And so march up to the bungalow for free beer, a irand dinner and smo ki ng concert
to follow. Visit Maloy• I

Herc they come -

and what a su rp rlse I

General.-Rumour have been reaching civilization for some
time of the new Signal Depot at Alexandra, and now some firsthand information is forthcoming. The advanced party now in
occupation consist of seven men-one Corporal (short-wave
fame), one Lance Corporal and five men. Although not exactly
pioneers in this part of the world, certain dangers have to be
O\·ercome before the rest of the Section anive on 1st May.
Chief among these is a pack of jungle dogs, whose gauntlet we
have to run at night when they begin to prowl. They probably
think that our George would make quite a good meal!
At present we are attached to that famous Regiment, the
"Diehards "-one hundred per cent. cockneys. Conversation
with them is very limited at present, owing to the fact that we
have no interpreters, but this is only another of the difficulties
we have to overco1ue.
Arrivals.- Our new "I.R. Professor," William Maddison
(Bill to me), has already made a great impre ion in this small
Section of pioneers. He has already perfected one or two small
mventions, which will . oon be on the market-perhaps. His
daily opening speech is, " Say, ' Ticky,' I've just got another
idea." This does not worry me now as I have little left for him
to tear up or transform. His latest is a luminou tail light for
night-flying mosquitos.
Things We Would Like to Know.- Has "Bring 'em Back
Alive" Mitchell tamed B lakang Mati J ungle yet ?

Has Cocking thrown away any money lately ? If so, where ?
Photo Exc hange.- I have been asked to remind those interested
that Lance Corporal Hudson of this Section still has a number
of local snaps which he is willing to exchange for other locals
or items of general interest. Don't be dubious, his work is quite
good-I 've had some.
"TICKY-Too BAD."

Changi Detachment.
ingapore.
17th March.
The " old draft" have been gone almost a week now, and
things are still going on swimmingly. Isn't that funny ? Their
prophecies are not working out yet. But wait a minute ! A
fuse blew out in the Signal Stores the other day. The storeman
says that he distinctly heard the era h as it went. Possibly the
sun!
Yacht Club.- With lots of ceremony and not a little beer, the
new Changi Yacht Club was opened last Monday evening. The
Corps was well represented by some of its choicest members.
The Hon. Secretary, Lieutenant Stirling-Wilkinson, resigned,
owing to pressure of work. The duties have been taken over by
Lieutenant T. E. Ingles, R.A.
Entertainments.-We have been entertained successively by
The "Midd 's" Concert Party, the Changi Concert Party, a
Hawaiian band, and yesterday by the " Royal Balinese and
Javanese Dancers." The programme offered by the latter
company was excellent, and catered for varied tastes. Altogether a novel and colourful show.
Radio.-Short-wave Colin expects to establish two-way communication with fars in the near future. The other day I was
permitted to hear his power and, believe me, I was surprised. It
was a pure, clear hum, very similar to the note of a D.III on
test I 0. 2.
I am able to reveal that Changi will also be on the air soon.
Details of the new and powerful transmitter at present under
construction cannot be revealed this month.
Radio amateurs should watch thi page for further development .
SIAPA.

Hong Kong Signal Section.
Hong Kong, South China.
Apologies.- Somehow the WIRE note from this Unit seem to
be going astray, for which I offer the usual apologies.
This Unit takes the opportunity, belated though it is, of
wishing all Units at home and abroad a very happy and pro perous Tew Year.
General.-The holiday bungalow at Cheung Chau I land, in
the vicinity of Hong Kong, clo ed on 7th October, after a very
uccessful eason. \\'e hope that within a few weeks of these
notes making an appearance .we shall be negotiating with the
" Elders " for another restful period.
V.'e have followed with more than usual interest the movements
of the Palestine Forces and, in con cquence, have noted with
amusement the reunion of old China hands in that " Promised
Land." \<\'hat a hock the " ma kee" draft of 1935-36 must
have had. Thi year's" maskee" draft had commenced Jewish
Classe (merely the language ; they all know the customs), but
seeing that the trouble is almo t over, the clas es are turning
their thoughts to nobler things. Perhap the real reason lay
in the fact that the Arabs may not have been able to endure
what the unfortunate hinese have endured for three years or
so. (This calls for no comment fr m old drafts.)
word about Christmas and i usual festivities (so many.
many miles away). This one pa ed in more or le the usual
manner and an enjoyable time was had by all. For the fir t
time for ome years the ommand ignal Office closed its doors
for two hours, with the result that a full ection at down for
dinner. Our new ommand ignal Officer, Major McDonald,
~1.c., who visited u , took the opportunity of expr sing to the
entire ection the hope that his stay here wou ld be a pleasant
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one, and hoped that the ame would apply to us. The ection
earn tly \\ish that hi hope will be fulfilled . Our O.C., Captain
G. '. O'N. Power, R. ignal , and the Officer i/c Lines, Captain
I\:. E. Holme , R ignal ·, · ccompanied him. The senior . .O.s
worked manfully at the inevitable beer " wizzlin' " and th ir
help wa · approciated. The fe th•itie carried on for three day
(officially or unofficially ?) and I am sure everyone voted it a
,·ery happy Chri tmas.
:\Iany thank are due to Lieutenant Denholm-Young for bi
notes and naps from. 'i eria; " hanghai Lily" well remembers
those polo pant·. they ju t could not lose. A great pity that the
Herr General does not receive a copy of the \\'IRE. Best wishes
to Sergeant Penn ·. al o of No-Nigeria-from the afore aid
." hanghai Lily."
Trooping.-On 3rd
·ovember, the new uper-troopship
Dilwat'a berthed. bringing our new C.S.O. and hi wife, fajor
J C. McDonald, )l.C., and :\lrs. l\IcDonald, al o Signalmen
Lawson and • ·ation from the .K.
On first viewing this " n" th wonder of the hemisphere,
tongue were for a moment tilled, eyes earching for swimming
pool-, tennis courts and all tho e additional luxuries one expects
in a " uper." In awed tones (for u ) was often heard : " h,
thou't - - , " and the person from whom thi remark emanated
in tantly reverted to normal, that i , mind-blank.
Di illu ionment came all too quickly to those who boarded
this " uper." Once under the dcclrs, everything was in the
same sweet old way, Jong low tables, gleaming tins and myriads
of hooks, co1·p11s delicti. So once more we hall dream of going
home P. & 0.
The departure of the "super " omehow coincided with the
departure of our .S.O .. :\lajor '.\I. F. :\I. Parkes and family, to
whom we wi h all the best in the U.K.
The next effort wa on 6th January, when the H.T. Lancashire
(" old faithful") arrived with our new 0.C. Wirele s, Lieutenant
R. E. Crawford, from the U.K., and our acting C.. M.. C.Q.i\l.S.
Leath G. Y., al o Corporal S"ift from Egypt Signal . The
trooper departed on the 11th, \\ith Corporal Xeevc and Signalman
Cann for the U.K.
To all arri,·a!s we extend the be t \\i hes for their tay in the
Colony, and trust that it ''ill be a pleasant one.
A Christmas Cracker.-The mighty Barnum would haYc
a uredly signed up the member of this Unit who indented for a
pair of slack , size 4ft. ins. It seems that he wanted to cut them
down, in order to have wide bottoms.
Appointments.-Congratulations are extended to: Lance
Corporal Cox A. C. on being appointed to that rank on 20th
December, 1936, and G1Lance Corporal Folks R. on his appointment on 13th January. (Plenty of room in the little blue book,
" Ginger"!)
Trades.-Corporal Pfeiffer, Signalmen Carter, Eggett, Veitch
and Wright qualified as Linemen" C." r on 2nd December, 1936,
Signalman Hughes qualified as Lineman" C." 1 on 2nd January.
Signalmen Clarke, Di ley, Dix, Guy, :Mower, Royal and Shuttleworth qualified as Linemen " C." 2 on 6th November, 193G.
Signalmen Folks and Harden qualified as Clerks, "C." 2 on
2nd December, 1936.
Education.-The undermentioned ambitious ones passed one
more stage in Army routine, the subjects are indicated against
the name : Corporal Pfeiffer passed in English and Maths. for
hjs First Class Certificate. Signalman Harden passed in English
for his First Class Certificate. Signalman Dislcy (" Ike") was
awarded his Second la s Certificate on 17th December, 1936.
Medals.-Congratulations are e:id:cnded to our C.Q.M.S. Willis
on his receiving the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal in
October, 1936.

Sergeant&' Mea.
\\'e believe that these are the first notes to appear under the
above heading, so perhaps a word about us may not come amiss.
. Q.)l.S. A Jett {~·._of S.), well known in Salisbury and School
hfe; C.Q.::\1.S. \\ 1ll1s, who all the Depot will remember; Sergeant Knox, who made the T.A . what it is to-day; Sergeant
Brundell, who helped to do the same and may be recalled as an
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ex-' ' stable hand " of Depot days; Sergea nt (Bugler) Lake,
our one and only (what time'does the" Tamar" sail. ?).; s.ergeant Bennett, ex-:\Iountcd Wing, whose fingers are still 1tch!ng
to pull a" tale " ; Lance Sergeant Morgan, late of th~ , Rec.epbon
Hut, and still on the grab; Lance Sergeant Gibson, Po1sonerin-Chief " to the Depot, 1930-31 ; and the following Corporals :
Crow, Dodd, Sugg, Wain coat and Pfeiffer, who a ll go to make
the happy gang.
ttached until the 12th is Corporal Neeve,
who has proved to be uch an a · ct. \Ye hall all be orry to
Jo c him. In a few clays we welcome to the fold .Q. M.S . Leath
and Corporal Swift, and take thi opportunity to wish them
happy day amongst us.
Though these notes may be late, we are non the Jes sincere
in wishing all Unit at home and abroad the very best for 1937,
and trust that they are all well and truly over their Chri tmas
festivities.
ow a word about our celebration during December. The
gun went off with the hanging of the decorations round about
Saturday the 12th ; these were very artistically arranged by
Ben, l\Iolly and Gibbo, plus assistance from our electrician
Taffy, and most other member . The chief colours were, of
course, those of the orps, and beneath H .R.H. was a wcllproduced figure of " Jimmy " The next ignal for whoopee for
Christmas wa Draw i ight (see photograph). This was held on
the 19th, and pro,·ed not only to be a record for the Me s, but
by far the largest ever accomplished in the olony. The number
of tickets old amounted to 1,460, and although no census was
taken, we believe that something like 250 guests were entertained by us. The draw opened at 7.30 p.rn., with C.Q.M.S.

Dq1w Night in the Sergeants ' Mess.
Willis making the announcement. It went off with surprising
speed for one hour, after which came a small interval for dance
music rendered by the dance band of the Royal Welch Fusilier. ,
who are, of course, well known for their most creditable performances. The draw, on being continued, was carried through to
an end amid vociferous cheerin5. During the clearing-up we
were entertained by some senior service friends of ours, who had
come along especially for the purpose.
r ext came our " free for all " fish and chip supper, and here
a word of special praise and thanks is due to our .A.A.F.I.
Manager, ".\fr. Ralph (Harold), who ran this for us. We take this
opportunity in introducing him as one of the be t friends our
Mess possesses. He has been of the utmo t value in all our
functions, not only during the Christmas season, but all the year
round, and is an outstanding example of the .A .A.F.I. motto :
Seroitor Servientmn. He is leaving us in March for a short leave
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in t.be Old Country, and we all wish him a very happy time.
We shall be looking forward to welcome him back. Getting back
to the draw. After the supper was over, dancing was arranged,
and though a bit crowd d, it was voted A 1. Th:: verandah was
walled in with tent walls, which added considerably to the
comfort of all. During the dancing, C.Q.M.S. vVillis and Sergeant Bennett can".a_ssed for .our spe ial Black B?x Mys~ery.
which had a very spmted openrng, and was well received. G1bbo
and Freddie Neeve ably held them at bay in the bar, where a
rocord bu iness was done. At intervals we were almost professionally entertained by a few of our arti t friends, notably
S Sergeant Jordan , RE., who puts Paul Robeson in his place,
and Mr. Fitzgerald of the Prison Staff, who set us all alight with
his magnificent guitar, and led a pretty spot of" mutiny singing."
The function closed at 1 .30 a.m., everybody retiring in good order.
We arc certain that Draw ight for 1936 will be talked about
until the Draw Night of r937, for it was undoubtedly" bigger and
better than ever."
The next thing to arrive was the I<iddics' Christmas Party on
Wednesday the 23rd, and was given by the Mess. \,\'~ had a
wry large tree, which was ably dcco~ated by the Entertarnme!1ts
Committee (Ben and Gibbo) with fairy Lights, the flood hghtmg
being supervised by Taffy Dodd. There ,~·ere 19 chi~dren u~der
,\rmy age and quite a few ov r. E erythmg went with a swmg.
\Vhen the tea was over, the telephone was heard to riJlg. Ben
answered the call, and the kiddies heard, to their amazement,
that it was none other than Father Christmas announcing that
he was on his way. \\'e sent a car to meet bim . He arrived to
the sound of hearty cheers from all. Each child was presented
with two toys and some sweet , etc. Games were continued until
7 p.m., leaving the chief clowns, Ben and Gibbo, Taffy and Molly,
<•xhausted. Remember, folk , that Taffy Dodd makes a good
anta.
o organised functions took place from then until the
Ofli.cers' Party given to the ch ildren, although the :.\'less and
everybody at home enjoyed themselves tremendously. Each
of the married members of the Mess threw parties on one day or
another. Boxing Jight will long be recalled for the grand lam
given by Sergeant and Mrs. Bennett. Things simmered down
when we got back to work on Monday the 28th, but broke loose
ao-ain at the Officer ' Party. The Section at present possesses
o~ly two officers, the O.C.. Captain G. S. O'N. Power and the
0. ijc Lines, Captain K. E. Holmes, but we also have our C.S.O.,
:\lajor ] . C. McDonald, M.C. Their ladies, realising the standard
~ t by the Mess at parties, se nt " all out." In all incerity it js
agreed that we mu t" hand it to them" ; they not only equalled
but passed our little effort. Decorations were more tasteful, and,
in addition to the tree, which looked- well, just like what a
Christmas tree should Iook--there was a special treat in the form
of a .. Ye Olde Sweete Shoppe." A really excellent tea was
provided for the kiddies, parents and the living-in Mess members.
We did enjoy seeing our officer bringing round the cake. Then
followed fifteen minutes of Bedlam, with crackers, whistles,
hooters, etc. Tea over, we settled down to games, until suddenly
our wireless set, to which Taffy had fixed a microphone, informed
us that Santa wa about to do hi tuff. An excellent selection
of toys was then distributed, including a brooch ot each members'
wife. Games were played until 7 p .m., and it was a treat to see
our officers playing Blind Man 's Buff and " Twos and Threes"
as if they did it every day of their lives. The usual cheers were
a iled for and heartily given, and we again thank the officers
and their ladies for a thoroughly enjoyable afternoon.
ew Year went off quietly, with the usual signing of "Auld
Lang Syne." The next performance is a grand" tag" party of
27 males only at a " steak and k.i dney" on Saturday the 9th,
concerning which we will have more to ay in the next issue.
"BENSON."

Shanghai Signal Section
General.-Strange as it may eem, there i stil! ~ ignal
'ection at hanghai. True, it is only very small, but it is a very
essential part of the force ju Shanghai. As a matter of fact,
there are seventeen of u . At present we are without our own
officer, but we are expecti ng him to arrive at the end of pril.
Owing to Lance Corporal Aldridge having an accident .in the
football field, we have had the as istance of Corporal Hall from
Tients.in. With the brighter life movement in the Army, we
have been fortunate enough to obtain permission to wear plain
clothes. All potential Shanghailanders please take note. Blue
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uniforms were a wonderful conces ion after walking out in sen-ice
dres , but with civilian clothes and a 00.30 hours permanent pas
it is almost topia.
Arrivals and Departures.- Our welcomes and regrets for tho e
who have joined or left us are very belated, but we hope that
Lance Sergeant Page, jgnalmen Blackett and Yenner had a
good trip on the Dilwara to the U.K. This year w~ hav.e ~a<;J no
reliefs from U.K., but Signalman Shannon and rnclair 1omed
us from Hong Kong to complete the last year of their ~tay in
the East. Lee )Jorgan left us to join the E kimo ection ~p
north and with him went our be t wi hes and mo t of our kit.
He will look nke jn a fur cap. The one and only "Zube"
Harri on replaced l\lorgan and gave us the " dope" on Tient in.
Lieutenant C. H. Lyddon left us for the sacr~d P.recinct . of
the \Yar Office and we wi h him the best of luck m his new ]Ob.
Sero-eant \\'rirrht our ection ergeant, managed to persuade
the ·medical auth~ritie to remove his appendi.x and is now
almo t recovered. Lance Corporal Aldridae ~nfortunat~ly br~ke
hi leg whilst playing in the Soccer Cup enu-final and 1 havmg
a long sojourn in the B.i\l.H.
The Headquarter soccer team, in pite of several casualtie ,
ucceeded in winning the Tze Ling Cup, and have been awarded
a medal each for their performance. Th~y are the sec?nd Army
team .in Shanghai to perform this feat. Six of the S~ction played
regularly in the team, and Lance Corporal Aldndge made a
seventh until his accident. The league performance was
only fair, due to their inability to field a regular idc, owino- to
changes in the Headquarter staff.
The hockey team ha had its worst sea on since its formation
This i also due to the fact that we were unable to field a regular
icle. We have four regular member in the team.
Out of the Section, we have only si.x men who are not playin.g
in a league side. Thank are due to the e non-players for their
assistance in doing relief duties so that the players could get away
for league matches.
"

HANGHAILANDER."
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THE TERRITORIALS
and SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE

The London Corps Signals, T.A. and affiliated
Supplementary Reserve Units.
Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W.6.
14th April.
General.- Section training is now in full swing and there are
eight large squad of recruits in arying stage of instruction an
training.
The results of the trade board recently held in respect of the
pre-Easter training a re exceptionally good and must be very
gratifying to those who went to so much trouble to instruct.
Many " T.F.R.s" have become Group" E," and a large number
have been advanced to a higher rate of pay.
Recruits continue to enrol at a good rate, which we are til
maintaining at an average of about one per diem.
It has now been confirmed that annual training will take place
at Corle Castle, near Swanage, Dorset, from 28th July to th
August, both date inclu ive.
On Saturday, 10th April, a Guard of Honour, formed from
members of these nits, duly attended the christening ceremony
at Euston Station, on the occasion of the naming of the London
Midland and Scottish Railway locomotive, Ko. 5504, " Royal
Signal ." v.·e were very cramped for room in which to do our
stuff ; our front rank was almost touching the dai erected close
to the engine, and when we " formed fours " the rear rank was
mixed up with the pillars of the station building.
We had some difficulty in hearing some of the Guard Commander's words of command, owing to the many extraneou
noises emanating from all points of the compass and other points
as well. Even one of those roaring voiced Guards' Sergeantlajors, one sometime hears about, would have had all hi work
cut out to have made himself heard above the hissing of escaping
steam. (Even " Royal Signals " herself was Jetting off--or
perhaps showing off-her steam-letting capabilities.) Add to
this the trundling of railway barrows, fitted with what sounded
like iron-tyred, square wheels, trains entering and leaving the
station almost alongside " ours," the chatter of the large crowd
assembled and the seeming dozens of Press representatives and
camera men bobbing about in front of the Guard during the
whole time. Imagine all this, magnified many fold by echo under
the lofty station roof, and you have some idea of our difficulty.
However, according to Brigadier H. Clementi Smith, D.s.o.,
Colonel Commandant of Royal Signals, who performed the
christening ceremony, we put up an excellent show, particularly
in view of the difficult circumstances under which we had to
perform.
After we had marched past the Colonel Commandant, and
parked our rifles, we were permitted to view the engine. The
driver of" Royal Signals " is, by the way, an old Territorial, and
was wearing the T .F. Efficiency Medal, together with his " war
gongs." He served in the Oxfordshire Yeomany from 19II and
~hrough the Great War.
His eng:ine, he proudly and fondly
nformed us, can touch 80 m .p .h. with ease! What more fitting
emble~ than " Mercury " could his engine bear on her splasher ?
On arrival at our Headquarters, we were given an excellent high
tea- very welcome, loo !
We have not attempted to describe in detail all the proceedjngs
at _the ceremony, nor to tell you the names of the many di tingu1shed people who were present, as we understand the \VrnE
is making a full report . traight from the Editor's chair. We owe
a debt of gratitude to the band of the London Divisional Signal·.
Jf the ceremony as a .whole, and our march past in particular,
wa<> a success, 1t was m no small measure due to them.
Social. The 17th ~larch saw our Headquarters thronging with
a very merry crowd of dancers on the occasion of the St. Patrick's
Ball.

Sport.-On Good Friday, a large party proceeded from Fulham
Hou e to Mons Barracks. \Ve went down to play our return
football match with " " Corp Signals. We kicked-off on a good
ground with the sun shining warm and bright. About ten
minute to half-lime, snow began to fall and the wind got up
to gale force . In another five i;n.inute~, a full -sized icy bliz~rd
was in full force, the snow blow10g honzontally across the pitch ,
practically blotting out the players from view. During the last
five minutes, before the change over, the Terriers scored the
first goal of the game. The referee decided to carry straight on.
and about twenty minutes later the wind dropped, snow ceased
and the un broke through again.
The visitors failed to score again, but "A" Corps Signals
popped a couple in the net, and that's how the game finished,
the home team winning 2-1. Afterwards, we adjourned for a
very welcome and excellent hot meal, followed by a jolly smoking
concert. Lieutenant E. E. Wilkins thanked the Regulars for the
fine sporty game they bad given us and for the excellent meal.
We should like to take this opportunity of again thanking our
" oppo ite numbers" for a very enjoyable time spent at Mons
Barracks, and we incerely trust that we shall have the pleasure
of their company at Fulham House again next year.
More lntelligence.- Here are a few more " howlers " for you .
" Damped waves are waves once set up and then the starting
influence is withdrawn so that the wave gradually dies away like
a piano wire. One bang and then the string vibrates to nothing. "
" If we imagine the dot in Fig. 2 to be a hole in the ground and
a current flowing down into it and we dive head first into this.
hole with our face towards the needle, the north seeking pole
would be urged toward the left."
" A multiple switchboard means an operator, no matter in
what position, is able to plug into any subscriber connected."
" Creeping in a primary cell is the capillary action of the
solution in creeping over the side of the jar and so ruining the
wallpaper."
" Commercial sulphuric acid or water, although pure enough
for drinking, is unsuitable for secondary cells."
EFFEMMA .
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For the first few years, the Unit was composed almost entirely
of war-time sweats, with bags of " gongs" and bags of family
allowances, and we certainly reached a pretty good standard of
efficiency. Alas I Anno Domini has caused a thinning out of
the old-timers, but the family allowances still prove that a
celibate Sergeant is cheaper than a married Signalman.
We had attached to us an Air Wing Signal Section, and a little
later an Air Squadron Section. By thi time the substitutes for
the old hands had proved themselves as keen and capable as
their predecessors. Then came a complete change. As Corps
Signals we ceased to function and were re-named G.H.Q. Signals,
and, in turn, were re-formed as three Construction Sections
administered by R.A .F. Signals. Without alteration in the
constitution of the Company, we were re-named o. 2 Company,
Air Contingent Signals. These changes in formation brought our
operators outside the new establishment. Some took their tickets,
some transferred, others re-mustered as lineman. Recruiting
opened again for this trade group, and we are now up to our new
strength.
The newly-joined are busy finding the right end of a rifle,
finding out all about twisting- joints, not pontoon-and by the
t ime we go on manc:euvres in September, these fellows should be
ready to take their share in upholding our good name. Are we
to be known by another name soon ?
About the time of the big change-over, Captain F. R. Bolt
became O.C., Company. Like that other "three star" he is a
keen spirit with a kick. We must hold him responsible for our
having a Company Dinner last ovember.
ow that was a
dinner. All the old ' uns turned up. Bill met Harry, Jim met
George, and the canteen showed a profit. After the grub stakes,
our concert party did their best to amuse the troops. Modesty
forbids my eulogising ; sufficient be it that the " Swinging
Insulators" will be in demand again this year. Incidentally, we
do not use the term " Insulators."
Twenty O.R.s have been chosen to take part in the Coronation.
Are they proud of themselves, the stiff-necked blighters ! After
an hour 's ceremonial drill, they go into the place where liquid
refreshment is obtained, and drink pints through straws. They
say that the swallow comes in the Spring. Don't you believe it !
Like the poor, this " swallow " is always with us !
Should this survive the censor, I'll tell you more about ourselves
at some future date. Fearing to incur the editorial wrath by
further vapourings, I'll conclude with an apt mis-quotation :
"Lines of lineman a ll remind us,
We can dig a better hole;
Or pick splinters from our digits,
Sliding down a P.O. pole."
Dux DECIES.

No. i: 2 Company Air Contingent Signals, S.R.
No. 28, 29 & 30 Construction Sections, S.R.
Having been asked to chronicle the doings of our happy little
" crush, " I find it hard to locate a kicking-off point, and harder
still to know whether my gentle reader (excuse the irony) would
be interested in extracts from Part II Orders, or would prefer
me to adopt a more airy style. ( ro aspirate you will notice,
Mr. Editor.)
You see, it's like this. We were formed in r924 as Corps
Troops, since when we have been called everything- yes, that
as well, if you must be impolite ! So varied have been our jobs,
that one is never surprised to see a lineman mounting a horse
with climbers and safety belt, or shinning up a pole dressed with
a leg-iron and heel picket.
That is the snag. I think the best way out of it will be to give
you a brief outline of what and where, but certainly not " why " !
Right, here goes !
Originally we were Corps Signals with the usual complement of
Construction and Cable Sections. As such we did some jolly
good jobs of work. We were the first S.R. people to erect the
Manston Area A.A. communications. Another spot of trouble
was air-line for the Guards manc:euvres in Sussex in 1929. Since
then we have been made familiar with map references ranging
between Winchester and Scarborough . By the way, have you
noticed hqw popular an Inn is as a map reference ?

The North Midland Corps Signals.
Phrenix Street, Derby.
15th April.
General.- The absence of notes from this Unit in the April
issue of the WIRE is to be regretted, but it is a little difficult
sometimes in a Unit split up as this one is to find the material
or the subject to write about. Your correspondent has now
taken on two stalwarts, one at 'ottingham and the other at
hesterfield, and with any luck, notes should be plentiful in
future.
Change of Adjutants.- We welcome Captain F. I. r. McOstrich,
H.Signals, who has anived to take over the duties of Adjutant.
By the time that the. e notes appear, we hall have Jost Captain
E. Levett, R .Signals, who has been wjth us as Adjutant for four
years. Without writing a lot of prai e, we feel sure that we shall
be forgiven by Captain Levett if we ay that he has been a sound
and true adviser and a good friend to all in this Unit. Captain
Levett has seen the Unit changed from its horsey day to its
present mechanization, and he re-organised us twice- finally to
the present Corps Signals. The latter was no mean featgcographical positions of out-stations and the suitability of local
working cond itions being deterring factors. He leaves us an
easy job to carry on.

P.S.l.s.- We are a bit late in welcoming Sergeant :\Iott H. E,
who arrived from India in relief of Sergeant Elli!1 J. II. It 1.
understood that Sergeant Mott spent a few weeks holidaying on
the North-West Frontier of India, and the City of -ottingham
should prove the saying" a change is as good as a rest."
Their Majesties' Coronation .- Two officers and 26 other ra nks
have been selected to line the streets in connection with the
ceremony on 12th May. Their names are given in case they .:atch
the eye of others who are proceeding from other Units and who
were, perhaps, known in former days, and also for the information
of anybody interested: Brevet-Colonel G. J. Unden>ood and
Lieutenant J. E. J. Perkins. H.Q., DERBY : R.Q.:\I.S. Robinson
and C.Q.M.S. Strawbaum. ro. r (DERBY) COMPANY : C.Q.M.S.
Green, Sergeant Ratcliffe, Lance Sergeant Coxon, Corporals
Shirley and Westran, Lance Corporals Exton J. A. and Topliss,
and Signalman Morley. ~ o . 2 ( TOTTINGHAM) COMPANY : C.S.M.
Cooke, D.C.M., M.B.E., C.Q.M.S. Lancaster, Sergeant Hopkins,
Lance Sergeant Hinde, Corporal Shaw E ., Lance Corporal Fearn ,
and Signalmen Munson and Adams.
'o. 3 (CHESTERFIELD)
COMPANY AND 236TH FIELD ARTILLERY SIGNAL SECTION : C.S.M.
Cutts, Sergeant Andrews, Lance Sergeant Shaw W., Corporals
Wolstenholme and Kitchen, Lance Corporals Taylor and Charlesworth, and Signalman Hooper.
Obitua ry.-The death of so promising a member of the Corps
in Lieutenant (I.P.C.) C. S. Roberts, M.B.E., is very much regretted by this Unit, and our sympathy goes out to his widow and
family in their sad bereavement.
Old Friends.-A very old friend and former officer of this Unit
- Major R. A. Briggs-is now in these parts on. leave fro~
Australia. Major Briggs is the Managing Director 10 Australia
of Qualcasts, Ltd., the well-known makers of garden mowers.

No. 2 (Nottingham) Company.
The Drill Hall, Derby Road .
General.-Quite a good start, that word " General," but the
thiner is to think of something of general interest to write about.
The Paid Technical Course for operators, which commenced
at the end of February, is now in its last week of instruction,
and though it may not result in any Class I operators, we certainly hope, at the forthcoming trade board, to up-grade a few
of the candidates to Group " E " and B III. For the others,
who are not yet quite up to the required standard, it i_s hoped
that they found the Course both instructiv~ and interesti~g. an~
that the knowledge they have acquired w1ll help them 10 their
work at camp.
On Tuesday and Thursday, 6th and 8th April, two parties of
operators from this Company were on a conducted tour round
the General Post Office, rottingham, where they were shown the
inner working of all the various branches of the ~ost ~flice.
I think one or two of the older hands were rather disappomted
not to hear the clatter of the sounders in the Instrument Room,
but the advent of the teleprinter has made the duplex baseboard
a museum piece, as far as the Post Office is concerned. In the
Telephone Exchange Room there was a tendency on t\le part of
some of the lads to linger, but I agree with you, George, they
certainly were beautiful ; the girls, I mean, not the Exchanges.
Arrivals.- \.Ve welcome to the Company our new P .S.I., Sergeant Mott H . E., and hope that he finds the work, _the Company
and the place to his liking. He relieves Sergeant Ellis J ., who was
with this Company for nearly four years aud has now returned
to his old haunts in the .T.C. (I.), Jubbulpore. ergeant Mott
has recently returned from India after his second tour, so I
didn't ask him for any comments on the country.
Sometime this month we hope to have tlie pleasure of welcoming our new Adjutant, who joins this nit from the outh
Ireland Coa t Defence Signal ection.· (See next month's notes
for exclusi ·e interview.)
Coronation.-Seven '.C.O. and men of this Company have
been selected for duty in connection with this memorable
occa ion. Their names are: C.S .. I. Cooke G. U., M.B.E., D.c.M.,
C.Q.M.S. Lancaster E., ergeant Hopkins R., Corporal Shaw E .,
Lance Corporal Fearn A., ignalmen Adams T. and i\Iunson . ·
We feel sure they will uphold the traditions of the nit on th1
auspicious occasion.
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Recruiting.-Though we have Jo t everal of our membe1·,,
either by di; harge or to th Regular Army. I am plea e~ ~o say
that w have more than replaced our lo es, and recruiting, if
not brisk. is certain)\- tcadv. 1t i hoped to get the ompan '
up to ·trength by the time ·we go to camp in Augu t.
Camp. The mention of camp in my previou paragraph
remind me that" e ha' e got a pot of camp to do at Whi~ un .
\~ u. ual, it will be held at Trent, and lasts three days. "'b1tsun
camp i something to be looked forward to. It ini~ia~es tl~e
recruit. into the art of living under ca1was, in fact it is thentir>;t real experience of soldiering, and, at the ame time, the
Company ha. the opportunity of firing its annual mu ket~y and
abo firina off the competition sl10ots for the various troph1e .
Marriages. -At the moment, nil, but you know the old adage,
pring-, etc.," and one ne,·er know what the re ult of
these unday morning walks may be.

" In the

Jews ' Corner.-" Did you get my Jetter, Bramjee, and ha
Pat changed the quid notes into real money ? "
Tailpiece., ignalman from Aberdeen was po ted to Aldershot and arri,-ed on a flag day.
fair maiden ay to him, as he
steps out of the carriage, " Buy a flag, ir ? " The Aberdonian
replies, with a definitely dour look, "Xo spik it the Engli h."
H.

EDDYE)DIA.

No. 3 (Chesterfield) Company.
General.-" ·ate. from thi- Company have been con picuou ,
etc. etc.. for the new cribe has only just managed to settle
down. But there are hopes for the future.
Coronation.- :\Iuch corre pondence bas accumulated over this
important occa ion. and congratulation can now be offered to
the following: C., .:\I. Cutts, ergeant Andrews, Lance Sergeant
'haw \V., Corporal \\"olstenholme and Kitchen, Lance Corporals
Taylor \Y. and Charle worth, and Signalman Hooper A. It is a
pity the quota " 'a ·a small; there were many who came up to
the standard required, and it was only after long con ideration
that a choice could be made. Past drill books on attendance
was eventually the deciding factor. All the Company wish
them the best "in't moke."
Shooting (Miniature).-Practice in the S. '.\l.R.C. buoyed up
hopes, but the actual shoot in some cases brough t on a shake.
The average score was 67.5. What happened to all those So
and above score ?
hooting against the
450 points to 400, but
The teams were evenly
rifles, and scored a win

B.T.H. Club, we ran out winners with
the return match reversed these scores.
matched, as each fired with the others'
firing with their own rifles.

Training.-Progre sing favourably, and the attendances are
good. The Paid Course for operators and linemen was completed
on the I 1th, and the trade board awaits those who are in the
know.
Congratulations.-To Sergeant Lynn, who, having completed
the necessary year and drills, is awarded the T.A. Efficiency

~1edal.

Recruiting.-Serious busine ·s tltis, worked out to a fine little
beat up hill and down dale. T.A. recruiting is better and the
Company is just under strength.
Link with the Past.-Old hands of the Regulars will be interei.i:ed to k~ow that in this ~nit, Tommy Hewitt ·till groom the
hor.;es. - owa_days there is more " power " to them. \\'hile
h~ gazes affectionately at an old grooming brush, and grips some
oily waste, I rub my flanks and wander back to the early '20s.
How that man could pray I
1:•il~iece.-Do ~·· .l.s _fade away or get fat in these T .A.
mts . Such a smp t~e mnocent s are told. I 'm not expecting
a controver~y over this. Has ·w.G.P. recuperated or gone to
d ?
RA Z.

2nd Cavalry Signals (Middlesex Yeomanry)
helsea, S.W.3.
:\Iany pints have flowed· down parch d throats since any
communication from us appeared in the \VmE. 'We are not usmg
the old excuse of having been too busy. \Ve pride ourselves on
being original, and nobody works that hard, anyway.
The Unit is now about 20 per cent. over strength, and the
place get o crowded that recruits are perforce being taught
"mor. e· with interference" straight away. They are getting so
good that they are able to read the interference and ignore their
o"·n messages. \\'e don't worry, it is human to be nosey, anyhow.
Training.-Thi i . of course, progressing well, under the able
supervi ion of " nowy " J.Iorley and " Binnie " Hayles. (I had
to say this, because they will probably read thi before it goes
to print.) Our H.Q. i one mas of wire , telephones, W/T
Sets and R/T ets-not many R/T ets, unfortunately. One
thing is certain, howe,·er, and that is that the number of men in
possession of trade ratings is rapidly on the increase, and, believe
it or not, they are earning them.
General.-The writer pent a week at Ions Barracks, Aldershot, la t eptember. on a Cou rse. May I remind all the" blokes"
in the ergeants' Me that he has een nothing of them at H.Q.
on any of tho e promi ed vi its. If it is not too late, I would
like to thank all of them for giving me such a pleasant week .
I often wonder how the ergeant, who almost became a Corporal,
i getting a long. I can also eat sausages as well as ever.
Equitation.-The Reo-iment is once more entering for the
Bronze 1\Iedal Jumpin Competition again t the Regulars, and
by the time these notes appear in print, we shall know the wor t.
\;o,·e have, unfortunately, lost our own Riding School, where we
cavorted under the tuition of our very able R.S.M. Simnett, wellknown in Regular circle a "Ginger." Incidentally, he wishes
t o be remembered to all his old " half-sections." He is still as
prigh ti y as e\·er.
Riding i · still carried out with the Household Cavalry at
Knio-htsbrido-e and the 16 15th Lancers at Hounslow. V./e still
provide the laughs!
ROBO.
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42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
Traini ng.- In the lull between Recruiting Week and the
oronation, we have been able to settle down and do some good
work. Headquarters have, in fact, been a hive of industry. Two
sq uads of recruits are being licked into shape, and anoth er squad
of them arc learning something about Signals. Finally, Nos.
1, 2 and 3 Companies are all trailing harct to make 193rCamp a
really successful one in the eyes of the " powers-that-be."
On Tuesday, 16th March, the C.S.O., Lieutenant-Colonel D . A.
Brown, ~r.c., held a T.E.W.T. for all officers in the Drill Hall,
from which' we benefited a good deal. The following Sunday, the
Adjutant (Captain Mc air) held a T.£.W.T. for all subalterns
in the Lymm Area. One officer, when asked for his solution to a
question regarding the enemy, replied in three words: "We'll
rout 'em." Joking apart, it was a very successful and useful
Scheme, from which all officers learned a lot.
[Owing to pressure on space, the Editor regrets that an
excellent page of illustntions submitted by this Unit will have
to be held over for publication in a later issue.-Eo.J
Nos. I and 2 Companies held a Scheme on Sunday, 4th pril,
around Dunham, and, according to reports, put in some good
\\Ork.

The following Sunday, No. 2 Company moved out to the same
area for the purpose of testing and laying cable. Judging from
the amount of cable tested, they worked hard.
Coronatio n.-Tbe Coronation Party is settled at last. Colonel
\V. S. Ashley, our Commanding Officer, Captain T. A. H. Lea,
M.M., and 25 other ranks, will represent this Unit in London.
\Ve congratulate them on their good fortune.
Officers' Mess.-In view of the uccess of the Subalterns'
Dance, held last March, another will be held on 1st ?-fay. It is
rumoured that the P.P.C. may hold another J.1eeting after the
ball is over. Here's hoping I
Genera l.-We shall go to camp this year 20 per cent. over
strength in officers and, we hope, men. For no fewer than ix
officers, it will be their first camp. Several of the more enior
subalterns are already fancying them~lve as Captains, as far
as the Orderly Officer duties are concerned.
Query.-Where is Uncle :\Iont and his" Pots" ?
PEG-LEG.

l st Anti-Aircraft Divisional

Signal~.

56, Regency Street, S.\V.r.

On Good Friday. a detachment, under the command of Captain
A. H. Croucher, travelled by road to Blackdown for the Easter
Camp. \¥e were accommodated by the rst Anti-Aircraft Group
Signals, to whom we are grateful for the arrangements and help
given to all ranks,
Considerabl~ interest wa taken on the Saturday in laying a
length of line by mean of a new cable-layer. Excellent instruction in the use of the new apparatus was given by Sergeant
Betts of the Regular nit. Two buzzer stations were set up,
and the sending and receiving of messages were practised.
The camp was well attended by the younger recruits and some
valuable training resulted .
On Easter Sunday, a football match was played against a
team of the Regulars. \i\'ith the help of a continuous flow of
exhortations from Sianalman Marsden, our team succeeded in
drawing, after being 2--0 down at half-time.
The return to Headquarters was made in the afternoon, and
everyone agreed that it had been an excellent week-end .
A successful and well-attended Warrant Officers' and Sergean ts'
Dance was held at Headquarters on Saturday, 3rd April. Our
Unit Coronation Dance will take place on aturday, 8th May,
and we shall welcome serving Royal Corps Signals personnel and
Old Comrades.
A detachment from the Unit, with Sergeant Scott in charge,
took part in the ceremony at Euston Station on Saturday, i oth
April, when one of the L.M.S. engines wa named " Royal
Signals." It was a n inte resting occasion, a nd we were p leased
to have been able to assist in representing Territorial Signals.
A . C. P.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters, The Priory, Exeter.
April.
Editorial.-Another month of steady progress has been ccrnpleted. One has witnessed the termination of the individual
training period, and the Sectional training period is now in
progress. Companies have carried out their necessary re-orgarusation of Sections, to include last year's recruits, who have qualified
as second-year men.
It is most pleasing to see the number of voluntary classes that
are being held. In the main each class is small-which is in a
measure an advantage-but the most striking point about them
is the keenness of the individual. The various instructors are to
be congratulated for their enthusiasm in devoting this additional
time.
The recruits in each Company are also shaping well, and the
majority seem bent on making their recruit stage a matter of
history as early as they can.
·we warmly welcome Mr. D. E. Herbert, who has recently
been gazetted to this Unit, and posted to r o. I Company.
s
he is a wireless enthusiast, his knowledge will be most useful to
"A" Section, of which he has been given command.
Our congratulations to Lieutenant G. A. Fleming in securing
" pip " number two.
MERCURY.

No. 1 (Plymouth) Company.
York Street Drill Hall, Devonport.
April.
Greetings.-We welcome :M:r. D. E. Herbert, recently gazetted
to this Unit and post ed to us. His talent in the sphere of wireless

')'ill greatly benefit us in "A" Section, and he has already made
himself conversant with the members of the Section.
Ge neral.-Each Section is now reorganised following the termination of the individual training period. It is invidious to
intentionally single out any particular Section, but one must
mention the good work being done by Sergeant Weight. with
" B " Cable Section, in the absence of the ection Commander.
" D " Section, although handicapped in several directions, is
settling down well to its routine, We miss the previous regular
attendance of Sergeant Adams in this Section. At last, after a
prolonged period of fruitless search, he found a job with the P.O.
Engineering Department, and is now exiled in the Launceston
district. His letters are cheery, and he misses his drills. However, his job comes first, and he will not find it difficult to fit in
again when he resumes.
We learn with pleasure of the formation of the Plymouth
District Recruiting Committee. Our O.C., who is a member,
reports that a combined effort is to take place in order to interest
outsiders in the benefits to be obtained by joining one or other
of the local Units. By the co-ordinated action of the Committee,
it is felt that the possible recruits resulting from the campaign
can be advised to join the Urut for which they are mo t suited.
We pay tribute to the local Press for their efforts on our behalf.
In fact, they recently championed our cause most ably when the
decision of a local body became known in regard to concessions
offered to its member . who were T.A. personnel, or likely to
become members.
The past month bas seen the termination of engagement of a
few members, but our intake of recruits gives us a credit balance.
The value of the T.A. Instructors' Course with the 3rd Divisional Signals is clearly seen in the Recruit Section, where the
knowledge gained by the •. C.O. in question two years ago is
being put to good use.
Our worthy C. .:\<I. Gibbings has recommenced his miniature
range programme, and we hope that his efforts will result in even
greater success than that which obtained last year.
Further visits have been paid by Signalmen Talbot and Clifford,
late of trus Unit, and we are delighted to know that they
welcomed the day they joined Royal Signals.
0NECOY.

No. 2 (Southampton} Company.
Hamilton House, Southampton.
April.
Training.-Training, as per schedule, is progressing very
satisfactorily. The recruits' arms drill recently has. been exceptional, and, paradoxically, it will be the trained soldiers who will
require tuning up. Keep it up. lads I It has been very en~oura
ging to see our newly-joined friends doing their utmost m the
initial stage.
\\'e could not but notice the exceptional number of letters
" B " in the Call Signs of the Officers' Wireles Exercise, and
wondered if trus had any relation to the liquid refreshments
consumed, also if it connotes the well-known sloaan.
\\;ith rubber tyres on the wheels we feel like fish out of water.
\Ve hall soon hear cries of "Jaldi Karo" or requests for the
" Gharri Wallah " from old soldiers, the sound being reminiscent
of their days in the land of milk and honey.
The officers of our Company took full advantage of the short
spell of fair weather that prevailed on Sund:ay, 2 th ~larch, wh~n
an Exercise took place with the o. I \Vireless ets. Capta.1.n
A. F. S. Fane, Lieutenant S. G. Fleming and C.S.M. Barraclough
were allocated to .C.B. Station, while our Adjutant (who we
were very pleased to have with us once again for outdoor training)
and Lieutenant C.H. Howarth took over A.C.A. It is understood
that they had a good day in the circumstances.
Hamilton " News Reel. " -The lads saw the familiar letters
"O.H.:\'LS." in a different form, when a pecial parade of the
Territorial Army Units in outhamptoll was held d uring the
month, and the members enjoyed the privilege of attending a
performance at the Empire Theatre of the military film
" O.H.M.S.," in which over 10,000 troops, belongina to many
famous Regiments, take part. The lad were the guests of Moss
Empires, Ltd.
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The variou. l'nit~ were well represented, and presented a
particularly ·mart appearance. T~eir presenc~ attracted considerabl public int rest . The l.Jmts paraded in the forecourt
of the i•·ic Centre.
The picture was of especial interest to local unit , in view of
the fact that several shot· were made in the Port.
Drops o' Ink From Commissariat.-Our Three· Musketeers
and the mascot urvived an extremely cold journey to r o. I
Companv's H .Q. on their dinner niaht. Their total collapse at
the " sight " of the Plymouth Drill Hall was promptly averted
by the warmth of the welcome given, and the recupe~ti.ng power
of the tonics upplied by r o. r's talwart, C.. M. G1bb~ngs, who
also proved an admirable guide to places on tile morn1;Ilg after.
Well done, "Gibbo," and many thanks! Congratul.ation~. too,
to the O.C. and hi workers for such remarkable efficiency 11;1 the
face of their enonnous handicaps of accommodation and environment.
We envy you only one thing. Can you guess~. It is you.:
ergeants' ?IIes . "·e can't even ask our elves to have one
at Sout!Jampton.
Stop Press.-,\lthough rather belated. Our .heartiest .congratulations to Lieutenant G. A . Fleming upon lus promotion.

1937

Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, T.A. Efficiency Medal,
and J ubilce :\led al. Hi · complete r ord is as follows :
Joined rst. Volunteer Ba~talion, East
March, 1898.
Kent Reg11nent (age q)
..
19th April, 1900.
Joined Royal Enginee rs (age 16) . .
'rransferred to md Telegraph ompany.
1906.
R.E.
Posted to (H . .) Div. ignal Company at
fay, 1914.
Brighton as l'. .I.
Repo ted to 44th (H . . ) Div. Signa ls as
Feburary, 1920.
R .:\l.
1 th April, 1923.
Discharged Regular . rmy.
19th April, 1923.
Joined 44th (H .C.) Div . S1 ~na l s
1 th April, 1937.
Discharged T. . . .
He has two son. in the nit and a noth r due to join next year.
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St. Patrick's Night Dance. - This {unction took place, strangely

cn~m.gh, ~n 17th March- a Wednesday- this year. In my humble

op1ruon, 1t was the best dance held at H.Q. for some time. An
exceptiona lly tuneful band played to a not too crowded floorjust sufficient people in fact to make dancing pleasant. Not, as
is someti mes the case on gala nights, a series of more or less
damaging but mirthful collisions, covered by caustic remarks
abo ut "shin-guards" and "ankl e-tapping," etc.
As i usual nowadays, the band broug-ht a " mike " to ampli{y
the songs of a beautiful blonde.
·
The Waltz Competition for two 'ilver Cups, presented by
C.S.M. Woodman, was quite well supportzd, produced some good
dancing, and was eventually won by two visitors.
Our C.O .. Lieutenant-Colonel A. H . Read, T.o .• was indisposed,
but our late C.O .. Lieutenant-Colonel F . Reid, M.c., r.o .. and
Mrs. Reid, were present with a large number of guests and
several other officers and their ladies.
Perhaps, from a financial point of view, it would have been
better for the W.O .s a nd Sergeants' ~less, who ran the {unction,
to have had a few more people pre<>ent, especially Mes· members,
but a pleasant and social evening is like other things- it can not
be had for nothing.

Jones, who once again brought a projector (kindly loaned by
Captain Steeley) and gave a showing of three very interestmg
films. Mu~-ical items were a lso provided by Signalman Smith
and a civilian friend with their accordeons, and by Corporal Bill
T. H. and Lance Corporals Osman and Arnott. Signalman
Hadnett produced a lively and amusing recitation of hi:; own
composition. During the interval, the C.O. spoke encouragingly
to the officials, urging them to carry on and promising all oss1ble
support.
A trial for all Club members is ·hortly to be arranged, and it is
hoped that all D.R.s will give it their support.
Good Effort !- In the :.\loseley and District M. .C. Standard
Machine Trials, held on 11th April, the Crown ~ ovices' • idecar
Trophy was won by R. W. J. Hardnett (Despatch Riders). This
is the first time a trophy has been won by a member of our
D.R.s' Club entering as such. v\'e congratulate Signalman
Hadnett on his very fine effort, especially in view of the fact that
the course, which covered over fifty miles, was regarded to be
an exceptionally difficult one for machines equipped with
standard tyres. (I should know, I was one of the " also rans " !)
GETCHER

Adventures of Recruit Worm

BEGBIE.

44tb (Home Counties) Divisional Signals.
Easter Training.- Easter training was held at the Cavalry
Barracks, Canterbury, as was the case last year, and produced
excellent results. Our chemes were highly succes ful , and we
were in continuous communication with H.Q.. at London
(R. 9"s). (How does" Gibbo "manage to wangle t~at job?) The
youngsters seemed impressed by tbeu first ~xpenence of a. real
live parade ground. Canterbury seems to smt us, ~ut we missed
the " fruit " in the ergeants' Mess. - ot havmg to attend
Check Parade seemed to have a bad effect on our senior N .C.0.s !
Is it a fact that the coal in Canterbury is treated with an
asbestos solution ? We thought so during a couple of snowstorms. Finally, why did they start playing su?marin_es with
the lorries on the training ground, and was Captam Lems really
amused at our various headgear on C.0.'s parade ?
Guard of Honour.-The Southgate (Standard Telephone and
Cables, Ltd.) Sections of the 44th (H.C.) Divisional Signals
provided a Guard of Hono.ur to H.R.~: Th~ Princess Royal: on
the occasion of the reopenmg of the V1ctona Cottage Hospital,
Barnet, on 16th :\larch. The Royal Salute was given when Her
Royal Highness arrived and departed'. and the band of t?e
Hertfordshire Regiment played the attonal Anthem. In spite
of the rain. Her Royal Highness, who was wearing the Corps
Brooch, inspected both ranks of the Guard.
The Glad Hand.-Extended to 2nd Lieutenants Baldwin and
Coles. We hope they will like us.
Departure.-Yery regretfully we announce that the father of
the unit, .S.::\I. (Josie) Jordan is time-expired. As the R.S.M ..
he saw its beginning, and when his Regular Army service expired
he joined the nit the next day to still further its development.
His total of Regular and T .A. service amounted to 37 years,
and not the least of these was his 14 years with us as C.S.M. of
·o. r Company. \\'e feel sure that the R.E.s regretted his loss
in 1923 as much as we do now. His departure will leave us with
a very big hole to fill, and only his own training and past guidance
will make it easier for us. King's Regulations were not needed
when he was about, and as a guide of what was correct or not
in military matters he was supreme. As the ::\less President for
many years, we owe him much. Old cable-men will long remember him for hi· excellent work in the " Little Grey Book," an
immensely valuable training manual on CE,ble-laying.
\Ve shall mi hi " sea-lore " and powers as a raconteur, but
hope to " ee him to ones " often in the future. The accompanying photograph shows him with his shooting trophies, most
of which were won in this nit as the strong man of the team,
which, with the Rifle Club, owes him a big debt.
His decorations were: Queen's South Africa Medal and five
clasps, 1914-15 Star. General Service Medal, Victory Medal,
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Sergeants' Mess.

(With acknowledgments to Nat Gz4bbi11s.)

On Sunday, 14th March, we had a " free beer" Mess Meeting.
the refreshments for the most part being "on" R.Q.M.S. Jock
Allan and C.S.M. Jordan H .. who were both attending their last
Mess Meeting.

vVhen I first put my uniform on .
I said, as I looked in the glass.
It's ooe to a million any civilian
My figure and form will urpass.

ometimes on the same, and sometimes on opposite sides in
the Mess, they have always been very prominent figures, and it
will be very difficult to replace them satisfactorily.
Jocey has had a large finger in every pie for years. Somebody
has torn out the page in Domesday Book, covering his entry into
the R.E.s. He came to us as a P.S.I. in 19 20.
Jock Allan, father of destructive criticism and silver-tongued
support, has been the mainstay of our " Q" branch for the same
period. Their combined knowledge and efforts have helped the
Me through many trouble ome times.
We take the opportunity to congratulate Jock on his" civvy"
promotion. and warn Manchester of his advent.
The Mess look forward to the coming eruption consequent
upon their farewell concerts. :.\light I suagest that it would be
superfluous to engage artists for these occa ions.
Ex-Sergeant Walker, recently retired, has chosen a barometer,
which will be presented to him at a smoking concert to be held
on 15th May in the Mes .
New Brooms on 1st April??- C .. .NI. Gardiner. o.c.M., ergeants
Pell and Sealey have deposed C.S.i\I. Jordan, ergeants Webb and
\\'heeler as President, Secretary and Trea urer respectively.
POLYH.

48tb (South Midland) Divisional Signals.

C.S.M. H. JORDAN.
Riffe Club.-Still going strong. Recent structural alterations
have doubled the number of firing positions and shortened the
waiting time accordingly. Marksman's badges are still being won
at a fast rate, but there is p lenty more. Two teams were entered
for the S.M.R.C. " T.A. hoot." Nos. 1 and 3 ompanies scored
651 aod 656 respectively. Here's hoping !
Badminton.-Going likewise. Sunday afternoons sees our
mixed membership battling for the elusive shuttlecock and very
good they are, too. " But, Leslie, don't you know it's very rude
to strike a lady on the head with a racq uet ; you' ll get your
wrist smacked."
Josm JuN.

Cateswell House, Hall Green, Birmingham 28.
General.- eclion training is about to commence, and the next
few weeks will be busily occupied with the drawing and overhauling of technical stores. Once that is over, preparations for
the 'o ronation parade will claim mo t of the available time till
1ith May. The Coronation party for London continues in it
process of being lickel into shape, and already how igns of
Guardsman like precision .
Congratulations.- To aptain G. R. Waters and Captain R. :.\I.
Chatterley on their recent promotions.
D. R.s' Smoking Concert. The oncluding smokina concert of
U1e '\Tinter season took place on Friday 12th March, in the Men's
Mess at Cateswell House. There was a good attendance, among
whom the newly-joined D.R.s were conspicuous. The C.O ..
Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Jon , M .C., Major James, Captain H.
Bartlett, Captain F. E. B. Jones and Lieutenant P. G. M. Lee
were present. Lieutenant H. W. Danielsen tore himself away
from a nother function, in order to look in for a few minutes.
The substance of the enterta in ment was provided by Captai n

(Gilbert.)
\"iorm, just turned 18, much to parental misgiving, has joined
the local Territorials, and become Recruit Worm. ls warned
that long-expected uniform has arrived and he can come and
collect it on Wednesday.
·wednesday. 7 p .m. Arrives at barracks full of suppressed
excitement. Enters canteen with other R.\\'. and lakes manlythirst with a "Xut Brown."
7. 30 p.m. Is told by ergeant \>\'orm to fall in on parade, and
hears name read out to report to Company Quarterma ter
ergeant.
7.3z. Reports. and is told to wait till C.Q.:.\I. '. ha finished
wit!J other R.\~'.s.
8 p .m. Still waiting impatiently. C.Q.:.\I. . has di appeared
to issue a hammer.
.r5 . C.Q.M.S. re-appears wiping mouth with back of hand.
Announces tl1at Worm can now have kit issued. Fa cinated
v\'orm looks on whilst .Q.M. . reads out bewildering list whilst
I.A.\\'. piles things in every-growing heap and wonders if Q.:.\ll.s
alway talk backwards. Discovers that " pantaloons, pairs,
one " does not refer to underwear. 15 told to lip on tunic. Does
so, and ruefully regard tip - of finger · j us1: bowing through
lecve ends. Says tunic hurt - round ankles. C.Q.~I. . says it
fits fine. \Yorm can now si<>n and pack up.
\\'orm wants to exchange bandolier. C.Q.~1. . sarcastically
aks if \Vorm would like a patent leather one, but relents and
exchange it for an unpolished one. Worm igns list and proceeds
to tuff things into kit bag. Disco,·er boots and overcoat will
not go in anyhow. Bundle C\'Crything out and starts again,
tuffing small articles into pocket . At third attempt, gives up
and decides to wear overcoat and ling - boot round neck by
laces.
9 p.m. Shoulders kit bag, sag at knees and makes perspiring
way home.
9.30. Arrives home and bundles contents of kit bag on to
floor for edification of Parent Worm , explaining uses. Gets
i\lother \Vorm to cw on "jimmy " button -. and retires upstairo;
to try on breeche . Descends stairs backward , having difficulty in bending. Discovers Father \Vorm admirina boots,
remarking would do nicely in the garden. Dons boot· and
endeavours to roll puttee . Brand new puttees, combined with
lack of skill, present problem. \.Vonders where to start aod if
to wear botll pairs. In de peration to make puttee lie flat,
winds as tight as possible and effectively tops all circulation.
Puttees still gape at edges like thir ty fish.
Puts on other
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accoutrement· and hat
Hat balances un teadily on ~a~.
t fis with ne" 'pap r.
Admiri ng :\fother \Vonn declares 1.e
'must
u ' put it on on unday an d 1'l,o'
it
.unt ' \.gatha· suggest·
,
. of
viii now a\'e buying ne" suit. \\ orm rnv stigates ID) ten~ _
bandolier. and. with alarm, find he ca nnot re-assem.ble. Deci~es
to ~o and ask old 'oldier \\'orm friend. Goes ou~ Ill full equipment. Half way. ri.-rht puttee tape comes adrift and wmds
round left pur.· Worm trips and fall h~av1ly. ~oosmg hat.
:\le>s tin clatters on footpath like load of .old iron . 1 1cks lum~elf
up and retrie\'es Jo·t property, continum" JOur~~y by holding
end of puttee tape.
rri,•cs at hou e of OS\\ l:', who laughs
heartily at aba ·hed \\'orm. and explain that · utton all sewn
on upside down, bandolier back to front, and spu:s on wrong feet.
Cre tfallen \\'orm still excited, return home t'.Ymg to reme.m~e:
how to put on badges, etc. \rrh·e3 hom.e findmg l irent \\ or ms
ha,·e gone to bed. Get out clasp kmfe, break thun~b nails
trying to open. Proceeds to bo<lge holes for bad 0 es, fimshes up
by gashing thumb. Wrap up d~maged th~1?b and regretfully
decides to turn in. Removes pnzed po .sessions and hangs at
foot of bed, where he can see them first thmg on waking.
I I p.m.
Falls into troubled sleep.

SOth (Northumhrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 (Middlesbrough) Company.
General.-Owing to the inadvertent om.ission of ou'. notes
from last month 's i ue, we offer our apolog1e and proffilse that
everv effort will be made to maintain a regular sequ.e~ceofnotes .
I had intende.d last month to mention that our trammg for the
winter period had fin!sbed .. Th~ training had been of a very
instructive nature, which maintained a very good percentage of
attendance throughout.
·
::\ow that pre-camp training i well .ui:1de~ way, all t~oughts
are now concentrated on our annual trammg in camp, ';Iuch ~hi
year take place at \'Vbitby on the north-east coast of \ ork hire.
There have been some rumours to the effect that effor have been
made to enable the transfer of the Cleveland Hotel at Red,<:a: to
\Vhitby for this year' camp, as the trek to Coatham for \\ llliam
Youngers is a little too seve:e. · .The individual co?c~rned Wlth
the transaction could not bid high enough. I believe that ~be
barmaids at \\"bitby are also attracti~e: I woul.d like to mei;ition
that the poker dice expert of the mt are _going to ex~n~nce
a little shock at camp this year. Progress in the techmcahties
of this game ha exceeded all our anticipations in this Company,
and we have some real triers who do not know defeat. So be
prepared, you cup shakers !
Social. On Saturday evening, 3rd April, we held an Offi:ers'
and ::\.C.0.s' Dinner in the Officers' ;\less. It wa a decided
success, and a very enjoyable evening was the outcome thereof.
This little function is now going to be held monthly, and all are
looking forward to the next event. Owing to business reasons,
our Colonel was not able to be present on our opening night: but
we are looking forward to hi presence at our monthly c;hnner
in the future. Of course, we all participated in some kmd of
sport after the dinner, when relays of badminton, darts, poker
dice, etc., were held.
Badminton. Thi. phase of our social activities has been very
successful this season. Games are played every week on our
court with different team . Our nearby neighbours, the J 74th
and 175th A.A. Batteries, are our very dear rivals, and ome
very good games have been played when we meet. Up to the
present, I must confess, that their abilities are just ahead of ours,
and we have to bow the knee before them. There was an exception, on Sunday, i xth April , when we managed .to fin ish a!1ead
of them by a small margin . We have entertamed our :No. I
Company team from Darlington, and a very good game ensued.
\\'e were slightly ahead al the finish. We are only sorry t~at the
badminton season is drawing to a close, as this ~ame JS now
thoroughly en1oyed bp everyone who takes part, smce we have
altered and re-organised the playing conditions. Only ompany
members can now play for. ·o. 2 Company Signals.
Miniature Rance. We have had rather a good season on the
miniature range, which has been kept going by entertaining
other clubs and encouraging our own members to take !?art Ill the
shooting. We are destined to meet the Turf Hotel Club ma return
match on their range on Friday, 16th Apri l. We are looking
forward to i;ome good sport.
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Recruiting. Hec ruiting has reached qui~c a high standard this
year, and over 20 recruits ha\'e been worn m to becom.e m~mbcrs
of :No. z Company. Thi. is quite a good return, .cons1denng th.e
keen competition in the town among other mts. May . their
stay with us be a very pleasant one. There is a very persistent
rumour going around thal a place. has a lready been chosen to
accommodate the R ruit · Cup this year.
Coronation. Th(' personnel selected to at.lend the Cor.on~tion
Parade in London has now been chosen, and so1?e hectic times
have been witnessed in the C.Q. :\1.S. tores trying on the new
clothing which has been i ·sued for the cerei;i1ony. The lucky
one cho · n for this duty arc: C.Q. :'vI.S. Gibson ] ., Sergeant
Bootiman J. D ., orporal Thornton H; F .. and Al~erson G. A.,
Lance Corporal Lawson G., ignal.me n h.eatmg
Vickers T . and
:\'lillington j . \\'. The co111pet1t1on for pla:es was ve ry kee~ .
The whole Compan , ould have turned out 1{ places could ha' e
been found for them. Good luck to the l~cky o.nes chosen! I
am ure the remainder of the ompany will be just as .keen to
attend the local parade, which is being held on oronabon Day
in l\liddle brough.
Football . - In the ompany at present there are the ma~1?gs
of a good football team , which will represent us a.t annual tra1m.ng
at \'-'hitby for the Football up. ln a prehmmary practice
match. held on the local teelwork ground, our. team p1_1t up a
good show by defeating the hom~ side 4- 1. This result lllSJ?ires
us with a feeling that we shall give the other <;ompames a JOily
good game this year, with every hope of winning. So look out
to your football laurels, Xos. I and 3 !
Congratulati ons. \\"e extend to :\lr. F. Harvey, who is a
prospective officer for the Company, a hearty :-welcome, and
hope that he enjoys our company, as we ar.e certam that we are
going to enjoy his. So good luck to you, sir!
Map Reading. Heard on a map r~ading lecture :
Instructor: " \\'hat is the mo t interc tmg and prominent
object in square 30 ? "
Signalman Keating J. : " The Fox and Hounds Inn, sir I "

J-·

MIDBRO.

Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals, T.A.
Unit Headquarters and. No. I (Aberdeen) Company
Foothill Barracks, Aberdeen.
General.-Training for 1937 bas commenced with the usual
swing, and one can only hope that the attendances and spmt
will maintain their present high level. .
Great preparations are being made mth the c.ompany repreentatives, so that they may be able to compete with the Guardsmen on the Coronation Parade. They all appear very keen and
bear up quite well under the train of arms dri~l . Although on~y
a few will be allowed the privilege of attending. the parade ~n
London, the relllainder of the Company are bemg coached m
readiness for a large parade to be held in Aberdeen, followed by
a four days' display. The display is taking t.he form of a m1mat~re
tattoo and we have had the honour of bemg asked to estabhsh
and maintain the required communications, of which, more
anon.
Social.- . smoker was held in the new ergeants' Mess .ol)
Friday, 2nd April, and a large gathering attended .. The semor
N.C.O.s were honoured with the attendance of Ma1or T. P . E.
Murray, Major D . I'. Levack, Captain A. H . Reid and Lieutenant
J. ] . Donald. Several excellent turns wer~ given during the
evening, and the Scotch numbers were enjoyed by all (even
though some of our new member appeared to be havmg some
.
difficulty with the foreign language).
The smoker permitted an appropriate farewell to be given to
ex-C.S.;\1. Bremner and C.S.M. Ellerbeck. C.S.M. Bremner _left
the nit as his employment does not allow him to give s~ffic1ent
time to his Company duties; C. .M. Ellerbeck was for d1schar&e
after 24 years' service. The latter was very. popular dunng bis
stay with the nit as P.S.I., and the best wishes .of. all ranks go
with him and Mrs. Ellerbeck on their return to c1v 1han life.
C. '.M. Ellerbeck's relief was given a fitting welcome at t~e
smoker, and we hope that Sergeant 13erriff's stay with the Umt
will be a long and happy one.
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Football.- Company results-nil.
Have you heard the news ? A bercleen is in the final of the
Scottish Cup. I believe the other team is Celtic. This will, no
doubt, be ascertained on 24th April.
0NECOY.

No. 3 (Kirkcaldy) Company
General.- As everything is "Special "in this Company, there
is therefore nothing to be said under the heading of " General."
Training.- Training has been going on as usual and great
enthusiasm is shown by all.
Detachments for the " ub- nit " standard tests have been
arranged, and practice in these will be commencing shortly.
Trade Board.- We were pleased to have a visit from Captain
Lennie, who officiated at the Trade Board held on 22nd l\larch.
Seventeen sat, and we are informed that eleven were succes ful.
Attachments.- Sergeant Davidson and Lance Sergeant :\larshall were attached to rst Divisional Signals for a Course of
Instruction on the " Functions of Divisional Signals." They
thoroughly enjoyed the Course and qualified as instructor .
Discharges.- We are sorry to lose ergeant :\1clntosb. A new
Sergeant i/c Canteen will now have to be found. Bar-tenders,
please step forward !
Promotions.- Tbe surprises forecast la t month have not
yet come to light. Now then, boys, put your" best foot forrit."
This is your big chance !
FlFESIGS.

attracted the Barton fellow again when the S. R. Urn ts were
formed . At Jardine Street he is still in full flight. In "civvy"
life, Fred Barton is a skilled workman, Class One, G. P.O. 'That
is no mean attainment in no mean city. He may be encountered
emerging from a manhole surrounded by Belisha beacons.
He may be seen perched on a pole-top or helping to fit out a new
telephone exchange. Truly " The Old Sergeant-Major " is a
thoroughly well qualified man for an Army Construction Section .
Fred has his own way of doing things. His pockets hou:e an
abundance of store lists, diagrams and note books. But he
invariably gets there in his own style and in his own time. J- i
Section thinks the world of him. The re pect and e ·teem in
which he is held is of long standing. That's a feather in the cap
of a Section ergeant. Let no man peak an ill word of .Fred
Barton in the beer canteen on a pay night. His Section wouldn't
stand for it. We could go on extolling the good points of friend
Barton. Suffice to say that he is large hearted and generous.
~o man need hunger or thirst while Fred has a coin to spare.
Truly be is a grand fellow. Can't old Fred take a joke !
o
amou nt of leg-pulling or practical joking upsets him . He takes
it all with a smile. So we like " The Old Sergeant-~lajor." He
is a worthy. He is po sessed o[ qualities which are finer than
much fine gold.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserie Uaits.
2r, Jardine Street, Glasgow, .\\".
A. J. Fry.- lt is with deep regret that we have to chronicle the
death of Signalman A. J. Fry, 'o. 3 G.H .Q. Signal Company,
S.R. Our late comrade passed away at the Western Infirmary,
Glasgow, on 15th February. Signalman Fry had a Jong and
honourable connection with the Army. He served for two years
with the Hampshire Regiment, two and a half years with the
Bedfords, and twelve years with the Black \Vatch.
nable to
resi t the call, Signalman Fry identified him elf with the .R.
Signals on terminating his. connection with the Regular Army.
We will long remember A. J. Fry. Quiet and unassuming, he
was at all times a good soldier, and a trustworthy comrade.
There was never at any time any fault to find with his work as a
Signalman. He took a peculiar pride in doing all things well.
He won for him elf the re pect of all ranks. To the orrowing
relatives of A,. ]. Fry we tender our heartfelt condolences. \'\'e
mourn the loss of a great and gallant comrade.
The S.R.- Things are moving with the S.R. once again.
Annual training ha commenced.
ignal office are in course of
erection. Drills are being largely attended. There is a general
air of liveliness and enthu iasm. Lieutenant vV. Johnstone,
No. r Company, spent a useful few day at the Artillery chool,
Larkhill, in April. Altogether things are going well in preparation for the big trek south in September.
Medal Men.- We learn with plea ure that the following ha,·e
been awarded the Efficiency Medal: C.. M. Luke A. E., Signalmen Baxter S., Grieve H . C., Hamilton G. B ., Kearney J.,
Murray A. and trang A., all of the .H..
Sergeants' Mess.- The 'N.O.s and Sergeants' Mess continue
to thrive as a healthy and virile institution. Theatres, uppers,
and dance would appear to be the vogue these days. The
evening of Good Friday was a big night with our ergeant
Mess. One hundred people did the show at the Empress Theatre,
and afterwards supped and danced at Headquarters. Everyone
voted the whole affair as mo t successful and enjoyable. Here'
to the next time !
The Old Sergeant-Major.- They call him "The Old eigeanti\Iajor." In reality be ranks as a ergeant. His name is Fred
Barton. He is Sergeant upreme of a onstruction ection in
o. 1 G.H.Q . Signal Company, .R. A great man is Freddie.
Jard ine Street first saw him in i9II. He mobilized and went to
the War from Jardine Street. Fred d.id a bit of knocking about
during the Great War. He was wounded in Belgium. He broke
two ribs when serving as a motor-cyclist li neman in France. He
was an air-line instr uctor at Fenny tratford. Jardine treet

The Old Sergeant-Major.
Camps.-\V have talked of camps and rumours of camps.
However, the bubble has bur t.
peculation and rumour have
ended. The S.R. will go outh, and the T.A. will train in Scotland.
\ \"e leave it at that.
Eage r Evans.-" Evan · "of the Permanent Staff is progrcS! ing.
He can now read and write. He i becoming an adept at filling
up football coupons. He ha even gone so far as to address
himself to complicated techniral problem . He pores over paper
and diagrams. Evans continues to progres .
John Dick.- We learned with ·orrow of the death in Gia gow,
on 7th April, of ex-Corporal John Dick, late of The Lowland
(Rutherglen) Divisional . ignal Company. john Dick erved
throughout the ·war with thi
nit. He was known to many
of our Jardine treet S.H. comrade . The late Corporal Dick
wa laid to his rest at Craigton, Glaso-ow, on 10th pril.

!HE W1R.~
53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
The limt is gradull
officers and men . and b

coming up to establishment both in
camp time there is no doubt that we

shall be complete.

Section trainmg commenced on 2nd A •ril, and the Drill Hall
ha>; become a Yeritable hive of indu try. Remarkable keenness
i being shown, and I foreca ta nit of expert operators by July.
lt is pica ing to note that Sections are alrc'.L~Y arr'.lnging a

number of \'Oluntary week-end Courses about \\ hit unb~c . Th.e
mtroduction of the fullerphonc for use at annual tra1111ng th~
vear should pro,·e intere ting. Training in the use of tlus
instrument begin almo t immediately .
The officer held a week-end ignal Scheme in the n ighbourhood of Hereford on Saturday and Sunday, zoth and 7rst Mar~h .
The object of the Scheme wa to study comm~nicabons dut:ing
an attack. In addition to th officers of the mt, under Lieutenant- olonel W . G. Trice, Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Brown ,
~LC. (C.S.0.) and olonel R. C. Seal. ~r.c ., T.D. (D,- .S.O .. Western
Command). wert> present. \\'ith uch 'xpert gmdance a ailable,
much excellent work wa accomplished.
..\ddition and alteration to existing buildings are taking place
at Park Street. ..\ lecture-room is being built on top of the
wirele -room, the wagon sheds are being heightened to accommodate lorries, and the minature range will be lengthened by an
additional five yard .
An All Rank ' Dance was held in the Drill Hall on St. Patrick's
night. and a most succe~ ful affair it wa . Over 300 guests
turned. twisted, darted hither and thither and generally made
whoopee. Among those present were: Colonel R. C. Seel. M.c.,
T.D. (D.C.S.O .. \Ye tern Command). and :\frs. Seel, LieutenantColonel W. G. Trice (Commanding Officer), Captarn R. H.
Copeland (Adjutant), Captain\'. ·w. Hawkins, Captain and_ ~r .
W . R. Hawkin . Lieutenant \;\,'. G. Bale (Weapon Trammg
Officer) and :\!rs. Bale, Lieutenant J. Senior, Lieutenant and Mrs.
C. B. Llovd, Lieutenant and Mrs. F. C. :\foon, Lieutenant P.
Banbury, -:\Ii s Chant. ind Lieutenant D. Stephen , and 2nd
Lieutenant Evan - and l\Ii Evans. The '.\Iayor of Ballymuck
and l\lrs. O'Caffertv were unavoidably absent. They were
visiting their parents at l\faesteg. Ex-Sergeant Crawley functioned admirably aJ :\LC.
Training for the Coronation, under C.S.l\L Maynard A. R. G.,
is proceeding apace. A splendid selection will be_ honoured to
represent the Cnit, and no finer body of men will be een m
London on the eventful day. The clothing has not yet arrived ,
but we hope to get it very hortly. Lieutenant W. G. B'.lle
(Weapon Training Officer). who accompan ies the Coronation
party, is looking awfully well. He inform me that the secret of
his fitne · · i · a milk diet and plenty of walking at week-ends.
Church Service. - A Coronation service is being held at Llandaff
Cathedral on 9th :\fav, at 11 a.m .. when it is anticipated that a
large representation
Glamorgan T.A. C'nits will attend.
Band. 1 am happ) to clear up a false impression which ha ·
~ained ground since the band began practising. They are in no
way respon ible for the roof being off the wagon shed. Structural
alterations are taking place.
Shooting. Open range practice at Porthcawl in preparation
for the\ ictory Shield Competition on Whit-Sunday is producing
good resulb. The Shield is now held by the Divisional ltE.s, but
we intend bringing it hack to its spiritual home this yea r.
• 'o. 2 Company had hard luck in the \Vebber up Miniature
H.ange Competition. The _scores in the semi-final were as follows :
244th Field Company. RE .. 716; "B" Company, 5th Battalion.
\Velch He~iment, 703 ; ~o 2 Company, 53rd Divisional Signals,
f:>lJ3; 2.tf>th Field Comp:ollly. H.E., 682. The first two teams
are due to ent ·r the final.
Appointment. Welcome to :\Ir. A. J. Blower, who was
gaz<'tted znd Lieutenant on 1 zth December, 1936. J t is certain
that he will ha.Ye a happy time with the C' nit.
Xow, then. " roared the Sergeant-Major on the
Tail piece.
barrack-square as he dismissed the men, " you will parade
agam at two o'clock preciwly, and when I say two o'clock
prf'ci"t'h-, I don 't mean five past; J mean five to."
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54th (East Anglian) DiYisional Sipals.
No. 2 CompdJ.
General.- ttendances on drill evenings are _increasing, and
preparations for the \;\,'l1itsun Camp are now L~ an advanced
state. Gas Mask Drill is now an added attraction, under the
personal direction of our [ .S.I.
Ceremony.- Tho following members of this Compa_ny were
included in the detachment which reprcsentcd.. the Um~ at th~
naming of the L. LS. Railway locomotive 5504, Royal Signals,
at Euston Station, on Saturday, 10th Apnl : Lance S~r~eaut
Cook, Signalmen Anderson A. H., Carson, Hallett and W1ll_mger.
One of the remarks overheard at the ceremony, and obviously
made by a ockney, was: " They ain't Orst:ralians.':
Apart from the detachment marching around Euston Square,
looking for Eu ·ton Square Underground Station, everything we~t
off smoothlv. The selected men are to be congratu lated on their
turnout. '
Jewish Mail.- To F. :N . Gordon: " What about using that
last three-halfpenny stamp I sent you ? "
Ginger Taylor, Malaya : " \Vhat about a line from you ?
(Cookie.)"
BLACK Doc.

The London Divisional Signals.
Signal House, 20, Atkins Road , Clapham Park, S.W .r2 .
15th April.
Apology.- The Editor regrets that owing to pressure on space,
it ha been found necessary to hold over three pages of excellent
illustrations which will be published in a later issue.
Sergeants' Mess.- A Games Tournament versus the Balham
Police Club was held on Friday evening, 12th March. About 30
guests attended, and we gather that an enjoyable_ evening was
spent. The aames played were snooker, darts, skittle.s, squash
rackets, and there was also some miniature rifle shootmg. :C:he
result reflects great credit on the Constabulary,. who won ~1th
an aggregate of r86 points; the Mess score bemg r85 pomts.
From this we gather that both sides were evenly matched, and,
if rumour is correct, the unofficial contest at the bar was waged
with equal J\!eenness, and there the result was just as even. A
very good party, which we understand will be repeated.
St. Patrick's Night Dance. -A bout 300 Englishmen and
women gathered to celebrate this purelY: Irish festival_! The fun.
which was fast and furious, lasted well mto the mormng of 18th
March. There was a very large attendance of members of the
Unit in uniform.
The Officers' Ball.- A successful function was held on 9th
April at Signal House. We _were honoured by the prese~ce of our
Divisional Commander, Major-General P . R. C. Commmgs, c.B.,
c.M.G., o.s.o., and the Mayor of Wandsworth (CouncilJor W . H .
Heath, J.1 .), who has been so unsparing in his efforts to raise
recruits for the Territorial Army.
Among the senior Signal Officers, who accepted invitations,
were Brigadier R. Chenivix Trench, o.B.E., M.c. ; Colonel E.
Forte cue Hitchins, o.s.o., M.c. ; Colonel T. W. Vigers, O.B.E.,
M.c., T.O.; Colonel G. D. Ozanne, M.c.; Lieutenant- olonel
St. ] . D. Arccdeckne-Butler; Lieutenant-Colonel
. L.
Humphreys, T .D.; Lieutenant-Colonel H. V. von S. Thome;
Lieutenant-Colonel R Elsdale, o.B.E.
Unfortunately, Colonel R. H. Neale, Commanding 2nd Divi sional Signals, was unable to be present, but our affiliated
Re.,.ular Un it was ably represented by Lie utenant M. G. Ridley
Martin. About 250 were present, a nd Mr. Newman's excellent
band was kept'in action until 2.30 a .m .. well after the advertised
time for " carriages."
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Easter Training at Aldershot. Ten officers and r53 other ranks
arrived at Aldershot by road and rail on Friday, 26th March.
Thanks to the care and forethought of our kind hosts of 2nd
Divisional Signals, we settled into Mons Barracks with the
minimum of trouble.
A series of snow storms abont 3.30 p.m. was the only thing
which marred the proceedings. The afternoon was spent in
squad forming and in preparation for the next day's work. The
programme of training, which was comprehensive, included:
Captain A. V. D. Hort, Lieutenant B. J. Milnes and the advanced
operators- work with No. 1 Sets; and also a Service Course in
Fullerphone Operating in the Telegraph School.

Lieutenant A. J. Sones and the less-experienced operators,
comprisi ng most of the recent entries into the Unit, spent a less
exciting, though none_-the-less profitable time, learning the morse
code by means of flag and lamp.
Lieutenant S. J. Lovegrove and the linemen, with two su balterns and al l linemen N.C.O.s acting as working numbers, put
in three profitable days. On Saturday, they had a full day with
air-line stores, a nd on Sunday and Monday travelled out to
Bourlay Woods, actually constructing about 300 yards of permanent line route, which will be used for camps formed in
connection with the Tattoo.
Most of us had our first experience of making holes with an
Auger. As the news spread, "Auger Parties" became quite
fashionable, and considerable sums were won and lost in holeboring competitions. Even such coufin:ned barrack dwellers as
the Adjutant and the two Company Sergeant-Majors ventured
forth to try their skill.
2nd Lieutenant R. E. Denison Pender and his Despatch Riders
spent many hours in the Long Valley perfecting the display
which they will put on at the Royal Tournament, and on Saturday
they were visited by a large party of Press photographers. The
weather being cold , the conventional pictures in the newspapers
of " Easter bathing belles " were absent, and the editions of
newspapers published on Sunday and Monday had a gratifying
number of pictures of the display.
Concerning less enlightened people, suffice to say that Sergeant
D.Lx and the pay department, which has been augmented by the
valuable services of C.Q.M.S. Webb, kept up their reputation for
wit and accuracy. The Workshop Section successfully. dealt
with the radiogram in Mons Barracks Corporals' Mess, which we
hear had previously defied all the efforts of the Regular Army
artificers. We left it playing well!
The advent of mechanization has brought many changes, and
the most noteworthy difference in Mons Barracks was the almost
entire absence of horses. It seems :fitting that the only two
members of the Unit, who managed a ride at Easter were C.S.M.s
London and Peddlesden, who, discovered playing truant in
Queen's Avenue astride two very decent horse, stated, unrepentently, that "these were the last two horses in the place."
While the troops were packing-up on Monday afternoon, the
officers paid a visit to the Aldershot Command \Vireless Station,
and, thanks to the efforts of Captain L. D. Goddard, were taken
on an extensive " Cook's Tour " of the establishment.
small boy once remarked that life consisted mainly of saying
"Thank you.'' The Territorial Anny, as a whole, and this
Unit in particular, is rather out of the small-boy category, but
we do seem to spend much of our time saying " Thank you " to
the Regular Army for their unvarying kindness. " Regular
Assistance," the term used by the War Office to define any
service, however menial, that the Regular Army can accord to
the Territorial Army, is a difftcult art. 2nd Divisional ignals
and "A" orps Signals are masters of the art.
Competently and unobtrusi vely, our Instructors of the Regular
Army slipped in to their places, and without appearing to do so,
guided our steps. So unobtrusive and tactiul were they that it
seemed that they had always been with us. l\.indly, too. were
the remarks on the smartness of the turn-out of all ranks. Coming
from our Hegular brethren, these comment· were very flattering.
To all those officers and other ranks of 2nd Divisional Signal and
"A" Corps Signals who so un elfishly gave up their own Easter
holiday to make ours so uccessful. we tender our very grateful
thanks.
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lnvitation.- Apropos of the above, we hear that Hoyal Signal ,
Alder hot, are sendi ng large contingents to London for the
Coronation. If we at Signal House, 20, Atkins l{oad, Cl::iphiim
Park, S. \.V.12, can be of the slightest assistance to them, we hope
they will let us know . Our drill nights are Tuesdays and
Thursdays. The Drill J fall, with its facilities for n.'Creation, is
open every night in the week, and we hope that if any of the
Regular Corps are at a loose end they will pay us a visit.
London Midland and Scottish Railway Locomotive, No. 5504,
" Royal Signals."- The naming ceremony of the engine has been
fully reported elsewhere in this issue of the \VIRE Suffice to
say that of the troops on parade, the Band was found by City of
London Signals.
The ceremony was attended by the Commanding Offi er,
Lieutenant-Colonel A. . C. \.Villway, who was one of the ~enfor
Signal Officers entertained to luncheon by the L.M. & S. Railway
Company before the ceremony.

L. of C. Signals, S.R.
The month of March has been an active one in the Unit, both
socially and officially.
On 20th March, the Annual Dinner took place. This was the
second of these functions, and it is hoped that a firm foundation
bas now been created which will enable the function to become a
regular one. In th.is way, members of the Unit, who, from variou«
causes, have left the Unit, will be able to spend at least one
evening every year reviving old associations.
On this occasion we were happy to number among our guest.
several senior officials of the General Post Office, among them
Mr. A. C. Birchall, Deputy Director General, and Mr. G. T .
Archbold, Controller, Central Telegraph Office. Brigadier R
Chenevi..x Trench, o.B.E., M.C., Colonel E. N. F. Hitchins, D.s.o.,
M.c., Lieutenant-Colonel H. V. von S. Thorne and LieutenantColonel R. Tandy (Officer Commanding,._ o. 2 Company, Manchester) were also present.
After the loyal toasts, Lieutenant-Colonel M. F. Allan (the
Commanding Officer) opened the speeches with a short description of the work of the Unit in the past, and what we were to
expect in the coming year.
Colonel J. Waley Cohen, c.M.G., o.B.E., D.s.o., T.D. (the Honorary Colonel of the Unit), then.proposed the health of our guests,
welcoming them on behali of the Un it, and hoping that we should
see them on many subsequent occasions. He was particularly
pleased to see Lieutenant-Colonel Tandy, the Officer Commanding
our o. 2 Company, and hoped that r o. 2 Company would be
more active participants in Unit affairs in the future.
The speech was responded to by Brigadier R . Chenev.L" Trench.
o.B.E., M.C., who wittily described the trials of the Commanding
Officer of a Mechanized Unit in the early days.
Colonel E. . F. Hitchens, o.s.o., ?.r.c., then proposed the toast
of the Line of Communication Signals, S.R ., congratulating the
Unit on its general efficiency, especially on the manceuvres of
1935-36. .Major F. H . Dallison, M.c., replied.
A short entertainment followed, and during one of the interval.
Lance Sergeant Brunsdon P. was presented with the Efficiency
Medal (Militia).
The evening wa rounded off by the opportunity given to all
ranks to mix and talk, and everyone agreed it was a most
enjoyable occasion.
Ou 3rd and 4th April a week-end Exercise took place at thi.
Headquarters.
n enormou amount of careful preparatory
work had been done by all ranks dur..ng the past two months in
order to ensure success. Colonel H. . B. \.Vemyss, o .. o., M.c.
and Lieutenant-Colonel H . \'. von . Thorne (among others
attended this Exercise. Their complimentary remarks at the
end of the second day, indicated that they were extremely
satisfied with the efficiency displayed. All ranks are to be congratulated on such a successful climax to all the hard work put
in during the preceding week· .
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SPORTS NOTES
Signal Training Centre.
Visit of t he Achilles Team. :\otes on this visit will b~ found in
tbe preliminary ection of this issue. Our great. apprec1at1on an~
thanks are due to the organizers and to the ,\ ch1lle Club for their
efforts on our behalf.
Cross-country.- .\ very succ ful -ea,on has co~e to '.1 close.
Our " bag " for the season include the 'orth "\ orkslur and
South Durham Harriers League Trophy. the • orth Ea te_rn
Counti
Youths' Trophy, second .place, in the_ ~.E ~ounties
Junior, and a fourth place in the \ ouths Race m the • orthern
Counties :\Ieeting.
);ow it is up to the newcomers to uphold all these honours
next sea on.
Athletics.- A poor tart in the Athletic_. Rain and more
ram. April has excellecl itself and produced rn fifteen day more
rain than the average for a whole month.
For the first time arrangements are bein" made to hold the
Inter- ompany :\fackworth ::\leetings on the Stadium.
cotton
~und is like a wet ponge.
At the time of going to pre the first :\Ieeting has _been put
ofi, and we are vainly hoping that the programme will not be
put till further back.
There is a mass of talent this year, and the Companie and
Wing- are doing their best to produce the good . Let' hope
their ·work can be suitably rewardecl.
Army Athletics. - word to the Field C itit . Lot s of talent
has gone out to you. V-'ill you please see that it gets enter ecl for
the Young oldiers and other events.
. 0.

School of Signals.
The Mackworth Trophy, 1936/7.- The chool of. Sign'.1ls h_as
createcl history by winning the trophy for the first tilI!e smce its
institution. The writer ";she to congratulate all those, wh?·
throughout the season, have taken such great efforts t_o att<_Un
this very creditable result. It has been due to the way m whlch
all the performers and the rest of the Unit have pulled together.
Xo small part has been played by the supporter, who always
turned out to support the side. ..,,.ithout supporters teams feel
lost and unappreciated . ·well done everybody !
The detailecl re ults of the scoring in the trophy are as follows :
Rugby
Winners.
Athletics . .
econd.
Cross-country
econd.
Rifle Shooting
·econd.
Cricket
Second.
Hockey
Second.
Football
Tied fourth.
Total points gained in the trophy during the season were 63a margin of 13 poi::it· over" F" Company, the runners-up.
Hockey.-In the final match against " D " Company, three
games were played before the result could be decided. The
first two games resulted in a draw (one-all on each occasion).
In the final game, played fast and hard, " D " Company scored a
goal in the last few minutes, winning a clean and hard game by the
only goal in the match.
Athletics.-And so . . . on to the new season. The athletic
giants are girding their loins and hoping for further successes.
So far, bathing is more appropriate. The rain has done its best.
Still . . . here's hoping.
s. 0. s.

" F " Company Training Battalion.
The Garrison Enlisted Boys' Soccer Cup for the Knock-Out
Competition, and the Garrison Soccer League for boys were both
won by our "A" team.
very creditable performance. We

1st Anti-Aircraft Group Signals, Blackdown.

understand that this is the first time that lhe same team has
won both ompetitions. The team was :
D. Hooghe.
Barker.
Athow.
Blackman .
am pion.
Butler.
B nnctt.
Deane.
hapman.
Barr.
Ain worth.
The football ea on is btiing brought to an. end by the finals
of the Tillard ix-a-Side Football Trophy, wlrn:h take place this
week.
\Ye are at present bu y training for the i\lack,~·orth .\thletics
which are being held on r5th, 2md and 29th Apnl.

" A " Corps Signals.
w ater Polo.
nee aaain we have started the water polo
eason with only two s;rvi,·ors of last year's successful team,
namely, aptain A. E. :i\lorri on (the Adjutant), and Sergeant
Bridge, who are playing as well as ever.
Our first match was ver us 24th Field Brigade, and resulted in
a draw of 2-2. \\'e were lo ing 2--0 at half-time, due to bad
defensive lapses. In the secon~ half the tea~ showed all-round
impro,·ement, and Sergeant Bndge scored twice.
The game playecl against The Worcestershire Regiment was a
runaway. \Ve won 5--0. The vVorcesters played a m_an short;
even with a full team they would have lost just as heavily, as our
team were over-confident, and threw away several excellent
scoring chances.
friendly game which was played versus M.E.E. on r 5th_April,
resulted in a 3-1 win for us. The whole team marked their men
well and continued to improve.
Hockey.-At present we are trying to find eleven play_ers to
represent the nit in the i\Ions Barracks'. League. o,~·mg to
Pale tine, leave, etc., we have played very little ho?key this year,
but as champions of the League we expect to do 1ust enough to
hold the title. \Vhilst in Palestine we played 13 games and won
them ·all. Unfortunately, we had to leave behind in Palestine
four excellent players.
Rugger. Hitchens Cup.- " " Corp? Signals played 2nd
Divisional Signals on :;\llonday, 12th Apnl, m our first game of
the Competition. The result was a draw (no score). A draw was
a fair result, for we had the best forwards, but the D1".. _h,ad a
much better back division . The game versus 1st Div1s10nal
Signals resulted in an easy win for us by 14 points to nil'. ~~ving
to 2nd Divisional Signals having al o beaten 1st Div1s10nal
Signals by 14 points to 3, " A " Corps ignals will have to replay
2nd Divisional Signals for the Cup.

T. B .

2nd Divisional Signals.
Rugby.- \\"e have almost concluded what we consider to have
been a fairly successfal season. Although everal fixtures could
not be fulfilled, the team have had a fairly strenuou s time.
In the first round of the Army Cup, our side beat the R.A.M.C.,
Aldershot, by 9 points to nil. In the second round, however, we
succumbed to the Durham Light Infantry, to the tune of 25
points to nil.
Later in the season, consolation came in the form of the CobbNicholls Cup, our XV defeating the Depot Battalion in a thrilling
final by a solitary try.
And now the Hichens Cup has yet to be annexed. We have
already beaten 1st Divisional Signals by 14 points to 3, and
drawn with "A" orps Signals (no score). As "A" Corps ignals
have also beaten 1st Divisional Signals by a margin of 14 points,
the final between ".\ " Corps and ourselves should prove a real
" blood " match.

\\'e have not appeared at thi~ end of the book for some time,
so we will endeavour to give the low-dow n on some events.
Hockey.- We had a really splendid team this year, considering
our strength. \Ve lo ·t in the 1st Hound of the Army up, to
No. 1 Section, R .. 0 . . , and in the Garrison I< .O. we managed
to reach the semi-final, when we were beaten by 1st Battalion ,
Royal Welch Fu ilier , at Woking. Our team put up a very good
show in spite of the fa l lhal a ll our opponents wen~ four or five
times our strength. In the 1st 1\ .r\. Group Knock-Out Competition, we reached the semi-final stage, when our opponents were
H.Q . Wing, ISt A.A. Battalion, H.E., who beat u after the second
r play 1--0. Summer hockey is being introduced in the Garrison,
so we will have the chance of keeping up to form .
Association Football.- The Junior League footbaU on a Company basis was introduced this year. We entered a team, but
lost in the third round to 1st Battalion, Royal Welch Fusiliers.
" B" ompany, lSt A. . Battalion, 1 .E., displaced us in the
second round of the 1st .A. Group Kriock-Out Competition .
Cross-count ry Runn ing.- A team from this Unit entered in
the o. 1 Group A.C.A.A. cross-country run, but came in last.
[n this competition we had to compete against teams of R. .
Brigades and Infantry Battalion . So it was nothing in our
disfavour. In the rst A.A. Group cros -country run, composed
of ten teams on a Battery-Company basi , we took second place.
Our men ran and packed fairly well.
JAY EM GEE.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Hockey.-Now that the season is almost at an encl (why
hockey is only played in the winter, I have never been able to
fathom), it is appropriate that a brief resume of the season's
activities should be published.
At the commencement of the season we were severely handicapped by the toll exacted from the Unit by the Palestine and
Egypt emergency drafts. However, by dint of great perseverance
on the part of our Secretary (Corporal Webb). a side was put
together which performed nobly in upholding the Unit's great
reputation for playing good hockey. The first two or three
matches were lost, and then we went from ovember to the end
of March, playing each week without defeat. In mid-January
we were greatly strengthened by the return from leave of the
troops, who had been on emergency duties. The additions were:
Corporals Cooke, Brunton-Douglas, and Mc ulifie, and Lance
Corporals Dillon and 1 urse.
We were fortunate enough to receive an invitation to play
in the Scarborough Easter Hockey Fe tival. We were hopeful
enough to thlnk that defeat would be averted in all the matches.
The team very sportingly gave up their Easter leave in order to
play for the Unit. We came up against a really hot ide in the
first match, when we were soundly defeated by " \,\'harfedale."
The next match was also lost to the " Clodhoppers." Although
we had our chances to secure victory in this match, we did not
accept them. In the final match of the Festival, we found our
form and trounced the "Ce trians." The following represented
the Unit : Signalman Orgill ; Corporal Cooke and Signalman
Dunlop; Corporal Gordon, Signalman Holmes and Corporal
Shipton; Corporal Webb, orporal McAulifie, Lance Corporal
Dillon, Signalman Handley, Lance orporal rur e, ignalman
Adcock A. G., and ignalman Sysen.
Football.-Now that the troops are back from Palestine we
are able to field a much better side than at the early part of
the season. The trouble is now whom to leave out. We could
easily run two teams.
At present we only occupy a position in the middle of the
Scarborough and District League, but we have managed to get
into the final of the carborough and District Challenge Bowl,
being shortly due to meet the holders (Filey Town).
s the
team is now playing better than at any time during the ea on,
we are hopeful of the trophy sheltering in Burniston Barracks
for the ensuing twelve months.
In the semi-final of the Challenge Bowl, a great game was
\\itnessed between the Unit and Scalby at Scalby. Practically
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the whole of the L"nit, who were not on Easter leave, turned
oul and supported the team . We survived by the odd goal in
three and fully deserved the victory.
. We_ were less fortunate in the Scarborough and District
Hospital Cup, when we had to bow the knee to \Talton Bible
Class, at .'vlalton, by 2 ·4 . Our opponents won on their merits.
One thing the 'nit is very proud of this season. We •vere the
first team to lower the colou rs of the Junior Imps, and, to prove• it
was no fluke, we have since repeated the dose.

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
Mounted Sports. The following is the programme of e'"ents
which took place on Thursday, 4th :\Iarch, on the Copeland
Sports Ground. The first event commenced at 4 p.m.
I. I.0 .R .S ALARM f<ACE.
Open to S.T.C. and" F" Section, 4th Indian Di vi ional Signals
2. :N.C.0.S JUMPING (BRITISH AND JNDIAN).
Open to the Station.
Entries limited to R. . 2 ; Sam
Browne's Cavalry, i; Police, I ; S.T . . and '.F" Section, 2.
3, \'-.'.0.S AND SERGEANTS' )!ESS EVENT.
Open to S.T.C. (I).
4. OFFICERS' TEAM }UMPING.
Open to the Station. Teams of 3 limited to R.A ., 1 ; am
Browne's Cavalry, 1 ; Combined
nits, 1 ; Civil, 1 ; S.T .
(I ). I.
5. SECTION TENT PEGGING,
Open to the Station. Entries limited to Sam Browne's
Cavalry, 3 ; R.A ., 1 ; S.T.C. (I), 2.
TEA INTERVAL.
6. P.T. DISPLAY.
By Boys' Company, Indian Sig nal Corps.
7. MUSICAL CHAIRS.
By B.O.R.s S.T.C. and "l' " Section (on mules).
8. P.T. DISPLAY.
By I.O.R.s S.T.C. {I ).
9. HORSE AND MOTOR CYCLE DISPLAY.
By British and Indian Ranks of the .T.C. (I).
IO. THE BATTLE OF LAKNADO.- .
By the Boys' Company, Indian Signal Corps.
President and Referee: Lieutenant-Colonel G. L. G. Pollard,
l\l .B.E., R.Signals.
Chief Judges: Lieutenant-Colonel C. A. Eccles, o.s.o., R.A ..
:\Iajor D. A. Gregson, Sam Browne's Cavalry, Major R . H. Wall,
R. ignals.
Hearty congratulations are extended to all competitors and to
those responsible for the conscientious training which produced
the excellent and ucces ful performances and displays. \Ye
also take thi opportunity to convey our sincere thanks to those
responsible for the excellent accommodation arrangements, and
the teas provided on the ground. The weather was glorious and
resulted in · a very large gathering. Those present thoroughly
enjoyed the whole show. The Commandant conveyed his thank
to all concerned for all the hard work put in by everybody to
produce such excellent re ult .
RESULTS.
EVENT To. 1.-1, Lance 1 aik Kulwant Singh ; 2, Signalman
Khan Singh.
EVENT o. 2.- 1, Lance Daffardar Rai Singh, Sam Browne's
Cavalry; 2, Naik Ahmed Khan, S.T.C. (I).
EVENT o. 3.-1, Lance ergeant Rawson and Mrs. Snow.
EVENT o. 4.- R.A. Team.
EVENT Ko. 5.- S.T.C. (I). " A " Teall! .
EVENT o . 7. -Lance Corporal Wright, "F" Section.
Inter-Company Football Tournament of the Jubbulpore Garrison
for the Wallace Cup.-The .T.C. (I) were drawn to play "S"
Battery, 15th Field Brigade. R. ., in the first round of the
tournament. The result wa a win in favour of the .T.C. (I),
4--0. In the second round the S.T.C. (I) lost against Headquarter
Wing, 1st Battalion Leicester Regiment by the odd goal. Re ult
2-I.
The final of this tournament was decided before a large gathering on the Garrison Ground on 2nd March, when Headquarter
W ing, 1st Battalion Leicester Regiment defeatecl " D " ompany
of the same Regimen t by the wide margin of 5--0. Referee,
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better luck n xt time.
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. (1). Congratulations to the team and

The Unit is also indebted to the organisers of this Gymkhana,
and we hope that thi s s ucce~s will encourage them to give us
more.
BILL Wu~r.

Inter-Unit Football Tournament of the 10th (Jubbulpore)
Infantry Brigade for the Porter Cup.- In the fir t round the
S.T C. (I) met the 1st Hattalion. Shropshire Light Infantry,
who were last year's winn rs of this tou r~ 'tment . After a very
interesting game the .T.C. (I ) were the wmners by 2-0.
The ' .T.C. (I) versus 15th Field Brigade, R.A ., in the . em!final resulted in a win in favour .of ._T .C. (I ) ~y 2 - 1. Tlus
proYed a very exciting game. _PCCJally m the closi,ng s~age , and
up to se,·en minute from full time the .T.C. (I ) '~ere m. arrea ~s.
their opponents having taken the lead after 14 _m rnutes play ~n
the second half. A nicely kicked corner by . ignalman Crellin
re ulted in the .T.C. (I) equali ing, and now with the support of
the spectators, who were excitedly urging t11e team on , the
. .T.C. (I) retired as the victors by the odd goal.
Congratulations are extended to the teai:i on ~eachin g th_
final, when they were defeated by rst Battalion Leicester_R egiment by 2-0. Our best wishes for further success next time.
BLOS.
' Owing to pre ure on pace, one page of excellent illu tration s
ha- been una"oidably held o,·er for pubHcation in a later
1 ue.
En.)

The Bullock-cart Race.

"A " Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
Football.-Our optimism in last month's notes regarding the
~orthern Command Football Tournament was not duly re,~arded .
uffice it to say that this year we did not mana«e to gam any
honours in that tournament. However, it is unusual for " A "
Corps Signals not to be in a final of a toun_iament, and we hope
that we shall be able to regain our old form m the commg tournaments of r937, provided, of course, th~t the \yaziri~tan Operations permits of the return of the Umt m sufficient time.
A photograph of the Royal Signals team, which competed in
the De ~Iontmerency Football Tournament is not available. We
did manage to get one of the remarkable Cups, won by the 2_nd
Battalion Highland Light Infantry (Peshawar), and for which
our team' competed in the final. As will be seen, the Challenge
Cup is a splendid specimen of its ~nd . As runners-up, th~ Royal
ignals team did manage to obtam a ~e Cup, but ,~·e tJ:Unk the
excellence of the winner's trophy ments reproduction m these
notes.
Hockey.-Since these notes are written from Bannu, we can
only comment on games that hav_e been played her e. Almost
nightly, games have been played with local teams, ~nd, generally
·peaking, we have had some very good games. We have learnt
that hockey is definitely the national game of India. So far we
have not been snccessful in defeating such teams as the Bannu
Gents, but we are hoping to be able to do so after further practice.
CAVE CANEM.

Kohat District Signals
Cricket- Jamasjee Cup.-Having disposed of ro. l (Indian
Wing) Station, R.A.F., the Unit entered the Group final of the
jamasiee Cup Tournament. It was hoped that a trip to Lahore
for the final proper would follow as a result of the Group final
match versus the 4th Field Brigade, R.A., Nowshera. Our
early optimism. however, was quickly dispelled by the deadliness
of the R.A. bowlers.
The match took place at Kohat on Saturday and Sunday,
z;rth and 28th March, and resulted in an easy victory for the
visitors by an innings and 48 runs. Scores : 4th Field Brigade,
R.A., 235; Kohat District Signals, 51 and 136.
The R.A. batted first. ~Iistakes in the field proved costly to
us. \\"e faced the R.A . total confidently enough, but their
bowlers were m magnificent form, Colonel Duncan having the
very satisfactory analysis of 5 for 13 and 4 for 33.
Lance Sergeant Saunderb tned hard to stop the rot with 29
not out in the first innings and 34 in the second. Signalman
Hunt (33f and Signalman Hobden (24) also made creditable
<'fforts in the second inningb. The R.A., however, were on top,
and it was goodbye to the competition until next year

A section of the crowd.

The start of the Beer and Bun Race.
"DE MONTMORENCY " FOOTBALL CHA LLEN G E CUP.
W inners 19371,: 2nd Batt alion, High land Light Infa ntry, Peshawar.
Runners -up : " A" Co rps Sign als, Rawalpi ndi.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals.
Football and Hockey.- As we ha ,.e played no important games
since the middle of ' O\·ember, I have nothing to report about
this branch of sport.
Pagal Gymkhana.- On Boxing Day, some of the Unit were
entertained by a Paga! Gymkhana. I say" some, " because the
rest were participating in the event. The items were :
(a) A polo match on mules using hockey sticks p.nd a football.
The general impression was that the organi~ers had changed their
minds at the last moment and made it a Wild West Rodeo. Only
the presence of hockey sticks and the football spoilt this idea .
The mules entered into the fun of the game with enthusiasm so
long as nobody attempted to strike the ball. Everything was
fairly quiet, if one counts a couple of gallops round the field, and
two or three attempts to pound the Christma feeling out of the
riders" fairly quiet. " Xo. 2 Company won by three shots at the
ball to o. r Company's one.
(b) BULLOCK CART RACE.-Potential "Ben Hurs " were
catered for in the Bullock Cart Race. They started off well, but
the result is indicated by the fact that we had beefsteak for
dinner.
(c) BEER AND B uN RAcE . -The result of this was a foregone
conclusion as the two bustys of the Div. wen' paired together

The Prize-giving.

Malta Signal Section.

The Beer and Bu n Race in prog ress.
The Canteen did a roaring trade in milk of magnesia after this
event.
(d) BOAT RACE.- Thi was won by "A" Section, who put up a
fine "row." There is no truth in the rumour that Oxford are
making arrangements for their transfers.
We are indebted for the accompanying photographs to the
"Unit P hotographer" who is quite sane about everything until
he goes into raptures about lenses, shutters, etc.

Genera l.- Though the following matches played during March
did not produce much in the way of victoriou excursions, the
general play leaves us optimistic, and certainly justified the
work of our committee in mustering teams. Experienced players
are few, and quite a number, particularly at hockey, made their
first appearance in these matche .
Football.v. Rifle Brigade Signallers
lot
2-4
v. " Dukes " Signallers ..
drew 0-0
v. Rifle Brigade Details
won 3-2
v. R.A. LC., lmtarfa
lost
l-3
Hockey.v. Rifle Brigade Si<>nallers
lo t
3-4
v. Rifle Brigade Details
drew 3-3
In the hockey match against the Rifle Brigade Signallers,
Royal Signals produced a really exciting econd-half. Halftime saw us apparently well beaten and four clear goals down.

1HE WtR.~
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"'hatcver got into ignaL at lemon time is till a mystery,
but they took the field in the second-halfand promptly took charg~
of the ame. Be-fore the final whi tic, three g-:>als wer score
"ithouf reply, and it really ee~1ed a _ though b~e was all tha}
reYented ignal recording a wm. ' ' e look fo rnard to more o
fhe,e matches and confidently a nticipat' a greater measure of
ucce s as our le s-expcricnce(l players develop.

Malaya Command Signal Company
Changi Detachment.
Changi hav , as u ual, been holding their h~ds up in the
various field of port around here, and if we ha'·C:" t alway~ won,
we certainly haven 't always lost. That, you will agree, is the
main thin .
Before we publi h any re ult , we would j~st like to mentiou
one great little all-rounder, who proba bly w1she~ he was bac~
here again- Joe Holmes i the name. The only thing he couldn t
do was wim. We certainly mi him. Good luck, Joe ! Here
are the result :
Football.drew I - I
v. Beach Defence, RA.
v. 11th A.A. Battery, R .,\.
lot
2--0
won 3-1
v. Beach Defence, R.A .
drew 3-3
" · .pst (F .) Company, R.E.
Cricket.v. 3 4th Company, RE .
won by 62 runs.
v . 30th Company, R.E.
lost by_ 3 ru_ns:
v. 41 st Company, R.E. . .
..
won b)
6 wickets.
Hockey.-The Detachment were knocked out in the semi-final
of the Nahur Cup by 30th Company, l~ .E., after a great game.
Result, 1--0. A pity, really, as we were so ure that we could
beat the finali t .
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Other friendly matches: Palyed 20; w?n 1~ ; d~awn 3 ; lost 5We have now formed a 2nd XI. wluch 1s doing very well.
having played r I, won 4, drawn 3, lost 4.
Football- Small Units League.
_
lost
29th September. . "D" Company, R."
lost
6th October.
\'. " B" Company, R.W.l<.
13th
, .. H.Q ., East Lanes . . .
Jost
29th
..
, .. " B" Company, R.W.F.
lost 1-5
10th Xovember. , .. "A" Company, East Lanes.
won I <>
won I--0
I.?tb
Y.
"
,,
23 rd
..
' ' · H .Q.', East Lanes. . .
. . lost 0-7
1st December.
Y. " C" Company, East Lanes.
lost 1-4
8th
v. zoth Battery, R. . . .
. . lost 0-5
1 th
v. "C" Company, East Lanes. won 1- 0
5
lost o-•.,.
22nd
..
v. .. D " Co mp any , R .W .F .
Friendly games: Played 15, won 9, drawn 2, lost 4.
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PRJCE-SIXPE 'CE

Hong Kong Signal Section.
The Unit tennis team enjoyed a very successful seas-:in,
winning the Kowloon Division with an unbeaten record of nme
played-nine won. They were rather unfortunate, h_owever, to
lose to H .Q., R.U.R. , in the play off for the Area Shield. Cups
were presented by the G.O.C. It was t_he first time that we bad
been placed since r930, and we felt qwte pleased.
Hockey is once more in full swing (although in the Colony ~t
manages to have a pretty long swing each year), and the Umt
is doing very well. On 7th November they were once more_ at
facao, where they lo t to that formidable team by _o-6, having
to field two reserves at the last minute. The tnp was agam
enjoyed and from ~iacao best wishes are sent _to all ex-hockey
players of this Unit. The ~lamak Tournament is well advanced,
and our position now shows us at second place.
Football seems to have hit the high spots, judging from the
results but rest assured that as far as players were concerned,
they did their best and showed the true spirit, despite that
inevitable luck that catches a team now and again . The team
has, however, been ably captained by Signalman Harkins, and
nothing was lacking there.
Cricket has been much better this season, the Signals at last
proving more than serious. rivals to tl_1e best of the other~.
Captain G. S. O'~ . Power, Signalmen Smith L., May E. C., Lowe
and Stanford have all played for the Anny teams here.
Hockey- Mamak Hockey Tournament.
25th October.
v. Kowloon Indians " B"
won 3- r
Itth • "ovem~r. v. H.M.S. Benoick
lost 0-I
22nd
v. Kowloon Indians "A"
won I - 0
25th
..
' " R.A.O.C.
won 6-1
2nd December. '. H .:\cJ. Submarines
drew 0--0
"th January.
'" H.:\cf.S. Dainty
won 3-2
Goals.
P. W.
L.
D.
F.
A.
Pts.
6
4
T
13
5
9
Position : 2nd .
6th December. Farewell match with 1st 8th Punjab Hegiment
1st XI. Lo!>t 0-5.

LONG LIVE THE KING AND QUEEN!
INSTITUTED 1855

INCORPORATED 1923
EXTRACT FROM HIS MAJESTY'S MESSAGE TO THE AAMY.

THE ROYAL SOLDIERS
DAUGHTERS'
HOME

" I wish to assure all ranks of the Army that their welfare will be one of
my chief concerns. It was a notable event in my life, four years ago,
when my father appointed me a Major-General in the Army, and that
association has only served to enhance my admiration for the courageous
and efficient manner in which their duties, however onerous they may prove,
are invariably undertaken."

HAMPSTEAD
For the Maintenance, Clothing and Education of Daughters of
Soldiers {whether Orphans or not)

Patrons:
H.M . Queen Mary
Pre>uu11t and Patron :
Field-Marshal H.R.H. The Duke of Connaught, 1c.c.
Chairman:
Field-Marshal Sir Claud Jacob, c.c.n ., c;.c.s.1., 1<.c.w.o.
V ice·Chairman :
Lieut.~ Gencral Sir George MacMunn, K.c.e., K.c.s.1., o.s.o.
Hon. Trea•urer: Algernon C. Cox, Esq.
Secrelary: Major H. S. Marshall, o.s.o.

The Children are trained for domestic service and in
special cases as School T eachcrs and for T radcs
Admission between the ages of six and eleven by
approval of Committee. Age of departure seventeen,
when they are guaranteed suitable employment and
supplied with a complete outfit
Subscriptions and Donations thankfully received by the Hon.
Treasurer, Lloyd's Bank Ltd., 6 Pall Mall, or by the Secretary.
Full Particulars may be obtained from the Secretary,
65 Rosslyn Hill, London,

N.W.3.

With this i. sue we present our readers with a souvenir photographic supplement to commemorate the Coronation of His
Majesty King George Vl.
On that memorable occa ion the Corps was represented in
Westminster Abbey by Brigadier H. Clementi-Smith, D.s.o.,
and R. H . Willan , D.s.o., M.C., A.o .c., Colonels-Commandant of
Royal Signals .
On the morning of Wednesday, 19th May, Her Royal Highnes
G.B.E ., was graciously pleased to receive
the four Viceroy's commissioned officers of the Indian Signal
Corps who a.re visiting this country with the Coronation Contingent. Subadar Major Jiwan Singh, Subada.r Major Panhanadan, Subadar Major and Hon . Lieutenant Sowar Khan,
I.D.S.M., and Subada.r Ram Singh, 1.0.s.M., were accompanied
by Lieutenant-Colonel A. Newton, o.B.E., and Major .Morris,
I.A.R.o. (late Indian Signal Corps), all of whom were presented to
Her Royal Highness by the Colonel-Commandant, Brigadier
H. Clementi-Smith, D.s.o. Major-General S. H. Powell, c .B.E.,
late Commandant, Indian Signal Corps, was also in attendance.
After conversation a nd light refreshments, Her Royal Highness

The Princess Royal,

bade farewell to her visitors and presented each of the Indian
officers with a souvenir of the occasion . See photograph and
record of service on page 246.
VISIT TO MONS BARRACKS, ALDERSHOT, of Her Royat
Highness, The Princess Royal, G.B.E., Colonel-in-Chief, Royal
Signals.- It is notified for general information that Her Royal
Highness, The Princess Royal, will pay an official visit to Mons
Barracks, Aldershot, on Monday, 21st June, arriving on the
General Parade Ground at I r.40 a.m.
Her Royal Highness will be escorted to the Saluting Base by
the Colonels Commandant, and, after the Royal Salute and
ational Anthem, will inspect the parade and contingent of
" Old Comrades " visitors.
Subsequent ceremonies will include : 1. An inspection of mechanical transport and technical units.
2. Presentation of officers and their wives.
3. Photograph of a representative group, compnSl.Ilg Her
Royal Highness, certain visiting officers and all R.Signal~
officers in the Aldershot Command.

}UNE
4. Luncheon at the Officers' :'.Iess.
5. 'isit to Mons Barracks Married Quarters.
6. Visit to the ' arrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess, Diµing
Hall, Cookhouse and Regimental Institute.
7. All officers (Regular, S.R., and T.A., serving or retired)
and their wives who have not received a personal
invitation, will be welcomed as spectators at the ceremoney. This is the o>uy intimation which will bs given
t'egarding the atte11dance of speciators.
For the convenience of officers and ladies, who, owing to
accommodation difficulties, it is not possible to lunch
in the Officers' Mess, a marquee lunch will be served at
an approximate cost of 3s. 6d. each person.
~- Those intending to avail themselves of this facility and of
meeting their friends, are asked to communicate as early
as possible with :
THE SECRETARY,
Officers' Mess, R.Signals,
Mons Barracks,
Aldershot,
but in any case not later than 10th June, 1937, in order
that numbers can be contracted for and tickets issued.
All Spectators must be seated by 11.30 a. m.
Dress:
(a) Serving officers : Service Dre s and Swords. .Medals
will not be worn.
(b) Retired officers : Morning Dress.
Royal Signals Old Comrades.-A liniited number of Royal
Signals Old Comrades have been invited to attend as spectators,
and those wishing to participate, who have not already been
-communicated with, should submit their applications to The
General Secretary, Signals Association, 95, Belgrave Road,
London, S.W.1, by 10th June, 1937. No applications can be
-considered after that date.
Those attending will assemble at the GUARD ROO:'.'.I, MONS
BARRACKS. ALDERSHOT, at 11 a.m. prompt, on the morning
<>f 2'1st June, and report to the General Secretary, Signals
Association, on arrival.
Dress : Morning Dress or dark suit with medals.
Luncheon will be provided in the Warrant Officers and
Sergeants' Mess.
ALDERSHOT WEEK.-The following programme of events is
1l<:heduled to take place at Mons Barracks, Aldershot, commencing Monday, 21st June, and concluding on Sunday, 27th
June:
Visit of H.RH. The Princess Royal
:Monday, 21st June.
(see preceding paragraph).
Royal Signals Swimming Sports.
Tuesday, 22nd June.
·wednesday, 23rd June. Cricket match-Officers versus Sergeants. All Ranks' Dance in the Marlborough Lines Gymnasium. Old Comrades will be admitted on production
of their membership card.
Concert in the N.A.A.F.I. at 7. 30 p.m.
Thursday, 24th June.
Open to all ranks, wives and families.
Officers' Guest Night.
Band plays at Rawlinson Married
Friday, 25th June.
Quarters in the afternoon, 3.30 to
4.30 p.m. W.O.s' and Sergeants' Dance
in the Marlborough Lines Gymnasium.
Old Comrades arrive after lunch.
Saturday, 26th June.
Royal Signals Sports during the afternoon. Tea '~ be served on the Sports
Ground.
D isplay by the City of
Londc;in Signals team from Olympia.
Smoking Concert in No. 2 Dining Hall
at 8 p.m. Lady visitors will be entert ained in t he Sergean ts' Mess during
the Concert.
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. unday, 27th June.

Church Parade under LieutenantColonel R. Elsdale, o.B.E., .M.c ..
R.Signals. Photograph of Old Comrades after the sci;vice. Band performance at noon.
Luncheon for
Old Comrades, followed by luncheon
for their wives.
All ex-R.Signals and R.E. (Signal Service) are cordially
invited to attend. Some 500 invitations have been sent out
to known Old omrades. To any who have been missed we
tender our apologies, a k them to come along and to please leave
their addresses for next year.
Meals will be provided for all Old Comrades during their stay.
Where sleeping accommodation is required, . or any further
particulars, they will gladly be provided by the Hon. Sec ..
R.Signals O.C.A. (Aldershot Branch), " A " Corps Signals, Mons
Barracks, Aldershot.
Will all those who came last year help us again to make as
good a show ? Will all those who were unavoidably absent help
us to make it better ?
ROYAL R EVI EW OF EX-SERV IC EMEN.- It is notified for
general information that His Majesty The King will review exServicemen in Hyde Park, London, on Sunday, 27th June, on
which occasion it is hoped that as many Royal Signals Old
Comrades as possible will be in attendance.
Will all those who wish to take part kindly communicate with
the General Secretary, Signals Association, 95, Belgrave Road,
London, S.,V.1, by return of post, to whom details regarding
time and place of assembly will be communicated at the earliest
possible moment.
It is regretted that this parade unavoidably conflicts with
arrangements already made for the Annual Church Parade of
Old Comrades at Mons Barracks, Aldershot, but it is desirable
that the Hyde Park representative contingent should be AS
STRONG AS POSSIBLE.

o-.o

..

Exchange, Officers.-Lieutenant, Royal Signals, is desirous of
proceeding to India next Trooping Season, and is willing to
consider an exchange WITHOUT REMUNERATION. All
correspondence to Lieutenant" Z," clo The Editor, THE WIRE,
95, Belgrave Road, London, S .W.I.

C1".D
42nd (East Lanes.) Divisional Signals.-We have much pleasure
in publishing on page 274 the illustrations submitted by this

Unit which were unavoidably omitted in the May issue owing to
pressure on space.
EDITOR.

Signals Association Notes
Situation Vacant.-A situation will shortly be available at
Fulham House for a resident caretaker and canteen steward.
The job is very suitable for a pensioner of the Corps. Free
quarters with fuel and light are available and the pay is 10s.
per week as caretaker and £1 as canteen steward. The wife of
the applicant should be prepared t o do a certain amount of
catering for the Officers' Mess and for light refreshments at
dances. The applicant would have to be prepared to enlist in the
T.A. All applications should be addressed to The Adjutant,
London Corps Signals, T.A .. Fulham House, High Street,
Fulham, S.W.6.
An: Appreciation.Tunbridge Wells, 16th May, 1937.
The General Secretary.
Dear Sir,-A few lines to express my appreciation to all
concerned, through whose help I obtained employment with the
local Sectional Engineer.

.'
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I st a rted work on ihe 10th inst. and can now look forward
to permanent employment without the constant embarrassment
of " presenting cards " each Friday.
On behalf of my wife and self, a llo w us to express our
gratitude, wi shing the Association success in all its undertakings.
Yours gr atefully,
, ex-Signalman .
BIRMINGHAM BRANCH NOTES.
A detachment numbering forty strong, under the command of
olonel W . Iartineau, M.C., T.D., took part in the Birmingham
Coronation Parade of past and present Military Forces on 12th
May.
olonel J. Vol. Danielsen, o.s.o., T.D., was al o present on
parade. Mr. Richardson, who acted as a very efficient parade
Sergeant-l\Iajor, felt the years roll back, an experience, no doubt,
enjoyed by a ll present as they m a rched past the saluting base
in front of the Council House to the stirring stra ins of the " Old
Brigade." The salute was taken by the D epu ty Lord i\layor of
Birmingham, a nd it was good to sec the squared shoulders a nd
erect head s-that eternal ha ll -mark of the old soldier. They
never real! y lose it.
As an eye-witness in an excellent position on the peristyle of
the Town Halt, I can assure the Roya l Signals Old Comrades
that they presented a fin e appe:i.rance.
There might have been an even larger number on parade,
but it must be remembered that many old Signals, who would
have helped to swell the ranks, are actually serving in the
Territorial Army and so were present with their Units in
uniform.
EMPLOYMENTS.
Situations found during the preceding month with the cooperation of the National Association for the Employment of
Regular ailors, Soldiers and Airmen:
r Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth ............. . ... . . . Cook
2 Ex-Signalman, Stoke-on-Trent .... .. ..... . .. Labourer
3 Ex-Signalman, Bulford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... Handyman
4 Ex-Signalman, Chester ... .. ............ . .... Lineman
5 Ex-Signalman, Brighton . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... Labourer
6 Ex-N.C.O., Brighton ... . .. .. ... .. .... . . . . ... Postman
7 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ... . . ... ......... . . . Postman
8 Ex-Signalman , Brighton . . . . . . . . . ....... . .. Po tman
9 Ex-Signalman, Brighton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Postman
10 Ex-Signalman, Brighton
.. . ......... . . . . . . . Postman
II
Ex-Signalman, Brighton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Postman
12 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ........ .. . . . . . ... . Po 1.man
13 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ..... . .. . . . . ..... . . . \\'ireman
14 Ex- ignalman, Brighton ......... . . . . . . . ... . Labourer
15 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ......... . . . .... Groundsman
16 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ...... . ...... . . . . . . . Labourer
17 Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth . . . . . . . . . ..... Telephonist
18 Ex-_'. .0., Portsmouth ..... . . . ... . . . . ... Telephonist
19 Ex- .C.O., underland . . ... . G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
20 Ex- ignalman, Sunderland . . . . P .O. Engineering Dept.
21 Ex-Signalman, Nottingham . . . . . . . . . Electrician' lllate
22 Ex- ignalman, Manchester ... . ... ... Wireless Operator
23 Ex-Signalman, l\Ianchcstcr . . . ... ... ... ... . .. Labourer
24 Ex-Signalman, Glasgow ....................... :'.finer
25 Ex-Signalman, Glasgow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Labourer
26 Ex- .C.O., Bri tol . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .... Telephoni t
27 Ex-Signalman, London
. . . G.P.O . Engineering Dept.
28 Ex- ignalman, London . . . . . G.l'.0. Engineering Dept.
29 Ex-Signalman, London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Postman
30 Ex-Signalman, London
. . . . ........ . Postman
31 Ex-Signalman, London . . ... . . . ... . . . ... . . . Labourer
32 Ex-Signalman, l .ondon ..... ........... .. .. Labourer
33 Ex- .C.O., London . . . ... . . . . . . . ....... ... . Postman
34 Ex-Signalman, London ..... . ... . ... . . ... . . . . Postman
35 Ex-Signalman, London . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . Po tman
36 Ex-Signalman, London ... . ... . . ....... . . . ... Po tman
37 Ex- .C.O., London . . . . . . . . G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
38 Ex- ignalman, London ........ . ......... . ... Postman
39 Ex- ignalman, London ... . . . ......... . . . Telegraphist
40 Ex-Signalman, London .......... . ........... Po tman
41 Ex-Signalman, London ....... . ... . ........ i\le sengcr
42 Ex-Signalman, London . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ... Labourer
43 Ex-N.C.O., Loudon ............. . ... . ...... :\[essenger
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44 Ex-Signalman, London . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Conductor
45 Ex-Signalman , London
G.P .O. Engineering Dept.
46 Ex-Signalman, London
... . ............ Joiner's :\1ate
47 Ex-Signalman, London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Operator
48 Ex-Signalman , Taunton . . . . . G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
49 Ex-Signalman, Bury St. Edmunds . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clerk
50 Ex-Signalman, West Hiding
...... . ... . .... Labourer
51 Ex-Signalman. Glasgow ........... ..... .. : . Postman
•52 Ex-Signalman, Tidworth .................. . .. Clerk
*53 Ex-N .C.O., Bui ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ \\'aitcr
• ros. 52 and 53 Salisbury and District Branch
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Notes.
The Admin istrator gratefully acknowledges receipt of the
following:
CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from :
Kohat District Signals (Proceeds of Dance).
Kohat District Signals, W.O.'s and Sergeants' :\-fess.
l(ohat District Signals, Officers' Mess.
GIFT OF CLOTHING from :
Brigadier F. A. Heymann, O.B.E.
APPEALS dealt with :
I
Ex-Signalman, Hounslow
. . . . . . . . Loan £6 o o
2
Ex- ignalrnan, Liverpool . . . . . .... . . Grant £2 o o
3 Ex-Signalman, Kent ................ Loan £7 10 o
4 Ex- ignalman, London . . . . . . . . . . . . . Loan £2 o o
5 Ex-Signalman, Farnborough . . . . . . . . . . Loan £5 o o
6 Ex-X.C .O., East Lothian
............ Grant £2 5 o
7 Dri\'er, \Yallesend-on-Tyne .. . . . . ... ... Grant £2 o o
8 Ex-Signalman, London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grant £2 o o
9 Ex-Signalman, London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grant £2 IO o
IO Ex-Signalman, Southampton .......... Grant £1 o o
(Signed) T . H. L. SPAIGHT, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Administrator,
Signals A ociation Benevolent Fund.

Correspondence.
IIth :'.Jay, 1937.
i\Iajor Fairfax 'v\'ebber,
Royal Canadian ignal ,
Canadian Coronation Contingent.
cjo Canada Hou e.
DEAR MAJOR \YEBBER,
I write on behalf of all rank of the Royal Signals to offer to
you and the other representatives of the Royal Canadian Signals
in the Canadian Coronation Contingent a \·ery warm welcome.
The clo e association between the two Corps is a matter of
pride and sati faction to the Royal Signal~. an? I trust that it
wilt be till further increa ed by your tay m this country.
I hope you will all have a \'ery happy time.
Yours incerely,
( igned) H. CLEMENn-Smn1,
Colonel Commandant,
Royal Corps of ignals.

Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
ignals Record Office, Chatham, Kent.
14th May, 1937·
Dear ir,__,,.The following is notified for publication in the June,
1q37, \\'IRE. please.
Dates on which top individual· were registered on the waiting
list for the :'.tarried Quarters Roll :
(a) Home and Abroad-. rgeants, 29/611932.
(b) Home, Abroad and India- Rank and File. 1/6 1931 .
Yours faithfully, J. C. ANGUS, Lieutenant,
For Colonel i/c Royal . ignal
ecord .
The Editor,
THE \\'JRE,
95, Belgrave Road,
Victoria, S.W.1 .
D .0. -196'

Royal
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2022101
2321790
5103872

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent AmenU.enta.
The fiaurcs in the last olumn indicate the pages in the " Corp
Pr~motion Roster" (pnbli hed in pri~ ..1936) o~ which
the respective name may be found. Tlus mformation cannot, of cou rse, be given in tl1e case of Lance Corporals
ap1 oint d since that elate.
Promoted W.0. 11 (C.S.M.).
• 5o<>65.!o
.Q.:\1. . Moult R. . . . . . . . . . . . . 23/ r 2. 36
73
14
.!310Ho C.Q M .. Bradbury E . . . . . . . . . 24/ 2/37
Promoted C.Q.M.S.
•23no16
'ergeant ,\pplegate \\'. . . . . . . . . 23/12/36
74
16
4oz7 251 . ergeant \\'heeler C. . . . . . . . . . . 24/ 2/37
z3r5566
2309 50
2560553
2316 05
13oi3n
• 230943<1
2316515
3592415
231615
2316617
5612346
2316439
2310 72
2312154
2312693
2309130
2316i29
6390313
2316966
2306727
2313713
2319 7-t
77 6
2320467
2315631
I 59 00
2320621
2320945
23100 I
231 612
2317039
2)2Il 77
2319324
232240
231i46
231 665
2320700
131701!
5047117
232 I 225
z320142
231

144-

23236 ·3
i2671 '
23214 2
2319,n
2320264
23!.?357
2317995
3522510
231 394
23 I<J')4 I
2321645
6~07952

04053
2322250

Promoted Sergeant.
Barry T. . ........ .
Farlow R. ... . .... . .
Berriff C......... . .
Smith T. .... . .... .
r. ergeant O'Flanuagan [. . .. .
I. . ergeant Cosens G.
. . . ... .
Appointed Lance Sergeant.
orporal Patching F ... ....... .
Corporal Breeze C. . .......... .
Corporal Birkett F ... .. ....... .
Corporal Wolfe I . . . . . . . ..... .
orporal :\IcLean G. . ........ .
Corporal Dodd G. . .... . . . ... .
Corporal Coton \\' .. . . . . . ... .. .
Corporal Langham G ... , ...... .
Corporal \\'at.ts C. . . ..... . . .. .
Corporal Hockley B . . . . ...... .
Corporal Bartlett J. . ........ .
Corporal Lambird \Y ... ....... .
orporal haw C. . .......... .
Corporal Giddy E ............ .
Corporal Baker H. . ..... . . ... .
Promoted Corporal.
L Corporal Cole L. . .......... .
L. Corporal walwell \'i'. ....... .
L.Corporal Lomax\\. . ... . . . .
L•Corporal :\lanton E. . ...... .
L Corporal Clayton E. . ... . .. .
L Corporal Aldridge :\I. ....... .
L1Corporal Hollingshead H .
L 'Corporal Abbott \Y. . ...... .
L Corporal Oliver L... ...... . .
L1Corporal \\'est G. . ....... . .
L Corporal Johnson ..\ ... .... . .
l. 1Corporal hove R. ..... . . .. .
L 'Corporal Potts J. . ... . . ... .
I. Corporal :\Iullin I. .... . ... . .
L Corporal :\Tilligan R.
Appointed Lance Corporal.
1gnalman Rixon D .......... .
Signalman \\'inter I. ......... .
'ignalman Keeling A. . ...... .
Signalman Willcocks G.
Signalman Hurt. F. . ....... . .
Signalman Bevan K .......... .
Signalman Grainger H ........ .
Signalman Hodge W
....... .
Signalman Davies D ... . ... . .. .
Signalman :\loseley E. . ...... .
'ignalman ltoy ] . . .......... .
ignalman Adam \\'. ......... .
Signalman Dolaghan J ........ .
Signalman Walsh H . . . . . ... .
'i~nalman Fox F ..... . ... ... .
.'ignalman Strutt E. . ....... .
'ignalman Evans E . . .. . ..... .
ignalman Cheesman W ...... .
Signalman Duggan J . . ...... .
. ignalman Carlyon R. . . . ... .
• Special Roster.
L 'ergeant
L -ergeant
Li Sergeant
L 'ergeaut

23/ r2/36
r8/ l/37
r/ 2/37
16/ 2/37
24 / 2/37
25 / 2/37

32
32
7

1 / l '37
10/ 1/37
12 / I /Ji
12/ r /37
18/ 1/37
23{ 1137
29/ I /37
2/ 2/37
16/ 2/37
16/ 2/37
23/ 2/37
24/ 2/37
25{ 2/37
25/ 2/37
26 / 2/37

39
38
39
39
39
39
39
39
39
39

I
1, 37
10/ l /37
ro/ i / 37
r2 / l /37
15/ l / 37
10{ r /37
25/ 1/37
28/ 1/37
31 / r /37
1 I 2/3 7
I I 2/37
I I 2/37
10/ 2/37
15/ 2/37
16/ 2/37

57
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
58
5
58
58
58
58
58

29/ 8/36
12/ 9/36
2/u/36
2/u/36
2/u/36
2/n/36
2/11/36
2/n/36
2/ u/36
2/n/36
2/ u/36
5/1 l/36
5/ n/36
6/ r l/36
10/II /36
12/II/36
16/II /36
16/II/36
21/uf36
29/ I I /36

2311695
2306416
2306453
755722
2312266
231698
231 oog
2320479
2320025
2319345
2320102
2320042

ignalman llu band E .
Si>nalman King A.
Signalman dams
Discharges.
R.Q.1\1.S. Payne L. ... ..... . .
C.Q.1\1.S. E llerbeck A.
C.Q .l\f.S. Fegan . . . ..........
L /Sergeant All ton G. .. .. ....
Corporal For ter A. ..........
orporal Rich<\rd on F .........
Transfers to Army Reserve.
Corporal Roberts E . . .........
L/Corporal Hodgson\\' .. . . . ....
L/Corporal Wood W .... . ... ...
Corporal Rudd P. . ...........
Corporal Bailey E. . ...........
L/Corporal Stringer A. . .......

1937

30/11 /36
30/11 /36
30/ II /36
25/ 4/37
19/ 4/37
21/ 4/3i
8/ 4/3 7
31 { 3/37
23 / 4/3 7

5
15
16
35
57
46

4{37
4/37
4/37
4/37
4/37
4/37

44

12 /

9/
iS f
22 /
24/
2 I

62
57
56
57
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a shilling. Nothing happens. You give the machine a slight
jolt. Your shilling is returned together with three others.
There is not a soul in sight or hearing. What about it ? Write
on one side of the paper only. We need not go deeply into the
question of sobriety, nor, indeed , is it our intention to go into
it at all. Listen! Yon go out with the boys and have, say, ten
pints. Your patient wife asks you how many you have had. You
say, " \¥hat ? Ten ? " Oh, no I You'll tell her six, perhaps, and
away goes " sober and truthful" in one wallop. Mark you,
we really believe that there are somf- remarkable people to whom
every good reference may be applied with justification, but
wouldn't it be dreadful to have to live with them ?

O FFICERS
. . . of The Royal Corps of
Signals can only have confidence
In their outfitter if they have the
knowledge that garments are cut
by craftsmen, made by tailors
skilled in military work, and
materials of the highest standard.
These are guaranteed you when
your kit is produced by ALKIT, so
that yo u have full satisfaction .

Yes, this reference writing should be interesting. Anyone
belonging to the Royal Signals will, of course, give themselves
something snappy. They not only know that they are good, but
they say so to each other, strangers and friends with such conviction that they simply can't help living up to it. And a good
thing, too.

SERVICE DRESS
PATROL AND MESS DRESS
OVERSEAS OUTFITS

Corps Athletics.
The Annual Triangular fixture between Royal Signals, Durham
Univer ity and r'orthumberland and Durham Counties is
arranged for 22nd May at ewcastle.
A report on this meeting will be included in next month's
\\'IRE

(Signed) T . \Y . BOILEAU, Captain, RSignals,
0. i/c Corps Athletics.

Plain Tales
By the Right.-In common with the rest of the Empire,
Binningham celebrated the Coronation with considerable
enthusiasm on 12th May. A parade of the l\filitary Forces
past and present formed up in Corporation Place and commenced
its march past the Deputy Lord Mayor of Birmingham at
l r.30 a.m.
The procession took forty minutes to pass the
saluting base in front of the Council House. The 48th Divisional
Signals, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel P. H . Jones, :1.1.c.,
were present at almost full strength, and it was obvious that the
lads realised the importance of the occa ion. Heads up and arms
swinging. r\ good show. The local papers commented on the
excellence of the alignment of the Despatch Riders, who were
following at walking pace. From our lofty perch on the Town
Hall, where we had inij;talled ourselves with a loudspeaker, we
enjoyed a perfect view, and it was with considerable satisfaction
that we noted the soldierly bearing of the Signals. A special
word of praise for ro. 4 Company, Air Contingent Signals, S.R.,
who could not have been distinguished from a Regulru· Unit .
Once a soldier, etc.
We think it might be placed on record that. the Despatch
Rider who roared up the empty route before the parade and
skidded so ignominiously on a sharp bend was not a member of
the Royal Signals.
Decision.- After mature consideration, we have decided not
to take up the subject of education in Birmingham. The more
we enquired into it, the greater became our alann ; and after a
perusal of about twenty examination papers completed by
youngsters aspiring to join the Territorial Army we burst into
tears. When we get a little time to spare, we propose to tell you
something about Birmingham dance bands. One good cry per
month, however, is quite enough.

o-. o
About Yourself.-Have you ever tried to write yourself a
really t ruthful reference ? Great fun, children. If you say
"honest, sober, ind ustrious, painstaking," you will probably be
lying at one point or another . I sn 't it remarkable, when we get
right down t o it, t o find· t hat we a re, or perhaps we should say
you are. not half the great lad people think you? H onesty, for
inst ance. You go to a cigarette machine at mid night and insert

Uka nn Again.-Being further developments in our staggering
uew serial. Save the coupon. It may never be the slightest
use to you . Tow read on.
l\1ademoiselle Colette was a valued member of the Extranian
ecret Service, and was so secretive that she never discovered
her own surname. Her orders were so wrapped in mystery that
often she had no idea where she was.
To-day, however, being her half-day, she knew that she- was
just entering the house of Ukann Larfe, the world-famous
detective. She nodded carelessly to the bodies still lying near
the gas meter and pushed her way past the crowd of imaginary
people who were not blocking the entrance to the library.
Colette. was always imagining things like that.
Once she imagined that she had stepped into a lift and gone
to the ground floor. Even when she came out of hospital she
was still full of fancies. She entered the library stealthily. a
jewelled pistol clenched in her little fist.
" Parblet,," she
muttered, which shows us that she was French. " Wir hattm
nial ein Rind," she continued, which leaves us in some doubt.
Upstairs Ukann Larfe and the Hooker talked earnestly!
unaware that the beautiful spy had arrived . " And so you see,'
concluded the Hooker, " there is nearly a million pounds in
it if we can influence the Extranian President."
"But," said Ukann, doubtfully, "if they should .find out that
the submarines are made of tin instead of sheet steel we shall
be cut into little pieces without even a trial."
" Exactly,'' replied the Hooker.
"Well, Hooky, you must give me time to think it over.
Hermione will want to be in it, and, in any case, it is \Vhitsun and
we arc just going to Press."
The quietness of the old house was rudely shattered by a
violent crash, or maybe just a crash. \Ve wouldn't argue. T hey
didn't know, but Hennione had returned unexpectedly and had
met Colette, whom she remembered slightly. ·we are unable to
say at the moment exactly what has happened, but if you were
to ask us we cou ld make a good guess.
'Natch your step.
Buy the Ju ly WIRE.

Even your best friend won't tell you .

Special Announcement.-Owing to pressu re on space, lack of
time, congested t raffic, ingrowing toe nails, Whitsu n, a di turbance over Southern France a nd lots of other things ' e could
think of if we wanted to, th e gardening, cookery and scientific
paragraphs are held over. There were also some excellen t
photographs of a n illumi nated dust cart, b ut we forgot to send
them. As a matter of fact, we ran after t he postman like
anything, but he had gon . Eh ? You, too.
BARLEUX.

FULL DRESS
(fo r Sal e o r Hire)

SEND
FOR
COMPLETE
MILITARY
CATALOGUE

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, W.C.2
(T W .)

Signal Training Centre.
The Nigeria Regiment R. W.A.F.F.
Title.-So we are now no longer the S.T.C. The powers that
be have altered it to read " Signal Company, The
igeria
Regiment." Ah, well! As these would appear to be the last
notes that I shall \Hite for some considerable time (leave pends).
I shall stick to the good old name.
Other Changes.-Lieutenant Reeder left us on 6th :\.Iarch for
a spot of well-earned leave in the U.K. \Ve welcome ergeants
Webb and Lowes, late pillars of" F" Company, and hope that
their stay with us will be a very plea ant one. At the same time
we say good-bye to Sergeant French, who leave us in two day '
time, on posting to the 1st Battalion at Kaduna. This leaves us
with a complete Staff from the Corps, with the exception of
Lieutenant Boyle.
Racing.- To notes from this Unit would appear complete
without the " Carrier " supplement.
This stout-hearted
q uadruped continues on his triumphant way. He let us down
somewhat at the Zaria Spring :Meeting and only ran third,
but he made amends at Kaduna a formight later. when he
won the Open teeplechase with the "'reatest of ease. Captain
Denh olm-You ng was not so pleased at this la t ";n, as the hor e
had, unfortunately, been sold a week before. He now lives at
his native Kano, where doubtless he will win many more races.
Farewell, "Carrier," may you never be a ked to carry ~nything
heavier than your last master !
Rain.- \ Ve have seen no rain since late eptember. ( ·ow,
Catterick, beat that !) But at long la t they have broken
and at t he present moment Zaria is a somewhat sticky and rather
unpleasant place.
till, we must not grou e, and I am sure 1t
·will cool down soon. Thi hot-house atmo phere is real! • too
frightfu l to last very long.
coronation.- ! wonder how many of those \\ho read these
pages will have seen the procession in London. Tho e who
did must have seen our worthy native Sergeant-:\.£ajor, :\lichaet
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Elimbv, march111u with the Colonial troop contingent. ·ome
of the'.e native. ·.c.o.· had never even .een the ea. • ·ot ours.
may I acid. as he served on a sloop in the RN.R. during th War .
But ro the majority of them London mu t have seemed a strange
place after their own mud-walled, grass-1·oofed dw !liners.
Leave.- All good thinas come o an end. and my tour is almost
over. Another four week and-Englanrl, homl! and REAL
BEER . . o" Sai 11"11/a Rana, ...Jbokifla da .-lbi1isha."
\\" FFSIGS .

Viceroy's Commissioned Officers
Selected to Represent the Indian Signal Corps
at the Coronation.
Subedar-Major Panchanadan (Madrassi).-Enlistecl 81 st Pion ·
eer. 27.6.190 . Attached to I.S.C. for duration of \\'ar, 22 . 10 .
19q. Permanently tran ·(erred to J. .C., 16.10.1910. Proceede::I to Egypt. 15 . . 1920. Returned to I.nd1a, 24.7.1921.
Promoted Xaik. 22.10.1914. Promoted Hanldar, 27.5.1915 .
Promoted jemadar, i.10.1917. Promoted 11bedar, 1.. 12 .r<J25.
Promoted ubedar-\[ajor, 1.6. 1935.

1937

Sub- Major and Hon. Lieutenant Sowar Khan, l.D.S. M. (P.M.),
Enli ted in 54th ikhs (F.F.), 28 . r 2.1907. Transferred as
~apper to 1.S.C., i.5 . 1913. Proceeded to France with 32~d
Dh·isional Signal ompan}', 24.S.1 14. Left France to 10111
:\lesopotamia Expeditionary Force, 14.12.1915 . . Left M.E.
Force for Palestine, 13+1918. Returned to India, r.2.1921.
:\[entioned in Despatches once, 24.8.1916. Awarded LD. S.M ..
15.10.1916. Promoted / Naik, 24.7 .r 18. Promoted Jemadar,
18.7.1919. Promoted ubeclar, 1+1930. Promoted Subcdar
:\lajor, i.7.1936. Promoted Hon . Lieutenant, 1.8. t936.
Su bedar-Major Jiwan Singh (Sikh).- Enlisted in 2/31 st
Divisional ignal ompany, 2.7.1915: Proceeded to J\Ie~opo·
tamia, 17.r2 .1917. Returned to India, 2.12.1921.. i\lent1onecl
in De ·patches once. 20.9.19io.
Promoted :Naik, 2.7.1q15 .
Promoted Havildar, 21.9.1915. Promote:.! jemadar, 10.10.1922 .
Promoted Subedar, t.3.1q30. Promoted Subccl tr-:\[ajor. I . r .1935
Subedar Ra m Singh, l.D.S.M. (Dogra).- Enlisted uth King
Edward's Own Lancers, r.10.19 q, Attached to l.S.C. for
duration of \\'ar as Sowar, 9.3.191_1. Permanently transfened
to I.S . . , 2<-2.1922 . Proceeded to Africa, 19.6.1915. Returred
to India, 30.1.r9r . Awarded LD.S.:\I. in Eat Africa, 16.12 .
1916.
Promoted L 'Dfr., 15+1918.
Promoted Havildar.
1.4.192i. Promoted Jemadar, r.11 . 1q29. Promoted Subedar,
25.6. 1935.
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R<>yal Signals Display.
Catterick Camp.
The Press rehearsal of this display was held here on Tuesday,
13th April, before a large audience of pressmen and newsreel
cameramen. Mr. Turner, Managing Director of the Triumph
Engineeri ng Company, came up by air for the performance.
The weather was very unkind to us; thick fog and drizzling rain.
Owing to the sodden state of the sports grounds, the venue for
the rehearsal had to be altered at the last minute to the hard
hockey ground. Just before the start the following telegram was
received from Sir Harold Bowden, G.B . E ., President of the British
'ycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union,
and Chairman of the Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd. :
"Good luck and good riding to your men to-day. My
fellow manufacturers recognise with admiration the skill,
coolness and versatility displayed by riders of the Royal
Signals, and we are proud that the strength and reliability
of the British motor cycle are so splendidly demonstrated .
.May you achieve in the coming season the great success that
1s your due I
"HAROLD BOWDEN."

In spite of the terrible weather conditions, and the small size
of the ground, a wonderful display was put up by the performers.
This is the first year of an all-mechanical performance, and we were
determined to show that the display was as good without the
horses. By all accounts, our object was achieved. Ambitious
tricks, such as standing up backwards on a machine, hand-stand
on the parallel bars, a figure ride with the riders facing backwards,
all went off without a hitch. Fourteen men (weighing just over a
ton) were carried on one machine. This has caused some very
complimentary comments to be paid to the Triumph motor
{;ycle concerned.
Here is a programme which we shall give at our main engagements throughout the country this summer :
PART I .
r . Entry jump.
2. Some individual trick riding.
3. A little comedy, introducing " Patch " and " Tin-tack, " the
skewbald ponies.
4. A mass demonstration of backwards riding, riding on the
rear rests and standing on the saddle.
5. The parallel bars.
6. The men on a zt-h.p. motor cycle.
7. Jumping through the human circle.
8. The combination entertains.
9. A method of avoiding an oncoming motor cycle.
10. Pair work.
1 r. Climbing a ladder fixed to a motor cycle.

Seated (I. t o r.)- (1) Sub-Major Panchanadan , (2) Sub-Major and Hon. Lieutenant Sowar Khan, l.D.S.M. , (3) Su b-Maj o r Jiwan Sin gh ,
(4) Subadar Ram Singh, l.D.S.M.

With acknowledgments to Newcastle Chronicle limited.

12. The" fan."
13. The fire jump.
14. A figure ride.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

PART II.
Entry jump and some complicated solo tricks.
Gymnastics on the parallel bars.
A stunt figure ride.
Drinking bottles of beer, playing musical instruments, etc.,
whilst standing on the saddles.
A motor cycle jump through a double human arch built
on a fruit cart pulled by "Patch" and "Tin-tack," the
skewbald ponies.

W ith acknowledgm ents to Newcastle Chron iclt Lim ited.

c
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P.ur ndm!.! on the comb111at1ons.
:urf.bo;1nl ridmg.
Back\\ards riding without hands .
'l Jumping o,·er a motor car.
10. Fourteen men on on' madrine.
1 1. O' ·er the moving ramp.
1i
The cornbi nat1on l0$e.-> ib wheel.
1.'l· Bottle shooting .
14 :ome advanced pair work .
15 .•\ littlt: comt:dv
10 The figure ride
fhe followmg additional engagement h:l\ c been made mce
last month.
q th and 1-th June Blackpool Coronation Celebration ..
elby Ho ·pital Carnival.
1;th J uly
• cunthorpe Hospital Carnival.
24th July
.'tranraer and Rhins of Gallowav how .
30th July
Lutterworth Agricultural how.·
3rd ..\u 0 u t .
Belle Yue Speedway, Ianchester.
25 t h eptember.
o

;
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can be made on Army Form E. 564A, which can be obtained at
the headquarter of Commands and areas and head9uarters of
any unit of the Territorial ArmY,. . Should any. d1J?culty be
experienced in obtaining the registration form, application should
be made by letter to the Under-Secretary of State for War, The
War Office, S.D .3, Whiteha ll, S.W .r.
Applicants will be accepted between the ages of 31 and 55
years. It will be realised that the lower. <l:ge of 31 has beei;i fix~d
since those up to 31 year of age are eltg1ble for commissions m
the Supplementary Re erve and Territorial Army (or, if they
hold Certificate "A" or " B ", for direct commissions as 2nd
Lieutenants into the Territorial Army R erve of Officers).
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of unusual
appeal

The Officers' Emergency Reserve.
With reference to the announcement by the Secretary of tat e
for vVar in the House of Commons during the debate on Army
Estimates on 16th March, the War Office announces that enrolment is now open for the Officers' Emergency Reserve. Enrol ment should be made on Army Form E.564A, which can be
obtained from the Headquarters of ommands and Areas, and
also from the Headquarters of any unit of the Territorial Army.
Should any difficulty be exp.':rienced in obtaining this form,
application hould be made by letter to the Under-Secretary of
State for \Var, the War Office, S.D .3, Whitehall, S.W.1; postage
should not be prepaid . Applicants will be accepted between th
ages of 31 and 55 years, the lower age of 31 having been fixed,
ince those up to 31 years of age are eligible for commissions in
the Supplementary Reserve or the Territorial Army (or if they
hold Certificate " A " or " B ", for direct commissions as second
lieutenant in the Territorial Army Reserve of Officers) .
It is not proposed to grant commissions to applicants in peace
time, nor to provide training facilities, except for a limited num ber of t hose applicants who volunteer and are accepted for
training with anti-aircraft un its. Instructions on this subject will
be issued sh ortly. Those who enrol will not be asked to enter
into an y obligation to come up for service on mobilization ; they
will, however, be required to give an honourable undertaking to
offer their services in the event of being called upon to do so on
and after general mobilisation. Applicants for enrolment wilr
be asked whether, in the event of their being accepted, they
wi h to be kept in touch with a unit of the Territorial Army or
upplementary Reserve, and if so every effort will be made to
meet their wishes.
The Officers' Emergency Re erve is likely to attract applicants
of two classes . . First, ex-officers who, for different reasons, are
in eligible for membership of any of the existing officer reserve ,
and secondly, gentlemen possessing technical qu alifications of a
high order which will be of value t o t he Army in war, and who
wish to offer their services in the event of mobilisation. A large
number of letters have already been received in the War Office
from gentlemen who wish to offer their services in t he event of a
national emergency. These offers are greatly appreciated, and
it is hoped t h at the great majority of t hese gent lemen will enroJ
t hemselves in the Officers' Emergency Reserve.

Gifts

i y Appointment

What is more plea sing
than to have the Badge
and colours of your
Unit on the gifts which
you present?

Diamond and Enamel Brooch £22. O. 0
IS.cc. Gold Links wi<h Badge of any
Reg im ent in Enamel on all fo ur pla tes

£9.5.0
D itto , but w ith Badge and Colo urs
al<ernate ly £7.0.0

18-c<. Gold Links wl[h Colours or any
Regimen< in Ena mel
£5.5.0

Formation of the Officers' Emergency Reserve
A very welcome feature of the present inte rest taken by the
public in the subj ect of national defence has been the steady
flow of offers of service from ex-officers and others, and it has been
decided to institu te an Officers' E mergency Reser ve, so tha t those
who consider themselves suitable for employment in commissioned rank on mobilization may have a n opportunity of enrolling
for service, if and , when called on to do so in a na tio nal emergency.
It is not propo»ed to grant commissions t o applicants in peace
time . nor is it proposed to provide training facilities, except fo r a
limited number of those applicants who volunteer a nd a rc
accepted for training with anti-aircra ft un it . I nstru c ti on ~ on
thi" subj ect will be issued hortly .
Those who enrol will not be asked t o enter into a ny obligation
to come up for service on mobilizat ion . They will, however, be
req uired to give an honoura ble underta king to offer their services in t he event of being called on to do so on a nd a fter general
mobilization. Applica nts will be asked wheth er in the event of
their being accepted they wish to be kept in touch with a unit
of the Territoria l Army or Supplementary Reserve, and, if so,
every effort will be made to meet their wish es. R egistra tion

Non - Holding
Deferring Discharge
Among the decisions mad e with a view to remov ing some of
the less at t racti ve liabilit ies of foreign ser vice, is one to discontinue
in normal times the practice known as " holding," under which
men servi ng abroad are held to serve for an extra y ea r with t h e
colours under Section 87 of the Army Act. This liability is, of
course, one well known to the sold ier a nd a ppears on his attest ation form on enlistment. The discontinua nce of this practice
save in except ional circumst a nces, will mean that men wh ose
service expires before a fixed dat e, 1st November in each yea r,
will be brought home in th e trooping season prior to that d at e,
instead of having to wait until the followin g trooping season .
This will remove a sense of grievance which has been widely
felt.
The decision to discontinue the practice of " holding " wilt
not, however, affect a soldier's legal liability to be retained und er
the provisions of the Arm y Act , bu t the power will only be u:ed
if it is essential .

THE
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A further deci-ion 1· to allow men of good charac~e: returning
from abroad (who do not tJbtain a vocational trammg course)
with Jess than three months to serve before becoming due f~r
<li charge or tran fer to the Re.erve, to elect to delay their
discharge from the ervice or tran for 1.o tl~e Reserve up t? a
ma.ximum of three months from date of a rrival home. Dunng
this extra period generou leave on full pa.y will_ be granted_ to
nable the men to look for civil employment. I~ is the 1~tention
of the Army Council that, in the event of a sol?1er ~e.cunng such
employment during the last three months of 111 service, he shall
be relea ed immediately

Army Vocational Training
The aim of the Army vocational cheme is to give suitab~e
trade training to soldiers of good character .' ith i;iot less than six
years' Colour service, who have no trade m which they can be
absorbed on their return to civil life, or for whom no reasonably
permanent employment under the Government can be arrai1ged.
During the past year over 3,000 trained men passed to civil
life from the Army Vocational Centres. Stress has always been
laid on securing employment in civil life appropriate to the
trade training given at the Army centres. Fo~ some yea.i:s of
booming trade over 90 per cent. of the totals trained went direct
to suitable employment. During the past year the percentage
was over 80, and is again approaching go.
It has now been decided by the Government that the l'vlini try
of Labour should take over the responsibility for the vocational
training of all men from the defence forces, and it is anticipat~
that the transfer will be completely effected as from 1st April,
1938. The training of men will then be carried out in Ministry of
Labour training centres, certain of which will, for the present,
be reserved for men from the Forces, including a new centre to
be opened at Southampton in the near future and another at
Leeds next autumn. Men will start their courses immediately
after the completion of their services with the Colours, and will,
for the duration of their six months' course, be eligible for
benefit, training allowances, and other amenities in kind, at
rates and conditions similar to those at present in force for
civilian students at such centres.
During the financial year 1937 the vacancies available at the
Ministry's centres will be supplemented by vacancies at the
existing Army centres, which will continue in being for the
purpose during the transitional period at the same approximate
strengths as at present. Students at Army centres will, however,
continue to be trained as serving soldiers, but as from 1st April
this year no training fees will be charged. As a result of the
altered arrangements, it is hoped to increase very materially
the total numbers of soldiers who can be trained and absorbed in
skilled industries on leaving the Colours.

The Army as a Career.
The Parents' Point of View.
The presentation of the Army Estimates for 1937-8 reveals a
hortage of Officers in the Regular Army which is expected to
amount to no fewer than 980 on 1st April.
What are the reasons for this disinclination on the part of the
young man of to-day to embark on a career which offers attractions in so many ways unique ? Or, is it to the parents, rather
than to the boy himself that we should look for the answer ?
A careful study of the problem seems to indicate that the shortage
of 980 may be attributed in part to recent increases in establishments (or, in other words, to an increased demand) ; and in
part to the appeal to modern youth and the higher pay offered by
the Royal Air Force. But there is no doubt that it is, in very
many cases, the parental influence which restrains the potential
future officer. Recent correspondence in the press has revealed
some of the considerations which have decided parents to direct
their sons' ambitions into other channels, but it has also brought
to light the fact that this decision is sometimes founded upon
inadequate knowledge of the financial and other considerations
involved. It is of interest to examine the problem from the
point of view Qf the parents of a son of average ability, whose
~eans suffice to educate him at a public school, but who expect
him to be self-supporting by the time he reaches his 21st birthday.

The Question of Expense.
The full fees payable for the 18 months' Course at Woolwich or
andhurst added to the cost of uniform, etc., amount to £380 or
£370 resp~ctively, but how many parents ar called upon to
pay the full fees ? In the first place. a considerable reduction of
fees are allowed for the ons of officers, or retired officers, with
not less than io years' regular commis ioned service, but the
conces ion which ha a far wider appeal is that which awards
entrance scholar hips at both cadet colleges. The numbers of
these scholarships are advertised by the War Office before each
Army Entrance Examination, and a study of recent awards
reveals the fact that approximately one scholarship is awarded
for every three entrants to the college .
t this point the critic
may remark that the boy of average ability. wil~ not secure_ a
sufficiently hi&h place at the entrance exammat10n to qualify
for a scholarship. But the answer to this criticism is contained in
the method of award, which is ba ed on the income of the parents ;
if their income is very small, the value of the scholarship may be
equivalent to a total remi ion of the fees, whilst, conversely, th
son of well-to-do parents is not allowed to benefit from a scholarship, and the emoluments are passed on to another, less
fortunately endowed. As a result, the financial benefits of
scholarships are often offered to boys whose place in the order of
merit at the entrance examination is well below the half-way
mark .

The Newly Joined Officer's Pay.
The War Office awards a number of scholarships to the value of
£50 a year for five years, to officers commissioned from the cadet
colleges or from the Universities; these are, however, probably
beyond the reach of the boy of average ability, and should,
therefore, be disregarded in considering the perennial question,
·· Can the young officer live on his pay ? "
The pay and allowances of an officer on first joining amount in
total value to £265 a year, rising to £298 a year after three years,
and to £34 7 a year after a further four years. In certain corps
somewhat higher rates of pay obtain, but those quoted are
applicable to the bulk of the regular army at home, and there is
no doubt that, in the case of many Regiments, they require to
be supplemented by an allowance made by the parents. On the
other hand there are a number of British Regiments, not to
mention Regiments of the Indian Army, in which officers can,
and do, live on their pay without any external assistance. It must
be remembered that few young men leaving a public school, and
embarking on a business career, draw such an initial salary as to
be entirely self-supporting for the first few years.
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room, leaned dejectedly against the pbrtal and warmed himself
in the clouds of ~team issuing from the cracks. Who had ever
invented bathhouse orderlies, he wondered dismally. Still,
according to the newspapers, everything in the army would be
super-posh very soon. He nodded drowsily and slumped more
heavily against the door. Then things would look ·up. Sergeants
would behave, the Sergeant-Major touch his cap to all the Signalmen and call them " Sir " ; the Colonel would lend his car to
the men, and the bathhouse orderly . . .
Soft as the dew from heaven a voice came out of the darkness.
·.. My poor, poor lad, why do you wait at the bathhouse door ? "
" Oh, sir, the orderly refused to wait until I had my bath, and
now he's gone, he's gone I " " Is he, then ? But never fret, lad,"
said the Sergeant-Major. " Come, we will bathe in luxury."
He called a taxi, and they travelled to the centre of the town.
" I must apologise for the rather uncomfortable means of conveyance. As a matter of fact-" he looked away, confusedly,
·" - the limousine is out of commission."
Smith felt annoyed. Why couldn't the old idiot have taken
proper precautions against this sort of thing ? But as he prepared
to administer a sharp reprimand for his companion's obvious
lack of organization, they stopped outside the municipal hot
baths. Immediately the S.M. jumped out, and respectfully
rendered his arm. "May I - ? " Smith accepted the proffered
aid and stepped gracefully on to the pavement. He sauntered
into the building and along the passage to the bathrooms, without
giving the paybox so much as a glance. An attendant regarded
him questioningly, but Smith included the paybox and the

Sergeant-1\Iajor in one comprehensive wave of the hand, and
swept majestically onwards.
Henceforth a new life began for Henry. In spite of all the
luxurious comforts offered him and the almost servile efforts of
those in authority to gratify his every whim, he was conscious of
no terrific feeling of astonishment. Rather, he felt a quiet
satisfaction. The Sunday papers had prophesied that such and
such would come about, and now that it was so, who was he to
express surprise ? For all that, he appreciated every one of the
innovations.
The cookhouse (such a long way from the barrack-room) was
gone. Taking its place were neat little kitchenettes attached to
each bungalow. Better still, fair damsels saw to the cuisine, in
place of the Unit champion boxers, so that one could with safety
complain if the food was not up to standard. Most important of
all were the hot baths. Here, Signalman Smith at last came into
his own. Every man had his private bath, each decorated to
suit the owner's taste, in simple or elaborate style. Henry's
was a lavish affair of tessalated flooring, mirrors, and a wealth of
chromium plated fittings. The lighting was perfect, yet not a
lampshade marred the beauty of the ceiling or walls. Hot water
remained hot throughout the twenty-four hours. Often, in the
first few days of the new order, Henry would steal silently to the
bathroom at midnight for the sheer novelty of bathing at will in
really hot water.
Life carried on smoothly for a short while. Then the Sunday
papers began once again to agitate for more attractive conditions
in the fighting ervices. They printed letters from " Young

REMINISCENCES

Prospects of Middle Age.
Undoubtedly a great deterrent to many potential officers is
the possibility of being compelled to retire at a comparatively
early age. What ai~ the average boy's chances of promotion
beyond the rank of Major ? He might reasonably anticipate
rising to the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, and possibly to that of
Colonel ; the crossed-swords badge of a Major-General may be
assumed to lie beyond his attainments. The age limits at which
retirement is compulsory are 50 for a Major, 55 for a
Lieutenant-Colonel, and 57 for a Colonel, with maximum rates
of pension of £407, £543, and £724 a year respectively. Surely
this picture does not compare too badly with the prospects of the
average business man. Finally, it is not necessary to stress the
attractions of a career which deals with men rather than with
ledgers, and which offers a life mostly spent in the open air, as
opposed to one spent at an office desk. These are advantages, the
sum of which cannot be computed in terms of hard cash, but they
are none the less real.

Henry Gets a Bath.
" A bath! A bath I Most certainly.n.ot ! Only dirty people
need to bathe. Are you a dirty bloke, Smith '? " The bathhouse
orderly slammed the door loudly, and turned the key. " And
anyway, I want to go to the pictures, and l'll be hanged if I'm
going to work overtime for you."
His footsteps died away in the distance, a nd poor Henry, who
really had wanted a bath because it was so cold in the barrack-

R.E. SIGNALS " BOYS " -

ALDERSHOT, 1914.

Bock Row : Boys Court, Colley, Spreckley, Gale, Hatcher, Hay.
Seated : Boys Huggett, Tilford, Keane, Munro.
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. old1er." and
Ra" Recruit, .. bringing the authorities face to
face with " the unvami hed truth." So clearly did those same
pap rs indicate the lines along which improvement could be
made, that a further easing down of discipline became
unavoidable.
mith gradually found life becoming almost bearable. It was
unpossible to den that the C.O.'s car wa growing slightly
dilapidated; but Henry was a reasonable being. He argued t hat
any vehicle might be expected to collap e under the strain of
transporting from 15 to 20 men every night in a body, designed
a a five- eater --in any ca e, the owner had apologised . It was
al o true of the loca.I Brigadier that he was a trifle tardy in
accepting invitations to dine. He, however. had pleaded pressure
of work and could not, in fairness, be censured.
fter careful reasoning Henry decided that the life wasn 't too
bad ; but for all that, there suddenly seemed to be an artificial
air pervading the whole proceedings. He racked his brains for
hours on end to determine the ca.use. At last he gave it up, and
tn accordance with his usual custom when suffering from any
bodily or mental fatigue, he took a bath.
While in the bath he had a very queer dream . He had just
reached the middle chapter of his book (Henry always read in the
bath these days, and it was so much easier to keep warm by
turning a tap than by putting coal on the fire) when he fell
asleep. Probably the hot water had made him drowsy.
ot
that it matters.
Anyway, the water got colder and colder, and Henry's dream
a proficient dreamer was Henry- left the equator and crept
gradually northwards. ;,\forocco, Spain, France, cotland . . .
Then his dream changed fluidly, in the way that dreams have,
and he found himself sitting all alone in his bath at the ~ orth
Pole, frozen-in solid, so that all he could do wa shout and shout
and shout and shout . ..
" \'\'hat the devil is all this row about ? " The bathhouse
orderly ca.me running up, breathing stentorously. and only half
clothed in shoes, civilian trousers, and a singlet. He saw Smith
~tanding close to the wall, still wearing the terrified look occas10ned by the nightmare. In the dim light the orderly mistook
his expression, attributing the cause to one much different than
fear. He jerked out, " It's all right, old man. I never reali ed
vou wanted a bath so much as all that."
· Gleams from the distant bungalow cast vague, illusive shadows.
Henry's face seemed to grow less demoniacal in appearance, and
began to wear a softer look.
" Come in." The orderly, greatly subdued now, led the
way into the region of enamelled iron baths and whitewashed
walls.
With triumph for a bloodless victory in his heart, and no
thought or regret for the bath of his dreams, Smith flung his
towel on the wooden bench and commenced to undress.
D . L. R.

Golf.
Royal Signals Annual Golf Meeting.- The Royal 'ignals
Annual Golf '.\leeting was played at the Berkshire Club on
Thursday and Friday, 22nd and 23rd April. The Meeting was
fa,·oured ";th perfect weather and, despite the recent heavy rain ,
hoth courses were in their usual excellent condition.
The Royal ignals Championship, consisting of thirty-six
holes medal play, was competed for on the first day and attracted
ltfteen entries. The morning round was played over the blue
course, and for the afternoon round the red course was utilised.
Gaptain Duke, with a score of eighty, led the field at the
<·nd of the first eighteen holes, closely followed by Major LewisHarclay and Captain Cole with eighty-one each, whil st Captain
\V3:lford (eighty-two), Lieutenant Worrall (eighty-four) and
'.\la1or Charlesworth (eighty-five) were all within striking distance.
'.\fajor Lewis-Barclay returned another eighty-one over t he
r~ cou:se in. the afternoon and with an aggregate of r 62 won the
(hamp1onsh1p for the seventh time. His morning round of
eighty-one incl_uded a nine at the second hole, which might easily
have pro,·ed hi,; downfall, but for the remainder of the round he
~ept to th; straight and narrow path and the correct figures.
~.aptam \\ialford produced a second round of eighty-two and
hnt hed two strokes behind the winner with a total of 164.
The second day's p lay wa open to ret ired, T.A . a nd S.R.
officers, in addition to <ervmg officers, and twenty-two players

turned out, among t whom we re one retired , two T.A . and two
S.R. officers.
The Royal Signals Handicap was played for over the blue
cour e during the morning and was won by Captain C. A.
Bridgland with a score of So - 6
74.
Captain Duke
(80 - 4 = 76) and Lieutenant H. Worrall (81 - 5 = 76) tiE!d
for econd place.
Over the red course in the afternoon the Royal Signals Foursomes were played against bogey and resulted in a win for
Lieutenant tephenson and Hunter with an excellent return of
one up, econd place being taken by apt ins Longfield and ole
with one down.
feature of the Meeting was the promising form shown
by ome of our younger players, and it is evident that, with a
little more experience and encouragement, they will prove useful
members of representative Corps sides. lt was good to see one
of the trophies won by a retired officer, and the presence of T .A.
and . R. representatives was appreciated. It i hoped that next
year will see their attendance in even greater strength. It has
now been decided that the Corps nnual Meeting for the future
will be played each year at the Berkshire Jub, near Ascot, on
two days of the week immediately preceding the Army Golf
hampionships. Detailed results of the 1937 Meeting arc :
R

YAL

!G

ALS CHA~1P!ONSHIP .

First
econd
Round . Round . Total.
162
81
81
i\Iajor H . . Lewi -Barclay . . ....... .
82
82
Capt. J. E. . Walford . . ........... .
164
168
Capt. M. Duke . . . .... . ..... . ... .
88
16<)
Lt. H . Worrall
.... . . . . ... . ...... .
85
Major J . F . Charlesworth . . .... .. . .
170
85
2nd Lt. H . B . Hunter .. .. ......... .
172
87
Capt. E . S. Cole . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... .
92
r73
Capt. A. E . Morrison .. . ....... .. . . .
I76
87
Major G. C. Winckley ........... . . .
92
178
Major C. K. Thur by-Pelham . ...... .
90
89
179
Capt. J. F. Longfield . . . . . ........ .. .
89
90
I79
Lt.-Col. H. A. J. Parsons ... ........ .
90
Capt .. . J . G. le air ............. .
IOI
Lt. W . H . L. Gordon ... ........... . .
ROYAL SrGNALS HANDICAP .

Capt. A. C. Bridgland ... . . .. .... ......... . . 80- 6 = 74
Capt. i\I. Duke ........... ..... ........... .
o - 4 = 76
Lt. H. \IVorrall . . ...... ... ................ . 81- 5 = 76
Capt. A. E. Morrison . ..... . .............. .. . 88-II = 77
Capt. J. E. S. Walford ..... . .... . .......... . 81 3 = 78
Capt. E. S. Cole ..... . ........... ... ....... . 86- 8 = 78
Major H . S. Lewis-Barclay .. . . ............. . 81- 2 = 79
Major G. C. Winckley ...... . . .. . . . . . ...... . 91-12 = 79
:'.\Iajor J. F . CharlC)iworth . . . .............. . 89- 8 = I
Lt. T . G. V. Stephenson ... .. . . . .... . ...... . 99-18 = 81
:'.\fajor C. I<. Thursby-Pelham ...... . ........ . 89- 6 = 83
Capt. J. F . Longfield ...... . ......... . . . .... . 91 7 = 84
:'.\llajor W. C. V . Galwey . . • ..... .. .. .. . ..... 105 - 18 = 87
;\fajor R. T. Williams . . ........... . ....... . 106 - 18 = 88
Lt. VV H. L. Gordon ... . . . . ............... . . 1 0 5 - 14 = 91
Lt.-Col. H . A. J. Parson . ............... . . . .
No return
Major F . H. Dallison ............ . ..... ... .
Major J. G. T. Hiley . . . . ... . ........... . .
2nd Lt. J. F. English ..................... .
2nd Lt. A. G. Pari ... ............... .. ... .
Capt. A. J. G. Mc air .. . ....... . . . ..... .. . .
ROYAL SIGNAL

FOURSOMES .

Lts. Stephenson and Hunter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Capts. Longfield and Cole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Major Lewis-Barclay and Capt. Bridgland . . . . . . . .
Capt. Mc air and Lt. Worrall.... ... . ............
Majors Winckley and Thursby-Pelham . . . . . . . . . . . .
Capts. \\'alford a nd Duke......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Major Charlesworth and Lt. Paris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Major Galwey and Lt. Gordon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Majors Hiley and Dallison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
;\fajor 'v\'illiams and Capt. Morr ison . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

up .
1 down.
3 down
3 down .
5 down.
6 down .
6 down.
7 down .
9 down .
I I down .
1

Army Golf Championships.-The 1937 Army Golf Champion ·
ships were played at Pri nce's, Sandwich , durin g t he week com·
me ncing 26th Ap ril, a nd the Corps entered its u ual two repre-
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sentative teams.
o . I Unit team, from Catterick, consisted of
Captain J . F . Longfield, Captain E . S. Cole, Captain R. C.
Woodbridge and 2nd Lieutenant P. T . S. Brown.
o. 2 Unit
team, representing the remainder of the Corps outside Catterick,
included Lieutenant-Colonel IJ . A. J . Parsons, Major H. S.
Lewis-Barclay, Captain l'vl. Duke and aptain J . E. S. Walford,
with Lieutenant H. C. Worrall as reserve. Lieutenant-Colonel
Parsons had to make a n early start for France on a month's
special duty and withdrew from the team, his place being taken
by Lieutenant Worrall.
Prince's was playing very Jong, and a cold wind veering from
north to east made conditions rather unpleasant and the golf
difficult. The Army Individual Championship was won by
znd Lieutenant A. A. Duncan, Welsh Guards, who captained
Oxford las t year in the Inter-Varsity Match. Several of our
players produced good, steady rounds without actually getting
within reach of the leaders. Captains Walford and Duke each
returned an aggregate of 166 for two rounds, and this score
represented very good golf indeed under the prevailing conditions.
cores returned by Corps players were :
1st Round. 2nd Round. Total.
82
166
Capt. M. Duke ........... .
84
I66
Sr
Capt. J. E. S. Walford
85
Major H. S. Lewis-Barclay ..
86
87
173
181
Lt. H . Worrall ........... .
90
91
Capt. R. C. Woodbridge
96
96
Major G. C. Winckley
99
apt. E. S. Cole . .. ...... .
86
88
Capt. J . F. Longfield . .. . . .
2nd Lt. P . T . S. Brown ... .
The Team Champion hip commenced on the Wednesday, and
here both Corps teams put in really spleRdid work.
·o. 1
Unit team met the Royal Warwickshire 2nd team in the first
round and won by ten holes to two.
In the second round, they registered a very fine win over the
R.A.P.C. team by thirteen holes to nine. Captain Longfield
was in devastating form and :finished eight up on his opponent.
His victim afterwards stated he was completely shattered by
Captain Longfield's recovery shots and long-distance holing out.
Captain Cole took :five holes from his opponent in a very workmanlike manner, and the lead thus gained more than offset the
holes dropped by the team's os. 3 and 4.
In the third round the team came up against a strong team
in the Seaforths, all sound golfers with an intimate knowledge
of the links. Captain Longfield did splendidly to lose only
three holes to Captain Mackessack, whilst Captain Cole's victory
over Macrae by five holes was an excellent performance. There
is no doubt that Captain Cole has got over his "teething"
troubles at this golf game, and by sheer hard work and enthusiasm has made himself into a really sound golfer. Our Nos. 3
and 4 could not quite cope with their opponents, and the Scaforths
emerged the winners by fifteen holes to five.
No. 2 Unit team had a very " sticky " part of the draw, and
in the first round had to play a good Welsh Guards team led by
2nd Lieutenant Duncan, who had won the Individual Championship the day before. Major Lewis-Barclay, with his new handi cap of six at Prince's (though compelled to play off two handicaps
during the Army Meeting) dropped himself to No. 3 in the team
and nominated Captain Walford and Captain Duke to play
No. r and o. 2 respectively. Throughout the team matches
these two players justified their place and p layed up gallantly.
In the Welsh Guards Match, Captain Walford found 2nd
Lieutenant Duncan playing rather too well and, though trying
hard all the way, finished up nine holes to the bad. Captain
Duke had a grand tussle with a very good player in Captain
Malcolm and his two holes victory was an excellent effort.
Major Lewis-Barclay, against Lieutenant-Colonel Fox-Pitt, was
eight up at the ninth hole and eventually :finished seven up on
the round. Lieutenant Worrall played sturdily and made the
is ue safe by coming in four hole to the good against Lieutenant
S. G. Holland.
In the second round, the team opposed the R. .S.C. (eventual
winners of the Championship), and on paper hould have lo t
by the length of a street. Actually at the twelfth hole the team
were all square, but, thereafter, the R.A. . . gradually got on
top and won in the end by 8 holes to o. Captain Walford,
probably remembering his victory over Lieutenant Gardner in
the previous week, finished only one down to this player after
a ding-dong match. Captai n D u ke had a rare set-to with 2nd

Lieutenant Law and though out-dnven by huge distances tuck
grimly to his task and finished only two down. .\1ajor Lew1sBarclay also found it too big a task to compete with the long
and accurate hitting of znd Lieutenant Ellis, and although holtng
the course in seventy-nine strokes, he finished five down to his
opponent, who went round in seventy-five. Lieutenant Worrall
and Captain Macdonald had a grand match at -o. 4, and the
former's team mates were delighted with the unperturbed
manner in which he hung on to finish all square with such an
experienced campaigner.
Results of the Team Championship were :
IST ROU1 D.
ROYAL SIGNALS TO. I
TEAM.

UNIT

Capt. J. F . Longfield . . . . .
Capt. E . S. Cole ..........
Capt. R. C. Woodbridge ..
2nd Lt. P. T. S. Brown ....

ROYAL WARWICKSHIRE REG!.
2ND TEA I.

J . F. L. Allen . . . . . . . . .
Capt. Walton .........
Lt. C. T . Orton . ... ......
R. C. McDonald ..........

r

3
6
o
10

2

ROYAL SIGNALS No. 2 UNIT
TEAM.

Capt. J. E. S. Walford
Capt. M. Duke . . . . . . . . . .
Major H . S. Lewis-Barclay
Lt. H . Worrall ..........

WELSH GUARDS.

2nd Lt. A. A . Duncan . .
Capt. A . W. A. Malcolm ..
Lt.-Col. W. A. L. Fox-Pitt
Lt. . G. Holland . . . . . . . .

o
2
7
4
13

ROU D .

8
5
o
o

R.A.P.C.
Major R. G. Stanham
Lt. R. C. Thompson
Capt. A. . Evers
Lt. D . G . Carter ........

13

o
o
7
2
9

ROYAL SIGNALS
O. 2 UNIT
TEAM.

Capt. J. E. S. Walford . . . .
Capt. M. Duke . . . . . . . . . .
Major H . S. Lewis-Barclay
Lt. H . Worrall . . . . . . . . . .

9
o
o
o
9

2ND
RoYAL S1GNALS No. 1 UNIT
TEAM.

Capt. Longfield . . . . . . . . . .
Capt. E. S. Cole . . . . . . . . . .
Capt. R. C. Woodbridge . .
2nd Lt. P . T . S. Brown . . . .

o
o
o
2

R.A.S.C.
Lt. M. R. Gardner ..... .
Lt. T. F. B. Law .. . . . . . . 2
Lt. W. F. Ellis . . . . . . . . . . ~
Capt. G. B . Iacdonald .... o

o
o
o
o
0

ROYAL SIGNALS No.
TEAM.

3Ro
I UNIT

Capt. J. F. Longfield
Capt. E. S. Cole . . . . . . . . . .
Capt. R. C. Woodbridge ..
2nd Lt. P. T. S. Brown . . . .

ROUND.
SEAFORTH HIGHLANDERS .

o
5
o
o

Capt. K. l\Iackessack
I. D. K. Macrae. . . . . . . . . .
J. A. Robertson. . . . . . . . . .
Capt. C. P. R. Johnstone ..

3

o
3
9

5

Conclusion.-The rmy Golf Meeting is gradually assuming a
" specialist " atmosphere, and only class golfers can hope to
succeed to any of the titles. The number of University " Blues "
in the teams is increasing, and the week-end golfer and " mixed
games " player will find it more difficult to compete with them
as time goes on. The R. .S.C. team this year included three
recent 'Varsity "Blues," and actually had a 'Varsity "Blue"
witl1 a handicap of scratch standing by as a reserve I Under
the circumstances, our Corps teams put up a really splendid
performance, particularly
o. nit team in their matches
against the \ Velsh Guards and R.A. .C. Against the latter
team, which eventually won the Chan1pionship, they lo t fewer
holes than any other team throughout the Meeting. Particularlv
pleasing is the promise hown by some of our younger players,
both in the
rmy and Corps Ieetings. In Captain Cole.
Lieutenant \ Vorrall, Lieutenant Hunter, 2nd Lieutenant Brown
a nd others we have the makings of good Corps teams for the
future.
[Details of the match between Officer of Royal Signal and
R.A. S. . has been unavoidably held over to a later i ue.-En ]

HOME STATIONS

School of Signals.
Preparation for the Annual Inspection of the mt, which
takes place on 26th May, are proceeding full steam ahead. The
• hool lines are looking very smart and should be well up to
scratch on the vital day. By the time that these notes are in
print everything will be over and the Unit can settle down once
more to ordinary routine.
There were no celebrations (with the exception of private ones)
for the Coronation, except that all ranks bad the day off, a
privilege which, I think, was greatly appreciated.
We e::..'i:end our greetings to Sergeant Hayhoe, who arrived
from Inclia on 3rd May, and also to Signalman Herbert from
2nd Divisional Signals on 27th April.
ignalman Cresswell left us to take a Course in plumbing at the
A.V.T.C., Hounslow, on 6th l\Iay. Signalmen Stout and Hall
left for 2nd Divisional Signals and 4th Divisional Signals on
29th April and 30th April respectively.
Congratulations to Signalman Healey on re-engaging to complete twenty-one years with the Colours. How do you do it,
Tim'
s. 0. s.

Sergeants' Meu.
Smee our last notes several changes have taken place in the
membership of the Mess.
ergeant ' Valsh and Lance Sergeant Cox have left our fold ,
the former to civilian employment at Western Command, and the
latter to 2nd Divisional Signals, Aldersbot. We are sorry to
lose them, but hasten to wish both all the best in their new
spheres. In Lance Sergeant Cox 2nd Divisional Signals. ha.ve -bagged a really first-class entertainer, who, may we predict, will
be heard on the air one of these days. Sergeant ' Villiams and
family have also left us for the " Terriers " at Birmingham.
Our be t wishes to you and Mrs. 'Villiams. We welcome Sergeant
Hayhoe, who arrived on 4th May, played a useful game of
snooker, and then proceeded on disembarkation leave. " Spud "
Murphy has been looking for a useful indoor athlete to hold the
fort against the student members.
On the occasion of the Coronation of Their Majesties The King
and Queen the tulip bed was made the centrepiece of our
decorations. The natural effect of the tulips greatly added to the
effect of the bunting surrounding them in maypole fashion,
surmounted overall by the Union Jack. The whole area was
floodlit at night. Whispered as well as outspoken admiration
has been heard on all sides.
Indoor Athletics.-We have added table tennis to the list, and
it has proved an immediate success. Some of the members are
getting really hot, but the tendency to Jose the balls behind
the sofa and take others into use rather detracts from their
skill
'Ve continue our functions on the 22nd with a \\/hist Drive
and Dance.

1ii

Panoramic Pholcgraph Co. Man<hat ..
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" F " Company Training Battalion.
General.- !£ the morning had been fine, the Company would
at this moment be on parade for the Brigadier's nnual Inspection
of the Training Battalion at drill. The rain, however, came down
in torrents just as we were due to go on parade. We are now
standing by. The inspection of the Lines by the Brigadier is
due to take place on 25th May. The Company proceed on leave
from to-morrow, uth May, until 18th May.
The Company garden have now been taken over by Signalman
;'llilroy. Ex-boys will remember his red head in the Boys' Club.
Already the excellent results of his labours can be seen.
V.'e have had a spell of really good weather for Catterick.
Unfortunately, it is now back to normal again . The rain appears
to have come to stay with us for the Coronation holidays.
We have commenced rehearsals for the Northern Command
Tattoo. The props used last year have arrived in variou
stages of disrepair. The drivers of last year's tanks will be sorry
to hear that they are now mere hulks, and two new ones have
been ordered. The story for our turn is practically the same as
last year. We are already almost fit to take the arena.
Sergeant Boy Martin and Boy Bowler left this morning for
Woolwich to attend the Coronation. They have been allotted
seats on Constitution Hill. We hope that they have a fine time
and also fine weather.
Sports.-During the month the Mackworth Athletics have been
decided. This year, owing to bad weather, there was only
two meetings. The School of Signals won the first and " F "
Company the second. The Shield is therefore shared for this
year. The S.T.C. Individuals were held during the week following
the Mackworth meetings. Our congratulations are offered to
Corporal Boy Roberts D., who won the Victor Ludorum Cup,
and also to the other runners who competed and gained points
for the Company towards the Pinsent Cup, which is competed
for at the same time and awarded to the Company obtaining most
points. " F " Company won with seventy-three points, a clear
lead of thirty over our nearest rival.
Departures.-'-The following have left us for Field Units. We.
wish them the best of luck and progress at their new Stations :
Signalmen Ainsworth, Quinn, Connell, Price, Smith M., Sullivan
W., Birch and Hicks, all to 4th Divisional Signals; Signalmen
Connor and Elston to 2nd Divisional Signals ; Signalmen Bowles
and Halstead to 3rd Divisional Signals.
Arrivals.-Another three recruits have joined us : Boys
Rabjohns and Brodie from India, and Boy Hooper for training
as a trumpeter.
EFFAS .
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For three of the four nights we were allowed out until Reveille
the following morning, but, strange to say, no one was seen
coming home with the milk until Coronation night, when a few
stragglers just managed to crawl in before Reveille. They looked
like nothing on earth.
The Coronation itself, as far as Signals were concerned, went
off without a hitch , and the procession party especially are to be
congratulated on a very fine show. This Unit is certainly seeing
something of the world just lately. After returning from
Palestine detachments have been to Ely (for t he .floods), Bramley,
Bulford, and now London.
After a spot of leave, on our return to Aldershot we shall be
preparing for the visit of H.R.H . The Princess Royal, and then
for Schemes and Camp ; so we have a fairly full programme
ahead.
Mention of Ely reminds me that quite a few letters are still
arriving bearing that postmark, and quite a few Whitsun passes
bear that destination.
Sport.-Our rugby team just managed to win the Hitchins
Cup by beating 2nd Divisional Signals by six points to nil. We
congratulate both teams on a fine display.
The cross-country team were victorious in the Inter-Unit Race
and won easily by a margin of 262 points from 2nd Divisional
Signals. For once, rst Divisional Signals were nowhere.
The water polo team are also doing well and we are expecting
great things of them this season.
Deaths.-Our deepest sympathy is extended to Signalman
Last in his recent bereavement.
Things We Want to Know.-Which Clerk said, " I remember m
Queen Victoria's reign we got medals " ?
Why our trumpeter will not give a tune on his instrument.
Is he too good ?
What is the Kiwi ?
The origin and meaning of a particular war cry heard regularly
in Barrack Block, 25 East.
What " Trixie " is doing.
If "Tich" of Malaya has forgotten Alfie and Claud .
Cartoon.- The cartoon accompanying these notes was drawn
by our Rocky Mountaineer No. I .
Jews' Mail.- " Ducker," Punky. " What about a line ?
'Cush,' r Coy."

SltJNALS

''STAR§''

1st Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
13th May.
General.-It is all over, and a certain office in Mons Barrack,.
need no longer send out hastily typed letters on the subject of
" Welling Boots and Possession Parties." ·
Although works tickets may make a good trail for a paper
chase, No. r Company M.T . Clerk is requested not to strew them
m front of the Guard Room. If this happens to the letters you
are going to deliver in the near future the Post Office may have
something to say a bout it.
Such is the devotion to duty of our Carpenter (or \Vbeeler,
in case he does not recognise himself) that when running short
of oil for his putty he used his life's blood for mixing it. At any
rate, he thought that was the case until he saw the beaming face
of the assistant pay bloke. " Taffy " was last seen running back
to Tonypandy, howeffer.
Gardens.- ! have heard of guns being made into ploughshares.
but our Farrier bas capped it by turning horseshoes into scythes
(nearly the same shape). Demonstrations are given in the
hayfield (?) adjoining the Sergeants' ~1ess.
Jews' Corner.- This month's award definitely goes to Jo~
Hope, who shaved off his moustache in order to try and make
himself look like a passport photograph in his possession and
which was required to prove his identity for a half-fare voucher.
I have never before heard of anyone who wished to make
themselves even faintly resemble their passport photograph
Next time, Joe, just go up in long clothes and they'll let you
travel as a baby in arms.
Tailpiece.-As you may guess, our F. of S. is responsible to.the following :
If the windows are broken and doors have no locks ;
If the chimneys are smoking, or you want a new box ;
If the R.S.j\1.'s boots pinch because they're too small ;
If you find that the curtains don't fit in the hall ;
If there's anything wrong in the Unit at all;
Just send for the Foreman of Signals !
If you want any nuts, pegs, pliers or wire ;
If you want new huts, or just wood for the fire ;
If a kid in the Quarters should want a new top ;
If the radiogram should turn out a .flop ;

Or the wife's gone and broken her dirty old mop ;
Just worry the Foreman of Signals I
If you want any stuff and the Q.M. won't play;

And you want to get rough and feel someone should pay ;
You enter the office to lay down the law,
But go out through the window instead of the door ;
Just rush to the workshops and let out a roar" Where the deuce is the Foreman of Signals ! "
If the Sets are all " dis " and the lines are not through ;
If the road you should miss when you're out in the blue;
If the battery is fiat and you can't get a spark,

And you turn out your tool kit to work in the dark ;
Remember to strafe and to have a good bark
When you next see the Foreman of Signals !
W.F.K.

No. 1 Company.

" A ,, Corps Signals.
These notes are being penned in the delightful surroundings of
Kensington Gardens. The Coronation Party arrived here on
Sunday, 9th inst., and, as usual when this Unit adopts the openair life, we were greeted by rain. Anyhow, we soon got settled
down and the usual " ti ~king " was soon in Cull swing.
•

'

"

I

'•

Gradually we are getting down to normal working conditions
but we are still in need of men. Don't forget that, lad 1 Just
think and do a spot of recruiting when on leave. Besides the
extra leave and pay you obtain for each recruit, you'll be adding
one to the roll for duty, which mean that you 'll not have to do
so many duties during our duty week.
" A " Corps Signals have kindly loaned us a few of their men,
and so we have been able to upply our Brigades with their
Sections. " F " and " G " Section left us during the month to
join their Brigades, and we hope that they will have a successful

}UNE
md inter ting training season. They are not entirely forgotte?,
for w let them vi ·it us each week in order te do a ~pot of dnll
with the whole nit on parade. Wpat w all hould like to know
i~ where mo t of them hide during the rest of the week.
till, it can't be too bad here, beca use Corporal :M.is en ha
made bis mark on the dotted line i11 order to complete twelve
year (not hard) , and we all know how he likes to wander.
Then my lads we have a promotion and an appointment,
for we 'have, bee~ able to ay, ":\line's a pir.it.!" to Serg~t
Hutcheon and Lance ergeant Hardy on gammg U10se dizzy
heights. Of course, we congratulated them as we gargled the
pmt.
Even our married folk. are in the news this month. Corporal
and , Irs. :.'llalvem have a brand-new baby daughter, and Signalman and l\lrs. Greening have one, too. \Ye all wish the new
arrivals and their parent the very best for the future.
·we wonder what our friends of the 51st (Highland) Divisional
. irnals, T.A .. said about u. when they returned last mont;Ji.
It must have been nice, because another fr_om t~e same U~1t,
C.Q.l\l.. Elder, has been with us for a f~rtmght _Picking up tips
about pay and how to wangle it. v\'e believe he 1s a past master
at it now, becau e on the day that he left there ~va . a _queer look:
iH his eye and an extra bump on hi_s head. (\Vas it m the Pay
Office or in the Mess that you got it, Jock ?)
It is anticipated that in a few months' time this Company
will be able to an wer question on the noble art of nssole
making. \Ye have sent ignalman Robinson on a Cookery
Course. He should be able to edit a cookery page soon.
Lance Sergeant Hardy hopes, on his return, _to writ~ volumes
on " Gas and how to use it." This s1'ould b~ mteresting to ~he
married folk. The volumes will be bound m cardboard, with
pictures of Mickey l\louse, which, when cut out, .will stand ~p
and so amuse the kiddies. Go ahead," Tubby"; we'll advertise
your works. Good luck !
We hope that Lance Corporal Parke~ will not. get brain fev~r
at the School of Education, where he 1s expecting to learn his
ABC. \Ve could help him, but not here. Still, let's give him a
start. "A" is for " artful." Kow you must study by yourself,
"Nosey."
Corporal Rumford, ignalmen Greei;i, Keigher and C~esters
don workmanlike garb and proceed daily to the A.V.T.C. here,
where they hope to get used to work before enterin~ the " Street,"
where one has to do it to iive. Yet another one, 1gnalman Dale,
has reached the " Street" already, for he is supposed to be
learning something or other on a" Civvy Voe." at his home town.
Are you?
The Reserve has been increased during the last month by
four of our lads, namely, Lance Corporal Stringer, Signalmen
Styan, Hayward and Johnson. \~'e hope that it's not a few more
cases of signing up daily for them, whe_rever they may be. Good
jobs and steady ones, lads, are our wishes for you all.
C.Q.:\LS. (F. of S.) Brice and family slipped away to the
.Torthern Command Signal Company at York.
More partings of the ways. Corporal Hartard i_s. now with
3rd Divisional Signals, whilst Signalm_en. Cowler, Wng~t•. ~{ent
and Nation are trying the air at T1dworth._ 2nd D1v1~1onal
ignals have now taken Lance ergeant Lunn1ss and family on
their strength. \\'e'll not publish your verse of our song, but we
still know it. Oh, them Jerusalem nights! To all who have gone
fond farewells, and may your new hunting grounds be happy ones!
Corporal Geere crept into our fold from. Bulford. We offer
him a hearty welcome. And now, you dhob1 wallahs, boot boys,
etc., please note. \Ve have gathered into our midst Lance
Corporals Holland, Parker and Robertson. At present th~y are
looking nicely sunburnt and, of course, handsome, but if the
weather does not improve they'll be " palefaces " like us. Welcome home !-and you had better have a word with the President
of the Bachelors' Club.
To all our new arrivals we wish a happy stay, and hope that
they will soon find themselves participating in all the Company's
activities.
Everyone seems to be doing something or other to help with
the news. Lance Corporal " Blanco " "White has done his bit,
and here it is. Without much ado he went on a long week-end
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to the " Smoke." We all wondered why he was enquiring if there
was a double railway ticket at the reduced price like danee
tickets and now we kno\ . Congratulations and all that. Now,
i\1rs. "'Blanco," just a word of warning: ' .R.A. isn't the mo~ey
your hu band ha to pay for the rations which he draws du~mg
the monU1 ; it is intended for you to buy a new hat with.
Further, soldiers get paid on wet. days and Sundays I You ar~
in the family now, so let's be seemg you .
Apparently orporal Jock Hickman is thinking of falling,
for he is on the Waiting List now. Be careful, Jock!
Are members of " A " Corps jealous because of our broadcast
from Bethlehem at hristmas ? If not, why do they try to
sing outside our stores before parades in the morning ?
Faux Pas.certain .C.O. handed in a pass to proceed to
Gosport. Told that an application was necessary, he submitted
the following, "To see the Cup Final. "
she }fas not been back
from the East long, we will help h.im out. Try London for the
Final!
Who was the man who wangled " Excused Duty " for a
week and then found that it was not our duty week? And what
did he say?
Sports.-Although so far not successful in winning any of ~he
games which have been played, we h~ve turned out always with
great hopes. Here are our efforts durmg the month :
.
RUGBY.
v. 2nd Divisional Signals . .
lost 14-3
v. "A" Corps Signals
..
lost 14--0
FooTBALL. v. " A " Company, R. Tank Corps lost
5-f
v. "A" Corp:; Signals
lost 12-1
HOCKEY.
v. 2nd Divisional Signal
lost
1--0
v. " A " Corps Signals
draw I - J
CROSS-COUNTRY. \'l'e came in third. There were three tea'rns
running.
The New Order.- The results of our sporting activities are
not going to dishearten us, and we are always ready for a game.
Up to date nobody has thought of trying us out at darts and
marbles. We have great hopes at these games. The Hon<?urab!e
and Exalted Order of Bachelors is now 10 eXIstence m this
Unit (with their H.Q. in the " Anglers' Rest.") and we stand a
good chance of beating all comers. "Why this most honourable
Order chose such a fishy name for their H.Q. is beyond us.
The rules oath and names of the leading lights are in our hands,
so we can' pul)lish them if required by other Units.
Stop Me and I 'll Buy lt.-Will all members of the Company
who have heard a good 'un that is truthful and concerns the
Company, or has anything which is of interest for the WIRE,
please stop me any time.
REGGIE.

3rd Divi~jonal Signals, Bulford.
13th May.
General.--Coronation Day, and all Signal Units, no doubt, will
be reporting in this n~mber of t~e WIRE the _Parts they are
playing in the Coronation ceremomes. Royal Signals, Bulford,
were ably represented in Londo_n by Sergeant. Brooke G. and
three despatch riders. The remamder of the Umt celebrated the
day by a parade.
Several good performances were put _up at ~he ~nit sports ta.;;t
week, and it is hoped that we shall agam d1stmgu1sh ourselves m
the Tidworth Arena. Details of the meeting are reported under
the sports notes.
We are all looking forward to the arrival of the band at the
end of the month, and we hope the gathering of old comrades on
the Church Parade on Sunday, 6th June, will be greater than ever.

South Irish Coast D'efenc es Signal Section.
Spike Island Detachment.
General.-Our <letachment of one N.C.O. and five aides,
stationed at Bere Island, Bantry Bay, has decided to place itself
on the long roll of WIRE subscribers. Many thanks to PEM and
congratulations to the detachment athletes.
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Since our last notes the outdoor :.taff has put 10 many busy and
interesting hours exploring the sea-going cables. They claim
to have acquired much in the way of knowledge and experience.
Arrivals and Depa rtures.- We have had quite an upheaval.
Corporal Stevens B. J. has achieved his ambition to serve with
the 3rd Divisional Signals and has exchanged with Corporal
Richardson F. of that Unit. Signalman Short G. has joined from
the Depot and finds it much quieter. Signalman James W . has
arrived from Risalpur ; he regrets that we have no horses. We
are not sure that we share these regrets. Here's wishing them
all good luck and a happy tour!
Accidents.- Our sympathy to Lance Corporal Richardson ..
who had the bad luck to sustain a severely fractured leg whilst
engaged on P .T. We hope that he will soon be home and sound
again.
The Coronatio n.- Details of the Section paraded with H .Q.,
Heavy Brigade on the r2th in ceremonial celebration of the
Coronation. Adequate arrangements were made for all ranks of
the Station to hear the broadcast of the London ceremonies. At
the conclusion of the parade the whole Garrison were to be found
at one or the other of the many speakers. The afternoon and
evening were taken up with tea for the schoolchildren and
seven-a-side football and hockey tourneys. Catch-as-catch-can
concerts were arranged in the Sergeants' Mess and in the
Institute, and the day closed with a blaze from a bonfire, as well
as a searchlight display and fireworks.
PIKE .

Bere Island Detachment.
General.-The absence of notes from this detachment for so
long a period is regretted. Although only six in number, we will
make a common endeavour to make a monthly appearance in the
future.
If any of the Corps at other Stations are curious as to the
personnel stationed here, we have : Lance Corporal Brown R.
("Topper"), late of Meerut and N.C.O. i/c detachment;
Signalman Tim Healey, who has been he!"e since " Granny "
died, fitter; Signalman Pemberton W. G., who arrived the day
after " Granny " died, " sparks " ; Signalman Ansell E. G.,
the other "sparks" and late of Polygon W/T Station and all
out-stations (had to wait until he came to Ireland before he tied
the knot) ; Signalman MacDonald A. (another old hand) and
Signalman Anderson, late of 3rd Divisional Signals, both linemen.
Now that the formal introductions are over, we e:>..-pect and will
appreciate any news from some of our long-lost friends.
lnspections.- The Chief Signal Officer, Western Command,
paid us a visit for his annual inspection on 1st April and was
satisfied with all he saw.
Sport.-Although, as already stated, our numbers are small,
we are, nevertheless, a power of strength in the sporting world.
Four of the detachment help to make up the Staff and Departmental hockey team, and two of the four also play for the
soccer team. Under the guidance of " Bill," their captain, they
have, with the exception of one match, managed to give a good
account of themselves.
On Sunday, 18th April, a match was arranged with the Bantry
Hockey Club .
Tit-bits. -Jock (" Ham ") is still trying to find the one and only
woman (which one, Jock?) . J ock(" Bud") would be very much
obliged if anyone wou ld be good enough to send him a Correspondence Course on " How to become a big, strong man."
Tim Healey, T.D., still has his petrol store ready for inspection.
Boldison, please note.
Who is always muttering in his sleep, "Roll on,!my Voe." ?
A£ony.-" "Where did 2320216 go from A.F.V. ? Bill 2563639
would like t o hear from him."
" Topper " wrote in March to Dick in Quetta.
waiting for a reply.
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Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.
"A" Company, Signal Training Battalion.
April.
Command.-Major C. A. Oliver, ~1.c., R.Signals, relinquished
the temporary command of "A" Company, S.T.C. (I.), on the
arrival of Captain R. T. H . Gelston, R.S1gnals, fro~ the U. K.
-on 1st April. A welcome h~d is e:-..-tended to <=:aptam Gelston,
and it is hoped that his tour with the Company will be a long and
pleasant one.
Leave.-1\Iajor C. A. OliYer M.c., R.Sig_nals, proceeded to the
U.K. on eight months' leave on 8th ~pn~, pendmg _transfer to
the H.E. \'l'e wish him every success m his new Urnt.
Promotions and Appointments.-Congratulations to Major
R. M. Lunt, R.Signals, on his promotion to that rank on 28th
February, and al o to Corporal Lambird on appointment to
Lance Sergeant on 24th February.
Marriages.-Lieutenant E. K. Steward, R.Signals, was married
to Iargaret Elizabeth Turnbull, on 23rd January, at New
Delhi. Our best wishes are e,xtended to Lieutenant and :Mrs.
Steward, and it is hoped that they will always enjoy the best of
health and happiness.
Awards.-Congratulations to l\Iajor (Q.M.) J. Hawke, R.
Signals (I.A.), on being awarded the ~fost Excellent Order of the
British Empire.
Departures.-Sergeant Fishwick and family to the U.K. on
transfer to the H.E., per S.S. Tuscania, on 25th :March. Corporals Wright H. and Paling R. to U.K on payment furlough,
per H .T. Dilwara, on 19th March. Signalman Garrad W. to
4th Indian Divisional Signals on 15th April. Signalman Eames
to Kohat District Signals on 15th April. Lance Corporal Scanlan
and Signalman Bourner, per H.T. Dilwara, on 19th March, on
transfer to the H.E. Our best wishes go with them.
Swimming.-The all-ranks swimming bath was officially
opened on rst April, after being completely renovated. From
all appearances there is going to be lots of_ fun, and there i~ a
new addition-a Lid<>--for those newly-arnved ones who wish
to become a little sun-tanned, what ! what I They do say that
when it is wet outside, the alternative is to get wet inside, hence
the adequate arrangements provided for a light refreshment bar,
which advertises various brands of Youngers and l\IcEwans
selected cool beverages, " Revolver " and " Elephant " being the
noted ones. Of course, these are only to be seen " after sundown."
A great personage has been seen to attend regularly, it is presumed to make the most of a good thing before returning to
"civvy life" this coming trooper. Never mind, "Lew," we
shall all miss your presence when you have gone.
Arrivals.-Signalman Taylor C. from "A" Corps Signals on
1st April. Sigrialman Scott R. from 4th Indian Divisional
Signals on 15th April. We extend a welcome hand to them.
lnspections.-The District Commander, Major-General 0 . H. L.
Nicholson, c.B., c. t.G., D.s.o., inspected the S.T.C. (India) on
Tuesday, 13th April.

NORTHERN COMMAND ... ....... . ....... /NDIAN ARMY

" A" Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
Bannu,
5th May.
General.-Again this month our notes are written from the
area of the \Vaziristan Operations. We are becoming accustomed to camp life. Half of the British ranks of the Unit are
forward at Mirali, Miranshah and Dosali and are at the time of
writing scattered around and between these places in detachments. The remaming half at Bannu have settled into the

routine, and camp life generally is treated in a similar way to
barrack lifo. The sun is beginning to show itself, and we are
expecting. but not looking forward to, a pretty hot time under
canvas.
Many rumours are in circulation regarding the return of the
Unit to Rawalpindi. About these it would be as well to say as
little as possible, except that when the time comes we doubt if
anyone will be absent.
There is little social news to record, active service eliminates
all social activities. Bannu, although always in the papers in
connection with affairs with regard to the present situation,
seems a very droll place to Tommy Atkins. One can go to a
cinema though, even if it is only about once a fortnight.
The chief recreations, apart from hockey and football, are
swimming and golf. The Bannu Club have very kindly allowed
the British ranks of "A" Corps Signals to use their swimming
bath up to 9 a.m. daily. This privilege is very much appreciated.
The golf course has also been made available for the use of all
ranks, and this also is appreciated. We would like to mention
that although the game of golf seems to call for many a peep
into the little green book, it has been noticed that swimming is
just a matter of going to the baths and taking a chance.
Many Units have passed through Bannu on their way forward.
They are far too numerous to mention. We could mention one
Unit in particular which occupied the same camping area as
"A" Corps Signals. This was No. 3 Field Company of the
K.G.O. Bengal Sappers and Miners from Roorkee. We cannot
forget that before they left us to erect bridges out Damdil way
they very successfully managed to " Chappar " our tents. In
other words, they built a roof of matting on wooden framework
to keep a goodly portion of India's sun off our tents. And a
word or two may be said in praise of the workmanlike manner
in which the Sappers did their job. The renowned M.E .S.
managed to complete one canteen tent in about four days,
whereas the Bengal Sappers completed about fifteen tents in
one day. Since the sun bas just started to find its 'fay about
the camp, we know that the British ranks of the Unit appreciated
the comparative coolness of the tents afterwards.
With us in camp, we have the Chief Signal Officer, Northern
Command, Colonel L. G. Phillips. Previously we had been
visited periodically by the Chief Signal Officer, but this time
he has decided to stay. Major A. J. Hannah, R.Signals, paid us
a temporary visit from the Detachment in Rawalpindi.
Pro.motions.-Our heartiest congratulations are extended to
Lieutenant-Colonel ((,!t.M.) A. Newton, o.B .E., R.Signals, I.A ..
on his promotion to that rank. (Just got it on one line of type,
sir, and the "Bt." was so easy to type, too.) At the time of
writing, Lieutenant-Colonel A. Newton is with the Coronation
Contingent in England, "Quartermastering."
Arrivals.-The trooping season being over, we have none to
record. Maybe I am slightly incorrect about the trooping season,
as there are many stories about the June boat, if there is one.
Departures.-C.Q.M.S. Murphy has left us on posting to the
School of Signals. Catterick. We hope Catterick will be found
up to expectations. Sergeant Mcintosh left us for Bombay, en
route for England, having been invalided home. Best wishes.
Mac., for a speedy recovery.
Appointments.-Only one to record. Congratulations are
extended to U/Lance Corporal Beenham G. on appointment.
Frontier Medals.-To all the recipients of the Medal and/or
Clasp " North-West Frontier, 1935 " Indian General Service
Medal, 1908, we pass honourable mention. Five officers and
fifty-seven British other ranks was the sum total. This recalls
stories which one heard about the Mohmand Operations, when
we first came out to India.
CAVE CANEM.
[We have much pleasure in publishing the photographs which
were omitted from the May issue owing to pressure on space.ED.)

H.Q.,Wagon:en route to_Bannu , sunk in the mud:on,Khushalgar Road.
Same H.Q. _Wagon successfully;• de-bogged."
The Khushalgar Bridge.
The Camp.

Wazirlstan, 1936-37.

Twin Piquets, 9 miles from Bannu.
Fort Edwardes, Bannu.
The Cookhouse, Bannu. Corporal Hutchinson presiding.
The M.T. end of the Camp.
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Isl Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
6th May.
General.-Here, in Hisalpur, we are trying to prepare ourselves
for the approaching hot weather and all that it brings in its
train. Only a few weeks ago we were rooting out all our serge
c lothing, moth-eaten pullovers, etc., to keep ourselves warm,
hut the month of May finds the Station denuded of the fairer
sex and gives us a chance of unblushingly sporting little more
than a smile. "Scanties," 1 believe, is the correct term .
I suppose everyone at home is praying for the Clerk of the
'Weather to be kind so as to make this month truly the " merrie
month of May " and enjoy the Coronation celebrations and
festivities to the full.
We are fairly well equipped to catch everything that comes
through the ether. In addition to the nine-valve receiver in
tile Sergeants' Mess, we have a seven-valve receiver recently
installed in the B.O.R.'s Institute and another one in the
LO.Rs' barra k-room. Please don't ask me how we got them
and where the money came from, but ours they are, and we hope
to enjoy some good programmes. B.B.C., please note I
Entertainments.-The Risalpur Week ended with a Garrison
Concert, which was a success in every way. We had no talent
to offer the promoters, but two of our lads, Signalmen Maonering
and Goodall, were responsible for the lighting effects, and made
such a success of it that the Brigade Commander sent them a
personal letter of thanks.
lnspections.-His Excellency, the Commander-in-Chief, did
not miss Risalpur in his tour of the North-West Frontier, and
the Brigade turned out in full strength in honour of the occasion.
fter the usual inspection, we marched past in line and then
ranked past by Sections. I am sure that everyone came away
feeling that the parade had been a great success.
We were extremely pleased to meet Lieutenant G. S. Knox,
who is A.D.C. to His Excellency, the Commander-in-Chief, and,
in spite of his multifarious duties in connection with His Excellency's visit, he found time to visit our lines and have a few words
with almost everyone he knew. D.R. Samuel Flint was selected
as His Excellency's despatch rider during the visit, and we are
curious to know what honour is coming to him. Will it be an
I.B.E., M.V.0., or Coronation Medal ?
Two more inspections under our waist belts and all's well.
The D.A.D.O.S. and C.C.M.A. both came together, but we
managed to cope with them, and they did us very well. (You
may stand down now, T .Q.)
Musket ry.-Now we are in the throes of Annual Musketry
once more, and, according to some of the results, we have not
yet finished with all our bad rifles and dud ammunition, although
some say that the butt markers and register keepers are not all
that could be desired.
Sport.-Our Commanding Officer very kindly turned out and
took a little tennis team to Cherat last week-end. Although we
lost by four matches to five, the trip was in every way a great
uccess and we very much appreciate Cherat Signals' hospitality.
The" Jack" Hockey Cup, which we hold, is being played for
this year on the knock-out basis instead of the long-drawn out
hot weather league as last year. We have worked our way to
the final by beating the 14th Field Battery, R.A., owshera,
2--0, and "A" Company, Duke of Wellington's Regiment, 3--0.
Conversation Piece.- The following conversation took place
between our telephone orderly and the R.A.F. :
R.A.F. speaking : " Cao you tell me the correct time, please ? "
Our end : " Well, as near as I can say, it's about ten minutes
to seven, but if you hang on a few minutes you will hear the
R.A.F. hooter blow at seven o'clock."
R.A.F. : " This is the R.A.F. speaking, and we want the correct
time so as to blow the hooter."

Top : British and Indian Ranks.

Below : British Ranks.

Khaisora Operations, I936-37

Rissy Calling.-The Troop's broadcast to ex-Troopites (a la
Pho bi).
" Hello, Mr. Sergeant-Major Lewis ! Congratulations on
winning the two Tennis Tournaments at the Signal Training
Centre, Jubbulpore."

•

. " Hello •. Se~gean.t Hoy, also of the same place I Have you
increased 10 girth smce your change of Station, or ha the abovementioned gentleman decreased?"
. " Hello there, ex-Signalman Bryan ! Wherever you may be,
1s your chest expansion still seventeen inches ? "
" Hello, also, Lance Corporal Drew, somewhere in England !
We hear you are purchasing your discharge. How and why ? "
" Hello now, ex-Sergeant " Bunny " Shaw of Preston both
ends I I am sorry to say your football team is not all that
might be desired."
Close down until next month.
UDAX

Kohat District Signals.
5th fay
General.-April has been a busy month for the Unit ; " poky "
drill, inspections, all our normal duties, and continuous watch is
still the order of the day (and night). This tends to cramp our
style in many ways, neither are the " watchers " too happy
about it.
The C.-in-C. inspected the Brigade during the month and was
apparently quite pleased with what he saw.
The majority of the Unit fired their Annual Course, and the
results, we believe, are rather above expectations. With very
few exceptions indeed, first class shots were abundant, and we
are once again on the trail of that Scissors Cup.
An innovation introduced during the month permitted all
other ranks to wear plain clothes when not on duty. This is
really appreciated by all those concerned, and the local Dhurzis
are now looking fatter and more prosperous than ever.
Messing and entertainments arrangements, under the able
committee for each, are going on apace. Kohat is being made a
place fit for heroes to live in.
Sport, too, has been receiving the attention it deserves. The
allotments of grounds are now much more generous than of
yore. Corporal Froggatt and Lance Corporal Barrett, too, are
indefatigable in organising bran mashes both at football and
hockey. All we need now are the players.
Signalman Robertson (Gripper Xo. l) was slightly above himself
after Saturday's effort, when his own team (no names) defeated
Preston in t'coop. \"le are under the impression that he trained
the team-he was so confident. \Vhat Robby would have done
had they lost has given rise to much conjecture.
We are still playing at hotels for those Units passing through,
en route to Banou and the Operation Area. The Quartermaster's
Branch bas at times been sorely beset to provide the necessary.
However, they have managed to speed everyone on their way
quite satisfied, so it is a case of something attempted, something
achieved.
Arrivals.- \.Ve welcome Sergeant Humphrey and family from
"B" Corps, Karachi, and also Signalman Eames from Jubbulpore. We hope that their stay will be a happy one.
· Departures.-Corporal McCano (\\'aster o. 1) bas left us for
the S.T.C. {I.) for later employment with a Light Tank Company.
Best wishes, Mac.!
ignalman Thain {Tubby) to Poona for
employment at the W/T Station there. He will certainly add
weight to any of their arguments. His familiar voice will be
mi sed from the "Housie" School. (Roll up, toffs ! V•le don't
want your sympathy, give us your money.) The Unit wishes
him the best of luck and lots of pigeqos.
ROBANSO

.
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" B " Corps Signals, Karachi.
31st March
General.-Things are still going apace and the Urut at pres~nt
is going through all the formalities necessary before departmg
for the scheme of operations, i.e., Quctta and Staff College
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Exercises. The technical ide has been ~orou~?ly overhauled
and, a the old tar said, " had its bottom painted, so now we are
a in fit, well and ready for the fray. Et\.<;t~r has passed over
quietly and the holidays were much apprenated by all. <?ur
reliefs from home have duly arrived and are gradually settling
down to their new surrounding . To them .we extend a welcome
hand and hope that their stay by the seaside will be a pleasant
one. The weather is getting ·warmer and there are m9:11Y
indications of the wide open spaces in .the new ba7kless bat~mg
uits which one sees on the many roamed quarters clothes lines.
Easter Festivities.-Thanks to the hard.-workin& committees
of the various entertainments, all went with a swing. A very
enjoyable social evening was held in the Unit. Club an;t was
thoroughly enjoyed by all members. A very e?Joyable Tm 3:11d
Bottle Tournament was staged by the Corporals Room, to which
the ergeants' Mess was invited. The play was excellent and,
judging by the amount of eatables that a c~ lady fro1:11 the
Sergeants' Mess won, we wonder how much weight was l<>,~t m the
endeavour. To the losers we quote the old proverb,
Better
luck next time."
Several people went fishing for Easter and enjoyed themselves.
_ aturally, we have heard tall tales floating around. No, Jock,
it wasn't the Loch ess monster!
On Easter Monday a picnic was enjoyed by a few of the
families. They were chaperoned to l\1anora by the one 3:11d only
" Buck" of the house of Taylor. The outing was .a glo~ous one
and the participants returned late in .the evenmg tired and
sunburnt after a very pleasant day on the sands.
Brigade Rifle Competition.-On T uesday, 30th Marc~. th.e Unit
again did its duty by supplying the means of commurucation for
this event, and thereby keeping the motto " Csrta Cit-0 " to the
fore.
Arrivals.-To the families of Sergeants Vignaux an<l: Raymo~d
we extend a hearty welcome and hope that they will find life
pleasant in their new surroundings.
Agony.-To C.Q.M.S. Holmes, ~nd Cavalry Brigade, Sialkot.
" Congratulations on your ' first,' Bill. From one of the old
14th Div., B.E.F .. Tourcoing."
To "Barleux." - Vle corroborate all that 4th Cavalry
Brigade scribe has written. Ukann Larfe.
Things We Would Like to Know.-\Vhy o~r. R.S.M. keeps
looking anxiously towards the sea. I wonder, is it the boat ?
Now that shirt-sleeves are regulation dress, when may we
expect the khaki starch issue ?
Congratulations.-All ranks of the Unit offer their heartiest
congratulations to Mrs. Roberts, wife of our worthy C.O .. an.d
also to Mrs. Treseder, wife of our genial Adjutant, on their
restoration to good health.
Cheerio, everybody, until next time I
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3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
April.

Unit Headquarters.
This month has seen the departure of a large portion of the
Unit to Chakrata for Individual Training under Captain C. D.
Hinds, R.Signals. They went away with the usual visions of
extra pay showing in their eyes. Here's hoping none are
disappointed.
The Frontier trouble is causing quite a lot of excitement in
the Unit. One Section has already left for Bannu and another
has been standing-to for quite a while, whilst a detachment of
"A" Section is also waiting for the order to entrain.
Promotions have had quite a run in the Unit during the past
month. We offer our congratulations to Lance Sergeant Turner
W. on attaining that rank, and to the five Junior_ .C.O.s who
succeeded in losing the " U."
Hot Weather Sports Tournaments are now in full swing, this
Unit having both a football and hockey team entered to uphold
the name of Signals. How they fared will be published later.

Agony.-Subcdar Major Jiwan 'ingh Sahib . . " Well I
is a Milk Bar run ? "
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No. J Company.
The first Hill Party, bound fc_:>r Chak~a;ta, left here on 2c_:>th
April, together with the roamed famil~es . Th~ Up~radmg
Courses from BIII to BII are being held m the Hills this year,
whilst the BII to BI candidates are doing half their Course down
here and completing it at Chakrata. However, these arrangements have had to be altered, as the "A" Section personnel at
Chakrata were ordered back to Meerut again only a week after
their arrival in Chakrata. Rumour has it that they are to go up
to the present seat of operations in Waziristan. If so, may they
have the good luck to dodge the enemy's bullets, and keep up
the good name of the Corps in India.
Bereavements.-Our deepest sympathy is extended to Corporal and Mrs. Blight on the loss of their daughter, Rita, at the
B.M.H., l\Ieerut, on 19th April.
No Jews ' Mail.-The boys are beginning to buy stamp~ in
anticipation of the increased allowances.
NEWUN.

No. 2 Company.
General.-April has witnessed many changes in No. 2 Company,
due mainly to two reasons. The first was the exodus to the
Hills, when about fifty per cent. of the B.0.R.s pr?Ce~ed to
Chakrata with high hopes of increments due apI?e~lD:g ~ Part
II.s. Secondly, the Faquir of Ipi has extended his mv1tation to
us to participate in a friendly game of" put and take " (ambushe
excepted).
" G " Section were the first to take the initiative under the
leadership of Lieutenant J. B. Ellis, supported by Sergeant
Jock Lawson and that admirable" gripl?er" Corporal N .. Jones
and his boys. They moved to Ambala 1~ the best of s~mts to
join their Brigade, and have the best wishes of the Umt for a
speedy and safe return.
Hardly had the Company finislied saying good-bye ~o " G "
when "L" Section did a double-shuffle and entrained for
Bannu, shepherded by Lieutenant Lang, leaving us here" without
father or mother "until Major C. E. Sketch took over dual control
of Nos. 1 and 2 Companies. With" J." Section standing-by! and
" K " Section forewarned, I am afraid that these notes will be
lacking next month.
Arrivals.-Sergeant Mansfield joined us from D.I.K., perhaps
shortly to retum--who knows ?-and is now fully O<?Cupied with
the duties of Acting C.S.M. !ind Quartermaster, vice Sergeant
Bell, now at Chakrata.
Courses.-Lance Corporal Dowding L. has gone to Belgaum
to improve his education. " Best of luck, Lofty I Hang the
old school tie."
Overheard.-One new arrival to another : "Are these Khus
Khus Tattis the same as Bermuda Yam Yams ? "

Sergeants' Mess.
A farewell dance to the families was held in the Mess on
Saturday, 17th April, and proved to be another success, thanks
to a hard-working committee and the usual " followers," who
were only too pleased to give a hand in order to make the show
what it should be.
The ladies then packed their evening dresses away ready for
the upward climb to Chakrata and Kailana on the 20th. I said
dresses. They each kept a dozen out in case the one selected
did not match the colour scheme of the tennis courts which were
utilised for the dance.
Many thrills were witnessed before the dance commenced.
A squall came up about an hour beforehand, and did not improve
the general lay-out of things. However, it quietened down just
before the show, and we were able to rectify the mishaps before
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire arrived.
The Junior N.C.O.s and men challenged the Mess at tennis.
Some good games resulted, and the Sergeants just scraped
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through. Sergeants: 70 games to 68 and 9 sets to 7. R.S.M.
Bew and C.Q.M.S. Gudgeon beat Corporal Walker and Signalman
Middleto~, 6-5 ; Lance Corporal Telfer and Signalman Barney,
6- 4; Signalman Soutar and Signalman Buckman, 6- 2; and
lost to Lance Corporal Williams and Signalman Cameron, 4-6.
C.Q.M.S. Coombes and Sergeant Waldron beat Lance Corporal
Williams and Signalman Cameron, 6-o ; Lance Corporal Telfer
and Signalman Barney, 6-3 ; Signalman Soutar and Signalman
Buckman, 6-4; and lost to Corporal Walker and Signalman
Middleton, 5-6. Sergeant Shepherd and Sergeant Cocks beat
Lance Corporal Williams and Signalman Cameron, 6-4 ; Lance
Corporal Telfer and Signalman Barney, 6-3 ; Signalman Soutar
and Signalman Buckman, 6-1 ; and lost to Corporal Walker
a~d Signalman Middleton, 3-6. Sergeant. Luck and Sergeant
Richardson lost to Corporal Walker and Signalman Middleton,
o--6 ; lost to Lance Corporal Williams and Signalman Cameron,
1-6; lost to .Lance Corporal Telfer and Signalman Barney,
2-6 ; lost to Signalman Soutar and Signalman Buckman, 1-6.
The Mess Shoot is about all that is left to report. We take this
opportunity of thanking Lieutenant F . S. P. H. Lang for performing the duties of Firing Point Officer and to Jemadar Channan
Singh and his Butt Party of I.O.R.s for some excellent marking
duties. With five rounds at 300 yards only to fire, R.S.M. Bew
and Sergeant Cocks were level with C.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Pagett
only three points behind. Quite a lot can happen at 300 yards,
and it certainly did on this occasion. I will pass no remarks
about the R.S.M. and Sergeant Cocks' score, but the F . of S.
managed to get 18, and, of course, the Cup. Congratulations!

6th Infantry Brigade Signal Section, Lucknow.
General.-Lucknow at the moment is rather quiet, too warm
to do much or move about a great deal. This is our first season
on the plains, and we are feeling it a little. Of course, coming
from " ice-bound " Quetta, where we spent a h.appy, if cold,
tour (five years-Grip), we are bound to notice the difference,
but I daresay we shall manage to stand it all right.

Notwitlu.i:anding the heat and things, the Section continue~
to struggle along, and I am sure that it will warm the hearts of
all old Two and Three Divites when they hear that RidinK
Courses at the 8th Field Brigade Signal Section and our own
Section stables are all the rage. I am unable to report on the
r,rogress made, but I am informed that up to now only one
'chip" has been picked up. The B.O.R. concerned positively
states that the horse purposely threw him. It is always the
horse's fault, isn't it, Lovesick ? We are all anxiously waiting
for Signalman Bullet Ebume to come off; he says that the horse
that can upset him hasn't yet been foaled . If he came off on his
own head, the riding school would suffer the most damage
Signalman Evans seems to be suffering from an obscure riding
disease which necessitates the application of much green blanco
Our O.C .. Lieutenant J . B. Ellis, R.Signals, has left us for
Meerut, after a very short stay, and the Section is now commanded by Lieutenant Daubeny, R.Signals, who is well known to
most of us. Rumour has it that he also goes back to the Div.
shortly. We shall miss you, sir-our loss is certainly someone'i;
gain.
Sergeant Hodge, like the poor, is still with us, and if one dares
to mention heat or anything else, he immediately tells one what
it was like in '20 or '21-that also goes for Corporal " Gripper
Class 1 " Hadland. I think you know the sort of thing; if you
say anything at all they both tell you how they remember it
way back.
o wonder I'm going grey, but, nevertheless, I
sometimes manage to get my own back on some of the younger
soldiers of the Section. Zac Baker (late of Quetta) should
appreciate this, but on second thoughts, I think his speciality is
bootlaces.
Many of the lads seem to have been bitten by the Dancing
Bug. Out of a Section of twenty, quite eleven of them can be
seen shaking wicked hips at the Tivoli or Valerios Dance Halls.
Dancing classes in the bungalow are all the rage. Bullet officiates
as M.C. My lads, a word of warning. If ever you come to
Lucknow and go dancing, don't fall in love-because love always
dies, as three of the Section will readily inform you.

MOTOJlll8T• ,.URCH.IJING A9SOCJATtON LTD.

(CAPT. A : R . SIMPSON , INDIAN SIGNALS, Rm>.)

The London Car Exchange,
Ltd., is a Subsidiary Company of
the M.P.A., and deals with the
car side of the business.
New and second-hand cars of all
makes can be supplied. Special
terms arranged for " Home on
leave " cars, and guaranteed repurchase prices quoted for both
new and second-hand cars.
Members' cars taken In part
exchange and favourable hire purchase terms arranged.
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GROSVENOR

The Association offers Its members
unusual facilities in their purchases.
Savings of as much as 30% can be
effected off usual retail prices
except in the case of price maintained articles.
Furniture, Silver, Radio and Electrical equipment a Speciality.
All Motor Accessories, including
tyres, lubricants, etc., supplied
at lowest possible prices.
Special " All-in " Motor insurances
effected, and all claims pursued
and advice given free of charge.

GARDENS

OPPOSITE VICTORIA STATION

LONDON

The Grosvenor Gardens Club
is controlled by the M.P.A. This
Is a Non-Residential Club and Its
situation, together with its fine
Lounge, Dining and Cocktail
Rooms, offers a pleasant environment for meeting friends.
Officers on leave are invited to use
the Club as Honorary Members,
without Entrance Fee or Sub·
scription. Full particulars may be
obtained from the Honorary Secretary, or The Editor of this
publication.
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:\lrs Hadland complete ·with very small son, the Arab, have

arrived,

and w; now boast two marrie? families. T_he Arab,
wh n interviewed, said he was sure to enJOY his stay w1th us.
Two other members of the ~tion have st<;aithily acquired a
parrot each.
omehow, I thmk they won t liye very l ~·
hecau ·e yodelling. no matter how tuneful, at five m the morn is
not appreciated.
.
Some eight or nine of the Section proceed hon:e sometin_ie
during the coming trooping ea on, and they con~mually grip
the re~maindcr about it. The following poem 1s dedicated t? ~he
. aid " remainder." I can't think of a title for it, but here it is:
Roll on, thou deep and dark blue oc~an, ~oil ;
Ten thousand ships pa over thee; m varn
Man marks the day-but his control
.
Stops with the bore upon thy watery ma.in .
The ways to Blighty are still thy very own,
Tor doth remain from May to October each year,
The shadow of a pa.th ; but the moan
Of countle thousands left behind
Ascends to heaven like a soul bereft ;
Brave hearts are left
In desperation deep to soldier on
Unknown, unhonoured and unsung.
Departures.-Lance ergeant Halfpenny to the Hills on an
t:pgrading Course.
Extensions.-Lance Corporal Dixon to complete twelve years
with the Colours.
Jews' Mail.-To Lance Corporal Godley. "Signalman Ginders
would like to hear from you."
Tailpiece.- I love really dead ; if so, what about the roses ?
R. C. D.

" G" Section, ldak.
3rd May.
Here is a very brief summary of our activities since I last wrote
on the 23rd. We went south from Mir Ali, and the Brigade
upported the atf3;ck of the 2/4th _Bombay Guards on a spur
of Zer (a mountaw). Our first Signal work I A few spent
bullets arrived near us and ca.used quite a lot of excitement, but
we've got over that sort of thing now. The Gunners went mad
at their first chance to loose off, and expended so much ammunition that the shock to the powers that be has not ?een got oyer
yet. However, we got a fair bag of enemy casualties, accordmg
to reports. We spent that night in Tochi River Camp.
24th. \Ve went to Jaler Camp and spent the ne,d: day there
re-stocking the Kaisora Scout Post.
.
27th. We moved to Biche Kashkai with the 2nd Infantry
Brigade, and that night the big night attack took place. I
believe (although I haven't seen a paper for a?es myself) t~at
the attack was reported in the papers, so I won t bore you vnth
details now, except to say that it was quite the "skeeriest"
experience I have ever had and one that I won't quickly _forget.
, -ext day we re-organised the _ca.mp_ defences and built the
perimeter wall at the top (where 1t obVJously ought to ~ave ~en
in the first place) instead of at the bottom of the hill, which
overlooks the camp from the north.
The 29th was the day of the battle, and I imagine that this
was also reported in the papers, as we gave the "Dushman"
a pretty good knock. The proof of our s!lccess was that there
was no more sniping during our stay at B1che.
On 1st .fay, we carried out a complicated operation, eventually returning to Jaler. That evening, at about 10 p.m., qui~
a fu ilade of snipers' bullets came in. The 15th Mountam
Battery, just on the right of us, had two mules hit and my
ection had one killed. Our first .casualty, and my best mule,
too! 1st Indian Divisional Signals have since sent me a replacement. At present I am one horse short, one became lame and
had to be evacuated to Bannu. The animals are standing it
"cry well really ; they have now been doing hard work for the
best part of a fortnight on hard scale rations, and although they
do ~how the strain a bit it is not too bad so far. I find I keep
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very fit on F .S. rations, but having been on light seal~ since
leaving Mir Ali, a bath is becoming a most urgent necessity.
We arrived here to-day from Jaler, and are now under the
.3rd Infantry Brigade. To-morrow we proceed to ~al, and the
day after to Damdil, where we hope to conne?t with our base
kits again, and get cleaned and overhauled a bit.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
15th April.
Apologia.- As Troop clerk, it has fallen to _my .lot t<;> become a
scribe. I will give of my best, always be'l;nng m mmd Shakespeare's words, " ome p~ople are born wnte~~· some are made
writers, and others have it thrust upon them.
General.-The Troop is now settled down to sui:nmer routine.
At the beginning of April the annual exodus to the hills took I?lace,
and one unfortunate, to wit, Signalman ( obut) Peacock, picked
up his bed and walked in search of higher honours-we hope.
Arrivals.-To C.Q.M.S. Applegate W. J. from Wazirdist
Signals ; Sergeant Hill H., Signalmen Davison and Ashmore G.
from Blighty ; Signalmen Houn~om ~". Marson. J. M., C:aggs
J. and Thackray R. from 3rd Indian D1v1s1onal Signals ; Signalmen Warren and Rainford from the land of earthquakes, we
extend the big hand of welcome. May they be happy and
contented.
Departures.-We were very sorry ~o lose Signali;nen ~ulholland
v. and Roake C. on their re-posting to Peshd1st Signals and
2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop · respective!):'" Our loss is
their gain. " But remember, R<;>ake, Octobe~, will soon be here
- I wish I had an elder brother m the Army.
Promotions.-Congratulations are extended to Lance Corporal
(Marmy) Turner on fin~ing the proverbial first r_ung! and getting
paid for it in the bargam. Every day he looks m his haversack.
" I wonder ! But no, it's not possible ; he hasn't long enough
to do." Also to C.Q.M.S. Applegate W. J. on putting the crown
above tho:,e three bare stripes.
Births.-Congratulations to C.S.M. and Mrs. Bennett on the
birth of a son, Richard James, at Meerut. Also to Corporal and
Mrs. Marsh on the birth of a daughter, Jacqueline Alice, at
Meerut.
lnspections.-They come and go, but we go on for ever.
During the past few weeks the following inspections have been
carried off in the usual manner: A.D.V.S., C.C.M.A., D.A.D.O.S .,
C.S.O., Remount Officer, and, last but not least, the Brigadier
inspected the Unit on Friday, 2nd April. All the Unit received
excellent reports.
1•
Jews' Mail.-Scotsman's mail, free mail or air mail, call it
what you will. Signalman Thackray R., late 168 Squad.
Training Battalion, Catterick, wishes to tender salaams to
Sergeant (Pip) Brewster, now P.S.I., 49th Divisional Signals,
T.A., Leeds, on obtaining that appointment. If Signalmen
Smith and Foster are under his fatherly wing, a word of remembrance to them would be appreciated-thanks.
Signalman Clark P. " What about a line, Nobby?" Ward,
late 1st Divisional Signals, Aldershot.
"TYKE," R. T.
Kadir Cup, 1937.- It does not often fall to the lot of a B.O.R.
in India to witness pig-sticking on a large scale (unless one
happens to be passing the Cantonment Piggery at an opportune
moment). The personnel of the Troop, who supplied W/T
communication during the Kadir Cup Competition, therefore
count themselves rather fortunate in this respect. Mention of
the area in which the meet was held this year-that shikari's
paradise of Kadir grass, scrub and jheel west of Bachraon-will,
no doubt, bring pleasant memories to those who have waited
for the first flight of wild duck in the false dawn of an Indian
winter morning.
The Kadir Cup is too well known for me to attempt to give
an outline of its history ; so I will confine my remarks to the
part played by the Detachment from this Unit during the 1937
meet.
The primary idea in having W/T during the Competition is
to get the results back from the actual scene of the ' conflict "
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to civilization (quaintly enough Meerut m this case) with prec1pitati?n• less mutilation- hence- ahem I-the Troop. It was
decided to use No. 1 Sets to maint&.in communication between the
umpires with the line (or beat) and the Hoghunters' Camp
thence by''. c." Set back to Meerut. For this purpose, a Detach~
ment, cons1stmg of two N.C.O.s and five O.R.s, with sufficient
stores left Meerut on 15th March. According to the Cook
Orderly, w~ also carried sufficient rations to feed the Army .
As th~. !om~~ pulled out, s~ch ~emarks as " Bring home the
bacon, and Keep your top1 on m case you get mixed up with
the pigs," were treated with all the hauteur one can command
after a~ early-morning _browse on rissoles. The journey by road,
approximately S1.JCty m1l~s, was uneventful and the party arrived
happy but not hungry, 1f the two N.C.O.s who rode in the front
with the drivers are excluded. They had, unfortunately, missed
a good substantial meal of thick dust- poor chaps !
There were two camps, about 1t miles apart, one for the
ladies, and. one for the competitors. Our first job was to lay a
telephone line between the two camps. Having completed this,
we then had to choose a site for the " C " Set aerial. This was
not quite so easy as we imagined it would be. There was not
sufficient room in the Bagh for two masts, and due attention
had to be paid to tracks both inside and outside the camp area,
as elephants will not " hollow thei'r backs " to get under an
aerial fifteen feet high. However, we tucked our Jorry in a corner,
raised the whole mast to twenty-one feet, and ran fb.e aerial
a.cross one track which appeared the least likely to be used by
any of the elephants. Communication was effected with Meerut,
and signals were very satisfactory. \Vhat was even more
important, atmospherics were behaving themselves. By 5 p.m.
on the day of arrival we were settled in and ready for the opening
day.
The following morning, the Bagh presented an animated
scene. One could almost swear that the horses knew what was
afoot. It was rather amusing to see the pad elephants taking
their human freight aboard. They kneel on the ground while
the passengers in single file at the blunt end of the elephant seize
a kind of mooring rope and haul themselves up one by one. What
the elephant thinks about it all, we don't know. I should
imagine that, had the spectators in this case been wearing hobnailed boots, some of the elephants might have been slightly
" cut up " literally and metaphorically.
One No. 1 Set left ca.mp at 8 a.m. with orders to rendezvous
at a certain spot. They were soon in communication with the
Set in camp. By this time the " C " Set was already busy with
press telegrams and other civil traffic.
We had a splendid view of one of the heats being run off.
Ct so happened that they had halted at the lunch rendezvous
and were awaiting the arrival of the line of elephants, competitors,
etc., who were beating through the grass towards them. Suddenly a rideable pig broke cover and a heat was slipped . Hunted
and hunters appeared to be making a bee-line for the detachment. As the babu would say, " Wot to do ? " The .C.O.
knew there was such an order as "Prepare to receive Cavalry,"
but this did not appear to be applicable. He was just wondering
if the order" Stand by to repel Boarders" would meet the case
when the pig jinked and shot off at right angles. Opinions are
divided as to why the pig turned. Some say he must have
spotted our budding weight-lifter, and didn't like the idea of
being picked up and thrown far our to sea. Others maintain
that he had come within the " Danger Area " of a certain pair of
fruity " almond rocks " and realised that they were hardly a
lung tonic. However, it was an enthralling spectacle while it
lasted and much enjoyed by all of us.
Lunch saw the end of the first day's meet and the results were
pushed through to Meerut before tlJe competitors had returned
to camp. Press telegrams, etc., were handled later in the evening
and again conditions were splendid ; atmospherics being conspicuous by their weakness.
The second day was merely a repetition of the first, with the
exception that those who had not yet been out were given an
opportunity to witness the meet. A large volume of press
traffic was handled; telegrams averaging four hundred words
each.
On the third and last day, the semi-finals, finals, plus tlJe
Hoghunters' Heavyweight and Lightweight Races were run off,
and we expected a long day in the field. The day opened inauspiciously for a splend id panther. He was put up by the beaters
and h unted by four of the spears, who had failed to get through
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to the semi-finals. Captain Elliot, R.A., got home with a couple
of telling spears, and the panther was eventually despatched
but not before he had slightly mauled two horses. A nativ~
naively remarked that the "Guldar" was very angry, and persc:inally I an;i not surpri~ed. To be roused from bed and prodded
VJOlently with the busmess end of a hog spear is not likely to
improve the temper of any self-respecting panther. It struck
me as rather humorous on comparing tlJe " aids to increase the
pace " in equitation and those used to accelerate the panther's
step. The latter aids have certainly got " Shell " whacked to a
frazzle for quick starting.
The events were run off in rotation, and the name of the
winner of the coveted trophy was in l!Ieerut a few minutes after
it had been won. At the conclu ion of the meeting, the results
of the Hoghunters' Races and also a descriptive write-up of the
three days' meet was pa ed to "Jleerut, entailing a solid hour'
transmission. \Ve were al o able to serve up, piping hot, the
result of the Grand rational, an effort which was very much
appreciated by all in ca.mp. By 9 p.m., having cleared all traffic,
the \V fT Station closed dewn, this being virtually the conclusion
of our duties in the Kadir Cup.
The f?llowin~ mornin_g we we~e early afoot, and by 9.30 a.m.
eveI')'th!-ng which_ required takmg up or knocking down was
dealt with accordmgly, and loaded on to the lorries. \ e then
set off on the return journey.
A pleasant time was spent in camp, and we thoroughly enjoyed
ourselves, even though the gift of beer which was sent from the
Officers' Mess went astray eti route--our loss was someone el e's
gain.
The prospect of returning to the usual stable routine appeared
to sadden the men, but they brightened up somewhat when an
.C.O. pointed out to them how lucky they were in not being
attached to an elephant troop, where the grooming area is
reckoned by the a.ere, and the usual stable boy's work is let out
on contract to a haulage firm.
On the final day, the meet was honoured by the presence of
H.K The Vicer?y and Lady Linlithgow, also Lord and Lady
Powell. The Chief Scout, who won tlJe Kadir Cup in r 3 must
have realised how the "old order changeth." Here "~re all
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modern amenities, radio telephony with the beaters, wireless
telegraphy to ~he outside world as represented by the press, the
la.test models m cars (also what appeared to be the very first
model of a. car) and only the staid elephant, supercilious " oont "
a nd the wily boar unchanged down the long avenue of time.
The photographs show : (1) Tho Detachment halted on the
Bridge of Boats when crossing the Ganges at the Gurmukhtesar
on the way out to camp. (2) Elephants crossing the Sherpur
alah ; the Viceroy is in the front seat of the howdah of the
elephant in rear. (3) Some of the elephants at the lunch rendezvous. (4) One of the "victims." The pig is bare headed .
(5) The panther speared by Captain Elliot. This last photograph
will •. no ~oubt, . be shown in various households to admiring
gulhble fne nds m later years with such remarks as " Quickly
coming to the aim," "I never batted an eyelid," "Well-known
man-eater."
V.ERITAS.

Mitchell at the piano. Hot coffee proved a universal favourite
at the running buffet, under the expert supervision of Mr.
Westwood.
On Easter Sunday, tho Corporals' Mess held a stag outing to
the Fort and Tombs at Golconda. The party le(t barracks at
10.30 a .m. and reached tho Tombs at about 1r.30 a .m. After
spending a pleasant hour exploring the resting places of the old
monarchs, the party moved on to the Fort, where lu nch had been
prepared. The afternoon was spent in archeeological research
around the Fort. Some of the ancient fire-pieces which are still
to be found in the ruins provided amusement for some, while
others found their amusement in pot-shies at a bee's nest.
On Easter Monday, the B .O.Rs.' Tennis Club held a tin and
bottle tournament. Six pairs entered and each pair had to play
every other pair for the best of five games. The winning pair
was Corporal Hylands and Lance Corporal Hatton, a nd as nearly
everyone brought cigarettes they saved quite a bit on the deal.
BED OX

SOUTHERN COMMAND .... . . .. ..... . ... . /ND/AN ARMY

4th Indian Divisional Si1nals.
April.
General.-Before plunging into the mass of news which awaits
sorting and composing, we must offer our humble apologies for
the absence of notes last month. Unfortunately, the time for
submitting notes coincided with Easter, and in the rush they were
forgotten.
Individual Training, in the capable hands of Major A. B.
Bushby, R.Signa ls, is well on its way, and we hope to see everyone
emerge vi.c~ orio u s. Besides the normal technical traini ng, three
of our Bntish ranks are undergoing a Course of riding with the
Signal Troop.
This year will see our Unit brought closer t o full strength,
a lthough we do not receive an increase in British ranks and the
gallant fifty still have to do d uty. D uring the course of the year,
we are forming an lndianised Mechanised Cable Section, ful fill ing a long-felt want, and a Mechanised Operating Section.
The t hird R. A. Brigade Section which came on our books on
rst April, is still in the process of formation, but this should be
<:ompleted by the commencement of the Collective Training
Season . This Section is to do d uty wit h "A" Field Brigade,
R. A., a n I ndianised Unit, at Bangalore.
Officers.-Since ou r last notes were compiled, we have bidden
farewell to Capt ain S. F . Pipe-Wolferstan, R.Signals, late O.C.
" K " Section, and also to Captain E. L. L. ulliamy, R.Signals,
o ur Adjutant, who have proceeded t o the U.K. on leave p ending
reversion to the Home Est ablishment. We sincerely hope t hey
both will have an enjoyable leave and aften vards find pleasant
berths. Lieutenant J . R. G. W alker, R.Signals, is at present
<:arrying out the duties of Adjutant at H eadquarters until the
return from leave of Captain R. Maguire, R.Signals, from leave,
a nd he will t hen proceed to Ahmednagar to take over " K "
Section.
Arrivals and Departures.- On 21st March, we welcomed the
largest draft that we have received for many years. We hope
that they will all settle down and enjoy their stay with us. To
all who have left us we wish " h appy landings " in pleasant
surroundings.
The Blue Book.- We heartily congratulate C.S.M. Moult on
his promotion to that rank, a nd also Lance Corporals Boulter
a nd Gibbon on being paid for th eir stripes.
Births.- We must also congratulate Lance Corporal and Mrs.
Wright on the birth of a daughter, Jean Kathleen, at Jubbulpore,
on 14th March.
Entertainments.- The Unit again stepped out and organised a
Dance and Social on the occasion of the visit of the Chief Signal
Officer, Southern Command. This was held in the Unit messroom, which was tastefully decorated for t he occasion, and there
was a bumper attendance. Besides dancing, there was the old
favourite, " House, " and also a spot of community singing with
Mrs. Fairman kindly accompanying at the piano.
. On th,e evening of Saturday, 27th March, the Sergeants' Mess
hired the Garrison Swimming Bath and held a moonlight bathing
party. Numerous friends from the Station were invited and
there :was a big and colourful gathering. The guests indulged in
aquatic sports, and the intervals were filled in with " House."
There was also some community singing with Lance Corporal

"K" Signal Section, Fort Ahmednagar.
Calling the World.-Once agai n I've been caught. I'd better
tell the world, first of all, who a re here. Captain S. F. P . Wolferstan, R.Signals (O.C. Sect ion), Sergeant Farr, Lance Sergeant
Field, Corporal Webster a nd a few Indian ra nks. Corporal Watts,
who should be here, is at present at Unit Headquarters, T rimulgherry.
Departures.-By the t ime these notes appear, our popular
0.C., Captain S. F. P. W olferstan, R.Signals, will have left us
for Blighty. Our best wishes go with him. Bon voyage, si r,
and good luck from " K " Section.
Arrivals.one at present, but we are wai ting to welcome our
new O.C., Lieutenant Walker, R.Signals, who is at present performing the duties of Adjutant at Trimulgherry.
Training.- The Section has only recently returned from
J ubbulpore, where we spent a few days, after our strenuous help
t o the roth Infantry Brigade at Lakhnadon. The Exercises
were cut short owing t o t he rain. Still we all enjoyed ourselves
in spite of t he fact that the contractor tried to give us " Blueligh ts " as change for our hard-earned " chips.''
Music.-" Fanny " gives us renderings of the good old Army
songs, such as" Cheer up, my lads,"" I painted her " and" Roll
on that boat." I understand that the B.B.C. is putting out
feelers for " Fanny " as a crooner .
Composition of Section.-The composition of the Section was
changed some time ago from Madrassis to Dogras. Now the
powers that be have decided that we should have Madrassis
again, so our Dogras have been posted to Rawalpindi.
.. K .. SIG. SEC.

" G" Signal Section, Mhow.
After a prolonged absence, we submit a few notes again for
our journal.
The chief item of interest is the results of our annual musketry
practice. ·with a first-class average, we can sit back again for
another year. The reason for such a good show was due to the
rumour that a Section prize of ten chips would be presented to
the best shot. According to the results, the whole Section
wanted the prize and very few points separated the winner from
the tail-end of the scoring list. The winner is still wondering if
there is any truth in that rumour.
Arrivals.-We all welcome the arrival of our Section Sergeant's
wife and daughter, and hope that they will enjoy their short
stay in this country.
Departures.-One of " our family," Lance Corporal Gibbon
R., left us en route for the U .K . Thus a little more Indian
history goes to Blighty for the benefit of recruits' ears. Signalman
Fairclough E. returned to Unit Headquarters at Trimulgherry,
after being attached to us for a few months.
Sport.-Six British infantry personnel an five O.R.s from
this Section played a team of the 79th Field Battery at hockey
and were beaten 2-1. As this was our first match for nearly a
year, we consider it a good effort and also hope to record a few
wins in the near future.
In the Brigade mounted sports last month, two of our eight
B .0.R.s entered for the best trained troop horse. They were
amongst the a lso rans.
S. A. C. K.
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OLIVER
spite of the intro-

Egypt Signals.
No. I Company.
Abba sia, Cairo.
6th May.
Introduction. The far oruers of the Empire will gaze upon
th1 with an inten e surprise. Lone soldiers in th~ outposts_ of
Belfast Aldershot and the wilds of Catterick will read with
protruding e •es our modest black-type heading. No. I omp~y,
Egypt i~nal , is still there. Moreover, they have found some mk.
The G.O.C.'s.-Out of a spirit of willing loyalty, we. devoted our
Easter holidays to cleaning up the lines and smartemng ourselves
up for the Area Commander's Inspection, ~vhich took place on
the Tuesday following. All available pamt was brouaht o_n
parade and applied to all available woordwork .. From there it
was tran £erred, in a series of patches, to our clothing. Our boot
were well spattered with white-\va h, and. when the p_rocess had
been completed by smearing our hands with all _the oil that had
been put on the verandah pillars, we were con 1dered ready for
inspection. "A happy day was enjoyed by all," and, as a i;nark
of respect, the remainder of the day was observed as a holiday .
Esprit de Corps.-The Unit held a dance at the Slade Club.
It must have been a hu«e success. Towards the end of the
evening, nearly everyone'; face \vas beaming brightly.
From Our Special Representative.ews of athletics, tales of
the prowess of our cricket team, wimming s~gas, and ~he
achievements of our tennis heroes will all be found m our sporting
column, contributed by our sporting correspondent and included
by kind permission of our sporting editor.
Research.-The Unit goes about with long, serious faces. Upt1rading Courses have begun. Invite a man to a tea and a wad,
and he looks at you abstractedly, muttering techni~al f?rmu~
mto his beard Operators walk with a permanent h•ntch m the1r

Join the Army.

MODEL 15

STURDY
AND
This practice will cease forthwith.

and our desire to be readable, for- frankly-there is no more
news. Besides, there is the possibility that on completing these
notes we would be awarded the Grippers' Shield.
LFACKO.

" K " Section.

Getting a grip on the Empire.

wrists. LC. Drivers sit at their breakfast describing imaginary
circles with their steering hands, linemen climb up and down
everything they can climb up or down, and all through their
recreation hours, saddlers-but let us not push the sad story any
farther.
I'
Join the Army !-To make sure that we know what we have
joined, all of us at the moment are very busy being made_ into
soldiers. The R.S.M. parades each mornmg and _shows us kmdl~·
into which end of the tube the bullet should be mserted, how to
make it go off, and also where to hide until all the trouble is ove:
Desertions.-Large numbers of our ranks have deserted their
post of duty-some on reversion to H.E., and some for leave in
U.K. We hope they will each save us a label from one of th e
well-known brands.
Arrivals.-Many soldiers, too numerous to mention by n;;i.me.
have left their green native pastures and undertaken a perilous
journey over the sea for the sheer joy of spending five yea:s
amongst us. Vve make them welcome and hav~ pleasure m
introducing them to our flies, heat, sand and reptiles. We are
glad to see them. Some of them are old friends, and even if
they are not, they seem a decent crowd. Vl'e cannot resist saying
. that we hope their stay among us will be a happy one.
Gripping.-This function is on the ascendancy. The present
bolder of the Grippers' Shield would be well advised ~o lc~ok t_o
his laurels. \Ve have no doubt that he takes a pnde in his
ownership of the trophy-and well he migh~. The Shield is~ pi?ce
of fine workmanship, lavishly decorated with a small, squirming
figure of an individual held in a vice-like grip with the left hand .
The Chief Gripper's name is inscribed upon it, and will be handed
down to posterity for their admiration. The Orderly Officer
inspected the Shield in its conspicuous position in the m~ss-roo:n
and, we think, approved of it. Therefore, beware ! Gnppers m
the " honourable mention " and " also ran " classes are bot
ln pursuit.
And So.- Having been pressed to say a few honest words, we
close while we are yet within the meaning of that phrase. To
say more would be to be torn between our passion for honesty

General.-Hello, everybody! All those Schemes are now over,
and we are resting on our honours.
Schemes.-We were at Fayid, and did quite a lot of mountain
climbing. We were troubled with big fleas, little fleas, and lesser
but more troublesome fleas, but nobody seemed to appreciate
the "Drunken Piper." (Who gave you that name? Not your
godfathers and godmothers, I'm sure.) The theme song for the
Canal Brigade is now" Serenade in the 'ight."
otwithstanding the rough going, our M.T. stood the test
very well. A slight handicap existed, due to the fact that our
one and only Austin Seven had been remodelled, and the driver
responsible had been ordered by the M.O. to keep out of the sun.
Much discussion has arisen regarding the merits (?) of M. &
V. It has been suggested that it would be a good fodder for the
Bren Gun. The Section couldn't take it.
After a short stay in the Company, we were off to Helwan.
" K " Section supplied a Guard of Honour for the Commander
of the Westland Forces. The drill was up to the usual standard,
and the " band " (two mouth organs, one tin whistle and a petrol
tin) was a" wow", but the refreshments were quite in order and
appreciated .
lnspections.-The G.O.C.'s inspection was our next event.
Owing to the good work put in by everyone, it went off O.K.
Musketry.-No exemptions. The square is literally covered
with " big shots."
Courses.-The Section will soon be down to the T.I. Room, and
the usual swotting up for upgrading, refreshers and additional
ratings will be done in the " spare bunk." ·what price " Spike " ?
Agony.-Young Nick, 2nd Div. "What about a line to a
local lad ? Mac."
CAN.

" G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
Prologue.- Another month less to do.
General.-Several changes have taken place since you folk
last heard from us, the most notable being the promotion of our
E.F.s to second drivers in lieu of the 11th Hussars personnel
(much to the drivers' disgust).
ow, one hears vague mutterings
to the E.F.s from the first (nth Hu sars) drivers, like, " There's
an inspection on shortly and the transmission's dirty."
The other changes concern the stores. The back wall of the
store caved in and nearly decapitated the storeman, and so the
R.E.s decided to buil<l it again. After many weeks of patient
waiting, they accomplished it, much to everyone's surprise.

RELIABLE

In
du c ti on to t he
typewriter market of
machines of different
design,the Oliver standar d 3-bank remains
firmly established with
all who demand durabil it y and where
machines are subjected to constant and
hard use.

For Long Life and Hard Work
With the Minimum of Attention
the

OLIVEK

has no equal

Particulars , Prices , etc . on application to :

OLIVER TYPEWRITER MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
80 GLOUCESTER ROAD, CROYDON
Phone : Thornton Heath 3494
Brigadier' s lnspection.-The Annual Brigadier's Inspection
took place on 19th April, and passed off exceptionally well.
" G " Troop were certainly very smart and soldierlike on parade ;
even Angus managed to put up a good show (for him). As an
incentive to the Troop to attempt to gild the lily, the O.C.
offered a prize for the best barrack-room. After working out
the points gained to three decimal places, it was found that No. 12
had just made the grade.
Congratulations.-To Corporal Reat M. on gaining that delightful rank. Good show, Jock; whip them in!
To Signalman Brown on having the good luck to be posted to
this Troop.
Sport.--Cricket and tennis being very popular just now, almost
everyone in the Troop (except the storeman, who, as usual, is
up to his neck in work) can be seen ambling round in white
shirts and flannels in search of that very elusive ball. A Handicap
Tennis Tournament has been held, and was won by Corporal
Weeks, after a strenuous tussle with Signalman Burns.
After the Regimental Sports, in which the Troop acquitted
themselves very well, a Troop Sports Meeting was held, in which
the Troop were organised into four teams. In several events,
everyone had to compete, and some wierd and wonderful
exhibitions were put up. The winning team was led by Corporal
Adams, and the runners-up by Corporal \Veeks. The prizes were
very kindly presented by :Mrs. Ruck.
Individual Training.-This is again at ll.and, and several of our
operators have gone to swell Egypt ign s Guard Roll.
The nth Hussars operators (tlley do relief operators on the
o. 1 Sets in the armoured cars) are engaged in a spot of swotting
under the able tuition of Corporal \\'hite.
Musketry.-\.Vho wants to talk about musketry, anyway!
Troop Photograph.-A photograph of the Troop, toegther with
attached 11th Hussars drivers, accompanies these notes. It was
taken immediately after the Brigadier's Inspection That is
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Malta Signal Section.
Valletta,
5th May.

why we all look so hot and bothered . Reading from left to right :
Top row : Signalmen Barnes, Reynolds, Foord, Moore,
Perrin, Gray, Corporal Reat, Signalmen Standen, Montgomery,
Draper, Myers, Manley and Morrell.
Second row : Troopers Latham, Fletcher and Dobson, Signalmen Taylor, Dalton, Walker, Knight, Henderson, Sa mworth,
Smith, Perrins, Corporal ·weeks, Troopers Richards and Hinds.
Seated : Signalmen Hart and McGinn, Lance Corporal
Slaymaker, Sergeants Godfrey and Drane, C.Q .M.S. (F. of S.)
Jarvis, Lieutenant A. B. Ruck, Sergeant Pearce, Corporals
Adams and ·white, and Lance Corporal Lea.
Seated on ground: Signalmen Gallagher, Rogers, Watson,
Tracey, Burns and Redfern.
*'Beans."
"Micky."
BLONDIE .

" H" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Egypt.
Attached 8th Hussars, Abbassia.
24th April.
Troop Activities.-Only two events of Troop interest have
happened . The first was losing one of our 15-cwt. W /T vans,
followed later by two more returning to their respective Squadrons. In their place we have the 30-cwt. Fords, modified to
take the WJT Sets. Our M.T. establishment is now three 30-cwt.
vans and three 15-cwt. vans. To the old members of the Troop
it will be just like old times at Mersa ~fatruh in the Commers.
The second event was the arrival of the draft from Blighty.
(Little did they know someone had blundered.) We bid them
welcome and hope that their stay with us will be to their liking.
It may be of interest to some readers if I publish their names :
Corporal Adams W ., Signalmen Richardson A. (not to be mistaken for the old Richy we brought out with us), Ryness Z.,
Dale E ., Eley W ., Julian N. and Mark J., Drivers Goodey D .,
Mole W ., Stones A. and Nightingale J . The majority are from
3rd Divisional Signals and the rest from Aldershot.
I should have said three important events, because we have
returned to barracks ; back to the good old four walls and a
stone floor.
By the way, Signalman Hurst mentioned something about
"Be seeing you," and then went to Port Said. It then dawned

upon us that he was going to indulge in a spot of Blighty leave
Some people are luck y, but we must admit that he certa inly
deserves it after Mersa and P alestine. It looks as though the
Troop will apply for leave next year, so many fellows have come
back full of good reports about t hat place called E ngland .
At the moment, t he Troop is getting up about "sixish,"
donning bandoliers and groundsheets, a nd with " bondooks,"
carried in a smart and soldier-like manner, proceeds t o the
grounds surrounding the Egypt Signals estate. There you will
find them pract ising for t he coming shooting season .
Further Activities of the Scales Club.- The latest report from
Agent 19 stat es that a certain member of the Club was seen t o
be pushing a " ll'ram." "Boater " amended the Club rules t o
clear himself. Agent 2, in his report says, that by devious ways
and means information regarding a certain gigolo a nd his " on
the level" piece will be forthcoming shortly. That is all this
week. The inner circle has appointed Dinger "Vice-Pres.," so
listen-in for further" fl ashes " with regard to this Club.
Heard by one of the Troop.-Participants are two 8th Hussars.
First Hussar : " Did you know Fawzi Bey ? " (The leader of
the Arabs in the recent revolt in Palestine.)
Second Hussar : " Yes, I used to swim there very often."
Later, a third Hussar, who had overheard the conversation,
met the first Hussar, and remarked to him, "I bet there was no
such place."
Obituary.-It is with regret that we read of the Signal casualties.
on the orth-West Frontier during the present disturbances.
We read in the Daily E xpress of the deaths of a Corporal Turner
E . C. and a Signalman Nash.
Would You Believe lt.-A certain fellow, on arrival here, was
told that scorpions made straight for the socks of persons in bed.
He immediately rushed to his bed to the rescue of his socks.
Shake on!
Conclusion.-Once again the '¥1RE notes from this little
community are concluded. It always bothers me when these
notes are required, but something always comes to my rescue.
Curfew now tolls the knell of parting day and the light is getting
low. Before closing, I would like to say that the Troop notes
with pleasure the return of " Weepin' Wilio " to the ranks of the
WlRE correspondents. We are looking to him for some news
concerning ex-members of this Troop.
DAI BACH .

Topical.-Very much in t he forefront at p resent, the Coronation
will be a past event when these notes are published . Having
despatched representatives to participate in the ceremony in
England, it is evident that the authorities here intend to make
this event a memorable one for the Island. Considerable arrangements are in hand, in wh ich the three Services play a major
part. Although the piece de resistance will be at night, when
extensive illuminations are planned, it is gratifying to observe
the generous response made by the public-spirited citizens to an
appeal t o entertain the children.
As a foretaste of the Coronation, Malta has had the privilege
of entertaining visitors en route to E ngland, together with
foreign N aval Units proceed ing to t he Review. The Saluting
Battery p rovides freq uent en t ertai nment for t hose large numbers
of Maltese who have time on their hands a ntl a flair for watching
others at work. W e are not uggest ing, of course, that this i an
exclusive Maltese t rait.
We are very sorry to report that one of our Foremen of
Signals, C.Q.M.S . Holt, has been admitted to ho pital. We
trust tha t he will soon be fit again. Sergeant Cutler bas also had
a short spell in hospital, but bas now been discharged.
Athletics.- Those in Scarborough and elsewhere who a ugmented this Section last year will be interested to hear that the
Athletic Meet ing between Royal Signals, R.A.S.C. and R.A.M.C.
is about t o be decided again. The necessary p reparation is
well in ha nd, a nd we are hopefu l of repeating our past success.
friend ly contest was arranged with t he 10th H eavy Battery ,
R.A., and here we were the victors by 45! points t o 40! . Wbil t
not wishing to d eprecate t he efforts of other members of our
team , pa rticular mention m ust be made of t he performa nces p ut
up by Lieutena nt P an ton, Signa lmen Williams and Parrish. Each

entering several events, they secured six fir t and five second
places, contributing largely to our fi nal score. An inexperienced
tug-of-war team fared rather badly, but have since got down
to it in no uncertain manner, and hope to give a good accoun t
of themselves when next taking the field.
The Month's Best "Hate."- The policeman in \ alletta
Palace who murmured, "That's Signals at work," when asked
to whom the memorial group had been erected.
Also the Maltese telephonist, who h ung up the receiver in
order to speak more freely with his hands.
In Conclusion.- We wish bcm voyage t o Signalman Burgess,
who proceeded to England on leave, c/o H .M.S. Barham. Knowing what a true sailor be is, we feel sure t ha t his fears are unfounded and wou ld advise him to join a less for ra tions in case
he feels like food.
SKIP.

Malaya Command Signal Company, Singapore.
Pulau Brani Detachment.
9th April.

INSTITUTED 1855
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0 palm-fringed beaches, 0 emerald isles,
Green tropical jungle that stretches for miles ;
Rubber plantations and coco-nut palms,
Scanty-clad natives begging for alms ;
The stench from the river, the glare from the sun,
The cries of the coolies to get their work done.
The ricksha', the sampans, the houses in trees ;
The lazy Malays, who take life at their ease,
This is the land of the jungle and beast,
This is Malaya, the Orient, the East.
General.- The Detachment is now so weak in numbers that it
hardly warrants a literary contribution to the WIRE. However,
as Pulau Brani Detachment notes have appeared regularly
every month for three years (ahem !), we must still try to keep
the flag flying.
Exactly twelve months ago, eight budding young operators
arrived in ?.Ialaya, tasted the joys of everlasting sunshine, alli:he-year bathing, sport of every description, if they so desired it,
not too much work, and no unnecessary red tape.
ow, with a
heavy heart, they have left to take up duty with the Hong Kong
Signal ection.
o doubt they will cherish memories of their
Malayan sojourn, and the whole Section join in wishing Signalmen
Tomlin on, Payne, Campbell, Bowler, Parker, France and
Charles the Energetic the very best of good luck.
ignalman
Charles will be greatly missed . During bis stay here, his superhuman vitality enabled him to accomplish ten men's work. How
we shall manage without him we don 't know.
H erewith our sporting guide : i ~ n alman Tomlinson ; ~xccl
lent soccer goal-keeper; very good rngger forward ; tennis and
wimming moderate.
ignalman France ; very good centrehalf at soccer ; a uood hockey forward ; good at wimming and
diving. Signalmen Campbell, Bowler, Parker and Payne all
play football-but keep clear of them when they tart wielding
hockey sticks.
ignalman harles ; an excellent hockey goalkeeper ; has played for the Island team on many occasions and
invariably distinguished himself.
o doubt he will sho'.v you
the Pres cuttings and naps taken from the Malayan Tnbune

}UNE
t : cer he make· a good right-winger, 1s a little low may be- but
Charles never did believe in moving fast. Apart from sport.
th ·y are all aood operators. Having given you the low-down on
our ex-locals, Hong Kong, Jet us hear through the \VIRE how
they are getting on .
Coronation Parade.- Thi - year, for the first time in Malaya,
ignal are participatmg in the Ceremonial Parade as a eparate
Cnit On all previous occa ions we have combined with the
Hoyal Engineers. We ha,·c tarted trainjng in preparation for
the Coronation Parade and are confident of putting up a good
·how.
Things We Should Like to Know.-Lance Corporal Hudson
wonders whether the troop accommodation on board .. S.
irdhana was typical of :.\Ir. Duff Cooper's new deal to troops.

Agony.-To J. \Varren, Egypt Signal , ex-Bulford. " How
about a line? Frank."
Hot Water.-A coolie, after a little truggle, placed a 6-volt
accumulator on his head and trotted off to the launch. Arriving
there, he gently lowered it to the ground, and then mopping his
saturated head exclaimed, " Tuan, that box full plenty hct
water, eh ? Run out over me." It was discovered that he had
been carrying the accumulator up ide down and wa saturated
m IitSO~.

Conctusion.-Thi time next month we shaJJ be safely entombed
at Alexandra, our new ignal Depot. Therefore, with a grand
flourish of trumpets, Pulau Brani bid adieu to the \.VIRE and
creeps back into obscurity-ju t another of the little islands of
the Malayan Archipelago which are now out of the big scheme
of thing , as it were. , ·o more wonderful, colourful New Draft
Parades from the Ordnance Pier, and no more yachting and
pagaring in the afternoon as it is too far away at Alex. Ah, well,
all good things must come to an end ometime or other. Cheerio,
everybody!
BARON T.B .C. (ALIAS TANDO).

Cltangi Detachment.
30th March.
Generally speaking, when a fellow has been out here in the
tropics he needs more than a " stengah " or a gin ling to brace
him. Now " Tandok bin Chat " recommends a Corona and two
jolts of straight rye, preceded by a quiet dinner at Arthur's.
By the way, it is whispered that he hires his soup and fish from
Chee Fatt.
To show you how the country gets a fellow, we were discussing
some of John Bull's "copy" over a pint. One gum-chewing
pioneer looked worried, so we prevailed upon him to tell us the
worst. It seems that he couldn't decide whether J ohn Bull
wntes for Tit-Bits (a rival rag) or not. See ?
Speaking of yachts ; the time for the Ubin Race is due for a
hrinkage, and Lux won't help it, either. The Corps i represented
at the Yacht Club by yet another dinghy speed fiend, to wit,
our C.Q.:'11._S. Nix._ the new F. of S. He gains valuable experiences
almost daliy. Signalman French will be interested to learn
that his former yacht is to be rechristened "The Turtle."
Another acquaintance of ours has developed a penchant
towards aquabatics.
The ection offer their heartiest congratulations to Lance~
- ergeant Coton on attaining that ramc. This should interest
old members of 4th Divisional Signals.
We are given to understand that the " Kinu0 Pin " of P ulau
Bra_ni (a. relation of. Lever Bros. or soi;riething) is definitely taking
up ~ntenor decoration. His" moonlight effect" is simply" too
~hvme, .my dears ... \Ye expect.bi~ things of this young monarch,
1f he will only curb his surrealistic tendencies.
Our linemen 1 One fellow vigorously spun his generator
~n~le', finally getting a reply .?n a different line. On enquiry,
l>1dn t you get my fir~t nng, he received the an wer " obut the indicator's been rattling! "
'
A bunch of our P B. Operators have left the fold in favour of
Hong Kong. Our good wishes go with them. Also the Japanese
v.ord for hospitality: "Suma." D'ye get it, Torno?
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Thank to the efforts of our linemen, supported by the F. of
S., I.R., and a clever worker in steel, the new telephone system
at Selcrang Park has been succe . fully completed. A great deal
of hard work has been done, both at the barracks and in the
ignal workshop- more popularly known a the hive of industry .
One of the more ticklish jobs is that undertaken by our smallest
member. With the aid of micro-balances, etc., he finds that
53,023 bits of lead shot are required to balance a head and
brea t set, after allowing for humidity and so on .
The two smartest member. of our . mart detachment· ignalmen Mottershead and Barrett, of course-are being rushed
to Headquarters, Fort Canning, to help them out with the
Coronation arrangements. Old friends will understand their
feelings at being thus honoured.
In conclusion, we might add that summ r is here again.

Section Football.-We have entered the Section League of
the Royal Engineers here at Changi, and up to date have played
four matches. Although not having done any too well in the
matches already played, we are still pegging away with a will,
and hope to give a better account of ourselves next time.
Results to date :
v. No. r Section, 34th Company. R.E.
v. ~ o. 2 ection, 30th Company, R.E.
v,
ection, 30th Company, R.E.
v. o. 1 Section, 41st Company, R.E.

won 3--0
drew l - I
3-1
lost
lost
4- 2
D. J .M.

Jamaica Signal Section.
An interesting trip of instructional value was organised by
the C.R.E. for members of the R.E. and Signal Section. This
was in the form of a visit to the Jlfonarch, which is the Canadian
Dredging Company's Dredger, at present engaged on the task of
clearing the harbour of deposits of ilt, which make navigation
of Kingston's bu y harbour a trying experience. The contract
engaged upon is a large one, estimated at £43,000.
The vi itors were conducted to the Dredger by Custom's launch,
shown all over the Dredger and given a general explanation of the
working a,pd principle of the mechanism. Some idea of the
amount of· work accomplished by the Dredger and crew can be
gathered from the fact that it has been engaged upon the work
for over six months, and the dredging grab can remove six tons
of silt at a time. The object is to make all navigation channel
in the vicinity forty feet deep. The trip was enjoyed by all
those who attended.
Arrivals and Departures.-Tuesday, 9th March, saw the arrival
- of the Reina Del Pacifico, bringing the necessary reliefs for those
members of the Royal Engineers who have finished their tour
here. The departure of those concerned took place on Thursday,
r rth March, when they set sail for England on the Orbita. To
those departing we wish bon voyage. To the arrivals we bid
welcome. They are already making their presence felt in the
cricket and hockey teams.
Sport.-A friendly cricket match took place between the
Royal Engineers and R.A.S.C. on 19th March, the former
winning a very interesting game.
Monday, 22nd March, was the scene of another victory for
the Royal Engineers' Cricket XI, this time defeatingtheRA.0.C.,
after a very closely contested game, by five runs.
The Staff and Command hockey team secured a decisive win
of 4--0 against the British Overseas hockey team on the former's
ground. The match took place on Thursday, 25th March.
Stop Press.-Signalman Robson is now the proud possessor
of" Bouncer," who certainly lives up to his name. This canine
monstrosity answers equally well to either" pig" or" crocodile."
Judging from his outlook and cast of cou n tenance, these nam s
suit him admirably.
ELGIN .

THE TERRITORIALS
and SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE

The North Midland Corps Signals.
Headquarters.
Derby.
16th May
Coronation.- We arc now back from the Coronation, and our
two officers and twenty-six other ranks lined both sides of a
portion of Regent Street, quite close to Piccadilly Circus. The
weather, on the day preceding the event and immediately the
Procession had passed us, was vile. It rained its hardest and
all were soaked to the skin. But never mind, Coronations don't
come very often, and we wouldn't have missed it for all the world .
Our Commanding Officer, in a letter of appreciation to all who
took part, thanked us for our efforts, and this little touch made
u~ feel very bucked and proud at being selected to take part.
The blue uniforms, complete with the red-striped trousers and
\\'cllington boots, ] ack spur and a smart cap, made us look
the real thing, and we are informed that they looked just as
good as they felt . These uniform are now recovering from the
"etting they received, and after a good pressing, etc., ,,;11
become their old elves again .
Whitsun Camp.- We are now m the throe of \'Vhit un Camp.
This is a voluntary camp, and most of the Unit arrives on the
Saturday afternoon, dispersing the following Monday evening.
So far, we have been lucky, and it looks as though all the bad
"eather of the past few weeks has gone. Detail of events at
the camp will appear next month.
Trade Boards.-Quite a good number of men have succeeded
in passing the necessary tests in their trades, and will reap the
benefit by having more money to pend at this and future
Camps, Cour es, etc.
L. s.

No. 2 (Nottingham) Company.
The Drill Hall, Derby Road .
General.-The item of news for thi month's notes is undoubtedly Whitsun Camp. I know our friends in the Regulars are
rather inclined to smile when they hear that the "Terriers "
are going to Camp, but week-end Camps and Sunday Schemes
are our only opportunity of doing any collective training before
annual Camp, and it initiates our younger members into the
more serious aspects of oldiering. For details of Whitsun
Camp, please see exclusive news itt:m in next month's notes.
The New Adjutant.- Our new Adjutant inspected the Company at work on Wedne day evening, 21st April, and I think
he was pleased with all he saw. The Company turned up in
full strength for the occasion, in fact it was a double attraction
night, as pay for the Paid Technical Course was also disbursed
after the parade. We welcome the new Adjutant to the Unit,
and hope that his stay with us will be a Jong and happy one.
I will leave it to Headquarters at Derby to tell you about our
recently departed djutant, aptain E. Levett, a I only arrived
in the Unit a short time prior to his departure. Even d uring
that short period it was easy to see how much Captain Levett
was respected and admired and how popular he was with all
ranks.
Promotions.-Our P . . I., ' o. 23u312 Lance ergeant Mott
I I. E., to be Sergeant with effect from 3rd March.
For Sale.- One copy of the " Blue Book " amend cl up to
<late ; present owner ha no further use for same. A real bargain; no reasonable offer refused.
Now on Sale.- " MY LIFE " or " From Recruit to Sergeant
in seventeen years."
one of our readers should miss this
impressive a nd inspi ring \\ ork, which rapid ly tend to become
one of this year's best seller.-.
JI applications for a copy will

be dealt with in strict rotat1011 Terms to suit the c ustom1•r
arranged.
Coronation.- The representatives from ::-;o i Company
' ottingham, left for London this morning. There was quite a
crowd of people at the station to see the troops off, including the
O.C. of the Company. V\'hen the train pulled in, the Chesterfield
party were on board and acquaintances with old friends were
soon renewed. The Press were represented by a couple of
reporters and photographers, and photographs were taken as the
train moved out.
Trade Boa rd.- At the recent Trade Board we had quite a
number of successful candidate" Two Signalmen were upgraderl
to 0.S., Bill, and six to O.S., Group "E." Five Despatch
Riders qualified as D.R.s, Dill, and one as Group " E." Con
gratulations to all of them and let us hope that their uccess will
inspire the other members to emulate their efforts.
Lance Sergeant Fines.-We are happy to see that Lance
ergeant Fine is able to take an interest in the Company once
more. He has now recovered from bis recent serious illnes
He hopes to come to Camp this Whitsun and dispense hospitality
in the Officers' Mess as usual.
Mar riages.- This i still a blank paragraph .
H . EODVR DIA .

1st Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals.
56, Regency Street, S W. 1
A ,·ery succe ful Old Comrades' Dance (Westminster Branch)
was held at these Headquarters on aturday, 17th April. Thi
is our only source of funds for social purposes, in connection
with the Old Comrades' Branch, and we therefore appreciate a
large attendance on these occasions.
The Coronation Dance was held on Saturday. 8th :\fay, and
was a great success. Many items of novel interest were included,
and we are grateful to the arti tes who entertained us and
judged the dancing competition. The Entertainments Committee
is to be congratulated on a successful season.
On Coronation Day, a detachment from this Unit assi ted in
lining the route. They slept the previous night at Headquarters.
and moved off at 5.30 a.m. Major G. J. lorley Peel, T.D., and
Major A. Hem Iey, T .D., of No. 1 and No. 2 Companies respectively, with representatives of each Company, marched to
rorthumberland Avenue by way of Buckingham Palace and
the Mall. The numbers of medal worn by the members of the
detachment were very noticeable, and was the subject of comment by the spectators. About lo.15 a.m., a fleet of lorries
arrived with a welcome lunch for those lining the route.
After the Procession, the detachment marched homewards
with the main body of troop, who were apparently progre--ing
towards Regents Park. This did not fit in with the idea of home
for the Anti- ircraft ignal , and the detachment very skilfully
ucceeded in leaving the main body and returned to Headquarter>.
round t. James's Palace just in time to avoid the rain.
Captain A. H. Croucher and two •. C.0.s took part in the
Coronation Proces ion. They lived in Regents Park for thr
day and, on Coronation Day, marched many miles undaunted
by the rain, which fell heavily during the last part of the march
They returned to Camp with many memories of their experiences
during this historic period.
A. r. P.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
The Priory, Exeter
~lay

Editorial.-The pa t month ha witnessed the preliminary
training of the re-formed ection of each Company, con quent
upon the termination of individual trainin~. and the attendant
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trade b oards. In addition to the normal routine, each Company
has been busy p reparing its personnel either for attendan ce at
the Coronation ceremony in London, or in readiness for the local
eremonial p arade at each Company Headquarters. The three
officers and t wenty-three other ranks who journeyed to London
on Sunday, th e 9t h, returned on Thursday evening, the 13th,
wit h very full accounts of all they saw and the experiences that
befell t h em. Although the weather in London could not have
been m u ch worse for the greater part of the stay, no one regretted
having gon e. During the rehearsal period one simply wallowed
in t he mud in an d around the various camp sites, but a very
cheerful spirit amongst the troops was the predominant factor,
and the discomforts met with were almost forgotten. Despite
t he lack of the b us as a means of t ransport after parade hours,
all who ventured out m anaged to secure places in the tubes with
little difficulty, and t he ma in featu res in the Coronation area
were seen a nd much enjoyed.
Although our prov incial home towns a nd cities were suitably
bedeck ed , y et t h e metropolis stood in a class by itself. The
floodlighting of the more importa nt buildings was simply grand,
and the real show p iece, from a decorative p oint of v iew, was
undoubtedly Selfridges. As a Unit , we were fortu nate in being
allotted a lining p osit ion in Oxford Street , and when we were
actually in position on t he 12th, we were only a matter of
twenty-five yards away from this b uilding.
Space does not p ermit of a n account of t he day's happenings.
Heavy rain and a soaking resulted shortly after the end of the
Procession had p assed our position, yet all with whom I came
into contact (a goodly number) stat ed cheerfully t hat they
would be prepared to go thlough it all again, even though the
conditions remained unch a nged. It was altogether a wonderful
experience, a nd we T .A. people are grateful for the privilege of
ha ving t aken part in such a m emorable event.
F or the purpose of street -lining, the 48th Divisional Signals
were merged with us under one command, and we heartily
tha nk Captain Jones, L ieutenant King and the members of their
Unit for their splendid co-op eration during our stay together.
We have been v ery close to each other at certain Camps in the
past , but, by a h appy coincidence, this was the first occasion
on which we have actually lived and worked togeth~ . The
experience was most pleasant.
In perhaps a less thrilling degree, but all the same memora ble,
those who remained at the Home Stations participated in the
local parades and services, and they, also, voted the day a great
occas ion.
MERCU RY .

No. 1 (Plymouth) Company.
York Street Drill Hall, Devonport.

I.

Generals al l.

3.

In Full Retreat.

5.

Army Co-operation Squadron Pilot.--Lieu t . T. C. E.
Walker.

2.

" When do they open ?" Lieutenants Harrison, Presland
and 2nd Lieutenant Toomiss.

4.

Our Adjutant- Captain McNair.

6.

6 to 4 the Field !- 2nd Lieutenant Kerr and Lieutenan t
Harrison .

W e are delighted to have Mr. Edwards back with us after a n
absence of many months in London.
The past few weeks have seen the finishing touches being put
to the excellent drill not only of the London party, b ut also of
the remainder of the Company, who took part in the local
parad!l service on the Hoe. Our lads returned on the 13th with
glowing accounts of their brief but eventful stay in London, and
also with sodden blues. A prolonged rehearsal in pouring rain
on the Tuesday, the nth, resulted in the service dress becoming
a soaked mass of clothing, and heavy rain at the close of the
parade on the 12th treated our blues in a similar manner. Yet
not a murmur was heard a gainst the conditions (a great deal,
however, still remains unspoken regarding the elements).
The excellent behaviour of the London populace on the 12th
was equalled by the cheerfulness of all the troops. For us,
memories were revived of our moist experience at Saunton
Sands last summer.
On the Sunday preceding Coronation Day, the Lord Mayor
invited representatives from al l local Regular and T.A. Units
to accompany him at a service in the Mother Church of St.
Andrew. As the Company Commander was in London, 2nd
Lieutenant R. D . ash deputised for him, and was accompanied
by 2nd Lieuten ant D . E. Herbert, who represented the Company.
2nd Lieutenant G. K S. Edwards being the senior officer
rema ining in P ly mouth, commanded the Com pany p arade at

the Hoe ceremony. He was accompanied by 2nd Lieutenant
R. D . ash and approximately fifty other ran ks. \ \'e were
pleased t o have R.S.M. Stone with us on t his occasion. A very
gratifying message has been received from the Commander in Chief, congratulating all T .A . Units on t he ex cellence of t heir
tum-out and drill. We were more fortunate t han ou r London
representatives on the 12th, as the rain d id not come down m
earnest until we had returned to the D rill H all
ONE Co"

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals, T.A.
and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds.
General.-Owing to t h e illness of our scribe, no notes were
submitted last mont h . Our a pologies are tendered to all concerned. So m uch seems to have happened lately that it is
d ifficult to know where to t ake up the threads again, but h ere
goes.
Change of Command.pril saw a ch an ge of Commanding
Officers in this Un it . L ieutena nt-Colonel H . McLaren, o .s .o.,
M.c., T .D ., left us, ha ving completed his tenure of command
Colonel McLaren, who had been associated with this Unit for
t wenty-sev en years, was given a real send-off by the officers,
W .O.s and Sergeants ; this will be duly reported in the Sergea nts'
Mess notes. Our new C.0. is Lieutenant-Colonel \V. F . Jackson,
M.C., T. D . \Vhen I state that he has been with the Unit over
t wenty y ears, it w ill be seen that he is not exactly a stranger.
Coronation News.- Flags and streamers strung across the
Drill Hall provided appropriate decorations for our Coronation
Ball, held on nth May, in honour of the Coronation of their
Majesties. Dancing commenced at 8 p.m. and concluded at
1 a .m . Over five hundred members of the Unit and their guests
were present. During the evening a telegram was received from
our London Coronation P arty, wishing us every success, and this
was read out among cheers. The end came all too soon, and the
rendering of the National Anthem closed a delightful an d
memorable evening.
Units of the 49th (W.R.) Division took part in a big parade
at Leeds on 12th l'.vlay to celebrate the Coronation of their
Majesties. Lieutenant-Colonel J . Campbell, :11 .B.E., T.D., Officer
Commanding, Air Contingent Signals, S.R. , commanded the
parade. The combined Signals, T.A. and S.R., were commanded
by Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. Jackson, M.c., T .D., Officer Commanding, 49th (W.R.) Divisional Signals. As the Unit marched
past the Lord Mayor of Leeds, who took the salute, they looked
very smart indeed. Unfortunat ely the parade was marred by
the rain, which never ceased throughout the parade.
On Thursday, 13th May, our London Coronation Party
returned to Leeds, and very smart they looked. It is suspected
that they picked up a few tips from the Guards.

Sergeants' Mea.
Annual Dinner.-This was held in the Mess on Saturday, 20th
March, and a very successful affair it was. Over one hundred
and fifty officers, members and guests attended, and it was
very pleasing to see so many repre entatives from the Regular
and T.A . Units.
Presentations.-On
aturday, 24th Apri l, there was an
unusually large number of Me members pre ent in the Me ,
the reason was not far to seek. I t was the occasion for a farewell
smoker and presentation to Lieutenant-Colonel McLaren, who
was leaving the Unit, and a hearty welcome to Lieutenant-Colonel
Jackson, who was taking over. R. .M. Fillinger H . R., who,
on behalf of the Mess, made a presentation of a silver cigarette
box to Colonel McLaren, said, in a few well-chosen words, how
sorry we all were to lose Colonel McLaren, but at the same t ime
how lucky we were to h ave such an able succe or as Colonel
Jackson. Truce cheers for Colonel McLaren, and the singing of
"For he's a jolly good fellow," was followed by a hort pecch
by Colonel McLaren. In thanking us, he aid how sorry h e was
to leave us, emph asizing how lucky we were to h ave Colonel
J ack son t o follow him. " uld Lang Syne " was then sung and
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Colonel :\Icl-'\ren and the officer. left the Mess amid. t cheers.
The ne. ·t · ene wa · the Drill Hall . \\'hen the Colonel was safely
m hi.· car, hi · chauffeur dro e him lowly away, amidst the
inging of " Old ol<.liers never die." And so Colonel 1cLaren left
u and we all wend d our way home It was a memorable ending
to a memorable night, and a fitting farewell to one who has
sernm thi
nit so well .
On Thursday, i3th :\1ay, we had another presentation, this
ttme to ergeant Harri on G., who was lca,,ing u , having
attained the age limit. " Old George," as he is affectionately
known, i one of the nice t members we have ever had in the
:\le s. He will be well remembered for the very capable manner
in which he carried out hi duties as landlord of the " Harrison
Arm : · R. .?II. Pillinger H . R., on behalf of the members of
the ;\le · . presented • ergeant Harri on with a clock, which wa.'l
uitably in ribed. The R. .;\L, in making the pre entation,
said how sorry we all wer to Jose uch an old member, and hoped
that he would often be among us. ergeant Harrison, in thanking
all members, said that he would often be among us, and that he
had pent some of the happiest days of his life in th.i Me .
foch cheering, clapping, and the posing for a Press photograph,
ended a very plea ant little ceremony. "Cheerio, George " was
often heard after this, and it i hoped that George did not cheerio
too much.
Tailpiece.-To .Q.i\1.:. :\!inion of the Pale tine Force ignal .
" Con.,.ratulations on the ' Rooty ' Medal from the old gang.
Bert i. writing: soon."
!IL . R.

which carried the o. t Company representatives. The scene
at the station was quite a thrilling one, as it is seldom nowadays
that one sees a complete train packed with troops.
During the last week or two, they have shed some perspiration
doing ann drill, but the results were well worth it. On Monday,
3rd May, they were inspected by the .0. The only snags were
"concertina breeks" and dull boots. The trouble with the
trousers was soon overcome with the assistance of the tailor and
a hitch up of the braces. Some of the boots, however, seemed to
have become saturated for years in dubbin. This was cured,
finally, by a combination of elbow grease, petrol, saddle soap,
baking in the oven, etc., etc. !
The equipment of the Company has been augmented by the
addition of two Post Office l\Iorris ans, which, with a little
doctoring, should be very serviceable.
Training.-Training is progressing favourably and the attendances are good both in Kirkcaldy and Dunfermline.
Attachments.-Our P .. I. attended a Course at Aberdeen
from the 22nd to 23rd April. He found it very instructive.
C.Q.M. . Elder was attached to l t Divisional Signals for ten
day , and we are informed he had a very good time. He also
learned quite a lot-we hope!
Promotions.-Congratulations to Sergeant Lewis on his
appointment to T/C.S.M. The surprises in the promotion
department, mentioned last month, are still pending.
FtFESIGS.

Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals, T.A.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals

Unit Headquarters and No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company

and Supplementary Resene Uaits.

Fonth.ill Barracks, Aberdeen .
General.--On the eve of the Coronation celebrations, the office
is littered with last-minute instructions. I have managed to
locate the typewriter and will endea our to get out my monthly
effort.
'unday saw our Coronation representatives depart by special
troop train from Aberdeen, amid scenes of great enthusiasm
and cheers from the crowds of spectators present. Contingents
from all Territorial Units in Aberdeen proceeded by this train,
and the ignal were well to the fore both in smartness and general
tum-out.
After struggling with several drums of cable, poles, mattocks,
etc., the communications at Pittodrie have been well and truly
laid. There are eight lines to the exchange and two local phones
for the use of the directors of the Pageant, all lines so far having
tested out perfectly. Phones are being manned by operators
of " D " Section, and the only trouble anticipated is the Scotch
accent 1 Two things are hoped for to make the Aberdeen Tattoo
a ucces . namely, fine weather and that communications last
out the period. If ucces ful, no doubt more will be written on
this subject next month.
The Tattoo is being held for four days on the Aberdeen football
~ro~nd, and were I to write all that the local press have been
sa •mg about our glorious work-to say nothing of photographs
that have been taken-I am afraid that 'ArrnE readers mi.,.ht
think we should get another medal. All ranks have participated
m playing their part to make the show a uccess and so uphold
the glorious traditions of the Corps.
On I zth ~fay, every Unit in Aberdeen is turning out to parade
with the Dismounted and Mounted Sections, marching through
the: town, and then marching i:iast the Brigade commander.
This wrt of parade is, no doubt, stale to many older members of
the T.A., but will be a revelation to the newer member.. Even
the ol~er me mbers, I should th ink, will remember this day for
the g:a1ly decorated route and the cheering crowds.
ONE COY.

No. 3 (lirkcaldy) Company
General. - The Coronation is uppermost in most minds at
present, especially in t he m inds of t hose lucky enough to attend
it On unday. the 9th, they left for London on t he same t rai n

21, Jardine . treet, Glasgow, N.W.
Sal ute to Shawcross.- We have very great pleasure in welcoming
to Glasgow Lieutenant L. T. Shawcross, who has recently commenced hi duties as Adjutant to our Territorial Signal Units.
Educated at Eastbourne College, Lieutenant Shawcross was
commissioned in the Corps in 1927. Although young in years
and in lihe ·en·ice of the Corps, Lieutenant Shawcross has had a
varied if short career. After serving with several Units and
specialising in certain branches of Signal work and administration,
he proceeded to Burma, where his good work and pleasing personality earned for him the respect of all ranks. So from India's
sunny clime to the rains and smoke of Clydeside came our young
Adjutant. We see in him, according to all accounts, a young man
of great promise. We feel certain that his stay in Glasgow will
be bnt a stepping-stone to bigger things. He is sure to be happy
and contented .amongst us, and his tour of duty at Glasgow
cannot be but beneficial to the Lowland Signals.
Hardy Annual.-We have again to spring our never-failing
hardy annual, the Divisional Church Parade. The parade took
place under ideal weather conditions to St. Andrews Halls.
Glasgow, on 9th May. The parade state approximated 250.
The parade was commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel J. W .
Robertson, D.c.M. One of the most pleasing features of the
parade was the smart turn-out of our younger members. For
many of the lads it was their first affair of this kind. The exceedingly smart appearance of the youngsters, and indeed of the
entire parade, was the subject of favourable comment. We
do not often appraise the Lieutenant-Quartermaster. His line
of business does not always win the appreciation which is due
at times. However, this time we hand him the palm. There
must have been hard, painstaking work behind such a splendid
display. Our Units, headed by their kilted band, marched
through crowded city streets by way of Charing Cross, returning
by Cambridge Street and New City Road. The salute was taken
at Blythswood Square by Major-General A. J. McCulloch, commanding the 52nd (Lowland) Division. There were the usual
little reunions in all Messes after the parade. Many old friends
turn up on Church Parade day. We are exceedingly pleased
with ourselves. vVe blow our own horn. We made a great show.
The occasion was regarded with all respect, a nd it was a very
happy and memorable event.
The Gas Gallopers.- Several .R. members appeared to find
cause for amusement in a recent Gas Exercise. They called
themselves " The Galloping Gas Bags." They insisted on
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doubling for a long period in full gas kit. They ran and ran and
wouldn't stop. Fortunately, the erstwhile Lieutenant in charge
was of a humorous turn of mind, and " The Gas Bags " worked
out their own salvation by failing through complete exhaustion.
Medal Men.-Another spate of medals. The more the merrier.
We heartily congratulate the following on the award of the
Efficiency Medal: Sergeant Smith A. and Signalman Cassells,
T.A. ; Signalmen Kearney, Grieve and Hamilton G. B., S.R.
Coronation Crew.- Our Coronation party of twenty-four
officers, N.C.O.s and men were sped off in traditional style from
Glasgow Central Station on the evening of Sunday, 9th May.
The contingent was under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel
j. W . Robertson, D.C.M., who was accompanied by Major Niven
and Major Victor Warren. The send-off assumed a ceremonial
aspect, and the train steamed out to the tune of our twenty
pipers. We appear to have been the only City Unit who sent off
their Coronation contingent with full honours, and the event
was suitably noted in the local Press.
Roy Roams.- It is with regret that we learn of the departure
for Edinburgh of Lieutenant D . Roy, S.R. We hear he goes
there to take up an appointment which may entail the severance
of bis connection with Jardine Street.
The Celebrati on.-We celebrated the Coronation in Glasgow
by taking part in the parade to the Cenotaph. Our S.R. Units
were commanded by Captain Patterson (Adjutant), and our
T.A. Units were led by Captain J. Anderson. The numbers of
all ranks who attended exceeded all expectations. The naval,
Military, and Air Force Parade, which was one of Glasgow's
principal Coronation di plays, attracted great numbers of people.
After marching through packed streets, our Units reached the
Cenotaph, where the salute was taken by the Divisional Commander. After returning to Headquarters, the Lowland Signals
fittingly celebrated the great event. Nothing was left undone
in order that our men should pend a happy Coronation day.
A word of praise to our two Adjutants on the perfection of the
arrangements might not be out of place. Our Coronation
festivities ended in the late afternoon. We were all happy and
contented in the thought that we had played a fitting part in
the Glasgow events of the great day.
·

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals
Cardiff.
The Unit played a full part in the tremendous event of the
Coronation of H.M. King George VI. Lieutenant-Colonel W . G.
Trice (Commanding Officer) with Lieutenant W . G. F. Bale and
a party of twenty-seven other ranks entrained at Cardiff on
Sunday, 9th May, for London to repre. ent the
nit in the
Coronation Parade.

No. l Company march ing past.

The Western Command contingent of over six hundred officer
and men arriving at Paddington were met by the Band of the
Welsh Guards, and escorted to Regent's Park, under command of
Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. Trice.
The weather was indifferent and we particularly welcomed the
floor boards provided for each tent - the first time, I understand,
since before the War.
Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. Trice with his party lined the route
in St. James's Street, Sergeant Baxter and Signalman Atkinson
taking part in the procession. The street-lining party w~re on
their feet for nearly twelve hours, while those who were m .the
procession from start to finish marched a distance of 14! miles.
The weather was particularly bad and not one escaped a
thorough soaking. It speaks highly for the fitness and .the
splendid enthusiasm of all ranks that, thoroughly wet and tired
as they were, they finished up quite happy and proud to have
participated in such a memorable parade.
Major F. T. Arnold was in charge of a party, mclud~ng
Lieutenant F. C. Moon and 2nd Lieutenant A. J. Blower, which
attended the Coronation Church ervice at Llandaff Cathedral
on Sunday, 9th May, conducted by the Bishop of Llandaff.
The service was attended by the Lord-Lieutenant of Glamorgan
(The Earl of Plymouth), several of the Deputy Lieutenants, the
Lord Mayor of Cardiff, members of the City Council and detachments of Glamorgan Territorial Units.
.
For the Cardiff celebration of the Coronation, the Unit pro
vided ten officers and over one hundred other ranks. Captain
V . \V. Hawkins was in charge of the parade, with Captain~\' R.
Hawkins and Captain
. E . Johnson each commandmg a
Company. 1larching to Dumfries Place, they joined oth~r
Units, and proceeded to Cathays Park, headed by the Umt
band. It was an extraordinarily good turn-out by all mts,
special praise being given to the Guard of Honour provided by
the \Velch Regiment. The ·weather was ideal, and after the
relay of the Service from Westminster Abbey, all troops marched
past the Welsh War Memorial, and returned to Park Street for
dismissal. :.\lajor W. S. Catleugh (Quartermaster) attended the
parade, together with Captain A. \V. Bartholomew, Lieutenant
F . C. Moon, 2nd Lieutenants P. . Banbury, D. Stephen , A. J ·
Blower and J. N . Evan .
Heartiest congratulation to Colonel R. C. Seel, o.B.E., M c.,
T.D. (D.C.S.O., Western Command), on being awarded the O.B.E.
(:Military Division) in Coronation Honour . The Unit is proud
of the latest distinction in view of Colonel Seel's long service
with the 53rd Divi ional igual . We also congratulate our
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel \V. G. Trice on being
awarded the Coronation Medal. A well-deserved honour.
'vVe regret to report the death of Mrs. Maynard, the wife of
C.S.M. Maynard A. R. G., on ::\londay, 10th May, after a long
illness. The deepest sympathy of all ranks i offered to C "l.
:.\Iaynard in hi bereavement.

No. 2 Company marching past.

}UNE
Training.-Arranaements ar being made to equip the Un.it
"ith more qualified instructors. Courses are to be held for d!1Ll
and weapon training at Cardiff Barracks, Operating at Cat~enck
and Despat h Riders at Bulford. A \>,'eek-end Course will be
held at efn i\Iabley Park on 22nd-23rd i\Iay. "A" Sc tion :
\ 'irel
cheme; "D" ection: Div".ional Traffic cheme;
" G " and " L " ection : R.A. and Infantry Brigade Communications.
ction training, despite the handicap of structural
alteration , is continuing very sati factorily and with good
r .ults. The fullerphones are proving very popular instruments
<tnd will, it i hoped, be in full use at annual training. The
Quartermaster ha tendered his resignation for the fourth time
thi season, from which it may be gathered that preparations
for Camp have begun.
nit team won the Cardiff and District
Shooti ng.-The
Handicap Cup for Air Rifle hooting. They previously held the
Cup in 1931 and 1932. It is no mean achievement when it i
con idered that twelve Cardiff teams competed.
The ovices' Championship was also secured for the Unit by
the ucce of . ignalman Jennings J. Congratulations ! The
stage i set for the Victory Shield Competition at Porthcawl
open ranae on \Vhit unday. The three Company teams have
entered. and if uch good results as in the practices are produced.
there are hopes of winning the hield .
Football.-The Unit occer team held a prominent position in
the League table at the close of the season, thanks to those
talwarts who turned out throughout the season, wet or fine.
This enthu ia m has been tran ferred now to the baseball team,
and great thinas are expected.
Social.-W.O.s and .C.O.s are giving a Coronation Ball on
\\"ednesday, 19th ~lay . a report of which will appear in the next
noteg.
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CITY OF LONDON SIGNALS DESPATCH

RIDERS

Groceries & Provisions
in the Southern Area is

Walkers Stores
ALEXANDRA ROAD
FARNBOROUGH
Telephone 48

i>HOME

17

R.SPENCE&CO.,LTD.
RICHMOND

Yorks
l'O~

Furnishing, Ironmongery
Gla81 and Cliina . .
Large and Varied Stock at Competitive Prices
Regu lar Deliveries to Catterick Camp and District

No. 2 Compuy.
Prittlewell, Essex.
General.-The Company is supplying two Gunner Brigade
Sections for the Unit Whitsun Scheme, to be held in the Colchester Area, on 15th and 16th May. For further new of the
heme, see the next issue.
Coronation.-\1\e are pleased to say that those members of
the Company who were selected to take part in the ceremony
fully upheld the tradition of the Company for smartness in
bearing and appearance. ~'ell done, boys!
Musketry.-Glancing with tears in ou r eyes at the targets of
some of the men who fired their Annual Course at Headquarters,
almost convinces us that someone moved the targets when they
fired.
Instructor : " Which eye do you close when firing ? "
Recruit : " Both eyes, Sergeant."
Social.-It is with deepest gratification that we gaze on the
improvements that have been made by Signalman Anderson,
A. H. in the other ranks canteen since he took over the management of the bar. He is to be congratulated on his effort to make
things bright and cheerful for all concerned.
Promotions.-None this month. Perhaps the lucky ones will
be mentioned in next month's issue.

Overheard.-\Vho was the bright re.cruit who could not .find
the cells for the compass ? And who was the sergeant who said,
.' I ~now there were four Andersons in the Company, but who
l!' this Lance Corporal Anderson, C.C. ? "
vVe might as well say
that the initials do not stand for " Charlie Charlie " but for
Counter Clerk.
Agony.-We would like to know if there is any truth in the
rumours concerning a certain C.S.M. who is thankful that he
c~nnot put his spurs on the wTong feet when wearing his Coronation uniform.
BLACK DOG.

SSth (West Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
No. 3 (W.L.) Company, L of C. Signals, S.R.
Liverpool.
While keen disappointment was felt that the Unit was not
represented at the Coronation ceremony in London, we recorded
a good show in the march past in Liverpool on the afternoon of
12th May. Considering our strength and the fact that many
members 1,were working and unable to turn out, a parade roll of
eighty was extremely pleasing.
At the fifth annual Inter-Divisional Territorial Competition
(small bore), held at Altcar on 25th April, No. 3 Company,
L. of C. Signals (S.R.), assisted the 55th Division to beat the
42nd Division for the Inter-Divisional Cup. They also won the
Disc-Breaking Competition and fastest time (only one prize
allowed) with a record time of forty-four seconds. The prizes
were presented by Captain Robert Gladstone, the President of
the County of Lancaster Rifle Association, who personally gave
a special prize of ten shillings to Signalman Roberts W. H .
(D.R.). who, during the competition, succeeded in breaking
ti ve discs with five shots.
ARK .

The London Divisional Signals.
Signal House, 20, Atkins Road, S.W.12.
17th May.
The Coronation.-Three separate detachments were provided
by this Unit for duty at the Coronation. The Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. C. Willway and four W.O.s
and N.C.O.s marched in the Procession; fifteen W.0.s, N.C.O.s
and men, under the command of Lieutenant B. J. Milnes, were
selected for lining the route. In addition, Captain H. R. Firth
(Adjutant) and six W.0 .s and '.C.0.s were responsible for the
signalling arrangements in connection with the start of the main
Procession.
Suffice it to say t hat our effor ts throughout the whole of t he
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<lay were extremely successful. The detachment carried out
their allotted duty in an efficient manner.
The weather was not at it be t. All the morning the sky
wa overca, t, making visibility difficult for those performing
,ignal dutie , and just as the long procession had returned to
Buckingham Palac '. the rain, which had been threatening for
. ome time. came down in torrent .
very ucce ·ful dance was held at Signal House in the
evening. The proceeding opened by H.M. The King's speech
being relayed' to the assembled company. Dancing then continued to a late hour.
Despatch Riders' Display.- A very successful full-dress
rehe.arsal wa given for the Pres on Sunday, 2n<l )fay, at
Che .. ham. It wa ·attended by a very large number of the general
public, a number of officers and their ladies, and by two omnibu
load of members of the 'nit and their families from ignal
Hou e. The rehearsal was a great ucce
and provided a
gratifying number of additions to our press-cutting album.
Displays.- On Coronation Day, the Despatch Riders gave
displays at horeham and outhampton . The journey from
London, the di plays, and the return to London were all performed in drenching rain.
That they were able to put up
extremely good performances at each place, reAects the greatest
credit on the men concerned and on the organisers.
On 13th May, a di-play was given at "'imbledon tadium.
By a curious coincidence, the Royal ignals Display from
Catterick was performing at "'embley on the same evening'.
)lention of this i in the nature of an apologia, because had we
not been performing, we should have turned up in force to admire,
encourage and perhaps get a few tips from our Regular Army
display team.
·
Rudge-Whitworth Motor Cycles.- Just before our Press show
on 2nd :\lay, we took over the complete stud of Rudge \Yhitwortb
motor cycles, which we are to ride at the Royal Tournament.
They have, so far, performed admfrably. Our best thanks are
due _to i\Ir. ~raham Walker, one time Despatch Rider, Royal
Engmeers 1gnals, and now a prominent member of Rudge
\ Yhitworths, and a frequent broadcaster on motoring subjects,
who arranged things for us.
Accident.-\;i.'e very much regret to have to report that the
brother Overton, who had recently joined the Unit as De patch
Riders, met with an accident near Chesham, on Saturday, 1st
)lay. They were both proceeding in opposite directions, one
returning from delivering a message and one on the outward
route. They collided in a narrow lane, and Signalman Overton
H. L sustained injuries, which necessitated his admission to
:\lillbank Hospital, where, we trust, he is making a speedy
recovery.
State Drive to Guildhall on 19th May.-As these notes go to
print, the Unit i preparing to take part in their duties of lining
the route of the procession in Ludgate Hill and Queen Victoria
. treet. The parade will be fullv reported in the ne:>rt issue of
the \ \.IRE.
.
C.O.I..

L. of C. Signals, S.R.
:\lay bas been a momentous month for all of us. Three officers
and tw~nty other ranks of the lJnit took part in the Coronation
Proce- ion. The march wa. an everyday affair for people who
'.1-re u~~ to " h_i~ing." but to ~:nen_ who spe?d. most of their day
m a s1ttmg po~1tion, the ten miles m new \\ elhngton boots, after
a thorough wetting the previous day in a wet camp, was no
mean eftort. It was, however, an honour which none would
have foregone, and the sore feet were regarded as a "penalty
of fame." Se,·en of us were engaged in what the Press called
" Coro~ation Control." \ \'e did, in fact, help to control the
procession, a nd the Press caught us on one occasion rehearsing
at an early hour in St. Jame.~·s Street. They couldn't understand
the interesting combination of soldiers, postmen and civilians,
but they made a good story out of it.
C?ur • ·o. 3 C'.ompany were not ·allowed to send any representative from Liverpool for the Coronation Procession. This was
,·ery unfortunate, and was due chieAy to their presence in the
same command as that old-established S.R. Unit, The Royal
. fonmouthshire Hoyal Engineers. Small as the allotment wa
it was great to think that every Unit, Regular, S.R. and T.A.'.
were represen~ed-, \Ye realise that any larger numbers from
ruts were quite imp ossible.
On 19t h May we are providing a party for du ty a mong t hose
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lining the route on the occasion of Their Majesties' State Drive
to the Guildhall. Thi event, at time of writing, has not taken
place, but rehearsals l}ave shown everyone keen to polish up
their drill for the occa ion. \Ve believe that, together with
ro. 2 Company, Air ontingent Signal , we shall be the only
S.R. troops on parade. The fai lure of a very a rly clothing
indent to matcriali e in time, has meant that the Permanent
taff have had to strain lhe bonds of friendship by borrowing.
The care that all are taking with their turn-out indicates that
the right of the Signals line will be a credit to the Corps.
On 2 th !\lay, the officer arc taking part in a T.E .W.T. at
lidhurst. This is being run by our evergreen Honorary Colonel,
who ha been stirring up the powers lhat be for the late t information on L. of C. communications.
On 1st May, the officers gave a party in lhe Officers' Mess.
It wa an informal affair with dancing after dinner to a radiogram. Among the guests, we were pleased to welcome Colonel
Hitchins, Colonel Angwyn and Colonel Ozanne.
Finally. we were all \'Cry pleased to sec, in the Coronation
Honours Li t, the award to R.Q.M.S. Smith of the M.B.E. His
work is usually done unobtru ively, and few people know anything about it unle something goes wrong. The thoroughness
with which the work has been done i well recognised by all
ranks, who know how little has gone wrong on the " Q " side
during the time be has held this appointment. The nit combine
to congratulate R.Q. I.S. Smith on the reward, which so well
recognises his long service and efficiency.
[It is regretted that owing to the pressure on space a phvtograph submitted by this Unit has been held over to a later
issue.- ED.)

Cadet Corps News.

SPORTS NOTES
Signal Training Centre.

2,

At hl etics.- The Mackworth Trophy Athletic Shield was won
th.is year by the School of Signals an<l " F " Company jointly
Only two meetings were held owing to bad weather, the School
winning the first and " F" Company the second. The runnin"
of the Dismounted ·wing was a great feature of the meetings, and
they gained third place by a splendid effort.
S.T.C. lndivid uals. - The S.T.C. Individuals were held during
the first week of May, and the results were as follows:
xoo YARDS.- !, Lieutenant Fraser (1 it sec-.) ; 2, Boy. thow ;
J, Lance Corporal Beck.
2.

Lance

440 \' ARDS.-I, Lance Corporal Strutt (56! secs.) :
man Lutener; 3, Signalman William .

2,

Signal-

IIf

secs.) ,

o Y ARDS.-1, Corporal Boy Robert

HuRDLES. -1, Lieutenant Crawford (17! secs.); 2, Corporal
Smith ; 3, Lance Corporal Hircoe.
Hiett j uMP.-I, Corporal Gibson (5 ft. 3 ins.) ;
Angell ; 3, Boy Bennett.

2,

Signalman

LoNG juMP.- 1, Captain Cole (20 ft. 5! ins.) ;
Yule; 3, Lance Corporal Boy Hicks.

2,

Lieutenant

POLE VAULT.- 1, Boy Athov. (9 ft.) ; 2, Corporal Gibson,
3, Signalmen Angell and Lockey.
HA~!MER.- 1,

Lieutenant Ridley Martin (77 ft. 2 ms. )
Signalman Thompson ; 3, Signalman Lawrence.
jAVELIN.-t, Corporal Frazer (r48 ft.); 2, Driver :Vlarsden ,
3, Lance Corporal Boy Wythe.
D1scus.-1, Boy Billett (106 ft . 4! ins.) ; 2, . ignalman
Gibbons ; 3, Lance Corporal Large.
WEIGHT.-1, Captain Cole (34 ft . 6 ins.) ; 2, Boy Billett;
3, Lance Corporal Beck.
BEST lNDl\'IDTJAL PERFOR~IAXCE .-Corporal Boy Robert.
PrnSENT CuP.-" F " Company.
S. T. C.
2,

220 YARDS.-r, Lieutenant Fra er (23! secs.) .
Corporal Beck ; 3, Lieutenant ~!orri s.

z, ignalman Lutener; 3, Boy i\IcKenna.

THREE MILES.-!, Signalman Batchelor (16 mins. 14 secs.) ,
Corporal Boy Roberts; 3, Boy Valentine.

(2 min .

i\lrLE.- 1, Boy Yalentine (5 mins. I sec.) ; 2, Corporal Boy
Roberts ; 3, Signalman Batchelor.

London Corps Signals Cadet Company.

N ORTH-EASTERN COUNTIES CROSS-COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS, 1937

(Affiliated to London Corps Signals.)

W INNERS YOUTHS' RACE

May.
The transition of the rst West London Cadet Corps (London
Corps Signals Cadet Company) from an Engineer Unit to a Signal
nit is proceeding apace. It is hoped that every Cadet will soon
be wearing the buttons and badges of the Royal Corps of Signals.
In this connection, the Commanding Officer, Cadet Major E. G.
Paulus, much appreciates the gift of a large parcel of Royal
ignals shoulder titles and badges, made to the Unit by the
London Corps Signals, T.A., to whom this Cadet Unit is affiliated,
and whose Headquarters it is privileged to use.
The 1st \;o,'est London Cadet Corps continues to supply a
steady stream of recruits to its parent Unit, and is grateful for
. all the interest and help shown by the Territorials at Fulham
House. The Adjutant, Captain H. C. B . Rogers, has been
espeii;ially helpful, and undertook the official inspection of the
nit last 1 ovember. His advice and help are much appreciated
by all ranks of the 1st West London Cadet Corps.
The 1st v.·est London Cadets recently started-an Employment
Bureau, and this is proving a great success. Through its activities, many Cadets have been found situations. The Cadet
Adjutant is also anxious to start an Old Comrades' Association,
and appeals to all old members to get into touch with him
without delay.
The nit ·is holding a Ball at Cobb's Hall , Fulham Palace
Road, on r 5th ;\1ay, to which all friends and supporters are
invited. By this means it is hoped to augment funds.
The bogey of finance, incidentally, is the only one which
seriously disturbs the rst West London. A large number of new
recruits, however, is coming along, and uniforms will be required
for this contingent. As many of lhe boys are in poor financial
circumstances, they cannot be expected to pay the whole cost.
The Unit will do its annual training at Swanley, Isle of Sheppey.
Kent, where it bas been fortunate enough to ecure the use of
the Fletcher Battery Hutments.
. Through the courtesy of its parent unit, the London Corps of
Signals, T.A., the 1st West London Cadets were privileged to
supply a party to attend the recent inauguration ceremony of
the locomotive" Royal Signals" at Euston Station. The party
was in charge of Cadet Captain R. S. Pitt-Kethley, and travelled
to and from the station with the Territorials. To many of the
Cadets, it was the first occasion on which they had paraded with
" real. troops," and t h ey much enjoyed the experience.

THE TEAM WITH THE TROPHY.
Standing- Boy Valentine, Boy Richards, Lance Corporal Blades, Corporal Boy Roberts, Boy Malone.
Sitting- Lance Corporal Boy Watson, Boy Baldock, Captain T. W . Boileau, Boy Clover, Boy McKenna.
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NORTH YORK$HIRE AND SOUTH DURHAM HARRIERS LEAGUE, 1936-37

~ ~
:

Some of the runners-S en ior and Junior-with the Trophy.

School of Signals.

Signal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.

The chool and their close rivals, " F " Company, tied this
year for the '.\lackworth Athletic hield.
It was again a good fight and closely contested. There is a
great and friendly rivalry between t~e two Units, and we can
always look forward to a keen contest many sport.
The Cobb Cup is also shared for the season, as this Cup now
goes with the hield.
All the School athletes showed great keenness and fought hard
for the points. A great effort on their part. Well done !
s. 0. s.

"A" Company, Signal Training Battalion.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Athletics.- The Inter-Company Athletic Meeting was held on
27th and 28th April. The re. ult was as follows : r, No. r
Company ; 2, Xo. 2 Company ; 3, " E " and " F " Troops,
Cavalry Divisional Signals. Considering the wet track, some
good performances were made.
On 6th and 7th ;\lay the Individual Championships took place-.
In only three events did we fail to obtain a standard. The
outstanding performance was put up by Sergeant 1-'lurphy, who
returned sixteen seconds for the 120-yards hurdles, and who also
won the hammer with a throw of III feet St inches. Signalman
Adams threw the javelin well, his best being 148 feet. Signalman
Barrett won both sprints. Three pole vaulters cleared nine feet,
this event being won by Signalman Peacock with nine feet six
inches.
ignalman Griffiths won a very exciting 440 yards from
Corporal Bucke in fifty-four seconds ; inches only separated the
runners. Corporal Bucke had won the half-mile earlier in the
afternoon In tw·o minutes and eight seconds. Lieutenant
Atkinson won the long jump with twenty-one feet, and Signalman
Bain with a throw of ninety-seven feet with the discus followed
up two seconds in the hammer and javelin.
On 26th May the team will be competing in a triangular match
with Swindon A.C. and 1st Light Battalion, Royal Tank Corps.

i
i

Photo by Avison

Jubbulpore Garrison Inter-Company Hockey Tournament.The S.T.C. (I.) received a bye in the first round of the tournament,
and after having shared si.x goals in the second round with
" R " Battery, R.A., they met for a second time on 27th March,
and won by the only goal. This brought them into the semi-final,
when they met "A" Company, 1st Battalion, Leicester Regiment, whom they defeated 2-r. Congratulations are extended
to the team, which consisted of Crellin, Lewis, Ferdinando,
Rawson. V. oolhouse, Collett, Softly, Whitehead, Trott and
Jones E. At the conclusion of the game, the Brigade Commander
presented the trophy.
BLOS.

[We have much pleasure in publishing the photographs of
scenes from the Mounted Sports held on 4th March. These
photographs \Vere omitted from the :\lay issue owing to pressure
on space.-En.]

Kohat District Signals.
Athletics.-The recent District Athletic 1eeting, in which,
sad to relate, K.D.S. was handed the wooden spoon, has had
the effect of spurring on our sportsmen to serious effort. (Personally, I see little to worry about in the District results, having
long ago been impressed with the fact that brawn and brains
is a combination unparalleled in its scarcity.) However, Lance
Corporal Price, fresh from his triumphs at an Athletic Course at
Ambala, has gathered together a band of enthusiasts, whose
chief object is to reverse the placings at the next District Meeting.
Training is now in full swing, and it is hoped to be able to report
in the near future that that extra second has been knocked off
and that extra inch gained .
Football.-The football team paid a vi it to Peshawar on
Saturday, 24th April. ostensibly to play Peshawar District
Signals, and, from all accounts, they were right royally entertained by that Unit. One hears little about the actual match
from the team members, but I gather that we lost 1-4. our only
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goal bein" scored by Lance 'orporal " Boomer " Barrett. The
team retu~ncd the folio" i,ng day in high spirits, strange!~' enough.
The scribe is forced reluct antlv to the conclusion that the match
it elf "-·' merely a secondary. con. ideration.
T he Peshawar team are paying us a return visit on . aturday
ne. ·t, , th in: t , "hen we hope to reverse the re. ult. etc., e pecially
the etc.
• ·.c.o.s t\nce pitted themselvc.~ ii. ainst the men, only to lose
o n each occa ion. \ ·etcrans from i.he Sergeants' :\less, however,
re,·ealed t race. of that skill for which they a.re ju::.t ly famed.
The feature of the first game wa a brill iant goal by Sergeant
Costello.
Rounding Robert-;. :\!ale and Hapgood. " Ifie "
crashed t he ball past t he help less ?>Io, - (Hobden) into the nel
via one of t h e half-backs. who was laid out in the proce.s.
Hockey. The "·. .O.s had ome consolation for the soccer
reverse . wh en they mana 0 ed to beat the men at hockey by the
odd goal
-

6th Infantry Brigade Signal Section, Lucknow.
General.- There being a dearth of Bernard Benni ons and
John :\lacAdams in Lu cknow porting circles, it falls to t he Jot
of you r humble scri be t o chronicle t he activities of the gladiators
and giants of t his Section.
To commence, I would inform my patient readers that, as we
are all for the game and " nix " for t he result , no records of our
doughty deeds since our arrival h ere in rovem bcr ha,·e been
kept.
o thj - must be a general sun-ey .
\\11en it is remembered that our total t rength is hu t eighteen
B .O.R. , I think we can be justly proud of our performance .
Until Februar~·. when we lost t he services of our ection Officer,
Lieutenant H .\\"orrall, R .Sign al , and Signalman " A r "Foreman
we were the strongest, from a playing point of view, a t hockey.
And listen to this, you budd ing Austins and Perrys. \\"e ha.din fact we still have--quite a formidable tennis team, selections
being made from Lieutenant \Vorrall, Sergeant and :\lrs. Hodge,
Corporal Hadland, Lance Corporal Dixon, ignalmen F oreman
and Davies . (Two and Three Di vs., please note.) Quite a
number of match es have been played, and, I think, all have been
won . l:nfortunately I cannot give results, b ecause, when
interviewing the players, I am greeted with t hat well-known
retort, which characterises all modest (?) victors- " I have no
comment to make." T he departure of Lieutenant \Vorrall and
Signalman Foreman has, of course, weakened us in tills branch
of sport, but with the feeling that there is much good, undiscovered talent in the Section , we remain optimistic of the future.
Football.- At this, the greatest of all sports, I' m afra id we
possess but few stars. Rather would I put it that we are nine
triers, grafted round those "grand old men" of Quetta fame ,
ignalman " Sam " Hotchkiss and Lance Corporal Dixon. The
stones of Plymouth Rock, which i the property of the latter,
is a great asset to us and provides a stumbling block to opposing
attacks. (I append the remarks of one very small forward , who
had come into physical contact with the above) : " I would
rather try conclusions with :\iurdah Char," or something like
that. I am inclined to agree with him.
In the matter of football and hockey-, we are very thankful
for the willing and able assistance which is forthcoming from
" F " Section personnel and Corporal Dixon, R.A ., of the
District W/T Station.
Cricket.-One match has been played so far, against "H.Q. "
\\"mg, 1st Devons. Although we lost by about 50 rans, our team
put up a very creditable performance. Main individual performances were: Batting- 47 runs by Signalman "Sam"
Hotchkis ; an excellent knock I Bowling- five very cheap
wickets by Lance Corporal Dixon ; also excellent ! The wicketkeeping of Signalman Davies A. was a notable feature. All
fielded splendidly, and even Sergeant Hodge seemed to return
to the days of his boyhood. Oh ! I almost forgot. Going in at
the first wicket down, yours humbly bagged a beautiful bird! am consistent.
\Ve are hoping to form a water polo team during the coming hot
weather. At present Signalman Davies A. is keeping his eyes
open for potential stars.
LEAGUER .

}UNE
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4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trimulgherry.
Football.
(,.\RR! ·o:- S~t.\LI- l 'xns Co~tPETTTION.
\\'on
·O
v. " ..\ "Company, \\"est Yorks. . .
... Away.
\'. "..\"Company. :-\orth taffs. . .
Away . Losl l - ·O
Fru 1>:NDLrns.
v. ".N" Battery, R.H .. \ .
Away. Lost 2 - 1
, .. ", "Battery, l~.H ...\ .
Away. Drew 2 - 2
,., 1 th Battery, R .\ .
Home. \\"on 2
v. ".\ "Company, \\'cl York..
Home. Lost '.2 - l
,._ 18th Batten•, R \ .
Away. Lost 5- 1
v. " N " Ratte'rv. H.H .:\ .
Away. Lost 2 -o
v . "H.0 .. " We· t Yorks. . .
Home. Lost 3 - 1
Unit Rifle Meeting. -On illth ?>-lan:h, the Unit held a n Intersection Rifle :\Ieeting. Each Se ·tion entered three teams of
four. There were four practices :
:No. I. FALL! C PLATES l<NOCJ<·OUT COMPETirlON.
\\'inners- Zone 1. " H. ." Section. 'o. l team .
Zone i. " D " Section, No. 2 team.
Zone 3. "R.Q." Section. r o. 3 team .
- 'o. 2. Fo R FALLING PLATES AND ONE o. 2 TARGET.
\\'inners c, "D" ection, No. r team, i2 points; 2,
" H .Q." .'ection, No. I team, 10 points; 3, " D " Section,
Xo. 3 tean1 and " ] " ection, No. 3 team (tied), 8! points.
~O . 3.
BALLOON HOOT.
\\'inners -" H.O." Section, i·o. 1 team; " "Section, o.
2 team ; " J ~. Section, Yo. 2 team ; and " J " Se tion,
:No. 3 team (tied) , 1ot points.
Xo. 4.- RAPID FtRE .\T :\10\'lNG TARGETS.
.
\ Yinners- 1, " H .Q." Section, No. l team, 12 pomts ;
2, "H.Q." Section. :No. 3 team ; "A" Section, ,' o. 2
team ; " J " Section, :No. I team ; and " J " ection,
:Xo. 3 team (tied), Bt points.
T he final result in thP Team Competition wa : l, "H.Q."
Section, 10. I team, 34t points; 2, " J " ection. o . 3 team,
27t points; 3, "D" Section, r'o. 2 t_eam, 27 points.
The fi na l result of the Inter-Section ompetition was : l,
" H .Q." Section, 6 points ; 2, " J " Section, 62 points ; 3,
"D" ect ion, 58 points; 4, " " 'ection, 51 points.
Unit Revolver Meeting.-On 25th :\larch, a t riangular revolver
match between the Officers, \i\'.0.s and Sergean ts, and Other
Ranks took place. T here were four practice :
To. r.- FALLJNG PLATES }( NOCK-OUT COMPETlTlON : I,
V\!.O.s and • ergeants, :No. 2 team ; 2, Other R anks, •o. I t eam .
~ o. 2. -F ALLJNG PLATES AND ONE 'o. 2 TARGET: 1, Other
Rank s, 66 poin t
i . W .O.s and • ergeants, 43 poi nt ; 3,
Officers, nil.
X o. 3.-R.APJD FIRE, Six SHOTS IN E IGHT SECONDS, AT A
Mov tNG T ARGET : 1, \\'.0.s and Sergea nts, 81 p oints; 2, Other
R a nks, Bo poi nts ; 3, Officers, 66 points.
No. 4.-PLAYING CA RD AT 15 \' ARDS : 1, Other Ranks! 18points ; 2, Officers, 12 points; 3, W .0.s and Sergeai:it • 6 potnts.
The fin a l result was Ill. win for the Other H anks with a total of
164 points. The \V .O.s and Sergeants came second with 13<>
points, a nd the Officers third with 7 .p oints.

Egypt Signals.
" K" Section.
Athletics.- .\ gain " K " Section and ommand Signal ection
fought for supremacy . At th e first meeting, " K " Section :vere
first with 90 points, and " ] " Section second with 80 pomts.
C.S.S. were third with 79 points. The second meettng was cancelled owing to the nit being inoculated .
At the final meetin g, " ommand " had their star athletes.
ready for us, and they won the Athletic Cup with 199 points,
" K " was second with r84 points, and " J " third with 168points. The best all-round ection. was "
(~ell d?ne !)
Tennis.- In the Command Tenms Ch.amp1onsh1ps, Signalm an
Dransfield was again to the fore . (Well up, "Wuffler" I), and
with the able assistance of Signalman Mitcheson won the
Handicap Doubles. Signalman Dransfield also carried off the
Runners-up Cup for the Handicap ingles.
Lance Corporal Walker and Signalman Barnett put up a good
show by reaching the quarter-finals in the Handicap Doubles.
CAN.

K.'.'
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Editorial Notes.
An Appreciation.-Genera l Sir J . F. S. D . Coleridge, K. C.B. ,
c. M.G., D.s.o., A.D. c. , General Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Northern Command, India, and in command of the F orces at
present operating in W a ziristan, has issued the following order
to the Corps through Colonel L. G. Phillips, ~r.c., Chief Signal
Officer, Wazirforce:
" The Army Commander wishes t o thank and congratulate
all ranks Royal Signals for the expeditious m anner in which the
line to Dosalli has been repaired, and for their excellent work
generally."

The Royal Tournament at Olympia. - The 1937 Royal
Tournament was noteworthy owing to the fact that for the first
time on record a Unit of the Territorial Army had the honour of
presenting the display provided by the Royal Corps of Signals.
The Unit in question, the London Divisional Signals (City of
London Signals), T .A., commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel
A . C. C. Willway, was formed after the vVar as the 56th (1st
London) Divisional Signals, and in 1931 was given permission
to bear the title" City of London Signals. " The Unit traces its
origin to the rst and 2nd London Divisional Signal Companies,
Royal Engineers, T.F., which served in the Great War with the
29th and 56th Divisions in Gallipoli and on the Western Front
respectively.
It was noticeable that this year's performance had reverted
to the type of d isplay first staged by the Corps at the Royal
Tournaments of 193 r-33.
Divisional Signal Units of the Territorial Army being now
entirely mechanised, only motor cycles were used, as the famous
combination of horses and machines which provided such a
sensation in recent years was, unfortunately, no longer practicable.

The performers, whose length of service ranged from three
years to three months, were, with one exception, officers and
other ranks of the Territorial Army, and incidental to this
is the fact that all rehearsals had to be performed in the evenings
and at week-ends. Through the generosity of their various
employers, however, the men were enabled to make the Royal
Tournament a full-time job and the display was given at every
performance.
The greatest credit is due to Lieutenant-Colonel 'Villway and
the City of London Signals for the praiseworthy efficiency of
their artistes, competent observers reporting that the 1937
display was well up to the very liigh standard set by the Corps
in previous years. The dash and verve of the riders, and the
skilful manner in which they negotiated their many intricate
and difficult evolutions, evoked well-merited applause from
appreciative audiences. Our Territorial brethren well deserve
the congratulations which were showered upon them.
The general smartness and good conduct of the participants
while off duty was also, we understand, the subject of very
favourable comment by the Royal Tournament authorities.
Elsewhere in this issue we publish two photographs illustrating
what, to the casual visitor, is a little-known part of the labour
involved in staging a display of this description. Many of our
readers will be familiar with the decorative ornamentation of
R.Signals Stables (behind the scenes) on previous occasions and
the photographs published on page 332 aptly describe the
thoughtful care and attention to detail which was taken to ensure
yet another first-class and fini hed production. It certainly was.

The British Grahamland Expedition.- The following letters to
and from Lieutenant I. F . Meiklejohn, R.Signals, who accompanied the British Gra11amland Expedition on 1st July, 1934, and
A
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returned to Liverpool on 17th Ma'. 1937, are p ublish ed hereunder
for th information of our read ers :
14th May, 1937·
.. DEAR ::\IEIKLEJOHN ,
" I am mstructed by the R. ignals Corps ommittee to extend
to you. on behalf of brother officers, R. ignals, a cord ial welcome
on your return to England, and to congra tulate you on . 1'.he
successful part you played whilst a member of the Bnbsh
Grahamland Expedition.
" Yours very incerely,
.. ( gd .} R. CHENEVIX TRENCH, Brigadier ...
20th May, I937·
" DEAR BRIGADIER,
" Thank you very much for the cordial welcome and. congratulations extended to me by yourself and the R.S1~n.als
Corps Committee on the occasion of my return to England, which
I much appreciate.
" Yours very sincerely,
" (Sgd .) IA MEIKLEJOH "
!JI\£)

Silver Cable Wagon Replica.- V.'e publish on page 29I of this
issue a photograph of the SILVER CABLE\ AGO CENTRE PIECE,
which will be kept at the Royal Signals Officers' Mes , Aldershot .
The Colonels-Commandant have circulated a letter to all
Royal Signals offic.ers, se~ing_and retired, regarding the.purchase
of this silver replica, which 1s descnbed as follows. :
Trophy
to be in silver on silver ground . Length, 2 ft. 9 ms. Height
without plinth, 4i to 5 ins. (horsemen and drivers) . Height,
including plinth, approximately 10 in . Team of six horses,
three ' Numbers' on cable wagon o. 6 (mounted) in rear.
Trophy to depict laying cable at a canter. "
CNJ

Officen' Games Club.-Will all Units please note that the
Secretary of the Officers' Games Club is now an officer to be
d etailed by Headquarters, Signal Training Centre. All relevant
correspondence should, in future, be addressed to:
THE SECRETARY,
ROYAL SIGNALS OFFICERS' GAMES CLUB,
HEADQUARTERS, SIGNAL TRAINING CENTRE,
CATTERICK CAMP, YORKS.

The Late Lieutenant (l.P.C.) C. S. Roberts, M.B.E.- We are
asked to convey Jl.1rs. Roberts's grateful thanks to all officers,
W.0.s,
.C.O.s and men of the Royal Signals for the many
floral tributes and kind sympathy ex-tended to herself and her
family in their recent bereavement.
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Thomas, F. H . Dalli on, J. G. Deedes, C. R. H. Firth, E. H. C.
H arris, H . . Lewis-Barclay, F . A. H. Mathew, E. J . Murphy,.
C. A. Murray, R. F. H. Nalder, G. H . Plummer, H . E. I a nce,
R. H. Rayner, H . D. Rice (R.C.S.), G. Rooker, J. Ryan, G. S.
ale, R. Sutton-Pratt , H. M. Sylvester, C: K. Thur by-P elham,
G. M. Welsford, V. J . E. Westropp, C. Wheeler, G. C. Winckley
and R. T . Willia ms.
APTAINS : H. H . Anthony, H . Bartlett,
G. B. Bell, T . W . Boileau, L. C. Boyd, H . R. V. Cooke, R. H . 0 .
Coryton, J . C. Cree, F. C. Curtis, M. Duke, . H . Edes, H. R.
Firth, . C. F airweather , L. D . Goddard, J . W. Gordon, F. P. L .
Gray. J. C. Hardy , W . D . J. Harries, M. G. A. Hepper, W . D .
Horniman, A. V. D . Hort, A. H . G. K erry, C. W . M. Knight,
W . W . Lockhart (R.C.S.), W . D . McGregor, R. J. Moberly,
A. E . Morrison, H . D . Orr, D . R. P aterson, W . A. Peachell,
H . C. B. Rogers, W . Scott, R. J . N. Solly, A. Tozer, L . A. E .
Tozer, E. L. L . Vulliamy, J . E . S. Walford , L. R. C. Watson,.
M. S. Wheatley and L. V. Younie. LI EUTENANTS: R. M.
Adams, A. W . Y . DesBrisay (R.C.S.) , H . M. C. Hoblyn, G. H . S.
Balmain, I. F . Meiklejohn, G. H . Heal ( .Z.S .C.) , C. G. Moore,
C. L . Ommaney, W . A. Purser and W . G. Tucker.

a-.o
Passages to Ind ia- Trooping Season 1937-38.-(A) Wife of
soldier serving in E gypt is prepared to look afte r children,
England to E gy pt, in return for passage. Correspondencedirect to Mrs. J. Smith. 103, P rinces Gardens, West Acton,
London, W .3, until 20th July, and from 21st July onwards to87, Meachell's Lane, Wednesfield, r ear Wolverha mpton.
(B) Wife of Corporal serving in India i prepared to offer her
services as
ur e or Maid, E ngland to India, in return for
passage. Correspondence direct to " T .R. C.," 31 , Clovelly Road,
Southsea, Portsmouth, Rants.
CJ"".()

Used Car Bargains. Immediate Delivery from Stock.
1937 AUSTIN T EN, CAMBRIDGE SALOON DE LUXE
(6,ooo miles) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £15<>
1936 RILEY 1!-LITRE FALCON, SALOON. One owner. . £! 95
1934 TRlUMPH- GLORIA TEN, FOUR-SEATER . . . . . . . . . .
£99'
1934 MORRIS TEN, SALOON DE L UXE. One owner. Fine
condition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
£75
1933 MORRIS TEN, SALOON DE LUXE.
First-class
condition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
£00
And many others available for inspection.
HIRE PURCHASE AND PART EXCHA GES ARRANGED .
For further particulars apply to H . J . F . WHITE, ESQ. ,
ALLERY AND BERNARD, 344, KING'S ROAD , CHELSEA, LONDON,
S.W.3. (TELEPHONE : FLAXMAN 4633 .)
EDITOR.
~

Signals Association Noles
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SALISBURY AND DISTRICT BRANCH.

Royal Signals Officers' Annual Dinner.-The undermentioned
officers were in attendance at the Royal Signals Ann ual Dinner,
which was held at the J unior nited Services Club on 28th May:
REPRESENTATIVE COLONEL-COMMANDANT: BrigadierH. Clementi
Smith, D.s.o. LIEUTENANT-GENERAL: Sir John S. F owler. MAJORGENERALS: S. H. Powell and E . V. Turner. BRIGADIER-GENERALS
F. A. Heymann, A. B. Hildebrand, R. Chenevix Trench,
H. A. Vernon and R. H. Willan. CoLONELS: H. I. Allen,
R. E. Barker, E. de W. H. Bradley, J. Waley Cohen,
J . W. Danielsen, W . T. Dodd, F. G. Drayson, C. P. Edgcumbe,
1. W. Emley, R. A. C. Henderson, E . N. F. Hitchins, H . Lloyd
Howard, S. M. e>vell, H . C. B. Hughes, G. D . Ozanne, J . C.
Denison-Pender, G. G. Rawson, G. E. Sampson, J. A. S. Tillard,
T . W . Yigers, G. H. Walton, H . C. B. Wemyss and J . P. G.
\i orlleclge. LIEUTENA!'<T-CoLONELS: D. A. Brown, ArcedeckneButler, R. Elsdale, Ll. Evans, A. L. Harris, R. P . A. Helps,
C. L. H . Humphreys, P. H. Jones, R.H. R. Neale, A. Newton,
Orange Bromehead, W. G. T. Pope, C. P. Prescot, T . H . L.
Spaight, F . . . traight, F . J . M. Stratton, H . v. S. Thome,
Julian Watson , A. C. C. \\.' illway and J. S. Yule. MAJORS:
R. A. Bagnold, R A Briggs (A.S.C.), F. A. W . Braine, H. Carey

Annual Reunion of Royal Signals' Old Comrades at Bulford,
1937.- A party of over thirty members of the Salisbury and
District Branch, as well as representative contingents from
Exeter, Southampton, Portsmouth and Salisbury Plain, were
present for the 1937 Reunion of Royal Signals Old Comrades at
3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford, and attended the annual Church
Parade in the Garrison Church on Sunday, 6th June.
In opening his address, the Bishop of Salisbury gave a short
resume of the formation of Royal Signals and used his text, " The
Arrow Beyond," to remind past and present members of the
Corps of the manner in which they could assist in the work done
by their Old Comrades' Association for the benefit of its members.
After church the Old Comrades marched back to barracks
and en route the salute was taken by the General Officer Commanding 3rd Division, attended by Brigadier H. Clementi
Smith, D.s.o., Representative Colonel-Commandant, Royal
Signals. The Brigadier afterwards presented Long Service and
Good Conduct Medals, Indian General Service Medals and a
" Mentioned in Despatches " Certificate to personnel of 3rd
Divisional Signals.

J
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After the parade had dismissed the visitors assembled at the
Ser~eants' Mess, where they were accorded a warm welcome by
R.S.M. H erbert A. F '. a nd his very able commit tee. In con veying
a cordial vote of tha nks from the Old Comrade guest s t o Colonel
C. P . Prescot, his officers, W.O.s, N . . O.s and men o( 3rd
D ivisiona l Signals for their kind re: t:!ption a nd generous
hospitaJjty, may we also congratulat e R .S.M. H erbert a nd
R.Q. M.S. Adcock on their a wa rd of the Coronation Medal ?
A:lthou gh this R eunion function was well supported , a
noticeable a bsence of the younger generation of Old Comrades
was ag~in . commented up<?n. Th~ committee of the Salisbury
and D1stnct Branch de ire to impress upon their younger
members (and particula rly those who have been accommodated
with employment throu gh the Association's agency) tha t their
p~esence at all functions is earne~tly desired, as it is they who
will be called upon ~o carry on w1th the good work in years to
come. It is emphasised that the same welcome is extended to
all irrespective of length of service, and the committee strongly
nrge those members who are now leaving not to regard their
discharge or transfer to the Reserve as severing all connections
with the Corps, but to keep up the spirit of comradeship
symbolised by the Association's aims and objects.
Band Concert.- By kind permis ion of Brigadier F . A.
Heymann: o .B.E., and Royal Signals officers, the Corps Band
once again pla yed to a large and appreciative a udience of
wives, friends and members of the Salisbury and District Branch
at the Assembly Rooms. At the close of the performance Mr.
Ricketts and his familiar orchestra received a well-merited
ovation, and it was the unanimous regret of all present that such a
delightful entertainment was only possible once a year.
"You have heard them on the wireless ;
They're known throughout the land
As the men who bring you musicTHE Rov AL SIGNALS BAND."
Photographs.- The photograph of Old Comrades a t Bulford,
which appears elsewhere in this issue, can be obtained on
application from Messrs. F . Futcher and Sons, I9, Fisherton
Street, Salisbury, Wilts. (Telephone: Salisbury 662.) Prices:
Mounterl, 2s. 6d . Unmounted, 2s. Postcards, 6d . each .
(SIGNED} F . COLE,
HONORARY BRANCH SECRETARY.
EMPLOYM ENTS.
Situations found during the preceding month with the cooperation of the National Association for the Employment of
Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen :
1
Ex- _. C.0., Bedford . . ..... . . . . . . . . . ... . P .O. Tel. Dept.
2
Ex-Signalman, Shrewsbury ..... . ... . . . . .. .. . . . Postman
3 Ex-Signalman, Wet Riding . . . ... . . . . . . . ... .. Lineman
4 Ex-Signalman, Coventry ..... . .. .. . . . . . . ... . Labourer
5 Ex-Signalman, West Riding . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . Lineman
6 Ex-Signalman, Brighton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Butcher
7 Ex-Signalman, Brighton .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. Labourer
8 Ex-Signalman, Brighton .. ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . Electrician
9 Ex-Signalman, Sunderland . .. .. . . . ... . . . . . . . .. Salesman
10 Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth .. . . . ... . .. .. . ... ... Painter
I I Ex-Signalman, Glasgow . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . Attendant
12 Ex-Signalman, Glasgow . .. .. . . .. . . . . ... ... . . . Lineman
I 3 Ex-Signalman. Manchester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Labou rer
14 Ex-Signalman, Manchester .... . .... . .. . ......... Porter
15 Ex-Signalman, Manchester .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. Postman
16 Ex-N.C.O., ewcastle-on-Tyne . ..... . ... P.O. Eng. Dept.
17 Ex-Signalman, Devon port . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..... . Labourer
I 8 Ex-Signalman, Bedford .. . . . .... . .. ... . . . . . . ... Porter
19 Ex- .C.O., London . ..... . . . . . ....... . . . . ... . Po tman
20 Ex-Signalman, London . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . Labourer
21 Ex-Signalman, Deptford . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . Electrician
22 Ex-Signalman, London . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Porter
23 Ex- .C.O., London .... . ... . . . ... . ... . . . . ... . Postman
24 Ex-Signalman, London . ... . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . Clerk
25 Ex-Signalman, London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Labourer
26 Ex- .C.O., London . . . . . ... . ... . ... . . . . P 0. Eng. Dept.
27 Ex-Signalman, London ... . ... . .... . .. . . . . . . ... Porter
28 Ex-Signalman, London .. ... .. . . ....... . . . . . . Attendant
29 Ex-~ . C.O .. London . . . . . . ...... .. . . . . . .. . Telegraphist
30 Ex-Signalman, London . . , . . ... ... . . . . . . . . ... Labourer
31 Ex-Signalman, London ... . . . .... . . . . . . . ... . . Labourer
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Ex-Signalman, London ...................... Labourer
E x-Signalma n, London .......... . .. . ........ Labourer
Ex-N.C.O., London ............... . .......... Labourer
Ex -~. C . O . , London .... . .......... . .. . . P .O. Eng. Dept.
Ex -S~ g nalm an. London . .. . ......... . . . P .O. Eng. Dept.
Ex-Signalman, London ...... . . . ..... . ......... . Clerk
Ex-Signa lman, London .. .. ... . ... . ... . . . . . .. Postman
Ex- _. C.O .. London . . ........... . . . .. . . P .O. Eng. Dept.
Ex-Signalma n, London ..... . . . . . . . ... . .... . . Storeman
Ex-Signalman, London ....... . ... . . . . . ... . . . Postman
Ex-Signalman, London ....... . ........ .. ... . Postman
Ex-N .C.O., London ..... . . ...... .. . .... P.O. Eng. Dept.
Ex- S~gnalrnan, Croydon . . . . . . . . ..... . .. P .O. Eng. Dept.
Ex-S~gn alman , Glasgow ..... . ... . . . .. .. Married Couple
Ex-Signa lman, Croydon ..... . . . . . . . ..... . . . .. Postman
Ex-Signalman, Nottingham ... . . . . . . . . . ....... . Bannan
Ex-Signalman, Devonport . ... . ..... . . .... .. .. Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Bristol . .. .. . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . Storekeeper
Ex-N.C.O., Chester . . ... . ....... ... . . . . . ... . . . . . . Clerk
Ex-Signa lman, Bulford . . ... . . . . . . . ..... ... Timekeeper
Ex- '. C.O., Bulford . . ......... . ...... Wireless Operator
Ex-Signalman , Guildford . . ... . . ..... . . .. . .. . . . Lineman
Ex-Signalman, Gloucester . . ... . ........ Chauffeur-Va.let
Ex-Signalman, Dover . . . . Telephone Switchboard Operator
Ex-Signalman, Bournemouth . . ..... . . . ... ... ... . Clerk
Ex-N.C.O., Southampton .. ........ .. . . .... . .. . Lineman
Ex-Signalman, Dorset . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . Chauffeur-Groom
Ex- .C.O., Plymouth ...... . . . . ... ....... . ... Lineman
Ex- .C.O., Aldershot . . Telephone Switchboard Operator
6J
Ex- ~ . C.O . , Aldershot .. Telephone Switchboard Operator
62 Ex-Signalman, Bramley . ... . . . ..... . ..... . . . . Lineman
63 Ex-N.C.O., Longmoor . . . ... . .......... . ...... Lineman
50 Chester Branch.
5I- 59 Inclusive Salisbury and District Branch.
THE GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Notet.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges receipt of the
following:
CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from :
Army Sports Control Board.
Officers' Mess, S.T.C., Catterick.
Major C. A. Oliver, M.C.
Captain F . J. Allen, Royal Signals.
APPEALS dealt with :
l
Ex-S!gnalman, Surrey ............ . . . . Grant £2 10 o
2
Ex-Signalman, Ireland .... . .... . . . .... Grant £2 10 o
3 Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth . ........... Grant £1 15 o
4 Ex-~.C.O., Surrey . ................ . .. Loan £3 o o
Ex-S~gnalman, London .... . ........... Grant £4 12 o
5
6 Ex-Signalman, London .... . . .......... Grant £4 10 o
(Signed) T . H. L. SPAIGBT, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Administrator,
Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
[D.O. 496]

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham, Kent.
22nd June.
The Editor of the WIRE.
Dear Sir,-The following is notified for publication in the.
July, 1937. WIRE, please.
Dates on which top individuals were registered on the Waiting
List for the Married Quarters Roll :
(a) Home and Abroad-Sergeants, 29/6/1932.
(b) Home, Abroad and India- Rank and File, u/9/1931.
Yours faithfully,
E. N. F. HITCHlNS,
Colonel i/c Royal ignals Records .

•

J

2
London .
22nd June.
The Editor of the \\'1RE.
Dear ir,- Having visited thi year's Roya.I Tournament at
Olympia, I . hould like to e~press 1~1y apprec~at10n of th~ manner
in which City of London 1gnals, f.A .. earned out their part of
the programme.
.
.
With due re~ard to the fact that all training was done in .the
riders' spare time, the most e ·cellent performance taged merited
all the acclamation they received .
pectaton, in my immediate vicinity voiced their appreciation
in no uncertain manner and. a an ex-Re<rular member of the
Corps, I felt ju Uy proud to be a -ociatcd with the display.
-With best wishes to all concerned.
\'ours faithfully,
( igued) L J . RADDOCK,
ex-3rd Divi ional ignal .

Corps News-Officers
foVESCaptain E. J. H . :\loppett from :\Ialaya to chool of ignals,
Catterick.
Major R. C. Instrall from Catterick to V\ar Office ( .D.C.)
temporary duty.
.
Lieutenant D. :\I. myth from Cattenck to Tank Brigade
ignals, Tidworth.
Lieutenant L. T.
hawcross from Catterick to Glasgow
(Adjutant 5wd Div. Siguals, T .A.)
Lieutenant G. H. Starr from carborou gh to Alder hot ("A"
Corps ignals).
Lieutenant R. B. Gray from half-pay to Bulford (3 rd Div.
Signals).
.
. ,
.
Captain D. C. P. Hall from Cattenck to V1 oolw1ch .
Captain W . D. :\lcGregor from Bulford to Egypt.

Extracts from " The London Gazette "
Yar Office, I4/5/37]
REGULAR ARMY- :\fE)IORA:-IDA
.M ajor E . W. J. Hobkirk, h .p. list, late R.Signals, on completion
of 5 years on h .p. list retires on retired pay, 15/5/37 .
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROY.>\L SIGNALS
2nd Lieutenant G. B . Gray resi!!Ils his commission, 15/5/37.
[War Office, 18/5/37]
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROY AL SlG:-IALS
Colonel G. H . Walton to be D /C.S.O. for T .A. duties Nortnern
Command, with p . and a. of Lieutenant-Colonel whilst so
employed, 6/5/37.
[War Office, 2r /5/37]
REGULAR ARAY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieutenant-Colonel P. B. D . H. Foot on completion of 4 years'
service as a Regimental Lieutenant-Colonel, is placed on the
h.p. list, 20/5/37.
Major C. Wheeler to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 20/5/37.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieutenant-Colonel and Brevet-Colonel G. Bray, M.c., T.D.,
to be supemumary on vacating the appointment of D /C.S.O.
for T.A. duties orthern Command, 6/5/37.
ar Office, 25/5/37]
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Captain F. I. . McOstrich is seconded for service with the
T .A., 24 4/37 .
SVPPLEMENl'ARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
A. E. Denman to be 2nd Lieutenant, 26/5/37.
TERRITORIAL AR\IY- ROYAL $1G:-fALS
49tn (W.R.) Divisional Signals. Captain and Brevet-Major
H . Richardson to be Major, 26/4/37. Lieutena nt H. Rycroft
to be Captain, 26,4/37.
[War Office, 28/5/37]
REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
R.S.M. Gordon Francis Bayliss to be Lieutenant (I.P.C.).
21/5 37.
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SUPPLEMENTARY R E I::RV E-ROYAL iGNALS
R. H. Holland to be 2nd Lieutenant, 29/5/37.
TERRITORIAL RMY- ROYAL IGNALS
49th (W.R.) Di isional Signals. · Lieutenant-Colonel .H.
J\1cLaren, o .s.o., M.c .. T.D., to be supernumary on vacating
command, 26/4/37.
53rd (W) Divi ional ignals. Gunner G. l. Kemp, from 326th
Battery, R . ., to be 2nd Lieutenant, 29/5/37 .
[\ ar Office, i /6/37]
REGULAR RMY- ROYAL SIG ALS
Lieutenant C. G. Moore to be Captain and remains seco11ded,
'!./6/37.
PPLEME TARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNAL
J . P . unliffe to be md Lieutenant, - /6/37.
[War Office, 4/6/37]
REGULAR AR)IY- ROYAL SIGNALS
Lieutenant L. T. hawcross is econded for service with the
T.A., r9/4/37 .
Lieutenant R. B . Gray, from h .p. list to be Lieutenant, 5/6/37,
with precedence next below R. . eddon.
[War Office, /6/37)
REGULAR RMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
The undermentioned Captains to be Majors, 6/6/37 : F . C.
Curti , G. . O' . Power, B. B . Kennett, M.B.E., M. Duke,
R. H. Cooper, M.B.E., F . H . Bury, E. Levett, F. K. Wilson.
SUPPLEME TARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS
The undermentioned to be 2nd Lieutenants, 9 /6/37 : J oho
Paterson, Frank Winter.
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS
49th (W.R.) Divisional Siguals.
Lieutenant-Colonel H .
:YlcLaren, o.s.o., M.c., T.D., to be Brevet-Colonel, 26/4/37 .
5oth ( -) Divisional Signals.
Keith Robson to be 2nd
Lieutenant, 9/6/37.
ar Office, u /6/37]
5UPPLE)1E 'TARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS
L. F. Reeves to be 2nd Lieutenant, 12 /6/37.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
49th (W.R.) Divisional Siguals. Major W. F. J ackson, M.C.,
T.D., to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 26/4/37.
53rd (W) Divisional Signals. D. G. Davis to be 2nd Lieutenant,
r2 /6 /37.
a r Office, 15/6/37]
REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
Major E. G. W. Pearse retires on retired pay, 16 /~/ 37.
Captain (Q uartermaster) W. A. Gallagher to be Ma1or, 30/ 1/37.
MEMORANDA
Captain W . D . McGregor, R.Signals, to be Signal Instructor
British Military Mission to the Egyptian Army, 4/6/37.
TERRITORIAL .ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS
The London Divisional Siguals. T . A. Roberts to be 2nd
Lieutenant, 16/P/37.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subae~ueat
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2 9

2316436
23 15459
7870669
1850094
2309475
2316714

L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L /Sergeant
L/Sergeant
L /Sergeant

Appleby H.
Lewis F .
Stevens H.
Warren J.
Hutcheon J.
Jones E. . ..

3/
3/
18/
29/
29/
30/

3/37
3/37
3/37
3/37
3/37
3/ 37

2306761
2560846
23I7887
7578257
3183634
2316484
2316680
2313526
2309496
2309637
730015
2316759

Corporal Turner 'vV.
If
Corporal Scrase R.
1/
Corporal Whalley ] .
3/
orporal Hardy W ..
13/
Corporal Penny C.
15/
Corporal Cooper H . .
18/
Corporal Barnett W.
I9/
Corporal Strickson H .
23/
Corporal Storey A. . .
24/
Corpo ral Worsley F .
. . .. . ... . 29/
Corporal Freeman C. . .• . . .. . . . 30/
Corporal Camin F. . ..... . . . . . . 3r/

2/37
2/37
3,'37
3/37
3/37
3/37
3/37
3/37
3/37
3/37
3/37
3/37

32
32
32
32
32
32

Appointed Lance Sergeant.

SERVICE DRESS
PATROL AND MESS DRESS
OVERSEAS OUTFITS

Promoted Corporal.
23r96r8
2319989
2313508
2320032
2322354
2320444
2320789
2314rr7
2316218
1857orr
3521105
2320082
2321118
533756
2318123

L /Corporal
L/Corporal
L /Corporal
L/Corporal
L /Corporal
L/Corporal
L /Corporal
L /Corporal
L/Corporal
L/Corporal
L/Corporal
L/Corporal
L /Corporal
L/Corporal
L /Corporal

Spong F . . . .
2 / '2 /37
Spriggs R. H .
16/ 2/37
Thomson L. .
23 / 2/3 7
McCunnin F ..
23/ 2/37
Fenton G ...
24/ 2/37
McGivern W .
25/ 2/37
Martin S. . .
25/ 2/37
Carver C. . .
26/ 2/37
Park D .
26/ 2/37
Galbraith J.
3/ 3/37
Harri on A.
6/ 3/37
Crimes G . ...
13/ 3/37
Surfteet G . .
r5 / 3/37
Hayes R.
18/ 3/37
Lafford E. . . ..... . 2r/ 3/37

5
58
58
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59
59

Appointed Lance Corporal.
2320527
2JI3342
2320702
2314328
2322316
2320256
23182 41
2322365
2322093
2320229
2567866
2323556

Signalman
Signalman
Signalman
Signalman
Signalman
Signalman
Signalman
Signalman
Signalman
Signalma n
Sigualman
Sigualman

Chap ma n H . M.
Plummer 0. W.
McCready 'vV.
Yates J .
Green H .
Jordan J . . . .
Knox D ....
Greaves F.
O'Hara
Thorpe F.
Belton T .
Copsey H. E ..

1/ r 2/36
l / 12/36
3/r2/36
3/ 12/36
7/12/36
8/12/36
13/ 12/36
r 8/12/36
21/12/36
23/12/36
23/12/36
23/ r2 /36

Discharges.

A..eH.eah.

[The figures in the last column indicate the pages in the " Corps
Promotion Roster" (published in April, 1936) on which
the respective names may be found . This information cannot, of course, be given in the case of Lance Corporals
appointed since that date.]
2308122

Promoted W.O.i (R.S.M.).
R.Q.M.S. Todd D . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1850175

Promoted W.O.ii (C.S.M.).
C.Q.M.S. Tebbey C. .......... 25/ 5/36

rs

23ro574
2306529
2202150

Promoted C.Q.M.S.
Sergeant Bremner R. . . . . . . . . . . 6/ 3/37
........ 29/ 3/37
Sergeant Woodcock
Sergeant Barnham H . . . . . . . 29/ 3/37

16
r6
16

6279929
23u312

Promoted Sergeant.
L/Sergeant Webb D . ... . .. . ... .25/ 2/37
L/Sergeant Mott H. . .... . ....
3/ 3/37

32
32

21/

5/37

. .

OFFICERS
. . . of The Royal Corps of
Signals can o nly have confidence
in their outfitter if they have the
knowledge that garments are cut
by craftsmen, made by tailo rs
skilled in military work, and
materials of th e highest standard.
T hese are guaranteed you when
your kit is produced by A LKIT, 10
that yo u have full satisfacti on .

230645 4
230 5II
•1042525
4962358
2306450
23r2225
2308167
23 16999
2317042
2320549
2323040

R.Q .M.S. Hopkins C. . . .
C.S.M. Gregory J .
C.S.M. Keepen A. . ... . . . . .
C.Q.M.S. (F. of .) Ramsdale T ...
Sergeant Donaghy S.
Sergeant Smith R.
Sergeant Murphy G.
L/Sergeant larke E .
Corporal Hakesley R. . . .
L /Corporal Johnson H .
L/Corporal Whitelaw D.

r/
15/
18/
31/
2/
24/

5/37
5/37
5/37
5/37
5/37
5/37
2 I s /37
4/ 5/37
28/ 5/37
14/ 5/37
w/ 5/37

6
15
73

L/Corporal
L /Corporal
L/Corporal
L /Corporal
L/Corporal

Baxter S. . . ....... .
:Knox G.
tringer A .
·Whitelaw R.
Con. tantine H ....
• Special Roster.

l

5/37
4/37
5/37
5/37

FOR

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, W .C.2

COMPLETE

MILITARY
CATALOGUE !T w .1

Plain Tales
Time Marches On.-For once I will cast aside my mantle of
irresponsibility and the journalistic " we " in an effort to tell
you about my first appearance as an Old Comrade. \Vhen I
received the news of Siguals' \\-eek at Bulford and the numerous
invitations, my hea rt, like many others, no doubt, was heavy .
We civilians quickly develop the habit of counting the pennies,
especially when demands for half-yearly rates come in by the
same post ! For a few days I played with the idea. Stirring
marches on the radio only helped to strengthen my determination
to be amongst those present u ntil, finally, also like many others,
I decided that the fami ly " sock " could stand the strain. And
so on Friday, 4th June, at about 6.30 p.m., the Austin screeched
to a stop outside the hou e of our good friend, R.Q.M.S. Jim
Adcock. I nearly forgot to say that my wife added her approval
to the trip. At 9 p.m. to the Garrison Institute for the W.O.s' and
Sergeants' ?.less Dance, 3rd Divisional Siguals. The first person
to gTeet us wa R.S.M. Herbert, who made us feel that our arrival
was really important. He has that happy knack of gTeeting hi
guests. The Institute was decorated lavishly and the lighting wa
a work of art.
0-.0

16
16
21
37
56

Loud Pedal Again.- row you may think that I am prejudiced
in favour of the Royal Signal 'Band. Perhaps I am, but I would
not hesitate to criticise them if I thought it necessary, and
I know they wouldn't m ind that, even from me. The Dance
Band, led by Corporal Robinson, wa magnificent. The light
and hade and the excellent precision in the en embles stamps
the band as a .first-eta combination. It will be a gTeat lo s when
Corporal Robin on leaves, as I understand he will in the near
future .
0-.0

I 5/37

23/
28/
13/
3I /

SEN D

IO

Transfers to Army Reserve.
2320057
2320081
2320043
2320068
2320217

FULL DRESS
(fo r Sale or Hire)

57

Inner Man.- o many people judge a dance by the refresnments these days that a word or congTatulation to :\[r. i\lellows
and his r. . .F.l. staff must be included . If anyone found fault
with the catering, they should see a pecialist. Once more
I have to hand them a bouquet instead of a brickbat. The
N.A ... F .I. really ca11 do these things.
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Names Make News.-And now, a.s names are always interesting,
perhaps you will permit me to include a few. Mr. R. R. Ricketts
(the Bandmaster) and I always have our little chat on these
occasion . He tells me that the Corps Band has mwer played
in Birmingham. This is a great pity. for there are many engagement for a military band in this city that would suit him. I
present the idea to the Birmi~gham, ~rporation, knowing that
if ever they hear the Royal Signals Band they will have them
again and again. I have tressed the word " never " above
becau e I am told that a band calling it elf " The Royal ignals'
Band" with the letters" T.A." in very small letters once played
in Birmingham . I will not add to that.
ergeant Alf. Saunders
tell me that Frank Shakespeare and Fred Ticehurst have ended
their long a ociation with the hair of the ignals and have flown
South. Confirmation not forthcoming at the moment, but I
wish them well.
The All Ranks' Dance in the Marne Lines Institute was another
triumph. I declined the offer to act as M.C. for the " men only
scramble" to the famous" Tiger Rag." You may remember that
in 1936 this traditional- ahem !--dance not only brought down
the house, but a large stove complete with iron piping. It was a
matter for some dis atisfaction that the stove remained intact
this year. A regrettable oversight.
During Saturday evening the Old Comrades began to arrive.
Major J. W. Western, o .B.E ., T.D., brought a party of twelve
from Exeter. With them came a few young Territorials, who
must have been greatly impressed with all they saw over the
week-end. ~ir. Fred Seymour helved his business cares in
London and arrived with t he smallest suitcase I have ever seen.
He has certainly solved the problem of travelling lightly.
Sunday morning dawned brightly and its promise of a heat
wave was fulfilled. They are lucky, these Bulford people. It
never rains on their parade. Mr. Fred Cole brought a large party
over from Salisbury as usual. I was sorry to miss Mr. " Tich "
Pitt, who, I am told, is ill at home. \Ve wish him a quick
recovery. \Vith a skid and a screech, just in time for the photograph, arrived Joe Sweeting, hot but happy.
The Old Comrades on parade numbered fifty, but there were a
few more waiting after the church parade.
Lieutenant-Colonel C. P. Prescot, commanding 3rd Divisional
Signals, took the parade, which includ ed detachments from
Tidworth and Perham Down, about whom you will read elsewhere. The Officer i/c Old Comrades was Colonel H . C. Hawtrey,
c.M.G., o.s.o., supported by Mr. Johnny Johnson as C.S.M.
Many famous members of the Corps were present in church.
I hope I may be forgiven if I go astray on the question of
seniority. Lieutenant-General Sir John S. Fowler, K.C.B.,
K.C.M.G., o .s.o., Brigadier H . Clementi-Smith, o.s.o., B rigad ier
R. Chenevix-Trench, o.B.E., M.c., who always asks me about
" Burra" Griffin of Maresfield days, and I never know the answer,
Colonel E. F. W. Barker, c.B.E., o.s.o., Colonel E. de W. H.
Bradley, o.s.o., M.c., the C.S.O., Southern Command, Colonel
A. C. Allan, o.s.o., M.C., one-time C.O., 3rd Divisional Signals,
:\fajor E. W. J. Hobkirk, looking as fit as ever. Everyone missed
.\fr. Vv. Butler, the General Secretary, who was unable to be
present.
The service in the Garrison Church was conducted by the
Rev. H. \V. Hutchings, M.C ., and a wonderful address was given
by the Bishop of Saljsbury, who held the congregation from first
to last.
The reception in the W.b.s' and Sergeants' Mess, 3rd Divisional
Signals, was the usual happy affair, and I was delighted, though
past surprise, to run into such people as " Snowy " Marshall,
Dick Collyer, George Squibb and the never-missing " Shoey"
Dowty. Believe it or not, J im Kemlo was present as the junior
Old Comrade ! There were many more, of course. I must
remember to take a secretary with me next time. Our thanks to
the 3rd Divisional Signals. We were all made to feel that,
although our service in the Corps had ended so far as Records is
concerned, we still remained a part of the great family that is the
Royal Corps of Signals.

Modern Progress. Inspired, no dou bt, by the weird and
numerous pieces of mechan ism that appear in the Army from
time to time, I have concentrated these last few mont h s on an -
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invention of my own . It consists, broadly, of two steel rollers
three feet Jong with an eight-inch diameter. A geared wheel is
driven by an endless chain, which in turn is joined to three
parallel soft iron tubes running in an oil bath. The supporting
framework is of galvanised iron. The apparatus is driven by a
small generator in conjunction with twelve six-volt 40/50-A.H .
batteries. Enquiries from the S.E.E. will only show that they
are jealous. Between ourselves, the original idea was " Machines.
Mashing Potatoes, tanding Camps Only," but I am of th e
opinion that it can be put to no practical use. I do not even
know why I have told you about it. I am, however, at liberty
to declare it obsolete whenever I like, or I could, perhaps, issue
it to the T.A. and scream with laughter.
O'"..o
Ukann Larfe.- " Did you hear that noise, Hooky ? " whispered
our hero, his face the hue of ashes, or at least cinders.
" What noi e ? " asked the Hooker, idly throwing a bicycle
through the window.
"Don't be ca ual. You know there was a noise downstairs,
and tllat it was probably Colette stopping a packet from
Hermione."
The Hooker looked up from the handsome (polished walnut
table (3s. a month, no deposit), his initial only half-carved
on the surface, and stared at Ukann.
" Do you mean to tell me that your wife has returned ? "
he asked, hi face the colour of knitting. What happened
during the next few minutes can only be imagined. It seems
that the Hooker took a flying leap through the bedroom window,
drew his money out of the Post Office ·with a snarl, and caught a
bus to Kilmarnock, probably with a grunt of satisfaction, though
on this last point confirmation is lacking. No sooner had Ukann
slammed the window shut behind his visitor than the door was
burst from its hinges by the large but shapely foot of Mrs. Larfe.
She strode daintily into the room and flung the half-fainting
Colette into tlle fireplace. Ukann gazed at the beautiful spy
with interest. It was a long time since he had seen her. She
looked up at hjm appealingly. Great grey eyes with straight
black brows, a well-shaped nose and a generous mouth. A
beautiful face, thought the detective, and tipped a bucket of
water on it.

Anoth1>r

a~tonishing

instalment in August.
BARLEUX.
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Southern Command.
Tidworth Coronation Tattoo.
Arrangements are well advanced for the production of the
eighteenth Annual I' Tid worth Tattoo on Saljsbury Plain in
August Bank Holiday Week, and box office sales to date are in
excess of previous records. Given fine weather, there is little
doubt that previous attendances will once more be beaten.
The spread of mechanisation has given the Tattoo Committee
considerable anxiety, but, somehow or other, the obstacle bas
been overcome, and mounted events will be put on again this year.
The chief event in Coronation year is an elaborate and
colourful " Pageant of Empire," the centre theme being an
illuminated human crown supported by representatives of all
parts of the British Empire.
Variety has its usual place, and amongst the novelties this
year there will be an original P.T. display by the Royal Warwickshire Regiment and Highland dancing, in which the wives as well
as the men of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders will take
part.
Unfortunately, a very popular despatch riding event will be
missed, as at the request of the Corps they are being given a year's
overslaugh.
The R.A.0.C. boys from the Hilsea Depot are filling the gap by
a n item entitled " The Queen of Toyland Reviews Her Army "
and, as this event will introduce. all arms from Household Cavalry
to Tanks, it is sure to be a very popular event.
An historical episode will introduce the fleets of E n gland,
France and Spain in the "Battle of Vigo, 1702," and an other
item will portray jousting at the time of the institution ot the
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fH E W1 R.e,
Order of the Garter in the fourt enth century. An eight-gun
"_Drh·e." will be performed by the RH.A., and.the ma sed bands
will be increased for the first time to nineteen in a ll .
pecial excursions by rail and road have been organised from
thirty-four counti : Air travel, as u ual, is provided for, and a
new means of gettin to the Tattoo h as been introdu.ced thi
·ear in. a spec~al teamer excursion from Jersey and Guern ey,
which 1 bnngmg over l ,000 members o{ British Legion branches
to . outhampton on ugu t Bank Holiday.

Corps Cricket.
The annual orp match again t the Royal l\lilitary Academy
was played at \Yoolwich on Friday and Saturday, 4th and 5th
June, in perfect cricketing weather.
T~e Corps team included five Y.O.s, but its bowling was
con 1dera:bly weak~ed by Captain Cole's absence, his d uties
at Cattenck compelling him to withdraw from the team. \\·i nning
the to , the Corps batted first and compiled a disappointi ngly
low total of II5 on a fast and good wicket. lajor \\'atts, though
cle.arly not in ful.l practice, knocked up a valuable 39 before
bemg ~aught bilhantly on the leg ide by the wicket-keeper.
2nd LJCutenant Brown, appearing in his fir t Corps match,
played confidently and well for his 21 runs.
The R.}.1.A . replied with 156, thus gaining au eful fir t innings
lead of 41. Captain \'\'alford and Lieutenant Gordon shared the
bowling honour w;th four wickets each, whil t 2nd Lieutenant
P?wer (another new-comer to the ide) bowled well for his two
wickets. A feature of this innings was the way the Corp slip
fieldsmen napped up some difficult catches.
. In the Corps' second innings, Captain \\'alford and 2nd
Lieutenant Bra~ley gave the side a good start by scoring 47
r~ns before bemg eparated .
fajor Lewis-Barclay and 2nd
Lieutenant Br.o wn, .who batted confidently and well, were not
separated until their partnership had added 100 runs on the
b~rd.
2nd Lieutenant Brown went on playing delightful
cncket, and had bad luck in just missing bis century, being
bowled when h~ ~ad scored 97. His innings was .first-class
thrnughout, J?Ulll hmg the loose ball and playing the good ones
w1fu a beautifully straight bat.
For the "Shop," Rogers bowled splendidly, keeping a tanta-
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lizingly good length a nd varying his pace cleverly. He fully
deserved his ix wickets. The " Shop " team was left to m ake
23? runs in 2 hours 35 minutes to win, but they never really got
gomg. Our bowlers generally kept them quiet, and wickets fell
steadily.
The match came to a sensational end when 2nd Lieutenant
Bradley was put on to bowl his fast. stuff, and in 2t overs he took
the la ! four wickets for seven run s. 2nd Lieutenant Hayles
k.ept wicket excellently throughout, and his inclusion has considerably strengthened the side. In 2nd Lieutenants Brown,
H ayles a nd Power the Corp has gained three most useful players.
The Corp won by IOI runs, detailed scores as under;
ROYAL SIG AL .
IST IN INGS.
Captain J. E. , . Walford, b Linton ................... .
2
Lieutenant P. E. !\I. Bradley, c Linton, b Bradfer-Lawrence
2
Major J. A. I. Watts, c Willcocks, b Clark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
2nd Lieutenant P. T. . Brown, c Linton, b Rogers . . . . . . 21
Major .H. . Lewis-Barclay (capt.), lbw b Rogers ....... . ..
9
2nd Lieutenant B. R. M. Hayles, c Willcocks . . . . . . . . . . . . I I
Lieutenant 'W. H. L. Gordon, c Perkins, b Bradfer-Lawrence 8
2nd Lieutenant A. F. Freeman, c \ Villcock , b BradferLa"Tence ............................... . ....... .
9
2nd Lieutenant J. H . St. G. Hammer ley, b Rogers ..... .
4
2nd Lieutenant R. F. B. Power, not out ..... ... ....... .
7
Lieutenant P . W . Lonnon, b Bradfer-Lawrence . ... . . . .. .
0
Extras . . ........ . ............................ .
3
Total .......... 115
BOWLING .
Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets.
Linton ......... . ..... .
9
I
27
Bradfer-Lawrence ... . . .
2
7.2
16
4
Rogers . ... .. ......... .
15
5
36
4
Clark ......... . ....... .
14
3
33
2ND INNINGS.
Captain J. E. S. Walford, c Willcocks, b Rogers ......... . 32
2nd Lieutenant Bradley, c Gillett, b Clark . . ... ... .... . 12
Major J. A . I. Watts, lbw b Rogers ....... . . . ..... . . . ... .
2n~ Lieutenant 1:'· T . S. Brown, b Rogers
..... . ... .... . 97
l\fa1or H. S. Lewis-Barclay, c Deakin, b Clark .... ... .. . 56
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2nd Lieutenant R. R. M. Hayles, c Holmes, b Rogers
Lieutenant W. H. L. Gordon, lbw b Rogers . . . . . . . . . . . .
2nd Lieutenant A. F. Freeman, b Clark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2nd Lieutenant J. H. St. G. Hammersley, not out . . . . . . . .
2nd Lieutenant R. F. B. Power, b Rogers.... . ....... ....
Lieutenant P. W. Lonnon, c Linton, b Clark . . . . . . . . . . . .
Extras...... . . . .... . ................ . ... . .....

8
19
9
29
o
4
12

.

..... .... 279
Total
BOWLING.
Overs. .Maidens. Runs. Wickets.
0
61
I
13
Li nton . ... ........... .
0
8
2
31
Bradfer-Lawrence
6
26
8
70
Rogers . ..... ... . ..... .
0
I
0
9
Perkins ..... . ..... ... . .
20.2
I
72
4
Clark ...... .. ... . . . . .. .
0
22
4
0
Holmes ............... .
ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY.
IST INNINGS.
H .F. D. Gi llett, b Power ............. . ...... · · · ·... .
3
R. D. Clark, lbw b Walford
. . ..... .... .. · · .. · · · · · · · · · 44
F. L. Rogers, c Lewis-Barclay, b Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
- Maitland, b Walford. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
- Bennett, c Lewis-Barclay, b Gordon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
5
- Deakin, lbw b Walford ... . ... ..... . . · . · . · . · · · · · · · ·
- Perkins, lbw b Gordon . ... ....... . . . . . . . .... · · · · · · · ·
7
M. F. H . Linton, b Gordon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l I
P. L . Bradfer-Lawrence, lbw b Gordon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
- Holmes, not out ... . .. ... . ......... . ............ · . 23
J. F. Willcocks, c Gordon, b Walford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o
Extras ... . ................ · . .. · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · ·
7
Total
BOWLING.
Overs. Maidens. Runs. ·wickets.
2
29
II
Power .............. .. . .
3
0
12
Lewis-Barclay ....... . . .
3
9
6o
4
18.4
Walford . . ..... . . . ... .
3
36
4
15
Gordon .. .. .... .. ... .. .
4
0
12
0
2
Bradley ... . ........... .
2ND INNINGS.
H. F. D. Gillett, retired hurt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
R. D . Clark, c Hayles, b Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ro
M. F . H . Linton, st Hayles, b Lewis-Barclay . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
F. L. Rogers, b Lewis-Barclay ............ . . .. ...... ... · 23
- Holmes, c and b Walford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
I
- Maitland, b Walford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- Deakin, lbw b Bradley .... . ........ . ... . ... . . . . . .. · . 14
P. L. Bradfer-Lawrence, c Hayles, b Bradley . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
- Perkins, not out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
o
- Bennett, c Gordon, b Bradley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J. F. Willcocks, b Bradley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o
Extras. . ... ......................... .. ..... .. . 12
Total
137
BowLrNG.
Overs. Maidens. Runs. \ \Tickets.
Power . ......... ... .....
5
o
20
2
Lewis-Barclay . . . . . . . . . .
15
4
33
Gordon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
27
o
Walford
..............
14
2
41
2
Bradley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.3
I
7
4
Royal Signals won by 101 runs.
.
(Signed) H . . LEWIS-BARCLAY, Maior,
Officer i/c Corps Cricket.
Royal Signals v. Royal Engineers.- The annual cricket match
between H.oyal Signals and H.oyal Engineers was played on the
R.E. ground, Aldershot, on Friday and aturday, .nth and 12th
June, and resulted in a win for the orp by two wicket~ . Heavy
rain on fue Th.ursday night had flooded the prepared wicket, and
it was decided to play the first innings on a temporary wicket, and
complete the match on the original wicket.
The R.E. batted first on a pitch which, wifuout being dangerous, was rather treacherous, and the ball did queer things.
Their score of 82 was low, but not unexpected under the conditions, whilst the Corps did well in replying to this with ~ !otal
of 124, to gain a useful lead of 42. Lance Corporal ·w1Jhams

R.SIGNALS OLD COMRADES' ANNUAL REUNION- BULFORD, - 1937.

The wedding at St. Leonards Church, Watlington, O xford, on ~th June,
1937, of Mr. Robert Chichely Yule, Royal Slgnals, only son of the late L1eutena.ntColone l George Udny Yule, D.S.O .. Royal Engineers, and Mrs . Yule of Normanton,
Fleet. Hants , and Min Marg-aret Elizabeth Hughes. youngest daughter of the late
Lieutenant-Colonel R. G . H. Hughes, 52nd Light Infantry, and Mrs. Hughes, of
Barn House., Watlington, Oxon.
With acknowledgments to The Park Press. Holland Park Avenu•, W.11.

bowled extremely sell to take six wickets for 37, whilst Major
Lewis-Barclay secured three for 29.
. .
The second innings was commenced on the ongmal prepared
wicket, which was still very soft with the ball coming through at
varying speeds. Seven R .E. wickets were down for .78, but
Thorp and ~icholson, using the "long handle, " con~1derably
improved matters by rai ing the score to 137 before bemg separated. In the enQ they were all out for 140 and the Corps was
left with 99 runs to make for victory. Ttu;ee wickets w.ere down
for 26 when Lewis-Barclay and Brown m partnership scored
steadily and rai ed the score to 81 before another wicket fell .
·The fun then started. Four wickets down for I , five for 88,
ix for 96, seven for 96, eight for 96, and till three run wante~ .
By this time the excitement was intense, and , at last, a bold hit
brought the necessary three runs for victory.
The match, though played ur:ider difficult con?itions, was most
interesting and thoroughly enioy.able. 2nd Lieutenant Hayles
again kept wicket admirably, whilst the keen fieldmg and team
work gene rally of the Corps side reached a very hi gh standard .
Detailed scores a under :
ROYAL IGNALS. 1st Innings.
2nd Lieutenant P. E. '! . Bradley, lbw b Henderson
Captain L. C. Boyd, c Thorp, b nstruther
. .......... .
Lance Corporal vVilliams, b Henderson . .............. .
Major J. A. I. Watts, c Grove, b An ~ther
...... ... .
2nd Lieutenant P. T. S. Brown, b Harns .. . ............ .
Major H . S. Lewis-Barclay (capt.) b Henderson
. . . . ... .
C.Q.M.S. Carpenter. c Wilkinson, b Anstruther
....... .
2nd Lieutenant B . R. M. H ayles, b Grove ..... . .. ..... .
Major C. K. Thursby-Pelham, b Harris ..... . . . ....... .

7

19
9

12
I6
7
4

15
0

- 4

} ULY

Lieutenant W. H. L. Gordon not out
2nd Extras
Lieutenant R. F. B. Po\~er . c Grove • b. ·l~r·c h.a·n·t· · ·....
···

..................... .. ...................
otal

13
6
16

b.

· ·::::

I

34
2I
IO
I
0
0

Total .. . .......... .
2nd Innings.
.
Lieutatt:naEnt J. R. Rawlinson, c Gordon, b Lewis-Barclay
CaP m . 5 . de Brett b Williams
Capta!n A. M. Anstrutber, b Lewis~B~~~l~y·· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Captam L. T. Grove, b Carpenter
············
~rgeant Henderson, c and b Carpente~· · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · ·
L~eutenant L . J. Harris, b Gordon
················
Lieutenant M. D. Wilkinson, b Willi;~~· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
L~eutenant ] . P. Thorp, st Hayles, b Gord~~ . ... . . . . . ... .
t!eutenant J. L. 'icholson, b Lewis-Barclay · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ieutenant H . S. 1. Hogg, c Boyd b Gordon ........... .
Sapper Merchant, not out .
'
············
Extras . . . . ........... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : · · · · · ·

Williams
Lewis-Barciay
P ower
.
Carpenter
Gordon ..

MODEL IS

0

7

82
2

42
2

13

13
I

4

39
20
I
J

2

Total ... . ..... ..... 140
BOWLING. 1st Innings.
Overs. • Mdns.
Runs. Wk ts.
6
5
2
12
29
3
II
6
37
3
4
2nd Innings.
Overs. Mdns.
Runs.
Wkts.
• II
2
27
3
12
28
4
3
6
26
12
2
42
5.1
15
3

HOME STATIONS /

OLIVER
spite of the intro-

II

14

.
Total (for wickets) ..... . ....... . 99
2nd Lieutenant R. F . B . Power did not bat.
BOWLING. 1st Innings.
Overs. Mdns.
Run . Wkts.
H enderson
13
2
33
3
Anstruther
II
40
3
3
H arris
20
2
13
5
Grove
12
3
ferchant
'2.2
I
3
2nd Innings.
Overs. Mdns. Run . Wkts.
H enderson
2
17
9
Harris
II
II
T horp
IO
l
36
2
Anstrut her
13
9
3
de B rett
5
15
4
.
ROYAL ENGINEERS. rst Innings
L~eutenant J .P. Thorp, c Gordon, b Lewis-Barci'ay
2
Lieutenant J. R. Rawlinson c Hayles b w ·ir
. . ... . 18
~ptain L. T. Grove, c Hayies, b Pow~r
I . .1~~1s .. . . . . . .
8
L!eutenant L. J. Harris, c and b \ Villiams
· · · · · · · · · · 14
~eutenant M. D. Wilkinson, c \ illiams, b i.~~vi;-B~~i~;; · 3
rg~nt H enderson, lbw b Lewis-Barclay
··
4
~ptain E . S. de B rett, c Gordon, b William~· · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0
L~eutenant J . L. Nicholson, c Bradley, b \' illia~; · · · · · · · · 21
Lieutenant H . S. M. Hogg, b Williams
.........
····
2
Sappe~ Merchant, c Thursby-Pelham, b \ \ illiams · · · · · · · 1
Captam A. M. An struther not out
········
E x tras ............ '. ... . . . .. . : : : : : : : : : : : : : . . . . . . .
~

Power
Lewis-Barclay
W illiams
Gordon ..

ALL BRITISH

.. . .......... . 124

znd Innings.
........... .
imd Lieutenant P . E. 1\1. Bradley, b Thorp
CaJ>tam L. C. Boyd, b Thorp
..................... .
· ·
Ma1or J. A. I. Watts, b Anstruther .
2n~ Lieutenant~· T. S. Brown, c Tho;.p: ct~ ·B~~tt·
Ma1or H . . Lewi -Barclay, c Thorp b Harris
C.Q. 1.S. Carpenter not out
'
··········
zn~ Lieutenant B . R. 1. Hayl~~ .. b. d~ ·13~~tt. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~1a1 or C. I<. Thursby-Pelham b de Brett
··········
Lieutenant W. H . L. Gordon.' c Henderso~· b. ci~ ·13~~tt. · · · ·
Lance Corporal \Villiams not out
'
··
Extras ..... . . . ... .....................
'
· · · · · · · · · · · · .· .........
·········
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RELIABLE

In
duc ti on to the
typewriter market of
machines of different
design ,the Oliver standard 3-bank remains
firmly established With
all who demand durability and where
machines are subjected to constant and
hard use .

For Long Life and Bard Work
With the Minimum of Attention
the

OLIVER

has no equal

Particulars, Prices, etc. on application to :

OLIVER TYPEWRITER MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
80 GLOUCESTER ROAD, CROYDON
Phone : Thornton Heath 3494

Corps Tennis.
ROY AL SIG ALS VERSUS R.A.S.C.
Played at Aldershot on 15th June.
. Captain L . C. ~O)'.d an~ Lieutenant P . 0. J. Nicholson (Ro al
Signals) beat ~pta1~ Pnce and Lieutenant Turpin (R.A.Sl).
t-1, ~4 • Ma1or Brrch and Captain Bavin 6-4 6-4 · Colonel
umphnes and Captain Lenty, 6-2, ~.'
'
'
~afta~ Vu~liam~, and Lieutenant W . G. Tucker (Royal Signals)
1os o .ptam. Pnce and Lieutenant Turpin, 6-2 i -6 ->-6
~eat M~Jor Birch and Captain Bavin, 6-3, 6_'.._3 · Coionei
umphnes and Captain Lenty, 6-2 , 6-4 .
·
'
RLieute~ant T. G.
. Stephenson and Lieutenant P . A. Watt
( ~al Signals) lost to Captain Price and Lieutenant Turpin
2
. o-6. Beat Major Birch and Captain Bavin 6-4 7_ 5 '.
•
'
Colonel Humphries and Captain Lenty, 6-2, ~ 2 .
Result : Royal Signals, 7 ; R.A.S.C., 2.
ALDERSHOT COMMAND INTER-UNIT TE NIS
ROYAL SIGNALS V . 2ND BATTALION THE BUFFS.
L.
Singles.
ieutenant P. 0. J .
icholson (Ro al s·
1) J
Lieutenant Walters (The Buffs), 3-6, ~4. i_:fa s
ost to
Cap6-tam L. C. Boyd (Royal Signals) beat Lieutenant 'Alexander
4--6 •
2,
4·
.
Lieutenant W. G. Tucker (Royal Signals) beat Lieutenant
D ewar, 6-1, 6-o.
DOUBLES.
L.caftain L . C. Boyd a nd Lieu tenant P. 0. J . icholson beat
1eu en ~nt Walters a nd Lieut enant Dewar 6-i 6Captam C. Knowles and Lieutenant W. G. Tu~ker b~at Lieutenant Alexander and L ie uten ant H orley 6-4 6-2
R esult : Royal Signals, 4 ; The Buffs,' 1 .
'
·
(Sign ed) P. 0 . J . NICHOLSON, Lieutenant R. Sign als,
Hon . Secretary, Corps Tennis.

3Ro DIVISIONAL SIGNALS. BULFORD CAMP

~IGl'fALTRAINING CENTRENoniJ
School of Signals.
T he inspection of the School by the Commandant, Signal
Training Centre, on 26th May, went off very well indeed. I
think that as it was such an excellent turn-out, we should have
been excused the next one ! Still, one a year isn't too bad.
It is with deep regret that we announce the death of Lieutenant
R. B. F. Smith, Royal Marines, who was attached to the School
whilst undergoing No. 35 " Q " Course. H e died in Catterick
Military H ospital on 1st June, following injuries caused by a
car accident. The interment, which took place at the J.1,lilitary
Cemetery on 3rd June, was attended by representatives from
each Unit of the S.T.C.

We welcome to the School Captain J . F. Longfield and Captain
E. J . H . Moppett.
Congratulations to the following : Signalman Hull on the
occasion of his marriage to Miss Lily Mc 1 ichol at York on
15th May. Signalman Archie Mayos on the occasion of his
marriage to Miss Muriel Alla n at Hurworth on 15th May. Sergeant Inglis, Lance Sergeant Bush and Corporal Pearson on
a ttaining the extra " ackers" with effect from 3rd May, 14th
May and 5th May respectively. Corporal Tucker on re-engaging
to complete twenty-one years with the Colours.
The following have arrived at the School from other Units
and, as usual, we extend the glad hand : Signalmen Wallace and
Stalker on 8th June, Signalman Kendall on 15th June, and
Driver Hack on 18th June.
1

Corporal Ackroyd left us on 2nd June to join the igeria
Regiment, Royal West African Frontier Force, per the Obosso
sailing from Liverpool.
The School personnel certainly believe in labour-saving
devices. The latest one is to put cabbage through the mincing
machine.
Gossip.- Cr icket and tennis are the vogue nowadays ; the
former because buckshee teas are given after each game, the
tatter because it affords the opportunity to >Year those white
socks purchased on tick from the N.A.A .F.I. at 1s. per pair, less
15 per cent.
So far, we have played three games of cricket, two of which
we have lost. The winning game was versus the 121st R .S.I.
Course. We had better not crow over that, because we are
playing them again shortly, and it might make them fierce.
The one important event in tennis, namely, the Sergeants'
Mess versus Oth er Ranks Tournament, was p layed on 14th
Juno. It was a series of comparatively short butcheries, and
here is the result : Sergeants' Me s, 12 sets- 92 games ; Corporals and Men, 4 sets- 57 games.
•

s.o.s.

Sergeants' Mess.
\ Ve have had rather an eventful month in the :'IIcss. I refer
to the v isitors from the Australian and Canadian Coronation
Contingents, who, appropriately enough, seem to have acquired
the " souvenir" habit from their forefathers. Our pleasure was
to accommodate Sergeant Bird of the Canadian Contingent.
A reception committee was hastily organised, con isting of
Sergeants Murphy, Our Bird and Fraser. Right well did they
do their stuff. Even to the extent of providing Bird (of Canada)
with an illuminated autograph on the bottle at Richmond
Station the morning of his departure, which, incidentally, was
the morning following our dance. We must place on record our
appreciation of Dick's capacity and ability to keep his end up,
and, for the benefit of our Canadian readers, not once was he
unde the weather (I should say table).
We sincerely hope that all our visitors enjoyed their look
round, and venture to suggest that an interchange of visits
would reinforce the already cemented bond which enables us to
refer to our brothers in our Commonwealth as brothers in the
true sense of the word. Would it not be possible to maintain
contact through the medium of the "Bulletin" and THE \VIRE ?
A very successful whist drive and dance was held in the Mess
on 22nd May. \Ye have decided to keep them going through
the summer.
A games tournament took place on 5th June, against a Darlington Club. Over thirty visitors arrived. They were p leasantly
surprised when looking round our premises, and also at t he
appearance of the School area. The result, although announced
as a draw, was really a win for the School. The student members
rallied to the banner, and aided us to no small eid:ent .
Tennis matches- at home and away-are being arranged , and
we hope to uphold the banner in this direction. The Mess court
is proving immensely popular this season.
Small Talk.- Young Officer (Orderly Officer) to Regimental
Orderly Sergeant : " May we not parade the Fire Piquet now,
Sergeant? The fish are beginning t o rise in the pond."
I n answer to a complaint that the rice was not properly cooked ,
· the duty cook replied, "·we can't help that, the bloke who
should have cooked it has been taken to hospital."

s.o.s.

Headquarter Wing and Mounted Wing Depot
Battalion.
General.- The excitement attendant upon the annual pri ng
clean has not ubsided, and the Unit has settled down to normal
routine. The gardens in the Unit lines are taking on a pleasing
appearance, and give great promise of succe s in the forthcoming
Garrison Horticultural how.
A J umping Team bas left for Olympia to compete in various
competitions, and we have hopes of recording a variety of
successes in the near future. \ Vhilst on the subject of t r iumph ,
we must congratulat e the Mounted 'W ing on their excellent
records in the local Football Leagues, Their ach ievements are :
W inners, Mackworth Trophy; V inn= of League Di i ion III.
Garrison League, and fi nalists in the Garrison Cup, when they

c

2
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With acknowledgements to •• Avison,'' Catterick Camp

lost 2-1 to The Royal Ulster Rifles. The accompanying photograph shows : Front row (1. to r.) : Signalmen Barnes, Saunders,
Lance Corporal O'Donnell, Rev. Ainsworth, Captain Gray,
Corporal Ferrier, Drivers Moore, Pearce and Corporal Chidgey.
B;ack row (I. to r.) : Sergeant Oliver, Lance Corporal Stae,
Signalmen Smoult, Smith, Lance Corporal Murray, Drivers
\Vestwood and Smith.
Arrivals.-\Ve welcome the following : C.Q .M.S. Prebble,
ex-India (since proceeded on discharge), Lance Sergeant Cooper
H., Corporals Simpson S., Cairns J. P., and Signalman Ruddock.
All ex-India.
Departures.-We have said good-bye to the following: C.S.M.
Gregory G., D.C. M., on discharge; Sergeant Williams A., to the
Permanent Staff, 48th Divisional Signals, T.A.; Armourer Staff
Sergeant Venables H., to Aldershot, m route to the boat·
Corporal Baile)'. E., to the Army Reserve; and Signal ma~
Evetts E., on discharge. Our best wishes go with them for the
future.
Promotions.-It's all right, fellow sufferers; no need to dash
for that us?al antidote (the blue book) yet. We offer sincere
congratulations to the following on attaining the ranks shown :
Lance Corporal \Vilson P. T. and U/Lance Corporal Green L.
on the S.T.C. roster.
Levee at St. James's Palace.-The undermentioned officers
were present at the Levee held shortly after the Coronation ·
2nd Lieutenants S. F. :M. Howe, B. R. M. Hayles, H. J. Thompson:
P. T. S. Brown, E. D . Halton, R. Lyall, R. E . Stoney and A. J.
Deane-Drummond.
. ~wards.-~e congratulate the following on the awards
md1cated : Lieutenant-Colonel M. F. :M. Parkes, ll!.C. Lieutenant
(Q.~l.) G. W. Harris, R.S.M. Caulfield C. H. and Signalman
m1th H.-the Coronation :\Iedal.
!-3-nce Sergeant McKinnon C. and Signalman Stamford F. on
bemg awarded t~e Long Se~vice and Good Conduct Medal, plus
the n eedful. (\\e had no idea you were such an old soldier,
Mac..1)
Births.- We congratulate the following of the Wing on swelling
t,!te ranks of the H.q. recruiting campaign : Corporal Puleston
1!'.:• a daughter, Soma Beryl, at Families' Hospital, on ISt May.
Signalman Beasley J.. a son, John Patterson.

Marriages.-Signalman Ayer J . to Grace Robinson, at Richmond Register Office, on 15th May. We wi h them all happiness.
Obituary.-It is with profound regret that we announce the
death of the infant son, David William, of Lance Corporal and
Mrs. Jen kins, who died at the )filitary Families' Hospital on
5th June. The sympathies of the whole Unit are with Lance
Corporal and l\Irs. Jenkins in their bereavement.
W.BEE.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
General.-WeU, the first week of the month is here again, and
I am once more racking my brain to compile a few lines. Our
annual. inspection by the Commandant, S.T.C., has passed, and
the Wmg, we understand, came through the ordeal with flying
colours.
I'
Births.- To C.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Carpenter, a daughter, Gillian
Eileen, at the Military Families' Hospital, Catterick Camp, on
17th May.
Recruits ' Training.- During the last month our usual batch of
recruits have left the Wing and proceeded to Trade Companies.
The following were winners of the " Colonel's Whip " :
o. 52
Squad, Signalman Wilson A.; No. 53 Squad, Signalman Adams
A_. ; No. 54 Squad, Signalman Meed A. J. ; N9. 55 Squad,
Signalman Bailey R. ; o. 56 Squad, Signalman Bridgeman H. ;
and No. 57 Squad, Signalman Connew F. J.
Sport.- At the present time, a Recruits' Inter-Squad Boxing
Competition is in full swing. As the semi-finals and finals are
yet to come, I am holding the notes over until next month.
Finis.- As this has been rather a rush job, readers must
overlook the shortage of information. I will try to do better
next month.

EL PEE.
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members have done so much in the past to help in the social
activities and general welfare of the Mess, we feel that. special
mention must be made in their case. We were sorry to lose them
all. C.S.M. and Mrs. Gregory will be greatly missed at social
functions. They were both always ready with a cheery smile to
help in any way they cou ld to make life more pleasant to those
with whom they came into contact. We wish them a happy
futnre. Jerry Brooke, too, will be missed on the entertainments
side ; he should be an asset in his new Unit in this department.
We wish him and our Armourer Staff Sergeant all success.
Arrivals.- We welcome Armourer Staff Sergeant Hallett W.,
R.A.0.C., to the Mess from the wilds of Pachmari, and hope
that his stay will be a long and happy one.
Awards.-We congratulate the following members on their
award of the medals shown : R.S.M. Caulfield C. H .-Coronaticn
Medal; Lance Sergeant McKinnon C.-Long Service and Good
Cond uct Medal (w ith gratuity) .
Rei nforce ments.-We feel that many members of the Corps
will join with us in congratulating C.Q.M.S. Carpenter A. J . on
the arrival of a daughter, Gillian Eileen, on 17th May, at the
Military Families' Hospital. We must also mention that the
C.Q.M.S. was selected to represent the Garrison in the cricket
match versus Bradford on 29th May. A good excuse for not
taking baby out.
Social.-During the month, a farewell to the S.R. officers, who
had been attached to the Depot Battalion, was held in the Mess,
and was greatly enjoyed by all concerned . A keen competitive
spirit was shown in all the games, and many dour struggles
ensued. Particularly in the blow football and the scrum downs.
In the latter event, too, many new balls were required ; it was
later abandoned in favour of community singing, led by our
able conductor, Molly. Special mention must be made of two
favourites: "And down came a sweet little kitehawk," and " My
wife's dead," which was sung as a roundelay. Both efforts were
sung with much enthusiasm. Altogether a really enjoyab_le
evening was spent, and we only hope that these officers will
retain as pleasant memories of their stay as we have of their
visit.

w.

BEE.

Corporals' Mess Depot Battalion.
I have been called upon to subscribe a few notes to the WIRE
about the Depot Battalion Corporals' Mess. The Mess is not the
lively place it was in the former days when we had Freda
Froggatt, " Lend us a bob " l.Vlickey Walker, Peggy Freeman
and others of that clan. However, no doubt things will improve
in the future. Old members ·will remember the tennis court,
bought from Mess Funds. This court has been a white elephant
for the past two years. It is hoped that the coming summer will
see it in use more regularly. A committee has been formed,
under the presidency of Corporal Johnson, with the object of
creating interest in it and arranging tournaments. Already
things are well in hand and in order to get a game we have to
book the court almost a week in advance.
A Mess Outing to Leeds during the first week in July for the
primary purpose of seeing the Tattoo has been arranged and
should prove a success.
Since the departure of Paddy Poole to India, the piano in the
less has given up the ghost and is for ever silent. If the Officer
i/c Records reads this, it is hoped that he will post a decent
player here; after all, one does get a little tired of li tening to
the wireless all day, even when the set is manipulated by expert
Lofty Large. It is wonderful the way he can get some of the
queerest stations, especially when there happen to be a decent
Variety Show on the ational.
As the majority of the 1ess are now " ~esters,''. it is propo~d
to approach the United 'Bus Company with a view to runrung
a special 'bus daily for them.
GENERAL.

Sergeants' Mess Depot Battalion.
During the month we have said cheerio to the
members: C.S.M. Gregory G .. D.C.M., on discharge;
Staff Sergeant Venables H .. R.A.O.C., to Aldershot;
Brooke H., to ISt A.A. Group Signals, Blackdown.

following
Armourer
Sergeant
As these

Headquarters, Training Battalion.
On 5th and 6th May, the Training Battalion held its second
concert party in the Vimy Lines Institute. Both evenings were
a great success, and much praise and credit is due to the people

who participated. I am sure we arc all very grateful to them for
providing two very interesting and jolly evenings' entertainment.
At eight o'clock the curtain rose on Lance Sergeant Spearpoint,
who made some humble apologies only to be interrupted (and
very ably, I might say) by Lance Sergeant Brooks, the " nuisance." Some very witty remarks, jokes and jests were followed
by the whole audience singing" A nice cup of tea." Congratulations to Lance Sergeants Spearpoint and Brooks on their performance. The next item was a sketch entitled " The Problem
Solved," very ably enacted by Signalman Jones (the charming
young lady) and C.Q.:\-1.S. Hall. The rather embarrassing sce ne
provided grand fun for all, and I imagine that if the little scene
might be true, Coronation crowds will be increased.
'ext we
had the pleasure of listening to the sweet strains supplied by
Lance Corporal Hurst (piano accordian) and Signalman Allen
(violin). The loud cheers were well deserved, and I think we all
regretted there was no time for encores.
play entitled " Birds of a Feather" took us into the heart
of crookdom and the underworld. Sergeant Spearpoint made a
marvellous Hammon-the typical hard-boiled gangster chiefand Lance Sergeant Brooks made a very able accomplice.
Lieutenant Townsend gave a very fine performance as Jim.
Once again Signalman Jones gave a splendid portrayal as the
daughter of Hammon. The whole plot was very well planned
and, brieflv, can be summed up in the follo"ing: Jim, on being
released fr~m jail, threatens Hammon with the abduction of his
daughter unle he is paid a um of £20,000. Hammon " brassesup," only to find that his daughter has already married Jim .
The feelings of the " Chief" can be well understood, but he and
Jim finally become reconciled, and so ends a very interesting play.
Congratulations to all the players for their fine performances.
After the interval, we were entertained by the Signals' Dance
Band, which, I am sure, delighted the audience. The tunes
played were of the " red-hot rythm" type, and Duke Ellington
had nothing on the Signals' Band on these two nights. T? the
conductor, C.Q.:\LS. Molineaux, the heartiest congratulations;
a real Cab Calloway in the flesh. Signalman Henry gave two
splendid songs and we again regretted there was no time for the
encores. Lance Sergeant Brooks again entertained us, this time
with a song, a very witty one, too.
Lastly, and by a long way not the least, · came an old-~e
melodrama, entitled, " The Squire's Revenge," a play which
gave vent to much twirling of moustaches and the c~c~e of
villainous laughter. Once again the slog;;i.n of the. villai~ous
landlord, " :N'o rent, no roof," was predommant as Su Wngley
Spearmint foreclosed the mortgage on the farm. Of cou~. the
hero arrived just in time to rescue his lady Jove fr_om the railroad
track, and once again the villain was thwarted. _I think "'.e all should
have enjoyed seeing Sir v\'rigley immersed m the VJllage duck
pond by the irate villagers, but after all ;we mustn't be too hard
on C.Q.M.S. Hall, who played that part. The whole o~ the three
scenes were exceedingly well played by the followmg : The
gardener, Lance Sergeant Brooks ; the girl, Signalman Jones ;
the villain, C.Q.M.S. Hall ; the hero, Lieutenant Townsend ;
villain's a istant, Signalman Henry.
We pass our most heartfelt thanks to Lieutenant-Colonel
Cary, who produced the show, and to the stage manager, R .S.M.
· Butcher. Workshops must be remembered and congratulated
on the fine scenery they provided for the occasion. Sergeant
Bigg made a splendid effort with the lighting effects.
So ended a. perfect evening. We hope there will be many
more like it to come.

" D " Company Training Battalion.
June.
General.- In the past two months the Company, apart from
normal routine, has been getting ready for inspections and
ceremonial parade .
The annual Commandant's Inspection of the Lines and
Company has been held, and it is believed that a very good report
wa obtained. A lot of hard work, but an ample reward.
The 5th Divisional and Area Commander paid a vi it to the
Battalion on 31st May in order to see us whil t employed on our
normal routine.
On 9th June the King's Birthday Parade took place.
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Medals.-Congratulations to the Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. T. 0. ary. M.B.E., Lieutenant (Q. 1.) A.
fanley, R. .l\f. Butcher E. . and Sergeant-l\Iajor (F. of S.)
King\'. on their award of the oronation l\ledal.
Casualties. It wiU, no doubt, be under tOQd that atTivals
and departure- are far too numerous to mention ln the monthly
note , and only an occa ional " noteworthy" is " wired." To
those who leave the Company, may their new Station come up
to their expectation . Good ones, I hope. To those joining the
Company, remember" Don " has a reputation to keep up. Good
luck and good health to all.
Relax.-The Whitsun leave period over and done \v:itb, the
Company Orderly Corporal and Storeman can relax. Some went
on foot, some by " infernal machine " and others by special
request. I hope they really enjoyed it.
Good Cheer.-Their not to reason why--someone in the
weather department has blundered. For the past week or so
Cat terick has been allotted Riviera weather. Real sunshine! felt it. This change in normal life sent men afield. One got as
far as Retford on a bicycle-a push bike, too I On arrival at
Retford the weather changed. All this cannot excuse one sunbathing suit seen on the ::'.Ioors; it looked like a normal service
driver's second coat turned inside out.
Biscuits.--One large one to the gentleman who backed a
greyhound in the Derby Stakes and followed it up by backing a
filly at the White City. A small bi cuit to the gentleman who
asked for a remuster to" High Sea Diver."
Sport.-Mackworth Cricket is occupying attention. " Don "
Comp~n y take the field on the 12th for their first match. Only
last rught an officer from Dismounted \Ving scored a century in
a Ma~kworth match . Our bowlers are undismayed; they have
seen it so often. The Company team played at York on the 5th
and had a good match, only just losing. The cricket fever has
extended itself to the Battalion W.O.s' and Sergeants' Mess.
They have already seen off the Depot Battalion W.0.s' and
Sergeants' Mess eleven, and now face the Leeds Police on the
~8th.
It is ~oped that the Battalion Corporals' l\1ess are
mterested. With one or two stalwarts and a very wet wicket
they should prove formidable opponents.
Incidentally, Yorkshire appear to be winning the Cricket
Championship. About time, too.
Courses.-R.Q.M.S. Cutler has left the Company to attend a
Vocational Training Course at Hounslow. Good luck, sir!
Stop Pr~ss.-Starting a new item in the Company's notes.
A mamage hangs over our heads. From bright conversation
t o d ull c_are. This must be nipped in the b ud, otherv.-ise we shall
be runmng neck and neck with 5th D ivisional Signals. In any
case, we have no accommodation.
Lost and found. A cat apparently lost- a brood of kittens
very apparently" found.
To .exch::i-nge. One tin of black paint for fast enamel work.
Requ~red m exchange a Fields Camping-out complete ·with
campmg outfit, money and general amenities. After all a tin of
black paint is fairly valuable at times. Ask our Company
Storeman.
Finis.-Good health and very good furlough (if any).
DoN.

"E" Company, Training Battalion.
General.-Life continues in calm serenity after the annual
mspe<'.tion by th~ Commandant. Plenty of bard wor k had been
done m p reparation for this inspection, and the complimentary
remarks made by the Commandant were most gratifying. The
annu_al parade had t o be postponed owing to a splendid demonstrati_on of our usu.al Catterick weather. V..'e were somewhat
hand.1capped fo: this parade by the absence of the Band, but
well-mformed circles have it that t he march past was excellent
and reflected great credit on all ranks concerned.
King's B.irthday Parade.-A parade in honour of this occasion
was held m . the traditional manner under our Commanding
Officer, who,_ m a short speech, recalled t he significance of such a
parade and 1~presscd upon the ju nior ranks that even at that
momen~ their comrades t hroughou t t he E m pire were a lso
cxprcssmg loyalty and devot ion in a similar m a nner .
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We See a~d Hear.-Tbat a certain promising young Signalman
sent a greetmgs telegram to the Commanding Officer to explain
his absence.
That an .C.O. has on the front of his squad roll book" O.S. r 5.
1 0T TO BE TAKEN AWAY."
Perhaps the R.E.s would have
some.thing to say about that.
Pearls of Wisdom.Q. : \Vhat is a Pbonogram ?
A. : \¥hen a person speaks into a microphone sound waves
travel over the wires and make a record at the other end. This
is now played and called a Phonogram. (The golden-voiced
Signalman would be in constant demand.)
Our Company horticultural expert, in a conscientious mood,
pulled up all his choice seedlings in mistake for weeds.
Promotions.- Our congratulation , rather belated, but none
the Jess sincere. Lance Sergeant Lewis F. promoted Sergeant,
3rd March. Corporal Camin F. appointed Lance Sergeant, 3rst
March. Lance Corporal Hayes R. promoted Corporal, 18th
March. U/Lance Corporal Farrer T. appointed Lance Corporal,
18th March. U/Lance Corporal Spence P. appointed Lance
Corporal, 2nd April.
Arrivals.-\.Ve extend the hand of welcome to Lance Corporal
Ryan J. from the N.I.C.S. on 3rd May ; Lance Corporal Ebbage
F. C. from 4th Divisional Signals on 8th June.
Marriage.-Corporal Bailey N. to Mary Ellen Wynn at
Richmond, Yorks, on 1st May. Ah, well!
Births.- To Corporal and Mrs. Shorrock, a son, Donald
Anthony, on nth April. To Lance Sergeant and Mrs. Smith
A. T ., a son, Ian Thomas Edward, on 18th April. Just like his
Daddy.

" F " Company, Training Battalion.
General.-Since writing our last notes we have had the
and Whitsun leave. Two of our Company, Sergeant
Boy Martin V. and Boy Bowler J., attended the Coronation
oflici~y as spectators.
They were thrilled with all they saw
and wish to record their appreciation of the excellent arrangements and welcome given to them by the Depot Brigade, Depot,
R.A. Most of the Company took advantage of the holiday to
proceed to their homes. They all came back looking the better
for a break from normal routine. Unfortunately, we had a few
cases of chicken pox immediately after leave and, as a consequence, have had about a third of the Company in isolation.
No cases have occurred for over a fortnight, so it seems that we
have a clean bill of health agai-p.. As you were I Even as I write
t hese notes a Boy enters and reports sick, the grip of the itch.
On Monday, 24th May, the Commandant, S.T.C., inspected
the Battalion at drill.
ot so easy without the Band, but, by
all accounts, we put up a creditable performance. On 25th May
the Commandant inspected the kits and barrack rooms and was
pleased with all he saw.
We leave for the Northern Command Tattoo on Sunday,
13th June. Ex-Boys will chuckle when they read that this year
we foot-slog it from barracks to Richmond and from Leeds to
Round~ay Pa'.k.
\.Ve are very busy repairing props and
rehea.rsmg our item. We are confident that our show will be as
good as in previous years, if not better.
Company gardens are looking very well indeed. Thanks
are due to those ex-Boys who worked so hard last October. The
sheep had quite twenty per cent. of the tulips. More plants have
recently been put in to flower in the late summer. We already
know thai the sheep like their new diet. If they leave any
plants, our gardens will be worth viewing in July.
We have twice sent Boys to Tynemouth and once to Hull
to work wireless sets in conjunction with R.A., T.A., shoots.
We send another party to Tynemouth for nine days as from
16th J u ne.
Arrivals.-We welcome Boy West K., who joins 1.1s for training
as a t rumpeter. His father is a serving F. of S. in the Portsmouth
Area. We were pleased t o see him w hen he brought his son up.
Coronatio~
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Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess
Training Battalion.
We had the pleasure of entertaini ng R.S.M. Anderson G., of
the 4th Canadian Divisional Signals, during Coronation week,
and we know that ho enjoyed himself during his very brief
stay with us. A very proud man was "Andy" to have received
his Coronation Medal from Her Majesty The Queen, but a very
sorrowful man was he at not having the time to get his ribbon
sewn on his jacket until one obliging lady, who happened to be
in the Mess, offered to do the job on the spot, providing needle
and cotton were produced. Waiters were besieged for " houst:wives," and the necessary was produced. Great was the joy
of "Andy " at being able to parade the Signal Training Centre
complete with ribbon. As a memento of his visit, he took away
a replica of the Mess Wooden Spoon, sujtably inscribed, for
presentation to the 4th Canadian Divisional Signals W .0 .s
and Sergeants' Mess. In return, the Mess was presented with a
plaque bearing a maple leaf fashioned out of maple wood with
the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals cap badge mounted on the
centre of the leaf. This now occupies a position in the Mess,
worthy of the occasion.
Congratulations to W.O. 1 (Superintending Clerk) Harrison
T., R.S.M. Butcher E. S. and W.O. 1 (F. of S.) King V. J. on
receiving Coronation Medals.
On Coronation night, a huge bonfire and fireworks display was
staged for the youngsters in " Q " Lines, but the Clerk of the
Weather did not see his way clear to permit it on that night.
It was, however, held the following night, and thanks are due to
Lieutenant-Colonel R. T. O. Cary, M.B.E., and LieutenantColonel M. F. M. Parkes, M.c., for the interest taken in the
" kiddies."
A private showing of the Coronation film to the families in
the Camp Cinema was also very much appreciated.
We have welcomed amongst us, since our last notes, C.Q.M.S.
Holmes W. and Sergeant Fishwick R. from India, Lance Sergeant Hancock E. from 4th Divisional Signals and Lance
Sergeants Ca.min F. and Whalley J. on promotion to Mess
membership.
Last month saw the completion of the Inter-Departmental
Game Tournament, and congratulations mnst be showered
upon Operators II team in winning the series with Clerks and
Q.M. teams dead-heated for second place. The next series
commences after this month's Mess meeting.
We were "At Home " to our neighbours, the Depot Battalion
Mess, for a cricket match, and right royally did we " see them
off " until it was discovered that the scorer was on our side.
An audit of the scores reduced our easy win to one of six runs
only!
We now look forward to th€. following events : cricket match
with "A" Division, Leeds City Police, on 28th June, and the
Mess Annual Outing to Blackpool on r7th July.
Congratulations to the following on their recent promotions :
Sergeants Lloyd L . and Jervis J., Lance Sergeants Le Cocq E.,
Smith E. B., Dargan G. and Kirby E.

" A " Corps Signals.
General.- " Corpsigs " calling again from the ame old place.
J ust at the moment, Aldershot is in the throes of a heat-wave,
and we are beginning to wonder if anyone is thinking of making
the town a health re ort. In fact, Aldershot (especially the canal
bank) resembles Palm Beach, and thousand of handsome
young soldiers can be seen bathing in the sunshine. We have a
hard job t o keep t he ladies away. Of course, opinion varies on
the subject of heat; all the grippers (moo who have been abroad
a nd let us know it ) contend that they still ought to wear overcoats. W e must hu mou r t hem I

After our short sojourn in the Metropolis (where our pr sencc
added colour to the Coronation spectacle) we arc settling down
to normal routine, which means loads of work, drill and parades
At the moment, we are preparing for the visit of H.R.H. The
Princess Royal, who is due to inspect the Unit on the 21st
instant. For a change, everyone admits that the drill is not
too bad.
The Annual Signals' Week will be held in MonsBarracksduring
the period 21st-27th June, and by the amount of typing which
the Hon. Labourer receives from the Hon. Secretary, it certainly
looks as though all records for attendance are going to be broken.
We are pleased to sec that the number of Old Comrades attending
is far in excess of last year, and there is still a week to go.
The day following the conclusion of" Signals' Week" we leave
barracks for a three-weeks' " rest " at-" Cripcs ; I've forgotten
where-hang on-Ah ! Popham (but don't ask me to explain
where it is)." All I can tell you is that it is miles from anywhere.
Still, as usual, you can bet your sweet young lives that the lads
will find plenty to do, even if it is only milking cows.
Medal Presentations.--Congratulations to the following on
being presented with the medals indicated: CORONATION
MEDALS-Lieutenant-Colonel R. Elsdale, o.B.E., ~r.c., Major
H. A. Spencer, M.c., Captain A. E. Morrison, Captain \.V. A.
Gallagher, R.S.M. Mitchell, C.Q.M.S. Beverley, Sergeant Harris,
Corporal Beardmore and Signalman Goodwin. LONG SERVICE
AND GooD CoNDUCT MEDALS--C.Q.~I.S. \.Vhccler, Scrgrnnts
Harris and Todman, and Corporal Brooks. INDIAN GENERAL
SERVICE :MEDAL-Lance Corporals Brooks and Garnett.
Social.- Our Unit Sports (chronicled elsewhere, I hope) were
held on Saturday, 5th June, and all the families were invited
to tea on the grounds. A very enjoyable afternoon was spent
by all and the N. . .F.I. surpassed themselves with the tea.
The weather clerk did equally well. Two clowns, who shall
remain anonymous, added a touch of comedy to the proceeding ,
drawing a cacophony of yells from the youngsters as they romped
all over the grounds (with the notable exception of the cricket
pitch, alias the Holy Carpet). Informality was the keynote of
the proceedings and a jolly good keynote, too.
Unfortunately, Corporal Manson bad the bad luck to break
a pole in mid-air at the Pole Vault, and sustained a nasty fall.
It was almost the last jump of the meeting, too, as be was
reaching his zenith at 9 ft. 2 ins. We hear that he will be out of
hospital shortly, and sincerely hope that he will be fit enough to
help us win the Prickett Cup. He is hoping the same, unless
we are much mistaken.
Births.-Two happy events were recorded this month. The
proud gathers are Corporal Langley (not the boxer) and Lance
Corporal Shillito, and the children, girl and boy respectively.
Departures.-Quite a few this month. Signalman Burgess
(G.T.A.) to the Training Battalion. (Don 't tell them too much
about the Holy Land, Burge.) Signalman Aston to Bulford.
Best of luck, Larry-and keep away from Reading. Signalman
Wallace to the School of Signals and Signalman Jock IcLennan
to the Command Signal Company, Aldershot. Signalmen
Kendall and Kraft are due to go in the course of a few day .
The best of luck to you all-sweethearts. (That was not from
the sergeant-major.)
Arrivals.-We welcome unto our boom Signalmen Young
and Ashworth, and hope that their stay will be long and happy.
R.S.M. Baylis looked in on us on his return from India, just long
enough, in fact, for us to be able to have the pleasure of announcing his commi ion in ou r Part I Orders. Lieutenant (LP . .)
Bayliss i due to commence his new duties in orthcrn Ireland.
Best of luck, sir I
Things We Want to Know.-Who invented the " Drafting
Return"?
Who put an egg (?) on the Orderly Room Sergeant's tablcand why?
Does a Mes Meeti ng generally consist of one Lance Corpora
and one complaint ?
Retort Courteous.-\.Ve are not jealous of a certain prem ier
Divisional Signals' Bethlehem Broadcast. Euphonious as it
may sound, we are not the" Royal Choral Singers." Bu t can't
we raise the welkin in a marquee? You 'card I
Conclusion.-Like all good things, these notes mu ·t end
sometime, but we'll be here again ne;),.1: m o nt h. Good night,
child ren in all parts of the world-Goo-od nigh t I
Bucu: ALL RAG.
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Phone: Farnborough 403

Headquarters.
14th June.
General.- Perhap in tead of " General ·• I might head thi
paragraph " Colonel-in-Chief, " which would be more seasonable
under present conditions.
We have done so much gravel-crushing lately that the R.E .s
have had to re-gravel our parade ground; the la t lot has been
trodden to du t, and the new lot stands a fair chance of going
in the same way.
Barrack Schedules.- ! have been looking for a book on the u e
of barrack furniture, but without success. I am, however, fairly
certain that it is not prescribed that " Ta bles, Barrack, 6 foot ;,
hould be placed behind beds after barrack inspection, but I
am not sure whether a " Poker, Soldiers," when burni bed, can
be classified as unfair wear and tear. However, we do like to
be able to sit down when we visit ro. I Block, and will not carry
a joke too far.
Overseas Visitors.- Last month we entertai ned Private
Carter C. W ., of the -ew Zealand Corps Signals. Corporal
Missen S. V ., di carding " Jimmy" for a Cook's " Wagon Lits"
badge, has kindly described their activities for the day. \ Ve
had great pleasure in welcoming Private Carter C. W ., of the
New Zealand Corps Signals, on 4th 1\Iay, when he wa visiting
England for the first time with the ew Zealand Coronation
Conti°:gent. Unfortunately, he was only able to spend one
day w1th us, consequently a great deal had to be crammed into
the tweh-e hours. In the morning. a tour of the lines was
arrange~. which prov7d vtry interesting to our guest. The many
and vaned types of mstruments were seen, both in stores and
by a happy coincidence, an Artillery Brigade Section was seen
prepared for actual communication in the field. The Command
v\'/T Station was visited, and an interesting half-hour spent
v.~th that cheery group.
Xext came the cookhouse, complete
with gadgets ':1-11~ pork-pie press. Incidentally, how many men
know that this is one of the most modern cookhouses in the
Command. ( ro remarks, please.) The last of our Iona-eared
pals, " - obby, " was introduced, and, unlike Garbo, he did not
w.ant to be " alawn." The R.A.F., at Farnborough, was also
v1 1ted. We were sho':"Il the latest in \V/T apparatus, as well
as the method used to install and operate it in the machines.
Although it may seem rather late, I wish to thank everyone
concerned, who, by explanation, etc., made our visitor feel at
home and gave him, if rather brief, an idea of the Corps activities.
It may be of interest to readers to k now that there is no
Regula~ ~!'ffiY in N~w. Zealand, the rf".qu~ements being covered
by a 1\Iilitia Force s1m1lar to our Temtonal Army. The equipment of the New Zealand Signals is very similar to our own.
o. I Sets are generally used, whilst their visual and line instruments are of the same pattern as ours. In conclusion, we wish
the best of luck and bon voyage to Private Carter and to the
Tew Zealand Signals.
W.F. K.

No. I Company.
General.- With the great improvement in t he weather
everyone seems to be enjoying life more. The Whits un leav~
over and the Coro.nation e:ccitement fo_i ished, the Company has
settled down, and ~~ pr~pann~ for the v~i~ of the :i:'rincess Royal.
No. I A.S.S. and L Sect10ns have 3omed their Brigades so
that. at present in barracks, we have only H.Q. and "'J "
Section. For the. pas~ three Mondays, t he Company have been
present at t ~e sw1mmmg bath for the purpose of picking a team
for the commg sports, and to teach our non-swimmers th.; way
to do 1t. On the sports field, our men are busy training, and so
we hope to p ut up a good show d uring Signals Week.
A fe~ of the Signals from Canada visited us j ust after the
Coronation, and we were able to show t hem around.
. Corporal Gray closed !1is Army career with eighteen years, while
S1~a~man W<><><;i. havm g completed his pont oon, decided for
civil hfe. w_e wish. them both the best, and may they live long
to draw their pensions.

CUNNINGTON & CO.
(W. H. T. CuHHIMGroH)

GENERAL MERCHANTS
and CAMP OUTFITTERS

7 Peabody Road

.

South Farnborough

We have again added a fe w more to the R eserve- Signalman
Mackie, Jones, H ealy and Ince. All t he best and good jobs!
C.Q.M.S. Bish~p h~s a rrived from the Command Signal
Company. We wish him a pleasant stay. We have found him
useful already with lawn mowers and gardens. C.Q.M.S.
Wheeler bas crossed the square and joined "A" Corps. Lance
Corporal Ashworth left us for Jorthern Ireland, and Signalman
Knight has proceeded to " E " Troop at Tidwortb. We wish
them all the best at their new Stations.
.. Co~pratulations to Lance ~ergeant Hardy on obtaining
Qr at t he Gas S(hool, and Signalman Robinson a" V.G." at
the School of Cookery. Well done, both of you !

2nd Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters.
May.
General.-We wi h to congratulate "A" Section on winning
the Cooke Trophy. How they pipped us, we have still to find out.
Our chaps returned from K ensington Gardens, after a hectic
few days spent in viewing the sights. It was a pity they had it
wet, but from the tales floating around, wet weather had no
effect on their spirits.
The following were presented with Coronation Medals :
Lieutenant-Colonel R. H. R. Neale, Major G. W . Odell, Lieutenant (Q .YI.) J. A. Burgess, R.S.M. Spindler, R.Q.M.S. Wensley,
C.S.M:. Robertson, Lance Ser~ant Manning, Signalmen (U/ Lance
Corporal) icholson and Rogers.
Arrivals.- \Ve welcome to the fold Lance Sergeant Cox, who
~":5 . volu~tee red to join the " tea swindle " and has been duly
initiated mto th~ mysteries of the Unit Office. He puzzles us.
On several ev~nmgs we have sp.otted him wandering round the
~por:ts field. with ~ few compamons, chasing a ball and hitting
it with a sticJ.c "".hie~ looks like a walking stick with a nob at the
end . Asking him just what be was supposed to be doing be
replied, " Teaching golf." We turned up all the sports files,
but have not found a case so marked so asked for further information and a reference (if any). Her~with is the reply:
What is this. Golf ?- Golf is a form of work made expensive
enough for a nch man to enjoy. It is the physical and mental
~x~rtion made attractive by the fact that you have to dress fo r
it_ i°: a £5,000 Clubhouse. Golf is what letter-carrying, ditchd1ggmg and carpet-beating would be if these t hree tasks had to
be performed on the same hot afternoon in short pants and
?Oloured socks by a gouty gentleman, who required different
~ mplements fo r each mood. Golf is the simpliest-looking game
m t~e world when you decide to take it up, and the toughestlooking after you have been at it for ten or twelve years.
A golf co urse has eighteen holes, seventeen of which are
u nnecessary a nd put in to make the game harder . A " hole" is
a tin cup in the centre of a "green ." A "green " is a small
parcel of grass costi ng about 7s. 6d . a blade, a nd usua lly located
between a brook and a couple of apple trees or a lot of " unfinished excavations."
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The idea is to get the golf ball from a given point into each
of the eighteen cups in the fewest strokes possible and the
greatest number of words. The ball must not be thrown, pushed
or carried. It must be propelled by about £10 worth of curiousJoolcing implements, especially designed to provoke t he owner.
Each implement has a speciftc purpose, and, ultimately, some
golfers get to know that purpose. They are the exceptions.
After each bole has been completed, the golfer counts his
strokes, su btracts six and says " Made that in five. That is one
above par. Shall we play for 2s. 6d. on the next hole, too ? "
After the final or eighteenth hole, the golfer adds up his score,
stopping when be reaches 86. He then has a swim, a pint of
gin, sini;s " Sweet Adeline " with six or eight other liars. and
calls it the end of a perfect day.
June.
General.-As is only natural, our recent Unit camp takes pride
of place in these notes. We were favoured with glorious weather,
a nd, if the old adage is true, the Unit must be full ofhandsome
men for, during " off-hours" sun bathing was the vogue.
As for work-well, everybody seemed to enjoy the Schemes,
which were set on the wars of "a bloke named Hannabal."
Some of us may be a bit vague on ancient history, but all
" mucked in " to make the shows a success. Incidentally,
Hannabal was captured and provided us with some amusement
as well as instruction, during an interrogation conducted by the

c.o.

The Ringer Again.-Tbis is not a thriller by the late lamented,
but a little excitement caused by Reed, who, apparently tried
conclusions with a tree, and came off second -best. He was
returning from E lstead on a cycle when the accident happened.
This accident is shrouded in mystery, and to use the gangster
expression, " H e won't talk." \Ve wish him a swift recovery,
but decline to assist him in squaring the R.S.M. for damaging
his cycle.
Tug of War.- H.Q . and "M" Section were in fighting trim
for the tug-of-war, a nd got through the first round. As " l\I "
were out of camp on the night of the semi-final, and H .Q. could
not muster the ten men to make a team, we had to resigu. Still,
we thought we might as well let the other Sections have a chance
of winning.
Promotions.-We wish to congratulate Lance Sergeant
Manning on losing the adj ective " Lance," and being promoted
to Sergeant. He had been waiting a long time, and now I am
glad to say it has come. Lance Corporal White has been promoted Corporal . We congratulate him. Finally, good luck to
Signalman Martin, who bas mounted the first step of the ladder,
on bis appointment to U/Lance Corporal.
Heard About Camp.- " Yes, and half of them are afraid to
make their hands dirty. They'd make good ' Group ' E '
Mashers.' Roll on the Frontier, where men are men." Something
must have upset this grimy" son of toil."
" G."

No. I Company.
lay.

Part lls.- There has been a number of changes in personnel,
the chief of which is the cha nge of command, Captain L. R. C.
Watson relieved Captain B. S . Watkins as Company Commander.
This is a case of " Hail" but not " Farewell," as we hope to see
Captain Watkins again before he departs to take up a Staff
appointment. To all arrivals we eJrtend a glad hand, and our best
wishes go with those who have left u . Whether it i for a
" better land " remains to be seen.
Sports.- Tbe annual Physical Standard Te ts have been held,
and several dark horses have been discovered. Several horses
(not so dark) were" al o rans." However, we hope to hold our
own at the Unit Sports, which are being held in the near tutu.re.
To all entrants- " Horlicks " is not so bad- a k the Coronation
Party.
Coronation.- The selected band left Aldersbot for London on
9th May. As usual, it rained all the way to Farnborough Station,
and it was a very bedraggled crew which entrained. London
greeted us wi th the same mixture, and kept it up practicall y the
whole of our stay. However, it takes more than a drop of rain

to damp our spirits, especially when they are enlivened with
rum issues. On the day, the party marched off (complete with
"Horlicks" and two lumps of sugar) to take up a position on
the East Carriage Drive, Hyde Park. Whilst waiting, the lads
made friends with the local police (perhaps with an eye to
possible " casualties" during the celebrations) and the crowd .
We believe that Duff's little ration bags were handled by other
individuals than the boys in blue. All seemed quite cheery,
and the long wait seemed to pass very quickly. The Procession
was worth all the hardships experienced, but you will have read
all about that long before now.
Appoint ments.-We would like to congratulate the following
on their appointment to U/Lance Corporal : Potts J ., Martin J.,
Mn....;i; S. and Bowe J. H.
ONECO.

June.
General.- \Vith a shock we have just realised that these notes
are due, and, as we have only just arrived from Camp, time
presses.
Th ursley Camp.- The Unit has just spent twelve glorious days
at this delectable spot, a nd we have been blessed with glorious
weather, the best we have experienced for years. The field
training of the nit, a nd this Company in particular, brought
out very interesting a nd instructive points. Lessons have been
well and truly learned, an asset which will stand us in good stead
for future training.
Welcome.- \Ve were very pleased to welcome C.S.;\L Lynch,
of the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals, and we will ensure that
he enjoys bis stay with us.
Sport-The Inter-Section Tug-of-\Var, which took place at
camp, was won by " D1 team " belonging to "D" Section of
this Company.
P . I. P.

No. 2 Company.

May.
General.-Preparations are now in full swing for the forthcoming
Thursley Camp, which promises to be more enjoyable than last,
owing to the fact that we are now fully mechanised and need not
be disturbed in our sleep (if we get any) by the cries of the stable
piquet as they frantically chase round the camp after loose
horses.
Everybody has enjoyed a short spot of Whitsun leave, and
are now settling down ready for the season's training.
The Section Sports are just getting u nder way, and there
promises to be some keen competition.
Arrivals.- We welcome Signalmen Fothergill and Haigh from
Catterick Camp, Corporal Sugg from China and " F " draft
from Palestine.
Marriages.- Again nil. \Ve have none to report at present,
but we suspect that there will be some in the near future.
Promotions.- U/Lance Corporal Bowling to Lance Corporal,
Signalman Bell to /Lance Corporal, Signalman Tagg to /Lance
Corporal and Signalman Brown to U /Lance Corporal. Congratulations to all of them.
Cheerio until next month.
G. K.B.
June.
General.- Once again we take up the pen. The Unit bas just
returned from a twelve-day camp at Thur ley-our Company
Sections stayed in barracks. The camp was very succe sful this
year, and everyone was satisfied with the standard of work
produced.
Preparation are now in full swing for Signals \Veek and also
the visit of H .R.H. The Princess Royal on 21st June.
Mo t of our Section arc looking forward eagerly to the um mcr
leave break, which starts after Signals \'.'eek. It i i;ve n early
in order that Section may join their re pective B ri gades in
pr paration for manreuvres during August and September.
All eyes are eagerly scanning the notice boards daily for the
first official Ii t of the drafts for trooping sea on.
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Arrivals. \\"e wdcomc C.S.?11. Bradbury from o. l Company,
and hope that his stay here will be a pleasant one.
DeparturttS. - We lose with regret our notable .S.?II. Tracey
J. who has obtained a po t with the W.D. Police. \ • e wish him
every succe in his new appointment.
Promotions.-Lance Corporal Lavender to Corporal.
gratulations, " Dick" ; you have earned it.

Con-

Jews' Mail.-Parsnip, India. " \\"hat about a line ? Browny."

No. 3 Company.
June.
We apologi e for the absence of notes last month. Had we
contributed last month, our effort would have contained an
account of our trip to London to participate in the Coronation
ceremony. \Ye hall not try in these notes to improve on the
excellent columns and pictures that have already appeared in
all the new papers. They did full justice to the occasion.
\\'e spent the period from 1 t to 12th June in enjoying our
annual Unit camp at Thursley. \\'e were fayoured with reasonable weather and good administration. The two showers of
rain which did entervene caused little inconvenience. On the
whole, the warm unshine put coats of tan (and worse) on the
" he-men."
The programme of training was liberally interspersed with
opportunities for rela.xation and entertainment. In addit'on to
football and cricket among the tents, the 1 .A. . F.I. had thedart
board, etc., all ready when we arrived. Incidentally, if any of
us wanted to step out for a little fresh air, the magic password
"Three horse-shoes "-in a soft voice-left the Guard Commander blandly composed.
Many vi itors were entertained at the different Mess Guest
ights, and a really home-like atmosphere was felt throughout
the camp.
\'\'e must mention that our "Padre" (Rev. G. V. L . Lewis)
entered whole-heartedly into our camp life-taking part in our
Exercises and looking after our social as well as our spiritual
welfare, to wit, the concert of local artists, where the audience
was o large that it oozed out around the outside of the large
.A.A.F.I. tent, and was a most enjoyable show. Isn't it surprising that so much hidden talent can be produced on these
occasions ? For instance, who could have imagined that a
particular " Fitter " Sergeant, together with a large masculine
Corporal of ours, had the ability to demonstrate the classic
poses of the terpsichorean art.
The area around Thursley is both picturesque and very suitable
for manreuvres, it comprises that rolling, wooded type of countryside which offers good concealment, with suitable shade and
shelter.
One of the Schemes struck a chill of horror into the hearts of
some of the timid new-comers. It was rumoured that the enemy
was a most subtle, insidious vampire known as "Hannibal."
After huddling close to protective seniors for hours, they were
vastly relieved to see " Hannibal" brought in under escort.
\Ve heard one remark, " \'\'by, it's only that officer I explained
the Scheme to, just down the road I "
Many readers are always on the look-out for news of comrades,
so we include this short list of comings -and goings : Signalmen
Wcolgar and McDiarmid have gone to Catterick to help introduce
strangers to the mysteries of internal combustion. Signalman
Cow?n H. has gone permanently" mufti," to the regret of everyone m the Company. He was of the hard-working, conscientious
type, and the permanent grin on his countenance will be sadly
missed. Lance Corporal Good and Signalman McDonough have
successfully completed Courses as Fitter-Signals, and they are
enjo};ng the benefits of advanced ratings. Corporal Funnell
merits the good wishes of us all on bis promotion. Arrivals from
the Holy Land : the names are too numerous to mention, but
all are ex-Xo. 4 Section, Palestine Force Signals. To all of No. 4
Section we wish all the best and a speedy return home.
(Owing to pressure on space, several excellent photographs
submitted by this company have been held over to a later
issue.-Eo.]
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" D " Troop Cavalry Signals.
June.
General.- Ex-members of this Troop will be pleased to see
that we are making an appearance in these pages after a long
absence.
Our numbers were rather depleted at the end of the last
trooping season, owing to the departure of several of our stalwarts; ome to civil life, others, more fortunate (?) to stations
abroad. However, we were recompensed to some extent by the
arrival of Corporal Feltham, Signalmen Akehurst, . Griggs,
Roberts, 'Nilkin on, Evans and Cox from India. 'We take this
opportunity of wishing them a pleasant time in the Troop. To
the last-named con!!Tatulations on his extension to complete
twelve years with the colours.
The Unit lines are undergoing a thorough overhaul in preparation for the vi it on 21st ] une of our Colonel-in-Chief, H.RH.
The Princess Royal. " Wot Paint" notices are displayed everywhere, and there are signs of great activity in the gardens.
Train ing.- \Vo have deserted the Cavalry this year, and are
being converted temporarily into a RH .A . Signal Section. For
Schemes, we are attached to the 3rd Brigade, RH.A., with whom
we are to go to Camp later in the training season.
Medals.-Congratulations to Signalman Swan, ·who was
selected for the award of the Coronation Medal.

Warrant Officers and Sergeants'
Barracks, Aldershot.

M~s,

Mons

r4th June.
Coronation Duties.-Well, here we are again. The Coronation
has come and gone, but has left many pleasant memories. The
RSignals procession party, consisting of five officers and thirtyfive other ranks, put in some " heavy work " under Major H. A.
Spencer, M.C., with Colonel G. E. Sampson, D.s.o., the Chief
Signal Officer, Aldershot Command, as an almost constant
spectator, critic and advisor. R.S.M. Elsmore B. A. acted as
RS.M. of the party.
Judging from the cheers, which we and our Royal Engineer
friends (we were both under one marshal) received during our
fourteen miles' march (in Wellington boots), " Signals" are far
more popular and widely known than is generally thought.
Lieutenant-Colonel R Elsdale, o.B.E., M.C., was in command
of the street lining party of fourteen officers and two hundred
and ten other ranks, and it reflects great credit on all concerned,
and possibly the rum issue (which did not reach the " marchers ")
that we had no casualties'.
It was a great honour for " Aldershot Signals " to be deputed
to represent the " Corps," and we trust that our less fortunate
comrades were not too disappointed with their ill-luck and our
performance.
Overseas Contingent.-We were honoured by a number of
visits from our Overseas confreres, and trust that they enjoyed
these visits as much as we did. Isn't it a pity that the Dominions
are so far away. We got to know the Royal Canadian Signals
quite well, mainly because RS.M.s Anderson and Morris paid
us an unofficial and quite unexpected visit the day after the
Contingent landed.
Another informal, but not altogether unexpected, visit was
paid us by RS.M. Anderson on Friday, 21st May, when he very
kindly presented the Mess with a "plaque" from the 4th
Canadian Divisional Signals. In a short speech, R.S.M. Elsmore
thanked RS.M. Anderson on behalf of the Mess for the very
kind and friendly thought which prompted this presentation, and
the " plaque " was installed there and then in its rightful place
of honour in the Mess. that is immediately underneath the photograph of Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal, our Colonelin-Chief.
RS.M. Anderson was accompanied by C.S.M. Lynch of the
Ottawa Royal Canadian Signals, and a further visit to our Mess
was arranged for Monday, 24th May, when a party of seven of
the Royal Canadian Signals were met by o ur th ree R.S.M.s in
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the Mess during the evening. An excellent spirit prevailed and
the evening slipped by very quickly- all too quickly. These
Canadian boys are very excellent company, and we should like
to thank them for their visit.
Sergeants Stanley and Neale provided the necessary transport
throughout these visits, and the thanks of the Mess are due to
them for their efforts.
On Tuesday evening, 25th May, our Canadian friends were
confined to camp until the sailing of the Montcalm on 26th
May. Apparently their " camp" included our Mess-much to
the amusement of our Mess members. Anyway, we were glad
to see four of " the boys " again on Tuesday evening.
The many acquaintances formed during these visits were
cemented into a real and lasting increased friendship between the
Royal Canadian Signals and the Royal Corps of Signals, here m
ldershot, when a party of Mess members were willingly granted
leave by their Officers Commanding to proceed to Southampton
to bid their friends adieu when they sailed for home on the
Montcalm. It was here that our President, R.S.M. Elsmore
had the pleasure of meeting RS.M. Wallis, who, through pressure
of work and the unfortunate-illness of his sister, was unable to
visit us in Aldershot. " Pressure of work " in this case was by
no means a formal expression. R.S.M. \Vallis was R.S.M. of
the whole Canadian Contingent and, as such, it fell to his lot,
cheerfully undertaken, to " lick our friends into shape " for the
Guard Mounting duties at Buckingham Palace. These duties
were a plesant surprise to our visitors, who were unaware that
they would be thus honoured until the day after they sailed
from Canada. We understand that the keenness of all the
Canadians presented R.S.M. Wallis with his biggest task-that
of " weeding 'em out." However, " Good show, sir ! " It shows
what can be done.
The Montcalm cast off at I p.m., and at i.15 p.m. she was
really on her way, leaving us on the dockside with many pleasant
memories and a real warm-hearted friendship for Dominion
Royal Corps of Signals in general, and the Royal Canadian
Signals in particular. A 1' revoir and a special cheerio to R.S.M.
Anderson for helping us to get into touch with the lads.
The following were amongst our visitors : R.S.M. Anderson
(Montreal). RS.M. Morris (Toronto). C.S.M. Lynch (Ottawa),
C.S.M. Hankin (Regina), Sergeant Bird (Edmonton), Sergeant
Kent (Winnipeg), Sergeant Muggridge (Vancouver), Corporal
McDonald (Charletown).

1st Anti-Aircraft Group Signals, Blackdown.
orth Frith Barracks.
15th June.
Firstly, I must apologise for the absence of notes from this
Unit in the June issue of the \VIRE, but pres ure of work in
connection with the moves of our detachments to A.A. Practice
Camps was the cause.
Permanent maintenance detachment have proceeded to A.A.
Practice Camps at \Vatchet, Weybourne and J\Ianorbier, and
Area Signal Section detachments have also proceeded with their
various Companies of the 1st A.A. Battalion, R.E., to camps at
Pembroke Dock, Weybourne, Watchet and Bridlington. We
hope to see their activities at the various camps chronicled in
these pages ; so come along, you budding scribes, and let's see
what you can do. All efforts thankfully received.
Very few are left with Unit Headquarters at Blackdown, but,
as usual, these few have had to put their shoulders to the wheel.
The 6th A.A. Brigade, R.A., have had a " classification of
height takers "in the Blackdown area, and the 1 t A.A. Battalion,
R.E., have kept u busy with a spot of A.A. training in the same
area. C. .M. Penfold and hi merry gang carried out the good
work.
Communications were also provided for the 30th A.A. Battalion, RE. (T.A.), in the Blackdown area during their \Vl1itsun
Camp.
Promotions and Appointments.- ongratulations to the undernamed on promotion to the ranks stated : C. .M. Penfold A.
(r6th May). Sergeant Hodgson H. (26th April). Corporal Howard
N. (14th May), Corporal Marchant W. (25th May), U/Lance
Corporal Judd W. (14th June). Things are moving.

Arrivals.- We welcome the following to BlackdO\\n, anrl
trust that they will have a pleasant stay : Signalmen Gould 1,.,
Havlin J ., Long L., Reed W ., Rix ., Drivers (l.C.) Williams L.
and Williams R. from the Training Battalion. Sergeant Brooke
H. from the Depot Battalion.
Depa rtures.-Major H. M. Sylvester , M.C., R.Signals, to a
temporary appointment at the War Office. Signalman Harper W.
to the Training Battalion, on lOth June. Best of luck at your
new Stations.
Powell Cu p.-Again we record that this Unit have won the
Powell Cup Miniature Rifle Shoot. This is the third year in
succession that we have won this Cup, and the fourth time since
its origin. The average score was 83.1 per cent. The winning
team was: Corporal Conolly (r77), Corporal Powell (172).
C.S.M. Dowie (172), Lance Sergeant lent (168). ergeant Betts
(r63), Lance Sergeant Glass (161), Signalman Ryan (161 ),
Signalman Taylor (156) . The team captain was C.Q.M. Mears
L. The Commanding Officer (Major E. J. ;\Iurphy, RSignals) is
presenting each member of the team with a suitable plaque to
mark the occasion.
Courses.-Congratulations to Signalmen Buckett W . and
Bennett D. on successfully passing No. I Fitter Signals Course at
the S.T.C., Catterick, and obtaining their B.III rating in that
trade.
JAY E.1 GEE.

Detachment A.A. Group Signals, Weybourne.
A.A. Practice Camp, \Veyboume, ~ orfolk.
Calling all Sections of the 1st A.A. Group Signals, wherever
they may be.
A construction party, consisting of Lieutenant \V. J. S. Gray,
R.Signals, and fourteen other ranks (far too numerous to
mention), arrived at this bracing summer camp on 24th fay.
On arrival, the main object was establishing communications.
This we carried out within a week, with the good help of representatives of the General Post Office, who established all permanent lines and installed a 25-line exchange. The construction
party returned to Blackdown on rst June. The party remaining
consistS of the .C.O. i/c, Lance Corporal Boughen L., ignalmen
Couzens S., Havlin, Cave and Kenny. (Slaves of the keys and
cords.)
Most of this small party are in the height of delight, as their
respective homes are very near. (Where be you going, Gargil ?)
·we hope to contribute notes to the WIRE every month.
Agony.-To "Duggy." "Midday Sun for the Derby. Sid."
" Golden for the Fairy Stakes. Webbo."
Singapore. " Hiram " and " Soapy." " Too cold to write
yet-waiting for summer. Johnny."
\VEYBO.

Tank Brigade Signals.
Perham Down,
15th Jund.
General.-The pat month has been om of great activity,
comprising both functions. at home and vi its to thos_e of other
Units. Thes~, coupled with the Coronation celebrations, have
kilpt us moving at full pace the whole time.
row that. the
annual camp period is almo t upon us, our bu tie seems destmed
to carry on yet a while. The Sections have already left ~s for
their respective Battalions, and we hope that they will be
recording their activities in the near future . (Section cribes,
please note.)
Arrivals and Departures.-Activities under this heading are
still as bri k as ever, and, as it continues, the Company " Bible "
become increasingly valuable a a reference to those" who were."
The latest addition and deletion in this volume include :
Lance Sergeant Lambird from -znd Divisional ignal on 27th
April; Drivers (I.C.) Logier, Pearson and Scott from S.T.C.
on 14th May; Signalman l eamo from " E" Troop Cavalry
Signals on 31st May ; Signalmen Cook, Hookway and '_ye from
S.T.C. on 1st June; Corporal ooke W. G. from 5th Divnonal
Signals on 4th Juno; Signalmen Hare and Stokes from S.T.
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on 10th June; Corporal 2'Iulcahy to wd Divi ional Signal on
2jth April; and Lance Sergeant Ma ters to Northern Ireland
i nal Company on rolh June.
\\'e e.·tend ah arty welcome to our ne" -comers, and we hope
that their tav with u will be a long and pleasant one. To
tho· who have left us, we wish good luck and happine at their
ne" tation . A silent and unob trusiYe departure from the
Unit during the past month was the Annual Drafting Return.
We are all looking forward to seeing the " joyful " smile and
e. ·pre ·ion that will, no doubt, herald the publication of the
pro,·isional warning orders which have a habit of appearin« in
the late summer.

The funeral of our late comrade took place at the Tidworth
:\Iilitary Cemetery on :\fonday, 6th June, with full military
honours. Every available officer and man attended to pay their
last tributes. The cortege was met at the Cemetery entrance by
the firing party, Company, and the band of the 2nd Battalion;
Royal \Varwickshire Regiment. The procession was then
formed, ,,;th Lance Corporal Clark's parents, sisters, and friends
following immediately behind the flag-draped coffin, and moved
off slowly, the solemnity of the occasion being fittingly portrayed
by the beautiful music of Chopin's Marche Funebre. After a
hort burial service came the committal, salute, and Last Post,
and ended by the family mourners, officers and other ranks of
the Company filing away past the grave, giving a final salute as
a last mark of respect and homage to a beloved colleague.
Marriages.-Another addition to the H.C.R.B.C. (the Honorable Company of Ration Bag Carriers), and, in consequence,
deserter from the barrack-room, is Lance Corporal Wilson T. L.,
who was married to 2'1iss Bertha Maund, at Tidworth Church, on
12th :\fay. What a Coronation, Tug ! We wish Lance Corporal
and Mrs. Wilson many years of health and happiness.
Sports. The detail of this subject will have to remain over
until my next notes, owing to lack of time to collect the necessary
information. .\t the moment, however, there is quite a Jot of
practice being devoted to athletics, cricket and tennis. We are
confidently looking forward to good results ere long.
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Sergeants'

Meta.

Sorry we were absent from last month's WIRE, but so little
occurred, and the 12th of the month seemed to arrive much
earlier than usual. Much has happened since . The Corps Band
visited us on 30th May, and a very enjoyable week ensued.
On Monday, the 31st, the Junior N.C.0.s held their annual
dance in the Garrison Institute, where every Unit was well
represented. We heartily congratulate the Juniors on the
excellent show provided. Many of the officers of the Unit were
present, and it gives us great pleasure on these occasions to
have them with us.
During the week, the Band played in the Unit Lines at midday,
at Tidworth and at the Officers' Mess.

Band Visit.-The annual visit of the Corps Band to the nit
wa - celebrated on Monday, 3ro 2-fay, in the form of a Garden
Party and Sports, held on the port Ground of the 5th Battalion
R.T. . The Clerk of the \Veather was very kind to us, and a very
enjoyable afternoon was pent by all. '~'e tender our warmest
thanks to all those whose labours contributed to the succe of
the Yenture. Our only disappointment is that these occasion
are only too few. During the day we were able to note several
who, on some future occasion, might well be recommended as
horse-cab drivers, judging by their efforts in the blind-folded
race. One wonders what the Stewards would have thought of
uch bumping and boring on a " Derby " day. Even the poor
pectators were at the mercy of the seemingly uncontrollable
" animals." Vve had quite a large muster of guests from the
Tank Battalions stationed at Perham, all of whom expressed
their delight at the afternoon's entertainment. We all look back
on the party a one of the best events of the year.
On Sunday, 6th June, three officers and thirty other ranks,
representing the nit, attended the Church Parade at Bulford,
under the a uspices of the Old Comrades' Association. The Corps
Band was again in attendance. On the following day (Monday),
to the regrets of all, the Band left after having completed a visit
which kept them fully occupied the whole time. " Here's to
the next time."
Obituary.-It is with the deepest regret that we have to record
the untimely death of Ko. 23w148 U!Lance Corporal Clark E. J .,
which took place at the Alton Cottage Hospital on 3rd June, as
the result of a motor-cycling accident whilst on his . way to
rejoin his Section at Farnborough after visiting Bournemouth .
A most likeable and enterprising young .C.O., he joined this
Unit from the 2nd Indian Divisional Signals on 15th Tovember,
1936, p revious to which date he had served with the Training
Battalion, S.T.C. (I.). Although he had only been with this
Unit for a comparatively short period, his high q ualities, both
as a man and as a soldier, were very quickly in evidence. In his
death, the Unit in particular, and the Corps in general, have
uffered a great loss. To his parents and his sisters we tender
our heartfelt sympathy.

J

On Friday night, the Sergeants' Mess annual dance was held
in the Garrison Institute. The floor was in excellent condition,
and dancing continued until 2 a.m. The Institute was tastefully
decorated for the occasion and the buffet was a great success.
Our guests thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

The late Lance Corpo ral E.

J.

Cla rk.

In passing, we must offer our congrats. to Corporal Moore
S. C. in gaining a place in the Corps athletics team, which met the
Durham University team at Newcastle last month.
BEN.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Arrivals.-On 1st :May, Signalmen Bowles R. and Halstead J. ;
on 3rd May, Signalman Gallaher M. ; on 5th May, Signalmen
Cripps C., Clarke T., Brookes K., Harrison D., Harvey D.,
Lester ., Lloyds V{., Millar J., Brady C., Bannister H., Cadman
A., Hunt A. and Batchelor A. ; on 6th May, Corporal Stevens
B.; on 20th May, Signalman Aston J.
Departures.-Corporal Richardson F. to S.I.C.D. Signal
orthern Command
Section, 4th May. Corporal Lafford to
Signal Section, 15th May. Corporal Sutcliffe to Eastern Command Signal Section, 1§th 1\'Iay. Sergeant Little V. to Bevington
Camp, 20th May. Signalman Young F. to "A" Corps Signals,
Aldershot, 20th May.
Discharges.-Lance Corporal Whitelaw D., 20th May.
T.A.R.-Signalman Boreham A., 25th April.
A.V.T.C.-Signalman Bell A. to A.V.T.C., Hounslow, 18th
)fay. Signalman Oakey F. to A.V.T.C., Hounslow, rst May.
Promotion and Appointments.-U/Lance Corporal Lobb J.
appointed Lance Corporal, 6th March. U/Lance Corporal
Matthews J. appointed Lance Corporal, 15th March. Signalmen
Murphy T., Mau nder S., Spearman J. and Smith E. appointed
Lance Corporals, 20th May.
Awards.-R.S.M. Herbert A., R.Q.M.S. Adcock J. and Signalman Wright W. awarded the Coronation Medal. Sergeant
Cockings P. awarded the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal.
Educational Awards.-Drivers Mcsweeney J. and Stalker J.
passed in Mathematics, and are awarded the Second Class
Certificate of Education.
Marriages.-Signalman Griffiths J. to Kathleen Nellie Levey
at Salisbury, 14th May. Signalman Hough W. to Clara May
Steed at Salisbury, 15th May.
Births.-To Signalman and Mrs. Davison E. a daughter,
Audrey, 15th May.

Sunday, the 6th, was a great occasion, when the Royal Signals
-Southern Command-accompanied by Old Comrades and led
by the Corps Band, marched from Marne Lines to the Garrison
Church, where the Bishop of Salisbury officiated. A Medal
Presentation took place when the troops had returned to the
Unit Lines, and this was followed by a short speech from Brigadier H. Clementi-Smith, D.s.o. The Old Comrades adjourned
to the Sergeants' Mess when the parade was dismis ed, and
tongues, after being put back into place, began to wag freely.
We were especially pleased to see Brigadier R. Chenevix Trench,
o.B.E., M.C . , Major J. W. \Vestern, o.B.E., the contingent from
the 43rd Divisional Signals, T.A., and also friend Barlow from
"Brum." About fifty Old Comrades were present and approximately eighty all told sat down to lunch in the Mess, where
members of the Corps Band entertained us until- never mind.
In the evening, a Band Concert was held in the Mess, and all toq
soon the evening came to an end. So ended Signals \Veek at
Bulford. We heartily congratulate Mr. Ricketts and the Corps
Band for the excellence of their performances whilst with us
and look forward to next year.
Olympia.-On 28th May, the members of the Mess, accompanied by families, visited the Royal Military Tournament at
Olympia. The party left Bulford at 9.15 a.m., and arrived in
London in time for lunch before the afternoon performance.
After the show, the families introduced themselves to London,
and the party returned home in the early hours of the morning
- "Albert" was still with them. Some buses do have strong
headlights l
.
The 1st City of London Divisional Signals are to be congratulated upon their excellent performance at the Royal
Tournament.

Corporals' Mess.
Our normal scribe being far too busy at the moment with
athletics, I have taken on the task for this month.
Firstly, we offer our congratulations to the athletic team,
who captured the Salisbury Plain Area Trophy once more. The
outstanding event undoubtedly was the performance of Signalman Griffiths in the 4 x 440 yards. He must have returned a
very fast time.
We were very pleased to have the Royal Signals Band with us ;
it is very nice to see those familiar faces once again. They
commenced the week by playing for our dance on Monday, 4th
June. (And what a dance band.) The dance itself was a complete success, voted by many as the best in the Garrison for some
considerable period. This reflects great credit both OD the band
and the members of the committee, and we would like to
offer our thanks to the committee for their unstinted efforts in
making the dance such a success.
We tender our congratulations to the following members of
the Mess on their respective promotions and appointments :
Corporals Harrison A. and Crimes G., Lance Corporals Matthews
J., Lobb W. and B unting J ., U/Lance Corporals Spearman G.,
Maunders S., Murphy T. and Smith E.

We are pleased to see the following members of the . 1c..-ss
representing the Garrison at cricket thi. season : Lance Corporal!>
Jordan E. and Jenner S., and trust that they will uphold the
name of the Corps.
0GPU.

4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury.
May.
Unit Week.- From Whitsun to 22nd 'May, a " Unit Week"
was held at Canterbury, which included an "At Home," comprising 3: cricket match, several dance , sports, displays by the
Royal Signals team and an almost continuous performance by
the Corps Band.
The ingredients of a successful Weak should be fine weather
and a great many people enjoying themselves. An obstinate
clerk of the weather decided against the former, but his whims
were accepted in a correct spirit of indifference, and the result
was a success, which made it plain that this initial venture must
be repeated.
_On the Wednesday following Coronation Day, the Unit
cncket team played and beat the Shop 2nd XI on a pitch which,
having been rolled with " U" blankets, was both damp and
dangerous. The ground was ringed with a succession of store
tents, marquees, bunting and other festive insignia.
eedless
to say, all this was not for the purpose of watching a bumble
game of brighter cricket.
At about four o'clock, there came a mighty influx of people
from every corner of Kent and beyond ; after consuming vast
quantities of tea and cake they sat down and, amidst the hush,
waited the coming of the piece de resistance. The Royal Signals
display team is too well known to require introduction. Their
presence is desired at practically every show in this country (and
others). and they have been the main feature at many Royal
Tournaments.
othing succeeds like success, and though some
may shed a tear at the passing of the horse, the show is now
faster, more spectacular and, we are told, sounder than it was
two years ago when the writer last saw it.
There are items in their programme for every taste, from the
child to the ardent mechanist, and it would be a blase spectator
indeed who did not appreciate at all. We did-and hope that
we showed it. Our thanks are due to Lieutenant H. Crawford and
his team for putting on the show so often. Their show on
Saturday, which is described below, was good propaganda for
the Unit-one had only to see the faces peering over the barrack
railings to realise the interest aroused.
On Wednesday, an All Ranks Dance was held in the festooned
gymnasium. The Corps dance band played with unflagging zeal.
Indeed, a dog-lover from the cook-house was observed practising
a peculiar swimming stroke on the floor-so excellent was their
rhythm.
On Thursday morning, before dinner, the Corps Band played
on the Square. I have already alluded to their untiring efforts
throughout the week, but must mention that they have a vast
repertoire, and they are equally adept at classical, light or jazz
music. Under i\Ir. Ricketts they improve every year. They
must surely have felt rewarded by the sight of the crowd surrounding the Square, Mess waiters gazing from windows, and
all the fatigue personnel laying down their implements-though,
perhaps, this was not so unusual.
The Colonel-Commandant, Brigadier R. H. Willan, attended a
Guest ight at the Officers' Mess on Thursday. The band played
during the evening, reminding us of the Thursday nights at
Catterick.
On Friday morning, the band again played before dinner.
The dance band provided mu ic in the Officers' Mess during
the evening. Before the Officers' dance, the display team gave
a short performance by the light of the cars and lorries--an
exceptionally good show, too. The performer stood out in
sharp relief in the glare of headlamps, and they mu t be congratulated on a remarkable show in what must have been trying
conditions.
The Mess, under the supervision of the sole boat-owner, was
decorated for the dance to represent a-yacht. Thi , and th6
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liar, were mo t reali tic. Tho dance extended into the
mornin hou
Considering all this, tho efforts of certain
ffi ers 'in tho nit port during the following afternoon wore
surprising.
Owing to tho expected arrival of Dominion Signals per-onnel,
tho Unit ports were held on aturday afternoon, de pito the
condition of the grass track, which was like a quagmire.
A good beagler would have won all tho long and middle
di taoce en·nt . There was a full quota of entrants, and competition was fierce -particularly in the Company Commanders
and Ycteran·' Race , which were won by the Officer Commanding,
• 'o. 3 Company. In the Veterans' Race, he was undcr-handi. capped and" slammed the field." Several embryo Jesse Owen
wer noted in the juvenile print, and a farrier of generou
phy ique uitably won the hammer throw, despite terrific
opposition.
After :\Irs. Lewi -Barclay had very kindly pre ented the prizes,
and tea had been eaten, the di play team performed their show
to the public. The condition of the turf, which I have already
described, made no difference to their speed and skill. They
mL· d the c1;cket pitch by inches (the writer knows), skidded
under control at corners, accelerated with a spray of mud and
jumped their machines as though they were on the safe t, dryest
area of turf in the land. The crowd loved it.
The \Yeek ended with a Sergeants' dance on Saturday night.
Thi was excellently organi ed and a great success. The band
seemed not the least jaded by their previous efforts, and can be
classed with the best regimental dance bands.
Despite the scurvy tricks of the weather, we enjoyed ourselves,
and hope the others did too. After all, it was for that purpose
the Week was intended. Residents in the district, who did not
know much about us, are now att fait with our activities. We
are also indebted to the display team and the Corps band for
their help and good humour throughout.
\Ye hope that this was the first of many ' ''eeks. If we apply
the lessons learnt from each, we will eventually build up a show
of which we shall be justly proud.

No. 2 Company.
June.
General.-Since our last notes appeared several changes have
taken place in the Company. \ Ve offer a belated, but none the
less most hearty, welcome to our new O.C.. Captain F. T. Pope,
from Northern Ireland Signal Company, but, much to our regret,
we lose him towards the end of the trooping season, when he
proceeds to the Malaya Signal Section. Our popular C.Q.M.S.
(C.Q.:\1.S. Fegan) has deserted us for" Civvy Street," where we
wish him the best of luck. We offer a hearty welcome to C.Q.M.S.
Barnbam, who has made a very good start by catching me for a
fire shovel. :\larvellous where all barrack-room utensils disappear
to when there is a barrack check on the menu. \Vithin a very
hort time, we hope to be a purely mechanised Company ; the
remainder of our horses are now awaiting their tickets. At
present the majority of the H.T. Drivers are now driving lorries
with the various Sections.
Training.-On 12th June, " E" and " F" Sections proceeded
to join their R.A. Brigades for annual training. This year, a
slight change-over has taken place-" F" Section proceeding to
Colchester in place of " G" Section, who are proceeding to
\Voolwich on 21st June.
Promotions.-Sergeant Barnham to be C.Q.M.S., U!Lance
Corporals Thorpe and \Vinter to Lance Corporals, and Signalmen
:\1oore, Sutherland, Howcroft and Wood appointed U/Lance
Corporals. :\fay they all soon be C.S.M.s.
Departures.--Corporal Evans (the one and only " Speedy ")
on transfer to R.A.S.C .. for appointment as Sergeant-Instructor
at the Anny School of Cookery. All the best, " Speedy," and
keep off the " Skittles." I hope that you backed " Pud in the
.1ud " Lance Corporal Ebbage to the Training Battalion for
employment on the Permanent Cadre.
Births.
ongratulations to Driver and Mrs. l\1arshall on their
ownership of a brand new baby boy, born at Canterbury on 13th
:\fay, and also on winning the pram for the first Coronation
baby in Canterbury.
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Congratulations.- To
o. 2321413 ignalman Wild E. on
being presented with the Coronation l\Iedal . Plenty of Church
parade when you return to Canterbury.
Dates in Corps History. On the morning of 10th Juno, yours
truly roused him elf ten minutes before R veille and proceeded
to the cook-hou e to get th " gun-fire," mucl\ to the consternation of the locals in the barrack-room. It is the express desire of
the entire barrack-room that this feat should not go unpublished.
But never again, because at 2 a.m. the following morning, the
hero was roused by a new arrival from Catterick, who wished to
know the location of some place or other. Gercha !
HAPPY.

No. 3 Company.
General.- Hello, everybody !
o. 3 Company on the air,
and sorry " on paper " once more.
Recent arrivals have made us feel more like a Company once
again, and the deserted look of the barracks has now disappeared
for the time being. Apart from depleted numbers during the
early part of the month, the old Company kept its name up by
winning the Inter-Company Cup at our Unit annual sports, held
during " Signals' Week " here. During this period we were
honoured by a visit of the di play team and our Corps band,
who greatly entertained, not only ourselve , but quite a number of
Canterburyites. We thought it a really good recruiting campaign
for the Royal Signals.
Section Moves.-We are now in the throes of Sections moving
out to join their respective Brigades. " K " Section, with
Lieutenant H. C. Daniel, R.Signals, Sergeant Ball T., etc., have
already settled at Fargo Camp, Larkhill. " J " Section move
on Tuesday for Colchester, with Lieutenant W. H. L. Gordon,
R.Signals, and Sergeant Matthew F. leading the way. We are
also producing a detachment for a trip to Pirbright on the I 7th
to fix up range communications for the London T.A. Division.
After that, I'm afraid we shall have the old deserted barracks,
just as they were during the Palestine crisis.
For the information of our " retired " friends, who still read
the "'IRE, especially old "3 Co-ites" like " Jock Tyrrell,"
" Max Linder," etc .. the officers and senior .C.O.s at present
in the Company are: Major H. S. Lewis-Barclay (O.C.), Lieutenant A. C. R. Stead, Lieutenant H. C. Daniel, Lieutenant
W. H. L. Gordon, C.S.M. McEwan P.. Sergeant Wells A.
(C.Q.M.S.), Sergeant Kemp A. (C.H.Q.), Sergeant Matthew F. A.
(" J " Section), Sergeant Ball T. (" K" Section) and Sergeant
Marchant M. (" L " Section).
Arrivals.-Recent arrivals are rather too numerous to mention, but we have a fair share of budding athletes, who should do
well in the future.
Promotions.-Congratulations to the following, who were
recently promoted : Sergeant Wright D. to C.Q.M.S .. Signalman
Lea L. S. to U/Lance Corporal, Signalman Roberts A. to U/Lance
Corporal, Signalman Hall R. to U/Lance Corporal, Signalman
Frond F. to U/Lance Corporal.
Conclusion.- \Vell, my dear readers, this covers our " gossip"
for June. Our sporting activities in the cricket field will, no
doubt, be reported by our Unit correspondent in the Sports
otes. There is no Company cricket.
We hope to report the activities of our Out-Sections when they
arrive at their new Stations.
" Brains Trust."-Wbo was the intelligent lad at the end of a
route who, when told to " close-down," conscientiously followed
bis line to a crossing with another route, and then decided to
follow the other one. He was eventually found by a distracted
Section Sergeant some considerable distance from his H .Q.
Agony.-B.M.X. " Why not write a few lines ? "
Lance Corporal Burdon, Egypt Signals. " Congratulations on
your appointment. Jacques."
Corporal Bennett (somewhere in India). "How about a line
to Mac?"
" Willo." '' Fear not to correspond. Both B. and J . h ave
almost nested. Swinging Gate."
Other Casualties.- To Corporal and Mrs. McKeer- a son.
T HR.EECOY.
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" K " Section.
. Gener~l. -As this is our first appearance in print, a little
information for the benefit of our public would not be amiss.
Important personalities of the Section comprise our O.C ..
Lieutenant Daniel; N.C.O.s: Sergeant Ball, Lance Sergeant
Knowles, Lance Corporals Cox and Frond. Other well known
characters in the Section are Bill Mays, Signalmen Jones and
Gray (Malaya), Pickles and Jenner (India) and Palmer (Gib.) .
..We left Canterbury on Saturday, 5th June, at 7.30 a.m. to
join the 3rd Medium Brigade, R.A. The convoy duly arrived at
Fargo Camp at 3.30 p .m., after a pleasant journey.
The following day (Sunday), we were greeted with the news
that the Section would be required daily during the ensuing week.
That week has just come to an end and we are all feeling rather
pleased with our first attempt at R.A. work.
Sport.-On Wednesday, the gth, an " Operators versus the
Rest" soccer match was played. This friendly proved that the
Operators are in a class by themselves. The veteran Section
Sergeant proved his worth by scoring the first and last goal and
also laying out the opposing goalkeeper (Gray). The Rest
retaliated by rendering hors-de-combat Allex James Fulton.
Result : Operators, 4 ; Rest, x.
Hospital.-Signalman Gray and Fulton were admitted to
hospital on roth June. The sports paragraph above will explain
why.
Appoint ments.-Congratulations to U /Lance Corporal Frond
on his appointment. The present-day haversack does not contain a baton-they have been vouchered to the Police School.
Obit uary.-The sympathy of the Section is extended to our
O.C. Section (Lieutenant Daniel) on his recent sad bereavement.
BALTOK.

Sergeants' Mess.
General.- Since our last notes . . . Why say it, when you
already know the answer ?
Since the beginning of the year, our members have increased
in numbers, for which many thanks are due to Records and 5th
Divisional Signals. With the help of our R.S.M. and his worthy
committee, assisted by a few members, we were able to run
fortnightly dances very successfully-the Cockney Dance being
very popular. Quite a number dressed for the part, and it was
hard to tell the difference.
During Band \Veek, a very enjoyable time was had by all.
The display team put up a very good show. We were delighted
with their performance. The groundsman had visions of lots of
extra work, but with the fine riding of the team, very little
damage was done.
The dance held in the Gym. proved a big success. We extend
the glad hand to Sergeant Hampton for the way in which the
place was decorated.
Congratulations.--Congratulations to C.S.M. Norcross from all
Mersa Mutruh-ites. (Make a date, Jorrie, and we shall be there.)
Our worthy caterer is doing his stuff in just the same way
as that famous football team down South. Was it the 5th or
6th, Pompey ? And with a smile.
Agony.- Jackie H. " Finish off the holiday, and come back
to the fold. You are needed."
Congratulations.- To R.S.M . Trapmore on being presented
with the Coronation Medal. Also to Sergeant Barry for evading
the provost personnel for eighteen long years, and being presented
with the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. Also to Sergeant Wright D. on his promotion to C.Q.M.S.
BEE.

Corporals' Room.
Departures.-Since the publication of our last notes, the. following have left us: Corporals Wilbraham and Locke to the
R.T.C., Bovington Camp, for duty at the Armoured Fighting
Vehicles School; Corporal Evans R. F. transferred to the
R.A.S.C. for duty as Sergeant-Instructor at the Army School of
Cookery ; Lance Corporal Ebbage F. to complete a tour of
foreign service in the Arctic regions (S.T.C .. Catterick).

Promotions and Appointments.-Congratulations are extended
to the following on their recent promotions and appointments :
Lance Sergeant Strickson and Corporal Galbraith on attaining
those ranks. To Lance Corporals \Vinter F., Yates J., Thorpe F.
and Cox J. on dropping the "U," and to U/Lance Corporals
Frond F., Sutherland J ., Wood T., Howcroft W., Roberts A.,
Lea L. S., Moore M. and Hall R. H. on getting their foot on lhe
first step of the ladder. Applications for copies of the " Blue
Book " will be submitted at a later date.
Arri vals.-Lance Corporal Baker F. joined us from overseas
on 24th April. We wish him a hearty welcome and hope that
his stay with us will be a long and pleasant one.
Educatio n.-Congratulations to Lance Corporal Hatcher on
being awarded the Army First Class Certificate of Education
with a" D " in all subjects, and to Corporal \Valsh M. on passing
in map reading towards his First Class Certificate.
Births.- To Corporal and Mrs. Mc Keer J .. a son-Anthony
John-at Shornclifie, on 27th May.
Attachments.-Corporal lain W. J. has left us for a short
holiday in Scotland to assist the 51st (Highland) Divisional
Signals, T.A.
Co urses.- Corporal Walsh has recently returned from a Gas
Course at Porton. We hope be has not too many " horrors "
in store for us.
Extensions and Re-engagements.-Lance Corporals Thorpe F.
and Kiely R. G. to complete twelve years with the Colours.
Lance Corporal Brown E. to complete the " Pontoon."
General.-A whist drive and dance was held in the Mess on
4th June.
very enjoyable evening was spent by all. Congratulations to " Mrs." (Lance Corporal) Chambers on winning
the first prize (Ladies) and carrying away the cake stand. A
suite of furniture next time, Ginger !
Many thanks are e;id:ended to :\Irs. Trapmore, who very kindly
presented the prizes.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Unit Headquarters.
Quite the most important of a number of interesting events
among the recent activities in the Unit has been the departure of
the few remaining horses. We can now call ourselves a complete}y mechanised Unit. The last of the horses were sold by
public auction at Seamer Market on 3rd May, and the high prices
received for them pays an eloquent tribute to their fitness a nd
condition. We were not exactly sorry to see them go, but we all
hope they are being as well cared for in their civilian homes as
they were in their Service days.
The great problem of finding the Drivers something to do was
easily overcome by placing them on a M.T. Driving Course prior
to their conversion as Drivers LC. One has to step very warily
when crossing the top square these days. The Drivers under
instruction are not quite as adept maoceuvring " gin palaces "
as they are with limbers and cable wagons. Several efforts have
been made to pu h the Officers' Mess into the sea, but it ju t
won't budge.
We are sorry to have to record the departure of Lieutenant
G. H. Starr and o. 4 Tank Signal Section to the de olate regions
of Aldershot on posting to "A" Corps Signals.
Sad to relate, we have very few marriages to record. Signalman
Kelly i of the opinion that two can live as cheap as one, but
other folk are rather sceptical, notably a certain Corporal whose
name has an " if " in it and ends with " ins." He has been
anxious to get married for years, but just cannot afford the time
-far too busy. The Scarborough padres may be working overtime in the near future, especially as the new ration allowances
are so inviting.
'i e are happy to report the birth of a on and heir to Lance
Corporal Dillon, and also to Lance Corporal Gattrell. The p roud
fathers have now placed their chests ' here they belong, not
where they were previously. Congratulations are also extended t o
Corporal \Val h (now serving in Palestine) on the arrival of
another son. Soon have a football team now, " Paddy I "
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The hcartie't of congratulations are extended to our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel H. G. Henderson, our
Quart nna ter, Lieutenant P. A. Harding, R.S.M. Shenton A. C.
and Dri,·cr Loughrey on being awarded the Coronation Medal.
The undermentioned ha e had their sins forgiven them and have
been awarded the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal:
C.. M. Torcro , Sergeant icholson and Signalmen Brown J.
and mith J. E.
Elaborate preparation had been made in Scarborough for the
celebration of the oronation by holding a on-Denominational
&;rvice at the open-air theatre, to be ~ollowed by a march past
w1th . the :\layor of ~carborough t'.1-~ng the salute. ]upit.er
Plm•ms had other V:tews and a nun1ature monsoon encircled
Scarborough on the great day. The rain necessitated the cancellation of these arrangements and the substitution of a Service
at the Futurist Cinema. A detachment of the Unit attended.
''"e have now two Companies in the nit. Major E. Levett
has arrived from the T .A. at Derby and assumed command of
• 'o. I ompany. Coupled with the hearty welcome e:-..i:ended to
him, we must also offer our congratulations on hi promotion.
May he have a long and happy stay in this, the best of all
Signal Stations. A hearty welcome is also extended to Captain
F. K. ::'.\forton, who has recently joined us from India.
Congratulations and commiserations are due to R.S.M.
Todd D., .r.B.E., on his promotion to that rank. The commiserations are due to the fact tl:tat he has been warned to embark
for India on S.S. Rajputana at Tilbury on 18th June. We should
haYe thought that the privilege of travelling P. and O. instead
of t_he usual Bibby or B . and I. would outweigh any prejudices
agam t the land of Ind, but tl:te victim thinks otl:terwise. We
wi h him bo1i voyage and hope that he will settle affairs with tl:te
Fakir of Ipi.
Corporal Ic?onald _has C?ndescended to rejoin the nit after
a few_ mon~hs m _hosp~tal, S:tck lea~•e, etc. He is making up for
lo t time w1tb flymg p1quets, fire p1quets, church and ceremonial
parades, etc.
_The King's b_irthday was celebrated on Wednesday, 9th June,
w1th a ceremomal parade and march past. The salute was taken
by the :\1ayor of Scarborough.
1:311ce Se!geant Per!ill1s and Lance Corporal Howland, now
taking tl:te a:tr at Cattenck, are attending an Assistant Instructors'
Course at the School of Signals. Sergeants Nicholson and
Mansfield have recently returned fro_m the Anti-Gas Wing, Small
Arms School, and are now busy passwg on the knowledge gained.
No.

1

Company.

General.-Some weeks ago it was decided to re-form No. 1
Company again, and, although we are not active from a Signal
Training point of view, we have settled down to shoulder the
heavy responsibilities of supplying man power to the several
departments. So our not~ should be in full swing next month
when we have had sufficient time to know more about each
other.
. The Company is commanded by Major E. Levett, Royal
Signals, whose stay, we hope, will be long and pleasant.
Arrivals.-,Ve welcome to the Company Signalmen Charlish
and Carpenter from the Depot Battalion and trust that they will
have a pleasant stay.
D~partures.-It was with regret that we learnt of the permanent
postm~ of the Tank Signal Section to Aldershot. We wish the
Iollowmg all the very best at their new Station : Sergeant
Tewton, Lance Co~o'.al Nicklin, Signalmen Handley, Dalton,
Lamb, Poole and \V11liams E. and Driver (I.C.) Leeming. Cor:;~ Cooke left us very suddenly for Perham Down. All the
Drafts.--:-By the time these notes are published R.S.M. Todd,
r.B:E., w~ll most probably have left for the sunny climes of
India agam. "A" Corps, 'Pindi, will be as glad to receive him
as we are sorry to lose him. We wish him bon voyage and a good
tour.
Promotions.-We offer our heartiest congratulations to the
Comp~ny ~mma~d~r. l\fa1or E. Levett, Royal Signals, on his
attammg bis ma1onty, and a lso congratulate R.S.M. Todd,
M.B.E., on his promotion to that rank.
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Agony.- Lance Corporal Scriven T. would appreciate a line
from Signalman Stanley E. A., somewhere in India.
The writer of these notes would also like to hear from Signalman
Jock Henny, Malta Signal Section. "Mine's a-No, you won't I
- just the same, Jock."
Corporal Macey, Palestine Signals: " I'm still holding my
own."

No. 3 Company Signature Tune.-" The Love Bug Will Get
You If You Don't Watch Out."

Agony.-Sundry creditor
bligbters ? "

Sergeants' Men •
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Medals.- The following are to be congratulated upon their
award of the Coronation Medal : R .S.M. Shenton A. C. and
Driver Loughrey. Congratulations, also, to Signalmen Brown J .
and Smith J. on the award of the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal.
Births.- To Lance Corporal Gattrell, a son, Francis George.
V. U.-J.A.

No. 3 Company.
The Unit having resolved itself into two Companies, it has
fallen to my lot to ~te up some of ~he events of the past three
months for I.B. Sections. As space will not allow for great detail
I apologise to those of my readers who feel that I could have bee~
more explicit.
Arrivals.-We welcome to the Company Captain F. K .
Morton, who bas taken over command of " K " Section and also
the duties of ~as Adviser to the Unit. We wish him .{long and
happy stay With us. Lance Corporal Hurt F . and Signalman
Ewart have returned to the Unit after a tour in India.
~ourses.-All N.C.0.s have undergone a Drill Course held in the
Umt to brush away the cobwebs which accumulated after a
spell of Active Service. Sergeants Hunt, Mansfield and Nicholson
have ret_u rned from Courses at the Anti-Gas Wing, Porton, and
are J?Utt1.ng the Unit througl). its paces. " Watch me closely and
I will give you a complete demonstration in detail " is the
introductory speech for all lectures. We would impress upon our
readers that there are no prompters in the wings. Lance
Sergeant Perkins and Lance Corporal Howland are at the School
o~ Si&11als attending an A.I Course.
Flag-wagging is very
slimmwg.
Congratul8:t~ry.-At the time of writing C.S.M.
orcross 1s in
London rece1vwg an honour (M.B.E.), which all ranks heartily
endorse. Congratulations, sir !
Northern Notions. 1.- Gas Instructor to certain N.C.O. at a
respirator fitting parade :
" ~ said remove respirators, Corporal."
I n1ured reply of .C.O. : " I have done so, Sergeant."

Marriages.- No stalwarts left.
Promotions.- ! had several applications for the book entitled
::\ly Life, or From Recruit to Sergeant in Seve11tee1i Years-If
You're Lucky, which was mentioned in June, 1937, bottom lefthand corner.

CATTERICK CAMP

'IJ,oa'll Enjo.y. a '' 5.addtj.''

Entertainments.- We are living in hopes of seeing the Leeds
Tattoo early in July.

Marriages.- Congratulations to Signalmen Kelly and Ekin on
finally deciding to be in the fashion and purchasing a " rusty
bike" and ration bag.

JAZZ.

U LINES,

G:ardens. Olympiaites and old Scarbo1ians will agree that the
p1tches mentioned will take some beating.

The Coronation Ball, which was held in the Gymnasium on
14th May, was a great success. The two hundred or so members
and friends who were present bad a very enjoyable evening.
The high light was the Cabaret Show, which was put on by the
Arcadia Follies, of Scarborough.
Mrs. Henderson, wife of the Commanding Officer, kindly
presented the prizes during the interval.
A vote of thanks is accorded to all members and their wives
who ably assisted in making the dance a success. Special
mention must also be made of the splendid work performed by
Lance Corporal 'ewton, who decorated the Gymnasium for the
occasion.
Te nnis.- Tennis is now in full swing. Although no matches
have been played, we hope to arrange :fixtures between teams
representing the Junior N.C.O.s' Mess and the Men's Mess. We
have also arranged with the Scarborough Lifeboat Association
to collect spare balls which may be found floating in the North
Bay.
New Mess.-Plans have been put forward for the building of
the new Sergeants' Mess. Members are looking forward to the
opening night, which, no doubt, will take the form of a housewarming party. I shall probably have done another tour by
then.
Congratulations.- To R.S.M. Shenton on receiving the Coronation Medal. Also to R.S.M. Todd on attaining that rank. At
present R.S.M. Todd is on leave prior to embarkation for the
" Shiny." All members wish you bon voyage and good luck, sir.
We also congratulate C.S.M. Norcross on receiving the M.B.E.
All members feel that it is not only a credit to him, but also to
the Mess and the Unit. C.S.M.
orcross, in company with
Sergeant icholson, has also received his" rooty-gong," so there
is now a definite list to port.
Discharges.- Sergeant Rose ("A" Corps Signals), until recently
a member of this Unit, has now left the Service and has taken up
employment with the G.P.O., Scarborough.
Hospital.- We welcome C.Q.M.S. Wilson from ho pita! and
leave. It is hoped that he bas now fully recuperated.
]. '. H.

Corporals' Room.
General.
trange, but neverthele s true, from now on you
will be hearing quite a heap from us, so prepare for the worst.
"The Queen of Watering Places." Yes, I agree; and with a
dash of brilliant sunshine, three weeks old now. How's that
for weather ?
All this takes us back to the old English pastime, grazing.
Very popular! So much so that the Corporals' Room is more
or less deserted from " five pipemma " onwards. I hear on good
authority that there are some splendid grounds, namely, Peasholm, Scalby Beck and last, but by no means least, the Italian

and debtors.

" Who are these

Bert, of Hochelberry Hall. " ' Worzel ' has been and gone and
done it."
NooROG.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.
June.
We apologise for the absence of notes in last month's issue.
Welcome to our new l.P.C., Lieutenant G. F. Bayliss, and hope
that he will enjoy his stay in ~ -.1.D.
We have had some unusually good weather, which made
Schemes and out-door work very enjoyable. Once more we are
sending an N.C.O. (Lance Sergeant Page) to an appointment
overseas. Lance Sergeant Page has been fortunate enough to
secure a tour with the South African Forces. Greetings to his
relief, Sergeant Masters, who has served previously in orthern
Ireland, and who is apparently going to Fort Dunree shortly.
On 10th and nth June, we had great excitement watching our
cricket team win their way through the first round of the N.l.D.
Cricket Cup.
o small credit is due to Corporal Wood and
Signalman Jones for some fine batting.
Arrivals.-Sergeant Masters from Parham Down and Lance
Corporal Ashworth from 1st Divisional Signals, Aldershot. We
hope that they will have an enjoyable tour.
Departures.-Lance Corporal Edwards to 1st Div-isional
Signals. We are sorry to lose him, especially for his prowess at
games. He helped us considerably at cricket, hockey and
football. His last cricket score was 92 not out.
Lance Sergeant Page has proceeded on leave pending embarkation. We miss his company as well as his technical ability,
and wish him all the best in his adventures.
Marriages.-Our best wishes and congratulations to Lance
Sergeant \Vorsley and Corporal \Vood on their recent marriages.
Promotions.-Congratulation to Sergeant ::'.\!asters, Lance
Barron and Bowie on reaching these ranks.

~ergeants

Moves, lnter-Company.-Lance Corporal Ogden, Signalmen
Tasanari, Leitl:t and Ward to the Forts. Signalmen Seager,
Rogers and Slavin from the Forts to Belfast.
Signalman
Peckham from Lenan to Londonderry. Signalman Calvert from
Ballykinler to Belfast.
Scatterings.-Congratulations to Lance Sergeant Dodd (Hong
Kong) and Lance Sergeant Salmon (India) on their appointments.

Ballykinler.
Nil Desperandum.-This heading sou11d good to a corre pondent faced with scanty neV1 and the ine'\o-itable 16th. Things
in "V'i'orlds-End Camp" are a usual, all routine and little of
any note-a fact which will be readily appreciated by exBallykinlerites.
Signalman Calvert left us for Belfast on 9th April. We hope
that he likes life up in the big city. Corporal McLaren proceeded
on leave on 28th pril, and was rebeved by Lance orporal
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Ooden. A the leave wa only for a week, Ogden's re.marks
concerning " a nice quiet. place" need not be taken senously.
ftu a winter her,), he mjght sub ribe to our more forcible
description .
Summer j- here at last, and the camp i becoming a social
centre again. 'Ye ne d it.

Sipal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.

I' d Like to Know.- A junior operator here writes five letters a
w k. \\"'hen I ask him if h has an thing to help these note , he
ay ·, " nothing ever happens." " That does. he put in his letters ?
Are there two bed pace available somewhere in China ?
Optimi tic operator is learrung to ay " chop-chop " in case he
reache Shanghai, and Kwaila if he passes through to the frozen
north. " Roll on that big boat " is hls theme song, and we hope
he get it. China, beware !

Jews' Mail.-For all letters received we are truly thankful.
\Ye will answer them when the penny post is re-introduced.
Please enclose stamp .
SPUD-CAN .

"A" Company, Signal Training Battalion.
May.

Ground.--Signalman Short,
Corporal Richardson F.

" Chick"

(unwilling

guest) ,
SPIKE.

South Irish Coast Defenc es Signal Section.
Spike Island Detachment.
General.-Sub-scribe PEM again reports for the Sub-Section
at Bere Island. One day we shall ask him where he finds so
much amu ing material at a station which is so very " far
fiuna" that nothing ever happens. At Spike, of course, we are
so o~envhelmed with detail that we are tuck and, therefore,
seek the scribe's relief in Part II Orders.
Arrivals.-Even another. Signalman Harding G. has arrived
from the Training Battalion, and is very busy acquiring atmosphere. This posting brings the Section to. full strength ~or the
first time for many years. As Fortress Signals have a ]Ob for
every hand, the Section is well pleased.
Gasualties.-Lance Corporal Richardson C., who was last
reported as in hospital with a seriously damaged leg, is now back
on the Island carefully nursing a pot-leg in quarters. HerL's
wishlng rum a quick recovery. With luck and good tides. he
should get some comfortable fishing from hls wheel chair.
lnspections.-The G.O.C.-in-C., Western Command, inspech d
the Defences in June. He overcame the travelling difficulty by
tcuring in a seaplane. The Garrison carried out a \Var Exercise
during the inspection, and" Mob." conditions placed respirators
on some very unaccustomed chests. The whole inspection went
off very well, even though the G.O.C. had promptly ordered an
unreh€arsed alarm when he saw the fire engine.
Technical.-There is nothing to report about the perinamrnt
ystem. Operating and maintenance have provided a full
programme. The Section amateur wireless transmitting licence
has arrived, and authorises us, subject to much pain and many
penalties to call ourselves E15:'.\1 in the bands-J,010-7,288
Keis and 14,020-14,380 Kc/s, using 10 watts. So far, no regular
transmissions are being made, but Corps amateurs are invited
to put E15M on the list of calls they may never hear, and let us
know when it is cro ed off the list. We would like to suggest
that later in the year the Editor invites all Corps S/W Stations
to report their calls, etc., 1o the WIRE for publication in list
form.
Penonnel.- The accompanying photograph was taken by
Signalman O' ullivan after the dismissal of the King's Birthday
Parade. The depressed-looking bulldog in the picture is a
neighbour of ours with a marked taste for ankles. The cameraman caught him in the act of sloping off.
Standing. Signalmen Earl, Boldison,. Conway, Lance Corporal Thomas L., Signalman Shergold, Lance Sergeant Bainbridge, Signalmen Harding, James and O'Brien.
Seated.- Signalman Jones, C.Q.:M.S. (F. of S.) Ti lford C.,
Lieutenant R. C. B. Stuart, Sergeant Pronger W. and Signalman
.Morgan.

Bere Island Detachment.
Everything in this " very far-flung outpost" of the Empire
has gone very quietly since our last and, incidentally, first effort.
That is, except for the Coronation Day celebrations, whlch
broke the dull monotony of the dreary South. All the Section ,
with the exception of the V.l /T operator, were on parade, and
the critic (Signalman Ansell), has given a glowing report on the
wonderful bearing of we five representatives of the Corps. After
three cheers for His Majesty, a Coronation Service was held in
the Garrison Church. A special Coronation dinner was given
to the Garrison, and every man drank the health of Their
Majesties. The toast was proposed by the Officer Commanding
Troops, Bere Island (Major Halliman, R.A .) .
In the evening, a dance and firework display finished off a
most enjoyable day. The display will live long in the memories
of the natives, for such an awe-inspiring sight has not been seen
for many a long day. One box went off before ordered, and, to
judge by remarks overheard, it seems that " Smoky" forgot to
put ont his pipe before supervising the show. No names, no
pack drill.
Paddy Fingleton has given up looking for Tim's bike. He has
changed over to fireworks, and is patiently waiting for 5th
ovember. Old "boozers" may be interested to know that he
has not yet found the ball that was lost near the Squash Hut.
He maintains that Molly took it to Spike with him . . Did you ,
Molly?
Arrivals and departures vill have to wait until the Troopers
are on the tide, for there seems no chance of a move bFfore then.
A certain lineman wonders if there are any of his clan at Ticntsin.
I wonder?
Our two tall linemen were out repairing one of the routes, and
found a length of string with stones attached thrown across it.
Said one, " Stand on my shoulders, and you are bound to reach
it." Said t'other, " o, you stand on mine, and I am sure that
you will be able to reach much higher than I could."
We have played three matches against 26th Battery, but our
cricket enthusiasts are finding the strain of three defeats too
much for them. What they want is more support from the
non-players, and a little attendance at the nets in order to pick
out the dark horses. Who knows ; with a little strengthening
we may defeat them yet.
Acute Agony.-Our pet sheikh still refuses to sign on. Can
he not take it, or has he a six pound a week job up his sleeve ?
Still we hear that awesome cry: " Roll on, my Voe. " ; it
haunts us, and we shall be glad when he gets it.
PEM expected to hear from 2323452 long ago; although he
remembers Spike, he seems to have forgotten his pals of the
Key. Come along, Bil l, you know the addre s of the W/T
Station at Bere Island.
PRM.

General.- Our motto to-day is " Keep Fit." Every morning
since the middle of April, the population of Jubbulpore has been
standing on the roadside, watching >vith looks of amazement the
"younger" generation of "A" Company taking their physical
exercises in accordance with " Trained Soldiers' Physical Training
Table Card (British Troops). Modified for India, 1936." Of course,
there are exceptions. Only those under the age of thirty-five
must" up on their toes and away;" and you should now see them
move-as one.
ow you " old stagers ! " \Ve have noticed
that jealous look of bygone days- those good old days as they
say. Be young, you can't beat it!
urprising is the number of
"mental defects," who showed forth at the commencement of
the Individual Training season. Under the watchful eye of the
Company Sergeant Major (C.S.M. Lewis H. J .), it now takes a
good instructor to catch anyone day-dreaming. An occasional
" rest " position would be much appreciated though, especially
for those who only just managed to creep in under the age limit.
From P.T. in the morning we switch over to further amaze
our Jubbulpore population with a fine display of tick-work,
etc., during a game of hockey. Any evening, one can always
witness a hockey match taking place, either in the Brigade
Inter-Unit Tournaments, the S.T.C. (I.) Inter-Company or even
friendly matches between the B.O.R.s and the 1.0.R.s.
Besides hockey, there is severe competition taking place under
the heading of "Aquatic Sports." With the exception of
Wednesdays and Saturdays, when the swimming bath is emptied
and refilled, the B.O.R.s can be seen exerting their remaining
vigour to their heart's content. _Soi:ie ...vith one leg on the bottom,
some with both, and others takmg m gallons of it as though they
were living "chatties." On Mondays, Tue days and Fridays,
the bath is allotted from 6 a.m. to 7.30 a.m. to the ladies of the
Married Quarters, S.T.C. (I.). The ladies appear more eager than
the men to become excellent swimmers. They say the men are
too rough when they are around ; therefore, special per.ods have
been arranged in order that they may be the sole po essors of
the bath, under the watchful eye of an instructor. (No names, no
" Mutts " this season.)
Our sympathy is with you, Mr.
Instructor.
Golf.-The Golf Course at Jubbulpore is looking none the worse
for its exposure to the scorching sun, ~d members of the Club
can be seen taking a knock round clunng the early morrung on
Thursdays and undays before "Hazri," unless, of course, the
individuals prefer a dip in the wimming bath or a round ?f
tennis, providing they feel like it ~fter their ~trenuo~s P.T. m
the mornings and a game of hockey ill the evenmgs. Times have
changed and we are now in the throes of 1937, but, shortly,
when the monsoon are with us and everything except the golf
ourse is washed away before our eyes, we then anticipate giving
a good account of our activitie in the golf world (1st Divi ional
Signals, Aldershot, please note).
Departures.- Major R. L. M. Ro e_nberg, R. ignals,. to
\Vaziristan District Signals, on 13th Apnl. Sergeant McMillan
D. and family to the H.E., and ergeant Snow H_. and family to
U.K. on nine months' furlough, per .S. Strathat~d. e · Born.bay
on 8th May. Sergeant now returns dire~t to his new ~mt
.. B " Corps ignals, Karachi- on completion of furlouah m the
U.K.
ergeant Wagg W . still await patien~ly for the 15th June,
approximately, before he can commence his homeward iourney
to pend nine months' furlough in the Pottery D1stnct (Wal _all,
Staffs., to be precise). Let's know how the Midland are looku:ig,
"Wallie," after all these years of "Indianization ! " \Ve_ w1 h
you all bon voyage, and trust you are not lucky enough to witness
a Blighty heat wave.
Promotions.-Congratulations to Captain (Q.M.) F. G.
Lawrence, .M .M., R.Signals, on his promotion to that rank on
12th March, and to Lance Sergeant Adams M. on promotion to

Sergeant on 31st March, to U/Lance Corporals Dunlop E. and
O'Brien H . on appointment as Lance Corporals (Paid) on 10th
April, and to Signalmen Lines W. and Everitt D. on their
appointment as U/Lance Corporals on 17th April.
Lectures.- Besicles the weekly lectures given by Offkers and
N.C.O.s in the Regimental Institute on Saturday mornings, a
very interesting lecture was given by Lance Sergeant Dadswell
H., R.Signals, at the Y .M.C.A., Jubbulpore, on 6th April, on
"Signalling at Sea," with the aid of lantern slides. Congratulations, " Swannie ! "
BLOS.

NORTHERN COMMAND .........•.•...... /ND/AN ARMY

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
DOSALLI.

April and May.
Waziristan, 1937.- The first duty of the writer of these notes
is to apologise to all concerned for failing to make any contribution to THE \VIRE for the month of April.
When I last wrote the Unit was in firali. We had plenty of
time on our hands to play games, build riding schools, and even
hoped that it would be possible to run a race meeting and a
gymkhana. However, this was not to be and, as the atmosphere
of the war changed, so we found ourselves doing more work and
getting less time for play.
At the beginning of April we passed through a period during
which convoys were the order of the day. Convoys of over one
hundred vehicles bringing supplies from Bannu to l\lirali and
on to Damdil and Miranshah. After the attack on the convoy
in the Shahur Tangi special precautions were taken. The roads
were most carefully piquetted to ensure their uninterrupted
passage. Extra o. I Sets were ordered up, and these were
employed to keep communication between the convoy and the
road protection troops.
During this period destrnction of G.T.D. lines became so
frequent that for a time it was decided to abandon them and
rely on wireless and D.R.L.S. with the convoys, only rebuilding
them when it wa po ible to exerci e sufficient control along the
roads to prevent this whole ale destruction. \Vireless communications were far from perfect, and it was found that in the
evenings, when traffic was heaviest, that electrical storms
interrupted communication on many occasions. The old
120-watt Set came into its own again and blasted its way through
the storms. Extra 120-watt cts were therefore sent up by "A"
Corps Signal from Bannu as standby storm ets.
About the middle of pril it was realised that another Brigade
would be required, and so the 2nd Brigade returned after having
been away for three months only, bringing with them "K"
Section. The Indian ranks were, however, new, our Madrassis
· havina gone to Trimulgherry; they were replaced by a Dogra
ection from 4th Indian Divisional ianals.
Mirali during this period was gradually being tran formed into
a hutted town. The B.O. R.s were hou ed in some empty
barracks. In tcad of 160-lb. and o-lb. tents, LP. tents sprang
up everywhere, and the sappers and miner· began chappering
them with matting. \V/T lorries were chappered, too, to protect
the operators from the heat of the un and cookhou e and washhou es were all made semi-permanent, as if we were settling down
for a long hot weather.
About this time reports of increasing numbers of ho tile
lashkars on the move were received. and it was apparent that
the present protective role of the troops would be in ufficient
and offensive action would he necessary. Earlier on in the
month there had been a large jirga at l\Iiranshah, and the
Government had presented their demands to the Tori Khel, most
important of which was the handing over or expulsion of the
Faqir of Ipi from their country. This demand had been ignored,
and air action and reprisal against thi tribe had begun.
On 19th pril the 23rd i\Iounta.in Brigade from th 3rd Indian
Division, together with the Mountain Brigade Section from 3rd
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Dl\·t ·1onal ignal ·. :.\Ieerut, arri,:ed. _1st Division now had ~rce
Infantry Brigades, two :.\lountam Bngade and ~wo ~lechams~d
Field Batteries from the 4th 1rnd 5th Field Brigades under its
command.
It wa now decided that there hould be another advance
down the Khai ora \'alley with the object of relieving the Scou_ts'
Fort there, and in the hope of fore.mg the enen~y to a _ma3or
action, in which a victory would probably result m a raI>1d ~nd
to the war. Accordingly, on 23rd • pril Advanced r t D1v1~10~.
with the 2nd and 3rd Brigade Groups, marched out of ~hrali,
ecured the Tochi Riv r, and stayed the night at Tochi Camp.
Here the,- left the 3rd Brigade behind on L. of . and road
protection dutie and advan.ced the ne."t day to Jaler Camp,
taking with them one Battalion of the 3rd Bngade to leave the
2nd Brigade Group free as a triking Force .. At J aler the
Khaisora Scouts' Post was relieved and the 2nd Bngade advanced
to Bichhe Kashkai, from where they moved out hoping to force
an action with the enemy. On one occa ion they met the enemy
in trength and inflicted heavy casualties, but, on the whole,
no major action took place. Finally, the whole Force returned to
iirali, having been ab ent about ten days.
From a Signal point of view, these Operations were very
interesting. The following detachments accompanied the Force,
in addition to the Brigade Signal Sections : One Pack " C " et
with 3rd Brigade, two Pack " C " Sets with 2nd Brigade. ~ith
Divi ional Headquarters, one Office Detachment, two Mechamsed
"C" ets, two ro. 1 Sets (one in ::\I.T. and one on pack) and one
r20-watt Set as standby; a Pack Cable ection, one Mechanised
Cable ection, "A" Corps Signals and representatives from the
Unit and Q.M.'s Office. The Commanding Officer went forward
and with him were two officers, Lieutenants Lyall and Stevenson,
"two A. and S.H. and the Cipher Officer, 1st Division.
It was during this period that we fust tried laying cable on a
large scale in order to supplement the wireless or t<;> replace permanent line when it had been destroyed. This was most
successful. The lines were cut every night and were put through
again every morning by maintenance parties from the :.\iechanised
Cable Section, by " B " Cable Section in a lorry, and also by the
G.T.D. As the lines stayed through all day, they were found to
be of infinite value in disposing of traffic by fullerphone. On
those days when the road was not opened, the line parties went
out with a ub-Section of armoured cars as escort.
O ur Signal Office in Jaler sent forward a detachment with 2nd
Brigade Signals to Bichhe, thus maintaining the I>rinciple of
sending out small detachments from Headquarters m order to
allow the Brigade Section its ma.ximum complement of men when
the Brigade moved out from Camp.
Back at Rear Division in Mirali the Signal Office personnel,
although living in comparative comfort compared with those
up at Jaler, were having all the work they wanted, and more.
This could be attributed to the fact that messages from Advanced
Division to Bannu, Damdil and Miranshah, or vice versa, with
the exception of those which went on t he " C " Set link between
Advanced 1st Division and Bannu, had to go through the l\'lira.li
Signal Office. On one occasion t raffic topped the thousand for
the twenty-four hours, ancf the average of messages passed over
line and \\TjT circuits, excluding D.R.L.S. and local delivery,
was in the neighbourhood of six hundr ed messages. So long as
the lines were in working order, we soon learnt to deal with this
flow of messages quite ea ily, and during such periods opened
up a second sounder circuit to Bannu and a second fullerphone
circuit to Jaler.
Shortly after the return of 1st Division to .M:irali Operations
took a fresh tum. Advance i orthern Command at Bannu took
over complete command and became known as" \ VAZ IRFORCE."
\'\'aziristan District became " \ VAZIRDrv." and moved out to
Dosalli (between Damdil and Razmak).
"TocoL" from
1iranshah and rst Brigade from Damdil both moved to Dosalli,
too, whilst the 3rd Brigade moved to Damdil from ldak. At
the same time, the 9th Infantry Brigade, with "L" Section,
3rd Indian Divisional Signals, arrived from Jhan~i, and the 4th
Field Brigade, with the Sigrial Section from Peshawar District
Signals (mechanised), arrived from owshera. The 3rd Brigade
then moved to Dosalli and the 9th Brigade to Damdil.
"\VAZIRDIV." was without Cable Sections, so our Pack Cable
Section was sent to Dosalli and came u nder t he command of
\\'aziristan Divi ional Signals. At the same time (9th May),
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Corps Signals Cable S~ctions put through ~wo pairs from Mira.Ii
via Damdil to Dosalh and , for the first time for two months,
it was po sible to get ii;i touch with ~ese camps by line. The
line were cut to a cert.am extent by mght, but were put through
by detachments of the Cable Section operating from Tal and
Damdil. As permanent piquets along t~1e road were built, so
interference with the lines became les . Corps Signals then
ordered up the Construction S_e ction and Maintenance Section,
taking over all line as far as Dosalli.
Coronation Day was spent quietly at l\Iirali, rst Division being
en«aged on L . of C. work, decreased con iderabl:( as far as ~ignals
were concerned. The wireless broadcast was listened to m the
afternoon, a nd in the evening there was a Coronation Dinner.
Parcel of food and cigarettes were sent to men on detachment
at Tai and i\liran hah. At Do alli Coronation Day was celebrated
by the night advance of " TocoL " and r t Brigade to the Sham
Plain, the former moving to a camp known as " Co_r<;>nation "
in honour of the day, and the latter to Kach Camp, v1s1ble from
Dosalli.
The hot weather began to make itself felt in .M:irali, but the
presence of a breeze during the day made the climate pleasant
compared with Bannu . However, the heat out m the open was
more than pleasant, and it was decided to send back as many
horses as could be spared. We sent back four chargers an<l; te!1
riding horses to Bannu on 19th :\lay for return to Rawalp10d1.
VVe only retained the animals of the Draft Cable Section and the
mules of the Pack Office.
Meanwhile the P.L. route had been repaired by the Construction and Iaintenance Sections, and by 21st May all lines were
through to Dosalli. vVe were then warned that rst Division
would be moving to Dosalli to take over from "WAZIRDiv."
so that they could move up to Razmak. An Office detachment
was therefore sent to Dosalli to help man the Signal Office there,
while" vVAZIRDIV." went forward to the Sham Plain. The fairweather road, which was being constructed to Kach Camp,
thence to "Coronation," reached Ghariom Camp by 24th May.
We then had some very busy days in Mirali preparing for the
move. Having been there for nearly two and a half months, we
had rather lost our mobility, finding it very difficult to move on
our normal Unit first line transport, together with the usual
allotment of second line transport.
The move took place in three parties : the main party by
M.T., a Marching Party, comprising " B " Cable Section and the
pack mules of "D" Section, and, finally, a Rear Party, which
handed over the Signal Office to the 9th Brigade, who by now
were in charge of the whole L. of C., and whose Headquarters
was now in M.irali. "A" Corps Signals really ran this office,
providing personnel for the c~mnter, sounder, military exchange
and the one wireless set working to Damd11.
Since our arrival at Dosalli we have been hard at it settling in
and taking over from Waziristan Divisional Signals. All the
B.0.R.s are in the Fort as Signal Office reliefs, whilst the 1.0.R.s,
animals and M.T. are in the Camp, where there are also "L"
Section with the 3rc\• Brigade and o. 1 Company (Lines Com~
pany), "A" Corps $ignals. The Fort belongs to the Toch1
Scouts, and it is only by their permission that we are allowed
inside. Being inside is a great help in organising the Signal Office,
with the Camp a quarter of a mile away, and the gates of the Fort
shut from half-past seven in the evening. It is, however, very
cramped, and we had great difficulty in finding sufficient space
to pitch our tents, arrange for the cook.house: stores for " D "
Section and the Quartermaster. The 1.0.R.s m the Camp were
very cramped for space, too, particularly until Waziristan
Divisional Signals left for Razmak. The ground was covered
with holes where tents had previously been pitched, none of
which fitted our lay-out. In addition, a small dried-up stream
ran through the middle of the area.
However the 1.0.R.s, who were well able to cope with the
situation, fined in the holes and levelled off the ground until,
finally our Camp area was something to be proud of. A flag
pole '~as erected and the Corps flag was soon flying. A plinth
was made below, upon which the name of the Unit was marked
out in white stones. In many ways it is more pleasant in the
Camp than in the Fort. Inside the Fort it is very hot during the
day and the breeze is kept out by high walls. In addition, the
confined space and the M.E.S. workmen, who also inhabit the
Serai where our B.O.R.s' Camp is pitched, make it hard to
improve the lines.
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Two days <i:f~e~ our arrival rst Division (that is to say, Advanced 1st Division) took over from" WAZIRD1V." in the Sham
Plain, and again we sent a detachment forward, as was done in
the Khaisora Operations at the end of April. This division has
left the Signal Office staff short-handed again, but, nevertheless,
we are averaging about one thousand messages a day, of which
about six hundred are sent by line and W/T circuits; the
remainder goes by D.R.L.S.
At present the outlook is quite promising, and it appears as
though the tribesmen arc beginning to realise that they are
bound to lose in the long run. Furthermore, we don't hear so
mu ch of the Faqir of Ipi as formerly. The destruction of Arsal
and his departure from that area has possibly made his followers
realise that he is not so omnipotent as they thought. Anyway,
we are preparing to remain here for a long time yet and must
congratulate ourselves that it is not as hot as Bannu or Mirali and
that, at least, we get very pleasant, cool nights.
Arrivals and Departu res.- In the theatre of operations there
are many to record; in fact, we now have men in the Signal Office,
in addition to those from this Unit, from "A" Corps and " B "
Corps Signals, Waziristan District Signals and Kohat Signals.
In Waziristan, besides detachments of the above, there are
Sections from Peshawar and Meerut. Sergeant Hoyland, whom
we could ill-afford to lose, left us in the middle of ·May, having
been allotted a late passage to the .K. He had been in " D "
Section through the whole of his tour in India and had been the
senior Sergeant in the Section for the last two years. Not only
was he technically expert, but he was an excellent organiser,
disciplinarian and was popular with everyone. We wish him
the very best of luck in bis new job on the staff of a Territorial
Signal Unit at home and hope that we shall see him again one
day.
We have also lost R .S.M. Day. He has been ordered to
Murree to run the orthern Command Signal Office. During
April we also said good-bye to our Jemadar Adjutant, Jemadar
Ali Hussain Shah. We regret very much having to lose him ;
he is a very fine Indian officer, who is also a fust-class horseman
and Instructor. He has raised the standard of equitation and
remount training in the Unit considerably. We wish him the
best of luck in his new Unit, which is 3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal
Troop, Meerut.

ht Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
General.- There is not much interesting news to offer our
readers this month, but we hope to do better next time. At
present we are holding our annual Troop mounted sport , a full
detailed account of which will appear in a later issue.
The whole Unit wishes to convey their heartiest congratulations
to Lieutenant R . C. Yule, our Troop officer, who is to be married
th is month whilst on leave in the U.K. It is alleged that one
cablegram read as follows: " ingle men's felicitations, married
men's condolences." The phaeton and" white mice" will be at
the station to meet you on your return, sir.
While some are taking unto themselves wives, our married
men are chasing theirs to the hills for the summer. Someone has
evidently gone to great pains to ee that the families do not
become too familiar, becau e two have gone to Cliffden, one to
Murree, one to Khanspur and one to Topa.
J alala is once again proving a popular bathing resort, and our
fortnightly trips are thoroughly enjoyed.
Last Sunday, by way of a change, we tried Hasan Abdal and
spent a most delightful day bathing and fi hing. Of ourse,
some of the old Troopites won't believe that we went there for
that purpose at all, as Hasan Abdal has other attractions to
offer ; even the very name of the place itself is sometimes
pronounced differently. Points to note about the trip : Excellent
catering arrangements by Sergeants Madeley and Way, the
number of fish brought back by the anaJers, old soldiers getting
sunburned, and the T.Q.'s lily leaf. We hope to go there again.
Four tried and trusted members of our stables have left for
their last grazing grounds, or wherever old cavalry horses go
when destroyed. Their names will long be remembered by the
Troop : " Minden" (75), " Ben" (69), " Bill" (57) and " Bijli "
(55).
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Sport.- The Unit Tennis Club has just played a match with
" F" Battery, R.H.A., and, after some very good tennis, lost by
four games to five.
For the second year in succession we have won the " Jack "
Hot Weather Hockey Cup, and in the final we had the satisfaction
of beating Headquarter Squadron, 13th/18th Royal Hussars,
who beat us in the final of the Victory Hockey Cup.
. Arri vals.-Sig~alman Beard from Kohat District Signals and
Signalman Erskine from the S.T.C. (I.). Both are faced with a
handicap, as neither can ride, but, with patience and the aid of a
little blanco, we hope to mould them into real equine artists.
f? e.partures.-Lance Corpora! Leith has left us for the S.T.C. (I.)
to 1010 several other ex-Troopites. Good luck to him and them.
Promotions.- Congratulations to Sergeant Way and /Lance
Corporal White on being installed in those ranks.
Conversation Piece.- Conversation overheard between a paid
Lance Corporal and an U/Lance Corporal, both newly made:
Lance Corporal: "What does it feel like to be an /Lance
Corporal?"
U /Lance Corporal : " You ought to know ; you had two years
to find out."
And then it is said that the soft answer tameth away wrath.
AUDAX.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
17th May.
Apologies.- " Once more into the breach, dear friends, once
more." I doubt very moch if Henry V experienced the same
sinking feeling when he was alleged to have made the above
remark, as I do, ~•ith the mantle, or should "I say shroud, of
WIRE correspondent suddenly descended upon me. As our
usual scribe departed on U.K. leave in February, there has
been a gap for some months, which I will now endeavour to
bridge.
General.-With the advent of the hot weather, the migration
to the Hills (Families) has begun and the lads, together with
note-books, pencils and, we hope, pliable wrists, have departed
to our Hill Station at Landikotal with the hope of beating the
Trade Board and securing a little more money to fling about.
Recently we were inspected by His Excellency, the Commander-in-Chief in India, and al o by the G.O.C., Pe hawar
District. I ow we hope to " stand easy " until October, when
the weather cools off again.
Con iderable changes have taken place in the Unit of late,
particularly with regard to " Q " Staff. Our Quartermaster,
Major H. Golden, R.Signals (LA.), left us in ~farcb. on leave
pending retirement after over sixteen years' loyal service with
the Indian Signal Corps. He served for many years in Ju bbulpore
when his fame as a shikari was known throughout the district.
During recent years he has suffered from ill-health, and all who
knew him will join us in wi hing him a speedy recovery so that
he may enjoy his well-earned pension in the quietude of the
English countryside. C.Q.M.S. Snook H., on promotion to
C.S.M., has moved to 1st Indian Divisional ignals, Rawalpindi,
and has been replaced by C.Q.~1 .. Payne from Waziristan
Di trict Signals. C.Q.1LS. Batchelor, on being invalided to
.K., i replaced by ergeant Brown G., from Kohat Di trict
Signals. C.Q.M.S. (F. of .) Brown J., from 2nd Indian Divisional
Signals. Quetta, to complete establishment. Only " Humphrey "
of the old staff remains.
.Q.M.S. Gavey has returned to the
fold in replacement of C.S. L taincr H., who has proceeded to
U.K. on pension.
Arrivals.-Major D. L. Carnegie and family from U.K. on
14th February. We hope they will enjoy their stay in this part
of the world. Lieutenant W. A. I<. todart, from \Vaziristan
District Signals, has been po ted to the Unit since January, b ut
a yet we have not seen him. He was retained for the \Vaziristan
trouble at first and then went on long leave to .IC du ring the
lull. We hope to meet him in August. We under tand that
Waziristan District Signals are as sorry to lose him a we are
to lose Lieutenant Deakin. A wanderer returned v.ith a draft of
twelve B .0.R.s from England in February is Lance ergean t
" Dick " Pendegast. He is most upset at not bei ng allowed to
return to Landikotal.
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Departures.-Lieutenant D. . Deakin to Vfaziristan Di trict
ignals. He had pent but a very short time in the Unit, but bad
become very popular with all ranks. We will mis him a.t
cricket, athleti · and a.t our nit dances. vVe congratulate
Signals, \\'azirdist, on a very defi.nite capt1:1rc. Corp.oral Forster
to .K . on di ·charge. Our best wishes go with you, Bili. Another
loss to th t.;nit is pending.
ergeant Ryan has been ordered by
a ~Iedical Board to return to England on rgth June. Since his
arrfral here, in 1934, be ha made his presence felt ·i n the cricket
world. \Yith the lo of his ability and advice, our cricket team
will suffer barllv. We all hope the change to England will
restore him to b,Calth and that he will be able to a ist the Corps
at cricket agam. Corporal Whitefield, ignalmen Griffiths H.,
Hanlon and l\fa.ncy have proceeJed to Bombay for wireless duty.
They have been posted to the Depot.
Congratulations.-Congratulations on their promotion to :
C..1'1. Snook H., Sergeants Barry T. and Webb D., Lance
Sergeants \\'ebber F. and Gibbons E., Corporals Forster A. and
Fenton G., Lance Corporals :Moseley E., Dola<>han J .. ·walsh H.,
O'Hara A. and Harrod C., and /Lance Corporals Williams V ..
King E., Lawson W ., and Turner H. Alo to the following on
obtaining their educational certificates : IST CLAss--Signahnen
Beard Vt., Baker R. and Stubley L. The first-named obtained
" D " in mathematics and map reading. 2ND CLASS
ignalmen
Parks A. V\'e are now 100 per cent. in 2nd Class and over.
Jews ' Mail.-To Bill Forster. "V.le are moving next week."
NIL DESPERANDUM.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
2nd June.
The Unit and the Coronation.-Whilst England blazed forth
in a riot of pomp and pageantry, unparalleled in its own or any
other country's history, we pursued our quiet, if not so recently,
uneventful way. Divine Service, the only parade, was necessarily a small one. \Vith the exception of necessary duties and
urgent office work, the rest of the day was ours.
By 6 p.m .. folk could be seen drifting canteenwards or gathering
in tiny groups near to somebody's radio, with that look of
expectancy written over their honest (?) Saxon faces, when
something is to be had for nothing. (Such is patriotism.) Apart
from the C-0ronation commentary and martial music, it was
good to bear those " Smoky " sounds in this arid wastepolicemen's exhortations, cockney cheers, motor horns, and
through the ear-splitting din the thin wails of a child, who most
likely wondered what it was all about. These meant very much.
Beacons lent fiery crowns to the grandeur of the encircling
khuds, streamers and bunting decked the bazaar, and though
amongst ourselves we were very quiet, we felt that it was a day
that would stand out from all others, and would be wrought
n letters of fire in the archives of the Empire.
The War.-Whilst the Unit as a whole is still sitting tight, the
Khaisora Operations, 1937, still shape our cou rse very largely.
The Kohat-Bannu daily D.R.L.S., which has recommenced,
throws a real strain on the Despatch Riders. A large part of the
return run is made in the heat of the day. (All handsome men
are slightly sunburned, but not cooked like lobsters.)
One of our W/T Stations has closed, perhaps not untimely,
because the efforts required to erect a mast for it ended twice in
disaster, the third time {bless it) it stands, ironically enough,
no longer needed.
Ten more worthy warriors have been taken from us, to wit,
Sergeant Lemon, Corporal Cowell, Lance Corporal Angus,
Signalmen Fry, Kercher, Prentice, Robertson, Cook, Johnson
J. and Hatton. They went first to Dosal i. We hear vague
rumours now and then regardin g their p rogress, but official
news is almost as scarce as Guardsmen in I ndia.
News of the others, who went to form the temporary Signal
Depot, is often received, and with the exception of one, are a ll
now with other Units in the theatre of operations. We are told
that it is quite war m there. We wonder ! The la.st recorded
temperature here was 114 degrees-and it continues to mount .
The Running of the Firm.-Despite a real shortage in t he
L'mt, and the many necessary duties, t he leave details a re still
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able to proceed. 'INe could be thankful for less, although most
of the operators at least will see Fort Lockhart for a spell.
The " ticking " Section has made life almost unbearable for
the past few months, but they are apt to overlook the fact that
we are far below strength at present, and all sorts of things are
bound to suffer in consequence.
Do These Names Make News ?- To assist in running the show,
Signalman Pask (Tubby) has sewn the little white chevron on
his arm, and has joined the great Unpaid, and taken over the
Unit M.T. Congratulations! He'll need them, and more.
The great little Tich Roche is back with us (for a short while
only) after some months (?) on the frontier. He likes being a
warrior in the abstract, but we have it on remarkably good
authority that there are no really comfortable hospitals nearer
than Kohat. The little man plumps for cookery now.
Corporal Froggatt has been looking very haggard lately, but
t~en we must put that down to the added strain of O.R.S. during
tlie absence of Sergeant Taplin (on leave). Of course, he has
some very able assistance (when not in hospital) and so there
cannot be m uch to worry about.
They Came.- We applaud the arrival of two such upstanding
fellows as Lance Corporal Lawrence and Signalman Kelly from
1st Divisional Signals -and 3rd Divisional Signals respectively.
It is hoped tnat they will enjoy their stay in Kohat; as many
have done who h ave gone before.
They Went.-Signalmen Beard, Kindred and Green A. have
soon departed. Did we frighten them ? Rizzy, Meeru t and
Wazdist-beware ! They are as sensitive as crocii to the sudden
and bitter frosts of early spring.
Deep Agony.- " Melancholy wails" issue at frequent intervals
from the bu ngalow that houses Signalman (George Patrick)
Ayling. He seeks news of Lance Corporal Bert Cochran of Meerut,
his erstwhile chum . P lease d o something about it, for bis groans
are tragic.
Footnote.-Watch t h is colu m n very closely in t h e next issue,
and you may learn something of great importance.
R oBANSON.
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" B " Corps Signals, Karachi.
Gene ral.- Men may come and men may go, but " B " Corps
Signals still goes on with a swing, and it is very pleasant to relate
that its onward progress is still marked with success both in
work and sport. We fervently hope that it will always be able
to uphold the name it created many moons back on the North·wcst Frontier and elsewhere. Its work can be seen in many of
the outward posts of the Indian Empire from Malakand to
Maymyo in far-off Burma. There was scarcely been a scrap at
which the old Corps has not shown its prowess, and has left its
name engraven on" mutty" and stone as the occupant at some
time or another of some outpost of the Empire. It can even show
on its annals the establishment of a wireless set in Kabul-the
capital of the Afghan stronghold. Well done, " B " Corps !
Keep the flag flying!
Sergeants' Mess.- On 6th April, the Mess held a very successful
dance on the Tennis Court, and all the Units in Karachi were
represented at the function. The affair proved a very enjoyable
one, and was conducted with the usual lively spirit so well
connected with all the social functions organised by the Mess.
It was a pleasant farewell to those who were proceeding to
Quetta on the Staff College Exercises. Come on, Entertainments,
let's have another soon !
Corporals' Room.- Things are going well, but the absence of
its old head" gripper," Bill Muir, is sadly noted. No longer can
the worn-out slogan, "When I was in," be heard, and the weird
tales of Frontier happenings related. Still we continue, and our
new " gripper" is still striving hard to keep the much-coveted
rank to the fore.
A very pleasant Invitation Whist Drive and Dance was held
-0n 9th April in the Men's Dining Hall, to which the Sergeants'
Mess responded en masse. It was an enjoyable funct;ion, a.nd
dancing was continued into the early hours. The Whist Dnve
prizes were secured by Miss Marion Harker a~d Sergeant Cosens.
Thanks to the untiring efforts of Corporal Bishop and his committee, the function proved a very enjoyable one. v.lhen may
we expect such another one ?
Congratulations.-To Corporal Denison on J;lls transfer. to t:?e
l.A.O.C. vVe tender our heartiest congratulations and wish him
every success. In work and sport he has always played the game.
Good luck, Slim, and bcm voyage. Their gain is our loss. We
shall miss him. Remember" B" Corps Signals !
The Exercises.- On 12th April, the Unit proceeded to Quetta
in order to take part in the Staff College Exercises. !he usual
bustle of loading and entraining being completed,. we sai~ ~arewell
to Karachi for a month's strenuous work. Arnvmg at S1b1, where
we detrained, we proceeded by road (via the Bolan Pass) to
Quetta of the 'Quakes, arriving at evening tide _on t~e 13th.
The journey by road was interesting but a trifle tires?me.
However all went well and on arrival, we settled down qmckly
in our ne~v surroundings. After a period of three weeks scheming
and office erecting, we proceeded to Kila Abdullah o_n 1st May,
from which point we started the Staff College Exercises on 3rd
May. On 4th May, several detachments of Wireless a~d. Operati_ng
Sections proceeded to Advanced Headquarters, Saiy1d Hamid,
from which place our Divisional Troops ha? moved t? occupy
the area already vacated by the enemy. Wll'eles~ Sections were
despatched to our advancing troops, and dunng the whole
Exercise communication was maintained with the usual efficiency
of " B " Corps. On the morning of 5th May, the " cease fire "
was sounded and we all returned to Quetta in independent
convoys. ·The highest praise is du~ to the officer:o and men for
the team spirit and technical ability shown dunng the whole
Exercise. As a mark of esteem, the following congratulatory
epistle from the C.S.O., Western Command, with a complimentary
rider from t he Commanding Officer, " B " Corps Signals, was
received:
" On the conclusion of the Staff College Exercise, the C.S.0.,
Western Command , 'vishes to congratulate all ranks on the good
show put u p by them."
" The Commanding Officer also wishes to convey his own
expressions of pleasure and t hanks for the cheerfulness and

The Exercise was

an unqualified success and the lessons learned will be of the
greatest assistance for the future."
Quoting an old C<esarean motto, we return to Karachi with
the spoils of victory. Veni, Vidi, Vici. So endeth our first
Staff College Exercise.
Congratulations to our worthy C.O. and the officers on the
manner in which they conducted the maintenance and communications during the eventful thirty-six hours. Irttegrity,
initiative and skill were displayed to the full. To the Indian
Officers of the Construction and Cable Sections, we say,
"Sha.bash."
Thi ngs We Would Li ke to Know.-If a tortoise can walk backwards and whistle ?
Ask the A/C.S.M. of No. 2 Company who the individual was
who thought that the Wireless technical equipped with ventilators was a portable cookhouse.
\Vhy a certain individual thinks that" Transformers 2-way " is
a device to convert speech into morse.
Heard on Camp Kit Inspection. Inspecting Officer : " Boots, ankle, pa1rs-two ? "
Signalman : " One on and one at the wash."
Conclusion.-\Vell, I expect I have now tired my readers
sufficiently for this month. In conclusion, may I draw the attention of some of the motor road trippers to the wild and woolly
North-West Frontier to a new publication which will shortly
be issued from Stationers Hall, called " The North-West Frontier
in the River Bed and Camel Path Era." They will find it a very
interesting book, edited by the" Member from Kohat."
Cheerio, readers, and remember Quetta !
BEEK OR.
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3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
Unit Headquarters.
May.
\Vith continual moves to the Frontier in connection with the
Waziristan Operations, we are now a sadly depleted Unit of less
than ninety B.0.R.s. The sun stokes up more and more each
day, and it is quite apparent why very little is happening in the
U.P.
Our swimming team paid a visit to Delhi during the month
and swam against the Royal Fusiliers in an ideal open-air bath.
Without spinning excuses, it must, in fairness, be pointed out
that the team was really only a representative one owing to the
aforesaid shortage of B.0.R.s, and there was no wonder that
"Signals were trounced," to use the words of one of India's
leading daily papers. The same team also answered a challenge
the following week with the Green Howards at :L\Ieerut, who had
apparently been reading the Statesman . Again Signals. '~ere
·trounced. Undaunted, however, they are now m bard trammg,
and intend to turn the tables shortly.
The new ruling to cut out the extra year, which most B.<?.R.s
liad to do in India, bas been received with great enthusiasm.
Double the number normally going home are now due home next
trooper, so ·watch out for a large draft w~rning. Roll on, _YO,u
Blighty wallahs. We'll want plenty of reliefs, and l\Ieerut isn t
such a bad place, except that it is hot !
The promotion roster seems to be on the move lately. Sergeant
Ward and Corporals Kunath and Dale have our con!ITatulation
on attainino those ranks. We also extend a welcoming hand t o
Lance Corp°orals Cochram and Madder (both at out-stations) on
losing the " U."
We offer our extreme sympathies and condolences to Farrier
Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Jagger and al o to Corporal and :Mrs.
Blight, both of whom have recently lost daughters-Barbara
and Rita respectively. Barbara Jagger, aaed two a.nd a _half
years, died at the Hill Depot, Kailana, or_i 20d May: . Rita Bli.g_ht:
aged six months, sadly pas ed away m the Bntish Fanulies
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Hospital. ~Ieerut, on 1 th April-tw·o days before the families
left for the Hill . he had been ill only for a few days. She was
buried the following morning.
The Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel H. D. Bea don, 11r.c., and :Mrs. Bcadon,
Lieutenant D. L. H ·de ( djutant) and Mrs. Hyde, Captarn
C. D. and ;\Jrs. Hind , R.S.:\I. and Mrs. G. Bew and ev ral of the
familie were present. Six .C.O.s repre ented the Unit and the
orporal ' Room and "Teaths were re~eived from ~he Commandin Officer, the Adjutant, Captarn C. D. Hmd , the
Sergean '~less, Corporal ' Room, :\!en's Institu~e. R.S.M. Bew,
the Married Families, and also one from the Indian rank of the
"nit.
The whole of the l:nit were haken by the e two sad deaths
in uch a short space of time, and we are all genuine!
orry
for the parents, who must have suffered more than words can
de cribe. I need say no more.
EFJEE.

No. 1 Company.
The Frontier unrest ha sadly depleted our numbers until
we are almost a skeleton Company now. About half of "A"
Section is at present roughing it in the wild of Waziri tan, and
quite a few had to be drawn from " D " Section to make them up
to trength. Reports from them are very meagre, but we believe
they are in the neighbourhood of Damdil. ·wherever they are,
we hope that they have a kind providence looking '.'-1t~r th~m
and that they will all return to us the better for theJT Frontier
experience . Shades of" gono-s."
The little men at Records have miled at quite a few here in
Meerut of late. The occasions were well and truly washed clean,
too. Congratulation to the following o. 1 Company personnel
on their promotion : Lance Corporals Dale and Kunath to be
Corporals, U /Lance Corporals Gilchrist and l\Iadder to be Lance
Corporals, and Signalmen Scott and Coombes to be U/Lan~e
Corporals. l\Iay the little demon Trouble stay away from their
doors.
Little else remains to be said, so that is all from

No. 2 Compa.ny.
General.-The \Yaziri tan situation continues to be the main
topic of conversation in the Company, and the bane of annoyax_ice
to " J " Section in particular, who are at the moment like
" Barney's Bull." As the time goes on, so the conversation
assumes equally alarming proportions. As an example, one
(why not the Jot, dickens only knows) of " G" Section's mules
was hit by an Afridi slug alleged to weigh nothing less than
3! lbs. (Reminds me of that fishing yam, " Joner.")
To help matters along, a cordial invitation has been issued
to the Faqir of Ipi by Frontier mail, care of the 25th Field Post
Office, on behalf of the wet bar politicians, who propose at the
next " Grip " to expound his views upon the Government
Forward Frontier Policy and the Rateable Value of real estate
on the Sham Plain.
Arrivals.-Lieutenants G. E. G. Brown and E. B. Elliott
returned from leave full of pep to expand the duty roster.
Corporal Lewis extends his travels in India and comes to us
from Quetta via the Sauger Riding School. He tells us his stay
will not be for long, because Blighty calls next trooper. The
Company welcomes him with open arms, as we wish to introduce
him to a few long-nosed friends all fresh from the Remount
Depot. (Good riding and not so much hunting, Lou I)
Promotions.-Congratulations are extended to Lance Corporals
A hby, Denholroe and Cochram for dropping the " U." Better
late than never, chappies. There are still a few blank pages at the
back of the blue book.

Chakrata Detachment.
May.
The Hill party completed the annual scramble to Chakrata
(a few to Kailana) on 21st April, having left Meerut (but only
just) overnight in company with Lancers, Horse Gun ners and
just Gunners.
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Captain . D. Hinds, who was O.C. train, roost surely had
King Solomon's mantle around his shoulders, as well as the shade
of Pythagoras in the offing. Failing this, how on earth did they
all get aboard, especially the mocltis, durzis, bootboys, blacklegs,
alleged cooks and retainer . equal in multitude to the five
hundred or so bona fide travellers. They all reached Debra Dun
with no apparent lo s of dignity-or sleep for that matter.
Ship's routine, women and children first, was observed in
extricating the party from Dehra Dun Station. The families
were de patched to their destination in charabancs-de-luxe .
The ladie and children 'On the Chakrata side were kindly met
and entertained at lunch by the members of the Sergeants' Mess.
of the Bedfs. and Herts. Regiment, to whom we express our
appreciation.
On Hill moves there alway seems to be a surfeit of baggage
and a paucity of transport. This trip was no exception, but,
thanks to our baggage master (Lieutenant Read), all the jewel
cases were on their owners' dressing tables by eight o'clock the
same evening. At least, we think so.
The spot of trouble on the Frontier has upset out syllabus.
Climbing the khud ides has become as essential a part of training
as any of those which we do preparatory to climbing trade ratin g
ladders. However, the potential Jass One-ers are not disheartened. They find that physical exertion is a good antidote
to the mental stress which they experience in tracing the phantom
circuit.
The summit of Kamet is our next objective, but we will Jet
you know more about that next month, always providing, of
course, that we are off our knees.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
igth May.
General.- Once more into the breach, dear friends, once more.
Since our last edition, things have been rather quiet, although
the dull routine of life was somewhat brightened by the Coronation. On Coronation Day, there was a Church Parade for all
except the fire worshippers, and, keeping abreast with modern
thought, we used mechanization to increase our mobility (who
said a third-class ride wasn't better than a first-class march ?
Ask Busty Hills and verify from Divisional Signals).
On the previous day we had a Gymkhana, ably organised by
the Troop Officer. Thrills and spills in plenty, especially in the
Musical Chairs and King's Messenger Race. Rumour has it that
further practice is required in bridle fitting (O.K., Marmy ?) .
Then there was the Market Race- these Urdu words for vegetables are so difficult ; and the Singing Race. Do the Grenadiers
really march to the tune of " Old King Cole ? "
The same evening there was a hockey match in which the
" Old and Bold " (those born in the reign of Queen Victoria and
King Edward VII) met and soundly trounced the "Young
Idea" (those born in the reign of King George V), thus exploding
·the fallacy of " too old at forty." The Farrier Staff Sergeant
made some mighty agricultural shots to save his goal. (N.B .
" Soundly trounced " my foot, the score was only 1--0.-Capt.,
"Young Idea.")
On We'i!nesday evening, the British played the Indians at
deck tennis and were well and truly defeated, 8 matches to 1.
Finally, to finish the day, there was a gramophone concert in
the C.O.'s bungalow-varied music and light refreshments,
during which the Troop Officer was given instruction in the use
of his sword with the view to a future occasion.
Arrivals.-We welcome to our midst Lance Corporals Gedney,
Williams and Godley. The last-named is at Chakrata.
Departures.-Lieutenant McVittie to Blighty on two months'
leave. Some people have all the luck--doil't they, sir! Others
keep on the move, especially Corporal Kunath, who, after having
spent a few days' rest with us, bas returned to Divisional Signals.
It's not the first time he's done it either, eh, Paddy ? Corporal
Marsh, Signalmen Waistell and
obbs are in Mussoorie for
a month's rest cure, free from equine troubles.
Exchanges.-The following can be had on application to
Corporal Kunath. One pith tepee, correct Cavalry st yle, size
7t. like new; has just been altered.
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Promotio ns.- Hearty congratulations to Corporal Kunath on
attaining that rank. But what a lot of trouble it has cost him.
And what does Sergeant I hilip think of the promotion ? If
the Officer i/c Records had only known how the spirit of a certain
Orderly Room Sergeant had risen to undefinable heights, only
to be brought back to earth with a sickening crash.
Sport.-The Hot Weather League Tournament, hockey and
football, commenced on 21st April.
The Troop has entered
a team for each game, but so far have not met with much
success. At the time of going to press, the league table stands
as follows:
Goals.
P.
W.
L.
D.
For. Agst. Pts.
HOCKEY
FOOTBALL

6
4

0
I

2

4

1

3

O

6

6
6

4
2

I cannot close without assuring readers, many of whom may
be old Troopites and are probably turning to their pals, saying,
"When I was in the Troop, etc.," that the above state of affairs
is not due to lack of trying, rather is it that at the present the
Troop has had so many changes, and the teams are really getting
together for bigger and better things next year- providing the
Fakir of Ipi doesn't decide otherwise.
.. TYKE," R.T.

SOUTHERN COMMAND ........ . ......... /ND/AN ARM Y

4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
14th May.
General.-Owing to the small number of B.O.R.s in this
Troop. it is difficult to provide interesting notes each month,
because events in general remain very much the same.
However, in April an Inter-Section Equitation Competition
was held, culminating in a Handy Hunter Competition, which was
open to B.0.R.s and 1.0.R.s of both Signal Units. The course
consisted of twenty tri.cky obstacles. The familie of both Units
were entertained to tea and an excellent display of jumping.

The Equitation Shield was won by one of the 1.0.R. S<.-ction ,
and, I am afraid, the B.O.R.s' Section had an off day. The best
performance by a B.O.R. was given by Corporal "Shoey"
Archer, and the best " Chip " of the day was picked by Corporal
Hylands, who finished up looking like a boxer at the end of the
last round.
Technical.-A wireless demonstration and lecture was given
early in !\-lay to personnel of the other Units in the Brigade.
Further demonstrations will be given during the summer.
Courses.- Lieutenant \Vhistler has completed the Equitation
Course at Sauger and is now on one month's leave prior to
rejoining the Troop early in June.
Coronation Week Entertai nments.-The Combined Signals'
Entertainments Committees arranged a very attractive programme for Coronation \Veek. I leave it to the Divisional
Signals' scribe to give you details and photographs.
[Owing to pressure on space, four excellent photographs
submitted by this Unit have been left over to a later issue.-Eo.]
Hockey.-A Hot Weather Hockey League, open to all Indian
units in the Station, has commenced. So far the Troop has not
been too successful. It may be mentioned that in such competitions a maximum of three British officers or other ranks is allowed
in the team. Here are the results to date :
27th April. v. 5th/6th Rajputana Rifles .. Home. Drew 1-1
1st fay.
v . "B." Divisional Signals .. Away. Lo t 2-3
5th May.
v. R.I.A . .C...
Home. Lost 1-2
8th May.
v. 4th/19th Hyderabad Regiment
Home. Lost 0--2
10th May. v. I.M.H.
Home. Won 2--0
Golf.-The club membership is increasing. To attract further
entries, a comic match was played in which one of the club's
leading novices (the ex-Horizontal Champ.), using golf clubs,
was beaten by the ex-Poona Snooker Champ., using a hockey
stick. A huge gallery watched the game, and afterwards there
was a heated discussion as to why Bobby Jones does not use a
hockey stick. It'~ much easier that way.
BONNIE DUNDEE.

MOTOlllaTe PUJICKA91NG AaaOC1ATION L'1'D.

(CAPT. A.:R . SIMPSON, INDIAH s ........_., Rm>.)

The London Car Exchange,
Ltd., Is a Subsidiary Company of
the M.P.A., and deals with the
car side of the business.
New and second-hand cars of all
makes can be supplied. Special
terms arranged for " Home on
leave " cars, and guaranteed repurchase prices quoted for both
new and second-hand cars.
Members' cars taken in part
exchange and favourable hire purchase terms arranged.
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GROSVENOR

The Association offers. its members
unusual faci lit ies In their purchases.
Savings of as much as 30% can be
effected off usual r~tail prices
except in the case of price maintained articles.
Furn iture, Silver, Rad io and Electrical equipment a Speciality.
All Motor Accessories, including
tyres, lubricants, etc., supplied
at lowest possible prices.
Special" All-in " Motor insurances
effected, and all claims pursued
and advice given free of chari:e.

GARDENS

OPPOSITE VICTORIA STATION

LONDON

The Grosvenor Gardens Club
is controlled by the M.P.A. This
is a Non-Residential Club and its
situation, together with its fine
Lounge, Dining and Cocktail
Rooms, offers a pleasant environment for meeting friends.
Officers on leave are invited to use
the Club as Honorary Members,
without Entrance Fee or Subscription. Full particulars may be
obtained from the Honorary Secretary, or The Ed itor of this
publication.

S.W.I

(Sloane 007 I)

STATIONS ABROAD
Egypt

Signals.

No. 1 Company.
Abbassia, Cairo.
28th May.
Very Serious Remarks.-The Unit is concerned with mu ketry.
1u ketry is, as is well known, a refreshing sport, clean and full

of plea ure. In the rosy dawn we shake the dewdrops from our
lids blithe! shoulder a musket and, with a few brisk pace over
the 'dew-spangled road, take the route t<? the r~ge. Here are displayed the large, square mural decorat10!1s designed ~nth circles.
Other soldiers tand near these plaque , Joyfully wavmg red flags
to greet our approach. In tl~e tool shed at the J:>ottom of the
garden can be een the sticks vv'lth b~ack and whit~ circles fastened
at their ends. The e are used for d1ggmg up turnips. But, as we
were aying, the remainder of the_ day is pleasantly devoted to
holding the rifle over a bucket with one hand while some~y
pours scalding hot water over the other hand, and to wiplllg
a thick layer of grease off the rifle on to our clothes, as well as
drawing a " U" blanket (attached to a length of string) up and
down the barrel. The process is completed by polishing with
a piece of butter the size of a ·walnut, according to :\Irs. Beeton.
Actually, our butter has been delayed in transit.
Comings and Goings.-Sergeant Brundell and family felt the
irresistible call of Egypt while they were in Cl1ina and have come
to live among us. In his spare time he will run the Signa~ Offi~e
at H.Q., British Troops in Egypt. Sergeant Dunn, with bis
family, has returned from Alexandria. He couldn't stand the
iaht of us at clo e quarters and bas gone to No. 3 Company.
~nee Sergeant Twigger and Corporal Sowles have gon~ to
Alexandria and :Moascar respectively to run the \V/T Stations
there, Lance Corporal Dick has gone to Cyprus, and Corporal
Ransom has taken charge of the Abbassia Signal Office. As a
result of all thi , one neyer knows whether one is bidding welcome
and a long stay to somebody who is going away, or is saying
good-bye and good luck to someone who has just arrived. But it
is safe to say good luck to all of them.
Leave with R.A. at S.R.-Captain Wheatley has gone to the
U.K., and so have Corporal Bryan (ex- o. 2 W/T Company,
Sarafand}, Signalmen l\fcKechnie and Stubbs. Lieutenants
Mellor and Blum have gone to Greece and Turkey (not respectively). :\fore are about to go (not to Greece and Turkey
necessarily). Some of us are still here.
·
Gripping.-This is now an organised sport, which may also
be played during working hours. Lance Corporal Brooke, in
the J.C. Drivers' Individual Training Course, was heard to give
a lecture on " The Clutch." Dark horses stick fast apparently !
Description of a Bateye.I'm Burlington Berty,
I rise at 4.30
And swill out my rifle with sand.
Xo semblance of hurry,
Of bother or flurry
Imparts any shake to my hand.
\Vith shoulders dead upright,
In line with the foresight,
My bullets should travel as planned ;
So why should I pay
For a cow that they say
I killed quite near to Sarafand ?
PECIAL . -OTE: The Bateyes (of Bateye Hall, Batts,. an old
and distinguished family) have the privilege of undergoing
Weapon Training, like the late, lamented Clasper, from early May
to late September. About this time a rescuing troopship snatches
them uom the fate of continuing till tJ;e following January.
Tales That Are Told. Drury (quite solemn ly) telling young
soldiers, who don't know better, how he was checked for a haircut
on guard mounting.

Discipline.- The practice of O.R.s absenting themselves from
the niahtly i su of a. mug of tea will cease forthwith. Leave of
absence will invariably be applied for.
Overheard (Liar, you wrote it yourself !).- That the Officer i/c
port is considering the award of Jimmie for cribbage and mah
jongg (or should it be mallh jong?).
The Tennis Tou rnament and Ping-Pong Ha ndicap.-Talking of
which reminds us that swimming ought to be mentioned as well,
and, while we remember it, there is that affair of Telfer and the
cricket match; but you've probably heard all about it.
The Coronation.-The ominous pres ure of work and the strain
of writing these notes on our already slight mental resources
had almost made us forget the Coronation. After some marching
and car driving at a parade at Gezira, the Unit met in solemn
conclave at o . rand 3 Companies' snack bars. The atmosphere,
if tense, was dignified as a procession formed, consisting of master
cooks in their picturesque regalia, swill boys with their buttons
twinkling and virgins with rosebuds bringing up the rear (thu
conforming to the ancient classical traditions of Greece and
Rome). At the head of the procession, and the centre of interest,
four mess orderlies in galabias and garlands of marigold bore in
triumphal progress the Coronation Rissole. This choice morsel
was divided among the more distinguished of the guests, wh<>
were then observed to sniff the air greedily and say, " Ah,
Bisto ! "
A regrettable incident occurred. Most of the dignitaries
scrambled for the Unit pepper pot-with varying degrees of
success. Some of the guests were maliciously misguided by some
person or persons unknown and were able only to get hold of
the other pepper pot, which has no pepper in it. This was
undoubtedly a disgrace to the Corps. The lavish display of
extravagance on this occasion has, of course, had its repercussions,aa.nd since then we have been able merely to go through
the motions of shaking a pepper pot. Some conservatives deplore
the passing of i os. r and 3 Companies' grill rooms, but most of
the men are modern enough to prefer a snack bar.
Agony.-\Ve have a lurking suspicion that many who read
these notes will be able to tell us whether Bill Cooke (" Cookey "
Cooke) is married yet.
Conclusion.-Well, that's the end of the story, children. T<>
your duties-dismiss !
LFACKO.

" B " Cable Section.
General.-lf at first you don't succeed, try, try-never mind,
you know the rest. Once again the Cable Section make an effort,
with the hope that this time we shall be lucky enough to find a
l.jttle corner in the Journal.
Havihg passed through the training season with the usual
"Well done, Cable Section!" we are now recuperating under the
care of Sergeant Carnegie, who returned to the fold after a few
months with "J " Section . He had to take them to Camp to
show just how it was done. Upgrading Courses are now in full
swing, and Lance Corporals Moxon and Ferree, together with
Signalmen Hammond, Hendry and Williams, are all out for
C.zs under the instruction of Corporal Watson and Lance Corporal
Russell. (Don't forget the gun-fire for the Corporal.}
The Section. garden shows a great improvement since we built
the trellis work and archways.
Signalman Harry Smith
(" Shoey ") will be pleased to know that it is still the envy of
Egypt Signals.
We have been puzzled for months and months as to the reason
why so many of 5th Divi ional Signals took to matrimony. At
last we have ascertained the reason.
Old " Alfie," our Unit pet, messes with the R.A.S.C. on
Thursday evenings and the mess orderlies are being fitted with
wrist straps for dishing out Harris's dumplings.
Sport.-We were badly hit when the inter-Section postings
took p lace; we lost more than half ou r Section . Good men
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cannot be kept down and, although our number is small, we can
still give a good account of ourselves, particularly at swimming.
We defeated " J " Section at water polo by 3- 1 a nd " M "
Section by 4-1. Not so bad considering that our goalie was lied
to the crossbar in the deep end and the backs used water wings.
We were unable to enter a team for the Section athletics, but
have won all our matches at cricket to date, as well as defeating
"A" Section at billiards by the narrow margin of six points.
? ? ? ?- It is the daily dozen which does the trick.
Our
poultry farmer bas visions of " Civvy Street" alreadyInspector, R.S.P.C.A., for which there arc so few vacancies and a
long waiting list. He is young and ambitious.
Heard at the M.I. Room.M.O. " How did this happen ? "
Certain Soldier. " Cleaning my equipment, sir."
ever mind, Jock; it won't be long now.
Who told the Lance Corporal to take a bearing on " true
north, and who took a bearing on the mast light of a boat sailing
down the Suez Canal ?
Jewboys' Mai l.-To Corporal Honey and " Weepin' Willo."
"What abaht it? Jack Rooney and Barney send their salaams.
Charlie.''
Wh o 's W ho in " B " Cable.-First there's Carnegie, a jovial
man. He's our Section Sergeant; be carries the "can." Then
Corporal Watson, the lad with the pen; he's going to B~gbty
Yimkin-Barden. There's Lance Corporal Moxon ; he srrules and
smirks at Lance Corporal Russell doing physical jerks. Lance
Corporal Ferree; we call him a " Swede." He can't be called
"Busty," 'cos he's built for speed. Signalman Beckley, he's
always in bed; sleeps very soundly, you'd think he was dead.
Old " Paddy " Brown, a fine Irish boy ; he drives a big lorryour danger, his joy. Then we've Br?wn H; he's n?t a bad sortplays football and cricket and tennis for sport. Signalman Burr
reads " Happy Mags.," but he's got his A.r for scrounging our
fags. We've a Driver named Blake, who doe~ us no harm; _we
can tell by his walk he was born on a farm. Signalman Gray is a
lifeboatman's son, and for spinning a yarn he sure takes tl:~e bu~.
Signalman Jervis, a wagon-man able, spends all his time m
running thro' cable. We also have " Sammy," Hammond by
name ; perhaps you have heard of his cross_-country fame.
Of Signalman Stevens perhap you have read ; his muscles stand
out like knots tied in thread. And now Taylor J ., who should
really be seen ; he has nice wavy hair and is our Section Queen.
Signalman Hendry, who is good but small, plays f?r the Army
(right-half) at football. Signalman Williams, a Dnver was he ;
now remustered to Lineman Class Three. Young Mc.Evoy, tall
and so slim, puts the wind up " J " Section when they. see him
swim. " Bruce," " Tich " and" Floss," they're our Section dogs,
who like chasing cats, chickens and " wags." That is the
Section, believe it or not. Good old " B " Cable, the best of the
lot!
SPIDER.
(Owing to pressure on space, photographs submitted by No.
I Company and "B" Cable Section have been held over to a
later issue.-ED.]

No. 6 Tank Signal Section.
General.-After months and months of silence we have decided
that this Section is far too important to hide its light under a
bushel (whatever that is) any longer. Since the last rep<?rt of the
activitie of our lads many things have happened. For mstance,
we "held 'em back" at Mersa Matruh and Palestine, but we
won't go into too much detail, as we have some feeling for the rest
of the Unit. Sufficient to say that, of the ten men (not even a
football team), seven went to Tulkarm, ablus and Sarafand
with " C " Company, 6th Battalion, Royal Tank Corps.
After these little affairs we proceeded to show just what we
could do on manreuvre . The two big camps this year were held
at Fayed and Mena. As we are al o providing Signals for the
7th Hussars, the ten men were again split up, and we _actu'1;11Y
had friends on both sides of the battle, much to the satisfaction
of Tanks.
Departures.-Our reinforce ments, Signalmen Glanville, Morris,
Whichelow, Binning ley and Tietjen, left us early m January,

amid cries and moans of " Roll on, the boat I " to return to their
respective Units. We hope that the sight of thew notes will
bring back to them happy memories of those days at Mersa.
Remember the sand storms Morris ? Sergeant Stevenson \V.,
our late Section Sergeant, Lance Corporal (" Bert") Stringer,
Signalmen ("Tich ") Lowe and ("Geordie") Gillis have left_ us
for the happy hunting grounds of" Civvy Street." The Section
wish them all the luck they deserve. Signalman Buckman h'.1-<;
also left us, but is not too far away-" l" Section of this Umt.
Mention must also be made of Signalman Sides ("Bobby"),
who, although only attached to us, performed_ her.~ic work}~
Palestine. How many guard · and mess orderlies, Bobby .
He, also, has returned to home and beauty.
Four new hands have arrived. \Ve welcome them with open
arms. They are Signalmen Sayer G., Haldane S. (complete with
banjo and uke.), Blenkinsop R., and last, but not by any means
least (if he is to be believed), Devine (" Mufti").
Sport.-We united with " M" Section and Unit H.Q. to form
" X " Section for sport, and with pica ure we are able to r~p?~
that we won the Pritchard Cup. \Ve now form part of Z
Section in conjunction with part of No. 3 Company Headquarters
and as such played the Signal Troop at cricket. Unfortunately,
we lost by only a " few " runs, despite the fact that " Spread "
lost a ball and broke a bat, and not forgetting the Sergeant's
"duck."
Languages.-Owing to activities in the city, quite a fe~v of the
lads are swotting at various languages ; French, Italian and
Arabic are especially popular. " Don " is in great demand as an
interpreter (unpaid, incidentally) .
Suggestion.- George should lea~n t_hat lovely old .~venteenth
century air, " I attempt from love s sickness to fly !
Congratulations.-To Corporal Surfleet G. o~ attaining_ that
rank and on being awarded the Ce-rtificate of lv.1 erit for devotion to
duty in Palestine. J oily good show, what !
What We Want to Know.- When is Percy going to get his
football match ? And can " Scarry " read French ?
Agony.-Charlie, somewhere in Blighty. "Oi, you! What
about a line ? "
" Don. " " Saluti e baci."
Tailpiece.-\Ve don't really care who Shakespeare was anyway!
FREDDIE ACK .

Corporals' Room.
General.-! am not one yet, but one must start someho'~·
It is such a Jong time since notes were published from this
quarter that one hardly know where to begin. Past members
will be interested to know that we have our own radiogram and
that Mess funds are low in consequence. The Annual Iuske~ry
Course has just finished, but I haven't h~a~? any<?n~. boastin_g
of his prowess yet. I can't ev~n ?-nd out if Ste1nie beat _his
previous year's score. The maionty of members are.undergoing
a period of intensive training for those top trade ratings and all
are confident as to the outcome.
. A games tournament was organ~sed with a view to picking a
super (or was it toper ?) team, b~t ~tere_st seems to have waned.
Perhaps it is the heat. The Unit JS trymg to get a dance band
together (shades of " B~rleux ") and_ several me~be~ are gettmg
down to serious practice. The piano accordion is the most
popular instrument, and, judging from the ounds produced, even
they protest. The remarks of individuals tr)'.ing to get ome
sleep are unprintable. The nearby Cameron Highlanders nearly
rioted. They thought someone was insulting their musical ba~
and were only calmed down by being told it w~ an ell?bryo Ga:t ·
colony. Being optimi tic, or should I say diplomatic,_ I think
we'll have a band which will make Henry Hall green 'nth env '·
So, if anyone in Blighty is musically minded, try and get posted
to Egypt.
If readers don't mind my going too far back, a Chri tma
epi ode i worthy of.note.
function (vulgar mine_! have ~othl·r
name for it) was m progr . All members \\Cre dre ed 111
pyjama or their equivalent, when
.
. .
Hush! A deep sound tnkes hke a ns111g knell .
Did ye no hear it ?
ay, 'twa but a gla
Helped on its way by willing feet .
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On ,~;th the fun ; Jct all fill up ";th Bas
Or chase the glowina hours with whisky- neat.
But hark ! That heavy ound breaks in once mor ,
A if th Me its echoes would repeatDre ! Dress ! It i the fire bell' op'ning roar.
Imagine the scene, hasty quaffing of drink-, more hasty da h
to the Guard Room by a motley crew pyjama clad and unclad.
The fire, which was in a Quarter in Suez Houses, wa soon
extinguished, but not by the fire-fighters, for they were in the
wrong Quarter.
till, the spectators enjoyed them clve .
Arrivals and departures since the la~ note appeared in the
\VIRE are too numerou to mention ind1,·idually. \Ye hope that
the former enjoy their stay and that the latter have settled down
in their new urroundings.
Promotions.-Get out your blue books and lick your pencils.
Ready ? Go I Promoted Corporal : Lance Corporal Sur:lleet
(15th March), Steele (22nd larch) and Simp on (23rd ?.larch).
Congratulations al o to C.Q.M.S. Bremner on his recent appointment.
Tailpiece.-Ten minutes to go, so mine's a" Shai. " Cheerio,
everybody!
SOREFEET.

" G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
Salutations.- Sa-eeda ! Another month nearer the boat.
General.-The usual state of things. Peace time hangs heavily
on this Troop's hands after much campaigning, and happenings of
importance, great or mall, are conspicuous by their absence, so
a resume of the daily round, etc., will have to suffice.
The sets have, and are leaving their respective cars day by
day, to go into the capable (?) hands of the l.R. per onnel.
The only person to really work is the poor old Storeman, who is
driven almost crazy by the demands of the I.M.s after the bits
and pieces are left out. One thing stands out, though-JM j:\f
JM has been promoted as labourer to the workshops and is
getting on so well that he knows a pair of bull-nosed pliers
from an "electrician's 3." Keep it up, " Jerry," you'll be
making joints next. Be careful of the seven-strand, though.
A few of our members have left us for Egypt Signals to earn a
few more piastres. Stan was seen sitting up in bed at 2 a.m.
swotting Volume II, Part II; if he fails, it won't be through
lack of trying.
" Mick" has changed hands again. He is fed regularly on
Bob llfartin's these days. " Smudger " is all for this Health and
Youth movement, even though he does weigh fourteen stone
himself.
Hamdi lulali !
The annual
Musketry.-Has finished.
classification was a tribute to the excellence. of our instructors.
Or was it ? Anyway, the Troop did very well and even JM got a
four-inch group.
Education.-The results of the First Class Certificates have
been received. The local lads have made good. Especially do
we want to congratulate Reynolds("' Swede "), who actually got
three " Ds" to his credit and grumbled because he didn't get a
fourth. Also Gallagher, who obtained that coveted award a
.. D" in geography (shades of Joe Flowett), and Morrell, " ;ho
kept him company with a " D " in the same subject.
Appointments.-U/Lance Corporal McGinn, after months of
careful planning, etc., has attained this exalted rank. Congratulations, Corporal !
For the Tack Personnel.- " Kercher," of Kohat. "Am
waiting. Chas."
Things We Want to Know.-Which man was seen, armed with a
Flit gun, stalking doves at 5.30 a .m. ?

" H" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Egypt.
Attached 8th.Hussars, Cairo.
25th May.
~eneral. Since last month the Troop has been occupied in
ma1'?tenan~e. of our vehicles and also t heir preparation for the
commg tra1mng season (shades of H elwan). Durin g the month
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an R.A.S.C. officer came to inspect the vehicles, and that involved
quite a lot of preparatory work, such as painting the red streaks
that constitute the camouflage, etc. For this purpose we had the
good fortune to retain the services of Corporal Parsons, from the
Royal Academy of Camouflagers.
Our present radio experts, Dinger and Lewis, have the
unenviable job of rejuvenating the o. 1 Set H .T . batteries,
as well as numerou other tasks connected with the fitting and
wiring of the \ /T vans. Meanwhile, our fitter i employed on the
wiring and actual fitting of the vans, and also the charging of our
" <lags " and the forty-five " 16s " of the Regimental Signallers.
According to the stars and the Zodiac, we should be quite adept
at the throwing of witches when the next season is over. Our
O.C., Lieutenant Wintcrbotham, has devised an arrangement
whereby the batteries on charge and those on load can be changed
over by the simple aotion of throwing a switch. It is this
device, which constitutes mo t of the wiring, that is engaging the
attention of the fitter. We are thinking of indenting for a cocktail
bar and some cigars just to make things easier when we are out on
Schemes.
So day after day members of the Troop can be seen wending
their way towards the garage area. Maybe some would look
better if they carried some bread and jam.
o names, but they
know!
By the way, the Troop are to perform on the range over the
week-end. I'm hoping that I shall not be picked for duty as a
marker. \'\le are having a" pool" for this shoot. I will let you
know who the " bat-eyes" are later.
Upgrading.- At present all the B.Ills are on a B.11 Course
under the tuition of the O.C., Sergeant Lewis, Corporal Adams
and Corporal Parsons. They are all hoping for the extra
" ackers," especially our" Yahoudi" friend. May fortune smile
on their labours.
Our boater authority, "Ernie," is attached to Egypt Signals
for a B.I Course. Remember the " coat" and don't be too
" toffee-nosed " when you return to us. Accompanying him are
two of our fitters, Signalmen Dale and Parry. Their aim in life
is a Class II rating. Good luck to them all. It's the money that
matters.
Things We Would Like to know.- Why our boater authority
doesn't mention the " Lion" these days ?
Is " Dinger " still on the straight and narrow ?
Is " Eley " still in love ?
Flash.-B.B.B.F. renounces crime. Says it doesn't pay. H e
has now gone into retirement, as he thinks the excitement may
do him harm. Local dancing club has his patronage these days.
Glad you have seen the light at last, Len.
The Americans Have a Name for lt.-No doubt most of you
who read the daily news sheets have noticed that in America
there have been two cases of fellows marrying girls of twelve and
under. We have reason to believe that there is something in this
new racket. 'Perhaps the two chappies who bought a doll in the
town will e"--plain the attraction.
Yahoudigrams.-To Elmer, 4th Div. " Reckon Sully couldn't
take it. He says Fifi slightly sunburnt. When Greek meets
Greek. Araf? Dai. "
To Jonah, ex-" H ." " C.R.A. wallah now, eh ? All the best
from those you left behind."
To l\fatelot, Spike. "What! No Coronation stamps from
Ireland ? Sadie. "
DAI BACH.

Palestine Force Signals.
No. 3 Section, Sarafand.
May.
This month the Section has been well occupied with Schemes,
which, together with reconnaissance parties, have given us
plenty of opportunities for seeing the country, much to the
delight of our amateur photographers, who are always on the
look-out for subject matter. Cameras are nearly as plentiful
as flies in this vicinity, and we should not be surprised to find
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them included as an article of equipment (or would it be personal
clothing?). In this case some unfortunate individual would be
sure to be checked for a dirty lens. A photographic society is
being formed and should enjoy considerable support.
Sport. ,ricket has started and we find that the Section is not
without talent. Tennis enthusiasts are busily working up form for
an Inter-Group Tournament. Our new sport, " chasing pi-dogs, "
continues and more and more people are becoming " pi-dog
chasers " dai 1y.
This Month's Funniest Sight.- Signalman " Busty " Reeves
trying to swim in the Dead Sea.
Hebrew Correspondence (very appropriate).-" Scriv " (late of
Perham) . "Alice, where art thou ? 'Lofty.'"
DooK.

No. 4 Section, Haifa.
1st May.
Genera l.- Even the weariest river winds its way down to the
sea, and at last the battle-scarred warriors of two successive
campaigns have sailed for home and beauty. Before they said
their kind adieus we gave them a Farewell Concert. It started,
officially, at 6 p.m. by community singing led by Sergeant
Tennant. Signalman Crofton then gave a lecture on" The age of
speed," or " How I drove men mad.'' This was followed by a
home-made song of Signalman Wookey's entitled " Collecting
Palms.'' Lance Corporal Boffy then cleared a well-lubricated
throat to tell some of his experiences on that week-end at Mersa
Matruh, but the choir rather drowned his efforts. " Sax " next
livened the evening with a solo, accompanied by Signalman
Parry, who rendered "I Like My Spanish." One of t~e mo~t
interesting items was Signalman Allgood demonstrating his
famous height-increasing exercises.
" Gorilla" Collett and
"Jungle" Walker had a lively debate on "Darwin's Theory,"
which was foliowed by the grand finale, of which there are many
versions.
The following managed to crawl up the gang plank of H_.T.
Somersetshire on 12th April : Sergeant Wood, Corporal Davies,
Lance Corporals Boffy and Baker, U /Lance Corporal Williams and
Signalmen Allgood, Butterfield, Bromley, Crofton, Crook, ~uke,
Dunnachie, Grainger, Hassett, Parry, Payne, Robmson,
Shitlaker, Smith R., Weygang, Whellens, \\'ookey, \'\'illiams,
Webb and Walker.
Promotions.-Congratulat!ons to Sergeant Stevens H. J. on
reaching that rank ; to Lance Corporal Fill, who has now an
interest in the blue book; and also to U/Lance Corporals
Callan, Patient and Donneliy, who have had greatness thrust
upon them, and we hope that soon they will rake in the extra
piastres.
Believe it or -not.
Run, boy, and bring me wire ;
Bring me masts and bring me men;
Hasten, or in this mire we flounder and thenNo aerials will arise from this maze of stays to reach the skies.
For I will put me up masts
At ablus, at Jenin, at Tiberias and Safad ;
And if one lasts too long with no khomoinc
To drive the operator mad ;
Then I will try to amend that aerial
So to send's impracticable.
I care not what I do

So long as we get-through,
For am I not- Watt?
Things We Want to Know.-Is it true that civvies are going to
do Schemes for us ?
Who.said to a D .R." Switch on your sidelights?"
What is it like at Jonin without" Saida os?"
Has Bulford heard the 1.M.G. yet?
Fan Mail.-" Richie, Perham. 'Thanks for news, John'."
Shirley. " What about ' In town to-night ' ? "
Pete, somewhere in Chi na. " Have you forgotte n L'.20050 ? "
MERCURIUS.

Malta Signal Section.
Command Signal Office, Valletta.
10th June.
It is with great regret that we have to write of the death of

Mr. Giuseppe Vella, one of our Maltese gang, who was killed
whilst on duty on 7th June. The circumstances were as follows:
Mr. Vella was one of a party who were dismantling the .larsa
route. After the wires had been removed, he ascended a thirtyfour-foot pole in order to remove the insulators prior to lowering
the pole. He had commenced work at the top of the pole, when
it crashed to the ground, carrying its unfortunate victim with it.
Mr. Vella sustained such grave injuries that he died one hour
later in the Central Civil Hospital, Floriana. The pole was o~e
that had been in position for probably twenty years, 3:nd this
tragic accident was due to the fact that the pole was buncd only
eighteen inches in the ground instead of the normal four _ f~et .
Modern poles are marked ten feet from the bottom'. thus g1v1_ng
indication of the depth to which they have been buned, but with
the pole in question there was no such mark to show whether
it was safe or otherwise. The funeral was attended by the
officer , other ranks and all the i\>Ialtese employees of the Malta
Signal Section. Mr. Vella leaves a widow and six children to
mourn his death.
The Command Signal Officer entertained the four _Indian
officers of the Indian ignal Corps, who were on their way
back to India from the Coronation. \.Ye were impressed by their
strong personality, and were ':'ery ?leased indeed to meet such
fine representatives of the Indian Signal Corps. The_y expressed
their pleasure at being given the opportumty to see this small, but
important, part of the Empire.
They were amused when the Command Signal Officer's little
daughter greeted each officer with a handshake and sa1~,
Salaam, Sahib.
eedless to say, she had practised th1s
greeting for some days beforehand.
lntroductory.-Brushing aside an imposing pile of" 1o~s," we
uncover the scribblina pad and become acutely conscious of
something awaiting fulfilment, and this brings us to the business
in hand.
Congratul~tions.-These are e"-tended to several of our band
of workers. As we are somewhat doubtful as to the ord~r of
precedence, we just dive in and congratulate Q.M.S. ~o~dridge,
Foreman of Signals, and Sergeant Purcell on their. rootygonas." A truly meritorious achievement if one believes ~he
tale~ of the sergeant-majors of " them there days.'' Coronation
Medals have been awarded to Q.M.S. Goodridge_, and also. to
>Ir. P. C. Smith, our civilian test clerk and supervisor. l\[enbon
was made of the latter's service in Section Orders, but perhaJ?S
that of the family was included. .He denied ten ¥.ear~ of •,~
anyway not forgetting the cough (twice) and murmur Stlll on.
ergeant Freeman has changed ;.\lesses oi:i acquiring his third bar.
\Ve feel sure that his new less mates will do much so lessen the
heart-break he must have felt on leaving the Corporals' Room.
Signalman \.Yilliams demonstrated that he can leave the wo_rld
farther behind than others in the Command, and so won the high
jump at the recent Command ports.
Athletics.-The Section were successful in retaining the Small
Units' Athletic Cup. The margin of points w~ con ider<;Lbly less
than that at la t year's meeting ; in fact, the issue was m doubt
up to the last event. A fine race, i.n which the Signals secured
first and second places, concluded the programme of ev~nts,
ignals winning with 60 points from the R.A.S.C. (54 points)
and the R.A.M.C. (52 point ).
Duck Shooting.- Due to the iJ?ventive ge~ius of . ignalman
" Bonzo " Parrish, it is now po 1ble to acquire a _b ird capab~e
of killing three stones. It is believed that he d1scu ed this
marvel of science in conference with the C.S.O.
Barracks.-Owing to the departure of the R. . .C. to ann:ual
camp, ignals arc officiating as fire piquet, telephone ord~rbes,
etc. "We can understand those detai-led for duty ha_vmg a
privileged crib, but fail to accoun~ for tho e who occupied the
Guard Room voluntarily for considerable period . Duty men
have been assured of company, and rarely has an evening pa sed
without a bridge four overcalling each other recklessly, probably
to deaden the love calls of romantic swains on the doorstep.
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To old members of thi
ection. who are now scattered far
and wide, we g ntly break th ne\\ that workmen have been
,e n moving stone and wielding pick' . Anything might
happen now. Thi may indicate some of those promi ed
improvement .
Personal.-Writers taking ix random auesscs at the identity of
" Rellub," Bulford, wonder whether the title i handed from
one correspondent to another or is the e.xclusive and undi puted
title a originally conferred.
Combined Operations.·-These appear to be on rat11er a smaller
ale than hitherto and i probably due to the ab ence of the
fleet, which, normally, co-operates to a considerable e.xtent.
• e\·ertheless, we appear to have a considerable share to take care
of and, no doubt, will ha,·e more to say on this ubject at a later
date.
Con~lusi~n .--Covering up the pad with " 10 s-old and new,"
we retire w1th the fervent hope that it will not be buried too deep
when ne.xt required. Sal1ha !
SKIP.

Malaya Command Signal Company.
Alexandra.

Farewell Ode to Pulau Brani.
Su~ounded,

here we are by ea, and cut off by the tide,
This sunny spot on Singapore where a few R. ignals hide,
Away from all the pomp and showy glamour of the East,
Just a little sand-frinl'(ed island, devoid of snake or beast.
The green hills, the blue sea, the golden sandy shore ;
Farewell, oh Emerald Island, for we'll return no more.
V./e'll, think sometimes, and talk perhaps, of all the " do's "
we ve had,
And how on many occasions we, all of us, went mad ·
·we'll live again some glorious times and many sporting' thrills,
Those hard-contested matches (not foraettinu old Hong's bills) ·
We'll ponder o'er tllose thrilling yarns, told i~ tlle Wet Canteen'.
By our lusty comrade "Hiram K. " on "What he might have
been."
A few delightful memories, but
\Ve never will forget
The good old days at Singapore
And all tlle lads we met.
~eneral.-Folks, we are about to make history. You are now
gomg to share tlle honour of reading the first contribution to
WIRE notes ever submitted ~y the Malaya Command Signal
Co~p'.'-ny, ALEXANDR.A. Havmg survived the intial shock of
receivmg such an honour, please read on or just turn over and
read Hong Kong's notes.
,The Company m~ved over fr_om Pulau Brani o~ rst May, 1937.
V. e left Pulau Bram at approximately ro a.m., and, after a fairly
rough c:ossing, arrived at Alexandra about 12 noon. By 2 p .m.
eye_rything was under control, which means that we were all
g1vm~ our pring beds a tllorough try-out. Most of the Pulau
_Bram personnel expr~sed great regrnt at leaving their little
islan~ wehere everything was so converuent for work and sport
especially yach~ing and swimming. It is, perhaps, somewhat
~ifficult to get mto town, ~ut \~he~ it is realised that Singapore
ts the second most expensive city m the world, one appreciates
the fact that the lads do not bother too much about going there.
Anyhow, fate decreed that we should move with the times so
here we are.
'

ow for a short description of our new Signal Centre. We are
sure that former :>.~alayans now at Hong Kong, North China or in
England a~e anxious to know what the conditions are like.
lexandra 1s !;urrounded by jungle, which simply abounds with
snakes and other repitles. Signals, R.A.S.C. and the R.A.0.C.
all share one barrack block. Things are very unsettled at pre ent
and \~·e d~n't <JU1te _know which way to turn. Incidentally,'.
there 1s a l ractice Dnll_ Parade for the Coronation every morning
at 7 .. B_ut we still soldier on. _Text month a lit.tie more detailed
de cnption may, perhaps, be forthcoming.
Departures.-The personnel of the Company are very sorry to
have to say good-bye to Captain E. J. H. Moppett, our former
S.O. and 0.C. During the time that he has been here, Captain
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Moppett has done much to encourage tlle development of short\Yave wireless in tho i\falaya Command Signal ompany. He
has al o devoted a very large proportion of his time to the
development of S/W in the Johore Military Forces and Local
Volunteers. The whole Company join in wishing him the very
be t of luck and bo11 voyage,

THE TERRITORIALS
and SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE

Agony.- To Corporal Pearson, 2nd Divisional Signals. "\\That
price Canterbury now ? Don't forget the new address is now
Signal entre, Alexandra ! Card received from boat, writing
later. From Paddy."

The London Corps Signals, T.A. and affiliated
Supplementary Reserve Units.

" How about a line ? Your half-mile.

Fulham House, High Street, Fulham, S.W .6.
15th June.
General.- First of all we must apologise for being " absent
from parade " in last month's WIRE notes. We could offer a
number of perfectly good excuses, but refrain from doing so.
You wouldn't believe us, anyway. Had we submitted our usual
article, we should most certainly have told you that Section
trairung- in fact, practically every type of Signal trainingwas in suspense in view of the ceremonial rehearsals that were
taking place, Sundays and all. Really, we seem to have been
doing the " posh" business ever since early February, when we
were getting ready for the engine-naming ceremony mentioned
in the April WIRE.
Now that our branch of the "Corps o' Signals" has at last
passed safely through the " Cor-o' -nation " period we can get
down to some real Signal work and leave the other stuff to the
Guards.
We must, first of all, tell you what happened before and during
that hectic Coronation Day. We supplied troops for three
different duties, namely, the Procession, Lining the Route and
Signalling duties for starting the Procession. Here are the
accounts relating to each duty.
Marching in the Procession.-Please see our S.R. notes.
Lining the Route.-Wednesday, 12th May, dawned as a
great day in the history of this Unit. Fourteen members
assembled in the early hours of the morning to carry out a very
special duty, one which was coveted by all ranks, namely, that
of lirung the route for the Coronation Procession of Their
Majesties King George VI and Queen Elizabeth. To do duty on
this occasion was certainly considered an honour by all concerned,
and it was a very proud little party which entrained at Putney
Bridge Station for the Embankment.
The new blue uruforms were definitely more distinguishedlooking than the more familiar khaki, but we thought so much
blue with not much more variation than the thin or wide red
stripe down the trousers' leg became rather monotonous as the
troops marched past. The pecial drill which we had been
practising over a long period made our particular job become
almost natural to us and stood us in good stead throughout the
day.
We had an extremely good position on the route, one which
was specially reserved for school children, and we must say that
they were a very orderly crowd of kiddi s. They kept us amused
with their shrill cheering of all and sundry who happened to pass
along their front. The Corporation roadmen, who were sanding
the road, came in for a great share as they slowly passed by ;
they seemed to enjoy it, too.
The Procession itself has been amply dealt with in the Press,
but one of our fellows remarked that the sight of the members of
the overseas contingents marching along together with our own
sailors, soldiers and airmen gave him the impression of a vast
brotherhood with the King as the centre of it all. It was, indeed,
a splendid show and a day not one of us would have mi ed for
anything ; something we can look back on with pride. The only
pity is that the whole Unit was not able to participate in tllis
honour.
Starting the Procession.- Our party, consisting of Captain
H. C. B. Rogers and eight W.0.s and Sergeants, togeth"r with
those of L. of C. Signals, znd Cavalry Divisional Signals, T.A.,
and London Divisional Signals, T .A., pent the night of the
llth-12th at tho Duke of York's Headquarters, Chelsea. At
5.30 a.m. on the day we were taken in police tenders to our various
stations a long the route at Trafalgar Square, Waterloo Place and
St. James' Street. Largo circular red and white painted signalling
discs, mounted on long bamboo poles, were supplied at each point

To Buckley, Egypt.
Duck."

To Lance Corporal tower , Signalmen Blunt, Cave, Chetwynd
and Scottie. "Apa macham I \¥hat price apa khabar and apa
SCYatchutn now ? The lads."
Conclusion.-In conclusion, I would like to remind readers
tha:t Lance_ Corporal Hudson still has many "snappy snaps,"
which he is anxious to exchange. Malayan scenic views a
speciality.
We have lately received a fresh con ignment of books by
celebrated authors. I thoroughly recommend the following : .
"What the Stars Foretell," by James ocking. "How to run a
flouri bing Fish and hip Sho," by Sammy Seager.
Cheerio, everybody!
TANDO (T.B.C.).

Jamaica Signal Section.
3rd May.
General.-An instructional tour of the extensive works in
progress on the water main, which is being laid in South Camp
Road, rorth Street and along some of the adjacent streets, was
organised on 7th April for the benefit of the Royal Engineers and
?ignals by the C.R.E. The contract undertaken was a large one,
mcluding t he laying of a 21-inch bitumen-lined pipe for the water
main and also an extensive sewage system in a different part of
the town. An interesting morning was spent observing the
details involved in the jointing of the various sections of tlle main
pi~, and _also the general methods of overcoming difficulties
which mev1tably crop up on such an undertaking.
Another instructional tour was arranged for 14th April. The
scene was the new reservoir, which is in course of construction at
Stoney Hill. This is proving to be a difficult undertaking, as the
terrain in th? Ston?y Hill_ district is very rough, thus adding to
the many difficulties wluch have to be overcome in such an
enterprise. The majority of these difficulties have now been
solved and the work is proceeding apace. When finished, the
reservoir will provide water for the Constant Spring district.
The new switchboard for the Exchange has arrived and is
in readiness folt installation as soon as the necessary cable is
recei~~d.
This new switc!1board is a 60-line apparatus with
prov1s1on for further extensions to mo-line if necessary. It is the
last word in magneto switchboards and was manufactured by the
G.E.C. at Coventry.
The Foreman of Signals had endeavoured to get an automatic
exchange or a C.B. one, but this was not sanctioned. The one
to be installed will use the power as a ringing medium and also
has a junction terminating cabinet for automatic use in conjunction with it. We are sure that it will fulfil its purpose just
as efficiently. When this is installed it will completely renew
all switchboards in the ommand.
. Obituary.:--It was with regret that the members of Jamaica
Signal Section read of the death of Lieutenant C. S. Roberts,
M.B.E. We extend our deepest sympathy to bis widow and
family in their sad bereavement.
It was with sorrow that I heard from home of the death
of ~ignalman Smith j . at Ca~terick. The Signal Section extend
their deepest sympathy to his mother and all relatives in their
sore bereavement.
ELGIN.
[Owing to pressure on space, three photographs have unavoidably been held over to a later issue.-Eo.]

and were used to start the processions. Orders were received by
telephone direct from \Vestminst r Abbey when ea h proce sion
was about to start and when they actually commenced to move.
The discs were then brought into operation, and the Marshals,
who were placed along the route where they could see our discs,
were enabled to start the whole Procession as one. The following
is an extract from a Jetter addressed to Major-General P. R. C.
Cummings, C.B., C.M.G., o.s.o., Commanding the London
Division, T.A., by Major-General B. ~'. Sergison-Brooke, c.B.,
C.M.G., o.s.o., G.0.C., London District:
" They carried out their duties very conscientiously and well
and enabled the whole length of the respective processions to be
started without a hitch."
We must congratulate our Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel C. L. H. Humphreys, T.D., Captain H C. B. Rogers, our
Adjutant, Captain S. A. W. Philcox, officer in charge of the routelining party, Sergeant Hobbs C. J. and Corporal Hutchings
R. A., of the T.A., and Sergeant Ambrose F., o.c.M., and
Signalman Grace D., of the S.R., on being awarded His Majesty's
Coronation Medal, a very rare award.
Then came that great event on 19th May, an event which,
next to the Coronation, is the most important of London's
celebrations ; we refer, of course, to Their l\IIajesties' State Drive
to the Guildhall, an occasion on which only London troops line
the route. Our Unit had been allocated to that part of the City
between Ave Maria Lane and Ludgate Hill to the south-west
corner of St. Paul's Churchyard for the " TO " Procession, and a
part of Queen Victoria Street for the " FROM" Procession.
\Vhen we paraded at H.Q. it was raining, and when we arrived
at the Temple Station it was still raining ; in fact, it didn't leave
off until about half an hour after Their :;\fajesties had passed.
While we were waiting in Queen Victoria Street a message was
received by :\Iajor-General P. Cummings, Commanding the
London Divi ion, T.A., which read as follows: " It is the King's
wish that the troops do not line the return route from the Guildhall to Buckingham Palace, but march home after the procession
has passed on its way to the Guildhall."
And so we went home. Wet we most certainly were, but,
nevertheless, rather proud, because we realised that, although tlle
rain commenced long before the time for parade, we mustered
230 officers and otller ranks, T. . and S.R., by far the largest
number on parade of any Unit taking part.
Section training is being vigorously continued and Wimbledon
Common is the scene of great activity by the Cable and Air line
Sections on Monday evenings.
We have to congratulate Lance Corporals Winsley W. S. G.,
Frankland A. E., Ransom B. A., King H. J. J. and Hill J. R. on
their promotion to the rank of Corporal.
Recruits are rolling in in good numbers. In fact, we are
more than averaging that one a day which we told you about
recently and we have already passed the 300 mark.
Recrnits' week-end training is now being carried out by
this Unit and two very u eful and inslrnctive week-end training·
were held recently in tlle Chertsey rea for these newcomers, of
whom we have o many. They appeared to enjoy themselves,
although at times they were rather a trial. We are afraid the
Instructors found themselves rather hard put at time to keep
tlleir tempers, but everything went off all right.
On the first week-end training was carried out at Chobham,
a very familiar place to most of us. Saturday evening wa.~
devoted to the i sue of blankets, generally trying to settle the
young fellows down to what wa a new experience to mo t,
having tea and the pay parade. Sunday morning was spent in
marching and "foot and arms" drill. - After the lunch break
they "marched away to war." In order to give them some
idea of the necessity for taking and using cover in warfare, a
small" battle " was arranged. A hill, defended by ro. 2 Company, was attacked and captured by the combined efforts of
os. 1 and 3 Companies. An incident which, at tlle time, was
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anno ·ing, but which afterwards seemed rather amu ing, was
that two of th attacking forces were reported mi sing for about
half an hour. E,·entually they strolled up and informed us that
they had lo t the way and had gone to the wrong hill.
They were all informed on Saturda r night that Reveille was at
6 a.m. Some of them evidently could not sleep, for we were
awakened at about 4 a.m. to the train of " Pennies from
Heaven," played with vigour, but no ear for music, by one of
them. On going to inve tigate, we found them all busy cleaning
and polishing.
The second week-end training took lace around Shere. This
wa the first time with Unit lorry drivers and T.A. lorries.
Two lorries developed engine trouble just outside Guildford and
had to be towed, but otherwise the convoy arrived safely. One
of the lorries has, we understand, been fitted with " own way"
or " oppo ite way " teering. At least, if the driver is told to
turn right, the lorry in ists on going left, and vice versa. S'funny,
ain't it! On this week-end, os. 1 and 2 Companies attacked
No. 3 Company and wiped 'em up. Some fellows bad novel
methods of warfare. One particular Sergeant gave his impressions of " Tarzan" and climbed a tree to do some sniping, but
he was di appointed as neither the enemy nor " his mate "
came his way. Another Sergeant was storing his camp bed on
fonday evening, when one of the " two-weeks-old " recruits,
who had been away for the week-end, slapped this 1 .C.0. on
his back and remarked, "Camp beds for week-ends, eh! You
lucky bounder ! " The Sergeant's face was a " Bateman" one.
On th-9th ;\fay, a very interesting and instructive, though
exce ively wet, T.E. \Y.T. was carried out in the Guildford area.
Some forty-five officer and other ranks took part, but the rain
spoilt thing . Have you ever noticed how miserable and dejected
a well-sodden piece of semi-absorbent paper looks ? However,
we stuck it out in the best way possible, and put in a good eight
hours during Sunday on .. Que tion , Answers and Discussions."
os. 1 and 2 Companies proceeded for a week-end training at
Chertsey on 12th-13th June. Saturday afternoon was beautiful
and sunny, but Sunday found the rain with us again. However,
o. 2 Company managed to erect a marquee, install a Corps
Signal Office and establish a couple of Divisional Signal Offices,'
while Xo. 1 Company dabbled in a little cable and air-line work.
\Vhen finished, they changed from their wet overalls into their
dry vests and shirts, which they had previously put into dry
storage.
Sergeants' Mess.-Congratulations to C.Q.M.S. Bill Tickell
on his promotion to that rank, and to Lance Sergeants Watts
G. S. G., Cheesley E. P., Kelly F., and Corporal Hopkin J. R.
on being promoted to the full rank. Also to Corporals HarveySmith F. \V. and Hayward H. A. on their appointment to Lance
Sergeant. We take this opportunity of welcoming these three
new members to our :\foss, and trust that their stay with us will
be a long and happy one.
Sergeants Burrows L. J. and Hobbs 0. J. attended a Course of
Drill at the London District School, and obtained a " Very
Satisfactory " and a " Very Good " report respectively. Sergeants Allardyce W. and Griffiths L. F. attended a Course on
C.S. f.'s Duties at the same School, and each obtained a" Very
Satisfactory " report.
Shooting.-Once again we met the Special Constabulary on
28th April to shoot for the Vigers Cup. Once again we won,
but only by four points.
Dancinc.-We held our "last of the season" dance on 5th
June. There was a very nice crowd, which was very nice; but
1t was very warm, which was not so nice.
EFFEMMA.

No. 2 Company Air Contingent Signals, S.R.
Obit_uary. All who knew him will be sorry to hear of the death
of Ma1or E. A. Lewis, D.s.o., Royal Signals, S.R. Before the
Great War, ~fajor Lewis commanded the 46th orth Midland
Divisional Signal Company, R.E., and, at the outbreak of war,
took the Company into training. Later, in February, r9r5, he
en_ibarked .w~t.h the Company for France. The 46th North
Midland D1vtSion was the first Territorial Division to land as a
complete
nit in France. Major Lewis remained with the
Company throughout the war, declining all other appointments,
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and brought the Company to England for demobilization after
the Anni tice. l\Iajor Lewis had a distinguished career during
his command, wa mentioned in despatches, and was later
awarded the D.S.O.
Subsequent to the \'Var, Major Lewis a urned command of the
first Supplementary Reserve Signal Company to be formed in
London, o. r Company, 1st Corps Signals, S.R., with Headquarters at Fulham House. Major Lewis was popular with all
ranks. and those of u till serving at Fulham, and those who
served under him and have since severed their connection with
the Unit, deeply mourn an O.C. who for ever retained the human
touch in all his dealings with the officers, .C.O.s and men who
were privileged to serve him.
The Coronation.- Twenty of our number, under Captain F. R.
Bolt, were privileged to represent this Company in the Coronation
Procession. For three months they had trained on drill nights
to fit them for this honour, and when they left Fulham for
Kensington Gardens, little was left to criticise in their bearing.
They have just cause to be proud of themselves, and we who saw
them in the Coronation Procession can also feel proud of our
Contingent's smart appearance.
Coronation Medals.- Sergeant Ambrose F. G., D.C.M., and
Signalman Grace D . have been graciously awarded the Coronation
Medal by H.?II. The King. Good luck, obby ! Chuck your
chest out, Dan!
The State Drive to the Guildhall.-From this Unit, over eighty
other ranks paraded the route for their Majesties' Drive to the
GuildhaU. Despite the rain and the attendant discomfort, a
good show was put up.
One chap, when presenting arms, caught his rifle in the
whiskers that extended from the rudder of a policeman's horse.
The horse lost the ensuing tug-of-war, and left a decorative
plume on the fore-sight of the rifle. The horse looked round
reproachfully, the Signalman looked to his front manfully.
The King went by and the crowds cheered, and the comedy
was missed. All was well.
Training.-Trade Courses have fini hed, and for a few months
the intelligent and the dilligent (very often quite distinct) will
cease to thirst for information, and the text book will rest its
index and quota of et seqs. Following this hibernation of mental
agility, comes the advent of more vigorous activity-week-end
training. This year, we are going to do things pukka. Instead
of erecting comic air-line for the sake of dismantling it, we are
building more substantial routes which, on sursequent weekends will be manned by the London Corps Signals' operators.
Like all operators, we expect that they will certainly pass us
the cruet if they can't make the duplex do duplex, or if their
superimposing is not imposing. Therefore, it behoves us
(" Blimy ! " said the Sergeant) to decorate Cobham Ridges with
routes that will approach the unfailing rigidity of K.R.s, and
lines which have the exacting balance of a trapeze artist. These
"'·eek-end trainings give the old hands a literal chance of swinging
the hammer, and the young blood an opportunity of putting
into pradtice those vague ideas of air-line bred of the restricted
opportunities a drill hall affords. Pause for breath !
Reverting to the subject of Courses, have you heard the tragic
story of the .C.O., who specialised not wisely but too well ?
No ! Well, I'll relate it. This particular " ton of soil" bad
attended Courses galore. Anti-gas, P.T., Procedure-nothing
came amiss, and, to cut a long story short, eventually he had to
lecture the troops himself. To fortify himself, he had looked
upon the " nut-brown" when 'twas nut-brown, and went forth
to his fate. This is some idea of his lecture. " Pay attentior,
everybody! On the command ' Gas Alert,' the time of origin
is written down by the strainers whilst in the prone position.
Taking a bearing 15 degrees east of the stores lorry, No. 5 orders
wind-stays to be put on the magnetic orth Pole- which goes
west. This is done by No. 10 'on the hands down' with interrupted communication from the ' down ' station. When the
reference line has been bound in with spun yarn, the route is
lined up through three gas masks in series. Then the whole
Section is sprinkled with bleach. Should a multiple-call be
wanted, os. 2 and 3 take a hammer and jumper and proceed
to jump. After ten jumps, including the ' high jump.' the
operator drops his eye-ball, and this should result in forward
bend with hips firm. When counting the groups in a message,
the feet should be in line with the seams of the trousers. eyes
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together and toes up. Any error in the text should be sent in
cypher, two line stays cou~ting as one group. Priority messa~es
marked N.B.G. must be paid-out by the counter clerk, care belllg
taken to wipe off all mustard from the working numbers. Conventional signs should be labelled at all crossings, and Section
Sergeants buried under power-routes for their better protection."
At this point the lecturer was lead gently, but firmly, away.
Perhaps there is a moral, my readers. Whatever it may be,
please find it for yourself. All that I will say is Nil Desperandum
Hie Jacet which translated might mean- " ever despair of
finding the jacket you lost whilst hiccoughing ! "
Dux DECIS.

The North Midland Corps Signals.
Headquarters.
Phrenix Street, Derby.
14th June.
Whitsun Camp.-Our Annual Voluntary Whitsun Week-end
Camp was held at Trent Rifle Ranges from Saturday, 15th May,
to Tuesday, 18th May. The weather was excellent and everybody
enjoyed themselves. Sixteen officers and x58 other ranks
attended the Camp.
Section training was carried out on the Saturday and the
Sunday and, finally, a Traffic Scheme was held on t1?-e Monday,
there being no tactical situation ~volve~. th~ obiect .of the
Scheme being to practi e the Operatmg Sections m the laymg out
of improvised Signal Offices and the handling of traffic.
Before breakfast on Sunday and Monday officers carried out
·drill under the Adjutant, and the
.C.0.s unde~ the R.S.M.
Physical training for the men was led by C.S.M. Field.
On the Monday afternoon rifle shooting competitions for the
Bramcote, Forman and Underwood Cups were held. The
Underwood Cup, which is a new one, was kindly presented by the
Commanding Officer, Colonel G. J. Underwood, for the best shot
in the W.0.s' and Sergeants' Mess, to be competed for annually.
In addition to the cup, the Mess have given a small gold medal
to the winner. Results were as follows :
BRAMCOTE CuP (OFFICERS' INDIVIDUAL CoMPETIT~oN).
Winner: Lieutenant A. K. Haslehurst, ro. I Company, \'l'lth a
score of 38 out of 40 possible points.
FORMAN Cup (INTER-COMPANY TEAM CoMPETITION). Wi~ing
team : No. 2 Company with 250 points. The team compnsed :
Lieutenant E. R. Perkins, Sergeants Hopkins and Shepherd and
Signalmen Munson, Belshaw and Scott.
UNDERWOOD Cup (W.O.s' AND SERGEANTS' MEss INDIVIDUAL
COMPETITION). Winner: Sergeant Andrews, No. 3 Company,
with 37 out of 40 possible points.
The Chief Signal Officer, Northern Command, Colonel R. E.
Barker, arrived in Camp on the Sunday afternoon and stayed
with us until Monday evening.
Coronation Medals were presented on a Unit parade to the
following during the Camp : Colonel G. J . Underwood, Lieutenant
J . E. J. Perkins, C.S.M. Cutts A. D . ( o. 3 Company) and
Lance Corporal Fearn
( o. 2 Company).
Efficiency Medals were also presented on this parade to
Lance Sergeants Purseglove 0. and Hopkinson A. E. (No. I
Company). Sergeant Coupland G. M. and Lance Sergeant
Shepherd R. A. ( o. 2 Company), Sergeant Lynn H. ( o. 236
Section) and Corporal Shaw G. E. ( o. 3 Company).
L. S.

No. 2 (Nottingham) Company.
The DriU Hall, Derby Road, r ottingham .
ottingham at the
General.- Things are rather quiet in
moment. Whitsun Camp at Trent went off very well, the weather
was fine and we were able to carry out an interesting Scheme of
a Corps office working in miniature. VIie were honoured by a
visit of the Chief Signal Officer, Northern Command, Colonel
R. E. Barker, who takes a keen and sympathetic interest in
the work of the Unit.

Congratulations.- First of all to the members of • 'o. 2 Com pany's Forman Cup team for winning the trophy for the ~nd
year in succession, and to Signalman Belshaw F. for obiammg
the highest individual score in the competition. To Sergeant
Andrews, of o. 3 Company, for winning the nderwood Cup
in the Sergeants' l\Iess Members' Shooting Com~tition. To
Lieutenant A. K. Haslehurst, who ran out the winner of the
Bramcote Cup in the Officers' Competition with a score of two
short of a possible.
Medal Presentation.-Six members of the Unit were presented
with the Territorial Efficiency Medal. Four Coronation Medals,
allotted to the Unit, were also presented to the fortunate
recipients. We congratulate Lieutenant J. E. J. Perkins and
Lance Corporal Fearn A. of this Company, who were selected
to receive the coveted award.
Recruiting.-There has been a definite impro".'ement durin_g
the past month, and, at the present rate, there 1s every possibility of the Company going to Camp at full strength. After
all, eight recruits in two nights is not bad going.
Musketry.-Wby bring that up? Still, Rome wasn't ti.1ilt
in a day.
Departures.-Our P.S.l. to Aldershot on 30th June, for
attachment to "A" Corps Signals for a few days, just to see how
the real soldiers work.
H. EDDYE DfA .

No. 3 (Chesterfield) Company.
Whitsun Camp.-Tbis was held at Trent, with beautiful
weather and an attendance of fifty-five from this Company. All
ranks thoroughly enjoyed the visit, a good i:nany wishing that
it could be extended for a week.
Sunday afternoon was fully occupied shooting_ off for t1?-e
various Rifle Cups. Sad to relate, this Company did not regam
the popular Forman Cup. Up to the 500 yards ~nge, points
were fairly even between os. 2 and 3 Compames, but the
rounds which our fellows fired at this firing point seemed to
become tired after travelling 300 yards, and missed that round
black spot.
o. 2 Company were the worthy winners in the end.
Congratulations to Lieut. A. K. Haslehurst, who made a grand
score of 38 out of a possible 40 to win the Bramcote Cup. The
Underwood Cup, a new addition to the sideboard, thanks to
our C.O., Colonel G. J. Underwood, was won by Sergeant
Andrews of this Company. The Permanent Staff could not
.allow the T.A. to take all the honours for this shoot. R.S.:M.
Jackson thought fit to tie with Sergeant Andrew's 37, but not
being eligible for the Cup or Medal, didn't argue. The Permanent
Staff, with the exception of the R>S.M., all managed a 34·
Rather chummy, I thought I
Medals and Cups being given away galore, it was rather a
bright idea to present the Coronation :Medals. Hearty congratulations to the following recipients : Colonel G. J. nderwood (Commanding Officer), Lieutenant J . E . J. Perkins
o. 2
Company). C. S.~L Cutts A. D . (No. 3 Company) and Lance
Corporal Fearn ( o. 2 Company).
Week-end Cam
Freebirch.-This was held on 29th-30th
l\Iay and once again the weather was very kind to us. Cable
and 'Telephone 'Wagon work was carried out with operators on
the Exchanges and at the end of lines. I believe that ome of
them now realise that the bit of brass on the end of the piece of
rope goes into a hole in the box, which. then permits folk to
shout like blazes at one another. Amazmg !
The Camp fire and sing-song frightened everybody for miles
around, but was extremely popular with the s~:m~sters. O_ne
bird tripped over and singed his plumes, but was still m good v01ce
when rescued.
Training.-The 236th Field Artillery Signa~ Section departed
for Annual Camp to Bridlington on the 13th mstant. I wond r
why there were so many v~~unteers for the. sea ide camp. The~e
are hopes in the " future that lechamzed Cab}e-layers '*,,1~
be i sued in lieu of the old Cable and Telephone \\ agons. Let s
hope they arrive before the Unit'~ . nn~al Camp at Aldershot.
This hould be a cheery show. v\ e live m hopes.
Trade Boards.- 1 umerous members of the 236th Section were
uccessful, and they go to Camp ,-;thout a .F.R. amongst U,em.
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The Company require a little more sorting out, and re ult will
appear later
Do You Know?
nusual heading this, but fo unded on facts.
_I wonder how the " Regulars " would view a hift in the
~me foll?wed by a voluntary drill from 1 to r! hours at night
m th_e , Dnll Hall . to com plete a perfect day. It is a king a lot,
but 1t s done with hardly a mi
by quite a number of the
Company t~T?6 times a week, with a week-end camp and a
Sunday tram1.ng once a month durino- the _bright r weather.
C.O. , especially, attend very well. They have to do a certain
amount of punching-up before attending in some cases, and the
cash benefit doe not exceed £5 per year. " Only Terriers," but
I take off my cap to them.
RAz.

1st Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals.
56, Regency Street, London, S.W.1.
This
nit has had a busy month with ceremonial. T he
Company Commanders and a representative detachment of the
W.O.s? • '.C.O .s and men lined the route for the Coronation.
Capta.m Cro~cher and two ergeants marched in the procession.
The new uruforms were voted a ucces and thanks to 1ajor
Peel's skill in leading the detachment the shortest way home
we ~vere able to keep our new " blues " dry.
ot so the Pro~
cess1onal Party, who were well soaked (outwardly) by the time
that they had reached Regent's Park.
. The Commanding Officer, with eight officers and fifty men,
~med the route f?r the tate Drive, this time taking their po ition
~ front of Channg _Cross tation in the Strand. Unfortunately,
it turn_ed wet agam and, to our disappointment, the return
proce ion was_cancelled, and so we returned home early, much to
the consternation of our ration party.
2n? Lieutenants Jack, Blair, Gibbs and Pitcairn bad the honour
of bemg presented to His Majesty at the Levee held on 28th !\lay.
Tow for annual training. Preparations are now in full swing
for camp, t~ be ~eld in August at Weybourne, Torfolk, where
w~ are carnpmg with our friends the A.A. Gunners. It should be
a.Jolly ~mp, provided they do not keep us awake at nights with
mght firing.
..~e increase in our recruiting is most satisfactory. Those
us are a fine body of men, who will be of great value to the
Urut m the future.

JO~rn.g

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
The Priory, Exeter.
June.
Editorial.-J?uring the past month the various Sections have
been holdmg mdependent Sunday Exercises, as a preliminary
to_ three Company \Veek-end Signal Exercises to be held just
pnor to camp.
No. 1 Company is hold!hg its Exercise on the 27th instant
and .Nos .. 2 and 3 Companies on 4th July. Accounts of these wil.i
~e given m next month's issue. Training has continued on normal
Imes, and does not call for special mention.
.. We h~rtily congratulate · o. 3 Compani, who secured the
Gould Cup for open range shooting within the Unit on the
~roadhembury Range recently. As the years pass, the ~verages
improve, and some really good shooting was witnessed.
MERCURY.

No. I (Plymouth) Company.
York Street Drill Hall, Devon port.
June.
General.-Wit~ the Coronation festivities behind them as

pl~nt ~emo~i~s, the Company i~ concentrating on Section
trammg with v1s1ons of camp steadily growing stronger. "A"
Section, which can be seen. oi:i drill nights secretively meeting in
i.ecluded corners of the buildmg and tuning up their sets, had a
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successful Exercis on 30th fay. Mr. D. E . Herbert, their
recently gazetted ection ommander, brings into lhe Section
the knowledge of an expert in W /T matters. " B " able Sec ii on
held their indi idual ection Exercise on Sunday, 13th instant,
in the vicinity of lhe loor;; about Yelverton, and voted the day
a success. This was particularly so in the case of one of the base
linemen, who wa rega led with a uccu lenl hot dinner in the
place of the usual haversack ration . The remainder of the
Section are whispering fuat a base lineman's job ought not to be
so comfortable ! However, they did not fare so badly, as most
of them could wield tl1e hammer quite well towards the close of
the proceedings. " D " ection, as usual, are holding their own
Exercise within the confines of fue Drill Hall next Sunday, the
2ofu instant.
\Ve were very pleased to receive a visit on roth May from
2nd Lieutenant P. D. Gracey and the Artillery Signal Section
from 3rd Divi ional Signals, who were at the Royal Citadel for a
short period, and who kindly brought out some o. 1 Sets to
the Drill Hall for the Company to see.
The officers of the Company recently had the enjoyment of
being guests in their own Drill Hall. This was on the occasion of
the .C._O.s' Dinner, the first to be held by the Company. Congratulations to C.S.M. Gibbings on his enterprise in arranging
it. vVe hope that the innovation will be continued.
Another occasion of social enjoyment for the officers was the
Plymouth Di trict Territorial Officers' Coronation Ball, held in
the Guildhall on 4th June, and which was attended by the
Company Commander and four other officers. This social event
proved a great success. The Ball was patronised by all Units
in the area. Plymouth is full of festivities these days. Signals
were well to tb.e fore, as the liquid refreshments were dealt with
by the C.S.M. and a staff of stalwarts, who added colour to the.
already gay scene by appearing in their Coronation blue.
Special.-The following narrative is supplied by our special
correspondent " Leatherneck " :
· Preparations for camp at Bulford Fields a re well in hand ,
and trade testing has increased the pay of the successful candidates. " " and " B " Sections have each had their Sunday
Exercises on the now fami liar Moors, and not only was useful
work done, but the brilliant sunshine made them all look as if
they had been in the tropics. " D " Section are about to hold
theirs, but we are afraid they will not get quite so tanned under
a roof.
. A merry little party proceeded to Broadhembury to take part
m the shoot for the H igh Sheriff's Shield and the Unit Gould
Cup Competition. Although our team had to give best to
o. 3 Company, we gave them a run for their money (or rather
for the Cup), and are the first to congratulate them. We all
liked the catering arrangements, and who said " Tiddy-oggies " ?
During the past month, to be precise on the eve of 28th May,
the.. W .O.s and r .C.O.s tried out•a new idea by holding a dinner.
whic proved so successful that it is to be an annual event.
The Drill Hall was tastefully decorated in a colour scheme of
red, white and blue. Twenty members of the Mess attended
the dinner, and, in add ition, there were thirty guests, amongst
whom were the officers of the Company, Brevet-Colonel N . C.
Hamilton, D.s.o., o.B.E., R.A.S.C. (T.), Lieutenant C. D .
McDonald, 4/5th D .C.L.I., Q.M.S. Ward A., Royal Marines,
C.Q .M.S. Cooke L., 2nd Battalion, Gloucestershire Regiment,
Pilot-Sergeant Godwin, R.A.F., R.S.M. Stone G. E., Royal
Signals, B.S.M. Pullen, R.A. (T.), Sergeant Green, R.E. (T.),
R.S.M. Weston , C.S.M. Baldock W ., C.Q .M.S. Hingston N.,
5th (P.O.W.) Battalion, Devonshire Regiment (T.A.), C.Q.M.S .
Heath, 4/5th D.C.L.I., Sergeant Gilliard, R.A.S.C. (T.), S.Q .M.S.
Smith, R.A.M.C. (T.), ex-C.P.O. Woolcock, R. .. ex-Sergeant
Mar~h, R.M.O.C.A., ex-Corporal Edgell, 4th Battalion, Middlesex
Regiment, and ;epresentatives from various organisations.
Dur~~ the. evenmg, an orchestra, under the leadership of
Mus1c1.an M1llgate (R.M.), rendered appropriate music.
The dinner was followed by a concert, in which numbers were
rendered by Sergeant Stone, C.Q.M.S. Heath, H. Barrett, Esq.,
C.Q.M .S. Field J., F. Marsh, Esq .. and Miss A. Barrett.
Durin~ the evening, t1'.e President (C.S.M. Gibbings F. J.), in a
happy httle speech, which was tinged with a certain amo unt
of regret, spoke of the departure from the Company of Sergeant
Ford E. J .. who had reached the age limit. Sergeant Ford was
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one c;>f the original fourteen who went to camp with the Plymouth
Sections of those days in 1925, and his departure leaves only
C.S.M. Gibbings, together with three others of that batch, to
carry on and keep the flag flying.
s a token of the esteem in
which " Ernie " was held, the President asked the O.C. (Major
W. )· L. Cornelius) to present Sergeant Ford with a smoking
cabmet and pipes, suitably inscribed, as a token from th e
~ompan.y.
The Company Commander added a few remarks,
1llu~trati?g the usefulness of Sergeant Ford, in many ways,
dunng his ~welve years' service. He could always count on him
to do any ]Ob that came along, or to fill any gap, a nd how his
loyalty to the Company- a nd to him- as well as his keenness,
were bywords in the Company.
Regrets for non-attendance were received from the C.O.,
Lieutenant-Colonel C. H. Walsh, D.s.o .. l\l.C.; Colonel vV. G.
Michelmore, o.s.o., M.c., T.D. ; Major J. W. Western, o.B.E.,
T.D. ; Captain C. W. Knight, the Adjutant; R.Q.M.S. Boulger,
M.C. ; a nd Sergeant Field F., now of o. 3 Company.
C.ongratulations to the Company, who took part in the Coronatwn Day parade on Plymouth Hoe. Their drill and appearance were commented upon officially by the authorities.
0NECOY.

48th (South Midland) Divisional Signals.
Cateswell House, Hall Green, Birmingham, 28 .
With great regret we record the reti rement from the appointment of Hon. Colonel, 48th (South Midland) Divisional Signal ,
of our very good friend, Colonel Sir Bertram J . T . Ford, T.D.,
D.L. The past four years have been the most fortunate in the
history of the Unit, and we are happy to remember that Colonel
Sir Bertram Ford played a very considerable part therein.
Although- an extremely busy man, he has always found
tim_e to share in the activities of the Unit, both military and
social, and has always been a familiar figure amongst us. On
countless occasions he has shown his interest in a practical way,
and many a barrel of good beer has been dealt with by the troops
owing to his generosity. His presence at every annual camp has
also become a familiar and popular feature. He makes a point of
remaining with us for a few days and loses no opportunity to
follow the progress of training, including night operations, with
enthusiasm.
Colonel Sir Bertram Ford's military career has been long and
distinguished, especially in connection with the Volunteer Forces,
in which he held every rank from Private to Sergeant-Major.
He was at one time the youngest Sergeant-Major in the Army.
On the outbreak of the Great War he was a Captain in the
Royal Field Artillery. On promotion to Major he took to
France the 4th Staffordshire Battery, 3rd ( orth Midland)
Brigade, which was a part of 46th Division.
Invalided home from France, he continued to do valuable
work in connection with the training of troops for overseas,
and was highly commended on many occasions. In 1919 he was
invalided from the Army with the permanent rank of Major.
After the War Colonel Ford interested himself in the Cadet
movement. For five years he has been President of the Royal
Artillery Association, and is President of the Spark.hill Branch.
British Legion, and ice-President, South frican \.Var Veterans'
Association. His philanthropic work in Birmingham is well
known.
Colonel Sir Bertram Ford has alway t aken a very close
interest in the Sergeants' Mess, and his popularity there i.
firmly established. Af a farewell supper recently, to which
he invited the Sergeants' Mess members, he made a stirring
speech. He spoke of the happiness he bad derived from his
association with the Unit and tressed the value of good r .C.0.s,
who were so essential to the efficient working of the machinery.
" The power for good," he said, " lie in your hands." As an old
Gunner himself, he recognised the power for peace that lay in
a strong and united British Empire.
The 48~h Divisional Signals take this opportunity of thanking
Colonel Su Bertram Ford for all he has done for the Unit, and
of expressing its appreciation of the honour which his association
has brought in many ways. He takes with him ou r sincere

Colone l Sir Bertram J. T. Ford , T.D., D.L.
regard and affection, and we trust that he and Lady Ford will
enjoy many years of health, happiness and prosperity.
GETCHER.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals, T.A.
and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.
Gibraltar Barracks, Leeds, 2.
General.- rothing very startling to report from Leeds this
month, but for the sake of our many ex-members, who are now
serving with the Regular Forces, we must remain in the picture.
Gas Alert.- Yes, the gas bug has penetrated even into Gibraltar
Barrack . On Tuesday, 1st June, a representative from the
Leeds City Police gave us a most interestina lecture on the
different gase , describing their t errible effects and the correct
way to combat them. This was followed by a demonstration of
the fitting and adjusting of protective clothing. There are not
many of this Unit, except the senior ranks, who have experienced
the horrors of gas warfare; therefore the lecture and demonstration were esp cially interesting and instructive. On Tuesday,
15th ] une, our friends the City Police paid us another visit and
kindly brought their demonstration Gas-chamber an along
with them. One hundred and seventy-five officers and other
ranks donned their gas masks and passed through the chamber.
sampling the renown d tear gas. This wa the first experien c
for many of us.
Training.- Several ver · structive and useful Schemes hav<'
been held in the count ry this month by the T .A. and S.R. This
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is a new ,·cnture by the .R . and . judging from the remarks, it
is a ,·cry popular one. Th.e T. . have been doing this for many
year< and have become quite u. ed to it. It is not always possible
to get a reali tic touch to these Schemes, as a lot of the formations
are imaginary. However, during the week ending 12th and 13th
June we were able to arrange a cheme with the 69th (West
Riding) Field Brigade, R. •. , T .A., and the R. . Brigade Signal
~ ction were able to obtain :first-clas · practice in working with
our friend the Gunners.
Trade Ratings.- Part 2 Orders show that some six-ty members
of the nit were succe ful in obtaining extra trade ratings .
This is very good, and the work carried out by the Instructors
desen·e the high t prai e . One particularly gratifying aspect
of thi is the large number of la t year's recruits who have made
progress. It is hoped that they will continue to do so.
Coronation Echoes.- Just an echo from our London Coronation
party, who paraded in full-dress uniform on Tuesday, r t June,
for a photograph. No photograph is yet to hand, and it is
rumoured that they broke the camera. I fear that this is not
true. Still, they looked very smart indeed and were the env r
of all the recruits and the admiration of the ladies. There is a
lot to be said for reverting back to the peace-time uniform as an
aid to re : ruiting, both for the Regular Army and the T.A.
M.S. R.

5lst (Highland) Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters and No. I (Aberdeen) C.Ompany
General.-Training is now in full swing and all ranks are
looking fonvard to Camp. Trus year's site is a welcome change
for the majority of the nit, but a few in Aberdeen are afraid
that it will develop into a treasure hunt. I wonder what they
mean?
'.\Iany promotions and trade ratings have been observed in
Part II Orders lately, too numerous to mention, b ut congratulations are offered to all.
Commissions.-We welcome 2nd Lieutenants J . G. Bissett and
G. N. S. Robertson to the Unit.
Exercises.-No. 207 (:\L) Artillery Signal Section performed
with the 56th Brigade, R.A., supplying communications for their
Scheme on 5th June. Everyone reported back :fit and happy
and considered that their job of work had been nobly and ti:uly
~erfo rmed.
The 52nd Divisional Signals were on a week-end
cheme in the same vicinity, and our Senior K.C.O.s wish to thank
them for the glorious evening which was provided, and hope
that they will be able to return the compilment in the near
future.
Tactical Exercise, 21st-23rd May.---Gleneagles was the scene of
General Brownrigg's Tactical Exercise for officers this year.
The Battle of Tippermuir was taken as the basis of a fight with a
Brigade composed of Battalions and organised in accordance
,~;th the new Infantry organisation. Officers were divided into
synd icates representative of Montrose and Elcho troops.
The various problems having been dealt with on the ground,
they discussed the following day with the opposing syndicates.
• 'o doubt actuated by a desire not to upset history, officers
having previously read their" 1066 and all that," it was agreed
that :\Iontrose won. In any case, it is unlikely that the historian
will have anything to say about the second Battle of Tippermuir,
although those taking part in it must have derived great benefit
from the training and as much pleasure from meeting the officers
of other Units as Montrose had in meeting Alistair McDonnel,
whom Buchan describes so delightfully as " much given to
drunkenness and incapable of forming or understanding any
complex strategy."
It may be of interest to note that the cause of trus second
Battle of Tippermuir was the passing of the Prohibition (Scotland) Act, which caused bitter feeling in the Highlands. This is
not to be wondered at when one recalls the answer given by the
.0. of a Highland Regiment when asked about the health of the
ti;etotallers in his Battalion. He replied " that 50 per cent. had
died and 50 per cent. were in hospital." \Vhen pressed for further
de?ils of this alarming statement he said that his first figures were
quite correct; one man had been killed in a motor accident
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whilst on leave, a nd the other one was in hospital, having been
kicked by a mule.
The followin g office rs attended : Lieutenant-Colonel E . Birnie
Reid , Ma jor T . P . E . Murray, Nl a jor D . P . Levack, Captains
A. H . Lennie. J\UI. , L. W . J . Dryland, A . T . Wood and J. W .
Levack, Lieutena nt J . Gray and 2nd Lieutenant A . Fraser.
Unit Exercise, 28th-30th May.- The officers of the Unit
attended in force for our own E xercise at Pitlochry . The object
of the Exercise was to study communications during the a pproach
march and in the attack.
One tennis court is known to us in history as the starting place
of a revolution . When the syndicates assembled at the tennis
court of the Atholl Palace Hotel to submit their answers to the
various problems there mu st have been some fear in the minds of
the Directing Staff as to whether the solutions would create a
revolution in tactic of Signal organisation . Such was not the
case. Solutions were sound and where differing from the official
view were accepted as good alternatives. Much benefit was
derived from the helpful criticism and lucid explana tions of
Colonel R. F . B . aylor, n .s.o .. M.c. , G.S .0 .1, Scottish Command,
who, with Colonel E. G. McHutcheon , o.B .E., T.D., D .C.S.O ..
and Major R. E . Clephan, remained with us during the complete
Exerci e.
Sunday's work was of a different order. Stores having been
brought from Aberdeen and Stirling, the officers got into suits
of overalls and carried through the work as laid down for SubUnit tests. This week-end Exercise is also the occasion for
deciding the winners of the Golf Cup presented by Colonel
F. R'. G. Forsyth. M.c .. D.L., late Commanding Officer of the
Unit. \\ e were delighted to have him with us again and to
welcome also Commander Cbalmer , whom h e introduced on a
similar occasion last year.
Any friend of Colonel Forsyth will " by induction " receive
sometrung of the enthusiasm wruch he has for Highland Divisional
Signals, so we are proud to greet another friend in the person of
Colonel E. A. Stotherd, late 30th Lancers.
A further proof of the live interest which Colonel Forsyth
takes in the Unit was shown by the gift of two handsome silver
cigarette boxes for presentation to the winners in the Golf
Competition. Captain L. W. J. Dry land (Adjutant) and Captain
J. Cochran (0.C. No. 2 Company) are to be congratulated on
acrueving trus distinction .
0NECOY.

No. 2 (Stirling) Company
General.-The Annual Company Dance was held in the Drill
Hall in April and was voted a success by all who attended.
It was unfortunate that our Commanding Officer, LieutenantColonel E. Birnie Reid, who was to fly to Glasgow from Campbletown and thence by road to Stirling to the dance, was held up
by fog, as we know he was looking forward to being _at this
function as much as we were to seeing him .
Representativies were present from the other Companies, and
we were pleased to welcome Colonel A. R. Bain, M.C., T.o.,
representing Stirling T .A., and Major T. P . E . Murray, Major
I. D. P. Levack, Captain J. W. Levack, Lieutenant J. J. Donald
and 2nd Lieutenant J. G. Bissett, all from Aberdeen, together
with many of our local friends.
Coronation Parades.- LoNDON. A party of six .C.0 .s and
men under the command of Lieutenant J. Gray entrained at
Stirling on 9th May for London in order to represent the Company
in the Coronat~on Parade, and we h ave heard that they acquitted
themselves well on the great day. LOCAL. The Company, under
the command of Captain James Cochran (O.C. Company), took
part in the parade of local troops held in the King's Park,
Stirling, on Coronation Day. Aftenvards in the Drill Hall
the health of Their Majesties was proposed by the O.C., and the
Company's Coronation cake was cut and distributed. Members
of the Company were allowed to take home pieces of the cake.
and later in the day this must have figured on many tea tables in
Stirling.
Sergeants' Mess Supper.- On Friday, 28th May, a supper was
held in the Hall as a farewell to the following N.C.O.s, who have
severed active connection with the Company : C.Q.M.S. Sprunt
W ., Sergeants Thompson J . a nd Law J . and Lance Sergeants
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F orster A . and K ay R. Sergeant Law a nd La nce Sergeant K ay
were una ble to be present owing to business reason -, but their
good wishes to the Compa ny were intimated . We wish these old
stalwarts all th e best in the future and hope to see them often .
Pitlochry Exercise.- The officers of the Company a ttended the
week-end E xercise at Pitlochry, and a n enjoyable time was had
by a ll. The standard t est s, which were practised during the
week-end by th e officers, are the subj ect of great interest and
di scussion. It is rumoured that the office rs will have to look to
their laurels in this connection when the Compa ny st arts on the
tests.
Sergeants' Mess Outing.- The Sergeants and fa milies proceeded
by 'bus to Ayr on Sunday, 6th June, a nd a great day was spent
there. The arra ngements m ade, refl ect grea t credit on the
organisers.
Promotions.- The following promotions have been made since
our last notes :
.Q.M.S. Given A., Sergeant Ging ] .. Lance
Sergeants Malley Vv. , Rushforth A. and Wilkie ·A .. Corporals
Brown A . and Gray D . and Lance Corporals Coyne T. , Hunt P .,
McCallum H . and Dmmmond W.
Attachments.- A/ Lance Sergeant Main vV. J. arrived on 11th
May from 4th Divisional Signals, Ca nterbury, to relieve T /Sergeant Price W., who is, unfortunately, on sick leave. We wish
Sergeant Price a speedy recovery and return to u . At the same
time, we hope that Sergeant Main will enjoy his st ay with the
Company.
Company Week-end Exercise.- This Exerci e is to take place
on 12th and 13th June, and is to be in the Gleneagles-Auchterarder Area. An excellent turn-out is assured , as some seventy
men have submitted their names for the Exercise.
Annual Training.- Everyone is looking forward to our annual
training at Stonehaven this year from 17th to 31st July, when we
will once again renew old friendships in the other Companies.

No. 3 (Kirkcalcly) Company
General.- Our usual scribe, who is away this week-end, has
asked me to maintain the traditions of this Company . So here
goes.
Training.- Training is still progressing favourably, and we
have now started on C.0.'s drill . The first evening was spent in
trying out the Unit standard tests. The times for all tests was
very satisfactory, but, with more practice and new office boxes,
we hope to obtain even better results with our office detachments.
Exercises.- The officers \\'._ere lucky in having fine weather for
the Week-end Exercises at Gleneagles and Pitlochry. I understand that everybody had a very enjoyable time and found the
Exercises very interesting and instructional. V.'e are now
looking forward to our Compariy \l\'eek-end Exercise. wruch is to
be held at Falkland on 26th and 27th June. Let's hope that the
weather will be kind to us and that the Exercise proves a great
success.
Musketry.- During the last month our recruits have been in the
throes of musketry training, which terminated with a fine
afternoon on the range on Saturday, 5th June. The results
were very satisfactory and several have qualified for the Company
Rifle Club.
Departures and Arrivals.- C.Q.:M.S. Elder has left us to take up
duties at Aberdeen on Post Offlce promotion. v\"e wish him happy
hunting at his new Station and hope to see him at Camp. Before
. he left he asked that the following be in erted in the WrnE
in reply to 1st Divisional Signals notes last mc;inth_: " !he
Aberdonian trick may suffice, however, but when Wlll mce thmgs
appear about me in the \¥IRE ? "
We have had several recruit arrivals during the last month.
We bid them welcome and hope that they will spend many happy
days in this Company.
Agony.- We would like to know whether there is any truth in
that yarn about a certain C.S.M., travelling by train, who was
asked by an .old lady (looking at rus crowns) if he had been at the
Coronation .
Calling Peshawar.- How about some notes from the old
Company.
FrFESIGS.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
21, Jardine Street, Glasgow, N .\V.
Canadian Visitor.- Our distinguished visitor for )lay wa.s
Major John Manson, v.o ., the grand old man of the Canadian
Royal Highlanders. Major Manson is well known in Canadian
military circles. · His connection with the Forces in Canada
extends over fifty years . The gallant :\lajor is still hale and
hearty and , despite his record-breaking service, his name appears
in the Canadian Reserve of Officers. Major i\Ianson was much
impressed by what he saw at Jardine Street. He was e pecially
interested in the training of our young Territorials. It was
indeed an honour to welcome our distinguished friend from
overseas.
Craik Calling.- We have beard from Captain S. R. Craik, of
Beccles. All is well with him. He is keenly looking forward to
meeting his old friends at camp.
Sergeants' Mess.- The W.O.s' and Sergeants' :'.\fess tried out a
novel idea by holding a summer-time dinner at Headquarters on
15th May. The experiment may well be said to have been
successful. It was a compliment to the enterprise of the co_mmittee that sixty members and friends gathered round the ~est1ve
board on a fine summer evening. R.S.M. Murphy was chairman.
The guests of honour were Lieutenant-Colonel ] . \\'. RobertS?n,
D.C.M., Major G. \V. Cumming, T.D., and our Adjutants, Captams
Patterson and Shawcross. The Commanding Officer was in
excellent fonn. His description of our contingent's experiences at
the Coronation was much enjoyed. Major Cumming followed 1ll
somewhat similar and entertaining vein. Our Adjutants made
their maiden speeches. The evening was a happy one of racy
speeches, song and story. \ Ve would vote the summer-time dinner
a success. The idea was certainly original and worthy of support.
Coronation Medals.- We heartily congratulate our comrades
who have been awarded the Coronation :\[edal. The medallists
are Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Robertson, Major G. W. Cu·rnrning,
R.Q.M.S. Sinclair C.. R.Q.M.S. ~ys, Sergeant George
.Morrison, Lance Corporal Duncan and Signalman Pollock.
The Good Looker.-There was once an officer of the Lowland
Signals who was handsome and good to beho_ld ; in fact, t?is
_gentleman came near to being a modern Adorn~. It_ was fittmg
that, on a certain great occasion, our good-looking friend ~houl~
be well to the forefront. His good looks had earned him his
place. So ruminated our richly endow~ comrade when the
London train steamed out on the evenmg of 9th May as he
h.ummed to him elf "The Deil's awa' wi' the Exciseman."
Well Won.-C.S.M. :Murray R., of our Permanent Staff, has
been awarded the Lona Service and Good Conduct :\Iedal. There
could be no worthier r~cipient of this decoration than Bob, who,
during his term of service at Glasgow, has impressed all of us by
his integrity and example.
Divisional Exercise.-The Divisional Exercise took place at
Dechmont on 30th :\lay. The Exercise affected our Territorial
officers, who, we are told, put in some excellent work. O~r
. Territorial friends are optimistic as to the official outcome of theff
efforts.
Week-enders.-The .R. are getting a move on in their weekend camp activities. Two of the e camps have been held, one at
Fintry and one at Eagle ham. The latter camJ> was somewhat
marred by heavy rains, but the boys, under Lieutenant Peter
Magaw, say they have no cause for regret. The T .A. wee.k-end
camps should shortly be in full wing, so we should all be m the
best of fettle for annual training.
Apologies.- \>Ve tender our apologies to our .R. reader .
\Ve have been pulled up for failing to mention our -~ · comrades
who attended the Coronation. \-Ye gladly now mention the .R.
party, namely, :Major G. W . . Cumming, T.D., R.Q.i\I. . Colin
Sinclair, ergeant George Morn on and .Lance Corporal Duncan.
It is a good thing to cater for such cntical reader of the \VIRE.
\Ve bow low and lick the dust.
Victoria Murphy.- It is sometrung new for us to feature a lady
member of the Corps. \>' e ay advisedly a lady membe;. for
there is no more staunch supporter of the Royal Corps ?f 1gnal
and all its good works than \'ictoria Murphy, the wife of our
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Mrs. Victo ria Murphy.
respected R .. :\I. \"ictoria has dwelt in trange lands and peaks
strange languages.
he was born, educated and has worked in
Constantinople. " As the East is from the ''-'est," however, doe
not apply to our lady comrade.
ictoria ;\lurphy is very happy in
Glasgow._ This adopted daughter of Saint lungo knows the
second nty from A to Z. She knows its treets, shops and the
Glaswegians. :\Irs. ;\lurphy i a fluent English speaker. In
add1t1on, she speak French, panish and Turkish. Victoria
Rosanne, to give her her maiden name, received a first-class
education. he was a brilliant pupil of the English and French
schools at Constantinople. \\'hen these schools closed during the
War she attended a leading Turkish school and endured all the
hardships of the \\'ar-time Turki h capital. Her experiences
would fill a book. Yictoria is of rather a reticent nature, but
th~ who have heard her tell of Constantinople during the
Allied occupation of Gallipoli, for instance, have been absolutely
enthralled. After the Vi'ar Victoria Murphy obtained a post in the
Constantmople ~elephone ervice. Only girls of the highest
educational attamments were appointed to this service. Mrs.
Murphy afterwards held a responsible position in the British
Embassy. It was while thus employed that she met her future
husband.
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subject "Divisional Signals in the Attack." With Company
Commanders as syndicate leaders, the problems were well
tackled, and nothing was lost through it being an Indoor Exercise.
The training was invaluable from a tactical as well as a technical
standpoint. To see the picture as a whole and to understand
the functions of the O.C. Divi ional Signals is to produce more
efficient re ults from our own particular job. Colonel R. C.
Seel, o.13.E., M.C., T.D., D. .S .O., We tern Command, brought up
points for discu sion, which further added to a most interesting
and in tructive occasion.
Lectures to officers arc being held every Monday evening.
Gas training, fullerphone and ro. 1 W /T Set compr.i e the
syllabus.
' The Adjutant recently gave a demonstration of the working of
the ro. 1 W /T Set. Two of these Sets will be employed at this
year's annual training, and should prove of great advantage. I
say again ... of great advantage.
The voluntary Week-end Course, postponed from 29 th and 30th
May, was held at Cefn Mabley P a rk, Cardiff, on 12th and 13th
June by " D " and " L " Sections. Good work was carried out,
but, unfortunately , the weather was bad. In spite of this, all
ranks really enjoyed themselves. The fullerphone was introduced
to the circuit and worked fairly well, notwithstanding the considerable period during which they had been stored.
The officers also held a V/T Scheme at Cefn Mabley Park
on 12th and 13th June. The rain was torrential, and they were
compelled to return to the Drill Hall to complete the Scheme,
but not before they had connected up every cell the Unit
pose ed. The Adjutant was responsible for this. At the Drill
Hall they practised morse sending and reading a nd also procedure
with good results. The Adjutant, to complete hi vicious circle,
ordered a spell of flag drill.
o. 2 Company provided communications for 82nd R .A.
Brigade and 81st R.A . Brigade Schemes on 29th May and 13th
June respectively. 2nd Lieutenant D . Stephens was in command
on both occasions, and it is understood that the Signal part of the
Scheme was very satisfactory. This kind of training is excellent
for the Section , as it is the nearest approach tci realism possible,
outside Active Service conditions.
The C.O., Company Commanders and the Adjutant visited
Hereford on 5th and 6th June to inspect the camp site, and also
to make all necessary arrangements for annual training. The
accompanying snap shows them hard at work.
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(Pontypridd), with the fine score of 456 points. Hard on their
heels were No. 245 Company, R.E. (Cardiff), with a total of 4 55.
Our Unit teams, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 Companies, were placed as
follows :
No. 2 Company, 6th
Score 427
No. 3 Company, 7th
406
No. r Company, nth
359
The issue was in the balance with the first six teams until
just prior to the Battle Practice. In th.is practice however
exceptionally good shooting on the part of "A" Co~pany 5t~
Battalion, ~elch Regiment (J~ontypridd), and No. 245 Company,
R .E. (~ard1ff). placed them wmners and runners-up respectively.
2nd Lieutenant A. J. Blower made a gallant effort to lift the
Downing Cup and, indeed, held the lead until the Battle Practice
when Captain Simons, of the 5th Welch, forced him to second
pl_ace .. For a ~rst attempt Mr. Blower did well, and next year,
with his experience of the Battle Practice, he should stand an
excellent chance of winning the trophy. Here's hoping, anyway.
. Coronation Medal.- Congr'!-tulations to Sergeant P. Salway and
Signalman G. Proctor on bemg awarded the Coronation Medal.
They are well deserved.
.
Social.- The W.0.s and N .C.O.s held a Coronation Ball at
~ark _Stree~ on 19th May.
There was a large attendance,
mcl_udmg Lieutenant-Colonel W .. G. Trice (Commanding Officer),
Maior G. J . M. Peel, T.D., Captam and Mrs. W. R. Hawkins and
Captain V. W. Hawkins. The function was, as always, a great
success.
The W.0.s' and .C.0.s' Mess seem very subdued these days.
When inquiring the reason, it was suggested that some fellow's
sister had a friend whose son was in the stable, and the Mess
backed his tip in the Derby.
I understand that the alterations to the Drill Hall will be
completed in approximately three weeks, which is about
the beginning of July. Lack of sufficient room for training has
been a big handicap in past years and the increased accommodation is welcome.
. We sympathise with the Bandmaster:. Since taking over
his temporary band room he has complamed of the acoustics ;
wretched things when you get them in the joints. Try a mustard
bath.
Appointments.- Welcome to Mr. G. I. Kemp and Mr. D . G.
Davies, who are gazetted 2nd Lieutenants, 28th May and nth
June respectively.
THE LEEK.

54tb (East Anglian) DiYisional Sipals.
No. 2 Company.

The happy couple were married in the Catholic Church
Constantinople, !n 1920. Mrs. ;\lurphy later proceeded with he;
h_usband to India, where they remained for two years. Ever
smce our R.S.;\1. 's posting to Glasgow in 1931 Mrs. :\forphy
has taken a practical interest in all that concerns the welfare of
the Corps, especially the Lowland Signal Units, and is a keen
supp01:ter of the _R.S.:\I. in his many activitie . She is a popular
figure m Corps c~rcles at Glasgow. Her presence adds charm to
any scx;:ial function. Any project which has for its object the
w~ll-bemg or bettel"!11ent of the Lowland Signals finds in our lady
fnend a sympathetic and ardent helper. \Ve will leave Victoria
M~hy in her beautiful little home near the banks of the River
'!felvm, where ~e~yrincipal concerns are" Spud," son and heir,
The boy David, and the Royal Corps of Sign'lls.

General.- There has been a slight change over in the Company
during the last . month. Captain Palmer has left us for No. r
Company and Sergeant Smith E. R. also departed for o. 1
Company. Lieutenant Gardner came to us from No. 1 Company.
We hope that his stay will be a long an,d pleasant one.
Annual Training.- The Camp this year will be at Rodean, near
Brighton. During the last week of Camp the Unit will move to
Canterbury to take part in the 4th Divisional Exercise.
Honours.- The Permanent Staff of this Unit take the opportunity of congratulating C.S.M. Norcross on being decorated
with the M.B.E. Keep going, Norman !
Jewish Mail.-Aren't we lucky ?
BLACK Doc.

in large quantities, but I believe that strong efforts are being
made to enable us to have the middle Sunday and, maybe, even
a part of the Saturday free. (For those who do not know the
jdentity of our scribe, we had better state that this is just a
" leetle " sarcastic, or else we shall have no one at Camp.)
T.E.W.T.- I can never understand who decided that T.E.W.T.
should stand for "without troops" and not " with troops."
On Thursday, nth June, the C.S.0., Lieutenant-Colonel Brown,
M.c., held one in our Mess for the officers. The evening was
unanimously voted one of the most interesting we have had.
The C.S.0. asked various questions arising from tactical situations in an imaginary campaign to capture Aldershot, and some
concern was felt for our big brothers of 2nd Division until Colonel
Brown changed our attack to strike northwards. The most
interesting task was that in which each Company Commander
assumed the role of an O.C. Divisional Signals with the task
of issuing verbal Operation Orders to his subordinates. This
really was a most instructive evening and everyone present
benefited considerably from it. A hearty vote of thanks was
informally passed to Colonel Brown, and we elicited a promise
for a further visit.
With.-A One-day Scheme, held on 6th June, was well
attended. This was run on somewhat more true-to-life lines
than many of our previous Schemes, as the Staff, enacted by our
P .S.I., laid down tactical requirements, to which we had to
conform as rapidly and adequately as we could. It gave many of
the younger officers quite a new idea of the many problems that
beset Signals, besides the primary requirements of" Through."
At the post mortem, held on the following parade night, the
Adjutant told us that the Scheme had been a " signal " success,
but, nevertheless, found enough to say to us to prevent us from
becoming swollen-headed.
The Adjutant.- ! must take this opportunity of putting on
record this Unit's sincere congratulations to our Adjutant,
Major M. Duke, R.Signals, who has just been promoted to that
rank. The Major has only been with us for a short time, but that
has been sufficient to install him as a furn favourite. Yes,
S.T.C., we have become golf conscious .
No. 1 Company.- This month's putty medal goes to the men
of " Beer " Section for their work on the Scheme. They not
only worked hard, but also efficiently, and contributed to the
success of the day in no small measure. " Ack" Section are
planning to do them one in the eye, however, as rumour has it
that they are mounting a wireless set in the Unit's two-seater
car, and that they also propose to give a running commentary
on precisely where exactly recruits' bullets do go when we
proceed to the Ranges on the 20th.
No. 2 Company.- ! must confess humbly that, to my regret,
I don't know much about the activities of o. 2 Company, but
I do know that they are working hard in their fastnesses.
No. 3 Company.- All that I can get out of o. 3 Company
are vague mutterings about a " box." vVhat it really is no one
knows yet, but I notice that all the S.B.O.s are looking very pale
and concentrated.
Unit Headquarters.-They say that they are working hard,
" as usual."
Marriage.- We hope that Corporal Lee J. W. H ., who was
married to Miss Maggie Roberts at Liverpool on 1st May, will
have a happy and prosperous married life.
Birth.- A son was born to Corporal and Mrs. Finney at
Prescot on 26th March . We tru t that he will be a bouncing
baby and will grow up to realise that " Da da" means ink as
well as father.
SICS YEE .

S3rd (W elsb) Divisional Signals
Training is pursuing its norma_I course. \\Tith Camp only
a matt~r of wee~s ahead, there is a keenness to qualify for
promo~on . and ~ncreased rating.
The standard of morse
operatmg 1 considerably higher. and amou.,. the recruits arc
many who appear suitable for this branch. "
Talking of r~cruits, we are fortunate in having obtained, in the
ma1~, a sple~d1d type of lad .. At .the moment we are thirty-three
under estabhshmcnt, but this Wlll be reduced before recruiting
doses.
.on 31st May Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Brown, M.c., C.S.O.,
\\estern Command, set a T.E.W.T. for officers, taking as his
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Lieutenant-Colonel (Brevet-Colonel) R. C. Seel, o.B.E., M.C.,
D.C.S.O., Western Command, attended Buckingham Palace
on IIth June to receive from H.M. The King the Order of the
British Empire (Military Division) awarded him in the oronation
Hoo~ra.
·
Consternation was caused l!1 the Mess recently when a
subaltern of many years' standing asked what happened on 12th
Ju ly. Jubblepore papers please copy. joint actio11 all ~ndia
Ballymena suggested.
Shooting.- The Victory Shield was won at Porthcawl on WhitSunday by "A" Company, 5th Battalion, Welch Regiment
T.D .,

SSth (West Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
General.- For several reasons the notes of this Unit have not
appeared in the last few issues of the WIRE, and my apologies are
due to the Editor and to those thousands of my public who have
lately been in despair.
Training is now by Companles and is becoming more intense
as the Camp period approaches. We are eagerly looking forward
to Camp at Catterick, and to a large number of our members a
Divisional Camp will be a new experience. Work will be there

The London Divisional Signals.
Signal House, 20, Atkins Road, Clapham Park, S.W.12.
State Drive to the Guildhall, 19th May.-City of London
Signals, in common with other Units of the London Divi ion,
had the honour of lining the route on the occasion of the State
Drive of Their Majesties to the Guildhall to take luncheon with
the Lord Mayor. The practice , which were held on 27th and
29th April and on 4th and 6th May, wc;ir.e well attended. Despite
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the fact that the day wa not a holiday and very wet, 16 officers
.and 151 other rank paraded.
Citv of London Signals, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel
. •. - \\.illwa ', formed part of the Royal Signals group, which
was commanded by olonf'l G. D. Ozannc, ~r.c ., the Deputy
Chief ignal Officer. This nit provided an orderly officer a nd
trumpeter to the Group Commander.

Signal Training Centre.

The l:nit proceeded to Temple Approach by motor coaehe and
then march d to their allocated po ition in Ludgate Hill . The
various proce, ion pa -~d on. their wa · to th~ Guildhall and, in
common with other mts, Cit • of London Signals were m the
proce · of moving down to Queen Victoria Street to take up
their po ition for the return p_roce· .ion when a. mes age was
received : " By command of H1 :\1a1esty The Krng, all troop
are to return to barracks."
At that moment the rain cea ed, and by the time we had
returned to our buses the un was shining. The Divi ional
Commander had kindly moved to Temple pproach, and we were
able to march pa t him before getting to the embu sing point.

The Scene on Arrival

(C.S.M. E. J. Ange ll in evidence.)

Through the good offices of the Group Commander, the Unit
was privileged on thi day to march through the City " with ban?
playing," and our newly-formed band took advantage of tins
<:once sion.
Coronation Honours.- 11 rank of City of London Signals
tender their re pectful congratulation to their Honorary olonel,
Colonel ] . C. Denison Pender, who was created a Baron.
Another recipient of Honours was C.S.:M. London A. J., who
was awarded the M.B.E. Hi numerous friends in the Corps will
join us in congratulating C.S.).L London on the honour which
has been conferred upon him for his long and distinguished
service in the Territorial Army.
The following members of the Unit were awarded the Coronation :\iedal : Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. C. Willway, C.S.M.
Peddlesden S., Sergeant Lamb W. and Lance Corporal Sarfaty J.
Captain H. R. Firth, the Adjutant, was also awarded the medal
for work in connection with the signalling arrangements.
Royal Tournament.-This year City of London Signals have the
honour of representing the Royal Corps of Signals at the Royal
Tournament. The display given by the Despatch Riders is
founded, in the main, on the work of the Royal Signals Display
Party from Catterick Camp, though, of course, there are no
horses.
It is the first time that any nit of the Territorial Army has
been able to provide a display for a ll performances of the Royal
Tournament, both afternoon and evening, on exactly the same
footing as the displays given by Units of the Regular Services.
This has been possible through the keenness of the individual
performers concerned and the generosity of their employers.
All worked hard during the ·preliminary rehearsals at Olympia,
which commenced on Sunday, 23rd :\fay, and ended with the
opening of the Royal Tournament by Their ~fajesties The King
and Queen on the afternoon of Thursday, 27th May. The result
is a very fast, finished performance, which has been generously
described as " being every bit as good as that put up by the
Regular Army." The Press has been most kind, and the following
extract from The Times of 28th May speaks for itself : " With a
touch of irony, the place of the Lancers was taken by the City of
London Signals, a Territorial nit, mounted on motor cycles,
less picture ·que perhaps, but most breath-taking in their
performance with another extraordinary display of acrobatics,
including one machine which carried no fewer than eight (or was
it nine ?) riders simultaneously. This machine and its riders
finally came to rest beneath a spring-board and another motor
cycli t cleared them all with ridicu lous ease in a leap of what
mu t have been 30 feet or more."
Our thanks are due to l\l r. Graham \¥alker, of Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., who gave up three whole days of his valuable time
to the service of our motor cycles. His cheerful confidence on
\\'ednesday, 26th, and Thursday, 27th, did much to overcome
our staae-fright before the opening.
On :\.fonday, 31st, Their Royal tJighnesses The Du ke and
Duchess of Gloucester and t he Dudioss of Kent attended the
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Ready fo r Inspection
afternoon performance. As usual, " the carpet " from the
Hammersmith Road entrance to the Royal Enclosure was lined
by parties from the Services performing. For the departure of
Their Royal Highnesses City of London Signals was ordered to
line a portion of " the carpet " and bring their motor cycles.
His R-oyal Highness was graciously pleased to congratulate
Sergeant Holister on the work of the team.
On Monday, 7th, the display team again lined " the carpet "
for the dep~rt u re of H.R.H . Queen Mary, who was also graciously
pleased to say a word of congratulation to Sergeant Sulsh .
To present such a display throughout the run of the Tournament would be almost impossible without a few minor injuries.
Signalman Crewdson, unfortunately, fell from the top of the
pyramid and broke bis leg early in the Tournament. After four
day.s' absence in hospital, he emerged with his leg in plaster of
pans and thereafter did valuable work in the pits holding and
tarting other men's motor cycles. 2nd L ieutenant W. Darkin
and Signalmen Lemoine and Foster and one or two others all
suffered with minor sprains, but after being rested for one or
more days cootinued riding until the end.
The Royal Tournament finished on 12th June.
Television, Alexandra Palace.- On Tuesday, 25th fay, a
representative detachment of the di play team went to Alexandra
Palace to perform in a television programme comprising excerpts
from the Royal Tournament. The limitations imposed uy the
television equipme.:it, the confined space and the surface o( the
ca~ par~, wh~re the performance was given, prevented the display
being given m any recogmsable form. lt was possible, however,
to run several items of pair work and position riding past the
camera, and also to stage a fire jump.
on,• of us were pri"ileged
to sec the results, but understand that all was successfully
accompli heel.

c. o. L. s.

Northern Com mand Ath letics.- [n the 'orthern Command
Tnter-Unit Team Championships, the S.T.C. decided that en trie.
s hould .be made only in the non-championship events and entered
teams m the Medley Relay Race a nd the Young Soldiers' Relay
Race. In the Medley Relay, over one-and-a-half miles, teams
were entered by the School of Signals, the Dismounted Wing and
"D" Company. The winners were the School of Signals, who
put up a new Command record. In the Young Soldiers' Race, a
team, composed of boys of" F" Company, entered and won the
race, putting up a new Command record, which beat the previous
record by 25 seconds. In the Individual Ieeting, Corporal Boy
Hoberts again won the Young Soldiers' 880 Yards Race, and put
up a new record of 2 mins. CJ secs., an improvement on his last
rear's time of 2 mins. I3 secs. Boy Athow came second in the
Enlisted Boys' 220 Yards Race, which was won in 24!- secs.
Boys' Individual Athletics. - Some very good performances
were put up in the Boys' Individual Sports. The results are
s hown hereunder. Boy Smith A., who was the winner of the
trophy for the best performance for boys under sixteen years of
age, jumped 5 ft. 2 ins. in the " U/16" high jump. He al o
won the " U/16" quarter-mile, and was second in the discus
throw. In the " U/15" classes, Boy Roberts showed great
promise, with Pe1kins and Rabjohns close at his heels.
_-ote
should also be made of Boys Forsyth, Brodie, Mullin and Rowe.
Bovs, 16--18.
220 YARDS.-J, Athow (24! secs.); 2, Phillips; 3, l\IcKenna.
440 YARDS.-r, McKenna (58.5 secs.); 2, Richards; 3,
Gosling.
880 YARDS.- r , Roberts (2 mins. 13 secs.); 2, i\.IcKenna;
3, Valentine.
Discus (3.3 lbs.).-r, Billett (n3 ft. I I ins.) ; 2, Bo ten;
3, Athow.
WEIGHT (12 lbs.).-! , Billett (39 ft. II} ins.) ; 2, Athow; 3,
Finnegan.
JAVELIN (Junior).-1, Finnegan (139 ft. 1 in.); 2, Camp.
Bovs, 15 -16.
100 YARDS.-!, Murray R. (nt secs.) ; 2, Holdsworth; 3,
Keane.
220 YARDs.~1. ewstead (29t secs.); 2, Brooks; 3, Barker.
440 YARDS.-r, Smith . (62.2 secs.) ; 2, Gladwin; 3, Smith R.
880 YARDS.- !, Marlow (2 mins. 34 sec .) ; 2, Carr K.; 3,
Emery.
HuRDLES.- r, Murray R. (20 ec .) ; 2, Keane; 3, l ewstead.
HIGH JuMP.-I, Smith A. (5 ft. 2 in .) ; 2, Render; 3, Keane .
LONG ]uMP. -I, Donelly (15 ft. 2t in .) ; --i, furray A.; 3,
Marshall.
POLE VAULT.- !, Holdsworth (7 ft . 6 in .) ; 2, Robbins.
Discus (3.3 lbs.).- 1, Buddery (96 ft .); 2, Smith A .; 3,
Holdsworth.
JAVELIN (Junior).- r, Week V. (ro9 ft. 6 ins.); 2, Render;
3, Murray R.
WEIGHT (12 lbs.).- r, Murray . (32 ft. 9t in .) ; 2, Weeks V.;
3, Stewwt.
Bovs, "U/15."
100 YARDs.~1, Roberts (12 ecs.) ; 2, Brodie ; 3, Rabjohns.
440 YARDS.- !, Roberts (62.7 secs.) ; 2, Perkins; 3, Forsyth.
HIGH JuMP.-I, Rabjohns (4 ft. 3 ins.) ; 2, Perkins.
LONG JuMP. - 1, Brodie (13 ft. 6! ins.) ; 2, Mullin; 3, Rowe.
D~scus (2.2 lbs.).-1, Perkin (
ft. 2 ins.) ; 2, Roberts; 3,
RabJohns.
WEtGHT (ro lbs.) . -1, Robert (25 ft. 9 ins.) ; 2, Perkin ;
3, Forsyth.
CRICKET BALL. -I, Rabjohns (170 ft. mt in .) ; 2, Roberts;
3, Brodie.
Northern Counties Athletic Championships.-These Championships are being held this year at Bradford. A good entry is
being . ent from the .T. . for the Junior events, and a full
report will be made . in next month's WIRE. .The date of the
Meeting is 26th J.une.
S.T.C.

School of Sirnals.
. At~letics.-The high light of the news this month i-. the
wrnnmg of the Medley Relay Race of r! miles in the • "orth m
Command Inter-Unit Team Championships. The Championship
were held on the Stadium at Catterick on 7th June. The whole
team ran excellent~y. gaining a lead after the third relay of
no.yards. After th1 a cle'.'-r lead wa maintained and Signalman
Cra1g- the last relay runrung 880 yards-ran in an easy winner
by some 50 yards. The time set up was a new Command r cord.
The team comprised the following :
4 x 110 yards.- Lance Corporals Beck and Pearson, Signalmen
Henry and Holtby.
2 x 220 yards.- Lieutenant Fraser and Signalman Williams.
2 x 440 yards.- 2nd Lieute nant Hoare and Signalman Lutener.
I x 880 yards.-Signalman Craig.

Cricket.- \Ve were, unfortunately, beaten in the tie of the
i\Iackworth cricket by " E " Company, after a most exciting
match. " E" Company batted. amassing a score of II3 run .
The School followed, and seemed to be near to defeat until a
last-wicket stand by Signalmen Kendall and Ticholson took the
~core to within four runs of a win. Unfortunately, an error of
judgment caused one of the e stalwarts to be run out and so
ended a thrill which stirred the on lookers to the verge of apoplexy .
The team was: Colonel Henderson, Captain Ewbank, Lieute nant
F:aser, Lance Corporal Beck. Signalmen Wilson S. ] .. Kendall,
I 1cholson, Cooper, Armitage and 'Wilson S . H., and Driver
farsden.

s.o.s.

" E" Company, Training Battalion.
Swimming.-At present this i still in the embryo tage.
Instruction in aquatic sports proceeds apace under Sergeant
Hart. There seem to be plenty of talent and we anticipate
making a " splash " (pardon) in the near future.
Cricket.-The attention of Unit representatives is drawn to the
fact that we have several promising youn<> players who can wield
a" nifty willow." Our most important ~latch to date has been
the Ma.ckworth Trophy match again t the School of Signals.
Appeanng to have the game well in hand, we were eventually
successful by o~ly three. run , the Sch?Ol's last wicket making a
great ~tand until they tned to steal an impossible run. When the
team is at full strength we have a very useful side and hope to
do well in the l\fackworth Trophy cricket final early in July.
Re ults to date : Ver us the School of Signals (1\lackworth
Trophy), won by three runs. "E" Company. 113 runs (Signalman Adams 22, Corporal \Vatterton .10. Lieutenant F. s
·'Wh.iteway-:Wilkin on 26) ; School, 110 (Captain R. W. Morgan,
3 for 21; Signalman Lovatt, 3 for 35). Versus" F" Company,
w~n by 43 run~ .
" E" Company, o; " F" Company, 37
(S1gnalm<1;n D<1;v1dge, 6 for 15.) Ver us Colborn and Hipswell.
won by nme w1ckets. Colborn, 40 (Signalman Lovatt, 5 for r6 ·
Signalman Davidge, 3 for 14); "E" Company, 44 for on~
(Corporal \ 'Vatterton, run out, 23 ; SiO'nalman Holmes not out
16).
..,,
.
'
An Inter-Squad Competition is bein<> well patroni d , keen
rivalry existing between the Squad
Results:
To. 45 Squad v. o. 47 Squad.
o. 45 Squad won by three
runs.
To. 43 Squad v. To. 37 Sq uad.
o. 43 Squad won by five
wickets.
To. 40 Squad, walk-over.
No. 36 Squad v. o. 44 Squad.
o. 36 quad won by 44
run.
ro. 41 Squad v. o. 4 Squad.
To. 41 Squad won by 70
runs.
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" F " Company, Training Battalion.
The nd r 15 and Under 16 Athletic Ieeting has ju t been
held. Boy mith A. wa the champion .
team of even Boys
from thls Company was entered in the 1 orthern Command
tbletic :\Iecting for the Young oldiers· i\Iedlcy Rela y . They
not only won the event, but knocked twenty second off the
Command record . \\'e hope to give a good accou nt .of ourselves
in the • rorthern Countie Athletics at Bradford. and la ter on at
the Army hampion hips.
Cricket has at last come in with a bang. \ e are doing
reasonably well. We played Di mounted \ ing in the first
round of the ~lackworth , and after a most exciting game we
finished all quare at 114. Our last pair, Boy Sadd and
Chapman, took the score from 5 to 114 to equa lise before Sadd
wa out lbw.
grand performance. The replay takes place
to-morrow.
EFFAS.

" A " Corps Signals.
Unit Sports.- "A " Corp Signals' Unit Sports were held on
Saturday, 5th June- a lovely day. Fast times and a large
gathering of the nit and families all combined to make a very
succe ful and enjoyable day. Special mention must be made
of the two clown , Corporal (Tubby) Relf and Signalman (China)
Pitt, who added to the enjoyment--0f the children anyway.
fany present were envious of Tubby's fine row of medal , the
one I envied most was the " Farnboro· Frontier Force Gong"
with fourteen bars.
The sports were run on an Individual and Inter-Company
basis. ro. I Company easily won the Inter-Company Competition, being materially helped by three fine sprinters in l\1r.
Stonestreet, Lance Corporal ~tilligan and Signalman Hesketh.
Corporal Manson, who won three Field Events, was clearing
9 ft. 2 ins. in the Pole Vault, when, unfortunately, the pole
broke and he fell very awkwardly, spraining hi shoulders. Just
what is wrong with his shoulders we do not definitely know yet.
All the same, we sincerely hope that he will be very soon out and
about. We should very much like him to be fit for the Regimental Sports in a fortnight's time, but, of course, all we really
care about is that be gets fit as soon as possible. Hard luck,
Norman I
RESULTS.
HA)rnER.- I, Corporal :Manson, o. I Company (99 ft. 3 ins.) ;
2, Signalman Randle, o. 1 Company (86 ft. 10 ins.) ; 3, Signalman Rowles, No. 1 Company (75 ft. 3 ins.). Points:
o. I
Company, 15; No. 2 Company, 6.
100 YARDS.-I, Lieutenant Stonestreet, No. 1 Company
(10! secs.) ; 2, Signalman Haynes, o. 2 Company (roi secs.);
3, Signalman Hesketh, o. I Company. Points : No. 1 Company,
13 ; o. 2 Company, 8.
SttoT.-1, Corporal :M:anson, No. 1 Company (34 ft. 2 ins.) ;
2, Signalman Randle, ~o. r Company (32 ft . 6 ins.) ; 3, Signalman Tucker, No. I Company (32 ft. I in.). Points:
o. 1
Company, 15 ;
o. 2 Company, 6.
8 o YARDS.-I, Signalman Mason, -o. 1 Company (2 mins.
15! secs.) ; 2, Signalman Miller, No. I Company (2 mins. 16!
secs.); 3, Signalman Kendall, ~o. 2 Company. Points:
o. 1
Company, I4; ro. 2 Company, 6.
Dtscus.-1, Corporal :'lfanson, r o. 1 Company (90 ft.) ; 2,
Lance Corporal Milligan, No. I Company (89 ft. 3 ins.) ; 3,
Lance Corporal Chafiey, No. 2 Company (71 ft . 7 ins.). Points:
'o. 1 Company, 12 ;
o. 2 Company, 9.
o. 1 Company
220 Y.>\RDS.-1, Lieutenant Stonestreet,
(23 secs.) ; 2, Lance Corporal Milligan, No. I Company (23t
secs.) ; 3, Signalman Hesketh, • o. I Company.. Points :
o. I
Company, I5 ; 1 0. 2 Company, 5.
HIGH JuMP.-I, Lieutenant Watts, No. 1 Company (5 ft.
6 ins.) 2, Signalman Garwood, No. 1 Company (5 ft. 5 ins.) and
Signalman Gorman, No. 1 Company (5 ft . 5 ins.) tied for second
place. Points: No. 1 Company, 15 ; No. 2 Company, 6.
ONE MILE.-:I, Signalman Barron, No. l Company (4 rnins.
59f secs.); 2, Signalman Moore, No. 2 Company (5 mins. 2 secs.);
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O. I
3, La nce orpora l Dowell , o. 1 ompany . Points :
Compa n , 13 ;
o . 2 ompany, 7.
H u RDLES.- 1, Lie uten an t Stonestr et ,
o . I Compa ny (20
secs., 19 secs. in a h eat ) ; ~. Signalman. Greenwood, o. 2 .ompany (2ot secs.) ; 3, Sig nalman Rumford,
o . l Compa ny .
Points: ro. I Company , 6;
o . 2 ompa ny, 4.
o . 2 Company
PoLE VA ULT.-I, Signalman Greenwood,
(9 ft . 2 ins.) ; 2, orporal Manson , o. i Company (9 ft.) ;
3, Lance Corporal Turner,
o. 2 Compa ny (8 ft .). Points :
o. 1 Company, 8.
o. 2 Compa ny, 13 ;
o. 2 Company (55 i
440 YARDS.- ! , Signa lman H aynes,
secs.) ; -i, Lieutenant Stonestreet, No. 1 Company (57 secs.) ;
o. 1 Com3, Signalman Pearson, o. I Company. I oints :
pany, II;
o . 2 Company, 10.
LONG J u MP.- I, Lance Corporal l\filligan,
o. r Company
(1
ft . 5 ins.) ; 2 , Signalman Player,
o. I Company (18 ft.
3 ins. ) ; 3, Lieutenant Stonestreet,
o . I ompany (17 ft .
3 ins.). Points: 1 0. 1 Company, 15 ; No. 2 Company, 6.
JAVELIN.- 1, Signalman Haynes, 1 0. 2 Company (133 ft .
4 ins.) ; 2, Lance Corporal Milligan,
o. I Company (125 ft.
5 ins.) ; 3, Signalma n W ebster, No. 1 Compa ny (123 ft. 4 ins.).
Points :
o. 1 ompany, 12 ; No. 2 Compa ny, 9.
o. 1 Company (17
THREE MILES.- 1, Signalman Barron,
mins. 15! secs.) ; 2, Lance Corporal Dowell, o. 1 Company
(17 mins. 25! secs. ); 3, Signalman O'Brien, No. 2 Company .
Points :
o. I Company, 24 ; No. 2 Company, 6.
TOTAL POINTS0 . I COMPANY, 188 ;
O. 2 COMPANY. IOI
In mitigation of this heavy defeat, I must add that No. 2
Company were greatly under strength owing to half the Company
being detached . Amongst those detached were one or two of
our stars. With a full Company I still think that No. 1 Company
would have won, although not so easily.
There were races for the children of various ages, and all
received prizes of orange , sweets, etc. The Ladies' Race started
over a distance of 50 yards, but by the time the winner had caught
up the finishing tape (which ran well) nearly 200 yards had been
covered. The Old Soldiers' Race invited so few entries that comparative rookies of fifteen years' service were allowed to run.
That young old 'un, R.S.M. Elsmore, of 1st Divisional Signals,
was a good winner, with C.S.M. New a good second and " Tubby"
Relf third.
During the course of the afternoon our Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel R. Elsdale, o.B.E., M .C., Royal Signals,
reminded the families that he and everyone else would be very
pleased to see them again at the Families' Outing, which would
be held at Camp on 7th July. A splendid tea was provided by
the caterers, and everyone thoroughly enjoyed an excellent
afternoon.
Water Polo.- As was forecasted some time ago, our team has
improved steadily@ the season, and at present we are runners-up
in the Junior League. We consider ourselves favourites for the
championship when the knock-out takes place. Signalman
Moore has represented the Command at swimming and Signalman
Connett has been in the Command diving team. Results to date :
26th April. v. Coldstream Guards
Won 5--0
28th April. v. 19th Field Brigade, R.A.
Won 3--0
3rd May.
v . 3rd Brigade, R.A. . .
Won 3-1
19th May. v . King's Own Regiment
Won 2- 1
27th May. v . R.A.E . (Friendly) . .
Won 3--0
4th June.
v. M.E.E. (Friendly) . .
Won r--0
3rd June.
v. Traini ng Battalion, R.A.S.C. (the
Lost 1- 2
present leaders of the League)
Won 1--0
7th June.
v . South Staffs Regiment
Won 3--0
10th June . v . M.E.E.
Tennis.- The U nit Tennis Doubles Competition was decided
on 29th May and resulted in Signalmen Dew and Luckhurst,
of No. 2 Company, winning the event, with Lance Corporal
Marshall and Signalman Kraft, of Unit H.Q., at runners-up. The
competition was open to all ranks.
Hockey.-It is rather late in the year to be talking about
hockey, but the Mons Barracks' Inter-Unit Competition provided
some excellent and interesting games. Our old rivals, 2nd
Divisional Signals, won the event by the narrowest of margins
from us. Both 2Ild Divisional Signals and "A" Corps Signals
accounted for 1st Divi ion al Signals fairly comfortably. The
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first ga me bet ween "A" Corps and 2nd Divisional Signals ended
1n a draw wi th no score. The replay took place on 7th May, and
after extra time h a d been played 2nd Divisional Sig nals were
winners by two goals to one . "A" Corps had every opportunity
to win and should have bad at least six goals in the first ten
minutes, but b ad fini shing and fumblin g, combined with excellent
goalkeeping by Lance Corpora l Funnel of 2nd Divisional Signals,
prevented our chaps from scoring until well into the second half,
when 2nd Divisional Signals were leading 1--0. The only time
2nd Divisional Signa ls got into our h alf during the first half
they scored. Such is sport, and a nyone can win, so here goes.
Congratulations to 2nd Divisional Signals on winning the trophy.
We won it last year, 1st Divisional Signals the year before, so it
was their turn.

W EYBURN . l St Innings.
Voller, c Yates, b Pettitt ..... .. . . . . ... . . . .......... . . .
Balliene, lbw, b P ettitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brunton, b Elphick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Knott, c Yates, b Elphick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Warner, b Verney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Loving, c Yates, b P ettitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sheppard, not out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Carter, run out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cox, b Verney. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Herbert, b Verney .. ..... . . .. . ... . . ......... .. . .... .
King, b Verney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Extras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

1st Divisional Signals.
Cricket.v . 2ND XI AT ALDERSHOT, 8TH MAY. RESULT- W ON.
IST DIVISIONAL SIGNALS.
1st Innings.
5
C.Q.M.S. Yates, c Lewis, b Farmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Corporal Vize, c Culvert, b Farmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Lance Corporal Chapman, b Merrett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
Driver Elphick, b Farmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
Corporal P ettitt, c Jarvis, b Culvert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
Lance Corporal Melly, b Farmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
C.S .M. Minns (capt. ), lbw, b Merrett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3r
Lance Corporal Stead, b Merrett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Corporal Verney, b Merrett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
Signalman Mills, not out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
Signalman Dewdney, run out
........................
o
Extras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Total
FLEET. r st Innings.
Goodsell, b Pettitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jarvis, c Minns, b El phi ck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Culvert, b Pettitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Howells, c Melly, b Pettitt
..........................
Goodwin, b Pettitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Simmons, D., c Minns, b Verney .. ... . . . . . ... . . .........
Farmer, c Minns, b Verney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Merrett, run out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Maynard, b Verney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lewis, b Pettitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Simmons, not out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Extras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

90
4
9
o
3
2
o
r3
7
o

5
o
6
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BowLING-IST DIVISIONAL SIGNALS.·
Av<rage Runs
per wkt.
Overs.
Runs. Mdns. Wkts.
28
II
Farmer ..
3
4
7
21
5.1
Merrett ..
II
3
4
2
8
Goodsell
26
Simmons
4
2
I
Culvert ..
3.1
3.5
7
FLEET.
2
6
3.1
Pettitt . .
IO
19
12
2
6
3.6
Verney
19
2
8
8
Elphick
4
V. WEYBURN C.C. AT ELSTEAD, 29TH MAY. fuSULT- Vlo
IST DIVISIONAL SIGNALS. lSt Innings.
Yates, b Carter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l
Royall, b Voller
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Roberts, c Knott, b Voller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Pettitt, b Carter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
Chapman, b Knott. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
Elphick, c Voller, b Carter ...................... . .... .
Melly, run out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Boot, b Voller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
Verney, st Warner, b Carter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Willcocks, c Brunton, b Carter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
Mills, not out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Extras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

93

Verney
Pettitt ..
Elphick
Royall . .

WEYBURN.
7.1
8
4
3

10
3
o
8
o
o
o
6

............

BowLING-IST DIVISIONAL SIGNALS.
Overs. Runs. Mdns.
II
r7
4
26
8
26
5
2
27

Voller
Carter
Knott
Balliene

4
11

6
26
IO
2
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Wkts.
4
5
5

5

3
2
2

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Royal Signals (Southern Command) Performance in the S.P.A.
Athletic Championship.- Once again the Salisbury Plain Area
Athletic Championship bas been won by Royal Signals (Southern
Command) . This year, eight teams competed, and competition
was very keen, the result depending on the last race of the day.
The first three places were as follows :
Royal Signals (Southern Command)
129! pts.
5th Battalion, Royal Tank Corps
128
1st Battalion, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders
12ot ..
Despite one or i:\vo disappointments in the field events, the
team came well to the fore on the track, winning the 4 x 880
yards and 4 x 110 yards hurdles easily. Second place in the
4 x no yards and third in the 4 x 440 yards, followed by a first
in the high jump, and seconds in the long jump, javelin and
hammer. The mile <;lnd three mile teams did well, and in the
mile, Lieutenant B . H. P. Barnes ran a really fine race.
Sergeant Murphy and Signalman Hall hurdled very well, but
the outstanding individual performance was the last leg of the
4 x 440 yards run by Signalman Griffiths, who mu t have produced a very good time.
ext week the team competes in the Southern Command,
and eventually hopes to appear at Aldershot on 9th July.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Cricket.-We entered the Frontier Province Cricket Champion
hip, beating the Frontier Sports Club in the first round, but
were beaten by Islamia College, Peshawar, in the second. We
have played one friendly since against the R.I.A.S.C. In this
game, after a shaky start, we forced a creditable draw.
Tennis.-We congratulate Captain W. M. Clapp, M.B.E.,
R.Signals, on winning the inglcs in the Peshawar Club Lawn
Tennis Tournament held in March.
Football.- \ e entered tbe Red Cross Tournament, but were
beaten in the semi-final by the H .L.l., 4
Kohat Di trict
Signal visited us last month and we won a good game by 4- 1.
The return match was played at Kohat last week and we again
emerged victorious, this time by 2-r .
Hockey.- We entered a combined Briti h and Indian team
for the Khanna Memorial Tournament, but were eliminated in
the econd round by 4/15th Punjab Regiment by 4 J.

}ULY
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" B " Corps Signals, Karachi.
During our ojourn at Quetta we managed to et in a few
pleasant hours football with 2nd Divisional Signals, Muslim
Sporting lub and Old andc nanians. In each game 'we still
kept both name and esprit de corps to the front. The following
are the results :
v. Mu Lim ports
Won
5-3
v. J\.Iuslim ports
'<\Ton
3- 1
v. 2nd Divi ional ignals
Drawn 1-1
v. 2nd Divisional Signal
Won
2--0
v . Old andcmanians
Drawn 4-4
Prior to our departure from Quetta, a Games' Tournament
took place between the ergeants' Mess, " B " Corps Signal ,
and the ergeants' Mess, 2nd Divisional ignals. The games
were played in the usual Corps spirit, and resul ted in a win for
2nd Divisional ignals. v\'e wish to thank that Unit for the
cordiality shown during our stay in Quetta. Many old friendships
of ~ygone days were renewed. '"'e guarantee them a hearty
welcome whenever they wi h to visit the seaside.

" G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
Cricket has been much to the fore, and the Troop have enjoyed
some very good matches. The results to date are :
"G" Troop, 138 (Lieutenant Ruck 74); " C" Squadron, 190
" G" Troop, 148 (Moore 49) ; " A" Squadron, 58.
" G " Troop, 153 ; Sergeants' Mess, 90 (Lieutenant Ruck,
4 for 15).
" G" Troop, 182 (Lieutenant Ruck 76, Lance Corporal
McGinn 36) ; o. 3 Company, Egypt Signals, 133 for 7.
"G" Troop, 132 for (Knight 48) : R.H.Q., 8th Hussars, 206.
"G" Troop, 81 ; The Band, nth Hussars, 192.
" G" Troop, 135 ; " A" Squadron, 15r.
" G" Troop, 90: R.H.Q., nth Hussars, u6.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
General.- Hot Weather Tournaments are now in full swing,
but we are rather at a disadvantage at present owing to the fact
that our teams are not up to their normal strengths owing
to the Frontier trouble. However, those in Meerut are still
upholding the name of the Corps.
Swimming.-During the last fortnight our team has played the
following matches :
v. 17th/21st Lancers (Our Baths). In this match we won
every event. (Shades of Quetta.)
v. 17th/21st Lancers (Their Baths). Tliis match was drawn.
v. "G" Battery. Lost by one point with a weak team.
Lance Corporal (" Breast-stroke ") Beevers put up a fine show
in all events.
Hockey.-The position of our team in the League is fourth at
the present time. "Vl'e started off well, but had the Inisfortune
to lose Lance Corporal (" Dolly") Grey (to Waz.), which meant a
reshuffie of the team. The team is now playing together and we
append the results of the last few matches :
v. Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop (Tournament) Won 3--z
v. "G" Battery, RH.A. (Friendly) . .
. . Won 2--0
v. nth Field Brigade, R.A. (Friendly)..
Won 4--0
v. Meerut College (Friendly)
..
..
. . Won 4-2
v. "B" Squadron, 17th/21st Lancers (Tournament) . .
..
. . Won 2-1
Billiards.- Two matches have been played and, sad to relate,
both have been lost. We are, however, hoping to reverse the
results when we play these teams at home.
Football.-The football team is not doing so well this year.
We have h.ad some hard luck owing to injuries and personnel
at out-stations. The team is, nevertheles~. more than holding
its own in the League. Here are some recent results:
v. " B" Squadron, 17th/21st Lancers (Tournament) . .
..
..
..
..
. . Won 2--0
v. " B "Company, Green Howards (Tournament) Won 1--0
v. 85th Field Battery, R.A. (Tournament)
. . Lost 2-5
In the Latter match we had some very hard luck. Corporal
f' Popeye") Spriggs played a valiant game; he always does.
The R.A. deserved to wi n, but were not better than our team to
the extent of three goals.

1937

Corps Golf.
Officers Royal Signals and R.A.S.C.-The annual golf match
between the Officers of Royal Signals and the R.A.S.C. was
played at Camberley Heath on Wednesday, 21st April, and
resulted in a comfortable win for the latter team.
Th_e R. . ..C. are building up _a forxnidable team of golfers,
and m this match were able to mclude four recent University
"Blues," three of them being scratch and one with a handicap
of one.
Major . Lewis-Barclay, probably looking for an easy day,
placed himself to play No. 4 in the Corps side, but was outmai:reuvred b):' the qpposing skipper and found himself up
agamst 2nd Lieutenant Ellis, one of the aforementioned exVarsity players.
Captain Walford, put to play o. 1 for his team, covered
himself with glory by defeating Lieutenant Gardner by one hole
and gave the Corps its only full point for the day.

THI COUPS MA6AIINE
OF THE
ROYAL CORPS OF Sl<NUS

THE OFJICIAL OU6AN
OF THE

SICINAIS A~SOCIATION

Results were as under :

o

R.A .. C.
Lt. l\I. R. Gardner. . . . . . . .
Lt. T. F. B. Law . . . . . . . .
Capt. G. B. Macdonald. . . .
Lt. F. W. Ellis . . . . . . . . . .
Lt. P. T. Gold . . . . . . . . . .
Lt. R. F. Burrell . . . . . . . .
Major F. S. Clover . . . . . .
Major H . J. Walch .... . .
Lt. Gardner and Capt.
Macdonald . . . . . . . . . . . .

o

Lts. Law and Burrell . . . . 1

o

Lts. Ellis and Gold . . . . . . 1

o

Majors Clover and Walch. . r

ROYAL SIGNALS.
Capt. J. E. S. Walford . . . . r
Capt . .M. Duke . . . . . . . . . . o
Lt.-Col. H. A. J . Parsons. . o
Major H. S. Lewis-Barclay o
Major C. K. Thursby-Pelham o
Capt. J. F. Longfield. . . . . . o
j:apt. E . S. Cole . . . . . . . . . . t
Major G. C. Winckley .... o

Capts. Walford and Duke ..
Lt.-Col. Parsons and Major
H. S. Lewis-Barclay . . . .
Major Thursby-Pelham and
Capt. Longfield . . . . . . . .
Major Winckley and Capt.
Cole . ............... ..

o
1
1
1
1
1
t
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R.A.S.C. won by rot matches to rt.

Corps Athletics.
The Corps Meeting versus Durham University and orthumberland and Durham was held at ewcastle on 22nd May.
An_ excellent meeting was held despite the usual bad weather
w~ch seems _to do~ the annual fixture. Proceedings started in
bnght sunsh.$e with rather a strong wind. This, however,
turned gradually to drifting rain and a strengthening wind.
The result <Yi. the meeting was a win for the Counties with a
total of 35~ points, followed by the University with 32 points and
Signals third with 28 points. This, actually, was most pleasing
from our point of view, as this year, although our team was weak,
we managed to hold our own and came within a reasonable
chance of winning the meeting. Unfortunately, we were without
the mvaluable services of Sergeant Harbin, who has so often
been a tower of strength.
. Signals won both sprints, thanks to the excellent running of
Signalman Barrett, who made good times in the face of a strong
wind. Sergeant Murphy, our evergreen athlete, won both the
~ammer and the high hurdles. Corporal Moore won the high
1ump and Boy Athow and Corporal Gibson tied as winners of the
pole vault. The javelin was won by an attached Officer of the
School of Signals. Places were obtained by Corporal Manson in
the hammer and weight and by Signalman Smith in the discus.
The Counties and the Universit)f were rather too strong for our
runners m the middle and longer distance races. Our runners did
extraordinarily well and acquitted themselves excellently.
ext year we hope to field a really strong team in the hope that
we shall be able to bring in the long-deferred Lambert Trophy.
The meeting will be at Catterick if our opponents can be drawn
from their lairs. No easy task I
Units who so kindly co-operated by sending their athletes are
thanked very much for their assistance.
CORPS ATHLETE.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:

Twel.,. Months
Six Months . . .
Three Month•

7/0
3/6
I /9

Pon frM. home or abroad.

THE TREASURER,
SIGNALS ASSOCIATION,
4 BROAD STREE"; PLACE,
LONDON , E.C.l,
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Editorial Notes.
Visit _of H_er Royal Hig_hness The Princess Royal, G.B.E.,
Colonel-1n-Ch1ef of Royal Signals, to Mons Barracks Aldershot
on Monday, 21st June.-The visit of Her Royal Highness t~
Mons Barracks, Aldershot, on Monday, 21st June, will long be
remem~red by those who were privileged to take part, either
as pnncipals or spectators, as a notable event in Corps history.
Her ~oyal_ Highness was met on arrival by Brigadier H.
Clementi Smith, D.s.o., representative Colonel Commandant
and after inspecting the Units on parade, under the command
of Colonel G. E. Sampson, D.s.o., occupied the dais and took
the salut~ as ~roops marched passed in column, and later
advanced m review order.
Before leaving the saluting base, and led by Colonel Sampson,
both tr~ops ~nd spectators gave three rousing cheer for their
Colone~-m-Chief, and Her Royal Highness, accompanied by
Bngad1ers H . Clementi Smith, D.s.o., and R. H. Willan D s o
M.~., A.D.C., Colonels Commandant, then proceeded 'to. th~
Cncket Ground, where Lieutenant-Colonel R. E lsdale, o.B.E.,
M.C., ex~lam.ed and demonstrated the various methods of intercommumcation used by the Corps in the Field.
A~ter luncheon at ~e Officers' Mes , Her Royal Highness
contm ued her tour of msp_ection. throughout the precincts of the
barracks and evmced particular mterest in the Married Quarters
Wai:rant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess, Cookhouse and th~
Regimental Institute.
Br the kind courtesy of Colonel Sampson, a represen tative
~on_tmgent of twenty-seven Royal Signals Old Comrades were
mv1~ed to attend as spectators, and Her Royal Highness was
graciously pleased to greet each one in turn before leaving the
parade gr~und. (A photographic supplement will be published
in a later issue.)
D"'WJ
Indian Offtcen at the Coronation.-The following extracts from
a letter, dated 1st July, 1937, addressed to the representative

Colonel Comm_andant from the Signal Officer-in-Chief, India, are
published for information :
. " May I, on behalf of the Coronation Contingent of the Indian
S~gnal Corps, thank you _and all other representatives of Royal
S1g~als. for your great kindness and interest in the contingent
whilst m England.
" The India~ officers. have all returned full of gratitude to
you all and delighted with everything they saw.
" They were, of course, particularly proud of their reception
by Her Royal Highness The Princess Royal, G.B.E.
" I am not sure of all those whom I should thank individually
on behalf of these officers, and I hope that you will be able to
convey their appreciation to all concerned."
D"'WJ
The Sino-Burma Boundary Commission, lndia.-The following
copy of a. letter from the General Officer Commanding, Burma,
to the Chief of the General Staff, India, in connection with the
wor~ of the C?rps with the Burma Boundary Cominission is
publishe~ for mformation.
The Units concerned are "B"
Corps Signals, Karachi, and 2nd Indian Divisional Signals
Quetta:
•
''. T~e detachm~t of WfT ~ndian Signal Corps sent over to
asSJst m the o!lerations of the Smo-Burma Boundary Commi sion
leave here this week, and on behalf of Major-General Twiss
who !s on leav~ in England, I want to thank you very much fo;
meeting us with our demands, and for the work of all the
detachment. They established a thoroughly sound and efficient
syste~ of comn;unicati<;>ns, which w_orked splendidly throughout
the SIX months. operations, ~~ this was much appreciated by
all concerned with the Commission at the various L. of C. posts
and at the various H.Q. behind.
. " The work of Lie~tenant E. H. Clarke, Royal Corps of
Signals, has been specially commented on by both the Civilian
A
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ROYAL SIGNALS O LD CO M RAD ES P RES ENTED TO H.R.H., THE PRINCESS ROYAL, G.B.E., ON 21st JUNE, 1937
Seated (left to right).-H. Fry, W. H. Grigg, D.C.M., M.M., R. Jeffries, Major J. C. Bray, O.B.E., H. L. Adams, M.M., J. Collyer, T. H. Evans,
W. But ler.
Second Row (left to right).- G. Creswell , F. Hayes, H. S. McGregor, G. Tibble, D.C.M., A. S. Jenner, W. H. Tyler, D.C.M., C. Burgess, J. Campbell,
R.. G. Sheal e, D.C.M., J. Cadwell.
Third Row (le~ to right).-H. W . Boulger, M.C., D.C.M., R. Spald ing, R. Blackburn, W. Ind., E. R. Hole, H. Bellinger, L. Winter, A. H. Beattie,
D. Andrews.
Commissioner and the officers with the troops. In addition to
proving himseli an efficient Signal Officer, he displayed a versatility which was invaluable in the somewhat restricted circumstances of the Camp. The detachment had to work in unusual
conditions and acquitted themselves in a manner which was up
to the highest standards of their Corps. I shall be most grateful
if these comments on their work may be passed on to those
concerned."
Ci'"cO

Annual Reunion of Royal Signals Old Comrades, Aldershot,
1937.-A record number of Royal Signals Old Comrades attended
the seventh annual reunion gathering at Mons Barracks on 26th
and 27th June, and it will long be remembered by those present
as the most enjoyable of all the consistently successful functions
organised by our Aldershot Branch. In contrast to the corresponding period of depressing rain-laden clouds and showers of
last year, Signals Week concluded with two days of exceptionally
fine weather and in the warm summer sunshine the semi-circle
of white marquees, standing out against the vivid green of the
Sports Ground, presented a singularly attractive picture. From
2.30 p.m., there was a constant influx of visitors from all over
the country, but although ample provision had been made to
accommodate and cater for considerably more than the anticipated number of guests, arrivals so far exceeded expectations
that only a last-minute conference saved arrangements from
total disruption. Throughout the afternoon, members of the
Reception Committee strove manfully to cope with the situation,
and in the conscientious discharge of their duties probably
missed the opportunity of witnessing both the Final of the
Sports and the superlatively fine performance given by the
56th (City of London) Divisional Signals, T.A., Display Team,
which had made the journey to Aldershot especially for the
occasion.
On Saturday evening, the Old Comrade visitors evacuated the
' .0.s and Sergeants' Mess in favour of the ladies, and assembled
in the Men's Dining Room, where a Smoking Concert had been

arranged as a finale to the day's proceedings. Possessors of
voices that in past days had bellowed orders on the parade ground
joined lustily in the choruses of old familiar songs, and ceased
only when Lieutenant Ponsonby appeared on the platform to
demonstrate in his own inimitable fashion that the " quickness
of the hand deceives the eye." It certainly does, and his deft
manipulation once again mystified a large and appreciative
audience, which vociferously applauded each item of an exceptionally clever exhibition, which would have added lustre to
the reputation of a professional member of "The Magicians'
Circle.ir•
The Church Parade on Sunday, 27th June, was attended by
about one hundred and nine Old Comrades, under the leadership
of Major J.C. Bray, o.B.E., and it was a source of satisfaction to
note that on this occasion the long line of " civvies " extended
far beyond the extreme left flank of even the strongest timeserving Unit of Aldershot Command Signals. On the return
march to barracks, Colonel G. E. Sampson, D.s.o., took the
salute, and the veterans continued on to take up their original
position on the parade ground for the Commanding Officer's
final dismissal. The Old Comrades, however, stood fast in
anticipation of being addressed by Colonel Sampson, who then
intimated that he proposed speaking to them in the interval
preceding lunch, whereupon Major Bray dismissed them.
The group photograph, which appears on loose inset was then
taken, but such an exceptionally fine representative gathering
could not be permitted to pass without some special memento
of the occasion, and it was decided to have a second photograph
taken of those Old Comrade visitors who took part in the
Retreat from Mons. The latter is republished on page 339 of this
issue.
The Old Comrades assembled in the dining room for lunch,
where they were joined by the officers, and later by Colonel
Sampson. In the address which followed, the Colonel prefaced
his remarks with an apology for the absence of Brigadier H.
Clementi Smith, D.s.o., and other senior officers of the Corps, and
went .on to express pleasure at seeing so many Old Comrades
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ROYAL SIGNALS OLD COMRADES' REUNION" MONS" VETERANS, ALDERSHOT, 27th JUNE , 1937
Front Row (left to right).-]. Hutchins, P. H. Pu rkiss, F. A. Hathe rley, M. M., G. Squi bb, H. W. Bou lger, M.C., D.C.M ., Colonel E. G. Sampson,
D.S.O ., Lieutenant-Colo nel J. S. Yule, O.B.E., C. Mepham, A. L. Winter, C. Foot, T. Evans.
Second Row (le~ to right).- R. Blackburn, M.M., F. C. Goodman, A. Bellenge r, H. Fry, W . Johnson, D.C.M ., M.M., H. Frost, R. A. Parker,
J Cadwell , D.C. M.. W . Ritchings.
Third Row (left to right).-F. E. Harrington, W. Cayley, F. T. Pitt, E. M. Power, R. G. Sheale, D.C.M., H. L. Adams, M.M., G. Ruffle, F. Thompson,
M.M., G. G. Thomas, H. P. Cotton, M.M., E. ]. Macdonald.
Fourth Row (left to right).-T. R. Dewdney, G. W. Nicho lls, A. F. Ben net t . B. T. Tidmarsh, W. Bent, C. Harrington, F. E. Morgant C. Bryant,
G. M. Mayes, F. J. Willis.

present, knowing as he did that quite a large percentage of them
had travelled long distances to be present on the occasion. He
added that his listeners would be pleased to know that the
prestige of Royal Signals continued on a very high level, and
that on the termination of her recent official visit to Mons
Barracks, their Colonel-in-Chief, Her Royal Highness The
Princess Royal, G.B.E., had expressed herself as very pleased
indeed with everything she had seen. In amplification, Colonel
Sampson said that he had verification of this in a recent personal
conversation with General The Hon. Sir J. Francis GathorneHardy, G.C.B., G.c.v.o., c.M.G., D.S.o., A.D.C., Commander-inChief, Aldershot Command.
Sj,ea.king on behalf of the Old Comrade guests, Major Bray
expressed grateful thanks to their hosts for the kind hospitality
extended to them, and said that although they were no longer
serving, the annual reunion gathering had the effect of making
them feel that they had not entirely severed connection with the
Corps. It did one good, he said, to meet old friends again, and
q uoted as an instance the fact that only a few minutes before
he had the pleasure of renewing acquaintance with a man whom
he had not seen since r902. He referred to the name possessed
by the Corps throughout the Service for a high degree of technical
efficiency, and hoped that its reputation would speedily attract
all the recruits required to bring the Corps up to strength. It
is assumed that Major Bray's feelings on the subject of recruiting
as a whole are .normally couched in forceful language, but on this
occasion he contented himself with mildly deploring the efforts
w!Uch he felt were being made by a c9nsid~rabl~ nulllb~r of

schoolmasters to discourage the military spirit amongst their
pupils. His speech was loudly applauded, but he interposed to
call for three cheers for Colonel G. E. Sampson, his officers,
warrant officers, N.C.0.s and men of Royal Signals in the
Aldershot Command, and the dining room had hardly ceased to
resound to the spontaneous response when it rang again to the
old familiar trains of "For he's a jolly good fellow."
Lunch was then served, but such a scene can be far better
imagined than described, and this appears to be an opportune
moment to convey appreciation to all those time-serving comrades, to whom we are indebted for a particularly enjoyable
week-end. Such functions are not arranged without weeks of
unremitting work; and the fact that the 1937 Reunion surpassed
in excellence any other similar occasion is in itself a tribute to
their foresight, organising ability and diligent attention to
detail.
( ee also Unit notes from the orth Midland yorps Signal ,
T.A., Derby, on page 3 5.-ED.}
~

Royal Review, Hyde Park, 27th June, 1937.-It was perhap
unfortunate that the Royal Review of ex-Servicemen wa
scheduled to take place in Hyde Park on the same day as our
annual review at Aldershot, thus depriving the latter functi~
of an additional thirty Old Comrade members. It was the
Central Committee's wish, however, that Royal Signals should be
represented at the Royal Review, and the General Secretary was
instructed t o raisl) as strong ~ contjngent as possible for tbat

purpos!l.
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The follo' ·ing ex-officers, warrant officers, .C.O.s and men
attended the Hyde Park ceremony, which will lon9 ~ rem~n
bered by all tho e who were privileged to take part m it: Maior
R. G. William , M.v.o., l\lajor F. V . :Merchant, M.c .. o.c.M.,
Lieutenant (Quartermaster) C. J. Sharpe, o.c.J11., W. Butler,
J. T. Bentley, J. D. Bi hop, L. W. Bradbury, C. Burgess, C. J ·
Cadwell, W . G. B. D;wy, H. Davenport, G. Edwards, . Earl,
G. Fry, ] . Gibbs, F. Harri , C. G. Hooper, . W. Hoare, A. S.
Jenner,"·· Markham, A. :-.Lewett, L. Moorse, W. icks, Vil . J. A.
"·aylor, F. J . omers, R. palding, A. G. Udale, J. \\'alter, A.
\Yhybrow and G. ·waterhouse.
On behalf of that representative contingent, w.e are a ked to
expr
regret to our Aldershot mends for their unavoidable
absence from the ldershot Church Parade, and to say that only
an occasion of such importance could have prevented them from
attending the Corps reunion gathering.
[JI\£]

Signals Experimental Establishment, Woolwich.-We are asked
to announce that all vacancies for Laboratory Assistants have
now been filled and that no further applications for such employment can be considered at the moment.
[JI\£]

Obituary.-We regret to announce the death of ro. 2316619
ex-Corporal Jack \\'orthington, late of Peshawar District Signals,
who passed away, in Chesterfield Royal Hospital, on Friday,
18th June.
CJ'\£]

Sports Notes.-Owing to the abnormal quantity of copy
received for publication in this issue, it has been found necessary to omit all information usually appearing under the above
heading. We crave the indulgence of our correspondents in
this effort to meet unprecedented demand on space.
CJ'\£]

Corps Hockey Fixtures.-The following Corps hockey fixtures
have been arranged for the coming season:
Thursday, 2nd December, 1937.-Trial Match at Catterick.
Saturday, 4th December, 1937.-Versus Catterick Garrison, at
Catterick (own ground).
Wednesday, th December, 1937.-Versus Royal Tank Corps,
at Aldershot (their ground).
Saturday, 19th February, 1938.-Subalterns versus RM.A.,
at Woolwich.
THE EDITOR.

Signals Association Notes
CIVIL EMPLOYMENT-Surveyors and Draughtsmen in
Ordnance Survey Department, Southampton.- It is notified for
information that the Ordnance Survey, Southampton, is open
for the recruitment of ex-Regular soldiers as Surveyors and
Draughtsmen. Candidates for this employment need not
necessarily be fully trained draughtsmen, but they should possess
a fair skill at simpfe line drawing and show promise of being
good subjects for the intensive instructional Courses, which they
will be required to undergo after engagement. Men who have
shown an aptitude for making sketch plans and maps and
copying, as well as those who are exceptionally neat in general
clerical work would appear to be suitable for this class of work.
Candidates must be in possession of an Army 1st Class Certificate
of Education and an assessment of military conduct of at least
"Very Good." Conditions of this employment may be obtained
on application to the General Secretary, Signals Association.
. Registration.-(a) A suitable note should be made against
item 25 (c) of form E.D. 16 in respect of serving soldiers, who
desire to register for this employment. The form E.D. 16 should
be sent to the " Connected Exchange," as laid down in paragraph 29 of the Guide to Civil Employment. (b) Intending
candidates should also be advised to make application at their
local Employment Exchange. (c) Arrangements have been
made with the Ministry of Labour for particulars of suitable
applicants to be referred to the Employment Exchange, Southampton.
It is requested that thi~ instructiotl be brought to the notice
of all likely candidates.
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EMPLOYMENTS.
Situations found during the preceding month with the cooperation of the ational Association for the Employment of
Regular ailors, Soldiers and Airmen.
1 Ex-Signalman, Chathlj.lll ...................... Postman
2 Ex- .C.O., Chatham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clerk
3 Ex- ignalman, hatham ........ ... ...... . .... Labourer
4 Ex-Signalman, West Riding ...... .. .......... Postman
5 Ex- ignalman, Bury St. Edmunds ................ Cle_rk
6 Ex- ignalman, West Riding . . . . . . . . . . ~ght Telephon~st
7 Ex- .C.O., Wet Riding ....... ..... .. Night Telephorust
8 Ex-Signalman, West Riding ................ : ... Poi;ter
9 Ex-Signalman, Cardiff .................. Radio Repairer
10 Ex-Signalman, Devonport .................... Labourer
II
Ex-Signalman, Derby ........................ Labourer
12 Ex-Signalman, Dundee ...................... HandY1?an
13 Ex- .C.O., Brighton ... . ....... ....... ... . Motor Dnver
14 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ........................ Postal
15 Ex- ignalman, Brighton ....... .... ....... .... Postman
16 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ... ... .. ... ...... . .. .. Postman
17 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ...................... Post.man
18 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ................ . '. .... : . Pamter
19 Ex-Signalman, Sunderland . .... ... P.O. Engmeenng Dept.
20 Ex- .C.O., Portsmouth . ............... Sub-Postmaster
21 Ex-Signalman, Bury St. Edmunds .. P.O. Engineering Dept.
22 Ex-Signalman, London .... .......... .... .... .. Postman
23 Ex-Signalman, London ........................ Postman
24 Ex-Signalman, Cardiff ........ . .... . .... Bank Messenger
25 Ex-Signalman, London ........ .............. Labourer
26 Ex-Signalman, London ...................... Labourer
27 Ex-Signalman, London .......... . .... .... ... Labourer
28 Ex-Signalman London .......................... Porter
29 Ex-Signalman'. London .................. : ... ~echanic
30 Ex- .C.O., London .............. P.O. Engmeenng Dept.
31 Ex-Signalman, London ..... . ......... .. . .. .. Messenger
32 Ex-Signalman London ...................... Labourer
33 Ex-Signalman'. London ............... . ........ Lineman
34 Ex-N.C.O., London .......................... Salesman
35 Ex-W.O., London . . .............. ........... ... Clerk
36 Ex-Signalman, Essex ............ P.O. En~eering Dept.
37 Ex-Signalman, Essex ............ P.O. Engmeenng Dept.
38 Ex-Signalman Bedford ...................... Labourer
39 Ex-Signalman'. Portsmouth ................ Mess Waiter
40 Ex-Signalman, Dundee ...................... Labourer
41 Ex-Signalman, Croydon ................ Factory Worker
42 Ex-Signalman, Reading ... ...... ... ..... ..... Postman
43 Ex-Signalman, Preston . ..... . . .... ...... .. .... Postman
44 Ex- .C.O., Dover .. . .. . Telephone Switchboard Operator
45 Ex-Signalman, Belfast ........................ Lineman
GENERAL SECRETARY.

Benevolent Fund Note..
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges receipt of the
following:
CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from :
Officers' Mess, S.T.C., Catterick.
2nd Indian Divisional Signals.
W .O.s and Sergeants' Mess, 3rd Indian Divisional Signals.
APPEALS dealt with:
Ex-Signalman, London ...... ........ . .. Grant
5 o
2 Ex-N.C.O., Manchester .. Grant /,I 19 3 Loan £3 o o
3 Widow of Ex-N.C.O., Oxford .. . ....... Grant £4 o o
4 Ex-N.C.O., Surrey .................... Loan £4 10 o
5 Ex-Signalman, Durham ............. . .. Grant £3 o o
6 Ex-Signalman, London ...... . ......... Grant /,I o o
7 Ex-Signalman, Kent
........ Grant £4 Loan £4 o o
8 Ex-Signalman, Surrey . . ... ........... Loan £2 10 o
9 Ex-N.C.O., Wilts ............. Grant £3 Loan £3 o o
ro Widow of Ex- .C.O., Derbyshire .... . . . . Grant £3 o o
(Signed) T. L. H. SPAIGHT, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Administrator,
Si$nals Association Benevolent F und.
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Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
[D.0. 496)

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham, Kent.
16th July.
The Editor of TH.E WIRE.
Dear Sir,-The following is notified for publication in the
August, 1937, WmE.
Dates on which top individuals were registered on the Waiting
List for the Married Quarters Roll :(a) Home and Abroad- Sergeants, 29/6/ 1932.
(b) Home, Abroad and India- Rank and File, u /9/1931.
Yours faithfully, J. C. ANGUS, Lieutenant, for
Colonel, i/c Royal Signals Records.

o-..a
Army Headquarters, India,
General Staff Branch, Simla.
16th June.

The Editor of THE WIRE.
SIR,-The· following extract from the Statesman dated 12th
June, ~eporting tl?-e work of the Corps during th~ Waziristan
Operations, 1937, is forwarded for publication.
I am, ir,
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) C. J. S. LE CoRNU, Brigadier,
Signal Officer-in-Chief in India.
SIGNALS' HE AVY TASK.
GREAT EFFICIE rcy.
"Writing from Coronation Camp, on 1st June, an official eyewitness says that from Bannu forward, along the whole length
of the 1:-·. of C. and thr~ughout the forward area of operations
the familiar blue and white armband of the Signals is ubiquitous.
\:'herever I go I ~ee pe_rsonnel, British and Indian, of the Royal
Signals and Indian Signal Corps engaged upon their la"'iul
occasi~ns a_s ~e nerve centre and arteries of the Force. Impressed
to their aid 1s every means of field communication from the
highly technical wireless installation at Force Headquarters
to the flag and runner of the Front Line.
" The present operations, against an enemy who has brought
to a fine art the disorganisation of peace-time line communications and in what is normally the season of summer leave, have
taxed severely the available re ources of the Corps. There are
now in Waziristan not only "A" Corps Signals, 1st Divisional
Signals and the Signals of Waziristan District as complete Units
fro.m orthern Command, but detachments from 2nd Cavalry
B.ngade, Peshawar ai:id Koha_t Dist~ct Signals and "B" Corps
Signals from Karachi, all domg their share towards the maintenance of communications es ential to the Field Force.
" To appreciate the ta k of ignals, it is necessary to realise
firstly the size of our Forces involved and secondly that the
total length of communications to be maintained is something
well over 300 miles. Throughout the area there arc innumerable
Signal officers all providing a 24-hour service, which entails in
each major office the routing, clearance and correct transmission
of anything up to 800 messages or more per day. This has to be
done without the aid of mechanical refinements for rapid transmission such as are normal in the civil telegraph office of to-day.
It is work which calls for an exceptional standard of efficiency
and imperturbality on the part of operators and office staffs,
who perform their duties frequently under conditions of adverse
climate and great discomfort.
"The tribesmen's thoroughness of method in destruction is
well instanced in the case of the telegraph line between l\'lir Ali
:md Khaisora, where,.on a 12-mile route carried by 200 galvanised
iron poles, not one smgle pole was left fit for use. Restoration
in such cases is the work of able and Construction ections,

nor is it their lot infrequently to find the labours of a day d troyed ruthlessly overnight, and their task awaiting th m again.
The work of these Sections is not, perhaps. such as to catch the
public eye, but that its value is recognised wa~ proved recently
by a special Commendatory Order by the Force ommander on
the performance of the Cable and Construction Sections of "A"
Corps Signals. During the recent move to Dosalli these Sections
established a record in the annals of the Corps in rapid line
construction.
"Wireless, by reason, perhaps, of a generally imperfect understanding of its possibilities and limitations, is a means of communication from which overmuch is apt to be exp ted. In the
present Operation , however, it is proving a veritable mainstay,
and credit is due to operators and mechanics, and to those
manning the small mobile stations serving the forward troops.
Under conditions by no means ideal and with apparatus worn
by hard usage they maintain communications and are ever ready
to fill the breach when other means are destroyed or fail. Of the
Despatch Riders, suffice it to say that they continue throughout
to deliver the goods with their customary unfailing regularity.
It requires but little imagination of present conditions in Waziristan to appreciate that no higher praise is needed nor can be
given. No description of the work of Army Signals is complete
without acknowledgement of the debt which is owed by the Corps
to the Posts and Telegraphs Service for the whole-hearted cooperation and willing help given by this Department. The
Department's line parties exchange personnel, and operators are
all doing most excellent work. It is but due to them to say that
without their ever ready assistance and advice, Army ignal
could not function at their present degree of efficiency."
Peshawar District Signals,
Peshawar.
30th June.
The Editor of THE WIRE.
DEAR Srn,-I would be grateful if you could enlighten me on
this point : Is there a Philatelic Club within the Corps ?
If not, I would like to suggest that the question of forming one
be raised, and that the Editorial columns of the WrRE be utilised
for drawing attention to this suggestion.
Considering the many Stations which exist in all parts of the
world at which the Signals are represented and also our allied
Dominion Corps, I consider that it would be of mutual benefit to
many members if a Club were formed. In my own case, I can
very easily obtain stamps from Afghanistan and everal rative
States from which our Indian other ranks receive correspondence.
I have been a reader of the \YrRE for a number of years, but
cannot remember this suggestion being put forward before.
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) W. DAY, Corporal
(A/Lance Sergeant) .
TOTICE.-Officer's wife (Regular Army) highly recommends
Children's Kur ery Home. Excellent governess, ideal home for
children of officers abroad who wish to leave their children in
England.
Prospectus and all particulars to ;\1iss DEANE,
Woodforde House, 29, Cantelupe Road, Be.xhill-on- ea, ussex.
(Advert.)

Corps News-Officers
MOVES1\lajor G. Rooker from Aldershot Command Signal Company to
" A " Corps Signals, Aldershot.
l\Iajor R. C. Instrall, from S.T.C. to War Office (S.D.6.).
Lieutenant-Colonel C. J . Aston (R. of 0 .) to Woolwich (Engr.
and ignal tores).
Captain P. Jennings (R. of 0.) to orthern Command ignal
Company, York.
Captain W. S. Wasey (R. of 0.) to A/Adjutant, ~ions Barracks,
Aldershot.
B
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aptain H . D. Orr (Ret. Pay) to orthern Ireland Signal
Company, Belfa t .
aptam W . D. Horniman from York to S.T.C., Catterick.
Lieutenant T. E. Dobson from R.W.A.F. F . to S.T .C., Catterick
Camp.
Lieutenant I. F. :\leiklejohn from atterick to E. and ignals
Board, London.

htracts from " The London Gazette "
[War Office, 18/6/37)
ROYAL IGNALS-R. OF 0.
Captain A. T. J . Beard, from .R. of 0. to be Captain, i / 4/ 37,
retaining hi pre ent seniority.
UPPLE:\IENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL IGNALS.
Captain \\'. E . Chinn to receive p . and a. of hi - rank , 1/4/37.
Lieutenant H. A. Penn to be Captain, 1/4/37.
[\ ar Office, 22 /6/37 .)
REGULAR ARMY- ESTABLISHMENTS.
In pn. Dept. E. & ignal Stores- Lieutenant-Colonel . J .
A ton, :-.1.c., R. of 0., to be A t. In pr. (Cl. CC), 10/6/37.
TERRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL IGNALS.
Lieutenant-Colonel and Brevet-Colonel G. Bray, M.c .. T.D.,
D /C.. 0., for T.A. duties :Northern Command, reti r s on
completion of tenure and retains his rank with permission
to wear the prescribed uniform, 23/6/37 .
42nd (E.L.) Divi ional ignals. 2nd Lieutenant T. S. K .
Andr ew to be Lieutenant, 2 /4/37.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-RESERVE.
49t h (V1'.R.) Divisional Signals.
Lieutenant-Colonel and
Brevet-Colonel H. McLaren, D.S.o., M.c., T.D., (supern.)
from Active List to be Lieutenant-Colonel and BrevetColonel 23o6o37.
[War Office, 25/6/37)
:REGULAR ARMY-ESTABLISHMENTS.
Capt ain E. J. H . Moppett to be Instr. Sch. of Sigs. (Cl. CC),
13/6/37.
R OYAL SIGNALS.
Captain E. J. H. :\Ioppett is seconded whilst empld. as Instr.
Sch. of Sigs .. 13/6/37.
T ERRITORIAL AR!IIY- ROYAL SIGNALS.
T he L ondon Corps Signals. 2nd Lieutenant L . F . W. Salmon
t o be Lieutenant, 9/6/37, 2nd Lieutenant W . H. Sansom to
be Lieutenant , 13/6/37.
Var Office, 29/6/37)
REGULAR AR:-.1Y .
Colonel (temp. Brigadier) R. Chenivix T rench, o.B.E., M.C.,
relinquishes the a p pt. of D.D.S.D. (S.), War Office and the
temp. ra nk of Brigadier, 30/6/37.
Colonel R . CheneYi..x Trench on ceasing to be empld . is placed
on h.p .. 30/6/37.
[War Office, 2f7/37]
REGULAR ARMY--COMMANDS AND STAFF.
Colonel G. G. Ra'-".son, O.B.E., M.c., h.p., to be D.D.S.D. (S.),
W ar Office, and is granted the temp. rank of Brig. whilst so
empld., 30/6/37.
Maj or W. . Tryyell, vacates appt. as G.S.0 .3, War Office,
1/3/37 .
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS.
2nd Lieutenant W. E . Chisnall to be Lieutenant. 27/6/37.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS .
5 1st (H ) D ivisional Signals. P.A . Dewar t o be 2nd Lieutenant,
3/7/37.
[War Office, 6/7/37)
REGULAR ARMY-R OYAL SIGNALS.
Captain W. D. McGregor, o .B.E., is .seconded wh ilst empld.
witJ:t the British Mili~ Mission, Egypt, 5/6/37.
Captain D . C. P. Hall 1s seconded whilst holding t he appt. of
Asst. Ordnance Consulting Officer for India, 7/6/37.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS.
43rd (W) Divisional Signals.
The underment ioned 2nd
Lieutenants, to be. Lieutenants: W . S. G. E dgecumbe,
9 3/37, H. \\.Fenwick, 25/4/37; G. K. S. Edwards, 19/5/37.
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LWar Office, 9/7/37]
REG I. AR RMY R. OF 0 . -ROYAL SIGNALS.
The undermentioned having attained the age limit of liability
to recall, cease to belqng to the R. of 0 . : Major C. F.
IIargreave ', 9/5/37 , Lieutenant H . G. McConnell. 12/5/37.
SUPPLEMENTARY l ESERVE- ROYAL SIGNALS.
A. D . Carrctl e to be 2nd Lieutenant, 10/7/37.
[India Office, 9/7/37)
INDIAN ARMY.
Major (Quarterm aster) Sp ecial List of Quarterma ters, Royal
ignals, I.A., retires, 1/7/37.
COMMA DS AND TAFF.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. B. D. H. Foot, Royal Signals, vacated
the a ppt. of .S.O .. 20/5/37.
Lieutenant-Colonel T. B . Gravely, Royal Signals, to be C.S.O.,
20/5/37 .
[W a r Office, 13/7 /37]
TERRITORIAL RMY- ROYAL SIGNALS.
rst A.A. Divi ional Signals. E. F. F. White to be 2n<l
Lieutenant, 14/7/37.
[War Office, 20/7/37]
REGULAR ARMY- ROYAL SIGNALS.
Captain \ ¥. F. H. Herdon retires on an Indian Pension,
21/7/37.
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE- ROYAL SlGNALS.
2nd Lieutenant J. l\l. ~[clntyre to be Lieutenant, 4/7/37 .
TERRITORIAL RMY- ROYAL SIGNALS.
44th (H .C.) Divi ional Signals. Captain H . M. Rand to be
Iajor, 1/7/37.
REGULA R R. OF 0.- ROYAL SIGNALS.
Lieutenant-Colonel F. Booth having attained the age limit of
liability to recall ceases to belono- to the R. of 0., 21/7/37._
Lieutenant W . K. Carroll, from .R. of 0. to be Captam,
9/7/37.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequeat Ame1Mimeat1.
[The figures in the last column indicate the pages in the " Corps
Promotion Roster " (published in April, 1936) on which
the respective names may be found . This information cannot, of course, be given in the case of Lance Corporals
appointed ince that date.)
Promoted Warrant Officer, Class II (Foreman of Signals
Quartermaster-Sergeant).
2312362 C.Q.1\1.S. (F. of S.) Paterson T . . .
14/2/37
9
Promoted C.Q.M.S.
16
2309337 , ergeant Wright D . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29/3/37
Promoted Sergeant.
6/3/37
2316925 L /Sergeant :\Iay J. . .. . . ... . . . .
*6907860 L / ergeant Field E. . ... ..... .. . 13/3/37
L
/Sergeant
Ward
E
...
.
........
.
15/3/37
2310903
*2312808 L /Sergeant Brazier R. ...... .. . . 2 4/3/37
2554430 L/Sergeant Adams M. . . . ...... . 31 /3/3 7
Appointed Lance Sergeant.
2314n8 Corporal Warman E. . . . . . . . . . . 29/3/37
Promoted Corporal.
2/3/37
59
758130 L /Corporal Brown G . . .... ... .. . .
59
2/3/37
2321518 L /Corporal Kunath F . . . ...... . .
L
/Corporal
Marshall
H
.
...
.
...
.
.
.
59
9/3/37
2320051
59
778624 L /Corporal Parsons K. .... .. ... . 10/3/37
59
2317596 L/Corporal Dale M. . . .. ....... . 13/3/37
59
2924889 L /Corporal Steele ] . . ..... . .... . 22/3/37
59
740032 L /Corporal Govey W. . . . ..... . . 23/3 /37
. .. .... . 23/3/37
59
2314202 L /Corporal Simpson T.
59
2321221 L /Corporal Jackson A. . ........ . 24/3/37
59
2320851 L /Corporal Hesford ] . . . . .... . . . 24/3/37
59
2319892 L /Corporal Chambers T. G ...... . 28/3/37
59
2314013 L /Corporal Robertson ] . . ...... . 29/3/37
60
2312307 L/Corporal lleat M . . ... . ...... . 29/3/37
60
2320300 L /Corporal Taylor C. K. ....... . 30/3/37
60
23 17 1 74 L/Corporal Tant A. H .. . ..... . . . 30/3/37
* Special R oster.

UGUST
2318293
-6138314
2323037
2320330
2321463
2317767
4191t90
2318383
2320200
2323084
2323023
2322008
2323319
23r3545
2323108
7341900
2320628
23I7688
2320671
23I5386
232n rr
2320176
745775
2563721
2317305
2321493
2563409
2309685
1857022
2306464
6905950
2303979
6453038
*1 414605
231 3948
2309353
2310321
3185128
2317210
67u171
2317190
2320726
232013 3
2320203
2320216
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L/Corporal Davies W.
31/3/37
L/Corporal Stares A.
1/4/37
Appointed Lance Corporal.
Sig nalman Linton J .... . ..... .. . u/7/36
Signalman Verlander F. . ...... . 13/10/36
Signalma n Ball R . . .......... . 8/12/36
Signal ma n Cam E . . .......... . 9/12/36
ignalman Williams 0.
. ... . .. .
l /1/37
Signa lman Boulter G. . ........ .
I / 1/37
Signa lman Gibbon R. .. . . . . . . . .
1/1/37
Signalman Pullinger C.
. ...... .
1/ 1/37
Signalman Cox J. . ..... . . ... .. . 5/1/37
Signalman Terry F. . ... . . . .... .
5/ 1/37
Signalman Bell J . . .. . .... . . . . . .
5/1/37
Signalman Robertson \V.
. ...•.
8/1/37
Signalman Tyler G. . ..... . . ... .
8/1/37
Signalman r aik J. . . . . . . . . . . . . rn/r /37
Signalman Walker T. . . . . ..... . 12/1/37
Signalman Beard H.. ..... . . •... . 12/I/37
Signalman Greaves G. . . ... . ... . 15/1 /37
Signalman Addis W.
. ... . . . . . . 18/ 1/37
Signalman Parry D ............ . 25/1/37
Signalman Pilkington H ...... . . . 26/1/37
Signalman White E. . .......... . 28/ I /37
Signalman Scriven T . . . . . .... . . 28/1 /37
Signalman Williams L.
..... . . . 28/1 /37
Signalman Buscall R. . .. . ..... . 29/I/37
ignalman Barlow J. . . ....... . 31 /1/37
Discharged.
C.S.M. Tracey J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28/6/37
C.S.M. Prebble F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/6/37
C.Q.M.S. Batchelor J. . . . . . . . . . . 21/6/37
Sergeant Walsh W . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1/6/37
Sergeant Ramsden H . . . . . . . . . . .
5/6/37
Sergeant Rose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6/6/37
Sergeant Stevens :\1. . . . . . . . . . . . .
7/6/37
Sergeant Tinsley E. . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/6/37
Sergeant Schofield ] . . . . . . . . . . . 39/6/37
Corporal Gray H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24/5/37
Corporal roble G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12/6/37
Corporal Ward F. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 23/6/37
Corporal Fox S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20/6/37
Corporal Cowe J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29/6/37
L /Corporal Peart A. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16/6/37
Transferred to Army Reserve.
L /Corporal Parri R.
. . . . . . . . . . 22/6/37
L/Corporal Belton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23/6/37
L/Corporal Ri chards ] . . . . . . . . . 24/6/37
*Special Roster.
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OFFICERS
. . • of The Royal Corps of
Signals can only have confidence
in their outfitter if they have th•
knowledge t hat garmcnu arc cut
by craftsmen, made by tailors
skilled in mili tary work, and
materials of the highest standard.
T hese are guaranteed you when
your kit is produced by ALKIT, se
t hat you have full satisfaction .

SER VICE DRESS
PATROL AND MESS DRESS
OVERSEAS OUTFITS
FULL DRESS
(for Sale or Hire)

7.

15

14
20
22
18
74
20

SEND
FOR
COMPLETE
MILITARY
CATALOGUE

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, W.C.2
(T.W. J
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Plain Tales
Some Curious lncidents.- Flitting hither and thither as is my
wo~t. I found my elf once more at Bulford, though this time on
busm~ss bent.
certam largely-constructed gentleman with a
Scottish accent and no con cience related an incident that, he
say.s, took p lace in 3rd Divi ional Signals. You may care to
believe 1t. The Orderly Officer inspected the Guard and ordered
them to march off. The Guard Commander, thinking, no doubt,
of the feather bed he wou ldn't see that night, marched off with
his men, rifles at the slope. Opposite the Orderly Officer he
shouted." Eyes 1i~ht, " and threw up a magnificent salute, the
tips of his fingers Just touching the right edge of the pea k of the
cap. (Small Arms Training.) At the exact moment that he
ordered" Eyes front," he remembered the Rifle, S.11.L.E., :\Iark
III. star, on his shoulder, a nd flushed a deep maroon. (Allowa nce Re.gs., Vol. IV.) He was not, however, permitted to creep
away with it. "Halt," shouted the 0.0 . "What the dickens
do you mean by saluting with your cap when you've got a rifle
on your head ? "
reproof richly deserved . Or, perhap , I
mea1;1 rych. "Which shows that t hings are changing in the
Service these da.ys. r ?t very long ago I heard of a ergeant
who w~nt to Sabsbury .m flannel trousers a nd a ports jacket, a
very picture of athletic manhood, the effect being somewhat
marred b y the Cap, S.D .. stiff, he ch os to wear. Great E lmes
from litt le acorns never grow (E.R., Part 6, Chap. 9.)

Then there was the case of the officer who arrived in the lines
with one minute to spare for an important parade. He was
wearing no tie. His brother officer very sportingly offered to
remove their ties also, in order to preserve uniformity. There
wa a RO\\' ET seems.
witching to the :\Iidlands with light-hearted carelessness, one
hears of a T ... officer seated on his charger in front of a parade,
bursting with patriotism and esprit de corps. Came the order,
"Officers will draw swords." He tugged and tugged and tugged,
and finally, with a flourish that nearly unseated him, he waved
aloft a sword complete with scabbard. \Yas h is face red ?
One more, as you are beginning to :fidget. Fred Clarke enlisted
in the Royal Signal , T.A., at Binningham. ometime later he
went on his holidays to Germany. A man wearing a replica of
the Royal ignals cap badge in his lapel approached. " Excuse
me," he aid, "I ee you are a member of the Royal Signal ."
Both glanced involuntarily at their badge . " Yes," replied
Fred. " :\fy name is Fred Clarke. What's yours ? "
"Fred Clarke," was the unexpected reply.
uriou ?
w-..:J
Ukann Larfe Gets Moving.- A gu ty, moonless, rain-soaked
night. A night into which one would have hesitated to kick a
dog or e,·en one's late sergeant-major. A fitful wind moaned
through the dark wood and the raindrops fell from sodden trees,
beating a mi erable tattoo on the dead leaves.
kann Lade
pulled his cap closer over his eyes and peered into the blackness.
·with any luck he should find what he was looking for to-night.
~Iiles behind him on the h ill- ide he could see, if he turned round,
of course, the twinkling lights of Haggis Castle. Beyond that
was Kilmarnock with more twinkling lights, twinkling even more
than usual because the Chief Engineer at the Power tation.
Eddie l\IcHooter, was amu ing his small son in the switch -room
while ?.Irs. :\lei-looter was at the picture . ' ot that it matten;
to us. Vole j u t thought w 'd men tion it.
kann Larfe su ddenly froze.into immob-imobill-stood still
and sl id his hand slowly int o t he pocket of hi m ackinto h . Two
men were coming stealiltily dow n the footpath and would pa
very clo e to the waiting detective. A t hey ca me nearer he
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heard their YOJtC.. He gra ped hi revolver firmly. Judging the
distance carefully the fearle detective stepped out from behind
the tree. "O.K.
tick 'em up, boy ,"he said.
A w1ft glance pa. cd between the two men, and, as though
by a pre-arranged ignal, they sprang aside to right and left.
Ukann fired blindly and the bullet whistled harm! ·sly into the
wood . A little bell in th di ·tance announced that he had won a
cigar, but he wa · too busy to gh-e it a ,.)Cond thought. The two
men were upon him with a bound, but the wiry detective wa
ready. Twi ting like an eel, he suddenly leapt forward and
. ma. hed his revolver into the face of the nearest man, felling
him to the ground, where he gasped once and died. Then he
prang to meet the other, who was advancing with a gl ittering
kmfe in hi hand. 1'ot for nothing wa
kann known a "Dead
Eye." He fired from the hip and his adversary reamed with
pain a the bullet tore through hi wri t.
kann gra ped him
by the ankle with one incredibly powerful hand, wung him
round hi head and flung the terror-. tricken man into the topmo t branches of a near-by tree.
" That makes seven," he said wearily.
" \\llat makes even?" asked a well-known voice.
kann turned slowly to gaze into the muzzles of three or four
hea"y revoker held in the steady hand of the " Hooker."
DO JQT W AIT FOR A. OTHER DEMA D .
0-..0

Brain storm Dept.-Th ere is no particular reason why I
hould \\Tite any more thi month, but an uncanny intuition, a
ort of second sight, tells me that you would be charmed to hear
about yet another invention on which I am working. The
I.C.I. and the .E.E., to say nothing, or at any rate not very
m uch, of the N . .A.F.I., Y.M.C.A., i .S.P.C.C., R.A.0.B. and
Uncle Alfred, are training every ner e to secure the patent
rights. Spies are on every hand. Some are even on foot, and
one at least is thought to be on a bicycle.
Rather than weary you with a long technical description of
my new apparatus, which you wouldn't understand, anyway,
I ha,·e drawn three sketches. Two of these, I have torn up. The
other one, I shall burn to-morrow or maybe the next day.
And now, as it is nearly Augu t, I mu t rush off to the seaside.
Do not bother to buy the eptember \ YJRE.
BARLEUX.

Corps Athletics.
Northern Counties Athletics.-A most successful :i\Ieeting was
held at Bradford on 26th June, on the hottest day of the year.
ignals entries were mainly in the Junior events and the results
were most excellent. ln the discus throw, both Boys Bosten
and Billett broke last year's record in gaining first and second
places. Results: D1sccs--Boy Bosten (winner), 1 rg ft. 2 in. ;
Boy Billett (second), 117 ft. 8! in. JAVELIN-Boy Finnegan
(third), 127 ft. in.
tandard ;\ledals were gained by the following : Corporal Boy
Roberts (880 yards), Boy Bennett (High Jump) and Boy Finnegan
(Discus).
Army Athletics.-To end up a succes ful athletic season, the
entrants in the Young Soldiers' and Boys' events in the Army
Athletics, held on 9th and 10th July, did exceptionally well.
Boy Billett, in putting the 12 lb. weight 40 ft. 4 in., made a
considerable impression. The results speak for themselves:
YOUNG SOLDIERS' EVENTS.
100 Yards.-1st, Signalman Barr;ett, 10.3 sec.
o Yards.-2nd, Corporal Boy Roberts.
Javelin.-20d, Signalman Adams, 154 ft. 5 in. ; 3rd, Boy
Finnegan, 122 ft. 4 in.
Discus. -rst, ignalman Smith.
ENLISTED Bovs' EVENTS.
Weight. -1st, Boy Billett, 40 ft. 4 in.
Di.cus.-1st, Boy Billett, 115 ft. st in.; 3rd, Boy Finnegan,
104 f t. I in.
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VISIT O F HER ROYAL HIGHNESS, THE PRINCESS ROYAL, G. B.E., COLONEL-IN-CHIEF,
OF SIGNALS, TO ALDERSHOT, ON 21st JUNE, 1937
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In addition, Boy Athow gained 4th place in the Boys' 22
Yard Race, and the Weight.
A.A.A. Junior Athletic Championships.-These championships
unfortunately clashed with the final day of the Army Meeting,
which prevented a full entry being ent to the White City. Boy
Bosten, who was cho en to represent the orthern Counties in.
the discu throw, was able to attend, and gained a Standard Medal
with a throw of I I 5 ft.
(Signed) T. W . BOILEAU, Captain, R.Signals,
Officer i/c Athletics, S.T.C.

Corps Tennis.
ROYAL SIG 'AL VERSUS R.A., ALDERSHOT.
Played at Officers' Club, Aldershot.
Captain L. C. Boyd and Lieutenant G. Tucker (Royal Signals)
lost to Lieutenant J . \V. James and Lieutenant P. T. Brown
(R.A.), 5-7, 6-8; Lieutenant H. A. Dundus and Lieutenant
J. D. Dickson, 6-3. 2
, 4-6. Beat Lieutenant J . ulivan.
and Lieutenant R. E. Mercer, 6-z, 6-3.
Lieutenant P. 0. J. r icholson and Lieutenant P. A. Watts
(Royal Signals), beat Lieutenant J. W. James and Lieutenant
P. T. Brown (R.A.), 4-6, 6-r, 6-3. Lost to Lieutenant J .
Sulivan and Lieutenant R. E. 1-'lercer, 4-6, 4-6. The score in
the game against Lieutenant H . A. Dundas and Lieutenant J. D.
Dickson was 2-6, 3- 4 when rain stopped pl211y.
Lieutenant T. C. V. tephenson and Lieutenant A. H. Boyle
(Royal Signals), lost to Lieutenant J. Sulivan and Lieutenant
R. E. ::Vlercer (R.A.), 3-6, 4-6; Lieutenant H . A. Dundas and
Lieutenant J. D. Dickson, 2-6, 1- 6. The score in the game
against Lieutenant J. W . James and Lieutenant P. T. Brown
was 3-6 when rain stopped play.
Result : R.A. 5, Royal Signals 2, with 2 matches unfinished
owing to rain.
(Signed) P. 0. J. ICHOLSON, Lieutenant R.Signals,
Hon. Secretary,, Corps Tennis.

Reproduced by kind permission
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Visit of the Indian Signal Corps' Coronation Troops
to the Cable Works of Standard Telephones
and Cables

t

I

Mr. M. A. Bullock, of Standard Telephones and Cables,
enthusiastically welcomed the suggestion that the party of
Indian officers and other ranks of the Indian Signal Corps over
for the Coronation should be shown some impressive manufacturing process connected with their technical work and
selected the Company 's Cable and Valve Works at Woolwicb as
the most suitable for the purpose . The War Office and India
Office agreed and the visit was arranged for Friday, 7th May.
Unfortunately, Subadar Sowar Khan was ill, but the other
three Indian officers and the four Signalmen went with
Lieutenant-Colonel Yule, Lieutenant R. C. Yule and Lance
Corporal Garnett. The party was met by Mr. Bullock at orth
Woolwich and taken over the cable factory. They saw a multicore cable being built up through the succession of machines
until it reached the presses where the lead sheathing is put on.
The operation of this machine is difficult to follow until one is
taken apart, but was clearly explained and fully understood
by the whole party. In the first photograph the sheathed
cable is seen coming out of the press over a roller into a cooling
tank, and being wound on the wooden drum to the right.
The sun then came out and the photographer insisted on
making the most of his opportunity. As we went out the first
thing seen was a familiar round, smiling face, that of Dyke,
late of the " B " Corps Signal Pack Wireless Section. He is seen
talking to Lieutenant-Colonel Yule in the second photograph.
A move was then made to lunch. This took some time, and the
young visitors did full justice to the variety of fish, fowl, sweets
and fruit, a change, as they said, from the haversack rations of
their other trips.
After lunch the intricate processes involved in the building up
of valves, particularly those of high power, were followed through
and explained. This was a contrast, in its minute detail and
delicacy, to the heavy work seen in the morning. A 5-kilowatt
valve was under test (the man testing it had served in the Corps).
In the last picture Mr. Frost is seen explaining the make-up and
details of a 5-kilowatt valve as u ed by the B.B.C. Empire
Station.
Before leaving the party had tea and l\-Ir. \Vhite, very
courteously, sent up Hetherington, late Lance Corporal of " B "
Corps Signals, to see his friends.
The Indian officers particularly wanted to walk under the
Thames, so the party went by the tunnel from ·woolwich Arsenal
Station to Waterloo and back, and so home to Hampton Court.
They were much impressed by what they saw and took away
some idea of the complexities of modern manufacture. Their
grasp of the processes was made all the easier by the painstaking
interpreting of Lieutenant Yule and Lance Corporal Garnett.
Our be t thanks are due to Standard Telephones aud Cables
for their hospitality, and for their kindne-s in making the visit
possible, particularly to Mr. Bullock for his great personal
interest in all the details, not lea t in ensuring suitable catering
for his Indian visitors. His genial welcome, as well a that given
by all the staff at orth \Voolwich, the Indian officer and
Signalmen will long remember.

On Operations with Waziristan Divisional
Signals.
(3)

Left to right- Ex-Signalman Dyke, Lance Corporal Garnett, Lieutenant-Colonel Yule, Lieutenant
Yule, Mr. Bullock , Subadar Jiwan Singh and the rest of the party.
(4)

Mr. Frost explaining a 5 k.w. valve.

The nit returned to Dera Ismail Khan on I 7th January from
Mir Ali, their Headquarters during the Khai ora Operations.
Everyone was glad to get back to the old home, but the older and
wiser heads saw vi ions of more wars to come in the near future.
Con equently, everything was in read iness for a quick move.
Events p rior to this a rc narrated for the benefit of tho e whose
inter st in Wazdi tsigs never wane . On i 2th April the Hoyal Air
Force from Ambala passed t hrough Dera. lsmail Khan on t heir
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way to Manzai . The road between \\"ana and ::\Ianza1 was th
scene of tribal lawlessness, culminating in the attack on the
convoy on 9th April, thus necessitating the presence of the Air
Force at Manzai. During the attack on the convoy this Unit
had the great misfortune to Jose two of its newest members,
Corporal Turner and Signalman Davies. They had been with us
for only a few weeks and were extremely popular. Our heartfelt
sympathy goes out to those near and dear to them. Signalman
Bowkett was very severely wounded, but is now well on the road
to recovery. Signalmen Bowkett, McKenna and Bartlett went
through an experience never to be forgotten.
Apropos the passing of the Air Force through to . lanzai,
a warm letter of thanks was received by our Commanding
Officer from Ambala for the kind trnatment and generous
welcome afforded them during their brief visit. It is occurrences
like this that strengthen the bond of friendship that has always
existed between Wazdistsigs and the R.A.F. After the Shahur
Tangi attack on the convoy the tribesmen decided to divert
their unwelcome attention to the main roads between Dera Ismail
Khan and Bannu, Tank and Manzai. The latter road includes
the Bain Pass. As a result of their continued lawlessness in the
above area, armoured cars were used to patrol the roads and
curb the activities of the tribesmen. A Section of five armoured
cars was stationed in the Fort at Dera Ismail Khan. Their duties
were a trifle unpleasant, as the weather was decidedly warm,
and the wily tribesmen took good care to avoid contact with such
formidable adversaries. The tanks were out at all hours of the
day and night, but their scouting met with no opposition from
the enemy.
The presence of tribesmen in the area made it necessary for
the Unit to send out two mobile W /T detachments (C.l.P.
Wireless Sets in 30-cwt. Unit lorries). One W/T detachment
acted as a communication link for the armoured cars and cavalry
employed in patrolling the Bain Pass, but this link was only
necessary for two days, as the tribesmen moved towards Tajuri
and Tank after having raided one or two villages en youte. The
W/T detachment proceeded to Bannu. where the Set was handed
over to "A" Corps Signals. The other W/T detachment was
attached to the cavalry, the Scinde Horse, at Tajuri. On the
third day the cavalry made contact with the enemy and routed
them . The detachment, having performed their duty, returned
to Dera Ismail Khan. A further W /T link was established
at :Manzai (a C.l.P. Set operating on 11/W) . This was very
necessary at this stage owing to the large number of troop
present at Manzai.
An event, historical in the records of vVazdistsigs, was the
transportation of Signalmen Byron and Harrison by air from
Manzai to \Vana. The former, in his capacity as an I. 1.,
was required to repair instruments at \Vana, and the latter was
joining \Vana Signal Section on posting. Signalman Byron
returned to Manzai by the same method, and the Unit is now
wondering if he proposes to write for Ace H igli or !'opulaY
Aviation in the near future. After weeks of speculation and
unfounded rumours, the nit was again ordered to move, this
time to Do a.Hi Fort, a Scouts' Post on the central Waziristan
road. The advance party. under Major :\l. Duncan, left Dera
ismail Khan on 5th May via Bannu, halting for the night at
i\1ir Ali, where we were very kindly treated by the 1st Indian
Divisional ignal .
The party left l\-Iir Ali on the morning of the 6th, arriving at
Dosalli at noon. They were accommodated in ide the Fort and
soon established a Si=al Office. The main party, under the
Commanding Officer, Major R. L . l. Ro enberg, left Dera Ismail
Khan on the th and trayelled by the ame route as the advance
party. The Unit travelled as far as Pezu e corted by armoured
cars. Beyond that point and on to Bannu the convoy was
unaccompanied. E1i -route to Bannu we pas eel the Unit horses
and mules bound for Dosalli. They had quite a long trek before
them-a matter of 140 mile or s<r-but, as they always trek to
Razmak and back in normal times, no one had cause to worry.
On the 9th the nit convoy wa attached to the main convoy
from Mir Ali to Do alli Leavin!? at q a.m., Dosalli was reached
at n a .m after an uneventful journey. Between Tai and
D;i.mdil the considerable damage done to the G.T.D. lines was
apparent. Poles were bent, broken and twisted, wires cut and
in several case mile of cable were mi ing. How the tribe men
managed to inflict uch damage will always remain a myst ry;
a telephone pole take · a lot of bending and quite a deal of time
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morning. Transport to Kach Camp wa.<; carried out by ~LT.,
but to Coronation Camp it was performed by mule and camel.
H.Q. Detachment, under Lieutenant E. J. . Harrison, marched
in record time from Kach to Coron::ttion. (Corporal Bill A<llington
says that Nurmi could not have bettered the time.) ,\fter
spending the night at Coronation, H.Q .. less the detachment
at the latter camp under Lieutenant Deakin, moved forward to
Ghariom Camp.
On arrival at Ghariom, H.Q. soon had the Signal Office going
and took over from " Tocolsigs." Being camped outside the
perimeter, we " dug down•• our tents. This had its advantages as
well as disadvantages. A terrific storm, of both hail and rain,
completely swamped us out on the 24th. ,·othing could have
kept the rain out, and soon the tents were miniature lakes.
Bedding and baggage floated about everywhere. Led by the
Commanding Officer, all ranks got down to it and soon had
everything back, as far as it was possible, to normal. The cold
wind and wet were well and truly counteracted by that old
standby, hot tea and rum. The aftermath of the storm was mud,
mud and more mud. In spite of the conditions and the trying
time, communications were maintained throughout, a performance which reflects great credit on all concerned.
On the 27th " Toco!," with a detachment of H.Q., \\'azdivsigs
under ;\lajor R. L. M. Rosenberg, moved up the Shaktu Valley
to Arsal Kot, the lair of the Faqir of Ipi. The Operation was
completely successful and his lair is no more. The march up the
valley and back took four days, and the column returned to
Ghariom, tired, but with the knowledge of a job well done.
The return to Dosalli was accomplished in one day, the 30th ;
H.Q., \\·azdivsigs, were camped outside the Fort on this occasion,
the Fort being occupied by the 1st Indian Divi ional ignals.
On 2nd June H .Q., \ Yazdivsigs, moved to Razmak via Razani
by ;\1.T. convoy, the first in a couple of months. _En route to

{.

I. " GHARIOM CAMP."
Mud eve rywhere. Ou r Lines after the storm.
2. " GHARIOM LIDO. "
Where Lieutenant E. J. C. Harrison , our Adjutant, had his
" bivvy."
3. GHARIOM CAMP.
Look ing up the Shaktu .

(I)

Press~~ ;'hi~ the lea~ sheath is put over the cable. To the left of the party- Lieutenant R C
·
earest t e earne r.a- Lance Corporal Garnett. Both without hats.
· ·

1

(2) Left to right- Signa lman Kulwant s· h S b d
M ·
~ a ar a1Nor. Panchanadan, Subadar Major Jiwan
Singh, Signalman Lorash Khan Signalm mg
•
a n h an ura_ngan
a1du , Subadar Ram Singh, Signalman
6as eshar Singh.

M

to uproot, but when about ten miles or o of permanent line is
damaged we wonder if the tribe men undergo a Vocational Gour e
of destrnction. They certainly achieve 1rreat re. nit .
A hard day's work by all ranks and we were ready for anything ;
being accommodated inside the Fort at Do a\li certainly
lightened the work for everyone. " Toco! " Brigade, the veterans
of thi war, arrived at Dosalli on the th. Seeing them arrive,
it was hard to believe that th y had been " out in the bl ue "
without a break from t he comrr.encement of hostilities. The
veterans of B iche Kashkai looked remarkably fit and cheerful.
oon old friend had gathered together again and competition
was keen for the Grippers' hield. " Toco! " can certainly take
it, but they can a lso hand it out. After a few days at Dosalli
'' Toco! " advanced to Dosal Ii illage and Kach Camp wa
established. T ho next stage was the advance to Coronation
a mp, where a Signal Office wa erected. On the 2_nd May
"Tocolsigs" handed over to a detachment of H.Q., Wazdivsigs,
at Coronation Camp; H.Q. had moved ou t via K ach that

" MUGS."

" TOCOLSIGS."
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HOME STATIONS /
r

3RD DIVISIONAL SIGNALS.

BULFORD CAMP

~IGNAL TRAINING CENTREN~
School of Signals.
General.-The shooting season has terminated and the
personnel of this Company have left those elusive little hunks of
cardboard until another year. There has come into existence a
Rew and greater interest. Catalogues are arriving daily, gaudily
<:overed with the usual pictures of ravishing things disporting
themselves gaily upon impossibly yellow sand . Hardened
topers are to be' seen brooding mournfully over a cup of tea, and
nightly, after" Lights out," there is the sound of money dropping
into socks. In short, furlough is upon us. There are some who
aspire to trips to the sea for the parole period ; some even toy
with the idea of a holiday in France. With regard to the latter,
we think that the French were feeling humorous when they
decided to have an International Exhibition.
In common with many others, we have no such lofty aspirations, but merely want to return to comparative civilisation for a
short while, there to sleep, eat and, of course, drink.
The Unit Tennis Tournament is in full swing ; we manage to
play a match once in a while between showers, and hope to hold
the finals some time before summer is over.
We congratulate the following : Sergeant Bird R. H. A. on
extending to complete twelve years with the Colours. Signalman ·
McCann on receiving approval for his transfer to the R.A.P.C.
Signalmen Hodg on, Bond, Kerr and Lee on attaining the fir t
step towards the Field-Marshal's baton.

s.o.s.

Sergeants' Mess.

I. Machine Gun Post, 'oosalli Fort.
S. Camp Dosalli. fome of the lads.

2. Armoured Cars, The Fort, D.l.Khan.
4. The Lines Again.
6. The road to Razmak, near Razani.

Razmak a ". T ?etachment was !~ft at Razaoi, as quite a large
camp was established there. The JOurney t o Razmak was quit e
u_n~ventfu l , although t he G.T.D. lines were completely destroyed.
Ev1d~oce o.f the tribc:smen's flair for destruction was again
plentiful, milestones being added to the list of wantonness.
. Our arrival at Razmak was heralded by crowds of troops,
c1v1hans, and even the patients of the hospital who were able
to walk. Cameras clicked ever ywhere t o record the arrival of
the only convoy for weeks. Razmak had been cut off for several
w<.-eks, an~ the arrival of ou r convoy meant that the road would
now remam op~n. Contrary to custom, H.Q., Wazdivsigs, are
under canvas m Lower Camp on the 7th Field Ambulance
Parade Ground. Since our arrival we have taken over communications and established a Signal Office.
" Hazcol "
"Toco!" and a large part of H .Q., Wazdivsigs, are" out in the

A month of activity has just ended and, in spite of fickle
weather, we have managed several good shows.
A full house was the order on the occa ion of our whist drive
and dance held on 19th June. All voted the show a huge succes_.
It is surprising to see the number of trong men who relish ice
<:roam. ] ack Barlow has invented a new refreshment, but, as
letters patent are pending, we cannot spill the beans at present.
On 14th June tho Me played the Junior r· .. O.s and men
of the Unit at tenni . A win was recorded by 92 games to 57.
One of our members could not get used to th" idea of doubles,
so his partner was able to have a rest mo t of the time.
On 20th ] une we entertained the Training Battalion Me
to tennis, tea and games. A most enjoyable time wa had by all.
Bill Morgan provided the teas and over one hundred sat down.
A golf cour o was provided and record scores were ret urned.
" Spud" Murphy's 47 for t~e J holes called for the salt. cellar
until omeono came along with a 36. He wa pre. ented with the
<:ruet. We won the tennis (score , 92 games to 56).
Unfortu nately, the indoor athletes from the Training Battalion
were u nable to muster a team, so we loaned t hem a few. Where
are t he" Aubreys" a nd t he" Tiny " these days ?
A welcome v isitor the other day was Paddy Dunphy. The
same old Paddy revived the game of phat.

3. Dosall i Fort, Mai n Gat e.
7. Unit Convoy at Mir Ali.

blue," again on Operations. All comm unication forward to
columns is being carried out by us ; the exception is Razani and
Dera Ismail Khan. "A" Corps Signals are "working back."
The Corps are camped just opposite us in the R.A . lines.
It may be of interest to old Wazd istites to know that every
available wireless set in the district is in use, and our" little bit "
towards maintain ing communications in this war bas to be
seen to be appreciated. A detachment of Kohat District Signals
has been with us since 8th May, and a more wholehearted, cheery
crowd could not be found. " Kohdist " may well be proud of
their quota to tho war . Sergeant Lemon and h is lads have
certainly pulled their weight. Ono of our mobile W /T detachments is constantly employed on road protection d uty with t he
R.P. troops a nd is out nearly every day. Just a nother of ourduties, which keep us fully employed.

1

\Ve welcome Lance Sergeant Bush to the ~fess on promotion·
Also congratulations to Sergeant Inglis on dispensing "ith the
Lance.
" Basher" Glaze has decided to stay with us for another year.
The standard of dart throwing should, therefore, continue to
improve, despite the need of a soap box.
Dave Summerville sends his salaams to all old School folks.
He can still put over a breezy nautical yarn.
Shipping News: Sergeant Finney has been provisionally
warned for India.
Things We'd Like to Know.-\.Vho is" Ernie" the policeman'
\Vhen is he going to invest in a flying bed tead and become
urmi II ?
Cao one ha e the same rissoles for b reakfast after having
already eaten them for supper the p revious night ?
The price of a typewriter that is mechanically cap_able of
mo\-;ng from one office to another a t the sound of a whistle, or
one that does not make mistakes.
What an owner should do when his thief-proof car insists upon
wandering around the Unit lines. Can car ignition keys be made
from old sardine tins ?
WHD! ARE THE SALES OF THE " ' ¥IRE" GO ING TO INCREASE
IN THE U:-<lT?

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
The trooping season is drawing ominously near and already
many Depot fixtures have been warned to smarten up their boat
drill. Thus boats and the forthcoming Horticultural how are
the main topics of the day. In the latter how many of our
experts hope for the success that attended theit: efforts in 1936.
There is no truth in the remark by a lady who mspected se\'eral
garde~ : " Yes, I hear that they are giving a prize for the fattest
slugs.
Promotions.-The usual cheers and congratulations to the
follo";n<> on attaining ranks shown : Corporal Booth A., U Lance
Corporal Heald D. (We've remembered to put it in at last, so
bear up, " Algy.")
Courses.-Driver Haughton T. proceeded on a Cook's ourse at
Aldershot.
Sport.-The following have been selected to repre.ent the
Garrison in various matches throughout the month: ~Ia1o r G. P.
Pavey, 2nd Lieutenant P. T. . B rown, 2nd Lieutenant B. R. ~f
Bayle , C.S. L Carpenter A. and Corporal Ferrier.
Agony.-\Vhich learned Junior X.C.O. of the Wing said that
the fau lt with Max Baer was that he attended too many carburettor hows ?
poilt the p urring of his engine, we uppose.
In a further period of enlightenment we were informed t hat he
expected a Cou rse soon owing to the " extingui hers ". of t h
Service. One upfor Stockton. \Vho e lucky day wa 1t when
the t ap was left on in the bathroom ? Ye , even an officer' bed
·will float if the water i deep enough !

UGU T

Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
Jumping, Royal Tournament, May, 1937.-The following
hors were entered for the Prince of \\'ales's and King's ups
tlu year:
" E ape," ridden by Captain F. P. L. Gray.
"Baby," ridden by Li utcnant H. L. B. Kealy.
"'\'isa," ridden by Lieutenant H. L.B. Kealy.
"Liz,z ie," ridden by Lieutenant H. E. F. 1\liddleton.
"Hot Pot," ridden by Lieutenant H. ~'-Crawford.
. ·oTB.-" Baby " was originally intended to be ridden by
1ajor C. 'IL F. White, but, owing to breaking his arm in a
Point-to-Point earlier in thC' year, he was unable to do o.
Prince of Wales's Cup.-FIRsT PooL. " \'isa " jumped on the
first day and with a good round in the afternoon reached the
final, gainin" third prize in her pool. ECOND PooL. " E cape "
jumped next day, but failed to get into the final. " Lizzie"
al o jumped in this pool, but refu ed to face some rail at the end
of the course. THIRD PooL. " Baby " and " Hot Pot " both
got through the morning round, "Baby" eventually finishing
fourth in the pool, and so reaching the final. " Hot Pot "
collected too many faults in the afternoon. FI 'AL. " Baby "
and "Visa" started at a disadvantage with si.x and seven faults
respectively against the leaders' one and a half, two, etc.,
" Baby" finally finishing fourth and "Yisa" seventh.
King's Cup.-FIRST PooL. " Escape " got into the final of this
pool, but collected too many faults to jump in the final of the cup.
SECOND PooL. " Visa" refused to have anything to do with this
and may have been feeling sore. As she was required for the
r.c.O.s' Team Jumping in four days' time, it was probably as
well that she stopped when she did. THIRD PooL. Lieutenant
Crawford made a very early start and a great effort to reach
Olympia in time from the Display in Suffolk, but, owing to a
misunderstanding about the time, he found ·on arrival that
"Hot Pot" had been disqualified. "Baby" once again reached
the final of the pool, being equal second, and went into the final
of the cup with eight faults. FINAL. "Baby" again started
with a large number of faults to compete with and, having
jumped the first si.x fences without a fault, hit the next two,
eventually finishing equal fifth. Though the results were rather
disappointing, it looked as though with a smaller and more
straightforward course for the N.C.O.s' Team Jumping the team
would stand a very good chance of winning.
Other Ranks' Team Jumping.-The Depot Battalion R.Signals
other ranks' jumping team consisted of Sergeants Dilworth and
Green, Corporal Gosnold and Lance Corporal Daking. Owing to
the withdrawal of our only rivals, the 15th/19th Hussars, we
once again represented the Northern Command in the Team
Jumping Competition held at the Royal Tournament, Olympia,
on 7th June, having been drawn against the Royal Horse
Artillery and the 4th/7th Dragoon Guards. Our team failed to
fulfil expectations and were beaten by the ultimate winners of the
competition, the 4th/7th Dragoon Guards, they having established a new record for the team jumping with a total aggregate
of only four and a half faults.
Individual results of R.Signals team were as follows : Sergeant
Dilworth, on "Visa," io! faults; Sergeant Green, on "Baby,"
4! faults ; Corporal Gosnold, on " Escape," 20! faults ; Lance
Corporal Dakin, on" Hot Pot," 2! faults.
International Horse Show, June, 1937.-0nly two officers of the
Corps entered for the International Horse Show at Olympia
this year. They were :Major C. M. F. White, riding" Baby," and
Lieutenant H . . Crawford, riding" Hot Pot."
In the first jumping competition " Baby" helped to create
a new record for Olympia by jumping a clear round with ten
other competitors out of about fifty entries. There were only
two other British Army clear rounds in this competition. In
the second competition both " Baby " and " Hot Pot " did well
until they came to the last fence, three poles each 24 ft. apart, the
first 4 ft. 3 in., the second 4 ft. 6 in., and the third 4 ft. 9 in.
Here they both failed, as did most of the competitors. " Baby "
had to be cut out of jumping for the next six days, as he had a lot
o_f heat in his." O.P." However, in th~ Connaught Cup " Baby "
tied_ fourth wrt_h eight faults, the l_ast .iump being the three poles
again as descnbed above, but this time cleared in grand style.
It was a difficult course, and only six officers were not eliminated.
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"Hot Pot " was, unfortunately, off form during the whole show,
and for the first year since he has been ridden at this show by
Lieutenant Crawford could not get placed in any competition .
In the final jumping competition for the D~ily Mail Gold
Cup. competed for by competitors who had_ gaine~ first, ;~cond
or third places m the ~revious com;Pebbons,
~a~y
was
feeling his "off-fore" agam and, refusing at the third 1ump, he
was " blown oat." It was a very exciting final , however, and
Captain T. Howard-Vyse, R.A., is to be highly congratulated on
winning this much co eted trophy on "Sammy," winning on a.
run-off with four faults, having tied with a clear round with
Captain Bizard's "Honduras" and Captain Corry's Irish horse •
"Red Hugh. "
It is interesting to note that the jumping competitions open
to officers of the world were marked on the Continental method ;
there were no wings, and the highest jumps were 5 ft. high.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
Recruits.- r o. 58 quad, under Lance Corporal Driscol D .•
passed off the square on 12th June. \Ve congratulate Signalman
Crosby on being awarded both the Colonel's Whip and the P.T.
Medal, and Signalman Endersby and Driver Short on receiving
Weapon Training i\ledals.
No. 59 Squad passed off the square on 26th June under Lance
Corporal Dunbar J . Congratulations to the following: P.T.
Medal winner, Signalman Peel J. ; Colonel's Whip, Signalman
Roberts D. ; Weapon Training Spoon, Signalman Elmes.
Departures.-We are sorry to lose the undermentioned r .C.O.s
and hope that their transfer to new surroundings w~l prove a
happy one : Lance Sergeant Cooper to 3rd Divisional Signals.
Bulford, Lance Corporal ·wood to 4th Divisional Signals.
Canterbury, Corporal Chadwick to 4th Divisional Signals,
Canterbury, Corporal Crust to 2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot,
and Corporal Kelly to 5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Promotions and Appointments.-Hearty congratulations are
extended to the following .C.O.s on their elevation to higher
spheres: C.Q.~LS. Carpenter to C.S.M., Corporal Wilkins to
Lance Sergeant, Lance Corporal Mc eil to Corporal and Lance
Corporal Crust to Corporal.
Conversation Piece.-The Office wag advises all troops due
for Catterick from overseas to bring their K.D. and topees with
them, as Catterick experienced the amazing phenomenon of
.01 hours of sunshine not more than a fortnight ago.

Sergeants' Mess Depot Battalion.
Social.-Social activity has been much in evidence of late, and
the Mess seems to have awakened from its long sleep.
The outstanding events have been two cricket matches versus
the Training Battalion Sergeants' Mess. The first match was in
the nature of a practice for the Training Battalion, who are
~shortly playing against the M.C.C.-or somebody. The less we
say about the second match the better. In the first battle we lost
by the odd six runs. Depot, 70 runs ; Training Battalion, 76
runs. We might add that the scorer was on their side, and in his
first full-time scores he announced them as winning by about
sixty runs. However, it was speedily discovered that he had
inadvertently added the date to their score. In this match we
discovered that " Tiffy " Hallett was the answer to England's
prayer for an opening batsman. On a few occasions he had all the
players and spectators looking for the ball. In the second effort
we were somewhat overshadowed by the fast bowling served up
by the Training Battalion. In our second innings our opening
bat knocked up a gallant 52 and saved us from the humiliation
of an innings defeat. The closing scores have been conveniently
lost. In both matches one of our stars, C.S.M. Carpenter A. J .•
was playing elsewhere and, although we are not exactly a one-man
band, the loss was keenly felt.
Departures.-We have said cheerio to Lance Sergeant
Cooper H., who has left us for Bulford Signals. Our best wishes
go with him. In the near future this column will be well filled
judging by the murmurings of" Yes, I'm on the boat. Only been
home fifteen years, too."
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Promotions.- We congra tul a te our members on a t taining t he
ranks shown : C.S .M. Carpenter A., L ance . ergean t Simpson S.
and Lance Sergeant Wilkins W .
Agony.- Is it true that a pleasing arran gement has now been
arranged whereby Mr. Crast er sews shirts on to stripes ? The
effect is marvellous, especially on th e full ranks.
Musical.- Which understudy for Charlie Kunz arrived late
for morning practice, proceeded to punish himself by playing
through the breakfast hour, although pangs of cruel hunger
gnawed at his vitals? Most commendable! We are still puzzled
to know for whom the punishment was intended .

Corporals' Mess Depot Battalion.
Draft.- There will be a great many changes in the :\Iess
during the forthcoming trooping season. Certain "R.E.
fixture · " have already been warned and will have to detach
themselves from this attractive Station. The following have been
provisionally warned : Corporals Reynolds and Gosnold and
Lance Corporals Boyland and Jenkins for India, Corporal Vigurs
for Egypt and Corporal Mc eil for Malaya Signal Company.
Outing.- The Mess ran an outing to the orthem Command
Tattoo at Leeds on Saturday, 3rd July. It was a very successful
trip, and, although very little information can be gathered
regarding the Tattoo, the boys from " F " Company, Training
Battalion, are to be congratulated for putting up a very good
performance as toy soldiers.
Tournaments.-We have challenged the Sergeants' :\Ies .
Depot Battalion, to a cricket match, to be followed by indoor
sports, on Sunday, I I th July. We should be able to claim a very
easy victory at cricket, as I believe they have only one cricketer
in the Sergeants' Mess. Darts, billiards, tennis, dice and cards
will be played in the evening and, although there is no mention
of a boat race, I am sure there will be one, as the Sergeants' Mess
was easily defeated at our last meeting. There will also be tea,
etc., for the members' families. A pleasant day for all is
anticipated .

March of Time. - The privilege of staying out on pass to
R eveille has now been gra nted. vVhich means that thl• road
from Da rlington will need constant repair. \Vho cares when
the 'bus goes so long as we can walk home in comfort? It 1s
t o be hoped the ' bus service will take pity and put on a. leeper.
Cars will now de velop a bad habit of seizing up at Rcveillt•.
Sport.- Take note of the Company cricket rc,,ults this month .
Although we lost in the Mackworth, the cricket team have
certainly pulled together in their other fixtures. Laurels arc· due
to several, but special mention has to be made of Lance Corporal
Bill Gee, who at Richmond one evening scored 25 b ·fore the
scorer had time to dot them clown, then calmly took three wicket.
in four balls. Personality I call it. Takes a Yorkshireman
to do such things, although I can remember Kent \\inning in the
dim past.
Chase.- There must be scores of people who have never realised
the beauty of Downholme. Opportunity knocks at their door.
Personally conducted tours given by Gee, Hoare, Harbury,
Robertson and Co. Breakfast the next morning is not considered
a good meal. One laddie strayed as far out as Reeth. The
dominoes are marked and the dart flights crooked , or so he thinks.
The locals took advantage of a " city gent" and soaked him.
In conclusion, " horses for courses," but definitely not motor
cars.
Bliss.-After careful consideration and glances at the bank
balance, it ha been decided married life is very, very nice.
Sounds almost as if somebody is making excuses. \Vedding
cake is so cheap, too.
Agony.-Hope springs eternal, etc., but Paddy now realise:,
that engines and canoes don't mix. A word of warning. If
anyone mention " Shanghai," don't listen; it is the new ver ion
of " Find the Lady."
Attachments.- A bull terrier pup. Such a thoroughbred, too.
He refuses to eat biscuits unless they are stamped " Spratts."
This explains why a certain individual spends so much time with
the marking kit.
DoNcov.

TlNY.

" E. " Company, Training Battalion.
'' D " Company Training Battalion.
General.- There is no particular change in the programme to
report. Training goes on, and the Company is very full at the
moment.
The cadre personnel are taking their furlough gradually.
So far Blackpool is top with regard to a real good time and " good
hunting." We can now soon look forward to Christmas leave.
Two days ago we had summer. ] ust to remain normal, cricket
matches were not arranged until the summer had acne.
Blue Book.- Lots of promotion. Lance Sergeant Lloyd to be
Sergeant. Corporal Le ocq to be Lance Sergeant. Corporals
Smith E . B. and Dargan G. also obtained permis ion to play
on the Sergeants' Mess pin table. Lance Corporal l\Ia.tthews
J. B. and Lynam W. to Corporal. Congratulations. Promotion
beer is always best.
Dismay.-The foreign service provisional warning has been
published, and woe is us. Corporals" Foxy'' Rose and McCunnin
have decided to see India. They will appreciate the changes
that have taken place since 1921. Or won't they ? Sergeants
Andrews E. and Morris W., Lance Sergeants Jones H. (Pay
Sergeant) and Edwards F., Lance orporals Axson and Tompkin
and thirteen Signalmen are also warned for India. Egypt has
claimed Lance Sergeants Smith V./. and Stevenson, Corporal
Lynam and sixteen other ranks. This little paragraph will
gladden the hearts of tho e who shout " Roll on, Ocl:ober."
It i a rather peculiar thing, but some of those selected would
rather stay at home now, and many others are regretting their
omission. Thi state of affair is like advertisement in the daily
papers. There i already someone ready to ell something and
there are also other who are prepared to buy, yet they seldom
get together. Good ailing, and may the nice thing said about
foreign service be true. By the way, Lance Corporal Pollard is
going to •T alta; he came home from India in February. Hi
excuse is that he wants to wear out his Wolsey helmet. I could
have given him one that would la t a lifetime.

General.-:Nothing much of note has occurred during the past
month .
The influx of recruits under training is normal. Several of the
Instructors have been loaned to various Territorial nits to
maintain the more difficult communications, and again the high
standard of the orps was maintained. Sergeant Hopkins and
Lance Corporal Spence have returned from duty with the R.A.,
Tynemouth, and we note that Sergeant Hopkins has developed
quite a nautical roll after his summer yachting cruise.
Pearls of Wisdom.Q. : What is an ampere ?
A. : An ampere is the resistance of a volt.
Promotions.- We offer our heartiest congratulations to
Sergeant Jervis J. W. and Corporal Dicks R. J. on their recent
promotions.

" F " Company, Training Battalion.
General.-Back again in Catterick after a hectic month
at Roundhay Park, Leeds, in connection with the Northern
Command Tattoo. We maintained a very satisfactory bill of
health. Everyone is looking fit and sunburnt. The weather
on the whole wa good. \.Ve had a couple of very wet mghts ;
being tough, we could take it. The ~oyal Sign'.lls Di_spla~ was
also in camp with u . and we were thrilled at thei.r daring ndmg
and courage when performing on a very wet arena. Our show,
·we ha e been informed, went o.ff excellently.
All is bustle in our lines this morning. \Ve returned from the
Tattoo at 7 p.m. last night and hope to be on leave by noon
to-day. The Tattoo is forgotten.
\Vhen writing our previous notes we were suffering from a mild
epidemic of chicken ox. The fre h air and camp lifr oon cured
that.

UGUST
\\·e are unluck • with regard to our Company gardens. ~·e
r 'turned e:-.pectin to find a blaze of colour. We did. T~e
painte are here, and th blooms are with the local sheep . Their
like and di like arc now known, so we shall be able lo cater
for th m next spring. Talking of painters, we have never seen
the Training Battalion looking so gay; not even wh~n .the
orru.ation decoration were up. The usually dull and forb1ddmg lookiug Orderly Room now looks like a honeymoon lodge.
Sport.-Se\'eral of <'ur boys entered for the Northern Counties
and Army Athletics wHh pleasing results. These have been
recorded by Officer i/c Athleti , S.T.C.
Arrivals.-\,'e are pleased to welcome the following recruit
bov and a ure them a good time for the next three years :
Boy Brown A., Brown R. G., ooper W . B., D'Hoogbe P . E.,
Er~kine D. C., Galloway H., Harrison G., King F. E., King J.,
Kite C. R. A., Hooper R. H., Laing R. D., Le Hardy ] . E .,
Linnington F .. Lottering D. W ., :Martin A. D., Morgan J .,
O'Connor T., Overington H. F., Palfrey A., Richard on G. R.,
Smith S. G. and Weatherly A. \V.
Departures.ii. "'e hall have several to record on our
return from leave, because several of us are now ex-boys.
EFFA

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess
Training Battalion.
Our chief event during the month has been entertaining "A"
Divi ion of the Leeds City Police to a cricket match on :'tfonday,
2 th June. The weather, as i always the case when the Mess
has an outdoor function, was very unkind, and play had to be
called off at 5 p.m., a few minute after our opening pair began
to how us what they could do. Tea was served in the pavilion
on cotton Ground. Afterwards we all proceeded to the Mess,
where indoor games became the feature of the evernng. Table
skittles was an attraction to the ladies, and they became quite
e..'\.-pert before the evening finished. Darts, billiards (twenty
minutes) and shove-halfpenny cau ed much amusement. At the
conclusion of the games the results proved that the Police were
our equals.
R.S.) 1. Butcher E. S. presented to " Pip " Gresham a
" Jimmy "to replace that won by him during his service with the
Corps and which, through the wear and tear of his sporting
activities w;th the Police, had become much worn. P.C.
Gresham, in response, said that it was many yea.rs ago since he
was a )less member, but he has always watched the Corps'
activities and was pleased to be amongst us once more. Superintendent Thompson showered appreciations upon us for our efforts
on their behalf, and a very enjoyable evening was brought to a
close. \l\'e will now look forward to visiting the Leeds City Police
some time during September for a return match. .
\i\·e played our ne'ghbours, the Depot Battalion, at cril!ket
and have managed to beat them comfortably. Had "Moly "
been playing on this occasion the result might have been different.
\ l\'e have also beaten the A.E.C. on two occasions.
On Sunday, 20th June, we spent a very enjoyable tennis
afternoon '.15 guests of the \\'arrant Officers and Sergeants,
chool of 1gnals.
On aturclay, 17th July, ·we proceed to Blackpool for our
annual outing. }fore about this in our nex't notes.
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to myself. One tale concerns " The Half Mo<?n ~n~ Spread
Ea.,.le, " where rumour has it that a few of the Umt d1stmgms~ed
themselves and that the resident in that district now gaze with
awe and wonder when they ee a Signal wallah.
The Princes Royal inspected the Unit on 21st June, and
apparently everything went off as planned. After inspecting the
troop and taking U1e ~alute, Her Royal Highness made a tour
the barracks, dining hall· and the N.A.A .F.1. , and they really
c;lid look a treat. (" Why can't they always be like that ? " was
the que tion.)
s usual, we distin gui hed ourselves when 1t
ca.me to cheering, and a certain M.P . nearly fell off his motor
cycle when the boys gave him a big hand . (As a rule, harsh thmgs
are said a.bout M.P .s ; they certa inly never get any cheers.)
The Royal visit was followed by Signals Week. This included
an All Ranks' Dance, Concert and the Annual Sports. The
dance was well attended ; in fact, too well, if I may use that
expre sion, which just goes to show the popularity of the Signals.
The Old Comrades were in evidence on Saturday and Sunday,
when a total of 150 attended the Church Parade. Just a word
of congratulation to the Hon. Secretary for his efforts in
organising the Reunion and the Signals Week, and may you be
here next year to do the same, sir. l\Iodesty prevents me
extending a hand to the Hon. Labourer. I know I shall be
threatened for poaching on the Sports Notes, but we really must
extend congratulations to the members of the va.riou teams
who won the Prickett Cup for the Unit.
Arrivals.-The following have arrived from the Training
Batta.lion, and we hope that their stay will be long and happy :
Signalmen Broome, Burmingham, Beddow, Brill, Buchanan,
Collins, Collar and Laing.
Draft Warn ings.- At last the word has come and many happy
and doleful faces are to be seen around the barracks and camp.
~fany people regarded as permanent fixtures figure on the list
of warnings, and were some of them shaken ? Especially one
.C.O., who only the same morning had remarked, "Drafts do
not worry me ; they should have thought of me eighteen yea.rs
ago." Atta, boy, you take it! By the look of the first list,
the Unit is going to lose the majority of its r .C.O.s. Our loss
will be some other Unit's gain. If any old Corps men in Malaya
read these note , please note that Signalman Dunkin (our featherweight) and Claude Keeling a.re among those named to join that
Station.
Promotions.-Quite a few alterations have had to be made to
our list of r.c.O.s: Promoted Corpora.ls: Lance Corporals
Chaffey, Tuft, Corbett, Marsha.II. Carr and Barker. Appointed
Lance Corporals : Signalmen Vernon, Longman, Radford,
Shipley, Booth and Mould. Appointed U/Lance Corporals:
Signalmen Eccles, Greenwood, Hulme and Moore. Congratulations to them all.
Social.-On Wednesday, 7th inst., the Families spent an
enjoyable day at Popham Camp. Four 30-seater coaches
transported all and sundry to and from the ca.mp, and beautiful
weather, all the fun of the fair, a scrumptious tea and unbounded
conviviality combined to produce a most enjoyable afternoon.
Nobody was ready to go home at the scheduled time.
Things We Want to Know.-Who lost a car- and who took it ?
Marriages.-By the time that these notes appear a certain
Q.l\I. Clerk will have joined the noble order of householders.
So get down to it, " Leader," old boy, and keep the home fires
burning.
Conclusion.-\'\l'e notice that Palestine is in the news again.
Unless we happen to be called upon to hold them back again,
I shall be seeing you again next month. So long !
BUGLE CALL H.AG.

" A " Corps Signals.

1st Divisional Signals.

General.-The l nit is now enjoying a well-earned "rest" at
Popham Ca.mp. Unfortunately or otherwise, this hard-worked
scribe has not left barracks and, consequently, I am only able
~o get second-hand evidence of what is really happening out there
m the wilds.

Headquarters.

:\fany weird and wonderfu l tales have been unfolded to me by
the D.R.s, etc., but, for the sake of our good name, I'll keep them

12th July.
General.- By the time that these notes appear in p rint we
shall be preparing for manccuvres in the Eastern Counties.
May the weather be more kind than it has been of late. We
have just put in a week's practice at Popham amp with "A"
. Corps Signals ; it was damp, but am using.

AUGUST
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Appointments.- Lance Corporal McClarron has at la.st obta ined
the pay for his appointment, which leaves our ma.scot, th e
Welshman, on top and perspiring freely.
Phone Conversation.Officer : "Take this message : UTS, ORANGE."
Operator \Fitter by trade) : " NUTS ? "
Officer : ' Yes, u-rs ."
Operator: "NUTS? Could you speak English; I'm a
Fitter ? "
Trooping.- Yes, they are out. We who are left, or hope to be
left, cannot be certain of our fate in view of that pithy paragraph
to the effect that there are more names to follow. So far the
main items arc Sergeant Chalmers and La.nee Sergeant Houghton
to India, Corporal Cook F . J . to Malaya and Corporal Vize to
Egypt. The remainder of those warned are mainly for lndia.
Casual Gleanings." Yes, you know all about it, but you are not very elusive."
" In all my appearance I have never seen cable laid so
slowly!"
P.P.P.P.-Guess what it stands for, and remember what
happened to the sparrow.
W . F . K.

No. I Company.
13th July.
We have been able to show folks that we are soldiers, because
the visit of H.R.H. The Princess Royal was a great success.
Many old hands, flashing their Ashanti and South African
medals, said that our lads did as well on that para.de as they
had been able to do in any of their days (before we ca.me up).
This Parade started the Signals Week, and the weather was
reasonable the whole time.
The Company carried on normal work during the mornings,
but the evenings were given over to enjoyment. Monday
evening was spent in celebrating the bi~ para.de .. At the .command Swimming Bath on Tuesday everung we enjoyed bemg m
the water or watching the events. The All Ranks' Dance, held
on Wednesday evening, was, beyond doubt, a huge success.
Over six hundred invitations were sent out, and, gazing at the
crowded floor, it seems that all six hundred invitations must have
been accepted. Thanks a.re due to Sergeant Andrews and his
willing helpers for making the dance such a success. Our ba.i:id
from Catterick provided the music, ~nd we thank them for 1~.
The general feeling of the Company is that more dances ltke 1t
would be very welcome.
On Thursday morning the heats of some races were run off
and the final of the field events took place, so as to ease the
Sports Day programme. On Friday evening our Sergeants
heaved a hefty pint or shook a gay leg at therr dance.
The Reunion of Old Comrades took place on Saturday.
The sports were held in ideal \veather. We congratulate "A"
Corps on winning the Inter-Unit Championships. We were last,
but, considering that there a.re still over 150 lads from our Urut
in Palestine, we were lucky to be able to enter teams . . Our
th.knks are due to those who did tum out in order to keep us m the
picture.
The final day of Signals Week was Sunday, when the usual
Church Parade in which the Old Comrades lead the way, took
place. Since then the Company has settle~ down to training in
preparation for the serious work to be held Ill August somewhere
near Cambridge.
Blue Book Alterations.-Our congratulations to R.Q.M.S.
Goodman, C.S.M. Bishop, Sergeant Cooke, Lance Sergeant
Houghton, Corporal Edwards, Lance Corporal Thom'.ls and
Lance Corporal McClarren on gaining these ranks. Dnnk up,
lads!
Lance Corporal Parker G. gained a First Clas~ at the ch?ol
of Education, and he admits that he now knows his ABC. Bramy
lad. Well done, " Smiler " !
REGGIE.

" L" Section, Bordon.
Can you hear us, Muvver ? " A full Section at last, complete
with person nel, after a fashion, and 1.T. At lea.st, that's the
n ame under which it goes in Orders.

Driving instruction and W /T Schemes are the main items of
training, but we are looking forward to our first Brigade Scheme.
The modern tendency to impetuosity and temperament has
even spread to the W/T cars, if ~he M.T. drive.rs are to be believe~ .
One of them hit a bicycle carrymg a load of pigeons. The dnver
plea of undue provocation has been disallowed. J understand
that the pigeons were casting rude remarks about War babies
and the Battle of Waterloo when the W/T cat ran amok.
La.nee Corporal Ashworth left us for orthern Ireland, and
Lance Corporal ).folly now wears the worried look and babbles
about A.Fs. A. 3676 and low averages.
Lance Corporal (now Corp?ral) Edwards ha~ jomed us in
barracks from Ireland, but his frequent excursions to lough
bode ill for the Bachelor ' Clnb. Youth! Youth!
an you
" cough" up the " dough," Bob ? We aren't so" slough " after
all. His second bar arrived after joining us. It must be fate.
The Dawn Patrol .-This corner has been started to give you
news of our hiking, biking and nearly-marrieds. The ection
Clerk, Signalman Wilson, is acting as " Q. 12 " in Aldershot.
Consequently, the young marrieqs now arrive home for tea
instead of being late for supper ! " A cycle," say Messrs.
Willcocks and White, "is so much easier to push." T.he record,
Aldershot to Bordon, is at present held by Johnme Luntfifty-seven minutes with a )lead wind on an old-fashioned lady's
model. Greening says that he won't rest u~til he can call him_ elf
cha.mp. Amongst the hikers Jock Barbour 1s a modest champion,
his record standing at 4 hours 20 minutes i2l secon_ds. Lea.Ye
your shoes behind next time, Jock; they are an unfair handicap
strung round your neck !
We won't go into details about the Royal inspection ·
Reagie can tell you all about it. It is a well-known fa.ct that
" the hand that rocks the cradle rules . . . " and our Section
with six married men-. vVhat a line ! \'\.'hat a march pa.st !
After our brief attachment to the R.A.F., Odiham, for troopcarrying fl ights, we have decided that troopships may be dispensed with. It wasn't such a "terra" after all, "Lofty."
It is feared that Mills and Barbour can't take it. By the way,
Hopkins, the window just behind you opened. A handkerchief
is such a messy business. It is a pity you couldn't wangle that
Stuart Turner, sir. There would have been no need for you to
have gone back in the afternoon. The fitter would have had the
" Flying Flea" finished by now.
So far we have played two games of cricket. As a Section, I
mean, because five of the chaps a.re in the Unit team and, what
is more important, the Unit scorer is in the Section. \Ve lost
our first match against "B" Company, The Buffs, by five
wickets, the Section Sergeant making a nippy twelve runs.
Guess our " before the battle " talk anent. Crutches were
definitely out of place. We won the second match versus the
Signal Section, The B u ffs, by six runs. This tim~" Gr~dpop"
Barbour came up with a nifty nventy-two. It IS the mfluence
of Radio Normandy and Horlicks ! Up, the Chelsea Pensioners !
Young "Tich" Melly and Bob Edwards for _the younger
generation replied with five for twenty-four and thirty-two runs
respectively. I would like to say that our challenge to " F"
ection still stands, from tiddly-winks to the wall game.
Our O.C., Lieutenant Ticholson, snapped the Section last week,
so maybe-. What do you think, sir ?
igna.lman Deas of this Section would like to hear from
Signalman Campkin or his inseparable familiar" Charlie."
I will close with those famous last words, " If you don't hear
from me next month, please observe a two minutes' silence!"
TOMSKI.

2nd Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters.
The past month has been full of events, chief of which was the
visit of H.R.H. The Princess Roya.I to Mons Barracks. Her
Roya.I Highness inspected ~e Units on P'."'ade and. afterwards
appea.~ed very interested m demonstrations of Signal communications, which had been arranged.
There were dances, band concerts, etc., lead ing up to th great
day, Saturday, on which the usual sports were held.
n added

UGU T
at raction wa the di play by the team of the .ily of London
• 1~nal ·• fresh from their triumphs at Olympia. They put on a
really good ho", "hich wa ·much appreciated by all. ·well done,
lad · Come and see us again ·ome time.
'unday aw many reunion and partings. Th annual Old
Comrade·" hurch l aradc. attended by the nits at full trength,
and headed by the Id Comrades, formed a fitting climax to a
very enjovablc week. \'\'e were pleased to see so many of our
old· friend· and hope to see them again next year (if we are still
here) .
Which naturally I ads on to the much dreaded " Provisional
Warn in ." :\Ir. Records, bless him, has hit us hard this year.
After warning undry members of Headquarters for all part, he
hit· " Blanco " below the belt and decides to send him back to
the land of India. larkland, who is al o earmarked for that
delectable land, preserves a dicrnified ilence on the subject, and
we are not sure whether he i stunned or merely obstinate. ergeant Cox goes back to the \\'a i ling~ all, much to his delight and
surprise.
\\"e have said farewell to C.. ~I. Purseglove, who left us
for " ivvy treet" and the P.O. He will be sorely mis ed.
Alway ready with advice and sympathy, he gained the re pect
of all who served with him. Cheerio, sir ! All the best and don't
forget to see the trooper off.
On the e,·ening of 5th July the nit moved out to \ Vitley
Common for the Divisional Signal Exerci e, which commenced
at 10.30 p.m. and finished at approximately 7 p.m. on 6th July.
The technical side appear to ha,·e been satisfactory. We have
no " berries," anyway.
A few day· later Ions Barracks was convulsed with laughter.
After existing for two days on five small loaves and two small
fi hes we were astounded and tickled to read that, with the help
of Providence and a Drum-Major, we were entitled to an is ue
of pies ( ozs., soldiers) on our rambles around Aldershot. (Old
soldiers will probably remember them better a Schemes.)
However, the papers must be right ! " It is no use arguing.
' Tug ' ; that wasn't fish paste you had." (But, now that I think
about it, t hose" pies" did smell a bit fishy, didn't they ?)
(N'oTE.-If you are looking for trouble, ask a 2nd Div. man
if he likes fi h paste, but get your skates on fir t. You'll need
them.)
"G."

No. I Company.
General.- Summer has come, and with it many changes. The
whole of the barracks is looking very neat as t he re ult of a new
coat of paint, which was applied just before the Prince s Royal's
visit. Flowers are in bloom, but fail t o give consolation or
inspiration to those who are sailing away to the lanfi of their
dreams this trooping season.
~
The leave period is approaching and hopes are running h igh.
Intricate calculations a re being made on dirty pieces of paper
with stubs of pencils, and rail way guides are being consulted
frequently. Let us hope that the poor fellows will not be
disappointed.
Thi year's sports wear seems to be ver y popular. Smart
young men may be seen a ny evening, except Thursday, wearing
"Gents.' 'atty Suitings" of most v iv id hues. Trader Horn
is having a busy t ime. Not wishing to be u npleasant, depressing
or personal, we shall say no more upon th is subject.
Arrivals.-The followi ng have a rrived from the Units indicated: Signalmen Campbell and Goodwin from Catterick.
ergeant Jones from No. 2 Company. Signa lmen McLaughlin,
Atkinson, Xolan, Brown, Henderson a nd H ouson, also from
Catterick. I'm afraid t his reads just like a Part II Order, but it
cannot be helped.
Departures.-The following have left us to meet their de. tiny
in civil life: C.S.:\1. Pu rseglove, Sergeant Jones W., Lance
Corporal Peart and Signalmen Cauldwell, Mason, Skidmore,
Bryan, Parker a nd Clifton. This reads like a Court circular,
so we are gettrng much better.
Promotions.-The following can now lie back and take life
easy for a bit; they have j ust been p romoted to the ranks stated :
( Q.M.S. Cole, Sergeant Manning, Corporals Crust, J ohnson,
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Port, Thompsett and White and Lance Corporals R~gby, Hazar_d,
Stevens and Potts. The following have been appointed Unpald
Lance Corporals and will have to work for their living now :
U/Lanco Corporals Venner, Moore K ., Stanley, Horstead, Russell,
Berry, ndrews and Tietjen .
Birt hs.- To ignalman and Mrs. Prime, a daughter, Paulin6
Valery, at l\Iytch tt, Frimley, on 16th June.
Trooping.- A terrible blow was dealt us when the" Provisional
Warnings" were published in Orders. T_hat night m_any were
found lying on their beds prostrate with gnef. Lumps m throats
have been swallowed. Some have already been inoculated.
They arc ju t waiting like lambs to be slaughtered. Oh, well, it is
no u e applying to be exempted. Everybody cannot get off.
Conclusion.-That's all. I hope the regular scribe will write
these notes next month.
WILMAC.

No. 2 Company.
General.- Once again we take up the pen to record our
activities. Our Company is sadly diminished now, as our
Sections are out on Brigade Training. " E " and " G " Sections
are now installed at Deepcut for the remainder of the summer(?) .
To. 6 A.S.S. are (so we have been told) enjoying the burning sands
at Brighton. How is it going, boys ?
Arrivals.- \1-'e welcome to this Company Signalman Jones D.
from the Training Battalion and hope that his stay with us will
be a pleasant one.
Oepartures.-Corporal Shove to I t A.A. Group Signals at
Blackdown pending another move to the R.A.F. at Bawdsey.
We wish him all the best of luck at hi new Station.
Promotions.-Signalmen Penn, Cleaver, Elston, Ward and
Horton to Unpaid Lance Corporals. Congratulations to the(D all.
Marriages.--Signalman Pleasance has decided to strap on the
double harness. Good luck, Eddy ! The next step is to obtain
one rusty old bike, one accumulator and one ration bag, and then
you will be fully initiated into married circles.
Sport.-We are pleased to record that o. 2 Company, 2nd
Divisional Signals, won the cup presented by Lieutenant J.M. S.
Tullock for competition between swimming teams from Companies in Mons Barracks.

No. 3 Company.
General.-AU Sections are very busy training with their
respective Brigades, and it is hoped that all will give a good
account of themselves when they take part in the Divisional
Training, which takes place in Cambridgeshire during August and
September.
Trooping.-Quite a number have already been provisionally
warned for various parts of the Empire. Judging from the
nu mber of applications, " B " Corps Signals, Karachi, should be
well up to strength this year. What is the attraction ?
Congratulations.-To the following on their recent appointments as Unpaid Lance Corporals: Signalmen Stott, Taylor
S. W., Lewis, Whellens and Holmes.
Shooting. The Corps Shield.-Under the able leadership of
Lieutenant G. A. Dutton and R.S.M. Spindler E. H .. a team is in
training for the Corps Shield. We wish them the best of luck.
J. R.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
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mowing, weeding, etc. I think that everyone will agree that
we do get results, which justifies the work entailed. Since writing
the above we have bad some real June weather, which has
battered down our pinks and cut off our prize roses. Talk about
the pleasures of amateur gardening I
A very pleasant day was spent on Whit-Monday by members
of the Company cricket team, when we played our hardy annuals
again, the Sands Cricket Club. We won by 47 runs and then
returned to the "Barley Mow, " where several large country
pints were quicldy quaffed. The weather was really kind to us
on that day. Two other matches have been played, one against
the R .E. Staff, whom we beat by six runs in a very exciting finish .
They wanted 20 runs with five wickets to fall, but just didn 't get
there.
Our third match had to be abandoned, owing to the weather,
with our score standing at 203 for 6 (shades of Austin, Jackie
Robertson and Stan). In the last two matches tea was served
by the wives of the married personnel, and I take this opportunity
of saying how much the team has appreciated your services,
ladies. Since tasting your tea, discreet enquiries have been in
circulation with regard to marriage allowances I From all of us,
thank you!
Hail.- To Signalmen Burden, McLennan and Cragg on joining
us. Here's the glad hand. Have a grip.
.
And Farewell.- To Lance Corporal Johnson, who decided that
be would rather eat cake in civvies than butter in uniform. Also
to Signalman Ashworth, who is posted to" A" Corps Signals.
Congratulations.-To Lance Corporals Williams and Hurley,
who each received a small chip of that elusive baton. At an
interview they refused to disclose how it was done. To the
O .C. and the R.S.M. upon tho additions to the colourful display
already attached to their respective tunics. In passing, we would
like to ask the R.S.M. if the medal repaid the agony of new
Wellington boots.
Hatches, Matches and Despatches.- We again submit a nil
return. But they are in the air, brothers. \Vatch this column for
further progress.
Jottings.-From those people who are too lazy to write I have
collected the following :
Sergeants' Mess, S.T.C. (India). "Sorry to hear about the
Wallace Cup. Better luck next time. Suggest ' Park Fanny ' as
right full-back for next year's effort. Congrats. to ' Bricky ' and
Jack. Ex-hosetops, etc."
To Austen. " So you can't take it, huh ? With all the Unit in
Waziristan, you snoop up to Murree. The luck of the Chamberlains hasn't deserted you, or is it that they couldn 't trust you on
the Frontier ? Willie says, ' Is it the Babu frightening you ? '
Mac."
To Corporal " Peggy" Greenland. " Four congrats. Bill
Abbott."
To Jackie. "Congrats. I'll have my wet in '42. Frank."
" Skim," '918, somewhere under the blazing sun of India.
" What about a line? Office boy '916."
Grand Finale.-\¥e have been honoured by vi its from
contingents of the various overseas Signal Units who are over
here for the Coronation. We hope that they enjoyed their visits
and that we shall see them again some time either on the air or
in person. Several just wriggled under our restraining grip.
S.O.S.- Before concluding, here is one S.O.S. Calling Lionel
Thompson, ex-8 Pack, " B " Corps, 'Pindi. Anyone knowing his
address, kindly communicate it to Corporal Willie Abbott, who
will remember you in bis prayers.
FRANKIE.

V I RTUS IN ARDUIS.

August.
Chatter.-!\1uch paint has been spread since notes last appeared
from this Company. " Pressure of work" is a time-worn ex(: use,
we know, b u t this definitely applies to us. Ou r spring clean is
over now. The aerial system has been entirely renovated a nd
the old one overhau led and repainted. In add ition to t his, we
have been busy patching up t he garden. So m an y people stop
to ad mire it t hat we have to keep up our good na me by continual

Later Generalities.- \ Ve are very proud in this Unit to know
that amongst us i the only Cook-Drum-Major in the Service.
Many of his friends in Jubbulpore will, no doubt, wish to congratulate him on such an achievement. His nom-de-plume i
"Pedlar."
Quite a few copies of a well-known evening paper of 9th July
were purchased in order to read of a soul-stin-ing, thrilling talc of
lifo in two colu mns. The proverb " A Field- larsbal's balon,
etc.," definitely holds good !

The staff are trickling away one at a time for a spot of ltavC'
One who has just returned from a hiking tour in Wales via
holiday camps and hostels kindly sent us a picture postcard of
Mount Snowdon ; on the reverse of the card was stamp1·cl
" Posted on Summit." This was noted with derisive and
appropriate accompaniment (knowing the man). \Ve were
right. Someone else had climbed the mountain and posted it
for him.
Another chap is spending his leave in a lighthouse. As he
remarked, when he gets tired of sitting he can walk around the
summit until he catches himself up. After the strain of keeping
touch daily with the Empire he seeks rest in a lighthou~e by
being out of touch with everyone !
To All Ex-ABY-ites.-Goldsby carried his bat for eleven not out
in a recent cricket match. The opposing bowlers were bowling
over-arm, too. Quite orthodox I His first two swipes nearly
dccapi1ated the wicket-keeper. But once he got his eye down
X99s and Ws were heavy. Nothing could stop him. From his
strokes, we form the opinion that he would make a good bat
for the ew York Giants.
Lectures.-Under this heading in last month's \VIRE notes
from the S.T.C. (I.) we noticed" Swannee" gave a lecture with
slides. A simpler way out would have been to use ether Are
you at a loss, J. E. T. ? Why not " ob bit the Keig " on a Continental tour or " Bricky " on Xew Zealand ? Ho, ho, and he
swam away!
Tours, Foreign.-A stout fellow who must be an R.E. fixture
is due to leave the Station during 1937-38 trooping season for
India. He is Bill Abbott. Austen, please note, and prepare the
usual welcome for these chaps, who go out a second time.
With this ~.C.O. goes Signalman Burden, who has recently
arrived from Catterick. We have told him it is best to do an
early tour, as he will probably get to like it. Sergeant Cole also
gra'ces Orders for India. Nil Deperandum.
Exchanges.--Sergeant Roberts S. W .. late Wazirdi t, khud
climber, etc., leaves us after a short stay for "A" Corps Signals.
In his place we get Lance Sergeant Hart, of the K.l.D. \Ve are
sorry to lo e you, " Robby."
Apologies.-Are due for the absence of notes in last month's
\\"rnE. They were written, but not typed ; a mere oversight on
the part of the office boy, who has been duly chastised. Hence
the reason for two months' notes.
T.G.

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess, Mons
Barracks, Aldershot.
13th J uly.
Visit of H.R.H. The Princess Royal.-Although we fee l sure
that the Editor will chronicle the details of the visit of our
Colonel-in-Chief, we cannot let this opportunity pass without
saying how honoured and pleased we were that Her Royal
Highness visited our :\less. It was indeed a great occasion for
all of u , and those of us who were a little nervou at the outset
were quickly made to feel at ease by the charming manner of our
Colonel-in-Chief. The Royal Canadian ignals will be delighted
to know that Her Royal Highness enquired about the maple leaf
recently presented to us by the 4th Canadian Divisional Signal
and wa obviously pleased that we had established close contact
with the Canadian Signals' Coronation contingent.
After much persuasion, ergeant Cotterell (our Joe) consented
to collect and display some of his trophies. It is really an
astounding individ ual collection and represents something like
12,000 miles of running.
eedless to say, it interested Her
Royal Highness intensely, as did the one and only trophy in the
collection which was not won by Joe him elf ; that is. the small
cup won by young Pam otterell.
Signals Week.-" The most succes ful ever held " sums up the
general opinion of nearly everyone. The Mess member in
particular were very pleased that the Mudge Trophy has at la t
been won by the Sergeants. The Officers trounced us at tennis,
beat us at hockey, but had to giYe us best at cricket, relay race,
football, snooker, billiard and shooting. F rom the • ergeants'
Mess point of view, Signals Week is getting quite a hefty affair.

/
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Thi will readily be appreciated when it is known that eight
hundred teas were served in Uie ergeant ' Mess enclosure.
This number. of course, included the Old Comrade . whom we are
alwavs especially pleased to entertain.
.
Casual Gleanings.-Overheard during the recent demon trabon
to the Gentlemen Cadets.
Gentleman Cadet : " I U1ere much difference between an
Au. tin even and a seven plu three ? "

" F " Troop, Cavalry Signals.
Candahar Barrack . Tidworth.
General.- \Ve apologise for U1e absence of notes from thi . nit
during recent months, but hope that we shall be able to continue
regular contributfons in future.
.
Ex-members of the Troop will doubtle s ~e mtereste~.to learn
that Captain C. G. Moore recently paid an mformal v1S1t to the
Troop and wa suitably impressed with the _numbi:r of change
and innovations that have tak n place since _his dep~re.
\\'e have also received several visits from Fredd~e, w~o is now
baskina in the sun hinc of Bulford, complete w1th silver cu~s
and seYeral axe in need of grinding. It is und~rstoo~ that he is
contemplating attachment to the Annourers Section of the
R.A.O.C.
. .
I
ed t
\ Vith the termination of individual traimng w~ are p eas . o
record that all the Troop operators who were tested for up-grading
by the recent trade board were uccessful. Full details are
given further on.
Arrivats.-A hearty welcome is extended to No. 2325161
Driver {I.C.) Holmes J ., No. 23251 I I Signalman McAdan;i P ·
and No. 2325123 Signalman Hopkins J .. who recently arnv.ed
from Catterick in time to be provisionally warned for service
in the far-flung ou tposts during the forthcoming trooping season.
Departures.-No. 2320371 Signalman Ma:tin C., who was
allotted a Vocational Training Course at. Chisledon C~mp. left
us on 2nd July. \Ye take this opportumty to w1sh him every
succe in his new sphere.
Draft Warnings (Provisionat).-For the information of th?se
interested in the Southampton pleasure ~ru1se, the follov:'mg
have been provi ionally warned for service at the Stations
shown: ADEN : C.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Taplin R. G. HoNG KoNG :
Lance Sergeant Penny C. (plus Parker Duofold), Dri~er (LC. )
Holmes J. and Signalman \\'all work \V. TIENTSIN : Signalman
Blackman R. :\lALAYA: Signalman Cook R. b!DIA: Corporal
Chambers T. and Signalmen Bowser S., Hopkins J ., ~dew F.,
Pritchard L. and Yardley S. EGYPT SIGNALS: Dnvers (LC.)
Parson \V. and Linebam 1. and Signalmen Salmon G. and
l\lcAdam P. There are more to follow.
Trade Tests.-Congratulations to the following, who have been
up-graded as shown with effect from 12th June: Lance Corporals
Kime W., Kennard H. and Faulkner B. and Signalmen Wilsdon
L., Sayers A., Fleckney T., Blackman R., Carpew. F. and
Pritchard L. (to Operators Signals, Class B. I) . Signalmen
Bloomfield ] ., Salmon G. and McConnell-Wood (to Operators
Signals, Class B. II). Signalmen Johnstone A., Yardley S.
and Cook R. (to Operators Signals, Class B. III) .
Without Comment.-Which dashing D.R. abandoned his cycle
and commanded a car ?
" List of Changes " in Air Material.-The long-sufforing .taxrayt>r will doubtless be gratified to learn that a Verey light .p1stol
(plus cartridges red and cartridges green) can replace aircraft
£ the modem type. In th.is enlightened age, ho\':'ever, we find
that it is diflicult to v isualise an aeroplane creeping up to the
enemy stronghold via hedges or herbaceous borders. Scores at
present: Enemy {five blacks start), 100 per cent. Victims, 100
per cent., plus a rake-off from the Battle of Wareham.
Promotions and Appointments.--Congratulations to the
following, who have anticipated the 1940 run-off and the lean
years to follow: No. 31 3634 Corporal Penny C. to be Lance
~ ergeant, 15th :\1arch. ~ o. 2319892 Lance Corporal Chambers T.
to be Corporal, 28th '.\1ar cb.
o. 2315728 Lance Corporal Jury G.
t J be Corporal, 14th ).lay.
Sports and Competitions.-Muss Challenge Trophy (one
lmperial pint). Watneys: Four games {including a whitewash).
T1dworth Soaks: Five games (very decisive).
RUT.
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1st Anti-Aircraft Group Signals, Black,down.
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No. 1 Area Signal Section, Filey, Yorkshire.

orth Frith Barracks.

Get Mounted.-Following the fashion of the other detachments
who had already left the Unit, this Section, under the command
of Lieutenant Gray, who, like the music, seems destined to go
around and around th.is summer, accompanied " C " Co 11pany
in tho exodus from Blackdown on 8th June. We travelled north
for two and a half days, with nightly halts at Leicester and York.
At both places we '"'.ore allowed a sightseeing tour, which made the
long hours spent m convoy en route seem a mere detail. On
arrival at Filey the drivers and Section fitter were each presented
with a specially selected bundle of rags and cotton waste for
accomp.lishing the journey without any mechanical adjustments
or repairs.

General.- ll is a r cord contribution from A .A. Group Sign<l:ls
this month . Our Section scribes have excelled themselves JO
their valiant e.fforts to give us the lowdown on th~ir activ~ties
at the various camps to which we have despatched v~1oos
detachments this year. T heir efforts arc grca~ly ~pp~ec1a~ed,
and we hope it i the forerunner of more efforts in this direction.
The Colonel-in-Chief, H.R.H., The Prince s Royal, visited Mons
Barracks, Alder hot, on 21 t J unc, and members of this l! nit
attended at Ider hot as spectators. V\e had not sufficient
numbers at Blackdown to be represented on the parade. 1t
must be said that Mon Barracks was shown to it best advantage
that day, and we commend the efforts of those who made the
vi it such a success.

Prepare for Work.- With a newly-formed Section, and in an
unknown district, we were eager to start. \Ve were almost on the
dole and so commenced another intensive Section training
spasm.

Service Overseas.- The usual anxiou faces appear at the Unit
Order Board again and the following have found themsclve
destined for the Stations stated : INDIA : Sergeant Brooke H.,
Lance Corporal Grainger H. and Signalmen Allen, Edwards,
Hewick, Flinn, l\lacaulay, McCarthy D., Severn, Shaw, Soloman,
Sutton, l\Iiller, Thomas, Kenny and Langmaid. EG:YPT :
Corporal Powell F ., Lance Corporals Tyler G. and Robertson and
Signalmen Ashworth, Hughes, Gummer, Lewis, Long, Bennett,
Buckett, Lunn, Davies, Comrie, Frank and Cullen. CEYLON :
Signalman Couzens S. D. 1\llALAYA: Signal~·nen Sandeson and
Lewis. HONG KONG : Signalmen Hodgson, Gilbert and Taylor T .
)!any still Ji,·e in hopes.

Commence Work.- With a camp exchange installed, a ten-mile
hook-up to Thwing Searchlight Headquarters and night runs
a regular feature, we now participate in hostilities.
Pay Out.- Easily done in Filey. We, nevertheless, maintain
that it is the best camp we have visited yet.
Bury Crossings.- For many of us this trooper. Crossing
from Blackdown to Egypt and India.
Reel Up.-Did someone say" Dry up" ? The sun apparently
received this order before our arrival. However, even the moon
has its charms.
Congratulat ions.- To our Section fitter for adjusting another
bar on his sleeve. (Skip it.)
To" Groppi," Blackdown. "Mine's an ice."
SANDY.

Arrivals.-The following have arrived in the Unit; we ext~nd
a right hearty welcome to them : From the Depot Battalion,
3rd June, Sergeant Brooke H. From the Training Battalion,
13th July, Signalmen Donnelly, \Vintle, Severn, Shaw, Sutton,
Soloman and Taylor. From 2nd Divisional Signals, 15th July,
Corporal Shove J. and Signalman Lloyd J. From "A'_' ~?rp ·
Signals, r th July, Signalman Kewton A. From 5tl~ D1v1sional
S.ignal , 15th July, Signalman Brown J .. From India per H.T.
Neuralia on 14th July, Corporal Cottmgham and Signalmen
Cotterill and Hobling. From the Training Battalion, 20th July,
Signalmen Dickins, Jack, Mackenzie, Pearce and McCulloch.

No. I Detachment, No. 2 Area Signal Section, Watchet.
General.-This is our first contribution from Watcbet. Since
the .arrival of Ser~eant . Hodgson and his " a.ide " (modesty
forbids me to mention his name) on Coronation Day, together
with Lance Corporal Williams and the personnel who go to make
up the R.E. fittings of the camp, many strange adventures have
taken place. On that day, when the streets were gay with
bunting, Sergeant Hodgson led our mall party to \Yatchet.
The 140-mile journey, in glorious weather, was enjoyed by all.
En 1'ot{/e we stopped at Stonehenge, but as a small silver coin
was the key to a closer view of this aged pile of rock we decided
that the view from the cheap side of the barbed wire was good
enough. Glastonbury was also passed. It is mentioned in history
as far back as the twelfth century. Beyond that I cannot
enlighten my readers.

Appointments.-Congratulations to the following on their
appointment to a place on the Corps Roster : Lance Corporals,
Fisk (14th fay) and Ward B. (25th May).
Departures.-No. 2313063 Sergeant Davis R. to Eastern
Command Signal Company for duty at Sheerness. The best of
luck at your new Station I
JAY EM GEE.

Maintenance Detachment, Watchet.
We of the F.E.C. Section are making our first bow as WIRE
scribes. It is to be hoped that no Hannen Swaffers are about.
Everything is going with a swing. Linemen and operators are
giving great satisfaction to themselves and to Lance Corporal
Williams, who is the great " Poo Bah " of the Detachment.
The only fiy in the ointment is the local dialect, the " Swedes'
language." Although we may hear a~ od~ " Where be he?"
Welsh and Yorkshire seem to be the chief dialects.
Communications are humming throughout the camp. Lines are
in good order and the exchange is fairly busy. '~!•e opera.to~~
are acquiring those silvery tones renuruscent of the Hello girl.
Unfortunately, they don't resemble these lovely creatures in any
other way. Half of the Detachment have gone on leave and we
have hopes when they return. In the meantime, wo are regaled
nightly by the three ex-Singaporites w~ have .here with tales of
scorpions, snakes and tigers, not forgettmg white ants. The men
who are for Singapore this year are becoming quite nervous about
their future.
Sport.-We made a valiant effort at cricket last week, and,
indeed, discovered some local talent-Signalman Chetwynd as a
bat and Signalman Lunn as a bowler. I won't give you ou r score.
Our R.A.O.C. opponents did very well. Perhaps next t ime when
we meet them it will be a different tale.
G. W .
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The Cable Detachment proper arrived here on 30th May,
and the n~xt day laid ~mt the lines for the R.E. SfL Company,
the first mght run taking place the same evening. Night runs
with " B" Company continued (weather permitting) until their
departure from Watchet on 5th July. Our O.C., Lieutenant
Hamilton, was with us until 12th June, when he returned to
No. 2 Detachment at Pembroke Dock, Wales.
Cricket.--:With th~ aid of the F.E.C. Section we have managed
to form a cncket team. Our first match with the R.A.O.C. Depot
resulted in our defeat by a much superior team, but the game
was enjoyed by all.
Swimming is the chief past.ime ; the sea is practically on our
doorstep. For the benefit of tho of the Unit who remember
Aga'.lli Fort, it was a ple~sure to see many old faces of the Royal
Manne at Watchet agarn. Colour Sergeant Corey, Bert Willi
and Marine Towell send their salaams.
Drafts.-According to Orders, nearly all our Section is due for
abroad during the coming trooping sea on. Signalman . llen
wants to know if it is true that th e monke) s fall off the trees
through sunstroke where ho is going.
Jews ' Mail.- " Mush " Pritchard, Egypt. " \Vinnie ends her
best."
Bill Hodge, Blackdown. "Bert Willis, R. f., sends salaams."
DISMAL DESMOND.

No. 1 Detachment, No. 2 Area Signal Section, Pembroke.
Defensible Barracks, Pembroke Dock.
.. Ge~er~.t.-It is now some time since I have been called upon to
scnbe . for the \VIRE. After leaving Blackdown in the throes
of prepanng for the Coronation, we arrived at Pembroke Dock
on 11th May. The journey from Blackdown was broken at the
Depot of The South Wales Borderers at the Barracks, Brecon.
Th~re were no untoward incidents on the way down, and we
al:nved here on the afternoon of the uth.
The Detach~ent comprised the following : Lieutenant A . J.
Hamilton, R.S1gnals (O.C., No. 2 Area Signal Section), Lance
S~rgeant lent A., Lance Corporals Grainger and Tyler and
Signalmen Alexander, Bland, Carmichael, Porton, Lewm,
Goodman, Carty and Stembridge. The last-named has since
:etu:ned to Bl'.1ckdown and Driver (I.C.) Williams R. arrived
1~ ht~ stc'.ld· Signalman. Hodgson bas also joined us after doing
bi~ bit with the Coronation Party. The following also travelled
with us! but they were bound for the A.A. Practice Camp at
Manorb1er : L~nce Corporal O'Malley and Signalmen Long,
Langmaid, Lewis (8 1), Barsley and Rbc.
Te.c hnical.- On . a~val ~he general idea was to set up the
req_mred communications m two areas ; Pembroke Dock, in
which a:ea the R.E. Company were to do their training, and th
Manorb1er A.A. Practice Camp area, in which the Gunners were
to do their training. This task was to be carried out by the
Detachment, after which Lance Corporal O'Mallcy and party
would be left at i\fanorbier for T.S.B.O. duties and line maintenance. At first difficulty was experienced in getting stores
thr~ugh, but this did not bold the work up, as the normal
equipment of the Cable Detachment was used. The ;\fanorbier
Area was completed first. The exchanges at :\Janorbier consi t
of a 40-hne n;iagneto exchange, to which are connected long base
and safety Imes and the camp administrative circuits, and a
3+9
P.O. exchange, which is a P.B.X. - - . Only two of the junc12
tions on this exchange are used. But there I transgres , as, no
doubt, the correspondent from that area will be telling you about
it in his notes.
. The .t~vo V.P. l.in:s were next tackled, and after a change or two
poSitton these !me were well and truly laid. Their length
is ~b<;>ut 7! and 5! miles respectively. Difficulties were met in
~uilding throug~1 a town instead of the usual village. These
Imes have not given us any real trouble, but one instance proved
that cattle do really enjoy the insulation on D. cable.
Congratutations.-These are tendered in the order in which we
heard the news : To C.S.M. Dowie F. and C.Q.M.S. Mears L .,
both of whom received H.M. King George VI' Coronation Medal.
To Lance Corporals Ward B. and Fisk A. on getting their name
in the Blue Book. To C.S. 1. Penfold, Sergeant Hodgson and
Corporals Marchant and Howard on their recent promotion .
Rest.- The Detachment are at present taking their summer
annual (no, not bath !) and some brown faces are expected here
at the end of the week. The weather clerk i being very unkind
to us in this area at pre.sent.
Nuts and Wine.- " J ecp " has arrived from omc mysterious
place. But what a mascot !
There was once a man who had a can of water
. Leave it
at that.
A.V.l.
~n

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Recruiting Detachment.
Bulford Barracks.
at last a pare moment, con cience says, ",\\'rite!"
<?.i_takmg paper from omeone's locker and borrowing a pen~il,
say, "Right ! " The "Jeep" alone knows what I am to write
about; I don't.
Havi~g

\Veil, starting from Bulforcl. A small ection was formed
mo tly from " rafty l{," with three of their wirele.s cars and
two 'ortons from o. 2 ompany. The latter, having been to
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the Coronation. were iu tip-top condition. I ay were because
their tour i · not yet finish d and I might have to ride one. Thi·
b ing the ca~. I am afraid that the Demon would gaze al hi
mouut mournfully, then er ep away to bury U1e remains.
Headed by Lieutenant J\l. D. Price, we set out one very sunny
_!onday morning in full war paint for Tidworth, thence to Oxford,
arnving at Cowley Barrack at 12.30 p .m., the latter being the
Depot of the Oxford hire anti Buckin<>hamshire Light Infantry.
\\'e ·orted oursclve out and found that w were lo leep in a
<onverted potting shed or . omcthing similar on the ' ports
{;round. HowC\·er, we weren't in there very long. The same
afternoon we went to vi it the J\lorris :\lotor ·work . the party
tonsisting of about venty. On entering we were split up into
p;,rt1c of ten. one guide being allotted to each party. Unfortunately. thi was a short day and no girl were working, but
their work wa e. ·plained and fini ·hed pieces exhibited. Their
JOb i · to do all the fabric shapes, al o the machining. It is now
mv ambition to stand behind a bench ewing three-ply wood
sheets together.
One of the first thinas that impressed us wa a suspended
rail with low-moving carriers going along. Thi overhead
conveyor is endless and twelve mil in length and i only u ed for
timall components. There were larger conveyors in row of five
for the building of cbas i , with larger ones till at the completion
end. It takes these fellows three days to complete a car, or I
should say car , a they manufacture hundreds at a time.
The engine are made in Cm·entry, and the workmen take only
one hour to bolt one engine, four wheels and all the nece ary
equipment on to the cha sis. Each man complet his own job
as the conveyor moves along, then at the end of its journey the
car i ready for a test. All cars are tested without the body to
enable the workmen to make any necessary alteration without
being hampered by coachwork.
The bodies, meanwhile, are subject to nine coat of paint
and a special q uick-drying proce . Between the e coats of paint
and cellulose the lining, et:c., is fitted, after which the whole
thing is vigorously polished. The body is then lifted by a
pecial crane and slapped on to a chassis. Anchorage bolt , etc.,
a.re fitted into position by some smart chaps and behold-a car !
The :'!!orris Motor Company supplied us with a splendid tea
before our departure in the dining room of their Sport Club.
\'\'e were up early the next day (Tuesday) and hurriedly
cleaned our cars (but they were already clean for inspection by
the public later) and prepared to move. The band of the Loyals
and others from that nit followed in the rear of our Section as
we moved to t he centre of Oxford . ·we formed up neatly and
were welcomed and inspected by the layor and i\Iayoress.
After the inspection we marched past, the Mayor taking the
salute.
That has been our itinerary, visiting many towns in Berks
and Bucks, being inspected by the local authorities, giving
demonstrations in behveen selections from the band, and making
ou rselves a thorough nuisance.
The order for the march past on these visits was as follows:
The band headed the parade, next came the wireless cars with
personnel, and lastly the mechanised transport of The Loyal
Regiment, plus their D.R.s. The vehicles moved by in close
column and numbered eighteen. \Ve usually visited two towns
rer day, having our meals at banqueting halls, etc.
On Saturday, 26th June, we arrived at Reading and had to
clean up immediately to enable us to take part in the " At
Home " Day of the Royal Berks. One heavy tank and an
armoured car were also in attendance. Believe me, we worked
really hard on that day and hadn't time even to sing" Salomi,"
a pract:ice. usually carried out first thing in tl).e morning and last
thmg at mght.
When the Sets were being used many people talked to
neighbours over the air and many people had the opportunity of
controlling them.
everal songs were rendered (or rended) by
" Boggy " :\larsh. H is crooning broke many young hearts.
" The Demon " (Barber) was terribly upset on this " At Home "
Day, because an old lady, whilst examining his Torton, pointed
to the air cleaner and asked if it was convenient at that moment
to lay a smoke screen !
Later on the R~gimental band of the Berks gave us a thrilli ng
d1~play of marching and counter-marching on the square.
A
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rather interesting commentary was given by "Gibbo" with a
o. r et to Car o. 3 on the smartness of the movements of the
afore aid ba nd men, although it was only intended for the
personnel of ar o. 3 (Stan and Harry), who couldn't see
anything. It was picked up on many wireless sets in the vicinity
of the barrack-. E verybod y, it seems, was quite pleased with
what Uley hea rd, a there were no complaints, and " Gibbo "
ha had everal offers from leading broadcasting companies,
including Radio ling.
On unda y there was a big Church P a rad e with a full Regimental band .
nd did we ma rch ? I'll ay so I Right into town.
After marching for half a n hour, we met three small detachments
of the local Territorials and played them back along the same
route to church . Crowds blocked the route. It was exceptionally
hot, and I fancy th at many mutterings of "Roll on, roll on,"
could be faintly heard . H owever, a pint later a t the " Albion "
banished any ill-feeling. The afternoon was free and, as everybody had changed into " Blue ," I took my weary self into the
Forbury Gardens. The only entertainment in Reading on a
unday is this park.
sually a Regimental band is in attendance
every Sunday evening, and to-night the townsfolk had the
pleasure of hearing the band of The Loyal R egiment.
On Monday we left ba rracks at I I a.m . in our usual spotless
condition and arrived at High Wycombe Municipal Offices. Here
we were inspected by the Mayor, after which we marched past
His\ 'orship, who wa well pleased with our turn-out. At I p .m.
we marched to the " Red Lion," where we had another excellent
lunch. \\"e then gave a demonstration, and many people were
surpri ed at the modern Army's technical capabilities. The
convoy moved off at 4 p .m ., proceeding to Henley, where we had
tea in the local drill hall. The evening was free, with the
exception of two members from our motley crew, who were left in
charge of the vehicles. The remainder took their liberty on the
river, exhibiting admirable nautical knowledge on the regatta
course. During this period a cricket team of the Loyals went to
ettlebed for a match with the "A" team, 4th Battalion,
Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry, T.A. The
result was a win against, but only just. We returned to barracks
at 9.45 p .m., ju t in time for a quick one.
Tuesday aw us performing a slightly different procedure,
as we did not stop to exl1ibit our Sets. The band debussed at each
of the following towns : Marlow, Beaconsfield and Gerrard's
Cross. They marched through these towns playing, the M.T.
following at ten-minute intervals, with no stop except for the
band to embus and debus ; rather uneventful for the wireless
detachment, who only controlled the column en route. We
arrived back at 12 noon, thus completing our Recruiting Tour.
\Vednesday J111orning was one of great activity for the Signals
detachment, who returned under their own steam, with C.S .M.
Stevenson, M.c., in charge of the party. 2nd Lieutenant M. D .
Price, R.Signals, had departed the previous day to Catterick on
a seven weeks' Course.
Tit-bits of the Trip.To Lance Corporal Grant: "Yo ho, flash I What have we?
Firstly, I ca' fra' Paisley. Secondly, I do's as she do's. Thirdly,
Y.our p~enger suffered many discomforts, but held his peace (at
times).
To Signalman Emptage and Driver Crook: "\l\Thy did the
Pressed Steel Company only throw you out once instead of
twice at their annual ball, and who rode the black horse? "
To Lance Corporal Matthews : " Have you drawn your petrol
yet? And where is my works ticket ? "
To signalmen Clarke R. J. and "Boggy" Marsh: "Can I
eat my apple now, please, ' Nobby • ? "
To Lance Corporal Terry (from Tank Brigade Signals, Perham
Down) : " It is amazing how easily your public address equipment can be ' hooked on' to a three-valve received three floors
above."
To Lance Corporal Horsman : " Hear you loud, 'clear a nd
distiuct, but cannot understand what the h- you are talking
about. All the very best from the Section on your Voe. (Is it
plastering or ' blasting • ?) "
To Signalmen Vaughan, Gibson and Barber: "Hoping your
valiant efforts were not in vain. Over ! "
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. T o C.S.M. Stevenson, M.c. (remark passed to a young lady on
bicycle en route) : " If you are in this column, my dear, will you
kmdly keep your twenty yards interval in the convoy ? "
K3 . S. H. V.
K4. J. V. G.
Agony.- To Unit Office, Egypt Signals : "If you would care
to send back the notes written for the WIRE last Christmas
would you also kindly enclose the a ttached snaps as well ? "
'
To Signalma n Dalton, " G "Troop : " You owe me six months'
und efiled correspondence. Stan ."
To Signalman Gibson T ., P alestine : " E x actly t he same as
above. Brother Gib."
Personal congratulations from " K " Section to Lance
Corporals Gibson J .. Marsh E.,
icholson J . on their recent
appointment.
S. H . V.

A SPECIAL DISCOUNT
GIVEN TO THE ARMY
BY

WRIGHT BROS.
Complete Sports Outfitters
and T ravel Goods Specialists

37 ST. GEORGE'S ST., CANTERBURY
Telephone 452

[Owing to pressure on space some excellent photographs have
been unavoidably omitted- ED .]

Army Armoured Fighting Vehicles School.
R/T Wing.

Sergeants' Mess.

Bovington Camp, V\areham, Dorset.
14th July.
.T he _R /T Wing, Army A.F.V. School, makes its bow. It
~ght mterest readers to know that here, amongst the Dorset
pmes, the powers th<1;t be have deemed it fit to introduce yet
'.1-nother. spot for R.S1~als regular Home Stations. Although
mstruction has been g1v.en during the past eighteen months, it
has ?nly been a.n ~tabl~shed school since 1st April (on paper),
and 15 now well m its stnde.
The detachment comprises the following : Lieutenant R. .
S~ddon, R.Signals, C.Q.M.S. Griffith C. H., Sergeants Smith J ..
Little V . R., Coy B., :Matthews C., Wilbraham H., Locke C. R.
an~ Pawsey H. and Lance Corporal Lightbody J ., whose job it is
to mfuse the mysteries of wireless into Regimental officers and
.C.O.s of Cavalry and R.T.C. Units.
Promotions.-Congratula~ions to C.Q.::\l.S. Griffith on adding
the long-awaited cr?\VII to his chevrons, and to the following, who,
although the rank 1s temporary, receive the " ackers," which is
all that matters : Sergeants Matthews, Wilbraham, Locke and
Pawsey.
Sport.-Little sport has bee_n attempted yet, although Sergeant
Wilbraham kep~ the flag flymg dunng Company Sports at the
R.T.C. Depot, wmrung two or three prizes.
Wanted.-A spot of sum.mer. A prize-winning " B ullet ."
Things We Want to Know.- \ Vho is t he nice dark-haired boy)
What is a C.Q.::'II.S.-Instructor ?
·

The past month has been pleasant on the plains and the Mess
" r.aml>les " are still going strong. " Albert " a.'t the time of
wntmg is ~?' leav~. I belie_ve he used ~e train to get to ottingha m._ but . M<1;c may still be seen m the cool of the evening
stndmg majestically along A~esb.ury Lake, Woodford, Salisbury,
Cholderton,_ etc. Must .ask. h_1m i~ . he h<i;~ tried the " Wallops "
yet. In spite_ of a ll this h1kmg, l.'lac has to sit just as far
back from. his table as he. ever did. Perhaps rolling down
Beacon Hill o~ al~ernate rughts might help. The lanes and
by-roads ?f Wiltshire _are _now at their best, and the villages
round Salisbury and d1stnct are well worth a visit. The pubs
don't all have Wadworth's beer, but they are not too far apart.
Departures.- A rathe~ well-known character, Sergeant Stevenson W., has left us on d1schar~e after twenty-three years' service.
A farewell party took place m the Mess on Friday, 25th June,
when we all said good-bye officially to Jack and family.
·one
of us could be dull .w ith him around, and his never-failing sense
of humour made him popular wherever he was stationed. He
sang a couple of songs and recited the Green eye of the little
yellow dog. Mrs. Stevenson:s eye caught bis occasionally, but
Jack ended the eve_nmg well m hand. C.Q.l\I.S. Finney treated us
to that old favo~nte, Trumpeter, what are y02t sounding now and
Albert tned to smg something sentimental, but none of us ever
heard 3: word as everyone present was convulsed by his facial
expressions. Before the evening ended, R.S.M. Herbert after
a few well chosen words, presented a canteen of cutlery
to Sergeant Stevenson on behalf of the Mess. In reply,
Sergeant Stevenson went over his service and after a little
" boggling," settled down in his stride and gav~ us a treat for
about ten minutes. \Ve wish Sergeant Stevenson and his family
the very best of everything in civilian life and hope to ee them
often. Andover is not far, " Steve."
Arrivals.- Lance Sergeant Cooper H. on 1j'th June from the
S.T.C. We hope he will like Bulford and that i\llrs. Cooper will
shortly join him.
.Att_a chmen.ts.- We are glad to see ergeant Cox, of the 53rd
Div1s1onal Signal , T. .. who has come to stay with us for
fourteen.days on a short ourse. We hope that be will learn a
little while he is here, and also enjoy himself.
Congratulations.- To C.Q.M.S. rcher W. on promotion to that
rank . . To Sergeant Cockings P. and Lance ergeant Jones Vol.
on bemg presented with the Long Service and Good Conduct
Med~L To Lance Sergeant Lay on his return to the Unit from
hospital.
Drafts.-A few names have appeared in Orders. A year seems
to have passed quickly. Which reminds me that I have been
home t hree years now. I wonder?
L!!st Bit.- " Hookey" is back from Trawsfynnydd. So goodbye for now.

.tEGISTHUS.

4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury.
No. 2 Company.
A BARRACK ROOM BALLAD.
Duff Cooper, in his Army Estimates,
\\ants another seven quid, then goes on and states
The reason for this increase is the shortage of recruits
And hopes to kid more blokes to put on Army boots.

' M:-

The soldier of to-morrow will be treated like a lord ·
He'll do j ust what he likes and name his own reward'.
To plum and apple jam for him, nor bully beef or stew
But e<wiare, asparagus, champagne and oysters, too. '
Jo marching, forming, nor standin in a line;
They'll bring his morning paper, tea and toast at nine.
F rom ten to twelve a round of golf, and then a trip back to the
bar
To wait until the Colonel come to fetch him in his car.
Lunch till hvo, then rest againSiesta up to four.
Then auction bridge till dinner, chaps.
Oh, what a lovely war I
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seat for one at :i. Cochran's show,
chocolate as well ;
:\ cabaret, then a taxi back to
Th Dorch ter Hotel.
~orne

And
nd
The
And

o finally to please him,
to ee that he' quite all right,
ergeant comes to tuck him up
ki es him " Good night."

HAPPY.

No. 3

Company.
Generat.-The note under this heading are really misleading,
as .. o. 3 Company ju t does not exi t here as a Company for
the moment. It is hoped that the Sections comprising the
Company will send in some notes to supplement this small effort
on behalf of the few remaining base wallahs here. Although the
barrack square doe not re ound to the tramp of marching feet,
the echo of clicking typewriters suggests administrative activity,
no doubt informing Sections that we have got none.
\ e are at rock bottom here for the pre ent in man, horse and
mechanical power, haYing denuded ourselves of our all for the
benefit of the men on training ; they've even stolen our Part I
Orders Clerk. Apart from producing a modified o. I Company
for operations extending till the end of the month, we have several
T .A. duties to fulfil. Lieutenant A. C. R. Stead and ~le rs.
Knowles, Honey and Chadwick have taken up a hort Language
Course (?) for their sojourn to Scotland with the 52nd Divisional
Signal , T.A., at Ayr. Och aye, ye ken!
Jews' Mail.-To Phil and Co .. Egypt. "What about a line.
I don't 'pose I'll be paying you another visit. L. L.''
Agony.-To ex-Arty. Sig. Sectionite, Helmieh. " Who is
laughing now ? "

" J " Sedion.
The Section left Canterbury in pouring rain on Sunday, 19th
June, arriving at Colchester on Sunday afternoon in glorious
sunshine. The journey was accomplished without incident, apart
from losing one wireless car, an austin and two D.R.s.
\Vork commenced on :Monday rooming with a short cheme.
This Scheme, with slight variations, was repeated o::i Tuesday and
Wednesday. On Friday at the Eastern Command Sport our
representatives did rather well in the High Jump.
Departures.-Signalman Hoyle F. left us for a spell in hospital.
We hope his stay will be a short one. Signalman :\IcCall E. left
us to join the Unit at Canterbury. We hen that he bas gone
to pick petals off the daisies on Ye Olde Sportes Grounde.
Agony.- Wbich "Heap" asked for a tin of condensed milk
at a local dairy farm? To names, no"' stackers."
Th~ Scheme for ~he ~ond we 'k consisted of Brigade leapfroggmg. The Austm dnvcr wa the only one to achieve success.
Confidentially, he has a big advantage.
" H" Troop and " \Villo." "Please note the rise to fame of
'Robbo.'" \Vhat a batman!
" Smudgers " is in the cart if Aunt Sophie's football coupons
don't come up. The said cart is India.
Arrivals.-Signalmen ] ones ] . 0. and :\1ullins J. from Canterbury.
THREECO.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Unit Headquarters.
The Annual l!nit ports \\'eek was held from the 2nd to 7th
Jul_Y. an.<1 everyone was gratified by the results. The orps band
amved m Scarb?rough on the 2nd, and " saying it with music "
was the vogue m Rurmston Barracks. An All Ranks' Dance
was held and, although the weather was extremely hot there was
a huge attendance. Two marquees were erected on 'the South
Square to p~ovide rcfrcsh.mcnt bars, thus leaving more room in
the Gymnasmm for the tnppers of the light fantastic. Excellent
music was provided by the Corps dance band, and dancing
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continued until the wee ma' hours. Everyone voted the dance
an out tanding succ ss.
Sunday, 4th July, was the occa ion for the Annual Signals
~7 eek Church Service and the C. of E. contingent, under the
command of our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel H . G.
Henderson, H..Signals, and headed by the Corps band, marched
to St. Mark's, re wby. lt must have been quite a treat for the
inhabitants of ro s Lane to be roused from their usual Sunday
lay-in by the martial music provided by tho Corps band. On
return to barracks the band played on the Square to a good ly
throng of civilians and troops.
In the evening an excellent band concert was given by
i\Ir. R. R. Ricketts and his merry men.
The programme,
although of a light nature and intended for children, was
thoroughly enjoyed by young and old. The 1ale Voice Choir
was e pecially well received. ' e were very pleased to note the
pre ence of Mrs. Adcock, wife of R.Q.M.S. Adcock, of 3rd
Divi ional Signals. (;\Icmories of Jubbulpore and the whist
drives and dances held there by R.S.M. Bew.)
Monday was the occasion of the Officers' Mess Guest ight,
when the band played on the lawn in front of the Mess. This was
followed by the Ser cants' Me s Dance, which will doubtless be
reported elsewhere. Tue-day was the great day. A fine programme of Inter-Company Sports was carried through without a
hitch and proved thoroughly intere ting. Great keenness
prevailed throughout. 'o. 1 Company won the trophy somewhat
easily; ~o. 3 Company won only one item, the mile. At
4.30 p.m. over t\ o hundred men, their families and friends sat
down to a wonderful repa t provided by the r .A.A.F.I. I say
wonderful repast, but that puts it mildly ; it was actually a
" gobblers' " paradise, all rank putting on much weight.
The Sports arc over, and we now turn our attention to more
serious items. The burning question of the moment is the
G.O.C.' in pection of the Un it, which is due to take place on
the 23rd instant. All rank are doing their best in order to uphold
the Unit's good name. We feel ure that a good " chittie" wiU
be obtained.
Draft rolls are beginning to arrive from Chatham, and quite
a few of the " Peasholm Pan ies " will be treading pastures
new thi time next year. So far about seventy other ranks have
had their warning orders. India and Egypt have been favoured
by the majority. Five linemen have already left us for the
Southern Command Signal Company preparatory to moving on
to Singapore later in the year.
The Inter-Section ricket League has now commenced under
the auspices of Lieutenant . I. Bower. Headquarters have
t\irted well by defeating " K" Section, and " J " Section have
beaten" :\1." Vve hope to record more progress next month.

No. 1 Company.
General.-The chief event of the month was the advent of
our Signals Vveek from 2nd to 6th July, when once again the
Corps band paid their annual visit and entertained us with their
c~stomary splendid programme and willingness to oblige at all
times.
-o. I Company would like to take this opportunity of
thanking i\Ir. H.icketts, Sergeant Saunders and the BAND for
the hard work which they put in during the week.
Annual Sports. ~The Annual Inter-Company Athletic Meeting
took place on 6th July and, with the combination of fine weather,
the Corps band and an excellent tea, the Meeting was a very
enjoyable one. The P.R.!. is to be congratulated upon the
splendid prizes and refreshments, and his name will go down
to posterity among the children for producing such an unlimited
supply of ices. The Company got down to some serious training
and are to be congratulated upon the keenness they showed in all
~vents, pulling off 17 points out of the 19, and so winning the
mter-Cornpany trophy. The Company Commander, Major E.
Levitt, R.Signals, won tho Slow Cycle Race and Jacqueline
Archbold the Girls' Race, so that the Company was well represented. i\frs. Henderson, wife of the Commanding Officer, kindly
presented the prizes, and C.S.M. Archbold collected the interCompany trophy on behalf of
o. I Company. Everyone
thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
The following are to be congratulated on winning the team
events for No. I Company:

Aocu
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roo YARDS.-Signalmen Skinner, Smith, Adcock and McLaren.
120 YARDS HURDLES .-Signalroen Adcock, Willis and Skinner
and Lance Corporal Thom.
HIGH JuMP.-Signalmen Barlow, Willis and Skinner.
LoNG }UMP.
ignalmen Yarnell and Skinner and Lance
Corporal Ambury.
. MEDLEY RELAY.- Lance Corporals Thom and Haughton and
Signalmen McLaren and Smith A.
ONE MrLE.-Signalmen Holland and Oliver and Driver Wilks.
Second place.
Tuc-oF-WAR.-Lieutenanl A. Hill, R.S.M. Shenton, Sergeant
Conye~s, Fa~ior Staff Sergeant Pummell, Lance Sergeant
Cummmgs, Signalmen Smith J. and Rudge and Driver Tiltman.
(Coach : C.S.M. Archbold .)
Departures.-Corporal McAulliffe J. to Army Signals, South-.
Western Arca, De~onport . . Althou&"h h~ has been away on
detachment, many m the Umt will miss his cheerful dispo ition.
We lose a thoroughly reliable N.C.O. and trust that he will
. soon settle down at his new Station.
Promotions.--Congratulations are extended to U/Lance
Corporal Rankin and trust that this may be the commencement
of a worthy career.

J. A.
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Warrant Officers' and Sergeants' Mess.
Since our last notes we have welcomed to the fold Lance
Sergeants Gordon and Cummings on their appointment to that
rank .. We are sorry that they are not quite good enough to
p lace m our first snooker team, but under the eye of our champ.
they should soon show improvement.
~.S.M. Todd, who left us for India on 18th June, hould have
arnved safely Ill the East by now. We hope that his trip on the
P. and 0. liner RajapHtana was to his liking. We wish him all
the best. of luck. According to latest reports, some of us (I said
some) will soon be seeing him again.
On Mon.day, ?th July, we took advantage of the Corps dance
band staymg with us and held a dance in the Gymnasium. It
proved an enjoyable ev~ning. We were very pleased to see
Colonel R. E. Barker, Lieutenant-Colonel the Viscount Downe
Lieutenant-Colonel T. T . J. Sheffield, T.D., Lieutenant-Colonei
F. Jackson, M.c., T.D., Commanding Officer, and officers and
wives amongst the guests.

W.·

DARLINGTON

Crown Street

w.

No. 3 Compa.y.
Sports Week has come and gone and most of our credits have
accompanied it. This pleasant period commenced with an All
Ranks' Dance on 2nd July, which was undoubtedly the most
popular and best attended dance of the season. Music was
provided by the Dance Section of the Corps band. Their playing
was excellent.
Rui:iour~ indicate that the Opera House has secured the
exclusive rights to reproduce that gripping drama " RETRIBUTION " under the very able management of Mr. Tommy Philips.
Our Sports Meeting was favoured by the weather clerk. Many
r~ords were broken.
The Meeting was well attended by the
fnends of all ranks and we are sure that they spent an enjoyable
afternoon. Our Company did extraordinarily well at the Sports,
sliowmg the fine stuff from which they are made. Knowing that
th~y could ~ot beat
o. I Company, they kept plodding on with
gnt, determmatlon and smiles on their faces.
Although we fared so poorly in the actual Sports, we proved
ourselves to be champions as a tent erecting party and a tent
striking party.
Routine.- Section Schemes are again in full swing and a happy
manreuvre period at Catterick is anticipated.
Congratulations.- To U/Lance Corporals Brown P. and
Robertson J. G. on attaining that rank.
Departures.-The following have left the Unit en 1'01,te to
Malaya : Lance Corporal Gatford J. and Signalmen orthall r
Stewart R. and Clarke V. We wish them a happy tour.
CANNON BALL.

CONCRETE PROPOSAL

METCALFE

Atqlrttr anb j;pnrts <Outfttttr
Guns, Cartridges, Fishing Tackle,
etc.

RICHMOND, YORKS. Telephone 208
BRA.NCH SHOP :

SHUTE ROAD, CA TTERICK CAMP.

Telephone 60

I think that we can now look forward to seeing the foundation
of our new Mess being laid some time in September. All
the sites for the various new buildings have now been marked out
and something must be happening shortly.
A very interesting tennis match took place between our
mernbe~s and the Corpo.rals on 27th June. Each team provided
four pairs ~d each pair played all the opposing pairs. Some
very mteresting and close matches were seen and the final result
was: Sergeants, 74 games; Corporals, 73.
ston~

Corporals' Mess.
Quite the mos.t important topic in the l\less these days is the
Draft Rolls, which seem unduly lengthy. The Me will look
very n~.w in less than a year's time and Records say, " lore to
follo~v.
However, the following have so far been warned for the
Stations shown : INDIA : Corporals Barnicott, McDonald Park
Weller, Dillon, Skiffins, Kelly and Grafton and Lance C~rporai
Ambury. EGYPT : Corporals Davenport, Lane and ~rarburton
and Lance Corporal urse. l\lALA v A : Corporal McAuliffe and
Lance Corporal Gatford. l\lALTA: Lance Corporal McConnell.
Those left behind are anxiously awaiting developments.
We have already said farewell to Corporal McAuliffe and
Lance Corporal Gatford, who have made the first step toward
Singapore. Both are keen hockey players and we feel sure that
they will be an asset in their new Unit. Corporal McAuliffe who
had not been in Scarborough very long, was a very po'pular
less member. Lance Corporal Gatford was an old stager and we
hall miss his shinmg countenance. The best of luck to them
both.
Congratulations are extended to Lance Sergeants Gordon and
Cummings on their elevation to the Sergeants' Mess-next door.
vVhat are you doing about your " spoof" now, General ?
A hearty welcome is extended to the following on their admission to the Mess : U /Lance Corporals Kingdon, Rankin,
Robertson and Brown P.
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Arrivals.-''-'e welcome ergeant Hoyland V., who is relieving
Young. We hope that he will enjoy his stay.

Moves, Inter-Unit.- ergeant Masters to Lou<>h Swilly in relief
of Lance ergeant Bowie, who returned to Belfast.
ignalmen
Houghton and Dawson to Baronscourt in relief of Lance Corporal
Roy and Signalman David on. Signalmen Crockett to Ballykinler vice Signalman Cox A., who returns to Belfast.
Musketry.-Like all other Units, we have to fire our ourse,
and to this end we set forth in the lorry fo r Ballykinler Ranges.
Although a gale was raging, we rather enjoyed ourselves.
ergeant Parker had the honour of obtaining the top score ;
the majority reached the standard required for a first-class shot.
Some days afterwards the tation Lineman (Signalman Doyle),
according to the Press, wandering aimlessly behind the Ranges
discovered the body of a dead man. The .Musketry In tructo~
jokingly remai:ked that he now knew where most of the stray
shots were gomg. The humbler marksmen of the Unit were
relieved to hear that the tragedy was two years old.

0

Bere Island Detachment.
June has been a very busy month for all the Garrison at Bere
I land. This detachment has done its share and, I am glad to say,
well held the grand traditions of the Corps.
T he annual R .A. shoots are now over and the C.R.A. was very
pleased with the efficient way that everyone, . including the
Signals, carried out their particular work. The inspections of late
have been too numerous to mention, but we refer all critics to the
fact that we carried a one hundred per cent. report each time.
Now we will not sit back on our laurels, but will learn Irish,
and, who knows, next year we may get a ten per cent. bonus in
addition to our normal quota of percentages.

Draft.-INDIA : Sergeant Parker, Lance Sergeant Bowie,
Corporal Clark, Lance Corporal Roy and Signalmen Preskett,
Tasinari, Cade, Calvert, Baillie, Coomber, Oliver Ward and
White. EGYPT : Corporal Thomson and Signalm~n Atkinson,
Beiley and Coombes. HONG KONG SIGNAL COMPANY : Lance
Corporal Watts, Corporal McLaren and Signalmen Holland, Cook,
Crump, Houghton, Leith, Seager and Wise. TIENTSIN SIGNAL
SECTION : Signalman Smith A. D.
REC ME.

The Garrison held a "smoker" on 17th June as a relaxation
after the hard work of the training season. Corporal Harry
Sugg, an old "Boozer," just back from China, officiated at the
piano, a ge&ture that was appreciated by all present. It would
not have been the same party without him and, though he has
now left us to join his new Unit at Aldershot, we hope that when
he reads this he will accept our thanks and appreciation. We
only wish that he could have stayed with us, for it is not often
that an old " Boozer " comes back to Bere for his leave.

·

South Irish Coast Defenc es Signal Section.
Spike Island Detachment.
General.-We have enjoyed a quiet month. R.A. practice
shoots have kept our system fully engaged, but a cheering
absence of faults has rewarded the F. of S. and linemen for their
efforts earlier in the year.
For fear that readers should suspect the moral character
~f our de~~chment after reading further on, it is explained that
Boozer L'> the name of the locality unc,fficially adopted by the
Garnson for Bere Island and compares with Old Borstalian, etc.
Sport.-The Section has at last entered the field with a Unit
team of six for tennis._ So far two matches have been played;
one Yersus the Cntenon Club at Queenstown, by whom we
were severelY: hcked, a~d the other versus 19th Heavy Battery,
H .A . on the island, agamst whom we recorded a win.
.A.r~ivals.-.Welcome to .signalman Smith M. D. from 4th
D1v1S1onal Signals, who will keep an eye on the hydrometers
until Lance Corporal Richardson C. is fit.

"A" Company, Signal Training Battalion.

Correction.-To "Hams" who read the July WIRE: It
hould be noted that our call is EDWARD INK FIVE Mo KEY, and
not E fifteen M.
SPIKE.

to Driver (LC.) Douglas upon his

M~rriages.-Congratulations

Sipal Training Centre (India) Jubbulpore.

Technical.-Experiments with hort-wave operating are still
proceeding. The four-valve Li sen receiver is working well
and giving good results on a loudspeaker. Modifications are
being made with the crystal oscillator, which is battery driven
with push-pull amplifier driven by the mains added. The Set
is designed to work morse and speech, and it is hoped shortly to be
able to be in communication with other "Hams." VU-.zJT,
please make a note of El5M.

The troopers are on the tide, and your humble scribe finds that
Tientsin has its call to answer. After all, I volunteered for
the place, and even China has an allure all its own.

marriage.

INDIAN·SIGNALCORPS

1

Departures.one, in fact, but several in prospect. The
Officer i/c Hecords has favoured six of our hands with promises o(
tour in the Empire this season and thoughtfully included
with the warning a memo. to the fact that more mvitations
might be pa sed later in the year. Trooping and the passing
of tho e who are soon due for the bowler hat wm give us an almo t
complete change of faces for next year.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.

C .Q. ~I . S.
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Casualties.-Lance
orporal Richardson C. still holds a
monopoly under this head. He has, however, progressed to the
point of being able to get about'with the aid of crutches. Only a
month or so now," Tiffy." Keep smiling.

The ~le, had an outing to Roundbay Park, Leeds, to witness
the orthern Command Tattoo. Those who reached the Tattoo
had a very good treat. The boys of " F" Company received a
special bouquet for their excellent performance in " The Queen
of Toyland Inspects Her rmy." The " General's" performance
ofgoingofftosleepwasverynatural ! Several new acquaintances
were made in Leeds, and it seems that t e number of single
member will shortly be sadly reduced.

There bas been \'ery little of note durin<> the past month.
The local population ha\'e been celebrating their annual July
holidays, and we were entertained to bands of many kinds.
Once again our mobile sets were equipped for :')chemes, and
we had ome amusing adventures with the sausage aerials ;
unfortunately, the exact de cription applied by the Operator
cannot be given in the e columns.
The draft return has arrived, and there are twenty-seven for
oversea during the forthcoming trooping sea on ; almost all
the principal Stations have been mentioned.

T

The " Songs of Araby " were heard once again from the lips of
the only man who has been heard to sing it correctly. Am I
modest ? An harmonica solo by the same artiste was a great
favourite, only overshadowed by Corporal CoweU, of the R.E. ,
who gave a one-man show of the Western Brothers. Other turns
were also splendid, but are too numerous to mention. Let it
suffice that we all gave of our best, and those who only listened
were just as pleased as the performers.
The non-players of the game of cricket, taking my hint, staged
a friendly game between two teams of the Departmental Staff.
"A" team showed " B " the way to go home, for Sapper Derry
massed the total of 101 runs off his own bat. Still, we found some
dark horses, and this should help us in selecting the next team to
play the Gunners.
Acute Agony.-Who is the
.C.O. who has started as a
dhobi ? Evidently the Far East teaches more than we are led to
believe.
Who will keep up the notes when I have gone ?
PEM.

J

Can you imagine working ~nder conditions made oppressive
by a temperature of approximately II'2 degrees daily, then
suddenly to be greeted by a fall of 20 degrees, due to the arrival
of the monsoon ? Those of you who know this climate will
appreciate the feeling of relief, and to those of you who are
look1_ng. forward to a few years in India's sunny climes, I will
say 1t is as wel~o1:ne as the annual. furlough that you enjoy
after a hard trammg season, the d1fference, of course, being
that we never have a break from training, and furlouah is a word
which only the very rich have bothered to interpret
Obituary.- It is with profound regret that the death of
o. 2820100 Si.gnah~1an ~cott R. W._ has to be recorded. Signalman ~cot.t arrived m this country m March this year and had
been m mdifferent health since. He was interred with full
military honours on 21st May. Our sincere sympathy is extended
to his relatives in their sad loss.
Courses.-The " S" Course is due to finish its studies in a
few days and. with. its termination we lose the following, who
return to their Umts: Lance ergeants Tant and Waite and
Corporals Baile, Connor, Bevans, Dobson, Ditchfield, Green,
August, Currie and Hunt.
Prior to their departure a smoking concert is being held
and up to the time of going to press the following items have
been submitted for inclusion in the programme:
SONGS: "Tant no use." "Waite for the wagon." Male
Voice Choir.
OPERA: Handel's "Larger." "Beck's "Light and dark."
MONOLOGUE: Younger's "straight" talk.
FINALE: Tosti's" Good-bye" (modern version).
Truth.-A certain individual, when out shooting, happened
across the pad marks of a tiger. Following these up for a day
or so, he spotted the animal disappearing into a nullah. With
quickness of hand and eye he took aim and had the satisfaction
of s~ing the tiger l~<i:P into th~ air-most certainly a hit. Being
cautious, the md1v1dual waited about ten minutes before
advancing in case the tiger was only wounded. His care was
rewarded, for the animal appeared again. Once more he took
a.im an.d felt certain that he had fired straight. Once more the
tiger disappeared.
ine t imes he fired and waited. Eventually,
however, the animal failed to rise ; he couldn't take it. The
indiyidual adv_anced to .the nullah and was greeted with the sight
of nme dead tigers. H1s next problem was how to get the skins
back to barracks, but this was solved by the slamming of a door.
A.H.

Sergeants' Men.
Yes, it's here, really here-the monsoon, of course. It crept
in quietly at 4.4 p.m. on 16th June, in spite of a large sum of
money changing hands over the probable date of its arrival.
It. has certainly improved many things : lawn , greenery,
prickly heat, to ay nothing about tempers. The Mess verandah
now .houses the " after tennis " parties and other impromptu
meetmgs.
Entertainments.-Mainly of the indoor variety, although prior
to the rains appearing, a couple of swimming and tenni matches
wore fought out with the ergeants' Mess of The Leicestershire
Regiment with the following re ults : Swimming in our Baths, a
win for Signals. Swimming away from home, a draw. A win for
us looked certain all lhe way until one of our rotund members
gave a prolonged exhibition of negotiating the greasy pole .
We wondered if he would finish the course within the twentyfour hours allotted for the race. The tennis resulted in a sweeping
victory for the Mes , but our opponents have threatened to

" get down to it " a nd tak'e their revenge next year. Whist
drives and dances are now the order of the night and are proving
very popular. These are held in conjunction with the entertainments of the other Messes in the Station and work out at one or
two a week.
English Habits- Leave.-Wally Wagg has proceeded on leave,
sailing ex-Bombay on nst June on the Neuralia. Here's hoping
that his long wait has been worth while. Good luck and happy
hunting, Wally I We shall be awaiting your return (so will the
Coronation Club!).
Departures.-Sergeant Wall W., ?of.M., leaves us in July for
Quetta. Cheerio, youngster ! Look after those tennis cups (with
engravings) and, if possible, send us a photo of the old members
who have collected in Quetta. The " S " Course, including
Sergeants Tant and Waite, leave us at the end of the month for
their respective Stations loaded, we hope, with honours. Sergeant Rawson also leaves us for his Unit in Meerut after an
pgrading Course.
Arrivals.-Sergeant and :Mrs. Howard joined us from the
Army Signal School, Poona. We were also pleased to see the
following faces, the owners of which paid us short \'isits :
S.M.I. Patheyjohns, from Madras, and C.Q.:;\LS. Paskins, both
of whom decided that " Jubb" wasn't such a bad place for a
few days' leave. " 'e hope that they enjoyed their stay. \\'e
shall always be pleased to see others cf the same mind.
PIP.

NORTHERN COMMAND ..... . ... ... .. ... . /ND/AN ARMY

" A" Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
Present location, Waziristan Operations, 1937.
General.-V.'e must apologise for the absence of notes last
month. It is rare that we fail in this respect, but it was not
found possible to compile notes in time for despatch.
The Unit is still engaged on the Waziristan Operations, and
if a true location were required it would seem that" somewhere
in Waziri tan " conld aptly be given. ·we are now divided and
allocated to several places, and the Unit is now represented in
Razmak, Dosalli, Mirali, Darodil, Manzai, D.I. Khan and Bannu.
Vve are, undoubtedly, well and trnly scattered over a large area.
Very little concerning the detachments and their activities
can be said. Information in this respect is difficult to obtain,
but we understand that in all places work goes on with credit
to the Unit. An official eyewitness correspondent to the Civil
and 1v!ilitary Gazette aptly described some of the work carried out
by the Unit in the following words:
" I saw mile after mile of telegraph wires, pulled down by the
enemy during the night, with men of "A" Corps Signals busy
repairing them."
This is no mean job in the Tochi Valley, necessitating the
flanking of both sides of the road by permanent pickets supported
by guns keeping watch and ward over the road. Slightly
different to those days on Salisbury Plain, when the enemy were
considered as just plain " whito bands."
Recent orders on the subject of photography in the field
prevents us from featuring in print incidents that would, no
doubt, be of interest to past members of the Unit, but we hope
that we may be permitted to submit some of the many incidents
recorded by the camera at a later date. Maybe they will be
better appreciated by members of the Unit when the Frontier
trouble ha reached a sati factory ending.
letter issued on :22nd M!'l.y by the Chief Siana! Officer,
orthern Command (Colonel L . G. Phillips, M.c.), to all Signal
Units in the field reflects great credit on the Corps and reads as
follows:
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" The following complim ntar r message ha been received
from the Army Commander :
" · The Arm
ommander "ishes to thank and congratulate
all ranks Hoyal Signals for the expeditious manner in which the
!me to Dosalli has been repaired and for their excellent work
generally. I should like to add my. appreciation of the excellent
work done by all ranks. both British and Indian, in the provision of the necessary inter-communication service , and to
expre
the hope that the close co-operation between all
nits, Sub- nits and individuals, without which no signal plan
can be fully effective, will continue at the same high level as
it has up to date. Every individual , whatever hi employment,
is an important cog in the inter-communication machine, and
the efficient working of the whole machine i dependent on
every individual pulling hi full weight.' "
\\'e accept that as a considerable pat on the back, and it is
pleasing to know that the work of the Corps, combined with its
JX'riodical unpleasant relationship with the beat of India, can
be so well appreciated.
Arrivals.-Very few ince the trooping season ended. C.Q.M.S.
Paskins rejoined u from a spot of leave in India and after a very
hort stay in 'Pindi proceeded to join the Unit in \Vaziristan .
Departures.-Only one, Captain \V. F. Herdon, R.Signals,
Adjutant to the Unit, left us for two months' leave ex-India
pending retirement. Our best wishes go with him for the future.
Marriages.-Our sincere congratulations are accorded to
Lieutenant F. P. Johnson, R.Signals, on his marriage to Miss
Eileen l\Iary Braybrook at Murree.
Promotions.- Three this month. Congratulations are extended
to Corporals Brown G., Parsons IC and Jackson J . (the latter is
at present on leave in U.K.) on their promotion to that rank.
Languages.-Congratulations to Lieutenant F. P. Johnson,
R.Signals, and Signalman Erby •. on having passed the Lower
tandard rdu Examination in April, 1937.
Extended Tours in lndia.-We pass a vote testifying to the
courage of Lance Corporals Payne S., Richardson \V. and
Greaves G. upon having ex'tended their tour of service in India
by. anoth~r five year~. They are at present rela.xing in the
ruted Klilgdom on SL'\'. months' furlough. It is good to know
that there is someone in the Corps who appreciates their bold
resolve, even if it is only the poor harassed clerk at Records, who
dreams daily of means to maintain requirements of Lance
Corporals in India.
Extensions of Service.-Lance Corporal Richardson \V. and
Signalman \\'estoby A. succeeded in extending their service to
complete twelve years with the Colours. We understand that
there is not much of that twelve years left for Si!malman
Westoby, ,,._ho had ~!ready topped the nine years' stag~ by the
time that his exten ion was approved. We wish them the best
of joy in their decision.
Education.-Our felicitations go to Signalman Phillips R. on
havm&' successfully. managed still another subject towards
the Frrst-Class Certificate of Education. We wonder how he
manages to find time to swot (or is it wat ?).
Leave at Home.-\'l'e think that a very good heading, anywav.
C~rporal Bell T. left us on four months' payment leave in the U .K.
\\e hope that the S.. Moo/tan came up to expectations. We
wonder what the Quartermaster will say on his return ?
Things We Want to Know.- Who ai: Dosalli asked the operator
at l\~1rali to change the local battery leads over, as they were
gettmg a permanent mark at Dosalli ?
Signals Association ~adges.-With the kind permission of
the Editor, we take thi;; opportunity of drawing the attention
of member· of the _Umt to the fact that Signals Association
badges may be obtamed through the Unit representative. It is
polilted ~>ut that the badge is only intended for bona fide members
of ~he ignals Association and that each badge is numbered and
reg1ste~ed by the Association in England. 'Ve realise that there
are quite a few members who, somehow or other never had the
opportuni~y of obtaining their badges, but th~re is really no
difficulty m obtaming ~adges in "A" Corps Signals. All that is
ncce~ry to do is to mform the Unit representative of your
requirements. The prices of badges are : White metal and
enamel, one shilling sterling ; silver and enamel, three shillings
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sterling. Payment will be made through the usual channels of
"A" Corp Signals.
Monthly Notes.- Members of the Unit with material for inclusion in the WIRE, such as articles, photographs, sketches, etc.,
are heartily ill\'ited to produce them to the Unit representative
by the third day of each month. We feel that there are many
incidents that must be unknown to other members of the Unit
and which are well worth reading in the WIRE.
CAVB CANEM.

1st Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Headquarters.
Dosalli.
7th July.
General.- We have now been in Dosalli just over five weeks.
The rst and 3rd Brigades are in Gbariom Camp, about ten miles
away at the other end of the Sham Plain, and the 2nd Brigade
is in Coronation Camp at the northern entrance to the Sham
Plain after the climb from ·Dosalli. On the whole, we have
spent a very quiet month. The rst Brigade has been out on
" columns '' on three occasions, and a Divisional Signal Centre
has been establisl;ted forward at Ghariom, leaving Brigades
freedom to mov~.
We are still a very tight squeeze in Dosalli Fort, but matters
have been improved by the issue of tents I.P., which are considerably cooler than single-fly 80- and 160-pounders. The
I.P. t ents have been joined together and trenched all round so
that the place resembles a vast dormitory. The cookhousc
arrangements have been considerably improved. The interim
scale of rations are being issued again and an oven has been
made, so that there are few complaints heard, except those from
a few professionals.
To prove that peace is coming again, casual leave has been
permitted, and many applications to spend ten days in Murree
or Topa have been received. Unfortunately for those desiring
leave, only a few can go at a time. However, everyone hopes
that it will be " my turn next."
When we arrived it was delightfully cool, but during the
month it became hotter until we wondered if it would not be
better in barrack rooms at Mir Ali. Then we heard stories from
~fir Ali and Bannu of 120 degrees in the shade. At Coronation
and Ghariom Camps, although hot during the day, it is quite
cold at night, and even during the day the heat has been
overcome by building leafy " chappars " to the tents. Lately
there have been storms and a little rain, with the result that the
temperature has been considerably reduced. Judging by the
hot weather this summer on the Plains, we must count ourselves
as well off.
While we :remain at Dosalli the new road is being carried
over the spur to the Iblanke Narai, which eventually emerges
on the Sham Plain quite near to Coronation Camp. This part
of the road follows very closely the route taken by " Toco!"
during their memorable night march on 12th May. It is quite
a rough walk by day when lightly equipped, but at night, with
men fully armed and leading loaded pack mules, it must have
been a fine effort. The road, having emerged from the pass,
runs across the Sham Plain, leaving Coronation Camp on its
right, and terminates at Ghariom . It is at present being
continued to the far side of this camp in the direction of Madami r
Kalai.
To build this road both civilian and Army labour is employed.
From the nullah below Dosalli Fort to within a mile of the Narai
coolies, hired by contractors, work under the eye of the M.E.S .
This part of the road is the hardest of the lot, as it has to climb
up the face of the spur and then along the knife-edge sides of a
cliff, blasting its way through solid rock en t"oute until it arrives
at the pass. About here the Army has taken over, and all
Battalions of the rst, 2nd and 3rd Brigades can be seen daily
picking and shovelling the earth away from the pass to a mile
south of Ghariom Camp. Here, too, tractors drawing graders
(machines which level off the ground by shifting earth from one
place to another) are daily at work. In order to hasten the work,
the 2nd Brigade are employing all labour that can be made
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use of, and even Signals at Coronation provide a daily working
party of twenty men, British and Indian.
The author of these notes regrets that no photos are available
at present, but we promise to send some for inclusion in next
month's notes. Included amongst them will be the unusual sight
of Signals at work helping to build the road. I believe " K"
Section also had a hand in tho construction of the Khaisora road.
The new road, when completed, will be a great advance on the
present route ; not only will it be a better road with easier
gradients and corners, but, in addition, will be easier to piquet,
and will not run along the bed of a nullah, which makes the
present road liable to destruction from spates.
Between Dosalli and Ghariom Camp there are three pairs
of DB cable. Across the Sham Plain, between the latter camp
and Coronation, two of the cables are poled. Later it is intended
to pole the route between Coronation and Dosalli along the new
road. These poles, or, as they are called in India, " ballies,"
have had an interesting life. Bought originally in the Pe5hawar
Bazaar, they were used in the Mohmand War in 1935, then
between Wah Aerodrome and Khanpur Camp during the 2nd
Brigade's camp in ovember, 1936, then again in the Khaisora
during December and January, and now they are being used
again. They show little signs of wear and three hundred still
remain.
Before erecting them across the Sham Plain, an experiment
was tried out to see whether the mast aerial of a light tank would
be broken or whether it would pull down the poled cable.
Actually, neither happened, as the mast bent backwards. on its
spring, slipped under the cable and then resumed its normal
position.
To keep the Signal Office and wireless operators at Dosalli
fit, we now carry out a regular weekly route march. The pill i
liberally covered with jam, as the march has been organised into
a line maintenance patrol party, which overhauls the cable route
from Dosalli as far as Kach Camp. The working party has a
local escort of thirty B.O.R.s and about twelve I.O.R.s split
up into advance guard, rear guard, etc. In addition to this,
it has been possible to carry out some training with two extra
o. r Sets for personnel of o. r Company. Only about six
miles is covered, but the going is rough, chiefly over the nullah
bed ; quite sufficient for people who work in offices.
Games.-The Tochi Scouts have two football grounds and
games are to be had most evenings, either amongst ourselves or
against teams from amongst Units in the camp or against the
Tochi Scouts themselves, who have quite a good team.
The other popular game is teni-quoit. We are lucky to have
a court in our own lines (inside the Fort) ; the court is not
used by any other Unit. Besides the usual evening games,
. everal competitions have been run off, and some of the players
are now very expert indeed.
Things We Want to Know.-Which D.R. stopped an armoured
car and asked for the loan of a pump ?
What do " J " Section do with their Sergeants ?
Who is our new contributor to the WIRE at Ghariom ? Many
probably have read his notes before. Come on, " K," don't be
beaten I We want some notes from Coronation, too.

1st Infantry Brigade Signal Section.
Ghariom Camp.
" Nil Secundus."-Being the incoherent thoughts of the
scribe for a battle-scarred set of Britons now resident in the
far-flung outposts of the Empire.
Calling All Cads !- Round about the time that I and several
other pillars of society were cruising in the Persian Gulf an
extraordinary meeting was held by the lads of THE ection
under the unable chairman hip of some person unknown. At
this meeting the main item of the agenda wa " Hill Stations."
It was proposed by Corporal " H. 0." l\IcGivern and seconded
by " Pompey " Finnecy that the Hill Station for the Section be
changed this year from Topa to somewhere in the region of the
Sham Plain or the haktu Algad. By an almost staggering
majority this motion was carried when put to the vote. The
only difficulty arising from the change of venue was the method
of getting to the cho en spot.
o roads may seem to be a bit of
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a drawback to some people, but not to" Jovial' J ,' " who decided
to fight their way to the chosen spot and build the road as they
went. Capturing everything they saw on the way, they proceeded
via Mir Ali, Village Camp, Dosalli, Kach and Coronation Camps
until they reached Ghariom, where they decided that they would
have their Hill Station.
Mention must be made here of the amazing exploits of our
cameraman, Signalman " Scoops " Morgan, when, entirely ofT
his own film pack, he successfully surrounded three lashkars and
six goats. Good going on a stale peanut and an Army biscuit.
At the Meeting Extt"aordinaire (French for funny, I hope) the
lads also decided to abandon civilian clothes at their new
Station, so they adopted F.S. scale, one sock and a nail file, plus
Ashwell's patent hair oil . One bold youth (?) smuggled a pair of
sheets out with him and is, consequently, the envy of all
Successfully established in their new home, e' er1one soon
settled down to the usual social life of a summer Station.
Sports and Pastimes.- To pass the time away until the first
boat sails, someone made up a grand game. I haven't got all the
rules off yet, but the main idea seems to be this : All the
Mahsuds, Tori Khels, Afghans, Bhittanis and any other tribe:>
who haven't anything to do hide themselves behind spare rocks
and think of a number. Early (very) in the morning the whole
Brigade dash out from their hotels and, after counting twenty,
start marching up nice rocky nullahs or nalas until on the point
of exhaustion. Then they rush up the highest mountain which
can be found to get everyone in a thoroughly happy mooJ
and proceed to hunt the tribesmen. This game goes on until
everyone is tired of it, and then the Brigade withdraw . \Vith
all the lads safely tucked in their downy charps, the tribesmen
begin their game of "Toe-Ping." The rules are very simple.
They foregather in the hill and throw bits of lead all over the
place, the main object being to stop anyone from going to sleep
before 3 a.m. Just lately they have stopped playing "TocPing." Why, it is hard to say, but I suspect that it is due to one
of two reasons-either they know that the Section now contains
two men from " Pompey " or else they have heard the " Discordant Vocal Trio" under the direction of "G Flat" Barry,
and jointly conducted by "Blue Xote" Ashwell and " Bing "
Biggs. The trio may have convinced them that the place was
haunted.
I hope that by next month I shall be able to get our cameraman
· to give me a few snaps for publication. Let us hope.
Steps Hi gher.-Although we are so far away from civilisation,
the post still functions, and one day it brought the glad news that
Lance Corporal Lewis had received pay for his appointment and
that two more of the Section, U/Lance Corporals Kippen and
Tough, had taken the first step upwards. Congratulations to all
of them.
Visitors.-We had a couple of old pals up here to-day,
Sergeants Policella and Clackett. We were very plea ed to see
them, but quite disgusted to hear that they sleep on charpoy-.
On F.S. scale, too ! We can hardly believe that " G " ection
eats custard in the field. It must be true, because we heard the
order.
AUSTIN.

1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
6th July.
General.- Seeing the month of July on the calendar reminds us
that we are well and truly into the summer. By the time that
these notes are read we hope that the back of it will be broken.
June ha been a scorcher, the temperature reaching 122
degrees in the shade, but the official temperature only reached
n7 degrees.
o one can explain this variation better than our
own O.R.S., to whom it is a question of morals; something like
" All Quiet on the '\: estern Front " after 100,000 ca ualtics.
Our C.O .. ::VIajor V. C. Holland, has appreciated the situatio_n
in a manner highly satisfactory to everyone concerned and is
detaining the third and final Indian leave party until 1st August
to enable as many B.O.R.s as-possible to proceed on leave
during July, because, owing to the shortage of man power, there
would not have been any leave for the B.O.R.s thi year.
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Training. - Course for Operator Signals, Class III to II,
has ju t been completed and the hopefuls, under the wing of
Sergeant Jeffers, have proceeded to Landi Kotal for the Trade
Board. They deserve to pass after going all that way for it.
\Ve shall give you the name of the successful candidates later.
The Operator Signals, Class II, after clearing their brains in the
forree Hills, will start an intensive Course on 1st August. The
big noises, the Operator Signals, Class I, will continue their daily
circus perfomiance of exercising about twelve horses each.
TI1e Unit i endeavouring to make all Risalpur o. I Setminded. After giving demonstrations to the Brigade Staff, C.O.
and Adjutants of nits, we have also been running Courses for the
Regimental Signallers, commencing with the 13th/I th Hussars
(Q. I.O.), followed by " F" Battery, RH.A., and Skinner's
Horse. The final Course for the Guides' Cavalry will commence
in Augu t. Sergeant Longhurst and Daff. Mohd Sediq are the
expert responsible.
The other day we imagined that the Unit had been ordered
to Spain at half an hour's notice. We accordingly rushed all our
animals to the railway station, entrained the Jot without a spot
of bother, except from "Gamester," who, in the absence of
" Rouah" Featherstone, had to be gently persuaded with a
few kind words. The order was, however, cancelled and we
detrained and marched home.
Having put that little e'qierience behind us, we were interested
to see what our men and animals were like at the breast stroke.
The spot selected was tile Kandar Ford, at the junction of the
Kalpani and Kabul Rivers, which, at tllis period of the year,
entails about forty yards of actual swimming. " Hurricane,"
with the Farrier Staff-Sergeant aboard, was soon launched and
the others followed, some with their riders and some witllout.
Then all of them recrossed the river, a much quicker process, as
they were headed for home. On the second day we forded
the river at the " Cock and Hen " and proceeded to the Kandar
Ford from the other side so as to swim only one way. Here we
stripped off, loaded all the clothing and saddlery into a boat,
swam the horses over, dressed, saddled up and were ready to
march home within the hour. The last movements would have
been done much quicker, but it took three men to push" Nunky"
out of bis depth, after which they had the satisfaction of being
towed across by hanging on to his tail.
We then turned our attention to a spot of night firing in order
to see bow the animals would behave in the dark during the
firing of Yerey lights and sudden bursts of rapid fire. They
behaved really fine and we have no qualms in that direction.
Mounted Sports.-First of all, here are the results of the Annual
founted Sports held by the Unit :
INTER-SECTION SHIELD : Headquarters and Visual Section.
BEST TRAINED TROOP HORSE, B.O.R.s : I, Sergeant Madeley
on" Ivy"; 2, Signalman Hanson on" Tabs."
BEST TRAINED TROOP HORSE, I.O.R.s: I, Lance Naik Bostan
Khan on" Ian"; 2, Havildar i\fohd Yasin on" Inam."
}UMPING, B.O.R.s: I, Corporal Bull on " Freda" (clear
round) ; 2, T.S.M. Taylor on " Hurricane " (after a jump-off
with Sergeant Madeley, three faults).
Ju:-.i:Pn<G, I.0.R.s:
I,
Lance Naik Painda Khan on
"Bounder" (one and a half faults); 2, Havildar Mohd Yasin on
"Inam" (hvo faults).
HANDY HUNTER, B.O.R.s: I , Corporal Bull on " Freda";
2, Sergeant Madeley on" Ivy"; 3, Signalman Gully on" Bob."
HANDY HUNTER, I.O.R.s : r, Lance Naik Painda Khan on
"Bounder"; 2, Havildar :'.\fohd Yasin on "Inam" · 3 Lance
'aik Bostan Khan on" Ian."
' '
PACK DRIVERS: 1, Signalman Murawat Khan," Bandy" and
" Hobo" ; 2, Signalman Ali Bahadur, " Felix " and " Terry."
MOORE TROPHY: 1, Sergeant Madeley on" Tabs"; 2, Signalman Gully on " Bob."
HOLLAND TROPHY: 1, Naik Mohd Gul on " Bob"; 2, Signalman Fox on " Ekso."
fOUNTED Tt:G-OF-WAR: Winners: I.O.R.s' team, V/T
Section.
In addition to the above, there were events for Class I and
Cla. II follower:s. The Class 1 followers had to strip off their
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F .. uniforms, which were piled in a heap and well mixed up.
Then the first one to run fifty yards, sort out his own kit and get
properly dressed was the winner. The Class II followers were
arranged in teams of four and allotted the following tasks :
First man to light a fire, second to make and cook a chappatti,
third to eat it, and the fourtll to sweep up.
The outstanding event this year was the Holland Trophy,
which is a 1'andsome cup presented by Major V. C. Holland,
R.Signal , for open jumping. The horses were pooled and drawn
for, and the course was over six obstacles at 3 ft. 6 in. and formed
in a figure of eight.
aik Mohd Gul and Signalman Fox had
clear rounds and had to jump-off for first place. Three others,
with half a fault each, were T.S.M. Taylor and Signalmen
Richmond and Gully.
The standard of riding, the number of entries and the keenness
displayed in all events were very gratifying. Our thanks are due
to Captain I. G. Loch, R.E., and Lieutenant Barcroft, Skinner's
Horse, who kindly officiated as judges, and also to all those who
worked so hard to make the meeting such a success.
After the prize-giving we all turned out for a Whist Drive and
Tombola successfully arranged by Corporal (touch typist)
Richardson. The whist prizes were won by Signalmen Richmond
and Wright and Lance Sergeant Andrews, in that order. The
T.Q.M.S., Corporal Bull and Lance Corporal Young (a welcome
visitor from "A" Corps Signals) appeared to take turns at
shouting " 'Ouse," while Sergeant Madeley, sitting next to the
able " Bol-o-er," actually lost his 'bus fare to Murree !
A very enjoyable week-end was spent at Cherat by a hockey
team. Thank you, Cherat ! We lost the hockey match by 3-1,
probably because none of tile good-looking members of the team
were present (with apologies to tile Farrier Staff-Sergeant and
Signalman Harvey.)
Odds and Ends.-We all saw the photographs of the Guards
enjoying their extra meal of sausages, etc., which reminds us
that we have just received the equivalent in the one amia extra
messing, and we are not doing anything about having any
photographs taken.
Heard on the Range.-(Tbe Firing Point wants to speak to the
T.Q.M.S. on the telephone; the T.Q.M.S. is i/c Butts.) "Who
is that speaking ? Well, get tile T.Q.M.S. on the target! "
Post-mortem.-The following will probably be identified after
the Troop Mounted Sports: "Miss-a-jump" Hanson, "Lostme-way " Bolam, " Retiring " Bennett and " Mind-the-nullabknock-knock-66 " Parkinson. VVbo said that " A good troop
horse is better than a pot " ?
Birth~;-Like~y.
" Chumba,"
o. 4r.
o moustache, we
hope.
Lady.
Quite a lot we hear in the absence of her
owner.
AUDAX.
[Owing to pressure on space some excellent photographs have
been una-roidably omitted-ED.]

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
30th June.
Once again the day for submission of notes has arrived. We
are leading a very sheltered existence at present and there is
nothing of particular merit to note.
We offer our congratulations to fajor W. M. Clapp, M.B.E.,
on his recent promotion. Major (Q.M.) J. Hawke, who was
Quartermaster here for a number of years, on having his good
services recognised ?Y the award of the O.B.E. Corporal
Dumville H. on bavmg mastered Maths. " B " whilst on his
way home on leave and being awarded the Special Certificate
of Education.
Individual Training.-The first party returns from Landi Kotal
to-morrow. We have not yet heard the result of the Trade Board,
but hope that all of t hem were successful. There will be some
long faces when they study the duty roster on their return.
The second party, taking our best wishes with them, proceed on
Friday.
I" Weather.-What would an Englishman write or talk about if
this subject was barred ? Quite a controversy has arisen owing
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to the " C. and . M." (the local newspaper) publishing the
temperature as being 120 degrees F . on 16th June. On perusing
other readers ' rema rks, we feel pleased to be stationed here
instead of the really bot Stations.
evertheless, this year 's effort
does not equal the temperature at Bara Fort in 1931 does it
Joe?
'
'
Trooping.- Many hearts are fluttering. It bas appeared in
the Press tl~at the troopin g season commences in September this
year. A pomt overlooked is that it also continues until May.
A word oI warning to Belfast Signa ls. Frank is trying to
rejoin you this year.
NIL DESPERANDUM .

Waziristan Divisional Signals.
Razmak, N .W.F.P., India.
May, June and July.
Congratulations.- To Captain E. D . Good on attaining tbat
rank. The very best, sir ! The usual glad hand to Corporal
" Ginger " Marshall on securing the second one, and also to
Lance Corporals Foatonby, Crammond, Grant, Allan and Carter
for persuading the pay clerk to pass across the extra cash .
Still more congratulations to U /Lance Corporals Carey, Lambert
Dunn, Hooper, Satchwell, Sweeney, Kelly (Tim) and Hamblett
on getting their noses in front. Keep it up ; it will not be long
now ! Congratulations to Corporal Foster on deciding to complete his "pontoon." Well, you should know by now! \Ve
wish the best of luck to Signalman Done, who bas left the Corps.
He decided that " Civvy Street " is his road in life. All the
bei.t in your new sphere, but do not forget Wazdist. Why not
get the WIRE regularly ?
Faces- Old and New.- Arrivals and departures have been very
numerous lately. The usual Wazdist welcome is accorded to
Lieutenant Deak.in. We hope that your stay with us will be
pleasant and long, sir. Lieutenant A. C. Iyappa (Indian Land
Forces) bas joined the Unit for a while. Do not leave u before
the hockey, sir. You can certainly wield a very useful stick.
Sergeants Baldock and Searle (the latter from hospital in Aden)
have decided to help us out with the war, and so bas Corporal
Honeybourne from Poona. We hope that you will all like
Waziristan. Sergeants Isaac and Woolhouse, Lance Sergeants
Tidey and Ferdinando, Lance Corporal Banham and Signalman
Coulson have deserted the Unit for the amenities, social and
otherwise, of S.T.C. (I.). Jubbulpore. We note that they have
already made a name for themselves.
Signalman Hobling left us on 21st June per Neuralia for
transfer to the Home Establishment on compassionate grounds.
Good luck, and do not forget to drop us a line now and again.
Lance Corporals Allan and Parks have departed to try their
luck with the " gee-gees " at Sialkot. See the WIRE notes for
June from Meerut with reference to " Pop-eye's " right-hand rule
for horses, " Tubby." Signalman Cope is now with the \iV.E.S.,
Cherat, Signalman Mackay (" Lolly") with " B " Corps Signal
and Signalman Everard with "A" Corps Signals. Signalman
Green, from Kohdist Signals, decided to throw in his lot with us.
All the best to the former and a warm welcome to the latter.
Sergeant Marchant is back "'"ith the Unit and is at present at
Wana; we do not know if be prefers the latter to Madras, but
we can guess.
Footnote to Faces Old and New.-To Sergeant Parker, womewhere on leave in England. " ' Biddy ' has done it again ; three
healthy pups-and is she proud?"
Jews' Corner.-To Tommy, o. 1 Company, 1st Divisional
Signals, Aldershot. " o, the Frontier can never do that. We
hope that these notes will make up for our neglect in the past.
Tommy, why for you no come back again ? This trooper ?
Sez you I Sez me I "
To "Chirpy," " Grease," "Pinto," "Kipper" and "Peabody." "What a grand life you are having! Send us a bit of
the wedding cake, 'Grease.' We will appreciate it."
To " Mutt " Matthews, somewhere in Catterick. " Drop me a
line. Bill D."
Wireless Wit or Heard on the Air.- Who went to the pictures
befor taking bis aerial down ? Was il: anything to do with
radio films ?
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Newly-arrived Wazdistite to old soldier: " \Vho are the
' Fighting First.' "
Old soldier : " Read your WIRE, my boy.
ever Jet your
general knowledge get so badly neglected again."
Things We Want to Know.- Who buys all the books from the
local bookstall ? The " spicy " ones, we mean ! After you with
the current copy of Stolen Sweets, Sergeant-Major I
\Vhy are " Sangars " whitewashed ?
How can a fellow play himself at tennis or golf '
"WAZtR"

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
4th July.
General.- From the beginning of time editors have, from their
chairs, tom their hair and called for more copy. They are
insatiable ; the more they get the more they want. Fleet Street's
news hounds, reporters of country newspapers, correspondents
to the \VIRE, all are beset by the cry, and they in their tum tear
their hair, lash themselves into literary frenzies and bash out
page after page of graphic prose in the mother tongue, stringing
their words as pearls, but they are as before swine-Moloch
demands more !
June bas made the demand difficult to meet. It has been the
least eventful of months in Kohat. The summer has its usual
quietening-nay, deadening-effect, and there is little surplus
energy for amusement. You old Kobatite may know of this
paralysis that besets us and will condone it.
The influx of new life and blood bas been absorbed into the
whole. They are almost " old sweats " now, and at least look
like it. 'evertbeless, they have earned their laurels, but are not
resting on them. Few have more than a couple of years'
experience (many, in fact, considerably less), and yet they have
been employed on Signal Office duties, and are making a success
of the job, too. There are also some on Operations. I think a
seasoned troop or so may look down their noses when they return.
and probably take several short paces to the rear. To the " old
sweats " this is rank heresy, for the Unit is being swept by a
young soldiers' movement (the dogs are feeling their feet), and
they are impertinent enough to insist on equal rights.
It is all due to folk like ignalman "Topper" Brown
celebrating second anniversarie and what not. He did th.is last
week, although we did not see him in the canteen on the night
in question. He will have lots of time in which to discover the
alternative use for " lines bedding."
We have complained for several months now about our
declining numbers. Another Joss was sustained at the beginning
of this month when Lance Sergeant Saunders and Signalmen
Riley, i\Iclntyre and Fordham, not forgetting ignalman (George)
Ayling, left to form a Mobile W/T Detachment at Bannu . There
is, surprisingly enough, still a brighter Unit campaign.
The forethought of the Frontier Force Band provides us with
admirable entertainment each Friday for two hours or so. \Vith
the contractor in attendance, it becomes quite a gala affarr.
vVe send small leave parties to the khuds each month.
There are ome very optimistic conjectures about the October
boat, furlough to the U.K. this trooper, and that much discussed.
question, usually rather confidentially, " Shall I get a ' Voe.' ? "
Subject alnwst normal. \!\'hat ?
ince the inception of cups and saucers, tea pots and tumblers,
irons (eating) and a bearer in our mess room the consumption of
tea has bee!l enormous. This unlimited tea in a pleasing
environment bas giv~n social uplift and moral tone to our talk,
which ranges from Walt \\'hitman to applied psycho-therapy.
A crude " Hi, you ! That's :i1our sixth pot " may sometimes c ut
across this intellectualism ; nevertheless, the reputation of being
a " seven-pot man" is an cn\<.iable one.
Heard On the Hockey Pitch.- Tow it is known that the Indian
ranks of our Unit surpass all otllers in their sporting instincts,
charm and wit. The following incident will illu ·trate thi ..
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We were givin them a friendly hockey match, when, just before
th tart of play, their right winger said to our left ditto, "Plea c
be teady, sahib," and indicated his uncovered sh.ins. Our chap
rca - ured him. "But you ee, sahib," he continued, "it is
mimical." V.11ich is most assuredly the higher education. It
ha" been ob en·ed that the Indian rank D.R . peak the best
Engli-h, which i perhap right. • ignalman Hayter frequently
put up a creditable effort.
Congratulatory.-\\'e wi h to congratulate Lieutenant and
i\lr-. Humphrey,; on the birth of their daughter, Ann, at Murree
Ho-pita!.
Black Sheep.- Back to the fold once again. \Ve welcome
orporal Ditchheld from that ancient seat of learning, S.T.C. (I.).
Jubbulpore, where he ucc fully obtained a" Q" on the" S"
Course. \\'e ·pect that now he will proceed to reorgani e
Jildee "J " in the light of recently acquired higher theories
of the military art.
WESTERN COMMAND ................ ... . /ND/AN ARMY

" B " Corps Signals, Karachi.
\Vonders never cease! Of course, they don't. And here 's
another in the way of a few notes from omeone other than the
"Old weat." Ab, now Jet me ee ! When I wa in Kohat in(Hey ! One fellow is enough on that hookum, and, even if he is
looking for the Faqir of Ipi, there' no cau-e for you to start.)
orry !
\\'ell, as you will see further on, the majority of the Unit are
away on important bu iness. " 0 " and No. 9 L.::'II.B. ections
on the North-\\'est Frontier and No. 4 L.:\l.A. ection at Quetta.
Except for a" guard or two," a" moan or two" and a" swim
or two," things are very quiet in Karachi.
The Faqir of Ipi bloke will have something to answer for when
th1 Frontier busines is all over, keeping fellers from getting
their Class I and making other wonder if that boat was really
coming after five long years. By the way, we have fifty or so
of the latter thi coming trooping season and, although their
hands are aero the seas, they are looking forn·ard to taking
them back by the first available boat.
\Ye had much pleasure in welcoming back our Pack \ /T
ec.tion from Burma after another i.x months' spell of hard work
with the Burma Boundary Commission. From reports received
from "those who know," these chaps certainly did their stuff.
\\·hen you have finished reading about all these good reports,
dear reader, you will wonder who this Bekore is but really
we can't help being good.
'
At present our Unit lines very much resemble parts of Quetta,
d~e to the fact that the ::\f.E.S. are pulling lumps off this bit and
sticking lumps on that bit in an endeavour to make the place
really (L T)habita~le. Anyhow, once they clear out and Army
Headquaners decide to let us alone for a while, ·we should be
very comfortable.
The Leave Camp at :\fanora is doing a roaring trade, and
already a score or so of the Unit have spent a pleasant ten days
on this St. Helena.
Arrivals.- V\'elcome to Lance Sergeant Trant on return from
Jubbulpore, and congratulations on your P.S.C. (passed "S"
Course). We hope you hav~ not lost your catering abilities, as
we sbll take tnps to the Lido, and some of those other chaps
cut the bread far too thick.
Sport.-Except for a spot or two of tennis and cricket I'm
afraid there:s very little doing at present. We congratulate
C.Q.::\l S. Lamg and Lance Sergeant Beach on their success in the
British Union Ja~k Club Tennis Handicap Tournament (doubles) .
They ~·ere certam.ly " dark horses," and after their first game
were tipped to wm by the Karachi "T\\IO l\linu"tes' Silence."
In the final they beat the R.A . .F. champions, Sergeant Getgood
and Corporal Duchre, who were responsible for the disposal of
our second couple, Corporals Rolls and Fuller, in the first round.
Our cricket team i having a hfe of ups and downs-more
dov."Tls than ups--but have a look for yourselves on the sports
page.
?? ? ? ?
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" 0 " Section.
Bannu.
Many thing have happened since the compilation of our last
notes. Arriving in Karachi fre h from the Staff College Exercises
at Quetta, we began to ettle down again, with dreams of Manora
leave and unbathing on the sand of the Lido, when suddenly
mobilisation orders arrived from some unholy spot, and our scribe
and his merry men were on the road to the battle khuds and
nullahs of Waziristan to help in the chase of the wily Faqir of
Ipi.
Having gone through the usual programme of survey boards
and inspections, we eventually wended our way to the railway
loading iding and thence to the Cantonment Railway Station,
from where we departed with a hearty send-off by the C.S.O.,
v e tern Command, our C.O. and officers. To some of us it
brought back days of the" Great Strafe," except that there were
no echoes of martial trains, such as " It's a long way to
Tipperary" or "Keep the home fires burning," but we forgave
them, remembering that this is" India's sunny clime."
Poor old Kipling. \'Ve will not perturb him with any flowery
de criptions following many days in a troop carriage, where we
were very comfortable and enjoyed the beautiful scenery of sunny
ind. If you have never been through thi glamorous desert of
the ::\Ioghul Empire, come and try it. Believe me, it is glorious.
Don 't go to the Riviera or sunny France. Brighton and Southend
could not compare with its wavy sandhills, and the sand dunes
of Knocke and Blankenberghe fade into oblivion in comparison.
Ice, ice and more ice ; indeed, our carriages at times looked
like the Discovery on its way Antarcticwards. At all stops could
be heard the welcome call of " lce<l lemon, sahib ? " and what a
trade the wallahs did. One of the things which struck me was
the catering efficiency at our meal stops. Boiling stew for
tiffin when the temperature was hovering around the uo mark,
and tinned salmon for tea, or rather supper 1 Of course, the
latter was very much appreciated, as there is no fish in Karachi,
so famous for its salmon. Still, why grumble ? We were on the
way to medals and bars. We were especially happy when one
of our number reminded us of " when I was in Dargai Oba in
1920." However, his tales helped to kill the monotony of the
train journey until we arrived at Bannu, where we finally settled
down after taking over the office vacated by "A" Corps, who had
moved forward. \Ve wish to thank the latter for the cordial
reception they accorded us and we hope to be able to return
it some day. We almost forgot our Unit as an individual
member and got down to rock bottom, remembering that we were
all part of that one big family, the Corps of Signals. Esprit de
carps is a -remarkable feature when properly carried out, and on
no occasion has it been so thoroughly brought to the fore.
It '\\RS a splendid replica of the old War days, when all were
brothers in arms. We have now settled down to the work with a
vengeance and are upholding the reputation of the Corps of
Signals with all our might.
We have been interviewed by Colonel Phillips, C.S.O.,
orthern Command, and commended for the way in which we
finally mastered the task set before us. It was certainly a large
bite to take all at once. Well done," 0" Section! As we go on
we shall remember our promise before leaving Karachi and do full
justice to our calling.
To those .C.O.s and men who had to leave us up here through
illness we send our best wishes for a speedy recovery and return.
We can do with you. To those others of the Unit at Karachi
we say, " Remember the boys up top, as they are all preserving
the name of ' B ' in both wireless and line."
Things We Have Seen and Heard.- " Yes, our signals are
reversed, but there are repair gangs out on the lines who keep
changing them. When they are finished I expect the signals
will be O.K." Now remember that, you budding City of London
and Guilds fellows. Reversed lines means reversed signals.
Things We Would Like to Know.-Who put the current on the
forward lines and forgot to take it off.
Where the Faqir of Ipi has his Signal Section. (He now has
his own Constabulary.)
\¥hy he left a "Not at home" box on his palace gates at
Arsalkot.
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To Let.- One chateau at Arsalkot. Luxuriously furnished and
well lit (howitzers and Mills), lately patronised by the hi ghest
military commanders. Apply "IPI, somewhere in Mahsud
country."
Cheerio till next time 1
BEKORE.

IN LIGHTER VEIN.
Karachi.
June.
Bricks.- Yes, throw them at me. I once attempted to write
notes for the school mag. I received "bricks" with jam
on 'em. Anyhow, I didn't ask for this job. Why do people
volunteer for the Frontier ? WellCongrats.-Did we get them for the Staff College Exercise at
Quetta? RATHER! But we deserved medals for the
train journey. The Pack Section also came out with flyin g
colours during their spell with the Boundary Commission
in Burma, butOld Soldiers.-They come from Wana. They wanna get back to
Wana, and as soon as they get back they'd wish-well, it's
the same old story, "either moan or die," forRepat riati ons are causing a state of nervous depression. Christmas, weddings-any excuse to get an early boat. Sorry,
boys, we've heard all those excuses before. You'll get back
to Blighty to find it hasn't changed one bit. The beer's still
good, the fogs of Manchester and London are still " snorters,"
Arsenal still have a football team (of sorts), and the girlsOh, yes, they'll welcome you with open arms so long as
you've got an open pocket I GeePromot ions.-Blimey ! There is such a thing, but it's like the
chance in an Irish Sweepstake, and11port.-Sorry, the Sports Editor is enjoying a holiday at Manora,
but I know he's got lots of news for the next issue. HoweverSwim ming is all the rage. A seat for two, just me and you, then
down to the Lido, where seas are blue.
nother way of
keeping cool is a stop at the " Oxford " for anIce drink, ice cream or peach melba. .L o, not " Peach of a
Melba." I said to keep cool. What ?Good Heavens !- I'm drifting away fromNews in general. The builders are here, there and everywhere.
New canteen, bungalows (complete with fans) and no more
hikes across the Maidan. Racing is still going strong
every fortnight, but the stable lad refuses to whisper when
the Adjutant's " Honey Kirk" is trying to win. It's first
victory is like the proverbialA rrivals.- " Held on command," though we hope you chaps due
from Blighty this trooper will not be held too long or else
theLi ne of Communications will be red-hot with thoughts, words
and deeds.
owSalaams in all solemnity. Throw your bricks, but get them from
the baker.
4 ACRE.

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Ouetta.
Unit Headquarters.
Quetta.
After the usual annual spring camp at Bostan we settled down
to Individual Training, Educational Training and preparation
for the Staff College Exercise. Tlte camp appears to have been
enjoyed by everyone, despite the hard work put in and the long
marches. One still hears talk of the final effort when the bulk
of the Indian ranks, a few B.0.R.s and the animal marched
back from Bostan with but a forty-minute halt at Beleli. The
Staff College Exercise went off very well and we heard good
reports from various sources.
On 17th May we said good-bye to Lieutenant-Colonel . C.
Sykes, D.s .o., o.B.E., who proceeded on leave pending relinquishing command of the Unit. Despite a very heavy engagement list, Colonel Sykes very kindly found time to spend an
hour with us in the W .O.s' and Sergeants' l\Iess, when all officer
were present. The C.O. said some very kind things to us, and
the un iversal regret at his necessary departure was very obvious

from the rousing manner 10 which " He' a jolly good fellow'
and the cheers were given. The Colonel has commanded Signal
Units for a very long time, and we are sure that it was a sad
occasion for him finally to relinquish command. The whole
Unit staged what we trust was a fitting send-off when the road
running through our lines was lined on both sides by Bntish and
Indian ranks of the Unit. We remember and again thank the
C.O. for the very keen interest he took in our welfare and sports,
and we all hope that we shall establish contact again at home.
We wish Colonel and :\-Irs. Sykes all the best for the future .
Major E. V. F . :>IacSwiney has taken over command of the
Unit pro tern, a nd we hope that his period in command will be a
happy one.
In the confusion of so many happenings we have omitted to
record the arrival of R.S.M. and Mrs. Price G. R . from Rawalpindi and the birth of their daughter, Romola Elise Gregory, at
Rawalpindi on 25th January, 1937. Irs. Fleet and family have
also joined C.Q.M .S. Fleet here after a sojourn in Jubbulpore.
C.Q.M.S. and Irs. Gould J. H . and Corporal Cottingham have
left us for home, the former to pension and the latter to the
Home Establishment on compassionate grounds. We wish
C.Q.M.S. and Mrs. Gould the best of good luck and hope that a
suitable job will be quickly acquired . Corporal Cottingham
joined us from home in March last. He has had a mere trip,
but we hope that he will find matters improved very soon.

No. I Company.
Complaints.- I have to write notes of general interest. That
statement appears on the surface to be harmless, but on enquiry
I find that there is a possibility of being sued for libel when these
notes appear in print. This may be so, but they have to be
written if we are to figure in the news. You ,~;n have guessed
by now that I am holding the sack and wondering what the
contents are.
General.-Camp and the Staff College Exercise have passed
into history and Individual Training classes for Operators and
Despatch Riders are in full swing. The remainder of the Company
are employed checking and overhauling stores for the annual
in pection by D.A.D.O.S. Rehearsals have been held for the
King's Birthday Parade, details of which will appear in the notes
for next month.
Sport.-An Inter-Section Football League is bringing hidden
talent to the fore and some keen games have resulted from this
popular move. There is al o a rumour that hockey and cricket
will follow in due course. Owing to the Sections being under
strength, practically every man gets one game a week at le~t.
with the result that we all look and feel fit. In the early mormng
P.T. is popular-strange as it may seem-but you may play
soccer, hockey or swim, or just carry out plain P.T. if you do not
indulge in any of these games.
Arrivals.-C.S.M. Hebbard R.
. frQm the Army Signal
School, Poona. He could, by the way, very nearly figure under
departures, as he will leave us for the U.K. during the coming
trooper. Gunner pencer C.. R.A., and Private Preston H .,
P.W.V.s, have joined the Company for training as Operator
Signals. \Ve wi h them luck and a pleasant stay with the
Unit.
Departures.-Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Syke , n.s.o., o.B.E.,
R.Signals, has left the nit for Blighty, having completed his
tour as Commanding Officer of the Unit. As the farewell will,
no doubt, be described by the Unit correspondent, I will only
say that he carries the good wishes of the Company with him .
Captain E. . McCormack, R.Signals, to Blighty on eight months'
leave.
The r euralia leaves for Blighty on the 21st of this month, but
I cannot find any names of the Company in the li t of passengers.
I am informed by several that they could have gone, but cou ld
not stand the Red ea in the summer. I reserve the right to
believe all that I am told.
Congratulations.-To Signalmen Harris W. C. and Thomas W.
on attaining the first rung on the ladder of fame.
Conclusion.-This iS what I have been waitmg for and I
expect that you have as well. Salaam to all ex-members of the
nit. We shall be here again next month.
RoB.
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General. • cribe may come and cribes may go, but \VIRE
note go on for ever. At lea t, that was the impr ion gathered
when undry persons cha ed around for a contribution I had
hoped to avoid. icxt time, however, T hope to have more than
an overnight warning that things arc expected of me.
The tim of the year has arrived when re olution to " pack
in with eight " are numerous. Who wants a higher rating,
an rway ? \\·hat' the use of pokey drill ii a man can get a
first-das hot \\ith hi eyes . hut, and so forth ?
Appointments.
ongratulations to /Lance Corporal \'\~eldon and \\.hitehou e on their appointment to that rank. Like
the new Quetta, may they be 'quake-proof. To Lance orporals
Gartery and Roberts A. on ent ring the blue book.
I< UTTER.

" B" Corps Detachment, Quetta.
General.-Owing to the posting of our cribe, we were,
unfortunately, unable to ubmit any notes for last month. Just
to refresh your memory, in case you have forgotten why we are
in this wonderful place called Quetta, it may be interesting to
know that we are respon ible for the communications in
Baluchistan and for keeping in touch with the rest of India. The
strength of the ection is seventeen all ranks. For those who
think of India as the land of sunshine, let them visit Quetta
during the months of October and :\farch ; maybe we can change
their minds.
Our O.C., Lieutenant Hayfield, has been doing ome good
work for the ection, and we all incerely hope that he will carry
on here.
In April we had our parent nit from Karachi with us on the
taff College Scheme and, judging by remarks, it seem as if the
whole Unit would like to remain here on the Group.
Arrivals.-During March we bad the pleasure of extending the
glad hand to Signalmen Webb, Bullimore, Pulling and " Nobby "
Clarke, who bas since been posted to our Sub-Detachment at
Chaman. " parrow" has rejoined us for another twelve
months' scrounge, but all we can hear from him is " Roll on,
that boat." We are glad to extend the same hand to Lance
Corporal \\'ileman.
ignalman Campion has returned to the
fold after a few months' stay at Fort andeman . He certainly
does not look any the worse for it ; on the contrary, he seems
to be fitter than when be left here.
Departures.-Lance Corporal Edwards to Karachi. That is the
only one, but several are anxiously waiting, aren't they,
"Rossie"?
Postings.-In March this year five of us were posted to the
S.T.C. (1.) with Corporal Wootton from 2nd Indian Divisional
Signals. We have remained in Quetta for employment on the
A.H.Q. W/T Group. 'ow that the trooping season has finished
all one can bear is" Roll on, that boat," "Six months to you,"
and so forth.
Agony.-Lance Corporal Hearn seems to like the country so
much that he has signed on to complete another five yea.rs.
I wonder what be will be saying six months from now ?
Lay Bennison, :-.foerut. " What about that letter ? 'Tich.' "
:'olorey, Sen., r Div., 'Pindi. "What about that letter ?
Expecting to go in October. Les."
Sports.-The Section is well represented in the 2nd Divisional
ignals football team. Signalmen Campion, Charlton and
Rosbotham are doing sterling work for them.
Hockey.-~'e have had two games, but have not won either.
The first was against the D.R. Section, to whom we lost by 4-1.
In the second match we played "A" Section and lost to them by
3 -0.
Football. ·At present there is an Inter-Section Football
League being played, and, by all accounts, we are red-hot
fav~urites. Up to date we have played two games and won both.
Agamst U H.Q. we won by 6-o. The scorers in that match were
Signalmen Bell (1) and Rosbotham (5). In the second game we
played the D.R. ect1on and beat them by 3-0. The fellows
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who did the damage in this match were Signalmen Bullimore (1)
and Campion (2). Before this League was started we had pl~yed
one or two matches, but we had never won any. A combmed
team of the \V.E . , and thi Section played the Div.'s first team,
which beat u by 2 -1.
·w e offer our sincere condolences to the Div.'s hockey team on
th eir defeat in the \\lestcrn ornmand Hockey hampionships.
Better luck next year I
And o. cheerio till next month !

" B" Corps Detachment, Chaman.
May.
With the termination of April the cold weather ha made its
exodu and we are once again trying to keep cool. The evenings
here are nearly always cool and in this respect we have the
advantage of our less fortunate comrades in other Stations.
Last month our Unit from Karachi journeyed to Quetta to
participate in " Staffcol " ignal Exercises. We are glad to hear
that " B " Corps put up their usual.good show in these Exercises.
During the month the . .0. vi ited our Detachment. He was
accompanied by our .0. (Lieutenant-Colonel Roberts), Major
Dent and our O.C. (Lieutenant Hayfield). We gather that
everything was atisfactory, and are proud to feel that, although
only a small Detachment in a small place, we can boast of our
esprit de corps. During a brief lull before the Operations
commenced we were glad to welcome Lieutenants Prince (our
former O.C.), \Vorrel and Beeton, R.S.M. Kingman and several
ergeants from the Corps. Unfortunately, the time at their
di posal did not allow of a long stay, but I think that their visit
was ufficient to gather how soldiering is done on the Border,
where there is always a plentiful supply of the " serum " tocounteract the " sands of the desert," the prescribed dose being
twenty liquid ounces to be taken every hour.
Our improvised Lido is now in full swing, and we can assure
any of our Section from Quetta a good week-end if they care tomake the trip, which has now been made more possible by the 'bus
which runs daily. " What about it, ' Guts ' ? Sixteen feet
of water is enough to quench anybody's thirst. "
Coronation Day was celebrated here by the native population
in great style. Sports played a great part and our "Jungle"
football team were once more victorious. Presentations were
made by the E.A.C., and Corporal Wilson and " obby " became
the proud possessors of a gorgeous yellow (silk) sports shirt,
which, having been in the country for a long time, had lost the
dimensions essential to the comfort of the recipients. At night
the city wall-the five hundred yards of it- was brilliantly
lighted and the carnival spirit was about. Remnants of it still
remain, so, till next month, adieu !
Nrx.

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess.
Ave !-The worst of being a quiet, modest, unassuming bloke
is that you are always liable to be imposed upon. If, in addition
to being Q.M. and" ,"one also happens to be among the junior
members, it is almost a certainty that the R.S.M. will say,
"Produce the WmE notes for this month." However, one gets
used to it after a time, and, anyway, it's all pensionable service,
so why worry ? I could tell that something serious was going tohappen by the signs and portents. First of all, the Mess curtains
went all Arabic. Then Sydney went on the wagon (never again,
dear mother !) and, finally, Charlie Storey bought me a drink.
The Fatted Calf.-Our monthly dinner was held on 17th May,
and, as far as I remember, it was a great success ! It is fortunate
that Thursday is a holiday out here. These dinners certainly help
to foster friendship in the Garrison and, believe me, it is a real
pleasure to see our " Q " staff plying Conductors of the Ordnance
with snifters as a preliminary to the arrangement of a predatory
raid on Sections "W," "X," "Y" and/or "Z" at the Arsenal
next day. Then just look at the opportunity it gives our Mess
builders to do a little building up !
Games and Things.-Tennis is in full swing now and we have a
promising team. In the Garrison Inter-Mess Tournament we
have lost two matches, to the Ordnance "A" and " B " teams.
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We revenged ourselves on the "B" team, but fell to the " A"
team at the return match. We were rather caught on one leg,
as we started the tournament a few days after our courts <;>P~ned
and lacked practice in consequence. There. is also a Billiards
Tournament run on similar lines, but of this more . anon_. On
3rd June we entertained the ~unior .C.O:s . . Offic1~Uy it ~~as
tennis and billiards, but I noticed several 1umors bemg p~scd
out at darts and poker dice ! As may be expected, th? semors
won with ease. H efficiency at these saloon bar ~ames is a sign
of misspent youth, it is obvious that our Jumor N.C.O.s are
verv " naice " boys.
Obituary.-For the information of ex-members of this iyi:es.s,
we announce with deep sorrow and regret .the death of Mmme
the Moocher. The circumstances attending her death were
tragic, but, as ever, it was a case of another girl gone wrong.
Tall Yarns.- The competition for the Mess piano (complete
with spares) was won this month by C.S.M. Hebbard. He held
the members spellbound with an account of how t.he troops. stood
to attention for fourteen hours at the Cor'?nat1on <;>f ~1s late
Majesty King George V I For a young soldier that 1sn t a bad
effort.
" B " Corps Signals.- The nit lay alongside us for a spell
while they were here for trainin~. We had the. usual games
tournament, which went down with the usual swmg, and need
we mention results ? Should this catch the eyes of R.S.M.
Kingman or Geordie Walsh, will they pleas~ note that their
insulting messages have been received. We still have the bl~ck
board, and the scores have been published in the London Times
and New York Herald. Gertcher !
Games.- On 4th June we played a games tournament against
the officers. We won the tennis by a small margm. As we have
only a few officers present with the nit, we handicapped them
by putting the W.O.s on their side. Even then they gave us a
tough struggle, but the polished style of the Sergeants, coupled
with some really nifty marking, ensured the defeat of the ~uests.
Incidentally, considering the deadly dart thrown by Mr. \"'.1lliams
and the skill of Captain Seely on the snooker table, 1t stnkes us
that field games were not the only ones in their youthful days!
[Owing to pressure on space an excellent photograph has
been unavoidably omitted-ED.]

Corporals' Room.
It was with deep regret that we witnessed the departure. of
Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Sykes, o.s.o., o.B.E., our Comman~mg
Officer, for Bombay on his homeward trip. We deeply appreciate
the many things which he did whil.e he wa~ with us, .and can only
return his many kindnesses by >V1shmg him long hfe and much
happiness in his future pursuits in life. Good luck, sir !
Entertainments.-Under this heading we must make mention
of the grand time enjoyed by all at the recent games,~om;~ament
which was held against our brother .C.0.s from . B . Corps
Signals, who were with us for the Staff College Exerc1 em May,
You know the idea, of cour e; ping-pong, drmk, l?np, dart ,
more drink, more grip, finishing off the everung_ with a large
grip, which, judging by the way people Sllliled mwardly, was
highly amusing. These .sho~vs seem popular, because another
has since been held, this time with the men as our .. guest .
As" Ropy-0" said, "Thi was definitely one fine show.
Lost, Stolen or Strayed.-No one knows which. ~orpora.l _H.
and Lance Corporal W., last seen rei.gning b~ck w1th.. pen.~1~R
tray overflowing. Ki nd ly address mformat10n to
Fall),
c/o Corporals' Room.
WILLAY.

EASTERN COMMAND ..... . . ... . ... .... .. . INDIAN ARMY

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
Unit Headquarters.
The Coronation.-With the return to the Unit of ubadarMajor J iwan Singh, I. .C., a nd h is orderly, ignalman Gulwant
Singh , from t he Coronation we have been given a detai led account
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of London with all it trimmings. The ubadar-Major w~ full
of praise of the way be was treated at home . . He p<>ke highly
of the graciousness displayed _by our Colonel-m-Ch1ef, H.R._H.
The Princes Royal, whom he v1s1ted at her horn?. The reception
that the Indian Coronation contingent received was _really
wonderful is his final summing up. England 1 certamly a
marvellou~ country to him. It i to u , all of us. The arrangements made by the
Ider bot Command also were greatly
appreciated.
Departures.-The Ne1tralia returned to England. with a
popular member of Unit Headquarters oi:i board, Signalman
McCallum R. He is returning home for discharge, and we all
wish him the best of luck in the future.
Hill Stations.-The preliminary arran~ements f'?r the secondhalf Hill Station relief are now in full swmg. Our little Co~pany
i only sending one membe~, R:S.i\I. Bew G. However, that is one
of the di advantages of bema m U.H.Q.
We are all looking forward to a spot of leave away from the
Plains. C.Q.M.S. Coombes and our Orderly Room Sergea.nt,
Sergeant Waldron, have ju t returned. from pper Topa looking
fit, brown, and sound in wind and limb. They h_ave brought
back some shining reports of pper Topa, and a visit by many
others i eagerly ant icipated.
Trade Tests.-Again t he half-yearly trade testing board
hovers round. It as em bl this month, and quite a large nu.m~
of B.O.R.s are studying for extra pice. To tho e who are s1ttmg
we wi h all the best.
The call upon .C.0.s for in tructors and the requirement
of our ection in \ i\'aziristan has cau ed the T.C.O. 1tuatJ_on_ to
become omewhat unusual. Everybody seems to be Offic1atmg
npaid Acting Sometb.ing or other. There . eems to be a n.ew
Acting C.. L in the Compani every day. The Co~mand mg
Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel H. D. Beadon, ~1.c., R. 1gnal , 1
Officiating C.. 0., Ea tern Command, ru;id he is c~lled away
from the Unit quite a lot. This leaves Ma1or C. E. k tch .. O.C.
o. r Company, as Officiating .0. He also doc· .P.R.I. m !11
spare time. Our Adjutant, Lieutenant D. L. Hyde, 1 und rgomg
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a month' attachment to the staff at H.Q., Ieerut District.
Lieutenant E. F. lervyn- mith is therefore Officiating Adjutant.
EFJEE.
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A free rodeo is supplied (or has been) by our " remounts"
and their I.0.R. s' riders. The latest ditty arranged by others
of their clan is " Ho flies through the air with the greatest of
ea e." Here is ho1Jing for a sackful of- well, leeches.

No. 1 Company.
General.-It ha again fallen to my lot to enlighten the out ide
world as to our activiti of late. I mu t first of all apologi e
for the lack of really interesting new .
The major portion of the ompany i at present enjoying
the cooler climes of hakrata but, no doubt, by the time that
th e not are in print they will be plainsmen once more, a
the econd Hill Party leaves for Chakrata on 21st July. B .Il
to B.I and B.III to B.11 ours are being held at hakrata,
and this ha cau ed the literary tastes of the Company to change
from the proverbial Wild \\'e ts ( hades of Curran) to ignal
Trainin•Y, Yols. 1 and 5. Anyhow, there is a firm belief that extra
pice is the ultimate result of these treks to Cha.krata .
Our chaps on the \\'aziristan Frontier eem to be having an
en1oyable time. I wonder ! Those of us who have been
fortunate enough to receive mail from ections in \'i'aziristan
are fully prepared for a good grip.
ergeant Luck is now on tour with a cinematograph outfit.
It was rumoured that he wa scouting for i\I.G.:.I., but we know
different.
Promotions and Appointments.-Congratulation to Corporals
Kunath and Dale on their recent promotions. Al o to Lance
Corporal Gilchri t, who has reached the dizzy heights of the
"Paids," and to '/Lance Corporals Ganner, Tyers and Coombes
on making the first rung. Keep it up, you cad ! Batons are
few and far between.
Arrivals.-From Muttra for an upgrading Course : Signalmen
Whalley and Walker G. ("Polly"), complete with "Polly II "
(in a cage). From Do alli : Signalman l\lillett.
ince his
arrival he has gripped us with hair-raising stories first-hand from
the Frontier. Keep it up, " l\lill " !
Things We Would Like to Know.-\.Vhy the D.R. ection
began growing moustaches and then decided to shave them off.
Footnote.-The Grip is off.
LE BARON.

No. 2 Company. ·
General.-As the surviving personnel of No. 2 Company is
small, I must confess that material for these notes decreases in
equal proportion, so please accept the apologies due.
The outstanding event during the month was the King's
Birthday Parade, for willch we amalgamated with 'o. 1 Company. No. 2 Company consisted entirely of all the I.O.R.s
of the Unit under the command of L ieutenant L. J. D. Read.
The rehearsal, taken by Major C. E . Sketch, was fairly successful
and everything went smoothly. Alas, the feu de joie was ordered,
and here " Little Audrey laffed, for she knew that it was not
an order in Urdu." '''ere there some who did?
. The following day the Divisional Commander inspected the
lines and was able to see " J " Section doing their stuff in
preparation for Frontier work whilst still " standing to."
D~partur~s.-Signalm~ Cotterill (Ben) has at long last
obtamed bis coveted wish, namely, his long-awaited return to
Blighty. I did hear him say once " that seven years in the
wrong country was enough to tum any man mad." {But be
had only lost a few hairs, bles him !) Lance Sergeant Beard and
. /Lance Corporal Rose are going to enjoy the delights of leave
m the U .K. while .we pickle and prickle (sorry, folks !) . They
wer? all due to sail on S.S. Neuralia, which had brought the
Indian contmgent from the Coronation. Bon voyage l
. Ent!rtainments. Fou~ football matches have been played
with o. r Company dunng the month, in which we won the first
and la ·t by 5-1 and 3-0 ; the other t\vo games were drawn
<>-o. '!hat venerable old soldier, Reggie Spriggs, nearly had
heart failure when "·o. I Company almost scored during the last
moments of one drawn game. He was heard to gasp," That was
our unbeaten record nearly gone west for the last six and a
ha.If years." Ahem ! Stroke your beards, you ancients, and
thtnk.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
20th June.
General.- vVith the advancing hot weather and the extra
i sue of ice (?), remarks such as " Stoking up a bit" and " Not
quite so hot as this time last year" seem to be general nowadays.
For exact data, all enquiries should be made to the Orderly Room .
Since our last notes there are some items of interest which, I am
sure, ex-Troopites would like to read.
We have been completed to scale with buildings. Offices,
stores, school, laundry and drying rooms, extensions here and
there, a new parade ground, all seem to have sprung up in a night.
Oh, yes ; we even have a new road to go with it all !
Training.-This branch of sport is still in full swing. Pack
rides, technical training and a dismounted route march once a
week are the chief events. Incidentally, the route march is to
get the feet hardened for the Frontier. Talking of the Frontier,
the Troop has been called upon to supply a small contingent for
that part of the world. Signalman Rainbird K. left us on
14th June for Mirali, and on 17th June Sergeant Child (Charlie)
and Signalmen Hills (" Busty"), Forrest (Oswald). Cocks
(" Porky"), Warren L. and obbs G. left for the Signal Depot
at Upper Topa. We hope that they will enjoy their sojourn with
the Faqir of lpi and, incidentally, bring back some interesting
note for the WIRE.
Weddi ng Bells.
ounds much more classical than
"Marriages." On 12th June, at Brecon Cathedral, the wedding
of Miss Valerie Florence Crichton and Lieutenant A. B. McVittie
(Troop Officer of this Unit) took place. No doubt readers will
have already seen reports in the fashionable papers which cater
for such events. We, therefore, content ourselves with wishing
the happy couple all the best of health and luck in the future.
Old Soldiers.-Corporal Swan A. H. J. (Donald) honoured us
by re-engaging to complete twenty-one years.
We Want to Know.-What it is like travelling in India this
time of the year with an empty water-bottle.
After volunteering for the Frontier, who said be could not go
that night because he had a date at the pictures ?
Who strangled the Orderly Room Sergeant's cbatti ?
PIP.

AUGU
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mand of " K" Signal Section. Lieutenant G. I. Burgess-Winn,
R.Signals, has just resumed command of " G " Signal Section
at Mhow after a prolonged illness, from which we hope he has
now fully recovered.
The Coronatio n.- Although our numbers here are rather small•
we decided that our Coronation celebrations would incline the
other way, and I think we can safely say that we managed to
carry out our decision. The celebrations extended over three
days, commencing on the actual date of the Coronation. A
very enjoyable time was had by all. On the afternoon of the
12th the Unit assembled in the B .O.R.s' mess room to listen to
the broadcast of the Coronation. Sergeant Wright very kindly
loaned his wireless set and we were blessed with excellent reception . Light refreshments and ices were served and the gathering
dispersed about 6.30 p.m. At g p.m. we had a dance in the
B.O.R.s' mess room. The Deccan Rookies provided an excellent
programme of music. Lance Corporal Taylor performed the
duties of M.C. Prizes were given for spot, waltz, statue dance,
gent.'s solo and odd side out.
On the following day we had a Paga! Gymkhana, open to both
British and Indian ranks, run by a committee under the able
guidance of our Quartermaster, Captain E. W. Anderson, D.C.M .
Mention must also be made of the sterling work put in by Farrier
Corporal (" Rags ") Archer. The events were as follows :
B .O.R.s' Potato Race on Mules. Winner : Corporal Button.
I.O.R.s' Potato Race on Mules.
Winner: Signalman
Dhanaraj.
B.O.R .s' Slow Cycle Race. Winner : Lance Corporal Hatton.
I.0.R.s' Slow Cycle Race. Winner: Hav. Sagayam.
Ladies' Race. Winner: Mrs. Perry.
Children's Race. Winner : Heather Goodyear.
Followers' Race. Winner : Swpr. Ganiah.
Dog Parade and Race. Winner: No. 15. Owner: Mrs. Perry.
A rather unexpected event was the arrival of the faharajab
of Lallaguda and Bowenpalli, impersonated by Lance Corporal
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4th Indian Divisional Signals, Trimulgherry.
General.-At long last the rains have arrived, bringing with
tliem a welcome drop in temperature. The landscape has again
assumed that fine shade of green that all the tap water in the
world cannot give. True many an anxious eye is cast above as
clouds gather just before a game of sport, but so far we have had
to forego little.
The first period of Individual Training has finished and the
results are eagerly awaited. We congratulate those who have
passed ; we commiserate with those who have failed and exhort
them to greater effort next time.
Subadar-Major Panchanadan, our Coronation representative,
has returned full of the beauty of England and appreciation for
the way in which he was received. lt would .fill numerous pages
to report all his remarks, but many of us were able to capture
the thrill of his experiences from his account.
Officers.-Our Commanding Officer has just completed a tour
of two of our permanently detached Sections at Mhow and
Ahmednaga~ with . the Chief Signal Officer and is once again
with the Umt. l\1a1or A. B. Bushby, R.Signals, has proceeded on
two months' !~ave to ~ustralia, where we hope he will have a very
en1oyable hohday. His able management of the Unit's technical
training merits it. Captain R. Maguire, R.Signals, has returned
from leave in the hills looking very fit and has taken over the
duties of Officiating Adjutant vice Lieutenant J . R. G. Walker,
R.Signals, who has pro eeded to Ahmednagar to assume com-

Taylor, on a friendly mission to the Gun Rock tri~. fhe
Maharajah was welcomed by the C.O., to whom he deltvered an
address subscribed by his people. On the Friday ther was a
Tennis Tin and Bottle Knock-out Tournament. All the loser
in the first round were entered in a subsidiary tournament, so
that play was fairly equally divided. The ':"1nners of the. mam
tournament were Sergeants Goodyear and \Vnght and the wmner
of the subsidiary tourney were Sergeant Copp and Lance Sergeant
Varley. In the evening the Garrison Swimming Bath had been
reserved and the
nit enjoyed a moonlight bathing party.
Great fun was provided by the follow the leader, with Lance
Corporal Hatton setting the pace. Forfeits were paid by all
defaulters and included such tasks a walking the plank,
retrieving a ping-pong ball in the mouth, blindfold swi~ming and
diving and falling off the springboard backwards whilst seated
in a chair. Mrs. Goodyear won the ladies' walking race and Lance
Corporal Hatton just managed to beat Corporal Watts in the
musical chairs.
The Last of the - - . -A rather interesting event has ju t taken
place in the Unit. The la:st remaining serving Abirs in the I S. .
have proceeded on leave pending discharge. The older members
of the Corps will remember that the Ahirs, who come from the
vicinity of Delhi, were enlisted just after the War as Signal
Drivers and their excellent work in " B" Corps Signals W /T
Section will be recalled. Since then, however, they have ceased
to be an authorised class for the l.S.C., and these six, Signalmen
Ganpat Ram, Bholu Ram, Tulsi Ram, ?.~an. Singh, _Man~at
Singh and Bhagwan Shai, are the last of thetr kmd servmg with
the Signals. In honour of the occasion a tea party was held in
the Sergeants' Mess Compound and " The Last of the Ahtrs "
were entertained to tea.
Births.-Although somewhat belated, om: . congratulati?ns,
which we offer to Lance Corporal and Mrs. W nght on the birth
of a daughter, Jean Kathleen, at Jubbulpore on r4th March, are
none the less sincere.
Deaths.-It is with the deepest of regret that we have to
announce the death of Geoffrey Stephen, the only son of Sergeant
and Mrs. Millen, at Trimulgherry on 12th May, and the death of

The London Car Exchange,
Ltd., is a Subsidiary Company of
the M.P.A., and deals with t he
car side of the business.
New and second-hand cars of all
makes can be supplied . Special
terms arranged for " Home on
leave " cars, and guaranteed repurchase prices quoted for both
new and second-hand cars.
Members' cars taken in part
exchange and favourable hire purchase terms arranged.
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GROSVENOR

The Association offers Its members
unusual facilities in thei r purchases.
Savings of as much as 30% can be
effected off usual retail prices
except in the case of price maintained articles.
Furniture, Silver, Radio and Electrical equipment a Special ity.
All Motor Accessories, including
tyres, lubricants, etc., supplied
at lowest possible prices.
Special " All-in" Motor insurances
effected, and all claims pursued
and advice given free of charge.
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The Grosvenor Gardens Club
is controlled by the M.P.A. This
is a Non-Residential Club and its
situation , together with its tine
Lounge, Dining and Cocktail
Rooms, offers a pleasant environment for meeting friends.
Officers on leave are invited to use
the Club as Honorary Members,
wit hout Entrance Fee or Subscription. Full particulars may be
obtained from the Honorary Secretary, or The Editor of this
publication.
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Ro •er Edward Frederick, the week-old son of ergeant and
• [r . Farr, at Ahmednagar on the same date. Our sincere ·t
condolence are extended to the parents in their very sad
bcrcavement.
Educational Qualifications.- \Ye must congratulate the
following on passing ubject as shown in the recent Special and
First Cla s Examinations. Th ere ults bring our Unit avcrag
to 4 per c ~t. pecials, 64 per cent. First and 32 per cent.
econd . Furthermore, 14 per cent. of the Unit have qualified
in the vernacular examinations. Sergeant Parker S. and
Signalman Mill A. were awarded First Cla
Certificates of
Education. Lance orporal Ready J. pa sed in :IIap Reading
toward First la . Signalman Field \ . pa ed in Mathematics,
Geography and Map Reading towards First Class. Signalman
Balls W. passed in Engli b and rdu towards the Special and
passed the British Service Urdu Test.
Tail End.THE

I

H fAEUTE.

I've seen lean dogs, fat dogs,
Rabbit dogs, rat dog ;
Big dogs, small dogs,
Thin dogs, tall dogs ;
Young dog , old dogs,
Yellow dog , bold dog
Gay dogs, sad dogs,
Good dogs, bad dogs ;
But I'd like to see, when it grows up,
What kind of a dog is Aby's pup.
BEDOX.

[Owing to pressure on space ome excellent photoirraphs have
been unavoidably omitted-ED.]
Tennis.-A very uccessful Tennis League has just been
completed in the Garrison in which sb::teen teams competed.
Although the standard of tennis in the Unit did not warrant
the inclusion of two teams, it was thought that much valuable
experience would be gained by doing this. Our" A" team finished
up third. Considering the fact that our star player, Captain
E. L. L. Yulliamy, bad to leave us before the end, this was a
very creditable performance. " B" team held up the ·remainder
by finishing last, but if points had been awarded for good triers
I feel ~re they would have been on top. Some very good tennis
was witnessed and the League proved a success all round.
Cricket.- V\'e have once again started cricket. In view of the
small number from whom we can select our players, we have so
far managed to put up some excellent performances. The results
of the matches played to date are as follows:
9th l\1ay. v. 65th Field Battery, R.A. Won by 17 runs.
65th Battery, 102 (Heatherington 5 for 13, Isaacs 4 for 28).
R.Signals, u9 (Hatton 48, Kerr 21, Rhodes 19).
30th :lfay. v. 65th Field Battery, R.A. Lost by 86 runs.
65th Battery, 133 (Heatherington 4 for 30, Isaacs 5 for 44).
R.Signals, 47 (Heatherington 17, Hatton 15).
3rd June. v." B" (S.) Company, North Staffs. Draw.
" B" _(S.) Company,
orth Staffs. First innings, 59
(Heathenn~on 4 for 34, Brennan 2 for 3). Second innings,
141 fo_r 9 wickets (He~th_erington 3 for 34, Rhodes 4 for 42).
~-Signals.
Frrst rnrungs, n2 (Rhodes 32, Lieutenant
W~1stler 31). Second innings, 102 for 7 v.;ckets (Hatton 40,
Wnght 26).
17th June. v. l th Battery, R.A. Won by 25 runs.
. 18th Battery, 94 (I5aacs 3 for 2 , Brennan 2 for 3, Heatherrngton 2 for 33) .
R.Signals, II9 {Brennan 35, Wright 26, Hatton 26).
27th June. v. R.A.M.C. Won by 5 wickets.
R.A.~~-C.
First innings, 93 (Colonel Pocock 2 for 15,
Heathenngton 4 for 25, Rhodes 2 for 19). Second innings, 76
(Rhodes 2 for 13, Varley 3 for II, Wright 2 for 14).
R.Sig?als. First Innings, 68 (Colonel Pocock 32, Hatton 14).
Second mnm~s. 103 for 5 (Hatton 34, Wright 19, Kerr 18).
Hockey.-Th1s month bas seen the close of the Garrison Hot
We_ather Hockey League. This Unit entered two teams, in
wh1c~ '~?were allowed to play a maximum of three British ranks.
Our A team put up an excellent show and finished at the head
of the ~ague v.;th the following points: Played, 12; Won, 9;
Lost, nil ; D'.ew, 3 _; Points, 21. Our" B" team, although they
h~d many d1fficult1e. with which to contend, finished up sixth
with a total of 13 points.
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STATIONS ABROAD

4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
24th June.
General.- Thc Troop has finished firing tht Annual ourse and
everyone obtained a" First." There are ome crack shots down
here, and the C. . led the way, tying for top score. Corporal
Hylands and ignalman Hyde were the best B.O.Rs, though I
regret lo say our Risley expert failed to produce the fireworks
expected.
ur

~ 1 ireless

ection is gettina plenty of practice on Brigade
and nit chcmes and should prove its worth during the camp
season.
Arrivals.-Lieutenant \Vhi tier, after an eight months'
" Roughs " Course at augor and a spot of leave, rejoined the
Troop on 26th May. All ranks were glad to see Lieutenant and
:\Irs. \\'histler again. together with their additional canine friend,
an albino Great Dane.
nfortunately, Lieutenant Whistler
was admitted to hospital OD. 5th June and operated on for
appendicitis. He is now progre sing well.
.r o. 5947994 Signalman Hyde L. from our neighbours, 4th
Divisional Signals. He now leeps under a fan, rides a horse and
grip with his Bi ley performances, so be ought to enjoy life
here.
Knock-outs (Not Boxing).-Our two old soldiers, Sergeants
Fairman and ?.leldrum, were unfortunate in being knocked out
by horses. They are now getting along well and should be back
to duty in the near future. Don't ask me where the blows
landed. This isn't The Razzle.
. Co~gratulations.-To Lance Corporal nowball on obtaining
his First Class Certificate of Education. Now for that Special !
To Corporal Rhodes on passing the test for Football Referee,
Class II. He hopes to referee the Cup Final one day.
Stop Press to Poona.-Please note that Corporal '' Mechanised "
Brennan i now being taught how to mount and dismount from
a four-legged animal. So be prepared for some adventurous
" tales " at Christmas.
King's Birthday Parade.-The Cavalry Brigade held a parade
on 9th June and everything went hunkydory. To enable the
Troop to have a leading Section of B.O.R.s on this parade,
Divisional Signals kindly loaned us two N.C.O.s who had just
completed a ride with this Troop.
Things We Want to Know.- Where was the Coronation
celebration really held ?
Are the B.0.R.s who play hockey in the Combined Signals
team to be issued with football boots ?
I'. Who is this much talked about Charlie Parsley ?
Learn to Swear- Play Golf.-Believe it or not, but we have a
good golf course here, and in the eliminating round for the
title of " Troop Champion " the Horizontal Champ. (ex-Dundee)
beat Charlie Parsley (ex-Poona) by 3 and 1.
A challenge match has been arranged between the Divisional
ignals (Captain Anderson and Sergeant Kelsey) and the Troop
{~aptain Barker and Sergeant Page). We hope the best pair
\V,n, but is it true that spectators are invited to the nineteenth
bole?
r~ally

Jews' Mail.-The Personality Kid, Scarborough.
anxious to hear from you."
" Lofty," Tidworth. " Guess who picked a chip ? "

o.
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Sport.-The Hockey League is finished, and the Troop team
put up quite a good show. Congratulations to Divisional Signals
"A" team on winning the League championship.
The B.O.R.s are now doing well in the Inter-Section Basket
Ball League, thanks to the help of Lance Corporals Abraham and
H~t~on from Divisional Signals. In fact, we should just about
wm 1t. Any reader who considers this a " Cissy " game, please
come here on leave and we shall arrange a game for you (also
hospi ta! accommodation).
BONNIE DUNDEE.

J

Egypt Signals.

Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.

No. 1 Company.

General.- Once more we emerge in print, providmg our efforts
are not again lost en route. This bemg our " off" season, we
are indulging in that most famous of indoor sports-CO RSES.
Courses of all kinds--:\-1.T., Musketry, Gas, Drill, PT.. Up·
grading and possibly, although we fervently hope not, Downgrading. Vve are well represented all round with the result that
our Daily Works Parade usually musters about five" working"
hands.
Arrivals.- "\Ve welcome to the Troop our new Section Officer,
Lieutenant B. J. Walker, R.Signals. I don't know if his arrival
has been recorded previously, but, in any case, it is worth a
reprint. May you enjoy your trip with the" Flying Squad," sir.
We also welcome Sergeant F. Dunn and family from Alexandria
after his long leave at the WfT Station. (That joke again,
Fred.) Sergeant Dunn took over the ection from Lance
Sergeant Orton, only to hand it back again after two days, in
order to take over the licence of the local "Pig and Whistle."
He should " figure " well as a landlord.
Promotions.-This very raxe bird has visited Egypt again.
The Troop collected two this time and our congratulations go to
Lance Sergeants Gibbs and Beale on their appointments. (Exrats, 1920-1923, please note.) We should also like to extend our
"gratters" to Bill Adams, ex-Troop, and now "G" Troop, on
receiving the long-looked-for third bar.
Troopers (What Have You).-A very thick slice of the Troop
vacate this land of sun, flies and sand for the land of the two
woollen vests this season. The slice includes four senior and two
junior :X.C.0.s. There must be something about this Egypt,
for one of them wants to stay on for a" Buckshee." One wants
to stay for the last boat and another wants to go home just so
that he can come out for another tour. It proves that old
saying, that" having once drunk of the waters of the ile, etc.,_"
or maybe it is just the sun. The fact remains that the Troop Wlll
be very "new" next year.
The Wheelers' Union.-The passion for bicycles is gro,~ing,
and at the present rate of increase, we shall soon want another
garage in addition to the new one which the R.E.s are now
building, just to stable the bikes. Did someone suggest a museum
for the " old crock " ? The bold " Busty " Briant is head man,
and can be seen any Monday or Friday afternoon leading his
school, shoal, flock or flight in the direction of Ezbekieh Baths.
Sports.-The results of our Inter-Section games will be found
in the Sports Section. Swimming is our best line I think, and
the large number of men who are interested in swimming is a
lasting reminder of Mersa Matruh days. There are some good
stylists, too, although there was almost a tragedy the other
day when one of our N .C.O. came near being fished out of the
bath in mistake for a water beetle.
Pen Pals Wanted.-To Johnny · (072), somewhere in Punki.
"How about 'getting through' by G.P.0. ? Hank."
To Barnes (605) of Muddy City. " Risk the cr~p _and drop
me a line. Is it true that you have to ask her perm1Ss1on now ?
Shore."
Notice.- To whom it may concern: Arbourus Leviticus bas
OT yet flowered.

Abbassia, Cairo.
30th June.
Apology.- We have given a good deal of offence through what
we thought was the innocent medium of these notes. Men who
had been content to hide their lights under bushels or, alternatively, to waste their fragrance on the desert air, have found
themselves thrust suddenly into the prominence of the Corps
Journal and have resented it. For this we have covered our
body with sackcloth and our head with ashes. Since our tongue
has offended we must needs pluck it out and cast it from usand tho e who would wish to see this interesting performance
will be welcome to do so at any time they can catch us doing it .
Cricket in the Canteen.- Mr. Reade, when he wrote his Cricket
on the Hearth (or was it Mr. Dickens who committed the
offence ?) could not have known the strange practices to which
it would give rise. ow, in this far country, we have played
cricket in the Canteen. Where else could it have been played ?
Certainly not on the field, for the game they played there might
have resembled cricket-but not much. In the canteen, however, they knocked 'em lustily for six and the bodies were
removed in a bus, several bath chairs and two stretchers. A
return match is looked forward to eagerly.
Nasty Jab.-We are always mentioning this fellow, but somehow we can't help it. He is the only one, it seems, who consistently does funny things. The other night he came home and
insisted on putting a perfectly sober person to bed, ~nder the
impression that the poor fellow was drunk. D.T.-which stands
for " He is a sober and truthful soldier."
Desertions.-They are straggling slowly back to give the~
selves up at their posts of duty. Even Stubbs and McKecbme
are expected back hourly by the police. H. and C., as well as
cent. htng., have been installed in the cells.
Ladder of Fame.-Guess what we've remembered I Congratulations to Corporals Simpson and Steele. We are terri~ly
sorry about this being so late, but then we make a habit o_f be1i;ig
late with everything; and, anyway, one had hardly noticed it,
so much do both of them walk about ·with that Field-Marshal's
baton in knapsack air.
Another One.-It cannot be very common for the promotion
of an officer to cause such widespread satisfaction and pleasure
among the men who serve under him as has the promotion of
Captain Kennett. Major B. B. Kennett, M.B.E., reverts to the
rank of Bimbashi. He is doing the jobs of C.S.O. and C.O. till
the return of Major Willoughby from leave. Capt. Wheatley
has returned from leave and is acting as Adjutant during
Lieutenant Muir's absence on leave. The C.0., Lieutenant Muir
and Lieutenant Tate went on the 30th. We trust that they
have had, or will have, a pleasant leave.
Join the Army !-We wish you could see our new dustpans.
Very, very reverently we burnish them; the O.C. inspects them
every Saturday. the C.S.M. checks them, and we continue to
pick up dust in a newspaper.
Change of Air Camp.-Which reminds us of the away fixture
that our ping-pong team won by four matches to two again t the
R.A.P.C. But about this Change of Air Camp. We are very
glad to get rid of people in this way ; and they say, when they
get back, that their only regret is that they couldn't stay longer.
The Sergeant-Major has just gone on this leave, but we don't
mean what you think we mean.
The End.

o now for a tiddley at the Milk Bar.
LFACKO .

]Owing to pressure on space an excellent photograph has
been unavoidably omitted-ED.]

P1P.

" B" Cable Section.
June.
General.-Until the beginning of this month, life in the Cable
Section was just a bowl of cherries. For quite a time we had
been settled to a regntar. teady routine, but it is a long road
that gathers no mo s. Once again we had to take up our picks
and hovels and start on a job that has been talked about for
the best part of two years. ( ergeant Lewis, e.·-Egypt, please
note.)
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C.S.M. and Mrs. Hobbs.
"'e are re-wiring the Ordnance Dei:;ot throughout, a job which
calls for the master mind and skill that only the Cable Section
can turn out. For years and years a piece of cable ·was put up
here and a piece up there, until a net-work of cable was covering
the Depot. Then, after studying the present-day cost of living,
it was decided that we may be useful after all, and now the
situation i well in hand.
The Up-grading c~rnrse is still in progress, and, having finished
air-line training, the cla have joined the Ordnance crowd to
be shown how to say it with permanent line. Another thing
which may be of interest to s me of the boys who were in " B "

C.S.M. and Mrs. Hobbs.

Wedding Group.
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Cable in those days when the six-horse teams were in vogue, is
that the trength of our .M.T. to date is two 30-cwt. lorries, one
Austin seven and a mechanised cable trail. Although at the
pre ent time they are not in great demand for their original
purpo e, they come in very handy for Company detail.
Did you ever hear the yarn about the officer in th~ R.A.F .. ?
A young lineman of this gang, who ~as a br~ther m the Air
Force told it to me. A orporal committed a cnm
fancy that
happening in the R.i\.F.-and , of course, was wheeled in front
of the aforesaid officer. This is what took place.
"I'm a barned of you, fourteen days C.B."
ergeant-i\1ajor: " orry, sir, but you can't give C.B. to an
N.C.O. You must give him a "rep."
Officer: "Very well, Sergeant-Major, fourteen reprimands."
Congratulations are extended to ignalman McEvoy on being
picked to p lay for the Army at water polo. (Well done, Champ!)
Also to Corporal Watson, Lance Corporals Russell and Ferree,
ignalman Burr, Taylor and vVilliams on being awarded the
100 Yards Certificate.
(\'Ve're on 'em, Swede.) Again to Corporal Watson for signing on for his "pontoon ." "You know
you're onions, harlie."
Sport.- The ection is still doing very well at water polo and
relays. Since the last issue we have beaten " K " Section by
5--0 and won both the relays ; also we beat the C.S.S. by 3- 1
a nd won one relay.
In the Billiards Competition we lost to Unit H .Q., " J " and
" K " Sections by a small margi n of points. Our excuse for this
is that our best man did not play. " Who was she, Champ ? "
Jew-boys ' Mail.- To Signalman Seymour, Blackdown. "What
about tho e Cup ? J ock."
T o the same chap from Driver Jarvis. " What about my
stuff? "
News.- A certain corpulent N.C.O. was giving alignment on
air-line. After stepping back a pace or two, be waved his arms
and di appeared. " What were you seeking, Joe ? Lizards or
Chatti water! What happened to the strainers? "
Conclusion.- Will anybody interested in stamps and have gi;>t
" swops," please communicate with the Cable Syndicate. We've
got bags of twicers. And o, cheerio, boys, be with you again
soon !
SPIDER.

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess.
General.- It is a long time since our notes featured in the WIRE.
Old readers will have missed the description of our activities
at Christmas and other times. Don't imagine that we were dead
or dull , nothing of the kind. Notes were prepared covering the
whole of the festive season, together with photographs.
Mystery Still Unsolved.- Where did these notes go ? This is
quite genuine. Two weddings, the annual Christmas tree party,
the annual dinner, comic football matches, etc. All ready for
t\}e post, yet they disappeared. A search was made everywhere.
All this after sitting till the early hours of the morning preparing
them ! \Ve are told that they never reached England. Well,
can we bridge the gap ? Can I remember just a passing description ? The period I had in mind was from about early December
till the Tew Year. That's all I shall deal with, and even then
it will be an effort. So here goes.
The single Mess members had dwindled dowu to about three.
Each meal-time anxious eyes looked round to see if there was
any likelihood of bachelors becoming wed. Then came the
first marriage from the Mess for some time. You remember
Ginger Hobbs, as he was known to Corps football fans in the
famous days of Maresfield and of " X " Company ? Well, he
decided to take the plunge. To add to the romance, his wiie-to-be
had sailed from England on the Neuralia to be married from the
old building so well known as the W.O .s and ergeants' Mess.
Well, this is what took place.
Marriage-C.S.M. Hobbs G. H., M.M., to Miss J. Edwards,
S.R.N., Birkenhead.-On 2nd December, 1936, a delight ful
wedd ing was solemnized at the Roman Catholic hu rch , Abbassia.
Before a crowded congregation, composed of all Mess members
and friends of the bride and bridegroom from Cairo a nd district ,
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the happy pair were pronounced man and wife by the R~v.
Parrisotti, o.B.E., C.I' . (R.C.), assisted by the Rev. Lamb. Pn~r
to t he arrival of the bride, the organist rendered sacred music
appropriate to the occasion. It had been a dismal day, so unlike
the clear, blue skies of Egypt. But the sun shone, and, strange
to say, fell on the pew of the waiting bridegroom. The bride
arrived dressed in a white satin dress with shoes to match . Her
bridal wei l of embroidered net, plaited halo of satin, together
w ith her bouqu et of carnations and fem, made a most charm1.ng
picture. After a n address by the officiating prie~t on the sanctity
of marriage and obligations of the wedded pair, the. bmle and
bridegroom moved to t he main altar. The bnde was given away
by R.S.M. Dorrington A. G., D.C.M. , Royal Signals.
After the ceremony the wedded pair came down the aisle to
the strain of th e fam~us wedding march . The pages and train
bearers to the bride were the sons of Lance Sergeant and l\Irs.
Lynch. They made a very pretty picture. They were dressed
in blue velvet long Tyrolese trousers with white satin blouses
with ruffled sleeves. The bridesmaids were the daughters of
C.Q.M.S. a nd Mrs. G. Kendall. They were dressed in pe~od
costumes of pale heliotrope silk with h a~s to match, and earned
bouquets of double clove-scented carn ations. The best man was
Lance Sergeant Lynch, Royal Signals, who, l~ke the bridegroom,
was dressed in the regulation blue patrol uniform of the Corps.
Mrs. Lynch was attendant lady-in-waiting to the bride.
Cameras clicked at the church door and the happy pair drove
to the Mess. The reception was held in the Me~ , whe~e many
of the officers and their ladies attended. The bnde received the
g uests on entering, and the to'.lst, prop.osed by R.S.~I. Dorrington,
was sincerely responded to m the time-honoured manner.
The wedding breakfast was then served. Catering a rrangements were in the capable hands of C.Q.M.S. and ~~rs. Kendall.
The table was beautifully decorated, and the two-tier cake was
in the centre. The cake was cut, and, after refreshment, the
party went out to the lawn for a photograp!1- to be taken .. Dancing
was held during which the bride a~d ~ndegr<>?m :van1s~ed for
their honeymoon, which was spent m s1ght-seemg m Carro a nd
district.
The bridal pair received many useful pr~sen ts ai;id are now
nicely settled down in one of the Royal Signals villas, better
known as Suez Houses.
Another One Takes the Plunge.- H ardly bad the single
members got over the shock, when Lance Sergeant Couperthwaite, better known as" Tubby," decided to marry ~liss Lean.
Q uite a pun. H e was all ready on the morning of 19th December,
i936, to visit the same church for the same purpo~ and .to hold
the reception in the same place. But it was a little difierent.
" Tubby " bad the experience of being able to see the first
wedding a nd so decide if it was much of an ordeal. I also went
to this wedding- this makes three important weddings I'.ve
been to. I cannot report the third one, which took place pnor
to these two. T he reason being that I became a husband at
the first one. That is the great catch these days. Single one ,
beware.
Marriage of Lance Sergeant Couperthwaite and Miss Lean.The Roman Catholic Church, Abbassia Garrison, was well fill ed
on 19th December, 1936, when Miss Lean became Mrs. Coupe:thwaite. The bride bad recently come out from England to be
the knot. It was a nice day, and the ~less members turned up
in force. There were many civilian friends also present. The
bridegroom was driven to church by Sergeant Jock Setv.en on.
(I mean he was driven in a car, this not inte?ded to be literal.)
Many apologies, folks. The bride looked radian.t as she entered
the church, wearing a halo of orange blossoms, an~ long .net ' '.e1l
worked with lovers' knots. The gown was of whit e satin, w1th
shoes to match, and she carried a beautiful bouquet of sea onable
flowers. The bride was given away by R .S.M. Dornngton A. G.,
D.C.M., Royal Signals. The best man w~ Mr. J: Gil,~on, th,«;
famous racehorse trainer, known to the racmg publtc as Jos.h.
Mrs. Stevenson was attendant lady-in-waiting to the bnde.
The ceremony was performed, and the bridal pair left, beneath
$owers of confetti, for the reception, which was held m the
W.0.s and Sergeants' Mess.
For the reception , the Mess was decorated ready for Christmas
by Lance Ser geant Jack St?ne and part)'.. It looked a galaxy
of colour. The b ride and bridegroom received the g:iests. Many
officers and their ladies were present. The cake was m the centxe

Lance Sergeant and Mrs. Couperthwaite.
of the breakfast table. The catering arrangements were ~nder
the management of :'.lrs. Dorrington and ~Ir~ . Jones, ~,'lfe of
Dan Jones, who iS now at the ::S-orth Pole, viz., Cattenck. I
must say that the reception wa_s reallY: a t~p:top show. It all
happened six months ago, but still remarns v1v1d to the n:iemory.
The R.S.M., on behalf of all, proposed the toa t, which was
sincerely r e ponded to in the time-honoured ~anner. After
the wedding breakfast the party moved out mto the ).!ess
grounds for photographs. Dancing, with Sergeant Damels,
A.E.C., in control, followed. Sergeant Daniels is now believed
to be at Colchester. O ld friends, please note. He has not been
forgotten, has he, folks ?

Lance Sergeant and Mrs. Coupe rthwa ite.

Wedd ing Group.
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The bridal pair then left for their honeymoon at Heliopolis.
Th"'· were the r('Cipients of many useful pt"' ent . o now they
are settled down, and w' hope they will 'live happily ever after.
Other Events from the Lost Ma nuscripts.-The hiklreu'
Christma Tree, the Annual Dinner and Ball in the !\less and
the omic Football ;\latch between the Offi ers and Sergeants
on Christma. Day, or was it Boxing Day? Just forget now.
Later Eve nt$.- ergcant appcr of G.H.Q., Signal Office, was
taken ill and it was a close thing that he managed to get well
enough to be boarded home a an invalid. \~Te all wi h him a
speedy rccoYery. \Ye have lo t many :fixtures. Ser~eant
Barnham now .Q.l\l.S.-went home after about fifteen years
in Egypt. The phinx ha n't smiled ince he left. C.Q.M.S.
Leath went to Hong Kong. Someone said he hadn't smiled
since he left the fold. But we can hard!)' believe that. C.Q. I.S.
Bremner owns a " Q " Store now. It doe not belong to him,
but he pays for anything you lose out of Stores. It is a good game.
However, he is C.Q.J\I. . of No. 3 Company now, and well established. La t, but not lea t, we have Sergeant Brundcll from
China. and Sergeant Fee, M.M., from the United Kingdom. To
you all, past and present, here are our very be t wishes.
Tw1GELX.

Corporals' Mess
Bereavement.- \Ve regret to record the very sad loss of one
of our senior members of the Iess--Corporal Lea E., who passed
away on Saturday, 3rd July, after a very short illness. He had
been suffering with pneumonia. Our thoughts and deepe t
sympathy are extended to hi wife and child, who were expecting
him home this trooping season. He was extremely popular
wherever he went, and at the time of hi illness wa attached to
the Cameron Highlander at the Citadel, Cairo, who, we feel
sure, will join us in tendering our sympathy to hi relations and
family.

" G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
General.- Jews of interest, as roost people and especially
literary agents are aware, is very scarce in the close seasonand in this Troop more so. This is not because there is nothing
to report, but because what does happen is really not news.
Units in the civilised world have their marriages, births and
whatnots ; whereas we, on the edge o' beyond (Houghton and
Stoughton, 7s. 6d.), haven't. There is no social life here except
with naughty Arabs, who now and then get playful and have to
be spanked. But it takes all sorts of funny Units to make a
Corps.
A Scheme was organised by the Hussars. With a couple of
our lads and a few cars, we ambled away to a p lace called
Hurghada on the shores of the Red Sea, and from all accounts
and purposes, a nice time they made of it.
Sergeant Pearce saw a fish when he was out fishing, and, at
the time of discovery, it was only a foot or so across. Talking
about it in the Sergeants' Mess on his return, it appears that
he had caught it, but they couldn't get it through the :\foss doors.
Which only goes to prove that two birds in the bush is better
than one in the hand-in this case, fish.
During the past week, a detachment from "A" Squadron has
been at Mersa Matruh, complete with MA Set and a 1924 Rolls
Royce armoured car ( To. 1 Set). Also another small detachment at Sollum, again with a 1924 R.R.A.C. W /T. Old Troopites
may be interested to h ear of the following:
Mersa Matruh-Helmieh : MA/No. 2. High Power. R. 5·6
Speech.
o. I Seti o. I Set. Long distance aerial R.5. C.W.
(working traffic). Distance 250 miles.
Mersa Matruh-Sollum: No. 1 Set to No. 1 Set. R.6. C.W.
(working traffic) . This was their only link. Distance 125 miles.
Unfortunately, we did not succeed in working Sollum to Helmieh
by To. 1 Set.
Leave.-The Change-of-Air Camp is now in full swing, and,
judging by appearances, it is "slap-up." Roll on, September!
Courses.-Corporal White has, at last, packed all that he knows
about 1 0. 1 Sets into the Hussars' operators. They, with a
grateful look, have passed on to other things. Our own people

at Egypt ignals are doing as well as can be expected, and we
hope to get them back shortly, complete with ratings (or not
complete with them?).
Appointments.-Three more of our fellows have made _good.
We old soldiers wish them luck and ofier them our congratulations. The lucky ones are U/Lance Corporals Moore, Reynolds
and tandcn.

" H " Troop, Cavalry Signals, Egypt.
General.-Work, or perhaps it would be better to say. the
usual daily grind, keeps one or two of our ~e~ple busy. Ta~e,
for example, the Troop fitter, each day. at his 1ob of con;ertmg
the W/T cars into machines, originated man H. G. Wells novel.
The one that he has completed is a prophet's view of a Duff
Cooper's Army, all gadgets to prevent the "Ops." straining
themselves. When the car is loaded rea~y for work, ~he ogerat~r
is confronted by switches, big ones and little ones, with a _don t
touch me " look about them. Should an operator forget himself
and lift up the cover, well, there:s no knowing what would
happen to him.
nder that cov_er lie ro~s and rows of glea:i;ning
brass terminals and copper strips, baffling to a mere layma~.
That, plus th Jo. 7 Set, will be the cause of our entry to Abbass1a
'o. 1 yet.
Jow let us visit the I.M.s' shop. What do we see? Wires,
condensers, resistances and valves, the " innards " of two valve
amplifiers, which are being made for the ben~fit of the Squadro_n
Leaders. Rumour has it that we were gettmg o. 9 Sets ~his
month, but up to now they have not come. We are still hoplllg.
The .M.T. side of the Troop is not so busy these days. Few of
the cars are being used, and I propose to leave them well alone.
Leave.-Our O.C., Lieutenant Winterbotham, has left us for a
wee spot of well-earned leave in the U.K. (that is~and called
Blighty). We all wish him bon voyage and a good time.
Signalman Hirst is still there, knocking them back we presume,
and from what I know of " Kent's Best" he should be having a
real good time. There are others here who hope to be doing the
same thing next year. Who would refuse the chance of a real
pint of beer, and Kentish at that ?
Typical lrish.-This was seen on the notice board, outside
" B " Squadron Office. A sheet of paper proclaimed to t~e lads
that a swimming competition would be held. Below this was
another sheet with this inscription : "Any man wishing to enter
the above, will ADHERE his name below." Good old 8th
Hussars!
Things We Would Like to Know.-The "Pinkie" who said,
" It would be a treat to speak to an English girl again." He
has only been in the country five minutes.
Then there was the Driver (I.C.) who :filled the gearbox of his
"VS" right up to the very brim. When he saw the pool of
pil on the floor the next morning, he wondered where the leak
was.
Observations.- It has been observed that the Troop Sergeant
has developed a massive chest, for a second medal hangs there.
We believe it is one of red, white and blue. He will have to
hire a wallad to carry all his medals soon, because next year I
have reason to believe he will be awarded the " Rooty" Gong.
Yahoudigrams.-Lance Sergeant Coton, Pulau Brani. " Congrats. on the third. Had a pint for you. Taff, ex-4 Div."
Our Edwin, 4 Div. "What about it! Maleesh air mail
steamer will do. Dinger."
Smudger, ex-" H ." "Seen no notice of your EXIT yet.
Haitch ."
DAI BACH.

Palestine Force Signals.
Headquarters, Jerusalem.-At last the long-awaited report of
the Palestine Royal Commission has been published. It was
broadcast throughout Palestine at 9 p.m. on 7th July, and now
the burning question seems to be " Are they going to start
anything." "They," of course, being our friends the Jews and
Arabs, for whom we are prolonging our stay here as a sign of our
affection.
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Entertainments.- The sight of" Stan old Man " creeping back
into the N.C.O.s' Mess like the proverbial "doubtful sock",
after having tried to tell a director of the Palestine Broadcasting
Service exactly what should be coming over the air. Of course,
the answer to the riddle lies between a pair of wires surreptitiously .laid from tho YI' /T Section Stores to the Mess radio, and
a matter of- er- " ational Importance" I think you called it,
didn't you, Ben ? Too bad that Sherlock " Q " Holmes discovered it.
Promotions.-Congratulations and good health to Lance
Sergeants Snook and Hayden on their recent appointments.
Sport.- On Saturday, 3rd July, a cricket match was played
between a team from H.Q. and a team from o. 4 Section,
Haifa. The visitors smartened us up by two wickets and some
seventy odd runs. However, there is always the possibility that
our team may :find the Haifa air exhilarating. The results of
matches played to date are reported in the Sports Section.
Drn HARD.

No. 3 Section, Sarafand
General.- I apologise for the absence of last month's notes.
As this is my first attempt at journalism, I must ask you to
suffer in silence.
The Section is just settling down under the new command
of Captain F. R. B. Moore. We hope that be enjoys his stay.
Upgrading is still in full swing, and some of us are grating a
canny gear on the M.T. Course. \Ve hope that they will become
capable drivers under the watchful eyes of the Junior N.C.0.s.
To the ambitious ones we wish the best of luck.
The Junior .C.0.s have just completed a Course on I.D.
and P.T. They all look extremely fit (for nothing), and are now
putting the Section through their paces. The smell of embrocation mingles with the groans of their victims. However, as
one young soldier was heard to remark," I'm in time for' gunfire'
every morning." (Aren't you, ick ?).
Pro moti ons.-The usual congrats. to Corporal orton for the
econd one, and to /Lance Corporals Syrett and Holberton on
reaching those dizzy heights. (Is it cold up there, Phil?).
We must also congratulate Signalman v\:ilmot on passing his
I.M., Class I. We notice your whiskers are working overtime,
Willie.
Depa rt ures.-Wc must now strike the sombre note and express
our regrets on losing Captain Vickers, who has left us for the
Holy City. We wish him all the best. As usual, our loss is
their gain.
Sport.-Tennis is still the craze of this Section. One can see
individuals dashing about the courts before Reveille.
ow that
P.T. has started, there docs not seem so much surplus energy
about.
Although the Section cannot boa t a cricket XI, we play in
conjunction with Brigade Headquarters and are doing very
nicely, thank you. The Section i becoming e."tremely tough.
The climax of this " Health and Strength" business arrived
when the 0.C. is ued a challenge to a game of rounder .
Things We Want to Know.- \\! hy has our Section Sergeant
such a passion for dogs ? And who is Richard the Third ?
Conclusion.-Knock ! knock! " Who's there ? " " Saul."
" ' Saul ' there is-there isn't any more."
BucK.

No. 4 Section, Haifa.
1st July.
General.-'Twas ever a generous ·ection, and to encourage
visitors from Bli hty the Entertainment Committee-selfelected have publi hcd a "Holirtay Guide."
folly detailed
guide to the Land of !ilk and Hooey will be ent gratis or
. . 0 ., whichever is preferred, to any palefaces who have not
yet heard of the lersa i\Iatruh Grippers. Details include sea
bathing all the year round-baksheesh for S.O. Reliefs when not
•On spuds ; tennis, especially reserved for workshop personnel ;

thrilling drives through the Nablus Hills, trips to the afad
Area for the mere asking (Rosh Pinna is one of the outing.
Bill 2322222) ; ample facilities for hiking, 0 S. have donkeys
and pack sets supplied on signature. Guaranteed change of air
monthly at out-stations, around which linger many talcs of
romance and advcntu1"e. More details anon if the book is still
open; so hurry up before S.S. Records Sailing List 1s closed
Promotions.-} ock Purvis to the unpaid appointment of
Fitter's grease monkey via L.A.D.
Marriages.-Corporal John Potts to J\[iss Jessie Pre;; ton at
St. Luke's Church, Haifa, on the glorious First of June. The
Section presented them with a combined coffee table and bookstand. We wish them all the very best, and hope that their stay
in Palestine will be a happy one.
Posting.-No. 2324106 ignalman Wood H. from , o. 2 WIT
Company, Sarafand, in place of No. 2322143 Signalman Alcock
J ., who has joined his brother at Sarafand. Corporal Perfect to
No. 2 Section, vice Corporal :\1illigan.
Beachcombings.'Erb: "I say, old chappie, what are those jolly old lights out
there at sea ? "
Snug : " They be buoys to guide ship into harbour."
'Erb : " How much a week do they get ? "
One of the old firm wants to know if his record of fifteen
different types of Palestinian beer tankards can be broken.
Ex-Sectionites please reply to Box No. 2318513.

Malta Signal Section.
Command Sio-nal Office,
Valletta, Malta.
9th July.
l ntroductory.- The appearance of a tomato in the dining-hall
recently heralded the arrival of summer in ::\ialta. Subsequent
appearances of lots of tomatoes settled the matter and bathing
costumes made a very late appearance. This may seem remarkable to those whose knowledge of the ::\Iediterranean is gleaned
from Travel Bureaux.
The" Pearl of the Mediterranean "has been somewhat dimmed
of late, due to high winds, which ruined all forms of outdoor
entertainment and covered the Island with layers of fine red
sand. The wind has now gone, the tomato is in season, and the
sea temperature is decidedly high. The watchword now reads
" Down to the sea in slips." A hearty slap on the back is no
longer a brotherly greeting, but from the volume of the ensuing
howl one can gauge the extent of the slapped one's aquatic
indulgences.
Congratulations.- To Major F. H . Bury on attaining his
majority. \Ye trust that he will continue the movement with
success.
Draft Reception Committee.-At the moment, this is a nonexistent body which is enjoying a healthy life in the imagination
of one or two of our number, who feel that the lonely exile-to-be
should be accorded every facility on arrival in :Malta.
bould
any member of the Corps, warned for ser"ice in ::\Ialta, require
advance information, thi ";n be _upplied by Corporal . Rowe,
Command Signal Office, l\lalta. \Vrite and introduce yourself
and we will do the rest.
Combined Operations.-From the point of view of communications, this year's Operations were quite a succe . From the
point of view of a cribe, they were not so successful, failmg to
produce the usual crop of errors or howlers. Neverthele , we
should like to have seen the high personage who fled hastily
with cant regard for dignity when the gas came over.
ga ·
mask would have been useful. a it eem that ga affect all and
sundry without discrimination . As the . . 0. subsequently
remarked, communication were well maintained under id al
conditions, but a a real enemy is apt to be rather inconsiderate
compared with those imaginary ones we wage war with dunng
Operation , one ha ca,';!_e to reflect. Is it as easy a all that ?
Personal.-Bcre I land . rutty wi hes to know whether Tim
is still an active Legionairc (British not Foreign), or i · he a
disciple of the water faith ? Skiff-still in ::\lalta ·also utty.

Aucu
In Conclusion. Tho e awaiting repatriation are 'Omewhat
concerned over the situation in the Ea tern llfediterranean.
lay they be lucky and view green gra aaain soon . The Draft
Reception Committee goes into es ion to greet thei successor .
SKIP.

Malaya Command Signal Company.
lexandra,
16th June.
General.- \\'ell, folks. here we are again, nicely settled down
in our new quarters at lexandra. I think that everyone
con iders them to be a va t improvement on those at Pulau
Brani. The aay spark of the Company find the ta.xi fare to
town somewhat expen ive ; the nearest shop is half a mile
away, but these are the only disadvantages. Things, in general,
point to a very pleasant time here. \Ve are told that the fitters
are getting a power lathe in the near future; like our e.xtra
transport, it is a Jong time coming.
The Instrument l\Iechanic. ' hop has a power drill, which, at
present, Jacks the power but comes in handy as an extra bench.
Pending the arrival of the control board and rotary converter
from England the Chargina Shop is using a 2t K,_:. "Delco"
engine, which puts out the juice but has a remarkable thirst for
kerosine. Corporal Dean maintains that it uses more fuel than
hi " Douglases " did in the heart of the Burmese jungle, and
refuses to believe that white ants could possibly account for the
extra consumption. This en!!ine, by the way, is not bolted down,
and its tendency to take flight at 800 revs. or so leads us to
believe that it was originally intended for the Graf Zeppelin or
the like. Talking of heavy con umption, the " Delco " refuses
to compete with the ~Yet Bar; the end of the first month showed
the ection thir-t to be well in the lead by about 180 gallons.
We shall be able to " tap " the P.R.I. soon if this goes on.
The linemen have been very energetic lately, a the underground cables were truck by lightnina on \Vhit Monday. This
kept ce~in members of the Line squad busy until 7 a.m. on
Coronation Day, when the last elusive fault was tracked down.
Coronation Celebrations.- ingapore was remarkably well
decorated and floodlit for the Coronation, and each separate
community in inaapore held its own procession. The Chinese
took the prize with a lantern procession; those who have
soldiered east of Colombo will agree that this event can surpass
any daylight affair.
. The }1ilitary Parade was held at 7.30 a.m. on the Padang in
Smgapore ; two thousand troops took part. The Signals
appeared ~or the. first t~me as a separate Unit. Some difficulty
was expenenced m heanng the orders on the Coronation Parade,
but this was remedied on the Birthday Parade by the installation
of loudspeakers by our local I."'.\Ls. For this service it is rumoured
that our blushing Digger is to be given the Freedom of Gillingham
and will become Grand Master of the local Lodge.
The London Divisional . ignals might be interested to hear
that thejr Engine-naming Ceremony was screened at one of the
la~ger .cmemas here and that photographs of stunts by their
tnck nders regularly appear in the local papers.
Rumours that a certain Corporal is likely to loose the medal
presented to him in the Corporals' :\less, 2nd Divisional Signals,
ue totally unfounded . He has now joined the Health a nd
<:.trength League.
Spor_t.- Our new Padang is not yet in use. Owing to t he mining
operations commenced by a local Chinese firm, we cannot hope
to play home matches for some time to come. Early last month,
the Alexandra detachment journeyed to Changi to p lay them
at football. They did not prove quite strong enough to beat
~he!" .. !he r~sult wa o-o. Changi were quite certain of their
lllvtnc1b1hty m future matches, but a certain '.C.O. i/c M.T.
(no names, no Dixie) appear to be involved in the transfer of
Signalmen Farley and Harris from the Changi to Alexandra
football team . We hope that Changi will 'have laughed that off
by the time we play them again.
The full Signals team has made its appearance in Singapore
football, and the fin;t game played, against " C " Company,
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Inni killing Fusiliers, was lost 2-3.. The ·econ_d game, against
nth Heavy Battery, R .A., resulted 111 a 2--0 wm for us. Team
Captain Seager ha not yet produced the fish supper h promised
the team for wi1ming this match.
Things We Want to Know.- Whether or not to believe that
eleven men could travel in one sampan.
Who is this " Major Bedupp." ?
Should the night arrow point east or west in the \\-et Canteen ?
\\Thy Dixie displays such interest in the mining operations on
the Padang, and whether Digger is justified in keeping his eye
on him?
\Vho a.sked which was the positive lead of the A.C. mains?
\Vhen will our shipping expert realise that we have screwed
him down?
Stop Press.-Enquiries at the R.E. Depot reveal that the mine
shafts are actually the foundations for the new Hertz Walker
short-wave super-directional antenna.
Conclusion.-Giving Apa Leggi the Section's best wishes at
the Mounted V/ing ; suggesting that Barleux leaves the back
gate unlocked when the dustman caLls and refuting ~vith dignity
his innuendoes anent Birmingham; and also hopmg that the
Baron resumes this column next month.
SOAPY.

[Owing to pres ure on pace ome excellent photographs have
been unavoidably omitted-ED.]

Changi Detachment.
14th June.
The usual condolences are offered to our orrowing public,
who, of course, noticed the absence of notes from this detachment
last month.
You will be delighted to hear that our boys are all fit and well.
The linemen swing their joints about with a gay song on their
lips ; operators bash their keys with happy abandon ; the jolly
clatter of a rivetting hammer rings from the workshop, and the
cry goes round that the toiler is back. Occasionally a man is.
hurried to the :\I.I. Room to have a little more fie h grafted on
to his finger bones. This is Changi-the hive (it is whispered) of
industry.
On Saturday, 12th inst., the new nine-million-dollar airport
of Singapore was opened by the Governor of the Colony. Among
those present were two of the Corps' most distinguished members.
(send stamped envelope for further details) . This airport is.
built on what was originally a tidal swamp, in which it is said,
one could push a pole downwards for some 50 feet . I doubt,
however, if anyone took advantage of this interesting fact, as
these poles are hard to get, and, believe me, so are the " pushers."
\Ve yacht pretty well around here ; in fact, some people have
been heard to say we a re "pretty yacht." In the race around
Pulan Ubin last month, Lance Corporal Lambert and C.Q.M.S.
Wix pulled ~rd and fourth p laces .respectively. This month we
achieved second place in a field of fourteen boats, by the efforts
of C.Q.'.\1.S. Wix and his competent engineer Claud. Lance
Corporal Lambert" also ran ." He was among those at the start,
but insists that he only went out for a bit of fishing.
Signalman Harris has left us for Alexandra to make room for
.Signalman Sherrath. The usual good wishes speed them on
their way.
An interesting football match took place on the Padang here
recently. The teams were Chanr;i Detachment versus the
remainder of the Malaya Command Siiinal Company. Of course·
the " Rest " found it necessary to obtain the a sistance of
outside Units (we wonder why ?). Despite this, however, and
their vigorous training by those " two old athletes," " Sharky "
Hubbard and "Battling" Walker, we managed to hold them to·
a draw, 1- 1. A surprising result of the game was the swift
transfer of our talented reserve to the Alex. side. (Bill, I'm
surprised at you, the score was 0-:o.)
We have played our first match in the Inter-Company ricket
Knock-out, beating " D" Company of the Gordons by two·
wickets.
SJ APA.
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Tientsin Signal Section.
16th May.
Congratulations.- To the following members of this Section :
Corporal Hall, Lance orporal Verlander, Signalmen Verlander,
Edwards, Welchman and Foley, all of whom did their best
towards winning the League and Cup for the Staff a nd Departmentals, and also to our F. of S. (Q.M.S. Paterson T.) and Lance
Corporal Verlander F. on reaching those ranks.
Arrivals.-(All "Clang" except one.) Signalman Summers
from ldcrshot, Signalmen Hopcraft and Godwin from Singapore,
and Signalmen Ellison and Banham from Hong Kong. All are
welcome, and the usual good wishes for their stay go without
saying.
Movements.-Tientsin to Peking: Signalmen Summers and
Godwin. Peking to Tientsin: Signalmen Maxworthy and
Throup. Tientsin to Shanhaikuan : orporal Blanchard , Lance
Corporal Verlander, Signalmen Armstrong, Hopcraft and Millar.
Activities.-A certain individual bit upon the bright idea of
starting a " flash " club, and much to the regret of one or two,
the idea was carried. "Flashes" ranged from buttons and
drawing pin tops to toy pistols (complete with caps) and mouth
organs, which had to be shown, fired or played whenever a
flash was called. The penalty for being unable to play or flash,
when called upon to do so, was a fine of ten cents for each
member flashing. Quite a good amount was collected and spent
on a " do," during which two new contenders for the " PuffPuff " championship were found. The present champ., however,
still insists that they are not in his class. All enioyed themselves
-even the fellow who was caught for sixty cents with his flash
in his stocking.
The Junior Staff Me s marked the end of the winter season
with an Invitation Dance, held in the Gordon Hall. It was
attended by nearly four hundred people, and, judging by the
remarks overheard and the general feeling of bappine s, the
dance quite upheld the good name the J. .:YI. has for running
these affairs. Roll on the next one.
Enquiries.-Who was found on Capstan Cup Final night fully
clothed shortly before 1 a.m. sitting on the step tying his shoe
laces together so that he could not escape ?
Jews' Mail.-To Jack Hastings from Robbo.
for me in the team. Be seeing you soon."
To Ging. "You get a medal.

"Save a place

Jim. "

T . . F.
[Owing to pressure on space the Sports rotes for this Section
have been held over.- ED.]

Jamaica Signal Section.
nth June.
General.-A large parade of H.l\I. Forces ·wa held at Up Park
Camp on Coronation Day. The parade was composed of all the
Staff and Departmental Troop , the Sh rwood Foresters, a
contingent from H .M.S. Apollo, compri ing sailors and marines.
The local forces, Poli e, ex-Servi emcn, and such associations as
Scouts, etc-., were well represented. H.E. The Governor took the
salute at the march past. The weather was very favourable and
the large crowd who attended were well rewarded by a faultless
and colourful di play. Th rest of the day was ob erved as a
general holiday . At night, a large firework di play was given,
the succ ss of which was mainly due to the efforts of Q.M.S.
\.Vhite, R.Signals, and Q.l\I.S. i\Jenage, R.E., who were responsible for the organisation of the di play. The Signal Section
made a hundred per cent. turn-out for the occasion, every member
boing engaged in some capacity.
The installation of the new switchboard was completed on
Sunday, 23rd May ; the final change-over was commenced at
midnight by Q.M.S. White and myself. By z a.m. Monday
mornin g, everything wa complete. The new switchboard has

proved itself a vast improvement on its predece sor, and i also
a little easier on the eye. This is ma.inly due to the fact that the
cable from the switchboard i taken through a protective pipe
cemented in the floor, thus making it possible to reduce to a
minimum all 'i iblc wi1;ng.
The accompanying snaps wern taken from the road which
runs along the Palisadoe , connecting Port Royal t? Kmgsto.n.
This road was opened about ten months ago. Prcv1ou to th1 ,
the only means of tran port to I ort Royal was by boat. Tho
innovation of the road was therefore a Yery welcom one. 'o. r
shows the plane which plies between Kinaston and lontego
Bay. ln the background can be seen the Headquart.ers of the
Pan-American Air Base. It i here that the plane flymg to and
from ew York arc stationed. Nos. 2 and 3 how native ti hermcn, who are busy preparing for their catch .
ELGI •
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Telephone:
Alderahot
333 & 334

The London Corps Signals, T.A. and affiliated
Supplementary Reserve Units.
Fulham House, High treet, Fulham,

. \Y.6.

Ge~eral.-\\"e
tra.inmg on ~5th

are proceeding to Corfe Castle for annual
July, 3;1ld it can well be imagined that most, if
not everythmg, happenmg at Headquarters centres around this
event: But no. _not quite everythina ; the Recruits' quads are
~·mg out their normal routine and progre ive training. The
ections. are, of course, very busy overhaulina wagons and
stores. drcO\·enng, as they progres , the usual item for exchange
or renewal.

<?n_ 3rd-4th July, 'o. l Company held their la t week-end
trammg m. the Chertsey area. Sa~urday' heat made everyone
perspire, even when they stood still, but Sunday gave us some
Tovember weather. However, thank to the fact that the, hole
week-end wa ~'·ithout rain, we had a very busy, instructive
and enioyable time. One detachment of "A" Cable ection·was
detached and pr~eeded to Imber Court to lay some lines, fix up
an exchange and mstal a few 'phones for the 1letropolitan Police
founted ports to be held on the following Wednesday and
Thur'dll:Y· \\oat w1th our. co-operation with the police on
Co~onat!on ~ay an~.our actJv1t1es at Imber Court, we are getting
quite thick with the :\lets." Ju t as well, perhaps-who knows ?
\Ye are still enrolling recruits at a goodly rate and are now well
over the 300 mark aimed af before camp.
Sergeants' Mess.-Hearty congratulations to C.S. r. " Pat "
Allar?yce on. being " crowned ." \\'e hope it will not weigh too
heavily on h1m.
\Ve regret to record the departure of C.S.11. " Boy " George
Gates, )l.:1J_., who has left u on '.'Termination of Engagement. "
Our ~Id fnend Geo:ge_ has had a rather varied career during his
man} :years of old1e1y~g. Perhaps a few items of his past may
be of mterest. He iomed the 2nd Volunteer Battalion East
Surrey Rifles, as a boy in 1904 ; transferred to the Surrey
Yeomanry m 1912 as a trumpeter, and, later, was mobilised for
the Great \Yar.
. In January, 1915_. he was transferred to the Royal Engineer
Signals, and ometune afterwards took part in the landing at
the Dardanell_es. He was _one of two who swam ashore from the
!elegraph Shi~ Levant with a submarine cable. He took part
m the evacuat10n and, later, served three months at Suez with
the Canal Defence ignals. In )larch, i916, he landed in France,
and subsequently took charge of the buried cable system in the
8th Corps' area around Beaumont Hamel for the lSt July
?ffensive, • ing 25-pair lead-covered cable, the first occasion it
IS understood, on which this type of cable was used for this purp_ose. '!hen he went to the Ypres sector, and carried out a
similar ]Ob of work, and, s ubseq uently, became attached to the
8th_ Corp- 1gnal School as an instructor on forward communications (Officers' Class).
. ~e ""~ attac~ed to the American Anny for two months on
Sim1lar mstruct1onal duties. His next job was running the
forward communic<1;tions for the Passchendale stunt, for which
he was mentioned i_n despatches. In igr7 he was transferredto the i3th Corps Signals, under our present Honorary Colonel
Colonel T. \\'. \'igers, o B.E., ~r.c., T.D., and remained with hi~
un~il. ~e was "demobbed." He was awarded the J\>1.11. for his
ac~v1t1es_ at Le Cateau. In 1928, he felt the urge again, and
enhst~d- m the 47th (2nd London) Divisional ignals, T.A., as
our mt was then named, and quickly became a very well
known and popular member. He received the Coronation Medal
from th~ G.P.O., by whom he is employed. Good luck, George,
and don t forget to come and see us whenever you can.
A Few More ~owlers. " The aim of a transformer is to et
more out of a thmg than what you put into it."
g
"The highest frequency yet discovered is the Comic Ray."

l\linors' afety Lamp. " When the lamp is lighted in the
presence of inflammable gas, the flame bums strongly."
" ~acl_1 conductor is wound with two layors of air, the first is
long1tudmal and the econd spiral."
"The excavation, if left open at night, should be surrounded
by red lamps and a watchman."
" Marking post are fitted in convenient, out-of-the-way
places. ·•

SOLOMON

BROS.

House and Camp Furnishers
Glass & China Merchants. General Ironmongera.
Tents, Marquees and Camp E quipment for Hire.

RemOfJals and Storage

High Street and Victoria Road, ALDERSHOT

EFFEMMA.

The London Corps Signals Cadet Company.
(Affiliated to London Corps Signals, T.A.)
ugust.
If yo~1 want to know anything about Kent, ask the London

Corps Signal
adet ompany. They have been in the Fletcher
Battery Hutments at. wanley, I le of heppey, for the past two
week and know a bit about the lay of the land in that part
of our i land. ~esides it field ~elephone set, the Company
has~~ o b~ou_ght it J.apanese machme gun to camp. With these
two realistic toys the proceedings have been enlivened and
the _real flavour of soldiering introduced. Besides the usual
routme of camp, fatig~?s, kit inspections, route marches, etc.,
th_e boys have had a l , E.W.T. and one or two kirmishes in
mmuc warfare. ~hese are voted grand fun, as also are the lectures
given by the diutant on such topics as " Coast Defence"
"Invasion from the Sea," etc.
'
The new recruits are now as firm believers in life under canvas
as the old hands. Incidentally, the London Corps Signals Cadet
C<?~~any has shared its_ camp with the Cadets of the 56th London
J?1VIs10nal Royal Engmeers. Ther_e has been much friendly
nvalry between the two-such thmg are good for esprit de
corps-but no ill-feeling or trouble. The Hutments are surrounded by barbed wire, and this gives a real military" touch" to
the camp. Guards are posted day and night and woe betide the
person who tnes to get past the London Corps Signals Cadet
Company's sentries.
Th~ most popul'.'-r thing about camp is the bathing parade .
~ othmg quite like it. But the local baths will be well patronised
when_ the Cadet return to Putney notwithstanding. Autumn
trammg comlll:ences as soon as camp is over. With the help of
our parent Umt, L<:mdon C_or:rs Signals, T.A., we hope to be able
to do more techmcal trammg. Hitherto the absence of the
necessary apparatus and trained Instructors has made us very
shy about actual Signal training, but now we hope to be able to
do quite a lot of it. Then, when our members join the Signal
T~rritorials, they w~I feel at home at once and be fully conversant
with all that pertams to communications. " You cannot begin
too young " is a truism.

Special Quotations for Mess Orders.

F

T. WOOD

Wholesale and Retail Tobacconist and Confectioner
PLUMER RD., BULFORD CAMP. WILTS.
High-Class Cakes,
Biscuits and Sweets.

Teas Provided.
Moderate Charges.

The North Midland Corps Signals.

with preparations for camp. I almost forgot to mention that
the quarterly accounts had to be completed, Travelling Allowances, extra and C.O.'s drills paid out. \Vhere is that man who
told me about the four years' holiday I was going to have in
the T.A.?
Musketry.- Last Saturday's efforts at Trent Ranges were a
decided improvement on the previous occasion. Some of the
recruit.<> obtained surprisingly high scores, which reflects the care
and patience of the Company Musketry Instructor-.
Marriages.- Business is quite brisk in this department. Lance
Corporal Miller M. took unto himself a wife, and so did ignalman
Furley C. A. and Signalman Gadsby C. E. \ '. It must be, pring.
Happy days to you all '
G.O.C.'s Visit.-On Tuesday, 6th July, :\lajor-Gencral G. C.
Kelly, c.B., o.s.o., Commanding 49th (\Vest Riding) Division,
paid a visit to the Company. Judging by his remarks, he seemed
quite pleased with all that he saw.
Tailpiece.- If thi should catch the eye of Sergeant Barry T.,
4th Divisional Signals : " Congratulations on the · Rooty •
Gong; Molly is writing soon."
H. EDDYEM.lA.

Headquarters.
Phrenix Street, Derby.
General.-There is a scarcity of notes this month as we are in
the throes of preparing for annual camp, which takes place at
Bourley, Aldershot, from 25th July to 8th August. We hope to
find more to write about after our return to Home Stations, and,
without making any promises, will try to send a better contribution next month. Our Che terfield correspondent is away at
Aldershot, and, in consequence, no notes from that Company
are submitted.
Annual lnspection.- Major-General G. C. Kelly, c.s .. o.s.o.,
carried out his annual inspection on 6th and 7th July. He visited
o. 2 Company at ottingham on the 6th, and H.Q. and No. r
Company at Derby and I o. 3 Company and 236th Field Artillery
ignal Section at Chesterfield on the 7th. Vie have no reason
to believe that the General was other than satisfied with all
that he saw.
Attachment- P.S.l.s.-Sergeant 1Iott H. E., our P.S.I. at
ottingham, was attached to "A" Corps Signals, Aldershot (our
Affiliated Unit), from 30th June to 2nd July, attending a Unit
Scheme (in miniature) at Popham. Our P.S.I. at Chesterfield,
ergeant Morley W. A., is now with the same Unit, attending a
two-days' Unit Scheme as Corp Signals and a C.M.A. Scheme,
also for hvo days, between the 12th and 16th July. There is
no question that our P . . I.swill be able to impart the knowledge
they have gamed by these attachments, to our troops at annual
camp and on other occasions.
Old Comrades' Reunion at Aldershot.- As one who atte nded
the Old Comrades' Reunion at Alder hot, may we be permitted
to thank all those concerned for the wonderful welcome that was
accorded to us. vVe wish to thank everyone who worked to
make the organisation run so smoothly and efficiently, so that
everybody felt that the visit, even from a distance, was worth
while. The ne"-'i: Reunion will be looked forn·ard to with pleasure.
The ~hurch Parade _was a _sight to see, and, with the Corps
band m attendance, it certamly looked as though " old soldiers
never die."
L. s .

No. 2 (Nottingham) Company.
The Drill Hall, Derby Road.
General.-'Tis said that brevity is the soul of wit, but wit
has n?thing to do with the briefness of these note ; pressure of
work 1s the real excuse.
On my return from Alder hot last week, I suddenly realised
that annual camp was e..-xactly three weeks away. Having got
over the shock, a hurried meeting of the ergeant-Major and the
Section ergeants was called to decide what we should or should
not take to camp ; hence the activity at Derby Road.
It never rains but it pour , and things certainly came with a
rush. The P.S.I. had to go to Aldershot for instruction in the
working of Corps Signals, then there were the recruits' .musketry
at Trent Ranges and two consecutive Sunday trainings, coupled

1st Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals.
56, Regency Street, London, S.W.r.
On Sunday, 27th June, a day's training was arranged on
Wimbledon Common. A detachment left Headquarters with the
necessary stores and equipment for building four-way air-line,
arriving at the Common at 1 l a.m. The circuits were built and
tested, and the day's training, which was carried out in very
warm weather, provided useful preliminary training for the
camp in August.
At the time of writing these notes, active preparations are
being made for annual training at \Veybourne Camp, i orfolk,
from 1st to 15th August. This year, the Unit will be in camp
with the Anti-Aircraft Gunners, and some interesting technical
experimental work will be carried out. Recruiting is proceeding
steadily, and this year the nit will be able to carry out extended
schemes of work.
A.C.P.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial.--Since our last notes appeared, each Company has
held a verv succe ful ·week-end Exercise, and Jos. r and 2
Companies 'were privileged to have the C.O. (Lieutenant-Colonel
C. H. Walsh, D.s.o., ~1.c.) with them on their respective dates.
No. 3 Company was unfortunate, as their date coincided with
that of o. 2 Company's, but they had the consolation of the
R.S.M.'s presence and assistance.
Apart from these main events, the remainder of the month
has been occupied in sorting out and packing up for annual
camp at Bulford Fields, to which spot we move on l th July.
The last occasion on which we camped in the Fields was in
1927, so the few of us who remember that camp will feel quite at
home again with the Seven Sisters (or is it known now as Five ?)
as a background. The most outstanding event of that camp
was a visit and inspection at work by the C.I.G.S. This year's
counterpart will be reported upon in due course.
Our heartie t congratulations are offered to Lieutenants
\.V. S. G. Edgcumbe, H. W. Fenwick, and G. I<. . Edwards, on
securing their second "pip."
MERCURY.

No. 1 (Plymouth) Company.
York Street Drill Hall, Devonp<;>rt.
Vle will open this month's notes with the pecial report from
our correspondent "Leatherneck," who recently returned from
the Metropolis :

3, )
"Camp is drawin near, and the Company i busy getting
tun d up for a spell of acth·e work. A succe ful week-end was
held at omwood, and, I understand, there were quite a number
of ni~ht maraud r . Owing to the absence of the C. . I., the
ghost did not walk as usual. I al o understand that the C.S.M.
and Lane
ergeant Stone at the time were marauding in the
vicinity of the ' Elephant and Ca tie,' and that instead of ghosts,
• pink elephants' were een.
" The C. .'.\L and ergeant tone were members of the
R.M.O.C.A. who attended the ex- ervicemen's Review in Hyde
Park. They say it wa a ight that was well worth a leeples
week-end to attend. Many old war-time pals met at thi !!Teat
gathering, and their meeting made them realise that Old Father
Time was creeping on. \ ;\/hen one recall that the 80,000 who
attended did so at their own expense. the show of patrioti m
thu exemplified made one feel that there was still a certain
number who, if the call came and they wer able, would be
prepared to do their bit a in the past.
cheerful letter was received by the C.S.l-I. from ex-Lance
Corporal ' Ted ' '.\fitchell, who is now with the Training Battalion,
Ro •al ignals, at Catterick. All wish to be remembered to him,
and trust that lie will pick omething ofter than a butcher's
shop-front to charge when next the cable wagon becomes
detached whil t on tow. \ e al o as ure him that we do appear
regularly in the Press ; he must have always turned to the
wrong page."
General.-The principal event of the month was the Company
\Veek-end Camp held at Cornwood on 26th and 27th J une, which
turned out as successful as on previous occasions. On t he
Saturday evening, after arrival, a Miniature Scheme was held,
involving the erection of two si!mal offices and two wireless
tations working over short di tances, while B. Cable rattled
their way along the roads in preparation for the morrow.
On Sunday, the cheme was more elaborate, embracing a
Rear Divi ion, Division, and Signal Centre, with one move after
the lunch period . The Scheme took place along the well-known
Cadover Bridge Road. As the weather was in a jubilant mood,
the ignalmaster chose concealed sites beneath the shady trees,
and the Company soon got down to business.
\Ve were very pleased to have with us the Commanding
Officer, who came from his home in Wiltshire, and the Adjutant,
both of whom dined with the Company Commander and officers
on the Saturday evening, and were out with the Company next
day. We were also glad to have with us ignalman Richardson
from 3rd Divisional ignals, who applied his magic touch to any
recalcitrant instruments and who, in spite of not being a " weekend soldier," seemed to enjoy his day v.~th the "Terriers,"
finding the Devonshire sunshine as pleasant as elsewhere.
During the previous evening, the enthusiasm of some of the
senior N.C.0.s (including a \ \· .o .. Class I) led them to make local
reconnaissances, going as far afield as Sparkwell, where they
spent considerable time examining the local features. Later
they were found gathered round the garden sundial, ·which they
seemed to be inspecting attentively with the aid of two oil lamps.
Some of the officers by now had also become interested in this
curious object. After a while, however, it was decided that
they would have to wait until the sun rose (still a short time to
go) before they could synchronize their watches by it . After a
short diversion, during which it was found necessary to investigate the presence of a ghost on the swings, it is understood
that some of these scientific investigators went to bed. It was
discovered during the proceedings that one officer of the Company
definitely prefers sleeping in the open.
\Ve were plea.sed to welcome to the Drill Hall during the
pa.'lt month, Signalman Talbot from Bulford and Signalman
Burridge \ \'. from Aldershot, both former members of this
Company. The latter won the Coley Cup in 1928, the second
year of its existence.
•
C.S.:'.\I. Gibbings and Lance Sergeant Stone S.R. were unable to
be present at the week-end camp as they were both attending
the ex-Servicemen's Parade in Hyde Park. We were sorry not
to have them with us. but proud that two of our Company
should be pre ent at this great and historic gathering. They
came back full of enthusia.sm for the review. Both attended as
representatives of the Royal '.\1arines Old Comrades' Association.
There is a strong link with our Company and the Royal .Marines,
or not only have we several ex-Marines with us, but the
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" Leathernecks" have stolen some of our best lads for thcmselve
Bowen, Curt.is, Furse and heard, to mention a few.
However, e. change is no robbery, so go ahead, Marines, but
remember to ·end them back to us when you have finished
with them.
c tender our congratulations to Lieutenants W . S. G.
Edgcumbe and H . W. Fenwick of Exeter, and our G. K. S .
Edward . on receiving ad led weight to their re. pective shoulders,
namely, a second "pip."
0NECOY.

Owing to pressure on space some excellent photographs have
been unavoidably omitted-ED.]

No. 2 (Southampton) Company.
Hamilton House, Southampton.
Owing to the ab ence of the writer of the e notes, our description of the local Coronation celebrations, although prepared,
were not submitted in time. The circum tances were unavoidable.
Thousands of the townspeople of Southampton and district
watched the Review of local Territorial Army Units by MajorGeneral B . B. Crozier, c.B., C.M.G., o.s.o., Commanding the 43rd
(Wessex) Divi ion, T .A ., on outhampton Common during
Coronation week. The troops, about 350 strong, marched to
the Civic Centre, where, in the forecourt, they were addressed by
the l\Iayor ( lderman H. Chick) and General Crozier. The smart
appearance and soldierly bearing of all ranks, both on ceremonial
parade and during the march through the town, greatly impressed
the spectators, and several old Regular soldiers characterised it
as "a very good show." The youth of the majority of the
Territorials added point to the praise accorded them. We very
much appreciated the presence of our R.S.M. (Mr. G. E. Stone).
The parade formed up in line on the Common and then fixed
bayonet . llfajor-General Crozier, the Inspecting Officer, was
received on arrival with the General Salute, and afterwards
inspected the Units, during which the band of the 5f7th Battalion,
Hampshire Regiment, played a selection. The parade was then
formed into column of route and, headed by the band and drums,
marched past the Divisional Commander. Crowds of people
lined the forecourt to watch the arrival of the troops, who
formed up in close column facing the floodlit fa~ade of the
Municipal Offices, on the steps of which stood the Mayor, the
Sheriff (Councillor G. E. H. Prince), Major-General Crozier,
Aldermen and Councillors wearing their robes, and other civic
and T.A. representatives.
The General said that the Wes ex ignals were being honoured
this year by being asked to take the place of a Regular Division
durin"' part of their training. He told the public that he was
quite confident, from what he knew of the Wessex Divisional
Signals, that they would do the work excellently. General
Crozier also praised the J/7th Battalion, Hampshire Regiment.
The popularity of week-end training was exemplied when
the members of the Company proceeded to the ew Forest on
Saturday, 3rd July, for week-end training. The camp was a
very successful one, the strength being more than that of last ·
year' annual training. Vl'e had the pleasure of the presence of
our C.O. (Colonel C. FL Walsh) and Captain C. W. Knight (the
Adjutant). Full advantage was taken of the time available.
The Exercise terminated on Sunday afternoon, 4th July. The
training was voted a huge success, everyone thoroughly enjoying
themselves. R.Q.M.S. Green was responsible for the catering
arrangements, and he and his small staff are to be congratulated
upon providing such good food. Vve were very pleased to have
Sergeant Woodbury and his party from 3rd Divisional Signals
with us, and we very much appreciated their able assistance
with the Mechanized Cable Layer and 'o. r ets.
BEGBIE.

[Owing to pressure on space some excellent photographs have
been unavoidably omitted-ED.]

44th (Home Counties) Divisional Signals.
J uly.
Apology.-These notes were written for the July issue, but
an error in t ransmission delayed them until too late for publication. J ust to prove that they were written, we have submitted
them as they stand for the August number.
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Coronatio n.- The following was written by Capt. Gilbert,
O. ., Coronation Detachment : " Doubtless the experiences of
members of the nit who were selected for duties in connection
with the Coronation varied little from those of any other representative detachment. In the actual procession only one representative was allowed, and R .Q.M.S. Allen was afforded this
honour. The 25th Cons. Sec. (S.R.) wa.<; represented by the
officer-in-charge, Lieutenant A. G. Loadsman, and the Section
Sergeant (Sergeant J. Adams). Stationed in Kensington Gardens
they reported receiving a slimming diet. Subtle comment was
heard that this would not harm the first-named.
" The Unit's representative detachment of one officer and
.fifteen O.R.s for duty on the route were at Regent's Park, or
rather, what became Regent's Lake by the end of the period.
The Unit lorry conveyed all ranks and baggage to the Par1'. This
is usually easy to enter, but under military control, much more
-difficult. At each gate directions were given to enter the next.
\Ii/hen the complete circuit of the Park had been made, the gate
at the point of original call was entered, but only after the
-creation of considerable misgivings in the mind of the custodian.
" Our experiences in the Park, which were mainly concerned
with rain and parades, need little description. Any discomforts
were readily discounted in anticipation of the Coronation duties,
which started at 3 a.m. on the \Vednesday, when we looked out
on a heavy mist, struggled into 'blues,' and by 5 a.m. stood on
parade . We moved from the Park to the position on the route
and were established by 7.15 a.m.
" The long wait, tedious but of interest, and the ready and
spontaneous humour of the crowd around Trafalgar Square,
where the detachment was located, enlivened the proceedings,
but we were glad when, at 2.30 p.m., the first of the procession
passed.
"Although we were just lining the route, prosaic in its way,
i:he feature totally outweighing all other factors was the privilege
accorded to us to attend such an eventful ceremony, and realising
:as the proces ion pas ed the wonder of the Empire, and that
the very small part we played was indeed a part of that great
whole. What discomforts there were became negligible in the
minds of all the detachment in the realisation of the unique and
wonderful experience afforded by the duty which they performed.
" On the return route to camp, rain, with a tropical intensity,
failed to damp our spirits or enthusiasm. The next morning all
-agreed that they were tired, but not one of us would have foregone
i:he privilege which had produced that fatigue."
This seems to um it up pretty well. We were much interested
in the newspaper blurb about the troops' grou es concerning
iood and their unifonns. As far a food is concerned, if any man
had cheek enough to grouse at the efforts of a cook, who was
working up to his ankles in slime with rain pouring down his
neck, then he was probably told to go and blank well do likewise
-and serve him right. We did not keep our uniforms long
-enough to find out if they shrunk or not ; for some reason or
<>ther they were withdrawn immediately on our return to H .Q.
In any case, isn't it about time that these job lots of blue serge
were relegated to the past. and we were given the full dress that
we deserve and must have eventually. How can any oldierT .A. or Regular--carry himself with pride when he knows that
his walking-out dress makes him look like a second-rate liftman
<>r a broken-down "Special." "Trousers, tweed mounted,"
"';th vVellingtons are a step in the right direction, but why the
"shuvvers" cap? \.Vhy can't we have the "fore and aft," or,
better still, the smartest headgear the British soldier has ever
worn- the " pill box " ?
State Drive to Guildhall.-No doubt this
nit's sufferings
(four officers and thirty-two O.R.s) were the same as any others
and deserve no special comment, except that we were, of course,
the smartest contingent on the route.
Schemes.-Two very interesting and beneficial Schemes have
been held at ew Southgate, in co-operation with our Sections
there. They covered Division. Brigade, and Battalion Signals,
and displayed some very excellent organisation. A touch of
realism was given to the battle by the presence of real liYe
Battalion Signallers. (They cook a very pretty salmon in the
Southgate Canteen.)
Royal Tournament.-What is happening to this excellent
show? Every year it becomes a little more "Prunella Stack."
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Surely the general public want to see the meat m the Armybridging, air defence, tanks, etc. -the real things a soldier ha.-;
to do. All this P.T . can be seen anytime m Hyde Park for
nothing. The City of London Signals put up a good tnckriding display. (I'll bet we can teach them something about
cable laying though, what say, Paddy ?)
Social.-The farewell party for C.S.M. (Josie) Jordan will be
held on 3rd July. Will all old friends and temperance magazines
please copy.
Musketry.- It is queer how keen everybody is to lire his
Empire Test. Is someone applying the whip? I hear that
there are no wangles. The Unit team will fire for the Divisional
Cup on 20th June. Under the care of the Hifle Club, InterCompany and Inter-Section shoots have started. The trophy
for the Inter-Company will be the " Jug- jug." A trophy for
the Inter-Section will be found later.
Badminton.ow in its close eason and enjoying an occasional
friendly.
August.
Annual Training.-Loading party day are here again, and,
once more, Sergeants search for camp beds which have not been
seen since last year. Good old Tiger ! The great offensive will
be launched on 25th July, and where do you think we are going?
Somewhere new and exciting !
•ot it. Once more we go to
Canterbury. \\'hat about that old saw, "A change is as good as
a rest" ? We shall have to see it through; after all, it is not a
"Lang" stay. (Sorry.)
Promotions.- Lance Sergeant Walton goes up one (rank, not
inch). Signalman Langdon to Paid Lance Corporal, and Signalman Woolvin to Unpaid Lance Corporal.
Training.-From 1st July, a new idea will be in operation,
namely, that each evening training period should last for two
hours, from 7.30 to 9.30 p.m. One drill i given for each hour
attended. I do not know yet whether we shall receive two
Travelling Allowances.
Medals.-So far, the following have been awarded Coronation
Medals : Captain Gilbert, Lieutenant \Villiams, Lance Corporal
Harding \V. F. \Ve all hope that C..:J.L Trower continues to
wear his " metal."
Social.-As mentioned in the Jir,;t half of these notes, C.S.l-L
(Josie) Jordan's farewell party was held on 3rd July.
ince
then, every time a chair or table in the ergeants' '.\1es is moved,
someone who was left over is found.
Musketry.-The Unit fired for the Dh,isional Cup. and scored
a useful 730. Let us hope that the rifle is mightier than the pen.
The Rifle Club will, in future, give pewter tankards as prizes in
its handicap hoots, and is also taking . 22 rifles to camp for the
Inter-Section and Inter-Company competitions.

48tb (South Midland) Divisional Signals.
The Makings of History.-Birmingham now has its own Royal
Signals' Display Team.
A few week ago a invitation wa received from the Shirley
Hospital Carnival to provide a motor cycle di play during
Carnival Weck. Shirley Carnival claims to be the biggest event
of its kind in the :Midlands. Having recovered from the shock,
we began to weigh things up. \Ye had no previous experience
of a public show; the volunteers who had come forward were
mostly th is year's recruits, and we had barely a month in which
to train. \Ve accepted the invitation. The Carnival authorities
were more than kind. They allowed u - to u e their ground for
practice, and also built us a jumping ramp. A practice was
called, and it was soon evident that we could go afely ahead.
The rorton l\Iotors Ltd. supplied four machine suitable for
jumping, and so, with everything in our fa\"our, except time, we
carried on. For a month we p ractically liYed on the pitch, and
when the date of the first di play came along, on 5th Ju ly, we
felt that we would, at lea t, not disgrace ourselves. The actual
result exceeded all exi>ectation , and I am a ured on the highe't
authority that our show would have done credit to some of our
more e'-i>erienced brothers in arm . The following i the programme:
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[Photo by Loxley Bros. Ltd.
'48TH DIVISIONAL SIGNALS DISPLAY TEAM, JULY, 1937.
Centre Rear : Serge~nt Goffe.
Aloft H~~!Im~n.right) : Signalmen Johnson, Sh read, Smith, Allan, Hands,
Mount~

(left to rig?tl : Signalmen Darrall, Clayden, Lance Sergeant Bill
S1gnalr:nen Chilton, Corton, Stockley.
'
Absent : Signalmen Hadnett, Rowley and Fry.

Entry and Figure Ride, Sci sors, etc.
Solo Position Riding.
Group Jump.
Surfboard Riding.
Side-car di play and comedy item, including runaway sidecar, loose wheel, peed cop, and a Norton on " aoogly "
wheels.
t>
6. Combined Position Riding.
7· Flame Jump.
. Finale-Fignre Ride and Ride Past.
\Ve freel:l'.' acknowledge that ome of the items were borrowed
fn>m the City of London Signal , but we have also some quite
ongmal turns of our own.
Lieutenant R. \II,·. Danielsen, Officer i/c D.R.s' Sub-Section
was present at every display, and, on the final night, the D.C.s.o.:
Colonel M. E. Holdsworth, and our C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel
P. ~· Jones, ll!.C ..' Colonel J. \Y. Danielsen, D.s.o., T.D., and the
Adjutant, Captain H . ~artlett, and other officers were also
present. They were highly. pleased with the perfonnance.
After the h?w, the C.<?. d1stnbuted souvenir medals (presented
by the CaIDival CommJttee) to all members of the team.
The team was. as follows : eraeant Goffe C. (:::\. .0. i/c)
Lance Sergeant Bill T. H ., Signalmen Cotton (side-car). Chilton'

[With acknowledgments to Loxley Bros., Ltd.

I.

2.
3.
4.
5·

Fire Jump.
Signalman Stockley goes over in fine style on a Norton.

Johnson, Stockley, Hadnett, Smith, Darrall, Hands, Shread
Allan, Fry, la:yden and Hadnett ( ide-car).
•
\Ve cannot smg:le out ~ny particular performer for praise, as.
they all worked hke Tro1ans, and the success was entirely the
result of team wor~. We should, however, like to com.mend
~e pluck of those nders who did the jumping (Lance Sergeant
B!ll and Signalmen Darrall and Stockley), each of whom met
with one o_r two nasty spills at different times. These spills
?-owever, did not ,damp their spfrit.s. A big share of the credit
is due to l'I~. H. \ . Brown, Organismg Secretary of the Carnival,
who was like ~ second fatJ;ier to us. Anything we needed had
only to be whispered and 1t appeared as if by magic. Thanks.
are also due ·to Mr. Smith and Mr. Drake of the Norton Motors
Ltd., who interested themselves personally, and also to a numbe~

[W ith acknowledgments to Lncley Bros., Ltd.
0

Twins."

Signalm en Da rrall and Johnson perform.

[With acknowledgments to Loxley Bros., Ltd.

Three Up.

Allan, Ha rdman and Shread.
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of helpers from our Unit, who assisted at each display. We are
grateful to the Colmore Depot, who loaned us a Norton machine.
Althou~h this display meant a good deal of spade work for
those taking_part! I am sure that they all enjoyed it, and will
have the satisfaction of looking back upon this interesting event
with justifiable pride.
The annual Church Parade was held on Sunday afternoon,
4th July, at St. Christopher's Church, Springfield, and was
attended by over 200 officers, W.O .s, N.C.O.s and men. The
parade, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel P. H. Jones,
M.C., was played to and from the Church by the band of the 8th
Battalion, Royal Warwickshire Regiment. Very prominent
amongst ~hose who attended the parade were our Honorary
Colonel, Sir Bertram Ford, T.D ., D.L., and the former Commanding
Officer of the Unit, Colonel M. E. Holdsworth, D.C.S.O. A
detachment of members of the O.C.A. who attended were under
the ~ommand of a very old friend of the Unit, Colonel J . W.
Da01elsen, n.s.o., T.D. The service was conducted by the Vicar,
Rev. N. C. Orr, and the address was given by Rev. R. M. Gibson,
Vicar ~f St. Peter's, Kensington, who, some years ago, was the
Chaplam of the Unit. He very kindly undertook the journey
from London to be with us on this occasion. After the service,
the salute was taken by the Honorary Colonel, who also presented
~ed~s to the fo~owing N .C.O.s and men before the parade
dismissed for tea m the Drill Hall : Sergeants Clutterbuck C.
(P.S.) and Robson L. G. (P.S.)- Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal; C.Q.M.S. Baker W. ( o. 4 Company, S.R.)-E.fficiency
Medal; Sergeant Bromhall F., Signalmen French A. R. and
Mayall H.-Coronation Medal.
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49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals, T.A.

ALL TOILl!T GOODS IN STOCJ[
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and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.

Post Orden Returued Same Day
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L,N.E.R. A.-ent
Pamelo ~iYiac Ofrloe

Leeds

2.

General.-We are pleased to welcome so many of our Regular
comrades to Leeds this month, and trust that they will return
to Catterick full of pleasant memories. They are here for the
Tattoo, ai:id th.eir performances merit the highest praise. The
Press, qmte nghtly, are very lavish in thefr praise of the
"Toyland Army" and the motor cyclists' displays, and we of
the T .A. feel very proud of our Corps.
General's lnspection.-Only two words, but what thoughts
~h~y conjure u:p in the minds of the Regnlar Army. In the T.A.
1t is a little different. On Monday, 21st June, Major-General
G. C. Kelly, c.B., c.M.G., G.o.c., 49th (W.R.) Division, carried out
his annual inspection of the Permanent Staff, the barracks, and
the administrative side of the Unit.
o effort was spared to
make the inspection a success, and every place inspected was
f<?und to be perfect. Whitewash, metal polish, paint, distemper,
oily rags, etc., all helped to make this certain. The G.O.C. was
very pleased.
Training.-Since the appearance of the last notes under this
heading, we have had a very busy time. On Sunday, nth
July, _we (the T.A.) reached the grand finale. This was an
Exercise set by H.Q., 49th (W.R.) Division, and it was a test
for the .wh~le Unit. We are pleased to say that our reputation
wa~ mamtamed . We are now looking forward to annual training,
which will be held at Bridlington from 25th J uly to 8th Augnst.
The S.R. have a lso been busy, and on Sunday, 4th J uly, t hey held
an Exercise with the R.A.F. at Church Fenton near York. An
interesting lecture and demonstration on t he fu nctions of Air
Contingent Signals in the Field was given by Captain G. F .
Houghton, Adjutan t, A.C. Signals, on Tuesday, 13th J uly,
and m uch information was gained by the other ranks of the
Unit.
Musketry.-The recruits of the Unit are carrying out their
annual Musketry Cou rse on the Ranges at Strensall near York
on Sunday, 18th July. They have already fired the Empire
Test on the Miniature Range at the barracks, and have done
extremely well.
Congratulations.-Congratulations are ext ended to A/C.S.M.
Benson H., P.S.I ., No. 2 Company, 49t h (W. R. ) Divisional
Signals, T. A., on attaining t he rank of Sergeant on the Corps
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Roster. If India ever beckons again, then, as Ben said, " It's a
belt and revolver for me," so away with the old blue book for
ever. Congratulations are also extended to C.Q.;\1.S. Emmens
W ., D.c.M., M.M., on his promotion to C.S. 1., vice C.S.M. Allen
R., D.C.M. "An honour well deserved, \Valter ! "
The Old Guard.-On Friday, 25th June, we said good-bye to
C.S.M. Allen R., D.C.J\I., the oldest serving member of our Unit.
C.S.M. Allen had served with the Unit for over thirty-nine years,
and had earned the re pect and affection of all ranks. The
farewell was a fitting end to a great career. I will try to describe
it . At about g p .m., all members of the Sergeants' Mess, many
friends and old comrades (including l\fr. Wilson, the Secretary
of t he orthern Branch, O.C.A.) assembled in the less, and,
half an hour later, nearly the whole of the officers of the Unit
came in. They were headed by Colonel W. Boyle (the Honorary
Colonel) and Colonel W. F. Jackson, our Commanding Officer.
After a few songs, the R.S.M. announced that we had come to
the main event of the evening-a presentation to C.S. 1. lien.
T he R.S.M. paid tribute to the unstinting way in which C.S.;\L
Allen had served the Unit, and called upon C.Q.:\1.S. DaJglei h,
as the next old est member (a mere thirty-six years' service), to
make the presentation . C.Q. 1.S. Dalaleish, in a short speech,
said how sorry he was that Dick Allen was leaving us, and
among other nice th ings, how much we would miss him. He
then p resented C. .M. Allen with a silver tea service and tra .
Speeches by Colonel Boyle, Colonel Jackson, Major May, Sergeant Webster and ex-C.S.M. vV. Catherall followed, and many
nice things were said a bout G.S.M. Allen. C.S.l'll. Allen, in
reply, said how much he had en·oyed serving with the Unit all
these years and how very sorry he was that he was leaving us.
It was obvious to all present that C. .:\1. Allen felt the parting
very much indeed. We have lost a C.S.;\-L whose loyalty,
friendliness and example will remain a memory for many years
t o come. The name of C.S. I. Allen will always be spoken of
with the respect and affection he so well des~rv .
fd, s. R.
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Slst (Highland) Divisional Signals.
Uait Headqaarten and No. l (.Aberdeen) Compuy
Fonthill Barracks, berdeen.
General.- Witb annual t raining in the offing, once more the
n otes from this Company must be compiled in a hurry.
ot
having had time to recover from t he Week -end Exercise, we are
now tr~;ng desperately t o have all stores and equipment (not
forget ting t he eigh teen mile of cable) overhauled in readiness fo r
ca mp.
Week-e nd Exercise. This almost took on the aspect of a Unit
E xercise O\\i ng t o the inclusion of an Artillery Brigade Section
from o. 2 Com pany a nd t wo Infantry Brigade Sections from
o. 3 Company. Three move were made d uri ng t he Scheme,
a nd in each case there was no hitch in tt.e re-establishment of
communications. One could only marvel at t he speed an d
efficiency with which offices were dismantled and re-erected.
Evidently the standard tests are hav ing the desired effect.
A word must be said for the Cable Section, wh o put in some
fine work. \Vhat with the rain and depleted detach ments, they
did extraordinarily well to lay the amount of line required .
o _wing to the foresight in selecting t he camping ground for the
wght, no one suffered any inconvenience from the almost
continuous rain, and the rum ration was enjoyed in comfort.
And now back to the turmoil of preparing for a nnual camp.
It almost reminds one of t he stock joke" pick up yer parrots and
monkeys."
0 NECOY.

No. 2 (Stirling) ComplDJ
GeneraJ.- Notes under this heading are rather scarce this
~~nt1?-. This must not be ~en as meaning that things are quiet ;
it md1cates that everyone is busy preparing for camp, to which
we proceed ne:i..1: week.
Company Week-end Exercise.-Tbis Exercise took place on
12th and 13th June in the Gleneagles-Auchterarder district, and
an excellent turn-out of the Company spent an enjoyable weekend _learning the mysteries of working Artillery Brigade Signal
Sections. A fine camp site at the farm of Easthill helped to make
things comfortable for everyone.
Opportunity was taken during the week-end to test the
various Sub-Units of the Company in the new standard tests.
Great interest was taken in these, and it is obvious that there is
going to be keen rivalry between Sections for the honour of
being the smartest in performing these tests.
We wen: delighted to have visits during tile week-end from the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel E. Birnie Reid, and the
.
second-in-command, Major T . P. E. Murray.
N~ 1 Company Week-end Exercise.- A composite Artillery
Section of fifteen otller ranks, under the command of Lieutenant
James Gray, left here on Saturday, 3rd July, for Aberdeen to
~ke part_in No. I Company's Exercise. From the remarks passed
Slllce their return, the Exercise was enjoyed, but it is thought
here that To. 1 Company should consult the weather clerk next
year before arranging the date of their Exercise, as the weather
was very cold and wet.
Arrivals and Departures.- We welcome '2nd Lieutenant P. A.
Dewar on his appointment to that rank an d posting to this
Company. We trust that his stay with us will be long and
enjoyable.
~ince our last notes we have said farewell t o A/Lance Sergeant
Mam W . J .. who has returned to 4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury, on completion of his temporary duties as P .S.I. to the
Company. We take this opportunity of thanking him for his
very ~ble a~istan~ and trust that we shall have the opportunity
of seemg him agarn some day.
Musketry.- There is great activity on the miniature range at
present, as those who have not completed their Course are
anxious to eclipse the excellent scores already put up.
Concl~sion.-By the time that these notes appear our annual
camp will be over, and we h ope that the weather will have
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cleared up nicely so that we can have a really pleasant time.
(It has been raining now for practically a fortnight.)
Twuco.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
21, J ardi ne Street, Glasgow, .W.
J ohn Schofield.- Sergeant John
chofield termi nated h is
ergeant Schofield
service as a Regular soldier on 30th June.
did splendid work as a Permanent Staff Instructor with t he
Lowland Signals. He was a most efficient Instructor and a hard
worker. Hi Unit oon came to appreciate hi worth, for J ohn
was helpful and obliging at all times. Fortunately, we are not
to be entirely deprived of the service of our friend. He i t o be
employed at Jardine treet in a civilian capacity. We t ru st that
he will long remain in Glasgow and that he will be in our midst
for many year to come.
The S. R.- The S.R. is showing unprecedented activity. T he
week-end camp idea has been pushed for all it is worth. Th ere
have been record attendances at recent camps. The gathering
at Dailly on 22nd J une was, perhaps, the most successful of it s
k ind since the season commenced. The camp was commanded
by Major G. ' V. Cumming, T.D. There were over seventy of all
ranks present. A pleasing feature was t he large number of outstation men who attended. The C.O. was well p leased with the
work done a nd the splendid resu lts achieved. Work was
temperap with recreation.
short visit to Girvan was arranged
on t h e Saturday evening. This concession was greatly apprecia ted by tile boys, who were loud in their praises of the whole
a~air and the elaborate arrangements made for their comfort.
Enter Evelyn.-We have to congratulate R.Q.M.S. Colin
Sinclair and Mrs. Sinclair on the birth of a daughter, E velyn, on
18th June. There is no holding Colin in t h ese days. The gods
continue to smile on him ; a decoration, a daughter and everything going merrily and brightly. Our wish is t hat all that is good
may shine on bonnie wee E velyn. Blessings on the little daughter
of our Regiment !
The T.A.-Things are moving along q uietly and smoothly with
the T .A. The Companies have worked hard a nd well throughout
t he season. The final scene is set for the great adventure at
Gailes. Everything b ids fair for a record annual t raining p eriod.
Special mention is due to tile Wireless Sections. It will not be
their fault if their efforts are not crowned with success at camp.
We are looJr.ing for big things from our T erritorial comrades at
Gailes.
"The Motor World. " - This widely read motoring journal
devotes considerable space to our Despatch Riders in its issue
of 25th Jun e. The Motor World is loud in its praises of our lads
and gives a long and detailed account of their work. We are
most grat eful t o Mr. Percy Cut bush, the Editor, for the splendid
innings h e has given us and for the stimulus his a rticle has given
to recruiting for our D .R. Sections.
It Is Said.-Our two Adjutants are now proficient in Grade
"A" Glasgow vernacular.
Top boot s, suspenders and out of bounds London beer bars
do not exactly fit in with the ideas of one Mac eil, a Sergeant
Major of the T .A.
Promotion has brought prosperity to Burgess. He is tailored
by Burton and he has laid in a stock of job lot shirts.
Houston paid for a pint for another fellow.
Bodys, top-booted and spurred, is as grand as any Life
Guardsman.
The man who failed to address the Lieutenant-Quartermaster
as " sir" is making a satisfactory recovery.
McQuarrie is including an invalid chair in his camp kit.
Stewart Ritchie is slimming.
The Sergeant Piper has taken to crooning and teetotalism.
Gentleman Baldwin says damn and drinks beer.
Although J ock Parker has ascended to dizzy heights (on roof
tops), he is a self-made man, On sround level Ile is on t op of the
" chucker out " world.
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Fred Barton anticipates that his Section's losses for 1937 will
not exceed a three-ton lorry, twenty-five miles of D8 and the
entire store~ lists.
The Royal Visit.- We mustered one hundred and fifty strong
on 9th July for the parade in connection with ~he visit of. Their
Majesties The King a nd Queen. The Lowland Signals contmgent
was commanded by L1euten::1.nt-Colonel J. W. Robertson, D.c.M.
Our lads made a n excellent show. The large number of all ranks
who attended was particularly gratifying, as the occasion was n_ot
a public hol iday and a number of our men ha~ _to make special
arrangements in order to turn out on th1s ausp1c1ous occasion.
The Scribe 's Old Diary.- 1st August, i915 . There is bread
and fresh meat to-day, the first for eight days. A day of extreme
heat and flies. The usual Turkish" Good morning" in the guise
of H.E. a nd sh rapnel passed over us en 1'oute for the beaches.
isited all t he Sections of the Lowland Signal Company to-day.
The Company is slowly recovering from the enga_ge~ent of
1 ith July.
All lines from Division to Brigades working to-day.
It has been a fine piece of patchwork. We are very short of
cable. The visual business d idn't last long ; a few shells saw to
that. Vis ua l abandoned t his afternoon. Found a Signal Office
diary of The Border Regiment dated 29th April. Signal Office
a battered tree t ru nk. Had a good dinner on steamer River
Clyde. Finished up at Corps Signal on" W " Beach. They have
news of a big mail arriving at Gall ipoli to-morrow.

53rd (Welsb) Divisional Signals
Technical training has slowed down somewhat of late, owing
to the visit t o Cardiff of Their Majesties, The K ing and Queen,
on 14th J uly. Those who ~ook part in t he stree~-lining h ave been
practising ceremonial drill under R.S.M. F ield and C.S.M.
Greenwood.
The short time available until camp will be devoted to tile
t housand and one jobs in preparation for a nnual training, which
commences on Sunday, 25th July.
F or the Royal visit, t h e Unit p rovided 15 officers and 120
other ranks. F rom the assembly point at P ark Street, Cardiff,
the parade, under Lieutenant-Colonel W . G. Tnce, with Major
F. T . Arnold (second-in-command), Major W. S .. Catleugh
(Qu arterm aster ), Maj or G. J . M: Peel, T.D.. Cap~n R. H.
Copeland (Adjutant) and Captains W . R. H~wkins, A .. E.
Johnson and A. W . Bartholomew, each commanding Compawes,
and headed by the Unit band, marched through Wood Street,
St. Mary Street, High Street and Duke Street, back to We~tgate
Street, to take up their positions along the route. A bnghter
day for the occasion could not hav e been chosen, and the troops
were at their best. It is gratifying to learn that the C.O ..
Lieuten ant-Colonel W . G. Trice, was congratulated by the
Commander of the 53rd (Welsh) Division (Major-General G.
Thorpe, c. B.) on the excellent turn-out of tile Unit.
After Their Majesties had returned from Cardiff Arms Park
en route for the City H all, the Unit marched beak to P ark Street
for dismissal.
" D " Section held a Voluntary Course at Cefn Mabley Park
on 26th an d 27th June, with Lieutenant W. G. Bale in charge.
Again the fullerphone was the principal featur~._ and . at the
conclusion of the Course, operators were familiar with the
circuits and adjustments and a fair amount of traffic was passed .
2nd Lieutenant D . Stephens, No. 2 Company, also turned out to
assist.
On the Sunday (27tll June), other officers, under LieutenantColonel W . G. Trice (C.O.) held a WfT Course at Cefn Mabley
P a rk. The No. 1 Set was fully expla ined and each took a turn
at tuning in and operating. During the. afternoon, _Set~ were
sent out in vans, so tllat we could practise commumcabon on
the move. Morse signals were easily read, but speech was
difficult to hear owing t o working on a main traffic route. The
excessive vibration of tile cars did not improve matters. On
the same day, an R.A. Section, commanded by Major F . T.
Arnold, provided communication for _the 82nd Field Brigade ,
R.A., who were operating near Caerphilly.
Lieutenant J . B. Senior, with his S~ction, accompanied the
83rd Field Brigade, R.A., on an Ex6:1'c1se near e~ort . . This
Section was out again on uth July with the 83rd Field Bngade,
R.A., in tile same area.
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We were glad to see Lieutenant-Colonel D. A. Brown, 1.c.
(C.S.O., Western Command), on Friday evening, 9th July. We
are hoping to see more of him at camp
Major F. T . Arnold takes charge of the advance party, which
leaves on Wednesday, 21st July. Accompar;iying him. will be
Major W. S. Catleugh (Quartermaster), Captam !l· H. Co eland
(Adjutant), Captain A. E. J ohnson and 2nd Lieutenant G. I.
Kemp. We are due for a fine spell this year. Putting ~p store
tents and marquees in driving rain and wind can be very tiresome.
Strange rites were practised in the Officers' Mess during the
evening of 12th July. High spirits we.re everywhere and p roceedings went at a hot pace. .The ~mgmator, now abro~d, has
a lot for which to answer. His recipe, however, goes with t he
Advance Party.
Courses.-Sergeant Cox E. attended a D.R.s Course at Bul ford
from 1st to 14th J uly, and he acqu it ted himself well. H is
Section will benefit from the training wh ich he has received.
Appoint ments.-The following have been p laced in charge of
the Unit Sports shown : 2nd Lieutena nt J . . ~vans (Sports) ;
2nd Lieutenant G. I. Kemp (Baseba ll) a nd 2nd Lieutenant D. G.
Davies (Association Foot ball). 2nd Lieutenant A. J . Blower
has been placed in charge of Weapon Training. W~ rr1ay expect
great things, for each is keen to make a success of h is )Ob.
Congratulations.-To Major G . .J. M. P eel, T.D., 1st A~ti
Aircraft Divisional Signals, on belDg awarded t he Coronation
Medal.
Golf.- The Unit goU team won a notable victory over the
82nd Field Brigade, R.A ., at Radyr Goll Links on Saturday._ i_o th
July. Their next opponents are H .Q .. 53rd (Welsh) D1VIS1on.
Winners of the next round go to Chester for the finals.
THE LEEK.

SStb (West Lanes.) Dimional Sipals.
General.- At last the Unit's efficiency is reaping its true reward .
Officers are :flocking to our Drill Hall from all over the ~ountry.
We have to welcome heartily, if a triile belatedly, Capta!D E. G.
- for George, not C for Cecil-Chapman from North Midlan~
Corps Signals. Mind you, I have _heard a few of my more pessimistic friends suggest that Captam Chapman cames to us from
pre-camp training beca~se he liv~ in _Liverpool ; ~ut I know
my readers will treat this suggestion v111th the scorn it deserves.
Our junior officers' children's hour is now frequently conducted by tile subalterns tllemselves ; quite properly I may hasten
to say, under the eagle eyes of the po:vers that are-and the
n ature of the discussions has changed vnth that of the lectures.
In the talks by the senior officers, we learnt of ~e principl~ and
unviolable laws of tactics as taught by expenence, and m our
own talks we give our own opinions on tile det:aW ?f Si&"nal
t actics ; this naturally leads to more co~trover5lal dISC_uss1on.
Anyhow, after hearing a dozen people give as many tl!-ffe.rent
ideas on tile same subject, we very soon agreed that tile pnnc1ples
and laws laid down by the experience of our seniors are very
necessary.
We went to our local rifle range at Altcar on unday, 20th
June, to fire our Recruits' Courses, an~ had an enjoyable day.
Sorry, even to think of it makes my voice sore, so no more.
Headquarters.- They say _that they ~e still working. I have
noticed that they are gammg a definite camp complex. Our
Quartermaster is reputed to be suffering from " crate-opener's
arm," whilst the Adjutant arrives every day to find that ~e has
one more wireless set to dispose of. I can see everybody ID the
Division using number one sets-all simultaneously and on the
same wavelength.
No. 1 Company, Headquarters.-They are as benevolent as
ever.
" A" Section.-Mr. Graley and Mr:- Baron h a ve been taking
lessons from Maestro Maskelyne to cope with tllis influx of
wireless sets, and are producing operato~ from their finger tfps.
I except tha t is why so many of the Section look very surprised
to find themselves wireless operators.
" B " Section.- Mr. Brown has arrived from our Hill Station
to take over " B " Section. Sergeant Martin tells me that
members of the Section find their ear.; burning whenever Mr.
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Brown and :\Ir. Darricotte are seen together. He has also noticed
that when l\Ir. Darricotte ls Wking, the ection tend to become
golden-haired and blue-eyed. with white wings sprouting from
their boulders. Mr. Wright has just returned, after six weeks
with the Tank , and stands on his head at the slightest. provocation to show ju t how they operate Tank R/T Sets.
" D "Section.- ! feel that I must cease all ribaldry in speaking
of " D " ection, ince for them life has been earnest and real.
They had a cheme all to them elves on 4th July, at which I,
though not in " D " ection, wa lucky enough to be present.
The ection were divided into three office detachments, and
each detachment in turn came into action as a Divisional ignal
Office, whilst the other two watched. After each effort, the
Commanding Officer and the Adj utant conferred, pointing out
our errors and omissions. I can honestly say that I th.ink each
one of us learnt more about his own job and about those of
others than we could have learnt when " under instruction " on
half a dozen ordinary Exercises. Of course, there were grouses
about the rain, and also about some of the brilliant things we
did, and were not commended for, as well as for some omissions
which senior officers are not supposed to know anything about
and which they spotted. But as is the way with grouses (as
distinct from moans). these merely showed how much we had
enjoyed and profited by our day. (I wonder why we always
imagine that senior officers are born old and never know what
sins t here juniors are likely to commit ?)

However, I am glad that I am not staying with" D" Section,
because Mr. Day is d ue back from Aldershot, and I strongly
suspect that the Section will be violently " reformed " in the
n ear future.
" M " Section.-At last " M " Section has begu n to maintain
things; Captain :Machan is responsible for this change, but it is
understood that Sergeant Hancox is responsible for the sudden
spate of billet-doux that we now find tucked away in the secret
places of our D.III's and Fullerphones.
No. 2 Company.- ! have i t on good authority that the officers
of o . 2 Company are arranging to descend on Liverpool once a
month in order to " liquefy " their travelling allowances. Apart
from this, I can only discover that the majority of No. 2 Company
are studying Liverpudlian so that they can fraternize with Nos. r
and 3 Companies at camp. I am inclined to doubt the truth of
the reason given for their studies. Someone might care to inform
me whether it really is true that the B.I. Cables close down when
No. 2 Company" goes on holiday"?

The London Divisional Signals.
(City of London Signals)
Signal House, 20, Atkins Road, Clapham Park, S.W.12.
Little has happened since our previous notes went to print.
After the hard work and excitement of the Coronation period,
the Unit ettled down to Section training with some satisfaction.
This has been progressing well. When these notes appear in
print, we shall be in the middle of annual training in camp at
Dibgate.
Keeping up our reputation for ceremonial duties, two officers
and thirty other ranks paraded on the hottest Wednesday
afternoon of 1937 to line the streets for the arrival of Her Majesty
Queen Mary, who opened the new Municipal Buildings of Wandsworth on 14th July. Many other T .A. Units in the Borough were
also represented.
On 15th July, a most successful Guest Night was held in the
Officers' Mess. Mr. Fred May attended a a friend and also in
his professional capacity. The results have probably been seen
by our many friends in a recent edition of The Sketch.
. The pespatch Riders continue their good work. They have
given displays at a large number of places in and around London.
Aldershot Sports.-The Despatch Riders were invited to give
a performance at the Sports in Mons Barracks at the end of
Signals Week, on 20th J une. It was their first appearance on
grass after their performance in the Olympia Arena, and spills
we~e the order of the day. An extremely critical audience,
mamly composed of the Regular Corps and their families, were
ki~d enough to be unstinting in their praise. The Despatch
Riders are to be complimented in so successfully coming through
what must always be an ordeal for a T.A. Unit.
C.O.L.S.

Haberdashers' Aske's School Cadet Corps.
h t Cadet Signal Company.

No. 3 Company, Headquarters.-They still maintain their
impervious calm, except when asked for accumulators.
" J " Section.-After seeing the new Infantry Brigade boxes
" J " Section are inundating Sergeant Appleby, P .S.I. of th~
S.R.s (who, by the way, is fanatically keen on carpentry) with
orders for new furniture. Meanwhile, we will leave them
exploring their new boxes.
" K " Section.- They, too, are interested in the new box as
it is an A.E. J>atent. The Section linemen are going round \~ith
an apprehensive look, and they fl.inch visibly whenever they see
the offir:er'. wh~ has just joined the Section, approaching. i
wonder if it's his knowledge or their own which worries them ?
" L " Section.-Sorry, " L " Section, I have been most remiss
'.'-nd M:ven_'t looked you up thi~ month. In order to make up for
it, I will gwe you a free mterview and write-up next month.
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Aff ilial'ed to the London Divisional Signals.
The Cadet Unit, which was formed in September, 1936, has a
strength of six Cadet officers and 160 Cadet other ranks, and is
composed entirely of the staff and boys of the Haberdashers'
Aske's Hampstead School.
The Unit is organised as one Company, consisting of Head(i?cluding the Band and Ambulance Squad). four
Signal Sections, one Survey Section and one Infantry Platoon.
q~arters

A parade of the whole Company is held each Friday afternoon
of t~e term, and additional instruction is given during two
everungs a week to the personnel of the Signal Sections.

A_gony, Penonal, etc.-Contributions for this paragraph:
(senous and otherwise) are invited from everybody. Please hand
them to the R.S.M. in the Orderly Room.

The Unit is clothed in khaki (wea ring the Corps button), and
the officers have received permission to wear the uniform for
officers of the Royal Corps of Signals.

What would happen on Friday morning if we stole the l>.S.I.s'
caps on Thursday night? Would they all be allowed to wear
blues and use the same hat ?

On Th1:1rsday, roth June, the annual inspection was carried
out by Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. C. Willway, Commanding the
London Divisioi:al Si~s (City _of London Signals), T.A. A
full report of the mspection will be mcluded in a later contribution
to t he WIRE.

Which ergeant said " Toy Soldier" to the President of the
Sergeants' ;\less a few nights ago ?
For Sale.-Several members of " B " Section are willing to sell '
their part-worn ties to members of " K " Section.

At the ?me of going to press it is, however, understood that
Colonel Willway was satisfied with his visit, and that he exvressed
great satisfaction with all he saw.
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Editorial Notes.
The Signals Experimental Establishment Woolwich. The Signals Experimental Establishment will be "At Home"
to all Regular officers of the Corps {including those on leave
from abroad) on 19th rovember, 1937.
Officers will be able to see all experimental apparatus that has
been out on trials during the year and also any other equipment
in the process of being designed. Officers should arrive not later
than I I a .m. The nearest station is Woolwich ARSENAL. A
convenient train from London leaves Charing Cross at 10.28
a.m., arriving at Woolwich Arsenal at 10.54 a .m., and, if required,
transport will be sent to meet this train. Return trains to
London run at very frequent intervals throughout the day.
Those wishing to see all the demonstrations and apparatus
should be prepared to spend the day at the S.E.E. up to 4 p.m.,
when tea will be served. Luncheon can be obtained locally at
2s. per head.
Any officers desirous of attending should notify the Superintendent, Signals Experimental Establishment, \ 'Voolwich Common, S.E .18, at least four days beforehand, either by letter or
by telephone (Woolwich 0890), stating whether they are coming
by train and whether they require luncheon. Mufti should be
worn.
Attendance is voluntary, so no travelling expenses can be
claimed. No direct personal invitations will be issued and it is
hoped that all Regular officers will take this as a personal
invitation.
0-.0
Felicitations.-We extend our very cordial congratulations to
the undermentioned on their recent appointment to commissioned
rank and wish them every success in their new sphere of
operations :
Lieutenant Quartermaster C. Caulfield.
Lieutenant (T.M. O.) T. W . Harrison.
Lieutenant (T.M.O.) E. S. Butcher.

Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant

(T.M.O.)
(T.M.0.)
(T.M.O.)
(T.l\I.O.)

A.
A.
B.
A.

C. Shenton.
G. Dorrington,
A. Elsmore.
Trapmore.

D.C.M.

0-.0

Obituary.-We regret to announce the death of ex-i o. 2318430
Corporal Frederick Broadhead, who passed away on Friday,
16th July.
Colonel J. S. Yule, o.B.E. (his late Commanding Officer). and
Mr. Mears (Supervisor of the Woolwich Garri on Exchange,
where the deceased was employed), were present at the funeral,
which took place at Benham Churchyard, Saxmundham, on
Tuesday, 20th July. Among the many fl.oral tributes was a
wreath from " Colonel Yule and ten of his old ' B ' Corps Signals
Comrades." (See Obituary otice on page 399.)
0-.0
Corps Hockey Fixtures.-The following Corps hockey fu...-tures
have been arranged for the coming season :
Thursday, 2nd December, 1937.- Trial Match at Catterick.
Saturday, 4th December, 1937.-Versus Catterick Garrison, at
Catterick {own ground).
\'lednesday, 8th December, 1937.- ersus Royal Tank Corps,
at Aldershot (their ground).
Saturday, 19th February, 1938.-Subalterns versus R. I.A.,
at \'\ oolwich.
0-.0
San ctuary.-All lovers of horses wITrbe pleased to know that
thanks to the kindness of F. Beckett, Esq., of Berkeley Lodge,
Blandford, Dorset, a permanent home has been found for Troop
Horse, o. 755, "NoBBlE," of rst Divisional Signals, Alder hot,
where he can spend the rema indcr of his day' in rest and comfort.
It is gratifying to learn that " OBBIE " will rccch:e e_qiert
attention and enjoy the companionship of other of our longA
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faced pal in his well-earned retirement, and the thanks of all
past and present member of rst Divisional ignals are extended
to l\lr. Beckett for his act of kindness, which is greatly appreciated.

r:::i-.o
Exchange Officers. -Lieutenant R.Signals, due for promotion
in January, 193 , i de irou of proceeding abroad. next trooping
season, and i w:illing to consider an exc n.nge with any Subaltern
of Captain wi·hing to remain with a home serving Unit.
Replies to Lieutenant "~'," c/o The Editor, THE WIRE, 95,
BelgraYe Road, London, S .\\" .r.
THE EDITOR.

Signals Association Notes
Annual General Meeting.- It i notified for the information of
all concerned that the next Annual General l\leeting of Signals
Association will be held at 95, Belgrave Road, London, S.W.1,
at 3 p .m., on Wednesday, 6th October, 1937·
Members intending to be present on that occasion should
notify the General Secretary not later than Thursday, 30th
September, r937.
North of England Branch- Annual Reunion.- By kind permission of Brigadier F. A. Heymann, o.B.E., and officers of the
Signal Training Centre, all R.Signals Old Comrades are invited
to attend the 1937 Annual Reunion gathering scheduled to take
place at Catterick Camp, Yorks, on Saturday and Sunday, 2nd
and 3rd October next.
Those intending to be present should notify the Hon. Secretary,
Signals Association, l orth of England Branch, c/o The Chief
Signal Officer, H.Q., Northern Command, York, at the earliest
possible moment, and arrange to present themselves at the
Depot Battalion Lines, Signal Training Centre, Catterick Camp,
between 5 p .m. and 6 p.m. on Saturday, 2nd October, where they
will be met on arrival. The following programme has been
arranged:
SATURDAY, 2ND OCTOBER.
5-6 p .m. Old Comrades gather at the Depot Battalion
Lines, where they will be met and guided.
Supper.
7 p.m.
7.30 p .m. Meeting-Local Committees at Training Battalion.
8.15 p.m. Smoking Concert in Training Battalion.
S UNDAY, 3RD OCTOBER.
8.30 a.m. Breakfast.
ro a .m.
Church Parade, Depot Battalion, R.Signals.
r r.30 a.m. Address by the Colonel Commandant.
Medal Presentation.
Photograph on the Depot Battalion parade
ground, followed by a visit to " Modern developments of Signals " at School of Signals Lines.
l p.m.
Dinner. Old Comrades disperse after dinner.
It is hoped that as many as possible will be in attendance.
EMPLOYMENTS.
Situations found during the preceding month with the cooperation of the ational Association for the Employment of
Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen :
l Ex-Signalman, West Riding .................... Porter
2 .Ex-Signalman, Brighton .... . .. . . .. .. . ........ Labourer
3 Ex-Signalman, West Riding .................. Labourer
4 Ex-Signalman, West Riding .... . ............ . Labourer
5 Ex-Signalman, Derby ............ P.O. Engineering Dept.
6 Ex-Signalman, Derby ......... . .. P.O. Engineering Dept.
7 Ex-Signalman, Brighton .......... . . .. ........ Labourer
8 Ex-N.C.O., Brighton .... . . . . . .... . ............ Postman
9 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ......... ." ............ Postman
ro Ex-X.C.0., West Riding ..... . . . .............. Postman
r r Ex-Signalman, Stoke-on-Trent ........ Clerk-Telephonist
i 2
Ex-Signalman, V\'olverhampton ............ Canal Worker
13 Ex-:-;:.c.o .. London ... . .......... P.O. Engineering Dept.
14 Ex-Signalman, London .......... P.O. Engineering Dept.
15 Ex-Signalman, London ..... . ......... . ...... Labourer
16 Ex-Signalman, London ........ . . P.O. Engineering Dept.
17 Ex-N.C.O .. London ....... .. ..... P.O. Engineering Dept.

18
19
20
2r
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
;z9
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4o
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
40
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Ex-Signalman, London .......... P.O. Engineerin~ Dept.
Ex-Signalman, London .............. . ....... Wireman
Ex- .C.O .. London .. : . ... ... ........... .... . Messenger
Ex-Signalman, London .......................... P?rter
Ex-Signalman, Manchester ...................... Pamter
Ex- .C.O .. Manchester ........................ Postman
Ex-Signa lman, Manchester .................... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Manchester ... .... ............. Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Manchester ............. . .... Telephonist
Ex-Signalman, London .......................... Cook
Ex-Signalman, London ......... . ......... . .. Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Portsmouth .................... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Chatham ...................... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Glasgow ...................... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Chatham .................... Telephonist
Ex-Signalman, Glasgow ..... .. ...... .... .. . Electrician
Ex-Signalman, West Riding .. ................ Postman
Ex-Signalman, Devonport ........ .. .......... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Reading ...................... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Reading ...................... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Chester ..... .... .... . .... . ... Labourer ..
Ex-Signalman, Bedford . ......... . ........... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Thornaby-on-Tees . .. ... Wireless Operator
Ex-Signalman, Thornaby-on-Tees ...... Wireless Operator
Ex-Signalman, Christchurch, Hants Switchboard Operator
Ex-Signalman, Weymouth .................... Lineman
Ex-Signalman, Boscombe Do>vn ........ Wireless Operator
Ex-Signalman, Bulford .......................... Clerk
Ex-I .C.O., Swindon ............ P.O. Engineering Dept.
Ex-Signalman, Boscombe Down ........ 'Wireless Operator
Ex-Signalman, Salisbury .............. Wireless Operator
Ex-Signalman, Woolwich ............ Wireless Examiner
to 48 inclusive, Salisbury and District Branch.
GENERAL SECRETARY.

SUPPLEMENT TO "THE

WIRE,"

SEPTEMBER,
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Benevolent Fund Note&.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges receipt of the
following:
CASH S uBSCRIPTIO:-IS from :
Eastern Command Trust (Grant from Tattoo Funds).
" B " Corps Signals.
3rd Indian Divisional Signals.
2nd Indian Divisional Signals.
Officers' Mess, S .T.C., Catterick.
Waziristan District Signals.
GIFT OF CLOTHING from :
Colonel 0 . P. Edgcumbe, M.C.
Major F. S. Thompson.
APPEALSvdealt with :
1
Widow of Ex- '.C.O., Kent ... .. ... . ... Grant £3 o o
2 Ex-Signalman, Essex ...... ............ Grant £3 o o
3 Ex-Driver, Sussex .................... Loan £2 o o
4 N.C.O., India ... . . . ....... ......... .. Grant £3 8 o
(Signed) T. H . L. SPAIGHT, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Administrator,
Signals Association Benevolent Fund.

Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham, Kent.
17th August.
The Editor of the WIRE.
Dear Sir,-The following is notified for publication in the
September, 1937, WIRE, please.
Dates on which top individuals were registered on the Waiting
List for the Married Quarters Roll :
(a) Home and Abroad-Sergeants, 15/8/1932.
(b) Home, Abroad and India-Rank and File, l8/u/r93r.
Yours faithfully,
E. N. F. HITCHJNS, Colonel,
i/c Royal Signals Records.
D.O. 496.

BRIGADIER R. CHENEVIX TRENCH, O.B.E., M.C.
D.D.S.D. (Signals) War Office 30/6/ 1933 to 30/6/ 1937.
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" F " Company,
Training Battalion, R.Signals,
Catterick Camp.
15th August.

The Editor of the WIRE .
Srn,-The enclosed programme of sports will be of interest to
readers who served with the Indian Army Corps Signal Service
in France.

Committee:

CAPT. K . . . . T.
2ND.

LIEUT. G . . . .

SUBADAR K

Perhaps you could reproduce pages one and four. The
decoration round page one reads : " 31, Signal Coy., Headquarters, I.A.C., France, ANAE," in spite of the fact that it
was alleged to have been " passed by Censor."

SERGT. S ..

The names of the committee on page four are not all known to
me, but readers will, no doubt, be able to fill in the blanks :

SERGT. S .

KNIGHT.
?
KARAM ALI.
SIMS.

Captain K .... T
2nd Lieutenant G .... N
Subadar K ... M A . I
Sergeant S .. S
Sergeant Y .. E
Sergeant S . . .... D
Sergeant T .. E

. . 3ist Signal Company
SPORTS.

PROGRAMME of EVENTS, ·

S.

SERGT. Y .. E.

SERGT. T .

• • D.
E.

God Save the King.

CA'M.P,

ON

AUGUST 22nd, i9i5,
:2

MovEsCaptain F. R. Booth from Catterick to \Yar Office.
Lieutenant R. G. Yolland from Cambridge University to
School of Signals.
Lieutenant G. H. K. Hewlett, from Cambridge University to
Catterick (S.T.C.).
Lieutenant F. P. Rickard from Cambridge University to
Catterick (S.T.C.).
Lieutenant T. de B. Miller from Cambridge University to
Catterick (S.T.C.).
Lieutenant T. E. Dobson from R.W.A.F.F. to Catterick
(S.T.C.).
2nd Lieutenant N. D. Shaw from Catterick to "A" Corps
Signals.
2nd Lieutenant 0. B. G. Shoubridge from Catterick to "A"
Corps Signals.
2nd Lieutenant D. A. Dickson from Catterick to 2nd Divi ional
Signals.
2nd Lieutenant J. H. St. G. Hammersley from Catterick to
2nd Divisional Signals.
2nd Lieutenant A. F. Freeman from Catterick to 3rd Divisional
Signals.
wd Lieutenant J. E. Anderson from Catterick to 4th Divisional
Signals.
2nd Lieutenant W. C. Ramsay from Catterick to 5th Divisional
Signals.

Extracts from " The London Gazette."

TO BE HELD IN

p.m.

P ASSE D B Y CENSO R.

·-

I.

Corps News-Officers

. .... .,_. ........... . .............. - ........

Commencing at

A .

YULE.

The programme was given to me, in Leeds, by ex-SergeantMajor Pickles of the Sappers and Miners (Field Company), who
served with the Indian Army Corps. His old friends will be
pleased to know that he is hale and hearty.
I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) G. F. JOHNSON, C.S.M.

THE COMP ANY

• M

N.

[War Office, 23/7/37]
REGULAR AiurY-ROYAL SIGNALS.
Lieutenant-Colonel P. C. Snatt, i.r.c .. h.p., late R.Signal,
retires on retired pay, 22/7/37.
REGULAR ARMY R. OF 0.-ROYAL SIGNALS.
Major W. E. Pain, :\LC., having attained the age limit of
liability to recall, ceases to belong to the R. of 0., 24/7/37.
SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS.
2nd Lieutenant K. E. \\Tilson to be Lieutenant, 21/7/37.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS.
48th (S. L) Divisional Signals. Colonel and Hon. BrigadierGeneral R. C. A. McCalmont, c.v.o., o.s.o., late Irish Guards.
to be Honorary Colonel, 16/7/37. A. M. Keeling to be 2nd
Lieutenant, 15/7/37. J. F. Timings to be 2nd Lieutenant,
15/7/37.
.
55th (W.L.) Divisional Signals. 2nd Lieutenant K. 1. Brown
to be Lieutenant, 8/6/37. 2nd Lieutenant E. D. Darricote
to be Lieutenant, 9/7/37.
[War Office, 27/7/37]
REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS.
Lieutenant T. E. Dobson i re tored to the establi ·hment,
27/7/37.
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SUPPLE.~ENTARY RE ERVE- ROYAL S1G ALS.

2nd L1eutc-nant

J.

A. Mc follen to be Lieutenant, 7/7/3 7 .

OFFICERS

TERRITORIAL AR CY-ROYAL SIGNALS.

4 th
to
5oth
to

(S.:'11.) Divi ional Signals. 2nd Lieutenant p W Mali
be Lieutenant, i 5 t7 137 .
ns
·
·
(1'., Divi ional Signals. 2nd Lieutenant G Hammonds
be Li utcnant, 27/6/37.
·
[\Var Office, 30/7/37)

· · · of The Royal Corps of
Signals ca n only have confidence
in t heir ou tfi tter if they have the
knowledge that garments are cut
by craft smen, made by tailors
skilled in mil itary work, and
materials of t he highest standard .
These are gu aranteed you when
you r kit is produ ced by ALKIT, 10
t hat you have full satisfaction.

SUPPI:E~JENT,\RY RESERVE-ROYAL SIGNALS .
~faJOr J . F. Darby, T.D., late R.Signal
TA
1/ •
3 7,37.

J·

TERRITORIAL

c . B ra d Y to

RMY-

to be I ·
• · ·• 31/7/37. aior'
be 2nd Lieutenant,

ROYAL SIGNALS.

44th . (H. ) Div:is~on.al Signal . . Major J. F. Darby, T .D.,
re 1gns lus comm1ss1ou on appomtment to the Supplementar
Reserve, 31 /7/37.
Y
48t~ (S.1\1.) Divisional Signals. S. E. A. Anthony to be
d
Lieutenant, 31 /7/3 7.
2n
52nd _(L.) D!v:isional_ Si_gnal . 2nd Lieutenant D . A. J. Laidlaw
resign his comnuss1on, 31 / 7137 .
[War Office, 3/8/37]
T E RRITORIAL ARMY- ROYAL S IGNALS.
The ~ndo_n Corps_ o~ Signals. 2nd Lieutenant
r~signs his comm1 ion, 6/7/37. J. A. F. Bowring

L1eutenant,

REG

L.\.~ ARMY

SERVICE DRESS
PATROL AND MESS DRESS
OVERSEAS OUTFITS

J. w.

Mills
to be 2nd

23/7/37.
Var Office, 6/8/37]

FULL DRESS

OMMANDS AND STAFF.

(for Sale or Hire)

Captam F. R Booth, RSignals, to be Staff Captain, War
Office, 26/7/37.
TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS.

54th (E.A.) Divisional Signals. J. D . ooke to be znd Lieutenant, 25 /7/37.
[War Office, 10/8/ 3 ?]
REGULAR AR.IV-ROYAL SIGNALS.

The undermentioned to be Lieutenants (Technical Maintenance Officers), n /8/37 : Supt. Clerk T w Harri
R.S.M. E. S. Butcher, RS.l\1. A. C. Shenton·.
·
son,
[War Office, 13/8/3 7]

SEND
FOR
COMPLETE
MILITARY
CATALOGUE

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, W .C.2

738884
2318437
232u88
4534132
231II95
800491
2319188
2320736
2318679
2313258
2317134
2317178
2320070
2317200
2316502
2318421
2560884
2322342
6395578
2320476
2562435
2319216
231648o
2315728
2319835
2317769
2317465
2318337
6700023
2319321
2319589
2319240
6396266
2319590

Promoted Corporal.
L/Corporal Lavender R. ....... .
I/4/37
L/Corporal Chaffey E. . ........ .
l/4/37
L/Corporal Crust G ............ .
9/4/37
L/Corporal Booth A. . ....... . .
10/4/37
L/Corporal Dillon L . . ........ .
13/4/37
L/Corporal Holland E .......... .
13/4/37
L/Corporal Mat.thews J. . ... ... .
14/4/37
L/Corporal Tu ft C .............. .
I 4/4/37
L/Corporal orton G.
. . ..... . 22 /4/37
23/4/37
L/Corporal Mc eil ] . . ........ .
24/4/37
L/Corporal Funnell A ........ .. .
26/4/37
L/Corporal Corbett J.
. ...... .
L/Corporal Marshall P. . ...... .
3/5/37
L/Corporal Pearson H .......... .
5/5/37
L/Corporal Sumner H .
. ...... .
5/5/37
14/5/37
L/Corporal Howard . . . .. ..... .
L/Corporal White M. . ........ .
14/5/37
L/Corporal Lynam W .
. ...... .
14/5/37
L/Corporal Jordan E. . ........ .
14/5/37
L/Corporal Johnson T . . ........ .
14/5/37
L/Corporal Ware A. . .......... .
14/5/37
14/5/37
L /Corporal Carr H. . ..... . .... .
14/5/37
L/Corporal Jenner S. . .. . ..... .
14/5/37
L/Corporal Jury G. A.
. ...... .
I4/5/37
L/Corporal Thompsett S ........ .
1 4/5/37
L /Corporal Cullen M............ .
14/5/37
L/Corporal Port C......... . .... .
14/5/37
L /Corporal Mitchell G .......... .
L /Corporal Dicks R. ........... .
14/5/37
L /Corporal Metcalf L. . . . ...... .
14/5/37
L/Corporal Johns H. . .. . .. . .. .
14/5/37
21/5/37
L /Corporal Edwards R. ....... .
25/5/37
L /Corporal Marchant W .
. .... .
29/5/37
L/Corporal Barker R. ......... .

D

0
· · ··

O.B.E.,

h.p., late

RO YAL SIGNALS.

Lieutenant-Colonel
A.· C. Sykes' D ·s ·o " 0 · 8 ·E ·· on comp Ietion
·
of fo
•
. laurdyears sei:-1ce as a Regimental Lieutenant-Colonel
t~ p ce on h.p. list, 14 /8/ 37 .
'
l\Iaior G. Tayleur to be Lieutenant-Colonel 1 •
ESTABLISHMENTS.
'
41 137·
RE: and S. Board. Lieutenant I. F. foiklejohn to be 2nd
:\Iii. ;\fember (Cl.CC), 16/ 7 / 37 .
MEMORANDA:

Lleute_nant-Colonel F. 0. St. J oho, o .. o., M.c.,
R.S1gnals, retires on an Indian Pension, 12 /8/ 37 . h.p., late
~'ar Office, 17/8/ 37]
REGULAR AR:\tY-ROYAL S I GNALS.

The undermentioned to be Lieutenants (Te h . 1 M .
tenancc Officers), r3/8/ 37 : R. S.M. A Ge ~~'::n;: amD.C.M., R.S.'.\f. B. A. Elsmore.
·
·
gton,
S uPPLE~rENTARY REsER\'.E-RoYAL SIGN .u.s

T he undermentioned to be 2nd Lieu.ten~nts 18/8/ .
P endleton, ' "'· C. Morgan.
•
37 ·

230 6 753
23o6759
2 3°7642
23°6803
2308726
1856978
2314251
23noo2
2316204
734810
1856984
2315136
ro20056
2308527
78u348

L
·

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.
[The figures in the last column indicate the
.
P romotion Roster " (published in A !:Jages m the "Co'.Ps
t he respective names may be found ~h.' ~936) o~ which
not, of course be givep. in th ·
IS mformation canappointed sine~ that date.]
e case of Lance Corporals

A~~~~~erd (~~~~-int~s~~rtermaster Sergeant.
18
53142
26
6
2307755 W.O. II (C.S.M.) Goodm~~· i,' .. · ·
2 /4/37
2307033 W.O. II (C.S.'.\I.) Harris F . . ·
6
21 /5/37 · ·
Pro moted Wa rrant Offi
' · ····
/5/37 · ·
6
1858918 C.Q ..f.S. Bish~~r g 1ass II (Com pa ny Sergeant Major).
2
230763 1 C.Q.i\I.S. Penfold A · · · · · · · ·
/5/37
15
2309062 C.Q.M.S. Carpenter.A ....... · · ·
l6/5/37
15
21
.
........
/5/37
15

4257493
2317503
7581477
2316554
23u293
1037301
2313695
2310680
2310501
5610844
2317014
2316482
2309494
2312649
2317364
2 315753
2318791
2316587
2317390
6909542
433591I
2314831

Rifle Shooting.

58
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
6o
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
60
59
61

Owing to the numerous commitments of Signals Units during
the summer months, it is usually very difficult to train teams
for the annual rifle meetings which take place at B~o;Jey, arranged
by the rmy Rifle Association and the _Tational Hifle ,\ssociation. In consequence, the reputation of the orps in shooting
matters has to be left in the hands of mdividuals who are lucky
enough to be able to get away from their \Jmt5 during the busy
month of July
This year the achievements of those individuals were remarkably good when one realises that the Corps provided three
members of the Army Rifle Twenty and one member of the
Army Revolver Eight. In addition, a Territorial officer of the
Corps achieved the distinction of being included in the " King's
Hundred" who competed for the King's Prize.

(T.W, )

2315367
2324309
2320880
2323380
2323184
23204II
2318091
2322234
2318300
232n38
23230II
2318513
2321067
2320243
796889
2321386
2321582
2321571
2320978
2322324
2320961
2566565

Appointed Lance Corporal.
Signalman Chambers L. .... . .. .
Signalman Hatcher R.
....... .
Signalman Sutherland J.
Signalman Lea L.
.......... . .
Signalman Roberts A .......... .
Signalman Leigh G ............ .
Signalman Cockram R. .... . .. .
Signalman Lambert M. . .. . ... .
Signalman Gartery E. . ........ .
Signalman Baker H. W . . . . . . . . .
Signalman Howcroft W ........ .
Signalman Fill W. E. . ...... .. .
Signalman Beevers H ..... . ... . .
Signalman Greaves H.
. . . .... .
Signalman Buttery A. . ...... . . .
Signalman Beaumont C. . .. .. .. .
Signalman Watts J. . .. ... ..... .
Signalman Harrod C. . .... . . . . .
Signalman Lavelle W. . .. . . .... .
Signalman Rylatt G. W ..... . .. .
Signalman Robson J. . ........ .
Signalman Ridley W. . ........ .

9/9/36
l /1/37
1/1/37
l /l/37
l/l/37
1/2/37
l /2/37
1/2/37
2/2 /37
5/2/37
5/2/37
10/2/37
16/2/37
15/2/37
16/2/37
17/2/37
23/2/37
24/2/37
25/2/37
25/2 /37
26/2/37
26/2/37

2306889
1850326
6906373
2306601
23u327
23u817
2320648

Discharged.
RQ.M.S. Cutler R . . .. . ... . . . .
C.S .M. Purseglove R. .... . .... .
C.Q.M.S. Gou ld J. * ....... ... . .
Sergeant S tevenson W. . . . . .. . .
Sergeant Jones W. . ...... .. .. .
Sergeant Wicketts W. . . .. ... .. .
L/Corporal Baldwin A.
. .. . ... .

4/7/37
25/7/37
21/7/37
l/7/37
4/7/37
15/7/37
7/7/37

73
21
29
18

2561904
3650259

To Ar my Reserve.
L/Corpora l Longman C. . . . . . .. .
L/Corporal Hodgins
....... .

19/7/37
25/7/37

60

17/7/37
3/7/37

73
44

REGULAR ARMY.

Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Sykes
RSignaJs, to be Colonel, q /8/ ].
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Promoted Company Quartermaster Sergeant
Sergeant Cole W
22 '
Sergeant Griffith.C · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2 /4/37
Sergeant Coleman C · · · · · · · · · · · ·
16/5/37
Sergeant Archer W · · · · · · · · · · ·
21 /5/37
Sergeant Tolley c . · .......
/5/37
. . . . . ·. ....
. . . . .·
1/6/37
Promoted Sergeant.
L/Sergeant Clutterbuck C.
l/4/37
L /Sergeant Manning W.
····
13/4/37
L/Sergeant Benson H
1 3/4/37
L/Sergeant Cooke R. · · · · · · · · · · ·
13/4/37
L /Sergeant Freemantle G· · · · · · · · 20/4/37
L/Sergeant Masters W. ·.. : : : : : : 20/4/37
L/Sergeant Hodgson H.
26/4/37
L/Sergeant Inglis J. .
········
3/5/37
L/Sergeant Lloyd L .. : : : : : : : : : : :
21/5/37
L/Sergeant J erv:is J. . .......... .
25/5/37
Appointed Lance Sergeant
Corporal LeCocq E. . . . . . . . .
· 31/3/37
Corporal Gordon N
····
l/4/37
Corporal Snook S. N.· · · · · · · · · · · ·
9/4/37
Corporal Houghton H. ~ : : : : : : : : : 22 /4/37
Corporal Cooke W
3/5/37
Corporal Swann F. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
5/5/37
Corporal Smith E.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
14/5/37
Corporal Adams R. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
14/5/37
Corporal Gibbs F .
::··········
14/5/37
Corporal Cummings C.
14/5/37
Corporal Dargan G ...... . : : : : : :
14/5/37
Corporal Bowie J. . ......... .
14/5/37
Corporal Muir W
1
Corporal Bush W · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 14/5/37
4/5/37
Corporal Wilkins
14/5/37
Corporal Beale B. · · · · · · · · · · ·
14/5/37
Corporal Barron A. · · · · · · · · · · · ·
14/5/37
Corporal Price W
············
14/5/37
Corporal Hayden
14/5/37
Corporal Relf A. J . .. : : : : : : : : : :
14/5/37
Corporal Simpson s. . .. . .. .. ... . 21 /5/37
Cor pora l Kirby E.
. .......... . 25/5/37

F:: · · · · · · · '

w·············

16
16
17
17

17
32
32
32
32
32
32
33
33
32
33

·v.·············

2312416
2319246

Deceased.
C.Q.M.S. S zarkow ki A.* . . ..... .
Corporal Lea E.
. . .. . .. . . . . .. .
*Special Roster.

5

6

The Army Rifle Twenty competed for and won the " lnterServices Twenty Match," which is open to teams of twenty
serving members of the Royal avy, the Regular Army, the
Royal Marines, the Royal Air Force, the R.N.V.R., tho Territorial Army and the O.T.C. (Senior Division). The prize consists
of a challenge cup, shot for at 300, 500 and 600 yards, each team
firing ten shots per man at each range. The Anny Twenty team
included the following Royal Signals officers : 1ajor R. T.
Williams ("A" Corps Signals, Aldershot), 2nd Lieutenant
C. W. M. Young (2nd Divisional Signals, Alder·hot) and 2nd
Lieutenant H. J. Thompson (S.T.C., Catterick). A photograph
of the Army Twenty team is published in this issue.
Major Williams and 2nd Lieutenant Young also had additional
successes to their credit. Major Williams won the Peele Challenge
Cup and the Ebbutt Cup in the Surrey County Rifle Association
Meeting, and came fifth in the Surrey Championships. 2nd
Lieutenant Young won the Donegall Badge of the North London
Rifle Club, which entitled him to enter for the Donegall Challenge
Cup at the N.R.A. Meeting, shot against AustTalia as a member
of the South of England team, was a member of the Indian
team which shot for the Rajah of Kolapore's Imperial Challenge
Cup open to teams of eight past or present members of H.M.
Forces, and a member of the Scottish team which competed
for the National Challenge Trophy open to teams of twenty
from England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales.
A word of appreciation must be added for 2nd Lieutenant
Thompson who, at great expense to himself, travelled down
from Catterick and competed in the N.R. . Meeting and gained
a place in the Arrny Twenty team. It should be mentioned
t hat t he Officers' Games Club were unable to give financial a id
to this young officer, bu t far more officers of the Corps would be
ab le t o compete at Bisley if they had the backing of the Officers'
Games Club.
Lieutenant W. R. Smijth-Windham (" E" Troop, Cavalry
Signals, Tidworth) competed in the revolver competitions
a i the A.RA. and N.R.A. Meetings.
H e did very well
in the Revolver Thirty Cup, which is shot in two stages. The
thirty competitors who make the highest scores in the Preliminary
Stage are admitted to the final stage to compete for the Cup.
Lieutenant Smijth-Windham ·was third in the preliminary stage
and was placed 15th in the Final Stage. I n consequence, he
was asked to practise for the Anny team which wou ld compete
for the \i\illtehead Challenge Cu p open to teams of eight serving
members of the Royal avy, the Regular Army, the Royal
Marines, the Royal Air Force, the R. .V.R, and the Territorial
Army. He was eventually selected for the Army Revolver Eight
which won the cup.
T he competition for H.M. The King's Prize is the final and
most important event of the N.R.A. Meeting. It is shot for in
three stages, some thousands of riflemen from all over the
E mpire, who are past or present members of H. I. Forces, firi ng
in the first tage at 200, 500 and 6oo yards. Only the t hree
h u ndred who make the highest scores in the first stage compete
in the second stage at 300, 500 and 600 yards. Ou t of these
three hundred the final " King's Hundred " are selected to enter
the final stage, sh ot at 900 and l,OOO yards. The competitor
scoring the high est aggregate score in the second and final
stages ·wins the King's P ri ze. Several Royal Signals officers
entered for this competition, but although several reached the
second stage, only one, 2nd Lieutenant R V. Coles (44th (H.C.)
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on a short wave set, at present experimenting with Catterick
and Aldershot.
The linemen are exceedingly hard worked, superintending the
laying of underground or submariue cable to v.t'fious districts
in the Malaya Command . Most of the people are actually
employed at their particular trade and not placed on odd jobs
as is a common practice in England. Consequently, they are all
happy and contented. (Speak for yourself, someone has just
remarked.)
I think the above is all there is to mention of general interest
in Malaya. Of course, we have our moonwashed beaches,
sighing palm trees, murmuring surf, dusky damsels and steel
guitars, but I leave all that to your imagination, and possible
future realisation.
And so, with a grand flourish on the strings of those abovementioned guitars, I draw this somewhat hazy description of
life in Singapore to its conclusion.
TANDO (T.B.C.).

Obituary
The Late No. 2318430 Corporal Frederick Broadhead.
Left ~o ~ight : Corporal Drysda le T Si
.
E. B1r n1 e Reid, Pipe Majo r Bra nd
~~i~~=~ :aufd Signalman Brand W ., Signalman Davidson R s·
.
Yo ung R., s ignalman N.is~e~1~ol, i?. B.El ., Ca ptain A. T. Wood, Signalman s'ra~~n~ma;. Blal1r W.,B~ie.utenant-Colonef
·• 1gna man Stevenson W. , Sergeant Copland J. ·· igna man ailfie G., Signalman

H.

I?··

Divisional Signals T A )
.
stage and thus wi~~g ~"'WK.in~ s?cHcessful m reaching the final
.
g s undred Badge "
Fmally, a word must be ·d
·
the N.R.A. :\feetin s N"
sai ab<?ut the Rack-Rifle Class at
S.M.L.E. or patte~· I9I~nnr!1~ sp~t~ally adjuste~ and" packed"
are used in T.R.A. competiti
~ ape:ture sights and slings
~ o~portunity is given to th~n~rv~~dunng the Bisley Meeting
as issued to his Unit ..
man who may use a rifle
competitions in the Rack~~;n3Y enter. the normal N.R.A.
en~ance fees and ·with the chance C~ass.
w;ith greatly reduced
0. ~rung_ large cash prizes.
This 3'.'ear we only had one
W. Bndges ("A" Co s Si nal competi~o~ m this class-Sergeant
the existence of th~ co~pe~ti but.it is to be hoped that, when
the good shots of the Co
ons is more generally known to
entries for the Rack-Rifl;'t~. shall have in future many more

Singapore- .
Cross Roads of the East.
It has been our practice f
h
~nnually to the Editor of tbor t e last three years to submit
life and conditions in Singapo:e ~iiu; a detai.led description of
use for the guidance and benefi ' opmg that it may be of some
to be posted out here during th! ~!:::~:~nd otb~r ranks likely
Singapore Island bav ·
g troopmg season.
~~ulation of 423 ,768, is }~t ~c~:'.1 of 2 r7 square miles and a
military centres in the British E ~gone o! the most important
fact that the strength of the ~PU:e. It is .a generally known
years _has been trebled. r will r~is.on dunng the last three
facts, m case the Official Secrets A~t ~t from mentioning more
We will first f ll
es offence.
f
.
o a deal with the
ial Ii
ar as it affects the members of H"s
~5Zi_~
,fe of Singapore, so
1
iesty s Forces.
A soldier, provided of
allow.ed the all-important ~uLse, bis cond.uct warrants it is
~ne JS e~en. allowed to atJ~ ~~e 0~ ~eanng. civ~an clothes.
.ut don t imagine, for one m· urc
arade m civilian dress
~1gnal Company goes marchin mute, the Malaya Command
m ra?'s, and some in velvet o~~~ churc~ some in shorts, some
t: We Just creep along, unobstrus1vely and unobserved ~
where the occasion demands. aun mg our Corps ties when and

The~e a.re three cinemas which Euro
patroruse m Singapore. The
.
f pe'.l°~ ar~ allowed to
but a Service man i·s allo d :pnce o adrruss1on is one dollar
·
we m at half ·
·
'
still rather expensive from his
.
-:pnce •. which, although
a valuable and much' appreciatr;1~t of v~ew, is look~d upon as
obtained direct from America an~n~ess!on. The pictures are
occurrence for a picture to te' fil d1t is not an. uncommon
presented in the capital of the E m? out here pnor to being
of those taking their Special Certimfiprrte (London, ~or the benefit
ca e of Educat10n 1)
P eople who are keen on <lane·
.
·
is rather an expensive pastime i~!t; liable to discover that it
three very up-to-date cabarets-Th ast. Smgapore boasts of
and Happy World res ectivel
e ew yvorld, Great World
fifty cents, the price of book
Th~ pnc~ of admission is
a dance lasts about two minutes rune tickets is two dollars, and
work that out and you will find t~~t with the ~id o! a log book,
the fact that an average soldier cir
' after taking mto account
mately five dollars, he would be ~:~kya weekly wage of approxiSunday morning's collectio .
h
to have a cent l eft for
n m c urch The
b
.
CosmopoIi tan assortment of Mala
. ·
ca aret girls, a
Indians and lesser breeds ch ys, Chinese, Japanese, Russians
dance. You have the pri~e ~rge appro.ximately forty cents ~
but they are all the same-s~of choosmg any girl you fancy
away. We sometimes have
e, acce:pt your ticket and waik
are a I ways well patronised. our own rrulita ry d ances, and these

f

J· .

People interested in sport have
of encouragement to pursue their am~~e opportunity and plenty
ext<:nt. Here are just a few of thpar ic_ular sport .to the fullest
stationed at Changi one of th
e vaned recreations a soldier
can take advantage ~f. tenni e most popular military centres
and swimming. The !~st twos, soccder, rugger, ~ockey, yachting:
round.
name can be en1oyed all the year
Whilst on the subject of s rt . . .
those interested in soccer t£~t !ti~ is ~u~t as well to mention to
good pair of soccer boots o i _is a v1sable to bring a really
leather out here is of aver u~o;ith :you from England. The
of boots is rather expensi!e p On ~~alityhand a really good pair
to purchase an expensive tenn·
e ot er band, don't bother
warps the wood and so ruins
is racquet ; the climate soon
to suite the climatic conditio~se ~~cque~. These can b.e obtained,
And now a short dose . t· •
a fairly modest pnce, locally.
this Command. The wi~ks1~n of the work Signals perform in
connection with Royal Art"ll op~rators man C Mark I Sets in
on W.D. vessels employed1 o~r~ s oots. They are also employed
Island. A selected few of th ransport work around Singapore
e wireless operators are employed

Readers will learn with regret of the death of Frederick
Broadhead, who was invalided out of the Corps in December,
1935, as a Corporal. He joined the Boys' Technical School at
Chepstow in September, 1924, at the age .of :fifteen (the first
boy from Chepstow to join us). After si..x months with the
Depot Battalion, he went into the blacksmith's shop at the
Training Battalion and remained there three years ; during the
last year he was placed in charge. As there was no opening in
his trade for promotion, he did the Electrician Fitters' Course
and re-mustered on 1st March, 193r. In May, he was posted
to "A" Corps Signals at Aldershot, and went to India at the end
of the year.
After three months at the Training Centre, he was sent to
" B " Corps Signals at Rawalpindi, when he at once went to
hospital with dysentery. He was soon well and settled down
in the workshop. He was promoted Corporal on 10th November,
r932.
In September, r934, he went to Calcutta with the Rugby XV,
which Lieutenant Clarke took down for the Tournament. Here
he injured his right shin in the second match. It troubled him
from time to time, and in August, 1935, after the Unit had
moved to Karachi, he had to go into hospital, where his right
leg was amputated at the thigh in an attempt to save his life.
He reached Netley at the beginning of December and was
discharged from the Army on the 18th. After a spell ont of work,
be had temporary employment in a Quartermaster's store at
Catterick. The O.C. Eastern Command Signal Company had
promised him the first vacaqcy as a Telephone Switchboard
Operator and he began work at the Woolwich Garrison Exchange
in ovember, 1936. Unfortunately, the sarcoma had gone too
far. He was in Millbank for a. short time before Christma , and
in March of this year had to leave work. He got no better, and
was moved home to Sa.-xmundham early in June. Paralysis
spread quickly and he died on 16th July.
"Darkie," with his short, stocky figure and dark twinkling
eyes will be remembered as a staunch friend, cheerful companion,
a keen sportsman, a hard-working tradesman and a just noncommissioned officer. From his father he inherited a Yorkshireman's sturdy independence of character : he fiercely
resented unfair interference in his personal liberty, and it was
long before he forgave anyone he thought guilty of that offence.
He was forceful in the pack at rugger, very tough-sometimes
too tough-in the boxing ring ; he was a good runner, put the
shot, and played hockey.
His blacksmith's knowledge of metals stood him in good
stead as a fitter, but he preferred bigger work than pack set
engines. The arrival of a 6 h.p. diesel, which he had to erect at
Rawalpindi, gave him a foeman worthy of his spanner. He was
a very good car driver and enjoyed looking after the C.0 .'s
car and ~riving it to Peshawar and to the Hills.

Those who saw him in hospital tell of his cheerfulne~s and
patience, and in his last illness, with its punishing torture, he
did not lose hope. He was never afraid.

Corps Cricket.
Versus R.A.O.C.-The annual Corps match again t the
R.A.O.C., was played at the Officers' Club, Aldershot, on
Thursday, 1st July, and resulted in a win for the Corps by 6
wickets. On winning the toss, Major Lewis-Barclay gave the
Ordnance :first use of what appeared, and later proved, to be a
wicket rather full of tricks. The bowlers were always on top,
and though several catches early on were dropped, the R.A.0 C
were all out for r57. ·with the wicket helping, Lance Corporal
Williams was bringing the ball back considerably, and many. of
the runs scored from his bowling were off the edge. Faced with
158 to win, the Corps batsmen wasted no time and ~ent for the
runs which were obtained with the loss of only 4 wickets. 2nd
Lieutenant Bradley batted extremely well for his 36, whilst
Major Watts quickly hit up 85 not out, in his usual free-scoring
style. The wicket was on the unpleasant side, but Major \Vatts
collared the bowling with such confidence that more than ever
one regretted be would not be available for the R.A.S.C. match
next day. Detailed scores are published below:
R.A.0.C.
Brigadier Hoare (capt .), b Williams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lieutenant-Colonel Palmer, c Carpenter, b Bradley
Lieutenant-Colonel Sheppard, c Carpenter, b Gordon . . . .
Lieutenant-Colonel Love, c Lewis-Barclay, b Williams....
Lieutenant Hunter-Brown, b -W illiarns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lance Corporal Ormisber, b Lewis-Barclay..............
Lance Corporal Ingles, c and b Carpenter ........... . . .
Sergeant Cook, b Lewis-Barclay
........... · . .. · · · · · ·
Lance Corporal Lawrence, b Williams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.... .. .... ............ . .
Corporal McCullum, not out
Lieutenant Henchley, b Lewis-Barclay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Extras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

26
27
29
6
o
I6
7
16
II

17

157
Total
BowLJNG.
Wickets.
Runs.
Overs. Maidens.
60
4
Lance Corporal Williams 18
3
43
Major Lewis-Barclay
rr
I
20
Lieutenant Gordon
7
r
II
2nd Lieutenant Bradley
3
r
7
C.S.'M. Carpenter . . . .
3
ROYAL SIGNALS.
Captain L. C. Boyd, c Cook, b Lawrence . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
2nd Lieutenant P. E. l\1. Bradley, c Lawrence, b Henchley
30
Major J . A. T. Watts, not out ...... ..... . ....... ... · ·
5
2nd Lieutenant P. T . S. Brown, c Henchley, b :\1cCullum
o
Major H. S. Lewis-Barclay (capt.), c and b .McCullum
7
C.S.M. Carpenter, not out
...... ........ .. .... · · . . ·.
4
Extras .......................... ·. · ... · . · · · ·
24
Total (for 4 wickets) . . . . . . . . 16o
Lance Corporal Lundie R. T., Major C. K . Thursby-Pelham,
Lance Corporal Williams, Lieutenant \\". H . L. Gordon, and
Corporal Mills did not bat.
Bowu. G.
Wickets.
Overs. l\Iaidens. Run s.
I
I
44
~ce Corporal Lawrence 12
2
JI
II
3
Corporal McCullum ..
25
Lieutenant-Colonel Hove
5
20
6
3
Lieutenant Henchley
12
2
Lance Corporal Ormiston
Result: Royal Signals won by 6 wickets.

Versus R.A.S.C.-The annue.l Corps match against the R.A.
was played on the R. .S.C. ground, Aldershot, on 2nd and 3rd
July, in glori usly hot weather, and resulted in a win for the
R.A.S.C. by 3 wickets. Except for Major \Vatts, who wa
unable to turn out, and 2nd Lieutenant Power, suffering from
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illne • the Corps fielded probably its stron
.
.
and there was every reason to e.'<pect that Ji~st _available side,
s~op the run of R.A.S.C. victories. Eve o~e yrear we should
L1.eutenant l\Iarri~on was unwell and unab~ t
egretted that
~1~ absence considerably weakened our o o pl~y agamst us.
mc1dentally gave us even greater hopes f pponent s attack and
W d I
or success
f
·
e u Y won the toss and had first
wicket which looked full of runs th
h .re o a hard an~ true
crumbling later on. Except f~r ~fftai' g~~the impression of
"ith the utmost confidence our tart n .
ord,. who batted
mally steady bowling was disa tr~us. ~i~n~ts~o~~~ bfut n?rthe total at 8, three were down for
r ~"lC e ell with
only a sturdy last wicket partnersfu runs! a~d so it went on until
out. Except for an excellent 56 S/~~e: ~tat to 151 all
P . . alford and a
finely played 3 7 not out b Lance Co
was mos_t disappointing. y
rporal 'Williams, our batting
In their first innings the 11 A S C b
.
wicket s~d of _1 05 by Lie;te~a:nt ;::eg· except for_a fou~hwas not impressive, and when the new balland Catakptam. Bavm,
with their total at
th
was
·en mto use
only 29 more runs~oo, e 1ast 4 wickets fell for the addition of
Starting OUI second innings 7s r
behi d
opened $teadily enough, but by u~s ~ • the,,Corps ~~tting
developed at one end which Ca tain D
e a
patch
had
good use of with his cleverly-fl.~hted ~es was able ~o make
however, got going and showing
spmners. Captam Cole,
and length bowling began to score ~vi~':f'~~fJgeh~~t;mpJ for spin
score mounted rapidly and with La
u ree om. The
up one end the match 'was fast tu ~ce ~orporal Lundie holding
score at 76, Captain Cole tried ~~Ill our favou.r. \\'.ith his
and was clean bowled In th
d
one more six, m1ssed·
e en we were all out f
th e R . A .S :C. were left to get 124 to win.
or 201, and
They lost the first wicket with no r
down for 6 3 for 15
uns on the board, 2 were
for 8
f
4
we were d~finitely ~entini ~i~toor 74,Ttfor 75. and ":t this stage
104, then Lieutenant-Colonel T~·
e se_v~nth wicket fell at
0
Paul and the latter, very rightly u:d '~ }, ted hby ergeant
.
ong andle" and
knocked off the necessary runs C
with 47, was missed twice int .
~ptam Cl~rk~. ~vho top scored
felt that had either of these cat~~!1ts e~l1dm h1s mnings and we
It was a keen and most int
~en e we should have won
though disappointed at the resuft~ n1 ~~tch throughout, and
mg the tables next year D tai,l de s la ook forward to turn.
e
e scores:
ROY AL SIGNALS.
C tain
1ST INNINGS
ap . J .E. S. Walford, b Sadler
·
CaJ?tain L . C. Boyd, b Sadler
······· ·············
5
Maior.H. S. Lewis-Barclay (capt:)· ·i; ~;" ~ll · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0
2nd Lieutenant P. T. S. Brown b •Bl abo~~ ....... . ... .
0
C.S.:\I: Carpenter, b Blagboro '
ag
···········.
6
Captam E. S. ole, b Clarke
· ······················
16
Lance Corporal Lundie lbw b
IO
2nd Lieutenant B R :\r II~
ynes · · · · · · · · · · . ...... .
1
5
0
2nd Lieutenant
E." ir · Br~t • c an? b Dynes ....... .
Lance Corporal Willi
·
ey, c Gibb, b McDonald
9
. te
ams, not out .
1.1eu nant W. H. L. Gordon lbw b. s" ............ . ... .
37
Extras
•
•
adler ........... .
II

p:

D · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·· ·

........ .. .. ... ....
Total

.

. . .. .. . . . . .

..............

BOWLING.
Overs. Maidens.
Corporal Sad!~
20
7
Private Blagboro
13
2
Captain Dynes ........ I I
2
Captain Clari e
......
5
Lieutenant McDonald ..
1
4

Wickets.

47
33
39
21
10

4
2
2
1
1

I

Capta!n J · E. · Walford, c McDonald, b Clarke
Cal?tam L. C. Boyd, st Gibb b McDonald
········
Maior_H. S. Lewis-Barclay, b Dynes ...... : : : · · · · · · · · ·
2nSdMLieCutenant P. T . . Brown, c Blagboro b By;~~· · · · ·
C · · · arpenter, b Sadler . . .
•
····
Captain E. S. Cole, b McDonald · · · : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Lance_ Corporal Lundie, st Gibb, b Dy~~~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2nd L~eutenant B. R. M. Hayles, b Clarke · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
2nd Lieutenant P. E. M. Bradle c and b D · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Lance Corporal Williams, not 0
ynes
······
Lieutenant W H L G d
T d. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Extras . . . or on, c u or, b Dynes ....... .

II

7
2

8
76
27
3
22

6
0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ........... . ... .

14

....................

BOWLING.
Overs. Maidens.
Corporal Sadler
. . . . . . 17
3
Private Blagboro
....
3
Lieutenant McDonald
II
2
Captain Dynes ....... . 13.2
3
Captain Clarke ....... . 16
3

Runs.
4I
7
40
63
36

201

Wickets.
1

2

5
2

R.A.S.C.
IST INNINGS.
Captain E . D. Dynes, b Walford
Corporal Sadler, b Walford
· · · · ·. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~ptain F. W. Clarke, b Wall~rd. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~1e~~nanwt MW. StB. J. _Packe, c Walf~~d .. b·r.~,~~-B~r~i~y: · · ·
';LP m
.
. avm, run out . . . . . . .
···
L~eutenant R. G. J. Kingsmill b C 1
···········•·····
0
Lieutenant A. McDonald b C~le
e ················
Lieutenant-Colonel c. L. 'st. J. Tu«:i~r· (·~~p·t· ). · ib. · ·b· ·Le·· • : ·
Barclay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·• w
wisSe~geant Paul, c and b Lewis~ B~~~ia' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Pnvate Blagboro, not out
Y · · · · · · · •••· · · · · ·
Major W. Gibb, c Williams b c~i~
Extras . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

II

20
27
87
57.
2
II
2

.......... · · · · · · · · · · ·

.

0

I

.. . . . . .. . . . . ..

IO

Total
BOWLING.
Overs. Maidens.
Captain Cole . . . . . . . . .
27
IO
Major Lewis-Barclay . :
8
Captain Walford
20
2
L';lnce Corporal Willi~~~
4
L1eutenant Gordon
3
2nd Lieutenant Bradley·
4
C.S.M. Carpenter ..... .
2
7

401
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229

Runs.
51
33
54
17
29
26

Wickets.
3
3
3

11

.
Total (for 7 wickets) ....... .
Pnvate Blagboro and Major W. Gibb did not bat.

Runs.

Wickets.

43
16
24
8

3
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OLIVER
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In
duct ion to the
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machines of different
design.the Oliver standard 3-bank remains
firmly established with
all who demand durability and where
machines are subjected to constant and
hard use .
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The last Corps match of the year was played against Catterick
Garrison on the Catterick Garrison Ground on 30th and 31st
July, 1937, and resulted in a win for the Corps by three wickets.
Catterick was on its best behaviour and produced two gloriously
fine and hot days. An easy paced wicket, a perfect outfield and
all was set for cricket under ideal conditions.
The Corps was unable to produce its best team but this evened
up matters and made the outcome of the game more open.
On winning the toss the Garrison took first knock, but found
the Corps bowlers too accurate and were all out for 106.
In reply the Corps hit up 240 to give them a useful first innings
ead of 134. Lance Corporal Lundie top-scored with a well
played 68 and Major Lewis-Barclay batted quietly and confidently for 58.
In their second venture the Garrison lost four wickets for 36,
and the Corps began to see visions of a possible innings victory.
At this stage, however, several catches were put on the floor
and the next wicket did not fall until 103 runs were on the
board. With their tail wagging vigorously and making lusty
use of the long handle the Garrison eventually put together a
total of 213.
During this innings 2nd Lieutenant Bradley strained a bowling
muscle and both Major Lewis-Barclay and C.S.M. Carpenter
sustained injuries to their hands.
Lance Corporal Williams bowled 21 overs with great heart
under a broiling sun to take three wickets for 78, whilst Major
Lewis-Barclay also bowled 21 overs to finish with five "ickets
for 65.
Set to make only So runs to win, the Corps batting order was
changed with the object of resting the bowler-batsmen and
giving the quick scorers a chance to shine, but the experiment
seriously back-fired.
A combination of accurate bowling and the new ball proved
too much for some of the Corps batsmen. Wickets began to
fall with such disturbing rapidity that the Garrison looked well
on the way to winning the match.
Six wickets were down for 40 runs, but Major Lewis-Barclay
and Lieutenant Whiteway-Wilkinson settled down and scored
the requisite number of runs for a three wickets victory.
Thus ended a successful season for the Corps team . Of the
five matches played, four were won outright and one lost.
We beat the Royal Military Academy by IOI runs, the Royal
Engineers by two wickets, the R.A.0.C. by six wickets, Catterick
Garrison by three wickets, and lost to the R.A.S.C. by three
wickets.

0

I

47
5
15
16
I

26
12
2

!ST INNINGS.
Major Bonavia (capt.) c Lewis-Barclay, b Power . . . . . . . .
Corporal Proud, c Hammersley, b Lewis-Barclay . . . . . . . .
Lieutenant Anderson, l.b.w. b Lewi -Barclay ......... · · ·
Colonel Henderson, b Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lieutenant McConnel, c Lewis-Barclay. b Bradley . . . . . . . .
Lieutenant Mackenzie, b Williams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sergeant Garden, b 'Villiams ...................... · · · ·
Major Swyer, b Lewis-Barclay ...... . ..... .. ... · .. · · · ·
Sergeant Lewin, c Brown, b Vlilliams .. ..... . .... .... · ·
2nd Lieutenant Milne, b Lewis-Barclay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Private Cross, not out .. . ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Extras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

MODEL 15
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9
9
4
o
12
27
9

5
5
o
o
26
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BOWLING.
Overs. Maidens.

Runs. Wickets.
18
3
7
2
Williams
..... . .... . .
25
4
Lewis-Barclay .. . .. .. . . . I2.2
4
2
I
15
6
Power ......... ..... . .
0
0
13
2
Carpenter ..... .. .... .
I
0
2
9
Bradley ...... .. ..... .
2ND INNINGS .
Major Bonavia, c Carpenter, b Lewis-Barclay ........... ·
3
Corporal Proud, b Lewis-Barclay ................ - . · · · · I4
Lieutenant Anderson, J.b.w. b Lewis-Barclay . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
Sergeant Garden, b Lewis-Barclay ..... - ...... · . · · · · · ·
3
Lieutenant McConnel, c Lewis-Barclay, b Williams
7
Lieutenant fackenzie, c Whiteway-Wilkinson, b \Villiams 48
Colonel Henderson, J.b.w. b Carpenter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Major Swyer, c Hammersley, b Williams
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Sergeant Lewin, not out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
2nd Lieutenant l\1ilne, c Carpenter, b .Lundie . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Private Cross. b Lewis-Barclay ................... · · . · ·
3
Extras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22

Total

CATTERICK GARRISOr.

2ND INNINGS.
Captain E. D. Dynes. c Hayles b Cole
Corporal Sadler, hit wicket, b Lewis-Bar~!~· .. . ....... . . .
C';lptain Clarke, lbw, b Cole
Y · ····•··· ·
Lieutenant Packe b Cole
························
···········
C';Lptain Bavin, b 'W alford : : : : : · · · · · · ·
Lieutenant F G J Kin
'll · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .
L!eutenant A: McDonalJ.s~Wa~~~,\bB~!~):nter · · · · · ·
Lieutenant-Colonel c L St J T d
Y ········
Sergeant Paul not o~t · · · u or, not out
. ...... .
·
Extr as' .... . ... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ............
· · · · · · · · · · · · ..
· · .·

Overs. Maidens.
2
Captain Cole . . .... .. . . 12
Major Lewis-Barclay
9
3
Captain Walford
9
2
Lance Corporal Williams
2nd Lieutenant Bradley
3
l
C.S.M. Carpenter .. . .. .
7
Result : R.A.S.C. won by 3 wickets.

25

J;;·

Total

SEPTEMBER

BOWLING.
Runs.

2ND INNINGS.

Become acquainted now with our low charges and trouble-free

Richborough, Kent

1937

EPTEMBER

...................... 213

BOWLING.
Overs. Maidens.
2
21
. . . . ....
William
. . . . . 21
3
Lewis-Barcia y
4
Power . . . . ..
0
l
.....
Bradley
0
I
. . . . ...
Lundie

Runs.
78
65
17
12
5

Wickets.
3
5
0
0

ROY L SIG ALS.
IST INNINGS.
2nd Lieutenant P. E. •I. Bradley, b Garden . . . . . . . . . • . .
Lance Corporal Williams, c Milne, b Swyer
............
2nd Lieutenant P. T. S. Brown, b Swyer
..............
Major H . S. Lewis-Barclay (capt.) , b l\kConnel . . . . . . . . . .
C.S.M. Carpenter, J.b.w. b nderson
..................

24

18

5
5
ro

402

SEPTEMBER

Lance _Corporal Lundie, b McConnel
2nd Lieutenant J H St G
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 68
Mc onnel
. .
. . Hammersley, c Anderson, b
2
fajor G. P. P~~·~).: b. G~~d~~-: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
9
L1~u tenant F. S. "'hiteway-\-\•i1iti~~~ · · ~ · -~~d~;.;0·n· · ·b·
·• e onnel
•
·
- •
2nd Lieutenant ·A· F.: ·F· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · IO
.
'
· · recman, not out
8
2nd Lieutenant R. F. B. rower, b Ander · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Extras
on .. ... ... . .. . r3
.. ······ ................. . . .. ······ ...... . 15

1

The Best House for

THE
SIGNAL

Groceries & Provisions

.
Total (for 7 v.ickets)
zn d L1eutenant R F B p
··········
o
did not bat.
· · · ower and Lance Corporal Williams
BOWLING.
McConnel
Overs. Maidens.
8
2
Garden
········
13
1
Anderson · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Result : R~y;tl si~~is" wont; 3 v.ick:ts.

Runs.
26
35
lI

Wickets.
2
4
I

(Signed) H. S. LEWIS-BARC:LAY, Major,
Officer 1/c Corps Cricket.

Lawn Tennis.
The Army Championships.
The Signals were well represented t h
.
this year ; entries included five offi a t edAr~y Championships
F
cers an six other ranks
or the officers Captain B d
·
round of the Ch~mpionshi 0.Y got through to the second
1
reaching the semi-final of th~ smg es, and then succeeded in
by the ultimate winner L " Army Pl'.1te, where he was beaten
in meeting the " runne;-up ~;~te~:°~~cholson
was unfortunate
10
ship singles.
e
round of the ChampionIn the Inter-Regimental Doubles Ca
.
tenant Tucker succumbed to th
. •
!?tam Boyd and LieuIn
e wmners m the third round.
the Open Doubles, Major Lewis B la
.
were our only representative t 0
arc
and hlS partner
reached the semi-final.
s
go any distance, and they

r

The Army Lawn Tennis Ch
·
h"
Officers' Club, Aldershot d . amp1ons ips were played at the
1937, and a pleasing feat~re u;;~tethe ~eek 12th to r7th July,
performances by other ranks
mee 1Il:g was the outstanding
Whil t
.
.
representatives of Royal Signals
s makmg little progress 10
. th Ch
.
.
.
they swept in the board in th "
t e
'.1111p1onsh1ps proper
The Inter-Unit Sin I
is even ~restricted to other ranks'.
a!1d men, was won gyesS~~a:~:ons~p. open to W.O.s, .C.O.s
Signalman Dalton Rs· alg
Snuth C. A., R.Signals with
• · ign s, as runner-up.
•
Sergeant Smith never lost a
a~er beating Staff-Sergeant 1ii set throughout this event, and,
tbrrd round by 6-- 6-- h nness, R.A. (the holder) in the
3 .-i, ~ . e went on to defeat Signalman
Dalton in the final, &-'

2

The Other Ranks Doubles
Corporal Cant R., R.Signals. was won by Sergeant Smith and

HOME STATIONS /

in the Southern Area ia

Walkers Stores

Total ... ·.· ................. 240
BOWLING.
0Yer . J\Iaidens.
Run . Wickets.

Cro,
............... .
0
I~
l
14
Garden ............. .
1
2
Bonavia .
I
0
5
0
Swyer ... : : : : : : : : : : : : :
I
9
43
2
Anderson ............
6.5
I
37
2
Proud ............... .
I
4
4
0
Mcconnel • . . . . . . . . . . .
II
2
41
4
.
2ND I NINGS
2nd L!eutenant P. E. ;\I. Bradley, b G~rden
. 2nd Lieutenant A. F. Freeman, l.b.w. b McCo~~~I· ... . . .. . r3l
Lance_ Corporal Lundie, c :\filne, b McConnel
..... .
0
2nd L!eutenant Hammersley, b Garden
············
0
2n~ Lieutenant P. T. s. Brown b G d
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ..
8
!faJOr H. S. Lewis-Barclay, not' out ar en ....... . ..... .
C.S_. I. Carpenter, b Garden . . .
. ...... · · · · · · · · · · · 27
?l~a1or G. P. Pavey, b Anderson
... . .................. .
5
7
Lieutenant \\"hiteway-Wilkin
· ·t· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. .
E"-"tras . . . .
son, no out ...... . . . .... . I I
............ ............. .............
8
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QUALITY

Telepllene •S

In the Other Ranks Plate
t
h
first two rounds of the I t • open o_t ose knocked out in the
representatives from Cant~r~~-UDI~ Smgl~s, two Royal Signals
man Urquhart, reached the eZi-fino~pora Hudson and SignalThe Other Ranks Int U "t s ·
.
won for Royal Signals ~~ t : mgles_ Champi_onship bas been
years. Sergeant Shardlow w ee occasions _durmg the past six
1934.. and now Sergeant Smit;~a~h~o~h::P;.~fship in 1932 and
It is mteresting to note th
.
e I em 1937.
Sergeant Smith met in the fi ~ 11t :i?-32 Sergeant Shardlow and
play and general court deme n
~ event. As a result of his
Smith was selected as rese~~of;r dt~mX that meeting, Sergeant
Inter-Services Championshi
Th " e_ rmy team m the 1932
which an other rank has be! consi~ser~~ }~: ~~:i;~is':t~~:fi: on

°

Corps Tennis. '
The annual match against th .. S
"
the Officers' Club Aldershot one
appers
was played at
year resulted in .;_ win for the .. SSunday~. Ib8th July, and this
Results as follows : .
appers
Y 6 matches to 3.
Captain L. C. Boyd and L' t
.
Signals) lost to Major H A~~u enant P . 0 . .J · Nicholson (Royal
(R.E.), r-6, r--6 ; D 'O'. R Se~o~ fdnd Ma1or R. D. Waghorn,
5-7, 6--2, 4-6. Beat ~ ~ e and R. L. France (R.E.),
Captain E w L Whit h P
A. G. Drake-Brockman and
· L
· V lli
e om (RE
) -6• v--3,
~
Captain ·E L
. ·: 3
6--4.
Signals) lost .to ·M~joruH a~y dand L1eutenan~ G. Tucker (Royal
(R.E.), ~ --6
· n ~on and Major R. D. Waghorn
Captain E w' 3L Whi.~tht Captam A. G. Drake-Brockman and
· · ·
e om (R E ) 6-Schofiel~ and R. L. France (R.E.J." (,__ 3~ 6, 6--2; D'O. R.
3
Captain C. Knowles and L" t
'
·
Signals) lost to Mai'or H A d ieu enant P. A. Watts (Royal
· n erson and Mai· or R D w
(RE)
. . ' 2-6, ~ ; Captain A G D k B
. .
aghorn
E.W. L. Whitehorn (R.E ~- ra ~- r?ckman and Captain
R. L . France (R.E.) 8-l .),
~ • 2--6 • D 0. R. Schofield and
1'
,
o, 2-v.
ALDERSHOT COMMAND INT E R- UN IT TENNIS
ROYAL SIGNALS VERSUS 2ND. BATTALION •
LEICESTERSHIRE REGIMENT
The above two teams met 10
· th fi 1
·
and the match resulted ·
.
fe na round of this competition
m a wm or the Leiceste hi R
'
t
rs re egiment
b Y 3 matches to 0 with
decided by the first 'two stri2 ma ches m;iplayed. The tie was
a very strong first string in
t~; e~h ~ide ; the Leicesters had
well supported by Lieutenant PMa~iott. . ::::i~~~mp, who was

c!s

SINGLES
.
L 1eutenant p o J N. h
·
H. R. Beaucha~p. ~ ic o 1~on (Royal Signals) lost to Captain
I

I

I-v.

Captain
5-7,
5-7.L. C. Boyd (Royal S.ignals) lost to Lieutenant Marriott
DOUBLES
Captain L. C Boyd and L' t
.
Signals) lost t~ Capt ain il_eu;na;;t P. 0 . J · Nicholson (Royal
Marriott, 6-- , -6, --6. ·
·
eauchamp and Lieutenant
4 3
4
(Signed) P . 0. J . N ICHOLSON, Lieuten an t R.Signals
H on. Secretary, Corps Tenu'is.

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
Departures.--Captain H. R. V. Cooke, who has been attached
for temporary duty to the 2nd Cavalry Divisional Signals
(Middlesex Yeomanry. T.A.). Signalman Heald D., to 4th
Divisional Signals, Canterbury.
Courses.- Lieutenant-Colonel M. F. ?II. Parkes, ~1.c., has
returned to the Unit from the Senior Officers' School. Driver
McKay J .. has qualified as a Surgical Specialist of A.B.C. and
X.Y.Z. joints at the local butchery.
Promotions.-Congratulations to Lance Corporal Chambers on
being issued with the " shekels."
Gardening.- Congratulations to the following prize-winners
in _the Garrison Horticultural Show : Major G. P . Pavey (three
pnzes). Mrs. Pavey won the prize for the best jam maker,
Mrs. Brunton obtained a third for the " Loaf of Bread " Class.
In the Unit Lines Competition (Senior), the "Lincolns"
were placed first and the Depot Battalion second. This was a
good performance when one considers the large area which the
Depot Lines covers.
Agony.- Who was the young hero who, being tired of pen
pushing cycled to Doncaster, pu hed it back and slept under a
hedge en rcmte. "Good 'eavans, you'd never make a hobo,"
after complaining that the bike saddle pillow was bard.

promising cricketers were found whom we hope to see in the
higher spheres of the Corps' cricket games.
Recruits' Training.- 'o. 59 Squad, under Lance Corporal
Dunber, passed-off the Square on 26th June, Driver Turner
winning the whip for best man, Signalman Peel J ., a P.T. Medal,
and Signalman Elmes a spoon for musketry. , ·o. 6o Squad,
under Lance Corporal Ballard, passed-off the Square on 18th
July, Signalman Sunley winning the whip for best man and
Driver (LC.) Masson the P.T. Medal.
'o. 61 Squad, under
Sergeant Gourlay G., passed-off the Square on r8th July, Signalman Emburey winning the whip as best man, and Signalman
\Vestmaas the P.T. Medal. No. 62 Squad passed-off the Square
on 28th July, under Lance Corporal Dunbar, Signalman Price
winning the whip as best man, Signalman :Morris a spoon for
musketry, and Signalman Jackman the P.T. Medal. ,·o. 63
Squad, under Lance Corporal Graham J ., passed-off on the same
date, Signalman Doades winning the whip as best man, Signalman
Cooper J. a musketry medal and Signalman ?IIcCafferty the
P.T. :Medal.
'o. 64 Squad passed-off on 28th July, under
Lance Corporal McQuigan, Signalman Dunn S. J., winning the
whip as best man, Signalman Rees a musketry medal and
Signalman Hunt the P.T. ~Iedal.
Recruiting.-\Ve are pleased to record that several recruits
were raised by men of the Wing during their August leave.
Promotions and Appointments.-Congratulations to Lance
Corporals Graham ] . and Dunbar on reaching that rank. Also
to U fLance Corporal McLeod J ., on his first step.
EL PEE.

Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion
Writing notes for the first time appears rather a difficult
task; one has to knit together all the " happening " of the
previous month. With this excuse and my apologies, an earnest
endeavour will be made in future to record all information that
may be of interest to those who still look forward to news of
this particular arm of the Service.
The pa t month has seen us very busy attending Jumping
Shows, both near and afar, and although we have not gained all
" Firsts," the usual high standard of jumping has been maintained and several of the minor honours gained.
Musketry.-The Annual Musketry Classification has been
completed during the month, and here again the results are very
gratifying. After the great pains and worries of our Weapon
Training Staff. our thanks are due to them in helping to obtain
the results gained.
Promotions.- Our heartiest congratulations are due to our
former R.S.M.-R.S.M. aulfield--on his promotion to commis ioned rank (Lieutenant T.M.O.). V•le hope that his sojourn
in India (Peshawar) will be a pleasant and happy one.

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion
General.- During the past month, the Inter-Squad Cricket
Competition bas been in full swing and, after many postponements, was finally won by o . 64 Squad. The runners-up were
o. 65 Sq uad, who lost in the final game by 20 runs. Signalman
Ricci had a merry time while batting for No. 64 Squad, and in
one over managed to score 30 runs (3 sixes and 3 fours). Several

Sergeants' Mess, Depot Battalion.
General.-Quite a few event of note have occurred during the
month; the departure to India on promotion of R.S.M.!Caulfield
C. H., the excitement attendant upon the Garrison Horticultural
Show and, before we forget, the usual tampede for the honour
of being Mess Caterer.
With regard to the first event. "\Ve sincerely congratulate our
erstwhile R .S.M. on hi promotion to commis-ioned rank . We
wish both him and Mrs. Caulfield all happiness and success for
the future. Their presence will be greatly missed and we feel
sure that they, too, will retain pleasant memories of the Depot
Mess.
The next item deserves an edition all to itself to accommodate
the successes of S .T. C. personnel in the Garrison Horticultural
Show, but as this will be recorded elsewhere, we will merely
congratulate all S.T.C. prize-winners.
Courses.- Sergeant \Vhatmore W . has proceeded to Hytbe on
a Small Arms Course.
Departures.-Our best wi he go ,..,.jth the following : Sergeant
Mcintosh 'vV. to 4th Divisional Signal and Lance Sergeant
Gratwicke to 3rd Divisional Signals.
Promotions.-Congratulations and ruine's a pint to the following on attaining ranks as shown, C.Q.M.S . Foley J ., and Sergeant
Spearpoint F.
Social.-On Sunday, 25th July, a very exciting cricket match
was played against the" Darlington Moths," which re ulted in a
drawn game. Our team declared at 170 for 6, of which total our
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opening bat,
. ,;\[. Carpenter and Sergeant Gandey- made
a big proportt0n. The oppo ing team approached this total, but
then decidt"d to draw stumps and try a game of darts instead.
ne get o thir ty on hot days, you know. The 55th Div.
Si!mals, T .A., are in Camp at Gandale, and we hope to enjoy a
pleasant evening in the Me with them during their stay here.
Sports. Congratulations to our two Ti!fys on their excellent
performance in the Garrison Tennis and S .T.C. Championships,
Staff Sergeant Hallet and Lance Sergeant i\Iahon, finalists in the
Garri on doubles, when they lo t to Sergeant Farmer and
rgeant Creaton of the School of Signals. Lance Sergeant Mahon
finali t Garrison and S.T.C. Singles, when he lo t to Sergeant
Farmer, R.Signal .

must be recorded that " Doncoy" registered their first win only
last week- their first fixture. Great hopes are held with regard
to our chance of winning the League-in any case we look forward
to some good tussles.
Subtle. -As an excuse for overstaying leave by a few hours,
" I was a ked to nurse a baby in the carriage of the train and
a the infant fell asleep I was reluctant to wake it up and o
unfortunately mis ed my station." Relying on the old saying,
"A touch of humanity makes the whole world smile."
Late Final.-We are now looking forward to the football season
and Christmas-truly one long life of gaiety.
DoNcov.

Corporals' Room, Depot Battalion.

" E " Company, Training Battalion.

Trooping Season.- As this appears to be the mo t important
item at this time of the year, I >~ill start with the latest drafting
news. Corporal Stirk is warned f~ir service in Egypt, Corporals
Booth and ::\Ic eil for India. (In my la t notes Corporal Mc reil
was due for Malaya. Hard luck, Ma.xie !).
Promotions.-Congratulations to the following members of
the Mess on receiving pay for their bars : Lance Corporals
\Valter , Chambers, tl-Ialone, Dunbar and Graham.
Entertainments.-In my last notes I prophesied that the
Corporals' ::\less would beat the Sergeants' ?ifoss at cricket.
I am pleased to announce that the Corporals won by three runs ;
the game was a great success. The tea after the cricket was
enjoyed by all, especially the flies.

General.- Thc Company was recently visited by the officers
ana men of the 55th Divisional Signals, T .A., who were shown
the various phase of operators training. The time was rather
limited for a comprehensive study, but our Territorial brethren
were keenly interested in all they saw.
The results of the recent Unit Garden Competition were
excellent for this Company ; the first, secoi;id and thir<:I prizes
falling to us. The winners (T.5 Block) are to be heartily congratulated.

The remainder of the day was given up to Bar Sports. Blow
football was played by the ladies ; the game ended abruptly
when Staff Sergeant Hallett swallowed the ball.
TINY.

'' D '' Company, Training Battalion.
General.-The Company for the past month has been carrying
out normal routine. The average number of recruits have arrived
from the Depot and others, having completed their training,
have been posted to Field Units.
Next month the Company will be preparing for musketry.
';rhis may lead to the remark " My pal must be in the butts
because he has just waved to me." L ow that so many efforts
are being made to improve conditions in the Army, it would be
nice if the authorities could enlarge t he targets, and to ensure
good markmanship have the " bull" at least three-quarters of
t he target.
Congratulations.-To R.S.M. Butcher E. S. and R.S.M.
Harrison T. W. on their promotion to Lieutenant (T.M.O.), and
to Sergeant Lawrie on promotion to C.Q.M.S .
Arrivals.-Captain W. D. Horniman is welcomed to the
Company. We sincerely hope that he enjoys his stay with
" Doncoy."
Dunrobbin.-For a short period we shall have two Company
Q uartermaster Sergeants, and look forward to "double issues."
On the other hand, we arc faced with the remark, " Not methe other C.Q .M.S. issued that two days ago." Check mate.
King Sol.-During the past fortnight, we have enjoyed marvellous weather; it was especially appreciated during the
A1;1gust. leave period. For those who stayed at home, the outlymg v!llages pro".ed ~n attraction. In fact, quite a few persons
are senou ly cons1denng the formation of a cycle club-" ewbigging \Vheelers." I wonder what is so attractive at Ley burn.
Adventure.-Only last week a youth set out to paddle his
canoe half-way round the world and back. He was seen leaving
Catterick less canoe. But we must hope for the best. Good
luck, Paddy, and may the " waters " run smooth.
Sport.-The C~mp<1;ny cricket team is still maintaining good
results. In fact, 1t lS iust as well that they are not in the Cricket
League, otherwise Yorkshire and Midd lesex could look to their
laurels. As an almost new Company team, they are to be congratulat~d on a very s~ccessfu l season . A Sum mer Hockey
League m the S.T.C. has i ust commenced , and , in all modesty, it

Arrivals.- We extend a cordial welcome to Lieutenant T. E.
Dobson, Royal Signals, on arrival from West Africa.
Departures.-Signalman Topliss C. S. on probation to R.A.P.C.,
Aldershot. Lance Corporal Baldwin A. T ., discharged on 7th
July. We are pleased to learn that this .C.O. has found congenial employment with the Air :Ministry. Best of luck, Stan .
Marriages.- Signalman Harris G. A. K. to Miss Violet Watson
at Richmond, Yorks., on 14th July. Congratulations.
Promotions.- Congratulations to the undermentioned on their
recent appointments : Corporal Davey R. E. to Lance Sergeant,
8th June, Corporal Robinson A. to Lance Sergeant, 18th June,
and U/Lance Corporal Fowles G. A. to Lance Corporal, 14th May .
Cricket.-The team still holds its unbeaten record and results
to date are as follows :
V . BROMPTON-ON·SWALE (10th July).
Won by 72 runs.
"E" Company, 142 (Lieutenant Whiteway-Wilkinson 32,
2nd Lieutenant Freeman 33, Signalman Reading 28). Bromptonon-Swale, 70 (Lieutenant Whiteway-Wilkinson 3 for 21, Signalman Lovatt 3 for 18).
v. BROMPTON-ON SWALE (22nd July). Won by 54 runs.
" E" Company, n6 (Signalman Holmes 29 (ret.), Captain
Morgan 25 (ret.). Brompton-on-Swale, 62 (Corporal Watterton
L. 4 for 21).
v. RrcmroNDSHIRE (24th July). This match was unfinished and
a draw was declared.
Richmondshire, 139. " E " Company, 76 for 8 wickets.
v. HARTLEPOOL LAUNDRY (25th July). Won by 43 runs.
"E" Company, 120 (Corporal Watterton 25, Signalman
Lovatt 24, Corporal Fraser 22). Hartlepool Laundry, 77 (2nd
Lieutenant Power 2 for 9, Signalman Adams 3 for 13) .
Hockey.-The season has just commenced and only one match
has been played so far: " D " Company, 7; " E" Company, 3.

" F " Company, Traininr Battalion.
General.- Annual leave is over, and all is now set for technical
and educational instruction, together with the usual winter
games and a spot of cross-country. We hope to do well in the
Army Soccer Cup this year, in addition to maintaining our
successes in cross-country. Everyone returned in good health,
looking quite fit and happy.
Arrivals.-We extend a hearty welcome to Boy Kneebone
R. C., from the Duke of York's School. May his progress in the
Corps be as spectacular as that of his father. If he serves as
long t here will have been a Kneebone on the active strength of
t he Corps for approximately sixty years.
Departures.il, but t he following are at present un dergoing
weapon training wit h the Depot Battalion, so l~~k ou t for t heir
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ew Units in next month's issue of T;HE WrnE.: Boys. Bennett,

~ od Marshall, Barr, Clover, Valcnb~e. Harns~ 1'.Jartm, Owen,
H~l. 'waterfield, Bellis, Watson, Birkett, Williams, Wythe,
Bosten.
'
..
·
Overseas - The following have been prov1S1onally
f
h
·
t
· g
Service
·
·
ned for service overseas dunng the ort commg roop1~
war
.
Corporal
Jackman
to
Malaya,
Corporal
Turner
to
Ind1a,
season.
.
and Corporal Srmth to Egypt.
·
E t nsions - The following have been granted a further tour
of 0~: year ~n the cadre of the Training Battalion : Sergeant
Sullivan R. and Lance Corporal Blades T.
. .
Promotions.-Lance Sergeant Kirby E. and Corporal D1ckmson
A. to the ranks shown. Congratulations.
congratulations.-The congratul ations ~f the C?mpany are
exten d ed t o R ·S ·M · Butcher E. S.• on · his elevat10n hto
· comd
· · ed rank · Numerous ex-boys will remember
1m al
an
m1ss10n
I ·
· oin us in our congratulations. Our congratu ations are. so
~xtended to R.S.M. Harrison T. W. , of Headquarters•. ~1gnal
· mg
·
Centre• who has also been promoted to comm1ss1oned
T ram
rank.
.
Visit - We were visited, at work, on Saturday mormng.' _7th
Au ust by a party of boys from the 55th (West La~cs) D1v1s1onal
s·1 g 1 ' TA We hope that they were pleased with our effo.rts.
A ~:ht ·w~ entertained them to a games tournament, which,
i°~pe 'they enjoyed as much as we did. We were very pleased
~~e s~e o~r late Company Sergeant-Major (R.S.M. Donaghy), who
was in charge of the party.
Sport.one this month owing to annual leave. We hope to
have a lot to record next month.
EFFAS.

f

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess
Training Battalion.
As romised in last month's notes, hem is a short description
of ouf Annual Outing to Blackpool, which took place on 17th
July.
..
Four buses containing 124 members, wives, fa~1es ~~d:~a~
fr iends started off from "
.. Lines, after eac 1:11 1dv1thuerr
·'
•
· a1·ty
t
hadl receive
irrespective
of age, sex, nation
l
• e c.,
t
'th .. un
" vanity " or should I say " nose," bag comp e e Wl
.expired portion, .. to wit, banana, apple, boiled! e~?· )~r~rifp~
and tomato, not forgetting the httlekbag :Ji.f fsa tMr aButcher's
fashion" at 8.10 a.m .. wh1ch spea s w
or
·
or anisin . Each bus had, as compere, a member of the EnterCommittee to look after the
passengers and also to start a. short ~ ocatio~ ininogu~he single
I
ice cream vendor. I travelled m the us con a
members and friend under the able compere 1-Ir. ~~c~r·.. ~
this bus, amongst others, was the '~·ell-know~ ,. "r_ 0 ~ .. on
De ot fame " Eddy " or Father Chri tmas an
an
to
from carborough, who
way keepmg the company well amu ed, a
.. .
ed " Edd ..
for s'ore eyes to see these three eating " cornej h. m~e 'net .. ,~as
~ade a ..complaint because the bottom o
is cor
holler.
.. h
The thrill of the ride was over a six-mile stretch of t u~h
backs," and when we made a shfortth~t a~.!~g1;~~o~o~ki~;et~o
our legs one occupant of the ron
us
" rosy ,,' Ice cream and " dips " is u pected.
·
'all "Edd "
.
Moving off again, we made good gomg,. espC:1 s ~hich w~~e
who had by now disposed of all the hartd-btooilaedbteg1s)g •o that when
.. t
t d
age " (3 2 occupan s
'
no wan e on voy
fi t r uid refreshment he
we called at the "XL" f~rGour rs 1 good for you" did
wondered why that slogan
- - . - s t 1 minutes we carried
not apply to himself. After about twen y h to fin'd their own
on and reached Blackpool at 12 ·3° .p.m., f'~ave not mentioned
pleasures, which abounded on all sid~~ere and at Blackpool it
1 way
the weather before, but all tie
was glorious.
ft
H wever all ood thi ngs come to an end, so two b u es le
f or hoome a 't 9 pgm
· ·• and the. remaining
h two a t 11.30 p.m., and
we all arrived back safely, tired, but appy.

ta~ment~

pers~nalalc~mfo~ ~st~~

0

loa~

~.A.

wis:;~~~~~s ~or~af~i~~

i
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·r w~
ongratulations arc extended to L:ieu±cna:t\~JT·~~dO)ncv.er
Harrison and E. S. Hut~her on b~mg ~~z.. h~ been said or
truer phrase " our loss is someones ga1 .
8th Au u ·t the
written as in this case. On Sunday cvemsi_ig._ 1 ·n t~e :\1e
b
'th their wives attended a ocia 1
·
·
mem ers, w1
·t
. •taken of bidding farewell to :\tr .
when. the ore_r~~:slll ~u~~~~r and also of presenting a ::.mall
Harnson a
'
. .
h ' •h the ·e ladies were held, and also
;~:~h~! ~~;y e:a_~e~o~~ ~~~~rds the social and domestic . ide of
the Mess and Families.
On the following 'Vednes.ffiday evefni~~~ B:t~~l~n a a~an;~e
ment between the o cers o
T :\i )
Sergeants. At this functio~. Lieutenant ( ·t ·0f ·
H~·ison and Butcher were presented ~v~th_~ s~~~ ~~-:;:ien ~ t~~
all they had done. towards the ~~a I s~n~w will excuse me

T

~~~and

0

tler55r!~e!~~e~~rtic~~~~t~~a~;e~:~~~~ Butch~!·s' ac~~~~~ 5~st~~
word of mine can express our full appreci.a ior;; B E (Cornman·
officers present were Brigadier F. A . Heymann, · · · E (C
d t s Tc) Lieutenant-Colonel R. T. 0 . Cary, )t.B. T. . '.0 ··
an
· · ·• .
d
odl gathering of other rammg
Traini~g
Battalion) an ~eaolat?r by the visit of Colonel R. E.
Battalion officers, augmen
. ted
~aylor, o.s.o., ~1.c., which was greatly apprecia
.

S{V 6

The game having been played, R.S.:.\I. (F. of.
sK;~a
announced the following result (after a_ re-;ountt) . ·ery. cred16
. t
Officers 2 - pomt,,.......,esp1 e a v
Sergeants, 2 pom s;
B ~ • d.:> Heymann and Lieutenant
table win at darts ~hen r~:d~e\ome very suitable .remarks
Butcher. ~Ir. K_mg
b . n their promotion, which were
about the departedu;,g f;;coe:p~ny present. This was followed
heartily endors
Y C
dant and c o in which both
b speeches from the omman
· ·• ·
b t
eat
e~pressed their congratulations on the promotion • u gr
~rrow at having to lo e such able supporters.
The Command~ntcp~rtic~~~rl~ae~~pi~a;~:s~bi~ef;~xtfe~~~~~n~~
hHow !oyal~dt~~tc°iiero~~~each commissioned rank, and alsofhowt
arnson a
t fit themselve for-1 no
it w~ ii;t the power ofh everyo~ n~ties that might arise for
commissioned rank-t e oppo u
every possibility.
. .
bl
r
d
to
by
the
two
ret1p1ents
.
These speeches were smta Y rep ieh · t
t'ng event then
.
d hearty cheers A furt er m eres I

~:~ ~f:c~.anLieu:en~n\ ~~~~e;, ~e~i~ 1~!~~trf~~Z:sse~~b·i~:

had the onerous as 0
ti "·1
eat demand amongst the
I understand, wa~ frequen Y ~s~e now bad to part with it
1
hocchupdan~=e~f ;~~ ~~ ~;~~:~~ the future holder, and h is choice
e a
· p R H de) who was du1y presenfell on the Adjutant (C<:tptam : · y '
w holder then took
ted with the aforementioned smtcase. odTh~11e hilds' " unmena lucky dip. Lo and behol~. he. pr uc ~f~ r this we more
.
bl .. much to everyones eo1oyment.
e
. ..
bona e, .
lk b t th t general topic " Promotion,
or less parred off to ta a ou.
a
" tired " but
and gradually wended our vanou ways home, some
all happy.
.
th
B
ttalion
will
form
up
three
sides
To-morrow (Saturday) • e a
nd when the Commandof a square on the new :\LT. parade grou '
BE) will resent
in.g Officert(LEieu teBnau~~h~~l~~~~ 1ii·i;~~~r~~y~I~~e· 0£ this tn next
L1eutenan
· ·
·
month's notes.

5

·
t
o m on • ·

c QM S

Lawrie

Lance

Promotions.-CongdraRtu~tions :\ oon ~e~chin.g their r~specbve

ergeants Davey an
ranks.

Id G'
1
Congratulations to Lance
Marriages.-Poor 0
mge~ · to i-.Iiss Mary Jamie on, at
eraeant 'Whalley on the occa ion
Ty~emouth on 30th July.
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Corporals' Mess Training Battalion.
Ceneral. -Back from the grav . Excuses are: (1) That member- have been fighting; (2) r'ishing from Wiga n Pier:; (3)
Drinking and, lastly-horror o( horror- (4) Getting married. The
obvious and only rea onable excuse o. 3, is -accepted. Ten
hilling fine and stand down. Quiet, gentlemen, please-we
can't hear :\Iutt shouting.
Losses.- . umerous. A few bottles on the dart board and
pennies galore on the pin table. In the hadows are Corporals
L •nam, Rose (Foxy), George R rlatt and Jock A. son, all awaiting
the old refrai n "cast away aft." Yet it is said the ea air is so
bracing and, according to illu trated papers, India is a p lace of
charm.
o bear up, my hearties.
Syrup.- Overheard. " A Lance orporal somehow never looks
distincti\·e."
o glad you pulled your second tape, Piggy.
Bed and Breakfast.- Leyburn affords great scope for ardent
map readers. The ups and downs, to say nothing of the " inns "
and out are amazing. Keeping the reveille pass in mind, the
clock on the Education Building is a welcome ight at six in the
morning. Ask Bill Gee.
Les Amours.-Tread Softly in the temple of love. Quite a few
are bu y looking round for somewhere to settle. Happy humans.
On good authority we learn that Corporal Lynam and Lance
Corporal Ax on have married. Good luck to you both. In a
tage whisper, " Go on, Benny boy, faint heart, etc."
The Ladder.-Our heartiest congratulation to R. .l\I. Butcher
E. ., our President, on his r ecent promotion to Lieutenant
(T.l\I.0.). The :\1ess foregather on Wednesday, the uth, to
show our approval and wish him good luck and good health for
the fu t ure, but at the same time we know only too well tbe depth
of our Jo-s.
Peace.- Just where the piano used to be is a barrel of beer.
FULL. The member, q uite rightly, too, note this spot with
solemn and deep appreciation. Like a aood fire in winter time-~hi. barrel of ?urs lends a cheery atm~ phere. The .Mess Bore
rns1sts that a tm of cocoa would look just as cheery. Loud cries
of "shame. "
And On.- Tommy Blades is still the G.0.M. of the 'less and
lends " tone " to the surroundings--when we let him . In sole
charge of the :M:ess calendar, we are never sure about Christmas
Day. It happens nearly every Friday.
. Hush.- Wireless and gra~ophone working in good order.
T1cky the cat still champ, Bill Gee still knocking 'em, Bill Harbury and Foxy still catching 'em, and Mutt still talking. Routine
normal.
Finale.-Good luck and good hu~ting, cads. Odds two up on
the Jeee.
ow that the new pension rules have been published,
\~·e soldiers can rest on our oars reversed . Cheerio till openinu
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"A" Co rps 1gnaIs.
Here we are again, pals, with a few more notes on the doings
and undoings of Corpsigs.
Havin~ returned for one of our short visits to barracks I am
able t~ give my own impressions of the news in the Unit, i~stead
of havmg to rely on second-hand information reported to me by
stray D.R.s, etc. We returned from Camp on 17th July, and
we~e the chaps glad to be able to .don_ their glad rags and visit
their old haunts ? However, our JOY IS short-lived as we move
out on 16th August for a six-weeks' Course of Manreuvres. A
detach~ent of the Umt have already been in the area for about
a fortmght, and another detachment left yesterday so by the
time the 16th arrives, it looks as though only the pen-pushers
will be left to proceed.
Our Secret Service has managed to smuggle through an
uncensor~d rep<>rt on the great battle of Popham. I have much
pleasure _m be!ng able to publish it exclusively for the benefit of
all aspmng Field-Marshals.
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_ Th~ B_
a ttle of Poph_a m.- Wedne day, 14th July, was packed
with mc1dent, but th1 was expected and we had the foresi ght
to advance reveille by varying periods according to whether we
bore allegiance to the Laird o' Ma.cl opham or the Laird o'
l\IacBulford.

Briefly, the Laird o' MacBulford (who shall remain anonymous) laid a ide hi ' G.HX) ' and benign appearance, and became
endowed with felonious intentions and barbaric propensities.
These culminated in the capture of Kate, the beautiful daughter
of the Lai~d o' .MacPopham. Waxing forious, the Laird (who
hall remam anonymous) <la hed his golf clubs in the far corner
of the cave and knocked hi IZ-bore for six (the owl didn't give
h''? hoots). Rallying his clan, he quickly pursued the burglanous 2.lacBulford, and after various brushes and ambushes
oversurged the insurge nts at Andover. But that is not how th~
place got its name. The mpire gave the M.acBulford another
break, and, after a brief armi tice, the pursuit was renewed,
to end in a pitched battle before Bulford Downs. The Chief
Umpire was very tactful, and only averted the outbreak of
fresh hostilities by declaring that the rival clans had been so
cunning that they had outwitted the mpires. All this brought
us to Bulford, a neutral and friendly country.
BuLFORD-seeing of (only one "f ").-We raise our hats to
". Thirdiv igs."_ They received us with an open dining-hall, and
ng~t r~yal l y did we assuage an appetite that had been accumulatmg smce the early hour . The two clans sank their differences
and other more tangible thing , discarded their battle order and
a sumed sports kit. The jousts were held on the Tidworth
Oval,_ and we hope are . recorded el ewhere. Halfway through
the lists, we were boldmg our own, but eventuall y we went
u nder to the prowe of Southern Command Signals. The whole
co~1te t was waged in a pleasant atmo phere, and a thoroughly
enioyable afternoon wa spent. How often, for example, do
we see all the entrant for the long jump do over twenty feet ?
'~ e smcerely hope that this informal tourney may be the forerunner of_ other~. All ranks of Corpsigs tender their thanks to
3rd D1v1s1onal Signals for a jolly good show.
. Drafts.-The first _thr~e boat Ii ts are in and the following
will embark for service m Chma and Jamaica within the next
two months:_ Corporal. Hatton (Tommy) and Vass (Lance
Corporal Vassila) to J amaica (lu cky cads). There may be wedding
bells around Newcastle before the boat sails. Signalmen Barritt
Binningsley, Butterfield, Taylor W. and Player to Hong Kong'.
Sergeant Chesters, . Lance C?rporal Copsey and Signalman
Brewster to . T1entsm, and 1~i;ialman otterell to Shanghai.
There are still many_more wa1tmg for t he China Seas. Hong
Kong and Malaya Signals please note that Claude Keeling is
now going to Hong Kong and not Malaya. Hard luck on Hong
Kong.
Promotions.-Congratulations are extended to the following
on attainirlg their present ranks : C.S.M. Crockford, Corporal
Harvey and Lance Corporal Ingram. It may be of interest to
the l~t two to know that a cect;ain paragraph in K .R.s states
that A W.O. Class I has the nght to extend to complete 12
years with the Colours."
Literar~.-Readers of the Ev~ning Standard were surprised
one eyenmg to find that a certam well-known Drum-Major was
notonous enough to have two columns devoted to his work .
We of Signals, who appreciate the efforts of this individual are
please? ~o hear that th~re is no truth in the tale that he is lea.'ving
us to ]Om Mrs. Beeton s Staff. (Apologies to Mrs. Beeton.)
So~ Stuff.- Who said "Swaddies " were hard-hearted ? A
certam member of this U nit, watching a police court case last
~eek, ~poiled a brand new hanky to dry the eyes of a poor
little girl. Well done, Sir Walter Raleigh !
Wit.- Heard on parade :
F_atigue Detailer: " What's your name ? "
Signalman: " Digweed, sir."
F.D. : " Well, you look after the gardens."
Finis.- Well, _pals, we ~ill now say.au revoir. Before closi ng,
the humble scnbe wo~ld_Just hke to say good-bye, as he is due
to embark f?r T1entsm m October (if the place is still there).
Another scnbe, well known in Peshawar will take over so
;; Roll on the Boat ! " To quote the words of a famous poet,
Men may come and men may go, but 'A' Corps lives for ever."
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1st Divisional Signals.
No. I Company.
General.- At the beginning of the month we joined "A"
Corp in camp at. Popham: . J'.'or a few days, part c;if the Co"!"Ps
were given a few hmts on D1VJs10nsal work, as they >1<,ll be helpmg
us throughout manreuvres this _season . They qa_ickly drop~ed
into their stride, a nd we are lookrng forward to their co-operation
next month. Since our return, the Company has been preparing
for the forthcoming camp.
The families have enjoyed an outing to Hayling Island. It
was a grand affair, but the weather let us down badly. Although
a few did put on bathing costumes and ran about to keep warm,
most of us felt the need for coats. During the afternoon, sports
were arranged for the ladies and children. The ladies' egg
and spoon race was such a success that two heats- each of
twelve runners- had to take place before the exciting final.
The children's races were divided into four groups, according
to their age and sex. It was amusing to watch the toddlers
trying to reach the tape.
Sports over there was an hour of do-as-you-please, and then
we assembled' for tea.
eedless to say the meal was enjoyed.
Mrs. Harris kindly presented the prizes to the winners of the
races after the tea.
Then someone suggested a trip on a loop-a-loop plane at the
"Fun Fair." Eight victims were collected and the who!~ of
the party were later entertained by the spectacle of the e!ght
unfortunates being spun round and round . It has been decided
that there are a few of our members who will never obtain a
Pilot's Certificate. " We are safer on the ground, aren't we,
Sergeant-Major ? "
About six o'clock, each kiddie was given an apple_ or an
orange, a stick of rock and a bag of sweets before startmg the
homeward run .
Our thanks are due to the Commanding Officer and other
officers for the splendid outing, and also to Sergeant Andrews
for his willing as istance.

1st Anti-Aircraft Group Signals, Blackdown.
Headquarters.
Blackdown.
15th August.
Turn 'Erbert's face to the wall, mother ;
Sell his old push-bike as scrap.
They're sending our 'Erb. overseas, motberSomewhere not marked on the map.
C.S.M. Dowie for Egypt ; Sergeant Hodg on and Lance
Sergeant Atkinson for India ; Corporal Powell (who was previously going to Egypt) for Ceylon. Are you safe anywhere
these days ? I don' t know-the world is in a " terrible state of
chassis."
To the Reserve: Corporal .Marchant W ., Lance Corporal
Gibbon R. and Signalman Porton G. "Au rev?ir but not goodbye," as the sentimental ditty goes. The Rubicon may now be
re-crossed via Mr. Hore-Belisha's ne·west beacon.
Discharged (after twenty-one) : Sergeant Standley F.-a
" darlin ' " man, who is sadly missed .
Births.- To Lance Sergeant and Mrs. lent, on 24th July, at
Aldershot, a son.
Marriages.- There were none, a lthough a good many seem to
be dithering on the brink.
othing much d1;1ring the past four weeks- most of
Sport.us were on leave.
Work.- You won't want to hear much about this subject,
which is just as well. I am liable to attacks of typist's toe-nail,
and you know how painful that is. Besides, the notes from the
detachments have to be done yet.
E . F.M.

F.E.C. Detachment, Watchet.
9th August.
We journalists of the F.E.C. have decided to contribute more
news to the WIRE because we think that la t month's notes
were not so bad. Things in general are O.K. down here, and
even the weather is doing its best to p~ease us. On the whole,
the Detachment is having a very good time.
Having at long last got rid of No. 2 Detachment, there is an
atmosphere of the lonesome pioneer about our tent, o~r only
trouble being a rare fault now and agam.
fter rel_atmg our
trials and woes, we must inform our readers of the bnght_ spots
around camp. For instance, there was our mud scrap m the
sea the other day-our opponents were the Depot Battery, R.A.
Last week found all the troops in \Vatchet. The Fair was
there, and the styles paraded on the promenade (if we dare call
it such) ranged from shorts to fur coats.
A few of us are still waiting for the date when the big ~at
sails to those places where monkeys fall from the_ tree~ with
sun-stroke or where scorpions can be seen measunng ix feet
between the eyes (as we have been told by our ex-Singaporites).
Things We Would Like to Know.-Why does our R.A .F.
representative like hiking ?
Who is always ringing up " Popeye" ? And does Bux-ton
know?
Did the " Triumph " last to Pembroke ?
What is the meaning of " Straight P ieces " ?
Sport.- With the exception of skittles and " Bell," :No. 2
Detachment will be pleased to hear that we a re beating all
comer .
G. R.W.

No. 2 Area Signal Section, Pembroke Dock.
General.- The Section at Pembroke Dock is ~ow c?mplete,
as o. 2 Detachment arrived from \Vatchet, VJa Bn to!, on
27 th July. W e are still having ~xcellent weather; even those
old Egyptian campaigners (Carmichael, Bu~on and Co.) ad1;llit
that King Sol might cool down a b1t-espec1ally ~vhen 2! miles
of cable bas to be laid in an hour. But everyone is happy and,
at times, one m ay hear the praises sung of "Blue Label " -a
very excellent beverage .
Strange to relate, the ex-Servicemen's Club me~be rshi p has
swollen alarmingly since the advent of o. 2 Section ,?n P~m
broke Dock. The reason ? ·well, such places as the Alexandria " (much beloved by a certa~n Lance Corporal) are not open
for bu iness on Sundays, so, rn order to obtain _the abovementioned" Blue Label," we have b een forced to ]Olll the Club.
Many times one hears the cry, " Roll on, England ! " Of course,
during our spare time we have " night runs " and are kept busy
maintaining our lines.
Departures.- Signalmen Hodgson a nd Porton no lon~er grace
the portals of our lorry park with their carcase~. Signalman
Hod ason
has left us to prepare for Hong Kong, whilst our George
0
goes to " Civvy Street. " The Section send all their best to you,
George. Good luck! I am sorry to say that " Jeep " bas al o
left us · ome of the lads think that he is in a much hotter place
than singapore. ( .B. " Taff ''. William at Watchet.) Other~.
when questioned, turn away, s1_gh and apply a_ d~~ cambnc
hankie or piece of wa te to their eyes, murmunng, Alas, poor
Jeep!"
Things We Have Seen.- Our Martha- not the rambling_ros:~
astride a fearful motor-cycle of doubtful v!ntage.
erily . bs
a strange sight, my ma ters, but stranger thmgs are_happem~g
A certain Lance Corporal and Signal man disappear w1ti; amaz1~g
regularity towards Pembroke. Why ? The answer, I m afraid,
is " Pickles."
Jews• Mail.- Jim Bank (Ju b., India). " Stamps are very
dear. Will write peechi. Lew."
" Taff " 'Villiams, Watchet. " It seems that your sins may
be laid at ero' door."
finale.- And so, for the pre ent, Adios. Di
MAL DE fOND.
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3rd Divisional Signals, Bullord.

Corporals' Room.

G~neral.-The pa i month has

een a very busy one and we
con 1der our$elves lucky to baye been given the opportunity
of domg our fair hare of a istance to the Territorial Army.
Apart from our u ual a istance to T.A.
nits in camp, we
undertook t~e T.A. Young Officer ' Gour e. \\"e were very ofad
to see the 1xteen officers who attended the our e and hope
that they enjoyed their hort two weeks attaclun~nt. It i
u~derstood t~a~ this our e, which has in the pa t been held at
\\ oohnch, wl.11 m future year take place at atterick.
The Southern ommand taff Duties Exerci e with ignals
went off successfully with the 43rd T. . ianaJs
providino- 1 o. 1
0
Company.
o

SOME SNAPS OF THE RECRUITING
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Of necessity my notes must be hort this month. I make no
excuse_s for I expect everyone is just as busy as ourselves In
fact, smce the commencement of the Collective Training Se~son
there has been o.n~ ince sant round of camps. Last month, th~
43rd (Wessex) D1v1 tonal Signals (T.A.) arrived on Bulford Fields
for a. fortnight, and d_uring the outhern Command Signal
E_x~rc1se they took the burden of work off our shoulders by prov1dmg the Headquarters office staff and communications
Tl~e Tidworth Tattoo, as most of you have read, surpassed .all
previous attendance records, and I must say as one who saw it
no fewer than nine times, it deserves all the praise given to it by
thep res.
I would like to point out to the Eaypt Signals scribe that there

DETACHMENTS ACTIVITIES (See August Notes).
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is no copyright on the signature that is usually appended io
these notes, and if anyone has claimed a right to the title they
are at perfect liberty to use it.
RELLUB.

South Irish Coast Def ences Signal Section.
Spike Island Detachment,
General.- The RA. major training season has ende<l. Forts
were manned on " business " lines for five days during which
period the W.D. Fleet raided the defences and tried landing
parties. Of course, we scotched all their little tricks and won
handsomely.
obody thought of the old joke about "snipping
the line " worth applying to our submarine or buried cables, so
the Section had little to worry about. There was a scare when
the H.Q. line failed to answer, but our investigator found nothing
more alarming than a phone temporarily unattended-an even
older joke.
The season is being followed by a spell of make and mend,
which is to be succeeded by Garrison Sports, Individual Weapon
Training, spots of furlough, merry Christmas and a happy ew
Year.
The Section, having little to make or mend, is getting weapon
training completed before the sports, and we should enjoy good
weather. We expect to report a good average next month.
Signalmen Hardy . and Pemberton -...v., who fired as" casuals,"
prior to going to Catterick for draft, returned very high scores
and have both set us a high scratch mark as a useful start.
Departures.-Signalmen Hardy C. and Pemberton W. to
Catterick for Jamaica and Tientsin respectively. Both are good
fellows and have been sound and useful members of the Section.
We are sorry to lose them, and wish them steady trip and happy
tours.
Casualties.-Lance Corporal Richardson C. makes good progress and at the end of bis two months' convalescent leave should
be fit enough to stand bis twenty-eight days' draft furlough.
Sport.-The Section has not fielded its tennis team this month,
but continues to be in demand for all H.Q. events.
otable
performances with the cricket ball have distinguished Signal_man
O'Brien V., who has proved quite a disaster to H.Q. and Garrison
visitors.
Fishing is definitely a distressed industry and has not recovered
from the loss of Sergeants Morley and Richardson.
Technical.-The Short-Wave Set has now reached its semifinal form and is ready for work. Next month we hope to be
able to report contact with some Corps Stations.

(Atove) Left to right : Signalmen Healeyt, MacDonald,
Anderson, L/C Brown, Signalmen Pemberton , Ansell.
(Below) General view of the Redoubt at Rerrin, with
Hungry Hill in the background.

SPIKE.

Bere Island Detachment.

I. S!gnalman Marsh, Reading.
2. Signalman Barber, Reading.
3. Lance Corporal Grant, Banbury.

4. Cowley Barracks, Oxford.
5. Per~onal and K3 at Banbury.
6. R.S1gnals demonstrating at Aylesbury.

General.- " Spike " seems to be very surprised that I manage
to find so much amusing material in this " very far-flung outpost
of the Empire." My shamrock telegraphists were never better,
though to excuse the brief notes of this month, I must explain
that a few of them are on the sick list.
Visits.-Sergeant Pronger paid a visit to the Islan? on 8th
July, and we believe and hope that he found everything as he
would like it. \Ve were convinced that he would r OT like to
live here. Signalman hergold visited us for a couple of days,
j ust long enough to overhaul the instruments and to get away
again. He seemed to like the spot, and I believe that if he were
an operator he would volunteer to do a pontoon here. Corporal
Richardson F. came along with his wife on 4th August, and we
thought that we were to get a new .C.O. i/c, but it is not t o be.
He leaves again on 12th August for Spike. Ours not to ~eason
why, but it is known that there are Troopers around. Did you
like Bere, Richie ?
Casualties.-'Ihe Detachment are glad to hear that " Tiffy "
Rich ardson is back on his feet once again, and hope that the
sweeps will help him over bis long convalescent leave.
Sport.-At last we have achieved our ambition. We have
defeated 26th (H) Battery, R.A., by four runs. It was a fine
game and a great fillip to the triers, who have slogge~ away with
this victory in v iew. Remem ber that I hope t o read m the WlRE
that a second victory has been made.
Departures.-Signalman Pemberton vr..r. G. leaves B ere on
nth August , and Spike on 13th August , for C_atterick Camp, to
prepare for service in T ientsin . Before say mg farewell after

Signalman Ansell , E.G .

Signalman Pemberton, W .G.

nearly seven years in thi delectable spot, I mu t repeat " ee
I reland First." You w ill like it, or you will not. Per onally I
say Ti m must like it for he has been here longer than I, a nd am
I jea1ous ?
Agony.
ignal man Anderson stood on a large tone m order
to get into the group, and even then he doe n't look o tall.
Signing off from
AzM -P.6M.

INDIAN·SIGNAL CORPS
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outings.- A little outing to the Tarn Jabba Fr:uit _Farm "'.as
arranged the other Sunday for the purpose of gettmg m supplies
f fruit to allay the scourge of scurvy, as fruit and vegetables are
~o scarce in t his part of the. E1!1pire (?). Everyone was well
primed both inside and out; 1ns1cle by the taste a nd try system ,
and outside by paying rather heavy charges, but I suppose t he
one balanced the other.
Educational Awards.- The intelligence squad has perfo:med
ery creditably and we offer the following our congratulations :
~ergeant Longhurst and Signalmen R~chmond,. Ha~son and
Bolton, all awarded the First Class Certificate, "~th S1gnalm3:11
Richmond "D" in Mathematics. Sergeant \\ay passed m
English, Corporal .Bull in English and Geography, an.~ L~n~e
Corporal Bolam in E nglish and Geography, with a
D
m
English.
Promotions.-Congratulations to Corporal Hargreaves and
Lance Corporal Bolam on att ai ning those nnks.
ow cheer up,
you unpaids. Never say die; a p receden t has been established.
Awards.-Hearty congratula tions also to T.S.M. Taylor 3:nc1
Havildar Major K a la ndar Khan on being awarded the Coronation
Medal.
Odds and
moustache.

Ends- Births.-" Chumba,"

a

daughter.

·o

" Lady," four lust y, yapping . sons, only t wo of which have
sun·ived the hand of the e xecu tioner .
Rabbits by t he score u nder t he watchful eye of Signalman
" Skeeter " Howard .
"Bring-'em-back-ali ,-e" Wood and h is mongoose, "Benji,"
soon parted com pany, a nd j ust at t he t i ~e _when k ing cobra<;,
etc., were raiding La nce Sergean t Andrews chicken run.

SIGNAL TRAINING CENTRE (INDIA) JUBBULPORE ALL RANKS' GOLF CLUB

NORTHERN COMMAND .. . ... .. ...... . ... /ND/AN ARMY

"A" Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
In vVaziristan.
General.-The Headquarters of the Unit being at Razmak, and
in consequence out of touch of the \Hiter of the e notes, it is
regretted that it is not possible this month to record a ny items of
general interest concerning the Unit. vVe must confine our
contribution to a good look at Part II Orders.
Arrivals.-We extend a cordial welcome to Major R. M. Lunt,
R.Signals, who joined us from the Signal Training B atta lion
(S.T.C. (I)), and to R.S.M. Todd D., :M.B.E., who joined us from
Home after a trip out on S. . Rajputana.
Honours and Awards.- \Ve offer our congratulations to the
following recipients of the Coronation Medal, 1937 : LieutenantColonel C. H . H . Vulliamy, R.Signals, C.S.nI. Cooper J ., Sergeant
Clark \ V., Corporal Manton E. , La nce Corporal Lowman C.,
Signalman Hade W., Subedar Chajja Singh, H avildar Jumle
Shah, Havildar Bostan Khan and Naik Sher Khan.
Promotions and Appointments.-Quite a few this month.
Congratulations go to C.S.M. Gould G. on promotion to that rank.
Tr, Lance Sergeant H utchinson R . and Lance Sergeant Pink R.
on their appointments. To Corporals Brown J., Griffin H ., and
Fox A., on their promotion. To Lance Corporals Lowman C.,
Colton G., and Stone R., on their appointment to Paid Lance
Corporal. And to U/Lance Corporals Hughes F. C. , Rowden W.,
Fall F., Hills L., Jones I., Townsend A., Styrin G. , and Morrison
J ., on their appointment to Unpaid Lance Corporal.
Extensions in lndia.- A vote of courage is offered this mont h
to Corporal \ Villiamson T. on extending his tour in India for .a
further five years. Also to Corporal .Bevans J ., L ance Corporal
Young F . and U/Lance Corporal Townsend A., on extending
for a further year in the country.
CAVE CANEM.

(See Notes in Sports Sectio n).

We all send our hearty good wish es to Corporal Johns a~d
Signalmen Feather~ton~. ~ochrane a nd . Potts, who are still
hold ing 'em back m Waz m stan, and wish them all a happy
landi ng.

1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
2nd August.
General.- The m onth of July is now behind us and no one will
be sorry, except, perhaps, the fortunat e ones spe nding the month
in the Murree Hills. I won't enlarge on t he subject of the weather,
for I suppose there are worse Stati ons than Ri salpur in July,
though not much. The monsoon broke with a vengeance a nd
caused one or two sleepless nights b y trees crashing to the
ground, boxes being blown along vera nd a hs and, of course, the
never-ending banging of d oors a nd windows. But who cares ?
It was1'1:he little drop of moisture so urgent ly needed , for which
we a re thankful.
Musketry.- \ Ve regret to ay that we have lost th e Scissors
Cup ; our successors are "A" Corps Signals, R awalpindi. Congra tulations, " A" Corps! Everyone used to think tha t the
exploits of Tom Mi" a nd his gang were remarkable for their
daring a nd skill, bu t t hey pale into insignificance when compared
with the remarkable performance put up by our men and animals
in t he Annual Mounted Revolver Course. The T.S.M. just pipped
Signalma n Wright for first place.
Swimming.- Tt is remarkable that in this most enlightened
age we still run across non-swimmers. How a man can board
a big boat at Southampton and spend three weeks on the water
without having any qualms about the boat going down is beyond
me. Besides, it is so essential for a Cavalryman to be as good in
the water as his mount, so we are told. AnyvJay, great strides
are being made with our non-swimmers, who vow that they
wouldn't think of getting on the big boat again until they are
proficient in the aquatic art.
M.T. Driving Courses.- All our Senior r.c.O.s are undergoing
a Driving Course under Lance Sergeant (" Patience-is-a-virtue ")
Wright. Now, whether there is an ulterior motive beh ind t his,
I don't know (ask Andy), but t hey deem it necessary in view of
the advance of mechanisation. Perhaps, being wealthy men,
t hey ant icipate having cars of their own.

Prize-giv ing at Mounted Sports.

Two Snaps of the recent Mounted Sports.

Obituary.-1t is with the deepest regret that we have.to rec-ord
the untimely death of No. 2312416 C.Q.M.S. zarkowsk1 A. · P .,
who was found dead in his bed on the mornmg of 17th July.
The cause of his death was diagnosed as syncope.
The discovery of this tragedy was a ter:rif1c sh~k to a_Ll_who
were privileged to know his cheery p~rsonahty an_d his qu alities~
a zealous conscientious worker with a downright honest an
unselfish ~ature. He was respected and is mourned by all.
The interment took place the same evening at the Risalp~r
Cemetery and he was accorded full military ho~our· at,, th~-.
ceremony. The gun carriage and team were provided by F
Battery, RH .A., and the trumpeters b;,r th~ 13th I th R?;,ral
Hussars (Q .M.O.). F loral tributes from his friends and ~11 mts
in Risalpur were placed by the graveside. \Ve are very mdebted
to Condr. Shackleton, of the Grass Farms Department, Mardan,
for providing, at such short not ce. _all the wreath requir~d by ~he
Unit. It was also gratifying to notice two wreaths from 1 hawar
District Signals.
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. Departu.rcs.- Our Commanding Officer, Major V. C. Holland.
1. proceeding home on two months' leave. He is to fly home by
Imperial Airways and to r!lturn by the Dutch K.L.M. service.
We. all wish you a happy land ing in E ngland, sir, and a pleasant
holiday.
Arrivais.- Lieutenant R. C. Yule has rejoined us after six
months' leave in the United Kingdom, and we are pleased to
k_now that he has JOmed the happy (?) band of Benedicts. We
·1?cerel.Y hope that Mrs. Yule, who is at present staying in Murree,
will en1oy good health and will like this little cantonment of
ours.
AU DAX.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
19th July.
.. Hello.,!olk ! 2 Bar C calling once agai n. Yours truly, after a
S1e ta
our e at Ju bbulpore, rides the range once more
~encc th~ tit~~e-tattle which is inserted under the heading
IRE otes.
Lots of tluugs have happened in my absence.
Rock salt has gone up and 1s scarce. ·where is it all going to,
Oscar?
Although. the m,onsoon is curtailing our programme, football
and hockey m the Hot ·weather Leagues are going strong. Results
to date are shown in the sports colum ns.
Se.rgeant Redworth F. attended a local Anti-Gas Course and
quahfied" Signalman Cass A. passed a Course in Sanitation
Duties with the British Military Hospital and mosquitoes are as
scarce now as the rock salt.
Congratulations,. belated, but just as sincere, from the Troop
to our 0.C., Captam K. C. 0 . Bastyan, on his elevation to that
rank. Lance Sergeant Vine J . also stepped up one and the Mess
stepped up and had one.
. Quite a number of old soldiers of fortune (this includes
Signal.man Howard H .) have recently received clasps to their
Frontier Med.als, the other recipients being C.S.M. King R. and
Corporal Krught S. H., all of which were gained before their
transfer to the Troop. (English papers please copy.)
Ta~g about awards, this will be a common routine of the
Troop m future .. It may be of interest to ex-punchers that the
Troop now supplies remforcements for Frontier operations. At
the m~ment we have sixteen N.C.O.s and men on the Waziristan
operations.
<?omings. and goings are numerous and the following have
arnved dunng the last few months: 2320047 Signalman Roake C.
from 3rd <;av'.1-lry Tr?op. 2027918 Signalman Bailey S. from 1st
Indian D1v1s10nal Sign~!~ . 2323185 Signalman Redhouse A.
from .1st Indian D1v1s10nal Signals.
2321580 Signalman
P~ck~~mg E. fro~ Kohat. 2322272 Signalman Mills K. from
V\ azms:tan D1s.t~ict S1g~als. 4612436 Signalman S\\oift A. from
1st Indian D1vIS1onal Signals. 2322382 Signalman Cass A from
Kohat .District Signals. C.<;;J.M.S ..H'.andby J . with family and
regulations from 3rd Indian Div1s1onal Signals. 2313951
Sergeant Red worth F. from United Kingdom (where the Belisha
beacons come from) . Sergeant Reat W. from the W.E.S., Cherat.
The following have left for better or worse · C Q M S
Holmes W. (Aldershot Tattoo) to the Home Establi;h~e~t·
Sergeant Lawman H. to the United Kingdom for transfer t~
''. Civvy Street" and Lance Corporal Robertson J. to the Home
Establishment. Did you hand over the swindle to anyone Jock
for the coming football season.
'
'
Corporals Knight S. and Bai~ J. ~re basking at home at a pri~e
and Lance Sergeant Nuttall S . is dorng the same at a bigger price.
Troopi~~s continue to pass the examiners for attendance and
go~ wntrn&' a~d ~ve congratulate Signalman Shepherd W .
passmg Eng~sh C .and Urdu, requiring only Mathematics for
~pec.1,al. Certificate. ~1gnalman <;ook G. passed all subjects, with
m Mal' Readmg, and Signalman Taylor W. completed
First Class with Map Reading. Lance Corporal Leach passed
Geography towards First Class. Yes, sir! What warrriors 1
The last three are now dazzling the tribesmen with their recently
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acquired knowledge. Yes, sir I And they still cannot find the
Faqir of Ipi. What about it, Signalman Cook ?
Well, that is all, folk, unt il next month, but sit down in that
saddle, " Dodger " I
Sport.-Results to date are as follows :
HOCKEY. HOT WEATHER LEAGUE.
v. "B " Squadron, 3rd D.G. (Carabiniers)
Away. Won 2-1
Away. Drew 1-1
v. "C" Squadron, 3rd D.G. . .
v . Staffs and Department
Away. Won 1---0
v. Sialkot Police (friendly)
Away. Won 4-3
v. " C" Squadron, D .G. (friendly)
Away. Won 6-o
The team is : Corporal Stonehouse ; Signalman Chappell and
Lance Corporal Roake; Captain K. C. 0. Bastyan, Corporal
Connor and Signalman Meek; Sergeat..t Kenny and Signalmen
Pickering, Pittman, Cass and Rork.
FOOTBALL.

v.
v.
v.
v.

"
"
"
"

B"
C"
D"
E "

SIGNALMEN!!
Tap " The .Wire " and call Pip Emma for
Everything Regimental

SCARVE.5 SQUARF.S
TIE.5
Gold and Silver Badges

HOT WEATHER LEAGUE.

Squadron, 3rd D.G.
Squadron, 3rd D.G.
Company, 2nd Worcestershire Regiment
Battery, R.H.A.

Lost
Won
Won
Lost

I-4
I---0
3---0
1-3

of every description

Civil, Military and

KHAN A.

Tropical Outfitting

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.

al the Most Reasonable
Prices

8th August.
In an endeavour to find something of interest for insertion in

the WIRE, I have held these notes over until the latest Air Mail,
but to no avail-this spot is dead.
The results of the first I.T. Course has been received; the
majority of the candidates were successful, and some of them
are now in Murree lightheartedly spending the results of their
labours.
The linemen, under Sergeant Webb, depart to-morrow for
the comparative coolness at Landikotal for a month's intensive
indoor studying prior to appearing before the September Trade
Board. The duty roster has now a very sorry aspect, but the
faces of those remaining are positively alarining when they go
to the Order Board.
This year a party of the Unit went to Kashmir for a month's
leave. Apparently the innovation was a success, as another
party is going in September. The parties are looked after by
the Kashmir Express Company, and, I understand, that a very
good time can be had at a much cheaper rate than when spending
leave in the usual Hill Stations. We recommend the trip to
other Units who are near enough to avail themselves of the
chance.
·
We congratulate Signalmen Day and Buchanan on their
very good performances on the cricket field against the 15th
Medium Battery, R .A. The former took all ten wickets for 21
runs, the first time, I think, this has been done in the history
of the tournament; and the latter scored a sparkling 85. (DetaiJs
of the match will be found in the Sports Section.)
We welcome to our Inid t Lieutenant W. A. K. Stodart, on
his return from U.K. leave. He is very busy at present taking
over the Adjutant's duties, but not too busy to assist us in
gaining our solitary victory in the Hockey League. Lieutenant
(Q.M.) C. H. Caulfield, on his appointment as Q.M. of the Unit.
A son and heir to Corporal and Mrs. Thomas. May their stay
here be a happy one.
Promotions and Appointments.- Congratulations to Corporals
Sherrington and Hipwood on moving into the higher circle.
IL DESPERANDUM.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
2nd August.
Generally Speaking.-The time has come when brains must
be wracked and good paper spoiled in an effort to produce our
monthly tale. The quietness of this happy (?) breed of men, this
little world, provides scant material for notes. This lack of
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incident should give no rise to complaint, when " incident "
these days means the calling out of another detachment, an
increase in duties or such like unpleasantness. But the end of
the month for me is a dread period. ·were I a Lewis Carroll or
a "Beachcomber," or any other weaver of phantasy with a
NAME, then the boot might be on the other foot; I could reel
off any sort of nonsense ffithout regard to any plan or order and
have it accepted for publication \\ithout question . Being
nameless, however, the column must have its strict basis of
fact and pursue its logical way with brevity, at a cost of great
labour-a la Hercille . And there are those who ask, what's in
a name?
Waziristan Operations, 1937, are the sine qua non of all good
notes these days. The Unit has not, however, been much
affected during the last month as in the earlier phases of the
trouble.
o further inroads have been made on our strength and the
W /T personnel remains the same. C.W. is still maintained and
harmony is preserved, so there is nothing to provide " copy,"
therefore we must turn to personalities.
Shipping (P.M.).-Signalmen Hatton and Robertson from
Waziristan paid us a flying visit yesterday on their way to :Murree
for a spot of leave. They are looking extremely fit and seem to
have found lile moderately good up there. " Swerver " has that
well-known look in his eye, which, I think, the tribes of all
Asia could not dispel, and Tommy's voice retains its harm,
which we found so enthralling in the days of yore. \Ve may
now claim to be tolerably well informed of operations in \Vaziristan, and how they should be run. O.K. for sound, Robby ?
The Ever-changing Faeil of Nature (?).- We di posed of everal
undesirables by packing them off to Fort Lockhart thi month,
having, in return, a few fresh-literally and figuratively-faces
as well as some additions for the hockey team. This relief of so
barren a landscape is gratifying. One now beholds the l oyish
and innocent countenance of a Couch or a Hyett in tead of evil
plainsmen's leers
evcrtheless, it seems that the Hobdens
and the Hunts will always be with us.
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The " Detached " View.-The Thal detachment prefer to
remain where they are until a later distribution of personnel.
Thi announc ment has giYen rise to much conjecture down
here. \Ye wonder ju tifiably-what Signalman James has
been " Thalling " Signalman )!assink.
The Pigeon Loft. Home again a.re Lance Corporal Beva.n and
Signalman Jone , fre h from "coursing" in tJ1e S.T.C. Their
uccesses are not yet published ; rumour has it, howeYer, that
" typicai slide-rule error " were apparent in the I.J\.I. 's tests.
In the same flight (of fancy) came Signalman Colley, posted to
u from Jubbulpore, whom we promptly impounded for his
ability with the piano acoordion. Hi impromptu concerts are
a delightful relief to the tedium of summer evenings, and we
most incerely hope that he will be with us for many long and.
happy day . Actually, ahem! Earlier in the month, W.E.S.,
Cherat, despatched to us one Signalman Jennings. He too, will
be carefully watched ; for, when he bad recovered from hi hectic
week of much duty, wrongfully imposed by our learned clerk
(bless 'em), he proved a good all-round sportsman-a real
acquisition for the hockey and tennis teams.
Matters of Moment.-Even close enquiry fail to elicit the
name of the Signalman who complained bitterly to the higher
authority of the stoppage of his betel-nut allowance. There was
also the case of the operator on duty at the M/W Station, who
sent a log to 'Pindi' asking for an orderly to deliver a message to
the S V Station. An error fit for kings. It is these things that
get a -Unit down, you know ; notwitb tanding Signalman
Howell, who, by the way, has at last been admitted to the
Kennel Club. (Suspected rabies and the building of a larger
kennel bad delayed action hitherto.)
The Florists.- This highly specialised branch of the Unit has
been in tructed to hand a bouquet of choice t pansies to that
blithe spirit, Gunner (Come you 'ere) Giles, on his being accepted
for transfer into the Corps. He has now to learn the meaning of
" Gutta Percha." It will be remembered by registered readers
that he joined us in February last, and has since distingnished
himself in both work and play ; obeyed the behests of his
superiors with alacrity and cheerfulness, and generally comported
himself in a dignified and proper manner that reflects great
credit to that ancient and honourable institution-The Royal
Regiment of Artillery. Congratulations, Gunner !
One more bouquet, this time to Lance Sergeant Cowell (Bill
to you), at present in \Vaziristan, on his promotion. (We shall
be waiting to wet it on your return, Billy Boy.)
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" B '' Corps Signals, Karachi.
Headquarters.
Karachi.
July.
Oh dear !
o sooner does one set of notes leave than some
more must be tarted, and to one not versed in the wily ways of
scribes, it is not too easy. Anyhow, here goes.
Our Sections are still away endeavouring to be "Certa Cito."
The weather here during the last month has left much to be
de ired-very warm and sticky. All we have heard for weeks
now is," Roll on that rain." Well, we have had some respectable
showers, but the jolly old " prickly heat " still prevails. The
M.E.S. have made rapid strides with our new buildings, and by
the look of things, some will be occupied by the time for more
notes rolls round. I know our F. of S. is getting very restless in
his improvised workshops. He is tucked up in a small corner
of the garage with fans all around him, ticking like a " Duclh
Wallah," but managing to get the work out.
Major M. V. Smelt and Captain K. H. Treseder have returned
to the fold from a "spot of Blighty," and Major W. H. Dent
from the beauties (?) of Kashmir.
The C.O. is anxiou ly awaiting his turn to pick 'em, and by
all accounts can't reach Blighty soon enough, as he is putting
hi life in the hands of Imperial Airways. Evidently air pockets,
with their resultant bumps, do not worry him.
We have had to say farewell to W.O. Instructor Collins (by
the way, congratulations on the Crown, " Schooly ") as an
Educational Instructor, but not as a help in our games, and
welcome Sergeant-Instructor Brown as our "Schooly."
Our W1T fiends have been busy swopping numbers with the
avy, between Karachi and the Gulf, and have been fairly
successful (ask Tim)-600 miles with a 120-watt Set, not bad, eh ?
The trooping programme for 1937-38 has at last been published,
so there's bags of arguments for and against the virtues of the
various "tubs." As far as I am concerned, the only fly in the
ointment is the briny.
?????
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Frontiersmen. From the Wireless. Sections, who ~e scattered
und on this vast scene of operations, we get glowmg reports of
~~~ir work. Night duty comes once in every three days, so
in the intervals of rest sound snores can i_nvariably be heard _on
11 sides The situation of the camp is very pretty, bemg
a rround~d with gardens and flowers, and is quite different from
~hen our Section Sergeant was here in "nought blob." Don't
tell us the date, Sergeant. ~owever •. we are a happy_ lot and all
goes with a swing, but wa1tmg anxiously to see ships and sea
water. Roll on for a dip at the Lido.

Sergeants' Mess.
On 7th July a very successful tenn~ "!'-t ~ome" and ~ial
was held, which gave us a wonderful ms1g!1t m~ the ments of
our tennis and " gigolo " stars. Keep trying, Tim I
On 14th July the Sergeants' Mess, ~oyal West Kent Regiment.
entertained us at cricket and a Social. In the former we were
rather inferior, but held our own later in the evening. A most
enjoyable afternoon and evening.
During the last month we have had man_y visitors from the
sloops--Shoreham, Bidef<>rd and Fowey-wh1ch h'.lve eac.h been
ten days in Karachi. These sloops are employed_m pohcmg the
Persian Gulf, and the tales-political and o herwise-were mo ·t
interesting.
MORE ? ? ? ? ?

To the Officers.-Our Section O.~. is wielding a quick racket.
(I wonder if he is qualifying for Wimbledon.) So look out, you
tennis players I
wanted.-By the Faqir of Ipi, a good_s_econd-hand car; no
lighting system, as this gives away the position; must be French
make. Wliat about it, C.S.M. ?
Things We Would Like to Know.-If the uncrowned Kings of
Fort Sandeman a~d ~~hat really believe the tales they tell.
We mean the two Cs.
Information.-!£ the W/T Superintendent at Karachi <lesires
any local information, ask " 0 " at Bannu.
When there is an earth leakage in the line the signals at the
receiving end are halved, as the other half drops out in the leak.
New Books By Favourite Authors.- " Cars I Have Bought and
S'lld " by " Buck." What about a trip Fr~ntierwards, " B~ck " ?
The 'Faqir has left a nice suite of cars behind for sale. Gorng for
old iron.
Cheerio, folks I We will continue the episode next month.
To the Grass Widows of the Fro ntiersme n.-Keep smiling till
he boys come home.
To Shropshire(ites) from t he G.T.D. (Modified for _lndia).Shrewsbury Salop is not in England, but Shrewsbury IS. Now
remember.
BEKO i-'.E .

BELIEVE IT OR NOT.
A certain Scotchman of this Unit, doing his second tour in
India, went to buy a birthday card in Elphinst?ne Str_eet. On
his return he found he had been sold a New Years greeting card.
Did be swear ?
The Pack Section have suddenly gone mad on educational
studies. Firsts and Urdu-a well-planned scheme.
Some people still thi~ you get a pound graluity in lieu of a
coffin (if you live to be discharged). Some hope, some coffin.
A Junior N.C.O. cannot make ~p his mind which ~s ~e _best
proposition-to sign the dotted line or get ma.med m C1vvy
Street." They both carry a " life" sentence,_ Dod_ger.. \Vny not
write to Dean Inge for advice on the ma~omal side. (P.~.
The arrival of the mail has solved one of his problems. He IS
now on the " Open to Transfer " list.)
A local" rag " gives racing tips by" Old Joe." We are t~
ing 1f running a rival-" Old Ig_ley:" !hey ho~ compare with a
well-known tipster who lost his ~ife m a tram s';°~h. When
eventually his body was found, his pal remarked .
In death,
as in life-not in the first three."

" 0 " Section.

The Plainsmen (s) Lament. The household worries of the married man
Are very great they say;
But the worries of his army work
Get less(er) every day.
He's never present to carry a Kan,
He never can be found,
'Cause he's always on the hilltops,
Leading the missus around.
He stays in the Unit a short while each year,
And hides in some quiet spot ;
Content to leave the work :to the bachelor chap
\Vho carried on while it was hot.
If things don't go the way that they should,
And he finds himself in a tangle,
Leave it to him, the cunning old bird,
To concoct some wonderful wangle.

The first course at Topa was too short for one,
And his efforts to stay were not tireless;
He failed to get leave and so we perceive
He scrounged on a course that was Wireless.
Rudder.-And that's that, isn't it ?
RoBANSON .

Bannu .
July, 1937.
We are still situated here upholding the motto of the Corps
in various ways. The weather has been very hot ; in fact,
reaching the abnormal temperature of II9 and 120 degrees, but
has now become cooler, and we are able to enjoy life with a little
more comfort. The work here is a little more complicated and
arduous than what we have been doing in our peace Station, but
the Section put their shoulders to the wheel and in a very short
period made a good job of it. The teamwork has been wonderful,
and the results of same speak highly for the manner in which the
situation was tackled. We have received and transmitted on a
daily average something between six and seven hundred messages
and handled about three to four hundred packets on the D.R.L.S.
counter. This is not bad work considering that most of the
Section have hardly two years' service in India, except for the
Senior .C.O .s, who are more or less veterans to the game. A11
are very happy and the smile of contentment can be seen on all
faces, even though we are a long way from home with no Manora
or Lido to break the monotony. Thanks to the Unit at Karachi
for forwarding some sports gear, we are now able to indulge in
a game of hockey when possible. We have played one or two
games, and the farthest we got was a draw. There are three
expert teams here, namely, The Wazirs, Bannu Cents,and orth
Camp. The Mahsuds we play periodically, but at a different
game, which they eventually win by knocking down our goal
posts, i.e., telegraph poles, and then running off the ground.
However, we have the winning toss now and soon hope to have a
dip in the briny. The personnel of the Section look nice and
browned and with their chaplies and hose tops look pukk a

MOTORl •Ta

PURCHA~NQ

USOCI AT10frl LTD.

( CAPT. A.'. R . SIMPSON, INDl.AJ(Sl&NALS , Rm>.)

The London Car Exchange,
Ltd ., Is a Subsid iary Company of
th e M.P.A., and deals wit h the
car side of the busi ness.
New and seco nd-hand cars of all
makes can be suppl ied . Special
t erms arranged for " Home on
leave " cars, and guarant eed repurchase prices quoted for both
new and second-hand cars.
Members' cars taken In part
exchange and favourable hire purchase terms arranged.
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GROSVENOR

Th e Associatio n offers its members
unusual facilities in their pu rchases.
Savi ngs of as much as 30% can be
effected off usual retail prices
except in the case of price maintained articles.
Furn itu re, Silver, Radio and Electrical equipment a Speciality.
All Motor Accessories, including
tyres, lubricants, etc., supplied
at lowest possible prices.
Special "All-in " Motor insurances
effected, and all claims pursued
and advice given free of charge.

GARDENS

OPPOSITE VICTORIA STATION

LONDON

The Grosvenor Gardens Club
is controlled by the M.P.A. This
is a Non-Res idential Club and its
situation, t ogethe r with its fine
Lou nge, Dini ng and Cocktail
Rooms, offers a pleasant environment for meeting friends.
Officers on leave are invited to use
the Club as Honorary Members,
without Entrance Fee or Subscription. Full particulars may be
obtained from the Honorary Secretary, or The Editor of this
publication.

S.W.I

(Sloane 007 I)
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The Pay Staff could not stand the pace of the Orderly Room
Clerks' Office. Over " rolls " of figures they now croon " In
my olitude you'll find me."
The nit Club is becoming quite popular again these daysin fact, it's quite a " family affair."
\Ve did not r ali e the Corporals' Me s had such enthusiastic
lovers of opera singing. V\/e thought " Pie harrls " were bad
•nough, but oh, those record -if only a bomb could fall from
heaven.
A rival cricket match recently took place-Yorkshire(ites)
versu5 urrey(it '). The former scored the mot runs-and it
was discovered, had the mot player .
kipper Tayler certai~ly
got one over on " Badgy " this time. Safety in numbers, eh ?
The new bungalows are nearing completion. Fans and wardrobes-it's getting more like home every day-but we still have
the "Blues."
An ?Id w'.1-rrior wTo_te to his nephew : " Thirty years ago, when
I soldiered m India, 1t was no bed of roses." Thirty years hence
we'll be able to write the same.
The following were recipients of Coronation Medals presented
by the C.O. : R.S.?IL Kmgman, R.Q.1\1.S. Hope, ergeant
Snedc;Ion! Lance Corporal Stakoe and Signalman McKay M.
(Hom s01t qui ma! y pense.)
Our C.O. (Lie~t~nant-Colo~el Roberts) and Adjutant (Captain
Treseder) have JOllled the arr travel benedicts. The former is
shortly going on Blighty leave-the latter has just returned.
Time saved is time well spent.
As the " t~ur-ex.- and time-ex. wallahs " will shortly be saying,
so says me, Ah tink ah go 'ome now."
4 ACRE.

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
E~ucation.-Our "Schooly," having rested after the winter

session, de~ended on u~ shor~:ly after w~ returned from spring
camp looking very busm~s-like and said it was time to get
start~.
The usual I,Iobce appeared in Unit Orders, but
c'.1°d1dates were hard to find, so he went to seek advice in the
nght quarter.. After a sho_rt co~ference it was decided to inspect
th~ Umt Nonunal R?ll, _which d1Sclosed a sprink:ling of eniors and
qill~e ,:1 ~um?,er of Jumors who were still NOT in possession of
their 1'.rrst. These were duly interviewed and, after a number
of questions, were reminded of the glorious future which would
surely,,f~~O\v the "Promoti2n Ramp of 1940," "Esprit de
Sorps,
.~ngland Expects, etc., with the result that the
Schooly was hard pressed to accommodate such enthusiasm
but, now the session has reached the half-way mark, I feel sure th~
I nstructor would much rather have a few more vacant seats and
a few less vacant expressions.
·
Entertainments.-We started our monthly dances last month
on the B.<?.R.s' t~nnis courts, which were very tastefully
decorated with b~ntmg and colour~d lights. The dance \lfilS well
supported, especially by the ladies, who turned up in large
nu.mbers. T~e dan~e s~rted at 9.30 p.m. and by ro p.m. every~ng was _gomg sw1mm.mgly. This happy state of affairs con~ued until 2 '.1-.m., when we all dispersed after spending a very
enjoyable evemng. The success of this effort was due to the hard
work of th~ Unit Dance Committee, the Unit Dance Band and
our energetic Foreman of Signals, "Arthur Fuller," to whom we
tender our warmest thanks.

No. I Company.
General.-In the Spring a soldier's fancy lightly turns to
thoug_hts ?f" i:-ancers,"" Dry-Scrubbers,"" :\faggies,"" Inners"
and, m_ Lis wildest .dreams, "Bulls." From the results noted,
two thmgs are evident ; one, we must have missed spring
altogether, and, secondly, few wild dreams ever come true
From the above you may have gathered that the Annuai
M.usketry Cour ~ has passed on. It has, but the results remain
with us and the usual famous remarks have been dusted ut
forward and re~laced r~verently in the old oak chest for an~tber
yea~. Recogn1S1ng spnng at 4 a.m. is rather difficult, even for a
soldier, and at ~- 15. a.m. the Company, having partaken (or not)
of Chae and biscuits, marched ofi to the ranges and arrived

there at 6 a.m. The old custom of building the ranges miles
away has been carried out even here and the early start in the
cool of dawn (copyright) was an advantage that drew our
appr~val, although (as per book) this could not be admitted at
the time.
If .you ~hould see anyone wandering through the Lines
suffering with, or from, an apparent superiority complex, that
will be our first-class shot, who, with the aid of the Chinese butt~arkers, ~as scored over 40, an~ will probably figure in the next
ono_urs hst. Hut do ,not Jet him see your admiring glance, or
~e ':111 gnp you about 'That inner, if I had, etc." So be warned
m time.

Arrivals.-C.Q.M.S. Wall is due to arrive from S.T.C., Jubbulpore, on 13th July, and we hope that his stay in the Unit will
be a pleasant one.
Departures.- One of the personalities of our Unit has left for

Jubbul~ore, but we h<i:ve no intention of allowing him to creep

away without a few kind words. He is known in the Orderly
Room as Serl?eant Benfield G., and outside those holy portals he
bears }he aliases. of ''. Bido Hidder," "Blunderbuss," "Subchese, etc. Dunng his stay m the Unit he has won fame as a
raco.nteu~ and many a time has held us spell-bound, for which we
forgr:e h1~. He will be missed by the Up-Grading Course, and
we wish him the best of luck in his new Unit.
Laudatory.-The members of the Pack W/T Detachment who
wer~ attached to the Burma Boundary Commission 'have
rec~1ved le~ters of congratulation from the powers that' be on
their work m Burma, where they added a chapter to the history
of the Corps. The Detachment consisted of the following
personnel : Operators-Lance Sergeant Green, Corporal Brown
S., Lance Corporal Parry, Signalmen Robertson Cowley
Crocke~, Overton and Knowles. Fitters-Signalmen' Eley and
Tompkms. I.M.T., Signalman Arnold.
Con!tratulations.-To No. 390406 Corporal Brown s on
attammg the Rooty Gong. His I.G.S. now has a partner. ·
Wedding.-Lance Corporal Drake to Miss E. E. Allen at
DS ehra Dun. Every good wish, Ronnie I Will this shake
carborough ?
Howler.-~?-structor: "Give me the incoming speech."
ti:tudent :
The speech comes in at line and splits half goes
ough the bell and half through the condenser." '
~xchanl!e.-One temperature with shade to measure it in.
Will enchange for a" Wall's" monster brick.
Jews ' Ma_il.-To Malta Sigs. "Salaams from Lance Sergeant
¥ °~ ?Hil~~;-" "Congrats., Pip! What about it, Pat and

0

Conclusion.-Cheerio, everybody, until next month.
ROB.

STOP PRESS.
Pro~otions.-We have much pleasure in announcin the
followmg amendments to the " Blue Book " h. h h g ·
been
· d C
w 1c
ave Just
receive : orporals Brown S., Huggins F. and Wootton
to be Lance Sergeants, 14th May; Lance Corporal Webber
" Lto be Corporal, 12th April; U/Lance Corporal Cutter R to
be ance Corporal, 12th April.
·

"'(!·

lnterviews.-In an interview, Lance Sergeant " Sadie"
B~own, of Iraq_-Burma fame, states that he has decided to t
a
!;~~~.~~ut usmg a Kestrel 40-50, this applies to Lance Serg;rnt
1
• . ootton, too. Lance Sergeant " ] oe" Huggins is believed
to be 1ommg the heavy bomber class and favours a Rolls .
I understand they wi_U join "A" Flight. We find that the 4 ~1~~
not so far been up with the " Dawn Patrol," but practice ~i ht
have been very successful.
g s
f It is ~th regret that.~e hand over to the Sergeants' Mess the
amous . Black Crows, which fact will no doubt be noted b
Mahlta Signals and ,3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford. We wish
t em every success m their new rank.
Our new Corpora.I, " Slim " Webber, joins the Guard and
R.~.S. Roll. HaVJng wasted away to a shadow throu h
anxiety, we .~an now look forward to an improvement in :is
~o.nd1bo~.
Blue Book " students, please " delete " a d
msert where necessary.
n

Roll.
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" B" Corps Detachment, Chaman.
As no one is interested in the state of the weather, etc., I'll
rack my (I nearly said brains) top notch to find something
which may be of interest to our readers.
We have had some good tennis "At Homes," and a particularly
good evening was spent, when Major Minchin and our immediate
O.C., the S.S.O., gave us a game. I'm afraid that we are no
match for champions, but the good will was appreciated by all.
Some super-optimist has recently suggested the possibility of a
tennis dance. We certainly have the court, a good lawn and a
radio, but the most essential feature is lacking ; the same
optimist, however, astounding as it may seem, has whispered
that this final obstacle can and will be overcome. The outcome
of this is that I have nearly been inspired to write a book entitled
" Personality at 50 " (how do you do it, Kingy ?) .
We have had several picnic parties up from Quetta on the
Sundays during the month, and it is said that two of the last
party were so enthralled by the Afghan border that they have
decided to spend their honeymoon here.
Corporal Wilson, who has been i/c of this station for over
two years (stop blushing, Ginger), has decided to "go down"
with 18 years, and is hoping, during the forthcoming" Trooper,"
to view the
eedles from a vastly different point of view
after his extensive tour in India. Flavell, in spite of
overwhelming opposition, is "bearing up," and has substituted his " egg flip " course for that of " Houdini stunts."
Nobby has taken the plunge (not the first time, of course) and
has mastered the 14-feet deep swimming pool.
From the most original remark often passed in connection
with my own name, it is obvious that it has taken me all my
time to get this down , without saying anything about myself;
next month I'll try to be less modest.
Signalman Clarke P. would like to know if Signalman Hughes
F., of "A" Corps, Rawalpindi, has saved enough money to buy
that stamp, or is it taking him all his time to " dodge the lead " ?
IX.

.1 r

W

Detachment, Quetta.

General.-This month there seems to be nothing of interest
to report except that we ha_ve started on o~r annual ''. poky
drill " and from reports received all the Section are trymg to
bec~me Marksmen; but I have my doubts. Under the leadership
of Sergeant Breeze, the early-morning spring exercises are going
strong, and who knows what may happen ? Even our one ":nd
only " Dolly " might get a first, but, unfortunately for him,
the age of miracles has passed.
Sport.-Since the last issue of notes we have not played any
more soccer games, owing to several little things croppin.g up,
but we hope that we may soon be able to play our biggest
rivals, D.A. Section. I am sorry, but I have made a mistake ;
we have played one game against "A" Section, with \~horn we
drew, 1-1. This game put us in the second place with D.A.
Section top. The game was exceedingly well contested. The
goal scored against us was from a penalty, _but even now our
goal average is not too bad-ten for, one agamst.
'Znd Divisional Signals hockey team has reached the third
round of the Murray hockey tournament. Please do not get
this one mixed up with the one that is held in the rorthern
Command. Here's hoping that they r.each the final and are
successful in winning it. They deserve it.
Arrivals and Departures.-There is only one arrival to report
this month, and that is Signalman Pulling from B.M.H. Departures-nil.
Agony.-To Pip 470, 'Pindi. •' What about it? Syd., 413."
Social Affairs.-Recently our social standing has suffered a
severe relapse by the degradation brought to the Detachment
by fully 90 per cent. of our " locals " aspiring to be Santos
Casinis. Maybe you know him, maybe you don't .. I scarcely
dare to think to what depths we may des~end. Sm_ce the reawakening of the night life of Quetta, mysterious shufflmg sounds
are heard on the verandah and whispered exhortations. " how
me this one, Bulli," and the reply comes ~ack, "O.I<., Mac., but
mind those number tens." It is even whispered that one enthu-

siast went so far as to contemplate buying a gramophone for
secret practice. However, in our next issue I hope to be able
to tell you that the above-mentioned are now fully qualified
" Gigolos."
We regret to announce that Lance Corporal Hearn has reconsidered his decision to complete another five years out here,
and says that we will have to get on as best we can without his
help. We shall miss you a lot, Tich.

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess.
General.-This para. may be skipped by all intelligent reader .
It is only put in to allow the scribe to collect his thoughts, items

of interest, grips and names of members who can safely be
libelled. Dafta wallahs should fin<l this interesting.
Members of the old 2nd Indian Divisional Signals may be
interested to know th<1.t the " Quetta Peril " (beloved of
" Dutchy " Holland) has fallen into the clutches of FarriPr Staff
Sergeant Bellwood, who now talks learnedly of magnetos,
clutches and Castro! " R." He maintains that the (ahem !) car
will go, but is adamant in bis intention of delaying the maiden
voyage until he has purchased top hat and tails. As he explains,
he wishes to look distinguished. Mess members all agree that he
will (?). The launching ceremony will be carried out by" Hefty,"
who has been selected as the first victim-sorry, passenger!
Gri ppers' Section.-Although our wonhy C.S.:M:. still remains,
the :\less piano, it is feared, is weakening. This is thought to be
due to the fierce onslaught of the famous " Karachi Klutcher,"
Sergeant (" Cyclone ") Breeze. \\'hen he gets his head down,
women scream and strong men despair. At one time we had the
ofispring of Jock Russell to keep him quiet, but now, alas, we
are defenceless I
Did R.S.M. Kingman have any hand in the selection of an
N.C.O. to remain here ?
"Tubby" Waite, who has just returned from Jubbulpore,
swears that, on passing " B " Corps Sergeants' Mess during his
stay in Karachi, he heard the following chorus being roared right
lustily:
Our gripper's gone off, lads, and left us;
Our gripper is now with the Div. ;
And now that our gripper has left us
We find it a pleasure to live.
We moan for the blokes that he's gripping ;
He'll probably drive them insane.
We wish they could hear us all saying
We are sure that their Joss is ou r gain.
But this cannot go on for ever ;
Such peace is too blissful to last.
We'll find him back here one morning
To relegate peace to the past.
Games.-We were unable to win either the Garrison Sergeants'
Mess tennis or billiards tournaments, but managed to be
runners-up ~ the latter, the Ordnance Club winning both
events.
The 1\Iess mixed doubles and singles tournaments are in full
swing, but there have been no startling surprises so far. The
" old brigade " are slowly but surely fighting their way to the
finals.
The victory of C.S.M. Hebberd over Sergeant Storey caused
surprise in some quarters (that is, if you can refer to Charlie as
" some quarters ").
" Daisy " Adams showed some " nifty " form in his doubles
match, but his performance was marred by a tall story next day.
He appeared with an eye shade on and said that his eye was
suffering from strain endured during the match. \Veil, well I
I wonder whether 1\Irs. Adams could offer a different solution.
Our weekly tennis " At Homes " are now running steadily, but
we have not been overcrowded so far.
Can Anyone Tell Us.-Whether the Map Reading Class used
sufficient " tack " when dealing with " trick points " ?
Whether a river flows uphill when the tide comes in ?
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New Unit Office.

Officers, Warrant Officers and Sergeants.
Do monthly dinners really make one tired ?
And is the memher of our Messing Committee correct when
he says that he is there solely to ignore any complaint~ that are
made?
Finale.-Phew !
PrG.

Corporals' Room.
This month mention must be made of the evening when the
Corporals' Room were the guests of the 20th Mountain Briaade
R.A. An exceptionally good evening was enjoyed by all° wh~
attended and the return tournament is eagerly looked forward to.
Promotions.-Corporals Brown Huggins and Wooten who
:: t<?<Jk. off" .fron: th?, ~rporais· Room just recently' after
. dippmg their wu1gs m salute and circling the l\Iess three
times, made a perfect three-point landing in the Sergeants' Mess.
In other words, they have been promoted Lance Sergeants.
Mention must also be made of Corporal Webber's rise to that
rank and to Lance Corporal Cutter on obtaining the " pice."
Congratulations to them.
Faux Pas.- ,Ve would like to know the name of the N .C.O. who
arrived on the tennis court complete with coat hanger, but minus
a racket?

Respite.-Our C.O .. Captain C. Childs, left us on 23rd July
for a well-earned three months' combined leave in U.K.
Doings at Home.-Signalman Fish (Jim) has gone and got
himself fixed up and is to be married at the end cf this month.
(Poor boob !)
Equestrian lnterlude.-A Handv Hunter Trial was held on
r5th July, and the Divi>ional Signals accepted our challenge to
compete. There were four teams (two from the Troop, and one
from each Company), four British and four Indian in each
team. There was no time limit, but one fault was deducted for
ea.ch second that a competitor took (i.e .. a man taking a minute

SOUTHERN COMMAND ................. . /ND/AN ARMY

4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
16th July.

New Rold and Stores.

EASTERN COMMAND ..................... /ND/AN ARMY

Troop Mounted Parade Ground befo re the deluge.

28th July.
~eneral.-Since last mon~h's no.tes things have been very

qmet. \Ve have had. ".ery little ram for the time of year, but
there are some prom1smg clouds on the horizon. There have
been one or two heavy downpours which threatened to wash
away our new road, make the new buildings leak, but generally
they freshened •JP ~he place, so we can't complain. For the
benefit of e:c-Troop1tes the accompanying snapshops are published to give them some idea of the improvements made
recently.

. A :weekly ~ewsletter, under the title Dot4ble Chinstrap Gazette,
is bemg p~bbshe~ for the beneft of our personnel on the frontier.
It 15 now m its sixth edition, and is still going strong.
Congratula.nt.-Heartiest congratulations to Sergeant and Mrs.
Child on their new recruit, Charles Anthony, born at Chakrata
on 12th July; to Farrier Staff Sergeant Maguire J. on being
award_ed the Coronation Medal; and to Lance Serge~nts Yates
(York1e) and Thomson (Spud) on being able to throw away
their Lances.

Commanding Officer's New Office.

After the deluge.

"A" team, 17 point5; 3, ~o. 2 Company, Div. Sig. , 22 point ;
4, No. I Company, Div. Sigs., 25 points.
.
The three individual be ·t rounds were : Mr. h. :'\fcrvynSmith, o. I Company, Div. Sigs., 48 faults; Signalman :'-!ar on
J .. Troop "A" team, 49 faults; Corporal Lewis, ·o. 2 Company,
Div. Sigs., .50 faults.
.
Sergeant Hill (Bill) pulled his horse to earth commg down a
slope, and Corporal Strachan (Div. Sigs.) took _a . complete
voluntary. Otherwise there were no regrettable incidents on
the course. I say " on the course " on purpose, because for some
reason or other, Signalman Marson dismounted .from "A untie "
"without orders" just as the writer passed him on the way
home. The standard of riding was higt and everyone, Troop
and Divisional Signals, put all they knew into it. A really good
show.
Seekers of the Heights.-Sergeant Hill, Lance Corporal
Williams and Signalmen Hounsom, Roberts and Ward t rooner)
left us for Chakrata for Upgrading Courses on 21st July.
Additions.-Lance Corporal Godly L. joined us from Chakrata
on 21st July and ~ignalman Peacock on 23rd July.
.
Ticks and Trifles.-A very senior N.C.O. complained that
guard duties were commg round too often. It al'.'peared that
since his last guard he had only had twenty-one mghts m bed.
Sez you ! Lay off I
Intelligentsia.- A new word was discovered the other day and
any information as to its meaning will be gladly welcomed.
The word is " quintruplicate."
Tailpiece.-Is still wagging.
PrP.

'V!Lt.HAY.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
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I ost 60 faults), and, of course, faults for refusals, knod<ing fences
down, etc. To keep up the interest, the competi.tion was run
iu eight heats; four men (one from each team) m each heat.
The scoring in each heat was r, 2, 3 and 4 for the rst, 2nd, 3rd
and 4th respectively, the team with the lowest total score being
the ultimate winner. Tragedy occurred at the start. Jem3:dar
Ali Hussain Shah was first into the ring and did a brilliant
round (faultless and very fast), but as ha finished it was discovered that the stop-watch bad failed to work .. Unfortunat~ly,
his second round was nothin« like so good and mstead of bemg
the winner in his heat he came fourth . As it turned out, this
made all the dif:erence and lost the competition for "A" team.
The final result was : 1, Troop " B " team, 16 points ; 2, Troop

General.- Where does a rat go when it is raining? Well,
now that the rains are here, these little friends make a
" bungalow " amongst the civvy clothes and kit kept !n
drawers. Howe\'er, our dogs enjoy a rat hunt, and the ?~
comfort of finding books torn and waste matter amongst the kit is
forgotten when someone shouts "Tally ho l
There goes
the - - " and the dogs are in full chase through the bungal.ow.
The weather is now ideal here; not too warm, and certamly
not cold. The Troop garden and surrounding hedges, etc., are
a pleasure to the eye and our " .landscape gard:eners " deserve
credit for the great improvement m the Troop Lmes.
Items of lnterest.-Our C.O., Captain Barker, proceeds on
two month • Blighty leave on 24th July and Lieu~enant W~istler,
who is now on the road to perfect health after his recent illness,
will be Officiating Commander during that period .
.
There will be some new faces in the Troop at the end of this
trooping season as Lance Sergeant Meldrum, Corporal Rhodes,
Lance Corporai Snowball and ignalman Attrill (" lasher ")
are due for transfer to the Home Establishment. ""ell, they
know the old saying, " Once between the mane and tail
"
Leisure Hours- Golf.-The Divisional Signals combination
(Captain nderson and and Sergeant Kel ey) were well beaten
by six and five by the Troop pair (Captain B~ker and ergeant
Page) in the challenge golf match, but revenge is sweet, and even
Robert the Bruce tried seven times. So the best of luck to the
Divisional Signals representatives, and remember that Rome
was not built in a day !
Before a large gathering (three buffaloes an~ a f~w hawks)
Lance Corporal fodie won the golf championship of the
bungalow, despite the valiant efforts on the part of Corporals
Brennan and vVatts, the latest members of the Club. They
are improving great!~ under. the ch<;Lmpion's tuition and may
win the British Open m 19 7 if they hve that long.
The finances of the Club (on paper) show a credit balance of
Rs.20,621, As.4 due to the above players being fined one anna
every time they utter an improper word. Their language would
make a dock labourer jealous.
station Horse Show.-This takes place on 30th July a~d,
judging from their practice performances, the Troop entnes
should do well.
BONNIE DUNDEE.

STA110NSABROAD
Egypt Signals.
No. 1 Company.
Abba ia, Cairo.
5th August.
Sports ltem.-On 17th July we played 'o. 12 Section, R.A.O. .
at" Brighter Cricket" (the return match). The Ordnance XIV
was very well matched again t the ignals 'VIII, but, unfortu~tely, both sides, afte~ long and fierce play, vehemently
claimed_ to have won. This matter was decided by calling it a
draw-it probably was, anyway. We append the distinguished
list of names which made .the Signals' team : La.nee Corporals
R<;>ss. Bennett and Davts, 1gnalmen Anderson, Merrick, Beardall
(big ch~e of the team), Hare, Reardon, Martin, Pringle,
McLaughlin, Watson, Longhur t, Bailley, Taylor (Buck),
Taylor (Spud), heppard and Telfer.
Balls twirled down the green, bowlers came and went batsmen
~vent in and out-it was all very confusing. Naturally they called
1t a draw. There was somebody or other in the Signals' boat
who disti?guished him elf-we were told-but we've forgotten.
Also possibly someone else--who cares? They were all magnificent. Te~ w_as served to all present and to as many more who
could obtam tt. Hats off to the Ordnance I This tea was a
long-drawn-out affair and for a twelfth wicket took an enormous
amount of knocking down (this became slightly noticeable
among the members of the tea party towards the end of the
evening).
Serial Story.-About.that Lance Corporal we are always telling
you about. He came m the other night with his brain so overta.-xed and worried that he tied Bindle up by mistake for his own
dray horse. The funny part of this was seeing Bindle in the
morning. He's not used to being tied up and he resents it.
However, goodness knows what we'll tell you about neA't month.
T~e man appears to be about average now, and doesn't do strange
things any more. You, on the other hand, have come to expect
a. little bit about him every month, and as readers have your
nghts. So let's call it a serial. ·when the man has been normal
thoughout the month, I can always irivent things.
. Join the Army !-The other day he told us this one. An
instructor, of iveat learning and profound wisdom, had occasion
to ask a candidate fo7 upgr~ing what he had learneq during
the Course. The candidate satd (we blush to say this) that as a
result of the Course he now knew why soldiers are not afraid
to die.

Obituary.-It was with deep regret that we heard of the
sudden death of Corporal Lea, o. 3 Company, from pneumonia.
He was well liked and respected in No. 1 Company, and all were
sorry to hear the news. The funeral took place at the British
War Memorial Cemetery,. Old Cairo, and was attended by men of
o. 3 Company, the Jumor .C.O.s of the Unit and a representative number of men from o. I Company. The band of the
7th (Q.O.) Hu sars played. The coffin, laden with numerous
wreaths, was borne by the members of the Corporals' Mess.
We e:-tend our deep sympathy to his family, bereaved in such
sad circumstances.
Only a few ?ays later we were shocked by the sudden death
froi;n pneumoma of Dnver Eccles, who had been in the Citadel
Mihtarf Hospital suffering from dysentery. Eccles, who had
been with C~rporal Lea in " J " Section, o. 3 Company, before
commg to o: 1 Co~pan_Y. was an exceedingly popular man in
both Compames. Hts kmdlmess and sincerity will be missed
by all who knew him, and his death has been felt as a personal
loss by almost the whole Unit. The band of the Camerons
played. for the funeral, which took place at the British War
l\'Iemonal Cemetery, wreaths being sent by the officers, N.C.O.s,
o. 1 Company, Unit Headquarters, the Camera Club and his
fath?r. We take this opportunity of extending our condolences
to his family and friends.
In consequence, the Unit has lived in a certain measure of
glooi;n during the month. It was with great relief that we heard
~f Signalman Thrumble's removal from the " dangerously ill "
hst. We hope that he is now on the way to a good recovery.
Departure.-R.S.M. Dorrington A. G., n.c.M., leaves us at the
end of this week for Blighty by " Civvy Boat." The Sergeants

This Practice will Cease Forthwith.-The lens of our ca.iii.era
has been repaired with insulating tape, and it doesn't seem to
work very well now. Perhaps the tape is stopping the light.
Anyway you'll understand if we just tell you that Cyril was
annoyed when he saw that the rustic arches which he had put
up were bemg used for airing bedding.
The S~n~ay School Treat.-On August Monday, the Unit went
for a picmc. They got into transport, went to Hel wan and
attached themselves to the R.A.F. there for rations and entertau~ment for the da.Y· They c~me back radiantly happy with
their faces all full of iam and their hands sticky with peppermint.
Good blokes, the R.A.'f'.. ~!ind Man's Buff and Hunt the Slipper
were played, cleverly d1Sgu1sed as tennis and cricket. We forgot
who won-but does this matter ? So long as we played up and
played the game.
Bleats. -Lance Corporal Hatcher, Canterbury. "Congrats.
How about a line. Johns."
Lo.fty, D~pot. ·:You're a rotten advertisement for the
messing. \\e haven t got any postage money yet."
Da~ce.-A benefit dance for the family of the late Corporal
Lea ''as he!~ m the Slade Club on 24th July. The Camerons'
band very kmdly played for a nominal fee and numerous side
sh?ws proved a ~reat attraction. In addition to providing a very
enJ?yable evenn;ig. the dance achieved its object in a most
satisfactory fashion.

This practice will
Cease forthwith .
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Mess gave him a send-off on 29th July and seem to have enjoyed
his singing of " There's a long, long trail a-winding." At a
quarter-to-four this long, long trail ceased winding, and peace
reigned again in the lines. We are sorry, however, to lose him.
He has been one of those few R.S.M.s about whom men did not
say, " If only we had a decent R.S.M.," and his ability to maintain discipline without continual correction has been much
appreciated. We wish him a good voyage and a rosy future.
obody, of course, is supposed to know why he is going home,
but everybody, of course, does know. Mahmoud appears to
have told them.
What the dhobi told us, however, is that the R.S.M., when
unpacking his knapsack the other day (to go on Musketry or for
some other purpose) found a baton there. He has been seen
trying to sell his cap badge, or put it in part exchange for a
bronze one, so that there may be some truth in the statement.
Not, of course, that we believe it yet, for it is well known that
T.M.0.s have nothing to do with Weapon Training, and who
wants a job where there's no weapon training to be done ?
But we offer our congratulations--in case it is true.
Sting in the Tail.-It is nearly time to go for an early breakfast,
so no more now. Good-bye, chilrlren.
LFACKO.

No. 6 Tank Signal Section.
General.-Once again we must apologise for the absence of
notes for last month. The reason will be obvious to anyone who
has tackled the job of " newshound."
Leave.-The Section Sergeant and Signalman Parry went to
the Change of Air Camps at Alexandria early this month.
Both returned looking bronzed and a shade regretful, especially
Joe. Why?
Birth.-Congratulations to Corporal and Mrs. Wagner on the
birth of a daughter, on 22nd July. She has not been issued
with a name yet. What price the old " crack " about " all their
troubles being little ones " ?
Deaths.-We offer our deepest sympathy to the relatives and
friends of the late Corporal Lea E. and Driver Eccles J .. who
both died during the month at the Citadel Military Hospital.
Benefit Dance.-A dance was held in the Slade Club on
Saturday, 24th July, the proceeds of which were sent to the
family of the late Corporal Lea. From all accounts it was a
great success. Several well known artistes performed during
the evening, and the sideshows proved to be a tremendous hit,
especially the " Ringing the Duck" stall. Nothing was funnier
during the whole evening than the sight of " Dear old Scarry "
trying to dance in a graceful manner, with a look of extreme
concentration on his face. " Blank" and the R.P. also distinguished themselves. Unfortunately, George disappeared towards
the end of the evening, so we did not have the pleasure of seeing
just how it should be done.
Sport.-We would rather not mention this subject at all,
although we HAVE won nine out of the twelve swimming relay
races which have been held up to date. But as for the rest-·
" silence is golden " I
Gripping.-We see that a certain \'VIRE correspondent has
written a learned article on this subject. This brings to our minds
a proverb all about people living in glass houses.
Answers to Correspondents.-To "B. and B." Yes, it is a
pity that you could not hold him under the water any longer ;
never mind ! " If at first you don't succeed - - . "
"Blondie, T.-S." "Why not read" Intelligence-An Asset,"
by" D .H.," published by Francis, Godfrey, and Clarke, 3s. 6d. ?
I am sure it will change your views.
"Amdous Percy." " I am sure that Owbridlestirrop's Cough
Mixture will do you a Jot of good. Try it. It is sold at all really
good canteens."
" J.D." " Wouldn't it be too, too thrilling if you really were
related to the Grand Mufti ? Why not write to Aunty Frances
about it? She enjoy helping people. Write AT 0 CE, c/o
the WIRE, enclosing 5s. to cover cost of reply, etc., etc. All
appeals promptly dealt with."

Kind Enquiry. - Sidney and Bert, Sarafand. " Did you enjoy
your stay in Cairo ? "
FREDDIE ACK.

Corporals' Room.
There does not seem to be any activity on the part of our
usual scribe, so I have managed to collect the main items of
interest.
Congratulations.-We offer our congratulations to R.S;M.
Dorrington on his recent appointment at Bulford as Techmcal
:\faintenance Officer, and we wish him and Mrs. Dorrington all
the best of luck amid the mists and .-a.in at Bulford. We wonder
who will sing " It's a long way to Tipperary " and the other
war songs now, sir. Also, we offer the usual con•rrats. to the
undermentioned, who have attained the ranks and appointments
against their names : Corporals Harris T. and Russell J .. Lance
Corporals Bothamley, Dick J , Bunny C.. Rowland G .. H.o L.,
Brooke H., and Burdon J.
Sports Meeting- lnter-Services.-The Unit was invited to a
sports meeting by No. 45 Squadron, R.A.F., on A.ugust Bank
Holiday Monday. \Ve were well represented. Leavmg barracks
at 12.30 p.m .. by bus, we arrived just in time for refre hments
at the N.A.A.F.I. A very enjoyable day was spent, resulting in
a tie at cricket, a defeat at tennis and a w-in at baseball ; the
day ended with a dance in the evening, not to mention the
comic show on the movies for the kiddies. Everyone had a
good time, especially Gigolo No. I. Didn't you, Gary ? We
hope to be able to return the match in the near future. There
are still a few points that remain hazy to some of us.
I. R. P.

Palestine Force Signals.
Headquarters. Jerusalem.
Another Bank holiday over (thank goodness). On Monday,
2nd August, the majority of the Unit proceeded to Tel Aviv for
a day at the seaside. Everybody thoroughly enjoyed the
outing, even those who sun-bathed and s~ed their ~verdone
skins. Everybody seems to remember leavmg Tel Aviv about
6 p.m. to the strains of " Everybody's Doing It." But what
exactly was everybody doing, Nobby ?
Appointments.-Congratulations to U/Lance Corporal Stewart
R. on grasping the first rung of the ladder.
Poste a la Jehudi.-Sandy, Scarborough. " Save me a corner
bed. Cuth."
Jim, Peking. "Still holding 'em back! What about a line?
Slosh."
Jack, 112 Quetta. "Still waiting for a reply. Ginger 997"
Sports.-A successful Swimming Gala was held at the Y.::\-1.C.A.
on 22nd and 23rd July. (See the report in the Sports~ otes.)
A Signals (Palestine) Cricket XI has been formed. To date,
the team has only played one match, against the 2nd Battalion,
East Yorkshire Regiment, which we lost. This match was played
at athanya under rather unusual conditions-if a score was to
be made at all, " ixes" were the order of the day. Major
Steward (20) and Lance Corporal \Vhittaker (19), and again
Lance Corporal \Vhittaker with a good spell of bowling, were the
bright spots from a Signals point of view.
We have matches still to play again t the 2nd Battalion,
K.R.R.C .. the 1st Battalion, Royal Sussex Regiment, the 2nd
Battalion, East Yorkshire Regiment (at Jerusalem) and, we
hope, the Palestine Police. So here's to some good cricket "~-ith
Signals acquitting themselves creditably. The team has been
selected from the following :
From Palestine Force Signals :-:\Iajor R. H. R. Steward,
M.c .. Lieutenant L. C. C. Harrison, M.c .. Lieutenant G. S. K.
Maydon, Lieutenant R. Linton, Lance Sergeant Stanley R.,
Corporals Burrell H. and Allen C., Signalmen Evans K. l.,
Talbot D. G., Thorpe H. and Collett A. C.
From No. 2 \ · {f ompany, arafand :
orporals airns
L. T. and Smith R. P. L., Lance Corporal Whittaker E. S. and
Reedman E. E.
DIE HARD.
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Swimming. -We entered a team for a Swimming Gala organised
by U1e rrny Y.l\! . . A., Jerusalem, on 22nd and 23rd July. It
took place in the Y.:\I.C. . Baths, and teams from Army and
R. .F. nit' in Palestine and the Pale tine Police competed.
The outstanding success wa that of Lance Corporal Callan
:-ction), who won the Diving Competition from a large
entry.
ignalman Richards ( 'o 4 Section) wa fourth in the
izo i\Ietres Free tyle, being beaten by a fraction of a second
for third p!ace. Signalman Jones ( o. 3 Section) reached the
semi-final of the 60 l\letres Free Style. In the 16o Metres we
were drawn, in the first round, against the Palestine Police, 2nd
Battalion, E.ast York hire I<egiment, and 1 t Battalion, E sex
Regiment. The Pale tine Police won in I min. 39 4/5 ec ., and
we were fourth in I min. 47 1/5 secs. In the\ ater Polo we were
also unfortunate in drawing the Palestine Police, who eventually
won thi event and the Team up for the whole competition,
beating the 2nd Battalion, East York hire Regiment. by four
points. We were placed equal fourth with the 1st Battalion,
Essex Regiment. in the final results. which ·was very creditable.
0

No. 4 Section, Haifa.

Malta Signal Section.

Hockey Team.
"TO I'S ELEGY."
(With apologies to Gray.)
(The author believes there is a moral in this somewhere if
it can be found I)

1st June.

Screaming with terror and sweating warm blood,
He da hes out bellowing madly ;
A blue kangaroo had just turned into two,
So now milk he would drink, and that gladly.
He told me himself that he'd never again
Go souvenir hunting in town,
But I reached for the salt (and I think I was right),
For the next night I heard he'd gone down
To a restaurant near, where they serve out cool beer,
, And he'd painted it red, white and blue,
Cos he swore that a vampire, or werewolf perchance,
Had been whacking his head with a shoe.
So he brought home a ladder to bang up bis hat
On a palm tree he couldn't quite reach,
Then he wandered away mumbling into bis beard,
And we found him asleep on the beach !
JoE AGAIN.

General.-Since very few of the Section were able to take an
active part in the last Coronation, there was a great desire to
celebrate this one in the approved style. As the leader of
the Canteen Choir puts it, " \Vi th me, duty comes first," so we
started the ball rolling with a Church Parade, at which the
Distric~ Com~ssio~er. took the salute. The next few days were
full of mtens1ve pamting and polishing of M.T. On Coronation
Day we led the march past the District Commissioner on Plumer
Square. Meanwhile our D.R.s were at Jerusalem being admired
by all and sundry.
Hospital.-\Ve welcome om 0.C., Lieutenant L. C. C. Harrison
M.c .. on his return to duty after his recent illness. Unfortunately'

Signa!man Bei;in.ett. is still in the Sarafand General Hospital
suffenng from IDJunes, and we hope that he will soon be with us
again.
. Ed~cati~n.-We congratulate Corporal Macey, who, after much
1ugglin~ with P. and L. accounts, dashed away to School in his
spare time and returned with a First Class Certificate.
about swotting up Hebrew for your Special, " Sa.x" ?

\Vhat

Things We Hear.-Phone Operator : " Hello ! "
A Voice: "Movement control speaking.
for me to-day?"

Have you anything

Phone Operator to Superintendent: "Have you anything for
remote control, please ? "
If an ice cream barrow was lost on Coronation Day?

Infantry Sergeant dashing into Signal Office ·
Signaller, if you get an XX call Jet me know at once!;,

" Hey,

Signalman : " What's that, Sergeant ? A close down signal ? "
Sport.-Our cricket season opened with a match against the
Iraq Petroleum Company. We included a few stars from Brigade
Headquarters, but were still in need of more net practice.
Result: !.P.C., 146; No. 4 Section, 84.
Athletics, In the Combined Services Sports Meeting held at
Jerusalem on 28th an~ 29th May Lieutenant R. Linton, Lance
Corpoi;al Callan <i:nd Signalman Merritt were selected to run for
Palestrne Force Signals.
Coronation Medals.-\Ve congratulate Sergeant Watt and
Corporal Wal_sh, who have both been awarded yet another medal
to add to their store, and hope that there are a few more waiting
for them.
MERCURIUS.
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Swimming.-Lance Corporal Callan won the Inter-Services
Diving Competition at Jerusalem, and Signalman Richards was
fourth in the 200 Metres Race. We feel that it calls for a celebration.
Fan Mail.- Jazz, Scarborough. " Take an old campaigner's
advice and make your signature tune' The Broken Record.' "
Tom Wilson, Perham. " Do I get any cake? John."

(i. 0. 4

The team compri ed: Lance Corporals Collins \V., Callan J.,
Powell E .. McTavish A .. Alexander D., Taylor E . and Ball R. S.,
Signalmen Richards R., Ross D., Jones F., Pescod R., i\Iorri~ W.,
Hopper F. and \\'ilkins R.

SEPTEMBER

1st August.
Genera!.-At last the long-awaited move to Carmel Camp bas
come to pass. Although these are new barracks there is no
elec~ricity on tap .. Anyone wishing to clean their 'equipmentterr1ble tbought- m the evening, must await the rising of the
moon. Many consider this new move to be a treasure hunt·
evei;i now the Q.M. is wondering where his hacksaw blade~
yan1sh ! ~he bugs, entirely bewildered, are still going around
an small Clr~les, bu.t a certain Lance Corporal was heard to say
that ~bey still continue to march past in column of fours every
mornmg.

!s

The Section
.at present in the throes of annual musketry.
\Ve feel that this 1s necessary, as one of our bright young things
bas a habit of looking down the wrong end of the barrel to see if
there is a round in the breech I
Occasionally we receive a visi~ from Sarafand personnel, who
so overco~e by our hosp1tal1ty that they insist on filling upw1th paraffin mstcad of petrol.
a~e

Recovery ~ection.-Signalmen Barry, Bennett and Rainey
have grown tired of a life of ease at Sarafand General Hospital
and have returned to the fold.
Nil Desperandum.-:--Lance Corporal Taylor E., Signalmen
0'llett G. A. and Sn;.ith H. T. J. have signed on the dotted line
m the hopes of gettmg a Vocational Training Course when they
return home.

Tra~e Ratings.-We congratulate the following on the results
of their Tr~de Course : Signalman King (ex-Bulford) is now an
O~erat?r Signals B .II. Corporal Macey wants to tap a typewnter mstead of a key,. and now bas an extra rating as Clerk
C.I!Ib. Corporal Potts IS now E.F.A.II. The linemen are em ployed by the G.P.O. for their trade test.

Command Signa l Office, Valletta.
7th August.
General.o startling events have come along to shatter our
serenity during the past month, but occasionally we have had
cause to rub our eyes and look a gain. For instance, the return
of Signalman "Swede" Burgess from leave in the United
Kingdom would not seem a stupendous event, but then, everyone
doesn't know " Swede." They should ! Anyway, be is back
again and says he did well- he doesn't exactly look it, but
perhaps that is proof that he is right.
Question No. 1.- When? This, of course, refers to the seasonable cry-the boat. Quite a number of our warriors have ~en
posted as possibles ~nd .calex;idars have been broug~t .to light
and further information 1s bemg eagerly sought. This 1s rather
astonishing- we thought they would have hated thoughts of the
boat. So even Empire builders are fickle jades.
Change of Air.-This may sound peculiar on an Island so
small, so perhaps change of surroundings would be a sui~ble
amendment. For this purpose, small parties have been attached
for a period to the 1st Battalion, Duke of Wellington's Regiment,
in camp at Ghain Tuffieha. At least two non-swimmers ha_ve
returned claiming to be fairly expert performers and the daily
exodus to the sea has become correspondingly larger. The only
drawback is the distance from barracks to a suitable bathing
place. This does not det~r many of our number, bu.t the lure
of a friendly McDonald still proves too much for a faithful few,
Sport.-A few games of cricket have been played, but we have
not made our mark, and so far have had little success. Nevertheless, we are quite optimistic and when we do win, watch
these notes. We are able to record a win at tennis, having won
all matches in a friendly with the R.A.S.C. This was our second
meeting and compensated our tennis enthusiasts for a defeat on
the first occasion.
SKIP.

New Draft " Do-es."
Letting the lads have a taste of the beer on arrival.

The Malay Kampongs.

Malaya Command Signal Company.
Alexandra.
July.
Opening Announcement.-Wbere do you intend . spending
your vacation this year? Why not visit Malaya this corrung
trooping season? Come on; give us a trial. You can travel on
board one of our own luxurious mammoth liners, and the expense
is next to nothing. See for yourself the glorious scenes rt<latcd
time after time in the pages of the WIRE (Malaya notes). See
the moonwashed beaches ; hear the low murmuring song of
the surf as it gently breaks across the coral reefs an.d ~omes
lapping up the golden sandy shores ; hear the gentle s.1ghrn? of
the tropical breeze as it slowly stirs the sleepy palms which fringe
the silvery beach of the moonlit mystic isle. Ab ! Can you
hear the throbbing of the native guitars or the mellow monotonous thump of the tom tom ?
.
.
Look I See those sun-kissed, brown-skinned duskies about to
partake of a midnight bathe in the rippling waters of. the sunwarmed sea ? Come closer and see for yourself their brown,
healthy bodies, glistening like ivory as they plunge and. splash
in the cool refreshing surf. Well, ~·m. blowed. !t lS only
Sergeant Collins and his merry men en1oymg a moonlight bathe.
Births.-Yes, even in Malaya such events do occur. Congratulations to Mrs. Taylor, wife of Sergeant Taylor T., on the
birth of a son at the General Hospital, Singapore.
Trade Boards.-We have a few keen young operators and
linemen desirous of taking a higher trade rating. All the best,
and may you attain your ambitions.
.
Sport.-Possibly, if Corporal Dean's memory has not faµed
him, I will attempt to give a detailed account of the van<;>us
matches played and won (not a word about los~ when opposmg
the Malaya Command Signal Company, Parsons m goal, Toogood

The view across Brani Bay. Note our fo rmer Bungalows.
centre forward). This news, if it is forthcoming, ' ill be found in
the Sports Supplement. If it isn't forthcoming, well, it won't
be found ; sorry, and all that.
. .
\\lhilst on the topic of sport, perhaps it lS not generally known
in our outlying districts where Signals are employed, that at a
recent Sports Meeting Lance Corporal Hubbard .ugge ted that
the piece of spare ground in front of the new Signal barrack
room should be converted into a bowling green to enable. the
likes of him, from whom the flower of youth ha long sm~e
departed, to obtain a httle refre bin!?· but not too energetic,
exercise and recreation. " Readv. Digger ? Herc he comes,
mind your feet. Oh, what a bowl; clean over ! "
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Gossip Scandal Monger Reports His Monthly Scoop.
Enc Strong aud Desmond Barrett, complete with twelve..
mch cigarette ho~ders. dining at one of Singapore's most e..xclusive
cafes last week, 1.e., the tamford. They failed to acknowledge
o~r news reporter's greeting, but he hung around lonrr enough to
~hscover that. th y wer partaking of fried fish and chips and
ice water. S1gna.lman Smart, tiring of the jungle. ha decided
to pend a vacation 01 that most wondrous of tropical islands
Pulau Bra~i.
ignaln~an .Jotley handed over· the wirele~
paraphernalia and, telling hun he was welcome departed for
Alexandra and a po ible ri e in pav.
'
News from our ~ut-Stations.- (Ah, wonder why I haven't
th~:mght of that headmg b fore ?) Pulau Brani reports : " Everything <?·K. . Ple~ty of work ; have a few R.A. shoots to attend
to. Lme 1tuabon? Oh, ye , under control." Blakana Mati
reports : " Plen~ of work; cable, yes. We are laying a length
from_ - - (Official . i:c:ets ~ct, Blakang Mati, sorry I can't
publish) . l\I.T. reqms1tion s1_tuation ? ''ell. not too clear at
present. Oh, y , we are gettmg our M.T. all right! It is what
follow~ afterwar?s !, don't understand. Oh., yes,' plenty of work!
Cha~gi~ rep~rts.
" 1hat do you want mterfering· with our
aff:u.rs. l\[ind your own busmess ; we are quite capable of
wn~ng our own WIRE notes. Plenty of work ? Oh, yes bags 1 "
tgnalmen Farley and Mottershead were recently attached .to
~e hub of the Malaya Command Signal Company, but one,
Signalman i;:arley, decided that the line situation in the Alexandra. area did not warrant the employment of hi rare skill and
techmcal knowledge, ~o, after having sorted out a knot or two
he departed to Changi, where the said skill and knowledge ar~
app~ently. very much appreciate<l.
Signalman Motter head
(smihng Insh eyes), wanted to play" boat," and as he could not
do so at Alexandra, he was sent back to Changi and is now
thoroughly h3:PPY and contented, playing " boats." Lance
C~rporal Copprng has been prancing in and out of hospital for
t e last three months. He doesn 't appear to be able to settl
down. ~ell, that's all the Company snoop has been able t~
gather thi~ month. Well done, snoop !
Con~lus1on.-:-The seti;ling sun slowly dips behind the ·un le~la~hil}s, a solitary ~nng bee~le pipes its farewell, a tigir r!ars
m
e ar. distant hills, ~earching for makan ; and Alexandra,
efnveloped lil darkness, qmetness and solitude, awaits the breakinoo another dawn.
<>
Roll on. Cheerio, everybody !
Stop ~ress.-:--I have just heard that Hamid, our hard-worked
~~.T. dnver,_ 1s the proud father of another child. That m k
him level with Sergeant Taylor.
a es
~a":

~~otbfll.-T;e team is composed as follows: Signalman McDonald.
1gna man ,.eager~ Lance Sergeant Durand; Corporal Dean'
~Q-~.S. NLx, Signalman Farley ; Signalmen Mottershead'
uc ;\'Orth, Lance ~orporal Lambert, Signalmen Peck and
Smyth. Reserves : Signalmen Notley, Harris and Parsons
Results of matches played up to date :
·
24th :\fay. v. Changi Signals
Awa
Drawn o--0
rst June.
v. Fort Canning
y
4th June.
v. "~ '.' Company, InnisLost
2-4
k1llmgs . .
..
..
Lost
uth June. v. "C "Company, Middlesex
Regiment
..
..
Lost
0---5
roth June. v. !:·A;; Blakang Mati
Won 2 - 0
19th June. v. C
Company, Inniskillings . .
._
Won
r-o
24th June. v. H.M.S. " Terror"
Lost
1-2
2nd July.
v. R.E. Services
\Von
2-0
6th July.
v. H.Q .. Middlesex Regime.U:t
Won
r--o
TANDO (T.B.C.).
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To wit : To perform my office on the clothing of your brave
troops., whom God preserve and .lead to victory.
A t:nal of my work will convmce your Excellency that m
work 1s worthy of its hire.
y
I am, your Excellency,
Your humble and obedient servant
WEE PoH 'KooN
r
th· ·
.
Changi Village
ow 1s is obviously a very observant type of individual H
has no dou.bt seen our brave troops charging dail to w~rk
blow lamp 1!1 every strong hand, and the light of bittle in ev~
eye, happy m the knowledge that theirs is the good cause Ory
p~rhaps: who knows, he is just trying to get himself in° s0 /d'
1
with this Detachment.
The Changi Yacht lub holds its first Annual Regatta on
Su11:day, rrth July. The Corps will be well represented in
~'.lno~.s e/ent . Our first favourite is hard at work preparing
us s. 1p or the "Big Day." He found a ! -in. scr~tch on the
varmsh yesterday. He suspected sabotage by some secret
synd~cate, but the scratch eventually proved to a hair f
varmsh brush.
rom a

=

The R
tt ·
.
12th July
I
ega a is now a thmg of the past and, despite a coup. le
o shower , the whole show went off with a ban
C
·
from four oth~r Club5 took part. They were: R~yal ~frf:b~~:s
aval Base, Arr Base, and Johore Yacht Clubs makin alt~ ~th '
about 60 boats. In addition to these, the Puiau Tek~ng Jal er
~~tere~ for a Koleh. Race after bucking a heavy storm over~£!
e miles from therr island. A very interesting event was the
motor boa~ race, after tea. The great difference in the s eeds
of ~e various competitors called for a clever dro of hp d.
c?t1hmg on the part of the judges. The fastest boa/and wf:n;;
o
e race was a Ford VB-engined entry from the R A F It
was abo.ut 5~ knots faster than the slowest boat. Th~ ~ethod
of hand1cappmg, however, gave us a close finish and a thrill.
~ace. In the Open Individual, the Corps gained a 4th (La~~!
orporal Lambert) and 6th (C.Q.M.S. Nix). In the RE v
!};\~. ii1e same two .competitors made 1st and 6th respecti;ely.
B~ndte~m~Vlllnmg the Lewin Cup. Music was provided by
o
e 2nd Battalion, Gordon Highlanders and the
Cl u b radi ogram.
'
Sport~.-Not much this month, except to say we assed int
~he sem~-final of the Garrison Inter-Company Knock-~ut Cricke~
ompetition by defeatin~ 41st Company RE b
We now meet 3~th Co~p_any, R.E., in the' serci-final~ 21 runs.
.Agony.-Don_t they JOm up young these days? This fellow
rmbsertahib~y explarned that he was cutting a tooth when we asked
a ou
s swollen face.
D. J.B.

th:

Changi Detachment.
At the moment we are suffe ·
d h'1
.
spell of cold weather. Thjs :~~!;n t; ~nng under a severe
sharply to somewhere in the re ion gf e ermomete~ dr-0pped
to have frozen solid. We are cl~rl oin9fo <legs., wher~ it appears
Our literary pride suffered a blo\~ w or an early wmter.
we saw the following uninvited tend~r fr~~·aaCch~uple !of days ago,
To : O.C. Det., R.Signals
mese aundryman
Changi.
'
May it please your Excellency
I, Wee Poh Koon a Db b £ ed.
favour of service under yo~r~iguc:t p~t:i!;:~own, request the

THE TERRITORIALS
and SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE

The North Midland Corps Signals.
No. 3 (Chesterfield) Company.
Annual Training.- The camp this year will go down in the
Unit's history as a wonderful event. Situated at Bourley, near
ldershot ; the ground was ideal and the weather perfect.
The training carried out could not have been better, thanks to
the assistance of "A" Corps Signals.
The first week was spent in absorbing all that the Regular
Instructors could tell us about the working of a Corps Signal
Office with all its additional appurtenances and sections. Offices
having been fixed up in miniature, men were detailed to definite
tasks, which they carried out with increasing efficiency. During
the second week, a Scheme was carried out entirely by the
Unit personnel with the Regular Instructors giving advice only
when absolutely necessary. From what I saw during the Scheme,
this did not occur very often. Unfortunately, certain lines taken
for a part of the Scheme did not turn out to be what we expected
them to be, and there was considerable delay before communications were properly established by line. This spot of bother
provided excellent training for the Maintenance Sections and
gave the remainder something to think about. In fact, it
brought to light qujte a lot of points that would have been missed
had everything been normal.
The conference afterwards was very enlightening, and I
formed the opinion that, in addition to picking up a lot of hints
ourselves as to what should be done, the Regulars discovered a
number of things that can be done, but should only be used
when trying to wreck communications. Possibly "A" Corps
will reap the benefit of these undesirable points when their own
Unit Scheme is running too smoothly. I wonder if they will
pass a vote of thanks to the orth Midland Corps then, as we do
now for their able assistance during the last fortnight.
Annual Camp.-From the weather point of view it was perfect
-glorious sunshine all the time. Food was cheap-lovely
bitter for fourpence, whilst excursions to Portsmouth and
Southsea under Unit arrangements provided relaxation after a
day's training.
The Map Reading S heme for the Jackson Cup was won by
o. 2 Company by a narrow margin of points from o. 3 Company. The countryside around Aldershot was new to us.
Masses of tracks sometimes appeared on the map and provided
the reader's grey matter with a certain amount of disturbance.
Our team was lost for a short time, and this enabled No. 2
Company to get in.
Although rabbits were numerous in the vicinity, there was
no sign of them in the Me s. This wa explained away by one
intrepid hunter as follows: " I didn 't 'ave the 'eart. They're
so used to soldiers that they no sooner seed me uniform than
they came to attenshun and saluted."
Finale.-Although the fourteen days' trajning has ended, and
the majority can sit back and wait for their bounty to drop into
their lap, it is hoped that th_ey will not forget what they have
learned during this training period, still put in a few drills and
assist in the training of rcctuits.
Re-engagements during the camp period was a distinct
success; lOO per cent. took on for a further two or four years.
RAz.

1st Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals.
Cutting a tooth ?

56, Regency Street, S.W.1.
The annual camp this year was held with the Anti-Aircraft
Brigades, H.. A .. at Weybourne, "orfolk. The programme of
training was completed, but it might have been a different story
if the weather had been less . kind. Fortunately, until the last

day, conditions were perfect. On the last morning, tents were
blowing down as fast as we could put them up in the driving
rain, but, eventually, the Unit embussed, and reached \ arm
weather on the way 'to London.
During the fortnight, a Signal Scheme which was carried out
provided very useful training for all branches-<:on::;truction,
operating, procedure, etc. That it was possible to follow it so
closely reflects very greatly to the credit of the painstaking and
detailed preparation of the Commanding Officer. The Airline
Competition, which was arranged on new lines, was won by
"A" Section. The standard of construction for both competing
Sections showed that considerable experience had been gained
at camp.
Long periods of drill were avoided, but short periods of
instruction were given on most days. The result was very
gratifying, and the general standard indicated a great improvement towards the end of the fortnight. The Drill Competition
was won by " D " Section.
Useful information was obtained as the result of a trial of
a new experimental scheme for locating aircraft for anti-aircraft
guns. A net-.vork of base lines was set up with all incidental
equipment, and observations were made on an aircraft flying
over them. The result were very encouraging, and developments
are anticipated.
Tabloid Sports were held at Holt. The greatest number of
points were obtained equally by " C" and " G" Sections. An
Inter-Company cricket match was played and won by o. r
Company after a very close finish. The annual sports, held at
Sheringham, were a great success, thanks to the work of the
sports committee. The Inter-Company Sports Cup was won by
o. 2 Company.
The Unit was inspected by Brigadier R. S . Rothwell, o.s.o.,
26th A.A. Group Commander, on Saturday morning, 14th
August, and gained high praise for an excellent tum-out. It was
the largest parade in the history of the Unit, and it was particularly gratifying to notice the high standard reached by the
recruits. Territorial Efficiency Medals were presented to Sergeants Pratt W. H .. Scott C. W., Hyde G. and Pitz F. G., and
Lance Sergeant Larkins W . C.; we offer hearty congratulations
to the recipients. They had the honour of standing by the
Brigadier during the march past.
A Despatch Rider Squad from the Unit participated in the
Air Exercises, which took place in Essex and the surrounding
country during the camp period. The D.R .s did excellent work
in serving the Unit under active service conditions.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals, T.A.
and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.
Leeds,

2.

General.- Much has happened since last month, the chief of all
being the annual training at Bridlington. It was a gloriou
fortnight and there were many who would have liked to prolong
it. 'W hat more could one want than a fortnight by the ea, lovely
weather and plenty of good healthy exercise.
Schemes were plentiful, the most important being two allnight one . One wa held during the first week, and the other
during the second week. Company Scheme were also held. One
interesting feature of training this year was the Standard Tests.
The first three days of annual training was devoted to the te ting
of each Section H.Q .. in order to a certain the standard they had
reached. The result, it is under-tood, was sati factory.
Demonstration.- On \i ednesday, 28th July, the Unit vi it~d
the 5th Divisional Signals at Scarborough. They gave u one
of the finest demon trations on the work of an Infantry Brigade
Signal Section that we have ever seen. It was so excellent and
clear that even the latest joined recruit could understand it.
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Sports.- Sports Day at Camp was held on Sunday, i st August;
the weather and .ei:itnes were excellent. We were extremely
fortunate m obta~n.mg the use. of the B idlington Corporation
Loudspeaker Publicity Van, which supplied some.excellent music
during the after?oon . Mr. W. Potter, of th~ Bridlington Corporation, who was m charge of the van, earned out the duties of
commentator in the best B.B .C. style. Mrs. W. Boyle, wife of
our Honorary Colonel, very kindly presented the prizes at the
concl usion of the sports.
Training.- Camp is now over and we are getting down to
training ; our first item is weapon training. This will be completed by 14th October, and on 19th October we start our winter
classes for the ?porators Course. This ye.ar we are having six
c lasses, approx11nately twenty strong.
fhe classes will be
graded a fter a reading-i n te t. More about this anon.
M. S. R.

SIG .N ALS.
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F. R. Parnaby & R. G. Swalwell
(Manageres

-Mr~.

V. PA.RNA.BY)

Newsagents, Booksellers, StaJ1oners,
Toys, Sports and Fancy Goods,
Agents for Pri111ing

Hildyard Row, Catterick C:i.mp

5lst (Highland) Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters and No. I (Aberdeen) Company.
Left ID rizhl:

R·;~ " SECTION AMONG THE FERNS
. . . Stone G . E.. Sergeant Addcl!cc I D . 2nd L.
0 . E. Herberc.

·

·•

1eutenant

at Cadover Bridge.
mood !).

(Th e R· S.M. in pensive

After the "war." Some of " D " Section.

REPRESENTATIVES OF NO l
LONDO N, UNDER COMMA~ODMOPAFNY, CORONATION PARADE
CAPTAIN A f S F
•
Entrainin1. Southampton Central Statio~ . . , ANE.

Portion or

h
DAMP - BUT NOT THEIR SPIRITS
t c So u ~ h ~ mpton Conclnient (i nclud ing •No
e nt rai ning ;u Sout hampton Ce ntral Station .. 2 Compan y)

Annual Camp--Stoneham.-The three Companies arrived
from their respective centres at Ury Estate Camp, Stonehaven,
on Saturday, 17th July, and after the usual preliminaries consequent on any change of Station, and the testing of technical
stores, ~omme nced serious training on Monday, 19th July, with
Sub-Umt tests. Two days were devoted to this work which
brought out the importance of a correct drill for the 'various
duties. Although lines may be short and offices established for
the briefes~ of periods,. an insistence on the correct procedure
for these timed tests, lilcludlilg that of reconnaisance, should
make the well-planned sequence of events come almost automatically when applied to the sterner test of manreuvres or war.
Too often the value of anything new is not at once appreciated,
but the value of Sub-Unit tests has taken hold, and it is safe
to predict that they will remain as part of our normal training.
Detachm~nts should realise that although it has been necessary
to set a time for the completion of each test, it is not a race, and
faulty work must not be permitted in an effort to gain speed. A
knowledge of the duties from the commander downwards
applied in their proper sequence will, with practice, equal o;
better the standard time, while retaining the good workmanship
required for efficient lines, well-conducted offices, and good
working circuits.
The new Handbook was available for issue on arrival in
camp. The pity is that such a valuable book of reference i so
bulky, as it is just the volume one would like to have at hand
in an easily accessible form, to pass what might otherwise b~
an idle moment now and again.
C_ompany Exercises.- The Company Exercises were specially
designed to test the personnel of each Company separately, but
on the day on which the larger responsibility was thrown on to
any one Company, the other two were out with equipment and
personnel . to com.plete the tactical picture and perform the
Staff duties. This method proved most satisfactory, each
Company having had its own special " Field Day " with the other
"on ~ap," ~vas perhaps better prepared for the larger Unit
Exercise which took place on Wednesday, 28th July.
Major-~eneral Br?wnrigg, G.O.C. 51st (Highland) Division,
accompanied by Maior Barber, G.S.0.2, attended the Exercise
on 22nd July, which was primarily to test the efficiency of the
Infantry Brigade ections of ' o. 3 ompany. As stated above,
the other Companies as isted in completing the picture, and a
further touch of realism was introduced by " C " Flight, 26th
A.C. Squadron, R.A .F., under Flight Lieutenant Pakenham with
Captain J. D. Chalmers, Gordon Highlanders, as A.L.O . The
G .O.C._ expressed himself as highly plea ed with all that he saw,
excepting only on one occa ion, when an over-anxious D .R.,
eager to get his message into the Signal Office, decided on the
General's car as the mo t convenient lean-to for his bike. Such
a delightfully audacious incident as this could not pa v.>i.thout
comment. It is on a par with the eati ng of the Handbook,
Vol. 1: by the Andalusian goat during o. 1 Company Week-end
Exercise near Aberdeen. We have no Regimental mascot, but
here would be a good one. A goat having digested Vol. 1 would
be worthy of a trade rating.
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Fur11 ishing, lronmo11gery
Glm• a nd China
Large and Varied Stock at Competith·e Pricos
Regular Delh-eries to Catterick Camp and District
On completion of the Exercise, the General returned to camp
and made a thorough inspection of the lines, stores, cookhouse,
etc., which bad earlier in the day been given a searchingly
critical "once-over " by Colonel W. A. Robertson, A.D.M.S.,
51st (H ighland) Division, who was conducted round the camp
by Major D . P . Levack, our M.O.
Presentation of Medals.-A presentation of medals took place
at the camp on Sunday, 25 th July. The ceremony followed the
return of the Unit from church parade at Fetteresso Church.
The presentation was made by Colonel R. J . icol of Ballogie,
Honorary Colonel of the Unit. The recipients were ;
Lieutenant-Colonel E. Birnie Reid, Coronation Medal ; Major
T. P. E. Murray, second in command, Coronation l\ledal ; C S.M.
Todd, Stirling, Coronation Medal; C.Q.M .. Cumming, Aberdeen,
Coronation and Territorial Efficiency ledals ; C.S.M. angster,
Aberdeen, Territorial Efficiency Medal ; C.S.M. Lewis, P . .I.,
India Frontier Medal; ergeant Beattie, Aberdeen, Territorial
Efficiency Mdeal ; Sergeant Robertson, Aberdeen, Territorial
Efficiency :Medal ; Signalman Mathieson, Kirkcaldy, Coronation
Medal ; Signalman Copland, Kirkcaldy, Territorial Efficiency
Medal.
Unit Exercise.- The Unit Exercise, set by the D.C.S.O ..
Colonel E. G. l\IcHutchon, o.B .E., T.D ., for 28th July, combined
the lessons learned at the individual Company practices. Cable
detachments were given a severe test in the length of lines
required, offices in the amount of traffic to be dealt with, while
the new No. I Sets again proved their efficiency. The valuable
training in opening forward office to conform to the tactical
situation makes one wonder if we always advance.
o doubt
it would be rank heresy to practise the job the other way round,
although there is thi to be said for it, that we would invariably
find ourselves nearer camp, and with le work to do on receipt
of the " clo e-down."
A definite feature of camp training, since we lo t the horse, 1s
early morning P.T., which is appreciated by all-after the fir t
five minute . The Unit Parade proves our most interesting
ceremonial occasion, and one for testing the general smartn
of turn-out and the benefits of drill on the square.
ignal
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chool for ~ecru it is al ~o conducted during camp, while ports
and enterta~~ment receive a large share of attention, under th
able, superv1 ion of aptain A. H. Lennie, M.M.
e
,. \'i e ha Ye been mo t fort:unate in holdin the interests, and,
De feel u:e·. the good will of a succes ion of alert c. .O.s,
· · :~·s ,t_nd taff Officers.
lo t heartily do we appreciate
!11.e cnbcal mt~;est taken in our training. and their readine to
tm u m our daft days" (or night ). In addition to General
~ownngg and :Major Barbt•r, already mentioned we record
~·1th pleasure the name of Lieutenant-Colonel C. \Vheeler
· .0., Colone~ E. G. McHutchon, D . . .0., and Colonel a rlor'
~: ..0 .r, cotbsh Command. We have profited greatly by fue;,
1 it and parted from them with great reluctance although
expectmg to see them a few times before next camp'
Colonel R. J · ~ 'icol, o.B.E., of Ballogie ou; Honora:r Colonel
:ort~nately able to gi\'e u much ~f his time durin: our tay
t_k on aven, ~n?, apart from the keen interest which he always
in : ~our tr<l:mu~g and general well-being, this year took part
.t b _e !d. old1~rs Race, to show how youna he is and proved
1 Y gammg third place.
"
'
~ports.--Stonehaven people and visitors to the number of
1 ,_,oo gathered to see the sports on Thursday 29th Jul
Th
spo~·ere run on t~e Tabloid principle. Poi~ts were sc~~ed b;
m~
s of the ,·anous teams a their performances compared
w1 a set standard. In addition to the u ual s orts 't
~nter-Communication Race was held. One teanf per ~~~s,a!n
its to !test
respective
h .
·
ac 1 earn ays a lme, tran m1ts a message
over t e lme, re-~ mits the message by visual and then send
~~~r~sage success1vely by motor cycle D.R., pu h cycle and

Unit Dance.- tonchaven Town Hall presented an unusual
s~ec~acle on the _occa ' IOn of the dance held by the Unit on the
e\·enn~g of ~port~ Day. Over four hundred dancers were on the
floor, m~ludm$' · oJonel R. J. ricol of Ballogie, Hon. Colonel of
the Umt; Lieutenant-Colonel E. Birnie R eid Com
d'
Officer, Mrs. Reid and a party of friends . MaJ· or i p E mMan mg
Capta1·n J~- \\T. J . D ry1and and Mrs. Dry!and
•
· a · t .· X Jurray
w'
Leva~k, Captai_n J. ochran, Captain A. T. wodd fp~::In A. H.
Lenm~, C~ptam Blackattcr, H.L.I. Baillie, R.' R. L. Calian ·
Counc1llors Macdonald and Leslie, and Mr. F. vV. Robertson'
To_wn lcrk, Stonehaven, Dr. W. Ogg, Macaulay Institute fo~
S 011 Research, Aberdeen.
Bai~lie
ailan complimented the
nit on its exem la
b_e~3:viour_, _and hoped that the men would return to the to!n
~VJlian VJS1tors_. He also hoped that the Commandin Officer
"ould be merciful m the matter of next morning's re;eille.

7s

''t

~~~f::~;dott~~ t:~ ob~ectl

t~e

H.Q.

AND 0NECOY.

No. 2 (Sterling) Company.
Annual Camp, 1937.-The Company proceeded by road on
Saturd_ay, 17th July, to Stonehaven on the East Coast: to take
up res1d~nce (under cai;ivas) for the ensuing fortnight.' Stonehayen was, for the Umt, an entirely new camping site and a
pomt not overlo~ked by the majority, only fourteen mil~s from
al~~~~~~n.StTh\site of ~he camp in Ury Estate was excellent, and
their best toonel aven is dnot a l~ge town, the inhabitants did
we come an entertam us.
Su_nday saw u busy unpacking and sorting out our stores in
readmes f?r the great offensive. l\Ionday and Tuesda were
occupied wit~ the new standard tests for Sub-Units of th~ Comp_anX._ As this year was the first time that Sub-Units were exerc1s~ m the test~, there was still room for improvement, but man
whn nkles wc~e picked up which will enable us to put up a bett[r
s ow next time.

signfilin~

y ·Among those who witnessed the sport were : Yiscount and
Hiscoru:itess Arbutl~nott; Hon. Ian and '\Irs. Baird, Rickarton
ouse' Colonel r1col, Ballog1e; i\Iajor Innes Cowie. Ca tain
a~d :\Irs. Fuller-J\Ia~tland, Frendraught ; }fr.' and J.irs
B
d icholso,n._ Glenberv1e; }fr. and Mrs. Ronald E sJemont l\ber.
een; 11-I1ss Isobel Dawson Aberdeen· Provos
' ·
Thomson, Stonehaven. '\fr ' F 'i" R b' rt
Tt and Mrs.
St
h
·
• - · · " · o e son, own Clerk
th~n~ ave~; ~htef Constable and '\Irs. '\litchell Stonehaven '.
Hon. ~~~nt/A. EBP BGurndett and ~Irs. Burnett: Stonehaven;
,.
· · · ar ner, Stonehaven etc
of ISCo~ntess Arbuthnott presented the prizes to the members
our ;~nnmg teams and the cups for the various events carried
pani
~-·the camp to the commanders of the victorious Come 1 esi E ISC~:mi:tess _Arbuthnott was thanked by Lieutenant0 one
. Bu-me. Reid and presented with a bou uet b , .
~o~a Rollo.. Lieutenant-Colonel Reid thanked i1so Ja ~'.55
e:~e and his committ_ees for their organisation workp a~~
an~ ~~°:!e~laefiaesludretoat stneemgthso many friends from Stonehaven
.
w1 ess e sports.
Br;!~. ~fae;Jn!1!t~:Os o,~ht1~ceh Unit, undher Actin~ Pipe-::'lfajor
were muc appreciated.
•

1937

1

altr~~g~e~~~i1:~ ~:~he

period was spent in. Schemes, which,
Unit Schemes e h Company Schemes, were, m fact, 1iniature
.
.
• ac
ompany nght down to Sections be'
ei:-:erci~ m tui:i. After the Unit Scheme, which is the unl~·~
big day m the Field, the conference of Officers and Ser eants
canhcelled as unnecessary, owing to the fact that the S~heme ~~::Ss
uc a great success.

1i

t S ~~rts.SThe first item under this heading
o . e. tonehavei: Municipal Authorities
;~,,.~~:1~t Gal~ wh~ch they promoted for the
competitio~s~p end1d pnzes which they put

1•

is a vote of thanks
for the excellent
benefit of the Unit
up for the variou~

Our Annual Sports took place on Thursda
h .
the good weather helped m
· th e success of the day.
y, 29tA fairly
mst., large
and
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gathering of spectators saw the various teams competing in the
tabloid sports for the Unit Sports Cup, which has now gone to
rest for a year at Aberdeen. We congratulate the winning team,
but warn them to look to their laurels next year.
The sports concluded with the presentation of prizes. We
managed to annex the following : Inter-Company Football,
Boxing, Shooting, and Basketball. Our O.C. had a slight touch
of spring-heel, through springing up to receive the Cups. We are
determined to make the attack stronger next year, as there are
other Cups on which we have our eye.
Sports Day concluded with the Unit Annual Ball, held in the
Stonehaven Town Hall, and a really enjoyable evening was spent
there by everyone.
Conclusion.-Annual Camp has come to an end for another
year, and now we are back at our respective homes, talking of
the glorious time we have just had, and preparing and looking
forward to the next .J1nnual Camp.
Captain R. B. Williamson, during the camp period, took
cine films of all the Unit's activities, and we are looking forward
to seeing this film at our Company Smoker during the winter
season.
Twuco.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
21, Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W.
Jimmy Roberts.--Sergeant Roberts J .. who has for many years
served in the capacity of permanent clerk at Jardine Street, has
vacated that position. We learn that Sergeant Roberts has
secured an important post with a leading city firm. It will be
difficult to replace Jimmy in the T.A. Orderly Room. His long
experience and his natural gifts made him a most valuable
asset. Jimmy had a remarkable knowledge of all sorts of
regulations. It has been said that he could almost quote word
for word any regulation affecting our Units. We are glad to say
that Sergeant Roberts is not to sever his connection with us.
He will continue to serve with our T.A. Units as a N.C.O. We
wish him well in his new sphere.
J oh n Haggart.- The discharge of C.S.M. Haggart J.. on
reaching the age limit constitutes a big loss to our S.R. Units.
" Hag's" record would be difficult to equal. Enlisting in 1907,
with the Signal Company at Rutherglen, he served continuously
until June of this year. Jock saw much service during the Great
War, and continued to serve at Jardine Street after the cessation
of hostilities. C.S .M. Haggart was a daring horseman, and his
feats at many military meetings in Scotland will long be remembered. He gained many prizes and trophies. Jock was a highly
skilled craftsman, expert in all branches of Signal work which
combine to make the highly qualified senior N.C.O. It is with
regret that the S.R. and T.A. say good-bye to John Haggart.
The Construction Company will especially miss him. He was a
veritable pillar of that Unit. Farewell, old" Hag."!
Gailes.-The weather clerk was more kindly to our T.A. friends
at Gailes than he was last year. Good weather favoured Gailes
camp in July. The training period may be said to have been
quiet and enjoyable. Everything was done in order to ensure
that our boys would spend a happy holiday consistent with
sound pleasurable training. Schemes and exercises were carried
through without hitch. The sports meeting was hold on 24th
July. The meeting was one of the most successful of recent
years, attracting a record number of vi itors. Gailes of 1937
will long live for its many pleasant memories. We are grateful
to Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Robertson and those who worked
with him to make our annual training one big holiday.
Our Honorary Colonel 's Loss.-Lord McGowan, Imperial
Chemical Industries' chairman, and Honorary Colonel of The
Lowland Signal Units, attend d his mother's funeral at Cathcart
Cemetery, Glasgow, on 4th August.
Lord McGowan, one of the world's greatest industrial leaders,
was a devoted son, but industry, and the Corps, owes a great
debt to the quiet silver-haired woman who had been his greatest
friend and shrewdest counsellor. Her inspiration and encourage-

ment had been with him always. She rejoiced when Harry left
school and found work as an office boy in .'obol' · Explo~ive
Factory at Ardecr, Ayrshire. His salary was five shillings a
week. Lord McGowan was always " My clever Harry " to bis
mother. Ever ready to talk of him, she once said, "Always,
even as a boy, he was serious. When others played, he read and
studied, or went to classes. We used to sit together in the
evenings. I would help him with his lessons or dictate so that
he could practice his shorthand." Years brought ever-increasing
success to Harry McGowan. But in these years of change, one
thing remained unchanged, the deep affection that always
existed between mother and son. Every Y"'ar on his mother's
birthday, Lord :\llcGowan, busy in London, came home to spend
a quiet day with her. Her house was always " home." \Vhen
he came from distant parts of the world, Lord ~1cGowan and
his wife and family always went to Scotland fir t-to the woman
to whom they owed so much.
The Lowland Signal Units offer their most respectful, heartfelt
sympathy to their Honorary Colonel on the passing of this groat
and noble woman-his mother. From the Commanding Officer
to the lowest rank, we share with Lord McGowan his irreparable
loss.
Christie's Cradle.-Christie's cradle has been repaired and
redecorated. We offer our belated congratulations to Sergeant
John Christie, T.A., and Mrs. Christie on the birth of a daughter.
Good luck and long life to the little one.
The Three J's.-Our attention has been drawn to a remarkable
incident in connection with the recent Royal visit to Glasgow.
At a point on the Royal route, C.S.M. MacNeil J. was on parade
with the Lowland Signal Units' contingent. Immediately
behind him stood his son, Police Constable ~lac. "eil J .. while
another son, Corporal Macr eil J ., who serves in a Regular formation of the Corps, was an interested spectator. Police Constable
MacNeil is an ex-Sergeant of our T .A. Units. Corporal MacNeil
was spending his furlough in Glasgow. The three J's made a
happy Little record all of their own.

S4th (East Anglian) Di'fisional Sipals.
General.-This year the Unit assembled at Roedean for annual
training. The camp was an outstanding one for two reasons,
firstly because for the first time after ten years we had no rain
during the fortnight, and secondly, that during the second week
the Unit played an important part in a Skeleton Exercise ,-.,ith
the 4th Division.
During the first week of camp we concentrated on Schemes
which we thought resembled the role we were destined to play
later. We were wrong: during the second week we got much more
work to do and much less sleep. On the Monday of the second
week the Unit left Roedean and assembled at Tenterden,
bivouacing there for the night. At ro a.m. on the Tuesday
morning, the battle started. The 4th Division commenced to
advance on " Kentalonia" in order to quell a rebellion, and we
had to take the place of the 4th Divisional Signals (who were
unable to function owing to the fact that most of their men were
abroad) and supply the necessary communications. In spite
. of the fact that this was the first occa ion on which the Unit
had been called upon to do such a big job, everyone go~ down to
it with a will, with the result that all commurucations w~re
established and maintained for the whole manoeuvre lasting
about forty-eight hours.
During the Exercise the Brigades made many moves, mostly
during the night, and, towards the end of the show, ".Division,"
which had previou ly advanced .to _Bethersden, w1th?rew to
Tenterden. The main commurucations were by wuelessro. r Sets and " C" S ts. (\\ e were supplemented by a few
'o. 1 Sets from 4th Divi ional Signals) and by D.R. During the
first night cable wa run out to the forward Brigade on the
Main Artery, and this was maintained without interference. The
main difficulty we had to contend \\ith wa the di tance between
the Brigades and Div. H.Q. When Div. H.Q. withdrew, it was
neces ary to have a Signal entre (the ranae w'.'-s too gre_a~ for
the o. 1 Sets) until the Brigades had reached their new positions.
In conclu ion we wish to thank the member of the 44th
Divisional Signals, ~ ho loaned u some personnel, as we were
rather under strength.
BLACK DoG.
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Fatherly comments by the Commanding Officer after the
Divisional l::xercise.
With tcknowledgments to Towers Photo Service

No. 2 Company.
. General.-\.~e~. here we are again alter fifteen days of some~'hat b~rd trammg _by thl'. sparklin_g_sea at Roedean. The camp
"as situated m an ideal position, in fact less than fifteen
) ~rd . from the sea, and right next to the famous Girls' School
\\ e did hea~ a ru_mour that <I: n~mber of the lads, after seeing s~
many beautiful gtrls, were tlunkmg of taking a Refresher Course
Vi'e were of the op_inion that only five members of this Company
had been 1 sued with the Coronation uniform, but after seeing so
many ~1fferent fellows wearing this resplendent attire we are
wondenng bow many pints were exchanged for the loan' of these
garments.
. F~rtunately, we were blessed with really good weather. This
ifs ev1dent from the many brown faces to be seen. Everyone took
u11 adva°:tage of the glorious sunshine.
The. CJ_n_1t had the h.onour o_f being selected to take part in the
4!h D1v1Slonal Exercise ; this is fully described in Unit H Q
£\otes.
· ·

i;self

Soldiers Every Inch.
With Admowledgments to Towe rs Photo Service

Schemes.-" ~ " Section did two or three Schemes with the
Gunners and picked up some valuable information from them
::;omeon~ was heard to remark that they should have been soldier~
mg du~mg the Roman days. " F " Section did great work on
~t;: Umt Scb~mes, and they also won the Telephone Wagon Cup .
· ~ar?ner 1s to ~ congratulated on having a really first-class
S ection m the making. Keep it up, sir I
Tdh ing~ We Hear.- " Take the line off, then give me a buzz
an
Wiil reel it up. "
'
·ttV.!bo wante~ .to know ii Division could supply the enemy with a
L1 1e ammurution ?
Ate cSetartain Corporal lost his rubber, so he made use of the
Da
mp Pad.
Who was sitting on the eggs ?
v.!bo_ was the ~atman who woke his officer up at 4 .30 a.m. to
ascertam what tm~e . he would like to be called ?
Who was the ongmator of the Signals One Step which was
performe~ almost every evening on Brighton P~lace Pier ?
Pr?motrons.- Congratulations to Sergeant Senton on being
~h~~n!~~ ~ -Q.M.S . , and al:>o to Signalmen Taylor, Howell,
f
t th
emp A.R., on bemg placed on the first rung. Don't
orge
e old haversack, boys !

1

1

BLACK DOG.

The London Divisional Signals.
(City of London Signals.)
W ho wo uld not be in the Territorial Army

1

W ith Acknowledgments to Towers Photo Service

fi Annua~ Training, Dibgate Camp, Shorncliffe.- Favoured by
ne.weaht er, 21 Officers and 261 members of Nos. 1 and 3 Comparues ave, as these notes go to print · t
l
pleasant fortnight 0 th ·
k .
• J us cone uded a very
·
n e wor side, the first week was devoted
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to Section training, and during the second week an ambitious
set of Unit Schemes was successfully attempted .
Officers' Mess Guest Night.- A successful Guest Night was held
in tho Officers' Mess on Monday, the 9th. Amongst a number of
guests were, Major-General P. I{. C. Commings, c .B., c.M.G.,
o.s .o . (G.O.C. London Division), Colonel C. R. Britten, M.C.
(Commander, rst (London) Infantry Brigade), and the Colonel
Commandant, Royal Signals, Brigadier R. H . Willan, D.S.o .,
M.C., who is, of course, the Commander of the roth Infantry
Brigade at Shorncliffe.
Other Entertainments.- The middle Saturday, 8th August, was,
as usual, devoted mainly to sports, although a well carried-out
.0.s Parade took place in the morning. The sports commenced
at 2 p.m., and were concluded by the Despatch Riders, who, on a
hard and uneven course, gave a very fine performance reminiscent
of their turn at the Royal Tournament.
We were delighted to see a large number of wives and children
of the members of the Unit on the Saturday.
The Sergeants' Mess and Corporals also gave evening entertainments which were largely attended ; a feature of the evening
in the Sergeant's Mess Guest ight being the attendance of
twenty-five members of the Sergeants' Mess of the Royal Marines
at Deal.
No. 1 Company Dinner.-Major F. White and his Company held
their Annual Dinner at Folkestone on Wednesday, the nth.
Church Parade.-The City of London Signals paraded as str ng
as possible for the usual Church Parade in Camp and, we hope,
at a future date, to offer for publication a photograph of the Unit,
headed by its band, marching back to Camp .
The Band.-Besides playing for the Church Parade, the band
has played selections four times a week for the Officers' Mess
Dinner and during the three C.O.s Parades which have been held.
Haberdasher's Aske's School Cadet Corps.-We were delighted
to welcome Cadet Lance Sergeant Manley and nine Cadet Signalmen of this Unit, who joined us for the second week. of annual
training. We hope that they enjoyed their visit and we certainly
benefited from their attendance, as they solved the great difficulty
of finding Terminal Stations to represent Battalicns on Brigade
Schemes.
We would like to offer our congratulations to them on the
very high standard of efficiency they have attained, in what , by
Territorial Anny standards is a comparatively short time.
C.O.L.S.

Haberdashers' Aske's School Cadet Corps.
1st Cadet Signal Company.

Mfiliated to the London Divisional Signals
(City of London Signals).
This Unit, concerning which a brief notice appeared in the
August issue of TH E WIRE, finished an active summer term's
training with a successful week's camp at Dawlish. The conditions, weather and food were good. Everyone was keen, and
we valued the possibility of practising co-operation among the
various groups of the Unit. Signal Sections, in addition to their
technical training, ran a camp telephone service and cyclist
D.R.L.S . to the town, and on more than one occasion provided
the Infantry with communications during Tactical Exercises in
the Field. The Survey Section furnished accurate plans of the
camp for signal route diagrams a nd also modelled- in the sand
tray- scale reproductions of the ground to be worked over during
Schemes. A useful Scheme, involving the laying of cable and
employment of cyclists, in the dark was carried out one night ; it
included also V/T and W /T circuits. The Unit was fortunate in
having with it in camp Sergeant Jennison of the Corps, now with
the Cambridge University O.T.C. as Instructor to their Signal
Unit. His genial personality and capable instruction were a
tremendous help to all ranks.
The Signal Section of this School was first formed in 1920,
and became a live group of the School Cadet Corps (then the 3rd
Cadet Battalion, R.F.) until the disembodiment of the latter
upon the withdrawal of official recognition of the Cadet Force
by the Government in 1930. The Signal Unit then continued as a
mufti body, with (through the kindness of the C.U.O.T.C.) an
annual camp at Cambridge, where it had the advantage of help
from the P .S.I.s and use of signal apparatus of the C.U.O.T.C.
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Signal nit. In 1936, official recognition having been restored,
the present Company- consisting of cadets between 14 and 18
years of age-was formed, under the command of C/Captain D.
W. Small, who has been in charge of Signals at the School ince
1922 .
The Company has been very fortunate in being affiliated to
the London Divisional Signals, whose Commanding Officer,
(Lieutenant-Colonel Willway) and Adjutant (Captam Firth)
have been most kind and helpful in every way in furthering it·
prog ress.
C.S.M. Guile, P.S.I., at the same Headquarters, bas been an
invaluable friend and mstructor to the School Signal nit for
several years. At the moment of writing ten cadets arc, by
invitation of Colonel Willway, in camp with London Divisional
Signals at Dibgate.
In October, the School will provide a contingent of two
Platoons of the Junior Division, O.T.C. This \\ill mean some
change in the numbers and character of the Cadet Corps, but the
latter will continue to run its technical Sections as at present, and
successful and smooth co-operation with the new O.T.C. contingent is anticipated.

Signal Unit, Queen's University (Belfast) O.T.C.
General.-This Unit was formed with effect from the 1st
October, 1936, commenced training about 1st December, and
has now completed its first year's programme.
Several Saturday afternoons and evenings in April. ~lay and
June were taken up with Outdoor Exercises, in which we wagged
flags, trailed cable, scattered message-forms and made general
nuisances of ourselves in some of the less crowded parts of Co.
Antrim. The memories which will linger longest a re those of
the evening when Corporal S - filed the recall message without
having it re-transmitted, and the day when we learnt the
limitations of h ired transport by pushing a Transport Board bus
up half the hills in the county.
Annual Training.-With the other Units of the Queen's
University Contingent, we embarked on R.M.S. D11ke of York on
24th June, disembarked at H eysham Harbour early the following
morning and proceeded to Torrisholme, between i\forecambe and
Lancaster. There we remained under canvas till the evening of
7th July, when we made the return passage to Belfast on the
Dt,ke of York. \Yeather was not of the best, but the training
programme was gone through almost " according to plan."
\Ve had the assistance of a party of Gunners from "P," "Q,"
" X " and " Y " Batteries, R.A., who brought from Catterick
the \VJT cars which were lent to us for training. If we learnt
nothing else in camp, we do at least know now what a Bombardier
is.
Two· days were devoted to Schemes "ith the Infantry and
Medical Units of the Contingent. We trust that we are less of a
mystery to them than we were before camp, as it is to the Infantry
that we have to look for most of our " new entry" for the next
training year. Two fits of" ight Ops." were, perhaps, a little
less muddled than they might have been (who broke the crossingkeeper 's bell at Bolton-le-Sands ?). A Scheme with the \.\'/T
cars on 3rd July took us as far north as Gra mere.
On 5th July, we were inspected by Brigadier G. C. Raw on,
o.B.E., '.\i.e.; we hope that he made allowance for our inexperience.
Whatever he said to the Cable Lance Corporals i not known, but
they have been giving them elves airs ever since. On 6th July,
most of the Unit had to face the practical part of the Certificate
" A" and" B " Examinations; one or two must have given the
examining officers something to think about (" Move to the right
in fours . Form-Fours. Left ! " ). Captain E. . S. Dickson ,
O.C., Manchester Diversity Signal nit, vi ited us on 6th July.
We hope that he picked up a few tips and warnings. The _fodical
Unit got their own back on 7th July by putting Signals through
their gas-chamber.
Royal Visit t o Northern lrel and.- The nit assisted in lining
the route of the Royal procession through Belfast on the morning
of 28th July, being placed in Donegal Square oi;th and Donegal
Square West, and, in the afternoon, found a portion of a Guard of
Honour mounted at the University for Their laje ties; the
Guard was commanded by the O.C'., Signal Unit.
Congratulations to our P.S.I., Sergeant W. McDonald on
the award of the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal.
OPA V PADA.

SPORTS NOTES
Boxing.-The Recruits' Inter- quad and Individual Championship took place in the" Blood Tub" on 3rd, 4th and 10th June.
Some very good bouts and a plendid display of novice boxing
was given. The good material was noted, and with further
experience they should make efficient boxers. These inter-Squad
competitions are very keenly contested, and it is good to see
not only the individual effort, but also the team spirit shown by
these recruits. All quads in the Wing entered eight men, and
the hield was destined for the quad which obtained the most
points: The winners of the Shield were o. 63 Squad with
43 points, and the runners-up 'o. 65 Squad with 37 points.
Individual winners: BANTAM-WEIGHT, Edgerton, ro. 65 Squad:
FEATHER-WEIGHT, Darlow, No. 58 Squad ; LIGHT-\VEIGHT,
;\lcCafferty, No. 63 quad; WELTER-\VEIGHT, V\'estmas, ro. 61
Squad; ::YIIDDLE-WEIGHT, Dunn, ro. 64 Squad; LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT, Dunkley, No. 6r quad.
On the final night a black and white demonstration of I.S.B.A.
Rules was given by Lieutenant Van der Goot, Lance Sergeant
lyddleton and Corporals tirk and Johnson. The demon tration
was greatly appreciated by all pre ent. At the close our Commandmg Officer, after complimenting everyone concerned on a
very good show, presented the Shield and Medals. This very
good competition then ended with three hearty cheers.

" D " Company, Training Battalioa.
Cricket in the Co~~any this season has become more popular
than usual. In addition to the Company team, Sections have
started a League. and keen rivalry exists.
Th~ Company team has already played seven matches, four
of which they have won. Several new fixtures have been obtained
this season. \'\'e have played two of these-Terrys of York
a~d the United 'Bus Company, Richmond. Our ug{ial fod:ur~
with Rowntrees was not obtained this year, as their fixture list
was filled earlier than usual, but next season we hope to include
this enjoyable match once more on the fixture list.
The following is a list of matches played and, as far as possible,
t~e results: TERRYS C.C. (played at York).
Lost by three
wickets. MOUNTED \VrNG (1\fackworth). Won by three wickets.
DISMOUNTED WING (:\fackworth). Lost by five wickets UNITED
'Bus CoMPANY. \Von by 31 runs. ARMY EDUCATIO~AL CORPS
(Catterick). Won. UNITED 'Bus CoMPA~Y (played at Richmond). \'\'on by four wickets. RA.0.C. Lost by 43 runs.
Congratulations to " E " Company for winning the Mackworth
Shield this year.
Q1:1ite a number of matches remain to be played, and we are all
lookmg forward to finishing the season with a good record.

" E" Company, Training Battalion.
Cricket.-Only two Company games have been played since last
month. In both of these we have been successful in maintaining
our unbeaten record to date.
_ On Wednesday, 7th July, we meet the Dismounted Wing
We look
forward to a keen game and hope to bring the Cricket Trophy
back to " E " Company.
Results of Company matches :
VERSUS RS.I. CoURSES
" E" Company, Il9 (Captain ~!organ, 2~ ; Corporal Fraser,
21 not out).
m the final of the Mackworth Trophy Competition.

RS.I. Courses, 37 (2 nd Lieutenant Power, 3 for 8 ; Captain
Morgan, 4 for 5).
VE~US CoMBINED SCHOOL OF SIGNALS XI.
School of Signals, 110 (Captain Morgan 3 for r7 - Corporal
W a.tterton, 3 for 28).
'
'

" E" Company, 120 for 7 wickets (Captain Morgan, 52 not
out).
Inter-Squad Cricket Competition.-No. 36 Squad won the InterSquad Tournament, beating o. 46 Squad by four wickets in the
final.
Signalman Davidge ( o. 36 Squad) performed the hat trick,
finishing up with an analy is of four wickets for seven runs.
Sigualman Spencer scored 32 not out and Signalman Buchanan
22, both for the winners. For the losers, Signalmen Vinyard (23)
and Pescud (21) were top scorers.
Another Inter-Squad Tournament is now in progress and great
keenness is being shown by all squads.
Cricket- Mackworth Final.- " E " Company beat the Dismounted Wing by 42 runs. We started badly, losing three wickets
for 21 runs, but fine batting by Captain R. W. Morgan (52) and
2nd Lieutenant Freeman (31) pulled the game round. This was
followed by fine last wicket efforts by 2nd Lieutenant Power (51)
and Signalman Evans, who helped 2nd Lieutenant Power to add
41 runs for the last wicket, to give us a total of 169 runs.
Dismounted Wing made a great start and by the time stumps
were drawn had scored 70 runs for one wicket. When the game
was resumed the wicket showed more life, and our bowlers were
soon amongst the wickets. Three quick wickets fell for 20 runs.
A stand for the fifth wicket then produced 33 runs. The breaking
up of this partnership was the beginning of the end, as the five
outstanding Dismounted Wing wickets fell for the addition of only
five ru~s- All our bowlers performed well, Signalman Lovatt fully
d~servrn g a fine.analysis of seven wickets for 54 runs in 25 overs.
Lieutenant Wh1.teway-Wilkinson, taking two wickets for three
runs, and 2nd Lieutenant Power, who obtained the other wicket,
bowled very well without having much luck.
_The fielding of our team was a decisive factor in the victory.
E~ght catches were taken, two especially good ones by 2nd
Lieutenant Power and Sigualman Holmes. The ground fielding
was of a high standard.
Congratulations to the team on a fine performance. Hard luck,
Dismounted Wing, and thanks for a very keen and sporting game.
Scores in detail :
.. E" COMPANY.
Corporal \IVatterton, b C.S.M. Carpenter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
Signal~an Adams, lb;~~'. b C.S.M. ·Carpenter .... __ . _ ..... _
2
2J?-d Lieutenant Freeman, b Signalman Parent ...... _. . . . . 3 I
Lieutenant Whiteway-Wilkinson, b C.S.M. Carpenter ... _ 9
Captain i\forgao, b Signalman Parent ... , .. _._._ . .. _..... 52
Major Harris, run out .. .. ... ... _... _.... __ .. _ .. __ ... _
o
Corporal Fraser, b C.S.M. Carpenter ......... , . . . . . . . . . .
9
Signalman Holmes, c Bunce, b Lees .. _ . _ . _... _ .. ___ ... _
2
Signalman Lovatt, c Stirk, b Lees _....... ..... ___ . . . . . .
o
2nd Lieutenant Power, b Signalman Parent .. _ . __ ....... _ 51
Signalman Evans, not out _ .. . ____ ...... . ...... _ .. _ .. _ 12
Extras ......... . . . ......... . . .... ..... . .........
Total

169

DISMOUNTED WING.
C.S.M. Carpenter, c Holmes, b 2nd Lieutenant Power .. _...
Corporal Stirk, c Holmes, b Lovatt ....... _...... _.... _ . _
2nd Lieutenant Hayles, b Signalman Lovatt . . ........ _ .. .
Corporal Ferrier, c Power, b Lovatt ...... _ . __ ...... _ . __
2nd L~eutenant Hammersl~y. c Captain Morgan, b Lovatt ..
2nd Lieutenant Lyall, b Lieu tenant Whiteway-Wilkinson ..
Corporal Bunce, c Evans, b Lovatt .. __ . _ . , . _........... .
Signalman Parent, not out _. __ . .. _ .. __ ... . __ . .. _. _. _. _
Sigualman Lees, c and b Lovatt .... __ .. _... . . __ ....... .
S ~gualman Dunn, c Captain Mor gan, b Lovatt .. . .. ___ . _ ..
Signalman Chaler, c and b L ieutenant Whiteway-Wilk.inson
Extras . .. . .. __ ... .. .. ... _. . ___ ........ _.... . ... .
Total

... . ...... . . .. ..... . .... . .... . ...... . .

SECOND INNINGS.
Sergeant Hallet, run out ...... - - .... - . - - ... - - .. · - · · - - Sergeant Gay, b Jones H .......... - . - ...... - - - · - · · - · · · ·
C.Q.M.S. Murray, b Hawkes. - ....... - ... - . - . - - - . · · · · · · ·
Sergeant Watmore, b Brewer ... - ....... - . - .. - - . - · · - - - ·
Sergeant Cooper, b Brewer . ........ - .. - .... - - - . · - - - · - ·
Sergeant Small, b Hawkes .. - - . - . - - - ... - . . . .. · · - · · - - - Sergeant Cook, b Harvey .......... - - .. - - . - ... - · · - - · - - Sergeant"Spearpoiot, not out . - - - . .. - .. - ..... - - - - · - ·. · Sergeant Gourlay, c sub., b Harvey ... - - - - - - - . - - - - · ·. - ·
Sergeant Mahon, absent ......... - . - . - - - - . - - · · - · · · - · - ·
R.S.M. Caulfield, c Harvey, b Brewer . - - - ..... - . - . · - . - ·
Extras ........... - . - - - ........ - . - - - . - · · · - - - · · · · ·

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess
Training Battalion

JULY (unavoidably omitted from last issue).

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
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Cricket-v. Army Education Corps.-A very enjoyable game
was played at Hipswell "A" on 23rd June. It would d~ the
M.C.C. Committee, who are looking into the " Brighter Cncket
Movement," good to visit some of our m atches. Runs arc scored
at the rate of seventy to one hundred an hour.
A.E.C. (FIRST INNINGS) .
R.S.M. Wingrove, b Brewer ... - - ... .. .... - .. - . - . - .... - .
R.S.M. McArthey, c Murphy, b Pilkington .. . ...... - ... .
Sergeant Lord, run. out ... : . ·.. - - . - .......... - . - - . . .. - . R.S.M. Smith, c King, b P1lkmgton . . - .......... . - - - . - .
Lieutenant McDonald, c Jones, b Brewer .. - .. - . - . - .. · - ..
Sergeant North, c Smith, b Hawkes .. - ... - .. - - . · - - · · · . Private Slater, b Hawkes .... .. . - - - - ...... - - - - - . . . - · . - ·
Corporal Bunce, c Si;riith, b Brewer. - - . . . ... . - . · · - . - . · · · ·
Signalman Constantme, b Hawkes .... - ... - ... - - ..... - - ·
Sergeant Relf, not out ..... - - . - - ........ - . . - - · - - · · · - · Sergeant Hood, c Smith, b Hawkes .... - . .. .. - - - ... - .. · ..
Extras . . ..... . .. . - ... - .... ... .... - · .. · · · · - · · - - · -

26
41
7

Total

I

BOWLING (FIRST INNINGS).
M.
0.
I
3
Harvey .... - - - - . - ... - . - - 0
Pilkington ..............
3
3.2 I
Murphy ................
l
Brewer ............ ... .
3

17
12
2

9
0

13

Bow LING (SECOND INNINGS).
o. M.
0
Hawkes . ...............
7
0
5
Jones H. . ...............
I
Fields ..................
3
7.2 I
Harvey .. _.. _..... - ..... 6
3
Brewer .. ..... ... .. ... .

0

9

...................................... 137

Total

BOWLING.
Murphy ........ . .......
Harvey ... ..... .... ....
...............
Brewer
Pilkington . . . .... . .. . . .
Hawkes . . . . . . . . ........

.

0.
5
4
13
9
3.1

l

R.
19
13
52
33

0

II

M.
0
l

2

w.
0

. . .. ... ....... ...... . .... . ............

180

4

47
II

Total

0

2

North . .................
McArthey . . ........... .
Slater . ..... ...... ......
Bunce ............ . .....
Constantine . . ........ - - - .

0
0
0
0

R.
66
47
IO
17
15

w.

0

13
0
l

I
0
0

13

0
0

IO
III

3

II

5
2

2
4

R.
36
3r
8
15
12

w.
2
I

0
2
3
8
5
12
28
21
7
20
2

13
2

7
II

o.

Cooper .... ..... ... ......
Gay ........ ........ . ...
Spearpoint ..............
Murray_ ............ - - - - Watmore .... ... .. . . ...
Caulfield ...............

9
6 .3
l

4
6

M.
0
I

0
0
0
0

R.
32
27
II

12
22
21

w.
I

0
0
2
t

" A " Corps Signals.

I

0

Annual Regimental Sports, Royal Signals,
24th and 26th June.

Versus the Depot Battalion.Sergeant Hallet, b Harvey ..... - . - ....... . . · · - - · · - · - - ·
C.Q.M.S. Murray, b Harvey ............. - . .... - . · · - - · · ·
Sergeant Gay, c and b Pilkington - - - .. ... . · · · - · · · · - · · · Sergeant Watmore, b Harvey - .. - ... - . - .. - - · · - - - · · - · · · ·
Sergeant Cooper, b Murphy ... - . . - - ..... - . .. · - - · · · - · · · ·
Sergeant Small, b Brewer .. _.. .... .. . - - - . . - - - - - . · - • · - · Sergeant Cook, b Brewer ..... .. . . . - ... - . - - · - · · · · · · - - · Sergeant Spearpoint, b Brewer ...... - - .... - · · - - · · - - - · ·
Sergeant Gourlay, c King, b Brewer ......... · - . - · · · · · · ·
Sergeant Mahon, not out . .. - ... - ... - . .... · · · · - - - · - - · · ·
R.S.M. Caulfield, b Murphy ... - ......... - . - - - · · · - · · · · · Extras . . .. . .............. · · · · - - · · - · · · · · · · · - - · · · Total

5
0

5

DEPOT BATTALION (FIRST INNINGS).
39
24
6
30

4

__ ........ _.. _ .. . _........ __ . . - - . - . .. . 136
BOWLING .

2

25

BOWLING.
M.

II

w.

R.S.M. Wingrove, run out .... - - - - - - - - - - .... - - · · · · - - - Sergeant Brewer, c Caulfield, b Cooper - ... - . - - - - · - . · · · - Sergeant-Major (F. of S.) King, c Mahon, b Watmore. - . - - Sergeant Murphy, retired. - . . .. - - . - - - . .. · .. - · · · - - · - - · - Lance Sergeant Field, retired .. - - - . - ....... . .. · · · · - · - - Lance Sergeant Hawkes, c Mahon, b Watmore .. - - - - - .. · · ·
Lance Sergeant Jones, retired .. - .. - . . ... · - .. - - - - - - · · · · ·
Lance Sergeant Smith, b Caul.field ... . - - . - - . . - . - · - - · - · - ·
Lance Sergeant Stevenson, c and b Gay . ... - - . . - - - - - - - - · ·
C.Q.M.S. Harvey, run out . .. ... - - - - .... - - . · · · - · · · · - - - · Lance Sergeant Pilkington, not out .. - . - - ... - - - - - . - - - · ·
Extras ....... __ ... - - .... - ... - - - . - - - - . · · · · · · · - - - -

3
2
4

29
14
I3
33

0.
15
9
3
3
4

R.
3

13

TRAINING BATTALION (FIRST INNINGS).

0

W.0.s' AND SERGEANTS' MESS (FIRST INNINGS).
Sergeant-Major (F. of S.) King, c Lord, b North . . - - . . . - - .
Sergeant Brewer, c Relf, b North - - . - .. - - .. - - · · . · · - - · · Lance Sergeant Pilkington, lbw, b North - ...... - - · · · - - - Lance Sergeant Field, c Slater, b Bunce. - - . - - .... - . . - - - . Sergeant Murphy, b McArthey - ... - .. - - - - - ... . · · - - - · · · · Lance Sergeant Hawkes, lbw, b North . . - ... - - - - - - - · · · - C.Q.M.S. Harvey, retired . .... - .. - - .. - ... - .. - - - - - · · · · · ·
Lance Sergeant Stevenson, b North - ..... - - . - - - ... · - - · ·
Lance Sergeant Smith, b Constantine - - . . - - - ...... - · - · · · Sergeant Andrews, not out . - .. - .... - .. - - . - · · - · - · - · · - - Extras ........... - .. - .. - - · . - · · · · · · · · - - - · · · · - · · · ·
Total

__ .... _.......... - - - - - . - . - . . - - . · - - - · - -

52
14

. _.......... - - - ..... . . - .. · - · · · · · · - · · · ·

0

8
0

2

6
2
0

0
2

0

4

The Annual Sports were an overwheln:iog success for "A"
Corps Siguals, for in the fourteen events which coun~ towards the
Prickett Cup we won thirteen . and came second m the other.
Congratulations to all who ran, 3umped or threw so well. Everyone was mighty pleased at so good a show and, no doubt, our
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel R. Elsdale, _o._B.B:,
111.c., R.Siguals, was more pleased than anyone present, .as it 1s .hrs
last year with the Unit, and, although we have been improving
ever since he joined us, it is the first year that w~ h,~ve won the
Prickett Cup whilst he has been C.O. So once agam, Well done,
lads!"
The field events were decided on Thursday, _z4th June, :ind the
track events on 26th June. Although the times and distances
were in some cases lower than the last four- or Jive years, ~~ey
were good enough to win, and probably with better opposition
could have been improved. It might be as well to note here that
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t Divisiona.1 Signal_s are wel~ under strength this year, having
But neither 2nd Divisional
1gna s nor ourselves are up to strength.

~-ft sf many men m Palestine.

2nd. Div~si?nal ~i~als had the satisfaction of winnin the
one e' ent \\hich we did nof and of coming second in all the ;thers
except one.

tr~{ s~cc~ ~

win~ng

the spoSrts on to of
the swimming
P Y m
e nnual ports has been followed by R Si«nals
0
(Aldershot)
winning
the
Aldershot
Command
J
· ·Lea!!Ue
Knock 0 t Ch
·
.
umor
- u
amp1onsh1p at water polo · certainl
b
f:1.r and one of which to be proud. Now 'we are wJti~g f~r;1f;:.~
xi~g ~eason to come round once more and see what the boys
can o m that line. \~·e were looking forward to a successful
:~~:last year, but Palestine put paid to it. Results of the
THE SHOT.'Winners ·· "A" Corps s·1an al s. 64 ft 31 1·n
.
, ..PUTTING
·
\ '1nruna team : Signalmen Tucker and Randl~.
· ~ ·
THROWING THE D1scus.-Winners . "A" C0
s· al
170 ft. 7 in. Winning t
. Lan · C
TJ?S . ign s.
Signalman Smith R. D.
earn·
ce orpora1 Milligan and
POLE VAULT.-\.Vinners · "A" C
s· al
.
Winning tea . La
c·
orps 1gn s. 17 ft. 6 m.
nee orporal Greenwood and Signalman
m ·
H ugh es.
. YOUNG SOLDIER_s'. ~1ILE TEAM RACE.-\Vinners: "A" c
Signals and 2nd D1v1Slonal Signals tied for first place w· O:IJS
teams· "A" Co --s·
·
mnmg
Wynn~
2nd Drps_ . ign~en Capper, Taylor, Williams and
Willi~s J. and \~~f=~R~ignals--Signalmen eve, Croston,
. . .
.
2 THROWING
1 ft
w· ·THEt JAVELIN-W.
.·
mners .· 2n d D1v1s1onal
Signals
.
=mg eam : Signalmen :Matthews and Challoner.
.
4
THROWING THE HAMMER.-Winners. "A" C
s·
174 ft. 7 in. Winning team: Lance 'corporal ~sli ignalsd.
gan an
S1gnalman Randle.
THREE MILES TEAM RAcE -Winn
. "A" C
.
. ers ·
orps Signals.
16 mins. 59f secs Winnin ·
and Dowell and Slgnalmen k~ ~}~~ri;~:orals Trusselle

:

HIGH JuMP.-\Vinners.

s·

"A" c

::t~!=- Lieutena~t P. A. ~~:S. ~~~~-als, ~n~\i!n~~
1

~ONG JuMP.-Winners: "A" Co
s·
.
Wmning team :
Lieuten
rps ignals. 39 ft. 8! m.
(20 ft. 1! in.) and Lance
~- Sto(nestreet, R.Signals
T
1gan 19 ft. 7 in.).
WO 1\1n.Es RELAY.-Winners.
"A" c
s·
9 mms. l 1 secs Winnin t
s' .
orps
1gnals.
g eam : ignalmen Taylor, Sutton,
.Millar and Maso~ .

cor:::al

SOLDffiRS'
MrLE n
.
Si YOUNG
al
.
i~LAY.-Wlllilers:
"A" Co
gn s. 4 mms. 3 secs Winning t
. s·
rps
Player, Davison and Pea~on.
eam · 1gnalmen Mason,
?PEN RELAY.-Winners:

45"&" secs.

2nd Battalion

Vi'HEELBARROW RACE -Winn
.
Paynter, 2nd Divisional .Signals. ers .

•

RT C
· · ·

3 mins.

s·

ignalmen Harrison and

440 YARDS RELAY.-Winners. "A" c
s
Winning team; Lieutenant Sto~e.
ORPS IGNALS. 46! secs.
and Signalmen Hesketh and Hayn!1'eet, Corporal Smith G. H.

SACK RACE ·-Winner.·
Signals.

s·igna lman

Harrison, 2nd Divisional

OLD SOLDIERS' RACE -Win
.
Signals. (For third year in succ~e~~n.)C.S.M. New, "A" Corps
48? YARDS HURDLES.-Winners.
"A" c
.
I
mm. 20 secs. Winnin t
. · .
orps Signals·
Sergeant Peake and Signal g Beam · Lieutenant Stonestreet.
,
men ourner and Rumford.
OFFICERS RAcE.-Capt ain Smart.
880 YARDS RELAY-" A" C
.
·
Winning team · Li
orps Signals. I min. 36i secs
and Signalmen .Hes~~th u:nndt HStonestreet, Corporal Smith G. H:
aynes.
LADIES' RACE.-I, Mrs B
.
Boots (All "A" C
s·.
rown, 2, Mrs. Warren; 3, Mrs.
·
orps 1gnals.)
CHILDREN UNDER EIGHT y
.
2, Frankie Harris.
Pat J . EARS.-I, Valene Williams .
, 3,
esSJman.
'

te
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C~ILDREN Ov.El_'t EIGHT YEARS.- I, Dave Hughes· 2 Margaret
' '
J oy , 3, Ivy W1lbarns.

ONE MILE. RELAY.-Y"ini:iers: "A" Corps Signals. 3 mins.
30! secs. Wmnmg team : Lieutenant Stonestreet and Signalmen
H esketh, Haynes and Pearson.
ONE MILE TEAM
min
w· RACE
. .-Winners .. "A" Corps s·ignaI s.
mnmg team : Signalmen Barran (1st) and
s. 55 secs.
4
Sutton and Lance Corporals Dowell (ind) and Moore (3 rd).
MUDGE Cup RACE.- Officers v. Sergeants Winners: Sergeants.
·
BAND RACE. -1, Corporal Robinson ·
3, Sergeant Saunders.
'

2, Signalman Allan ;

R All the above e".ent.s, other than Young Soldiers' Mile Team
ace, Young Soldiers Mile Relay, Open Relay Wheelbarrow
~~~Sack Race, Old Soldiers' Race, Officers' Rae~ Ladies' Race
en under and over eight years, Mudge Cup Race and Band
Race, count towards the Prickett Cup, the final points for which
Der~ . asalfo~ows: 1, "A" Corps Signals, 62 points · 2 2nd
1v1~1on Signals, 41 points; 3, rst Divisional Signals, ~3 points.
Prize Presentation.- Mrs. Sampson, wife of the Chief Signal
Officer, Aldershot Command, Colonel G. E. Sampson R Si nals
k~ndlytBresented the prizes at the close of the spo;ts ~n! wa~
gi ven
ree hearty cheers. The following cups and trophies were
a 1so presented :

.. [.!- ~KETT S~uP

1
for 1937. (for all athletic events).- Won by
: al orps ~gnals, 62 pomts. Runners-up : 2nd Divisional
S1gn s, 41 pomts.

t ~~DGE Cup;or 1936.-Competed for by Officers and Sergeants
lil oor, out oor games and shooting. Winners : Sergeants.
. RAalwsoN SHIELD for 1936 (for cricket).-Won by 1st Divisional
S1gn s.

a

. HITCHENS Cup for rugby 1936-37 -Won b "A" Corps
Signals.
'
·
y
PowGELL C~P for miniature range shooting.-Won by 1st
A .A . roup Signals.
CROSS-COUNTRY SHIELD ·-Won by "A" Corps s·1gnal s.
MoNs BARRACKS FooTBAL L T ROPHY.-Won by 2nd Divisional
Signals.
The Barker Cup for senior boxing held by "A" C
s· al
for during 1936-37 owing to t~7~a~~~ins~

;'i!!r;~!c~~mpeted

R ~ater Polo.-As was mentioned earlier in these notes
S: ignals (Aldershot)-the team comprised five of "A" c
'
c:;r1als and h~o of 2nd Divisional Signals-won the Alder~~~~
So:~~~~Jsu;ior Cup at water po.lo on 1st July by beating The
.
eglffient 2-1. Details of the rounds:
. S11Xth round. v. Coldstream Guards Won 3-2, after extra
tlffie. Scorers : Moore 2, Smith 1 .
·
Semi-final. v. Service Companies RA S C
Scorers: Moore 3, Taylor I.
'
. . . .
Won 4-1.
Final.

v . South Staffs Regiment.

N eve 1, Connett

Won 2-1.

Scorers·.

1.

W;~~~~!~l~~~~sw;i hthe team, which. won through so well.
all the team are for po~li~~n ~::ityea~~n :;ie Seni?r League, as
team comprised Captain A' E Mor. isc (~rg~ this yea~. The
Sergeant Bridge ("A" C · ·. omson
A Corps Signals),
("A" Cor s Si al
.oll?s Signals), Lance Corporal Moore
Smith (2!:d Drvisi~n~~~~i~nalmen Neve (~n~. Division'.11 Signals),
Taylor ("A" Co
s· gl als), Connett ( A Corps Signals) and
rps 1gna s).

lst Anti-Aircraft Group Signals, Blackdown.
Cricket.-The "remains" of th U .
quite a number of games this
e m~ at ~lackdown have had
numbers we have man
sl'.ason, ut, lil spite of our small
A brief r6sume of our g~mgeeds ~so g:1ve abglood account of ourselves.
1 given e ow:
48 irs~n{~ne, versus 12th A.A. Battery, R.A. (n3-65). Lost by
23 2nd
runs.J u ne, versus 15th A .A. Battery• RA
· · (9 4-71 ) . Lost by
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3rd June, versus 1st A .A. Light Battery, R.A. (96-82). Won
by 14 runs.
4th June, versus Details, lst Battalion, D.L.I. (6g-47). Lost
by 22 runs.
7th June, versus" D" Company, D.C.L.I. (rn- 20). Lost by
91 runs.
ioth June, versus 15th A.A. Battery, R.A. (89-46). Won by
43 runs.
14th June, versus "C" Company, 1st Battalion, D.L.I.
(107-75). Won by 32 runs.
15th June, versus 12th A.A. Battery, R.A. (51-42). Won by
nine runs.
17th June, versus "H.Q." Wing, 1st A .A. Battalion, R.E.
(58-56). Won by three wickets.
22nd June, versus "D" Company, 1st A.A. Battalion, R.E.
(58-32). Won by six wickets.
Versus "D" Company, 1st A.A. Battalion, R.E. (58-27).
Won by 31 runs.
Versus "H.Q." Wing, 1st A.A. Battalion, R.E. (42-25) .
Lost by 17 runs.
Versus Garrison Sports Club (65-63). Won by four wickets .
Versus 15th A.A. Battery, R.A. (88-40). Won by four
wickets.
Versus o. I Company, 2nd Divi ional Signals at Aldershot
(214- 205). Won by five wickets.
( 1 0TE .- The dates of the last five matches have been omitted
in the original copy.-Ed .)
Te nnis.-The Unit entered a team in the No. l A.C.A.A. Group
Junior Tennis League. Owing to the various detachments
proceeding to camp, it was very hard to find a team at times.
The team managed to gain third place in the League, which was a
very good effort considering the circumstances. The team was
found from among the following : C.Q.M.S. Mears L. E. C.,
Corporal Howard, Lance Corporal Dewhurst and Signalmen
Blake, Thomas W. B., Rawlinson and Seymour (i/c training).
Swi mm ing.-In the R.Signals Swimming Sports, held in the
Command Baths, Aldershot, on 22nd June, the following entered
for the events stated : Two LENGTHS BREAST STROKE ; Signalman Reed. PLUNGING: Signalman Rawlinson. Two LENGTHS
BACK STROKE: Signalman Reed. INTER-COMPANY RELAY
MEDLEY: One team was entered. Lance Corporals Ward and
Judd and Signalmen Rawlinson and Reed.
JAY EM GEE.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford .
Cricket.-Although sport under this heading is somewhat
marred by the shortage of grounds within the Garrison, personnel
on leave, detachments, etc., some enjoyable games have been
played this season. An endeavour was made to run a Southern
Command Signals' team, but, owing to commitments of the
various Signal Units, this also proved rather a tough proposition.
We congratulate Major J. A. I. Watts, R.Signals, on his fine
performances for the Corps during the current season, also the
following, who have represented the Garrison and have done
very well : Corporals Jordan and Jenner and Signalman Parsons.
On Saturday, 17th July, we meet the 7th Field Brigade, R.A.,
in the Garrison Cup Tournament. Knowing that they are a very
good side and are already in possession of this cup will make our
side go all out to beat them.
Details of the main fixtures are given below :
Southern Command Signals versus Royal Tank Corps (Perham).
Royal Tank Corps, 155 for 8 declared (Major Watts 5 for 33).
Southern Command Signals, n2 for 6 (Corporal Jenner 65).
3rd Divisional Signals versus Combined " E," " F " and Tank
Brigade Signals.
3rd Division al Signals, 162 for 8 declared (Corporal Jenner
57).
"E," "F" an d T ank Brigade Signals, 61 (Corporal Jordan
7 for 35, Signalman Parsons 3 for 8).
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3rd Divisional Signals versus 1st Divisional Signals.
1st Divisional Signals, 181 for 3 declared (Lance Corporal
Williams lOO, Lance Corporal Pettitt 77) .
3rd Divisional Signals, 79 (Corporal Jordan 42, Lance
Corporal Williams 5 for 12).
Tennis.- It is very surprising how very few tennis players we
have in the Unit at the moment. It certainly is not through lack
of courts. We hope that a few more will be seen on the courts,
even if it necessitates having an " L " attached.
Despite the fact that it was difficult to raise a team, a very
enjoyable afternoon's tennis was played against "E" Troop,
which, although no official scores are to hand, resulted in a win
for " E " Troop.
At the time of writing the Garrison Tennis Tournament is in
progress. Sergeant Luck and Corporal Jordan represented the
Unit in the Doubles and Jost after a great struggle, the scores
being 6--8, 6-4, g-11. Sergeants Luck and Kitchen entered
in the Open Doubles and battled their way through to the semifinals. We hope to record next month how they won the
tournament.

Signal Training Centre {India) Juhbulpore.
All Ranks' Golf Club.-In future an endeavour will be made
tc keep up a monthly summary of the activities of the Club.
For this month a summary of the Club's history and of the
activities of the past year will fi.11 all the space which Mr. Editor
will allow.
During the four years that the Club has been in existence
we have met with every success, as the venture has proved its
worth both socially and as a means of providing good, quiet
exercise (both for the mind and body). As trooping seasons
follow each other, more and more of our original and almost
original ~embers become "ex-," and now there is no one left
who can boast of being a member at the formation of the Club,
although a few can remember the days of greens and the long
second.
April's WIRE contained a wail from Aldershot, which added to
my own desire to convey to all ex-members news of the Club,
reports of matches, competitions, etc. It came from one to whom
we present members owe much. Sergeant Nokes, of" One Div.,"
was our first greens member, and his patience and perseverance
with ground, which at its best was scrub, and at its worst just
sandy patches, was truly remarkable. His enthusiasm, coupled
with the great efforts of the other founders, has given us a
course on which we find little else to do now but the mere
upkeep.
I joined the Club when it was almost a year old, at a time when
the fruits of heavy labour were beginning to show, and can
vouchsafe that the hearts of those "trail-blazers" were strong
within them. I convey the grand salaam of gratitude to them
from all present members for what they did.
At a recent general meeting of the Club a vote of thanks was
proclaimed unanimously to Captain L. C. Boyd, our late
.President, for the very active part he played in the Club's affairs.
All members remember him as one of our best players and the
finest of sportsmen. To those who intend visiting India during
their service, the Club offers something which is both original and
serious. There are but a few all ranks' golf courses in India,
and only this one in ignals. The course here is over fourteen
holes, the first two and the last two being played over again to
complete the full eighteen holes. Bogey is seventy-five. We
have" browns" in place of greens. These are a clo e approach
to greens, a loose sand surface providing the pull and " feel " of
grass, although at times they are inclined to be fast.
Golf here is not the expensive game it is imagined to be. When
the first ei-.·pmse for clubs has been met there is very little
to lay out ; a set of clubs lasts years with average care. Owing to
the low cost of labour, membership fees are small; no more
than for tennis, which, of course, is extremely cheap in this
country. So all you future Indiaites make a point of applying
for Jubbulpore and get the chance to emulate Bobby Jones or
Cotton or Sergeant okes !
The Clu b is rich in trophies, ten in all, one of which is open
to the Garrison for scratch pairs. It was won last year by
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Signalm n. ·ewell and Barran, who beat Captain L. C. Boyd and
partner in an all-Signals' final after a very good, close game by
three and two. The results of the other nin are as follows :
BARTON HANDICAP SINGLES CUP: Corporal Wright H. Runnerup : Signalman
ewell T.
HANDICAP FOURSOMES Cup :
Sergeant Fishwick. and Signalman Henrick.
FOUNDERS'
HANDICAP BOGEY CUP: Corporal \Vright. HANDICAP STROKE
Cup : Signalman ewell. PRESIDENT'S Cup, 36 HOLES STROKE :
roKES' HANDICAP CHALLENGE CuP :
Signalman
ew II.
Signalman Barran. HAWKE 1IxEo FOURSOMES BowL: Signalman , •ewell and Mrs. Jone . Runners-up : Sergeant and Mrs.
Whittington. LADIES' HA, DICAP TROKE Cup : Mrs. Whittington. MAGUIRE OPEN SINGLES : Corporal \'Vright. Runner-up :
Signalman Henrick.
Corporal Wright had a very successful year and is di playing a
fine collection of silverware somewhere in England. I have not
yet seen hi name among the probables for the Ryder Cup team,
so it is possible he did merely go on leave.
All ex-members will be disappointed to hear that, despite some
very good play on the part of the members of our team, we again
met still better play from the Gun Carriage Factory Club and so
lost the Inter-Club Trophy. Th.is trophy was inaugurated in
1935 for teams between the two Cl ubs. \Ve have yet to win it,
which sounds rather a flat statement unless one knows what good
games we gave our opponents. Their experience beat our youth
and enthusiasm in most cases. Three matches settled the abode
of the trophy for 1936-37. We lost the first, a foursomes match
on the Factory Club's course. Every member of our team did
his bit, and some very fine golf was seen. The second games
were singles, also played on the Factory course, and again we
proved hard to beat, lo ing by 7-3. Our winners were Sergeant
Whittington, Corporal \Vright and Signalman Lyons. The
third, and eventually the deciding, match we halved on our own
course-four and a half games each-::.\Iajor J. Hawke proving a
stem opposition and obtaining a very good half, whilst Corporal
Wright and Signalmen ... ewell, Sanders and Barran won their
games. The result, based on matches, showed us to be in a
position from which we could not win, so we cheered the trophy
away to the G.C.F. once again.
So far this year three of the annual trophies have been played
for under a new arrangement to provide serious golf all the year
r ound. A full description of how they were won-and Jost will be
found in our next issue.
The photograph, published on page 410, reveals several famous
faces. It does not depict our full membership, but shows the
"diehards" of last year.
HoNsEc.

Peshawar District Signals, ·Peshawar.
H~ckey.-During the _Past month or so hockey has been rather
a qmet sport 10 the Unit, as there have been no big matches or
tournaments to hold our interest. A series of friendly matches
ha".e been P1'.'-Yed with Units in the district, and a summary of
therr results 15 very favourable to the Unit team. Many of the
younge~ pla)'.ers, who ~ve only started playing this year, are
developmg mcely, and 1t is to be hoped that by the end of the
sum'.11er the Unit will have evolved a really strong team.
The Unit team has strong hopes of pulling off the Hot
\ Veather League this year and, as the cricket team has a very
good. <:han.ce to capture the Hot Weather Cricket League, we
are hvmg m hopes of annexmg both events this summer.
In conclusion, it is hoped to prepare hockey notes for this Unit
regular!)'.' each m?n~h ": order. t hll;t old Peshawarites may know
that their old Urut 1s still holdrng its own in the hockey world.

Cri~ket.-After so°:1e v<'.ry promising P.e rformances in the early
cold '~eather, cncket m this Unit lapsed till this month. With the
Hot "·ea~her League in view, we reopened with renewed energy
and, despite the almost irreplaceable lbss of a Peshawar cricketing

c~aracter, Serg~ant Ryan, found that we still have a respectable

side and, what 1s more, some real enthusiasm.

We started by ~e'."ouring weakened R.A., R.T .C. and R.A.F.
elevens, thereby g1vmg our batting some much needed practice.
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In Buchanan we boa t of a batsman with a touch of real cricket
in his make-up and who is capable of making runs off any bowling.
With Lance Corporals Moseley, Seager, Sladdin and Buirski
all capable of making runs, and two distinctly useful bowlers in
Day and Corporal Robson, we claim, at any rate, to have the
basis of a side.
In our first match, however, a sad tale must be told. Our five
first batsmen returned to the pavilion for 23 (the R.A.F. being
olonel Hitchcock was
all out for 104, having been 92 for 2).
among the onlookers. A sad evening ! The tail, wagged by
Sladdin and Day, and then more furiou sly by Lance Corporals
Mann and :i\IIunslow, provided us with a real thrill and left us only
14 runs heh.ind .
We will, however, win the League.

Waziristan Divisional Signals.
Hockey.- At present H.Q., Waziristan Divisional Signals, aro
playing very regularly and so far have not lost a match. There
are no tournaments being held owing to the Operations, but we
are living in high hopes of annexing the District Tournament Cup
again for the fourth year in succession. Results of matches
played to date are as follows:
Won
5-2
v. 5th/12th F.F.R. (the Guides)
v. 29th M.T. Company
Won
4- 2
v. 27th 1.T. Company
Won
3-1
v. C.I.M.H. (Indians)
Won
4- 1
v. "A" Corps Signals
Won
6-1
v. C.I.M.H. (British
Won
4-3
v. "A" Corps Signals
Won
7-0
v. C.I.M.H. (Indian )
Draw 3-3
v. Razmak Signal Section
Won
4-2
The best match to date was against the B.O.R.s of the
C.I.M.H. A draw would have been a fair result and a true
index of the play.
Owing to our late arrival in Razmak this year, we could
not enter for the Brigade Hockey Tournament. We arrived
in time to witness the final between Razmak Signal Section
and" H.Q." Wing of the Northants. Razmak lost after a very
close game, but should have won easily. Luck was dead against
them ; on more than one occasion a goal was prevented by sheer
bad luck. On the other hand, had they been able to convert their
short comers, the game would have been won by a big margin.
They had nine short corners awarded them in the first half and
six in the second, but only converted one. A tale of lost opportunities, but such is sport, for without the element of luck it
would lo e its attraction. The final score was 4-3 in favour of
the Northants. Hard luck, Razsigs ! Keep going and Lady
Luck is bound to smile one day.
Football.-At present this game is conspicuous by its absence.
The Brigade Tournament was played earlier in the year and was
won by the orthants. Razmaksigs entered, but were eliminated
in an l!arly round by the ultimate winners.
·
Tennis.-Owing to the Operations, it has not been possible to
hold our usual annual championships. Two attempts were made,
but were frustrated by the weather on one occasion and by
the war on the other. Here's hoping for next year I
Golf.-The Unit course is still flourishing, but for the same
reason stated in the paragraph above no tournaments were
possible. Many an ardent gol£er, however, got his money's
worth . A few of the ladies of the Unit took a keen interest in the
~ame this year, and we hope that their numbers will greatly
mcreaso next year.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
Two matches have been played in the Hot Weather Cricket
League, both ending in defeat by narrow margins. In the first
match we met th~ Garrison Officers' Club and lost by nine runs.
Result: K.D. Signals, 130 for 7; K.G.O. Club, 139 for 8.
The second match was against the R.A.F. "A" who defeated us
by I I runs. Result: K.D. Signals, II2 for 8; R.A.F. "A,"
123 for 5. In the first match special mention must be made of a
masterly knock of 66 by Lance Corporal Price J. ; included in
t his score were ten fours. In the second match he also had a good
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k of 44 · included in this was one six and seven fours.

n~c
J E F~ Paton with 25 in the first match, and Captain
MBrown,
aior . . .
'
h
h' f
with 30 in the second match, were our ot ~r c ie scorers.
Tennis Hot Weather League.- One match has been played
In this game we were narrow~y
d~fcated by five sets to four. Details : Major .Paton and Captam
Akehµrst beat Wing Commander Lees and: Pilot Office: Hodder
6- beat Squadron Leader Jarman and Pilot O!ficer G~es 6-4,
l'1ost to Flight Lieutenant House and Flight Lieutenant
~aham 6-2. Lance Sergeant Robins and Signalman Clarke
beat Wing Commander Lees and ~ilot C?fficer Hodder 6-4. beat
Flight Lieutenant House and Flight Lieu~enant Gra~m 7-5,
d lost to Squadron Leader Jarman and Pilot Officer Giles 6-:-2.
~nee Co oral Price and Signalman Hobden lost to Wmg
Command7r Lees and Pilot Officer H.o dder 6-1, lost to Squa~ron
Leader Jarman and Pilot Officer Giles 7-5, and lost to Fhght
I ieutenant House and Flight Lieutenant Graham 6-4.
~
ROBANSON.

a ainst the R.A.F. Officers.

" B" Corps Signals, Karachi.
The cricket season has been going strong for the. last t:wo
months and we have played a numb~r of m3:tc~es WJth vaned
results as will be seen from the followmg details.
r cth l\fay.
v. Sind Police-Lost by 88 runs. .
2oth May. v. " B" Company, West Kent Regunent-Won by
15 runs.
22nd May. v. General Sports Club-Lost by 60 runs.
23rd May. v. Young Indian Sport Club-Won by 24 runs.
24th May. v. "D" Squadron, R.A.F.-Lost by 39.run~.
29th May. v. Karachi Grammar School-Lost by six wickets.
31st May. v. "A" Squadron, R.A.F.-Lost by 29 runs.
v. Royal We t Kent Regiment-Lost by three
3rd June.
wickets.
v . R.A.F. "A" team-Won by 19 runs.
5th June.
rnth June. v. " C" Company, West Kent Regiment-Lost by
five runs.
19th June. v. Burma Shell Sport Club-Lost by three run.s.
zotb June. v. Young Nassurpuries' S.C.-Won by one wicket.
22nd June. v " C " Squadron, R.A.F. -\Von by one run.
24th June. v: "D " Company, West Kent Regiment-Won by
an innings.

2nd Indian Divisional Signals.
I must apologise for the absence of sports notes in the rn~ent
issues of the WIRE, but I can assure our readers that Offilss1ons
will not occur in future. We have not bee~ too successful at
football but the team seems to be dogged by 111-luck.
Balu~histan Dist rict Inte r- Unit Championship.-Af~er put~ng
up an excellent performance by defeating th~ P.W.V.s Battalion
team by 3-2, we succumbed to the R.A . m the final by 3 I.
The Gunners were undoubtedly the bette~ .team, but, nevertheless, our team made a gallant but unavailmg effort.
Western Com mand Championship.- Versus 5th Light Battery,
R.A. Drew 1-1. Goal scorer: Signalman Aldridge. Replay:
Won r-o. Goal scorer: Signalman Moase.
Final versus P.W.V.s. Drew o--o. Replay: Lost o-J.
All these matches were played on consC<'.utive days.., and,
although the team could barely raise a canter m t~e final ,,ame,
they put up a very gallant fight. The result was m th.e balance
until the final whistle. Tho P .W.V.s eventually went nEfht OD: to
win the trophy at Karachi. Honours go to our.defence, .1n which
Lance Sergeant Penny, Lance Corporal Harns and Signalman
Campion were outstanding.
Shams Cup.-In the first round of this tournament we were
beaten by " " Company, P.W.V.s, bJ'. 2-1 after extra time
had been played . . Again luck was not with us.
The following have represented the Unit during recent
tournaments: Captain E. V . Maccormack, Lance .sergeant
Penny Lance Corporals Harris and Last and Signalmen
Rosbofuam, Stockden, Charlton, Cloughler, Mc ulty, Wardley
Smith s .. Aldridge, 1oase, Grimston, Camp10i;i and l\IcCutcheon.
An Inter-Section Tournament is now in full swmg, and new talent
is being unearthed during ~ch i;iiatch. I ~ope to be able to
include the final League positions 10 the next issue.

Hockey.- Here we also have to record a tale of woo. Luck
seemed to be all against us in this branch of sport, too. In the
Baluchistan District Championship we a~counte~ for the
P.W.V.s in the semi-final by 5-z, after hav10g received a bye
from the first round. In the final we went down to the B.M.H.
by r--o, after a very exciting game in which good luck was very
conspicuous by its absence. In the Western Command Cb~m
pionship eliminating competition we accounted for the 5th Light
Battery, R.A., by 1-0, the B.M.H. by 5-0, and in the final we
qualified to meet the other Co~mand champ!ons, the Royal Wes
Kents, by defeating the Combmed Small Umts by 2-r.
As we were holders of the Western Command Hockey Cup, we
travelled to Karachi to meet the Royal West Kents in the final,
but were beaten by a better team, although we were by no means
disgraced, and the all-important only score .was converted from
a penalty bully. Outstanding for us were Signalman Moase, our
goalkeeper, and C.S.M. Hebbard. The following are extracts from
the Statesnien on the wonderful display put . up by Mo:i:se:
" But for the superb goalkeeping of Moase, the Signals' ~ustodian,
who made numerous spectacular :;aves, the holders. might have
been heavily beaten. Moase received a great ovati<;>n after. t~e
match, which was repeated when he wen,~ up to receive a mmiature cup as a member of the runners-up.
" The second half was a struggle between the \Vest ~ents
forwards and the Signals goalkeeper. The latter won, makmg a
series of remarkable saves. The \Vest Kents had a number of
shots many of which would have beaten the average goalkeeper,
but l\foase refused to let a shot past him."
The following have represented t.h~ Unit in the variou
competitions : Lieutenant P. C. \Vill1ams, C.S . ~1. Hebbard,
Lance Sergeant Penny, Corporal Cox, Lance C~rporals I:ast,
Macklim and Gartery and Signalmen Moase, Dickens, Field,
Ager, Anderson, Price and Huddleston.
Cricket.-We are expecting good results from the cricket team
this year. Up to the present we have onlr played two games.
Against the R.1.A.S.C. we won. by four \VIC~ets, a noteworthy
performance being put up by Signalman Gnmston, who scored
26 runs and took six wickets for 27 runs. Agaill:st the Gymkhana
Club we won by one wicket, Signalman Aldndge ta~ng three
wickets for five runs, Sergeant Benfield three f?r. 22, Signalman
Grimston four for 31. Lieutenant P. C. \Villia.ms i;iiade an
excellent 61 not out in this game also, and along with ignalman
Phillips made a very good last wicket .stand o~ 46 runs. The
Inter-Company (District) Tournament is. now 10 progress, our
first round match being versus the 7th Light B~ttery, R.A .. o~
r6th June, the result of which I hope to report m next months
issue.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
General.-All the hot weather tournaments have fini hed and
there has not been much in the way of hockey or football. Our
teams, weakened by players on duty at Waziristan and Chakrata,
finished midway in both Leagues.
Rugby.-With the advent of the monsoons rugby has been
the order of the day. There have been several practice match~s
. la ed. The first, against " G " Battery, R.H.A., resulted m
p
by 3-0. The last two matches have been lost to 84th
~ield Battery, R.A .. and " G" Battery, R.~.A .. by 5-3 and
3-o respectively. Our players are now findmg theu feet and,
with the assistance of the Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, we a.re
hopeful of winning the Hot Weather Tournament. Our first
match is on 17th Ju ly.

,li

Egypt Signals.
Swimming.-The season now being at its height, we gaze
a.roWld us with a contented sigh. Everyone seems to have
caught the bathing mania, which is a good om~n,. and we. can
expect !?Teat thinas in the coming seasons. Trammg on Fnday
~omings at the Garrison Baths has improved us all round, and
the number of 100 Ya:rds ertifi.cates awarded have now reached
eighty.
command Water Polo and Rel~y League.-In the Comman.d
League we have made a great unprovement on last season s
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resul , and, although startmg off rather poorly, we have pulled
to fifth place and have .finished the first half of our programme.
Results:
"ATER POLO.
R~Y.
v. 11th H.
W011. 3-2
Won .
v. 7th H .
Loi<t 3-5
Lost.
Drew 3-3
Lost.
v. R.A. I.C.
Lost 3-4
Lost.
v. R.A.F.
Won 5-4
Won.
v. R.A.F . (H.)
Lost 2-4
Lost.
v. th H.
'vVon.
v. R.A. . .
Drew 2-2
v. R.T.C.
Lost i-5
Lost.
v. R.A.F. (~1.E.)
Won 2-1
Won.
Won 3-1
\l\lon.
v . R.A .. C.
v. Irish Guards
''\Ton 3---0
Lost.
Lost 0-2
Lost.
v. RH.A.
Army Trials.-The following have been selected for an Army
trial at the Garrison Baths: 66 Yards Free-Signalmen Kendall
K. and Crerar. roo Yards Free-Signalman Crerar. roo Yards
Ba.ck-Signalmen Kendall K. and Hendry. Diving- Signalmen
Kendall K. and Lance Corporal Burdon. Water Polo and
Breast-Signalman McEvoy. We wish them all the luck and
hope they catch the selector's eye.
The following represent the Unit :
Lieutenant ''\Talker.
Corporal Gibbs.
Allen W.
McEvoy.
Hendry.
Johnson A.
Roebuck.
0
Relay : 1, Crerar ; 2, Roebuck ; 3, Sergeant Carnegie ;
4, McEvoy ; 5, Kendall K.
SPITTER.

Unit Headquarters.
For the first time it has been decided that Unit Headquarters
should compete on their own in the sport world, and although
we are not as strong as we would like to be, we have done very
well so far.
Swimming.-In the Section Leagne we have played two
match~. wi~ the .following results :
v.
K Section ..
Won 3---0
v. "T.S.S."
Won 4---0
The following represent Unit Headquarters :
Go~ : ~lone! :\fansergh, M.c. (Reserve, Buckley) ; Backs :
Captain Fmmore and R.Q.M.S. Smart; Forwards : Lance
Corporal Robert! on, Corporal Simpson, Signalmen Johns and
Kendall K.
V./e are looking forward to finishing the season unbeaten;
there are prophets who forecast otherwise, but at anyTate we
hope.
U.H.Q.

Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
The f9llowing is a list of our achievements in the field of sport :
SWIMMING.
RELAYS.
POLO.
4 X I
2 x 3
v. J
Won
Won
Drawn.
v. "Tanks"
Won
Won.
Lost
v. "Command"
Won
Lost
Drawn.
CRICKET.
v. ''Tanks''
Won 135 to Bo.
v. "Command"
Lost by 8 wickets.
BILLIARDS.
v. "Tanks"
Won.
v. "K"
Lost.
v. .. 1\1 ..
..
Lost.
v. "Unit H.Q."
w .o.
PIP,
ff

H
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Cricket.-Several matches have been played with quite good
results. We played 11, won 7 and lost 4.
13th May. v. Force H.Q.
Lost.
Force H.Q .. 88 (Powell 4 for Io).
R.Signals, 63 (Thorpe 21).
19th May. v . Staff and Departments . .
Won.
R. Signals, 128 (Lance Corporal Buttery
31, Signalman Richards 29, Signal. man Taylor 25).
Staff and Departments, 109 (Sergeant
Stanley 5 for 54, Signalman Compton
3 for 15).
24th May. v. H.Q .. R.A.F.
Lost.
R.A.F .. u8 for 4.
R.Signals, 87 (Sergeant Stanley 59) .
31st May. v. H.Q., R.A.F.
Won.
R.Signals, u3 for 6 (Signalman Thorpe
50, Major Steward 30).
R.A.F .. uo (Sergeant Stanley 5 for 31).
2nd June. v. R.A.P.C.
Won.
R.Signals, 189 (Lieutenant Maydon 66
for 6, Signalman Taylor 63 not out) .
R.A.P.C., 23 (Signalman Taylor 5 for 6,
Signalman Compton 4 for 12).
9th June. v. Bishop Gobart School
Won.
R.Signals, 152 (Signalman Beever 48
not out).
School, 127 (Mr. Martin 72).
13th June. v . No. 14 Company, R.A.S.C.
Won.
R.Signals, 168 (Thorpe 48 for 5, Lieutenant Maydon 55).
R.A.S.C.. 96 (Compton 4 for 30).
15th June. v. "D" Company, N . Staffs.
..
Won.
R.Signals, 93.
" D" Company, 59 (Taylor 4 for 13,
Alexander 3 for 16).
20th June. v. Staff and Departments . .
Lost.
Staff and Departments, 216 for 9 (Sergeant Stanley 4 for 55).
R.Signals, 147 (Lieutenant Maydon ro5).
22nd June. v. "D" Company, N . Staffs.
Won.
R.Signals, 136 for 7 (Lance Corporal
Alexander 54, Sergeant Stanley 33) .
. Staffs.. 76 (Corporal Cuthbertson 5
for 24).
3rd June. No. 4 Section, R.Signals
Lost.
~o. 4 Section, 153 for 8 (Lieutenant
Harrison 39).
H.Q., Jerusalem, 89 .

No. 4 Section, Haifa.
Hockey Team.-Accompanying the Section notes, earlier on
in this issue, will be found a photograph of the hockey team, No.
4 Section, Palestine Force Signals.
Cricket.-The Cricket XI has now more or less taken shape,
and we have a few colts who show promise. A little more
practice at the nets will see a vast improvement. At present we
are rather a one-man team with occasional flashes by other
members, which is a good sign. Results :
Iraq Petroleum Co., 148 ; Section 82
..
. . Lost.
2nd Battalion, Hampshire Regiment, 149 for 7 (dee.) ;
..
..
..
..
. . Drew.
Section 89 for 7 . .
2nd Infantry Brigade, 139 for 8 ; Section, 88 for 9
(Signa~an Evans 34, _Lieutenant L. C. C. Harrison 23) Drew.
1st Battalion, Essex Regiment, n4 ; Section, 108 (Signalman Evans 67)
..
..
Lost.
o. 17 Company, R.A.S.C., 88 for 8 ; Section, 142 for 7
(Signalman Evans 71) . .
. . Drew.
Haifa C.C.. 101; Section, u2 (Signalman Evans 49 and
4 for 13, Signalman Collett 4 for 21) . .
..
. . Won.
MERCURI US.

AUGUST

Tientsin Signal Section.

Palestine Force Signals.
Headquarters, Jerusalem.
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Soccer.- In continuation of our last sports notes, we are
proud to announce that the Staff and Departmentals have once
more put themselves on the Tientsin soccer map by walking off
with the 2nd Division Championship and the Capstan Cup.
When it is understood that they have only a limited number of
capable players from which to choose a team, we are sure you
will agree that to complete the double was no mean feat.
In the League they were chased all the way by "C" (S.)
Company, 1st Battalion, Lancashire Fusiliers, chased so much
in fact, that a " play-off " took place to decide who should be
champs. The Cup rounds called for four very hard games, the
semi-final (versus the French Army) being particularly hard.
Ex-Tientsinners will be able to give you an idea of the effort.
The Cup Final proved to be one of the hardest, fastest and
cleanest games seen in Tientsin for some years. (So the President
of the local F.A. said.) We therefore take off our hats to "A"
Company for having such a fine body of sportsmen. A record
of the matches played since Christmas is given further on.
Hockey.-Although at the beginning of the season, the team
were not doing too well, it pulled out to win its last six games
and secure third place in the League, finishing ahead of all
other xnilitary teams. The Section is particularly proud of this
" come back," because, towards the end of the season, the team
was composed almost entirely of men from this Section. Four
players were chosen to play in representative matches: Sergeant Lockyer (goalkeeper) for Tientsin against Shanghai ;
Corporal Blanchard, Signalmen Verlander E. and Foley for the
Military XI against Shanghai ; and Sergeant Lockyer, Signalmen
Verlander E. and Foley for the Military XI against Tientsin.
Lance Corporal Verlander was selected for an Inter-Port soccer
trial, and Signalman Verlander played for the Military XI
against Tientsin Civilians in the Ciano Trophy.

16th Jan.
24th Jan.
7th Feb.
20th Feb.
7th March.
21st March.
26th April.

v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
V.

v.

SOCCER RESULTS.
LEAGUE.
ankai M.S.
" C " (S.) Company
Yeh Yu
" B" Company
Nankai U ...
G.U.F.C.
" C" (S.) Company
LEAGUE POSITIONS.

P. W. D. L.
1
1. Staff and Departments
17
16
o
I
2. " C" (S.) Company
17
15
2
CAPSTAN CUP.
27th Feb. 1st Round. v. "H.Q." Wing
v. " B " Company
14th Mar. 2nd
v . French Army ..
27th Mar. 3rd
v. "A" Company
29th April. Final.

Won I---0
Lost 0-2
Won 1---0
Won 4-3
Won 1---0
Won IO-I
Won 2-1
Goals.
F. A. Points.
32
85 18
6
30
70
Won 5- 1
Won 4-1
Won 2-1
Won 2-I

HOCKEY RESULTS.
LEAGUE.
19th Jan. v. "C" (S.) Company . .
Lost 1-3
22nd Jan. v. "B" Company
Won 5-1
4th Feb. v. " B" Company
Won 7-1
14th Feb. v. T.H.C.
Won 2-1
16th Feb. v. " C" (S.) Company . .
Won 8---o
21st Feb. v . D .S.V.
Won 3-2
23rd Feb. v. "A" Company
Won 3-2
Athletics.-In the Tientsin A.A.A. Meet, which was held
last month, Corporal Robinson B. once more came to the fore
by clipping one second off the previous record for Boo metres,
running the distance in the splendid time of 1 min. 59 4/5 secs.
Well done, Robbo ! Keep going. The British team finished
second to the U.S. team (Army), but individual honours all
came to the British team. Corporal Turner (Lancashire Fusiliers,
late R.Signals) smashed four records of long standing : 1,500
metres, 3,000 metres steeplechase, 5,000 metres and 10,000
metres. Corporal Robinson finished second in the 10,000
metres and third in the 1,500 and 5,000 metres.
T. S. F.

NOTES.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
Cricket- Hot Weather Tournament.-Only one match this
month, ;:ers~.s R.A.F. " A.". Result: lost by 17 runs. Details:
R.A.~.
A, 129; K.D. Signals, n2, our chief scorers being
C~ptam Brown 17, Lance Sergeant Robins 18, Lance Sergeant
Birkett 19.
Tennis- Hot Weather Tourna ment.-Six matches have been
played in this tournament this month, .five having been won and
the other narrowly lost by 5 sets to 4. Details :
v. P.F.F. OFFICERS. Home.
Major Paton and Captain Akehurst beat Lieutenants Simmons
and Elsmie, 6-4; Majors Gilbert and Cubitt-Smith 6-r.
Lost to Brigadier Condon and Captain Abbott, l-6.
'
. Sergeant Brett and Signalman Jennings beat Lieutenants
Sm~mons and Elsmie, 6-1. Lost to Majors Gilbert and CubittSm1tb, 4-6 ; Brigadier Condon and Captain Abbott, 2-6.
. Lance Sergeant Robins and Signalman Clarke beat Lieutenants
Sm~mons and Elsmie, 6-4. Lost to Majors Gilbert and Cubittllllth 3-6 ; Brigadier Condon and Captain Abbott, o-6.
v. R.A.F. "A." Home.
Captain Akehurst and Lance Sergeant Robins beat Corporals
Davis and Weeks, 6-4; Corporals Bums and Hubbard, 6-4 .
Lost to Corporals Delziel and Burnett, 6--8.
S~rgeant Brett and Signalman Jennings beat Corporals
DaVIeS and Weeks, 6-1 ; Corporals Delziel and Burnett, 7- 5.
Lost to Corporals Burns and Hubbard, 3-6.
Signalman Hobden and Clarke beat Corporals Davies and
Weeks, 6-3. Lost to Corporals. Burns and Hubbard 3-6 ·
Corporals Dalziel and Burnett, 4-6.
'
'
v. C.I.M.H. Home.
Captain Akehurst and Lance Sergeant Robins beat Captains
Ramchadoni and Mason, 6-2 ; Lieutenants Parka.sh and
Akram, 6-1 ; Lieutenants Mian and Jem Karimchand, 6-x.
Sergeant Brett and Signalman Jennings beat Lieutenants
Parkash and Akram, 6-4; Lieutenants ~llian and Jem Karimchand, 6---o. Lost to Captains Ramchandoni and :Mason, 2-6.
Lance Corporal McMahon and Signalman Hobden beat
Lieutenants Mian and Jem Karimchand, 6-2. Lost to Lieutenants Parka.sh and Akram, 3-6 ; Captains Ramchandoni
and Mason, o-6.
v. R.A.F. "B." Away.
Captain Akehurst and Lance Sergeant Robins beat L.A.C.s
Lewis and Pearce, 6-1 ; Corporals White and Hawgood, 6---o.
Lost to Corporals Cronin and Hutchinson, 6- 8.
Sergeant Brett and Signalman Jennings beat L.A.C.s Lewis
and Pearce, 8-6; Corporals White and Hawgood, 6-x. Lost
to Corporals Cronin and Hutchinson, 1-6.
Lance Corporal Mdfahon and Signalman Hobden beat
Corporals vVhite and Hawgood, 6---o ; Lost to L.A.C.s Lewis
and Pea.rte, 1-6; Corporals Cronin and Hutchinson, 1-6.
v. P.F.F. OFFICERS. Away.
Captain Akehurst and Lance Sergeant Robins beat Major
Cubitt-Smith and Captain Abbott, 8-6; Lieutenants Elsmie
and Steward, 6---o. Lost to :Majors Gilbert and Hawkes, 8-10.
Sergeant Brett and Signalman Jennings beat Lieutenants
Elsmie and Steward, 7-5. Lost to Major Cubitt-Smith and
Captain Abbott, 2-6 ; Majors Gilbert and Hawkes, 5-7.
Lance Corporal McMahon and Signalman Hobden beat
Lieutenants Elsmie and Steward, 6---o ; Majors Gilbert and
Hawkes, 8-6. Lost to Major Cubitt-Smith and Captain Abbott
o-6.
•
v. R.A.F. SERGEANTS. Home.
Major Paton and Captain Akehurst beat Sergeants Lockett
and Smart, 6-3 ; Sergeants Panton and Miller, 6-2 ; Sergeants
Morman and l\lay, 6---o .
Lance Corporals l\Icl\Iahon and Signalman Hobden beat
Sergeants Lockett and Smart, 6-2 ; Sergeants Panton and
i\Iiller, 6-1; Sergeants Morman and May,_.6,--0.
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Signalmen Jennings and Green beat Sergeants Lock tt and
mart, 6-- x ; Sergeants Panton and :Miller, 7- 5 ; Sergeants
forman and May, 6----<>.
The first three positions in the League to date are as follows :
Played. Won. Lost. Total Pts.
7
6
·I
47
R . . F. "A"
7
5
2
38
K. D. Signal
8
5
3
38
P.F.F. Officers

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Cricket.-In spite of the heat, we continue to play cricket with.
regularity. Hoping, nay determined, to avenge our treatment
a t the hands of the R.A.F., we tackled a weak 8th A.A. Battery,
R.A., team and had a successful afternoon. The batting was
lighthearted and the bowling, although against weak opposition,
most successful. Result of note are as follows :
8TH A . . BATTERY, R.A.-1st innings, 41; 2nd innings, 28.
BOWLING.

0.

M.

R.

W.

rst Innings :
2
9
3
Sigualman Seager ..
7
r7
Lance Corporal Gentle
4
7
2nd Innings :
Lance Corporal Gentle
3
Signalman Buchanan
5
2
9
3
Sigualman Seager. .
5
2
r6
3
PESHAWAR DISTRICT SIGNALS. 1st Innings, 165 for 9 dee.
(Signalman l\Iunslow 38, Signalman Broadbridge 43, Lieutanant
Goldsmith 23 not out, Signalman Seager 27 not out).
A challenge was bravely issued to the Gymkhana Club, who
turned out a very strong side. Included in their side was Abdul
Latif, the Punjab niversity fast bowler, and Karim Bukhsh,
the North-,Vest Frontier Province wicket-keeper. Our batting
on the first day was a little nnsteady--all out for 2I ! In the
second inning, however, ·we attacked the bowling and obtained
121 for 4. The Gymkhana Club made I I 1 for 6 declared. Corporal Robson bowled 13 overs and took 4 wickets for 47 runs-not a bad performance. Signalman Seager played a very sound
innings and, at the drawing of stumps, was unbeaten with his
score at 32. Remaining scores are as follows: Signalman
Buirski, 19 not out ; Signalman Buchanan, 24 ; Signalman
Sladdin, r 7.
Our second game in the Hot Weather League did not end
e~actly as we had expected. 'Ve batted first, against the Combmed Tanks, and made n3; a really excellent performance, in
view of the state of th~ ground, which was absolutely sodden.
Even Buchanan, our star batsman, only had one boundary in a
score of 52 . The following evening, we witnessed the Tanks'
efforts to pass our total. Handicapped as we were by the
absence of Corporal Robson (fast bowler), our team set to work
in a really determined manner. The fielding evoked rounds of
applause, .and, at the end of two hours' play, we had to be
content with a draw, the Tanks' total being 90 for 6.
Our next game in the Tourney was against the 15th Medium
Battery, R.A., which resulted in an easy victory. Batting first,
we .scored 1_62, of which B uchanan contributed 85. The followmg even.mg ~he Battery failed badly against the bowling of
Day, who, m nme overs, took all ten wickets for 21 runs the
Battery total being 32.
'
~ock ey.-The Unit hockey team has been patiently carrying
on m the face of a Jong run of bad luck, but it seems as if the bad
Iu;k has changed at last. We played the last game in the Hot
Weather Hockey League and managed to win by two clear
goals. Although the League is still two matches short of comple~i<?n• it i_s practically certain that we shall occupy a centre
position , neither good nor bad . T he results of the Unit's League
matches are :
Drawn 1-1
v. nth Light Tank Company
Lost
0-1
v. 15th :\tedium Battery, R.A.
Drawn 0-----0
\'.8th A.A. Battery, R.A.
v. 2nd Battalion, H.L.I.
Lost
3-5
Won
2-0
v. 1st Light Tank Company . .

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quella.
General.- ! h_ave very lit tle to report t his month, the only
t ournament wh1ch h as been h eld d uring t he month being the
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Murree Brewery · Hockey Tournament. Friendly matches in all
sports have been played with the usual general interest.
Hockey.- In the Murree Brewery Hockey Tournament the
Unit started very well and won the first two rounds, the results
being as follows :
First round, versus I .A.0 .C.
Won 2-0
Second round, versus 2nd P .W.V.s
Won 2- r
In the semi-final we were unlucky. The team played hard
but the match ended in a draw (1- 1) after extra time.
'
In the replay we lost .5- 1, although our team worked as hard
as ever. The normal combination work seemed to be Jacking,
and this was probably due to the fact that our right·half,
Corporal ox, of the W.E.S., was unable to play owing to an
injury received in the previous match.
A Unit second team has played two games against "B"
Company, 2nd Battalion Prince of Wales' Volunteers, and
won both matches, the first result being 2---0 and the second 4-1.
Football.-The Unit team is now preparing for the Sir
Frederick Johnston Football Tournament, and we hope to see
results this time, as our team is now stronger than it has
previously been this season .
The Inter,Section Football Tournament is still going strong,
with D.A. Sub-Section in the lead with six points. " B " Corps
Signals Detachment are a close second with five points.
Swimming.-Friendly water polo matches are being played
nearly every day with various teams in the Station and so far
our team is doing well and should go far if a tournament is
arranged.
Tennis.-The B.O.R.s' Tennis Club is going strong. The "At
Homes " held every Thursday appear to be in favour with everyone and are a great success.
In the recent singles tournament Signalman Rosbotham, of
"B" Corps Signals Detachment, excelled himself and won easily.
Cricket.-The Unit team won the first round of the Garrison
Inter-Company Cricket Tournament easily by a margin of 122
runs. The actual scores were as follows : 2nd Indian Divisional
Signals, 176; 7th Light Battery, R.A., 54.

Egypt Signals.
Swimming.- More and more are obtaining their 100 yards
certificates, for which thanks are due to R.Q.M.S. Smart A. and
committee for their hard work in teaching those who are keen to
learn to swim.
Command Water Polo and Relay League Results.- The second
half of our programme commenced on 30th June, and the
following results are up to 28th July. It is worthy of note that
the relay team have lost only one relay since the start of this
half.
WATER PoLo.
Won
7-----0
v. nth Hussars
Won
5- 2
v.
Hussars
Won
7- 2
v . . N.F.s ..
I-$
Lost
v. R.A.F. (H.)
1- 8
Lost
v. R.T.C.
0-2
Lost
v. H.Q.M.E.
Drawn 2- 2
v . Irish Guards
1-.)
Lost
v. RH.A.
RELAY.
v. r,Ith Hussars
Won
1 m. 31 2/5 secs.
v. 7th Hussars
Won
1 m. 31 3/5 secs.
v. R.N.F.s . .
Won
rm. 34 r/5 secs.
v. R.A.F. (H.)
Won
r m. 32 2/5 secs.
v . R.T.C.
Won
r m. 31 1/5 secs.
v. H.Q.M.E.
Won
I m. 24 secs.
v. Irish Guards
Lost
1 m . 25 secs.
Won
I m. 31 1/5 secs.
v. RH.A.
Ar my Trial
Garrison Baths.-The following, who were
successful in the Army Trials, were final ly selected to represent
the Army in Egypt (Cairo) versus Canal Brigade at Moascar :
Signalmen Kendall K., Crerar D., McEvoy and Parry. Well
done, and may others follow them in the near future.
The following represent the Unit at Water Polo and Relay:
Lieutenant Walker.
Lance Sergeant Gibbs.
Signalman Allen W.
Signalman McEvoy.
Signalman McHugh.
Signalman Roebuck.
Driver Hendry.
Reserves : Signalmen Scivier, James and Mills.
RELAY.- I , Crerar ; 2, Sergeant Carnegie; 3, Roebuck ;
4, MeEvoy ; 5, Kendall K.
K. A. K. E.
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Editorial Notes.
An Apology.- It is regretted that owing to a printer's error
the caption appearing below the photo1rraph on page 39 of
our September number was incorrect, and should have appeared
below that reproduced on page 428 of the same publication.
We have cons~q1:1ently republished both photographs again on
page 444 of this Jssue, with the caption in its proper place, and
t~st that those concerned will accept our apology for the
1mstake.

0-.0
The Signals Experimental Establ ishme nt, Woolwich.The Signals Experimental Establishment will be " At Home "
to all Regu lar officers of the Corps (including tho e on leave
from abroad) on 19th rovember, 1937.
Officers will .be able _to see a ll experimental apparatus that has
~n out on tnals dunng the year and also any other equipment
m the process of being de igned. Officers should arrive not later
than rr a .m. The neare t station is Woolwich ARSENAL. A
convenie?~ train from . London leaves Charing Cross at ro.28
a.m., arnvm9 a t Woolwich Arsenal at 10.54 a. m ., and, if req uired,
transport will be sent to meet t his train . R eturn trains t o
London run at very frequent intervals through out t h e day.
Those wishing t o see all t he demonst rations and apparatus
should be p~epared to spend the day a t the S.E.E. up to 4 p.m.,
when tea will be served. Lu ncheon can be obtained locally at
-S. per head.
Any oflicers desirous of attending should notify tho Superintendent, Signals Experimental Est abli hmen t , ' Voolwich Common, S.E.18, at least four days boforeha nd, either by lette r or
by telephone (Woolwich 0890), stating whether they a re coming
by train and whether they req uire lunch eon .
Iufti shou ld be
"'Orn .
~ttendance is volu ntary, so n o t ravelling expenses can be
claimed . r o direct personal invitations will be i sued and it is
hoped tha t all R egula r officers will take t his as a per onal
invitation.

Silver Cable Wagon Replica.-With reference to the Editorial
announcement appearing in our July publication, we are asked
to state that a number of suggestions regarding alteration to
the design of the Silver Cable Wagon Centre Piece have been
received, and will be con idered by a sub-committee at a later
date.
Will t hose officers who have not yet replied to t he Colonels
Commandant circular letter, ro. C.C. 188, dated 30th J uly, 1937,
please do so as early as possible, so t hat it may be verified that
every officer has received a copy.

Corps Rugby.-It is notified for information that Lieu tenant
W . A. Purser, R.Signals, 2nd Divisional Signals, Mons Barracks,
Aldershot, h as assumed the d uties of Officer-i n-Charge, Corps
R u gby, vice Captain A. E. Morrison, R.Signals.

Notice.-N.C.0 .'s wife, whose h usband is p roceeding abroad
d uring the cu rrent troop ing season , and who hopes to follow next
sea on, desires p er on in imilar circumst ances to share ground
floor furnished flat. T wo rooms, separate gas cooker and a ll
conveniences, ten shillings weekly, from March onwards. Two
children not objected t o. Communications to Corporal "A,"
c/o The E ditor, The \ VIRE, 95, Belgrave Road, London. s., ¥. 1.

Bound Volumes of the " Wire " for 1937.-All readers, Units,
l\Iesse . etc., requiring bound volumes of the W IRE for 1937,
are asked to submit their orders early, as only a limited number
will be available for di tribulion- 0 R OYAL SIG
LS ME SS
LIBRARY IS COMPLETE ' ITHOUT I T-Price Ss. per copy,
po t free (at home or abroad).
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We would agai n remind all Unit representatives and other
correspondents that the 16th of each month is the latest date on
which " copy " can be accepted for publication in the next
month 's issue of the magazine.
THE EDITOR.

Signals Association Noles

EXETER BRANCH.
Our third Annual Dinner has been fixed for Saturday, 27th
November next, and we hope to feed a bigger crowd than ever
-on this occasion.
It will take place as last year (by the kindness of the O.C.,
43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals, T.A.) at the Exeter Company's
Drill Hall.
Before the Dinner it is intended to unveil the ::\lemorial Tablet,
which is to be erected at the H.Q. 43rd (Wessex) Divisional
Signals, .T.A., to the memory of those of the Wessex Signal
<:omparues, R.E., who fell in the War. It is interesting to note
that the work of preparing and fixing the Tablet is to be carried
<mt by Mr. J . C. ~1anley, one of our members, who served in the
Wessex Signals during the 'Var.
OLD S PARK .

EMPLOYMENTS.
Situations Vacant.
We are authorised to state that a number of vacancies for
~ivilia!' employees are a_vailable at the Signal Training Centre,
Catterick Camp, Yorkshire, for which applications are invited
from suitably qualified candidates. They comprise the following :
Sergeants' Mess Caterer
34s. per week plus full
messing.
Sergeants' Mess Cook
32s. per week plus full
messing.
Sanitary Duties }
.
.
General Duties
··
· · 39s. 9d. without messing.
Subject in each case to a deduction of ninepence for National
Health Insurance and tenpence for Unemployment Benefit.
Th_e rates of pay as above stated do not include accommodation.
. Will those ll1;9irous ~f being nominated for such employment
~1ndly c~mmun1cate .with th~ General Secretary, Signals Associa11on, stating full Service particulars as early as possible.
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Situations found during lhe preceding month with the cooperation of the National Association for the Employment of
Hegular ailors, oldiers a\ld Airmen :
Ex- ignalman. \ \'est Riding
........... . .... Labourer
2
Ex-Signalman, l rcston ...................... Labourer
3 E.·-Signalman, Croydon ........ P.O. Engineering Dept.
4 Ex- ignalman, roydon ....... . ... ........... Postman
5 Ex-Signalman, arlisle ..... .. ............. Motor Patrol
6 Ex- ignalman, Chei;ter
............... . ...... Labourer
7 Ex-Signalman, Preston
...... .. P.O. Engineering Dept.
8 Ex- . .0., Taunton
.......... P .O. Engineering Dept
9 Ex-Signalman, 'ottingham .................. Postman
10 Ex-Signalman, Kottingham ...... ....... ..... Labourer
11 Ex-Signalman, • ottingham .......... .. .... . . Labourer
12 Ex-Signalman, Bristol .... Sorting Jerk and Telegraphist
13 Ex-Signalman, Croydon
........ P .O. Engineering Dept.
14 Ex-Signalman, Bedford .......... . ........ . . . Postman
15 Ex-Signalman, :\liddlesbrough
....... . Process Worker
16 Ex-Signalman, :\liddlesbrough ................ Labourer
17 Ex-Signalman , l\Iiddlesbrough ............... . Labourer
18 Ex-Signalman, "Middle brough ........ .... .... Labourer
19 Ex-Signalman, l\Iiddl brough .. ...... ...... .. Labourer
zo Ex-Signalman, 1-liddle brough .................. Waiter
21 Ex-1r.c.o .. Middlesbrough ... ..... ...... W.D . Constable
22 Ex-Signalman, Middlesbrough
.......... . ....... Joiner
23 Ex-Signalman, Middle brough ................ Storeman
24 Ex-Signalman, :\liddlesbrough
........ Process Worker
25 Ex-Signalman, ~liddle brouizh
................ Labour('r
26 Ex- . . 0., Sunderland
...... P.O. Engineering Dept.
27 Ex-Signalman, Hull
................ Factory Worker
2
Ex-Signalman, 1-Iotherwell
.... P.O. Engineering Dept.
29 Ex-Signalman, \ Vet Riding .............. . ... Labourer
30 Ex-Signalman, Chatham ..... .... . ......... .. . Labourer
31 Ex- r.c.O .. Glasgow
... . ...................... F itter
32 Ex-Signalman , Yorks ................ \Vireless Operator
33 Ex-Signalman, D evonport .......... . ... . ..... Lineman
34 Ex-Signalman, V\'eymouth ........ Switchboard Operator
35 Ex-Signalman, Bulford
............... . ........ Clerk
36 E x- r.c.o .. Yorks
... ..... .... P.O. Engineering Dept.
37 Ex-Signalman, Newcastle-on-Tyne ............ Labourer
3
E x-N.C.O., London
....................... . .. . . Clerk
39 Ex-Signalman, Andover ...... . ....... .. .... E lectrician
40 E x-N.C.O., Wilts ... . ....... .. ......... Commissionaire
41 E x-Signa lman, \ Vest Ri ding . ..... . . . ......... Labourer
(32 to 40 inclusive, Salisbury a nd D istric t B ra nch).
GENERAL S ECRETARY.

I

Benevolent Fund Notes.

The Ad ministrato r gratefully ackno"'lcdges receipt of the
following:
CASH S UBSCR IPTIONS from:
3rd Indian Div isiona l Signals.
Officers' Mess, S.T.C .. Catterick.
~fr . H . I. Leyla nd- aylor.
APPEALS dealt with :
E x-Signa lman, London .. ........... . . . Grant £i
o
2 E x- .C.O .. Bed s . . . . ... . .... Gr a nt £2 Loan £5 o o
3 Ex-Signalman , Ca rlisle . . .. . . . .. . ...... . . Loan £4 o o
4 Ex-Signa lm a n, Wilts
. . ....... . ... . .. . . Gra nt £ 3 o o
5 Ex-N .C.O., Lond on
.. . .... .. . . ... . . .. Loan £3 o o
6 Ex-Driver, London .... .. . ... Grant £2 Loan £i o o
7 Sist er of E x-Signa lma n (deceased), London Grant £3 o o
8 E x-Sign a lman, Bournemouth . . ... . . .. . .. Loan £3 o o
9 Ex-N .C.O .. Essex .... ........ Gra nt £2 Loan £2 o o
ro E x-Signalma n, Southampton . . . . . ... .... Grant £1 10 o
l l
E x-Signalm an, London .. . . ....... . . . . . Loan £ 3 o o
12 E x-Signalma n, Portsmouth .. .. . . . .. ..... Grant £ 2 o o
13 E x -Signalman, Yorks . ....... ...... . . . . Grant £i o o
14 Ex-Signalman, Surrey . ....... . .. ....... Grant £i o o
15 Ex-Signalman, E ssex . . ...... .. . . .. . . . . Grant £3 o o
16 Widow of Ex- .C.O., Darlington . .. .... . Grant £5 o o
(Signed) T . H . L. SPAICHT, Lieutenant-Colonl' l,
Administrator,
Signals Association Benevolent F und .
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Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham, K ent.
16th September, 1937·
The Editor of t h e WIRE.
. J?e'.lr Sir. -T~e following are the. ~ames and dates of the t op
rnd1v1duals registered on the Wa1tmg Li~-ts for the :\Iarried
Quarters Roll .

D.0. 496

HOl\IE AND ABROAD. SERGEANTS. 50% . Class 14.
7338894 Sergeant Cox S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25/ 1/32.
. . . . . . . . . . 15/ 8/32.
23 15136 Sergeant H odgson H. S.
734810 Ser geant Freemantle G. G. . . . . . . . . 13/ 9/32.
... .. ....... . . 14 / 10/32.
23 13063 Ser geant Davis R.
2316423 Lance Corporal Moore G. J .C.. . .. . . 17/12/32.
(S.I ., A.P .T .S.)
73462 1 Sergeant Hum phrey J. W. . ... . .... . 22/12/32.

23 14808
6909744
231 5583
2317846
6191232
23 16 168

5%.

IN DI A, 4 o/o. RA K A D F ILE.
Class 15.
Corporal H oney A.
. . . .. . .... .. . . 18/rr /31.
La nce Sergeant Alexander A. G . . . . .
2/12/3r.
Corporal Tredgett A. . . ... . ... . . .. .
5/ 12/31.
Signalman Washbrook G. P . . .... . . .
8/12/31.
Sig nalma n P rime J . H . . . . . ... .. . . . 14/ 12/31.
Corporal Connaghton J ..... .. ..... . r8/ r 2/3r.
Y ours faithfully,
E. . F . H ITCHINS, Colonel,
i/c Royal Signals Records.

H OME Ar D ABROAD,

The Editor of THE WIRE.
D ear Sir, " K .. AND " L .. T E LE.G RAPH COM P ANIE S, R .E ., REUNION .
The Annual Reunion which was held in London on 17th
October, 1936, was the usual success. Comrades from all
qu arters gathere? a nd a very enjoyable evening was spent. As
the two Compames h ave had so m any years of close comradeship
at home a n~ a~road , it was agreed to merge and form one
reuruon. Th1s will further strengthen the splendid co-operation
and good fellowship which has always prevailed.
The Annual Reunion for 1937 will take place on Saturday,
16th October, 1937, a t the London Tavern, Fenchurch Street,
London, E .C., at 6 p .m ., under the chairmanship of H . D .
Hanbury, Esq., and vice-chairman W . Bevan, Esq.
The Dinner Committee look forward to an even greater
gathering, and would like to get into touch with any member of
" I~ " or " L ·: Compa ny who. owing to the isolated nature of
residence, has madvcrtently been missed or overlooked . Should
any such be known to you , please let us have their name and
address, and full particulars of the Reunions will be forwarded.
Since the last Reunion, we regret the passing of old comrades
J . Arter (late C.T.O .), April, 1937, and Peter Blackmore of W . U .
Cable Co., 16th May, 193 7.
The cost of the Dinner and Concert will be 7s. 6d. and annual
subscription of one shilling to defray local expenses.
_This is one of the good things in life you cannot afford to
mrss. Come and have a merry evening with the old lads.
Dress and decorations optional.
Yours faithfully,
C. W. LEDGER,
Secretary .
43, Manor R oad,
West W ickham, Kent.

Jubbulpore, C.P., India.
10th :\fay.
T he Editor of TH E WIRE.
. D ear Sir,-The follo wing copy of a letter is forwa rded in case
1t should be considered worth y of publication. T he man conc~rned was detained one day in hospi t a l with a m inor inj ury to
his eye !
Yours sin cerely,
(Ca p tam, R. Signals)
Jubbu lpore, India
:\fay, 1937.
Mr. - - - Captain, R. Signals.
R espect ed Sir,
W it h ref~rence y~ur order attached herewith I am very sorry,
that you did .not listen t o my request for discharging my son,
- - - . H e 1s seriously ill in Hospital from eye injury. Have
you ever gone to hospital a nd has a ttended my darling chap
(unfortunat e Boy). He is now your son because when he is
serving under. y our kind control. Have you your own son, or
are you a dec1ple of Lord Kitcbner deceased.
Please go to Hospital p ersonally and see in what condition
my darling child is lying without the help of parents and sisters·
Lastly I shall be highly obliged if you will krndly grant him,
- - - , one or two mbntbs sick leave from rst June and oblige.
Convey my best compliments to your relatives and family
members.
Yours obediently,
- - - - , Headmastress
Leeds, 2,
22nd August, 1937.
General Secretary,
R.Signals Association,
95, Belgrave Road,
London, S .W .1.
Dear Sir.- May I be permitted this opportunity to express
the deep sense of gratitude I feel for your assistance in securing
for me my present work in the General Post Office, Leeds.
P erhaps at some later time I may be accorded the chance of
expressing my thanks in a more practical manner, though in
the meantime it will take the form of whole-hearted endeavour
and zeal to my work.
So, again my heart-felt thanks.
Yours faithfully,
Ex Lance Corporal, R.Signal .

Corps News-Officers
MoVEsLieutenant-Colonel G. Tayleur from Catterick to India (2nd
(I.) Divisional Signals) .
Major H . N. Brown from Aldershot to C.S.O., Fighter Command, R.A .F., S tanmore.
::\Iajor H . C. Carey-Thomas from London to 2nd A.A. Division,
T .A.. ottinghan1.
Major W. G. L. Kennard from Iraq to Tidworth (" E " Troop)
Captain C. D. Clapp from B ulford to Sali bury (Asst. to
C.S.O., Sout hern Command).
Lieutenant F . P. Rickard from Catterick to China.
Lieutenant G. B . S tevenson from Scarborough to I ndia (:rnd
D ivisional Signals) .
Lieutenant T. G. V. Stephenson from Aldersbot to India (3rd
Divisional Signal ) .
Lieutenant H. C. D aniel from
anterbury to India (1st
Divisional Signals) .
Lieutenant R. B . Gray from Bulford to India (" B" orps
Signals).
Lieutenant G. H, K. Hewlett from Catterick to India (" A'
Corps Signals) .
Lieu tenant D . M. Rhind from orth Ireland t o India (3rd
Divisional Signals).
B
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Extracts from " The London Gazette."
THE . ARMY

TWENTY

OFFICERS

[War Office, 20/8/37)

TEAM. ·

REGULAR AR~fY-ROYAL SIGNA LS.

. . . of The Royal Corps of
Signals can only have confidence
in their outfitter if they have the
knowledge that garments are cut
by craftsmen, made by tailors
skilled in military work, and
materials of the high~t standard.
These a re guaranteed you when
your kit is produced by ALKIT, so
that you have full satisfaction.

Captain F . Booth is seconded for service on the Staff, 26/7/37 .
[War Office, 24/8/37)

(Rspublisheii from ths. September, 1937 issue-See Editorial Notes. )

REG ULAR ARMY-

ROYAL SIGNALS.

Lieutenant R. G. Miller is placed on the h .p. list on account
of ill health, 22/8/37.
Gentleman Cadet H . W . C. Stethem , from R.:M.C. of Canada,
to be 2nd Lieutena nt, 14/6/37, with seniority I 4/6/36.
T E RRITORIAL ARMY-

ROYAL SIGNALS .

43rd (W.) Divisional Signals. R. W . Fenna more to be 2nd
Lieutenant, 25/8/37.
[War Office, 27/8/37)
REG ULAR ARMY-

ROYAL SIGNALS.

SERVICE DRESS
PATROL AND MESS DRESS
OVERSEAS OUTFITS

The undermentioned University Candidate to be 2nd Lieutenant, 28/8/37, with seniority 30/1/36 : 2nd Lieutenant
L. B. H. C. Baker, from General List, T .A .
The u'n dermentioned Gentleman Cadets from the R.M. . to
be 2nd Lieutenants, 26/8/37 : M. S . Hancock, D. T . W .
Gibson, A. L. Galloway, D. G. Jones, R. M. Barias, J . C.
Garlick, C. H . Golden, P. E. S. lansergh.
S UPPLEMENTARY RESERVE-

FULL DRESS

ROYAL SIGNALS.

(for Sale or Hire)

Major G. W. Cumming to be Lieutenant-Colonel, 12/7/37.
:rnd Lieutenant vV. Johnston to be Lieutenant, 25/8/37.
[India Office, 27 /8/37)
INDIAN ARMY.

R.S.M. Caulfield C. H., Royal Signals, to be Lieutenant
(Quartermaster), Special List of Quartermasters, R.C. of
Signals, Indian Army, 16/7/37.
[War Office, 31 /8/37)
REGULAR ARMY-

PIPES

AND

DRUMS

Slst

(Highland)

DIVISIONAL

SIGNALS.

(Republished /Yom the Septembe-r, 1937 issue-See Editorial Notes.)

SEND
FOR
COMPLETE
MILITARY
CATALOGUE (T.W,J

ROYAL SIGNALS.

Major P . A. Chubb retires on retired pay, 1/9/37.
Lieutenant R. G. Yolland is seconded whilst employed as
Instructor, School of Signals, 20/8/37.
Lieutenant R. B . Ridley-Martin is restored to establishment,
20/8/37.
The undermentioned Lieutenants to be Captains, 30/8/37 :
J . B. Adams, D. M. Smyth, W . J. S. Gray, I. St. Q. Severin,
G. B . Bell, L. D. M. Patterson, L. W. J. Dryland, J. ·
Barker, J. M. C. Hoblyn.
·
The undermentioned 2nd Lieutenants to be Lieutenants,
30/8/37 : P. E. M. Bradley, A. Fitz McGill, J. F. Campbell,
D.R. Yearsley, A. J. Leahy, i\1. G. Ridley-::'11artin, G. G. L.
Hinde.
R.S.M. Albert Trapmore to be Lieutenant (T.M.O.), 1/9/37.
SCHOOL OF SIGNALS.

Captain J. B. Adams to be Instructor, Class CC, from Class GG,
on promotion, 30/8/37.
Lieutenant R. G. Yolland to be In tructor, Class GG, 20/8/37.
Lieutenant R. B. Ridley-1\Iartin relinquishes the appointment
of Instructor, Class GG, 20/8/37.
Var Office, 7/9/37)
REGULAR ARMY.

Colonel C. vV. M. Firth, M.c., h.p., retires on retired pay,
8/9/37.

TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SIGNALS.

43rd (W.) Divisional Signals. A. L. Farr to be 2nd Lieutenant, 8/9/37.
[War Office·, 10/9/37)

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.
he figures in the last column indicate the pages in the " Corps
Promotion Ro ter" (published in pril, I936) on which
the respective names may be found. This information cannot, of course, be given in the case of Lance Corporals
appointed since that date.]

Commissioned.
2306210

TERRITORIAL ARMY-ROYAL SI G ALS.

I?·•

~eft ~o ~ight '. Co~poral .Drysdale T., Signalman Bauld
Signalman Brand W., Signalman Davidson R., Signalman Blair W., Lieutenant-Colonel
· Birnie Reid, Pipe Ma1or Brand H.: Colonel R.. J. Nicol, O.B.E., Captain A. T. Wood, Signalman Brand D., Signalman Baillie G., Signalman
Young R., Signalman IN,1sbet C., Signalman Stevenson W., Sergeant Copland J.

43rd (W.) Divisional Signals. F. E. Mou les to be 2nd Lieutenant, u/9/37.
[War Office, 14/9/37)
REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SIG ALS.

The undermentioned Captains to be 1\Iajors, 12/9/37 : F. T.
Pope, R. Maguire, H . Bartlett.
Lieutenant C. H . Lyddon to be Captain, 15/9/37, with antedate for regimental seniority only to 3/2/37, and precedence
next below Captain H . V. Ewbank.

R.S.M. Caulfield C. . . . . . . . . . . . .

16/7/37

Appointed Superintending Clerk (Warrant Officer, Class I).
2307440

R.S.:\I. l\Iitchell J .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

n /8, 37

3

To be Regimental Sergeant-Major (Warrant Officer, Class I).
1 53I42
2307033
2306505
1857300
2306533

R.Q.l\I.S. Na h E. . . . . . . . . . . . .
R.Q.:111.S. Harris F. . . . . . . . . . . . .
C.S.M. Bevan B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C.S.M. Westwood F.. . . . . . . . . . . .
C.S.l\I. Robertson J. . . . . . . . . . .

II 18. 37

II / 37

,37
13 18. 37
13 8 37

II

6
6
6
6
6

To be Company Sergeant-Major (Warrant Officer, Class II).
23u694
2306665
2306656
23u441

C.Q.M.S. Laing J. . . . . . . . . . . . .
C.Q.l\I.S. Leath G. •.• . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Q.i\I.S. Crockford
........
C.Q.i\l. . Finney W . . . . . . . . . . .

2306780
'2308075
7075905
2306 3
2308866

Sergea nt
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant
Sergeant

59054
2313 93
23I6449
2313755
2312652
2313988
2317253

L ,'Sergeant Thomson H ........ .
L jSeraeanl Hen haw H ...... . . .
L /Sergeant l3axter J . . ........ .
L/Sergeant Ferdinandu J. . .... .
L/Sergeant Yates E ............ .
L/Sergeant Brown L. ......... .
L /Sergeant Spearpoint F.

26,4 37
I '6 37
1 •6 1 37
29/6 37

To be Company ·Quartermaster-Sergeant.

REGULAR ARMY-ROYAL SI G 'ALS.

Major E. G. Sinnott retires on retired pay, 10/9/37.
Lieutenant W . H . L . Gordon is seconded for service under the
Colonial Office, 28/7/37.

CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS
LONDON, W .C.2

H all H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cozen S. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Foley J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hoyland Y. . . . . . . . . . .
Lawrie J. . .. , . . . . . . . .

2 5. 37
16,5 37
q6.'3 7
22;6: 37
'29/6/37

IO

• 1}4 3 7

3·2
32
33
3'3
3'3
3:3

To be Sergeant.
I

15
l-5
l.5

I /4(37
22/4/3i
215/37
3 5'37
29/5/37
7/6/37

I7
I/

17
I7
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53309 7
64553ro
2309 57
23u336
1309016
i3i5461
2316527
z316o13
390406
14173 9
504i47r
231 570
1314439
231301
23164 8
2208394
2309954

Appointed Lance Sergeant.
Corporal Button R. ........... .
1/4/37
Corporal King F .............. .
1/4/37
orporal O'Brien A ............ .
1/4/37
Corporal Sherrington F. . ....... ·
I /4/37
Corporal Hipwood F . . ........ .
13/4/37
Corporal Hutchison R. . .. ...... .
13/4/37
orporal 'laddi on J. . ........ .
26.'4/37
Corporal Knight E. . .. ........ .
2/5/37
Corporal Brown S. . .......... . 14/5/37
Corporal Pink R. ............. .
q /5/37
Corporal "'ootton \V ....... ... .
14/5/37
Corporal Collett L. . .......... .
14/5/37
Corporal Huggins F. . ........ .
14/5/37
Corporal Cowell\\' ............ .
29/5/37
Corporal :Marchant I. ......... .
7/6/37
Corporal Davey R. ..... ...... .
8/6/37
Corporal Robin on A ......... . .
I /6/37

231 247
2321 14
42646 2
2319694
2321430
23ir962
4385391
23r 121
2321559
2320013
23r9302
2567669
07536
2027244
2319074
2315585
2320092
23r4931
2319945
23187 0
23167 I
231 37

To be Corporal.
L,Corporal V\'ebber G .... ...... .
L/Corporal Dixon F ............ .
L Corporal Bell \V. . .......... .
L/Corporal White R. . ... .... . .
L Corporal Brown J. . . . ...... .
L Corporal Clements R. ....... .
L/Corporal Hargreaves J. . .... .
L/Corporal Knox R. ......... .
L/Corporal J.Iallett B . . ........ .
L/Corporal Griffin H . . ....... . .
LjCorporal Wattle \V .......... .
L'Corporal Fox A. . .......... .
L 1Corporal Douglas-Beveridge, J .
L /Corporal Parks vV. . .... . ... .
L/Corporal Russell H .. .. .. .... .
L/Corporal Harris T. . ........ .
L/Corporal Hartley F . ... .. .... .
L /Corporal Barwick A .......... .
L/Corporal Dickinson A........ .
L/Corporal Harvey S. . ....... . .
L1Corporal Edwards \ V. . ...... .
L/Corporal Ashworth J. . ...... .

232004
2320229
2323023
2322462
2320574
2322409
2318700
2320268
2322305
2320293
2319937
2319873
6137700
461I61I
2318918
2323n6
4912845
2322264
2320936
2320865
2321957
2322089
6341746
2321367
3907733
2319645

Appointed Lance Corporal.
Signalman Fraser H . . .. . ..... .
1/12/36
Signalman Thorpe F ........ .. . 23/12/36
Signalman Cox J .............. .
5/1/37
Signalman Folks R. ........... .
10/1/37
Signalman Telfer J. . ......... . .
2/3/37
Signalman Moon T . ..... . ..... .
2/3/37
Signalman Lobb W ............ .
6/3/37
Signalman Featonby J. . .. . ... .
9/3/37
Signalman Fox T . . .......... .
io/3/37
Signalman Denholm T. . ...... .
13/3/37
Signalman Matthews J . . ...... .
13/3/37
Signalman Bunny C. . . .. .. . . . .
15/3/37
Signalman W'hayman ill.
i5/3/37
Signalman Farrar T ... . ....... . .
18/3/37
Signalman Bunting J. . ........ .
2 1/3/37
22/3/37
Signalman Rowland G. . ...... .
Signalman Lea J .... . ..... . . .. . 23/3/37
Signalman French S. . ........ .
23/3/37
Signalman Bowling H. . ..... . .
24/3/37
24/3/37
Signalman Justice J. . ........ .
Signalman Coates C............ .
28/3/37
Signalman Heatherington J . . . . .
29/3/37
Signalman Slaymaker E. . .... .
29/3/37
Signalman :WcMullen G. . ...... .
30/3/37
Signalman Hu rst J .......... . . .
30/3/37
Signalman Good W .. . ......... .
31 /3/37

2308817
2312321
23118o6
7109641
2317014
2316555
2314394
:.:317149

Discharged.
C.Q.l\I.S. Young E. . .......... .
Sergeant Ryan P .. ............ .
Sergeant Standley F. . ........ .
L . Sergeant Wyse B . . ...... . . .
L /Sergeant Dargan G. . . ....... .
L ,Sergeant Boyle T. . ........ .
L ,Sergeant Williams A. . . ..... .
Corporal Patrick F .. . ......... .

i3/4/37
3/4/3 7
i3/4/37
19/4/37
20/4/37
25/4/37
2/5/37
q /5/37
14/5/37
14/5/37
14/5/37
14/5/37
14/5/37
29/5/37
29/5/37
29/5/37
2/6/37
6/6/37
7/6/37
14/6/37
2i /6/37
30/6/37
I

21/8/37
20/8/37
24/8/37
7/8/37
3/8/37
16/8/37
17/8/37
9/8/37

2565371
6396266
2318227
2320204
2320142
2320243
231725
2320166
231916o
2320200

Transferred to Army Reserve.
Corporal l\Iorris F. . .......... .
Corporal Marchant W. · ....... .
Corporal Whalebelly L. . ...... .
Corporal Rumford G. . ....... . .
L/Corporal Hurt F. . .......... .
L/Corporal Greaves H. . .... . . .
L/Corporal Kirk R. ........... .
L/Corporal Dorsett E ........ .. .
L/Corporal Scott E. . .... ..... . .
L/Corporal Gibbon R. ......... .

II/8/37
l 2/8/37
18/8/37
20/8/37
7/8/37
10/8/37
20/8/37
21/8/37
23/8/37
31/7/37

1937
53
59
48
57

Plain Tales.
60
60
6o
55
6o
6o
6o
61
61
61
61
61
6r
62
55
62
62
62
62
62
60
62

Pins Tent Wood Small.- ! remember reading in a book once
that time po sessed some healing properties.
ow that this bas
come to mind, I feel much easier, because since writing to you
la t, I have been to an annual camp with the Territorials. That
remind me to apologise for not writing to you in September.
Time is all I need at the moment. If there were twenty-five
hours in a day ome progre s could be made. However, I must
tell you about a perfectly wonderful article I wrote abo.ut this
camp. Pages and page. of it, all screamingly funny and intere ting. Then I went through it with a blue pencil and when I
had finished there was nothing left at all, xcept some commas
and full stops, and as they would have looked silly all by tbemelves, I scrapped the Jot.
Quarterblokes were never intended to be cheery little souls,
but when one is enticed at ten p.m. from the comparative comfort of the :\less to plough half-a-mile through mud and rain
only to find that a recruit wants to know what can be done about
a whip alleged to have been stolen, one contemplates homicide
favourably. Time not only marches on, it heals. We hope.
0-.0
Colonel 's Aunt Swa llows Bicycle.- With such things as an
increase in Army · pay, a stupendous rise in the C.R.A., and
unlimited privileges (mostly since I left, of course) one visualises
the day when great crowds of would-be recruits will be fighting
for admission to recruiting offices. Or am I looking ahead a bit ?
I still think that it should be so arranged that young men may
regard the Army as a serious career. By that I mean going into
the Service in the same way that a man goes into the G.P.O.
or the retropolitan Police. To stay there for twenty-one or
even twenty-five years, paying into a superannuation fund and
going out at the end, to a pension on which he can live without
working, if he feels that way. Short service could still be
'\.rranged, and a man might leave after a minimum of eight
years with a bounty. The Army is still short of men, but
youngsters of thirty-nine and forty, fit and full of experience,
are going ~ut with twenty-five shillings a week to a life they
k?-~~ nothmg about.
~hat chance have they against their
civilian brothers, who, for instance, went into the motor industry
and grew up with it? vVill the civilian be turfed out at forty?
Answer YES or _ro and dry your eyes.
D".o
D~nner.

14
22
17
35
41
34
34
53

for Three.-:-As the tropical sun sank slowly in the west,
a thin miasma of mist began to curl upward from the still silent
pool around which the mangroves lifted their gnarled trunks on
fan~tic stilt-li_ke roots from the slime of the swamp. A solitary
orclud sprang hke a flame from a gaunt low-hanging branch and
mirrored its scarlet beauty in the ebony water below. Nothing
move~; the seen~ was as lifeless as an Unpaid Lance-Corporal.
The air, heavy with the stench of decay and corruption was
still. It _hung_ like a tan~ble su?stance over the plac~ and
endowed its pnmeval Ionelmess with a n atmosphere of sinister
foreboding. A lousy spot altogether. Ukann Larfe took a
sawn-off shot gun from his pocket and stepped into the deep
shade at the edge of the lagoon on which rested a small motor
bo":t.. Suddenly the silence was shattered by a gunshot, and,
as 1f m answer, the striking figure of Hermione Larfe rose from
the boat and waved to the waiting detectiv<'.
".That'll be the Inspector, Uky," she yelled, her voice waking
cunous echoes through the cathedral-like arbours.
"Shut up-·and don't call mo Uky," snarled back her husband.
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Squelching footsteps announced the arrival of Inspector
Faceache of Scotland Yard. He pushed his way through the
rank undergrowth and proudly displayed a small alligator tied
to the end of his rifle.
" Blimey.
Alligator again ? " remarked Hermione, inelegantly.
" Think yourself lucky, you miserable cat ; there's nothing
else unless you'd care for a centipede," replied the Inspector.
Hermione's eyes blazed and her finger curled round a heavy
wrench. Just as suddenly she dropped the wrench and smiled
sweetly.
" You're right, Mr. Faceache, but I am sick of it after three
weeks. Shall we ever be rescued ? "
"Shut up everybody," rasped kann Larfe, springing into
the boat. " What do you think of this ? " Before their startled
eyes he unwrapped a large brown paper parcel and set the
contents out in brave array. One large leg of pork, six new
loaves of bread, 3 lb. butter, 2 lb. cheese, 1 sack potatoes, 6
large cauliflowers, 7 lb. green peas, 1 dozen matches, 1 packet
assorted condiments and 300 cigarettes.
"Great Hokey!" gasped the Inspector. "All in one parcel."
"Yes," came the reply, "rather remarkable, eh?"
.. But where <lid you get it, dear ? " screamed Hermione.
" Eh ? Oh, I dunno. I expcet Barleux fixed it so's we can
stay here till November."
From Left t o Rig ht.-It took me a long time to read the
September WIRE, because I spent nearly an hour gazing at the
photograph on page 398. How things have changed in the
Army since I left, such a short time ago, too. The Corporal on
the left is wearing three stripes and the next three Signalmen
wear uniforms curiously like those worn by officers in my day.
Not all those in the photograph were named, but I am able to
state that the third one from the middle in the front row is
General Sputs Hinkelhopfer, who, in his young days, was a bit
of a lad. " Sputs," as we called him, aided by the man on his
left, whose name I think is Buffie, tore up the tram lines in
Coventry in 1908 and wrapped them round the police station.
I wonder if my readers recognise any of the others.

CPWJ
New Feature:-communications to registered readers.
Robert wants to know if May Savage has saved her fare home
yet?
Will Esme Lacey please send us a picture of the Himalayas.
C .S.M. Stevenson is requ ested to call at Gibbons Hotel,
Torqnay, to collect his grip, which, it is understood, he lost in
Devo·1shire. ( Tote. He might a lso look around for mine, too.)
BARLEUX.

Royal Signals Display.
Catterick Camp.
8th September.
Since the last news of this Display appeared in the WIRE we
have appeared at thirty-eight different shows, entailing over two
hundred performances. Our travels have taken us to all parts
of England, including the Channel Islands. We have been to
Wick in the north of Scotland, to Stranraer and Blackpool in
the west and to Cleethorpes and Beccles in the east. In all we
have covered over seven thousand miles by road, rail and sea.
Our longest trip by road was from Scunthorpe, near Hull, to
Wick. We covered the five hundred and thirty-four miles in
two days without mishap and without a single breakdown by
any of the motor-cycles. When we left Scunthorpe it wa
raining heavily. but by the time we reached Catterick Bridge
the rain had turned to brio-ht sun hine and we had a lovely ride
over Carter Bar to Edinburgh. 'vVe crossed over Queensferry,
where we obtained a wonderful view of the famous Forth Bridge,
and stopped for the night at the Burgh Arms at Inverkeithing.
The fo llowing day produced sunshine, and we left in high
spirits for an unknown destination, as we hard ly dared to hope
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that we would reach Wick that night. Travelling through
Perth. Pitlochry and Kingussie, we arrived in Inverness in the
late afternoon and, after spending an hour there, decided to
push on to Wick that evening. In spite of being hampered
through having to make a detour on account of a bridge under
repair, we reached our destination a t about nine o'clock that
night and caused considerable excitement amongst the local
inhabitants as we rode through the town in single file. On
arrival, we were " royally" entertained at the Station Hotel,
where we were accommodated during our stay in vVick.
By covering the journey in two days instead of the three,
which had been allowed for, we gave ourselves a free day and used
this to make a tour of John o'Groats and Thurso. At the former
place we found a friend in the owner of the John o' Groats'
Hotel, who insisted on us partaking of his hospitality. Strangely
enough, as we left the hotel, we met two motor-cyclists, who had
seen our performances at the Leeds Tattoo a fortnight previously.
As a general rule this year, our Displays have been given by
motor-cycles and two ponies only-without the aid of horses.
To start with, we were rather doubtful as to how the large
Agricultural Shows would take to this almost complete mechanisation. Our fears, however, were quickly dispelled, for the
increased speed of the Display produced compliments of the
highest order from petrol and horse lovers alike, and the popularity of the production can be judged by the fact that the whole
of the 1938 season is already covered by provisional bookings,
and we have even had enquiries for 1939.
Horses were included in two of our main engagements. The
first was at the Great Yorkshire Show at York, where we produced two. Here we were watched by our Colonel-in-Chief,
who was President of the Show, and we were highly honoured
to find that Her Royal Highness, after witnessing the first part
of our programme, tayed on to see the second. At this Sh~w,
"Hot-pot," ridden by Sergeant Green, won the Open Jumpmg
Competition on the third day.
'Ve also took nvelve horses to our engagement in the Isle of
Jersey. It would take a book to recount our adventures on this
trip. Suffice it to say that we all enjoyed ourselves more than
words can tell on 'this wonderful island, and that our visil was
an unqualified success. 'vVe won the Team Jumping Competition
against the Islanders on both days of the Show, our team consisting of Lieutenant H . . . Crawford on " Hot-pot," Sergeant
Green on " Bertha " and Corporal Gosnold on " E cape." On
the first day, Lieutenant Crawford wa second in the Open
Competition with Corporal Go nold third. On the second day,
Lieutenant Crawford carried off first prize, with Sergeant Green
second.
r'ow, as our sea on draws to a clo e, we look forward to our
annual furlough with a certain regret that, on return, the party,
which has had such a happy and ucce ful season together,
ha to be broken up.
[Owing to pressure on space ome excellent photograph· have
been unavoidably omitted-ED.]
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HOME STATIONS /
3RD

DIVISIONAL SIGNALS. BULFORD CAMP

~IGHAL TRAINING CENTREN~
School of Signals.
The Catterick winter i nearly upon u , and ""e have just
returned from furlough . \\'hat a perfect combination ! There
'.1re• however, such things as week-end , as practically anybody
m the Company can te tify. Already the majority of the
hardened week-ender are getting into shape-they may be een
nightly practi ing the" 220" (which is about the distance to the
bu
top), and holding garment changing competitions, the
results of which would make the foremo t quick-change artists
run to the nearest corner to weep bitterly.
The School, at the moment, looks like a builder's paradi e.
All the old " open at the top and probably 'pan ' you over the
head " window are being removed. In their place, we are
g~tting the "multi-paned, open down the middle variety."
\\ e have been told that these will be easier to clean. (No
comment!). \\'e hope that the brickies and glaziers soon will
be ?one, because they ail appear very diligent about depositing
th?ir pare mortar, putty, hunks of \\"all and other delightful
bnc-a-brac, all o,·er our floors. The bumper and the broom are
usel7ss-we are going to see what blowlamps and pick will do.
\\ e i:iu t congratulate the following personnel of the School
for therr successes at the Garrison Horticultural Show, 1937 :
Colonel R. A. C. Henderson, M.C., one " first " (spinach) ·
Lieutenant :\I. Hepburn, one " first" (raspberries) ; C.S.:\I'.
Bawden A. E., nine" firsts," eight" seconds" and five "thirds"
coupled with the ''.Home Gardening" Award of Merit (Silver
:\1edal) for the highest number of successes in the show ·
C.Q.:\LS. Hall J. G., three ".firsts," one " second " and thre~''
" thirds"; :\frs. A. E. Bawden, one " third," 'and :\frs. J.
G. Hall, two "thirds."
S.T.C. St. Quentin Lines Competition.-(~Iarried Quarters
Garden, Sergeants and above). I, C.S.:\I. Bawden A. E · 3
C.Q.:\I.S. Hall J. G.
.'
'
S.T.C. Allotments.-2, C.S.:\L Bawden A. E.
Best Unit Line
unior Competition for Small Units.- 3 .
School of Signals.
Congratulations.-To Sergeant and :\Irs. Inglis on the birth of a
daughter, Rosen:iary, on 28th August. To Sergeant and Mrs.
Glaze on the birth of .a daughter, Cissie Frances Christabel,
on 15th August. To Dnvcr and :\lrs. Tissiman, on the birth of a
daughter, Pauline Mary, on 6th August. To Signalman and
:\lrs. Steenson, a son, John Edward, on 13th J uly.
To R.S.:\1. Sherma~ B. ~n obtaining that rank on 16th July,
and t~ C.S.:\L _allegan on his pro~otion to that rank on 5th J uly.
Arrivals. \ \ ~ ext~ud our .greetings to the follow ing and hope
that the Cattenck climate will not dampen their spirits while at
t~e School; C.Q.:\i.S. Lafford E., from York on 6th September·
S~gnalman Leader F., from ".\" Corps on 19th August, and
Signalman Ryan from 5th Di".isional Signals on 23rd July.
Departures. C.S.:\L Callegan F. to the 2nd Divisional Signals
on. 14th S7ptcmber ; R.S.M. Sherman B. to the Training Battalion; S1~nalman Hartley F., to "Civvy Street" on 18th.\ugust;
1gnalman H ull £., to the A.V.T.C., Ch isledon, on
10th August, and Sergeant Kelly to his Unit on 30th j u ly.
s. 0. s.

Panoramic Plwtograph Co.M anc4ai ..

Sergeants' Mess.
\Ve must open up this month with sincere apologies for the
absence of note from the Amrust issue. The anxiety of gettin g
away on leave for a month, which wa uppermost in everyone'
mind, mu t be the cause. Apart from the O.T.C. Course, the
School closed down except for the usual administrative
arrangement .
\ e are now back to normal with twenty-nine dining member ,
including the Courses, and have an almost " full house."
\\11.ilst congratulating R.S.i\I. Sherman and C.S . 1. Callegari
on their promotion, we greatly regret their departure to the
Training Battalion and 2nd Divi ional Signal respectively. We
thank you both for all you have done, and hope that your new
posts will be to your liking. \Ve welcome C.Q.M.S. Lafford, wbo
has joined us from York (or was it Rede dale) in place of R.S.M.
Sherman.
Mess fun ctions will not be under way until October, owing tothe S .T.C. Ball. which takes place on 24th September. We hope
to be able to give some details next month.
·we very much regret having missed Mr. Britton when he
called this way, but there could only have been two or three
members here at the time. Ex-C.Q.i\1.S. Morley and Sergeant
Xapper do not receive any points for having failed to call when
only a street away from us.
The R.S.:\I. returned from leave looking somewhat dark. This
may be due to the fact that he is preparing for the summer
climes of India. It is a pity that he missed the new " trooper,"
but one hears that another is in course of construction.
We extend congratulations to C.S.i\I. Bawden and C.Q.M.S.
Hall for their achievements in the Horticultural Show and alsoto Sergeants Farmer and Crea.ton on their successes in the S.T.C.
and Garrison Tennis Tournaments. The Command Tournament
has ju t started, and we are hoping that further trophies will
.find at least a temporary home in the School.
s. 0 . s.

Headquarter Wing, Depot Battalion.
The Depot has shown some little excitement of late since the
arri':'~I of reservists under the new recruiting campaign, and many
fa~1har faces have been seen . A list of these personnel and the
Uruts to which they have been posted is published below:
Signalmen Cav~ney ] . W., Clavcring, Smith
. K., Driver
Butt L. and V{h1twood to 5th Divisional Signal . Signalmen
Souter. A., George H., Foster, \\lhitehead, Reeves, Reck T.
ai;id \i\ ood . S. to 4th Divisional S ignals. Driver Amey H. and
S1gn~man Harcus H. to 3rd Divi ional Signals.
Signalmen
Robinson E. and Beck to 1st Divisional Signals. Signalmen
Allsop H. to 'orthern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast. Signalmen Jackson L. and Short J. to ist A.A. Group Signals.
Arrivals.- \ Ve extend a welcome to Corporal King J. from
"A" Corps Signals.
'
Departures.- The following officers have loft us for the n its
shown , and we wish t hem every success for the future : 2nd
Lieutenant . D . S haw to "A" Corps Sib'11als, 2nd Lieutena n t
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D. A. Dickson to 2nd .Divisional Signals, and 2nd Lieutenant
G. Hammersley to 2nd Divisional Signals.
Reinforcements.- Congratulations to Driver Proudlock H.
on the arrival of a son, i\llichael Brooks, at Wallscnd Green,
Northumb ·rland, on 3Tst May.
Agony.- Which model soldier likes a crease in his canvas suit ?
Yes, he sent them to the pressing plant.
Things We Wo uld Like to Know. Why H.cggie has stowed
away five yards of red fl a nnelette in his bottom drawer. We
know that winter is drawing on, and the price of ration bags
and accumu lators is still oaring, but this quantity of red flannelette is a mystery.

J. H . St.

Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
General.-Nothing of outstanding importance appears to
con1e under this heading this month, except that mention might
be made of the furlou gh season , which is now in full swing .
rrangcments for furlough have to be fitted in over a period, and
the numbers who desire to spend the summer months away from
Catterick in order better to face the long and dreary winter
l1erc, is surpri ing. i evertheless there are worse places than
Catterick, even in the winter.
Promoti ons.- The little" Blue Book " is very much in evidence
these days
verybody is hoping. The following have wiped
away the perspiration for a period, Sergeant \\' heeler J. and
Corporal Dakin F., who have been promoted to those rank .
Congratulations !
Births.- This month's" hatch" secs us offering our congratulations to Farrier Corporal Hart on the birth of a son (names
awaited) at the Military Families Hospital.
Arrivals.- We have to welcome Corporal King J. from "A"
orp , Aldershot, to the fold. If many more of his nationality
are posted to the Cadre, we hall soon be calling ourselves the
"Cameron ."

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion
General.- There are many strange faces in the \Ving ju t now.
Rejoined reservi ts, supplementary reservists from other units,
new rec ruits and transfers on probation.
Recruits ' Training.- ·o. 65 Squa d, under Corporal Payne S.,
have gone to Trade Companie . Signalman Tagg H. won the
C.O.'s whip as best man in the Squad. Signalman Edgerton
received the P.T. Medal, Signalmen Tate L. and Willan \V. won
the medals for musketry.
No. 66 Squad, under Sergeant Jones E., proceeded to Trade
Companies on 6th September. Signalman ;\farsden A. won the
C.O.'s whip, Signalman lien B. the P.T. Medal, Signalman
Stewart D. a poon for musketry, and Signalman \\'i kner C. a
modal.
Ko. 67 Squad, under Corporal Trout T ., joined their Trade
Companie on 6th September. Driver (I.C.) Armstrong won
the whip for be t man, ignalman Townsend S. the P.T. :\Iedal,
and Signalman Chapman R . a medal for musketry.
EL PEE.

Sergeants' Mess, Depot Battalion.
Social.- On 9th September, a very exciting hockey match was
played against the Training Battalion l\!c s. The result ended in
a draw after a fa t and fu1;ous aame. Jn the fir t half, the
Training Battalion notched two goal against us, but in the
second half, with the un and at lea t two spectators in our
favour, we soon r duced thi deficit. Firsfly, a picture effort by
Tiily Mahon, and then a hefty whack by C.S.M. arpenter in
converting from a corner. During t he clo ing stages, the Depot
pre sed hard b ut our luck was ou t. \\'e hope for other pleasant
encounters at various sport in t he near future. \ Vith the hope
Qf enticing t hem in to a bout of potted sports. we wou ld love to
see one or two of them da h ing aro und a post armed ' .ith a
ma llet.

Promotions.- Wc heartily congratulate Sergeant \\'heeler E.
on his promotion to that rank.
Arrivals.- In the immediate future we hope to .:xtcnd a
welcome to our new R.S.:VI. (R.S.:\-l. H.obertson j . E.), who join
us from 2nd Divisional Signals. \Ve trust that his stay will be a
long and happy one.
De partures. The Mess has lost one of its most popular
members in the departure to civil life of Sergeant Boyl<' T. • -o
longer do we boast of our " Boat Race " and billiards experts.
As Paddy will be employed locally for a while, we hope to renew
our acquaintance from time to time. We wish him all the best oi
lllck and success for the future.
Extensions.- Sergeant Cook T . has extended his service to
complete twenty-one years, and joined the band of tho e
warriors who never die.
Agony.-We have all heard the talc of the hero, who took
six wickets with two balls at the Oval (earning six months for it) .
evertheless our :\Ics expert, C.S .M. arpenter, actually did
take four wickets with five balls in a cricket match for the Depot
Battalion v. Darlington Moths on Sunday, 3rd September.
But we should like to know why he didn't save that feat for
that occasion when we smartened the Corporals up.

Corporals' Mess Depot Battalion.
Trooping Season.- \\·c are sorry to inform our friends in
India that they will be denied the pleasure of initiating Corporal
Gosnold and Lance Corporal Boyland into the mysteries of
India. Their drafting order has been cancelled. Lance Corporal
O'Donnell (Dixie) is preparing to console our friends. He
depart for India some time in the near future.
Courses.- Lance Corporal Ballard has commenced a preliminary P.T. Course. \Ye hope that they will return him to u.
in one piece.
Congratulations.- To Corporal Dakin on attaining that rank,
also to Corporal Ferrier, who has started working. (He has
exchanged the job as " hippy" for that of stables.)
Welcomes.- The :\Ie extends a hearty welcome to R.S.:\I.
Robertson, who ha just joined this "Unit, and to Corporal
King J. from " A" Corps Signals.
Queries.- Has Reggie, of police fame, actually got t\\"elve
yards of red flannel in hi bottom drawer?
\'\'b.ich policeman cannot find his cossack pyjamas ? \Ye are
also curious about the Junior K .C.O. who took his boiler suit
to the steam pres for pressing.
TINY.

'' D '' Company, Training Battalion.
General.-Our learned scribe, "The Gripper," is at present
on leave; so brevity is the order of the day.
Arrivals.-\Ye extend a hearty welcome to Signalman French
A., from xst Divisional Signal , Alder hot.
Promotions.-Congratulation to Lance Corporals Keighley
and Gee on obtaining the money bags.
Ain't Electricity Wonderful.-The following appeared in a
test paper given to an I.:\l. Squad recently: " De cribe the flow
of a di placement current through gla s.'' The an wer wa a ·
follow : "The di p lacement current will hit the gla s, and,
havin<> a stronger power of penetration than the gla has of
insulation, the current will pierce a hole, pa. s clean through the
glass. and, as the current is so high, the gla will melt over the
formed hole after the current ha pa sed through, and will be
a before, except that if another current i pa d through the
a.me place the in ulation propertie of the glas would be considerably le ene<l ! "

" E " Company, Training Battalion.
Arrivals.-A cordiii l welcome is extended to the follo" ing
arrivals during ,\ ugu t and eptember: 2nd Lieutenant J.
Garli k, R.Signal , 2nd Lieutenant H. W. Stetham, R.Signals,
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Lieutenant Hassan Hammat El Scrafi, Egyptian nny, Corporal
Pickett from "A" Corps Signal and Signalman Craig J. from
3rd Di"l.ojsional ignaJ . '"'e al o welcome evcral old hands of
the Corp , who have re-enlisted under the new regulations for
resenojsts.
Departures.-Thc following left us for tlle U nits indicated on
xst September: ~nd Lieutenant W . C. RamSa. r to 5th Divisional
Signal and 2nd Lieutenant A. F. F reeman to 3rd Divisional
Signal .
Promotions and Appoint ments.-Congratulation to Lance
Sergeant Jones J ., Lance Sergeant Watterton L., Lance Sergeant
Fraser A ., and Corporal Bridgeman A., on reaching the ranks
hown.
Football Trip.-On Saturday, r rth September, a party of
approximately thirty-five 1 .C. 0.s and men proceeded to Sunderland to see the Sunderland versus ) '.[anche t er City football
match. The party left Catterick at about rr.30 a.m. Although
t~e weather wa not too good, a very enjoyable game was
witnessed.

" F " Company, Trainini Battalion.
nth September.
General.- Nothing outstanding has happened during the
month, except that a number of boys were loaned to the 13th and
14th Infantry Brigade Signal Section of 5th Divisional Signals
for manoeuvres in this area. \Ve bear that they were very
successful, and trust that the experience gained will prove useful.
Education.- A large percentage of the Company have been
selected to take the exanlination for subjects towards their rst
Class Certificate of Education. We hope that we shall be able
to report, in the near future, that over twenty-five boys have
been awarded the certificate.
Gardens.- :\foch work has been put in on ' the Company
gardens to ensure a goo~ display for next Spring. We hope that
we have done away with the sheep scare by putting a fence
ro~nd the whole area. Let us hope that we have achieved our
object as the beep round here are reputed to be able to jump like
stags.
Sport.-A prelinlinary work-out at soccer, hockey and rugby
has already ~n staged. The season proper will commence next
week. A trial cross-country run is being run on Wednesday
next in preparation for the Mackworth Runs.
Visiton.-Vi'e were visited the other afternoon by George
Morley (our e.x-C.Q.M.S.) and Sergeant Napper, another former
member of this Company. They both looked quite fit. We were
sorry to hear that Sergeant ' apper had been invalided home
from Egypt, but pleased to see he was making a satisfactory
recovery.
Promotions.-The following boy promotions have been
promulgated: Corporal Boy Roberts to be Sergeant-Boy
Lance Corporal Boy Harding to be Corporal-Boy, Boy Bowle;
J. to be Lance Corporal Boy, Boy Sadd A. to be Lance Corporal
Boy.
.
~ep~rtu. res.-The following boys have left us for the Field
Umts md1cated. \Ve wish them the best of luck in their new
sphere.:. '!o 2nd. Divisional Signals, Signalman Birkett G. To
3rd J?1v1s1onal Signals, Signalmen Bellis F ., Bosten A., Hall H.,
!;£ams A_., Owen _G., Valentine C., Waterfield G. To 4th Divisional Signals, Signalmen Marshall H. ' Vatson A Barr T
Clover P. \V.
'
.,
.,

C.Q.}1.S. Renec~e W. ~been posted to Tan k Brigade Signals.
He had served with this Company for just over a year. We
unde~tand that he has gone on promotion and heartily congratulate him should the news be true. He earned two bars to his
tattoo medal while with us . .Sergeant Instructor Marshall J ., of
the A.E .C., also left us for attachment to No. 5 Section R.A.0.C.
at Bramley.
Arrivals. - C.Q.M.S. Lawrie J . has joined us on promotion vice
C.Q.)f.S. Ren~le. W? extend a hearty welcome to him and
congratulate h1m on his promotion. Sergeant Marshall's relief
was Warrant Officer II Pinhorn of t he A.E.C. from Bramley.
EFFAS.
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Aldershot Command Signal Company.
VIRTUS IN ARDUIS.
General.- At precisely this same time last month I sat down
to write these notes and found that there was so little to write
about that I decided to wait until this month and see if we could
produce a bumper edition. 'Vell, the 16th is here again, and the
same old problem faces me. However, here is our diary of
events.
The cricket season finished in a blaze of glory for us. We
have had a really good season; even without your help, Austen
and Jackie I Most of our matches have been very informal
affairs, with a decided absence of that " do or die " element that
sometimes creeps in and spoils those pleasant afternoons. Our
averages will be found in the Sports Section. You will notice
that even our fat man has been bowling !
Football has been ushered in by us, and I mean ushered.
We ran about for a solid hour in sheets of rain, playing a
" Details " team of Signals, including that staunch old Corps
veteran, " Ginger" Edwards, who, though not so fast as of old,
gave a sparkling display of all those little tricks and touches that
he had before all you youngsters had left school! 'We lose 3-0,
but enjoyed every minute of it.
Arrivals.-We have gone all speedway and welcome to the
Station one lethal weapon, the property of Mahatma Ji. Eversley
in how long, Mac ? The Highway Code means nothing in his
young life, and by the time that he takes his test he will be able
to tell the examiner what to do.
We have one tame chaffinch, and to see the lads standing
outside feeding it with crumbs would make Mr. Hore-Belisha
hastily revise his scheme for recruiting.
. M~rriages, Births, e.tc.- This column remains empty, although,
1udgmg by the volummous packages that arrive each evening, we
hazard a guess that many hearts flutter when our leave period
comes round . Those who are not participating in this correspondence course in the art of courtship make good use of the
old grid irons, don't they, Ben ?
Promotions.- Once again a nil return . Mr. Records, have you
forgotten?
. Drafts, Big B.o~ts and Grips.- Our worthy C.Q.M.S. must have
infl'?ence, a gm<;lmg star or something, because 0 . i/c Records
d?c1ded that China was asking too much and allowed us to keep
him for another year to grace our issue of polish and " 101."
Sergeant c;:o1e thought that India was too far, and is now going
on a Jews Course. We shall be very glad when the Nevasa
passes Gibraltar this year, as it will carry a certain .C.O. and
a bug key that he will insist on telling us about.
Tailpiece.- The leave period has now closed and we have
settled down to another year of work, only relieved each week by
the tales of bow our coupons fared .
FRANKIE.

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Sergeants' Mess.
To those interested we apologise for the absence of our notes
last month. The sea was blue, the sun was warm, and there
was plenty of room on the beach.
T~ings have been . generaµy quiet . in the Unit lately ; most
Sections are away with their respective Brigades in camp.
No. 5 A:S.S. do not come back until 25th September, but all
other Sections are here preparing for the " big do " which commences on 13th September. This will probably be the final
sh~w. of the season, a nd at its conclusion our old friend individ ual
t rammg p lus weapon train ing will begin, not forgetting a nnual
fu rlough.
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We hope that one day the Unit will be at full strength. At
the moment, the few men whom we managed to get from the
s.T . . simply pau e long enough to d raw their overseas kit
before moving for Stations abroad ; many of them are even
provisionally warned before leaving Yorkshire.
Several members of the Mess have been notified that their
presence is required in various parts of the world. Sergeant
McLachlan" rolls" off to Tientsin shortly. "Think of it, Mac. I
Six beautiful weeks on a troopship again, and possibly a few
more days on a coastal steamer."
A party of four left the nit on 7th September for Hong
Kong. Records will probably have surprises for quite a few
people yet. One never knows, does one ?
Once collective training is over, and the Mess members can
foregather in strength, we hope to entertain throughout the
winter as we did last year. Our members may be still further
depleted before the end of the trooping season, but 3rd Divisional
Signals will still be going strong.
Departures.-None yet, but wait just a little while.
Arri vals.- We offer a belated though hearty welcome to
Lance Sergeant Gratwicke, who joined us from the Depot
Battalion some time ago.
Congratulations.- On promotion to C.S.M. Finney W.,
C.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) Spafford and Sergeant Jones W .
Final Thoughts.- \Vhy are " poles, tele., wood" still painted
black and white ?
Will the G.O.C. like our Piccadilly signs?
Will the Chinese in Teintsin approve of " lac."?

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
August.
The ann ual G.O.C.'s inspection was carried out on Friday,
23rd July. Barrack-rooms, Regimental Institutes and mechanical
transport were all inspected, a nd everytliing was declared satisfactory. The remainder of the day was observed as a holiday .
Once more we breathe freely !
Corporal Skiffi.ns and Park, with their Wireless Detachments,
have just completed a fortnight's holiday with the Royal Art~ery
during their annual firing off the Mouth of the Humber. Sections
are now preparing for the annual trek to the beauties of Catterick
and Tow Law for manreuvres. The suggestion of our "bright
sparks" that manreuvres should be held in Peasholm Park has
been turned down. " Too much interference " was given a~ the
reason.
Congratulations to Corporal Hartley on his promotion to that
rank and also on his venture on the stormy sea of matrimony.
Signalman Taylor has also "been and gone and done it.'' He
was married at carborough on 19th July. We had great
expectation of " C " Block barrack-room providing us with
plenty of marriage news this month, but the eligibles are wriggling
free of the grip. We have Jess than a hundred married " pads "
in the Unit now, and as the great big ship gets nearer and nearer,
it is up to them to give a thought to the 5th Div. traditions
regarding " nesters." Talking about " nesters," we wish Corporal
Morris F . all the best on his departure to Civvy Street. Good
luck to Lance Corporal Hurt and Signalman Rudge too.
Further provisional draft warning have been received . The
following will soon enjoy India's sunny climate: Sergeant
Challen W ., Lance Corporal Gattrell F, Lance Corporal Thom J .,
Signalmen Aiken J. and Perrin C. The trooping season, a far
as this Unit is concerned, will commence to function when the
undermentioned embark for Hong Kong on 7th September:
Lance orporal Till , Signalmen Pitcher, cully, McCann and
Morgan . They wi ll be followed by Lance Corporal Lamb and
Signalman Charlish in October, who proceed to Tientsin . " Roll
on," they say, but troopers roll a little too much.
Hearty congratulations are extended to C.S.l\I. r orcro
. A.
on his award of the M.B.E. for services rendered with this Unit
in Palestine during the disturbances of last year. ' Ve arc also
proud to report that the names of Leiutenant D. M. Rhind ,
R.Signals, C.S.M.
orcros . Sergeant Mansfield and Lance
orporal Machin h ave been brought to notice by the Air Officer

(formerly commandmg) and the G.<?.C., Briti h. ~·ore~~ m
Palestine and Trans-J ordania in recogmtion of the d1stmgu1shed
service rendered by them in connection with the Operation m
Palestine during the period April-October, 1936.
Signalman Ryan bas departed on posting to the School of
Signals, Catterick, and Signalman El;dn and i\forton h~-ye gone. to
the A.V.T.C. Signalman Morton 1s not takmg a
Croonmg
Course " as his fans suggested- he thinks he _is good cnol!gh
without it; just his modest way. The mentloi;t of croon mg
recalls the agonies I have to suffer every mornmg when the
occupant of the next bed (Corporal McDonald) leads off with
" Love is just around the corner " followed by " A Thousand
Love Songs.'' Is there such a thing as justifiable murder ?
The Inter-Section Cricket Tournament is now almost over and
it seems that Unit Headquarters are certain o winning it as
they defeated " J " Section very easily ; Signalman l(raft lived
up to his name and took seven wickets for four runs.
We had the pleasure of receiving the Officers, W.O.s, :'.C.0.s
and men of the 49th Divisional Signals (T.A.) to witness a
demonstration of Infantry Brigade Signals in action.
everal
old faces and figures were noticeable.
September.
The prevailing condit ions in Scarborough indicate that notes
will be very scarce this month. Arrivals a re few, departures
many, and Burniston Barracks is very nearly empty. .
First and foremost we most heartily congratulate Lieutenant
(T.M.0.) A. C. Shenton, R.Signals, on his promotion to ~hat rank.
It is with great regret that we bid him farewell on po ting to t~e
2nd Divisional Signals, Aldershot . Vl'e also have pleasure m
recording the appointment of R.Q. LS . Deptford to that rank
and of the appointment of Lamb and King~o~ to Lance Co!'J>orals.
Sections have been out on Brigade tramrng at Ca ttenck and
Tow Law. The sheikhs of these Sections could not keep away
from Scarborough and managed to find their way back to the
nest on week-ends. Preparations are now being made for the
move to Ely Camp for the War Office Skeleton Exer~ise, in
which this U nit provides No. 3 Company
eutral S1gna~s ;
quite a new role for us. This will ~ the en? of the collec~1ve
training season, and then comes the bid for higher trade ratmgs
in the individual training season.
This bring us to the burning question of the _moment:--draft .
Our first draft, comprising of Lance Corporal Till and Signalmen
McCann, Scully, Pitcher and )!organ, has already departed,
having the pleasure of making the maiden trip of H .)f.T. Dunera
the occasion for their departure to China.
\Ve very shortly lose Lieutenant G. B. Stevenson, who
embarks for India this month. He has been very popular as
O.C., No. 3 Artillery Signal Section, and we wish him and Mr .
Stevenson the best of luck and bon voyage. In the place of
Lieutenant Steven on we '.Yelcome 2nd Lieutenant \ . C.
Ramsay, R.Signals, from the Training Battalion.
,
Driver (LC.) Hayward has decided that he prefers th~ Hog.s
Back of Guildford to the Pyramids of Egypt, o he ha.:i<:>btamed h1
discharge by purchase. vVe hope he pays u a v1s1t when he
goes to Egypt for his honeymoon . We were very so~ry to l?se
Signalman Yarnell on posting to S.I.C.D. Signal Section, Sp1~e
Isla nd and the football team will sorely mis his presence this
season'. Signalman Heath has departed on a Vocational Training
Course at Houn low. Lance Corporal Ridley and anderson
are takin<> the air at Catterick endeavouring to become A i taut
Signalling Instructors.
.
A welcome i e"'"tended to Signalmen Glover-Bmgham and
Pe kett from the Training Battalion, and also. to Drivers Bu.tt,
Duffy and vVhitwood from the Depot Battalion. The postmg
of these Drivers is very inter sting in as much a they are ~he
first to reach this Unit under the new scheme of R eserv ists
re-enlisting. They evidently know where they are best ofI, and
may they never regret their econd enlistment. ' e are orry
that we have no " pairs and sets " for them, but perhap they
prefer " gin palaces."

No. 1 Company.
Augu -t.
General.- ince our last ote , there has been en of great
activity in the Camp. During the last few days, o. 3 ompany
have decided to mobilise and depart to a far, far b tter land,
away from the " Queen of Watering Places " to a little spo
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called atteri k amp, taking with them all their mobile contri,·ance , lea,·ing the sadly depleted numbers behind to hold the
fort \\'e hop' that th ir holiday will be eventful, and that they
"ill brrng all the spare parts back with them.
Discharges. • ·o. 1970021 ianalman Brown J.-To dischar«e
after completing a \'ocational Training ourse. \\'e wi h hi';n
·ucce· m h1 new phere.
Postings. • ·o. 1320937 ignalman Ryan P. Po ted to the
- chool of ignals. (He i: now on leave here and i wishing us
the best.)
A.V.T. Course.- . ·o. 2320411 ianalman Morton S.-Departed
to Honn.low for a \'ocational Training Course. " \\'atch the
brick , ydney."
Final Draft Warnings._-l"_nder this particular heading we are
about to lose the followmg m the near future : Lance Corporal
Lamb J. and 1gnalman harlish A., who have been finally
warned to proceed to Tientsin ignal ection. l\Iay the little
war be finished before their departure.
Congratulations. \\'e offer our heartiest congratulation s to
l\Ir. A. <?· benton (our former R .l\I.), on hi promotion to
comm1 s10ned rank, and wi-h him the very best of luck.
EJH.
eptember.
General.-:-By the time that tl1ese notes appear in print Xo. 3
ompany w1~l haYe returned from Cattcrick and departed again
on another bttle war, somewhere down South, leavina u aaain
to ~old the fort. Con idering our numbers, this is a great
ach1e,·ement.
The ma1:1agement of the Floral Hall kindly invited the members
of the Gmt who are residing in " to"·n" to a special broadcast
of the " Rolling tones." The broadca t was a " thundering "
succe , due. no doubt, to our cheer leaders.
Everyone
thoroughly enjoyed it.
. Arrivals.-" Gripper'' Sidwell of 3rd Di vi ional Si anal
b1~1ard room fame.
ignalmen Glover-Bingham and Pc kett and
Dm·e~ Butt, Duffy and \\'hitwood, all from the Training
Battalion, .~ttenck Camp. \\"e wi h them a good stay whilst
\\~th the Cmt. ( ome of them are already destined for hotter
climate-.)
. ~eparyures.-:Signaln~an Baines to the Am1y Reserve and hi
c1viban mc~nation .. Signalman Yarnell to the South Iri h Coast
~efences S1g_nal Section. \\'e \\i h him the very best of luck at
his new Station.
Congratulations.-To the "Crooning Cop" (Lance Corporal
Sto~,·~rs G.) on reaching the final of the local Crooning Corn]Jt'.titlon, but.we are sorry to record that the said crooner had his
m1htal)' duties to per~orm. This necessitated bis removal to
Catte.nc~. and_ so be nussed the final. He attributed his success
to_ dnnking milk direct from the bottle. To Signalman GloverBmg~am on obtaining his Class III D.R. rating. He bas been
appomted second-in-command of the Unit .J.D. Branch To
all_ those Driver~ (H.T.) who have uccessfully classifi~ as
Dn,·ers (l.C.) 'ntbout damaging the local scenery, and who
no\\ yrefer horse-power to horse flesh. To C.S.:\f. Deptford T
on bis promotion to R.Q.:\1.S.
·
. Fot!h~oming ~vents·-:-1:he Scarborough Fishing Festival.
fhe rut :""oglers Association (No. 1 Company wallahs) may be
seen sta_lkmg at all hours _of the night trying to get friendly with
the ~ mz~ns ?f the deep m the hope of securing one of the local
:up · \\e wish them all the ~st and good fishing. The Unit
groundsman should do well ; his worms arc fully trained and his
hopes arc very" Tunny. "
D.R. Display Team.- The Display team are shortly due io take
phart m the Scarborough Home \ Veek. A wann welcome awaits
t em.
Tailpiece. Who is the latest holder oJ " L" p lates
d d
he need them for the Birmingham Fire Brigade ?
·' an
oes
. Putty Me~als. Thi· month's prize goes to the .C.O. who
celebrated his purchase of a car (after getting rid of a perfect!
good motor cycle) by trying to garage the vehicle with the on!~
three horse~ we have left, and much to the detriment of the stable
d~r and h1s.mudgua~cl. No names," Eggy," but we think the
KE. \\Orkmen arc ab,c to carry out their own demolitions.
LLERTTAC.
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No. 3 Company.
ugust.
This month has been one' of great activity and variety for
all personnel of o. 3 ompany.
Our " J," " K " and " L " Sections toil from early morning to
late at night- we hope.
_For a trenuous anc:J rather difficult Excrcisc--in conjunction
with the R.A. at K1lnsea- " L " Section was chosen . This
ection lived up to it reputation and came home with an
excellent report.
A chosen few from " ] " ection have been at Tynemouth on
a fortnight's manceuvre · with the Tyne Fire Command.
All three ections ga e a demonstration to the Territorial
Royal Signal . showing them how a Signal Exercise should be
done. \\'hether the " Terriers " were convin ed or not is a
difforent ma~ter.
nyway everything went off with the usual
effic1en y which one asso iates with the ections which comprise
o. 3 Company.
The first batch of final warnings has arrived. The Hong Kong
draft have been inoculated, have signed on the dotted line and
are now enjoying their draft leave.
o doubt they are tr ying
not witbou~ plenty of a s_istance we hope, to forget t11at ther~
are such thmo-s as troopships.
·· K" Section are now on manceuvres at atterick Camp. \\'e
hope that the weather 1s _kind t? them . They will certainly be
fit when they return to c1v1lisation. r o need to drink Horlicks
up at Catterick.
Congratulatio ns.-To Lieutenant A. C. Shenton on attaining
that rank. To C.S.l\I. . orcross, :\LB.E., ergeant l\lansfield and
Lance S:orpo_ral : vrach1? on being Mentioned in Despatches in
connection with Operations in Palestine.
0

Septembei:.
i\1anccuvres are in full swin_g at the moment, and this Company,
le s one C:Q.M.S. and one S1g?alman, arc away doing their bit.
The one Signalman, not knowma
0 how the other are faring can
only describe events at home.
'
It is being whispered in the best informed circles that No. r
Company_ is training a ~ea_m for the carborough Angling
Competition. Of course, it 1s all very hush-hush just now in
case the fish get to hear about this crack team and leave for
abroad.
Signalman Scully is the only new member to be admitted
to the" Gr~.nd Order of l\farried Pads" this month. Driver (I.C.)
Hayward ( Swede ") has purchased his discharge. The " call
of the wilds " was too strong for him. \Ve all wish him luck in his
new su rroundings.
The!'_first to sail to a warmer climate were Lance Corporal Till
aud _51gnalmen Morgan, '.\IcCann, P itcher and Scully. They
certamly b~ve caught a warm spot, and it seems to be warmer
than usual iust now.
C.~.:\1. Norcross, M.B.E., has decided to join the " Terriers" at
Darlington. \Ve certainly wish him a ll the best and good fun.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.
15th August.
0;1r main news_item_this ~onth i the visil ofTheirMajesties
to l\ .I.D .. In con1unction with other Units, we supplied a small
party _to hue the route. It was an unusually hot day and the
~u.bblmg tar macadam _entertained many watchers as they
a.\\a1ted t~e Hoyal pro~ess1on. ~owever, it wa all very enjoyable
and provided a break m the traming programme.
The next cla:y_. we took part in a recruiting ma~ch-our wireless
~ars '~·ere positioned at various points within the column. The
mhab1tants (who do not present armourie as new arrivals seem
to expect) gave the troops quite a rousing receptiou as they
march~d through the city to one of the larger parks. It was
_except1onally warm, and we were very glad to return to barracks .
_We ~vel co!lle Captain H. D. Orr to '.I.D., and h ope that he
will enioy his tour of duty.
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Promotions and Appointments. Congratulations to C.Q.M .S.
Hoyland, orporal Ashworth, Lance orporal Blount (Blue Book)
and /Lance Corporal Houghton on their respective ranks.
Arrivals.- We welcome Signalman Acers and Signalman
McCullough. from the Training Battalion, and hope that they
will enjoy their stay with us.
Additional Drafts. Corporal Wood bas been provisionally
warned for lnclia; Signalman Smith A. D. for Tientsin and
Signalman Jamie for Shanghai.
Sport. -~·e still await with nervousness the semi-final of the
ricket Cup ; their appears to be a fair chance for us.
orporal 'Wood and Signalman mith A. D. gained some
honours in the N .I.D. tournament by winning the ~ovices'
(Tennis) Doubles event. Corporal \.Yood also won the N.T.D.
Novices' Other Ranks Singles. Lieutenant Bayliss and Mrs.
Baylifis had some bad luck in losing the Final :\-lixed Officers'
Doubles. Lieutenant Rhind also competed with Lieutenant
Bayliss in the Officers' Doubles; each did well in the Singles.
\.Ve were quite proud of them all.
Signals "At Ho me. " - On Friday, 6th Augu t, the
nit
paraded for the presentation of a sword, given by the Officers of
the Corps, to Lieutenant G. F. Bayliss on the occasion of his
promotion to commissioned rank. The ceremony took place on
the hockey ground. Major E. l\lacD. Burns, in a brief speech,
explained the tradition of the sword. Afterwards, the families
were presented to Mrs. Bayliss, and a tea was provided by the
Unit. It was a very enjoyable function and provided an excellent
opportunity for the wive at the station to meet one another.
HEC '.\IE.

12th September.
The end of the training season proved very damp and led to the
cancellation of the G.O.C.'s Exercise. We therefore found
ourselves reverting to normal routine somewhat earlier than was
anticipated.
The trooping season has commenced and we are lo ing
Lieutenant D . .:\I. Rh.ind, who embark for India on 21st September. 'Ve wish him bon voyage and good luck at hi next
Station. We appreciate all that be ha done here in connection
with ·wireless ; this includes the already famous ausage aerials.
C.Q.M.S. Young bas left us on discharge to pension. \\'e are
sorry to lose him, as he could always find a cheery word and
joke for everyone. His stay coincided with what may be termed
the transition period, for he saw our wireless equipment changed,
the stable transformed into garages and " the poor old friend "
sent either to Paradise or to the auction sales. He took a keen
interest in sport, played for the cricket eleven and a lso gave help
to the hockey team whenever bis advice was sought. The Senior
N .. 0.s of the Unit made him a presentation as a souvenir of
bis service and comrade hip . \\'e hope that he and :\!rs. Young
will enjoy civilian life.
Our C.S.l\I. (C.S.l\I. Rankin J .), who i al o retiring on pen ion,
is taking up employment with the London Corps Signals (T..\.. ).
Like C.Q.M.S. Young, he wa a ociated with the tran ition
pc1iod, being our fir t Sergeant-;\Iajor on the new establi hment .
oming to us from Gibraltar, he had a knowledge of mall nit
routine and administration, which proved very helpful, particularly a most of our personnel i very scattered. A small farewell
party was <rrranged by the officers and Senior ::S .C.O.s in conj unction with the families, when a presentation was made to mark his
retirement. We wi h both him and l\ lr . Rankin the be t of
luck in their new sphere.
Fortune miled favourably on the r .l.S.C., a our opponent
in the semi-final of the .I.D. ricket Cup cratched their game,
and, much to our surprise, we found our elves in the final for the
fir ·t lime for many years. The game wa very exciting, our
opponents giving us a grand tu sle on the Campbell College
ground . The captain (Lance Corporal Blom}t) had pent an
an,xious night wondering about the weather condition , but it
turned out to be a b ·autiful clay. The )forthamptonshirc
Regiment travelled from Hallykinlcr, and we settled down for a
good day at c1icket.
Having won the tos5, we went in and batted from I I a.m. until
.50 p.m., with a luncheon interval of one hour, to make i96
runs. The team capta in was top corer with 62 runs. The

Xorthamptonshirc Regiment followed and made 112 run .
Although the game should have been a two-mnings nMtc.h, the
light was fading, and at 7 p.m., thirty mmute~ "hort of the tim
appointed for the match to finish, we found ourselvc<> winners.
Colonel l{owbotham presented the Cup on lx·half of tlw G.O C,
jokingly. made reference to David beating Goliath, and ,11'0
congratulated both :;id,.~ on some !inc sportsmanship.
The following represented ::>;.J.S.C.: Sergeant Parker, Lan <'
Sergeant Barron, orporals \\"ood and Thom.·on, [Amee Corporal
Blount (captain). Signalmen Jones H. A, Hunt, ;\IcCulley,
Swetnam and Atkinson and Driver Scoffin. Twelfth man
Signalman Betley. Scorer: Lance Corporal Watt.. Out
standing : Lance Corporal Blount. 62 runs. Driver Scoffin,
5 for 19. Everyone did well and we are very proud of our elc,·cn.
Arrivals. - \Ve welcome Signalman \llsop from the \rmy
Reserve via Catterick and hope that he will enjoy "orthern
Ireland. \Ve expect C.S.:\-1. Bishop from Aldershot in the m•ar
future.
Miscellaneous.- The ab:scncc of notes in last month's \VIR~: is
regretted.
Congratulations to Lance Sergeant \\"ootton (ex- '.I.S.C.) on
his appointment and membership of the Sergeants' ;\less.
HEC .[E.

Headquarters, Lough Swilly Signal Section.
\ugust.
Sergeant Masters has taken over the Section vice Lance
Sergeant Bowie. who has returned to Belfast. Our congratulations are tendered to Lance Sergeant Bowie on his appointment
to that rank.
Depressions Mk. 1.-A deep depression arrived here in the
shape of a provisional draft warning. Six of our total strength
are affected, namely, Signalmen Coomber, Tassinari and Ward
for India; Signalmen Leith and Holland for Hong Kong;
Signalman Smith A. D. for Tientsin.
Mystery (No Prizes).-Tbanks to his nightly dose of Horlicks,
one of our recent visitors is now immune from night- tarvation.
Re_quest.- \Yill some kind person plea e end u a few bottle
of sunshine.
:NEDGO.

eptemher.
Arrivals.-Signalmen Picken, David on and cres and one
pup.
Departures.-Signalmen mith .\.. D. and Jamie; both for
overseas.
Repairs.-Signalman \Yard i undergoing exten ive r pairs in
the :Military Hospital, Holywood. He has been very ill, but hopes
to recover in time to catch the '' Punkie" boat.
Gardens.-Owing to the prevalence of "Donegal sunshine,"
our garden i looking a little wa hed out, but it is still uni\'en;ally
recoani ed as being the best for mjles around.
Competitions (Without Prizes).-Which member of the ection
was seen to approach the ring counter of \\'oolworth and in\'est
a nimble sixpence on a diamond (?) ring?
lNEDGO.

Ballykinler.
Augu~t.

Three eparate partie have arrived in Ballykinler at various
date to fire their musketry practice. Rumour ha.s it thal lhe
average is very good. but our ·wit says that we have only retarded
the re-armament programm . Hi own efforts must hav scared
the people in the Isle of :\lan, the butt party thought they were
back on flag drill.
Signalman Crockett joined us on iQth July in relief of ignalman Cox, who proceeded to Belfast.
\Vhen
ignalman
:\IcCullough joined us on 16th ugu t , our numbers reached the
terrific total of one I . . 0. and four men. It i hoped that they
both like the place. They have been advised to im·e ·t in a pair
of gum boot..

OCTOBER
Our Junior operator is worried about that big boat. He is due
for Hong Kong and is lookina forward to going tl1ere, but tales
of hammock hooks, mess orderly jobs, etc., have got h1_m all
dithery. Howe,·er, he is already rehear in~ the tales ~e w_1ll tell
the rookie wht>n he return ; he looks like developmg mto a
good overseas soldier.
The up rintendent is al o "going the wrong way." He
reckons he ha been detailed to look after fue] .0. Hearing of the
ino-Japanese dispute.
Corp ral McLaren and
ignalman
Cook P. are getting ready to go out to settle it.
II China han_ds
are hereby warned that we know all about :1>1acaloo, Hatamm,
the Broadway, etc.
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eptember.
The Battalion went out to Dunmore Hill amp on 15tl1
ugu t, with the result that our traffic totals soared, and a new
note wa heard on the air. Apart from the foregoing, and the
general peace and quietness, there was no differenc !n our d~ily
routine. By the way, why are sausage popular dunng tramrna
periods ?
\Vith Brigade training at an end, and the appearance of
"applications for annual furlough will be forwarded," Jews '
Course are in full swinu. The food value of various" wads " and
their co t are seriously debated, and mythical credits are being
calculated to the last penny.
The I.P.C. and Company storeman visited u early in the
month. Considering the fact that they arrived shortly after
9 p.m., their surprise at finding us still awake was hardly to be
wondered at. . fter an hour's work they left u . \Ye were glad
of the opportunity to welcome the I.P.C. (unconventional hours or
not) on his first visit to our Station.
Heard Round About.- ] unior Operator's girl friend : " Don't
you Engli h speak funny. You always say "You were" when
we say" You was." Huh, I ask you!
J.O. (him elf) : "I'll smoke until I reach my anti-climax!"
Jews' Mail.-Buxton, Blackdown . " How's Bracknell and
the •orton ? StiJJ running ? ' Crock.' "
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South Irish Coast Defences Signal Section.
Spike Island Detachment,

Bere Island Detachment.

General.-The programme outlined under this heading last
month is proceeding apace. ;\fosketry, we confess, gave us
almost as big a shock as it did those who" Don't believe it even
now.'' \Ve arrived on the 30 yards' range early one perfect
morning, and proceeded to write" First" on every card. Results
have just come to hand from Bere Island, where the detachment
:fired on a normal range, and the following figures are placed
on record : Headquarters, Spike Island (average score, 80.5) ;
Detachment, Bere Island (average score, 65.4) ; Section (H.Q.
and Detachment) (average score, 73).
Fair weather favoured the Garrison Sports, which were
rather disappointing to us, as R.A. Headquarters proved unable
to muster a team strong enough to warrant competition, and
Signal appeared only as spectators. Loud speakers installed
by the Section kept Unit fans well infonned of progress. -·o. 33
(Fortre. s) Company, R.E., won the day with a margin of fourteen
points. The sports, however. were only one feature of a busy
week. A detachment of the R.A. :\founted Band came over
from Salisbury Plain, and put in some very late hou rs at dances
and concerts in all Messe in the Defences. The strong, who
"did all the do's," will, no doubt, be very interested in the
Aspro advertisement~.
Arrivals.-Signalman Yarnell R. from 5th Divisional Signals.
,,.e hope that he will get to like our quiet spot and not sigh too
heavily for departed Scarborough scenes.
Departures. ::\ii. The numerous " draftees " pay daily
visits to the office at mail time, apparently eager for the cruise.
Trade Tests. Signalman Short G., who was unable to hatch
an operator's egg while at the Depot. has been very active in
pursuit of lineman lore ever since he came here, and has now
achieved a rating as an Assistant Lineman .

General.- Being a newcomer to the art of writing, I request
that you will receive the brief notes from the " Boozers " this
month with some indulgence.
As is usual at this time of the year, musketry has been the
main feature, and the results have been good- in fact all five
of us managed to acquire sufficient points to obtain a first cla.ss.
o. there were no guards shot at Bantry, as many old " Boozers "
may think, but if they do happen to catch a spare .303 flying
through the air, would they please return it to a certain Scot in
this Unit.

SPIKE.

.Since our last notes, the Unit has been doing little apart
from protecting itself from the rains, which, incidentally, have
been most regimental in their habit of easing up <luring parade
hours. This habit of nature is doing a lot towards the polishing
up of the Selected Signalmen's Class, which is getting its fair
whack of drills each morning before breakfast. This Squad, a
collection of twelve Signalmen, with their eye on the proverbial
"baton," has been organised from (a) Men who are considered
to be the type required for future .C.O.s ; (b) Men who consider
themselves, etc. The remaining few Signalmen in the Company
are very modest.
Change of Command.-We are pleased to welcome as our new
Company Commander Major R.H. Wall, and in the same breath
regret the departure of Captain R. T. H. Gelston, who has
assumed the duties of Officer i/c Records.

Wine Merclianb
by appointment to the
Aldmliot and Bui/ord
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Athletics.- The annual sports meeting, which took place last
month, has not been forgotten. The Battery have at last
managed to defeat the Staff and Departmentals, but the only
Cup that we lost will not be missed from the large number still
with us.
To wind up a successful period of work and training, the
Garrison was honoured by a visit of the I .A. (Salisbury) Dance
Band, and everyone seems to have enjoyed themselves to the
brim (evidently "Guinness is good for you"). Should any of
the band chance to peruse these notes, I would like them to
know that the Signals enjoyed their visit to Berc Island.
Things We Wa nt to Know.-Whether the Camera Club in
Egypt still obtain their films in glass containers. At least one
member seems to be well-bottled !
o mail, only · bush· so far.
Agony.- R. Moore, Quetta.
How many stamps arc left in Baluch ? Ex-Meerite."
Finis. Rather short and sweet, I hope. But Pems' shamrock
telegraphists have promised me an extra special for next month.
BERE'!O.

Headquarters, Dosalli, Waziri. tan.
July.
General.-During the last month very little of interest has
taken place. The Headquarters of the Unit is stiJl in Dosalli,
with Brigade Sections in Coronation, Ghariom, and Bahadur
Camps. The latter camp is occupied by the 3rd Brigade and is
about 2t miles south of Ghariom. The Brigade moved there on
8th July.
On the whole, our chief concern nowadays is to keep everyone
fit. As can be imagined, the daily routine is apt to become
monotonous, especially as the amount of work in the Signal
Office decreases. In order to surmount this difficulty, football
tournaments for bofu British and Indian ranks, and volley ball
tournaments for Indian ranks, have been organised, and, in
addition, the two deck tennis courts in both the British and
Indian ranks lines are in great demand.
We have also done a little work at building roads. The 1st
and 2nd Infantry Brigade Sections at Ghariom and Coronation
have been employed on them regularly, turning out about
twenty men a day.
In Dosalli, too, we have at times turned out siid:y men to
assist in completing a job rapidly. Owinu to the requirements
of a large Signal Office, and bearing in mind that most of the
LO.Rs were employed on M.T. or in a i\Iounted Section, it is
not pos ible to turn out men regularly without neglecting work
in certain parts of the Unit. It was, therefore, arranged that
the Dosalli party should only be turned out in case of emergency,
such as a spate in the nullah below the Fort.
During the month of July, the new road between Dosalli and
Ghariom, over the Iblanke Narai, has been completed, but not
finally finished, as the road has not yet been surfaced, but
sufficiently so for the Army Commander to drive along its entire
length on 21st July. Very shortly, it will be completed as far
as Bahaclur. Along most of the road runs the new ballied cable
route to Ghariom.
s far as the arai, this route closely follows
the track taken by " Toco! " on their night march. The line
was built from both ends by detachments of the F. . Cable
Section from the Coronation end, and by the Construction Section
from Dosalli. Both Sections belong to "A" Corps Signals.
One interesting defect occurred. It was discovered that,
owing to the excessive straining of the cables on the baJlies (it
should be remembered that the Construction Section are used to
dealing with comparatively heavy wires on the Bannu-Razmak
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route up to 600 lb. G.I. wire). joints in the cable part1allv pulled
out, causing intermittent faults which were very difficult to find.
During the month, the line. between Dosalli and Razmak
have been damaged by ho. tile tribesmen. Power was applied
on certain nights of the week, and, although the decision to
apply power for any particular night was not taken until the
gates of Razmak were closed, the enemv always seemed to find
out on which night power was not on the line·. Finally, ther fore, it was decided to apply power every night from approximately 9 p.m. until 5 a.m. This has proved very satisfactory,
and since then no further lines have been damaged. Our own
cable routes forward of Dosalli have been cut occasionally, but
not regularly. On one occasion, sixteen poles were pulled down,
but none were stolen, neither was the cable cut or removed.
During July, Divisional Headquarters staged some very
interesting demonstrations for the benefit of Brigad~ and
Divisional troops. All nits sent one or two officers, also some
senior .!. .C.O.s. The object of these demonstrations, which
had an educational val ue, was to show them the activities of
the R.I.A.S.C. and Ordnance supplies and to demonstrate how
mistakes could be avoided when demanding replacements and
supplies. Of outstanding interest was the frigidaire plant, in
which the freshly-killed meat for British troops was frozen before
despatch to the various camps. Another very interesting section
was the Bakery, where freshly-baked loayes were being turned
out in large numbers daily. Unfortunately, owing to medical
instructions, we presume, bread was not issued for consumption
until forty-eight hours old.
During this month we have been getting a certain amount of
rain, generally in the afternoons, black clouds followed by
thunder, and then down would come a deluge lasting for about
half-an-hour. The drain dug through the middle of the Indian
ranks' camp showed us what would have happened had it not
been constructed. All the water from the far end of the camp
ran into it and came rushing through our lines like a torrent.
In the line in the fort, too, deep drains prevented the tents
from being flooded. The rains have caused a very .Pleasant
drop in temperature, and. although it is usually hot during the
day, we get pleasant and cool nights.
Towards the end of the month, the 2nd Brigade at Coronation
Camp organised a Gymkhana. There were mounted and di mounted events and events for both Briti h and Indian rank .
The division now possesses a loud peaker equipment for use
with either gramophone or microphone. \\Te run it ourselve ,
and is passed round the various camp . It was used for the
first time at the Gymphana, and was a great success for making
announcements. We sent up some representatives from Do alli
and came away with a second prize in the British Ranks Jumping
and a first and third in the Indian Ranks Jumping. In the
evening, the camp was given a gramophone concert.
During the same week-end, there was a blood football match
between Dosalli and Coronation, in which Coronation just
emerged victorious. I believe that Coronation selected their
team from the best talent available, whereas at Do -alli, nits
were told to find so many players each. Vie found thre"- tw<>
wing forwards and one back.
August.
Owing to rain during July, malaria has definitely been on the
increase during fue month of ugust, which can well be called
the month of sickness. On the whole we have escaped lightly,
but at one time. out of a total of about 180 British ranks in the
Field, twenty were in ho pita!, though not all the cases were
due to malaria. British Battalion , owing to fue manual work
they had been doing on the roads, have had much greater
ca uaJties due to sickness, and Companies have, at times, been
reduced to under half of their full strength.
At the beginning of August, Dosalli Camp was con iderably
reduced in size, only one Battalion remaining. Several other
Units as well as out elves were affected and had to move our
camp site to a greatly restricted area. During the move and
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befon· the new drain· had bs 'n dug. one of the worst stonn
experienced in l o·alli M _cendcd ':1pon u~._ Not only was the~
thunder and torrential ram, but, Ill addition, a gale. The ram
was blo\\n through the tents, and the Officers' :\Ic ' as floo~ed.
On the whole, the B.O.R.s' lines in the fort ha~ the be t !?cation ,
but the Indian ranks in the camp, and dunng th ~mddle of
their mo,·e, get very wet. ;\uyh?w• there was a rum 1 sue that
evening rum and whi ky was issued (half and half). T~erc
wa. no doubt as to whi h was the most popular, all the wb1 ky
went before the rum wa half fiui hed.
ln the camp, for ·ome time the cry ha been "B~djeree.''. It
is the only way to keep down the du t: It 1 ea 1ly obtained
from the river bed. Even after the ram, the ground qmc!tly
crum es, and without a top dre ing of" badjerec." no vehicle
i able to move without raising a cloud of dust. \Ve have been
loaning lorrie to bring ". badjerec " .for the camp roads.. i:or
the path and open paces 1n our O\\'n lme , we ha,·e been bnngmg
" badjeree" up in sack , which were loaded on the mu les
belonging to the Pack Signal Office. This gave thetn some
exercise.
During :\.urust, further moves have taken place ii:1 the 1st
Division area. The md Br:iirade moved from Coronation Camp
to Waladin, about three miles from Ghariom, up the haktu
AJ.,.ad in the Razmak direction. Two Scout Camps have also
~n e tablished, one known a Bromhead Camp, about two
mile from Bahadur and on the alignment of the new road from
Ghariom toward .\rsal Kot and Bichhe Ka hkai, and the other
i at )ladarnir Kalai beyond Bahadur and on the alignment of
the new road running south to join the Central \Yaziri tan road
at Sararoaha.
It wi.U therefore, be seen that Ghariom becomes a sort of
Picadilly 'circus, with road running to all points of the com pa .
To the north to Dosalli, to the outh to Bahadur, MadamJT
Kalai, Jawata and Sararogha, to the west to \ Valad in and on to
Razmak to the east to Bromhead and through to Bichhe
Kashkai'. and so via Jaler across the Tochi River, joining the
main road near :Mir Ali.
All the roads are not yet completed, but the present situation
i- as follow . The new road from Dosalli to Ghariom over the
lblanke Xarai was opened to regular traffic on 12th Augu t.
This road i now completed a far as Bahadur Camp ; beyond
thi point, transport i on pack. On t;11e rc:iad from Ghariom to
Razmak, it i possible to motor to \l\ a ladin onwards as far as
the new camp called Shawali. It is also possible to motor to
Bromhead and on to Forward Camp, which is only about three
mile from the famous Arsal Kot.
The old road from Dosalli to Coronation Camp via Kach
has now been abandoned. It was only a temporary track, and
ran for nearly three miles in ~he nullah bed, which bad_ the
benefit of making the road easier to construct, but was liable
to be washed away by a heavy pate.
Owing to the increased distances over w~ich we are oper'!-ting,
it i approximately twelve rru.les to Ghanom from Dosalli and
a further three miles to Bahadur, it is becoming very much more
difficult to piquet the roads with regular troops. At present,
from Dosalli to the Iblanke ·arai, piquetting is being carried
out by Tochi Scouts, while from the 'arai to Gbariom it is being
carried out by Tori Khel Badraggas or tribal police. These me1~
mo. t of whom were certainly fighting against us in the Khaisora
and on 29th :March at Damdil, are now paid Rupees 25/- a month,
and receive free ammunition to protect the road.
Since they have taken over, the poled cable route between
Dosalli and Ghariom has been damaged twice, but it is probable
that this is due to hostile tribesmen, who hope to get the
Badraggas a bad name. The damage, as a rule, takes the form
of knocking down and breaking about half-a-dozen poles, and
taking about a quarter-of-a-mile of cable.
~ ear to \\'aladin is a village which rejoices in the name of
\\'azirista Bazuna. A short while ago, the 2nd Brigade, suspecting this village of harbouring some wanted men, and also
of having in its possession government rifles, decided to surround
the village and search it. The surrounding of the village was
completc.-d by 5.30 a.m. one morning, and the village was searched
by Scouts. To ensure secrecy, as the arrival of the Scouts at
\Valadin would have warned the village that something was
in the air, a platoon of Scouts left Dosalli at 3 a.m. in four lorries
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belonging to 1st Indian Divisional Signals. With them went
1ajor Jicholla, our ·econd in command ; there was no other
Briti h officer except the Political Agent.
They aITivcd at the Waladin arai at abou.t 4.3o"a.m., debussed, and the lorries were sent back to Gh~nom: I hen. they
marched to vValadin and vVari. ta Bazuna, arnving JUSt a~ it was
liaht to commence th search. Only one govornm~nt nfle was
a~tually di covered (this rifle was found to be one which bad been
Lost at the battle of Damdil in March). but two wanted men were
captured.
In the middle of the month, ·we opened up a Si&nal Centre :;tt
Ghariom to compete with the demands of the _vanous camp~ m
the vicinity. The terminal pole out~1de the. Signal ?~ e gives
a very good idea of the number of Imes which. come m and f?O
out of Ghariom. ~ ot large by comparison with exchanges m
the back area, but ,-ery impres ive for a forward field _exchange.
The draft Cable Section wa also sent forward, where 1t has had
a much better chance to carry out its work in the-open area of
the Sham Plain.
During thi month, the writer of these notes '~as. able to get
away on ten days' leave, and he ~sited Rawalpmd1 and Topa.
The lines in Rawalpindi were lookmg very pleasant and gre?n•
with trees and hedges springing up everywhere, not to mention
crops of Lucerne and " 1\lakki " for_ the ammals. The tree
planting scheme is now really becommg apparent,. and_ clearly
indicates the value of making a big effort m this direction.
Already young trees ~f only two to _three year ' gr~nvth are
beginning to throw th ir shade, and, without a doubt, ma very
hart time ahead, the appearance of the lines and sports grounds
will be completely changed by these trees.
The only Briti h personnel in Rawalpindi are a few storemen
and Corporal Hopwood, who is in charge _of the remounts.
There are, however, still about eventy Indian ranks, mostly
from the Artillery Brigade Sections. They are lookmg '.Lfter
the animals and are commanded by Subedar Zaman Ali, to
whose care the excellent appearance of the lines is greatly due.
Topa is very empty, and besides the families and Stat~on
Staff, consists entirely of the Tempo:ary Sign.al Depot, which
supplie reinforcemei:its for all the Signal. mts m th~ Field.
Reinforcements ongmally came from Uruts m the
orth~rn
Command only, but now, owing to shortages, B.O.R.s are bemg
sent up from as far south as the 4th Indian Divisional Signals at
Trimulgherry. .\t present, -~~ ~ave B.O.R.s serv_i,ng ,~v:itb us
from the following
IUts :
A Corps S1g!1al~.
B
Corps
Signals, Kohat District Signal , Peshawar D_1stnct _Signals, rst
Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, 2nd Cavalry Bn_gade S1~al Troop,
3rd Indian Divisional Signals, 3rd Cavalry B~1gad~ Signal Troop
and the 4th Indian Divisional Si~als._ It 1s_ ~aid that nearly
half of the Signals in India are servmg m VVazmstan at present.
Waziristan, on the whole, seems more settled than previously,
and during the last week the Government's peace terms were
made known to the l\fahsuds in a series of three jirgas at Ladha.
Punishment in the form of fines of money and rifles were made
and the terms were agreed to. However peacefully-minded t~e
old )faliks may be, it doesn't mean that the young hotheads will
accept the terms in the same s.piri~. and for the present we cannot
see ourselves back in Rawalpmdi for some time to come.
Last week we were visited by the Signal Officer-in-Chief in
India (Brigadier C. J . S. Le Comu, o.B.E., M.c.). He arrived
on one day, went round all the camps on the next, and on t11;e
third day proceeded to Razmak to complete his tour: O~ his
return, he went to Rawalpindi and inspected the Umt's hnes.
To round off the month, the 2nd Brigade have moved forward
once again from Waladin to a camp about t~o miles further
west. This camp goes by the name of Shawali. We have ~!so
been strengthened at Dosalli by the arrival of a mechamsed
" C " Set detachment from 3rd Indian Divisional Signals from
Miranshah and by the Kohat Signals' Office Detachment from
Waziristan Divisional Signals at Razmak.
Sports.- During the last month we have bad plenty of games,
at football our "A" team finished second in League I, and our
" B " tea~ finished third. Our " C" team (playing in League
II), whose personnel was drawn entirely from our I.O.R.s an~
British officers, finished rather low in the list.
Football is
evidently not their forte. The I.O.R.s reached the final of the
Volley Ball Tournament, but were then beaten by a better team.
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T?ere was a Paga! Gymkha~a at Bahadur Camp, but although
entries were sent from Dosalb and Waladin, we had no s..iccess.
We are all ou~ to try again at. t.ho Gymkhana to be held next
week at Chanom.
Things We Want to Know. Which merchant asked th
C.Q.M.S. if transport had been arranged to convey him to Sham
Corner (a distance of at least two hundred yards from the Fort) ?
Which sounder operator informed the Superintendent that
his signals were Ris ?
·what did a certain young man have to say about Waziristan
in the Goole Times?
Through !- Lineman {during test) to exchange at Ghariom:
"I can't hear you very well; wait a minute whilst I change
my cells! "

2nd Infantry Brigade Signal Section.
Coronation Camp.
27th July.
C.R. . calling all ca.ds. Please bear with me a while kind
readers. Someone had to write these notes, and, of coun:e. the
job fell to the chap who had the most work to do, and the least
time at his disposal. Having only recently joined the Section
most _of these_ notes ha:ve been .?ompiled from the War Diary:
and mformation supplied by
Don Ellison." He wouldn't
exaggerate.
General.- Having decided that it was high time that the
tribc_smen we~e taught a final le son, the 2nd Brigade was
detailed_ to remforce the troops in \Vaziristan. Unfortunately,
the maionty of the hardened campaigner had answered the
call of a far better land than this, consequently, when " K "
Section left 'Pindi on 13th April, the Section was hardly recogni able.
The majority were comparative trangers to their .C.O.s,
and were about to undergo their first experience of work in the
field. The 14th saw us at Bannu, en route for }fuali. Before
proceeding further, the Section was made up to strength. This
included a number of mountain artillery remount mule . 'Twas
no joke ! Quite apart from harness fitting, many are the tales
told of how " Dir " was seen disappearing into the blue, hanging
on to a mule's ears by his teeth. Our No. r Sets were already
up here, employed on convey duties, and on our arrival at
Mirali, they reverted to the Section.
. After a brief tay at ~lir. wher~ the Div. were suffering all the
discomfort~ (?) of war, the Bngade marched out to Bichhe
Kashkai. En route, a mule took fright, with di astrous re ults
to a charging engi.ne. A halt wa made at Tochi Camp, where we
suffered a little sniping.
The following day the Brigade reached Bichhe Kashkai
where a good time was had by all. (This appears to be a favourit~
place for the 2nd Brigade.) The tribesmen gave quite a good
party, and that night they \\'Cre anything but ho pitable. Their
numbers are variou ly estimated to have been between four and
six hundred. So determined were they in their attack, that at
one tin:e a number of them were within one hundred yards of
the penmeter wall. In fact, o fast were the bits of lead arriving
that it was found impos ible to regi ter them. Eventually the
Brigade returned to Mirali without further incident.
After a rest, during which the opportunity had been taken
to overhaul the equipment, etc., the Brigade turned out on
what was probably one of the hardest marches undertaken on
the Frontier in recent years. The object was the Sham Plain
v!a 8ichhe Ka hkai. Owiug to the distance, the exceptionally
difficult nature of the ground, and the question of mobility, no
horses, kits or blankets were taken. From Bichhe a nirrht
advance was made across the Khaisora over practically' unkno~•·n
mountain tracks. So tortuous wa the route that the whole
Brigade was in single file. Coupled with the fact that it wa at
a season of the year when temperatures were at their highest
andt1water at its lowest (vide the Brigade Commander's report.),
7he difficulties ~ncountered may be realised. l\luch has appeared
m the Press with regard to the march and I do not propose to
enlarge upon it, except to say that the young 'uns can stick it
with the old when put to the t st. Congratulations are extended

to the Bannu Brigade for their advance over the Iblanke _ ·arai
on r2th ;\fay.
C?r~nati_on Camp was reached on 30th ~lay, when the usual
prehmmanes of establishing a semi-permanent camp wl·r<· at
once undertaken. Work was thPn commenced on thf' new road.
\Ve have s~nc.e been employed as L. of C. troops, to say nothing
of road_ build mg. " His Excellency of I pi ' is reported to he in
posscss1?n of a " Krupp " mountain gun, which he propas<•s to
use against Coronation. Speculation is rife ru; to who "ill allot
the serial number, and date stamp his first message from it.
On 25t_h and_ 26th July, a sporting week-end wa~ arranged,
commencmg with a football match between Coronation and
D?saUi Camps. Actually two matches were played, Coronation
wmrung both of them, the first 3 2 and the second 4 -2 We
were represented by seven of the Se tion.
?n Sunday, a " Paga! Gymkhana" was held, invitations
bemg extended to all other troops. Mr. Gardiner was placed
se~ond in the jumping, followed by Mr. Tulloch, who tie<l for
third place .. Considering the circumstances, it was quite a good
show. 1Iention must be made of the" side show" run by Lance
Corporal Colton and Signalman \Villiams. It was the old
favourite-an electr:ic;il rupee at the bottom of a pail of water.
So successf_ul were they in their efforts for charity, that, although
only chargmg one an na a dip, they were almost five rupees out
of pocket, and would have been more so had they continued.
Pre\'~ou to my a_rrival, a certain gentleman prided himself
~pon. his bead of hair." 1 ow he is a serious competitor for the
, Po.lis_hed Top Stakes.
At the moment, I'm well in the lead.
o, it is not that I am sending him that way, but he had succe ·sfully managed to di guise the fact.
To Barleux, Birmingham. -Thing that should interest you.
How the Corps sh}' at ta~ing labourer- as operators. but readily
convert operators mto pick and shovel merchants.
Jews' Mail.-To Cyril, Bulford. "Are you married yet?
If not, why not ?
C.R N.

3rd Infantry Brigade Signal Section.
Bahadur Camp.
\Var correspondei;its are not on the strength of Infantry
B;igad_e S1~nal Sections, consequently the contribution to the
~IRE 1s till left to an amateur whose lei ure is of a somewhat
erratic nature.
One of the 1!1ost nota~le experience in_ these Operations is
the ev~r-changi!'lg e tabli hment of a Bngade Section. The
peace time Section known by a letter then becomes a Bdgade
Signals with many additional attachments to the original
lettered Section.
T~ere can be no mention of honour and glory here. After
movmg from camp to camp for many months, we find our elves
" sitting tight " waiting for the road construction to reach the
s~g~ whic~ will detem1in_e ~ur ne~t move. ~Ye can only quote
Kipling:
Every bloomm campmg grounds exactlv Like the
last."
J

. 'ev rtheless, the exi tcnce of us all is bein(T justified. and it
1s felt that w.e are taking a pa~ -an important part. too in the
further openmg up of an Empire Frontier. Though many of u.
fail to see thi point of view at the moment, we ·hall in the
future, I trust, be able to look back on our experiences ";th
something of pride, knowing that we were engaged on a task of
putting the unknown on the map.
·
It would be interesting to be able to observe th reaction to
a gathering of veteran . some of those who fought at )lalakand
and Dagai o many years ago, if they could pend a night in
Bahadur Camp and listen to the br~a?casting of a gramophone
and local talent concert. The add1t1on of an amplif\·ino .-et
complete with mi~rophone to the F. . cale, has brought Ifritish
(and Scotch) mu 1c to the e wild place . Into the night issue-.
forth the strain of " Don't let your brain go Ga-Ga " and an
.\rgyll a!1~ Sutherland rcr:idering o~" Ro~~ ~larie," follo\\t•<l by
Sepoy\\ hizzbang Chand mgmg a ha hmm love ong in Punjabi.
Strange to say, the road goes on the ame the next <lay.
The .present operations arc undoubtedly the long ·st and mo ·t
exten 1ve that hav tak n place for many year., and, spe, king

.+5
as a critical observer, it i noticeable that the British soldier still
ret.-iin most of the commendable characteristics of "Tommy ,"
who did this job of work forty years ago.
t the same time, the
uncommendablc ones are deficient. Grousing still remains of
the cheerful variety. He still finishes the day with the solemn
prayer, " Roll on the boat" or" Roll on m y eight." Wl1Cn the
" eight" arrives, I ventu re to think he i goin~ to say. " This
civvy life i pretty tame. Now when I was m India on the
orth 'West Frontier, when they put the road through t he
Shaktu, etc."
So here, in conclusio1 , I also venture to advise all the " Roll
on my Eighters" to avail themselves of the opportunity to
relate their experience of ervice after twenty-one years and not
eight. 'o comments, please !
H .G. S.

ht Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
General.- Opening the prnceedings is generally found to be a
hard job and a new cribe ought not to be judged too h ar hly
for his efforts.
The month of ugust has gone at last, accompanied by sigh
of relief from various members of the Unit who are waiting
patiently for their boats.
General routine work was carried out as usual, except for the
necessary changes enabling men to have a spot of leave and our
Class II Operators to study for their forthcoming trade tests.
Remarks heard from them during this training have been rather
strong and varied. Signalman Cochrane is to be congratulated
on obtaining his Class I rating at Razmak during the W aziristan
Operations.
Training.- The Unit turned out for a mobile column on the
night of the 13th (note the unlucky combination-Friday and
the 13th), but everybody pulled their weight and it passed off
without any mishaps. Camp was made for an hour or so at
Zanda Talao, a famous landmark around here, while a meal
was prepared and digested. Then we commenced the return
journey to barracks, arriving shortly before midnicrht. Later,
the juniors foregathered on the lawn for refreshments and a
recital of the evening's events. For a change there were no
cries for " gripping ! "
Entertainments.-The social side of life is being sadly neglected, owing to the small number of B .O.R.s at present in the
Unit. This depression was brightened by an Aquatic Regatta
on the Kalpani River, which was held on a Sunday, and proved
such a tremendous success that we hope to have a repeat performance later. Our one and only spectator, who refereed the
water-polo match. remarked that he derived as much amusement
from watching as we did from our gambols. The results are
shown, and, contrary to usual custom, nearly half the contestants
received prizes.
" r.woEN ScuLLS, " Row1NG : Seven crews of three men per
crew. Winners: Lieutenant R. C. Yule, T .S.M. Taylor and
Signalman Beard. The winners obtained their victory after a
right worthy battle.
SLEEPERS' RAcE---Singles : r , Corporal Bale ; 2, Lance
Corporal White.
SLEEPERS' RAcE---Doubles: I, Sergeant Frost and Signalman
Bolton ; 2, Signalmen Gully and Erskine.
OPEN SPRINT-FREE STYLE : 1, Signalman Erskine ; 2,
Lieutenant R. C. Yule. Well won by a bumped head !
BUMPING RACE : This race had to be cancelled, as only one
boat continued to float by surviving the weight of the crew.
In the water-polo match, the N.C.0.s beat the Signalmen by
three goals to two, but rules did not count and they were bigger
men. "Andy" objected because he was mistaken for a chicken,
and a brute tried to wring his neck !
On the whole, it was a really enjoyable time, and rain, which
fell during the doubles of the Sleepers' Race, could not mar it.
A facetious remark was heard during this period when a man
turned to his partner (both were dressed appropriately) and said :
" Hi, Jock, it's raining. Shall we turn back? " The answer is
not printable.
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Real News (Copyright reserved) . -Two of our talwa.rls,
who e nicknames are " unc " and Sam, attempted to create
a record for the trip from Mardan to Risalpur by floating down
the Kalpani River on a "Li-lo" air-bed. Some of us are wondering if our famous gramophonist's rendering of the song
"Shalimar"' en ouraged them. :Misfortune dogged them at the
start but Sam carried on like a hero and finished with a record
time' of g hours, 16 minutes, 59 seconds. He was very modest
about his achievement, and when he met his rescuers could only
murmur : "Anybody got a cigarette?"
The story of the attempt is a long one and would take some
telli ng, so, in the interests of brevity, here is a summary. The
adventurers set off at 2 p.m .. and entered the water at 3.30 p.m.
(after blowing the air-bed up and changing into bathing costumes). The bed then became skittish and turned over, causing
them to lose all their clothes, except a pair of chaplies. " unc "
started to walk back for help, while Sam carried on down the
river until the help arrived in the shape of some clothes. " unc "
arrived safely, and set out to help Sam, but, at I I p.m., a search
party had to go out. Eventually Sam was located, stalking
barefooted among the thorns along the river bank carrying his
bed and too tired to talk. Never mind, Sam, it will be a miracle
if your record is ever broken.
Arrivals.-We welcome C.Q.l\f.S. Cozens and family to our
fold from the S.T.C. (I.), Jubbulpore. It is hoped that their
stay with us will be a pleasant one.
Departures.-There are no permanent ones yet, but the trooper
hasn't started yet, has it. Tiger? Our C.0. (Major V. C. Holland)
has left us for the comforts of a short visit at home and we all
hope that he enjoys his leave. Signalman Mannering has also
left us for an A.I.s' Course at Jubbulpore, in order to try to earn
a little extra pice.
Extensions.-To whom it may concern. Corporal (Bee-a-h)
Hargreaves has re-engaged to complete a pontoon. Will he
do it?
Presentation.-The Sergeants' Mess were "at home" for a
presentation of a cake and fruit stand to Lieutenant R . C. Yule
on the occasion of his marriage.
Agony.- To Smudger, Malaya Signals. "Are you a philatelist? Jock, ex-Armagh."
AUD AX.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
29th August.
Tune in, folk. 2 Bar C calling.
ews copyright. Details of
sports and matches played during the month are published in the
sports columns.
Signalmen Shepherd W. and Fisher W. have gone to jubbulpore on a vacation for eight months. They are expected to
return with Class I E.F. and Class I I.M. ratings respectively.
Corporal Connor G. L. has just returned from the land of P.T.
and sand models a nd is now entitled to write p.s.c. after his name.
Signalman Simbler A. has been taken off the shelf and has gone
on cross-posting to 3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop. He was
one of the chota ornaments on the end of the shelf. Never mind,
" Izzy " ! Although it is said that once in a Troop, never out of
it, they did not say which Troop .
2321939 Signalma n Taylor W . has been appointed U/Lanee
Corporal. At the moment he is an absent friend on the Frontier
Operations. I have made a note on my pad, Corporal, "To be
brought forward on this N.C.O.'s return.'' 2027244 Corporal
Parks W . and Lance Corporal Holder W . are also mentioned
under this heading. These things are only a matter of time.
Sergeant Standen R. has been awarded the King George VI
Coronation Medal, 1937. Don't forget, "Tich, " the medal was
awarded in May, 1937. September is approaching and the boat
has not sailed yet. Friends, Romans, ex-punchers and countrymen (in India and ex-India and other parts of the world), Lance
Corporal Roake J. is proceeding on leave under RA.I., 1930,
paragraph 928 (a). What a man! Another member to our 'ttle
band of A.D.s (Asiatic Domiciles) .
Agony to Willie Wattle, the Wailing Wun of Jubblypore.
" Arrived Saugor by motor cycle. Left Saugor by Shanks's
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'Pooy and arrived Sialkot still on Shanks's pony. Managed to get
a tow from the City Station to barracks. Thought of you all the
time. ' Khana.' "
Another song by our well-known tap dancer (Signalman
Johnston W.) on" Gripping."
I've heard of a place called Kohat ;
Such a jolly old place a nd all that.
Grippers galore, they breed by the score,
Pickering, Pittman and one or two more.
Don't be a cad, Mr. :E ickering.
Pickering, don't be a cad.

SIGN ALMEN!!
Tap " The Wire " and call Pip Emma for
Everything Regimental

SCARVF.S SQUARF.s
TIE.5

Strange tales of a shield made of wood,
With the names of the lads who were good .
Competition was keen, and in a race of umpteen
All laurels to Pittman, the " Diehard Queen ."
Don't be a cad, Mr. Pittman.
Pittman, don't be a cad.

Gold and Silver Badges
or every description

r ot bad in Kohat, you know.

Remember that last Frontier show ?
With ~he trib~smen pipping and the bullets zipping
We still had time for a thorough gripping.
Don't be a cad, Mr. Leach, old boy.
Leach, don't be a cad.
But here in this school of perpetual woe,
Where men are men- at least, I've heard 'tis soJ ust t~ ?f the chap who is frightened to speak
And give him a break, boys. I never said " Meek."
Don't _be cads all your lives, you hounds,
And give the other chaps room to ex-pound.

Civil, Military and
Tropical Outfitting
at the Most Reasonable
Prices
•-ter In C.r111 Coloun
•Phone: Teniple Bar 8857

Call or Write

WILJON.

That is about all, folks, but don't forget to turn to the sports
columns.
KHAN A.

PIPE

&

McGILL, LTD.

44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2

Kobat District Signals, Kobat.
N.W.F.P.
3rd September.
lncidental.-We complained last month of being very small
beer and continued to explain why, in the face of all that, all
our ~ork had to be scrupulous, even over note writing. In the
mtenm, however, we have conducted a searching enquiry into
the workings of the great. Greatness, it is found, is the screen
for many rnisdemeanours, not least of which is complete unscrupulous sneers.
A:mongst _those int~rviewed in connection with this painstaking enq uuy was Signalman (Proff) Melhuish - now in Waziristan. This regenade's exposition of the " 400 " was enlightenmg, and, after condensmg some 4,000 words, we discovered the
gist to be-" Don't believe a word of it.'' Corporal Rice, a wellknown a uthority on Far and Middle East problems, has been
called upon to check the authenticity of this statement, and his
views will be published later.
Despite its vastness, this enterprise has in no way interfered
with the Unit's progress, and August sees us one month nearer
the boat, without showing any great outward change, and yet" Thus from hour to hour we ripe and ripe,
And then from hour to hour we rot and rot."
But we assure you no tale hangs thereby this time. That
mystic phrase " the boat " is, nevertheless, causing panic and
heartburn among the veterans, and is also worrying our O.R.S.
(Sergeant Taplin), who how has his domain to himself, whilst
his staff--in toto--is away on leave.
There is also that strong rumour of India becoming a " Fouryear Station.'' This tends to make the younger element quite
above itself. They mi ~ ht, in fact, be called " Chirpy."
As a Unit we are still greatly below strength, and yet a fortunate few were successful in obtaining leave to Topa and
Muree. Here we sympathise with Signalman Peers, who could
not be spared, since he is one of the few operators left here.
Very bad luck ! Signalman Burge came under that veto, too,
but managed to arrange a spot of malaria, with a subsequent
month in the hills. He Is positively booming now.

Hors-d'oouvre.-Signalman "Tony " Scatter has earned our
sincere congratulations in passing with distinction the examination held at the completion of the British Cook's Course at
Poona. (He avows that he is now the world's champion scrubber
of floors and tables.) He has already taken over the B .O.R.s'
(not the P .M.'s, as some supposed) cook-house and is doing well.
·w e continue to hope that he will maintain his success-it matters
greatly.
Standing Easy.-Three more warriors have paid us flying visits,
en route to the Muree Hills-Lance Corporal Angus (Hach),
Signalmen Kercher and Campbell. Signalmen Mcintyre and
Fordham came in for a few days' leave. They all looked
extremely fit, and seemed almost eager to be going back to the
"Front." In itself that is an eloquent testimony to many
things.
Life's lrony.-We congratulate Signalman and Mrs. Winterman
on the birth of their son. His wife is still in Blighty, but that
· did not prevent him from running around, waving a cablegram
wildly, in order to spread the glad news. The child has already
acquired a foster-uncle (Dick), who is none other than (Lance
Corporal) " Lawrence " of Kohat, who also came out this year.
We are glad to notice that he still retains that tender-heartedness
that marks your " he-man " the world over.
Of Course.-Signalman Johnson W. (rather better known as
"072 ") has gone "coursing" to the S.T.C. (1.). He is lucky
to have seven months in so delightful a place as Jubbulpore.
To him, at least, it will not compare with Muree, and yet there
is no reason why he should not have a. good time. He has,
however, our best wishes for success. For further advice on
"coursing," we strongly advise him to consult our last note
on that subject.
Musical lnterlude.-Signalman Colley is wa..xing very impatient,
because the piano that he had helped to select has not arrived.
We too, having seen and heard him on a "squeeze box," are
anxious to hear him on the more sober instrument. May he
never forsake even a penny whistle-we must have music.
Ordinary lnterlude.- We were enquiring about certain tran gressors in the last issue. Our outspoken comments~m
pletely in keeping with our age-old slogan " \Vithout fear or
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favour "-~1amed th reprobates into open confo ion. The
matter i · now clo'ed, and meeting their unbound10g honesty
with leniency, we suppr ' their nam and hope that they may
be forgotten for ever.
Encroachment on Ripley (with Apologies).- . till in P!!rsuit
of truth (who lives at the bottom of a beer vat), we desire to
know which talwart little band, whilst on leave at Topa, crept
niahtlv with cat-like tread, into ::\Iurree, to con5ume large
q;antities of :\II LK. .\t a premium, too! There were no tile
subsequent to thi. feline bu incss, we DO know.
Apologia. W«.> beg to offer deep apologie. to ~Lance Serge~nt
::\IcLe.a1 and (owel for omitting to mention m our pre\'. JOus
note. that they had joined the ·· elite." It was a ad oversight,
and " -e a::.sure them that it will never occur again.
Ancient Toast (Believed to b~ of Military Origin).- " Ble the
lllgher mathematic . and may they never be of the lightest use
to anyone."
Agony.- \Ye would ha ten to assure readers that thi is India
and not Pale tine, and yet Hebraic trait are on tautly evincing
them elv . Thi. time, Signalman " Tiny " Burge wi hes to
hear from" H.A.B.," believed to be at Quetta.
ROBANSON .

WESTERN COMMAND ... . .......... . ..... /ND/AN ARMY

"8 '' Corps Signals, Karachi.
Augn t.
\Ye appear to have struck a period of depression. Not a
wisecrack or an early morning song is to be beard, nor a smile to
be seen. Even the fli think we are dead ; they hover around
our bodies in warm . Perhaps it is the thought of the reservists
rejoining the Colours.
urprising how some people detest being
put off their pedestal. It will be interesting to ee the expressions
on the faces of the present 193? " old sweats " on hearing the
remark " when I was out here before in 192?." l\Iaybe it is the
LT. getting them down. As one operator was heard to remark,
"You need to be a enior Wrangler, :\laths., for tills stuff."
The first trooper i due to leave here on 12th October. vVe
supply a draft of three (including R.S.::\L Kingman) ; the
remainder anxiously chalk off the day .
To Lance ergeant and ::\Irs. \Yellock, a daughter. Hearty
congratulations.
\\'e are glad to see two of our D.I. patients ( ' ignalmen Brown
J. ::\Land Elwood) back in the fold again.
The promotion spell is broken.
"ignalmen Evans Fouracre
and Bracken have reached the dizzy heights of U 'Lance
Corporal.
Out Cnit tipster has confounded the cnucs ; five winners
out of i.x races, including the .Tote double. His Bhoopsingh
and Alibux chatter is beginning to haunt us.
There is a loud ringing of alarm clock bells in the early hours
of the morning these days--a little ring each morning, a little
sleep each night.
The rush to sign on does not appear to be infectious, hence
the ballad " There is a happy land far, far away." There is a
dotted line, and I'll be far, far away !
4ACRE.

" 0" Section.
Bannu.
July.
Time flies, as the poets say, but it has fled v. ith all its celerity
smce we left harachi last ~lay, and in its flight it has made many
changes. Some of those who arrived here are now better off in
pocket by the reason of having acquired higher ratings, others
have increased a swelling bank roll by having no place whereof
to spend their filthy lucre, whilst one has reduced his worldly
gams by failing to place the aforesaid lucre in a haversack
instead of a safe deposit bank. As the old lady said, " Fancy
now, and he came all the way from' Lunnon,' where they be so
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smart." He has decided not to go to Brighton as per last month's
\\'IRE po ter, but will " sojer on."
The weather clerk in these " foreign parts " has been having
a rare old game, and we are now so used to dust storms and
sudden downpours that we have become well-seasoned mariners
on dry land . Our spirits are still the same, and we keep on
plodding. looking furtively onward with a 1 elson-li ke gaze for
ships and salt water (Manora or the Lido) .
Illnes depleted our ranks for a short period, but, like the
black sheep of old, all have wandered back to their little old
tents in Bannu, where they were heartily welcomed. Recently
we had a visit from our former Quartermaster (LieutenantColonel Newton), who look well after his tour of Coronation
duty. His genial countenance will always be remembered by
tho e older member of " B " orps, to whom he was always
"Daddy." Good luck, sir !
\\'ork till goes on apace, and the average, having decreased
slightly, still hovers between the 400 and 500 mark daily, and
all are looking well on it. \Vell done, " 0 " ection !
Though the temperature is till far from normal, we still
manage to indulge in various ho key and football games. We
have lately distingui hed ourselves by just pulling off the winning
point in these games. In our last foot.ball game with the Bannu
Gents, which resulted in a draw, we were unfortunate in losing
one of the players (Signalman Falloon), who hacl to retire with a
displaced shoulder blade, having tried to wrap himself around a
goalpost. The old motto held good in his cas
" The bigger they
are, the heavier they fall."
\Ve have made good progress on the hockey field and can now
hold our own with the locals. Owing to duties, etc., we play a
combined team of the various Signal per onnel left in Bannu,
and in our la t match with the 2 / II ikh , which was of a very
exciting nature, we had the pleasure of watching · a splendid
display of centre-half work by Lieutenant Balke, "A" Corps
ignals. As an outsider remarked, " He gave us championship
hockey." Great praise is due to Sergeant Raymond for the
skilful and tactful manner in which he referees all matches.
His knowled ge of the game has certainly improved the play all
round. Our combined efforts have brought to the front that
esprit de corps which is so pronounced amongst all wearers of
Gerta Cito.
The technical term used by the G.T.D. have got some of our
personnel quite confused. The following is an epi ode worth
recording. Picture the Signal Clerk answering a telephone call
from the Engineering Superintendent Telegraphs.
E.S.T. : " Bannu Pindi i now out."
S.C. : " i o he is not. I was speaking to him a few minutes
ago."
E.S.T. : " But he is out now."
S.C. : " 'Veil, he must have gone out in the la t five minutes."
(Note: ltt means line" dis." Out means O.K.)
Agony.-Our Section Sergeant is learning to drive a car. "Be
careful of _-elson's Pillar in Sackville Street, Sergeant. One of
your sharp turns and it will go west."
'\Thich operator thought that the abbreviation " Frmlk "
meant" foreign milk" and was going to write to John Bull about
supporting home industries.
' History.-To the scribe from our fellow Corps : " In A.O. 1934
" B " Corps Signals placed the Signals in India on the football
map of the afore aid country by annexing the Buffalo and
Durand Cups. ~o offence meant, but historical memories ofttimes need a refresher."
\Veil, cheerio for the present. ~Iy line has gone " dis."
HE KORE.

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
August.
Our Dances.- Dances are getting very popular at the Station.
V./e hold them once a month. but if things go on as they are at
present once a week wouldn't be too often. Our read rs may
wonder why I have mentioned learning to dance. lt is because
we have a few energetic members of the Unit who were so paioed
by the crab-like act.ion of some of our would-be dancers that they
offered their services as dancing masters free of charge to all those
who wished to cultivate a little style. The generous offer was
taken seriously, and a disused bungalow has been allotted for the
purpose. Someone produced a wireless pick-up, and now some
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v8:y intensive training takes plaeti on Monday, Wednesday and
Th~rsday evenings. Judging by the number of empty lemonade
bottles returned, one can only conclude that it must be a very
popular event. It might be worthy of mention in the new
recru\ting scheme.
Our energetic dance committee (who are always willing to try
anything once) are once more to be congratulated on their
excellent show last Wednesday at the Masonic Hall. It was a
Cabaret Dance, quite a new departure for other ranks' dances, and
I am sure that the little variation was very much appreciated by
all . The artistes were chosen from local talent, and the harmonica
band, a small body of budding " Larry Adlers," who, in addition
to giving a few turns, played for a dance or two. To the surprise
of many, they were applauded most heartily and a number of
encores was given. I for one am very sorry that it requires so
much energy to play a mouth organ, otherwi e we might have
heard quite a lot more of these "voluntary organists." Signalman Wardley, suitably attired, gave two hill-billy songs
accompanied by his guitar (a typical Bing Crosby effort).
Signalman Williams gave us a step dance, which I am sure must
have called for a few pints afterwards, because the night was so ·
warm. Miss Yeoman, accompanied by a Lance Corporal piper
of the Royal Scots, contributed two more items to the programme,
a Highland fling and a sword dance. Another item on the list
of entertainments was the bar, which came in for a good deal of
attention ; indeed, very much more than u ual, and so much
so that a very sober and innocent onlooker was deputed to take a
lorry and return to barracks for a further fifteen dozen bottles of
beer.

No. I Company.
General.- " The moving finger writes and, having written,
moves on, etc." Corne to think of it, I have noticed that myself,
as month after month I endeavour to find something of interest
to write about. This would present no difficulty to Leonard
Henry or Thomas of Tit-Bits fame, but I am neither or either, or
well, anyway, why pick on me ?

The main subject at the moment 1s the trooping s~son. This is
where the Q.G.S. (Quetta Gripping Society) comes mto its ow~;
One or two original remarks are heard, such as" r9r days to go.
"Sixth on the boat roll," etc. On behalf of Corporal Fluff and a
few more I am forced to remark that Southampton looks qmte
different as you steam INTO it.
I did mean to _give se:eral
useful hints for those going, but the above-.menhoned. chents
have informed me that they have forgotten iust what it looks
like, as it is a long time since they pa ed Xetley or sighted Se! y
Bill from the right direction. Training goes on apace, and 'ections are b_usy preparing for the
rnanceuvres, which are due at the end of this month.
Messing.- This deserves mention this month. A great intere t
has been taken by the powers that be, and each m.eeting 0£ mt
representatives has resulted in an improvement m some small
way, and so we approve of this drive for a bigger and better
Army. Suppers now figure in the men~ every _day! and Lance
Sergeant Brown (who made a three-pomt landmg 1~ the cookhouse about a month ago) is to be congratulated on Ills efforts at
variety. We shall be sorry to see him relie".'ed, but_ I hear . t~at
his probable relief, who is well known for bis plungmg ab1hties,
will continue the good work. .Rumours are heard about a ne\\
rate of messing to be introduced shortly, but I can only trace it
back to Simla, where they say it has stopped. \Ve hope not
permanently.
Arrivals.-Should be on draft leave now.
Departures.-Signalman Fabian H. has left_ us for '.1-Ieerut, and
so goes our famous mou tache, together with much valuable
information on how to live on two annas a day. Good luck,
" Werp," and be careful with that gun. A ch?ta edition of the
" tash " can still be seen walking around the Cmt.
Promotions.--Congratu lations to Lance Corporal Harris W . on
obtaining the " pice," and to U /Lance Corporals tevenson and
Crocketton on their appointment.
Swimming.- This subject will be dealt with by our pecial
sports correspondent, but we must mentio~ in passing that we
have the plunging champ. (Corporal Hollmgshead), known as

JllOTO"teTS PURCHA5'NG ilSOCIAT10h LTD.

(C.uoT . A. A . SIMPSON, INDIAN SIGN.AU. RKTD . )

The London Car Exchange,
Ltd., is a Subsidiary Company of
the M.P.A., and deals with the
car side of the business.
New and second-hand cars of all
makes can be supplied. Special
terms arranged for " Home on
leave " cars, and guaranteed repurchase prices quoted for both
new and second-hand cars.
Members' cars taken In part
exchange and favourable hire purchase terms arranged.
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GROSVENOR

The Association offers its members
unusual facilities in their purchases.
Savings of as much as 30% can be
effected off usual retail prices
except in the case of price maintained articles.
Furniture, Silver, Radio and Electrical equipment a Speciality.
All Motor Accessories, including
tyres, lubricants, etc., supplied
at lowest possible prices.
Special "All-in" Motor insurances
effected, and all claims pursued
and advice given free of charge.

GARDENS

OPPOSITE VICTORIA STATION

LONDON

The Grosvenor Gardens Club
is controlled by the M.P.A. This
is a Non-Residential Club and its
situation, together with its fine
Lounge, Dining and Cocktail
Rooms, offers a pleasant environment for meeting friends .
Officers on leave are invited to use
the Club as Honorary Members,
without Entrance Fee or Subscription. Full particulars may be
obtained from the Honorary Secretary, or The Editor of this
publication.

S.W.I

(Sloane 007 I)

-tH E. Wt R.~
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" Plunging Bertie " or more familiarly as " Ingersol." Keep
plunging, Bertie. (West London Observer please copy.)
Agony Column.- " ... · ow Gert from the l\Ianor, ' \Vhat about
it?' ERN."
". 'o. 15 i my lucky number. A. E. R."
Conclusion.- bout time I reached that heading, o cheerio,
everyone, until next month.
ROB.

IN LIGHTER VEIN.
"To find your change," said the taxi-man.
" I mu t search my pockets through and through."
"Ah, well," said the man from berdeen,
"The night is ·oung. I'll wait for you."
• 1 umerous client
ha,·e written to me asking for omen and
dreams to be interpreted . Several of the e will be answered each
month in these columns.
"CoRPL." \<Vben you see the moon chasing madly round and
making nasty faces at you, it means you will have a thick bead
ne."\.1: morning. The moon has a big influence on tides and resents
your neglect of water, thus taking its spite out of you.
"RENT." Avoid paying rent, when possible, for a house
numbered 13. The same applies to houses of any other number.
" DREAMER." To dream of a .fish means that you will be left
a shoal of money. I cannot explain the connection between fish
and money, except that the latter is very slippery.
o, I cannot
tell you if it indicates that you are on this year's trooping list.
( ee l\lYsnc SEER 'o. r, O.R.S.)
" TUDENT." The sun shone for one hour during June, i933,
in Kent. Should you wish to tudy it further, I am willing to
change with you this trooper.
·
.. LOST."
ee UKANNE LARFFE. I am a fortune teller, not a
detective.
I have an idea that the Editor will be praying for thumb-screws,
etc., if I continue this page, so once again cheerio !
A. E. R.

No. 2 Company.
General.-Thougb nothing ever seems to happen in these parts
(the 'quake was a circumstance over which even the B.B.C. had
no control), there is, however, no complaint of a dearth of work.
It is an inherent drawback of service in India that it is difficult to
make time fly, but this applies much less to Quetta than to the
Plain Stations.
An Upgrading Course has kept most of the Company busy
thr<;>ughout the summer months, though, unfortunately, several
aspuants have fallen by the wayside. At intervals Brigade
chemes have cropped up, giving " J " Section an opportunity
of getting their " means of support " into trim for autumn
manreuvres. !llay their soles never blister.
Sport.-It has been left to "K" Section to uphold the
Company's football reputation in the Inter- ection Football
League. In this at present it occupies second place, though, like
the rose on Cupid's cheek, "none knows bow." We cannot
allc;iw this opportuni~ to pass of congratulating the Unit
swunnung team on its fine performance in the Baluchistan
Distri~t ~quatic Sports. Even the Ladies' Race did not interrupt
ou;r WJDDID~ sequence, for l\lrs. Barker, wife of our Adjutant, won
this event 111 fine style. Praise must also go to the remainder of
the Unit for turning out and giving a rousing support to the team.
Jews ' Mail.-Will all Signals elsewhere write to old friends in
Quetta. The P.R.I. will defray cost of postage-maybe.

Sergeants' Mess.
There must be sometliing about the weather or the food
or .the beer or something that makes people do these things.
It JUst goes to prove that you can't trust anyone or anything out
here. If there was one chap who deserved the title " RocK OF
AGES," it was our Sidney. Steady, that's what be was. " Steadfast " so:t of fitted him. A sheet-anchor, or whatever it is that
sailors cling to. Stop anyone in the street and ask him bis idea
of a firm foundation and his answer would be" Sidney." In sheer
stea~mess not even the Pyramids or a green rissole had anything
on Sidney.
Why, you could always tell the date by reckoning up the
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number of times that idney had been on the tack. A sort of
perambulating Old Moore's Almanack. But a few days ago the
cry went up, " Sidney has changed ." Strong men turned pale
and hurried to the office to pack in with " eighteen." The Mess
was shak n. Fellows murmured, in hushed whispers, " What
ne.xt ? " The rate of e;xchange fell, and the beer went off.
The blow fell with practically no warning. One evening
idney appeared on the tennis court (previously a snoopers'
heaven) and flung himself around like a young gazelle. Before
we had time to recover from this hammer blow, it was reported
that he had been seen flinging a nifty fetlock at a down-town
nautch. But the crowning blow came when he minced into the
Mes , minus moustache, and requested us to call him " Rejuvenation I.Ynham ! "
The effect on the members was startling. Members who
hadn' t had a drink for months applied themselves to the barrel,
confirmed soaks went on the tack, super-snoop o. 1 reverted at
his own request, and mule No. 27 wouldn't eat rice. The world of
commerce has also been affected. lt is rumoured that seven
cargo boats are hurrying from America with supplies of metatone
for Quetta's aged and infirm . Even the" Shoey" has been seen
prancing around the Mess, rather in the manner of a man who is
trying to get rid of something unpleasant, gazing vacantly at the
ceiling and muttering, " One, two three ; one, two three." I
suppose be will want to be called " Thyroid " soon.
Social.-In addition to our usual Friday tennis "At Homes,"
we ran a dance at the Masonic Hall last month. For the benefit
of tho e who cannot remember, it was a success. It was, perhaps,
a pity that in the last bus-load to leave the hall there were too
many who knew the way round Quetta. The thing they didn't
seem to know was the way home. However, after we passed
Baleli for the third time some super-brain decided that we didn't
live at Fort Sandeman after all. Then, with the assistance of a
gentleman, who breathed instructions and dark brown fumes over
the driver, we managed to get on the right track and eventually
arrived home in good time for breakfast. By virtue of having
a lot of chaps with webbed feet in the Unit, we found the Mess
invaded one evening by a crowd of duck-billed Platypuses
(or should it be platypii ?) with a whacking great silver cup-empty ! This condition ·was speedily rectified several times, and
all kinds of nice things were said by one and all. I bet many were
sorry the next day.
That evening "Rejuvenation" and poor little Joe, accompanied by your humble, paid a visit to the Dark Town Strutters
Ball. Our super-snoop (reinstated by general vote) was there,
and so was the senior messing member. I didn't see much
dancing done by our merry men, but, then, as Joe remarked,
" they can't expect a bloke to dance on a moving floor." The
party returned by car, but I don't think Joe will risk it any more.
He has--so he tells me-a rooted objection to finding tonga
ponies sitting in the back with him, and climbing lamp standards
111 a car has but scant attraction for him. He also states that if a
chap is corning in a car he should not be expected to push it for
the ~st ~~e. We could have told you all about that, Joe.
P1anos.-They tried to give me the piano this month, and all
over a perfectly true yarn, which I am sure can be substantiated
by anyone who was on the Bahia Castillo draft for Constantinople.
I refer. to th.e " Pozzy " Brudenall episode, when, through overenthus1asm m the buffet at Crowborough Station, he missed the
train conveying the draft away, but, by dint of bard running,
caught it at Buxted. But I think the plum goes to " Sadie "
Brown, who once had seven Arabs on bis lance ; unfortunately,
one fell off. A real warrior, our " Sadie " ! He couldn't face up
to a Barbary hornet, however. He_ was stung at 10 a.m. one day
:1-°;d a~arn at m1d~1ght. After hearwg some yarns about chaps in
P111d1 who had died from wasp bites, he crept down to the M.I.
Room for treatment. " Couldn't take it, eh, ' Sadie ' ? "
T_hings We Hear.-As a dancing man-woofle, woofle, blurb I I wish to report that someone took the meat from my dinner !
Going to buy me a drink, " Smudger " ?
-There's a bit of bacon if anyone wants it I
You can't play if you haven't got the hands! Gotcher fruit?
S.O.S., Karachi.-\<Vben are you going to remove the" Karachi
Klutcber"?
Cheerio, soaks I
PIG.
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Corporals' Room.

Entertainments.- It gives us great pleasure to record in these
notes the successful evening held recently in the Corporals' Room,
when a return games tournament was held with the R.A. and
Tanks. During the late afternoon we played tennis against the
R.T.C. and hockey against the RA. This was followed by an
adjournment to the Corporals' Room, where it is reported that a
splendid evening was enjoyed by all.
Promotions and Appointments.- Congratulations are extended
to Lance Corporal Harris W. on obtaining the " pice" and to
U/Lance Corporals Crockett and Stevenson on their appointments.
Local Courses.- Corporal Oliver and Lance Corporals Parry and
Gartery (" Bhoosa Jaeµ:") are now attending a local P .T. Course,
and, according to the way they are walking around, their
instructor is certainly doing his best to make them Leaders
(Section).
Situation Vacant.-Wanted, an experienced and enthusiastic
gramophone expert to wind and start the pick-up in the orporals'
Room, also to satisfy one hundred and fifty listeners. :Vlust have
an ear for music. URGENT.
Finale.- Another threo years writing these.
WrLLHAY.

THE BEST FIRH.
A pretty good firm is " Watch and Waite " ;
Another is "Attit, Early and Laite " ;
And still another is " Doo and Dairett " ;
But the best of all is " Grinn and Bairett."
DOUGH.

" L " Section.
Damdil, Wa7l. istan .
ist July.
The story of the historic march of " Lang's Fifty " from
Bannu to Damdil, as told in the words of a veteran who took
part in it (except during the last day's march, when, to save his
feet, he rode in a lorry with the stores.) The author vouches for
the truth of this story, and names have 'OT been changed.
otification of suits for libel, which should be sent to the Faqir
of Ipi (present address unknown), will be dealt with in strict
rotation.

EASTERN COMMAND ..................... INDIAN ARMY

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
No. 2 Company.
General.-The activities here have been confined to the
changing of " Hill " personnel, the hillmen looking forward to
Part Us for their results, and the plainsmen straining at the
leash to improve their " ackers."
During the month, a local Refresher Gas Course was held, in
order to increase the number of N.C.0.s required with this
qualification.
The A.D.V.S. bas condemned four or five more of our horses
to the firing squad. One remark overheard was, "I can't see
why the blooming lot don't go, and let us keep our horses under
bonnets like they do in Blighty." But still we labour on, and
Mick Lewis and' his I.O.R.s are doing verj well with the new
remounts.
Handy Hunter Competition.-The Cavalry Brigade Signal
Troop held a Handy Hunter Competition, to which we were
kindly invited to send a team of B.O.R.s and I.0.R.s. As No. 1
Company were handicapped for riders and horses, we loaned
them two of our best horses,
os. 60 and 109, with B.O.R.s
aboard. The course was a very original one, comprising natural
country, aided by poles, not bard but yet tricky. Lieutenant
Mervyn Smith made the best round for the Divisional Signals.
The general result was almost a foregone conclusion-the
Cavalry Troop were first and second, with
o. 2 Company
third and o. 1 Company fourth. Captain C. Childs expressed
his appreciation of our efforts to provide a keen competitive
spirit and sincerely hoped that his successor would carry on with
these friendly competitions. Thank you, sir. We hope for more,
too. They should enhance the chances of the Unit in any future
district tournaments and give a fillup to our budding riders.
Corporal Strachan, who returned from the strenuous and
arduous activities of frontier warfare, is to undergo a short
Course with the 17/21st Lancers, before going to Saugor on a
" Rougher " trip. The Mess, of course, was turned into a
veritable Sham-Plain for the evening demonstrations of fridi
fighting. Experience is the best tutor, eh, John? Another
lamb to return to the fold was Corporal J oho Currie (looking a
trifle wan from a recent bout of malaria) from Jubbulpore, where
he must have really tried bard on an " S " Course to .finish at
the top of the list. A good show, John. All the numb-skulls are
not in No. 2 I
A welcome is extended to Lieutenant Honeybourne on his
return from our out-station at Muttra. The Unit sports
should certainly benefit by your return, sir, especially at rugby,
which is now in full swing. (Up the Signals !)
Here is an unsolicited tip for prospective " Civvy-ites " :

And other military noises.

Sometime towards the end of April, the 9th Indian Infantry
Brigade Signal Section sprang to arms ; it took them about a
week to complete the "spring." Then, with hearts beating
high to tread the paths of deathless glory, they took fond
farewell of ·wives and sweethearts (their own, of course) and
entrained at ::Vleerut in the dead of nio-ht, amid a chorus of cheers
and other military noises. The journey to l\fari Indus by troop
train was just like any other journey by troop train. (i ote:
Must remember to >nite to :\Ir. Hore-Belisha.) At Mari Indus

Refusal t o go to war.

OCTOBER
we tran ferred to th narrow-gauge railway, round about r 1.45
p.m., on a very dark night. In spite of the darkness, tile job
was completed without a hitch, excepl for th trifling matter of
a orporal being stung to buy the tea. (~ ote : Remember to
wnte to ;\lr. Hore-Belisha again.)
The journ y from :\lari Indus to Banuu wa enlivened by the
local ru tics. who made expre ive gestures aero s their throat
as "e pa ·ed. After spending a couple of day and several
rupees in Bannu, we et forth on t he historic march, arriving at
Saidgi Camp just in time t miss a battle. The ne'.'o.1: day, most
of the ection managed to move off at the ime arranged. Later,
the rear of the column wa brought up by a Briti h N.C.O.,
fi,·e I.O.R. and a pacifi t mule, which, bucking off his load
every few hundred yards, howled hi ab olute refusal to go to
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Ex pressive Gestures.
acquainted with the nice little boles in the ground in which we
have lived ever since. They are so constructed that they collect
a maximum of rain water and offer a minimum of prote ;tion
from nipers' bullets. Thank goodness the average tribesman
couldn't bit the proverbial haystack. ( ' ote : Remember to
send to .Meerut for small gardening trowel.) Leaving Tal the
next day, we arrived in Damdil just in time to miss another
lovely battle, for details of which ask " G " Section who are not
a bit modest about it.
'
Thus ended the bloodless march of " Lang's Fifty." So far, we
had not heard a shot fired- on purpose, neither bad we seen an
a.ngry m.an, with the exception of Signalman Mounsey- six feet
ix-trymg to get all of him at once under one groundsheet
in a rainstorm. But what did the future hold in store ?
To cut a l?ng, long story comparatively short, we were well
and truly smped during our first night in Damdil. We found
tha~ this happened on about every third night and gradually
the idea that we had been sent out to act as Neutral Signals was
replaced by the blood-lust natural to the battlefield. When, a
few days later, one of our No. r Set detachments saw, actually
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b6fore breakfast. Hush ! I thought I heard a clock ticking.
It must have been the " Little Big Shot."

6th Infantry Brigade Signal Section, Lucknow.

We do have a certain amount of exercise occasionally. In
order to break the monotony, the heads have decided that we
nfortunately, that
should pay a visit to our friend " Ipi."
gentleman was not at home. Taking advantage of his absence,
someone applied a match to his larder. A great mistake, I
think. They should have waited until he "''as inside the larder.
" The good die young " is a very true saying.

General.- ! commence with a plea. I'm the new scnbc. so
please handle with care. KC. I>., havinl{ applied hi prof ·ion
for seven years, insists that he deserves a rest
Xow to the business of the moment. As can be well expected
in the height of a Lucknow su mmer, little of importance i-;
happening in the Section. There are, however, a few thing!>
that may (or may not) interest old acquaintances.
The " Ride," mentioned in former notes, has terminated , and,
as far as is known, was quite successful. A few ·· Chip· ' were
recorded, but there \\Cre no broken bones. The mimitable
Evans, in trying bareback conclusions with a remount, \\a5
suddenly reminded that his place was elsewhere ; but that was
just the first round, wasn t it, " Trouble" ?
In the matter of employment, seven men are answering the
early call to stables ; the remainder are occupying ·tafl jobs.
Lance Corporal Cochram and Signalman Davies C. have
returned from a month's leave at Ranikhet. :\lany weird and
unbelievable stories have been told about this venture, but
having received a stern warning from " Bertie " it suits my end
not to expose them. Of co.use, Chota was in favour of the
publicity.
Signalman Davies A., combining business with
pleasure, spent a short spell at J< anikhet. That new pegging
stunt was a smart piece of work, " Harrah." .\fter all, Hlighty
isn't so far off, and that smile of your:> is gomg to get you to a
lot of places. ignalman Hotchki , in the ab. ence of Signalman
Davies C., took over the duties of Section Clerk. Versatile as
ever, eh, am ? \\'hat wa Chota alluding to on his return
when he was heard to remark that " Things will never be the
same again ! " Lance 'ergeant Halfpenny is still roughing it
in the Hills, and four men of the ection, including your scribe,
will soon be renewing his acquaintance, when we go in que t of
that elusive extra tanner per diem.
Agony Column.- Jack, 2321093. ( omewhere in Aldershot):
" Vi-hat does it fee l like to do eight years in Blighty ? Watch
the \'ilia flag very closely. J ack, 2321094."
Twiddy. (Late of Xorthern Ireland) : " \\'hat abou t a few
lines; it only costs an anna out here ? Blow. 870."
LEAGUER.

One of our comrades needs the assistance of " BARLEUx."
He wishes to know what is wrong with his chicken (singular)
when it lays fried or hard-boiled eggs. :\faybe the chicken is
thinking of the men who live on iron ration s at Miranshah, and
hopes lo give them a change o[ rations or diet, whatever one
~alls it.
Other amusements at Mirali are crib (the r5-2 type) ,
deck tennis, practising for the Bibby Line Cup, night duties,
grumb ling because the cashier has not arrived, football (when
it comes) and, last but not least, charpoy pressing. Our broadcasti ng station has closed down for a short period. The musical
director refused to play. App licants for this situation will be
provided with Dover's Cream free of charge. It is ~OT recommended for use as tooth paste or vanishing cream, but is guaranteed to prevent one from being" stung."

war.

Having marched through the famous hinki Pa s with our eye
ticking out like hat peo and our ears flapping for the buzz of
the fir t bullet, we arrh·ed at :\lir Ali, where we were t hrill ed
by the ound of crashe away to the north-w t. (It wa
annoying to discover that the crashe emanated from a tinsmith's shop near the perimeter.)
At :\lir ,\\i we bought chapli , and dumped our boots before
going on to :M iran h ah. On this day' march, the ection,
unaccompanied by infantry, provided its own protection . This
hould ha,·e been a break for the Faqir, but he failed to take
advantage of the opportunit)r. VVe spent a couple of day at
Miran hah, watchina the R.A.F. leaving for bombina operations. The evening were spent in trying to persuade t h e contractor, whom we bad brought out from Bannu, to give us a
spot of kitab. - ( 'ote : Remember to \nite to the . .S. I. ,
john Bull and other .)
From :Miran Shah, where Brigade told us we could exercirn
anywhere we liked I
IDE the barbed wire and the sentries
.said we could go where we liked so long as we k ept 0 T IDE,
we marched to Tal-in-Tochi. Here. we spent a real" war diary"
sort of a night in the rain, each man· trying to purloin the next
man's groundsheet. It was here, too, that we first became
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Send . . . for small trowel.
SAW ! two of the enemy at a range of considerably under a
mile and a half, our pride and patriotic joy were complete. It
was said that there were another 198 hostile characters with the
two who had been seen, and this had such a moral effect on a
certain person-who shall be nameless-that he pushed four
into the little tin box and one up the pout. (Shades ·of the
l\1eerut rifle ranges with flags waving like a oronatio n ceremony
at 300 yards !)
till, we were within reasonable distance of the
tribesmen at night; just ask the lads who bought charpoys and
cut the legs off.
Vi'e were on road protection duties a lmost every day, taking
R /T and V/T terminals out with the Infantry, who cleared the
road each morning and retired to camp again at night in order
to give the enemy a chance.
But Brigade H.Q. was becoming bored. The fleshpots of Mir
Ali called to them with a voice not to be denied . H.Q. and most
of the ignal Section went back to brick buildings a nd electric
fans, leaving in Dai:ndil about half the Briti h ranks, some
Indian ranks and a few mules under the junior full .C.O. in
the ection, who was, of course, too junior to argue. These were
joined by a Section of Peshawar District Signals and some d etails
of "A" Corps, making up the Damdil Signals, under Lieutenant
A. V. Benton. This gallant little remnant is now carrying on
the good work, while the rest of the boys rein back in the lap
of luxury (comparatively speaking) in Mir Ali. (Not e: Remember to hint to Mr. Lang, when the " Confidentials " are due, that
we did all the girty work in this war.)
(Fresh parag'raph ! 'Struth ! aren't these notes ever going to
end ?) During our stay in Damdil, the Ipi Club has come into
existence. This i a variation of the Kiko Club, which is a form
of Cork Club--and if you do not know what a Cork Club is, I
can't help you. During sessions, known in Ipi Club parlance as
" jirgas," fabulous sums are collected nightly in fines, chiefly
for contempt of court. We will long remember Comrade Soutar's
defence when brought before the members on a serious charge.
!he ';'-Ccused nearly got away with it by pleading temporary
msamty.
Things are getting rather qieut now. We have not had any
sniping for a week Qr more and it is ages siuce one of the piquets
was attacked. All good things must come to an end. But
what a" grip" we will get on the boys in the" Wet" when we
get back to Meerut !
GRIPPER.
Our dear departed scribe has gone to Saugor to convert the
horses into laughing jackasses. We wish liim luck. " Keep a
leg on each side and trust to luck, Gripper."
The scene of Operations-trying to write WIRE notes is more
than. an Operation sometimes-changes to Mirali, where the
remamder of " Lang's Gallant Fifty " live in the lap of luxury,
thmkmg of therr unfortunate comrades at Damdil Tai and
Miranshah. We wonder if they would care to go 'swimming

One of our happy (?) members says that he prefers " The
Boat" to a Coronation Medal. Kow then, you disappointed
old-timers, don ' t rush for it. The poor lad will get both the medal
and the boat if be lives lon g enough. In the near future, if
anyone reads of earth tremors in the N.\\'.F.P., don't be misled.
It will be caused by " Lang's Gallant Fifty" footslogging it to
Bannu on their way to .Meerut.
Do you know the ·young campaigner who thought that Biche
Kashkai was a patent med icine for sleeping sickness. \\'ho said
Soutar?
I promise to' acknowledge all Christmas cards received in
i\lirali. Before then, I hope the " Gripper " returns to continue
the duties of scribe.
OILY.

6th

INFANTRY

BRIGADE

SIGNAL SECTION,

LUCKNOW.

STATIONS ABROAD
Egypt Signals.
No. 1 Company.
bba ia, ·cairo.
1st September.
Request Programme.- \Ve have been ask d to tate that owina
to pre ure on the space in our envelope, many excellent photographs have been omitted from the e notes.
\Ve have been a ked to announce that Corporals ;\fain and
\'ize are returning to Egypt, and that a ivic welcome has been
prepared for them.
\Ve have been asked to deny th 3 rumour that a certain soldier
of our acquaintance, who is getting his money together to go
home, has been "putting all hi bags in one exit."
\.Ye have been asked to implement the report that the soldiers
pay i to be increased by one shilling a day; but we modestl y
disclaim our power to do thi .
\Ye have been a ked to tell the world that when the" Gripper ''
ran into an Egyptian car the other day, he had no intention of
saying anything at all to the man.
We have been asked to find a" :l<Ieaning in Life."
\Ve have been asked to ay whether we think the Tommy of
today i happier than his predecessor.
\Ve have been asked to provide a happy home for some soldiers
serving in Egypt.
\Ve have been asked not to put buttons in the collection.
Cautionary Tale.-All night long the numbers were called in a
harsh staccato. Throughout the evening, while the crickets
screeched and the donkeys brayed, men pored intent over their
little pieces of coloured paper. During that hot, tropical Friday
night, the rank smell of intoxicants fouled the air. Next morning, the Orderly Room- that busy hive of activity and pivot of
the Unit's organisation-had to work strenuously, feverishlybecause they were short of one man. Let that be a lesson to you,
children. Always remember the derisive cheers of the crowd ,
and this man 's blushing face, when he was seen the nei-.-t evening
ordering a contrite lemonade. What more eloquent testimony
could there be to the excellence of the paths of rectitude ?
Serial Story.- Once upon a time there was a Lance Corporal in
His Majesty's Land Forces, who had bandy legs, curly hair and
the vilest of Scottish accents. Casting vainly about for some
fresh form of notoriety, this low fellow was utterly baffled for a
while. Ultimately, he went to an author of his acquaintance
and confided his ambitions to that inventive genius. Between
them they concocted the following story.
The aforementioned Lance Corporal and· a friend had returned
from a visit to a place of wholesome entertainment and frugal
r~freshment. He got into bed without much disturbance, and
did not even make the usual noise--or so he thought. The next
morning, he was absent from Check Parade--that noble tradition
and solemn ceremony. An agitated search proved that his bed
had not been made up. Closer examination revealed that in the
bed was a l<l:rge b~own dog, of not particularly intelligent appearance. The mvestigators were then very sadly forced to the only
logical conclusion. They went to the dog's kennel, and there was
the Lance Corporal, his head poking dismally out of the narrow
door, and clamouring loudly to be released from the chain which
encircled his neck. AF.B. 117, which the Board also examined,
stated that the chafed spot on his neck was a self-inflicted
injury. We wish that this story were true ; unhappily, it is not.
Announcement of Peculiar lnterest.- Corporal Sowles to
carry three stripes around with him. Lance Corporal Harris to
carry two. Sergeant Richardson and Lance Sergeant Sowles to
draw e;ctra rations in order to enable them adequately to support
the weight of their nice, shiny" rooty gongs." Lance Corporals
Bunny and Ross to stand the teas at break times.
Uflance
Corporals Worboys, Buckman, Kettlewell, Cross C. and Marshall
G., to write their names with a flourish.

We pat them gravely on the head and hope that their buttons
will continue to shine.
Amenities for Soldiers.- Under a new sub-paragraph of the
Recruiting Act, i936-7, the Regimental Institute was honoured
last \.Vedne day by a visit from a famous dance band-the
Mercury Rhythm Boys. Excellent music raised the spirits of all
present, and the evening was a joyou one- the precursor, we are
glad to say, of a weekly "date." This band has already distingui bed itself at the Slade Club, and it is no small honour to
have had the members of our Unit play to us in that home of
the elect.
But about the Canteen. Corporal Ransom performed with his
u ual felicity a nd skill on the piano, Longhurst sang most
touchingly, Millington beat a stirring rhythm on the drums, we
had a poli hed trumpet player in Beveridge, Haldane gave us
jingling, happy tunes on an instrument which is either a banjo
or a guitar (long arguments have not settled the matter) , and
McCleuaghan sang two well applauded songs, " Danny Boy "
and "Mother Machree, M'Cree, McCreay, M'Quhrieay," or
whatever the Scotch is for Mackrie.
Later on I saw Fred Astaire tap-dancing. " Balderdash and
piffle," aid the " man in the street"-" that wa Allen." This
s1;1rprised me, since I had l_a t seen Allen hiding behind a large
p1auo-accordeon, but I believed the "man in the street," and
changed my diet to lemonade. Towards the end of the programme, I distinctly heard Elsie Carlisle sing "I Love You,"
my ruce new .A.A.F.I. tankard was agam empty, so when the
" rr.ian in ~he s~reet " .informed me _that it was Allen, I again
b elieved him . Ihe next morrung, however, I was not quite so
sure about Allen, and I began to doubt the infallibility of the
" man in the street."
'
Some Corporals a nd Lance Corporals were allowed to come to
this entertainment'; for the benefit of their education and for their
general culture. Since they now walk a broad with a detached
romantic air, we say that it did them some good. " But wh~
are you ? " says the "man in the street." We look a t him
coldly. " ]e sitis l'etai," we mutter into our beards, and he
tells us that Shakespeare was not one of the subjects at Borstal.
Theatre of War.- The 1st Echelon, which has been withdrawn
from the front, now grapples vigorously with the perils of an
Upgrading Course. In its place the new Army has been sent out
to H.Q., B.T.E., Alexandria, Moascar and the far front of the
Abbassia Signal Office, where they haughtily demand numbers
for names and give the R.E. Stores to the patient caller who
wants the Irish Guards- (" I ' ve told you before, haven't I , to
ask for numbers and not for names ? ")-or the Teinturerie
Lyonnaise to thO' seeker after the Officers' Mess-(" I've told
you before, haven't I, not to use numbers they get mixed up so
easily").
'
Hearth and Home.- We welcome R.S.M. Harris to the fold .
He w~s forme~ly R.Q.M.S. Harris of No. 2 W /T Company,
Palesti~e. ~nd 1s now doing duty as R.S.M. of the Unit. We
offer him sm~ere congratulations on his appointment. May we
at the same_time offer our congratulations to Lieutenant (T.MO.).
A. G. Dorrmgton, D.C.M., on gaining his commission .
Call from an ~utpost of Empire.-To Lofty, Depot: "You're
advertisement for the messing. " (Or has this one been
m before ?) Anyway, we suppose that he still is hidden behind
the Guard Room flagstaff when influential visitors visit th;i
Depot.
~rotten

We remind the Company that we have this Agony Column
vacau~, and _will be glad to publish anything that will save us
from lllventlllg copy to ~l up the space. " Agonies " will be
received at the Broadcastmg Office of BSG for Gripping.
Closing Note.-V\'.hen th!5 co~tribution. appears in print, the
horror of the now 1mpen?mg kit mspection will be a dim, unpleasant memory. Happier days are ahead. Meanwhile, away
to stamp our kit.
LFACKO.
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Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess.
Departures.-Lieutenant (T.M.O.) A. G. Dorrington, D.C.M.,
Royal ignals, to U.K. on attaining his commission.
Arrivals.- R.S.M. and Mrs. Harris, via No. 2 Wireless Company, Sarafand. May we take this opportunity of welcoming
you both and hope that by the time these notes appear in print,
that we may have done so in the time honoured custom . Mine's

a" top."
Farewell Social and Dance.- In the presence of our Commanding Officer and officers of the Unit, we bade farewell to R.S.M.
Dorrington, D.c.M., on his promotion to Lieutenant (T."1.T.O.)
Royal Signals. Dancing to the music provided by our very own
dance band, proved a novel and very enjoyable experience, and
judgi ng by the empty glasses a profitable one.. During the
evening, R.Q.M.S. Smart made an able and suitable speech.
His eloquence was the envy of all present. Following the speech,
a silver cigarette box-the gift of the members-was presented
to Mr. Dorrington, who suitably replied.
"Hell's Kitchen."- We must thank our hardworking entertainments committee for the splendid show that was produced
on this occasion. I am afraid Mr. Editor's blue pencil will not
allow for a too detailed description. The invitation card,
reproduced below, indicates what was expected from the guests.
HELL'S KITCHEN
A LOW "DIVE." THE ROUGHER YOU DRESS THE MORE COMFORTABLE YOU WILL FEEL.
ACT THE PART, LOOK THE PART !
IF YOU CAN'T STAND A JOKE, DON'T COME.
MAY THE DEVIL MEET HIS OWN IN HELL'S KITCHEN ON T UESDAY,
JULY THE SIXTH.
The guests were conducted through the " Ghost. Tra~ "
(thrills galore) into the brilliance of the underworld mght hfe,
dancing, singing and enterta ining. Everybody was appropriately dressed for the occasion ; there we~e " 01;1t-and-ou~s/'
apaches, sailors, and even the Society beauties paid us a v~s1t .
Etiq uette was forgotten ; we never asked for a dance, but _JUSt
took it. The " hold-up " by gangsters was perfectly orgarused,
it was so realistic that even t h e Quartermaster was robbed.
The silhouette operation by l\fr . Finch had to be seen to be
appreciated-a real masterpiece. The prize for the best dressed
couple went to Sergeant and Mrs. Couperthwaite. A splendid
effort!
The devil certainly met his own in H ell's Kitchen that night.
Some Fell on Stony Ground, Others.-Congratulations to the
following on attaining the th,ird portion of the old baton :
Lance Sergeants Gibbs, Beale (ex-rats p lease note) and Sowles.
ENOS.

" G" Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
August.
General.- One of these days something may happen that
· will be of interest to the outside world, but until then our readers
will have to be content to hear of the ordinary things that make
up our very ordinary existence.
A o. 1 Set, complete with long-di$tauce kit and spare ope_rat~r.
was taken to Alexandria. Now a regular hne of commumcation
is opened up twice daily (strengt~ R g). ai;id the operators w~o
have just returned from Egypt Signals with a few more bram
cells look askan ce at the Home Station as if to say, " Why a
No. I Set ? "
I am told that these operators acquitted themselves right well
at the Trade Board, and have returned to Helmieh with that
knowing look which all good operators have. I cannot move
unless somebody " bobs me down horribly. (Even " 2323, " who
joined in '33, gives me a dog's !if .)
"B" Squadron, complete with" Dapper, " moved off to enjoy
a sojourn at Ras Zafarana, the place with a lot of sea and seaweed .
According to" Dapper," the sea was very nice to drink. He says
it has that velvety taste like Beck's" mstel" or" Doonkle."
"Wilfred" our No. 2 Set, is now reclining gracefully on a
Leyland chassis and looks a lot more comfortable than in
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Lance Corporal Brooks's days. lt took Ordnance and ·• Shm " a
long time to do it, though.
Our O.C. is now on leave, and the F. of S. has decided that 1t
is about time that he had a spot, too, so Sergeant Pearce has taken
over for a little while, ably assisted by Lance Sergeant \dams as
Troop Sergeant. Three of our diehards returned from leave in
England. " Blackie " was the leading light of a very miserable
trio. Three happy faces have left us for that damp land to die
fighting, "Butch" Morrell, " Tichy" Redfern and l'lryck (Iii
(" Butch" went complete with springs and Vol I I.)
Things We Want to Know.-Which operator forgot to learn the
morse code and dashed around to tell the in tructor so just before
the Trade Board ?
What is Angus going to do with " Nebbi " ?
For Scotsmen Only.- Will" Bookie, " late of Bulford , believed
to be at Quetta, communicate with" Blackie" and" Smudge" ?
He will hear something to his advantage.
To Hall R. H . (" Nasty") : " .\re congratulations in order ?
McNair."
GENIA!..

eptem ber.
General.- There is no particular chan ge in the program me of
events to report to the great B.P. Training goes on as usual.
and the W /T Sets still manage to visit places, with Taff running
after them with a paint brush and some white spirits in his
hands.
By the way, talking of Taff reminds me that he h as blossomed
forth into a poultry farmer, and is the proud possessor of three
ducks, but he still asks everybody why they have webbed feet,
and why they dislike a sand bath.
Rumours are again in circulation regarding Palestine, a nd
everybody is wondering which car and car commander will
grace that country again. Lance Corporal Lea h as forsaken
"Wilfred, " and, at present, is at El Arish, the " Great Divide"
of Palestine and Egypt. But you are not supposed to know
this until next month, so keep it under your hat. These rumours
are, however, without any substantial evidence, and even
JMJMJM is amdously awaiting the ne:-...-1: boat.
Our one and only B .B. has again altered " Red Sails in the
Sunset " to " Red Sand on the Area " to the intense satisfaction
of Sammy, who swore, Angus who sweated, and J:'.I who " grinned sardonically " and did nothing.
Sport.-Cricket has finished, and football and hockey start
for everybody except " Doc," who has bought a big box of
pins and " Ma Revue."
Leave.-Parties still come and go, but I go on for ever.
These parties return brown in body and mind (I am only brown
in mind).
Things We Want to Know.- Is " HE " doing another year
or not?
Does " Doc " still think that he could give a lecture on the
Austin magneto ? ·
Marriages.-See Angus I
Yahudis Only.-Shady. " Have written you twice.
N.
Ashinay."
Stan. "1 ot now. G."
To Ex-Arty. Sig. ectionites, late of Helmieh . " ' o doubt a
Scratcher or Lea crack last time. You probably heard beforehand that only men who could take it need apply to stay.
o
presume you couldn't. T .A.U.L.C."
GENIAL.

" H" Troop, Cavalry Signals, [fypt.
Attached th Hussars, Abbassia.
24th ugust.
General.-As each month goes by less and less things happen,
and it follows that WIRE notes must suffer in consequence.
Bear up, chappies, .it means less to read, which may be a consolation.
Troop activities have dropped back to normal, but there i a
catch in it, because the training season .tart next month, and
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then the dust will begin to fly. \\'c haYe some new toy this
season, 30-cwt. Fords. \\'e are "·ondering how they will tand
up to the hammering which th~y "ill g~t out on_ the track. \Ve
shall sec quite ·oon t'nough. \\ e arc using the (rn)famous i: o. 7
ets again. as the ~o. 9 ets which were expected ha,· not yet
materialised.
Thl' \\' T tc, ts. a reported lagt month. have been carrkd out
w;t11 great ·ucce . .
,ing an open aerial with a variable condcnscr in series, we established communication between two ~o. r
ts o\·er a distance of 100 miles (by key. of cours ). \\'c applied
the same idea to the . ·o. 7 'et. and we worked 110 miles with
speech at Ro ·trength, but -i mal- were lightly distorted. The
time:> of working were 5.30 a.m. to 7.30 a.m. and :I p.m . to
6.30 p.m. daily throughout the three da) we were testing.
Leave. . ii;nalman (" Fairy") Hurst ha at la t returned from
three months' leave in the l'-.J<. It ·eem to be a ·ound inve tment. judg"ina by the way that ~e relat~s hi ~~tivities.
rgeant
Le,,;s and orporal Parsons, with their fanuhes, arc at pre ent
at the Families hange of Air Camp at ,\lexandria. All handsome
men are . lightly sunburnt, so di" out la t year's unburn lotion
(all chemi ts r~. 6d. per bottle).
Things We Should Like to Know.- The reason why a follow
stopped a tram to rescue a doll, and for "·hat reason he bought it.
The cout troop'» number from which ;\lartell cultivated a
three-fi nger salute.
;\lartell'. definition of football.
Yahoudigrams. To "Lofty," India: "Have you foraotten
your Julie ? "
J. F. C., Canterbury : " \\'ill wa\·e as you go through the Suez.
' Taff.' "
Lance Corporal \'erlander F.,
T T."

China:

" Congrat

O.:\I.

And now for a nice iced " top " to cool the fevered brow.
D.u

BACH.

Palestine Force Signals.
Headquarters. Jerusalem.
General.-Large portions of " Griff " havino- been di gorged
from questionable sources, we-here in Jerusalem-are asking
ourselves whether we are "key men" or "quay men." The
difference apparently lie between two boat , or the dates of
sailing thereof. \\'e have not quite made up our.minds whether
thev are to be the Quern J.fa1y and the Normandie, o.:- just the
Lattretztic and the 1·andyke, but here's hoping.
Another matter under discus ion at the moment is our intended
move to a new billet. This billet, it is alleged, is situated in the
German colony and con ists of a block of luxurious flats. Central
heating, h . and c., e.1., tiled bathrooms ; every mod. con.
ounds pretty good, chaps, but don't use this in evidence against
me.
Promotions.-Con!!ratulations to the following:
ergeant
tanley on attaining that rank an<i Lance Corporal Alexander
to take an interest in the" Blue Book " with effect from 6th June.
Judging by the sounds of revelry emanating from the canteen on
Friday night, quite a chunk of that back pay must have changed
hand ...
Dm HARD.

No. 4 Section, Haifa.
1st September.
General. This time there is real news in the Section. If I were
a publicity expert I could fill the news- ·heets with such headings
as " Gripper Callan Does It Again," but, tempering my natural
enthusiasm as a reporter, I will simply give the sober truth.
_\ short while ago--posterity will learn the dates--Lance
Corporal Callan J. was so delighted at being mentioned in
despatches during the recent trouble that he too::.< a high dive
during the Inter- erYices Sports at Jerusalem and swam off with
that event. On his triumphant return the powers that be paid
him for his tape, and to make a happy ending he is now an O.S.,
B.r. Readers will he intere.~ted to learn that he has gone ba£h-
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fully into retirement at athanya, where, no doubt, he enlivens
many a dull vening \\"ith yarns of the \ estern Desert.
t long last we have had the much promised electric light
in tailed, a fact which has produced the u ual crop of wireless
licence (?).

Education - First Class Certifica_tes.~ Now in full .swing in
Most of d"
us find the
repau. ti·on for the October exammat1on.
.
'P
" l'ick " an idea! place for swottm!{ an<l t 11e passwor is

The other evening a party from H.J\.J.S . Protrctor paid us a.
visit and ' ent home cveral hours later very much at peace with
the world in general.

Malta Signal Section.

l <lo not intend to . ubmit any cricket notes, as Nos. J and z
. ections may be inclined to jealou y.
Innocence is Bliss.' - Talking of "ireles licenc s a while back
reminded me of our storeman, who, whilst r marking on the
large number of sets, said, " It was all right until they be..,an
osculating after ' Lights out.' " The L\l. ha. promised to put a.
stop to this strange behaviour.
Trade News.--Signalmen :\icKay J. a nd Roman A. are now
0 .. , B.II. Our congratu lation , and perhaps that ghastly tie
will be released from further service.
Agony.- " Ginger ". Newnham, cx-2 Div., somewhere in China.
" \Vhat about a line to 2324208 ? Pat."
Finis.-Message begins-" Return all boxes, toots and spares of
charging engine " - me sage ends. Result- Two empty boxes ?
MERCURIO US.

No. 2 WIT Company, Sarafand, Palestine.
Although very conspicuou. by our absence for the past fow
month , we do not wi h any of our million or o readers to
imagine we have been relieved from thi
tation. We have
seen the majority of Aldershot ignal come and go, but we just
go on for ever.
o with that very nicely written apology for our
long ab ence from print, we wjlJ now proceed to get down to it.
Promotions.- ,\ very popular subject to commence with.
Congratulations to R.S.M. Harris F. C. V. on his promotion to
that rank. Congratulation to ignalman 2\fodlycott on reaching
the dizzy height of C tLance Corporal. The first step is always
the hardest. This is all the information under this too frequent
heading. There may be more to report next month. Ask
"Brevet."
Drafts.- \\'e are not sure who will be joining us this trooping
sea on, but we understand that quite a few will be returning
here for the econd time. Is it the Unit with it sport, etc., or
Tel Aviv with its prices, etc., that is the attraction ?
Leave.-~one at the moment, but as winter approaches so do
our hopes for that welcome three months' break in Blighty.
Entertainments.-A very successful All Ranks' Dance was held
on Saturday, 7th August, on the Unit tenni. co urt. A crowd of
about two hundred attended and enjoyed the dancing to the
popular music played by the Dance Orchestra of the 2nd
Battalion, \\'ilt hire Regiment. Refreshments (both wet and
dry) were excellent the ices being particularly enjoyed by the
ladies. In all, a most convivial evening, and the " droops" of
the following morning were easily cured by" :\Ir. Teapot."
Other entertainments have been cricket, tennis, swimming and
indoor sports. 1 understand that the Sport Secretary ·will be
forwarding all ports news for publication in next month's issue.
Trade Tests.-Congratul ations to the following on passing the
trade tests as shown : Signalman Greenstreet, D.KD.II;
Signalman Billingsley E., Carpenter and Joiner B.I; Lance
Corporal Gurney I., Electrician Fitter A.I ; Lance Corporals
Percival S. and \;\,.'aterston J. and Signalman Warner H.,
Instrnment Mechanics A.II; Signalman Mallett .F., Instrument
Mechanic A.I.
Births.-Telegrams still awaited.
Things We Want to Know.--\\.110 is the " Official Drooper" ?
\\Tho said to a charming Jewess in Tel Aviv, "You speak
English very good," and then "fell out" when she replied,
"You mean, I speak English very well."
Stop Press- Postings.-R.S.'.\1. Harris F. C. V. to Egypt
Signals, when we were all under the impression that it would be
the Ordnance. \Ve all wish you the very best of luck in yo ur new
Unit, sir.

FORT CALA~!ITY.

Command Signal Office, Valetta.
7th September.
General.-As the County Cricket hampionship and the
F r I ouis difference have both been settled, the consequ~nt lull
ina~;b'ate permits a survey of our own achievements dunng the
month of August. In the _cricket world we have at last won a
match and, as the season 1s now_ almost ov~r, we shall rest on
our laurels, remembering only tb1s last even .
s
of the yarns arising out of the Farr-Louis fight were
t~;esaltv but none so wild as this. On_e of our n~1mber
r~ ·med pe·r~nal contact with the heavy-weight champ10n of
~ a~z. Howled down, he modified his claim ~o 1920, but .w;nt on
t~ say that the gentleman has 1_1ow tu.r1_1ed eighty and tnp. gaily
r,1tmd with flagons of beer for his admmng patrons.
The local news-sheet informs u that the item of the mo1_1th
was the departure of the Fleet on its summer crui.se.
,. Observata " supports this, as witness the moth balls bemg
" of those who e sty!~ has
h a k en ou t of the " Sunday best
sheen
considerably cramped by t h e .. bl ue b oys." Onceh.agamh"theh
1P w ic
Fleet sailed without H.:\1.S . St. Angelo, a good
remained smugly moored by all it. seven anchors.
.
Flag Signals.-The Signal Office staff were just proud of their
· ed flags ' D ·TO
I
newy-acqmr
· ·· one ' but
. were· somewhat taken
th"
aback when informed that it was flymg upside-do\\ n. ~r\ is
-0c~urred on a Monday morning, it may have been a true is ress
signal. It is significant that the Superintendent does not deny the
suggestion.
Acknowledgment.- To "Sherriff," Canterbury. '.' Fame has
gone before. Don't bring y~ur chaps ; we are prov1dmg equipment suitable to your office.
Local Leave.-A few of the lads are revelling in a spot of local
leave. \ Ve know this becau5e they don't appear for work. But,
then, who does ?
Conclusion.-No submarine having yet appeare~ in the Grand
Harbour, we have little to holler about, so Sahha ·
SKIP.

Malaya Signal Company.
15th

ugust.

Hullo everybody ! Malaya Signals greet you from the depth~
-0f the ·~ngle. A I write, the distant tom toms can be hea;.
thunde~ing forth their messages of hate, love a_nd war.h ~e~
z Grro (Boloney-Canning). A motley crowd of gn ly, _uns l~ests
huskies lie sprawled aero their beds, t heir _brown, h'.lu-y: c t
uncovered and exposed to the attack of mynads of flym~ 1 ~~ec s.
Somewhere, outside in the fath?~ess da:kne . a s1_1a e isse ·
(Are you sure it wasn 't Di~ger s1ppmg a phmt ?)d A ~Vlid :~~~~~~~
roars its defiance to the 1gnalmen, who ave are ~
a nd erect their depot out in the hitherto unexplored wilds of the
Malayan Forest Reserve .
.
Si na lman Parsons, one of the huskies, suddenly em~arks
upo! his stentorous snoring a nd orporal Hubbard (Amphfi_e~~·
Ltd ) hastily reaches for his rifle a nd gazes long and earne:. Y
into. the utter d arkness beyond the open doorway, exp~c ;ng
the unwelcome appearance of one of the wild hogs, which m tehst
·
her copy
of the
IRE on
e
this area. (Mrs. J one , P Iacmg
.
Archie

i:b!~·m~~J~~r:n~uf~i::r~.' ;'An~o~~ t~~~h,mL~~fe ~~~.

..
stout
fellah !
Recent!
quite a few members of the Company have ~ad
letters fro~ their mothers, sweethearts and wives, demandm~
to know whether it is true that this is a land of rorn_ance t~ t
twanging guitars.
pparently they harbo1;1r s~spic.ion
a
possibly the Hula Hula girls, which they 1magme mfe t the
country, a re leading their loved ones astray.

J have been asked to enlighten them. The Hula Quecns:_ctc.,
arc entirely fictitious and non-existen_t. The ~lalaya Sign;~)
Company personnel are quartere I behmd_ a _wooden stockade,
and spend quite a fair proportion of their time m hoMmg at
bay the wild, warlike native head hunt~rs, "~o pc_nochc~,lly
attack the " white skins, who carry blow pipes with spit hre.
Whilst on the subject of these blow pipes which spit fire,
recently the Company fired their Ann_ual Course on the Johore
Bahru Ranges. The average was quite good -6r .6 pomts p~r
man-an increase of r.06 points compared with last years
average score. Quite a number of the Company t~rne<l out to
be extremely good shots, and, on the other hand_, JUSt a ;:cl t
few indulged in an orgy of flag wagging. Durmg the
Gas
J ractice " it was assumed that a detachment of Lancers had
taken p~ssession or the butts. "'evertheless, the general results
were quite satisfactory.
.
Trade Tests.- Heartiest congratulations to the followmg on
obtaining the trade ratings shown. The tests ~et, especially the
theory papers, were rather stiff, and those who ha:·.e passed
thoroughly deserve the consequent rise in. p~y: Sig:nalman
Peck A. , Operator Signals, Br; ~1gn:1;lman Smith__J .. Lmeman,
lass 1 ; Signalman Duckworth \ ., Lmeman, Clas~ £I.
Promotions.- Infonnation has just be~n receiveJ _that Lance
Corporal Hubbard need not write Lance before h1 name m
future. Heartiest congratulations, Digger. " Pearsons" '~;II
be informed in due course. Lance Corporal ~udson rec~n Y
sat for his Foreman of ignals entrance examma.t10n. \\ e all
hope that he succeeded in gaining the ne:essary marks.
Postings.- ignalman Church from Fort Ca.nni,ng ~o Alexandra
to take over the duties of Company Clerk.. \\ e smcerely_ hope
that he makes a success of this nerve-rackmg and complicated
t k Good luck! ;\Jay all your Company Order be h~le ones,
a~d ·don't forget the " undermentioned" in future. ignal ma n
Smart ha returned to the fold after spending a month on Pulau
Brani (Island of the Brave ). . ianalman Cockmg-ahem-has
departed to liven tbmgs up a little on that island.
.
Monthly Gossip.-Recently heard that Signalmen Hopcroft
and Godwin, late of this Company, were perfoi:nmg valuable
work in _ orthern China in connection with th~ Chinese-Japanese
trouble Congratulations!
ignalman Parkm actuall)! cau ed
a flag ·to wave vigorously whilst he was demonstratmg how
Changi ignals could shoot. \\'ell done, Busty, mu t keep the
old flag flying, you know.
Signalman trong ha decided to learn 9er_man_. I wonder
what for? Perhaps he is taking a planters )Ob m Germany.
A iifwiedersehen.
Cheerio, everybody; don't forget to read Changi's contribu tion
next month.
TA:-IDO (T .B.C.).

Changi Detachment.
r2th August.
strolled into the
0 ne d ay, abou t the middle of the month, we
· o.f " beo-one
\ A FI in Chano-i when suddenly, ou r ren d enng
.
a~il. c~r~ ;, was halt~d by a no e. Thi , on closer mspection,
0 ed to be part of the ace of the celebrated :\lelbourne Inman.
pr 1:.r.,e oster a nnounced that he and hi partner, J::Iorace
Lindr~m pwould be givi ng a demonstration match m the_ b1lhards
room on'the following i\Ionday. ~ow thee two ar~ big ~a~es
in the billiards \\"Oriel . Inman is the ex-h~avy-we1ght b1~hard
cham ion of the world, a nd young H~race 1 nephew of \\l~lter
Lindr~m, and the world snooker champion ; so we looked fon, ard
to a good show.
.
The uame opened with a 45 break by Inman. Thi wa
eclip ea"'by a 94 and then a 157 brea~ by Horace, who g.~'·e th e
locals a thri ll by making eventeen ' nursery can non
a:on~
the to cu hion. Inman made so me remarkable hots, w 11c
seemed almost impos ible shots, but he seemed to haYe truck
a bad streak that evenina. This game was followed by a nappy
bout of snooker in which Lindrum deued the board m record
time On being' asked to say a few word ~or the o.t'J? J ,c;>urnal,
Inm;n said, " ure, he'd be able to u·e a htt~pubhcity .
The other day he walked into Thur ton ' . for ~ quiet game,
when a dark stranger, who did not recogmse him, off~r d ~o
play him 100 up for ten ' hilling . After a bit of p•r. uasion c
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decided to take a chance. He took spot and opened up with a
break of 1i3. ugge ting another game, the staggered cha.llen"'er
a ked how many would Inman give him. " \Vhy " said Inman
" I don't really know; I\·e never seen you play', you see! " '
Talking of cannons reminds us that the ection have recently
fired the Annual fosketry Cour e on the ultan' Range in
Johore tate. Old reader;, ,.ill remember our fine bag a year
ago, and we are proud to say that this year's average is bigger
and better than ever.
number of wildfowl were seen to descend
very wiftly when the members of the lcxandra detachment
commenced their rapid firing. This contin ent also eemed to
have brought a lot of jolly friend along, who kept waving flags
at.their detail :from a hole in front of the targets. Unfortunately,
~ seems to have had an adverse effect on their average, which
1s not nearly as good as our own.
\Yhil t returning to hangi, after our first day in the tatc of
Johore, we ran into about fifteen or SL"\.'i:een inches of Ycry moist
rain. Fortunately. we bad no roof to the lorry, so we were able
to catch qmte a lot of fresh water in the bottom. This kept us
cool and did ou_r. rifles and equipment no end of good. One
noble fellow, reahsmg that we could _get muc11: wetter if we stopped
on the road for a while, pushed bis bandoher overboard into a
nearby swamp and then waited a half-mile or so before mentioning it to the driver. \Ve were thus able to get the best of the
downpour whilst he had a jolly time paddling up and down the
r~d for the bandol_ier. Im~gine our disappointment when the
ram stopped as qmckl)'. as it had tarted . Just imagine! A
member of the Changt detachment scored r ( ection Gun
Shoger Xo. r, ignalman Parkin).
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ment, who is a n authority on sampans, and is virtually the
Commodore of the Koleh Boat Squadron, established a record
by paddling a loaded " koleh " from Pulau Tckong Besar to th~
Yacht Club at hangi, 4i miles in r hour 15 minutes, against
the tide. Only modesty prevents us from congratulatin g him.
The following is yet a nother bit of snappy Asiatic literatu re
which we consider it our duty to give to the world :
'
" Respected Sir,
It is with deep feelings of disgrace and a wounded heart that

I beg to bring to your notice the following complaints of mine
against the Lorry Driver.
sually, I get down from the lorry
on its arrival to this office, with the files in my hand. But to-day
as I had to carry a heavy bundle of records, I first leaped out
of the lorry, requesting the driver to wait one moment so that
I may take the records from the lorry after my reaching the
ground . Immediately he got wild and called me names. " B-y
fool, " he added. "You fool, you should not talk with me."
Furthe_r, he snatched my umbrella, which was on the lorry and
threw 1t at me, but fortunately it did not make a hit. This is
the first time in my life I pocket such an insult, and it pierces
my heart to such an e:id:ent that I can hardly brook it. I humbly
beg to let you know that, although I am now working in this
office only as a peon, I have been a student of B .A. class, and
have worked elsewhere as clerk overseer, etc. I did not venture
to remonstrate with him, the uncultured lorry driver, hoping
that my boss would take the necessary actions against him and
t1?-ereby remedy my grievances when they would reach your
kind ears. I therefore hum?ly b~g you to be kind enough to
take the necessary actions agamst him and remedy my grievances.

The F. of S. h_as at las_t managed to win the monthly race
aro_u nd Pulau bm, by u mg a Sumartra, instead of a ducking,
which blew up during the race. Lance Corporal Lambert was a
good second. \\'e might mention that a member of the detach-

I beg to remain, Respected Sir,
Your most obedient servant,

* • * * *
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VAUXHALL
CHEVROLET
BUICK
PONTIAC
OLDSMOBILE CADILLAC
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We Fix it ALL FOR YOU
from this end

3

COMING HOME I Let your local General
Moto rs dealer slve you details of the General
Moto rs, London, delivery plan.

ADVANTAGE

2

CAR

0 UR

SCHEME

Buy a new car for immediate use here and eventual
export to your station abroad.
Trade in your present car here against a new ca r for
selection and delivery overseas.
Let us take over your old car alongside the trooper
and deliver your new car to you immediately on your
arrival overseas.

CE NERA L MOTORS LTD.

OVERSEAS SALES AND
SERVICE DIVISION

THE TERRITORIALS
and SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE

The London Corps Signals, T.A. and Affiliated
Supplementary Reserve Units.
Fulham House, Fulham High Street, London, S.W.6.
General.- We regret our absence from the W1RE last month,
but, apart from the usual" very good reasons." the chief, and, we
suggest, an original one, was that the key of the post box which
contained our notes could not be found. ·when the key was
discovered it was too late for our contribution to be typed and
desp;itched . 5-0 please don't blame the poor chap at the end who
writes them.
However, here we are again, and now for a few lines about
a most enjoyable fi f teen days.
s you have gleaned from our last
article, we were going to Corte Castle for our annual training
Well, so we did. Oh, boy, what a spot for a camp! Just look at
the photograph of it. What a background! Ancient and
modern if you like. And the weather was just perfect. Yes, the
whole time, too. One of our old 'uns said it was the best camp
weather we had had since 1921. Of course, that is going back
more or less to the time when other old 'uns brewed their
" corfee " in the castle shown in the picture. The surrounding
scenery was really very pleasant, and especially the view from
the officers' lines. They are in the top left-hand corner of the
camp (that dark square-cut opening like the entrance to a
sheik's tent is their Mess front door). In fact, their view of the
surrounding hills was, we understand, magnificent. Great
distances were visible to the eye, and many wondrous sights
were beheld around that fairy-like castle. vVe will not go
into rapturous details, but just leave it at that and to your
imagination.
joking apart, it r.e ally was a glorious fortnight, both from the
training and off duty point of view. The first week was spent
in ordinary Section work for the trained personnel while the
recruits were being polished off. During the second week these
recruits were posted to their respective Sections, and the nit
as a whole got down to some really hard and useful work. We
also had a two-days' Exercise. After a guard had been posted
at each tation-which were left standing ready for immediate
working the following morning-troops returned to camp for the

night. We functioned as a Corps Signals in real earnest this year,
and, as we went to camp over lOO per cent. stronger than we did
in 1936, one can well imagine that we were able to get things
humming along at a far more efficient and rapid rate than heretofore. We were visited both in camp and in the field by ;'.lajorGeneral P. R . C. Commings, c.s .. c.M.G., o.s.o., LieutenantColonel H. V. voo S. Thorne and Lieutenant-Colonel R. Elsdale,
O .B. E., M'C.

on' Tuesday afternoon, 2nd Augnst, we held our sport~. \Ve
cut out the more serious athletic events and concentrated more
on more amusing items. We had a tug-of-war and a tent pitching
competition, of course, but otherwise great fun was caused by the
boat, boot, sack and dressing races. The D .R.s had a rather
noisy and dirt-tracky affair in which they stabbed potatoes
with a long-handled fork from a bucket at one end of the course
and deposited them into another at the other end. The best
laugh raiser was the beer drinking contest. Each competitor
had to run to a tent pin bag, in which was a carton containing a
feeding bottle filled with beer, consume the contents and run
back to the starting point. ~Ian y and varied were the means
by which they endeavoured to persuade the beer to leave the
bottle. One went down on his back and sucked away contentedly. Perhaps he was thinking of his cradle and pram days.
One crafty little fellow took the cap off the dead end of the
bottle to let the air in, but he was spotted and promptly disqualified (you should see that same gentleman perform with a
quart pot, though !)
There were also the daily trips to the beach at Studland Bay.
Very nice, too, we can assure you. Bournemouth, Weymouth and
Swanage were not very far away, and quite a number visited
these places.
We must not close these notes on camp without a word of
thanks to our friends from "A" Corps ignals for all their
valuable help which they gave us during the whole period of
training. We sincerely hope that they enjoyed their stay
with us.
Sergeants ' Mess.- \>Ye had 100 per cent. attendance for the
fust week and only one had to return on the middle Sunday.
\\'e had a very pleasant time in equally pleasant surroundings.
Our i\Iess >\ill be een in the top right-hand corner of the camp
photograph. You can ee the my tic word "SD-101 DS" on
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Two of our Cadet officers h<n-e gain d proficiency certificates
in anti-gas work. \Ve hope this autumn to start a 'ertificate "A"
lass for the cuior •. C.O.s. \Ve now have waiting lists for both
officers and Cadets. The only problem, in fact, which troubles us
i. that of finiJ.nce . ~ ' o other troubles mar our hori.wn.
• ·e.._l month is our annual inspection. \V~ arc working and
hoping for a mo t . ati factory report. For the first time since
i 930 the Cadet grant is to be restored.

The North Midland Corps Signals.
No. 2 (Nottingham) Company.

" Perfect Peace. "
t he roof, a nd Yery nice, too .. \Ye ·were rathe r too fa r from
Lonaon to hav.e ou.r t1 u3:1 " isitors' day on the middle Sunday,
so we had a mce httlc dmn er an d ·ocial even ing in a hotel in
Bournemouth.
On the follo wi ng Friday we held our u ual Gue t Xio-ht and
were pleased to ha Ye ou r. officers wit h t1 . \Ve were very ~orry
that our H onorary Colonel, Colonel T. \\·. Yigers, o.B.E., ~LC.,
T . D ., could not be bac k in time to be pre ent. We know how he
enj oy t hese evemng . Ou r Com mandi ng Officer, L ieutenantColonel . L. H . Hu mph reys, T.D., remarked o n t he excellent work
performed by th e U? it , ;;i.n,d t he :\less m em bers in pa rt icular,
and added t hat , m h1 opm1on, t h ere was not hin a we could not
a ttempt f~om a Signals poin t of view. \\'e were entertain ed by
a~ exceptionall y , ood concert party, and after th ey had r etired
'~e had a few tur n from among the member .
ergeant D avis
H . c.... P.S. I ., J?fO''e~ ' ery efficient in getti ng Feople " on t he
move w1.th his action ongs.
o did a l,it tle " l\ lole/' which
bu rro ~,·ed JU t te neath t he off hind leg of th e Adj uta nt's chair.
The \ oung Officers' Glee Party filled the stage for a while a nd
San (g)som ,dashed dottie d itties from di rty dog-eared hcets of
paper (don t get t his m ixed up, :\Ir. Printer).
oon ou r guest
filed away a nd we aw a bou t our " n ight-caps."
:\fake a note of our dance dates for t he com ing eason : 2nd
October a nd 27 th Xovember, 1937, a nd 8th J an uar y a nd 9th
.\pnl, 1938.
_.social. \Ye a re commencing our ni t da nces on 9th October,
v.1th another on 23rd October. Come a lonu
and enJ·oy your ·elves
0
with us.
EFFEMMA.

The London Corps · Signals Cadet Company.
All .ranks have now settled down t o in ten ive t ra ining a nd
ca mp IS but a plc?sant mem orr. T hrough the kindly co-operation
of ou; pa rcn.t .l mt . of t he 1 .A ., we a rc now going to receive
tec hmcal trarnmg give n by Territoria l .N .C.O.s. This will be a
pleasant de pa rture from ou r usua l practice of in fa nt ry work.
Our ~vintcr prog~a mm~. drawn up by t he Comma nd ing Officer
an~ ~he .\djut.ant, is ".an cd a nd interesting. I t incl udes lectures,
1
P~ } s1ca_I trammg, an t i-gas work , first a id , drill , et c., besides the
1gna l m-;truct1on a forementioned.

S

t ~steady t1pply of recru its is now coming forwa rd, bu t, o wing
o . na n c1~l stringency, not .a ~! of th e. e can be accepted . T he
1 mt hopes _to ha",~ a rccru1tmg ma rch next month , when t he
Lo\\ e~toft Cadet 11pe Ba nd ''ill co-opera te. This will be th e
fir»t t1m~ tha t m~st of our Cade ts have ma rched beh ind
·
~and. I~veryone 1s looking forward to th e experience. Ou~~~~~
and , dressed m ~carlc t, will also be on pa rade on thi s occasio n .
-~tour '.c~cnt Church Pa rade the lo a l St. John Ambula nce
~~f~ade D1v1s10~ , co.nsist!ng mostl:y: o~ ex -Servicemen, joined us .
c hope to have them \\Ith us on snnilar occasions in t he future .

The Drill Hall, Derby Road.
September.
Much Regret.-For failing to end in any notes from this
Company last month. l must attribute it to the call of the sea;
even the office boy docs need a holiday some time.
General.- 'ow that all the bust! and rush o( settling down
after ann ual camp has ceased, things at Derby Road have
assumed a fairly norm al atmosphere once more. The stores have
been checked and the deficiencies weighed against th surpluses.
The P.S. I. has lo t bis worried look, and there is a distinct smell
of bounties in the air. The powers that be call it proficiency
grants, but that is open to debate.
Even in the opinion of our most confirmed grou er, camp this
year wa the be t ever. The weather was perfect, and Aldershot,
de pite it reputation from the Territorial point of view, wa.<.
voted by everyone as excellent. The nit is more than grateful
for the a i tance recei"ed from "A" orps Signal , and this
Company particularly so. The le on learned will form the ba is
of our traini ng during the coming season, and, we hope to have
absorbed the fundamentals of the working of Corps Signal by
the t ime that the next camp arrives.
The Social Ro und.-The ocial round starts very early this
year, No. 3 Company, Chesterfield, set t he ball rolli ng with their
annu al Company dinner on 9th October clo ely followed by
the Signals da nce on 22nd October. Then fo llows the real ru h.
Sergeants' less di n ner at Nottingham this year, on 6th ovember, followed by 'o. 1 Company's annual dinner at Derby on
r3th "ovember. Then a break, and I find that No. 2 Company
are holding their annual d inner at Nottingham on 18th
December.
I wonder if my suit of bl ue patrols will stand another trip to
t he cleaners, or whether I really must" fork o ut" for a new suit.

H.

2nd

C~valry
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The cable and }l/C, D.R. Troops carried out efficiently their
more or less independent training with their own wagon and
machines.
A detachment was away for thirty-six hours, taking part in
an Exercise with the Northamptonshire Yeomanry and other
troops in Dorset. Another affair, on the Sussex Downs and
involving the " Terrier " I n fantry Brigade, camped in rundel
Park, gave an opportunity for certain picked horsemen of this
Unit to ride forth in fantastic array as tribesmen to harry and

PROSSER'S- THE

'
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Signals (Middlesex Yeomanry).

Annual Training,.- i\ very enjoyable and s ucces ful fortni ght
from everyones p oint of view. Annu a l training was carried out
a t Brookfi eld , 1:-y m inst er, near Arundel, a nd we wer e very
fortun at e m hav mg a bsolutely perfect weather for t h e dura ti on
of the camp. We were encam ped in a seclud ed site- rather
sma ller to what th e R egiment has been acc u tom ed- bu t it
prov~d '. somehow, more hom ely fo r a ll t h a t, a nd its reasonable
prox1m1 ty t o the ·ea a nd picturesq ue Arund el, was apprecia ted .
There were a ppro.x im a tely 250 officers a nd m en in camp under
the comm a nd of laJOr ~· S. Sale, ~1. c . This number was p ossible
becau se. of th e steady mflux of r ecruits in answer to our official
perm1 ~s1on to recruit up to twenty per cent. above our norm al
establi shment. Full adva ntage was t a ken of thi s concession so
mu ch so, that a new and upplemcntary Wireless Troop ~·as
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formed before camp and added to the existing four Troops for
Divisional and Brigade \V/T communication.
Most of the pcr·onnel of the new Troop were recruits, and there
was a good deal of speculation as to the way in which they would
shape at their first annual training. To record that they quitted
themselves well , as the1e recruits unquestionably did, speaks
volumes for the good work of their Regular instructors at H.Q.
dunng the previous few months and their additional instructors
during the camp period. and not least for the quality of the
recruits themselves. The general opinion was that the new
(C) Troop handled their job remarkably well, and the member
thereof from Sergeant Phillips downwanls certainly earned
congratulations.
The work of the whole nit was extremely satisfactory. It
had some humorous moments, as for example the irate landowner,
who advanced wrathfu lly on one of our \ 'isual tations, seized
the signal flag and hurled it to the ground, accompanying these
actions with a flood of the purest invective heard in Sussex
ince we were there last.
The No. I R/T Sets are proving very in tere. ting, and the results
of Professor Morley's lectures on the perfection of purer pronunciation for personnel were seen a nd heard to good advantage.
In addition to our four celebrated green W /T vans (which, bv
now, must be known on every piece of the Green Belt around
London), we had two " ultra-posh" cars mounting the No. 1
Sets and, of course, ou r cu tomary following of civilian Jorrie .

EDDYEMMA.

Chelsea, S.W.3.
14th September.
Jt is m3:ny moons since 01,1r n otes appeared in the WIRE. This,
however, 1s no fau lt of our Permanent Staff. In fact t he following
d ialogue has taken place for some months past as I have entered
barracks. (They don 't say" Good evening" t o me a ny more) .
Sergeant " H ." " \ Vhere's tho e notes? "
~le.
" Wha t notes ? "
Sergeant " H ." " Those not es for the WIRE."
~le. "
ext Mond ay (or \ :Vednesday) Binni e."
Sergeant " H ." " 0 . K ., l ' II rely on that. D o n' t forget t he
- - things."
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Famous exponents in all branches of sport use Prosser craftsmanbuilt equipment. They prefer it for its QUALITY - omething
upon which you can always depend at Prosser's and in addition
they find the prices show a distinct saving compared with those
prevailing elsewhere, because the goods come direct from the actual
manufacturers.
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raid . Whether they or the Infantry won seemed open to doubt,
but a very good time was ha<l by all.
General. Jt may interest former R.Signals. who remember
him, to know that" Ginger" Simnett (l'ercy1 is still a.· young and
frolicsome as ever, and is still as hard working and enthu~iast1c
as in the old Maresfield days. (Perhaps he was a little too
enthusiastic for some of us then !)
Our visit to the Armoured Car Company at Lulworth Cove 'as
very interesting, and many useful pomts were noted for futu re
working.
Incidentally, greetings to the C\orthamptonshire
Yeomanry, should they see this, or perhaps a Signal 1·nit111 th r
vicinity would kindly pas.-; these greetmgs on \\·e hope that
nobody retained the photographs of the entire Lulworth onvoy
drinking milk by the roadside. The local Temperance :oci ty
would probably be usmg the evidence as propaganda ' \\'e have a
legitimate excuse. It was closing time, and we had already
disposed of whatever wet rations we had acquired. For demonstrations in " knocking it back " under difficulties, apply to
Corporal "Tubby" Lawrence. He got the " ba..:h,ash " in
more senses than one.
Things We Want to Know. Did that certain Signalman
succeed in finding the Helio Batteries that he was looking for
Has anyone yet referred to him as the Scilly Isles ?
\\no tried to light hi cigarette from an electric torch ? • To
names and no rank mentioned ?
Is that certain Sergeant's foot any better now that annual
training i over, or does hi Troop ergeant carry him to work ?
\\'ho made the altar in the .;\!.' tent ?
·will ignalman Carx ever learn to speak E nglish, or will the
rest of his Troop finish up by speaking with a strong Ca nadian
accent ?
Tai lpiece.-If ergeant Hayle i per istent enough, we may
have some mor e notes for next month. \ \'ho knows?
You ca n
never tell.
R osso A."D l'HI L .

SUPER PHENOMENON
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all and see the e and other superb goods-or end for Illustrated Catalogue
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1st Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals.
50, Regency Str et. \Yestminster, London, S."W.r.
Can~p is o.va, and the experience which we hM·e gained will
be evident m the plai. that are being made for th winter
train in,,. sea on. Fu rt her developments are in hand with regard
to aut~matic ,;1gnallin~ for anti-aircraf• guns, and the exi ting
Operat10n. Table for aircraft detection i being r dcsiancd. The
n~w w?rk 1 e.xpenmental, and opportunitic for interesting tudy
will anse.
Recruiting is proceeding teadily, and we are anticipating the
early enli tment of friend of members of the ·nit o that
trajning scheme may be arranged well in advance.
It i important that Anti-Aircraft Si.gnals per onnel should not
only he proficient in their own duties, but bould also have some
kno~'·ledge of the. result of other a nti-aircraft work. They should
reah e how outside current events affect "policy. " A series of
le~tures ha therefor~ been arranged at Headquarters on
\: ednesday ev~rungs m October to develop these ideas. We
"?uld emphas1 e that members of the nit may invite male
fnends, and we hope that there will be Jar"e attendances.
The . ocial side of the Unit is important, and monthly dances
are bemg arranged throughout the winter ; indoor sport and
games are also encouraged, and the Drill Hall is available for
badminton.

.A peci'.11 demon tration of anti-aircraft signalling apparatus
will be glVen at Hea.dq1;1arters on \\'ednesday everung, 27th
October, m order. to md1cate the development in methods of
rapid comrnumcatton for the all-important work of air defence.
E.F.F.W.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
The Priory, Exeter.
August.
Edi.toriat- Another annual camp has taken place, and on thi~
occas10n history ha been made in our nit. We were called
upon to suppl)'. a supplemente~. No. 1 Company for duty with
our p;;i.rent. mt, the 3rd D1v1 10nal Signals, firstly, on a day
Exercise " :1th t~e 3rd Divisional Staff, and, econdly, on a twoday Exercise,. directed by the G.O.C.-in-C., outhern Command
for Staff duties, co-operating with Signals.
'
Our o. I Company was full of eagerness for the new experie.nce, .and it was felt that we would be able to cope with the
s1tuat10n.
.omewhat unreal cond itions existed on the day
Exercise, .which resulted in. a slight drag, but the spirit of adventure obtamed the whole time, and we were thrilled at the end
?f the two-day battle to feel that we had somehow done our
JOb far better than we had hoped.
The taff were very considerate and helpful, and fully realised
that it was our fir ·t show. By this I do not mean that we were
pampered-far. from it ; conditions obtained as if we were in
the field on a hve show, yet those slips we made and the certain
few delays that occurred were appreciated and understood .
It was--in brief-an e:-c~llent experience for us, and, as one
of those. who took part tn 1t, I felt that we could have easily
c?ped w1th a s1m 1lar Exercise in our second week of Camp as
\\ell. Howe".er, .now that we have had practical experience,
all that remains is to ensure that it is repeated annually-on ly
for a longer period than just a few days.
.Th~ appreciations received from the G.O.C.-in-C., and the two
D1v1 ·1onal Commanders (3rd and 43rd) are highly prized, and
'~e are proud to .feel that we were able to assist. In referring to
• o. I Company, it must be noted that this Company was required
to perform tasks which its actual strength could not really
~ndertake, and, m c~nsequence, it was supplemented by two
;ctions from .our ::\°.. 2 Company, viz., " G" Section and
No. 225 F.A.~.S .. for ;\;o. 1 Set Artillery W /T communications
and a mec~an1cal cable-laying detachment. To these was added
a. mechamcal cable-la.ying detachment from 3rd Di~isional
S1.gnals, and the apprcc1at10n given to i o. 1 Company arc shared
with these affiliated Sections.
·

Presentation of Unit Trophies.
The battle was staged in the Marlborough area, with D.H.Q.
in Savernake Forest-an ideal setting. There was not a single
breakdown, and the appreciations overheard regarding the "Q"
arrangements made by 3rd Divisional Signals were fully merited
-the catering for all ranks was plendid. R.S.M. Herbert was
much in evidence, and we were pleased to see him again. If
anything, he looked fitter than when he did his " tour " with us.
ow for our normal screed. We arrived at Bulford Fields
on 18th July, and, a usual, did not take long to settle in.
o
other Units were with us during the first week, but the 25th
July saw the arrival of the 43rd Divisional R.A.S.C., and 8th
Southern Hygiene Company on our right, and the 13oth Infantry
Brigade on our left. The miserable weather conditions of our
Saunton ands Camp of '36 were not repeated, and we only had
two brief spells of rain during the period. There was plenty of
work to be done, and trairung days were longer than usual, but
very little comment was heard- the general feeling being that
we have had an excellent fortnight's training.
As a good deal of our apparatus is obsolete, we were fortunate
in being loaned some o. I W /T Sets, three "C" Sets in vans,
and a mechanical cable-layer. Having used these to full advantage, we hope to have at least a quota of up-to-date apparatus
of our own before long. In accordance with the practice for
some years past, our parent Unit provided a number of vV.O.s,
N.C.O.s and men as Instructors. vVe heartily thank them for
their able assistance.
In view of the special nature of our training this year, most of
our sporting activities-football, boxing, etc.-had to be relegated to the second week, which rather cramped our style, and
the results were not so even as might otherwise have been the
~ase. Our sports took place during the afternoon of the second
Thursday, and a very representative gathering from the surrounding district witnessed the various events. We were
d~lighteCI to have Mrs. Wal h (the wife of our C.O.) once again
with us, and, at the termmation of the sports, she very kindly
presented the prizes.
The troops found plenty of amusement each evening when off
duty, and a very enjoyable everung was spent by all ranks on
the Thursday of the second week at the night rehearsal of the .
Tidworth Tattoo.
Among many visitors, we were pleased to welcome MajorGen.eral D. J . C. K. Bernard, c.B., c.M.G., o.s.o. (G.O.C., 3rd
D1v1s1on); Co~onel H. G. Martin, o.s .o., o.B.E. (G.S.0., 3rd
D1v1s1on) ; Major-General V. B. Crozier, c.B., c.M.G., o.s.o.
(G.0.C., 43rd Division) ; Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel K. F. D.
Gattie, D.s.o., M.c. (G.S.O., 43rd Division) ; Colonel E. de W. H .
Bradley, D.s.o., M.c. (C.S.O., Southern Command}; BrevetColonel M. E . Holdsworth (D/C.S.O., Southern Command) ;
Lieutenant-Colonel C. P. Prescot (O.C., 3rd Divisional Signals) ;
Rev. C. E. Chadwick, M.c., M.A. (A.C.G.) ; Colonel R. Ward,
M.c: (A:D.M.S., 43rd Division) ; Colonel W. H. Brooke, M.c.
(Bngad1er, 13oth Infantry Brigade) ; Brigadier-General Hon.
L. Butler, C.M.G., o .s.o., D.L. (Secretary, Devon T .A.A.) ; General
Srr George D . Jeffreys, K.C.B ., K.c.v.o., c.M.G. (Rants T.A.A.);
a nd Colonel the Lord Viv ian, o.s.o., T.D. (Cornwall T.A .A.).
We regretted the unavoidable absence of our Hon. Colonel
(Colonel the Lord Basing), and we received a letter from him
expr~ssing his grea_t. disappointment at not being able to pay
us his customary v1s1t.
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No camp is complete without the annual Guest ight, provided by the Sergeants' Mess, when the officers of the Un it are
entertained. During recent years, the evening has seemed lo
have lost a certain amount of its old-time atmosphere, but this
year the old spirit returned, and was greatly welcomed by those
who remember. Each year records the passing to the Reserve
of one or more of the stalwarts, and this year was no exception .
The C.O. took the opportunity at this gathering of bidding
farewell to our R.S.M. (Mr. G. E. Stone), our Unit Orderly
Room Sergeant (ex-R.Q.M.S. Boulger, W. H., M.c., Jl.1.M .) and
C.Q.M.S. Allen, as each of them will have departed before next
camp. These partings must be in the natural order of things,
but they leave us always with a feeling of sadness that another
active link with the past has been severed.
As a fitting conclusion to these notes, I must add a pleasant
personal note. In fulfilment of an invitation given during the
oronation Week in London, the 43rd met the 48th (S.M.)
Divisional Signals on the r3th instant at dinner at the latter's
camp at Dalditch, near Budleigh Salterton. Major W. J . L.
Cornelius and Lieutenant G. K. S. Edwards represented our
Urut, and were entertained by the 48th in truly excellent
manner. It was about twelve years ago that the two Units
camped near one another, but even then we never actually met.
Thank you, 48th, for a splendid evening.
MERCURY.

September.
Editorial.-Our camp notes, which were too late for inclusion
in last month's issue, will appear this month. Since the submjssion of those notes, each Company has been occupied in clearing
up arrears of musketry, and the Officers and ·.c.O.s are now
preparing their programmes of training for the individual training
period, which commences shortly.
With the prospect of at least a small portion of up-to-date
technical equipment being received before very long, general
training should become more interesting.
The period immediately following annual training this year
has produced the same result as its recent predecessors. Again,
a few of our members have left for various branches of the
Regular Forces. Included in this number are some of thjs year's
recruits. \Ve wish them all the best of luck.
We tender our hearty congratulations to Messrs. R. vV.
Fennamore and A. L. Farr on being gazetted to this Unit. We
hope that their stay will be a long and pleasant one.

Phone: Farnborough 403

CUNNINGTON & CO.
(W. H. T.

CuHHIHGTOH)

GENERAL MERCHANTS
and CAMP OUTFITTERS

7 Peabody Road .. South Farnboroogh
We all had much to thank old "SOL" for. Had it been
wet, it would have been bard going for all ranks.
As usual, the experience of camp has decided some of the
youngsters to take up the Army as a career, and we wish them
good luck.
LEATHERNECK.

·ow that a fortnight has slipped by since the end of camp,
one has a chance to look back on it with more of a bird's-eye
view. During the actual training, there was so little time to
pause and consider, for the succession of events and happenings
followed each other with ceaseless speed. It was, undoubtedly,
as far as No. 1 Company was concerned, one of the hardest
worked camps we have had for a Jong time.
The OpCiations on the Wedne day, Thursday and Friday of
the first week with the 3rd Division, during which time To. 1
Company acted in that capacity with 3rd Divisional Signals, was
unquestionably the most interesting and instructive period of
the training. The Company obtained a real glimpse of what
things are really like working with a Division, and the thought
that the Regulars were relying on us for their actual communications acted as a powerful stimulant to the keenness of the
Company.

~1ERCURY.

No. I (Plymouth) Company.
York Street Drill Hall, Devonport.
August.
A very interesting everung was spent by members of the
Sergeants' Mess on Friday, 16th July, when they were the guests
of the Sergeants' Mess, Royal Marines, Plymouth. Two very
instructive and interesting hours were spent at the Gun-drill
Battery, where two Squads of recruits, who were passing out at
gunnery the next day, had voluntarily given up their everung to
demonstrate sbc-inch gun drill.
Members of the Mess were there in full force and took little
partie of their guests and instructed them in the fine art of
naval gunnery. The C.S.M. and two certain Sergeants appeared
to be " all at sea " in spite of their having been through it allalas ! many moons ago. The rest of the evening until midnight
was spent in the Mess, and the "foretop," "maintop" and
"quarterdeck " parties were all out to beat one another in the
part songs. At drinking, all appeared to be level, and the
glasses were empty. Royal Marines, thank you I
Camp has come and gone, and I notice that a lot are taking it
easy-a case of " got to " for some after a trenuous fifteen days.
In spite of the long hours, everyone appeared to be content to do
bis bit and there were no grumbles. Visits to the 3rd Divisional
Signals' Mess and the Battalion Me ses certainly helped one to
forget the past day and not to worry about the following. The
members of the Sergeants' Mess felt a little " cloud " over all
when they had it brought home that it was the last camp for
R.S.M. Stone G. E., R.Q.M.S. Bert Boulger, C.Q.M.S. " Shoey "
Allen and Sergeant Ansell-four old stalwarts, who will be missed
next camp.

Runn ing through Cable.
Each Section was heavily worked. The Cable ection were
kept busy laying line d~ring a considerable ~ortion of the whole
period .
" wireless silence " existed dunng the mght, but
when this was lifted early on the Friday morning, the " "
Sets did some valiant work. " D " ection worked in three
shifts throughout the whole of the Exercise. The operators
were kept busy with a continuou stream of message , an~ the
D.R.s were cont inually on the road.
revertheless, the opm~on
of all ranks seems to be that it wa good fun , and that a repebhon
of such training would be a ound idea.
0NECOY

September.
The most noticeable feature of the last month has been the
success of the plan for carrying out annual mu k try during the
period immediately after camp. sually that penod show a
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fallm«-off in attendance at drill , owing to the omewhat natural
reaction which et. in after the tense fortnight which terminate.
our annual trainin,.:.
Thi· ·car, however, the falling off has been checked by carrying
out the musketry at the pre-ent time. .\ttendance at drill
ha.-:· al·o been good. \!read two-third of the ompan have
fired for their muskctr grant. It is noticeable, too, that the
young r ruits no" coming along ha,·e had their interc t stimulated by the acti,·itie· on the m1 iature range.
In all other respccb, the month-a wa to be expected-ha
been quiet. The ompany Commander held hi annual conf~rence of Officers and • .C.O.s ou md September, and outlined
h1 plans for the year. Tho e responsible are aow busy (we
hope in drawing up their programmes for the LT. period.
\\'e are very pleased to welcome l\Ies.rs. R. \\'. Fennamore and
A. L. Farr to the Com pan . They were rrazctted on 25th August
and th eptember re pcclivcly. \\'e offer them our hearty
congratulations.
0 ECOY.
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Although tucked away on the "Plain "-minus the usual
amenitie· there i~ little. doubt that eyeryone thoroughly
enioyed them elve· m the c1rcum tances, especially after relating
-expenences of our " happy " ojourn at Saunton to the fir tyear lad .
Irrespective of the year 1935, the peak year, we are very
pl~ ed to reco~d that the Company went to camp at full strength.
Thi ":eJcome improvement IS due to the permanent staff ano
the umted effort of all concerned in bringina the advantages and
urgent need· of the T.A . to the notice of the keen and right type
of young men, and al o to the excellent respon e by employers
to the ardent appeals that they should make it easy for men to
attend camp.

HOME AGAIN !

No. 2 Compa ny passing through Bargate, Southampton.
The new equipm~nt and in.struments available this year, and
t~e modern t~hmciue provided by the respective Exercises,
~1ven for the first time m ~hat ~a.paci.ty, were eagerly studied.
fhe opportumty h~s certainly . mtensified the interest, energy
and ~ffic1ency, actmg as an mvah:iable stimulus to further
recruit.mg, wh~c)l must always be watched with a keen eye.
The mght s bivouac provided a pleasant change and gave all
-concerned some valuable experience.
The members of our Company looked extremely fit upon their
;return to Southampton.
B EGBIE.

CTOBER

Teas Provided.
Moderate Charges.

Annu al Training.-Once again the advantage of po e ·sing
really good l .S.I. was demon trated during a very succe sful
and efficient camp . The difference in the improvement of the
nit, eve n over last year i amazing. As an example, we publish
the following extract of a letter written by olonel i\Iaaley of the
54th Divisional Signals, after the return of " D " ection from
manoeuvres with hi l:nit :
" I wish to thank you for the as istance you gave me during
the 4th Divisional Excrci e, and would like to congratulate the
personae! you sent. It is often difficult for strangers to lit
quickly into a strange organisation, but .S.M. Tanner and his
party dropped in without a hitch, and did an extremely good
job of work, also the four \Y/T opera.tors who worked on the
" C" ets. I only hope that they had a happy time and left the
Unit with a favourable impression.
" I s.hould be grateful if you would please convey to them my
appreciation of the excellent work they did."
The Unit School, organised by .S.i\I. Freemantle, ran as
moothly as a machine, much to the great advantage of about
sixty pupils. Lieutenant Rowe lilied the post of " Will Hay "
this year.
A thirty-six hour Scheme was held each week and proved of
great advantage to all Sections in their tra.inina.
The Unit sports, held on Bank Holiday, pro;ed a very enjoyable and popular event, and gave a well deserved victory to
~o. ~Company .. The sport were attended by many of the men 's
relatives a.ad friends. Boxing was a successful item of the
camp'!\' entertainment, and the competitor ' ability reflected in
a large degree the effort of Lieutenant Brett and C.S ..M. Tanner.
They were a credit to them.
Mu~ketry.-,2nd. Lieutenant Coles of No. 3
ompany was
53rd m the Kings Hundred this year. The nit Small Bore
Team fired against the " Buffs " at Canterbury, and were beaten
by only five point . The" Jug-Jug " was won by o. 1 ompany
team. . :\fany .of the Jmen of the Unit took the opportunity to
fire the1r Emptre Test at ca.mp on the range which was so kindly
loaned by the " Buffs.''
s the men fired in their own time and
were anxious to improve their shooting generally, I do not think
that we need fear a shortage of good shots in the future .
That old friend, who bega n service a a powder monkey at
\Vaterloo, was a familia~ and l1Clpful figure at the Ranges.
Unable to attend the Bngade Weapon Training Meeting this
year, we fired at Rainham last week with the following results:
LORD LIEUTENANTS HIGH SHERIFFS
712
0. 1
OMPANY
. .
3 l
TO. 2 COMPANY
306
Ko. 3 COMPANY
272
YouNG SOLDIERS:
No. I Company
245
'o. 3 Company
234

J osrn j uN.
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49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals, T.A.
and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.

Special Quotations for Mess Orders.

44th (Home Counties) Divisional Signals.

No. 2 (Southampton) Company.
Hamilton Hou e,

TOBEP

Leeds.
General. -A rather quiet time has occurred here lately, and
with the exceptio n of weapon training, there is little doing. This,
of course, is only the lull before the lonn, because according lo
reports we a.re going to be extremely busy. First o( atl, there is
the Operators Course, which commences next month, and
continues until December; and, in addition, there are a few
Vivi ·ional Courses which take place in .:\:ovembcr. These
Courses will embrace K .C.O.s Instructors Courses in Drill,
\\'capon Training, Gas and P.T. There will al o be held two
Courses for Regimental Signallers, one an Instructors Course,
and the other on the o. 1 W /T Set.
Entertainment has not been entirely forgotten, and we hope
to have a dance or two before Chri ·tmas.
Recr uiting.- A new recruitin g drive is now in progress, and
although we a.re only slightly under strength and cou ld remedy
this deficiency immediately, we prefer to wait for the following
reason. Although, in the past the entrance standard to this nit
has been rather high, and we have attracted some very fine
recruits, we are hoping to attract an even better type in the
future. Accordingly, we a.re tryina to get the bank and bu ine s
hou es interested in an endeavour to recruit the type of man
usually employed at these places. There is every reason to hope
that this will prove succes ful, for thanks to our Commanding
Officer, we have more attractions than ever to offer to the potential recruit. We have P.T. equipment and badminton, and after
a bout of this, the recruit can have a hot shower bath befvre he
proceeds home, for we have built an exceptionally fine bathhouse with hot water available at all time . Other additions
for the comfort and welfare of members of this Unit have been
planned and will come into force very shortly.
Annual Training.- The Air ontingent Signal , S.R., left here
on Sunday, 12th September, for manoeuvres in East Anglia, and
with them went the be t wishe of the T.A. \\'hen they return.
we shall hear many stories of Colchester and its neighbourhood,
as this i new ground to them.
Sergeants ' Mess. On ::\Ionda.y, 6th September, we held a very
fine " smoker" in the Sergeants' 1-iess. The occasion was a visit
from the Training Batta.lion cricket team from Catterick, and
the Leeds City Police cricket team, who had played their return
fi..'l."iure during the afternoon. The game, it is under tood, re ulted
in a win for the police team, and was a great succes . The
" moker" vas an even greater succes , and as our R.S.M. said,
it would be a great idea to make it an annual event. Superintendent Thompson of "A" Division of the police, who made an
excellent speech, said that he, too, hoped that thi would become
an annual event. He enlarged on this by saying some very nice
things a.bout the Army generally and the Corps particularly,
and even some of the hardened members of the party were seen
to blush. C.S.M. Johnson replied with some very appropriate
remark , and so ended a great evcnin .
\Ve were, indeed, sorry to ee our gue ts depart, and they a.re
assured of a very hearty welcome at any time from members of
this :.rcs .
Tbe winter entertainment programme for the l\Ie s is again to
hand, and congratulation are extended to the committee (and
Sergeant Fleming particularly} on rretting such an excellent
programme together.
Old Comrades' Reunion.- Old Comrades of the nit are now
looking forward to the annual reunion at Ca.tterick on 2nd/3rd
October, and we hope to muster a good number.
l\I. S. R

50th (Northumhrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 (Middlesbrough) Company.
General.-Since the submi sion by thi
ompany of our last
notes, the ni t has been to \ hitby on the north coast of Yorkshire for their ann ual training from t3th June to 27th Ju ne.
The weather clerk was not very kind to us during the fir t
week, and various function had to be postponed owi ng to
rainstorms. T he biggest di appoi ntme nt ' as the postponement
of t he ports, which was due to take place on the fir t aturday
in camp. Our visitors had b en looking forward to being once

W. METCALFE
AtlJltttt anb !;pnrt• <l>utfttttr
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etc.
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a.gain with us in camp, and seeing for themselves how the boys
enjoy themselves whil t away for annual training. The sports
eventually took place on the following 1-Ionday, and some
excellent tus !cs took place between the three Companies. We
should like to congratulate 1 o. 1 Company on again winning
the Football Cup. Xo. 2 ompany intend to lift this cup next
year.
After our annual training, the Company concentrated upon
musketry during the month of July. Some excellent shooting
took place and a few dark horse were found among the recruits.
Indeed, the highest score on the miniature range was recorded
by a recruit (Signalman Pearson R. B. H.), who only dropped
four points. This kind of shooting will lead you to Bisley,
Pearson boy, o keep it up!
new intere t has now been given to the Company for training,
and is eagerly a.waited. The powers that be have allotted nine
No. I W/T Sets to the Company, and two, which are already
here, have created a good deal of attention a.ad intere t. It is
intended to commence the winter training cries with a \\' T
Course in the Drill Hall.
Coronation Medal.- The Coronation :\Iedal was presented at
annual training to C.Q.)LS. Gibson of this Company, to whom
we offer our sincere congratulations and wish him the very best
on being chosen as the Company' recipient.
Badminton.- As the nights are oradually drawing rn and
becoming quite "wintryfied." thought a.re beginning to concentrate upon social activitie . \Ye have already commenced
badminton practice, and a.re looking forward to a jolly good
season.
Obituary.-\Ye regret to announce the death of Signalman
\Vil on . G. of this Company. · fter attcncling annual training
\\ith us at \:Vhitby and enjoying himself, he wa. taken Lightly
ill with a cold. On ioth Augu t, he collapsed in the street and
died within twenty minutes. \\'e offer to his \\iclow and child
our deepest sympathy in their ad lo . Signalman \\'ilson A. G.
wa a member of Lance Corporal Stringer's Hygiene quad.
Afterthought.- ! under tand that there is no truth in the
rumour that the ompanie are concentrating upon tulipgrowing for the men's dining-hall at annual training. )hDBRO.
(Owing to pressure on space ome excellent photograph· have
been unavoidably omitted-Eu.]

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
2r, Jardine Street, Glasgow, X.\Y.
Colonel Cumming.- Perhap no promotion in recent years has
given more sa.ti faction to the .R. in Gia gow than the recently
announced promotion of )lajor G. \ Y.
umming, TD., to
Lieutenant-Colonel. Colonel umming ha had a long and
varied career. He enlisted in the 4th Royal cot ( ueen' ,
Edinburgh) in 1910. He tran ·£erred as ignal ergeant to the
9th Royal Scots in 1913, mobilising with that crack Battalion
at the outbreak of the Great \\'ar. 'olonel umming' excellent
irnal work gai ned for him a commi sion in the th Hoyal cots
in°1915. He wa tran ferrccl to the Highland Divisional ignal in October, 1915, and en-ed "ith that Divi'ion in man of th
great battle in whi h the H ighland Divi ·iou took part. Colon l
Cumming later saw much service with the 1st Heavy Brigade
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(R.G ..\ .) ignal -. proceeding to Germany ' ith the rmy of
Occupation.
He commenced hi service in the Lowland Signal with the
Edinburgh detachment in 1024. On the disbandment of the
Edinburgh detachment Colonel Cumming was promoted to the
command of a Company of the .R. at Glasgow, later succeeJing
Lieutenant-Colonel J. \V. Robertson a Commanding Officer,
G.H.Q. Signals, at Jardine Street. Colonel Cumming i hi5hly
popular with all ranks. Hi outstanding qualitie as an officer
and a gentleman have won for him the respect a nd admiration of
all whose privilege it i to ~t"rve under him. So we rejoice at this
well-earned and popular promotion. Vfo feel certain that
Colonel Cumming' promotion cannot be but for the further
general well-being and conti nued prosperity of the S .R. nits in
Gia "Ow.
No. 3 Company, T.A.-We have one or two belated notes
concerning No. 3 Company. An important function, the
Company Camp Dinner, took place at the Commercial Hotel
Troon, on 26th July. The attendance was the largest on record
for the Camp Dinner, and the dining room of the Commercial
Hotel wa taxed to capacity. The dinner and the entertainment
which followed were highly successful. During the evening the
opportunity was taken to pre ent Sergeant :.fcAdie J ., P.S.I.,
with a_hand~me \Yestminster chiming clock in recognition of his
splend1d erv1ce to the Company. The chairman, in making the
presentation, praised Sergeant McAdie for all his good works,
remarking that " J.fac " had been a most efficient P.S.I. man
and a power for good since he set foot in Jardine Street.
\\'e would add that we heartily share those sentiments. "\Ve
hope that "Mac' " clock will tick o'er his fireside for many
and many a year.
The Australian's Letter.- Vv'e have received the following
letter from. ~.Q.:\LS. Denvil, Australian Corps of Signals, whom
we were pnv1leged to welcome at Gailes Camp :
"The tents (bell) were quite new to me. The Australian
tr?Ops live in a rectangul~r erection, 14 ft. by 12 ft ., and complete
with fly. So to start with, the camp looked different. There
":ere other difference . In fact, just about everything was
d1fferent. The. onl)'. points I recognised were the general atrno
sphere, the fnendliness and the bar in the Sergeants' Mess.
Gosh, the N.C.O.s are pampered ! I'm not referring now to the
bar. I can occasionally get away from that. What shocks I've
had. Sergeants being addressed ' Sir ' ! A little later I diseovered that this is mainly showmanship and esprit de carps
But <f~ first I was unnerved. Still, it is nice to hear. Very
fi.a~nng t~ u. r.c.O.s, but decidedly nice to hear. And I
notice, despite 1t, the .C.0. continues to be the counsellor and
friend of bis other rank. The Q.l\Ls are, just as Q.:\Ls always are,
benevolent uncles to the troops and regarded as such in calmer
moments. The C.S.:\1.s somehow are more approachable than
ours. But the R.S.:YL-well, so far as I can see, this Unit
deserves .to be ,congratulated on its R.S.M. (I hope 'Spud'
r~ads this.
It ll maybe smooth over that affair of the 39
cigarettes he says I owe him.)
" I'm very much indebted to Colonel J . Vi'. Robertson and the
52nd !--<>wl~d Divisio_nal Signals .. The ei.ght days spent in camp
at Gailes w1th the Umt has been mstructive and most enjoyable.
I feel I should like to transport there, en masse, my own Unit
an~ concoct a confederation . I'm sure it would work, because I
believe that in my . nit can be found the good fellowship, the
energy and the techn.1c:U. knowledge and ability that characterise
the 52nd Lowland D1VJs1onal Signals, and my Mess, too, inclines
towards a well-stocked bar.
" A. DENVIL, S.Q.:\l.S. ,
" Signals, 2nd Cavalry Division,
" Australian Corps of Signals."
. Newcomer.- \\'e heartily welcome Lieutenant H. Simon.
L1eut~ant Simon is to serve with No. 3 Company, T.A. We trust
that his stay with us will be long and happy.
.. The " Harbo~r Bar. " -\Ve are informed that after all the
Ha;1>?ur Bar at Tr?on is not to be shipped stone by stone to
the mted States. This old hostel is to be preserved for all time
and especially for the use of ~o. 1 Company, T .A. Despite th~
Her~~lean. e~orts of ~ 'o. 1 Company to transfer the " Harbour
Bar to Gailes, the old house still stands by the docks. It was
suggested at camp that the Bar would be welcomed by r0 . 3
Company _a s ~ peace o~eri.ng, but o. 1 Company refused to
f?rego their nghts a.~ pnnc1pal patrons and part owners of the
little pub by the sea.
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Bain. He is showing signs of animation. He may yet come
to life. C.S.M. Bain was observed at the Sergeants' Mess on a
recent Saturday evening. His mission was to purchase back
numbers of the \VIRE. Vie forgive him .
The Big Day.- The big day for tho SJ . was uth September.
ever has there been such a cheery crowd as the three hundred
odd who enlivened drab Kelvinbridge Station to entrain for East
nglia. By the time that these notes appear in print our lads
will be back from the rnanc:euvres, and, we hope, covered with
glory. It was a great sight to see them off. It was refreshing to
meet old friend from distant Out-Stations. There was Hynds
from Stranraer, l\Iaclachlan from Oban, Dan Mackenzie from the
dickens knows where, and many more . So we saw them off
and wished them luck.
ever have we ent to the South a more
efficient, enthu iastic lot of lads.
' ever have we been more
optimistic as to the re ults of our S.R. annual training.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
JUST

THE

VERY THING FOR THE INDIVIDUAL
AND THE SMALL MESS

Note the address in your diary now :-

THE ADJUTANTS PRESS, LTD.,
LUDGERS H ALL, ANDOVER,
H AN TS.
Guard Tent, Hereford Camp.

On Monday, 26th July, four o. I Sets. installed in Morris
trucks, arrived from Bulford. These Sets did splendid work in
the numerous Schemes held during the training.

Crest of the R.Signals illuminated in Gold and Blue
with Greeting inset tied with R.Signals Ribbon

There was general disappointment that Major J. A. I. Watts,
R.Signals, was unable to be with us this year. .It was a happy
thought of Captain R. T. H . Gelston to cable from Jubbulpore,
India, wishing the U nit a happy camp. Lieutenant-Colonel
D. A. Brown, M.c. (C.S.O., Western Command), came to see us
on 27th July, and started off the real work with a Divisional
Operation Scheme for the next day. Captain C. A. H . Chadwick
(Staff College) was with us for the whole period of camp. His
lectures on "A Mechanised Division" and "Palestine" were
interesting and instructive. In addition, he acted in an advisory
capacity, in connection with Schemes. His help was much
appreciated.

Price 4/6 Dozen with Envelopes, post free in
U.K., postage abroad 1/- extra per dozen.
Cheque should accompany order.

Jard ine Street.

On 29th July, there was a Light Tank demonstration. The
officers and most of the .C.O.s boarded the tank for a trip
around the field ; no doubt they afterwards decided that a
"shore " job was safer. This was followed by a "Bren Gun"
demonstration.

Red gables by the Kelvin,
Thy sons in many a land
Have served thee, Mother Jardine Street,
'Midst shot in trench and sand.
Ladysmith, Colenso, Armentiers and Vimy Ridge
Knew thee, Mother Jardine Street,
Red gables by Kelvin Bridge.

On the ·same day, the Unit, comprising 16 officers and 160
men, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel W. Glynne
Trice (Commanding Officer), lined a section of the streets on the
occasion of the visit to Hereford of Her Majesty Queen Mary, to
open a wing of the local hospital.
All Hereford Units of the
Division were represented, and we pride ourselves that the
Unit more than held its own for smartness.

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
Annual camp has come and gone. What a grand two weeks.
"Perfect weather and splendid camping area on the outskirts of
Hereford.
The advance party arrived on 21st July, and got down to it
right away, and to such purpose that the bulk of the canvas was
u~ by midday Friday, 23rd July. The Commanding Officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel W . Glynne Trice, arrived on that date, and
the camp was completed by Saturday, ready for the main body
to march in on Sunday.
.The following accoun~ of their arrival, from the Hereford
Times, dated 28th July, 1s worth reproducing :
" Barrs Court Station was surprisingly still and deserted when
the first troop train glided alongside the platform at 10.53.
~ith quiet efficiei;icy t~e men-they were the Royal Corps of
Signals from Cardiff- alighted from the train, formed up on the
platform, and marched to the front of the station where the
complete Unit formed up.
'
"Within a quarter oI an hour this Unit had fallen-in and
marched away from the station, headed by its band . Many of
the spectators remarked on the smartness of the arms-drill
and marching of these men, which were equal to that of the
Regular Army; this is the more noteworthy as it is a mechanise
Unit."
A. sharp shower of .rain fell when we were marching from the
station to the campmg ground, bringi ng with it a vision of
Ilfracombe las~ year. It proved, however, to be almost the
only ram expenenced throughout the fortnight.

The Mayor of Hereford (Alderman l\frs. Luard, M.B.E.) held
an "At Home " on the evening of 30th July, at the Hereford
Town Hall, when she entertained the G.O.C., 53rd (\Velsh)
Division, T.A. (Major-General G. Thorpe, c.s., c.M.G., D.s.o.),
and the officers of the Division. Our own Unit was represented
by Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. Trice and five other officers.
It is some years since a Divisional Camp was held, and, on ·
this occasion, full advantage was taken of having all
nits

Specially printed Greeting, with Name and
Address in inset, 3/6 ext ra for any number.
Sample card sent on receipt of 6d. (Deduct
from cheque when order is sent).

Have you noted the address in your diary, please?

more or less to<>'ether
by a series of special demonstrations and
0
lectures. The Light Tank, Bren Gun, Anti-Tank Guns were
explained, and Gas properties and precautions dealt with in an
interesting way.
Sunday 31st July, saw the Unit on Divisional Church Parade
at Heref~rd Cathedral for a special military service. The
G.0.C.-in-C., Vlestern Command, Lieutenant-General Sir Henry
c. Jackson, K.C.B., C.M.G., D.S.0., and G.O.C., 53rd ('Neish)
Division, Major-General G. Thorpe, c._B., c.M.G., D.s.o., were
present. At the conclusion of the service, the troops marched
past the Mayor of Hereford, who took the salute.
Unit ports were held on Sunday afternoon. l\1r. J. . Evans
was responsible for the pr~paration of the sports field and ~or the
general arrangements, which were .excell~nt. The Officers Race
fell to a new-comer, l\Ir. D. G. Davies; lSo. 2 Company were well
to the fore in the other events. The Unit competitions gave
everyone the opportunity to show their enthusiasm. I'm afraid
there was a heavy reckoning (in pints) for many who possessed
more hope than confidence. The results were as follows :
CoMPANY DRILL. -1,
3, ' o. 3 Company.

ro. 1

ompany;

2,

To.

2

Company;

RECRUITS' GUARD.- !, ro. 2 Company ; 2, ro. 3 Company;
3, r o. 1 Company.
TRAINED ME 's GUARD.-1,
pany; 3, o. I Company.

o. 3 Company ; 2,

FLAG DRILL.-!, r o. 3 Company ;
o. 1 Company.

Despatch Riders.

2,

o.

2

Com-

o. 2 Company ; 3,

An excitina demonstration was given on Tuesday, 3rd ugust,
by "A" Flight, To. 13 qua<lron, R. •. F., c.omma.D:ded by Pilot
Officer Wilson. "We were hown formation flymg, me sage
picking-up, diving and bombing, and dropping of_ _upplie .
Pilot Officer Wilson subsequently stayed with the Umt Ill camp
returning to his H.Q . on aturday, 7th ugust.
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Thi year's training was unique in tha t each Brigade Section
wa attached to its own particular Brigad e H .Q. for chemes.
As these chcmes were held on most of the days throughou t
camp and up to the last Saturday, the value of this cannot be
over-e5timated.
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also to Lance Corporals Martin \V. and Carty L . on attaining
their dog's leg.

On \ Yednesday, .fth August, l\Iaj or-General G. Thorpe, c .B ..
c. t.G., o.s.o ., G.O. ., 53rd (Welsh) Divi ion, p~esented the
Coronation ) Leda! to :\Ir. W. G . Ba le, also Long erv1ce and Good
Condu t :'IIedal to:
eraea11t Goble F . R .. Ba.x ter H. P.,
Conduct :'llcdal to: •. er"'eants Goble, FConduct J\Iedals t o:
Bolton . E .. Griffiths A. D . and \Ye t wood C. " ' .. L ance
Sergeants Edward W . H. and F rieze A. J .. and ignalmen
Dunn D., I r win and T arr P . \Ye congratulate them ; they are
fully worthy of the awards.

Things We Would Like. ~o Kno~.-\Vhich N.C.O ..on di nner
parade in a loud and military voice commanded his men to
advance, saying, "Forward march I " ?

Does a certain body work in a bacon shop, as there a lways
seem to be plenty of " interline " ?
THREECOY .

" K " ect ion has been judged the CHA:\IPION ECTI01 .
Well done, " K. " "L" ection were runners-up. Better luck
ne.'\.i: ti me !

The London Divisional Signals.

\Ve admire the spirit of the Signalman, who gave his address
as " 53rd Divisional H ol iday Camp, H ereford."

(City of London Signals.)
The Adjutant in Conference.

\Yell, roll on another forty-n ine weeks. I n the meantime
there is much to be done in the way of clearing up, r ecruiting
and training.

STURDY

THE LEEK.

54th (East Antlian) Divisional Si.pals.

From Tuesday, 14t h September, t h.ey will be occupied in
installing t he Signal Office and subscnbers telephones for ~he
Control Staff, in p reparation for the ":"'ar Office S k~leton Exercise,
which st arts for " Signals" at nnd-day. on :i="n~ay, the 17th.
" DeY T ag" is not officially in force u ntil nndrnght, 18th/ 19th
September .

No. 3 Company.
General.- -ow that the Company has returned from the
Annual Training Camp at Roedean, Bright on, it is only right that
a few notes should ensue. As far as one can gather, B righton
seemi:: to be a favourite with most of us, although it is t hought the
advance party was of a different opinion on t hat Friday wh ich
preceded the Sunday (the day of arrival of the Unit ). The
weather, as is well k nown, makes or mars a camp, but t he
weather clerk was good t o us throughout.

City of London Signals are providing No. 1 Company for
Neutral Signals, and is assist ed by three R egular officers of t~e
Corps and fifty- six motor-cyclists, who, we u nderstand,. will
come from ever y arm of the Service. The t hree R egular Signal
Officers a re to act as Neutral Signals Officers to each of ~he
Brigades of t he newly formed Mobile D ivision. .we hope to .give
a short account of the work of o. 2 Company m the next 1 sue
of the \ VIRE.

1•

" Signal House. " - During ~e. a?sence of the bulk ~f the . nit,
the exterior of " Signal H ou e 1 m the process of bemg pamted
and renova ted . I t already presents a very smart appearance.
Despatch Riders' Display.- The Despatch Riders ~nished up a
very successful season by giving a d isplay at YcoVI l, about the
most west erly performa nce of a ny Display given by th~ Corps,
if we exclude the visit of the R egular t eam to Belfast m 1934.
A wet , though very pleasant day was .s pent by all_. and we hear
rumours that their prowess at Yeov il resulted m a very fat
engagement for the Display t eam next season.
Message being re-transmitted by lamp.

well indeed . Praise seemed to be coming in from all quarters.
Apart from D ivisional Headquarters, Brigade Sections were har d
at it a ll t he time, and they all did a splendid job of work. Well
done ! The E xercise wa.S continuous for forty-eight hours, and
the night work was something out of the ordinary. We hope t o do
t hings on a much bigger scale in the near future.
,
Promotions and Appointments.-Hearty congratulations go to
Lance Sergea nts Marshall W . and Hall W. a nd Corporals
Ru ssell A. and Points P. on ascending another rung of t he ladder,

AND

RELIABLE

For Long Life and Bard Work
With the Minimum of Attention
the

Annual Training in Camp.- As announced in last month's
notes,
os. r and 3 Companies carried out their fortnight's
training at Dibgate. The whole period was marred by one wet
day only. We fea r that No. 2 Company, which went to Bedford
on 12th Septem ber, will not be so fortu nate, because the weather
at the m oment is cold and wet. No. 2 Com_pany, however, are
snugly ensconced in the barr<i;cks of ~he hospitable Depot of The
Bedfordshire and H ertfordshire Regiment .

Our Rudge Whitworth motor-cycles have been returned t o
the ma nufacturers, and with thorn go our very grateful thank
to all concerned. In this connection t he. nam e of Ir. Graham
Walker comes to mind. In his day he was a famour D .R. , and he
is still famous in his work for the Association. of R.E. Despa~ch
Riders, for his broad casting on motor-cycling and motonn_g
generally, and again for having been the means w~erc ~y <i; Umt
of the T.A. was privileged to pu t on a Despat~~ Ride;,s Display
at t he R oyal T ournament. Many thanks
G.W . I
C.O.L. S.

du c tion to the
typewriter market of
machines of different
design,the Oliver standard 3-b ank remains
firmly established with
all who demand durab il ity a nd whe r e
machines are subje cted to constant and
hard use .

MODEL 15

Which R.P. held up a Rolls-Bentley to allow a push-cyclist to
leave the Camp gates ?

Two absentees from camp were l\Iessrs. D . Stephens and R . C.
Angel, who were attending a two-weeks' Course with 3rd Divisional ignals, B ulford. They tell us that they received a most
cordial welcome a nd thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

No. 3 Company linemen laying the lin e in the
Communication Race,

OLI
VER
In spite of the intr o-

Sports.- The Unit Sports were held on Saturda)'.'. 31st July.
No. 3 again kept its head above water. Congratulations to t~ose
whose united efforts again made it possible for the Sports Sh1el.d
to remain with us. And also to those concerned for their
successful effort in connection with the Visual T rophy. \\ e hope
to have the Wireless Cup next time. Remember the old slogan
.. LOOK BEFORE You LEAP."

A welcome vi itor to camp was Colonel R . C. Seel, o.B..E.,
:11.c., T.o., D 'C. .0., \Yestern Command, who accompanied
Lieutenant -Colonel D. A. Brow11, ~Le., C. .0 ., " 'estern Command , on the C.. O.'s Scheme. He stayed with us for a day or
t wo during the period, and departed quite atisfied ; it is evident
that we had not forgotten the attractions of the " om.field."

During the second week t he Unit was called upon for three
days to do some hard thinking dur ing t heir activities in the 4th
Divisional Exercise (manceuvring in the" Garden of England").
V>le must place on record that the Unit acquitted themselves very

ALL BRIT I SH

Arrivals.-We welcome Lieutenant E. N . L ayton to t he fold
and wish him every success. Lieutena nt L ayton has assun:cd
the duties of Sports Officer, and we are sure of some good advice.

O LI VER

has no equal

Particulars , Prices, etc . on application to :

OLIVER TYPEWRITER MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
80 GLOUCESTER ROAD, CROYDON
Phone : Thornton Heath 3494

~

DRE.SS DISTINCTIVE.LY
OFF-DUTY
at Bernard Weatherill's

Bernard Weatherill's name is synonymous with
smartness w herever army men gather--offduty as well as on parade.
He puts all his skill at cutting into lounge
suits- to make t he m the acme of the tailor's
art. Expert cutting, experi enced craftsmansh ip
and personal supervision of every step in the
making creates clothes at once perfect in cut,
distingu ished in appearance, and expressive of
t he wearer's ind ividuality. And not the least
of Bernard Weat herill's virtues as a tai lor
are the strictly reasonable prices that he
charges fo r such fine clothes.

flernaid?ea-uieljj)
47 HIGH ROAD, ALDERSHOT
ASCOTs Bridie House
LONDON 1 SS Cond uit St., W.I

CAMBERLEY1 51 London Road
BIRMINGHAM 1 11 Bennetts Hiii

SPORTS NOTES
Signal Training Centre, Catterick.
S.T.C. Athletics.-The cros -country season is now approaching,
and by the time that thi appears in print, an S.~'.C. tz:ial will
have taken place to pick a te<Jm for the orth )' ork lure and
South Durham Harriers League .fixtures.
La t year, the cup wa won by the S.T.C., after an exciting
serie of races. The ~Iackworth Run will start in mid-October,
and from these run and the League runs, teams will be picked
for entry in the Torth-Eastern Counties Championships in
February next.
La t year only Youths and Junior teams were entered, but
it is hoped to ent er teams this season for all events. The event s
are : Youths' Race, 3 miles, ages 16-18; Juniors' R ace, 6 miles,
ages 18-21 ; Seniors' Race, 9 mile , ages over 21.
The Youth ' Trophy has been won by the boys two years in
succession, and, with the talent that is showi ng itself, hould be
retained this eason. The • orth-Eastern is followed by the
~ ' orthern Champion hip , and this year a strong bid will be
made to aain a win. In pa t years, the Youths' team has been
placed, and, with the experience gained, it is hoped that they
will get their reward this year ..
(Signed) T . W . BorLEAU, Captain, R.Signals,
Officer i/c Athletics, Signal Training Centre.

Training Battalion, R.Signals.
The notes under this heading appear to refer to the Warrant
Officers and Sergeants' Mess notes ; precise details of their
source were not given by the correspondent.-Eo.
Cricket versus "A" Division, Leeds Police.-At 9.15 a .m . on
Monday, 6th September, a party of eighteen hopefuls set out
to swipe "A" Division of the Leeds City Police off the field. We
were very cheerful, and, after leaving Catterick, we had glorious
weather. Our journey to Leeds was non-stop. They do open
late in the North I However, we all survived till we arrived in
Leeds at n .15 a.m. The party broke up till 2 p.m. , when we met
in the City Square to proceed to the cricket ground.
On our arrival, we were given a very cheerful welcome by our
Police friends, among whom we were honoured to see the Chief
Constable, l\Ir. Swaby and the Superintendent of "A" Division,
Mr. Thompson.
" Pip " Gresham (I'm given to understand he was responsible)
had arranged for the attendance of a bevy, clutch, posse (or
whatever else they are called) of Press photographers, and we
were soon posed, suitably attired.
.
Before long, the captains-P.C.. Russell and C .Q. ~LS . Harveytossed for innings, and our opening batsmen, Lance Sergeants
Barlow and \Vatterton, were facing the cameras. So commenced
the first return match Signals versus Leeds Police. !°)fay it be
the forerunner of several more.
The match, for a time, progressed very well for us, but the
police bowlers soon began to run us in, and it was not until our
last man (Bill H olmes) was in, that anyone resented their
behaviour. Bill was successful in doing quite a lot of the swiping
that we should have liked t o do. Who said that the Old Guard
were useless ? The Police ·declared at 5 p .m. ; so we adjourned
to Roundhay Park for a look round, as tea had been arranged in
town for 6 p.m. The score ? Oh, I forgot about that. Well, if
you must know, here it is, Signals, 54 ; Police, 55 for 5 . There
was a rush to buy up the local papers when it was known t hat
the Press photographers had done their stuff.
The police were very pleased t o hear of Mr. Butcher's promotion, but sorry that he ""'as unable to be in our party. They
remembered how well he had treat ed them on t heir visit to
Catterick in J une when he was our R.S.M. The police send their
congratulations and very kindest regards to Mr. and Mrs.
Butcher and family. Numerou s enquiries were made by the
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police for. C.Q. 1.S. Renecle W.-no, not official. T hey asked me
to give him their kindest regards. " Pip " Gresham gave several
" Up the orps" throughout the proceedings.
After tea, the whole party adjourned to the Sergeants' Mess
of the 49th Divisional Signals (T.A.) which had been kindly
lent for the occa ion by R.S.M. Fillinger and members. R.S.M.
Pillinger and several members of 49th Divisional Signals now
swelled our numbers. A very cheerful evening was spent in
games, gossip and song. The police had engaged some club
artists for the latter. Proceeding were brought to a conclusion
with speeches by R.S.M. Fillinger and Superintendent Thompson.
C.S. 1. Johnson replied.
The police are very keen, and so are their wives, too, that we
should take our wives a long with us on our next visit. They also
expressed the wish that these engagements should be made an
annual affair.
In conclusion we should like to thank the members of "A"
Division, Leeds City Police, for a very enjoyable outing, and
also the members of the W.0.s and Sergeants' Mess, 49th Di>1sional Signals (T.A.), for the use of their Mess, and for their
jovial company during the evening.
We returned to Catterick very weary, but happy at 3 a.m.

Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion
Hockey.-A summer Hockey League has just been completed
by all Company and Wing teams of the S.T.C. We are very
pleased to report our good position in the League, having lost
only to " D " Company, Training Battalion, 6-r. " Don "
have a very good Company team, and I think that they will be
the League winners ultimately. Congratulations, " Don " !
All the games were very interesting and keen.
Football.-This branch of sport has not yet started, but a fu
programme will have been got throu gh by next month, and a
report will be forthcoming. \Ve are hoping to continue with our
success of last season, but a few changes will be necessary in the
team owing to postings and discharges. In place of those whom
we have lost, we feel that we have been fortunate in obtaining
suitable replacements, even though some of them a re getting on
in years.
Captain J . McConville, an old Corps player of former days,
has taken over the reins of Officer i/c. Football, and may be
heard of as player-manager yet.

" E" Company, Training Battalion.
Cricket.-" E " Company v . Scorton C.C. Won by 5 wickets.
Scorton 62 (Evans 4 for 24; Lance Sergeant Watterton 2 for o);
" E " Company 63 for 5 wickets.
" E " Company v . Hutton Henry. Match drawn. Hutton
Henry, 88 for 8 wickets (Lovatt 3 for rr) ; " E " Company,
201 (Lovatt 65, 2nd Lieutenant Freeman 6I, Adams 55). Match
unfinished.
Football.-" E" Company v. Ripon City at Ripon. Won.
" E" Company 3 (Signalmen Lawrence 2, Evans 1) ; R ipon
City r.

1 ame.
Sergeant Roberts ..
Lance orporal Williams
C.Q.M.S. Yates
..
Lance Corporal Hurley
Corporal Abbott
Signalman Carver
Signalman Burden
Lance Corporal Mack n
Signalman Goldsby
Signalman McLennan
Sergeant Palmer

:No. of
Times
l{uns. Innings. • ot Out .. \vcragc.
89
29
3
20
83
4
15
5
73
96
13
7
')
35
4
h
58
9
8
4
33
I>
3r
5
2
I J
.5
r4

.\TCHES.
ame.
C.Q.;\11.S. Yates
Lance Corporal Williams
orporal Abbott
Signalman Carver . . .
Signalman Burden ..
Signalman ;\1cLennan
Lance Corporal Hurley
I

3

5

:Number.
3
3
2
2
2
1

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
The following detail of matches played during the month of
A~gust are published for the information of our readers:
FOOTBALL.
v. H.Q .. 3rd C'arabiniers (League)
. . Home. 1.o t
3
v. " "Squadron, 3rd Carabiniers (League) Home. Lo t 2 -3
HocirnY.
v. "A" Squadron, 3rd Carabiniers (League) Away. \Von 3-1
v. H.O., 3rd Carabiniers (League)
. . Away. Draw o--o
V. " c~
Company, Worcestershire Regiment (League)
Away. Draw I-I
v. " C" Company, v\'orcestershi re I<egiment (friendly) . .
Away. Draw 1
Signalman Chappell F. is to be commended on being selected
to play for the Staff and Departments at cricket. This club_ won
the Hot Weather League, and Signalman Chappell, who 1. an
all-round cricketer, was instrumental in assisting this club to
success. Signalman Pittman has al o turned out on se\·eral
occasions.

..

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.

August.
Cricket- Hot Weather League.- Two matche have. be~n
played in this competition during the month, both resultmg m
crushing defeats. It is only fair to add that we ~vere forced by
circumstances to turn out a very scratch eleven m both games,
and they were no match for the might of the Gymkhana Club
a nd the R.A.F.
Tennis- Hot Weather League.-Four matches were played,
resulting in two victories and two defeats, the defeats were a t
the hands of the S. and D. Club by 7 sets to 2 and 5 et to 4·
Our victories were against th e R.A.F. Officers by 7 set to z
a nd R.A.F. "A" (the League leaders) by 5 sets to 4.
League position to date.-Se oncl with 56 points, an equal
number to the lea.ders, but having played h\·o more matche~ .

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Aldershot Command Signal Company.
CRICKET AVERAGES FOR 1937.
BOWLING.
Name.
Overs. Maidens. Runs. Wickets.
Corporal Abbott . .
1
I
0
I
Lance Corporal
Williams
36.5
90
12
5
Signalman Carver II
43
5

Average.
0
7
8

Entertainments.- This i taking up quite a large por_tion_ of ~he
Unit's spare time and compri es tenni , table te_nm, .. ec?o?,
football, dancing, learning to dance and a n ~cas1onal anp,
which some will tell you is the best of entertamments, but that,
of course, is a matter of opinion.
Tennis.-Five events were open to the nit. \Ve have nearly
reached the final stages, and the majority of us will have to be
content to say that we bad our moments and look forward to
a little better luck next year.
Table Tennis.-This was a very popular event, and there were

a large number of potential" champs." The prehmmary cont t ·
were very keen, and quite a number of dark hori;es canw to light.
There are likely to be a few surprises before the compct1t1on 1
finished
Section Football. Football 1s still going strong, with " B "
Corps Detachment as firm favourites for the League c~ai~pio~
ship, but, as I heard one member of U.ll.Q. remark, Ihcre_
many a slip." I think they could turn out on crutches and still
win with a comfortable margin.
Swimming.-:\fontion must be made under this heading of the
very fine show put up by the swimming team. \Ve arc sure
former 2nd Divites will be very gratified to read of our success.
althouuh we did not reach their margin of points. The Wirele ·s
Experi':nental Section did m?re than t~eir share towards our
victory, and we are very gratified for their help.
Baluchistan District British Company Aquatics.-The ::.ports
were held on 5th, 6th and 7th August. Amongst those present
was Brigadier R. . T. Paget. The Unit was amply suppor:ted.
and there is not the slightest doubt that the vocal support given
by the Signals supporters contingei:t co:11tributed largely to the
impressive display given by our sw1mmrn~ tea~ •.a~ can c~early
be seen by the following results. 2nd Indian Divnonal Signals
won by 49 clear points.
ONE LENGTH FREE STYLE.-I, Signalman Price; 4, Lieutenant
Johnson.
THRowi.-G THE \\'.HER POLO BALL.-.?, Signalman Kidd
(54 ft.).
ONE LENGTH BACK STROKE.-2, Signalman Robertson ;
3, C.Q.~I.S. Fleet; 5, Lieutenant P. C. \>Yilliam .
PLli:-IGING.-1, Corporal HoUingshead.
ONE LENGTH BRE,\ST STROKE.-r, Signalman Kidd; 3, Signalman Spencer.
HIGH DIVING.-1, Lance Corporal Crockett; 3, Signalman
Costin.
SPRINGBOARD D1v1xG.-I, Lance Corporal Crockett ; 2, Signalman Co tin.
OFFICERS' R.\CE-ONE \\'JDTH FREE STYLE.-2, Lieutenant
Johnson .
FouR LE:-!GTHS FREE STYLE. -I, Signalman Parker; 4, Lance
Corporal Stevenson.
PLATE D1v1xG. -Signalman Wilson .
INTER-Co~!PANY RELAY RAcE.-2, 2nd Indian Divisional
Signals.
LADIES' RACE. - Mrs. Barker.
\V.HER POLO i\[ATCH.-Three of the Signal were chosen to
play for the Rest of the Garrison against H.Q., P.W.V.s. Hesult :
P.W.V .s, 3 goals; Hest of Garrison, 2 goal .
Cricket Results.2nd July.
v. _nd Light Tank Company Lost by 2 wickets.
\\'on by 2 wickets.
9th July.
\". H.Q., P .\V.V .s
Lost by 8 I runs.
18th July.
v. Gymkhana C.C.
Won by 5 wickets.
30th July.
, .. R.I.A.S .C.
Lo t by 77 runs.
1st August. \'. N.W. Railway
THE Fnrn.

Egypt Signals.
Swimming.- .\nd ·o once i:tore the . eason draw t~ :':_ do e
with the Corps Gala as the climax. \\ e haY_e had a :;u.cces:;fnl
sea on. making a great improvement ? II rou nd 1.n. compansc:m \\1th
latter years. The number of 100. \ arJs certificate , "h1ch _are
beina gained in the U nit, is growmg week by we~k, thank to
the untiring efforts of ll .Q. ~1. ·. Smart and committee
Corps Gala at the Garrison Baths, Abbassia.- \n t:xcellent
-afternoon's ent ertainmen t was held on 1 i th .\u aust._ at lh.c
Garri~on Bath., before a large nnmbt:r of ;;pect~tors. ( o m1?elltion wa, keen, and music wa - prov1ded dnr mg th~ vanous
inten·als, a nd to quote the daily paper 1t was a
bumper
ucce · ._" Tha nk · a re mainly due to those who worked behind
the stage, for their splendid organbation.
T he heats and finals of tde Plunging, 440 \ ards and ,\ o Yard::.
were held on the 4 th, ith, a nd <)th a t the Esbckiah Hath Hesults
for all events a re gi\'Cn below .
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NOVI E EVfa T .
O 'E LENGTH FREE 'TvLE: x, Birkett; i, Lance Corporal
Hancox; 3, civier. Time, 20 1/5 secs.
ON E LE 'GTH BREAST : r , Mayhew ; 2. civier ; 3, Birkett.
Time, 25 3/5
s.
THREE LENGTH FREE STYLE : r , Chandler ; 2, Jame ;
, Taylor. Time, I min . 2_ 1/5 secs.
.
ONE LENGTH BACK: r, James ; i., Blenkmsop ; 3, Lance
ergeant Orton . Time, 26 2/5 se.cs.
.
THREE LENGTHS SIDE: I, Collie; 2, McLoughhn; 3, Blenkin op. Time, x min. 35 secs.

2nd round v. Grenadier Guards, won 3- 1 ; Semi-Final v .
RH.A., lost 4-x. Truly a fine effort I
Final Results.- Medley Relay, 3rd place ; Unit Relay, 2nd
place ; Diving, winners. And we finished up at 4th place for
the Team Championships.
The following represented the Unit : Lance Sergeants Carnegie
and Gibbs, Signalmen Kendall K., Crerar, McEvoy, Roebuck,
Thompson, Mills, Allen W ., Hendry, Scivier and Parry.

CORI, OPEN EVE TS.
ONE LENGTH HANDICAP, F EE TYLE: I , \~TatlS ; 2, Hendry ;
3, Crerar.
.
Two LENGTHS FREE TYLE: I, Crerar; 2, i\Itlls; 3, Roebuck.
Time, 43 1/5 sec .
THREE LENGTHS FREE TYLE : I, Crerar ; 2, :Mills ; 3, Roebuck. Time, 1 min . ro 2/5 secs.
F1YE LENGTHS FREE TYLE: r , rerar; 2, Kendall K.;
3, :\fill . Time, 2 min. 5 secs.
440 YARDS FREE TYLE: I, Crerar; 2, l\fcEvoy ; 3, Hart.
Time, 7 min. 3 1/5 sec .
o YARDS FREE STYLE: 1, Crerar; 2, i\lcEvoy; 3, Kendall
K. Time, I5 min. 26 1/5 secs.
ONE LENGTH BREA T : r. Parry ; 2, Roebuck ; 3, Coslett.
Time, 24 3/5 ecs.
THREE LENGTHS BREA T: I , l\lcEvoy; 2, Parry ; 3, Coslett.
Time, 1 min. 27 1/5 secs.
ON E LENGTH BACK : 1, Kendall K.; 2, Hendry ; 3, Co lett
Time, 24 1/5 secs.
THREE LENGTH BACK : 1, H endry ; 2, Kendall K. ; 3,
R.Q.:\LS. mart. Time, 1 min . 4 secs.
PLUNGING: 1, Lieutenant ·walker; 2, Roebuck; 3, l\kHugh.
Distance, 49 ft. 3 in .
PLAIN DIVING : r , Kendall ; 2, \Vatt ; 3, Offord.
FA:-ICY D1v1NG i 1. Kendall K.; 2, \Vatts ; 3, Clarke.
A.R.s RELAY: 1, No. 3 Company; 2, Unit H .Q.
OFFICERS' RACE : I. Lieutenant :\lellor ; 2, Lieutenant Duke ;
3, Captain Finmore.
SECTION RELAY : r, ignal Troop ; 2, "A" ection.
CHILDREN'S RACE : 1, Martin \\'ard ; 2, Iris Kendall ; 3,
Ken Fee.
OBSTACLE RACE: l, Clarke and l\lrs. Dunn ; 2, Allen and
:\lrs. Betty.
CANOE RACE: 1, "K" Section; 2, "A" ection.
WATER PoLO : Egypt Signals (4), Heliopolis S.C. (2).
WATER PoLO : Officers (2), Sergeants (o}.
_ ote: One length equals 33 1/3 Yards.
Command Water Polo and Relay League.- The results of the
League, " ·hich termin ated on 14th August, are published below:

Tennis.- w ·e have had a very successful and enjoyable season ;
our friendly parties have done a great deal to improve our social
standing, and provided useful exercise as well as entertainment
for those of us who have got beyond violent exercise. No longer
do we hear shouts of" Feet Signals," or "Stand back blue"just a quiet guffaw as a beautiful backhand shot goes gracefully
into the net. Are we worried ?
ot at all ; it is our one consolation- we are growing old and playing young.
Senior Ranks League.- P layed 14 ; won 6 ; lost 8. (Old
members please note).
Friendlies.-Played 16 ; won 10 ; lost 5 ; drawn 1.
Aquatics.-A very enjoyable evening was spent in the Garrison
Baths in a match versus the 6th Battalion, Royal Tank Corps.
A programme of nine events was successfully carried through,
and though eventually well beaten, we can afford to congratulate
ourselves on our efforts. I am sure that given time and training
we might well reverse the result in our return encounter. At the
conclusion of the match, we were conveyed to the T anks' Mess
to partake of coffee and sandwiche_s ; a delightful thought,
which was m uch appreciated by all of us.

P.
24

W.

L.

9

12

\VATER POLO.
D.
F.
3
6r

A.
j8

PTS. POSITION
21
7th

l~LAY .

W.
L.
D .H.
PTs.
Pos1no:-:
2
20
8
nil
40
4th
Command Individual Championships, 1937.- The championships were held at the Garrison Baths on 20th and 2ISt August.
Congratulations to Signalman Crerar D., runner-up in the 100
Yards Free Style in 63 2/5 secs., and also to Signalman Kendall
K., runner-up in the Plain and Fancy Diving events, with 90.2
points.
Command Team Championships, 1937.- The finals of the
Command Team Championships were held at the Garrison
Baths on 28th August. The Corps team qualified for the following: :\[EDLEY RELAY : 1, Hendry (Back) ; r, Parry (Breast) ;
I, Crerar (Free Style) . UNIT RELAY: One Length (Roebuck) ;
Two Lengths (McEvoy) ; Three Lengths (Kendall K. ) ; Three
Lengths (Crerar) ; Two Lengths ('.\fills) ; One Length (Sergeant
amegic} ; Two Lengths (Thompson). Div1:-ic : Kendall K
and Thompson.
We had bad luck in the semi-final of the 6.X.2. We were
disqualified after finishing about three-quarters of a length ahead
of our nearest rivals.
Water Polo. 1st Hound v. Berkshire Hegiment, won 5-1

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess.
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Headquarters, Jerusalem.
On Saturday, 4th September, a cricket match took place
between the J1rnior N .C.O.s and men and a t eam of officers and
members of the N.C.0.s' 1ess. The Junior N.C.O .s and men took
first knock and scored 44 (Signalman Taylor A 29, Sergeant
Stanley 6 for II, Corporal Cuthbertson 4 for 24). The Officers'
and .C.O.s' Mess replied with a total of 79 (Major Steward 29,
C.S.M. Shilton rr).
In the second innings the Junior N.C.0 .s a nd men fared better
a bright stand for the second wicket producing 52 runs. The
innings was declared at 91 for 6 wickets (Lance Corporal Buttery
31, Lance Corporal Alexander 39). The opposition were therefore
left to get 57 runs to v.-;n. Lieutenant Maydon (39), Major
Steward (18) and Sergeant Stanley (17} produced the required
number.
A thoroughly enjoyable game, a few features of the match.
being C.S.M. Shilton's bright first innings, Sergeant " robby "
Hall'!:i,cricket cap and smart work with the ball, and, last hut not
least, La.nee Sergeant Hayden's devastating two overs with the
ball (1 for 6). For the Junior N.C.0.s and men the versatile
" Alec" showed us just how Duckworth got his place in England'&
Test team. We now understand why our Adjutant (Captain
N. G. Newell}, who was umpiring, could not raise his hand in the
approved fashion when signalling a man out. He dare not Jet
go of the stones surreptitiously grasped under cover of his trousers
pocket!
Other Matches.-RoYAL SIGNALS, PALESTINE, v. IST
BATTALION, ROYAL SUSSEX REGIMENT : Royal Sussex Regiment,
62 (Captain Whistler 30, Corporal Smith R. P. L. 6 for 25,
Sergeant Watt
. 3 for 2). Royal Signals, 83 (Lieutenant
Harrison 28). The game was won with five wickets in hand .
H.Q., SIGNALS, v. H.Q .. R.A.F. (FIRST MATCH) : H.Q .. Signals,
204 for 6 (Lieutenant Maydon 120, Signalman Thorpe 31,
Signalman Richards W. 25). H.Q .. R.A.F., 200 for 4. A very
good game. Congratulations to Lieutenant Maydon on hitting
his second century of the season.
H.Q .. SIGNALS, v. H.Q .. R.A.F. (SECOND MATCH): H.Q ..
Signals, 140 (Lieutenant Maydon 43, Sergeant Stanley 48) .
H .Q., H.. A.F., 126 (Sergeant Stanley 5 for 36).

Editorial Notes.
We are authorised to announce that Her Royal Highness
The Princess Royal, G.c .v.o., G.c.B., Colonel-in-Chief of Royal
Signals, has been graciously pleased to permit the Pipe Majors
of 51st (Highland) Divisional Signals (T.A.) and 52nd (Lowland}
Divisional Signals (T.A .} to carry her banner on their pipes, and
has, moreover, expressed a wish to present such banners to both
Units.
Immediate steps are being taken to prepare and submit a
suitable design for the decoration in question, also for such
a dditions to the dress and accoutrements of the Piper and
Drummers as may be necessary.
We tongratulate 51st (Highland} and 5_nd (Lowland}
Divisional Signals on the honour thus conferred upon them .

CP".o
The Signals Experimental Establishment, Woolwich.-The
Signals Experimental Establishment will be " At Home " to all
Regular officers of the Corps (including those on leave from
abroad} on 19th rovember, 1937·
Officers will be able to see all experimental apparatu that
has been out on trials during the year and also any other equipment in the process of being designed .
Officers should arrive not later than I I a.m. The neare t
station is Woolwich RSENAL. A convenient train from London
leaves Charing Cro sat 10.28 a .m., arriving at Woolwich Arsenal
·'10.54 a.m .. and, if required, transport will be sent to meet this
train. Return trains to London run at frequent intervals
throughout the day.
Those wishing to see a ll the demonstrations and apparatus
should be prepared to spend the day at the S.E.E. up to 4 p.m.,
when tea will be served. Luncheon can be obtained locally
at 2s. per head.
ny officers desirous of attending should notify the uperintendent, Signals Experimental Establishment, \Voolwich Com-

mon, S.E.18, at least four days beforehand, either by letter or by
telephone (Woolwich 0890) , stating whether they are coming by
train and whether they require luncheon. Mufti should be worn.
Attendance is voluntary and no travelling expenses can be
claimed. No direct personal invitations will be issued, and it is
hoped that all Regular officers will take this as a personal
invitation.
Notice.- Y.Cajor F. H . Bury desires it to be known that he has
reverted to the correct pronunciation of his surname, which is
pronounced as if spelt " BEW RY."

O".c
Armistice Sunday Church Parade, 7th November, 1937.- A very
cordial welcome is extended to all Royal Signals Old Comrades
to participate in the Armistice Sunday Church Parade, scheduled
to take place from the Headquarters of r t Anti-Aircraft
Divisional ignals (T .A.}, 56, Regency Street, Westminster,
London, S .\ V'.1, on Sunday, 7th ovember.
The parade will fall in at 10 a.m. outside the Headquarters
of that Unit, which is situated quite close to Vauxhall Bridge,
and is within five minutes' walk from Victoria Station at the river
end of Vauxhall Bridge Road . ::\Iedals will be worn.

CPWl
Northern Command Royal Signals Old Comrades' Annual
Reunion.- On page 486 of this issue we publi h an account of the
1937 Annual Reunion of Old Comrades held at the ignal
Training Centre, Catterick Camp, Yorks, on Saturday and
Sunday, 2nd and 3rd October.
Copies of the group photograph published therewith may be
obtained on application to this office. Price 5d. each. Cash with
order.

486
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Passage to lndia.- \Vife of • -.c.o. proceeding to India in
... -ovember d ires free passage in return for services as children's
nurse. Fully qualified with two years' training experience at the
Li ·erpool School of Mothcrcraft and has previously travelled
with children to India. All communication to " LANCE
ERGEA T," c/o The Editor, THE 'VIRE, 95, Belgrave Road,
London, .\V.1.
Corps Rugby Fixtures.-The following rugby fixtures have been
arranged for the forthcoming season :
Saturday, 6th l ovcmber : Corps trial match.
·: uonday, th ... ·ovember : Corps trial match.
Friday, 12th rovember : versus R.A. {Home).
Monday, 15th No\'ember: versus R.E. (Home) .
Monday, 29th ovember: versus R.M . ., ·woolwich (Away).
londay, 6th December: Yer us Royal Tank Corps (Home).
EDITOR.
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An. ~ppreciation . - Tl:e Central Committee of Signals
Association have been pleased to award Honorary Life Membership of the A~so~iation to Mr. F. Cole (Hon. Secretary,
Salisbury and District Branch) as a mark of appreciation of his
long and valuable service in the furtherance of Association
activities.
C-aO

Situations Vacant.- A number of telephone switchboard
operators urgently required for permanent situations in the North
of England. Wages £2 7s. 6d., rising to £2 10s. 7d. a week.
Other and similar vacancies are likely to materialise in the near
future at slightly lower rates of pay, and applications are invited
from those qualified and available for immediate nomination.
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I t was a small but very happy contingent of Old Comrades
which attended the 1937 Reunion function at the Signal Training
Centre, Catterick, on Saturday and unday, 2nd and 3rd
October. That nninbers were comparatively small was probably
due to travelling difficulties, but the fact that forty-one were
in attendance at Church Parade on Sunday morning was sufficient
in itself to indicate the popularity of such annual gatherings.
The Old Comrades assembled on aturday evening at the
kind invitation of Brigadier F. A. Heymann, o.B.E., and all
ranks of the Signal Training Centre. A very enjoyable meal was
awaiting the visitors on arrival, after which they adjourned
to the Training Battalion Concert Room, where a full mu'Sical
programme had been prepared for them by Lieutenant-Colonel
R. T. 0. Cary, M.B.E., and the S.T .C. Dance Band.
In an address of welcome Colonel R. E. Barker, Chief Signal
Officer,
orthern ommand, and President of the North of
England Branch, spoke as follows :
" As President of the
orthern Command Branch, I am
pleased to see so many Old Comrade visitors present.
" There have been many changes in this area during recent
months, and with all the many tasks with which a new Chief
Signal Officer is faced on arrival I must confess that the last
to be tackled, so far as I am concerned, was the orthern
Command Old Comrades' Branch affairs. By the time I was able
~o gi\'e any thought or att_ention to that important matter
it was then too late to orgamse a ny function of this description
for the summer months, which explains why the 1937 Reunion
gathering has been deferred until now.
ot only are we grateful to Brigadier Heymann and all ranks
under ill command at the S.T .C. for the very cordial welcome
accorded us: but Brigadier Clementi Smith in his capacity of
Representative Co!onel-Commandapt has also journeyed a long
way to JOIIl us and we are all exceedmgly glad to see him.
" Now may I suggest that for an organisation of this description
to 1?6 r~n successfully each individual member must live up to ills
obligations. The success or otherwise of any such Association,
or Branch of that Association, depends upon the cohesion of its
sub-branches, and those in turn upon the voluntary work of
local secretaries and the loyal co-operation of all members.
" There should be good rooms for meetings and, above all,
a true spirit of comradeship in all our undertakings, with the
purpose of extending a helping hand to those fellows in less
fortunate circumstances than ourselves as our first objective.
" May I therefore appeal to all orthern Command members
to pull together, pay subscriptions regularly as and when
they become clue and, in those places where we have rather
drifted in the past, make a concerted effort to help the good work
along in every way possible ?
·~May I take this opportunity to thank our S.T.C. hosts for
tI?-~ir whole-hearted welcome and to wish every Old Comrade
visitor present an enjoyable week-end ? "
. Brigadier F. A. Heymann responded and said what an
immense amount of pleasure it gave to him and all ranks unde1
his command to have the opportunity of entertaining their Old
Comrade guests. There was no doubt whatever in his mind
that the high prestige of Royal ignals to-day was due in
no small measure to the spirit and example set up by the original
person_nel of the . ~orps and it was as fitting for as many representatives of their Old Comrades as possible to visit them on
these annual occasions, as it was his very great privilege to
welcome them as guests of the Signal Training Centre whenever
they did so.
It was, he said, the proper place for Old Comrades to assemble
where they could, at regular intervals, meet old friends renew
old memories and see for themselves how the present m'.embers
of the Corps were keeping the old flag flying.
~ommenting upon the good work which had been and was
bemg . done by .the Corps Association, he emphasised the
necessity for havmg real live branches wherein each individual
was a live member in himself and one who made it his business
to get things done rather than wait for a lead from someone else

It was with feelings of deep regret he said that this would be
the last occasion on which he would be privileged to addres
them in his present capacity, as by this time next year he expected,
to be an Old Comrade himself, and, he hoped, a good one.
In conveying his best wishes for the future health and welfare
of their Old Comrade visitors, he called upon Brigadier Clementi
Smith to address the assembly.
Brigadier Clementi Smith said he would like to add his thanks
to Brigadier Heymann and all ranks of the Signal Training Centre
for their very whole-hearted welcome. It was not generally
appreciated, he added, what a colossal amount of extra work
was entailed in preparing for these annual receptions, and he
thought that a very hearty vote of thank ·was due to those
who had laboured so hard for the entertainment and comfort of
their Old Comrade guests.
The Corps, he said, was earning fre h laurels every day, and
he quoted instances of devotion to duty on the part of individual
members in India and elsewhere, which brought forth wellmerited applause from his listeners.
In anticipation of this evening's gathering, and on behalf of
all Royal Signals Old Comrades, he had conveyed a message of
loyal greeting to their Colonel-in-Chief, The Princess Royal.
Her Royal Highness had been graciously pleased to reply by
letter, which read as follows :
" 32, Green Street,
"London, \V.I.
"Please convey to all Royal ignals Old Comrades my
grateful thanks for their loyal greetings and good wishes, which
I much appreciate": I wi h everyone a very happy evening.
"MARY, Colonel-in-Chief."
(Applause.)
In conclusion, the speaker appealed to his Old Comrade
listeners for their assistance in making the Corps more widely
known to potential recruit of good standing. He wished one
and all a p leasant evening and continued success to A sociation
activities in the orthem Command.
[ ee also notes from Leeds contingent of Old Comrades on
page 519-En.)

BIRMINGHAM BRANCH.
The absence of notes from this Branch merely indicates a
quiet period during which the 48th Divisional Signal were away
at camp or busy with their training. On Friday evening, th
October, it was abu ndantly clear that the Branch was very much
alive and about fifty Old Comrades enjoyed a concert and chat in

the Drill Hall, Stratford Road. The meeting was conducted
by Mr. W. F. Thom, and it was a pleasure to welcome Colonel
W . :Vlartineau, M.c., T.D., and Lieutenant-Colonel P. H . Jones,
M.c., who stayed until a late hour. In addition to the professional
artistes engaged, we were entertained among others by :;\lr. G. J.
Clay and Mr. S. Jones, singers of considerable ability. i\le r-.
Bardoe and Barlow again performed with piano and saxophone
to the delight of the audience.
By the time that our next month's notes appear the Branch
will have held its Armistice Dance on 12th November. This is
to be the dance of the year, and large numbers are expected to
attend.
EXETER AND DISTRICT BRANCH.
It i notified for the information of all concerned that the
Annual Dinner of the Exeter and District Branch will be held at
Exeter on Saturday, 27th ovember. Further particular · may
be obtained on application to Major ] . W. Western, o.B.E., T.D .,
101, Pinhoe Road, Exeter.
LETTERS OF APPRECIATION.
London, S.W.6.
12th October.
The General Secretary.
DEAR SIR,-! would like to take this opportunity of expre smg
my thanks for the efforts you made to secure me suitable
employment in London . Thanks to your introduction. I was
nccessful in obtaining the post for which you recommended me
and commence work there to-morrow morning. Is this a record
for speed ? You could only have received my letter on Friday
last, yet before 10.30 a .m. on the following :;\fonday you put
three well-paid situations in my way.
Again expre ing my thanks.
Yours faithfully,
- -, ex-C.S.:;\l., Royal 'ignals.
Wembley,
:;\liddlesex.
17th October.

The General Secretary.
DEAR SIR,- It is with much gratitude that l write expre ing
my best thanks for your prompt and vigorous efforts in ·ecuring
me a job with - -. I sincerely hope that the .orps A 'ociation,
which renders such valuable help Lu its member , will contmue
to pro per.
Yours faithfully,
- - , ex- ignalman, Royal ignals.
ll
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EMPLOYMENTS.

Situations found during the preceding month with the
co-operation of the ational Association for the Employment of
Regular Sailors, Soldiers and ,\irmen :
Ex- ignalman, heffield .. . ............. P .O. Eng. Dept.
Ex- ignalman, heffield .............. . . P.O. Eng. Dept.
Ex-Signalman, heffiekl ....... ...... . . . . . Haulage Hand
4
Ex- .C.O., hefii.eld ... ... .... . . . .. ..... P .O. Eng. Dept.
5
E. ·- ignalman, heffield .... . . . . ... ... .. )fotor Mechanic
b
Ex- ignahnan, Sheffield ........ . ....... P.O. Eng . Dept.
7 Ex- ignalman, heffield .... . . .. . . . .. . .. P.O. Eng. Dept.
Ex-. ·.c.o., heffield .. . . . ..... . .. . .. . . . . P .O. Eng. Dept.
9 Ex- ignalman, heffield .. . .... . . .. . . . Transport Driver
10 Ex-Signalman, heffield ................ P.O. Eng. Dept.
11
Ex-Signalman, heffield ................ P.O. Eng. Dept.
12 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield ................ P.O. Eng. Dept.
13 Ex- ignalman, heffield ................ P.O. Eng. Dept.
14 Ex-Signalman, heffield ......... . ...... P.O. Eng. Dept.
15 Ex-i. .C.O., heffield .....• . ............ . Railway Porter
16 Ex-Signalman, heffield ... . ............ P.O. Eng. Dept.
17 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield ........... . .. . ....... Postman
1
Ex- ignalman, Sheffield ................ P.O. Eng. Dept.
19 Ex-Signalman, Bury St. Edmunds ............. . .. Clerk
20 Ex-Signalman, Belfast ...................... Labourer
21 Ex-Signalman, Dundee ......, .................. ·waiter
22
Ex- ignalman, Yorks .............. . ......... Labourer
23 Ex-Signalman, Reading ...................... Postman
24 Ex-Signalman, Croydon ... . ......... . ........ Postman
25 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ...................... Wireman
26 Ex-Signalman, Brighton ... . .......... . ....... Butcher
27 Ex-Signalman, Brighton .................... Electrician
28 Ex-i. .C.O., Chatham ........................ Labourer
29
Ex-Signalman, London .... . ................. Postman
30 Ex-Signalman, London ........... . ... . ...... Postman
31 Ex-Signalman, London .............. . ... . ..... Butler
32 Ex-Signalman, London ........ . ........ . .... Labourer
33 Ex- ignalman, London ..... . .......... . ....... Porter
34 Ex-Signalman, London ........................ Packer
35 Ex-Signalman, London .......... . ........... Labourer
36 Ex-Signalman, London ................ P.O. Eng. Dept.
37 Ex-Signalman, London ...................... Postman
38 Ex-Signalman, London . . .. . ........... P.O. Eng. Dept.
39 Ex-Signalman, London ...... . . . ............... . . Cook
40 Ex- ignalman, London .................................... Collector
41 Ex-1 .C.O., London ............ . ... . ......... Postman
42 Ex-Signalman, London ... . .................. Postman
43 Ex-Signalman, London .. ...... . ..... .. ... . .. Postman
44 Ex-Signalman, London ......... . ............ Postman
45 Ex-Signalman, London ........ ... ........... Postman
46 Ex-. ·.c.o., London .......... . .. . . . .......... Postman
47 Ex-Signalman, London ..... . ................ Wireman
4
Ex-Signalman, London .................. . ... Labourer
49 Ex-Signalman, London .................. . ... Labourer
50 Ex-Signalman, London ............ . ... .. ... . .. . .. . Porter
51 Ex-~.C.O., London .................... P.O. Eng. Dept.
52 Ex-Signalman, London ......... . ........... . )fochanic
53 Ex-S!gnalman, London_ ...... .. .. . ..... P.O. Eng. Dept.
54 Ex-Signalman, London ... . ............ P.O. Eng. Dept.
55 Ex- .C.O., London ............ . . . ..... . ... . . Labourer
56 Ex-Signalman, Manchester .................... Postman
57 Ex-Signalman, ~ianchester ...... . ........... Chauffeur
58 Ex-S!gnalman, Manchester ............ P.O. Eng. Dept.
59 Ex-Signalman, Newcastle-on-Tyne ............ Labourer
6o Ex-S!gnalman, Cardiff .................. P.O. Eng. Dept.
61 Ex- 1gnalman, Devenport .................... Labourer
62 Ex-. ·.c.o., London ......... .. ................... Clerk
63 Ex-Signalman, Yorks . ........... . ... Wireless Operator
64 Ex-Signalman, Yorks ................ Wireless Operator
1
2
3

• 63 and 64
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The Army Technical School,
Beachley, Chepstow.
nth November, 1936.

CATT

PEARL ASSURANCE CO., LTD.
2 EASTFIELD AVENUE, RICHMOND, YORKS.
Telephone : Dorlineton 237-4

FOR ALL CLASSES O F ·lNSURANCEWhole Life-Endowment-Fire- Burglary- Motor Car
or Cycle-Workmen's Compensation- Comprehensive
Household-House Purchase-Pension Assurance, Etc.

Benevolent Fund Notea.
The Administrator gratefully acknowledges receipt of the
following:
CASH SUBSCRIPTIONS from :
School of Signals.
1st Anti-Aircraft Group Signals.
5th Divisional Signals.
1st Divisional Signals.
orthem Ireland Signal Company.
Officers' Mess, S.T.C., Catterick.
3rd Indian Divisional Signals.
Tank Brigade Signals.
C.S.M.I. Campbell W. P.
APPEALS dealt with :
I
Ex-Signalman, Exeter ....... .. ......... Grant £2 o
2 Ex-Signalman, Bath ......... . ...... . . Loan £3 o
3 Ex- .C.O., Bristol ... . ...... . ......... Grant £3 o
4 Ex-W.O., Worthing ...... . ............. Loan £3 ro
5 Ex-Signalman, Wales ...... . . . . . ....... Loan £12 12
6
r.c.o., Buliord ...................... Loan £io o
7 Ex-Signalman, Sidcup .................. Grant £1 o
8 Ex-Signalman, Dagenham .............. Grant £i 4
(Signed) T. H. L. SPAIGHT, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Administrator, Signals Association Benevolent Fund .
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

The General Secretary.
Dear Sir,- A question has arisen as to the future career of
tb.e Apprentice Tradesmen trained here with regard to their
eligibility for membership of your Society after leaving the Army.
At present they do not have a set of indentures and nothing to
show that they have served an apprenticeship . If you would
answer the following, I can, p erhaps, put up a case for indentures
to be issued.
Are Army trained ex-Apprentice Tradesmen eligible for full
membership of the ................. .. .................... .
immediately on completion of Army service ? If not, why ?
Yours faithfully,
H . L. MILLINER.
Amalgamated Engineering Union,
uo, Peckham Road,
London, S.E.15.
27th ovember, 1936.
Mr. H. L. Milliner,
The Army Technical School,
Beachley, Chepstow.
Dear Sir,- Your communication of the 11th instant, wherein
you desire to be informed regarding apprentices trained at the
Army Technical School, Beachley, Chepstow.
The Apprentice Tradesmen to engineering are eligible for
membership in the A.E.U. in their last year of apprenticeship
and may join the Army, avy and Air Force Artificers' Section.
It iS advisable that they join the Union before completion of
Army service, otherwise they would have to obtain civil employment and be in receipt of no less than the district rate of wages
allowed for that district wherein he has obtained civil employment before he would be eligible to join the Union.
If these Apprentice Tradesmen to engineering desire to become
members of this Union, please forward their names and addresses
to this office and we will put them in touch with one of our local
officials.
Yours faithfully,
p.p. FRED. A. SMITH,
General Secretary.

Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quarters Roll.
[D .0,fg6)

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham, Kent.
15th October.
The Editor of the WIRE.
DEAR Srn,-The following is notified for publication in the
ovember, 1931{, WIRE.
Dates on which top individuals were registered on the Waiting
List for the Married Quarters Roll :
(a) Home and Abroad-Sergeants, 14/10/1932.
{b) Home, Abroad and India-Rank and File, 28/12/193r.
Yours faithfully,
M. I. HITCHINS, Colonel,
i/c Royal Signals Records.

The Army Technical School,
Beachley, Chepstow, Mon.
The Editor of the WIRE.
Dear Sir,-A q uestion arose here last November as to the
eligibility of ex-A.T.s for membership of trades unions. A
questionnaire was sent out as appended and the answers thereto
may be of interest to members of your Corps.
Yours faithfully,
H . L . MILLINER.

Electrical Trades Union,
11, Macaulay Road,
Clapham Common,
London, S.W+
16th ovember, 1936.
Mr. H. L. Milliner,
The Army Technical School,
Beachley, Chepstow.
Dear Sir,- ! am in receipt of your letter of the 11th in tant
requesting information in respect of Apprentice Tradesmen
trained in the Army Technical School and their eligibility for
membership of the Electrical Trades Union, and in reply to your
enquiry have to inform you that apprentices are eligible for
membership of the E lectrical Trades Union.
Whether Army trained ex-Apprentice Tradesmen are eligible
for full membership of the Union will depend on the training such
ex-apprentices receive at the Army Technical School. The
E lectrical Trades Union has three sections, full membership,
auxiliary and apprentice section. Men in technical Corps of the
Army are eligible for membership, whilst they are serving, in the
auxiliary section of the Union.
On taking up employment in civil life at the full section of the
trade, provision is made in the rules of the Union for transfer to
the full section.
Yours faithfully, _
For the Electrical Trades Union,
M. T. GREENWELL,
Assistant G~n~ral Secretary.

India.
30th September.
The Editor of the Wire.
Sir,- ! was interested to see in the correspondence column of
your September number a reproduction of an old \Var-time sports
programme of 31 Signal Company, the present "A" Corp·
Signals, Indian Signal Corps. I can supply your correspondent
with some of the missing names, viz. :
Captain Knight, now Major Knight, D.s .o., retired, and
Secretary of the RE. Mess at Chatham.
2nd Lieutenant Gurdon, who won the D .C.:\L as a D .R. in
35 Meerut Divisional igna\s, and was, when I last heard of him,
head of a bank in Peshawar.
Subadar Kasim Ali, now Honorary Captain Sirdar Bahadur,
etc., retired, but still going strong somewhere near Jhelum,
Punjab. The doyen of the Indian Signal Corps.
Sergeant Sims, originally, I think, in the Lincolnshire Regiment.
Sergeant Yule, originally of the Royal Scots.
I think that the last two were later commissioned. Both
were fine examples of the British .C.O. at his best.
With regard to the last two names, I am not sure after this
lapse of years. One may, perhaps, be that of Schofield, who, I
think, also got his commission later on.
I cannot recollect any difficulty with the censor at the time,
though searching for the town of ANAE in his map of France may
have caused him a sleepless night. On the other hand, perhaps
he was an old telegraphist and as such appreciative of our real
motive, namely, a de ire to mystify and mislead our enemy as to
the real year in which the sports were being held by cunning
employment of that potent weapon of the signaller, namely,
" the short figure check."
I am, Sir,
YoUIS faithfully,
.. OLD 3r."

Corps News-Officers
MoVESMajor R. Sutton-Pratt from War Office to S.T.C., Catterick.
Major G. Rooker from Alder hot to Eastern Command Signal
Company, London.
Major C. A. Oliver from India to S.T.C .. Catterick.
Captain T. W. Boileau from School of Signals to S.T.C.,
Catterick.
.
Captain E. L. L. Vulliamy from India to S.T.C., Catterick.
Captain S. F. Pipe-Wolferstan from India to "A" Corps Signals,
Aldershot.
Captain R. J. . Solly from Tidworth to 3rd Divisional Signals,
Buliord (temporary).
.
Captain A . E. ~Iorri on from Aldershot to Inspector of Signal ,
Iraq.
.
Lieutenant J. v . Smith-Ain ley from Bulford to Cambndge
niversity.
Lieutenant G. H. Starr from Aldershot to Cambridge nivorsity.
Lieutenant J. S. \\'i e from Catterick to School of Signals.
Lieutenant C. P. S. Denholm-Young from R.W.A.F.F. to "A"
Corps Signals, Aldershot.
.
Lieutenant F. S. '\Vhiteway-vVilkin on from Cattenck to rst
A.A. Group Signals, Blackdown.
Lieutenant \ V. B. Rowett from Bulford to Canada (exchange
duty).

Extracts from ''The London Gazette."
[War Office, 21 /9 /37]
ROYAL SIGNALS-REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICER.
Lieutenant W. K. Edwards, from Supplementary Reserve of
Officers, Royal Signal , to be Lieutenant, 22 /9 37, retaining hi.
present seniority.
[India Office, 24/9/37.)
INDIAN ARMY
Major H. C. Smitherman retires, n/9/37.
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cWar Office, 2 /9/37)
ROY L IGNALS- REG LAR RMY
The undermentioned Captain to be Major , 2 /9/37 :
S. J . Fielder.
W. A . Scott, M.B.E.
R. . Woodbridge, and remains second d.
J B Hickman, M.C .
L. . Boyd.
[War Office, r /10/37)
ROYAL SIGNALS- REGULAR Rl\fY
::IIajor W. G. L . Kennard is restored to establishment, 30/9/37.
::l[E. £ORAN DA
::IIajor \\". G. L. J( nnard relinquished the appointment of
In pector of Signal , Iraq Army, 30/9/37.
ROYAL rGNALS- TERRITORIAL Rl\JY
The :North 1'Iidland Corps Signals. 2nd Lieutenant E . A.
Goodland to be Lieutenant, r /10/37.
53rd (Wei h) Divi ional Signals. 2nd Lieutenant W . R. T .
Barne resign his commi ion, 2 /9/37.
[\\'ar Office, 5/ 10/37)
ROYAL IGNALS- TERR!TORIAL ARMY REsERVE
The ·orth Iidland Corps Signals. Lieutenant R. W.
Plowright, from Active Li t to be Lieutenant, 6/10/37.
Var Office, /10/37)
ROYAL IGNALS- REGULAR ARMY RESERVE OF OFFICER
Lieut~nant G. Gee, from Supplementary Reserve of Officer ,
to be Lieutenant, 9/10/37, retaining his pre ent seniority.
ROYAL SIGNALS- SUPPLEME. TARY RESERVE
F. E. A. Day to be 2nd Lieutenant, 9/10/37.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.
[The figures _in the last column indicate the pages in the " Corps
Promotion Roster" (published in April. r936) on which
the respective names may be found. This information cannot, of course, be given in the case of Lance Corporals
appointed since that date.)
Commissioned.
2306443 W .O.I (R.S.::IL) Trapmore A.,
Lieutenant (T.::lf.O.) . . . . . . . . . .
r /9/37
3
Promoted Warrant Officer Class I (Regimental Sergeant-Major).
2306648 Q.l\I.S. (F-of-S) Sherman B . . . . . . 16/7/ 37 . .
9
Appeinted Regimental Quartermaster-Sergeant.
23u537 C.S.::IL Deptford T. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5/7/37
6
• Promot11d Warrant Officer Class II (Company Sergeant-Major).
• 6838920 C.Q.:\LS. Gavey G. . . . . . . . . . . . .
l /4/ 37 . . 73
1417989 C.Q.M.S. Gould G. . . . . . . . . . . . . r9/5/37
73
23o6510 C.Q.?.LS. Callegari F.. . . . . . . . . . . .
5/7/37
15

Foreman-of-Signals Roster.
Promoted Warrant Officer Class II (Foreman-of-Signals Quartermaster-Sergeant).
2309447 C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) West W. . . . . . . 16/7/37
9
Promoted C.Q.M.S. (Foreman-of-Signals).
2316882 L/Sergeant Homan F. . ......... r9/12/J6
35
2315733 Corporal Rickard R. ............ 19/12/36
42
2314378 Corporal Harris P. . .. . ........ 19/12/36
43
2319615 Corporal Spafford J. . . . . . . . . . . . . 14/2/37
54
778246 Corporal Sutcliffe W... . ....... . .
1/6/37
58
23n123 Corporal Lafford E. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16/7/37
59
P~omoted Company Quartermaster-Sergeant.
*3179748 Sergeant Wall W. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l/4/37
73
•7178326 Sergeant Gibbard C. . . . . . . . . . . . . 26/4/37
74
•2312580 Sergeant Snow H. A... . . . . . . . . . . 19/5/37
74
•2314005 Sergeant Bi:own G. . . . . . . . . . . . . 14/6/37
74
2309675 Sergeant Higham B. . . . . . . . . . . . . 26/7/37
17
Promoted Sergeant.
2315091 L/Sergeant Stockton F. . . . . . . . .
6/6/3 7
33
2314900 L/Sergeant Wilson W ...... , . . . .
8/6/37
J3.
• Special Roster.

2310990 L/Sergeant
2314757 L/Sergcant
2314928 L/ ergean t
23oq374 L/ ergeant
23 14301 L /Sergeant
7338894 L /Sergeant
231 2952 L/ ergeant
231 2 5
231 6947
5095956
231 6065
231 8063
231 7936
231 8012
2316732
2314510
2321055
2319312
6449496
2315751
2314857
783962
444897
23223n
2320245
2321660
2323229
2321343
2320287
2321717
2320723
81n95
2320053
2320430
8u483
2321418
4534133
2321332
2563526
2321036
2319753
2319651
804485
2317983
2323656
2322110
2306479
23n805
186o641
2312636
2309144
2315583
2306713

Brown A. . .. . . .... . 14/6/37
Richard son G.
22/6/37
R a ymond . . . . . ... . 29/6/37
Wheeler J. . . . . . . . .. . 5/7/37
tanley R. ..... . . . . . 16/7/37
Cox S . . . .. . . . .. .... . 18/7/37
Jones W . ... . . . . . ... . 22/7/37

Appoint1Jd Lance Sergea nt.
Corporal Blake G . ...... . . . . .. . . 14/6/37
orporal ichols C. . .. . . . ..... . 18/6/37
Corporal Sowles S. . ...... . . .. .
5/7/37
Corpora l ] ackman C.... . . .. .. . . . 14/7/37
Corporal Jones J . W . . . . .... . . . r 6/7/37
Corporal K avanagh J . . .. .. . . .. . 18/7/37
Corporal Watterton L .. .. .. .. .. . 22/7/37
Corporal Fraser A . .. .... .. . .. . . . 26/7/37
Promoted Corporal.
L/Corporal Hubbard F . . .... . . .. . 29/5/37
L/Corporal Bakes R.
. .... .. .. . 8/6/37
L /Corporal Abraham J .. . .... . . . . 24/6/37
L /Corporal Bridgeman A .. . . . .. . . 30/6/37
L/Corporal icklen A. . . . ... . .. . 30/6/37
L/Corporal Brunton B . . . . .. .. .
2/7/37
L/Corporal Robertson J . . . ... . . .
2/7/37
L /Corporal Taylor E. . . ... ... . .
5 f7/ 37
L /Corporal Hutley D . . ... . .. . . . 14/7/37
L/Corporal Dakin F . . ... ... . .. . . 2 2 /7/37
Appointed Lance Corporal .
Signalman Vernon S ...... . . . . . . .
1/4/37
Signalman Gilchrist A .. . ...... . .
1/4/37
Signalman Ashby F .... . ... . . .. .
1/4/37
ignalman Hemmings W .... ... . .
1/4/37
ignalman Martin K . . . . . ... . . . .
l/4 /37
Signalman Rigby F ..... .. . .. . . .
l /4/37
ignalman Gedney W ..... . . . . . .
1/4/37
Signalman Pearce H ... ... . . . . . . .
1/4/37
ignalman Cockram H . . ..... . .. .
l /4/37
Signalman Madder B. . . . ..... . .
1/4/37
Signalman Briggs G .. .. . . .... . . .
l /4/37
Signalman Lilley F . . . ... . .. . .. .
1/4/37
Signalman Sharp A . .... ... .. .. .
l /4/37
Signalman Oliver U . . ..... . .... .
1/4/37
Signalman Dick J. . . . . . .... .. .
l /4/37
Signalman Bothamley W ..... ... .
1/4/37
Signalman Burdon]. . . . .. . . .. .
1/4/37
Signalman Ross L . . ... ... . .. ... .
l /4/37
Signalman Murphy T . . . . . .. ... .
l /4/37
Signalman Smith E. . . . ... . . . . . .
1/4/37
ignalman Eggett J ... . ... . ... . .
l /4/37
Discharges.
W.O.II (C.S.M.) Deyermond H . . .
l /9/37
W .O.II (C.S.M.) Rankin J ...... . 20/9/37
L /Sergeant Smith W. A. . ... . .. . 25 /9/37
Corporal Brooks R. .... . ..... . .
l /9/37
Corporal Ives H. . ...... . ..... . 13/9/37
~corporal Tredgett A . .. . . . ..... . . 19/9/37
Q.:\1.S. (F-of-S) Walker C. . .... . 24/9/37
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Next month a special appeal to the better natures of normal
flat rate men.

Ukann Larfe.- A low hum that gradually increased to a roar
made Ukann Larfe tear the last shreds from a pork chop and
gaze upwards. He couldn't see anything, so he started on a
veal and ham pie. There the matter rests.
Another smashing instalment next month.

9

Plain Tales
G~een Wool.- As the ladies in the married quarters have

so little to do these days, I will arrange this month's bilge so
th_a~ it will have a special appeal to them. Unless I have been
m1smformed, and it is quite likely that I have all modern·
qua~rs are now fi~ted with electric i,weepers, g~s or electric
cooking ranges, refrigerators and telephones. If this is true,
ao,q I h?ve no reason to suppose that it is. there must be little for
t he ladies to do except tell the next-door neignbour that tier
curtain_s want \~ashing, or that Mrs. Smugford won first prize at
the w~h1st last n_1ght. Somethmg funny about it, don't you think,
d~ar . So I will add another topic for them, poor souls. They
will be a~l~ _to say, " I always knew old ' Barleux ' was mad."
The_ poss1b1hty that the ladies may not even bother to read
Plain Tal~s. ffi<J.Y ~ dis~i.ssed with an airy wave of t he han d .

O FFICERS

Dutc h Gilders a nd Things.- " On remarriage her income will be
greatly reduced . She will ha ve an annuity of £60 a week. The
view of the family is that the circumstances of the marriage
illustrate how completely it is a love match on both sides."Daily Press.
I suppose there are some brave souls who manage to struggle
along on £60 a week. My chauffeur a ssures me that there really
are hundreds of people who manage on a bare fifty quid every
Friday. I spent a small fortune advertising for a beautiful
woman .who had an annuity as trifling as £40 a week so that I
could settle the future of my friend " Whatsname " before 1 left
Bulford. Believe me, the response was most discouraging,
especially as he had promised to fall madly in love with her at
once.
We journalists, of course, never value money.
I thought only the other day when I sent Sprocket down town
with the Bentley to get some coal, the wife having run off with
the Rolls to buy some yachts, that we could be more careful.
As a matter of fact, if we would ease up with the electric light
at Little Stench House, my Shropshire place, I may have my
old brown shoes soled and heeled.
But I like old shoes, anyway.

Loud Pedal.-Some little time ago I wrote about a Royal
Signals band that once played in Birmingham. Actually, I knew
nothing about this band except that _after its !it!e the lette~s
" T.A." appeared in rather smaller pnnt. I think, perhaps, 1t
was not so much what I wrote as what I left out that brought to
light the astonishing information that the band belonged to the
48th Divisional Signals, Birmingham.
I am now reliably informed that the 48th Divisional Signals
Band was a most efficient combination and fulfilled many
engagements in the district with great credit. I am happy to be
able to make this known.
One of these days I shall develop a sneaking ambition to form
a Unit Dance Band in the 48th, but at the moment I can only
raise 17 accordionists, eight drummers, nine ukelele playe_rs.
36 mouth organists and a string bassist who thinks that a tie_d
note is where the trumpeter lets the water run out of his
instrument.
This is denied by the insurgents.

6
15
37
47
38
43
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World Scoop.- A fow days ago I wa chatting with the Countess
Fibre, whose mother, of course, was one of the celebrated
Deficiency sisters, whom you probably wouldn't remember.
She has just returned from a trip round the world on ro_ller
-skates, and in the cours of our talk over lunch, for which,
incidentally, she paid, I sugge ted that our readers would be
interested to hear about her adventures.
I explained how everyone was becoming fed up with kann
Larfe, who never accomplished anything, and t_hat the e:-..--penences of a strikingly beautiful and titled woman m strange lands
would be a very welcome change. Speaking of change :eminde~
her that the waiter had given me her and that I till had 1t
clutch d hopefully in my bot little hand. She pri:ied that away
from me with a laughing apology and drew her chalf closer to the
table.
I had better explain that the Countess Fibre, whose mother,Oh, all right !- is a remarkably pretly girl of about 22 or 40 ;

. • • of The Royal Corps of
Signals can only have confidence
in their outfitter if they have th•
knowledge that garments are cut
by craftsmen, made by tailors
skilled in military work, and
materials of the highest standard
These are guaranteed ·ou when
your kit is produced by ALKIT, so
that you have full satisfaction.

SERVICE DRES~
PATROL AND MESS DRESS
OVE RSEAS OUTFITS
FU LL DRESS
(fo r Sal e o r Hire)

SEND
FOR
COMPLETE
MILITARY
CATALOGUE (T.W,)

CAMBRIDG E CIRCUS
LONDON, W.C.l

one finds it so difficult to tell these days. A little ov~r aver<l;ge
height and beautifully upholstered in creamy unblem1sh?d s~n.
Her dark coppery hair and black eyebrows blend well With ~gh
cheek bones and grey eyes. Her moutl} indicates a broad mmd.
She used to live in the married quarters somewhere.
'With an indescribable air of breeding. she slapped me on ~he
neck with a stick of wet celery and smilingly invited me to outline
my scheme. The financial aspect pro'?ded_ no barriers and we
agreed on £25 a line of five letters. This ~mg settled, she came
round to my side of the table and sat beside me. The perfume
she affected was, I think, Caledonian Syrup of Castro!. Her hand
found its way into mine. I removed it hastily (you know me)
and reached for my hat.
" Don't make a scene here," she hissed.
I sat down again. There the matter rests.
01".o
Dramatic Lowdown.-One of our cleverest playwrights h:as j~st
written a new revue, and as it is being produced at Muc~ F1ddli~g
Hippodrome in r ovem~r prior to London destruction I will
give you the works. Besides, I may tart another one soon.
The show opens in a harem on the banks of the ile ~bout
,4 20 s.c. Several friends have suggeste~ that I _am making 2:
mistake by ~aving l\Iar~ J\nthony playing, a sa:-.:aphone unde~
Boadicea's wrndow at m1dmght. They don t reahse that young
Mark plays by ear and doesn't have to read the music. The story
is about a gi1y, Peter the Great, played by Al Baloney ('.ind is
this lad a new heart throb?). who run away to fight m thcForei!m Legion. Joan of Arc and a covey ~f nappY: blondes
turn °up at Sidd- Sidi-bell-no, it was Algier , havmg been
let down ou a road show by her father, , oah.
In one of the most pectacular caM cenes ever produced
Peter meets Joan and falls for her in a big way. _They de;> a tang?•
which brings down the house, but ju t as Peter l warmmg to ht.
ubject he is given a message received on a o. l Set. (I have
been critici ed for that, too.)
They both jump into the Colonel' chariot and ride like f_ury
for the Nile. The de ert . cene i- positively breath-takmg

c
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nknown to them, Cleopatra (played by Chlorine .Xerts. Boy,
what a girl!) and a coupla tough babies from hicago slip out on
camels and join up with :\Iark and his girl friend.
Peter remembers that be ha left hi driving licence at the club
and turns off the course to see about it. He thu escapes a
dreadful death by a matter of seconds. I can't tell you the '~hole
lot now, but the smashing finale, where the band of the Chm~ e
Labour Corp marches down through the survivors of the Indian
Mutiny playing" September in the Rain," is omething that will
5end you home with a lump in your throat.
Remember the date. 8.30 p.m., ::S-oYember.
[JI\£]

Petrol Dept.-Look out for next month'
pecial motoring
article, " How to get douahnut off your plug point . "
BARLEUX.

Brigadier-General A. B. R. Hildebrand,
C.B., C.M. G., D.S.O.
It is with great sorrow that we refer to the death of BrigadierGeneral Arthur Blois Ross Hildebrand, c.B., c.M.G., o.s.o.,
which occurred at Higham, near Colchester, on 16th September,
x937.
Born on 6th April, I 70, General Hildebrand entered the Army
in 1890, joining the Royal Engineers. In South Africa he served
for some time as ignal Officer to the late Lord Plumer, whom
he was later to serve with much distinction from 1915 to 1918.
Though never a member of the Corps {he retired before the
Corps was formed), most of his service was spent with the R.E.
Telegraphs, and later the R.E. Signals. He went to France as
O.C., "B" Corps Signal Company, was A.D. ignals, II Corps,
under the late Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien, and on the formation
of the-Armies was D.D. Signals, Second Army, under his old chief,
Sir Herbert, afterwards Field-Marshal Lord Plumer.
It i as D.D. ignals, Second Army, that many officers of the
Corps will remember General Hildebrand, when hereigned over the
destinies of the Signal Units of the Second Army from his office
at Cassel. A man of great personality and imagination, he won
the hearts of all who came in contact with him, whether Commander, staff or his own subordinates. He had an ever-ready
smile and cheerful greeting for all, a wonderful sympathy in their
t roubles, and a fund of knowledge with which to help them out
of their difficu lties.
At all times he practised to the full the principle of decentralisation, and once he knew and trusted a subordinate that subordinate could carry on. He never worried h im. H is charm and
personality were such that all under h im gave of their best and
seldom let him down. I n spite of this, or perhaps because of it,
he had an intimate knowledge of everything that was going on in
the Army area. He made the time to go and see for himsslf.
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Few who had the good fortune to go there will forget his little
Mess at as. el, the smallest but also the happiest Mess at Second
_ rmy Headquarters.
11 were welcome and the room was
frequently filled almost beyond capacity.
He believed that those in front needed the most help, and
those who erved under him will remember how a large proportion
of the Second Army ignal Company was usually employed in
the forward area. When asked for help in the shape of men,
he would end for the Adjutant of the Signal camp at Zuitpeen
and tell him to send the men to the rth Division. On being told
that there were only a few men left, the invariable reply was,
" Lots of men in the camp, Usher. Lots of men in the camp."
The men were nearly always forthcoming.
ignals earned a deservedly great reputation in the Wa.r,
and with the death of General Hildebrand there passes one who d 1d
as much, if not more, than any other to gain them that high
reputation. He will be missed by a large circle of friends, not
only in England, but also in the Dominions, for his charm of
manner and sterling qualities were fully appreciated by the
Dominion Signal officers who came in contact with him.
The funeral took place at Higham on 18th September, and the
following officers, who had served under him in France, were
present: Colonels J. Waley Cohen, E. . F. Hitchins, C. W.
Fladgate and Lieutenant-Colonel R. Elsdale.
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(See notu In the October, 1937 issue)

HOME STATIONS ~
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3Ro DIVISIONAL SIGNALS, BULFORD CAMP

~IGNAL TRAINING CENTRENmcil
School of Signals.
General.- Mid-October a nd there i sunshine in Catterick.
N ow we know the feelings of those Stat e lodgers who, having
a rgued with one of their fe llow men t o his detri me nt, have their
n ecktie party indefinit ely postponed . In other words, our
reprieve only intensifies our dislike of the inevitable future. The
shape of things to come for us is only too clear ; we know that
Jupiter Pltwius and his half-backs are only conserving their
strength for some really bright efforts in the way of wintry
weather later in the year.
Thirteen does sieem to be an unlu cky number after all. We
read about an aeroplane crash last Wednesday, the 13th, in which
the machine's number was thirteen . We were further convinced
when somebody up~t tea on a brand new pack et of our \Voodbines on that day, and later m ore still when a fellow went in
dock, leaving us to do both sides of the fireplace each morning.
However, we are trying to forget these dire blows of fate by
looking forward to Christmas as hard as possible. (" Elmo's "
plum duff is nothing like the stuff that mother makes.)
W e welcome Lieutenant J. S. Wise (our new Adjutant) to the
School and sincerely hope that hi tenure of duty here will be an
e njoyable one. At the same time, we wish Captain T. W. Boileau
a ll the best on his posting to " F " Company, Training Battalion.
We also welcome Lieutenant R . G. Yolland, who has been
appointed an Instructor here .
Congratulations to Corporal and Mrs. Wink on the birth of a
son, David Anthony, on 2nd September, and also to Signalman
Bob and Mrs. Hallett, a daughter, Patricia Carol, on rst
September.
To C.S .M.s Farley J. and Hall J., who recently attained that
mighty rank, we also t ender our good wishes. C.S.M. Hall ha.s
left us for 4th Divisional Signals.
We welcome the following to the School : Sergeant Hodges and
his jokes from the Depot Battalion, Lance ergeant IcKowen
from " A" Corps, Sergeant Cocking from 3rd Divisional Signals,
a nd Lance Sergeant Lovejoy, E sex Regiment.

s.o.s.
Sergeants' Mea.
Notable changes have taken place during the past month,
and more are predicted. C.S. C. Hall has left u for Canterbury.
We were sorry to lose you, " obby," but all the best to yourself
and family.
We welcome Sergeant Cockings and family, who have returned
. to the chool after a break of two years. Some folks can wangle.
Sergeant Hodges had a mighty travelling claim when he arrived
from the Depot Battalion to occupy a stool in tho office, and,
finally, Lance Sergeant Lovejoy has arrived from Palestine for
what we hope will be a happy stay as Assistant Instructor.
The S.T.C. Ball was voted by all to be a first-rate show,
and it is pleasing to accord foll marks to tho committee. A

very unusual sight was to be seen when all the members visited
a certain cookhouse in the very early hours for some" gunfire."
Not so bad after a champagne breakfast.
We were delighted to welcome the Old Comrades after their
Church Parade on 2nd October. They were indeed thirsty
after their ordeal. Methinks that part of the thirst was a
heritage from the convivial gathering held on the previous
evening. Anyway, we learnt something of the capers of cable
carts or chariots, or whatever they were called way back in '87
or thereabouts.
\Ve spent a very happy day with our Old Comrades and were
sorry to see them go. If they are all looking forward to the
next Reunion as much as we are, we shall tap a few more barrels
and engage more waiters in readiness for the 1938 inva ion.
Mentioning waiters reminds me that we are losing our own
worthy, Driver (H.T.) Tillotson W. A., who, after losing weight
through waiting for us and bis ticket, is going to try his band at
waiting on customers of his own. Our very best wishes go with
him for the future.
A thrilling hockey match was played against the Training
Battalion Sergeants' ![es during the month. Although we lost,
it wa our first appearance as a Mess team, and we hope to produce
a thoroughly good side before the eason's end. The feature of
the match was the brilliant play of Sergeant Bird at out ide-left.
One run was positively marvellous. He secured the ball, ran
the length of the field cutting out all opposition and, getting into
the circle, drove the ball right through the net to score our only
goal.
The ambulance men- Finneyhagne complete with
ambulance and equipment- happily, were not required.
Social.- Our next Mess meeting is billed for Friday, the 15th,
and as at least one little " bird " is bound to propo e " Let's
dance " news of this affair mu t be held over.
Aldershot.-Our C.S.M. Callegari on the Entertainments
Committee. He likes it I

Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
General.
ince last month our reaular· scribe has departed for
a spot of leave-cum-bu ine in the South. As the pre ent
writer is about to emulate the regular scribe' leave-cum-bu iness
activities, the e notes will of nece sity be curtailed.
Indeed, whi pers of " I'm going next week" are prevalent
in the Wing just at present. It is hoped that everybody will
enjoy and benefit by their leave, and o be able to withstand the
climatic condition of snow-swept Catterick on their return .
Of course, all ienals personnel are tough, mi ahty tough !
Births.-Congratulations to the following : Farrier
tail
ergeant Yanstone, a son ; Lance orporal :\[alone, a ·on.
\\'ith regard to the latter. a tentative and thoughtful proposal
wa submitted, undercover, for the next meeting of the Corporals'
Me. s. Propo ed by Lance Corporal Ers and econded by orporal
. . . G. "That the members of this l\le should purchase a
kerosene tin of suitable dimen ions, together with a set of nookcr
ball for the purpose of making and presenting to Lance ' orporal
Malone a rattle for the use of his on and heir."
Departures.- ow that "H.Q." Wiug ha cea ed to function,
th following have once more joined the re ruit · side of the
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Depot : Sergeant "\Tatmore, Lance ergeants Brunton, Clarke,
hurer and Small, Corporals Buckley, Bunce, Evans and Pike,
Lance Corporal Jenkins and Signalmen Dobing, Matthew . A.,
haw \\'. and moult.
Ride o. 17 have now passed on to the Training Battalion
for instruction in the mysterious and arduous duties of linemen.
Good luck to them in their endeavours. Soon great things will
be heard about them !
Departures.- The wag of rumour whispers on the best of
authority that Lance Corporal {" Lofty ") Large of police fame
is about to leave us. It must be so, because he was awfully
anxious to secure a reference as to hi uitability for the Force
from one of his comrade . (Which Force we don't know.)
Seccer.-The \Ving has competed in a Barrack Room Tournament, and we are glad to state that even after a replay Barrack
Room 21 are still to the fore and must again play their worthy
opponents of Hut o. I I (old "H.Q." Wing). Both games
were noteworthy for their keenness and high-spiritedness and
were well worth watching. Look out for the final result in the
next edition.
Mounted Competitions.-The Mounted Wing sent over the
following horses to compete in the Great York hire Show held
this year on 13th, 14th and 15th July: "BABY": Ridden by
Major C. M. F. White, Royal Signals. " BERTHA " : Ridden by
Major C. :\1. F. White, Royal Signals. " VISA " : Ridden by
Sergeant Green . "HoT-PoT": Ridden by Lieutenant H.
Crawford, Royal Signals, and Sergeant Green. " ESCAPE " :
Ridden by Corporal Gosnold.
The competition was very keen, and the standard of jumping
very high ; indeed, the general standard of the large civil entry
was most impressive. The course, which was the same each day,
was not of the type usually met with at show jumping under the
Great Britain Society's rules, but the jumps were large, solid and
the bush fences and open ditch were typical of good park course
fences.
Our horses found the course a bit strange on the first day, but
improved with each day's jumping and obtained quite a fair share
of prizes on the last day. " BABY " (Major \~ite) and " HoTPoT" (Sergeant Green) qualified for the Champion Cup. "HoTPoT" shared a first here, and "BABY," ridden by Corporal
Gosnold, obtained a third.
Major White, unfortunately,
sustained concussion owing to " BERTHA " coming down with
him at the open ditch just previous to the first run-off.
"ESCAPE," with Corporal Gosnold up, also did a clear round
on the last day, and this horse and rider are to be highly commended on the great improvement in this animal's jumping
during the season.
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Sergeants' Mess, Depot Battalion.
Arrivals.-The most noteworthy event of recent date has been
the arrival of R.S.M. Robertson J. E. from 2nd Divisional Signals.
We extend to him a hearty welcome and hope that bis sojourn
in the Depot Battalion will be a long and happy one.
Sergeant Watmore W. has returned to the fold after a spell
at the Small Arms School, Hythe. Hurling darts should be like
child's play to him after heaving grenades about, so we expect him
to rise in the elevation table for the Mess Dart Roll.
We extend a welcome to C.Q.M.S. Farley J. W., posted to us
from the School of Signals.
Departures.- We have reluctantly said good-.bye to the
following during the month: C.Q.M.S. Foley J .E. to "A" Corps
Signals and Sergeant Hodges R. to the School of Signals. (You
won't forget where our Mess is, Sammy?)
Courses.-Armourer Staff Sergeant Hallet W . has left us for a
Course at the Military College of Science, Woolwich. We have
missed his assistance in our sporting efforts.
Athletic Achievements.- Wc have played the Training
Battalion Mess at hockey twice during the month. Both games
were fast and furious affairs. The first ended in a draw 2-2,
and our scorer has lost the full-time scores for the second, so we
don't know who won the sweep. However, as a result of these
matches our prowess and fame has spread far and wide. As a
result we have been inundated with challenges from local Messes.
Whether this is a tribute to our skill or whether they have all
put us on the" easilv list " is still undecided. The answer will be
supplied with results at a future date.

Corporals' Mess Depot Battalion.
General.-There has been a material alteration in the Mess
during the past few weeks ; the small games and the restaurant
have been made into one room, thus improving the appearance
of the Mess immensely.
Outing.-A trip to see the illuminations at Blackpool was
made on Saturday, 25th September, for !Ilembers and their wives_
A good time was had by all.
Congratulations.-Congratulations to Corporals Lee A ..
Boyland J . and Wilson A. on their promotion to that rank.
Trooping Season.- The Corporals' Mess is due to go into
mourning very shortly, as one of our chief wits, Corporal Vigurs A_
(" Affie ") embarks on 19th November for Palestine.
Corporal Booth A. is no longer expected to help on the Frontier
with bis knowledge of all-in wrestling. His drafting order has
been cancdled.
TINY.
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The Unit was called upon to provide assistance in the way
of W/T Sets and D .R.s for a number of Inter-Brigade Exercises,
and also provided the normal communications for the InterDivisional Exercise and for the War Office Exercise. The
assistance found for the Inter-Brigade Exercises usually took the
form of finding Sets and D.R.s for Neutral Signals and for
Umpires. Our resources were well strained to provide all that
was wanted.
In the Inter-Divisional Exercise everything appeared to go
with a swing, and everyone seemed pleased with Signals. So
that's that ! We, however, did not appreciate the weather
conditions. Still, why worry ?
The War Office Exercise also went very well. To use the
Army slang expression, " It was a lump of duff."
o Brigade
circuits to find . . . easy ! From the H .Q. point of view,
however, we prefer the real thing; playing about with armies,
etc., on paper is apt to get confusing. To sit down and patiently
make out orders and distribute matter to someone who does not
exist does not always make one smile. To find the location of
the " Z " Brigade means many precious minutes hunting for
the information from Umpires, who then ask, " ow do you
want to know where they are or where they should be ? " In the
former case, " The Red Lion " ; in the latter case, somewhere
in Luton. Anyway, someone or other won 1.he war thirty-six
hours ahead of time so it certainly went off well.
If anyone requires hill climbing tuition, please ask any 2nd
Div. man who took part in the War Office Exercise and climbed
to Lilley Hoo.

The most unpleasant experience we had was the plague of
wasps. Although they were killed by the thousand and numerous
nests· were discovered, they still carried on their devastating
work, especially in the mess room during meals.
Promotions.-Congratulation to Sergeant Cox S. on attaining
that rank, and also to Lance Corporal Martin J. on his appointment. Sergeant Cox has also been admitted to the Marriage
Quarters Roll. Drinks are not flowing yet, but we hope I
Without Comment.-Overheard on leave : "\'Veil, son, you
might as well be in the Army as working.'.'
We are very sorry to lose our econd-in-Command, Major
H. N. Brown, who was posted to the Fighter Command at
Stanmore. He has taken over the duties of C.S.O.

No. l Company.
General.- After much deep thinking and head scratching, and
having drawn a blank, I have thrown convention to the winds
and will dispense with the introductory remarks.
Manmuvres.- The Company was in camp at Hildersham Hall,
Cambridgeshire, from 6th August to 22nd September. " Quite
long enough to get heartily fed up with camps," you say. Even
so, it i well known that certain individuals were really sorry to
leave the manceuvre area. Our sojourn at Hildersham was a
pleasant one in spite of the hard time we had fulfilling our training
programme.
Arrivals.- We welcome to our ranks C.S.:'1-1. Callegari from the
School of Signals on 14th September, Sergeant Shardlow from
South Africa on 16th August, Signalmen Beckett, Eames, Dunn,
McDonald, Shorting and Ellis from the Training Battalion on
igth August, Driver Sanderson and Signalmen Calder C. and
Williamson on 31st August, Signalman Birkett on 3rd September,
Signalman Calder G. on 28th September, and Signalmen
Stephenson, Walke and yvhite on 5th October, all from the
Training Battalion.
Departures.-We have said good-bye to Corporals Lunnis and
Funnell, who have gone to o. 3 Company, and to Signalmen
Mason, Curran, Dungey and Macro, who think they can do better
in " Civvy Street."
Promotions.-We congratulate the following on attaining their
present ranks : Sergeant Cox, Lance Sergeant Brunton, Corporal
Owens and Lance Corporal :.\Iartin J.
A. V. T .C.-Corporal Johnson and Signalmen Deakin, Bowey
and Mackley have decided to work for their living and are now
busy getting in trim.
Extensions.- On the other hand, Corporal Port believes in
having a cushy time and has re-engaged to complete twenty-one
years with the Colours.
Courses.-Corporal Brakenberry has proceeded on an Anti-Gas
Course at Winterbourne Gunner. You look better in a gas ma k,
Jock! Lance Corporals enner and Bowe are on G.P.O. Courses,
the former at Brighton and the latter in London. Lance Corporal
Jamieson is with the Depot Battalion on a Drill and Duties
Cour e. v\ e are trying to make he-men of Lance Corporals
Rigby, Hearl and Morris at the" Muscle Factory." La tly, your
correspondent promises to take a Cour e in journali m.

"]."

Dismounted Wing, Depot Battalion
General.- 'o. 7 Drill and :\fosketry Course assembles here this
woek-end. I see our Company .C.O. storeman has designs on
the ea y life of a Drill Instructor and is about to become a member
of this Course.
Our first draft from oven;eas arrived this week. Signalmen
Stretton and Parrish from )1alta were despatched to " Civvy
Street." C.S.M. )iillross departed for a G.P.O. Course at
Pc-terborough.
. Arrivals. \Ve ~velcome to the Wing, owing to the reorganisation of the Battalion, the musketry staff, the education staff and
Col"fl?ral Buc~ley, who is the fine-looking N.C.O. responsibie for
mcctmg recruits when they first arrive at Catterick to join the
Corps.
Recruits. \\'hen Xos. 70 and 71 Squads left the Wing on
po ·hng to Trll:dc Companies, an increase in their weight from
JOimng to postmg was noticed. In spite of the difficulties under
wh~ch our cooks hav · been working, they still seem to be able to
d1•hver the goods.
Sports.- An Inter Squad Potted Sports was held on Vi'ednesday, 6th O<:tober, and some good sport and exercise were had
by all.
EL P.EE.

2nd Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters.
We must first apologise for our absence from the WmE for the
past two editions. As you all know, war and pleasure do not mix.
'The Unit was camped at Hildersham Hall. Our stay there was
quite an enjoyable one, and the weather was exceptionally good.
\Ve must mention the six-a-side inter-Section football matches
at Hildersham. H .Q .. as usual, did their stuff and managed to
reach the final. At two o'clock on that particular day H .Q. fought
" D " 2 for the semi-final and after a strenuous fight managed
to beat them. At 5 p .m. the same afternoon we again entered the
fray still feeling the effects of the afternoon's performance, but
determined to give "D" 1 a good run for their money. Our
rivals came on to the field on their tiptoes. Alas, H .Q. were
heavily beaten and the honour of the championship at six-a-side
football went to " D " Section.
Hildersham Hall was a pleasant site quite near to Cambridge.
Sawston appeared to be within easy reach judging by the number
of times one heard that place mentioned . What forty-two had
to do with it we never really discovored.
ambridge, too ,
appeared to have its attractions and, although eight mi les away,
weird and wonderful means were found of getting to and from
that place. Nobody walked!
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Marriages.- ignalman teer to Miss Isobella Rowley at
Elsecar, York , on 2nd ugust ; Signalman Fmnegan to Miss
Kathleen Roach at facclesfield on 14th Augu t; and Corporal
arah Alice Joan Roser at Horsham on 2nd
Hesford to 11i
October. \Ye offer all of th m our heartie t congratnlatiOns. · '
Births.- To .Q.M.S. Cole a daughter, Diane. at Aldershot on
27th July. To Signalman Haigh a son. Robert Ian, at Aldershot
on 16th August. To ignalman Boulton a daughter, Florence
~Iary, at Gillingham on 21st September.
Trooping.- The following sailed on H.M.T. Dmuwa on 7th
ptember for China : Lance Corporal McCready, ignalmen
Hutchi on, Atkin on and " 'eeks and Driver Talks.
Individual Training.-The Courses commenced this week, and
so far there has not been much swotting and cramming. The
fir t Course will end ju t before Christmas, and a second Course
will follow.
Lastly.-Our O.C., Captain \Vatson, has left u to undergo
various Courses before ailing to Egypt in January to take up
a taff appointment. \\'e ·wish him the best of luck.
KF.M.

No. 2 Company.
General.- The annual G.0.C.' inspection was carried out on
Thursday, yth October; the barrack rooms, mechanical tran port, Company stores and garages were all in pected and found
very satisfactory. Great consternation was cau ed when the
G.0.C. stated that the Co:npany would lay kits for inspection
half an hour later. \\·e are glad to report that all kits were laid
Qy ..the appointed time (once again provina the efficiency of the
Company) and met with approval. The remainder of the day
wa.s obser.-ed as a holiday.
Individual training has at la t got under way and everyone is
occupied in studying his own respective trade. We have just
sent off the majority of the Company on draft furlough, and the
question of finding personnel for duties, etc., becomes more
difficult. We are pleased to note that certain individuals of the
Company have been allotted Vocational Training Courses at the
Unit workshops. \Ye hope these Courses will benefit them when
they return to civil life (especially in the case of" The Jeep") .
Physical training now takes place daily, and the fitness of the
Company is gradually improving. Y.le have noticed a lot of mail
from Cambridge district filtering through the Company Office
recently, particularly from Saffron \'Vaiden . Nice work, No. 6
ection ! (We are not entirely referring to Army work.) We
presume the Section would like the same manceuvre area next
year, but, alas, you may be disappointed.
The topces will soon be lining the tops of the lockers once
again, indicating th e return of the trooping season.
Marriages.-Good old Tommy I We knew it would not be
long, but you still have to buy an accumulator to complete the
ceremony. All the best from the boys.
Pos~ings:-Signalman Gat~house to the Training Battalion.
\Ve WlSh him all the best at his new Station.
Arri~als.-\\"e welcome Signalman Plaice from the Training
Battalion and hope that his stay will be a long and pleasant one.
Things We Want to Know.- Whose Rolls Royce is garaged on
the canal bank ?
Jews' Mail.-Etherington, Tn. Bn. : " Wl1at about a line ?
\Vard (Fareham."
Jacobs, Depot Bn. : "I am still waiting. ' Browny.'"
POPEYE.

No. 3 Company.
General. - The Company has settled down again after
manccuvres and we are all pleased to be back. Soon after our
return the G.O.C. inspected the Unit and wa.s very pleased with
our tu:n~out and complimented us accord ingly.
The _leave rerio<l ha started and I am told that the Company
Office 1.; hterally stonned with applications and the usual " Can I
please have an extension, as my big brother is getting married
the day after.I am due back ? "
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The folk for oversea are gradually drifting away on leave with
broad smiles on their faces. Cheer up, lads, the worst has yet
to come ! We wish all those leaving us shortly a good voyage,
even if they don't believe us.

Those N.C.0.s and men who have already completed part of
their twenty-one years could come into the scheme -and qualify
by an adjusted scale o{ payment proportionate to the number of
completed years.

Individual training has started, and we hope that the Treasury
will have to send more money in our direction.

Here is someone's chance to impro'.ye the present Pension
Scheme tremendously, and we present the rough outline of our pet
theory free, gratis and for nothing.
'

" J " Section, after a hectic time, finished the manreuvres in
t. Albans Gaol. They were awarded one night in the billiard
room, plus ham and egg (in the ingular) for breakfast.
" K " ection for the first time in history breaks into the.news.
\Ve are tired of hiding our light beneath a bushel, so here goe .
\\'e have returned from a very succe sful manreuvre period at
Shudy Park Camp, near Cambridge, and still hold the record of
not being in reserve once. That pleasure we hand over to a
Section that shall be namele . Some bright spark suggested
that the Section could do with a course of Popeye's spinach.

Congratulations.-The Company congratulates our O.C., Major
L. C. Boyd, on obtaining his majority.
Departures.- ignalman Sanderson to the land of bees and
honey.
' ow he has a bed of feathers to sleep in; at least, we
hope so. Best of luck. "Sand y." Signalman Walker to the
colleen of pike I land ; he will probably sign on for forty-two
now.
Captain G. W. Smart, Royal Canadian Signals, has relinquished
command of " L " . ection and is now touring the orth of
England preparatory to proceeding to the land of moose and
mohawks. May his prowes in a canoe never fade.
c -Sport.-The Company have started very well by defeating
No ..1 Comi;>any at hockey. Owing to the exigencies of the
Service (Senal r, etc .), rugger and Company tug-of-war are in
abeyance.
·
Arrivals.-We welcome 2nd Lieutenant J. H . St . G.
Hammersley, also Drivers (I.C.) Callender and Cleverdon and
Driver (H .T.) Pittman. May they enjoy their stay in Aldershot.
We clo e these notes ·on a sad note. We will have to say au
revoir and bati v?yage t? Lieutenant G. A. Dutton, who is leaving
us for wanner climes this troopmg season. He takes with him the
best wishes of all who have known him. We can sincerely say
that 'Pindi's gaiip is our loss.
FIVE BAR ONE .

Aldershot Command Signal Company.

office and technical staffs, the C.S.O.'s annual inspection passed
off very well indeed. We justly earned the usual compliments
and can keep our tails up for yet another year.
Are We Mortified ?- Of course, we have all heard of the Fleet
being" lit up," but we ~idn't know it could happen to a perfectly
normal. wireless set un.til we actuall.y saw it with our own eyes.
That six will not go mto thirteen 1s now defimtely proved to
everyone's satisfaction.
Plainer Tales.- We heartily endorse " Barleux 's " remarks re
Our Greater Grip Society has been debating
this sub1ect for weeks a nd would like to put these suggestions
forward . Alone, of course, we can do nothing, but this may
catch the eye of someone who can pass it to higher authority.
What are the objections to superannuation throughout the
.6rmy ? Commencing, say, at rs. per week and rising with
promo.tion to a scale which at the end of twenty-one years would
bnng m a wage c::iual to that of the rank in which a soldier ends
his career in the Service. Should a man wish to finish at the end
of sbc, eight or twelve years, he would receive t he amount he had
contributed, p lus the accumulated interest, in the form of a
bounty. Think how useful this bou nty woul d be to tide a man
over that almost inevitable period between lea,,ving the Army and
employment.
supera~uation .

Superb the fame of the
Royal Corps of Signals :
Superb the renown of
Montague Burton products

Promotions.-Amend the Blue Book a.s follows: Page 42,
li ne 22, for. " Corporal" plea e read" Lance Sergeant."
For Sale.-One Blue Book, owner having no further use for
same.

-each garment finished
to perfection, excellent in
wear, distinguished in
style, most modest in price

Courses.-Signalman Jordan to the G.P.O., Leeds. At the
call-over the following bets were taken and offered : 100-50 on
marriage and 5-2 on his engagement before he returns.
Arrivals, Departures, etc:-we extend the glad grip to Signalman Perilli. We have not yet met the gentleman, but we know
he'll soon shake clown here. To Egypt we send a real empire
builder in the person of one Signalman Calow, who aspires to beat
Peter Dawson at his own game.
ever having heard him sing,
we cannot say if he'll succeed, but looking at Peter Dawson we
don't think so-unless he puts on a lot more weight.
Keep on gargling with ink, old boy. You might pull through.

4 GUINEA VALUE

OVERCOATorSUITfor45/READY TO WEAR

TO MEASURE

Range Practices.-Some of the laddiec will be shivering on the
Ash Ranges as the e notes go to pres . I know they'll keep
up the 100 per cent. firsts tradition which was earned by the
Company last year. Didn't we, "Deadeyes" ? They have
,received instruction in almost everything, except that of squaring
the markers.

CA TTERICK GAMP : 3 HILDY ARD ROW
ALDERSHOT : 60-62a UNTON STREET

Sport.-Several games of soccer and hockey b:i.ve been played
and the results are published in the sports section. Whil t on
this subject, may I inform the world we have a very efficient
" can carrier " ?
Games have been played each week, and the ecretary has lost
much weight in the process of arranging them.
ABY to.- " Austin '' : " Oh, if you were only here now.
Although you receive the report. three weeks' late, you can bet
.your boots that Weddle ha done it again! Do you support the
. team they are playing now ? "
"Jacky": "You don't look so nice on a ghora a.s you used
to on the counter clerk's table."
" Lofty " : " What does it feel like to be a real soldier ? Does
Barretts Park look the same, or haven 't you seen it yet? "
"Tich" Summers: "How ab.o ut a line letting us know what
the job is like ? "
FRANKIE.

VIRTUS IN ARDUIS.
Prelude.-Aft~r a great deal of hard work on the part of our
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3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
Sergeants' Mess.
Well, all the Sections are back in barracks, weapon training is
nearly over, individual training is about to begin and all technical
equipment has been overhauled. In spite of being under strength,
the Unit has acquitted itself well during collective training. Our
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant- olonel C. P. Prescot, tatcd
this fact during a parade on 1 t October. It shows what can be
done under difficulties and in a way is good, for it makes for
adaptability.
Sports.- Lance Sergeants Staerck and Gratwicke are playing
rugby again. We hope that Sergeant Luck will be able to a i t
us at hockey this season in spite of a crocked leg.
Entertainments.- The Mess intend entering for the ,arri on
Sergeants' Mess Billiard League again this year. We hope to
retain the cup and are comforted by the thought that, if our team
is not quite so strong this year a last, the remainder of the
Garrison arc simi larly affected.
Welcomes.-We welcome to the nit Lieutenant (T.l\I.O.) A.G.
Dorrington, o.c.M. Many Mess members have served with
him before. Vo.Te trust that his tay in Bulford will be pleasant
and interesting.

_ .

(Corner of Welhogtoo Street)

ALDERSHOT: 48-50a UNION STREET
LONDON' : ti.8-132 NEW OXFORD STREET
(Corner of Tott<-obam Court Road)

Departures.- Sergeant Cock:ings P . to the..S<>hool of Signals on
September.
,. .

3ot~

Passing Through.- We were glad to see C.Q. , f.S. Griffith C. H.
Sergeant Coy and friend Little, who visited us on Tue day, 13th
October. · ll are tationed with the R /T Wing of the School
at Bovington and came to see the No. 11 Sets. The Sets had been
returned before they arrived, but they did not seem to mind
greatly. " Hookey" Walker will be peeved to think he missed
Sergeant Little.
Football.- The S.P. . League and the Garri on League have
both started, so we are having matches every V ednesday and
Saturday. Jn addition, we arc hoping to run a sort of Junior
League throughout th LT. sea on in order to get more games for
those who do not play in the Wednesday or Saturday League .
Owing to draft , ickness, musketry and imilar ailliction , the
team ha not had much chance of practi ing together. But the
talent is there, and after a few game and matches we hope to
knock together a really sound and uccessful team.
Rugby Football.- The season opened on 2nd October with a
match at Bournemouth again t the ports Club.
hard ground
seemed likely to poil the game, but a keen match resulted in a
win by 13~3. The play of the forwards was particularly good,
and only poor backing up by the back prevented a bigger score.
Again t the 5th Battalion, Royal Tan · Corp , the fifteen lo. t
by I - o. Aaain the pack played well again t ;;trong and clever
forward . Play behind the crum improved and only wild p ing
poilt some oood openings.
Matche against the l . . O.C. (Tidworth) and 1st Battalion,
Loyal Regiment, have been cancell d.
On 15th October the side plays in the fir·t round of th Army
up against the 9th Field Brigade, R. .
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4th Divisional Signals, Canterbury~
No. 3 Company.
General.~AU
ections are now back from training <1:11d
mdividual training has commenced with a vengeance. Upgradmg
for operato~ of all grades and Courses for linemen, fitters,
I.C. drivers and despatch riders are in progress.
ports have not been forgotten in this am~itious programme.
The G.O.C., 4th Division, inspected the mt on the 12th and
found it up to its usual 100 per cent. standard.
Corporals Peters and fanning have left us. for a Drill Course
at the Depot Battalion. Pete was very d1sappomted when,
at one time, it looked as jf h!l was not destined to go.
new type of drill has been introduced into the Company ;
" J " Section have to pick up their dressing " before " coming
on parade. Originality !
Arrivals and Departures.- We welcome C.S.M. Hall from the
S.T.C. and wish good luck to Signalmen Robb, Mullin and Ray
to Ghina, and Signalman Fifield to Mauritiu . In the case of
Signalman Robb, his waiting came to an abrupt end at twentyfour hours' notice, and Signalman Stacey, all packed up, has
decided that there " ain't no sich thing as a boat."
Promotions.-Corporal Cavill has a blue book for sale.
Signalman Mays to M.T. Clerk. (You can't keep a good man
down!)
THREECO.

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
Unit Headquarters.
Now that the collective training season is over Burnis~.Jn
Barracks is beginning to resume its normal aspect once more ;
a5 an instance, the exodus from the barracks at meal times is
like knocking-off time at a large factory, and the number of
married men gets larger and larger.
The SeC'tions, which returned from Catterick and Tow Law
early in ~"ptember, and the majority of their personnel were off
agai'l to Ely withip a few days to take part in t he War Office
Exercise. The weather around Cambridgeshire was of the
monsoon 'aricty, but we managed to survive without any
casualtii>s, thank. to the rum issue.
Individual tra;ning is now the order of the day, and Upgrading
Cla:;ses have b•,en commenced for all trades with the prospect of
another sn."tlence a day looming ahead.
At ti;.:, time· of the year it is to be expected that the departures
will exceed the arriva ls, and such is the case here. The arrivals
are few. Vv... C ' .end a hearty welcome to our first Technical
Maintcnanc.. u !:.cer. Lieutenant A. Trapmore. We have had but
.:. fleetini:- glimp:.e 0f our new R.S.M. so far, but we trust that
H.S.,!. Bevau will enjoy his stay with this nit. We have
pleasu!"C in welcoming all the rejoined Reservists, who have
recently arrived from Catterick, and tru.;t that they will never
regret saying good-bve •"J " Civvy Street" for the second time.
The drafting :;cason is now in foll swing, and on 15th October
"'" ~a!u good-uye to Lance Corporal Lamb and Signalman
~ha rlish, who have sailed for Tientsin. The following leave for
r alestine on 19th :November, most of them for the second time
in that country: Sergeant Hunt, Corporals J.,ane and Weller,
Lance Corporal Kingdon and Signalmen Malyn, Wall, Temme,
Cavanagh, Glover-Bing! am, Brooks and Larkin. They will be
followed next day by Lance Sergeant Gordon, Corporals l\JacOonald, Park and Skiffins and Signalman (" Gordon Harker")
Lancashire, Carpenter, Beaumont L., Blair and Perrins for India.
A raid on the local registry offices and churches is expected
prior t<) the departure of these drafts ; Corporal Park and
Signalman :'.\lalyn have already taken the plunge into the stormy
-,cas of matrimony. A certain well-known .C.O. has decided to
toss up for it heads it's marriage and tails it's the wet canteen.
At prrsent he is waiting for somebody to present him with a
double-tailed coin. Never heard of it!
Signalman Ea~tl'rurook (the pride of Peebles) has taken unto
himself a wife and is now honeymooning in the Highlands. Ile
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will soon return to Scarborough for his ration bag and
accumulator.
Lance Corporals Sanderson and Ridley arc now doing a little
flag wagging on an RS.I. Course at the School of Signals.
Corporal Furze and Lance Corporal Wilson, who prefer the lighter
side of military life, are enjoying a Drill and Musketry Course
at the Depot Battalion. Corporal Fielding, having summered at
Scarborough, has moved inland for the winter and is undergoing
a Post Office Course at Leeds.
C.S.M. Norcross, M.B .E., has departed to Da rlington on posting
to the 5oth Divisional Signals in relief on R.S.M. Bevan B.
We wish him the best of luck and hope that he will spare us a
thought and look us up some time. Scarborough is not so far
from Darlington, you know, sir !
Signalmen Eatell and Woodwark, having purchased their
discharges, a.re now fully-fledged civvies. Driver Fear has been
transferred to the Army Reserve. Se.veral other members of the
Unit have decided ideas about the advantages and disadvantages
of civvy life and have re-engaged to complete twenty-one yea.rs
with the Colours. The gallant individuals are Lance Sergeant
Gordon, Corporals MacDonald, Park and Lane, Signalman
Downie ;;.nd Driver Hopwood. Signalman Downie is a rejoined
Reservist whose period on the Reserve had almost expired, so he
should know which side his bread is buttered. Signalman
Smith A. has obtained his premature transfer to the Army
Reserve. He is now helping to exterminate the fire raisers in the
Birmingham area, having joined the local fire brigade.
The winter sports season has now commenced, and the soccer
and hockey teams have got into their stride splendidly. The
soccer team won their first match, a friendly game against the
Y.M.C.A ., by ro-1. The hockey team, under the guidance of
Lance Sergeant Gordon, have started well by beating Pickering
by 9-1 and Hessle by 3-1. We hesitate to think what sort
of tea.ms will have to be turned out when the drafts are gone.
The football team lose almost the whole eleven, and the hockey
team will only have three of their present players very shortly.
We shall therefore have to bring on some of the youngsters.

No. I Company:
Departures.-Signalmen Ea.tell and Woodwark, having produced the necessary cheque, were discharged by purchase. We
wish them both the very best of luck in" Civvy Street " and hope
that they will relYl.ember old friends . Driver Fear and Signalman
Smith A. have been transferred to the Army Reserve. We wish
them all the best.
Promotions.-Congratulations to Lance Sergeant Shipton on
joining the ranks of the " Swallows' Home" and swelling the
single members' messing.
Forthcoming Events.- Rumour has it that a certain .C. O. is
shortly to take the matrimonial plunge.
Whilst we a.re on the subject of marriages, we offer the usual
congratulations and best wishes to Signalman Easterbrook on
his marriage to Miss Doris Oldroyd early this month. Another
victim to the Scarborough air, which, we understand, is likely to
lead to further ceremonies in the near future. Some day we hope
to publish statistics showing both our WIRE subscribers and
our married personnel as 100 per cent. of the Unit. We shall soon
have only one single Junior N .C.O. living in barracks(?).
Births.- To Corporal and Mrs. Grafton, a daughter, Shelah.
Postings.-Lieut. G. B . Stevenson, Royal Signals, to 2nd
Divisional Signals, India. We wish you all the best, sir, and hope
to hear your name linked with polo fame in the near future.
Arrivals. We welcome to the Unit Lieutenant (T.M.O.) A.
Trapmore, Royal Signals, and trust that his stay with us will be a
pleasant one. Welcome, also, to R.S. 1. Bevan from the T.A.
Scarboroll€,h is certainly the " Queen of Watering Places " at the
moment, but things brighten up considerably during the summer
months and applications for postings are very rare.
0NECOY.

No. 3 Company.
The manceuvre season is over again and the ompany is
settling down to normal routine. Having efiectively" held them
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back " and told each other the mistakes the other fellow made,
everyone's thoughts a.re now turned to individual training, draft
leave or annqal furlough.
C.S.M. Norcross, M.B.E., has left us on appointment as R .S.M.
with the T.A. at Darlington. We have lost an ideal C.S.M . and
we all wish him the best of luck in his new capacity. We welcome
R.S.M. Bevan to this Unit and have no doubt that he will
thoroughly enjoy his sojourn here.
Drafts appear to give an added stimulus to the marriage figures.
Next month it will be our plea.sure to record the numerous
additions to the " Grand Order of Married Men."

South Irish Coast Defenc es Signal Section.

A.LL BRITISH

OLIVER
spite of the intro-

In
duction to the
typewriter market of
machines of different
design.the Oliver standard 3-bank remains
firmly established with
all who demand durabili t y and where
machines are subjected to constant and
hard use .

MODEL 15

Headquarters.
Spike Island.
General.- The last few weeks have been spent outdoors.
Regular training ceases in August. The Garrison fills in the gap
with further training of recruits and settling the gardens and
recreation grounds into winter trim. The daily parties of budding
groundsmen on their way to work have hitherto only had a
blessing from Signals ; now they a.re to have a helping hand- bad
luck ! Our mast-gear area has been turfed and is to be trimmed
by us " to ensure no damage to the ma.st." It is surprising
how busy the Section gets as the grass gets towards mowing
length.
Sport.- In a great effort to get games going oii. a basis which
will allow the beginners to participate, the C.O. has started
an Inter-Section League for both hockey and soccer. Signals
and Details of the R.A.M.C. and R.A.S.C. form a Section. A
sound defe;;i.t (1-4) in our first soccer match has not dismayed
us. Unfortunately, we have not a very good " average sports
ability " and so do not expect to head the League tables, but as
the C.0.'s idea is recreation rather than glory we shall continue.
Probably as the season ages our novices will acquire sufficient
skill to enable our few stars to win the later matches (?).
Arrivals.-Welcomes to Signalmen Walker. H. and Walker J.
Departures.-Our best wishes to the following, who have left
us: Signalman Conway P. for India, Signalman Earl H. for
Ceylon and Lance Sergeant Bainbridge S. (late 3rd Divisional
Signals) on leave pending discharge. The future Units of the
two first-named may note that both can lend a useful hand at
almost all games.
Promotions.-Congra.tulations to Q.M.S. (F-of-S) Tilford C.
and to Corporal Richardson C. and Lance Corporal Boldison J.
on their promotion to the ranks stated. Fortunately, these
elevations fit our Establishment and they will all remain with the
Section, so their "gain " wil not be our "lo s."
Courses.-Corporal Woolnough W. to Oxford to find out how
the G.P.O. linemen do it.
Casualties.- We had hopes that we should be able to dispense
with this heading, but Corporal Richard on C. persists in
requiring it. The fractured leg previously reported is giving
more trouble and is to be examined in the Tidworth shops.
Good luck this time, "Tiffy."
Marriage.-Congratulation to ignalman James W. (exRisalpur Signals), who departed recently with a pass for a period
and has returned with a " lifer." The Section chorus chants,
" Good luck, Jim ! "
Overheard.- " Say, brother, where's that p lace in Cork in
which you just si ng for a supper? "
SPIKE.

Bere Island Detachment.
Owing to t he absence on leave of the Detachment " Inspiration," we are short of material this month, but in ist on appearing
in print.
Welcome to Signalman Walker H., who has arrived for another
tour. Perhaps" soft climates" suit him(?).
More next month from
BERE'IOH.
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l INDIAN·SIGNALCORPS
Signal Training Centre (India) Juhhulpore.
"A" Company, Signal Training Battalion.
Company Dances.-A most successful charity dance was held in
the Regimental Institute on 4th September. Much of the
uccess of the dance was due to the Signals Da:nce Band under
Lance Sergeant Collett, who gave their services free and played
up to their usually .fine standard.
Departures.-C.Q.:'.\LS. (F. of S.) IcCulloch has left us to
join "A" Corps ignals, Rawalpindi. He left here a single
man and took a month's leave en route for the purpose of getting
mlj.rried at Xaini Tai. \Ve wi h him the best of luck now that
he is in harne and hope that he soon qualifies for a rating in
Iris new trade of" married" (under instruction).
Other departures which are due in the near future are: Major
R. H. \Vall to U.K. on eight months' leave; R. .M. oonan M.
to 2nd Indian Divi ional ignals, Quetta ; Sergeant Patheyjohns
to the Home Establishment. \Ve wish them all the best of luck.
To those making the ea trip, bon voyage !
Obituary.-It is \vith profound regret that the death of
Corporal Jenkinson, York and Lancaster Regiment, has to be
recorded. Corporal Jenkinson was in the British Attached
Section, S.T.C. (I.), and was in the last week of his vocational
training prior to rejoining his Unit for repatriation. He was
admitted to hospital with fever, which developed into typhoid,
from which he died on the 23rd instant. The \yhole of "A"
Company, S.T.C. (I.), and the British Attached Section attended
the funeral, which took place on the 24th instant.
Sport.-In the Garrison Seven-a-side Rugby Tournament" A••
Company, S.T.C. (!.), managed to play their way into the semifinal, losing in that round by three points to nil. This score,
by the way; was the only one against them in the tournament.
Believe It or Not.-An application was received from a dischar ed Indian cook for a disability pension on the grounds that
he had chopped ofi his left thumb whilst preparing meat. After
the amputation it is quite apparent that a search had been made
for the missing part of his anatomy, since the application, which
was submitted some time later, was signed with the impression
of the lost thumb. We should like to know if he carried it in his
pocket or a bag.
·

Sergeants' Mess.
General.-As the activities of the last two months have to
be covered, it is ~only seasonal to report that the monsoon
has now .finished officially. The weather has now turned muggy
and the coming cold weather is awaited eagerly. Taking things
all round, in spite of an occasional spate, we have had quite a
successful monsoon.
Social and Sporting.-Quite a classy heading and sufficient
to ,cover our needs and misdeeds. Tennis "At Homes," whist
drives, dances and'·' housey-housey " (shades of the trooper) have
al~ played their part. The fortunate ones have, no doubt,
increased their bank balances and are looking forward to some
more.
•.
j[he . foss football team have commenced the season's games
against the Corporals, ignalmen and the Sergeants' Mess, 15th
Fi~ld Brigade. In the first game we had not got into our stride
and lost by a narrow margin. The next two games were won in
convincing style. Our next game is against the Sergeants' M~s
of The Leicestershire Regiment and we are ho~ing.
Arrivals and Departures.-From Quetta, the whisperi~g
baritone, Sergeant Benfield. From Meerut, on Upgrading Cou rse,
ergeant Joe Beckett. To Quetta early in November, R.S.M.

. . "'oonan.

~

To Rawalpindi, C.Q.M.S. (F. of S.) McCull och. On h is way up
to•'Pindi Pat takes unto himself a wife. We wish them both the
best and arc sorry that we cann ot be at. the church to give them a
cheer. His relief, Q.M.S. Mutter, joins us in the ycry near future.

A the trooper has now started, the arrival of the air ~ail
i eagerly sought; and those who are separated are wondering
on which boat she is coming. whilst those going the other way are
wondering how soon it will come. Among those who are
provisionally warned are the following : R.Q .M.S. Brown S. C.,
C. .M. Lewis, ergeants Tucker, Ferdinando and Patheyjohns
and Lance Sergeants Dadswell, Edge and C~llett ; probably a
few more.
Congratulations from the Mess to Lieutenant (T.M.O.) Trapmore. vVe hope that you are enjoying the Scarborough breezes.

-

..

.

P.

Army Signal School (India)
Poona.
28th September.
General.- At last we are on the air. I really don't know
whether we have ever had any notes in the WIRE before, but I am
sure that all members of the Corp , past and present, will be
pleased to have news of their friends who are at present serving
on the stafi of the School.
Members of Royal Signals serving on the School staff at
present are Major B . G. Rowley (Commandant), Captain T . A. R.
Scott {Chief Instructor), C.S.M. Moult R., C.Q.M.S. Gibbard C.,
Sergeants Wheeler C.. Freeman K., Coles G. and Patterson H.,
Corporals Hicks and Smart R . G .. Lance Corporals Ransome H.
and Pratt L. and, last but not least, Signalman Skirving. You
see the Corps is fairly well represented in Poona. I expect a
number of you who have served in 'Pindi will remember Sergeant
Brown of wireless fame. He is now in civilian life with quite a
decent job under Sir Victor Sassoon, Bart., and lives quite close
to the School.
The two months' vacation having almost finished, we are
busy preparing for the next Course, which lasts until nearly
Christmas, and we hope everyone will obtain their certificates,
or at least a decent report to enable them to attend again during
their tour in India. Even though we get two months' holiday
every year, it is amazing what there is to do in the way of
renovating and repairing, and everyone has been kept fairly busy
on their own 1;obs. By the time these notes appear in print
everyone will be back from leave and all will be very busy.
By the way, I don't suppose we shall be able to contribute
notes every month, but we'll make certain of appearing once a
quarter.
Arrivals and Departures.-A hearty welcome is extended to the
youngest new arrival in the School, Brian Albert Moult, born on
29th June, also to Sergeant Patterson and wife, who arrived from
Wazirdist Signals. We hope their stay will be a pleasant one.
Sergeant Freeman and family are shortly leaving us for Wazirdist
Signals, and I may say that we shall be sorry to lose such a
cheery family. However, our loss is someone else's gain.
We had some midnight arrivals on the night of 28th-29th
August, but we regret to say that they were not welcomed in the
spirit of conviviality. Acting Sergeant (Bob) Smart lost his
civvies (Oh, yes, he's got more than a pair of soc ks I) and also a
valuable watch (don't twit h im on the subj ect; he is touchy).
Dogs are cheap now, aren't they, Bob?
Sergeants' Mess.othing much to report from her.e at
present, except that Sergeant Coles (George) has taken over the
messing side of the business, and, by gum, what a menu ! George
will probably tell you himself what he feeds them on, for only
George knows. As S')me of you probably know, George is a bit
forgetful sometimes, and if meals do not seem to be well on the
way to completion the cry goes up, " Where's George ? " When
George appears smilingly and says" Dinner's O.K.," all tempers
disappear and chests deflate enormously .
There is nothing m uch doing in the way of sport just now
owing to monsoon conditions, but we manage t.o get a few games
of tennis occasionally when t he weather allows. We played the
chool of Cookery a wh ile ago and won by 79 games to 19, but
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that does not mean to say that we can play, rather that the ,
oi:ipo~ition c?,uldn 't.
Howeve~ ; they revenged themselves by
wmmng the Dots and Duffs Cup for football by beating us
3- r.
Things We Would Like to Know.- Who introduced carbons
into the Sergeants' Mess chits ?
Who is the Chief Engineer, Army Signal School (India) ?
What is a hovel pie? (Ask George.)
What is the latest invention of " Gadgets Unlimited " ?
Who do we ask now when we want to know the time, Robert ?
Who said Lord Brabourne was a racehorse owner ?
When is Gert's next birthday ?
Are black pigeons specially bred for flying at night ?
Sorry we have no more to tell you now, but we hope to do
better next time. Practice makes perfect.

SIGNALMEN!!
Tap " The Wire " and call Pip Emma for
Everything Re~imental

SQUARES
TIES

SCARVES

FEATHERS .

Gold and Silver Badges
ot every descriplfon

NORTHERN COMMAND ........... .... ... /ND/AN ARMY

ht Indian Divisional Signals, Rawalpindi.
Waziristan.
September.
There have been no startling changes during September, and all
Sections of the Unit are in the same camps as at the beginning
of the month. The H.Q. of the Division is still at Dosalli, and
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Brigades at Ghariom, Shawali and Bahadur
respectively.
As was mentioned at the end of the August notes, the peace
terms have, on the whole, been accepted, but there is still a
certain amount of unrest, which shows itself by the presence of
gangs, and, although the Faqir of Ipi only appears to have a
small following at the moment, it is probable that this would be
considerably increased if he definitely declared in favour of
ho tilities against the Government.
This unre t has been most apparent in the "Wadiv" area,
near Razmak, necessitating the mo e of two Brigades to Ladha
and Azman Manza to deal out punishment in the form of
destruction of towei;s in the villages of any known hostiles.
There has als) been trouble in the Sirdar Algad, to the north
of Razmak, where the pipeline has been cut, and " Toco!,"
assisted by two extra Battalions, went out to deal with a lashkar
in that area.
Near Razani, despite the application of pow.er to the G.T.D .
lines, the enemy succeeded in causing damage. However, on
one occasion a large gang of about 100 men, bent on line wrecking,
met a patrol of the r/2nd Ghurka Rifles stationed at Razani.
The Ghurkas opened fire and killed five men before the enemy
~ould get away. This has stopped destruction of t legraph lines
m that area for the time. The field cable lines in r Div. area have
al~o been cut on occa ions during the month. Once a party of
thirty were seen by Badraggas, who are tribal police enlisted to
protect the road. The latter opened .fire, but only succeeded in
slightly wounding one man .
During September it was decided· that a P.L. route should be
built from Dosalli to the top of the Iblankc Narai. This was
found necessary owing to the length of cable between Dosalli
and the Brigade camps. In the case of Shawali, about eventeen
miles, the route, consisting of three pairs, was constructed by the
M.C. Section, "A" Corps Signals, and made a considerable
improvement to speech.
Several Units left Waziristan in September, notably the
Argylls and the 3/9th J ats from the 3rd Brigade and the Royal
Norfolks, w_Iio have been with us in Dosalli on L. of C. work, from
the 9th Bngade. The Argylls have been replaced temporarily
by. the Green Howards, who are o~ their way to Razmak. During
th1s month, a lso, we have been Joined by a Pack able Section
from Kohat District Signals, and, although with us at present,
their future role will be with " vVazdiv" Signals when we have
to leave the Sham l Jain area.
We now really believe that our days in Dosalli are. drawing to
a close . . Although we can not grouse about the weather, four
months m any place m a kes a change welcome and, in any case,
we appear to be moving in the right direction. W e may be home
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for Christmas yet ! However, more about our new abode next
month after we have moved .
" K" Section, with the 2nd Brigade, have been trying out
both a man-pack carrier and remote control with their No. 1
Sets. 'W ithout entering into discussions as to the relative merits
of either, there is no doubt which the men who carry the Set
prefer when they come to a steep hill which the mule cannot
climb. As an example of the use of remote control, a conversation
was carried out from a o. I Set on a piquet about two and a half
miles from camp to another ·o. 1 Set in camp and thence to the
exchange and to the Signalmaster's phone at Dosalli, eventeen
miles away. Speech was excellent and better than line over the
whole distance.
Road construction in the Sham Plain area has gone on apace,
thanks chiefly to the newly enlisted road con truction Battalions.
Motors can now reach Madamir Kalai on the road to Sararogha
from Ghariom, and east of Ghariom the road through Bromhead,
Froward and Middle Camps is rapidly approaching another
advancing west from Bichie I<ashkai. ' e t of Ghariom the road
from Razmak and the roads· through Waladin and Shawali
are only about two miles apart in a straight line, but this becomes
five miles along the twi ts and tum of the hills.
In the Signal Office, although the da:ily average of me sage
passed on !inc and wirele circuit average over three hundred a
day, it cannot be said that we are very bu y or rushed. The only
rush during the day occurs in the morning when handling
D.R.L.S. traffic. Dosalli is lapham Junction. D.R. come in
from all out-station -Razmak, Bannu, 1iranshah and Ghariom
-and then r turn carrying packet which have been brought by
other D. R.s. As Sunday is a" road closed" day, Monday is the
busiest day for D .R.L.S. The record up to date is 990 packag
in one day. We shall probably reach the thousand mark before
we leave.
Sport.-Football and tenni-quoits arc the mo t popular games,
the latter at any time of the day when anybody ha a few
minute to spare. The former most evening and frequently
against the Tochi couts, who more than make up for Jack o f
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science by speed and hard play. Another game now in favour is
basket or pass ball, and here the officers have had several sterling
games, defeating the officers of H .Q., 1 Div., and also the
Sergeants.
During the month there was an excellent gymkhana at
Ghariom with various events from tea m wrestling on mules,
mule steeplechases and jumping to a display by some light
tanks and sideshows, such as bottle breaking.
The weather did its best to spoil the gymkhana. The rain
made the ground slippery, but this was overcome by putting
down badgeree on both sides of the jumps. Although we had
many entries, our only successes were in the Officers' Jumping
and Handy Hunter Classes, both of which were won by Lieut-enant Gardiner riding a horse belonging to Lieutenant Tulloch,
who was unable to come to Ghariom on the day.
Arrivals.- For the last month we have had Sergeant Lemon
.and his Kohat Operating Detachment with us, but we leave them
behind on our departure from Dosalli. We shall be sorry to lose
this detachment, who are first class both on and off parade.
We have also had further reinforcements from 3rd Divisional
Signals, Meerut, namely, Corporals Ray and Currie and Signalman Savory.
Departures.-From the Field preparatory to sailing to the
U.K. on 12th October and 3rd ovember: Sergeant Bygrave
(our M.T . Sergeant), Sergeant Tailing, Corporal Cleveland, of
"A" Section, and our football captain, Corporal Swinson, of
" D " Section, our hockey goalkeeper, Lance Corporal Baker,
Signalmen Billington, Duke and Lumber, of the D .R. Section,
.also Signalmen Smith E., Campbell, Biggs, Horder and Munden.
We wish them all good-bye and the best of luck irrespective of
whether they are going to civilian life or to a Unit at home.
We are always sorry to lose our old hands.
[Owing to pressure on space some excellent photographs have
been unavoidably omitted-ED.]

2nd Infantry Brigade Signal Section.

I. The inscription on the memorial buil t below the
lblanke Narai.

2. Subadar Khassadar Abdul Khan.

4. A group inside Dosalli Fort.
Standing : Sergeant Bygrave, Sergeant Tailing, Lance Sergeant Scrase.
Seated : Sergeant Lemon , Sergeant Beckley, C.S.M . Snook, C.Q.M.S.
Oakes, Sergeant Bloodwort h.

3. A detachment of " B " Cable Section , 1st Indian
Divisional Signals on li ne patrol in the Sham Plain .

5. On the road between Dosalli and Ghariom. -Panther Corner on the left
and the lblanke Narai on the extreme right.

" K " Section, Shawali Camp, Waziristan.
30th September.
Coronation Camp.- At long last we moved forwards. We had a
fairly pleasant time here-altogether about two and a half
months. Most of the lads have got thoroughly tanned and have
had their share of road construction, building a beautifully flat
road, which, alas, we shall not even march on.
On the evening of 13th August we "detented," leaving the
" living rooms " covered with chappering only. At night these
resemble an African village. Everyone was up early the next
morning, dashing about here, there and everywhere. The neat ·
-orderliness of the camp--the result of many weeks of strenuous
striving- was soon de troyed. At about 5.30 a.m.. the camels
.arrived, looking enormous in the half-light. They were quickly
loaded and despatched to the mustering point. The mascot of the
Section, a carrier pigeon, was done up very carefully in a basket
to await disposal, more of which anon.
The march to our new camp started. \.Ye proceeded through
Gliariom, where we took the first turning to the right. So far' e
had been protected by rst Brigade, but after passing their
farthest piquet we had to look after ourselves. Directly in front
of us the ground dropped to the Shaktu River bed. and then up
to a hilly prominence by the name of Bari Burn.
Waladin Camp.- The new camping ground was soon occupied
in spite of· light opposition.
ur lines were situated on the side
-of a hill. Things were gradually taking hape when it began to
rain , and in le s than no time the camp wa six inches deep in
mud, but we still " mud " the best of it. That night the
tribesmen, too, made the be t of it and welcomed us in the usual
way. Of course, we were used to it after that night at Biche.
The Brigade went out the follow ing day, leaving some good
workers in camp to straighten tl1ings up. Once again it rained,
and the troops who had gone ou t on the farther bank of t he river
had to recro s it with the aid of a rope stretched aero s as a
hand rail.
ow comes the note of tragedy. vVhere was "Percy." the
p igeon ? Undoubtedly left behind at CRN a ir done up in his
basket. We hope he possessed the powers of Houdini, otherwise--.
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The rain had flooded the river and, consequently, the water was
undrinkable. For the first three days each man was allowed half
a gallon only for cooking purposes.
_On one occasion, when the troops were out, an aeroplane
wished to drop a message on camp, so we formed a ground sign
out of" mozzie" nets and towels, and it" woiked ."
On the 20th the Brigade set out in the small hours to surround
a village called Warista Bazuna, about a half-mile from Waladin.
Everyone was up by 3 a.rn., but no unusual activity was displayed. There were no lights, cookers, noise, nor communications. V/T was to be used, but lights were not permitted ontil
dawn. The Brigade, together with one rifle found in the skirt of
an old hag, was safely back in camp by 9 a.m. A certain person
was heard to remark that he felt he had been out for six hours.
Great consternation in camp I A To. 1 Pack Set outfit has
arrived to be tested. It was in use until a slight accident occurred
on a steep hillside. I hear that the man who slipped was taken
to the canteen that night.
Things We Want to Know.-Which man thought that there
were about five in a quintette ?
Promotions.-Congratulations to Corporal Dixon and U/Lance
Corporals Boon and Hagen. Also to Lance Corporal Pearson on
casting the" U." Mine's a bottle!
Shawali Camp.-Our nex"t move was to Shawali Camp, a
garden camp with lots of large trees. It was green for only one
day, however. One night we were sniped and, unfortunately,
had one I.O.R. killed. Since we (note that" we") moved from
Coronation not so many have been unfortunate (?) enough to be
evacuated; in fact, the Upper Topa Social Club must be feeling
quite a draught in membership. The Section as a whole continued to WORK as usual. The Brigade was out of camp six
days a week, and the seventh was, of course, a day of rest. Ask
Don ! Mention must be made of our office reliefs, who every third
morning carry out a line maintenance patrol. These parties
vie with each other in the quickest ascent of" Everest," and so
rapid are some ascents that it must be impossible to see the line.
This is borne out by the fact that on patrol one morning one
fellow, with much cookhouse experience behind him, and after
having been along(?) the line twice in a week, never even knew
where it ran.
Entertainments.-The brighter Shawali season has opened a~d
all are flocking to their country shooting boxe . The usual game.>
of hide and seek, cut the line. etc., are in full swing. The open-air
cinema paid us a visit and very kindly opened with a " world
premiere" of " George White's Scandal , 1935." On the whole
it was not a bad sleep, broken only by the occa ional showing of
the film. A show was al o put on for the Indian rank , and 'twas
a wonderfully instructive lesson on the pa iveness of Indian
audiences, for what seemed years they sat there, dumb and
speechless, while the operator tried hi utmo t to give them the
works, but, alas, the works just didn't. The result wa lik
ustin on a tennis court-he trie hard ! The 1.0.R.s tried hard,
too, but with stones.
The G.R. L Concert Party next visited us. They gave u an
excellent show, and we thank them for corning. The show was
good that our B.T. Cook broke the head of the Postma ter with a
bottle.
An Appreciation.- No notes from this Section would be complete without reference to the o. r Set, not. the Set a known at
home, but the pack variety, carried on the backs of " olJ
faithfuls " and accompanied by a crew of two, driven by
" shanks." It has been the number one in opening up \Vaziri tan
-not the \o\laziristan known to old " C " Divites and later to
ex-v\7azdivites, but a country that, until the present Operations.
wa con idered by the tribesmen to be practically impenetrabkThe manner in which the Set has been tanding up to some
amazingly hard work and unavoidably rough handling over
ranges of hills and river beds, where neither track nor road
existed, makes the D. III, by comparison, a fragile thing of beauty.
There have been at lea t three occa ion in this Brigade wlwn th'
Set, complete with mule, has gone over the khud ide, and on
recovery the instrument was found to be till fit for immediate
use. Their operators come in for their share of praise, too, as
day in and day out, with seldom a break, they carry on with their
d uties, thus providina a never-failing means of communication
I'm sure no one will disagree with me that without tho much-
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cursed, long-ear\:ld mules (like ships bereft of their rudders)
Signal in Waziristan would certainly be in difficulties.
To a No. 1 Set Operator (with apologies to Rudyard Kipling).Climbing the hills of a morning,
Doing my best to keep cool,
I march in my old short puttees
Aside of my old brown mule.
With a o. 1 Set beside me,
And never a beggar forgets
It' only the pick of the Signal
That handle the dear little pets.
.
o, I'm NOT an operator, but am highly appreciating the
reliability of the Set. But talking of o. 1 Set operators :
Attached for duty to" K" Section,
And never \>ithout his mule,
There's quite a modest fellow
\Vbo can hardly be termed a fool.
The only thing wrong with him,
As far as we can see,
Is the way he's always quoting
"I said to Savory, Savory said to me."
Wbo is he ? A first prize of a free trip to England by •44 will
be awarded to the first correct solution received on Christmas
morning.
True Tales from Waziristan (?).-The fellow who, after exerci ing much patience, managed with great difficulty and after
many im.is to read a lamp on ight Ops., and, misunderstanding
it, assumed it to be in Urdu, only to discover later that he had
been reading a hurricane lamp carried by a "Follower. " ExBulfordites will know where that one came from.
ever at a loss for improving upon methods of transport, we
are now training mountain goats ( o, Barlow, you guessed v.--rong
again !) for carrying our o. r Sets up the sides of walls. We
have managed to climb everywhere else.
Agony.- For the unfortunate individual at Dosalli who will
have to decipher and type these notes.
To Austen: "So 'The Ringer' found you. V\ hat a
scrounge ! "
Stop Press (Olficial).-Back in 'Pindi by ?. Wouldn 't I like to
know!

1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
Last night witnessed the departure of the following four
members of the Troop for the U.K.; Lance Sergeant (ten good
men and) Trew, Corporals "Baba" Johns and "Trunky"
Richardson and Signalman" Bronc" Harvey. Celebrations have
left me rather morbid this morning. and I retired despondently,
mumbling in my beard something about 1g40.
After sixteen years in the Lar.d of Ram " Baba " has very
reluctantly decided to change his brand of ale, and Catterick is
warned to replenish the stock in the wet canteen, as a
sixteen-year-old thirst takes some slaking. " Bandy " and
" Tuncy" want to know why they have been dropped to "A"
scale and complain that " Ha-Ha" (Minden) had nothing on
them in their present dire condition.
The practice of tearing stamps from letters will cease forthwith.
Havin~ put " Baba" feet foremost into the carriage, we
cheered them out of the station and one by one crept silently to
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the horses' heads at the slippery bank on the far side made the
onlookers almost weep with laughter until their turns came, and
then they wept for other reasons. However, no harm of any
consequence occurred, and wo returned to barracks in open
formation, an arrangement calculated to dry our wet shirts.
Hasan Abdul was favoured with a visit once again by a
party from the Sergeant ' Mess and one or two B.O.R.s. Lieu tenant and Mrs. Yule accompanied the party and kindly supplied
tea. This recalls to mind our hopes of astounding the world with
a competitor who will outclass the 44 banana merchant at
"putting it away." The weather was sunny and not too warm ,
and the water was just ideal for swimming and lying low on the
"Lilo." It was a pleasant break from routine and, although wo
were somewhat inconvenienced at tho Attock Bridge, tho day
was considered well spent by all.
A team was entered in the Risalpur swimming gala, but,
owing to lack of practice, we were badly outclassed.
Several of the seniors are indulging in a final recuperative
expedition to the hills prior to the training season and will return
complete with fami.lies.
Anode Bend came into its own again this summer, and five
Class II Operators sallied to Landi Kotal for a Trade Board held
at the end of September. Several have great hopes, but so far no
results, except those received via the bath-house wireless, have
come through.
Major Holland, on his return from leave in England, spent
twenty-four hours in Risalpur and went off to see some of those
places on the present Frontier which are so familiar now by name
to us. We hope they do not become familiar by sight. Judging
by appearances, our C.O. must have enjoyed his trip par avion,
even if the time was short. If we wait long enough, trips to
Blighty, via the stratosphere, may become within the reach of
even the " deck hands."
Corporal Trew has pulled his third one just prior to embarking
for the U.K The haversack on the other shoulder just balanced
things, and we wish him and his family bon voyage and all the
good things we hope one day to have ourselves. What price the
Strand on a Saturday night ?
At sport things have been quiet owing to our hockey ground
being washed away some two months ago. However, we have
had some good outside fixtures, especially with the Squadron
teams of the 13th/18th Royal Hussars.
T~nnis tournaments are also being held, of which we will hear
more later.
AUDAX.

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
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Anti-gas training, known in higher circles as chemical warfare,
has shared the same fate. It was interesting to see the number
of people whose faces did not fit- the gas masks, of course.
It is still more interesting when one realises that the gas masks
were in the Unit before they came. However, we all enjoyed the
fun. I do not understand why people can be so caddish in leaving
gas around.
Lieutenant D. A. Pringle, our Troop Officer, has gone to Saugor
for a long Course. Look out, sir, it is very expensive down there,
as bad chips cost a rupee ! Lance aik Farzand Ali has also gone
on the Course.
Sergeant Birchall J ., a potential first boat " Temer," has gone
up one and can forget the Lance.
2321035 Lance Corporal Allan F. has arrived from Waziristan
District Signals complete with surplus flesh.
A number of troopers were successful on trade tests while on
frontier duty, and the following are congratulated on their good
work: U/La.nce Corporal Leach W. and Signalmen Wright J.,
Howard H. and Cook G. (all to Class I Operator Signals).
Signalman Darragh J. obtained Class II Operator Signals rating.
Our poet is away again.
Stables ? It must be ! a withering blast
From brazen trumpets, chasing the past
From my sleep-drugged brain as I £truggle to rise,
Perspiring freely and rubbing my eyes.
My "cha" is cold and the flies persist
To torment as usual, why DID I enlist
To serve in this hell-spot of insects and sun,
This oven like desert, devoid of fun ?
While fellows in Blighty, their day's work through,
Adjourn to theatres, their sweeties to woo;
Such varied amusements for them, not for me,
Whose life must belong to the 2 Bar C.
WILJON.

Now tum to sports columns.
KHAN A.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Peshawar.
7th October.
Primarily, I must apologise for the absence of note from the
last issue of the WIRE, but, as nothing occurred worthy of
mention, the omission is not serious.
With the exception of a few
.C.O.s and men serving as
reinforcements with the Signal nits in Waziristan, the Sections
are now up to strength and bu ily preparing for the collective
training season.
The individual training has fini hed, and quite a number who
have been successful in outwitting the Trade Boards now rejoice
in having a little more money to spend.
Our first drafts leave us on 9th October for the U.K. They are
Sergeants Sibley and Blower, with families, Corporal Campbell
and Lance Corporal Dolaghan. Sergeants Prior and Lee, with
families, and Signalman Smith. M.M., depart towards the end of
October. Sergeant Lee, Corporal Campbell and Signalman ,
Smith, M.M., are leaving the Service and the remainder are for
H.E. Our best wishes go with them.
l. IL DESPERANDUM.

rest.
Swimming of two varieties has beo,'ln indulged in by the Troop.
founted, we set off early to Kandar Ford, where the Kalpani
River joins the Kabul River. Slacks may be ideal for walking
around in, but after half an hour's trotting most of us were
minus quantities of skin from our knees and were heartily glad
to dismount at the Ford. Much to the chagrin of our nautical
enthusiasts (shades of the " Lilo "), tho river consisted of about
one foot of water and two feet of that type of mud found
exclusively in Indian rivers. The Remoun ts waded across under
Corporal (" Parle Duffy") Bull and then the Troop split into
" bundles of eight " and then followed a mad half-hour under the
title of" Quickest and Best" (?) across the river. The spectacle
of P.vcral men sitting despondently in the water or flying over
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Waziristan District Signals.
Headquarters, Razmak.

22nd September.
Annual weapon training has once more come and gone with the
usual accompaniment of flags. Before we know the name of the
winner of the King's Medal, a number of B.O.Rs on t heir return
from the frontier will have to fire, then we can judge for ourselves.

Owing to pressure of work in this harassed part of the globe,
we have been unable to spare a scribe for the WrnE notes, but,
believe it or not, Waziristan District Signals are still in Waziristan
and the war carries on.
Of course, without the co-operation of the Corps, not to mention
1st Indian Divisional Signals, ours would be a sorry plight.
We hope you have read the notes by one Unit on how a Frontier
war should be fought and won.

There is a murmuring and wise noddmg of heads and
whisperings of "Haven't you heard? " \Ve are changing our
lodgings. D.L Khan still seems a mythica place, and we are
wondering where we will be at Christmas. Holding 'em back, or
peace, perfect peace, with prospects of every night in bed ?
Life has been comparatively quiet of late, with "Toco!"
Signals still out in the blue. (Poor old "Toco! " ; they have
been out of barracks almost continuously for nearly ten months
now and do not look like being through with camps for some time
to come.)
" Razcol " have been at home; they are road building for the
Empire every day, but left us for the blue yesterday. Here'
good hunting to them both.
Hair-raising.-It is rumoured that the " hairless-headed " are
challenging the rest to a hockey match. Topees will be worn to
prevent sun glare to the opposing team.
Awards.-Hearty congratulations to our Commanding Officer
(Major R: L. M. Rosenberg) and to Captain (Q.M.) J. T . Cussens
and the following on their award of the Coronation Medal :
Sergeants Lacey, Patterson and Warren and Lance Sergeant
Rowe.
Promotion.-Congratulations to Captain (Q .~L) J. T. Cussens
on attaining that rank. Another step up the ladder, sir. The
Blue Book is also to the fore : To Corporal, Lance Corporals Bell,
Douglas-Beveridge, White and Durnan_ To Paid Lance Corporal,
U/Lance Corporals Stanley ("Spike"), Lambert (any complaints?) and Hamblett ("Gripper").
Do You Know.-A certain Corporal who finds the pull of the
Yorkshire wilds too strong ? Corporal Adlington has been
discharged by purchase ?
Courses.--Corporal Durnan proceeded to Belgaum on an
Education and Anti-Gas Course.
Births.-To C.S.~1. and i\frs. Lydamore,- a daughter, Valerie
Heather Christine. To Sergeant and Mrs. Bosworth, a son,
Anthony Charles, complete with boxing gloves. All this took
place at Murree. Congratulations !
Mirth.- \Vhich fullerphone operator reported that he was
getting reverse signals ?
Which humorous lad at Wana said that it wasn't the heat at
Bannu that got o_ne down, but the " humility " ?
And the Corporal who returned from leave in the milk cart ?
The" Milky Way. " Any port in a storm, eh," Hub" ?
Finale.-Salaams to all ex-Wazirdistites. This war has a
bright side; we draw our four packets of " killers" each week,
and also two boxe of matches, which have been known to strike.
BEN .

Razmak Signal Section.
The long silence is regretted. We do not, however, presume
that we've been sadly mi sed. Journalists have never seemed to
thrive in this Section. This is a great effort, and we do sincerely
hope that it will be appreciated.
There is little to tell of the trouble and strife here. It all seJms
to have been told by others. We could, however, add to their
story by saying" We were always there."
The Section's chief role just now is to provide communication
with a d tachment of " Razcol " that is out each day (except
Sundays) on one of the new \Yaziristan roads. The communication is established between the protection and working parties and
back to Razmak This particular road or" scenic mule-way" i
planned to reach as far as Ghariom Camp. On the road at a
point near to Razmak stands the most unu ual road sign (to be
seen in the photograph publi bed with these notes) .
Even in these wild parts the din of the pneumatic drill,
assisted occasionally by the hrill whi tie from a steam roller,
may be heard. One can easily imagine being near Charinll" ro · ·,
where trains are common and " Road
p " sign almo t a
frequent.
On 26th August the Brigade ommander (:\lajor-G neral
Marshall) called on the Section during the evening to say goodbye. In the course of his parting words he commented upon the
very fine Signal Section which had been under his command.
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He looked upon the Section as part of bis personal Headquarters
and felt su_re it ~as quite the best in India. He went on to say
that on his amval to t-ake over Razmak Brigade the former
Brigadier, Brigadier Mills, commended us to him. However
Brigadier Mills could not have been quite as fortunate as he i~
that he did not have the Section under his command when so
man)'. shots were flying about our ears. It was with great
e~otion that General :Marshall shook hands individually and
said good-bye to each member of Razmak Signal Section, and
several of us were hardly dry-eyed.
Arrivals.-~Ve welcome to the Section Sergeant Collins, Lance
Corporals Gneve and Crammond and Signalmen Fowler and
Dorward. \Ve wish them good hiking.
Departures.-Sergeant Lacey leaves us for H.Q. Section and the
Base. (Good reasons for being at the Base, we hope.) Others
le_aving us are Corporal Bell, Lance Corporal Hamblett and
Signalmen Wallace, Fox and Morrison (63). We shall often meet
so that it's not good-bye, just good luck.
'
H.K.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
3rd October.
Here, Th~re and Everywhere.- We have, I think, exhausted all
stock openings for our monthly screed and the oft-repeated
" Here we are again" has likened us unto the bad penny.
The nit resembles the ever-changing face of nature. Always
during these troubled times there are complete strangers who are
b1~letcd on us and then !?ass on like ships in the night. Kilted
Highlanders, brawny Artillerymen, bereted Tanks, etc. On one
of these waves of humanity a few of our own war-worn warriors
were swept in from the blue ; Lance Sergeant Bill Cowell and
Signalmen "Lofty" Prentice and Jock Bruce were the first.
T!tey spent ten days here and have just left. Then followed
Signalmen Clarke J. and Fry S., who have already demoralised
u.'! and have yet a few days in which to continue the process.
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Perceive " Nobby '' languidly reposing on a billiard cue, his
shirt tails flying in the breeze, a distant look in his eye, his left
hand performing a steady undulating movement, and muttering
the solitary word " Scout." vVbether he was referring to
Waziristan, Tochi or a mere boy we are unable to decide. It may
be taken as a kind of warning, but it was amusing to watch .
Sydney, who would make a good Boswell, appears in a
chastened mood and has done little but discuss " Hooks "
(whether left or right is left to the imagination) with Mme.
Forder (the late librarian). He, too, is quiet. Just moons
around, saying little else but " inemoredaystogo" (that mystic
phrase with its daily decreasing prefix). and ruminating the while.
Under the circumstances we quite expected to hear more.
" Lofty "Allen, also eagerly awaiting 8th October, is less taciturn,
but he worries too much.
All of this is very disconcerting to young Kelly. He watches,
with jaundiced eye, Forder's final preparation for departure,
and possibly visualises the endless vista of his intervening years
and offers a prayer to his household gods that the leaden hours
might sprout wings.
It is io beguile such tedium that a new entertainments
committee has been formed by Mr. Conway. The committee
comprises Sergeant Bryant, Corporal Froggatt, Lance Corporal
" Joey " Price and Signalmen " Buck" Jones and "Chznose"
Johnson. Already an ambitious programme has been formulated
for the forthcoming cold season. Amongst the diversions are
dances, smokers, tennis tournaments and " At Homes, " games
and gala nights. It is also whispered that an essay into the realm
of amateur dramatics is to be made.
For the renovation of the Theatre and the preparation of new
back cloths, Signalman Geoffrey Bateman has been called in, and
he has the matter well in hand. He may be seen at odd (9 a .m.
on Thursday, for instance) times of the day holding impromptu
conferences with Sergeant Bryant and drawing natty little
diagrams on the backs of envelopes (it would be his cuff if he bad
one). It is in capable hands, but we suggest that Mr. Bateman
forsake the attic and Franz Hals schools of mural decoration and
adopts something a little more Batemanic ; in short, give himself
a break.
The ever-increasing amenities of military service are becoming
apparent even in India. Brigade night duties may now be
performed in mufti, and one sees Signalmen strolling away to
Brigade Headquarters as budding B.M.s (as one was actually
mistaken for on one occasion, to his own and the present Staff
Sergeant's embarrassment). Notwithstanding, this is a great
conces ion and deeply appreciated . Peering into the future we
see guards in gala dress, parades in purdah (eagerly awaited),
duties in dhoties and no marching order worthy of the name will
be complete without its pearl pins and onyx links. A brighter
Arrny forsooth. What, may we ask, will be considered a la mode
for " clean fatigue " ?
From the OutP,osts.-Much reading of pukka sahib yarns and
the perusal of 'Hints on Sbikar in the orth-West Frontier
Province " led to two of our worthies obtaining sporting gun
catalogues whilst at Fort Lockhart. After long study they wrote
away for their chosen pieces. Later a parcel arrived bearing the
name and form of a great huntress, but beneath it, to our
sportsmen's chagrin, was the bold, black lettering-TOYS .
This did not deter our heroes from stalking the hillsides from
dawn to dusk. Netley-Wright was wont to boast of his three
sparrows, each taken with one pellet at five yards and sitting.
For rather more exciting sport we recommend him to a little fox
shooting in the Shires.
From a hard day's trapping they would return to the Fort
for food and talk, which latter inevitably veered round to the
expl.oits of hunters and to that well-known ape-man, Tarzan.
Couiecture arose as to whether a real counterpart of this figure
had ever existed. " Impossible," cried a voice. " He was an
Allsop's fable ."
The Greek, the brewer and Edgar Rice
Burroughs simultaneously shuddered.
However, Fort Lockhart is closed for the winter, and the
detachment, complete with Lance Sergeant " Freda " Birkett,
have returned, bringing with them some attachments from
D.H .Q. and, of course, the portable armoury. This latter gave
Corporal " Sane" Page an outlet for his really unique sense of
humour. How a pop-gun does suit him ! With these additions,
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This additional language to his hearers, or rather watchers
was as amusing as it was troublesome, for when he wished to
co~vey a _Particularly recondite piece of knowledge he would
quite possibly gouge out a spectator's eye with an elegant flick
of ~he left elbow, or, if seated at dinner, denude the table in a
split se~on? (that, too, with extreme daintiness), and without
even de1gmng to survey the wreckage he would continue until
one or two more Signalmen also reposed amongst the debris.
Consi?ering t!1at it was high time that somethi ng was done to
stop. this growmg menace, several hardy pirits foregathered
to ~1scuss "'.ays and means ?f ch_ecking it. At length they
decided to se~ze the ?ffender, ~md his arms and then compel him
to relate stones of his early childhood. He was seized in accordance _with the plan, sec~rely f<1;stened and then the leading
quesho!1s we~e . I?ut to him .. His first sentences were turgid
mumblings, d1s1omted and without purport ; it was, nevertheless, felt that as the tale unfolded it would gain ..
ROBANSON.

From Left to Right.- Naik Mohd Amin, Signalman Gurditta
Mal, Signalman Couch, Lance Naik jagir Sing h, Lance Corporal
Price, Signalman Sant Ram, Signalman Faquir Chand, Lance
Naik Vidya Parkash, Signalman Jones, Naik Rawel Singh,
Signalman Lachman Singh, Signalman Gowerdhan Singh.
we once again assume Unit-like proportions and may even be
able to turn out a football team if asked very nicely. The foul
spell of the past few weeks may possibly be broken.
Martia l.-That reincarnation of a centurion (pro b0110
Wazirislanii), Lance Corporal" Hatch" Angus, has just returned
from Dosalli in order not to be late for his r ovember boat. He
was replaced by that not entirely inexperienced legionary, Lance
Corporal " Madge " Evans. Lance Sergeant Saunders and
Signalman Ayling arc expected to arrive in Kobat during the
next few days, the first for leave and G .P. to join " Hatch" in
a wee spot of ovember repatriation. Taking their places at
B annu are Lance Sergeant Birkett and Signalman Cribb. We
~ust that _Bannu can supply a Signal training library, though it
1s hardly likely that anything but Service rifles will be permitted
in that area.
A Lute That Has Stopped Rifting.-The Unit Dance Band has
undergone many changes, presumably for the better, during the
P'.lst twelve months. Two new n:embers have been added,
Signalmen Eames and Colley. Signalman Jones, who has
returned, is giving music his almost undivided attention when not
bucketing across the blue on a horse several sizes too large for
him. A great deal of time is spent in practice and the rewriting
of band parts, which is no mean, though frequently a thankless,
task. A b1iliiant series of perlormances is expected this winter,
and we urge our entertainments committee to make early
reservations.
~·
A Long Shot.- We often wonder if Signalmen Ted Luckhurst,
" Ginger " Harrison, " Ping " Rose and others ever glance at
these notes and observe the changes even in so short a space of
time . Signalman Faulder would like to hear from •· Ping " and
Robert wou ld like Ted to know that I:e DID pass that test on the
specified date . (He will remember how emphatic he was.) By
the way, Edward, what on earth do you find to tick about these
days ? It seems that the Service is almost a home from home.
Letters Through the Editor.- The columns of the WIRE are
becoming increasingly popular as open channels of correspondence. Signalman Kelly, late of Meerut, wishes to hear from
" Taffy" Harrison (Ecod, au Irishman with a Welsh chum !),
som~where in Egypt, and of " Bing " Harris, late of " E "
Section, Bordon, and now with Malaya Signal Company.
Gentlemen, please requite this importunate youth !
Hockey Team.- Elsewhere in these notes will be found a photograph of the hockey team of Kohat District .Signals, which has
now entered the semi-final of the " Birdwood " Tournament.
A Bedtime Story.ow there was once a Signalman of the
Royal Corps who found mere speech au entirely inadequate
m?de of _expression and therefore supplemented his vocal efforts
with facial contortions and graphic gestures with his hands and
arms.

WESTERN COMMAND .................... / N D/AN ARMY

" B" Corps Signals, Karachi.
October.
Without Fear or Favour.- The first trooper from here to U.K.
leaves _o~ _12th 07tober. R.S.M. Kingman begins his journey to
4th D1v1s1onal Signals, Canterbury, and Signalmen Irvin and
Davis A. E. to civvy" digs." So now we open our profit and loss
account for 1937-38.
We have at last taken possession of the B.0 .R.s' new Canteen,
Read~g Room, Billiards Room and Corporals' Mess. Happily,
there is plenty of room on the verandahs.
The song of the night : " Who said bull ants don't bite ? "
What is the attraction at the Ascot Grill ? It " strikes " me
as being a " Bryant and May " aHair.
Congrats to " Badgy " on being awarded his B .A. (Bung).
Which N.C.O. is striving to reduce his handicap in the darts
stakes ? He is rather " sandwiched " at present, but there are
hopes that in the near future he will gain the " inner circle."
Thanks to Kruschens, he is no longer'fourteeu stone.
Cycling is fast becoming a favourite exercise.
Training to be whippers-in ?
o, whips without.
_O:ur C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel Roberts, and Lieutenant Thorpe
re1om us from leave to-day. Far from the madding crowds!
Lieutenant Beeton has proceeded to England for two months'
well-earned rest. We linger on.
Soccer is now in full swing. We're winning matches galorein the barrack roorn after the game. You all cannot have the art
of Alec James, so SHOOT !
What are the wild waves saying ? " Come to me, you
learners, and I will drag you in." The piquet replies : " With me
tube and me rope you haven't got much 'ope."
He who laughs la t laugh loudest. Our Unit tipster forecast
the Tote double, but we took the gipsy's warning.
Lance Corporal Green J. has received the " P " and lo t the
" U." What a welcome. We're still dry.
We hear that our racing enthusiasts are taking their whips
to the race course. Smarten up the parade, o to speak.
FOURACRE.

" 0 " Section, Bannu.
August.
Work goe on apace, and the Section still bear up to it.
All are well and keeping fit \ ith plenty of swimming, hockey and
footb'.1-11. In ~he two latter spheres of sport we are progr s ing
steadily, and m hockey we managed to run to a drawn game with
the hockey expert of Bannu. \Ne have at last drawn " our old
laddy " in as goalkeeper, and whether it is skill or size we cannot
say, but no balls pa by. Thanks to Kohat District ignal , we
have a sturdy wielder of the stick in Lance Sergeant aunders,

so
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We wish Lieutenant P. C. Williams and his men every success.
Incidentally, Lieutenant Williams was chosen to proceed with a
representative Quetta team to Karachi for a series of matches.
The results he obtained well justified his inclusion in the Quetta
team.
Unit Dance.- A very successful Unit dance was held in the
Masonic Hall on 18th August. The few cabaret artistes who
entertained us provided a very much appreciated variation to the
dancing. The mouth organ band was a huge success and played
for two dances.
Unit Concert.- On 25th August a Unit concert party gave a ·
show in the open air (on the site used by the famous Quetta
'quakes). The concert was good and provided a most enjoyable
evening's entertainment. It has been decided to stage another
concert on 30th November on the skating rink.
11

BOAT.__ ~
who is always ready for the fray with his little community of
columnites.
The temperature has been very trying of late, ranging on
\'arious days as far as n8 and II9 degrees. What about some
Manora pawnee? Several of the office personnel have proceeded
to Razmak for ten days' sojourn in a cooler atmosphere. Their
reliefs look very fit and well and have settled down to the extra
heat and new surroundings in quick time. Amongst the reliefs
was the Section cartoonist and his sketches of frontier life are
very good. (We hope that the Editor will kindly reproduce
them.)
Many of the Section have been upgraded in their trade ratings
for the efficiency displayed in their work. Great praise is due to
the office Superintendents for their untiring energy in bringing
the Section to its present standard of efficiency.
A'S to ~he date of our return to Karachi we cannot say, but all
are looking forward to der tag. In case we are not back by the
time the first troopers sail, we wish our genial R.S.M. and
Sergeant Church, who, we believe, are the lucky ones, a good
voyage and the best of luck. Our loss is someone's gain.
To Sergeant Raymond we offer our congratulations on his
promotion to that rank.

No. 1 Company.
The inevitable month has arrived and several of our stalwarts
are jubilantly discussing the arrival and departure of some
mysterious boat or other. Just what boat it is I cannot quite
gather, as it is much too early for me to be Jet into the secrets
(about three years too early). Following" boat," some repeat the
mystic formula" x days to go," but the early birds have solved
., x. "

Agony.- Has our Line Corporal found his missing 1,000 ohms
yet, or has it slipped through the line leak ?
" No, Corporal. O.F.D. means ordnance field du~p ; not
what you said."
We thought that the LT.A. was killed some years back, but
it is remarkable how he keeps popping up on those various
Frontier Operations.
Cheerio!
BE KORE.

2nd Indian Divisional .Signals, Quetta.
9th September.
General.- The Unit Tennis Tournament came to an end on
31st August, when the finals were played off. The results were:
OPEN SIN\l'LES.-Signalman MacFarlane.
':.
OPEN DoUBLES.-Signalmen MacFarlane and Rosbo~ham.
HANDICAP SrNGLES.-Signalman MacFarlane.
HANDICAP DouBLES.--C.S.M. Hebberd and Lance 'Sergeant
Penny.
MrxED HANDICAP DouBLES.-Mrs. MacSwiney and Sergeant
Toogood.
Winners and runners-up received trophies, and the occasion was
celebrated with a Unit Tea Party in the Sergeants' Mess. This
proved a great success and kudos is due to Sergeant Green W. and
his assistants for the excellent tea provided. We must not forget
the ladies of the Unit, who all helped in the supply of cakes,
pastries and similar niceties.
Inter-Section Football League.-This was won by the team
furnished by Fixed Communications and " B " Corps Signals
attached. The winners received cups for their labours, and I am
sure they earned them. The competition seemed very popular
and provided fun over a long period.
Table Tennis.- The Unit Competition has produced Signalman
Charlton as the champion, with Signalman Hickmore runner-up.
These competitors .also received cups. Other Unit tournaments
are beginning in October (they will include billiards), and we
hope to see some entries from the seniors.
Mrs. MacSwiney very kindly presented the trophies for t he
above after the tennis finals and the tea.
Cricket.- The Unit team is to be congratulated on reaching the
final of the British Inter-Company Tournament. The final is to
be played against "A" Company, P.W.V.s, on 30th September.

Summer sports are being wound up. The Tennis Tournament
ended in fine style with a delightful tea in the Sergeants' Mess.
Sergeant Green did good work and fed many of the " five
thousand." Cups were presented to the fortunate ones by
Mrs. MacSwiney, and it was good to see that the Company was
well represented by C.S.M. Hebberd and Lance Sergeant Penny,
who avenged a defeat bestowed upon them by Signalmen
MacFarlane and Rosbotham in another event. Congratulations
to them on winning the Handicap Doubles. But, sir, it is a good
job you had a partner, as a certain individual remarked. After
all, you are entitled to one. Also to Signalman Fry J., who was
runner-up in the Handicap Singles, and Signalman Hickmore L.,
runner-up in the Table Tennis Tournament.
In the Inter-Section Football Tournament we had two strong
teams in" DA" and" A," but neither of them could shake off the
"B" Corps Detachment team . (See sports notes.)
Individual training is over, and many of our members are
walking around with that anxious look, which, being interpreted,
is, " Have I got that extra tanner ? "
" Khojak " fever is here again, and stores are being tested and
retested in preparation for the long and arduous journey. Still,
the Pack Sections should be able to take it-all the khuds around
here have been conquered by them.
Jews ' Mail.- C. Harrop, somewhere in China: "How about a
line ? Simms."
"Brownie," Aldershot: "Stamps still td. Jacky."
Promotions and Appointments.- The famous G. A. F. appointed
the Honourable by A4.
Departures.il, but umpteen are hoping.
Arrivals.- Nil, but lots of rumours.
L.C.C.

No. 2 Company.
General.-Our regular cribe, having acquired a very substantial pair of boots, is exploring the khuds somewhere in
Baluchistan, so yours truly takes up the pen as substitute.
The Company, less " E " Section, are at present doing their
stuff on autumn training. (Shades of Roorkee, Delhi and Dehra
Dun .) Anyhow, this training business give the spare Jiles here a
breal· from the cry" How many days to go?" and" When does
tho boat sail ? " One man even went so far as to have his bed
sprayed with salt water so a to get the porthole atmosphere.
'Sfact.
.
Arrivals (Temporary).-Lieutenant A. J . E. Johnson from
No. 1 Company. We hope that you will enjoy your stay with us,
sir, although it is of a temporary nature.
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Departures.
.Q.M.S. Fleet and family, Sergeant Cheverton
and Signalman Moase leave us on r2th October per H.T.
Lancashire for the U.K. Our good wishes go with all of them.
In Signalman Moase we Jose a very fine all-round sportsman He
has a great reputation here a.'l a hockey goalkeeper, so watch out,
home Units. Our loss is your gain.
Finale.- We hope to be able to supply more information next
month when the lads have returned to the fold.
NIMROD.

Fixed Communications, Quetta.
General.- There is nothing of importance to report this month,
except that we have lost the services of one of our bright sparks,
namely, Signalman Jenkins, who has proceeded to Karachi prior
to joining the Rhodesian Police. We all wish him the best of
luck.
Sports.-As predicted, we won the Inter-Section Football by a
clear margin, only drawing one game, and that was against the
giant killers, the redoubtable "A" Section. We have played nine
games, eight of which were won and one drawn, a gain of seventeen points. The following represented the team throughout most
of the League : Corporal Atkin and Signalmen Carr, Pulling,
Rosbotham, Cousens, Charlton, Mc aulty, Cook, Campion,
Attrill and Coombs.
Tennis.- Signalman MacFarlane won the Open Singles and
Handicap Singles, beating Signalman Fry in the Handicap
Singles 6--1 , 6--1. "Mac" had a handicap of -30, so you
can tell that he had quite a hard time getting to the final. In the
Open Singles he beat the Commanding Officer 6--3, 6--3, 6--o.
It was a jolly fine game to watch. Signalmen Rosbotbam and
MacFarlane won the Open finals, beating the Commanding
Officer and Captain Seely 6-4, 6--x. They lost in the Handicap
Doubles to Sergeant-Major Hibberd and Sergeant Penny
·6--4, 6--3.
At the end of the tournament Mrs. MacSwiney presented the
prizes, and we wish to thank her for her kindness. There was one
incident when the football team was presented with cups.
Rosbotham, as the captain, had to receive the prizes of r o. 4
L.M.A. Section, who were at Cbaman, and by the time he bad
finished there were about ten cups in his arm . The Commanding
Officer made a very interesting speech before the prizes were
given. He said that the tandard of play surprised him, as witness
his defeat (laughter).
Vve a l o thank the Sergeants' and Corporals' lesses for
providing such an. excellent tea, but our biggest thanks go to the
wives of the married members, who supplied the cake , etc.
Believe me, it was good.
Table Tennis.
ignalman Charlton won the Table Tennis
Championship, beating Signalman Hickmore in the final.
Departures.- Signalmon Jenkins and Elwood to Karachi.
Promotions.- Congratulations to Lance Sergeant \Vootton
and Corporal Bakes on their promotion.

Corporals' Mess.
This month we have only to report the hockey match ver ·u
the R.T.C., which we won 2- r.
All Section ar now moving out to camp fur autumn training,
so news is scarce.
Promotions.- Congratulations are extended to Corporal Bakes,
of " B " orps Signals Detachment, and we tru t that those who
are hoping achieve their ambition in the near future.
Departures.- Lance Corporal Drake has left the l\Ie to live
in the beautiful seclusion of married quarters. Some ar lucky I
Jews' Mail.-Lance Corporal Lea L., Canterbury : "
Andy."

on Tra ,

W . . H.
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Anxiety.

£ASTERN C.OMMAND ..•..............•... INDIAN ARMY

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
8th Field Brigade, R.A., Signal Section.
Lucknow.
I cannot say" Here we are again" for the simple rea on that
this is our first appearance in the \~ IRR. As our neighbours,
the 6th Infantry Brigade Signal Section, can make a good show,
there is no reason why we shouldn't also attempt to let our
numerous friends know of our activities in Lucknow.
General.-Some great philosopher once said that things which
have happened before can never have the same appeal. This
must definitely be wrong judging by the expres ions seen on the
faces of three well-known members of this Section who are
perspiring profusely ; in oth~r words .. ~xiously ":waiting an
extremely important fi:-..-ture m the hippmg news m the near
future. Many beetled brows study applications for Vocational
Courses and arguments about the merits of differen.t trades are
daily to be heard . One member of our happy family. ha~ bee.n
wearing a terribly worried look recently. Most of ?is time is
spent sitting at a table piled high with some most importantlooking books ; the titles of two of them are " How to drive with
one hand in three weeks " and " How to distinguish a spark plug
from a carburettor." \Ve feel it our duty to warn Sir Malcolm
Campbell that he must be prepared for keen rivalry in the near
future.
Things We Want to Know.- Will " Our Jimmy" take the
plunge and undergo that Welder' s Course ? At present he is
wearing that " Little man, what now ? " expression. However,
we won't fret, for Jimmy always makes the grade.
Arrivals.-\Ve welcome Lieutenant G. E. G. Brown, who has
already proved a great asset to us in sport. Signalman Thompson
E. from Meerut to this Section on 16th August.
Departures.-We have recently had quite a few changes in this
Section. Lieutenant W. G. Daubeny to Meerut prior to posting
to the U.K. We all wish you the very best of luck, sir. Lance
Sergeant ~faddison from this Section to Meerut. A definite loss
to our SOLVer eleven.
Promotions.-Congratulations to Lance Sugeant Maddison and
UJLance Corporal Beatt on attaining their respective ranks.
Jews' Mail.-Quinn (Muttra) : " What about it, Jimmy ?
' Siks-ate-ate.' "
T. R. B.

Three hearts do pine
For boat a nd brine
And a glimpse of England's shore.
We've braved the rains,
Defied the plains,
For the years of five or more,
But now at last
Our toil is past,
And are we ready ? Sure I

Egypt Signals.
No. I Company.
SIKS-ATE-ATE.

3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Meerut.
nth October.
o. 1 Set
General.-On Monday, 13th September, two
detachments paraded on the aerodrome to demonstrate to the
Brigadier the new system of W/T commu nication with the
Brigade. The Brigadier, acting as timekeeper, clocked a detach·
ment through in two minutes 5 seconds ; he then listened to a
" recce " report from a distant station, and also spoke into the
"mike," and was well satisfied with speech and drill.
The next part of the demonstration showed a detachment
trotting along quite calmly, when suddenly they receh·e t~e order
" Communication ! " Inside thirty seconds communication had
been effected with the distant station. In this case the Set was
worked from the horse, and again the Brigadier listened to the
speech, which was particularly good. Apart from demonstrating
the utility of the No. 1 Set, our pack horses showed up well
throughout the Scheme. The " Gunners " were busy at driving
drill quite close to the Sets.
Finally, the complete station was erected on the ground, and
both the Brigadier and taff Captain had quite an interesting
talk with the operator of the distant station.
Fellowship of the Horse.-Our neighbours, " G " Battery.
R.H.A., held a Handy Hunter Competition. Seven teams
entered, each team consisting of six horses. The course was
fairly easy with fifteen obstacles, and the standard time of
one minute thirty seconds was allowed. The final result was:
1, Tie between " G" Battery, RH.A .. other ranks, 37 faults.
and 85th Field Battery, R.A .. 37 faults; 2, " G" Battery,
R.H.A. , officers, 69 faults; 3, 3rd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop,
no faults; 4, 78th Field Battery, R.A., 139 faults; 3rd Indian
Division£[ Signals, disqualified; nth Field Brigade H.Q .
disqualified.
Having only had two days in which to prepare for the com·
petition, the result, on the whole, was good.

September.
General.-The notes this month will be rather short, as things
are running very smoothly in our" happy little band."

The Blue Book.-Heartiest congratulations to Corporals
Willi.ams B. and Godly L . and Lance Corporal Kelley V. 0:1
attaining those ranks.

Our Remounts, after a series of arguments and protests, have
now reconciled themselves to the inevitable. The cable wagon,
under the care of Sergeant Jones and Signalman Bott, has now
been completely overhauled and painted.
Departures.- With the departure of Signalmen Bott T. and
Brown T. on 30th September to Meerut we lose two keen workers.
We hope tbat their stay in Mcorut will be as happy as it was here.
With one of them it will be short, if not sweet.
Social.- Socially, we in Lucknow are what might be termed
"well off," having three excellent picture houses, and dances
every night e"Kcept Sunday, when a band concert is given.
The Indian Football Challenge Shield is now in full swing
and in ~ ovember the Army and Air Force Individual Boxing
Championships will be held .
Stores.-The Section storeman sent out an S.O.S. for cleaning
rags the other day. The plea was answered next morning by
one pair of pyjama slacks (a symphony in blue), one buff-coloured
silk shirt (no dhoby mark) and one pair of socks wit h a hammer
and jumper on top of them for obvious reasons. We don't know
yet who sent this kindly donation, but oh, you nasty man I

Seekers of the Heights.- They who sought the heights have
been brought down to sea-level again : Sergeant Hill H;·
Corporal Williams B . and Signalmen Hounsom A., Roberts A. ~
and Ward S. have returned to the fold from Chakrata.
Courses.- Lance Corporal Turner M. ("Manni") left us on
13th September to attend an Equitation Co:irse at Saugor.
Sport.- Great hopes are being entertained for the future with
regard to football . An area has been fenced in and it is hope:!
th.at a really good playing pitch will be ready very soon.
Lance Sergeants Phillip P. and McDowall G. and Corporal ·
Swan A. and Mitchell H. played for t he ombined Signals cricket
team last week in the final of the Hot Weather Cricket Tourna·
ment. For the resu lt please sec 3rd Indian Divisional Signals
notes.
T he C.O. organised a Tennis Tournament last week. The
competition was doubles and singles. T he final winners were:
Singles, Lance Sergeant Phillip P. ; Doubles, Lance Sergeant
Yates and Signalman Rainford.
P 1P.

Abbassia.
3fd October.
J oi n t he Ar my.-The other night we had occasion to be in the
Guard Room. In a prettily decorated cage we saw a canary.
This the Guard Commander smilingly informed us, was to beguile
as picasantly as possible the waking hours of those comp_elled by
their devotion to duty to keep watch and ward over their fellow
solrliers' sleep. We accepted this excuse, but ~ould not, even
with our utmost charity. see good cause for having a saxophone
in the far corner of the Guard Room.
"P.ut," said the Guard Commander, "we blow Reveille on
that."
We thanked him for his courteous reply and went out into the
night wondering solemnly i{ this was anything like the Army we
knew when we were at Poona in '98 .
Serial Story.-This month, children, we have a new and
interesting story to te1l you.
Tor is it a fairy story ; it is one
of those where thPy say on the front page of the book " roundi-d
on fact." The Lance Corporal to whom we refer had been to a
dance and was returning alone. The night was warm, so he
removed his jacket. The road was long, so he probably felt
lonely. At any rate, he held his jacket out at arm's length and
began addressing it.
" You long-nosed, thin, greasy, _ugly-faced lui;np of spineless
liver ! Any more of your filthy lies and your impudence and
I'll- ..
Or so our friend Pogglewump tells us. The wording may not
have been exactly as Pogglewump reported it, of course. The
matter was, however, taken up officially, and Lance Corporal
Boodlespiggles, our hero, asked that his other offences rrught be
taken into account at the same time.
s a result, he was awarded
one further stripe to be borne concurrently with the former
award and, to everyone's surprise, stepped off_ the carpe~ as
handsome, blushing Corpora.I Boo?lespiggles. }'h1.s ~·m ?escnbed
in the London Gazette as a miscarnage of the Kmg s 1ustice.
Gas.- \¥e have been informed that the heroic vein of mankind
runs much in the soldiery. Don't argue about ~t. because
it was Sir Thomas Browne who told us.• As a direct result
of t his gentleman's statement, we have been pressed into the
most arduous training in gas defence measures.. Some ?f us
have even been dressed up in the entire Father C:hristma~ uwform
for demonstration purposes and, the heat notwithstandmg. have
demonstrated ably and with cheerful zeal. H has ~n amply
proved that the heroic vein continues to run m the soldiery.
Promotions.- We've just told vou, so don't say you don't
know-2321892 Corporal Robertson D . There's something
about his buttons ; how theyChorus of malevolent onlookers: "Take the man away and
give him a tin of • "Rrasso.' "
Retnrt.- Tt has been drawn to our notice that the tortuo~s
verbiage with which we were embellishing the folios of this
August Journal has been deprecat~d by a section of the co~
munity whom we set out to cntcrtam, and that members of this
party have gone to such length as to declaim i~ as tedious
loquacity. Our culpability is admitted ; we pr~laim ourselves
v ulnerable. Adumbrating no reasons and proJfo~ng no excuses,
we claim an allocation of th,e whole share of guilt and defy our
antagonists to detect in our countenan_ce ev~n one !urking_ glint
of shame. Edification has been the pnmordml motive of_ literat ure, and we tenuously adhere to this dictum. \Ve contmue to
glory in our crime.
News.- A ni l return is submitted in respect of this Unit.
(• Sir T homas 13.rowne can be described as a fellow of the
Milton and Chaucer ilk.)

Sting in the Ta il.-" Little Lord Pauntleroy" has visited the
Garrison Cinema and our resemblance to this pleasant character
has been noted by all sorts and conditions of men. The cabalistic
and unpronounceable" LFACKO" is thought no longer a worthy
nom de plume for a character whose consideration, gentleness,
intelligence, mature wisdom, generosity, unswerving rectitude,
engaging smile and diffident charm now compel him to sign
himself for the future as
FAUNTLEROY.

No. 3 Compaay.
Tha' knows, chaps, we are a small Company.
is our composition, efficiency our motto.

Little and good

" J " Section is the Signal Section for the Cairo Brigade and
" K " for the Canal Brigade. The " Tanks " supply communication for the 6th Tanks and ]th Hussars. " H " Troop are

accommodated with 8th Hussars and the Signal Troop, as the
name implies. support the Cavalry. "B" Cable, a Section that
does much hard work before the annual " conflict " between the
two Brigades, is a Section that never gets the full praise for its
work.
During the past two weeks " B " Cable have left barracks
at dawn, not returni.n g ere dusk. They are busily engaged
erecting airline from Beni-Yusef to l\Iena in readiness for the
forthcoming camps.
21st September saw the conclusion of the annual Small Arms
Course. This year we practically managed to retain our average
for the past two years, having only dropped one point. The
average for this year is 56. which, we take pride in sayina. is an
excellent Company average. \Ve think this would even have been
better if more of the " casuals" had fired with the main party.
All present' and ex-members of the Unit realise the difficulty
of firing at this time of the year owing to the poor visibility due
to the construction of the ranges; the sun rises midway between
the rear and right of the targets. Revolver firing this year was
an excellent performance; forty-two fired, this number including
ten Austin "Ten" drivers who had never before fired a revolver,
some of them obtaining 44 points out of a po sible 50, thu
showing the older hands how it should be done. The average
this year was 38, an excellent result, as all will agree.
During the month the Company LT. drivers have had three
night runs. The first one was to El Rebiqui by road and return by
desert, the second and third being on the local desert. These
runs, to quote " K" Section, provide very instructive trainina
for the drivers and improve the fitters' ability to overcome
difficulties which arise.
The effects of the \Var 1'Iinister's efforts to improve condition
for other ranks are now beginning to be felt. Permanent 2 a.m.
passes, lights out 10.30 p.m. (n.15 p.m. at fir t, but recently
altered at the request of the "locals"), and the canteen closes
at 10.30 p.m. The rnessina is showing some improvement, and
rumour has it that "knife and fork suppers" are commencing
on 3rd October. These privilege are very much appreciated,
but with Reveille at 5.15 a.m. few take advantage of the late pa s
to 2 a.m.
The Company soccer team are again haping well ; the
compo ition of the team this year is much the same as la ·t.
Their first match this year i against" " quadron, 7th Hu sar .
in the first round of the Small nit • Competition. The following
repre ent the Company: Lance Corporal lolonr and ignalmen
Weatherall, Brown H ., IcE oy, Hendry, Bro' n, Reardon,
:McLaughlin, Pringle, Davis and nderson.
" K " ection this year brought the honours for inter- ect1on
billiards to the ompany. and we hope to see them do the same at
tenn is.
ro -country running is commencing on 10th October
and will compri e inter-Section run .
A lively intere· t is being shown in boxing, and a new ring has
been erected behind the me s room.
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Fencing also i proving very popular, and cla e have
commenced under orporals ' rivass and Hutley.
dance band known as tlie Mercury Rhythm Boys has prung
up in our mid t. Four out of five ections of the ompany
supply a member. It was agony at first listening to jock
Beveridge practi ing "Boo-Hoo" on a saxophone at 5.15 a.m.
and" will" knocking tunes out of a petrol tin with his umber
Tine at io.15 p.m . But as a tree grows from an acorn, o bas a
band that is in great demand sprung from an unearthly noise.
A concert party is again being formed under the experienced
leader hip of C.Q.i\I. . l{endall (of " Remini cences " fame) .
With the addition of local belles, if any, the coming show should
vie strongly witlr any C. B. Cochran effort.
The results of Courses this summer have maintained the same
high percentage. According to the Instructors, unconscious
humour must have been absent.
Promotions.- Lance Corporal Hutley to be Corporal. Lance
Corporals Molony and Summers to be Paid Lance Corporals.
.A.A.F.I. rebate, we hear, will be up this year owing to the good
news.
Arrivals.-Corporal Main W., with family, from 4th Divisional
ignals. He is a true Matrub " Gripper, " and we hear that he is
commencing a yearly pilgrimage to Matruh to view tl1e remains
of his tennis court.
Jews' Mail.-We still have these people from the ' orth who
dislike licking tamp . Jock Barr wants to hear from" Ginger"
Rapson, of " E " Troop. We understand that be will personally
reply to his long-lost pal.
Ex-Arty Signal Section notables, Canterbury : " The laugh is
with us. We hope you enjoy India's sunny clime. 'Five of
us.',.

Recreation.-As the yarn goes. he got a bit of wood and an old
tin can, put it all together and the darned thing ran.
The Fitter Signals candidates have done something like this
They got an old :\forris staff car, took it to bits, investiaated its
works and then put it together. Now, less the body and all other
aids to comfort, they merrily ride around on the remains. Jimmy
James has a plank on the end of the chassis, the others crowding
on a soap box around the driver. Yes, chaps, a photograph of it
will be submitted next month. And for the benefit of the
" locals," please do not believe that they used one and a quarter
miles of 40-lb. galvanised wire and two zip fasteners whilst
assembling it. Further, it is not true that one holds the " rad "
on whilst a second walks in front with a large red flag.
In Conclusion.-We add a poet's effort. The only boat I 'm
waiting for, I think, has yet to be made, so until the darned
thing is ready I'JJ nip down to the Slade.
RAT,

" K" Section.
Shortly we shall be saying the final good-bye to several leading
lights and Andy's Popeye vest.
Courses, Trade Boards and leave are now but happy (/)
memories. During the past month our select little band has been
gradually getting bolder, .starting early in the month with
local Schemes around Signal Hill ; they are now dashing about
the :\lakattam Heights and occasionally the Black Hills area.
Whilst. our operators have thus been employed picking up
and stonng useful knowledge for the coming training season,
our D.R.s have been indulging in desert riding, and many weird
and wonderful tales they tell of their experiences.
The Section M.T., with the rest of the Company M.T .. have
a night run once a week. The convoy is led by the O.C.
CA;>mpany. The drivers' tales .the f?llowing morning compare
with those of our D.R.s, especially m regard to the narrator's
ability and skill in negotiating certain parts of the route. These
ni~h~ runs provide very instructive training for the drivers ;
this JS reflected by the very efficient way in which they compare
with those of other Units during collective training.
Whilst on the subject of these night runs, we should like to
point out that we are fully aware that our D.R.s can be relied
upon to uphold the Corps' motto, Thr.Jugh, though we have yet to
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meet one who drops landing. flares when descending a hill.
Eh, Sergeant ?
,
On one of these runs one of our latest arrivals, who is the
proud posses or of a la rge but unswollen head, had the misfortune to got it dented when the car in which he was travelling
tried to take off.
Signalman Dransfield, a prominent member of our select
little band, is busily engaged instructing budding M.T. drivers.
For his abilities in tllis direction he received a feather for his
bat. The said feather was removed when he demonstrated how
to charge a tram with a 30-cwt. (Training Ianual, Vol. ?).
About the middle of the month word was received that one of
our Austin "Tens" had broken down. A recovery party con.
sisting of a Lance Corporal Fitter, two Fitter Signals and two
Operator Drivers was quickly organised and despatched to the
scene. Upon the arrival of thi party (all bursting with
mechanical knowledge) it was found that the car was merely
fast in tbG sand.
An interesting experiment to old members of Egypt Signals
was tried on the last Sunday of the month. This was communication by \ 'jT from the r:ebel Ataqua, near Suez, to the sixth towe1
on Suez Road. The climatic conditions were unsatisfactory, but
we hope to succeed at a later date.
A glance at our sports notes reveals that we are doing well.
In passing, we wish to admire the splendid spirit in which the
Tanks accepted their crushing defeat at tennis.
Tit-bits.--Instructor to Signalman : " What is the colour o[
the positive plates of a 2-volt cell ? "
Signalman : " We same as Cadbury's nut milk chocolate,
Corporal."
Instructor to Signalman chipping one-inch sq uare in ~ piece of
metal : " How is it going, son ? .. .
Signalman : " Through by chisel, Corporal."
First Class Educational Instructor : " Correct the followin g
sentence : He should try to get a job."
Signalman (" H " Troop) : " But, Sergeant, ' job • is slang."
Instructor: " It's a good old English word to be found in any
dictionary. Anyhow, what have you got?"
Signalman: "He should endeavour to obtain a situation."
And then we have an I.R. who told the E.F. that the
speedometers on Austin " Tens" were "dis." Upon investigation the E.F. found that the I.R. expected the 30-mile mark on
the glass to move.
I'
The Mercury Rhyihm Boys.- Their efforts in providing the
"locals" with the latest jazz every Wednesday evening is greatly
appreciated. Say, boys, can't you provide the ladies, too ?
Who's Who.-He describes himself as a strong, silent man.
We know that he is a good all-round sportsman and that he excels
at tennis and is a cross-country runner of some repute. His chief
failing is trying to resemble Kaye Don when driving on the
desert. The final clue : He Sports a tache. Who is he ?
Indoor Sports.- Skating has been a popular pastime in the
Unit, and now table tennis is coming to the fore. " Gripping "
is now being relegated to the background in favour of " Brain
versus brawn." In this game one has to reply more wittingly to
your opponent's remarks and take to your heels if you win.
Leave.- Many of the Section took the cure at the S.S.C. of Air
Camp, Alexandria. The remainder took advantage of local leave
periods, and one and all voted the breaks enjoyable.
Courses- Results Of.- Lance Corporal Smith D. from E.F.
A.II to A.I; Signalman Mullen ("Chesty Butch") from I.M.
A.II to A.I ; Signalman Lansom (Bernard) from O.S. B.III to
B.II; and Signalman Barker ("Jazz") from O.S. Gp "E" to
B.III.
Things We Wish to Know.-Why is the Tank Signal Section
sprouting moustaches ?
Why did " Spike" leave us, and what is the present address
of the " Spies' H.Q." ?
How does a certain N.C.O. manage to run down a rifle barrel
quickly?
Tailpieee.- I'm going home in '40.
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No. 6 Tank Signal Section.
General.- Despite howl~ of protest, we are OT going to
apologise for the absence of notes from this Section for the last
month.
Many things have happened since you heard from us last ; the
"casuals, " who include our newcomers, have fired their Rifle
Course and did very well considering that this is a Section that
is armed with the revolver.
We have also had a Machine Gun Course with the ('th Hussars.
Fortunes were won and lost on the results ; at least, they would
have been if everybody had paid up. At present we are. in the
throes of an M.T. Cour e. " D. H." is including a few remarks
about this later on. Holding tho rank of Chief Instructor, he
considers that he has a right to air his views. " R. P.," his
second-in-command, also made several vitriolic comments, which
were, fortunately, censored.
Pre-Section training, which has taken up a good deal of our
time lately, also bas been funny in parts. Stanley demonstrated
that a person really can " talk through his hat."
Entertainments.- As you probably know, the Unit now has a
dance band. This is of special interest to us, because our one
and only prize banjoist is a member, and at present be is
screaming for a music stand. The band give regular concerts
in the N.A.A.F.I. every "Wednesday night. We have heard
nothing but favourable reports.
Life ' saving.- Joe reports that we have no less than six
members of the Life Guard Corps in the Section.
ot too bad,
ch?
"Gripping."-A record, chaps l A record l One of our wellknown members success[ullv " gripped" a whole native village
one morning whilst on a W/T Scheme. This will go down in the
annals of the Unit as one of the most astounding feats ever
known. People who know the Egyptian will appreciate this
remark.
Correction.- We reported in our last contribution the birth of
a daughter to Corporal and Mrs. vVagner. vVe are now pleased
to report that the new arrival is named Paulino Margaret. She
was born on 20th Jane, 1937· (Richmond, Yorks, plea<>e note.)
Hints For Our Learner Drivers of Lorries and Motor Cycles,
By "D. H."-" F. C." The throttle is so arranged that the
progress of a motor cycle can be retarded as well as accelerated.
(Sec lorry " exasperator. ") If you already know this, all you
have to learn is the position of the lever.
ever try to take hairpin bends on soft sand at a speed over 30 m.p.h.
" R. P." The rear brake on the bike is 10cated near the left
foot-rest and is very useful in an emergency. Remember that you
have to be wary of the " other man."
" S. H." The gearbox is NOT a musical instrument. Warning
of approach is used by the American police, but is made by
another type of instrument.
" R. S." You cannot change from " top " to " three " at
35 m .p.h. on the lorry. In any case, reverse is a bad alternative.
"G. E. S.,"" R. P.," "R. B." Controlling a skid on a bike is
a very useful accomplishment, but don't try it on a wet bund
road just yet.
Next month we may be able to report how the boys overcame
the real difficulties of driving in Egypt.
Modesty.-Most WIRE scribes are modest, but let us speak up
for our own. "The Maestro," or" Cross the :Magnificent," a lso
known to a select few as " Magnifico," has been trying to emulate
the famous singer who shattered a wine glass by singing a
powerful note. So far splitting car drums and headaches have
resulted from his efforts. We now know who split the armour
plating of a medium tank and al o dislodged the turret. The
experts are still puzzled.
Section Gramophone.- The Section has bought a gramophone.
During the first week the bally thing was played at every available opportunity. We were informed by Mr. Bing ro by that
" ature fashions roses ki sed with ' <loo ' " and the record of
" R:lindrops" was heard at frequent intervals during the day
from Reveille till Lights Out. We shudder at the fate of
" Poor
ellie Gray " and the " Coronation Marches." Un-
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fortunately, the system of subscriptions for the records did not
please everyone, and we therefore have to endure the same old
tunes all day and every day. The other rooms are getting quite
frantic about it.
Competition.- All the best journals have a competition nowadays, so we see no reason why we also should not have one.
Below are a few " Famous Sayings," and the idea is to see how
many you can recognise.
" That order was for - - . "
"I will now speak into me 'at."
" Argo call in' Argo Company."
No prizes and nothing given away, so don't bother to send m
your entries. We have a large and efficient dustbin here just in
case you do.
Agony.-For sale, a job as Section ·WIRE correspondent. ·o
pay, no prospects, no nothin' .
Tom R ., Blackdown : " Stanley wants to know how you
managed to win the plunging."
Frank W. : "\Vould like to have all the latest news from Fred
Borrett, and also from Bob Metcalfe, of Richmond, Yorks."
FREDDIE ACK.

Corporals' Room.
The :\.1ess is very quiet owing to the fact that we have decided
to save Mess funds for a send-off party to the draft. All former
:\less members will understand.
To say that the Mess is quiet wouldn't be strictly accurate.
The Chief Gripper-who is he ? But he certainly presides.
Invariably all debaters are talking at once without any listeners.
Spectators soon detect a wisecrack from amidst the uproar and
get a laugh. You should know, scribe.
The Unit Dance Band, under the directorship of Corporal
Charlie Ransom, and playing under the name of the Mercury
Rhythm Boys, give us a performance once a month, and they
certainly do us well. A few of the ladies come along, the carpet
is rolled, and soon the members start tripping the nifty measure,
while budding "Bing Crosbys" and "Lucys" add to the entertainment, and everybody passes away the five years.
•
Arrivals.-We welcome Corporal Main and family from the
U.K. and add the usual Sieda
Promotions and Appointments.-Congratulations are extended
to the foJJowing on their sudden jump to field boots and batons:
Corporals Hutley and Robertson to that rank. Lance Corporals
Summers and Molony to the first rung on the roster. Lance
Corporals Buckman, Worboys, Adam, Cross C.. Kettlewell,
Parry, Bailey and Marshall G. to the tailors for the removal of oil
stain on the upper sleeve.
This Month's Best.- " Curly" (looking at Jock' draft dog) :
"At last I know the meaning of ' pyhard squared.'"
OREFEET.

Malta Signal Section.
Command Signal Office, Valletta, falta.
Sth October.
General.- Although the previou month has made no groat
mark in the annals of the Malta Signal Section, one or two item
worthy of note save us from complete silence.
This year the sirocco has been with us during the major part
of the past two and a half months. It is rather like Jiving in a
greenhouse in Kew Gardens and has a very wearying effect on
those who are unable to escape from the island. However, the
cool winter weather will soon be here and we shall breathe again
with a certain amount of ease.
Departures.-Signalmen Parrish and Strctton crambled on
board H.T. omersstshire one early morning and departed for the
nited Kingdom in high spirits. Both are for tran fer to the
Army Re ervo and the be t wishes of the ection go witll them.
Signalman Parrish will be particularly mi ed on account of hi·
athletic prowess, which was largely responsible for many of the
Section's succe es. Good hurrting I
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Work.-Mentioned only with a shudder. A slight note under
thi heading is not amiss. When our linemen found a polehead uspended in the air, with the base and head clean rut
and the centre tolen, we doubt not that both said " Bother! "
\Ve wonder whether the firewood gained was worth the trouble,
and, anyway. what was the fault ?
Arrivals.
ignalman Beswick stepped in from Pale tine and
after a few days sought fresh lodgings. He is still on the island,
and we extend the glad hand and hope that he enjoys his stay to
the full.
Congratulations.- To Signalman Melville D. on producing the
necessary an wers wherewith to pass the London City and Guilds
final in radio communication.
Finally.- Signalman Williams appeals to " Buck " in Scarborough, and surely not in vain ?
Conclusion.- \ e-ry dizzy!
SKJP.

Gibraltar Signal Section.
South Bastion, Gibraltar.
5th October.
General.-Again we must apologise to all concerned for another
long period of silence from the Gibraltar Signal Section, but we
really cannot find enough material to keep up a quarterly or
monthly contribution, so we trust that our appearance, however
infrequent, may be of some consolation to our friends, who. we
hope, scan these pages month after month.
It is a year since notes last appeared from the Rock, and during
that time very little has happened. At the time of writing our
Commanding Officer is, we hope, enjoying a spot of leave in the
United Kingdom. During his absence the Unit is under the
administration of Lieutenant J. S. Close, R.E. We trust that he
is satisfied with his Regimental offspring.
The Section continues with its task of making the Rock a better
place for linemen to live in and F .O.S.s to spend their leave in .
Sorry ... Q."
In barracks we are again being generously treated by the A.A.
and Q.}f.G. and the C.R.E., and our new dining room, reconstructed tookhouse and the N.C.O.s' room will soon be a reality.
At the moment the barrack square looks as though something
has hid it, but we cheerfully carry on in the expectation of the
good things to come.
Rowing.-The Unit has enjoyed another successful season,
having once again won the Small Units Trophy and the
Emergency Trophy, as well as being finalists in the Garvey Cup
and semi-finalists in the Challenge Trophy. Well done I
("Flannel," Aldershot, please note.)
Corporal Sumner (cox) and his crew are to be congratulated on
their fine performance, not forgetting t he people .behind the
scenes, who put in a lot of work which contributed to the success
of the season as a whole.
Inter-Unit Sports.-The inter-Unit competitions are all completed. Although the entries were small, the competitions proved
enjoyable, and the following were successful in lifting the trophies
for 1937:
Tennis Singles.-Signalman Lowings.
Tennis Doubles.-Lance Sergeant Parry and Signalman
Lowin gs.
Billiards.-Signalman Binstead (second yearj..
Snooker.- Signalman Hunt.
Swimming.
orporal Sumner.
Shooting. -Signalman Harvey.
Rowing.- Lance Sergeant Parry's team (second year).
Again," Flannel," please note!
Personal.-Congratulations to the following : Our Commanding Officer on his promotion. Sergeant Bowler on receiving
his Long Service and Good Conduct Medal. (Why, we don't
know.) Corporal Sumner on his promotion. Lance Corporals
Turner and Wiseman _on being ~aid. Signalmen Golding and
Adams on their marriages to Miss M. Wahnon and Miss B.
Wahnon respectively. (Best of luck and plenty of C.R.A.)
Thincs to Come.-It was with sorrow that we heard some time
ago that we ar to lose ou r Commanding Officer during the
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current trooping sea on. We all realise that he must go
eventually. but another year with us would have been appreciated. However, sir, we are as sorry to lo. e you as you are to go.
Also during the trooping season we are to lose Corporal
Poulton, Lance Corporal Postance and Signalmen Harvey,
Holland, Binstead, Downing, Foster. Fuller and Rodda. Woll,
all the best ! Signalman Lowings was due to do, but he saw th e
red light in time and has now decided to stay.
Conclusion.- Greetings to all new arrivals and cheerio to all
those who have left us. And now on to Christmas.
W . H.B.
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Malaya Signal Company.
9th September.
Hello. folks ! This is Station LBA inaugurating our new
65-feet broadside radiating antenna, the " Walker Wurlitzer,"
with a sparkling programme of inside information on Malayan
events of world-wide interest.
Our television section this month brings to you a picture of our
first transmitter erected at Pulau Brani in January, 1936, and
scientifically constructed from old curtain rods, second-hand
milk tins, two A.T.5os and a good length of string. For many
months this set was closely guarded, as it was rumoured that
Marconi, H .M.V. and Changi, among other wireless big guns, were
after our secret. Eventually a grant arrived from somewhere
and we embarked on the construction of another super, the
420-watt ether smasher, a photo of which we will transmit next
month.
'
Except for the few occasions on which the local fire brigade
was summoned, this set has been entirely successful and, notwithstanding the emergencies previously mentioned, has maintained unbroken communication with home stations.
Worthy of mention also is our hypersensitive panchromatic
four-tube receiver, a photo of which has appeared previously.
We have now added a static suppressor to this masterpiece, and
does it fetch 'em in !
Over to Changi, where our erstwhile sleuth and scandalmonger,
the "Bad Baron," has gone for a holiday with the R.A.O.C.
Changi will need to keep its keyholes plugged and windows sealed
or the WIRE will be featuring tabloid news. Watch him,
"Snowy"!
Tow to Farrer Park, where the Command Tattoo was held last
week. "O.K. for Sound" Hubbard held the fort (see photograph) well and truly for four nights, aided only by his mighty
minions, Toogood and Maddison.
The bold, bad "Ticky" is due home this year and takes
Mitchell with him. " Lima " is reported to be broken hearted.
Corporal (yes, he's pulled it) Hubbard has decided that he can
stand a mess deck once more and will bid Malaya a tearful
farewell. The" Baron "will go European after all, and Corporal
Taylor is rehearsing tall tales of cable laid through trackless
j ungle.
Last, but not least, we hear of a snaky bit of promotion which
will take Sergeant Collins away from our happy band. We may
be sorry to lo e his valuable guidance, but we shall certainly be
able to breathe freely next year.
We are glad to read that old Malayans are priming our reliefs
with tales of romance and adventure in this fairyland of the East.
We can picture aforementioned reliefs round the fire drinking in
tales of secret societies, the tigers they have seen off, taxi-dancers,
skeletons in the jungle and t he woodpile. Loud laugh ter was
heard from " Digger " and other 4th Divites when it was heard
that Johnny McAuliffe was down for Malaya. We will keep some
tigers for you to groom, J ohnny.
Jungle Telegraph.- The Hypersensitive Four was doing its
stuff for the big fight quite well the other day until Peck decided
to alter the H .T. Needless to say, we heard no more and therefore
proceeded to inform Fort Canning (no names, no Bellis) of the
progress of the fight and that Farr was doing very well up to the
fourth round. For the next three hours we were busy informing
the Command t hat Farr had not knocked Louis out in the fourth
round, as they had been told by o:ir dashing D .R. You should
have heard Mick !
·

I. Ground Floor.
2. The Chi nese have th e ri ght idea.
4. Fort Gilli ngham, Singapo re.
5. All the way.
3. Going up !
7. The Pioneer " Super," Janua ry, 1936.
6. Tuans at the Cricket Match." Have you heard this one, Bill 1"
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This Month 's Laugh.-Changi challenged us to a game of
cncket. Ha ! ha ! · They went in first. Ho ! ho ! " Dixie "
Dean took four for eight. He ! he ! Smart took five for twelve.
Hoo! hoo !
trong, Lambert and C.Q. LS. ix scored "nix."
Ha! ha! ha! Total 3r. Ho ! ho! ho! W passed this with- ·
seven wicket to spare and totalled 69 (Smart 29). I can't laug)1
any more. \Ve undoubtedly are the people.
Leading Questions.-Do all Scotsmen drink milk ?
·~
Has " Digger " really been selected to play the lead in the ~ ·
Malayan fi lm " Booloo " ?
How long will :\lick be able to hold out against those deadly
dartsmen, " Dixie," " Pip " and " Cop " ?
Arrivals.-Signalman l\1itchell from Blakang i\fati, complete
with baggage. ignalman Carl on from Changi with a longing tc;>
go back again.
ignalman Cocking from Pulau Brani. Lance
Corporal Copping from hospital.
Can 't Afford a Stamp.-From "Sailor," 2.falaya, to" R6Qin,"
Blackdown: " uppo e it's you? Will save.you corner b · ."
Lance Corporal I oy, Belfast : " Who has the last laugh now ?
W.B.S."
The time is now very late and we are igning off till next
month. Good night, everyone !
SOAPY.

Changi Detachment.
12th eptember.
Hello, everyone, this is the Aldershot of the Orient calling !
After having survived three years on the swamps of Pulau Brani
and the Jungle Reserves of Alexandra, I have decided to retire
to the palm-fringed beaches of Changi, where I propose to end
my days in Malaya writing WIRE notes !
This Chanai has many advantages over Alexandra, where the
remnants of the Malaya Signal Company lay buried; the cream
of the Company is, of course, tationed here, together with many
sheiks.
,
Perhaps one of the greatest of these advantages is the fine
Yacht Club and its super-autoradiogram, which hasn't been
working for some time. It may interest readers to know that
97.2 per cent. of this detachment are members of this club. Not,
mind you, that they all have boats ; in fact, some of them
definitely refuse to buy them. Quite understandable, too, when
one takes into consideration the cubic capacity of the torso of
l'arkin, for example.
Very little has happened during the past month which is
worthy of inclusion in our " :Monthly Sea Mail Letter from
Malaya." The periodical shoots occupy the vV/T Staff as usual,
and communication 'twixt shore and ship is maintained with their
normal efficiency and precision when not playing ludo or snakes
and ladders with hissing cobras. Ha ! ha!
The following probably explains why the "higher ups" give
us Colonial allowance. The telephone in a certain office was
being inspected by the duty lineman. He found that the cells
needed attention. So after warning the occupants of the office
that their telephone would be out of action for a few minutes
he disconnected the cells and took them outside. During his
abs~nce the telephone bell rang. One of the clerks picked up
the receiver and said, " It's no use ringing us up yet, the battery
has been taken off and you won't be able to hear me." (This
one was told to Changi by an Alexandra lineman.
o names.)
\Ve hear that a certain " Hookey" of Alexandra wireless is
in the running for that there medal again. Big game stories are
amongst his latest since the commencement of the open season for
black mambas. Rumour has it that he has actually seen a pink
cobra: You know, Mick, it really isn't decent on a Sunday
mommg.
. We rece~tly accepted a surprise challenge from Alexandra
Signals, wluch was mtended to test our cricket strength. Oh,
boys didn't we get a hiding ! The entire Detachment, including
the scorer and manager, sped South. On arrival at the trysting
place we found the well-fed, highly-trained Alexandra team
await~ng us on a newly-ploughed garbage dump, which, as they
explamed to us, was their cricket pitch. This naturally upset
our men. We have, like all brilliant players, finely adjusted
temperarn.ents, and that depbrable pitch put us right off our
g~me .. \\.e s~elt a rat, of course, but we couldn't pin it down.
\ ou will possibly have guessed by now that Alexandra won the
game. (What a poor excuse, Changi. What about sportsmen now.)
_ Encouraged by their glorious victory, those foolhardy chaps
imprudently issued a further challenge, t his time to a game of
hockey.
ow gather round, readers, wh ilst I blow our trumpet.
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Hastily grabbing a bundle of sticks, we rushed to the field of
battle and gave them a sound thrashing. This, we trust, will
teacl1 them to be a little less ambitious in future. (But Alexandra
do not rake up excuses when they get beaten I) We did, however,
try: to avoid humbling them too· much in front o.f the assembled
~ye$ of-tluf '' Midds," but you can imagine how difficult it was.
The Detachment team was as follows : Coton, Lambert, Cunningham, Farley, Strong, Reany, Parkin, Chatfield, Mottershead,
Goldfinch and Carlson.
Our congratulations are tendered to ignalmen Strong and
Carlson on attempting to get a higher rating in their respective
trade . We hope to be able to publish favourable results in the
next issue.
Congratulations, al o, to Lance Corporal Lambert on winning
the cup for the monthly race around Pulau Ubin. C.Q.M.S. ix
tried bard, but just lost by a short jib.
The cool evening breeze gently ru ties the lofty palms which
fringe the golden beaches. (" Tando," can't you think of
anything else but lofty palms ?) A distant yacht lays becalmed,
its snowy sails in silhouette against the green jungle of Pulau
Ubin, Isle of a Thousand Python (in the singular, you'll
note), and slowly it drifts homeward on the ebb tide. A king
cobra is heard to hiss a lullaby to its young in the dank green
undergrowth. The " miaouw " of a man-eating tiger is heard
across the darkening waters. This, this is Changi, readers,
nature's wonderland, just closing down. Cheerio, everyone !
These notes have been censored by Alexandra, so they must be
authentic.
TANDO.
(Late of Alex. and how he loves his old pals.)

Jamaica Signal Section. ·
Gene ral.-.'\ very enjoyable outing was given by the 44th
(Fortress) Company, R.E., to which the Signal Section was
kindlv invited. Our destination was Dunn's River, which lies
fifty-six miles from J<ingston. and has always been a firm
favourite with picnic parties. The members of the Royal
Engineers stationed at Port Royal travelled by bus to Up ,Park
Camp. There the party was completed. We set off at 8 a.m. in
lovely sunshine which gave promise cf a splendid day ahead.
En route we stopped at Spanish Town to visit the Cathedral
of Jaga de la Vega. This is a very interesting place. It ' V!as
built in the fifteenth century and contains many linkS' with
Jamaican hii.tory. From Spanish Town we continued our way to
Dunn's River, arriving at lT.3" a.m. Everyone haq a splendid
time. Lunch was served oo the beach, and full justice was done
to its excellence. The re~t of the afternoon was passed iri taking
snaps or swimming, to say nothing of exploring Dunn's River
Falls.
Soon after tea we left for Hoaring Hiver Falls; which are about
two miles further on. Our visit was well repaid, as these falls
are a wonderful sight ; the water cascades over a sheer bluff
about one hundred feet high to crash in a white smother of foam
at the foot. From there we continued our journey back, with
various stops on the way for refreshments. It was indeed a
merry bus load and, although " the merry-go-round broke down,"
" the music still went round and round."
However, all good things must come to an end. We arrived
back at camp at 9 p.m. Thanks are mainly due to Sergeant
Seymour, who organised the trip, and also to the married
members whose wives expertly handled the catering question.
Word has been received of reliefs for four of our Section.
This change is likely to take place in November. Heaction in
those concerned is noticeable by the frequent airing of their
Clothing S.D .. and the anxious scanning of the WmE, and the
muttered reminder, " It won't be long now." Two of them who
are expecting to go home arc making boxes for kit. When I
first saw them in action I thought they were building a raft in
despair of the boat ever corning.
Sport. The visit of the Corinthians to Jamaica gave us the chance
to witness a few very good games between these visitors and
the local talent. The bcst games were the two in which the
visitors beat the Sherwood Foresters once and the other resulted
in a draw.
The Staff troops beat the R.A. team 2- 1 in their first game
of the season. Let us hope that this is only a sample of what
they wi ll do during the coming season.
Baseball has made its appearance. So far those who are
interested are more or less finding their feet in the game. However, who knows, we may have a few stars of the fut ure.

THE TERRITORIALS
AND SUPPLEMENTARY RESERVE
The London Corps Signals, T.A. and Affiliated
Supplementary Reserve Units.
Fulham House, Fulham High Street, S.W.6.
15th October.
General.-There is not very much of note to report this month.
Each Monday evening's parade becomes larger and larger. This,
no doubt, is due to the great interest which all ranks are showing
in the various instructional classes for individual training on
these evenings. There are fourteen of these classes altogether,
with facilities for dealing with the latest joined recruits to the
requirements of those going in for their top rates. Our very
popular Paid Telegraph Opera~ing and Procedure Co~rses are
teing held on Wednesday evenmgs and Sunday mornmgs, and
the e, too, are well attended.
Recrui~s are coming along in goodly numbers, and as our
Establishment has been raisep to over 400 we can do with them,
and many more.
Congratul ations.- We heartily congratulate Corporal Hutchings R. A. on his promotion to that rank and also Lance Corporals
Uwins S., Munn A. W., Tovey K. W., Bull J.P., Rowlands H.
ind Caple J. H. on their appointment to the state of one-stripedness. The latter have their feet on the first rung of the ladder of
fa'Tle, and we hope that they prove themselves worthy of reaching
the positions higher up.
Sergeants ' Mess.-We very much regret to have to report the
departure of C.Q.M.S. Jack Bradbury from. our mi.dst.. He had
to leave us in consequence of that regulat10n which, m effect,
deems a fellow too old when he reaches the prime of life. Really,
it's a shame! We miss "Old Brad" very much indeed. Jack
joined the Army early in the Great War and proceeded overseas
in January, 1916, with the 6oth Siege Battery, R.A., as a
Gunner. In March, 1917, he transferred to the R.E. Signals
and was posted to the 3rd Corps Heavy Artillery Signal.s, ·wi~
whom he served until August, 1919. In July, 1920_. he enlisted 1~
the 3rd London Corps ignals, T.A., and was WJ.th them until
they were disbanded under the " Geddes' .Axe." He immedia~ely
transferred to the 204th Signal Sub-Section of the 53rd Medium
Brigade, R.A., T.A., at Highbury and eventually found himself
with the 47th (2nd London) Divisional Signals, T.A.
He is a first-class operator and was always in great demand
for Trade Boards. He was a very popular member of our Mess
and a bitter connoisseur.
nd to think that he has been forced
to leave us ! But they couldn't choke " Brad " off as easily as
that. Oh, dear, no! He ju t shed his stripes and crown and
buzzed along to the 1st A.A. Divi ional i=als, T.A., as a
full-blown ignalman . \.Yell, Jack, we mcerely hope that you
will be very happy and that you will come along and see us
whenever there is a chance. You have certainly proved that you
can't keep a good man down. ro, ir !
On the other side of the picture we have to offer our heartiest
eongratulations to Jack Watt and "Griff" Griffith on. their
promotion to the rank of C.Q.M.S. We trust that you will not
discover that your QHartcr job is a whole-time one .
We had an exceptionally jolly evening on aturday, .2nd
October, on the occasion of our first dance. We were especially
pleased to have so many of our friends with us ,from the London
Divisional Signals and o . 601 quadron, A.A.F.
· Social.-Keep a note of these dance date : 6th, I I th and 20th
overnbcr and 4th December, 1937. Come along and have a
good time with us.
EFFEMMA.

The London Corps Signals Cadet Company.
Cadets of the I..C.S. . ompany are now doing definite Signal
instmction, which is provided by their elder brethren of the
Territorials. Lads have become profici nt Signallers in a very

short space of time as a result of this .new training at Fulh'.'-m
House. It is very popular, too, and 1s voted. by all as .be1~g
greater fun than the ordinary Infantry routme. Terntonal
.C.0.s are proving excellent mentors of youth and take great
pains to show the younger brother the whys and w.herefores of
Signals etiquette. The officers of the Cadet Umt are very
grateful for this obvious manifcstati.on of goodwi~I a~d co-operation on the part of their parent Umt of the Temtonal Army.
There is no doubt, as time goes on, that many of the Cadets
now undergoing instmction will pass into the ranks ?f t~e
Territorial Army as they reach the necessary age. Thi W111
prove, we trust, what an excellent prep. school the London Corp
Signals Cadet Company constitutes.
I ack of finance is still worrying the Unit and impairing its
efficiency in many way . Even the prosaic T.E.W.T. or field day
cannot be held owing to the cost involved in fares. etc. The
Uniform Fund is still in a precarious condition. Hosts of new
recruits are presenting themselves-all smart ~oung~ters in their
early thirteens and fourteens-but they grow impatient because
they are kept waiting eight weeks or more before being " kitted
up." The lad are very proud of the fact that they ~re. the only
Cadets in the county of London who wear spurs ! This 1s a great
source of satisfaction and pride to all ranks whether they be
old hands or raw recruits.
Subject to the necessary financial support, th.e London Corps
Signals Cadet Company will hold a monster Chnstmas party for
all its members. Last year this event had, unfortunately, to
be curtailed owing to lack of support and provisions. This year
we hope for better things. 1938 is going to be a great year for
us, too, we hope ; one of expansion, efficiency and a bumper
time for everyone.

1st Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals.
56 Regency Street, Westminster, London, S.vY.I.
\Ve received with great sorrow the sad news of the death of
Major-General R. H. vV. Tompson, c.B., C.)t.G., n.s.o.. our
Divisional General. The nit has lost a Commander whose
efforts on behalf of anti-aircraft work were amazing, and who
possessed the unique power of understanding all r:inks. Tho.e
who knew him more closely have lost a personal. fr~end who w1.ll
be remembered with e teem and affection. His mfluence, his
inspiration and his enthusiasm rem~in t<;> help us .in .the all
important work which must continue 1f national secunty 1 to be
reached. We extend our deep sympathy to :\Irs. Tompson and
family.
Representative of the nit attended the l\.1emorial er ice
at St. George' , Hanover Square, on Thursday, 14th October,
and flowers were sent to the church on behalf of the Unit.
The officers were " t Home " to the warrant officers and
serueants' l\Iess on Friday evening, th October, when a mo t
enj~yable programme was arranged. C.Q.2.I. . King is to be
congratulated on the way in which he set. ?ut the supper, and
those responsible for the games and competitions showe unusu al
skill.
ome of the members of the party found the mental
train of determining famous people from queer portraits O\'erwhelming ! Altogether an excellent evenmg.
The lectures on \Vednesday evenings and Thursday mornings
are being well attended, and the que'tion which follow sho,~· the
keen intere t which is being taken in matters of rnternational
affairs and Defence Problems.
The first dance of the season was well att nded .
Recruit' are comina in teadily and the full training programme
will start in 'ovember, following "Bounty Night"
All ranks of the nit and all ignals and R.E. Id Com rad are
invited to take part in the hurch Parade which will b held at
Headquarters on Armistice unday, 7th • ovcmber, at 10 a.m.
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Detail regarding dress will be sent to all members of the Unit
later. Old Comrades will be welcomed (civilian dress with
medal).

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headquarters.
The Priory, Exeter.
Editorial.-Our notes this month will be very brief ; only
normal routine matters have been dealt with. Programmes of
training are now complete for the forthcoming I.T. period, and
it is hoped that the various classes will be supported much better
than previously. Although previous attendances have not been
~r. we still look for greater interest during this important
penod.
The 1936-37 training year will have closed before these notes
appear, and with its termination comes the expectation of
proficiency grants, etc.
We heartily welcome Mr. Moules among us, and wish him a
long and happy stay.
MERCURY.

Telephone: 258 Richmond

Established 1787

CROFT, MARR AND
SMURTHWAITE
Wint
Merchants

*

York Street Drill Hall, Devonport.
At the time of going to press, the individu al training programme has been drawn up, and training is starting for the
operators and linemen. Meanwhile, the N.C.O.s have been
attending lectures on technical subjects by the R.S.M. The
lectures d< al mainly ,~;th the No 1 Sets.
The annual recruits' m usketry on the open range was held on
26th September at Shillamill, Tavistock-three officers and
nventy-nine other ranks attending. The Adjutant attended
from Exeter, and the .fine weather made the event enjoyable as
well as instructional.
. _\Ve have had to say goodbye to si.x of our Company who have
]Omed the Regular_~orces since camp. Bettinson R. C. has joined
the D.C.L.I.; Willis G. H. has gone into the Supplementary
Reserve and is training with the Oxford and Bucks L.I. at
Cowley Barracks. Ca~nter A. D. takes his skill in the culinary
art_to the R. .S.C., while Kelly T. H. has joined his own county
re~~ent, the Devons. The call of the sea is responsible for the
sI>mting away of the remaining two. Fry S. C., after many years
w1th the Company, is now a seaman at the ~ raval Barracks
Devenp_ort and Norton RB., keeps him company at the sam~
Depot m the sto~er branch. . V:'e wish them all good luck and
hope that th ey ''ill pay l)S a v1s1t at the Drill Hall any time they
may be " on leaf."

7, Victoria Road, RICHMOND
YORKS.

F. SHAKESPEARE
HAIRDRESSER

0NECOY.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals, T.A.
and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.
Leeds.
General.-~fosketry is over and the attendance and scores

?ave been very pleasing. \Ve now have some very good shots
m the Umt, and some day we may yet be represented at Bisley.
Our thoughts are now turned to the Remembrance Day Parade
on Sunday, 7~h rovember, and also to the many Courses of
mstruct1011 which are about to commence.
Physical Training and Sports Evening.-This is a new venture
and no expense has been spared to make it a success. It takes
place. on Tu~da;:s evenings from 8.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m. The
chief idea beh~nd 1t, and one that has been commended by all the
P.T. experts, 1s t~ encourage the men to keep fit. This is being
achie:ed by t.he mtroduction of J)arallel bars, vaulting horses,
chmbmg ropes, table tenms, badmmton, boxing and basket ball.
The evening comn:ences with fifteen minutes of organised P.T.
of the new rhythmic type, after which the men may play at any
game they wish. -'.'fterwards they can have a hot shower bath
and then off to their homes to bed. The response from all ranks
has ?een very good mdeed, and if many more come along it will
be difficult to house them.

TnB:PHo"": CAnsa1c1t CA11r

YORKS.

a.

PRIVATE ROOMS ANO E NTRANCE FOR LADIES

SHAMPOOING and MARCEL WAVING
ALL TOILET GOODS IN STOCK
ALL ROYAL SIGNALS SILK CRESTED GOODS STOCKED
Post Orders Returned Same Dav
Motor Coach Agent :-For London and ·all parts
L.N. E. R. Agent
Parcels Receiving Office
OPEN FROM

8.30

TO

6.
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Bells.-Captain

BAGDAD LINES, CATraRICK CAMP,

No. I (Plymouth) Company.
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C LOSED S ATURDAYS

Wedding
G. F . Houghton, Adjutant, Air
Contingent Signals, S.R., was married to Miss Patricia Moore at
Ollerton, near Nottingham, on Saturday, 16th October. Our
best wishes are extended to Captain and Mrs. Houghton, and it
is hoped that they will always enjoy the very best of health and
happiness.
The wedding was attended by many officers of the T.A. and
.R., including Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Campbell, Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. Jacl<son and Captain C. C. Danby. A very
pleasing ceremony and one that always remains a pleasant
memory took place in the Officers' Mess on Tuesday, 12th
October, when Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. Jackson, Officer
Commanding, 49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals, T.A.,
presented to Captain Houghton a silver salver as a wedding
present from tbe officers of the T.A.
Sergeants' Mess.-The usual Sunday night concert took place
on 3rd October and was well attended. The first whist drive
took place on Friday, 8th October, and as this is a new venture
on Fridays it was very promising.
O.C.A. Reunion.-This has been dealt with at length under
O.C.A. notes, but it is again emphasised what a great time all
members of the Corps gave us, and once again "THA :rK YOU
VERY MUCH " from Leeds.
M. S. R.
SIGNALS ASSOCIATION ANNUAL REUNION, CATTERICK
CAMP.
Impressions by the Leeds Contingent.-The annual Reunion
has again come and gone, leaving behind many varied and
pleasant impressions. These I will try to set down.
First we must thank Brigadier-General F . A. Heymann, o.B.E.,
the officers, warrant officers, .C.O.s and men of the Corp at

Catterick, who helped to make our stay such a happy one. Out
reception was wonderful and everyone seemed to be trying their
hardest to make us feel really welcome. It was "This way fot
tea,"" This way for your quarters,"" Here are your beds," etc.,
and one wondered when and where this was all going to end.
Supper in the Corporals' Room and the concert in the canteen
were excellent and will not be readily forgotten. Old faces
recalled the many pleasant years we spent in khaki, and on all
sides one could see the old friendships being renewed.
Church Parade the next morning saw us marching to the strains
of the Corps band and, incidentally, thinking how very smart the
bandsmen looked in their full-dress uniform. The marching of
the troops in khaki recalled once again how we, too, used to put
in that extra little bit of swagger on a church parade. The service
in the church was an inspired one and one that was freely discussed on our way back to Leeds.
The tour of the Training Battalion and the School of Signals,
the wonderful display of instruments we saw made us wonder if
we would have coped with such things in our time. It was
marvellous and so different from the old cable wagon and the
vibrator, upon which so many of us were" reared ."
Dinner followed this tour, and then somehow we found
ourselves in the School of Signals Sergeants' less, and there we
spent a couple of very happy hours. The time to leave for Leeds
came all too soon and we regretfully had to say good-bye.
Before closing I would like to repeat that no words of mine
can convey our thanks to you all at Catterick for making us feel
so very, very welcome and so happy during our short stay with
you.

SOth (Northumhrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 2 (Middlesbrough) Company.
October.

12.30

. East Anglia- War Office Exercise.-The Air Contingent
Signals, S.R., have returned from the War Office Exercise in
East .Anglia, and many yams are to be heard. Aeroplanes were
plentiful and a good many of those attending managed to have a
"flip." One P:S.I. managed to get a "flip" in a helicopter,
so he ha.<; somethlllg to remember. In spite of the unkind weather,
the ~.R. did some very good work and earned the very good chits
published below. We of the T.A. add our congratulations to
these and say, " Well done, the S.R. ! "
FROM C.S.0., NORTHJi'RN COMMAND.
To Officer Commanding, Air Contingent Signals, S.R., Leeds.
In forwarding the attacb:ed copy of a letter from the Chief of
the Imperial Staff I am commanded to convey to you the
congratulat10ns of the General Officer ommanding-in-Chief,
Northern Command, on the very excellent work performed .by
the Umt under your command during the War Office Exercise.
He considers that .i t must be a great satisfaction to you to
feel th_at your endeavou rs are so appreciated by the Chief of the
Imperial General Staff and adds his very best wishes for the future
of Air Contingent Signals.
(Signed) R. E. BARKER, olonel,
Chief Signal Officer, orthern Command.
York.
28th September, 1937.
FROM THE WAR 0FI'ICE.
The War Office, London, S.W.r.
24th September, 1937.
Sir,- ! am directed to inform you that it is desired to express
the thanks of the hief of the Imperial General Staff to
Lieutenant-Colonel J . Campbell, M.B.E., T.D., Officer Commanding, Air Contingent Signals (Supplementary Reserve), for
the _excellent work performed by the Unit under his command
durmg the recent War Office Skeleton Exer ise.
I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,
(Signed) A. F. BROOKE,
,
Director of Military Training.
fhe General Officer Commanding-in -Chi ef,
Northern Command.
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General.-The Company has now settled down again for
training after our cl_ose period of two months .
Winter training, which commenced on Tuesday, 5th October,
is comprised of Courses for the following: V.'/T Course on the
newly i sued No. I et for all Operator K.C.0.s, Linemen's
Course and a concentrated Course for all N.F.R. men.
The attendance is very satisfactory and the students are very
keenly interested during instruction periods. May they continue
to be so and at the end of the Courses find that they have benefited
a great deal.
. Although the time for om: departure to annual camp is a long
way off, thoughts are even now turning to the elected site
(which, of course, has not yet been di closed), but the general
desire is to plump for a Southern camp this time. ~lay this
be so.
Congratulations.- V.'e extend our hearty congratulations to
the following : Our djutant on his promotion to the rank of
Captain. To Lance Corporal Lawson G. on his promotion to the

Mr. T. Benson, who cycled from Leeds to Catterick to participate
in the Annual Re union.

The Detachment from No. 2 Company, which attended the
Coronation Celebration in London.
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to increase his rate of pay for the next training season, we should
have some really good results to report after the December Trade
Bo11rd.
The " golden hen " having performed very successfully in the
shape of bounties, all r<!-nks have subscribed two shillings each
towards the expenses of a series of winter dances. The fir t .of
these functions takes place on 12th November, and we are hoping
for a really good attendance to start the season off.
The badminton club is again going strongly and, although the
time has so far been spent in training, several interesting fixtures
have been arranged for the near future.
Proficiency Medals.-Congratulations to the numerous membors of the Un.it whose names appeared in Part II Orders for the
award of the Efficiency Medal (Territorial).
Recruiting.- It is hoped to hold an "At Home" in the near
future in order to try to interest some of the young lads of the
district and encourage them to join the Unit.
Extension of Command.-We are all extremely pleased to
learn that our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Colonel E . Birnie
Reid, has been granted an extension of command of the Unit
until April, 1939.

The keen and efficient way in which all ranks went about their
work, and the success of the Schemes proves that the training
carried out prior to camp was very effective. I am sure that those
responsible feel justly proud and encouraged with the results
obtained.
The Drill Squad, under 2nd Lieutenant W. G. Htchell, did
well to tie with o. I Company for first place considering that
they had had no opportunity for previous practice. The enthusiastic way in which those taking part turned out and responded
to their orders deserved great praise. It certainly proves that
No. 3 Company has that Esprit-de-Carps spirit.
Sport.- Although we were rather unlucky in our sporting
activities during the first period, we managed to win the culminating event quite easily. Our men were definitely on top of
their form, and carried off the athletic champion hip trophy by
a wide margin. We must also congratulate Lieutenant D. J.
Bogie in winning the Unit golf championship.
Promotions.-The long awaited list of promotions ariived from
Records in time for camp. As they are too numerous to mention
individually, we will just congratulate those who are concerned.
FIFESIGS.

0NECOY.

No. 2 {Stirling) Company.
NO. 2 COMPANY AT ANNUAL TRAINING

rank of Corporal. We also wish to place on record that Corporal
Lawson now_ wears the Territorial Efficiency fodal, having been
presented with that decoration during our annual trainina at
Whitby by our Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel T. T. J .
Sheffield, T.D. To Corporal Alderson G. on bis appointment to
P.T. Instructor. To Sergeant and Mrs. Gibson A. M. we also
offer our congratulations on the occasion of the birth of a daughter
(Jean).
P.S.1.-'\'e are very sorry to lose the services and fellowship of
C.S.M:. Bevan R., who has been recalled to Scarborough on his
pr?motion .to \'" .arrant O_ffi_c~r. Class I. Ml!-Y you have a good
soioum whil t with 5th D1v1s1onal Signals.
To C.. J\I. Norcross~- A .. M.B .E., we tender a hearty welcome.
C.S ..M. "orcross has been sent as a relief for C.S.M. Bevan R.
Strengt~·-:--It is pleasing to report that at such an early period
of our trammg season our Company is up to strength and with
agoodwaitinglistinhand . Notbad, '0.2 !
Boxing.-The_ s_elected boys of the Company have already
c~mmenced trammg with a view to winning the Dent Cup
without any trouble (?). It is almost a certainty for No. 2 this
year.

AT WHITBY.

Middlesbrough. They may not know it, but in their midst is a
diplomat. C.Q.M.S. " Jim " Gibson's handling of the" Spanish"
vocalist was worthy of Whitehall. " Wiff-waffie, way hi "
was too much for all of us Jim !
Lieutenant-Colonel Sheffield, T.D.- It was with much regret
that we learned of the illness of our Commanding Officer. Latest
news is that improvement is being maintained, and our hope is
that recovery will be complete and permanent.
. R.S.M. _Bevan R.-We regret losing you to the 5th Divisional
Signals, s1r, but congratulate you on a well deserved promotion,
and hope that your future will be successful and happy.
R.S.M. Norcross N., M.B.E.-A hearty welcome awaits you in
Gateshead.
T.E. Medal.- Congratulations to Sergeants Morris, M.M., and
Trotter ?n their awards. To the latter, also, congratulations on
the receipt of the Coronation Medal. Going in for the third row,
Alec? ·
Marriage.-Best of wishes and congratulations to Mr. Marks.
The highest of all the high jumps, sir I
THREECOY.

MID BRO.

51st (Highland) Divisional Signals.

No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.

Unit Headquarters and No. I (Aberdeen) Company.
September.

_General.-lt has been a matter of regret that the activities of
t~s Company have not been detailed for some considerable
bme, but great pressure of other business has alone prevented our
contribution to the columns of the WJRE.
Since our .n?tes last appeared, much, of course, has happened .
Another tra.mmg season has ended, and another camp bas been
relegated to the happy memories of the past. Apropos the former
attendances were rather poor. The cause is one which it is
hoped. our friends in other Un.its have had to meet. Bette; times
are with us on Tyne~ide and, if increa.5ed employment reduced
attendances at the Dnll Hall, ~twas gratifying to see the Company
at such good str~nglh a~ Whitby. One cannot, however, refrain
~rom an expre~s1on of disappointment in what is the chief event
m the yearly life of a Territorial.
This _year's camp certainly brought out in most of us the
mountam _goat ~train, if'.!- journey to Whitby was on the agenda.
Other Umt;; which may m futur~ years be located on the heights
?f S!telder may appreciate the hmt that a course in mountaineermg m advance would be most beneficial. Sou'westers Wellingtons and umbrellas in plenty, too!
'
The location and. weather did not, in any way, detract from
the pleasure of reumon with our colleagues from Darlington and

September.
General_.-A fter the camp period, everyone, including the
V\'."IRE scnbes, seem to have faded away. This state of affairs
will not last long, and it is hoped that future WIRE notes wi ll
be up to the usual standard.
Fonth.ill . Barracks is already beginning to sound livelier;
the fir?t Wmter Course has commenced, and numerous enquiries
are being made as to when bounties are to be paid.
T he winter dance and social season starts with the first dance
which takes place on 12th November.
'
Lieu~enant-Colonel E. Birnie Reid, Major T. P. E. Murray,
2nd L1eutena~ts D. L. Campbell and J . G. Bisset attended
manoeuvres with the 1st Divisional Signals for a few days. No
~etails are_ to hand, but we presume that they had the usual good
time th.at 1s a lways arranged for us by our afii.liated Unit.
Fonthill Barracks, Ab<-rdeen.
October.
~ith annual training a pleasant memory and the " mopping
up process almost completed, we are once more settling down
to our usual winter acti vities.
On I ith September our first Operator Signals Winter Course
commenced with a good attendance. As everyone appears keen

October.
Winter Training.-Once more we are in the throes of winter
Courses, with" Ohms," etc., duly taking pride of place. Training
this season consists of Courses for Learner Operators, Operators
Group " E " to B.llI, and a Course to enable our Group " E "
Linemen to obtain the necessary rating to bring the Company
up to strength in this department. Our classes are not verv
large, but consist of very keen men and boys who are anxiou's
to learn all about Signals. This is very encouraging to the
various instructors, who are putting their backs into it in
the expectation of getting a roo per cent. pa s at the Trade
Board.
Recrniting.- " 'e are still keeping up our 10 per cent. over
strength, and recruits a:-e coming in so fast that we have had to
apply for permission to recruit beyond th.is figure so as not to lose
men wh6 arc really keen on soldiering and want to join th.is
Company.
Cadre lnstructors.- Our allotment of instructors has been
increased by one Anti-Gas, one M.T. and one D.R. instructor, so
that by next annual training we hope to have an increase in
the number of Drivers and D.R.s on our books, and, in addition,
a fair proportion of the Company with a knowledge of anti-gas
measures.
Social.- Our activities in th.is direction are only just taking
shape, commencing with a Sergeants' dance on 29th October .
B ut events will be arranged shortly, of which more anon.
Conclusion.otes are scarce this month. The typewriter
is willing, but the brain isn' t, so we hope that you will accept th.is
small offering as a sample of things to come.
Twuco.

October.
General.-\Ve must apologi e for our notes being conspicuous
by their absence for the past few months, but since camp things
have, as usual, been rather quiet. However, now that bounties
have been paid things are beginning to move again.
·
Winter Courses.-Course for Operators and Linemen commenced on IIth October. During this period we are concentrating on those men who have had little chance of taking
their Group " E " test and last year's recruits. The attendance
on the first night was quite good, but we would like to see still
more men taking advantage of these Courses.
Entertainment.-The Entertainments Committee has been
seen of late studying calendars, etc., with a view to making this
year's entertainments a success. Our first dance is to be held
on 5th rovember.
To official invitations have been sent out,
but representatives from Nos. r and 2 Companies will be
welcomed.
The Rifle and Badminton Clubs have started with a swing.
I am told that there are· a lot of new members joining daily and
that the membership for this year i· much greater than last, so
everything seems to point to a very successful season.
FIFESIGS.

52nd (Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.

No. 3 {Kirkcaldy) Company.
September.
General.- We must apologi e for not submitting notes la t
month, but this was owing to pressure of work in preparing for
camp.
No. 3 Company Exercises.- Our Weekend Exercise was held
on 26th/27th July. The weather was ideal, and the Exercise
proved a great success. We ·were delighted to have visits during
the weekend from Lieutenant-Colonel C. Wheeler, C.S.O .
Scottish Command, our C.O., Lie utenant- olonel E. Birnie Reid,
an~ the Adjutant, Captain L. W. ] . Dryland, who all seemed
quite pleased with what they saw.
. No. 1 Company Weekend Exercise.- Two Infantry Brigade
Signal Office detachments, under the command of 2nd Lieutenant
W. G. Mitchell, left here on Saturday, 3rd July, to take part in
No. I Company's Exercise. Although the weather prophet was
very unkind, all ranks seemed to have enjoyed themselves.
The rum issue was greatly appreciated.
_ An~ual Camp.:-As it is assumed that our H eadquarter scribe
will give a detailed account of this year's camp, we will only
mention a few of the events in which th.is Company took part.
Th.is Company played a prominent part during the Exercises.

21, Jardine Street, Glasgow, .W.
Concerning Colchester. I ride of place this time goe to our
Supplementary Reserve 1.Tnit , and Gia gow's contingent
emerged from the recent olchestcr Exercises covered with glory.
Teleprinters fun ctioned under war-time conditions, the long lines
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worked perfectly, and both the Operating and Construction
C'.ompanie toiled for days and nights on end. Gn.at has been the
reward, however, and our lads are justly proud of their achievements.
In a letter to the Commanding Officer, the Director of Military
Training complimented the Supplementary Reserve on their fine
performance, and with similar adulation from the Chief of the
Imperial Genernl Staff it is only natural that the flag should fly
high over 21, Jardine Street.
o. I Construction Company had scarcely set foot in East
Anglia before they were up and at it, and the commencement
of these \Var Office Exercises found the Operating Company in
full swing on their job.
Perhaps a special word of praise is due to tl1e Signal Office staff,
whose stretches of duty were often Jong and irksome, but it was
all accepted in good spirit.
The D .R. also thoroughly merited the praise they received,
and it is comforting to report that long runs but no casualties
under adverse weatller conditions were the order of the day.
It was quite an event to meet our Old Comrades from the
Leeds Air Contingent Signals, and especially our very old friend
Colonel Campbell. The latter very kindly invited us to hold a
joint sports day with his Unit and allowed us to compete for the
Morgan Cup.
Our combined Units were inspected by Brigadiers R. ChenevixTrench, o.B.E., ~1.c., and G. G. Rawson, o.B.E., M.c. 'Ne believe
we succeeded in making a ufficiently good show to create a
favourable impression with those distinguished officers.
lt was also a privilege to be associated with Colonel G. E.
Sampson, o.s.o ., Chief of the Exercises, whose courtesy and
helpful criticism was appreciated. by all.
Not one of the Supplementary Reserve will readily forget his
Colchester exi>eriences, and in closing we venture to hope we may
see that picturesque East Anglian countryside under similar
conditions on some future occasion.
Asking For lt.-We raise our hats to tile enterprising D .R. who
had the audacity to aspire to the C.O.'s car as a convenient
means of transport. Our ambitious friend was subsequently
transported from the precincts of the orderly room in record time.
Take His Name.-" Take that man's name and address,
Sergeant.'·
" Says he has no fixed abode, sir."
Scots Wha ' Hae.-Sammy Strain and" Tucker" Muir walked
ten miles through London. There were no excursion fares on the
Tube.
' l isitation.- J ohn Aiton is reputed to have visited every pub in
Cc 'cheslcr. His empties w.re removed from camp in a covered
w;1gon.
Mclellan ' s Morning.-Big "Wulkie's" day in East Anglia
C<:'m:nenced at noon, when he had morning coffee and debedded.
EII- it with ease has long been h1s maxim.
Hynds 's Handicap.- Danny Hynds and his Galloway English
were not ea ily understood by the Sassenachs. Howevc:.r, by
the aid of an interpreter he was successful in collecting quite a
number of free drinks.
Baldwin 's Bonus.- It is with pleasure that we congratulate
Sergeant Baldwin, D .R., on his promotion to C.Q.!\1.S. A
pop':1lar P.S. Instructor with the T.A., C.Q.M.S. Baldwin has
put rn several years of excc.llent work at Glasgow, where his welleamed promotion has given rise to the utmost satisfaction.
The T.A.- The T .A. nits are quietly prospering. There is a
lull after nine months of intensive training. Our T.A. comrades
s1:1rely dc>-0rve a break ;ifter working so hard. They have been
highly commended on this year's achievements and have been
applaudc.-d on the cx<.<.llent result.<; of Gailes Camp. However,
the T.A. ' nits arc not resting on their oars. Attractive Paid
Courses will soon be in full swing and an ambitious winter
programme is co11templat.ed.
Seven Shots. Seven shots at 600 yards by Jardine Street's
three competitors at Bisley, 17th July, 1890.
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Seven Shots at 600 Y ardr.
Pri'rate Cmc11:Elf,
Lan:uk.
1st L:i.nark
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No. 3 Company L-of-C., S.R. (Liverpool).

Telephones : 24171 (3 line.)

Once again the annual camp training is a thing of the past.
Our 1937 venue at Ely was a pleasant change, and the majority
of the Company appnciated the new surroundings. The food
was certainly well up to standard in both quality and quantity,
and had thl weather b c n a little kinder the first week, nothing
further would have been desired.
The combined camp of four Companies made for a spirit of
friendliness and efficiency, and one could imagine that actual
service would be no strain with such company.
A number of our men, who were loaned to the 3rd and 4th
Divisions for the Exercise, on their return spoke >\ith enthusiasm
of the welcome extended, and the spirit of friendliness shown
to them by their R~gular com rades.
An interesting and pleasant social evening was spent by
members of the Maintenance Section on Friday, 15th October,
in the Sergeants' ante-room at Headquarters. The object of the
gathering was a presentation to Sergeants Swain and Hayward,
on the occasion of their enforced retirement from active work in
the Unit, owing to our mutual enemy Amw Domini having
caught them in his clutches.
n enjoyable musical entertainment
was provided under the guidance of Signalman Aird, and the
presentation was made by our O.C., :.\Iajor D. C. M. Johnson,
who spoke of the splendid work which had been performed by
these two " good comrades." It is the hope that this evening
may prove to be the start of a !?Teater exi>ansion in the social
side of the Company's activities.

No. 3 Company.

53rd (Welsh) Divisional Signals.
There is a lull in the activities of the Unit until 1st November,
when the winter training programme commences.
A series of lectures has been arranged for officers during the
winter on tactical and technical subjects, and the Adjutant
will also be running a Junior Officers' Class for candidates for
Certificate "A" and promotion examinations.
During the month of November, a Refresher Class for instructors in Operating and Signal trades will be held ; and from
December to March these instructors will be employed in taking
classes of selected N.C.0.s and signalmen with a view to upgrading them at the end of thei.Course.
Thanks are tendered to the Adjutant, Captain R.H. Copeland,
for his splendid gift to the Officers' Mess of a three-quarter length
autographed portrait of H.M. The King.
On 18th September, two signalmen, with ground strips, were
provided by the Unit on the occasion of the landing of competitors in the King's Cup Air Race at Cardiff.
C.S.M. Maynard A. R. G., is in the Connaught Hospital,
Walthamstow, where he has undergone an operation for a
duodenal ulcer. Unfortunately, a second operation for an
abscess has become necessary. Needless to say, his many
friends in the Unit wish him a speedy recovery.
Social.- The W.O .s and .C.O.s with their wives and lady
friends held an enjoyable whist drive and social on Saturday
evening, 9th September, at the Drill Hall, Park Street. Good
prizes for whist were given, and a concert party provided
e,c(;llent £ntcrtainment.
Golf. - The Unit golf team, drawn agai nst 53rd Divisional
H.Q. at Chester in the Western Command Unit Golf Championship eliminating round, received a bye and were matched again t
the Liverpool Scottish in the first round. This was played off
on 4th/5th September, at Delamere Forest Golf lub. The Unit
team was beaten, their victors eventually winning the final. To
them we offer our congratulations. Congrn.tulaiions also to
Mr. J . B. Senior for winning the U nit Golf Trophy for the season.
Football.- The Unii association team continue to do well in
their League matches. Thoy a re drawn against the 6th Battalion
Welch Regiment (T.A.) in the Divisional eliminating round for
participation in the Territorial Army Cup ompetition, the date
and venue of which is yet to be decided . They will certainly
give a good account of tl,cm selvc.s judging by last year's effort.
T11E J,,EEK.

Since camp, things, of course, have been quiet, although
attendances have been better than has usually been the case
after camp. This is partly explained by increased keenness and
also to the pay now issued for additional parades.

100-104 & 3a High Street, COLCHESTER

54tb (East Anglian) Divisional Sipals.
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The Divisional £xerc1.Se lasted for one day, and I believe this
Unit n ceived a good chit for the work done. I must say that
the Tactical Exercises, unfolded in the Mess at home on the
billiard table, enabled us to g rasp the essentials of the Scheme
more rapidly than otherwise would have been the case.
ext year we shall have our new barracks. This fact, coupled
with the up-to-date equipment which we have been promised,
should make us entirely happy.

General.-A few changes have taken place during the last
two month s. Signalman Hunt K. enlisted into the Regular
Army (R.S1gnals), and we hope that he has settled down to his
trai~ing. His old comrades wish him every success. Signalman
Whistler has left us on termination of engagement. Their places
have now been taken by three new arrivals namely, Signalman
Rowbury \ V., Hall L. and Boy Potchey R. To these we offer the
glad hand, and hope that their stay with use will be a long one.
ow that the Paid Cla se are nearly at an end, the Trade
Board will soon be upon us, and there is great speculation and
mutterings of "Will I?" or " \\'on' t I?" The few minutes before
the race are always the wor t. nyway let us hope that there will
be a good percentage of passes.
Riffe C~ub.-This was officially tarted on unday, 3rd October,
and Judgrng by the results it will be a success, or at least we hope
so. Whisperings are abroad that the officers have been challenged. More of this will be heard later. Towards the end of
the morning a small prize was shot for, and ignalmen \ 'Voolmer
and Croker tied for first place. Extra round were allowed, and
Signalman Croker carried it off.
Congratulations to Sergeant Gale C. on pas ing an Instructors
ourse, held at Headquarters, tratford.
Training.- The Company now have the long-looked-for 'o. 1
Sets and anticipate the Spring training with great relish. For
many of us it will not come soon enough and we are looking
forward also to another try-out with the Regulars.

SS th (West Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
Unfortunately, notes from this Unit have not appeared since
annual training, an event which is now almost a ncient history.
Looking back, however, one recalls that at Catterick this year
we had a really excellent camp. The whole Division was there,
and although there was not a great deal for the troops to do in
their spare time, they all enjoyed them elves thorough ly, mainly
because the weather was so glorious. \: e certainly enjoyed the
best fortnight of the year.
Our Unit was rather more lucky than some of the otl1ers, as we
had the S.T.C. in the near vicinity.
I! ranks were received there
with the greatest hospitality, and we all came away gratilied by
the friendly feeling evinced by our Reg ular friends .
f. Divisional Camp was a new experience for a lot of us, and
tl:\e fact of having the actual troop on the ground for Schemes,
made the work much more inter sting for tho e of us who are used
to working with imaginary Infantry .
The camp also provided an excellent opportunity for liaison
between Brigade Signal Officers and their Brigades, and the
Battalion and Battery Signal Officers. Thi i very valuable
work, and from personal experiencr I know that the air wa
i:ead.ily. clea.red. of a few facts perplexing to the Signal Officers of
the lower formations.

ARK.

The London Divisional Signals.
(City of London Signals.)
No. 1 Neutral Signal Company.- On 12th eptember Captain
B . Houghton-Brown and a detachment of four officers and some
fifty other ranks, mainly drawn from o. 2 Company, proceeded
to Bedford for annual training, during which they were given
the role of Ko. 1 r eutral ignal ompany for the " 'ar Office
keleton Exercise and were to act a Signals for the Control
tafI. Two other :Neutral igual Companies, one for each orp ,
were provided, one by 5th Divi ional ignals and the other by
upplementary Reservi ts. ::\Iajor C. \ '. L. Lycett, o.B.E., Royal
ignals, wa 0 . ., _ eutral ignal . and had hi Headquarter
with r o. 1 Company at Bedford.
The personnel of o. t Company Teutral ignals, who went to
Bedford on 12th eptember, were later reinforced by some forty
Regular rmy motor cycli t drawn from other arm of the
ervice and by our O\\"n Despatch Rider ub- ection, mo t of
whom joined on unday, the I th, having already done at least
one period of annual training, in addition to the Roya oumament.
Accommodation for them 'yas provide~! by the Depot,
Bedfordshire and Hertford hire Regiment. and all rank conidered themselve - lucky to be in barrack . It rained extreme! .
hard during the greater part of the fir l week.
'
The work of installing the i!mal Office and of laying the
twenty-eight" local " to the variou parts of the Depot build mg
commenced at once and wa completed according to schedule by
Friday morning, when Ma jor Lycett tested the communication,
On this Friday morning ind Lieutenant D . J. ::\lacbeth and a
party of twenty moved out to Haverhill to act a
ignals to thJi
enior Umpire Mobile Di,•ision.
·
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The taff be«an to anive on Friday afternoon, and traffic
in the ignal office commenced that evening. The requirements
of the taff in telephony were provided by two circuits to each of
I and II Corp and to G.H.Q., and by a connection to Bedford
Po t Office E. ·change for other subscribers using the P.O. system.
Thi last circuit was increased from one connection to three
before the end of the Exerci e.
The demand of the Staff for telephony, using a 40-~ine
exchang , taxed our exchange operators to the uttermost ;
the peak period being 120 calls in 30 minutes, but we managed to
compete. Thanks to a very considerate Staff, the demands on our
Despatch Riders were not exce ive, though they had plenty to
do and the Counter Staff had to work at high pressure when the
Control taff issued their narrative. These necessitated the
departure of ten to :fifteen Despatch Riders in as many minutes,
each carrying copi ·of the narrative and a mass of other registered packets to the Umpires Staff at one or other of the fighting
Headquarters.
Conditions were very bard at times, as the torrential rain made
riding difficult. All possible praise is due to the Regular Army
motor cyclists who assisted with the Despatch Riding. The runs
were very long ; that from Bedford to Colchester, which was done
several times each day, was eighty odd miles each way. This,
given good roads, is nothing to a Royal Signals D.R., but done at
speed was something of an ordeal to some of the men who bad
not had much eJ..-perience of motor cycling.
All good things come to an end, and the " war " ended on
Tuesday, the 21st. The work of dismantling and packing up
started at once, and was completed in time to allow o. I Company ~ eutral Signals to visit Whipsnade on Friday, the 24th,
to partake of the first Annual Dinner of o. I Company eutral
Signals. We say the first Annual Dinner because we think that
the Unit of the Corps that gets the job ne:<..-t year, ought to perpetuate the custom of dining itself at the end of the Exercise.
The Commanding Officer kindly came over for the first two
days of the War Office Skeleton Exercise, and also attended the
Dinner, where he read a letter very kindly sent by Brigadier G.
G. Rawson, o.B.E., l\l.C., Deputy Director Staff Duties at the War
Office, who as Senior Signal Officer on the Control Staff, had us
very much under his eye. A copy of the letter is reproduced
below:
"N.0.433.
"The War Office, Whitehall, S.W.x.
" 23rd September, 1937.
"My Dear \Villway,-I want to say how much we appreciate
the good work put in by the members of your Unit, who formed
the backbone of Neutral Signals on the recent War Office
Exercise. They put up a splendid show and helped very materially to make the Exercise a success. I realise what a great deal
of work they must have put in, not only during the Exercise,
but also before and after it. I hope you will let the officers and
other ranks concerned know how valuable was their assistance
and how much it is appreciated.
"Yours,
" (Signed) G. G. RAwsoN,
" Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. C. Willway,
" Commanding The London Divisiohal Signals, T.A. "
\Ve were very proud to see the large number of officers of
Royal Signals who were members of the ~ntrol Staff at Bedford,
and our thanks are due to all of them for their great kindness.
One and all went out of their way to help us by giving early
information of the moves of formations and in many other ways.
Despatch Rider Sub-Section Annual Dinner.-The Despatch
Rider Display Teams' Annual Dinner was held at Signal House
on Saturday, 9th October, and about one hundred members and
guests all told were present. Amongst the official guests was
Colonel G. D . Ozanne, M.c .. Deputy Chief Signal Officer, London
District, who commanded the Unit from 1930-1935. Mr.
Graham Walker of the Rudge Whitworth Company, and Major
T. Sinfield, the ever popular Arena Marshal at the Royal Tournament, and representative parties of the Royal Marines and 48th
Divisional Signals. A brief description of the speeches and toasts
are given in the c.nsuing paragraphs.
!he Commanding Ofi?.cer, Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. C. Willway,
said that ~stom '.'-nd his o~ p~eference enabled him to speak at
such functions without being tied to any particular toast. He
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spoke of the qualities of a Despatch Rider, and drew comparison
between their display work and their real duties. Before the
Royal Tournament he had addressed the Despatch Riders and
warned them of the difficulties they would have to face and of
his belief that they would overcome them. That belief had been
fully justified. It was, he said, a privilege to be the Comma~ding
Officer during this, the Coronation Year, when the Display
Team had performed at the Royal Tournament and at so many
other shows.
The Display Team had proved something which he had always
believed. There were some who made a rigid distinction between
the personnel of the Regular and Territorial Armies. This he
thought was wrong. They of the T .A. were of the same stock as
the Regular Army and, as material, were q uite as good. The
work of the Display Team had proved his contention that if,
after embodiment, the T.A. received two or three months
continuous training, it would be able to hold its own with the
Regular Army. He paid tribute to Mr. Graham Walker of the
Rudge Whitworth Company, to Colonel C. F. L1ardet, o.s.o ..
r.o .. the T.A . representative on the Committee of the Royal
Tournament, who bad told him (Colonel Willway) personally bow
sorry he was not to be present; and to Captain C. W. King,
Secretary of the Royal Tournament, Major Smith of the Guards
(O.C. Troops at Olympia), a!fd Major T. Sinfield, all of whom had
shown the Display Team the greatest kindness.
2nd Lieutenant W. Dark.in proposed the health of the Guests
and this toast was responded to by the Honorary Colonel, Lord
Pender of Porthcurnow. Referring to the presence of our friends
the Marines, he retold the old story, coined by them, of the
opinion prevalent at the Royal Tournament that the D.R.s,
who were obviously a ll mad, were brought to Olympia from some
mental asylum in a plain van for each performance, and on
emerging at speed from the arena were netted and returned in
strait-jackets whence they came. He spoke of the pleasure
it gave him to hear continued tributes to tho work of the team,
not the least of which was an appreciation from his brother under
whose auspices they had appeared at Yeovil. He was, he said,
very proud to be the Unit's Honorary Colonel.
The toast of the Guests was also responded to by Q.M.S.I.
Hurley, Royal Marines, and it is regretted that no report is
available of this speech.
Major T. Sinfield, proposing the toast of the Display Team,
stated that although he had been connected with the Royal
Tournament since 1889, this was the first occasion OD which be
had been ordered to make a speech. He was too old to obey
orders of that kind, and so proposed the health of the Display
Team.
Lieutenant the Hon. R. E. Denison Pender, in his reply, took
the opportunity of thanking the members of the team for all that
they had done. He was sure that their efforts had had an effect on
recruiting for the T.A. He was delighted to see four representatives of the 48th (South Midland) Divisional Siguals Display Team
there, and wished them all success in their second season in 1938.
Concluding, he paid tribute to Mrs. Angell, who, so unselfishly,
had lent her husband to the Display for such long periods.
C.S.M. Angell E. J . also responded to this toast and expressed
his pleasure-as Permanent Staff Instructor- in being a m~mb~r
of the Display Team.
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Captain H . R. Firth, the Adjutant, then proposed the toast of
Despatch Riding, which was responded to by Ir. Grah;i.m
Walker, the oldest and most famous Despatch Rider present.
Apologies '!-Te due both to Mr. Graham Walker and Q.M.S.I.
Hurley for the absence of any report of their speeches. The
writer was reduced to such a condition of hopeless mirth that
he was unable to take notes.
A pleasant feature of the evening was the distribution of small
souvenirs of the 1937 season to members of the team and to
some of those who had assisted them.
C. O.L.S.

Haberdashers' Aske's School Cadet Corps.
1st Cadet Signal Company.
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Telearams: " Fruit."

J. J. THOMPSON & SON
Fruit, Flower and Potato
Merchants

DARLINGTON.

Affiliated to the London Divisional Signals
(City of London Signals).
The School contingent of two Infantry Platoons of the Junior
Division, O.T.C., mentioned in our September notes, is now a
living body, to which we must wish all success. The cadets
forming this contingent were all serving in this Cadet Unit before
being transferred last month. This leaves us with seventy
cadets, organised as follows: Headquarters and Band; "A"
Section (Operators); "B" Section (Cable, W/T, and D.R.s);
" M" Section (Stores and Maintenance) ; " R" Section (Elementary general signal training) and " S" Section (Surveying
and Draughtsmen). In addition sixty young recruits have been
admitted, organised into two general cadet-training Platoons.
Some of these will later join the O.T.C., others will be absorbed
in our own Sections.
Those cadets who attended the London Divisional Signals
summer camp seem to have bad a very good time there and to
have done much interesting work. We are very grateful to
Lieutenant-Colonel Willway and Captain Firth for enabling
them to go. Below is a short account by Cadet Sergeant Manley,
the senior N.C.O. of the party, on their activities.
Dibgate Cam p, 1937.- By invitation of the Officer Commanding
London Divisional Signals, a party of three N.C.O.s and seve n
cadets spent a most interesting week in camp with London
Divisional Signals at Dibgate, Kent. The party was attached as
a Cadet Section to No. 3 Company and on Schemes was usually
employed as Brigade isual Personnel forward to Battalions
and on one Scheme as a complete Brigade Section .. with an
" I.B." Box, which to us was something new.
One day Cadet Signalman Trent managed to get photographed
by a press photographer whilst operating a visual terminal with
two T.A. signalmen. The photograph duly appeared in the·
Folkestone Chronicle.
In our spare time we successfully operated W/T Sets "A" and
" C," and R/T Sets o. x. The "A" and " C " were old friends,
but the o. I S, ts were quite new to most of us, and working
them was a pleasant novdty.
The Territorials were very nice to us, and quite a lot of free
time was spent in exchanging views and news with them. Vve
were r.lieved to find that, wlule they know practically all there
is to ~e known about the W /T and R/T ets, as far as morse
operating was c.onceroed, we were abl to hold our own 'luite
successfully.
The party returned to London on 14th August, after Colonel
Willway had been kind enough to tell us that he considered the
experim<>nt to have been very succes fol , and that he hoped it
could be repeated another year.

Units, all of whom were involved, because it is the only fortnight
during the year when we get real practice.
Seldom has the fog of war been so well simulated as on this
occasion ; in fact, it was quite impossible to cheat, because we
didn't know where to go. However, we got the place fixed in the
end, and ' os. I and 4 Companies from London, 1 o. 3 Company
from Liverpool and No. l C.M.A. Signal Section from ~lanchester
(who were attached for the period) all assembled at Ely on
Sunday, 12th September. We got down to work at once, and
began installing our Coxps Headquarters in a local disused jam
factory. We liaised with the Post Office officials all round the
country, and 3rd and 4th Divisional Signals, albeit they seemed
an awful long distance away.
Still, on the outbreak of " hostilities " things were able to go
off with a bang and then, as usual, down came the rain. Our
camp became a bog, and things were so unpleasant that the
G.O.C.-in-C. signalled us to " splice the main brace." As things
turned out, supplies allowed us to splice only half the main brace,
but we were duly grateful for small mercies.
We were then called on to move to Godmanchester, but things
didn't go half as well there chiefly because our available means of
communication to the 4th Division (at least) was about twenty
miles of D. cable. Technical minds will, no doubt, solve the
difficulty in time, but at pre ent there appears to be no answer
without a larger expenditure of the national income.
·During our stay at Godmanchester, we received a visit from
the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, who recalled with pleasure
our previous mutual association at Salisbury two years ago.
In the meantime the weather cleared up, and so did the
Exercise. The usual conference-and then all our Staff returned

Line of Communication Signals, Supplementary
Reserve.
20, Atkins Road, Clapham Park, London, .W.12.
14th October.
We must attribute our absence from these pages in recent
months to our preoccupation with the War Office Exercise.
This meant a good deal more to us than to the Regular Signal

Tent Competition. Prize-winners, No. 4 Company.
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to the four corners of England leaving us to clear up our hundred
or so mile of lines which we had laid, but' ·ere unable to recover
in the rush.
Two days of hard work doing thi , then a ceremoni al parade,
followed by a presentation of Efficiency Ieda l (Militia) and
Coronation fodals. Then there was a port afternoon (d uring
which No. 4 Company won the Cup presented by Captain Beard
(It was the first competition for this trophy)) .
o. 3 Company
also had their usual night away amidst the" Lights of Lonnon."
The la t Saturday was spent in clearing up camp ready for the
great upheaval, and on Sunday everyone went home.
As will be seen, there was little time to spare. The L. of C.
Signals, as usual, were given a biggish job to do, and we had to go
all out to do it. Everyone seem to have learnt a lot and, very
rightly, have committed it to paper before the lessons are
forgotten . This has entajled a lot of reailing and orting out,
but the ultimate result should be of great use if the e:-..-periences
are not forgotten.
On our return to London there was an unu ually large shower
of bouq uets, inclurung one from the Director of Military Trairung .
\Ve can, therefore, congratulate ourselves upon the fact that
the show " looked all right from the stalls." Vlhat went on
behind t he scenes was our own bu iness.
During our stay at Ely, the folk there were extraordinarily
hospitable, and one of our great regrets was that we were unable
to take advantage of it to any extent.
On Friday, 24th September, r o. 4 Company held their Annual
Dinner at t he Bell Hotel, Ely, and it again turned out to be a
most enjoyable function .
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In conclusion it is to be hoped that everyone will acknowledge
the debt they owe to the advance and rear partie. under R.Q.M.S.
mith from London and C.Q.M.S. Farringdon from Liverpool
(who by superhuman effort ~ot the camp ready for occupation,
and cleared up the mess afterwards), and also to Sergeant Cary,
who ran the cookhousr.
It is quite impossible to estimate what the result would be if
such ready a sistance were not forthcoming . We can only hope
that some such stout hearts will always be prepared to help us
out.
On one of our fine days we had a photograph taken of the
officers of the nit. The photograph is published with the e
notes.
The Tent Competition was won by o. 4 Company. A photograph of the prize-\ ·inner i also published.

AD VER 11JEMENTS!
Those h 'rms who advertise tn these
pages support our Corps Magazine.
Will our readers please support
them in return ?

S'PORTS NOT ES
Signal Training Centre.
North Yorks and South Durham Harriers League.-The first
run of the series of six runs in the League was held at Catterick
Camp 011 Saturday, 9th October. This is the first time that a
League run h1s been held in the Camp. The S.T.C. team gained
a decisive win over the rest of the teams, the score being 43 points
to the next team 's score of 150.
A great feature of t he run was the excellent running of the
young soldiers of the Dismounted Wing, who formed the greater
part of the team. Boy l\lcl<enna, who was first man home for
the Signals, showed excellent running form , and we hope that he
will be able to be equally successful in the youths' races later in
the season . This is a most hopeful sign for the future, and will,
without doubt, lead to good teams being formed after Christmas
in time to train for the North-Ea tern and Northern Champion ships in February. The six scoring runners for the S .T .C. were ·
3rd Boy McKenna, " F " Company.
4th Signalman Potter, School.
6th Signalman Jecve , Dismounted \\ling.
7th Signalman Howarth, Mounted Wing.
8th Lance Corporal Blades, "F" Company.
15th Signalman Ball, Dismounted Wing.
Signalman Mackinnon, School of Signals, was the second man
home for the "fast" pack. Tills pack starts three minutes
behind the "slows." Mackinnon wins a League prize for his
effort, as ex-Corporal Broadlcy, now running for Darlington, who
was actually the first man home in the" fasts," had previously
won a prize.
A large number of spectators was present at the run, which
started from the School of Signals and consisted of a st-mile
cou rse in two laps. The following teams were represented :
Signal Training Centre, Darlington, Billingham, Middlesbrough,
West Hartlepool, R.A.F., Thornaby, and R.A.F., Catterick.
Full details of the placings and scores of the first and second
run will be given in next month's ·wmE. The second run i~ due
to be held on 23rd October at Middle brough.

School of Signals.

OFFICERS OF L. OF C. SIGNALS, S.R.

ELY CAMP. SEPTEMBER, 1937.

fr~nt Raw, Left to R~ght : Captain S. R. Bower, Major J. G. T. Hiley, Major D. C. M. Johnson , Lieutenant-Colonel M. F. Allan, Major F. H.

Dallison, M.C., Captain W . A. Peachell, Captain W. E. Chinn.

. Middle Row : Lieutenant E. L. Ellis, Captain R. Jackson, Lieutenant H. T. Mander, 2nd Lieutenant K. L. Sanders, Lieutenant T. E. Kitts,
Lieutenant H. Metcalfe, Lieutenant J. Reading, Captain H. A. Penn .

Back Row : L!eutenant J. Reid, 2n.d Lieuten.ant W . M. C. Berkeley, 2nd Lieutenant W . E. Bellamy, Lieutenant L. W . Wright, Lieutenant
Gre1son, 2nd Lieutenant G. ff. Bella1rs, 2nd Lieutenant A. E. Denman, 2nd Lieutenant W . F. Hickox.

J.

Billiards.- Only two matches have been played at prosent.
The rosults are : Played " D " Company on 7th October and
won 5- I. Played Mounted \Ving on 14th October and won 6--o.
Although the results seem decisive, the games, in some cases,
were uncomfortably close and almo t gave our team captain
heart failure.
TENNIS.
School of Signals Tournament, 1937/38.- LEVEL S1NGLES :
'Winner, Lance Corporal Beck ; Runner-up, Sergeant Fraser.
HANDICAP Sr 'GLES: \Vinnor, Lance Corporal Kerr ; Runner-up,
Signalman Mackinnon. LEVEL DOUBLES: Winners, Sergeant
Farmer and Lance Corporal Kerr ; Runners-up, Signalmen
Palling and Mackinnon. HANDICAP DOUBLES: 'W inners, Lance
Corporal Hodgson and Signal'.man ickers ; Runners-up, Signalmen Cooper and Allison.
S. T.C. Other Ranks' Doubles Championship, 1937 / 38.- Winners,
Sergeants Fanner and Creaton (School) ; Runners-up, Staff
Sergeant Hallett and Lance Sergeant Mahon (Depot Battalion) .
5th Division.- INTER-REGIMENTAL DouBLES : V\' innors, School
of Signals (Captain H. D. Mountford and Sergeant Farmer) ;
Runners-up, XXI Field Brigade, RA . INTER-UNIT DouBLES :
Wi nnors, School of Signals (Sergeants Farmer and reaton) ;
Runners-up, Depot Battalion, Royal. ignals. O.R.s' CHAMPlO SllIP SINGLES: Winner, Sergeant Farmer (School of Signals);
Runner-up, Lance Sergeant Mahon (Depot Battalion, Royal
Signals). HANDICAP DOUBLES: 'W inners, rst Battalion, Royal
Ulster Rifles ; Ru nners-up, School of Signals (Signalmen Palling
and Semple).
Northern Command.-0.R.s' Dot'J!LES : Winners, Royal Tank
Corps; Runners-up, School of Signals (Sergeants Farmer and
Creaton). SINGLES: Winners, School of Signals (Sergeant
Farmer) ; Runners-up, Royal Tank Corps.

Aldershot Command Signal Company.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

Football.2nd East Yorks Details ..
26th Field Company, R.E.
2nd East Yorks Details ..
Hockey. Details, Mons Barracks
Details, "A" Corps Signals

\Von 2-1
Drew 3-3
Lot 1-2

2nd Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Sialkot.
Owing to so many B.O.R.s being away on Operations and
leave during the last month, our football and hockey teams
suffered more than usual, but we still have sufficient to turn
teams out. The foUowing are results of matches played during
the period ince my last notes :
FOOTBALL.
\"ersus taff and Department (League) . . Away. Won r-o
HOCKEY.
Versus" E" Battery, RH.A. (League).. Away. Lost 0--2
Versus" D "(S.) Company, 2nd Worcestershire Regiment (League)
Away. Lost 0--1
Versus "C" Squadron, 3rd Carabiniers
(League) ..
Away. Lost 0--I
\' ersns "Cantt." Police (friendly)
Home. \Von 3-2

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Cricket.- We finished third in the Hot Weather League,
winning three and drawing one out of five games. \Ve are not
losing any of our team this trooping season and should, therefore,
stand a good chance of heading the League ne:Kt season.
In our last game again t R.I.A.S.C. we scored 221 for two
declared in one and a half hours, Buchanan making 102 and
Buirski 92, both not out, and di mi sed our opponents for 85.
Signalmen Buchanan and Buirski have been selected to
participate in a trial game to represent the N.\V.F.P. \Ve
hope that they are both succe ful in securing places.
Hockey.-\~·e entered an All-India Hockey Tournament and
were defeated by the Di trict Police in the first round, thus
qualifying for the Subsidiary Tournament, which we won, beating
the 9th :\fountain Battery, R.A ., in the final after a replay by
2-I.

Football.- One or two friendly games have been played with
varying fort u ne .
Rugby.- The ruuby team had its first game at Lanru Kotal and
were very jubilant at defeating the Dorset Regiment by 21-4.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
8th Field Brigade, R.A., Signal Section.
\Ve have played many games of soccer recently, and with the
able support of our Section Officer and the splendid performance
of Gunner v\'illingham, of Brigade Headquarters, whose di plays
between the sticks have attracted much applause, we have an
excellent goal averag . The results of the last six games are
recorded below in order to indicate that for a small Section we
ca.n certainly pull our weight.
12/ /37. v. Combined Signals and G.M.P.s
\Von 2-r
14/ /37. v . A/H Section, R.A.
Won 7-2
16/8/37. v. Bazar Sporting lub ..
\Von 4-1
20/8/37. v. Cosmopolitan Club
\Von 10-0
23/ /37.
v. Bazar ew Sports Club
\ on 4-0
27/ /37.
v. 8th Brigade, R .A , Headquarters
Lo t 1- 3
T. R. B.
Hockey.- The ombined ignals entered a team for th Ha\
Hockey Tournament, but the first opponents, ro. 14 Platoon
of the Devonshire Regiment prov d the better team by ·winning
3 o. It was a knock-out tournament, and this meant th
xodus for the Signals . So mu h for hockey.
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8th FIELD BRIGADE R.A. SIGNAL SECTIONl F0:
Le~ to
Le~ to

Right (Standing) : Abdul Gaffoor, Signalman Thompson, Gunner Ward, Gunner Wi ll ingham, Signalman Dunne, Naik Ahmed Khan.
Right (Sitting) : Signalman Bott, Signalman Brown, Lieutenant G. E. G. Brown, Lance Corporal Beatt, Jemadar Amand Kham.

Soccer.-The Section, being "little but good" is not in a
position to field a complete football team. However, with the
help of two obli~ng players from Headquarters, two from the
M.T. Company and one Syce, a moderately good team has been
formed-if a little cosmopolitan. Here is a list of the matches
recently played: "A" Sub-Section, won 4-0; H.Q. 8th Fld .
Bde., lost 3-1 : No. 3 Section, Buffs, lost 4-2 ; 6th Inf.
Bde. Signal Section, won 3-1, and Sporting Club, won 4-0.
SIRS-ATE-ATE .

Egypt Signals.
" K" Section.
Swimming.-We have finished all our fixtures, and at last" K "
has found some swimmers and polo players. The following wilt

give you some idea of our successes :
Played. \Von . Lost. Drawn. PoiPts.
8
5
3
10
Polo
)fodley Relay . .
8
6
2
G
Three Lengths Relay
8
6
2
6
The polo team comprised the following : Lance Corporal
Summers and Signalmen James W., Martin, Clarke, '.\fcHugh,
\l\'atts and Barlow. Medley: James (back). Summers (breast),
Clarke or Martin (side) and Watts (free) . Three lengths relay:
.McHugh (breast) and Clarke (free).
In the Corps Aquatic Gala " K " Section won the canoe race.
Signalman James also won the novices' one length back-stroke,
and \\'att and Clarke gained places in the diving.
Cricket.- Th1s season we have not been too good at this sport.
K " has never been able to excel and, owing to the departure of
Sii:nalman ~kGowan, the team was considerably weakened.
Tennis.-Up to the present we have only played three matches,
but have won these 7- 2, 9 o, 5 + Tennis has just started
.and we hope to do well. At this sport we arc able to turn out a

strong team, and are looking forward to our match with U nit
H .Q., when we hope to be the victors. " K " Section this year is
represented by Sergeant Dodman, Lance Sergeant Betty and
Signalmen Dransfield, Howitt, James and Anderson.
Billiards.- The Section supplied the winning team in the
Inter-Section League. They must be congratulated on their
splendid performance, having played sixteen games, won fourteen
and lost two. " J " Section were second with thirteen wins to
their credit, whilst " 1 " Section made a good third with twelve
wins. The following stalwarts representep the Section : Sergeant
Dodman, Lance Sergeant Betty, Lance Corporal Summers and
Signalmen Watts, James and Clarke.
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Malta Signal Section.
The winter season started with a bang. Fixtures are numerous
and show no signs of abating. Games to date are as follows :
v. R.A.F. Headquarters
Won 5- 2
v . RE . Services
Won 2 - 0
v. Marines, St. Angelo
Drew o-o
v. R.A.!.\f.C., Imtarfa . .
Lost 0 - 2
v. R.A.F. Headquarters
Drew 1 - 1
v. H.1\I.S. Penelope . .
..
..
..
. . !.ost I- 5
Considerable shuffling of the side has taken place during these
early matches, and when finally settled down we hope to produce
quite con~istent good form.
Hockey.- Signals assist S. and D. in these matches, providing
in each match some seven or eight players. The following
matches havo been player! with the results shown:
v. Ioth Heavy Battery, R.A .
Won I-O
V. R.A.M.C.
Drew 2-2
v. 6th Heavy Battery, R.A . ..
Lost 2-3
v. Iotb A.A. Battery
Lost I - 2
It's the odd goals that count. We must try and get them.

Editorial Notes.
~itb

tbe j'Jjest of all

~oob

wml.isbes to our .l\ea:bers at

On behalf of all ranks Royal Signals, we beg to convey our
loyal duty and best wishes to our Colonel-in-Chief, Her Royal
Highness The Princess Royal, G.c.v.o ., G.B.
The season' s greetings are also extended to :
Q.M.S. (F-of-S) K. G. Montgommery, British Eat Africa .
Sergeant Vernon S. Wade, Simla, India.
Ex-Sergeant F. V. March, Victoria, Australia.
Ex-Sergeant C. Walters, Sydney, .S.\¥., Australia.
Ex-Sergeant L. E . Chick, Vienna, Austria.
Ex-Sergeant T. G. H. Bennett, Iraq.

~ome

anb

~b r o ab

Ex-Sergeant R. C. Bland, Khartoum, Sudan.
Ex-Corporal E. S. J. Haine , Auckland,

ew Zealand .

Ex-Corporal H. S. Hodgson, Ceylon.
Ex-Signalman C. F. Vickers, Venezuela, South America.
Ex-Signalman A. S. Mitchell, Rhodesia, South Africa.
Ex-Signalman . F. Graham, yasaland, Central Africa.
Ex-Signalman E. J. oung, Uganda, East Africa.
FROM ALL OF WHOM WB SHOULD BE GLAD TO RECEIVElNxws
WHEN THEY HAVE THE TIME AND INCLINATION TO WRITE.

A
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WColonel-Commandant, Royal Signals.-It is notified f general
information that Brigadier R . H. \Villan, o.s.o., M.C., A.o.c.,
has agreed to act in the capacity of Representative ColonelCommandant of the Corps for 1938.

C"'.c
Golf.-The Royal Signals Annual G<>lf ~eeting will be held
on 20th and 21st April, 1938, at the Berkshire Club, Asc_ot. All
events except the Corps Championship, are open to serving and
retired• officers of the Regular and Territorial Armies and Supplementary Reserve.
It would be of great assistance if intend_in_g.compe~itors would
notify Major H. S. Lewis Barclay, 4th D1vis1onal S~gnals , Canterbury, whether they require caddies on that occasion.

CNJ
An Appreciation.-Once again we tender our best thanks to
Unit Correspondents and all contributors to the pages of the
Corps Magazine who, during. the p~t year, have: so a~ly '.1-nd
regularly assisted us in furthenng the mterests of this publication.
The W1RE still continues to hold its own as the Regimental
Magazine with the largest circulation among many contemporaries, and a great deal of the cred!t for thi_s is undeniably
due to those who so consistently contribute to its pages.
In this connection, we would also convey a message of thanks
to the many firms who use the \VIRE as an adve~sing medium,
for their loyal support and valuable co-operation, and would
add that we shall always be prepared to further their interests
on every possible occasion.
It is felt that too much attention to this most important
feature of magazine production cannot be given by our readers,
and it is with confidence that we again appeal to them to
PATRONISE THOSE FIRMS as and when opportunity to
do so arises.
Orders from Messes and individuals may be p laced eit her
direct or through the agency of this Office, and we shall welcome
the opportunity to act as medium for all Home or Oversea
requirements.
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Edward , who catered for the liquid refreshments in admirable
style.
Vincent Ladbrooke's Band, who provided the music, certainly rose to the occasion, and gave of their best, with the
result that everyone was happy ; and even those who had stated
that they could not dance, or that they hated dancing, mingled
with the da ncers. a nd certainly appeared to enjoy it. One of
the Permanent Staff was so enthralled, that despite the fact
that he could only go one way round, danced every waltz.
During the evening we were honoured by the presence of
Colonel 0 . D . Smallwood (Commander 143rd Brigade), Colonel
W. Martineau, Colonel M. E. Holdsworth (D.C.S.0., Southern
Comma nd), Lieutenant-Colonel P . H . Jones (Commanding 48th
Divisional Signals), and many other officers of the 48th Divisional
Signals and Birmingham District.
This function has, without a doubt, put this Branch of the
O.C.A. on the social map of Birmingham, and has proved
beyond question that it is possible to get Old Comrades, their
wives and friends together for evenings of this sort, if a sufficient
number of enthusiasts can be found to give their time and
energy for the purpose.
Winter Programme.- During the coming winter months it is
intended to continue the smoking concerts at Hall Green, and
it is hoped that branch members will give these functions their
support.
New Members.- It is brought to the notice of serving members
of the Corps, who are about to leave the Colours and intend to
reside in Birmingham, that the Branch heartily welcomes new
members, and that particulars of forthcoming functions may
be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, Cateswell House, Hall
Green, Birmingham, 28.
ROYAL SIGNALS O.C.A ., EXETER BRANCH .
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Ex- .C.O., Portsmouth ............. . ........ Postman
Ex-Signalman, Sh:ewsbury .. .. · . . .. P.O. Engineering Dept.
Ex-Signalman, Bnghton ...................... Postman
Ex-S ignalman , B righto n .......... . ....... . . .. Postman
Ex-Signalm an, Brighton ...................... Postman
Ex- .C.O., Brighton .. ............. . ... .... ... Postman
Ex-Signalm an, Brighton .... ..... .. .. . . . . ..... Postman
Ex-Signalman. Brighton .............. . ....... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Brighton . . .................... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Brighton ...................... Postman
Ex-Signalm a n, Hull . ......................... Labourer
Ex- r .C.O., London ........ . ..... P.O. Engineering Dept.
Ex-S!gnalman, London .. .. .............. Under Manager
Ex-Signalman, London .......... P.O. Engi neerin g D ept .
Ex-Signalman, London .. .... .. . .. ...... . .... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, London . . .. .................. Electrician
Ex- .C.O., London .............. P.O. Engineering Dept.
Ex-Signalman, London ..... . .. ..... . .. ........ Postman
Ex-Signalman, London .......... P.O. Engineering Dept.
Ex- _.C.O., London ...... ... .. . .. P.O. Engineering Dept.
Ex-Signalman, London .......... P.O. Engineering Dept.
Ex- _.C.O., London ...... . . .......... . . ... .. . Messenger
Ex-Signalman, London . ..................... Labourer
Ex- .C.O., London . ... .... ...... P.O. Engineering Dept.
Ex-Signalman, Cardiff .. .. . ... ......... . . . . ... Labourer
Ex-Signalman, Nottingham ...... P.O. E ngineering Dept.
Ex-Signalman, ottingham .................... Postman
Ex-Signalman, Cardiff ....... .. . . . ..... ...... . Labourer
Ex-Signalman, rottingham ..... . ..... . \Vireless Operator
Ex-Signalman, Hull .............. . . . .. ..... Telephonist
Ex-Signalman, Salisbury .. Telephone Switchboard Operator
Ex-Signalman, Salisbury ...... .. .. P .O. Engineering Dept.
Ex-Signalman, \Vilts. . .. ........... . . \Vireless Operator
Ex-Signalman, Wilts. . .. ..... ... . P.O. Engineering Dept.
45, 46 and 47, Salisbury and District Branch.
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2 EASTFIELD AVENUE, RICHMOND, YORKS •

...,&Bound Volumes of "The Wire " for 1937.-All readers, Units.
Messes, etc .• requiring bound volumes. of the ~l~E for 1937
are asked to submit their orders early, as only a limited number
will be available for distribution. NO ROY AL SIG ALS
MESS LIBRARY IS COMPLETE WITHOUT THESE
VOLUMES. Price 8s. per copy, post free (at home or abroad).

Telephone : Darlington 237-4

FOR ALL CLASSES OF INSURANCEWhole Life- Endowment- Fire - Burglary - Motor Car
or Cycle-Workmen 's Compensation- Comprehensive
Household - Ho use Purchase-Pension Assurance, Etc.

THE EDITOR.

Benevolent Fund Notes.

Signals Association Notes
BIRMINGHAM BRANCH.
Armistice Dance.-The outstanding event of the month of
November has been the Armistice Dance, which was held on
12th _ ovember in the Drill Hall of the 48th Divisional Signals,
which was lent for the occasion by kind permission of the Officer
Commanding.
When the proposal to hold this dance came up a few months
ago it was received with some show of pessimism, but the
res~lts of the venture fully justified the faith of the organising
committee in its success. It was really a bumper show and
reflects great credit on the organisers, at the head of whom was
Major H. Bartlett, who has done so much to keep the Branch
together.
Those who have organised a function of this description will
realise how many things there are to do, and thanks are due to
the Adjutant and the staff of the 48th Divisional Signals for the
admirable way in which the Hall was decorated with flowers
and bunting. and also to Messrs. Thom, Gilbert and Carnell
for their very able assistance and advice. Without their wholehearted support this function would not have been possible.
Mr~ Thom particularly deserves thanks for his great efforts to
promote the sale of tickets and for introducing to us Mr. Ralph

(By permission of the Editor, "Express and Echo.'' Exeter).

Members passing Mayor of Exeter after attending Armistice Service
at the Cathedral, 7th November. Major J. W. Western, O.B.E.,
T.D. leading .
EMPLOYMENTS.
Situations found during the preceding month with the cooperation of the National Association for the Employment of
Regular Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen :
·
I
Ex-Signalman, Sheffield ..... . .... P.O. Engineering Dept.
2 Ex-Signalman, Coventry
.. .................. Inspector
3 Ex-Signalman, Nottingham .................. Labourer
4 Ex-Signalman, rottingham
. .... ......... .... Labourer
5 Ex-N .C.O. . .......... .. ... .. ......... . .... Telephonist
6 Ex-Signalman, Croydon . ·. .. ....... .. ......... Postman
7 Ex-N.C.O., Stoke-on-Trent .................... Lineman
8 Ex-Signalman, Stoke-on-Trent .... P.O. Engineering Dept.
9 Ex-Signalman, Glasgow .. ..... . .............. Labourer
lo Ex-N .C.O., Glasgow .... . ......... ..... .. . .. Telephonist
1 r Ex-Signalman, Croydon ...................... Postman
12 Ex-Signalman, Sunderland ....... . P.O . Engineering Dept.
13 Ex-Signalman, Reading .................... . . Postman

The Administrator gratefully acknowledge receipt of a
ge nerous contribution donated to Association Funds by the
Nor_t~ern Commancl Tattoo
ommittee on behalf of Signal
Tra11ung Centre, Catten ck, and Xorthern. Command Signal
Company. Also :
CASH S UBSC IUPTIONS from :
C.S.O., Aldershot Command (Donation from Alclersbot Command Searchlight Tattoo Fund) .
" H " Corps Signals, Karachi.
Lieutenant (I.P.C.) S . . McGregor.
2nd Indian Divisional SignaL.
Q.M.S . (F-of-S) K. G. l.Vlontgomery.
z nd Divisional Signals.
Royal Signals Office rs' Mess. atterick.
3rd Inclian Divisional Signals.
Signal Training entre (lndia).
C!FT OF CLOTHING from :
Brigadier-General \ V. P. E. N"cwbigging, c.B., C. M.G., o .s.o.
Major G. C. Winckley, M.C.
Captain C. hilds.
APPEALS dealt with:
r \l\'idow of Ex- r. .0., London . . ... ..... Grant £2 o o
2 Ex- . . 0., Portsmouth ................ Loan £5 o o
3 Ex-Signalman, ewcastle .............. Grant £2 12 6
4 Ex- .C. O., Loudon . . ........... . .. . .. . Grant £1 12 o

5
6
7
8
9
10

Ex-Signalman, Scotland ..... . .... ... . Grant £3
Ex-Signalman, South Shields ... . . . .... . . Grant £r
Ex-Signalman, Bristol .... .... .... ...... Grant £2
.C.O., Aldershot .. .. . . .... ..... ....... Grant £3
Ex-Signalman, Surrey ... ..... .... .... Loan £1.
Ex-Signalman, Newcastle .............. Grant £2
II
£
Special Education Grant . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12 Ex-Signalman, London ................ Grant £ r
13 Ex-Signalman, Sheffield ................ Loan £3
14 Signalman, Bulford ....... .... ....... .. Loan £5
15 Ex-Signalman, Scarborough Grant £2 o o Loan £2
16
'.C.O., India ............... ... ...... Loan /,2
17 Widow of Ex-N.C.O., Surrey ........ .. Grant £2
18 Ex-Signalman, London ... . .. ......... . Grant £!
19 Ex-Signalman, London ................ Grant £3
20 Ex-Signalman, Lanes. . . .......... . ... Loan £3
21
.C.0., India ......... ... . ........... Grant £r
22 Driver, Tidworth .. . ........... . . .. .... Grant £2
23
-.c .O., Catterick .... . .... ...... ..... Loan £5
(Signed) T. H. L. SPAIGHT, Lieutenant-Colonel,
Administrator, Signals Association Benevolent

0

0

0
IO

0
0

0

0

10 0
o o
19 8
15 o
3 10
0

0

0

0

0

0

o
5
o
o
7
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Fund .

Correspondence.
Waiting List for Married Quart en Roll.
D .O. 496.

Royal Signals Record Office, Chatham, Kent.
17th Kovember.
The Editor of the WIRE.
Dear Sir, -The following is notified for publication in the
December, 1937, \VIRE, p lease.
Dates on which top individuals were registered on the \Vaiting
List for the Married Quarters Roll :
(a) Home and Abroad- Sergeants, 14/ 10/ 1932.
(b) Home, Abroad and India- Rank and File, 28/12 11931
Yours faithiully,
E.
F. H1TCHIN , Colonel,
i/c Royal Signals Records.

Corps News-Officers
i\fQVESapta.in T. C. Thomp on from Canada to 2nd Divi ional
Signal , ldershot.
Captain L. A. E. Tozer from ick Leave to Catterick (S.T. . ).
Captain B. S. W atkins from Aldershot to Headquarters,
\Ve tern Command, Che ter.
l\Iajor . T. Hughe from Aldershot to Southern Command
Signal Company, Sali bury.
Captain J . F. G. Iorton (Royal anadian C. of S.) from
Ca nada to 3rd Divi ional Signal . Bulford (exchange duty) .
Lieutenant R . B. Ridley-Martin from Catterick to emplo ment
under the Sudan Government.
Lieutenant H . E. F. :\!iddleton from atterick to TransJordan Frontier Force.
Lieutenant T. de B. Miller from atterick to :\Ialta.
Lieutenant J . H. E. Panton from ~Ialta to Catterick ( .T. . ).

Extracts from " The London Gazette."
[" London Gazette," 19 10 137]
REGULAR ARMV-i\fE)fORA DA.
l\Iajor F. W. S. Jourdain, h.p., late R.Signal , retires on
retired pay, 2/ 10, 37 .
["London Gazette," --110/37]
SUPPLEMENTARY RE ERVE- ROYAL SIG ALS .
znd Lieutenant S. Carwin to be Lieutenant, 20/10/37.
B
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D ECEMBER
[" London Gazette," 26/10/37}

R EGl.'LAR AR IY R . OF 0 .-ROYAL S IGNALS.

Lieutenant F . R. icholson, ua\•ing attained the ago limit of
liability to recall, ceases t o belong to the R. of 0., 25/10/37.
Lieutanant l\f. C. Cooper, A. !.I.E.E., from S.R. of 0 ., to be
Captain, 26/10/37.
("London Gazette," 29/10/37}
R EGULAR A RM Y -

R OYAL SIGNALS.

Lieutena nt C. P. S. Denholm-Young is restored to the establi hment, 30/10/37.

2306754 Sergeant Lewis W . ........... .
2310455 Sergeant Baldwin D. . ........ .
2313509 Sergeant Napper H ............ .

II/8/37
II/8/37
u/8/37

17
17
17

2313752
2310622
2308399
2310767
2309564

Promoted Sergeant.
L/Sergeant Birchall J . . ........ .
L/Sergeant Weeks G.......... .
L/Sergeant Worth J. . ........ .
L /Sergeant Evans J. . . . ...... .
L /Sergeant Rigden W. . ...... .

2/7/37
26/7/37
21/8/37
21/8/37
25/8/37

33
33
33
33
33

2316435
2316485
2318470
2316771

Appointed Lance Sergeant.
Corporal Tranter J. . ........ .
Corporal Dymond F. . ........ .
Corporal Winder T. . ... . .... .
Corporal hipton W. . ........ .

6/6/37
11/8/37
13/8/37
17/8/37

2321055
232 1395
6396916
2319791
2320521
2322198
2209868
2307838
231 6483
2317264
2319650
231 8n 9
2928009
2321892
790458
2317580
2319340
2320883
23I93II

Promoted Corporal.
L/Corporal Bakes R. ......... .
L/Corporal Grey G. S. . ...... .
L/Corporal Ready J. . ........ .
L/Corporal Strong P ........ . . .
L/Corporal Pike H ............ .
L/Corporal Durnan W. . .... . . .
L/Corporal Lee A. . . . ........ .
L/Corporal Wilson F ...... . ... .
L/Corporal Burdes S. . ..... . .. .
L/Corporal Cavill C. E. . ...... .
L/Corporal Boyland J. . . . .... .
L/Corporal Wilson A. . ........ .
L/Corporal Dick J. . .. . ....... .
L /Corporal Robertson D. . .... .
L/Corporal Richardson C. . .... .
L/Corporal Owens W.
. ...... .
L/Corporal T hompson G. . . ... .
L/Corporal Grigg T .. ... ....... .
L/Corporal Laun ders E .. . ..... .

8/6/37
30/6/37
30/6/37
16/7/37
16/7/37
26/7/37
4/8/37
8/8/37
I0/8/37
II/8/37
12/8/37
12/8/37
I3/8/37
17/8/37
18/8/37
19/8/37
21/8/37
25/8/37
26/8/37

Appointed Lance Corporal.
2319013 Signalman Brooke H . .. ..... . . .
2324145 Signalman Spence P. . ........ .
2321035 Signalman Allan F ........ . ... .
2322017 Signalman Crammond W ...... .
2321282 Signalman Grant G .... . ....... .
231 9051 Signalman R oberts A. H . . ... . .
2320767 Signalman Carter G. . ...... . . .
232rn15 Signalman Thirkell R. ..... . . .
2323071 Signalman Copping G .. . . . ..... .
2320835 Signalma n L11ith A. . ... . .... .
46562 Signalman Walters W . . . . . . .. .
2321867 Signalman Donaghy P. . . ..... .
2322278 Signalman Dunlop E . .. ....... .
2322421 Signalma n O'Brien H ... ....... .
5105857 Signalman Stanley G . . . . .. .. .. .
2319657 Signalman Smit h H . . . ...... . .
2 323444 Signalman Till E ..... . .... . .. . .
2320765 Signalma n Le\vis L. . . .. . .... .
2321263 Signalma n Cutter R. .. .... . . . .
2733u4 Signalman W ilson P . . ...... . . .
6710632 Signalman Chambers W. G . ... .
1070674 Signalman Lambert J . . ... ... .
2321656 Signalman Lowman C. W . .. .. . .
2321852 Signalman Callan J . . . ..... .... .
2322042 Signalman Malone F . . . . . . . . . . .
2324430 Signalman Taylor E . C . .. .. .. . .
49701 94 Signalman Shepherd G . . . .... . .
2321301 Signalman Radford H. . .. . . .. .
2321695 Signalman Cla rke V . . ... .. ... .
232351 8 Signalman LaJ:llb J. . .... .. .. .

II/9/36
2/4/37
8/4/37
8/4/37
8/4/37
8/4/37
8/4/37
9/4/37
9/4/37
I0/4/37
10/4/37
10/4/37
I0/4/37
10/4/37
13/4/37
i 3/4/37
13/4/37
13/4/37
13/4/37
14/4/37
19/4/37
19/4/37
20/4/37
22/4/37
23/4/37
24/4/37
25/4/37
26/4/37
29/4/37
29/4/37

EsTABLI H.!ENTS-S CHOOL OF S IGNALS.

Captain T . \V. Boileau relinq uishes t he appointment of
Adjutant, 1/10/37.
Lieutenant J . S. \Vise to be Adj utant, 1/10/37.
:lfEMORAN DA.

Captain A. E. Morrison t o be Inspector of Signals, Iraq Army,
10,'10/37.
Lieutenant (Temp . Captain) C. P . S. Denholm-Young, relinq ui hes t he t empora ry rank of Capt ain on ceasing to be
employed with the R.W.A.F .F ., 30/ Io/37.
S UPPLEM E NTA RY RESER\'E -ROYAL SIGNALS.

2nd Lieutenant W . J . A. Nicks to be Lieutenant , 27/rn/37.
("London Gazette," 2/u/37]
R E G U L A R ARMY--COM . !AND S A ND STAFF.

Gaptain B. S. Watkins to be G.S.0., 3rd Grade, for Physical
Training, Western Command, 26/10/37.
R O Y AL S IGN A LS.

Captain B . S. 'Yatkins is seconded for service on the Staff,
26/10/37.
Captain and Brevet-Major G. S. Hurst retires on a n Indian
pension, l /u /37.
TERRITORIA L ARMY-

ROYA L SIG NALS .

54th (E .A.) Divisional Sig nals. Captain H. S. Palmer is
seconded under para. 136, T .A. Regulations, 1/n /37.
[" London Gazette," 5/ u /37]
S U PPLE MENTA RY RESE RVE-R OYAL SIGN A LS .

Harold Smither t o be 2nd Lieutenant, 6/ u /37.

TERRI TORIA L AR~rY-ROYA L SIGN A LS .

42nd (E.L.} Divisional Signals. Ma jor C. B. Delaney t o be
Lieutenant-Colonel, 5/ u /37.
Captain E . R. Sutton to be Major, 5/ rr /37.
Lieutenant E . J. S. Brookes to be Captain, 5/ u /37.
[" London Gazette," 9/ rr /37]

S OPPLE ~!ENTA RY RESE RVE-

R OYAL SIGN A LS.

Lieutenant K. D . S. MacO\van resignShis commission, rn/ u /37.
2nd Lieutenant W . J. Trimmer to be Lieutenant, 7/ u /37.
2nd Lieutenant H . ;\1. Wells to be Lieutenant, 7/u /37.

CORPS PROMOTION ROSTER.
Subsequent Amendments.
~The

figures in the last column indicate the pages in the " Corps
Promotion Roster " (publi hed in April, 1936) on which
the respective names may be found . This information cannot, of course, be given in the case of Lance Corporals
appointed since that date.]
Promoted Warrant Officer, Class I (Regimental Sergeant-Major).
1858890 R.Q.M.S. Spong H. C. . . . . . . . .
1/9/37 . .
6
Appointed Regimental Quartermaster-Sergeant.
230846o C.S.:11. Littlefield D . . . . . . . . . . .
u /8/37
6
1858890 C.S.!\I. Spong H . C. . . . . . . . . . .
n /8/37
6
Promoted Warrant Officer, Class II (Company Sergeant-Major).
2310350 C.Q.l\I.S. Brett L. . . . . . . . . . . . .
n /8/37 . . 15
2308371 C.Q.M.S. Farley J. . . . . . . . . . . . . u /8/37
15
2306j67 C.Q.M.S. Renecle W. . . . . . . . . . .
u /8/37
16
16
1867277 C.Q.l\I.S. Angell E. . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/8/37
2310295 C.Q.l\1.S. Shergold G. . . . . . . . . . .
13/8/ 37
16
23n377 C.Q.M.S. Hall J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13/8/37
i6
Promoted Company Quartermaster-Sergeant.
2308854 Sergeant Atkinson F . . . . . . . . . . .
9/4/37
16
• 5095815 Sergeant Kelsey E . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18/7/37
74
• 2309775 Sergeant Bell H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22/7/37
74
• Special Roster.

1937

Discharged.
4444924 L/Sergeant Bainbridge S. . . . . . . 22/10/37
2317499 L /Sergeant Dale G. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30/ rn/37
2317222 Corporal Ellis G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1/10/37
2317394 Corporal Sneddon G. . . . . . . . . . . 26/10/37
2317433 Corporal Watson H . . . . . . . . . . . 27/10/37
2316u2 L/Corporal Burdett J. . . . . . . . . 14/10/37
Transferred to Army Reserve.
2317008 Corporal Statham H. . . . . . . . . . . 13/10/37
2320235 Corporal Legg J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22/10/37
2320257 L/Corporal Powell E. . . . . . . . . . . 23/10/37

34
38
54
42
45
55
58
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Plain Tales
Dance of the Fairies.T he fog bells toll the knell of .dying year;
The rad iator's frozen, and the gear
Is stuck, because the grease is solid ice.
The windscreen wiper's busted. What a nuisance I
Wind, howling sleet, dead leaves with rain and mud ;
A deathly cold that paralyses heart and mind.
Ah ! Winter's grip doth hold us for a while ;
Come in and poke the fire. Draw the blind.
Pray silence, children, whilst I say my piece
And distribute my greetings far and wide.
There's much to say before my burblings cease ;
My friends expect this sort of thing, so there !
Uncle Alfred :
You fool! There's not a bit of t his that rhymes;
A child of six could do it just as well.
Myself:
By heck ! Is this another of your crimes ?
K eep off this page, and go to Hackney W ick.
Now first for Editor and hard-worked staff,
The correspondents, artists, advertisers,
Working together to make us cry or laugh.
T he WIRE should flo urish with such folk besiders.
Uncle Alf.:
Oh, gosh! You'll never creep away with this:
Have all my fervent strivings been in vain ?
Myself :
Now really, Alf., such conduct comes amiss;
Behave yourself, don't do it any more.
To all or bot h my readers, if there be
So many left who read this monthly column :
A Merry Christmas, bless your hearts. Ah, me !
I fear I grow q uite sad, and something solemn.
Enough of t his ; let's get our greetings over;
To all I know, and those I don 't, for this mus'
Be in the post before I fly to Dover ;
I 've done it ; and it rhymes ! A Merry Christmas.
Uncle Alf.:
You' ve wasted q uite a lot of space to say so;
And t aken up our readers' time, I fear.
Myself :
My dear old soul, you 're in the greeting also ;
Come on you kids, and let 's get outa here.
D".O
Slight Pause.- With which remarkable effort, we come to the
business of the month, which, without doubt, or at any rate,
only a little doubt, consists chiefly of finding sufficient funds to
meet the t errific flood of bills from brewers, jewellers, grocers,
butchers, poulterers, t ailors and county councils. As we have no
very definite ideas as to h ow this business is to be handled, we
will trip gaily on our way, forget ting. The guy who said,
" There is no pleasure ·without pain " must have been in possession of his " First." However, let us have our pleasure this
Christmas, and the tradesmen may have-and in my case most
definitely "vill have-considerable pain afterwards. Our greengrocer would love to buy another street of houses in January.
D".O
Armistice Dance.- !£ I borrowed some of the adjectives from
the cinema posters, I should still feel that I was falling down
on the job of describing the Old Comrades' Armistice Dance in
the Drill Hall at Stratford Road, Birmingham, on the night of
12th ovember.
Major H . Bartlett, Mr. W . Thom, the Committee and the
Permanent Staff of the 48th Divisional Signals must have felt
a glow of satisfaction to observe the results .)f their remarkable
efforts. The dancers, efficiently handled by the M.C., R.S. 1.
Bardoe V., numbered a few short of 300, and, in spite of my
morbid activities, I failed to overhear a ·word of criticism concerning this great show. Vincent Ladbrooke's Band, a broadcasting combination, proved to be a very wise choice.
An original drawing by Bruce Bairnsfather was a uctioned
d uring the evening, ancl Wi'.S knocked down to Mr. F . B. Clarke,
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who happens to be a Lance Corporal in the 48th Divisional
Signals (and proud of it). He promptly presented it to the
Sergeants' Mess, where he will probably have the cha nce to
view it again in the not very distant future. !\Jany of the Old
Comrades were unknown to me personally, and the ma jorit y
staggered us with dates from our rough island history, so to
speak. One gentleman, whose name I think is Mr. Jl,linion,
enlisted in 1870, but he looked so hale and hearty that I would
welcome confirmation of this.
Bulford folk will be interest!Xl to learn that I ran Mr. Howard
Drake to earth in exactly the place you would expect . H e said,
"Blimey ! What a lovely party," and called for another round .
O".o
Ukann Larfe Nearly Saved.- Our great new serial. See the
August, 1927, WIRE, and then read on.
" I say, Uky," said Hermione, idly tossing a boulder into t he
placid lagoon. " Isn't this aeroplane the one that runs on
condensed milk ? ' '
Ukann Larfe sprang to his feet with a curse. " Don't call me
Uky, " he yelled.
" Well. Isn't it, dear ? " she insisted.
The detective turned awa y from his wife to ga ze at In pector
Faceache, who was lying on the sand teaching lizards to stand
on their heads. " Hi I Facey," he shouted.
" What's up ? Are we going somewhere ? " asked the
Inspector, hopefully.
" No, we ain't. I mean we're not. Gimme those blue prints."
Ukann Larfe's thoughts went back to the day in Paris when
the Hooker came to him \vith the astounding propo ition that
they should work hand in glove with people who were plotting
against the Government of Extrania. There was som lhing,
he remembered, about running submarines on tinned milk. A
fantastic idea, but one that later proved to be worka ble. He
realised, with shame, that he had drifted away from tho case.
However, this idea of Herqiy's would be gone into. He snatched
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1

the blue p rint from tho Inspector a nd went into t he grass hut ,
which he called his office.
" Got a bee in your bonnet ? " asked t he In pector, digging
Hermione in the rib with a bony fin ger .
H er shoulders shook with lauohter. " ·o, Facey; but tl1ere
in something a bout this engine that looks familiar."
" \\"ell, it will be nice if we can get ou t of this place before
hristma . Look out I H ere he come . "
l'ka nn Larfe lap ped the pl~s down on a r:?ck in front o.f his
wile. His fa ce wa flu hed w1th pleasure.
Congratulation ,
my dear, " he said. " You 're ri ght. This is the very same type
of engine."
The Inspector burst into a shrill cackle of h y terical laugh ter.
" Then we' re saved," he screamed.

3Ro DIVISIONAL SIGNALS . BULFORD CAMP

" ' ow quietly, everyone," aid ka nn . " ~'e will o~~ n a
bottle of cha mpa gne to celebrate and them get packed up.
" Here's fun.''

W ife: Don 't stop him dear, he rem inds me so much of you
when "Joe Cotterell" was winning! (With regards to " Joe.")

" Cheers."
" Bungho." " row you, Facey, " said Mrs. Larfe, " get the
tanks filled while I gather our things. I uppose we 've got some
tinned milk ? "
The Inspector turned deathly pale. " Er- no. \Ve haven't ."
kann Larfe stretched out a shaking hand .
cigarette," he said lowly.

" Gimme a

Special lnterview.-The Coun tess Fibre crossed one shapely
knee OYer the other and flicked her cigarette end up to the
ceiling, where it remained suspended by its plain tip. " My
first hu band taught me that," she said, by way of apology.
"Tell me, Countess," I said eagerly. " VVbat was your first
husband ? " She produced a small leather-bound notebook
from her garter and turned over the pages with a dirty- sorrya dainty forefinger. "Yes, here we are," she said . " He was a
sergeant in the Signals, and used to eat peas off a knife."
" So you divorced him, I suppose ? "
"No. I shot him." We both laughed very heartily at t his,
until I recalled that it was perfectly true. The circumstances of
the case came back to me with startling clarity. " H'm, Cou ntess. A little drastic, don't you think ? "
She tossed a little jewelled dagger into the air and caught it
in her strong, white teeth. " My third husband, you know,"
she explained, blushing prettily.
" Wha- what happened to him ? "
" I strangled him ."
" \\.'hatever for ? "
"I can' t remember. I just get that way sometimes."
She sprang to her feet and danced a few steps from a dance
that I remembered seeing in a little cafe in the Rue Magette,
near the Seine. "Excuse mo a moment . I want to show you
ome little cords given to me by a well-known Montmartre
garrotter."
She swept out of t he room with regal grace, and, as the door
closed with a soft thud, I slipped through the window and down
the draih pipe with plebian disregard for grace, regal or otherwise.
" So, " said the Editor. "Breezy, eh ? "
"I'd like to see you- ."
" Bah ! After Christmas you'll go back and get that woman's
story. Understand ? "
" I could ring her up on the - - . "
I disentangled my leg from the banisters, and recovered my
hat from the bottom stair.
Happy Christmas. Huh I
BARLEUX.

School of Signals.

Corps Sports.
CORPS HOC KEY NEWS.

One Corps hockey game, which was played ?uring the season
1936-37 against Catterick Garrison at Cattenck, was won by
the Corp , with a score of 4- 2.
The games against the Royal Tank Corps a nd the R M.A.,
~'ool wich , were cancelled , on account of bad weather.
2nd Lieutenant S. F. M. H owe played regularl y for the A ~m y,
and played for the Combined Services in both International
Trials.
Lieutena nt J . E. S. Sanders was Captain a nd Secret a r)'. of the
Catterick Garrison side, while Lieutenant F. S. WhitewayWilkinson a nd 2nd Lieutenant S . F. M. H owe p layed regula rly
for the same side. Lance Corporal Mills played regularl y for the
Aldershot Command side.
(Signed} J . E . S. SANDERS, Lieutenant, Royal Signals,
Officer i/c Cor ps H ockey.
RUGBY
The results of the Cobb-Nicholls up this year were as follows :
NORTHERN Co fM AND TIE .
Depot Battalion, 6 pts. ; Training B a ttalion,
5th Divisional Signals were una ble to enter a team .

~IGNALTRAINING CENTREN~
General.- November is upon us and with it reversion to normal
Catterick weather. In addition, ovember b rought us a firework
display on t he 5th, an Armistice ball on the uth, and a raging
cold on the 14th; q uite the liveliest month in Catterick to date.
The firework display, unfortuna tely, was marred by a blanket
oi fog, which arrived some time before the display and removed
itself some half-hour or so after its completion, presumably in
search of more fireworks. However, we older children, who were
furth er from the display than our j uniors , enjoyed ourselves by
listening to the fiz zes and spec ulating. The Armistice ba ll,
from all accounts, also went off w ith a bang.
ewbiggin, the
hall of many hops, was used and t he bar kept open till one o'clock.
There is no more to be said.
We t ender our usua l congratulations to the followin a :
Sergeant Jones on obta ining a F irst Class Certificate of E ducation ; Sergeant Parkinson, who p assed in Ma ths. towards his
First ; Signalmen Cotton and Blake on obtaining their Second
Class. Corporal and Mrs. Pearson on the birth of a son, John
Barrie, on 27th October. Signalman Holt by on the occasion of
his marriage to Miss Julia Clarke at Darlington on 25th September.
Driver Tillotson left us for transfer to the Army Reserve on
16th October.
Welcome to Lance Sergea nt McKowen from" A " Corps Signals.

s.o.s.

3 pts.

ALDERSH OT COMMAND Tm.
" A" Corps Signals, 6 pts. ; 20d Di visional Signals, 5 pts.
1st Divisional Signals wore unable to enter a t eam .
SEMI-FINALS.
3rd Divisional Signals, o ; Depot Batta lion, o.
Replay : 3rd Divisional Signals, o ; D epot Battalion, I 4 pts.
"A" Corps Signals, 9 pts. ; 4th Divisiona l Signa ls, 3 pts.
FINAL.
Depot Battalion, 3 pts. ; "A" Corps Signa ls, o.
Winner of the Cobb- icholls Trophy- Depot Ba ttalion .
In the first match between the 3rd Divisional Signals and the
Depot Battalion on Saturday, there was no score at" No side, "
and even after an extra ten minutes each way, no score resulted.
T he game was replayed on Monday in very heavy conditions, and
the Depot succeeded in getting a decisive score, m ainly through
the good combination ·between 2nd Lieutena nt Birkett and
Sergeant Myddleton . The Depot had to play again the following
day, in the final against" A" Corps, but, in spite of the handicap
of three games in four days, succeeded in winn ing tho Cup.
(Signed) W . A. PURSER, Lieu tenant, Royal Signals,
Officer i/c Corps R ugby .

Sergeants' Mess.
Visitors.-During the month of October we were pleased to
welcome Q.M.S. Montgomery, K.G ., who d uring the few days that
he spent with us compared the bracing air of Catterick with that
of h is well-beloved Africa. We hope that he enjoyed his short
stay with us ; we certainly enjoyed having him. Cheerio,
" Monty " ! We will address all letter , as you say, to " Mon tgomery, Africa."
Congratulations.- To Sergeant J ones E., East Surrey Regi men t, on p rising a F irst Class Certifi cate from the examiners,
with a " Distinguished" in English thrown in.
ow, "J ongah,"
j ust swipe a couple of Specials and a Matric. or so a nd you'll be
able to join the new Police ollege. To ergeant Parkinson R.
in overcoming that mathematical sti le on the " First " road.
Social.- Our winter social programme opened with a flying
start with our Carnival Da nce on Saturday, 6th l ovember .
It was a soakin g- sorry, I mean t striking- success and bouquets
must be handed t o the entertainments committee, C.Q.M . .
Lawrenson and Sergeants oddings and Fin ney, for the excellent
decorations and general ru nning of t he how. Sergeant oddings
made a permanent niche for himself as M. . One mishap t ook
place when Percy got his Ovaltine mixed up with McEwan
Younger's and failed to remember t he words of h is Ovaltiney
a nthem . Du ring the evening we were honoured with a visit from

t he Chief Instructor, Colonel R. A. C. Henderson, ~1.c . , and Mrs.
Henderson and also Ca ptain and Mrs. Ewbank. \Ve hope that
t hey enjoyed our first e ffort for the winter season.
On Saturday, 13th November, we were hosts to about sixty
members of the Darlington Club, who invaded us in full force at
6. 30 p.m., at once drew darts, billiard c ues and ping-pong balls
and engaged us in battle. We shot their shooting team at
8.30 p .m. (that looks bad} and managed to double the Darlington
score in spite of a brilliant 99 by the enemy team captain.
Pausing at 9.30 p.m . for a cheese and pickle snack, the battle
raged again until I I p.m ., when scores were totted up and all
unconscious casualties placed under the table. An impromptu
smoking concert followed , in which some surprising talent (and
new stories) were unearthed. The departure of the enemy for
Da rlington brought a very enjoyable evening to a close and a
sigh of relief from an ovenvorked caterer. Our best wishes go
with our Darlington friends, and we hope to have the pleasure of
their company again at a later date.
Inventory Board.- An alteration in this takes place shortly
with the departure of C.S.:\'l. Bawden A. to the City of London
Signals (T.A.) after many years with the School. His nimble
fin gers will be missed around many a rose bush and the horticultural prize list for 1938 will, no doubt, contain his name many
times from sheer force of habit. Our very best wishes go with
:\1rs. Bawd en and Alfred, and we give the City of London Signals
fair warning that if they let their new R.S . ~1. loose on their
gardens he'll take a lot of prising away.
Heard in School.- " Have you got the remote control unit,
Driver?"
Driver : " I don' t know, ir; there's a few boxes in the back of
the car."
"That's not a remote control unit, is it ? "
Driver : " It might be a D .III telephone, ir ; let's see if it
buzzes."
Our newly-engaged civilian personnel have to-day bestowed
a fre h title on our .C.O. i/c Outdoor Staff. In future he is to
be known as" t' Gaffer."
Stop Press.- To Sergeant _and Mrs. Finney, a baby girl on
15th November.
oneTatulations, Ernie ; that'· just one more
on the topee Id.

s.o.s.

Mounted Wing, Depot Battalion.
The nearer we draw to Christmas, the nearer we come to an
event which if, perhaps, in civilian life is lo ing a great deal of
its interest, is still held on to with a t enaciou grip in the rmy.
\Ve find, among other things, a Christmas leave feeling tealing
over us, and the usual q uestion to be heard now i , " Are you
going on hri tmas leave or not ? "
The Messing taff, too, have commenced operations. I wonder
what their activities will be this year. Perhap they are going
to give us a hristma tree a well as one for the kiddies. The
en joyment derived therefrom would, I am ure, be mutual
especially with a "wavy-haired" member of our "Flying
Squad ." Then, again, great t hings are to be expected from our
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Pierrot Troupe, when they add their little e.xtra to our Christmas
number.
·
The quadrupeds are till with u , although rumour (that
maliciou , tongue-twisting wag) whispers that we are to lose
them.
everal of our newest members have undertaken to see
that they are nursed, fed and cleaned, and even clothed-it is
becoming frigid up here- for a spell at least. May good luck
attend their efforts and produce a few more "roughs."
The " glad mit " is extended to Corporal Gavins, from 2nd
Divi ional Signal , Aldershot ; Signalman Arnold from India ;
Signalman Ro 'from 4th Divisional Signals; Signalm~ Keegan,
Widdowson, Leigh, Redding and :McLaren from the Dismounted
\'Ving; and also to tho e who have recently joined us from
" D " Company. "'e wish them all a happy time in the Mounted
Wing.
It is reported that no good men have been lost to the community through the Church or Registrar's Office ; neither have
we any condolences to offer in the matter of postings.
I would like to touch on the Armistice Day celebrations.
The usual impressive ceremony on the Square, which mu t have
brought to the older ones present many a sad thought, as these
words came into their thoughts during the two minutes' silence
- two minutes which we set aside each year to remember a lost
generation•
" They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old ;
Age shall not weary them, or the years condemn.
. . . We shall remember them."
In the evening the Armistice Ball was held in Newbiggin Hall
The ladies e.xcelled themselves in fashionable attire, and I
regret that space will not allow me to enlarge on this subject.
I must content myself by saying that the blaze of colour presented by the ladies blended well with the red )less kit of the
officers and with our more sombre " Blue Patrols." It was
agreed that the Signals Armistice Ball was a h uge success.
The \ ing has participated in several games of football of a
friendly nature throughout the month. Driver Markey has
gained a place in the Battalion team-a place which he certainly
deserves. He has played well, and has the making of a really
good footballer.
The rugby team, too, has gone into training, and great things
are expected, although the big shots are already " bagged "
for t he Battalion rugby team, which, by the way, brought home
the Cobb Nicholls Trophy from Aldershot-a feat on the way to
stardom.
The shooting team are practising every night. Something
should be heard about them soon.
This brings me to the conclusjon with a stray shot, which has
just come in. Which .C.O. had to " ru n for it " when the Cups
were being collected, and who supplied the greatcoat ?
Till the next time, adieu ; and to the Corps in general, a
merry C:hristmas and a prosperous New Year.
fl
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Congratulations.o, mine is not a " big 'un " this time, so
don't dive for your Blue Book. These are due to the Depot
Battalion rugby team on their annexat_ion ,?f .:he Cobb .Nichol.ls
Rugby up, which they won by defeatmg A Corps Signals m
the final by 3 points to nil. Sergeant ~yddleton ] . ha~ been
selected to play in Corps trials, followmg the Cobb Nicholls
Tournament games at Aldershot.
Departures.-We have said cheerio to the following during the
month, and our best wishes for the future go with them.: Sergeant Chadney V. (our one -stop-two expert) to P.S.,. Air Contingent Signals, S.R .. Leeds. The best of luck, Vic. I Staff
ergeant Sylvester, A.P.T.S., the " back lift king, on temporary
relief duty at York.
Agony.-Which erstwhile man of the Frontier now catches
the 1.40 bus at the week-end, and hides himself behind garland
of flowers ? We hear the rustle of ration bags and C.R.A.
Things We Would Like to Know.-Why a certain youth,
answering to the name of "Cocker," always considers the spot
on which the R.O.S. has stood to hold a special charm for him .
Hence the reason for his frequent feat of knocking the R.O.S.
off the spot to the tune of " Oh I Excuse me, Sergeant." The
beatific smile which follows has been known to fade.

Corporals' Mess Depot Battalion.
As "Tiny," our regular correspondent, has been called upon
to assist the Corps at rugby, I have been asked to write the usual
notes.
Congratulations.-To the Depot Battalion rugby team on
winning the Cobb-Nicholls Cup. This, by the way, is only a
stride to better achievements. To U /Lance Corporals Constantlile,
Scott, Newsome, Mitchell and Keyse on being admitted to
membership of this world-famous Mess.
Trooping Season.-Two more members of the Mess leave us
for India on 15th December, namely, " Bill " Reynolds and
" J ock " Mc eil, who are looking forward to the extra pint on
board on Christmas Day. Our best wishes go with them.
Games Tournament.-A games tournament has just been
concluded in the Mess and was enjoyed by all. Our famous
dart thrower, " Tich " Mosley, was knocked out of the individual
darts competition by one of the dark horses on the Drill Course.
He had consolation, however, when he beat " General " Booth
in the final of the 1dominoes.
Agony.-Lance Corporal Lilley F., at present holding them
back, is requested to drop a line to his old friend who is still
in Catterick, giving the date of his arrival in England.
GENERAL.

J ."

Sergeanh' Mess, Depot Battalion.
Social and Sports.-On Friday, 5th November, a very exciting
and enjoyable games tournament against the Catterick contin~ent of the R.A.F. was held in the Mess. Catterick had been
enveloped in one of its extra special peasoup fogs for some hours,
and although this had the effect of soml!what spoiling the local
fireworks display, it in no way dampened the enthusiasm of our
Air Force opponents.
The Mess athletes performed nobly at cameroon, tippit and
other manly pastimes, but our opponents soon began to creep
away on the scoreboard, until the scorer introduced a novelty
item under the heading B.S. Thereafter, our fortunes changed,
and we speedily drew level again. Everyone enjoyed the
e"ening, and we look forward to a "return" in the not too
distant future.
During the month we have played the Training Battalion
~fess at football, and, much to the dismay of our rivals, who
thought us a piece of bun, we romped-or was it staggeredhome to the tune of 4 - 3. Several football discoveries were
made, and these will no doubt be heard on the air as soon as the
Arsenal offer us enough for their transfer. A selected few are on
th free transfer list. However, it was a good game and full
of exci~ement . We hope to have the chance of smartening them
up agam.

"D " Company, Training· Battalion.
October.
General.-Recruits may come and recruits may go, but the
training goes on for ever.
Recently there has been a disturbance on the Bellerby Ranges,
In the Butts a lad was beard to say, " Ours not to reason why ;
ours but to paste up and cry : someone on the firing point
is sadly blundering." Yes, musketry, and a very good average
has been maintained by the cadre in general. Nobody tried to
load a bar of chocolate in the rush or even questioned the truth
of things. One thing has been proved, and that is No. 2 Observation Post is the very last place in Catterick ; after that there is a
lost world. Good training ground for explorers.
Wercome.-Welcome to Major R. Sutton-Pratt, who has
recently joined the Company.
Sport At last the real season has commenced. Great things
are expected of the Company in hockey, rugger and football.
Everybody is very keen, and the Mackworth Competition should
prove interesting. So far the soccer team has dropped two points
in four matches in the Garrison Company League. " E "
Company are close rivals. With a plentiful supply of sports kit,
all brand new, the Battalion should have a really good season, and
Section games should provide intere~1: for the" rabbit."
On the Up and Up.-Congratulations to Lance Corporals
Home, Cox, Hircoe and Robertson on their receipt of the extra
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few pence. A new interest in the Blue Book. Recently appointed
were U/Lance Corporals Strype, Wood A. E., Graham, Ferridge
a nd Holdsworth. The all-important beginning.
Enquiries.-Recently a Guard Commander was asked why the
flag was lowered at Retreat. The lad making the enquiry was
un.der the impre~sion tha~ it was lowered in order to prevent it
bemg stolen dur1Dg the mght. Truth is more awful than fiction
sometimes. There was also the recruit who confessed that he
did not know the hour of Reveille because he had never been up
at that hour. Twenty thousand old shakos turned over in their
graves.
Foreign Service.- There are still quite a number of people
awaiting the issue of a topee. This information is merely inserted
as a point of interest to those serving abroad who are anxiously
awaiting a relief.
Future.-Very soon we shall be celebrating Christmas. A bit
awkward for the ducks and chickens, but these things have to be
enjoyed.
Final.-! know a shop where bachelor buttons can be purchased
at the astonishing rate of twenty for one penny. Enquiries
should be addressed to " The Gripper." Only English coinage
accepted.
DoNcov.
November.
General.-To celebrate 5th November and. the memory of Guy
Fawkes, a firework display was given on Messines Sports Ground,
but, unfortunately, the Camp was wearing her fog cloak and the
majority of the display was heard but not seen.
Arrivals.- We welcome to the fold Major R. Sutton-Pratt,
who has assumed command of the Company. Greetings also
to the numerous recruits who have joined us this month. and also
to Sergeant Parker and five other ranks from Ireland, who, with
Lance Sergeants Clarke, Camin and Daw (from " E " Company)
will embark for India next month. The N.C.0.s have already
completed a tour in the " land of eternal sunshine," and are
looking forward to the second trip. So they say 1
Weapon Training.-The cadre personnel have completed their
Annual Course at Bellerby Ranges, and a very good average was
1naintained. In the butts someone was heard to say, "Our's not
to reason why ·; cur's but to paste up and cry, someone on the
firing point is sadly blundering ! "
Appointments and Promotion.-Congratulations are extended
to the following, who have reached the ranks shown : C.S.M.
Holmes, C.Q.M.S. Storr ; also to Lance Corporals Cox C., Horne,
Hircoe and Robertson W ., who have been paid expenses and are
allowed to indent for the" Blue Book." The following have had
their names inscribed on the roll of" First Rungers" : U/Lance
Corporals Ferrige, Holdsworth, Graham, Strype, Wood A. E.,
and Vitale. (It's a long trail, lads, but you'll get there someday.)
Extensions.- Lance Sergeant Field L. to twenty-one years ;
a re-engagement, of course. We are wondering why Lance
Corporal Tompkins, who, contrary to tradition, has signed on
for twelve, so as to catch the boat in December. One would
think that he believed all these tales about India.
Marriages.-Congratulations to the following, who have
decided that two can live on the new scale of Ration Allowances :
Lance Sergeant Stevenson, who was married to Miss Jane
Robertson, at Newton Arlosh, Cumberland, on 6th October,
and Lance Corporal Robertson, who took unto himself 1\'liss
ora Mary Barker, at Darlingborough, on 27th October. We
have to inform you that Miss Robertson is not a sister of Lance
Corporal Robertson.
Departures.-The Company is always in the region of 400
strong, and casualties are correspondingly high, therefore I
regret to say that it is impossible to name all those who have left
us recently for Field Units ; but we wish them luck in their new
s pheres. Lance Sergeant Paddy Weir has left us after twenty
years' service to take up an appointment with the C.I.A. Department at Chilwell. We hope that he has no more " Exchange
Indents" to bother him. We arc looking forward to seeing him
in our " Inspection Pits " in the future.
Black Coaters' Association.-A meeting of the Black Coaters'
Association was held in Newbigging Hall during the All Ranks

Armistice Ball. All members turned up with the excepti n of
the President. In the absence of the President, the meeting
lacked most of its usual solemnity and decorum. The President
is going to alter all that at the next session.
Jews' Mail.- To Curly, No. 2 W/T Company. " Rodwell is
still waiting for a line- and a job."
Doc. Rhead, India. " When are you going to oblige ? Eddie."

'' E. '' Company, Training Battalion.
October.
Departures.-Lance Sergeant Watterton L. to "A" Corps
Signals. A good all-round sportsman and cricketer, who will be
sorely missed by both the Company and Unit teams.
Promotions.-Congratulations to Corporal Wilson F. on
attaining that rank. To U/Lance Corporal Wyman A. on
obtaining a grip on the elusive baton.
Cupid's Clippings.-Since the recent building activity in the
vicinity of the Company lines two of our stalwarts have almost
taken the plunge into the sea of matrimony.
Strange symptoms are displayed by one of them. The most
noticeable of these is a tendency to assume an inspired expression
and to burst forth into melodies, such as " In my solitude,"
whilst waiting the arrival of the mail .
Musketry.-The Annual Course was fired by the band and
cadre during the present month. It was strange to see the sunburned bandsmen, fresh from a tour of the sunny south, gaily
decked in plebeian marching order.
The results of the shooting are not yet available, but it was
noticed that the" birds" of the Yorkshire Moors remained quite
unperturbed when exposed to sudden death 1
Pearls of Wisdom.Q. : \Vhat is a secondary cell ?
A. : A secondary cell is a device which enables you to carry an
E.M.F. from place to place.
Guard Commander (to fatigue man) : " Fetch me two guard
reports." Enter fatigue man, after elapse of a few minutes, with
two GARDE. FORKS. (Collapse of Guard Commander.)
November.
Arrivals.-We extend a hearty welcome to Corporal Pears0n
and Lance Corporal Baker from 2nd Divisional Signals and
India respectively.
Departures.-Lieutenant F. S. Whiteway-Wilkinson, R.Signals,
to 1st A.A. Group Signals, Blackdown, on rst ovember. You
will be sorely missed in the Unit, as well as the Company hockey
and cricket teams, sir. Sergeant Hinds has decided that twe~ty
one years for pension is enough. We are pleased to state that
this .C.O. has found congenial employment with the R.A.F.,
Hucknall, otts.
Education.-Congratulations to Sergeant Lewis F. on obtaining
the rst Class Certificate of Education (Distinguished in" ~laths.")

"F" Company, Training Battalion.
nth October.
othing of outstanding interest ha;; occurred during
General.the past month. Everything is normal. The winter l\Iackworth
activities, comprising small-bore shooting, cross-country and
football, are with us again.
Old Comrades.-The orthem Command Branch of the Royal
Signals Old Comrades' Association held their Annual Reunion in
Catterick Camp on 2nd and 3rd October. We had to prepare
accommodation in our barracks fo.r fifty. They were accommodated in o. 5 and No. 9 barrack rooms, and four boy looked
after them. V./e trust the Old Comrades were pleased with our
effort . We were pleased to see so many amongst us.
Education.-The examination for the First Class Certificate of
Education commenced this morning. We are taking one hundred
and forty subjects and hope to have pleasing results. Last week
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Boy Galloway and Buddecy W . sat for Maths. (Special), Lance
Corporal Boy Gosling for Spanish, and Boy Peckham D . for
English " C " for the Special Certificate.
Arrivals.-Captain T . \\'. Boileau from the School of Signals.
A hearty welcome, sir !
ignalman Betley from N .l.S.C. for
posting to Palestine Force Signals. We hope that he has a good
time during his short stay with us.
Departures.- Signalmen Wythe A. and Williams ~· to 4th
Divisional Signals, Signalman Wood R. to "A:' Corps Signals and
ignalman Hardy C. to Jamaica Signal Section.
Musketry.-The Annual Musketry Course has been fired during
the past week. The results are not yet to hand . Advance
information suggest that, as usual,_ we have d?ne well. One of
these days " F " Company might wm a mate~ 10 the Mackworth
small-bore shooting. I understand that this has never bee~
achieved. Those armed with pistols will be able to show their
" dead-eye" qualifications this week-end .
9th ovember.
General.othing of outstanding interest has occurred during
the month. We parade in overcoats and gloves, have coal
issues and are asked regularly on the weekly inspection morning,
" Do you have a fire every night ? " This seems to indicate
that winter is officially here. It is getting q uite cold and the
fogs are becoming frequent, but it is not nearly as nasty as
Catterick can be.
Talking of fogs, we would have had a grand firework display
on 5th 'ovember if the fog had not descended like a blanket
over the new Messines Lines Sports Ground at 5.30 p .m. on
that day, at which time the bomb was due to go up. The Signal
Training Centre had procured the services of Messrs. Brocks of
Heme! Hempstead, who provided the goods and an expert to
let them off. However, what we saw was quite good. As I
write these notes, the weather is grand. The sun is shining in a
clear.blue sky-a rare sight for Catterick in 'ovember. (It is
raining now-Typist .)
Education.-We are pleased to record that eighteen of the
Company were successful in the last 1st Class Examination.
This makes a total of forty out of a strength of 135, of whom
fifty have less than nine months' service. Several were successful
in gaining subjects towards their 1st Class Certificate.
Departures.-Signalmen Place and Hardy. Vve wish them a
good time at their new Stations.
Arrivals.-We welcomed Captain T. W. Boileau to the Company in our last month's notes, but these appear to have gone
astray as I have not seen them in this month '. s WIRE. In case
they do not find their way into print we repeat the welcome we
then extended. Signalmen Earl and Gatehouse have joined us
during the month. Signalman Gatehouse is in relief of Signalman
Place. We hope that he has settled down. Signalman Earl
is one of us, having only left the Boys' Company last summer.
He is here pending draft to Ceylon Signal Section.
EFFAS .
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Departures.- Lance Sergeant Smith W . A. has left us for
Civvy treet . He has obtained with the R.A .F . near Nottingham
and went so quickly that he forgot his " unexpired portion."
Best of luck " Smudger." Lance Sergeant Watterton has also
left us for Aldershot, no doubt thinking that it would be warmer
there than at Catterick .
S.O.S.- To Bozzey, India : " H ave you developed those snaps
yet? Dodger."
Social.-On Sunday, 12th September, the members and their
families assembled to welcome to th e Mess, Superintendent Clerk
and Mrs. Mitchell and R.S.M. and Mrs. Sherman. A very happy
evening was spent and thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Marriage.-Congratulations to Lance Sergeant and Mrs.
Stevenson on taking the " plunge." W e ar e now wondering who
will be next.
November.
General.- A great deal of mystery surrounds the absence of
our notes in the November WIRE. True, worthy scribes provided
material, which, most unfortunately, went astray. A whisper
from the Editor was that the notes were just nine days too late
for publication! The reason must, it is regretted, remain one
of the great unsolved mysteries. although- but, never mind,
it shall not occur again !
Arrivals and Departures.- During the cours~ of the past month
one has seen some grim faces in the Battalion. Reason ? Sergeant H utcheon J. has arrived from India, and, despite the fact
that the weather was " good " for the time of the year-well,
one can understand the grim look ! A hearty welcome and may
your eventual appreciation of Catterick prove less dismal than
your first impression.
Among those who have departed to a " better" life (with
regrets, if any), Sergeant "Bill" Hinds and Lance Sergeant
Smith W. L . may now be found out in the wilds around Nottingham on the ground staff of an R.A.F. Station. Lance Sergeant
"Paddy" Weir (the M.T . wizard) has also gone "travelling,"
and has joined that famous motor firm, the C.I.A.'s Staff at the
Ordnance Depot, Chilwell. Suitable presentations were made
to these departing members ; may they all find civilian life as
good as it may sou nd. Good luck, lads, and "baldy."
Entertainments.-Mention should, I think, be made of the
combined W .0.s1,and Sergeants' Ball, held on 24th September.
On all sides I hear how good everyone behaved and how much
it was enjoyed by all. The ballroom was tastefully decorated,
with a very effective show of silver arranged as a background
to the Corps Dance Band-who excelled, as usual.
With the advent of winter, thoughts of amusing ourselves
crept in, and the first dance of the season was held in the Mess
on 23rd October. Unfortunately, the night was not of the best,
and all the " doubtful " whist players decided that the weather
was the best excuse ever. However, it is hoped that the winter
entertainments, which are undoubtedly in full swing, will prove
very successful.

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess
Training Battalion
October.
Old Comrades' Association.-On Saturday, 2nd October, we
had the visit of the Old Comrades, and this time the weather was
very kind compared with their visit to the S.T.C. last year. The
muster in the Mess, prior to the " spread " arranged for them in
the Corporals' Room across the way, was quite strong, and the
caterer was kept on his toes. After the " eats," the S.T.C. concert party gave a show in the Institute. Their performance was a
great success.
On Sunday, headed by the Corps Band in their full war paint
and complete with "busbies," the Old Comrades marched to
church . After Divine Service, they paid a visit to the School of
Signals in order to witness a demonstration by the new mechanical
cable-layer, and also to inspect the new W/T and L/T ii;istruments. During the cable-laying demonstration, one Old Comrade
expressed his belief that horsed cable-wagons would be more
efficient, even if a trifle slower. (Diehard ?).

1st Divisional Signals.
No. 1 Company.
Apologies are tendered for the absence of notes last month.
Sackcloth and ashes are on indent.
one in stores, again I
Where shall I begin ? I could relate how well the U nit worked
during training, but .this should be unnecessary, the heading to
these notes is sufficient. Whilst on this subject, may I voice the
thanks of the Unit to the p ersonnel of "A" Corps Signals, who
helped us so much during our camps. In barracks, there is a
spirit of friend ly rivalry, but the manoeuvre period showed us how
quickly these things are forgotten when there is work to be done.
And now, after the " Captains and the Kings depart " we have
peace once more.
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Manoeuvres ended in a blaze of glory w it h the Wa r Office
S keleton Exercise. Sections were hastily recalled and form ed into
three r eliefs of " D " Secti on and " B" cable. Var ious members
of the Unit had to be in stru cted in work th at they had heard
mentioned only in wh ispers .. D iv . Office! Visio ns of Croydon
airport flash ed befo re us . However, a couple of hefty t raffic
schemes soon had everyone settled , and when the balloon fi na lly
went up we were all ready with p encils or pliers.
It was with m a ny regret s tha t we left the m anoeuv re a rea.
Some people can 't stay away from it even now!
On return to ba rracks, we were greeted with the n ews that the
G .O.C., 1st Division would be inspecting us very soon. The Unit
was reshuffled a nd " dealt " into bungalows, a nd cleaning and
gardening became the order of the day. The rooms were all
redecorated . Curtains! Spring beds! Lino ! Wardrobes !
The barracks were a credit to everyone a nd the Commanding
Officer expressed hi s views in a very concrete manner by granting
everyone a long week-end. And
·w are
was everybody ?
" E ' Section won the C.0 .'s prize for the best bungalow, a nd
they definitely deserved it.
Congratulations are tendered to R.S.M. Elsmore on his
promotion to Lieutenant (T.M.O. ). We were very sorry that he
had to leave us and I suppose the Sergeants' Mess notes will
relate how many beers-sorry- tears were shed at the farewell .
To Corporals Robertson, Burdes, Thompson and Emblem
(Jimmy) on receiving their second stripes. To Lance Corporals
Taffy (Broadribb) Gulliford , Parker G., Boot, Piddington and
Spare on collecting their dividends. To U/Lance Corporals
Peacock and Dewdney on being " groomed " for " stardom. "
To Corporal Emblem on passing the test for Lineman, Group
" C." To Lance Corporal Spare on obtaining Q.1 at a recent
RS.I. Course. To Lance Corporal Gulliford on obtaining 93 %
at a Course on Regimental Funds. Will I be popular next week ?
We welcome the following : Drivers (I.C.) Slight, Wilkinson,
Mathieson and More by ; Signalmen Garrett, Beck, Johnson,
Roberts, Sutherland, Jones, Lloyd, Lyons, Morris, Salter,
Hindley, Jobling, Law, McGuinness, McKenna, Jenkins, Brader,
Shields, Gordon, Lowton, Hodgson, Mitchell, Bridges, McGee,
icholson, Beddington, Friend, Naylor, Paterson, Atkinson ,
Stubbs, Moore, Dickson, Ledger, Avery, Fairweather, Smith,
Coxhill, Hall, Smales, Searles, Fraser, Marsh, Johnson, Roberts,
Howard and Stokes ; Drivers (I.C.) Barnes and Lance Corporal
Pescod from Catterick ; Lieutenant (T.M.O.) Harrison from
Catterick; C.Q.M.S. Greenall from 42nd (E.L.) Divisional Signals
T.A. ; Signalmen Lewin and Collett from Palestine Force
Signals; C.Q.M.S. Fleet, Sergeants Hoyland, \Varren and Trew,
Corporal Swinson, Signalmen Duke, Allen and Moase from
India.
Corporal " Rusty ' ' Rumford, Lance Corporals Powell and
abarro, Signalmen Lunt, Brown L ., Lewis, Keigher and Hope
have taken the honorary title of Mr. Our best wishes go with
them. I understand that they are all working. Well, they were
warned ! Signalman Salmond purchased his discharge and is
hoping to obtain a commission in the R. .F. Signalman
French posted to the S.T.C.; C.Q.M .S. Bishop to Ireland.
Something "fishy" there!
Sergeant "Jock" Mowatt is
helping the 42nd (E.L.) Divisional Signals, T.A., in place of
C.Q.M.S. Grcenall. I hope that he is "Plough "-ing through.
Sergeant "Jock" Hutcheon left us for Catterick to help the
youngsters along. He went one day, and at the dance here the
next evening, his appearance caused many of the hardened
veterans to call for a couple of quick ones.
To-day we said goodbye to our Company Commander, Major
B. H . House. He has seen the Company through some strenuous
times, and we are very sorry to sec him go. The best of luck to
you , sir!
Boats, Marriages and Debts.-The first leads to the second
which inevitably causes the third. Draft from the Unit so far
are C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S.) Greenfield to ] amaica, Signalman Griffiths
to Hong Kong and Signalman " Spud" Thomson to Shanghai.
Preliminary warnings are many and I would like to warn
" Wazirdist " that Bob Edwards will soon be on his way out
again . That'll Jarn the tribes!
ow why should he recall the
idea of marriages to my mind. I have two th.is month. Lance
Corporal Chapman married to Miss Gwendoline Joan Wood at
Aldershot on 23rd February, 1937, and Corporal Robertson to
Miss Margaret Dunsmuir Mitchell at Edinburgh on 30th April,
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1937. We are sorry about the felicitations being so late, but
Badgy- you never told me. There are other members of the
U nit on whose faces goofy smiles appear whenever they hear the
church bells. Watch this column next month.
May I add that the Bachelors' Club has received a temporary
et-back. The President and Secretary have started worrying
about their mail .
Lance Corporal Jordan has extended his service to complete
twelve years. Ignore them, Stooge boy, ignore them I
Corporals Missen, Burdes, Page and Lance Corporal Jarvis
are away adding to their store of knowledge. Syd . Missen is at
Catterick learning about W /T. Dicb.-y Burdes is at Shornecliffe
learning about learning. (Agony : " I've got my fingers crossed.
Tommy."). Badgy and Jarvo are preparing to be beautiful
soldiers at Catterick.
Random Ramblings.-Bill (Syd) George of Brighton send hi
salaams to " vVazdist" Signals and ex-Wazirs. He spoke of
flowers-not orchids-and asked why Flossy is still front page
news. Who is Sylvia ? \Vhat is she ? And why should Dutchy
commend her ?
vVhat the well-dressed man will wear. Haggis Gorman
flaunting seven civvy shirts in his laundry. Do clothes ;make the
man, Jock? Read it either way. Or was your face" read"?
Flash.- Sergearit " Biff" ewmarch is leaving us for Civvy
Street. I have scooped everybody on this. Best of luck, " Bi ff,"
. but don' t start " 'owling."
If Mutt (Gripper) Matthews of Catterick would care to write
one never knows what may happen.
It is notified for information that Count von Tomski has
reverted to the English style, and is now
To~rMIE.

2nd Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters.
General.-The Unit bas reverted to normal, or as near to
normal as Coursos, furlou«h, etc., will permit after the collective
training season. Individual training is in full swing, and even the
·taff wallahs have to turn out for a spot of manipulation on two
afternoon a week, and for physical training every morning.
However, the furrowed brows a.nd gloomy looks inseparable
from the I.T. sea on will shortly be replaced by the grins of those
who have collared the extra pice, and the gloomier looks of those
who should have and didn't.
Our ranks will be sadly depleted by the end of the trooping
season, a nd we look to the Depot to replace the lads we are lo ing.
From Headquarters goes Signalmen Markland- he i aoing to
see for himself if all they say about the " Shiny" is true- and
Roberts, who, after a brief stay, has decided that the Egyptian
climate will suit him better than that of tho 'Shot. Good luck
to them both. ~7atcl1 the" hawks,"" avvy"; they like littl
blokes. Peshdist Signals to note : " 'avvy" is au ful man at
soccer, but he won't talk !
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n interc ting event took place la t month. when trophies for
variou events, including barrack room sports, were presented
br Mrs. G. W. Odell. Lieutenant W. G. Tucker opened the
proceeding '~ith a pecch, and then Lieutenant P. G. Curry
outlined the porting activitie of the Unit to date. The
Commanding Officer, after congratulating the winners of the
v riou awards, thanked the
nit for it hard work during the
training season and ended with an appeal to all present to assist
in obtaining recruits to make good the present deficiencies.
j\nother interc ting event, the birtl1 of a daughter to R.S.M.
and Mrs. pindler, al o took place la t month. \Ve offer our
congratulation . "C. <"ill." to copy.
Agony Column.-To Hayter of Kohdist and " Doughie "
Baker, Peshawar District: " How about a line ? ' Selassie.' "
Departures.-Sergeant Cox bas left us for the Officers' Mess and
i po ted to the Command Signal Company. He will not be far
away, owe expect to sec him om times, even if it is only when
he is on the scrounge.

No. 1 Company.
General.-Owing to various changes that have occurred since
we last wrote, the old scribe ha passed his duties on to me.
Arrivals and Departures. -\ \"e welcome Signalmen Roberts and
Symonds to thi Company from the S.T.C., who arrived on 19th
October and 9th i ovember respectively. vVe hope that their
tay will be a happy one, although it cannot be for long, as both
of them have been provisionally warned for service overseas.
The trooping season is now in full swing, and next week the
Company will be sadly depleted, for we lose somewhere in the
region of twenty-five Signalmen, who are leaving us for Palestine
and India. vVe said good-bye to Signalman Evans S., who left
us to join Shanghai Signal Section on 17th October; Corporal
Crust to the Depot Battalion, 18th October; Sergeant Lewis S.
to o. 3 Company, 15th October ; Corporal Davies to the
Southern Rhodesia Permanent Sta.ff also on 15th October ;
Sergeant :\lc:\fillan to No. 2 Company, 25th October; Signalman
\Vilson J. to the Army Reserve, 28th October ; Signalman B urns
to the Training Battalion, 29th October ; Signalman Smith E. E.
to the Anny Reserve, 1st ovember ; Corporal Pearson to the
Training Battalion, 8th November ; Signalman Dawes . to the
Army Reserve, 10th _ ovember ; Sergeant Cox to the Command
Signal Company, 15th November.
On 19t h 'ovember we lose Signalmen Henderson S., Barker,
Halpin, Rayner, McDonald, Keeble, R ussell, Robinson S.,
Housden, Shorting and Driver (1.C.) Beck, who sail from Liverpool for Palestine per S.S. California. Then on 20th 'ovember
we lose Signalmen Dowle, Lloyd and Markland, who are joining
Peshawar District Signals ; Signalmen Brown J ., Ellis J. and
Tilley to 1st Indian Divisional Signals ; Signalman A uchterlonie
to Waziristan District Signals; Sergeant Yorke and Signalmen
Carr, Wood R. and McNamara to 3rd Indian Divisional Signals;
Signalman l\fatthews to Kohat District Signals ; Signalman
Baker to "A" Corps Signals, Rawalpind i ; and Signalman Mozley
to 4th Divisional Signals. You will t herefore be able to see how
sadly we are in need of " Bclisha Boys " to fill the gaps.
Courses.-Signalman H uggett F. is now undergoing a Course
of " Toe-nail and corn cut it wallah " ; he has certainly got a
nice pair of feet to practise on. Signalman Redman is at p resent
on a \Vater Duties Course.
Marriages. Signalman Drake to Ethel Louisa Violet Smith at
Willesden. Congratulations!
Births. To R.S.'.\f. Spi ndler, a daughter, Jennifer Ann.
Congratulations !
Individual Trainin&.-In connection with individual training,
W/T was established with "E" Troop Signals, Tidworth, by
a ·o. r Set wi th satisfactory results. At present t he folk on
I.T. are trying to communicate with Egypt. According to
Sergeant Shardlow, who is in charge of these experiments, the
r~s~ l t should be sat~factory, although t he atmospherical conditions 11.ave been agamst them. We have been using a half-way
zepp aenal.
FRONTIER FRED.
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No. 2 Company.
General.-Oncc a gain the cribe takes up his pen i.n an
endeavour to give an account of the ompany's activities during
the past month .
The majority of our personnel are now back in barracks
after enjoying a spot of draft leave and arc ea.gerly awa1t!ng the
arrival of the 19th and 20th, when the boats sail for Palestme and
India . \Ve regret that we are going to Jose the notable Sergeant
itken (" Fiddler ") on the 19th, when h leaves us to visit the
burning sands of Palestine.
A Remembrance Parade was held on Armistice Day; the
remainder of the day after the parade was observed as a holiday
by all rank .
Our mechanical tran port is gradually assuming its polished
appearance again in anticipation of the inspection by the O.M.E.
on 23rd and 24th ovembcr.
Sport.- \Ve are pleased to report that the ompany is still
maintaining its high standard. We still hold ten trophies.
Births.
ongratulations to Driver and Mrs. Percy on the birth
of a son.
Departures.- Signalman Chaloner to the Manchester City
Police ; Signalmen Cowan, Hough, Butterfield, Hill, Preston,
W'ard P ., Wilson and McLeod to civil life; Corporal Gavins to
the S.T. ., Catterick Camp. \Ve wish them the best of luck in
their new activitie .
Arrivals.-vVe welcome Sergeant kMillam from ro. 1 Company. He i taking over the duties of C.Q.M.S.
POPEYE.

No. 3 Company.
General.-Mid- ovember, and still the weather holds here in
Aldershot. Taking a line on the condition of the players corning
off the rugby field, it never intends to let go.
I.T. is in full swing and, judging by the creases observed on
some foreheads, the extra they get will have to be laid out on
a course of face lifting.
Just at present we have thirty-seven members of our little
community (eighty-seven in all) waiting for the big boat.
Corporal Cant, Lance. Corporals Good and Pearce, Signalmen
Clarke L., O'Donovan W. and Williams D. and Driver (I.C.)
Henderson leave us on 19th November for the land of date palms
a nd oranges most appropriately on S.S. California. Lance
Corporals Stevens and Taylor are going east of Suez, where the
best is like the worst a day later. To them all we say bon voyage
and good luck, hoping that their new Stations will be as pleasant
as Aldershot.
Arrivals.-We welcome to our fold Signalmen Harvey, Mole,
Powis, Russell, Mawdsley, Taylor H. and Williams J . F. With
the exception of Signalman Powis, the remainder are on draft ;
a case of giving with one hand and taking away with the other.
Sergeant Drudge was also due to join us, but as he is held on
command we must reserve our welcome. He may be lost in the
Mersey Tunnel ; if so, it will be a case of blasting him here, not
posting.
Congratulatory.--Co ngratulations to Major and :Mrs. L. C.
Boyd on the arrival of the stork complete with a daughter.
Agony.-There is an old saying that one volunteer is worth
ten pressed men. Will someone please take this to heart and
grace t he Company Office with his presence, as t he present clerk
does not know whether he is coming or going---0n draft, I mean.
\ Vanted, a copy of Serial Inspections for Swans, Mk. III ; the
swan wandering around the barracks is looking rather dirty.
\Vill the person who borrowed a Pyrene and forgot to return it
please apply to " L " Section for an Austin two-seater to go
with it .
lnformatory.-The box near t he Guard Room is a telephone,
not a TRY YOUR STRE GTH MACHI E.
Departures.-We ha ve said good-bye to Lance Sergeant Da le
and Signalme n Edwards C. and Cloke H . We wish t hem a ll tho
best a nd hope to see t hem at the Old Comrades' R eunion .
Civilian Attached.-" Pore " Belisha I
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1st Anti-Aircraft Group Signals, Blackdown.

ALL BRITISH

15th November.
l ntroductory.- Again I am called upon to " scribe " and must
be forgiven for any information missed and omitted, as our notice
has been short.
Christmas, 1937.--:We send our heartiest greetings to all
members of the Corps, the Royal Signals Association and Territorial Units for Christmas, 1937, and wish them all the best for
1938. To all members of this Unit who will be leaving us in the
near future for sunnier climes we wish the same.
Trooping, 1937-38.-This has become the talk of the town.
Many (their names are too numerous to mention) will be leaving
us this season. Amongst the .C.O.s are Sergeant Hodgson H.
and family, who leave us for Waziristan District Signals, and
Lance Corporal Grainger is also for the land of the tough guys.
Others who have been warned for India are Sergeants Betts and
Brooke (Jerry) ; Lance Sergeant Atkinson has also been warned .
Lance Corporals Robertson and Tyler are for Egypt. These,
together with many others who have not yet been allotted a
boat, will say good-bye to us.
Captain W. J. . Gray, our second-in-command, and Lieutenant
A. J. Hamilton also go to India. We are sorry to lose both these
officers, who have so well and truly served in A.A. Signals at
Blackdown for some time.
. C.S.M. Dowie is now remaining with us for the present. Egypt
is too hot ; Catterick is too cold. So what next, sir ? .
Technical Training.-This is in full swing. Lance Sergeant
Atkinson is showing the lads that " x " does equal something,
and we wish all his scholars the ,·ery best of luck in their
educational endeavours.
Lance Sergeant Betts and his satellites, Corporal Howard and
Lance Corporals Buxton, Tyler and Dewhurst, are showing the
M.T. Class how it is done with a Morris six-wheeler, 30-cwts.,
Austins and motor cycles. By the time that these notes appear
we hope to have about fifteen new drivers. After furlough
linemen's classes will commence, and trade tests for higher
ratings are anticipated.
lnspection.-On 7th October the Brigadier, 1st A.A. Group,
carried out his annual inspection. The Group Commander
carried out an inspection of the Unit on parade, and after the
march past inspected the garages, barrack rooms and stores!
He highly commended the Unit on their turn-out, etc. This
inspection over, the Unit has settled down to the winter training
programme.
Powell Cup.- I think that it has already been stated in this
Journal that we won th is cup for the third year in succession.
Here is a photograph of the team . Reading left to right they are :
Front row : Sergeant Betts, C. .M. Dowie F. J ., :Major E. J.
Murphy, R.Signals, C.Q.M . . Mears L. (team captain) and Lance
Sergeant Glass J. 1\f. Back row : Signalman Ryan J ., Signalman
Taylor H. L., Corporals Powell F., and onolly and Lance Seraeant
lent.
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Cheero !-This was said by Corporal Ellis to the L.P.T.B.,
I believe. We all v.ish him the very best of luck in civil life.
Corporal Conolly has proceeded to the A.V.T.C., Aldershot, to
learn how to draw and scribe.
A. V. I. .

3rd Divisional Signals, Bulford.
General.- ! am afraid there is practically no news of interest
this month. We have finished our weapon training and have
settled down to the first period of individual training, and also to
work out the usual jig-saw puzzle of finding individuals for jobs
when the individuals do not exist.
I hope that next month there will be something interestini:- to
report.

Sergeants' Mess.
Departures.-('rhis title covers the subject.) One man's loss
is another' gain. Our loss is also our gain, because when one
member goes away the others just" show their back muscles and
take another load." I suppose we can do it, for we have proved it
during the \ ar Office Excrci c, when the R. . and I.B. Section
Sergeants took over the stores of '' D ' Section and constructed
three Divisional Signal Offic
in the hort time of two days.
Still our members leave us and arc not replaced. Records
mu t have taken. note of that popular song " They're tough,
mighty tough in the \Vest."
On 29th October we had a social evening for those departing
and departed. It made one think a little (Oh, yes, it i pos ible at
times !) when R.S.i\.L Herbert pointed out in hi f w chosen words
that of our present trcngth of twenty-one m mbcrs we w re
losina a further eight.
Sergeant Cocking ha left us to mak u e of hi " grey matt r"
at the School of ignals, Catterick. He has been placed on the
Supernumerary Llst, with the result that it meant drinks round
on Sergeant Jerry Daw on on ha ing attained that top up.
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The finest " trumpeter " the Mess has known has left us for a
local M.T. Maintenance Course prior to being post ed to the 48t.h
Divi ional Signals, T.A., Birmingham, as P .S.I. Tl~e ~chool is
lighter of exercise books, instruments, etc. You d1dn t really
need them, did you, "Hookey "? You dare utter one word
against me!
''lhat a character we have lost in " Mac. " Vvell, it's as broad
as it is long. Two ladies were waiting for their husbands when
" Iac" passed. "Do you know," said one, "he gcx:s for a tenmile walk every evening ? " Said the other, " Did you ~ay
walk ? " Yes, he is the all-round sportsman. I am wondenng
if he is still doing his ten miles a day._ If the starb~ard port
promenade deck is 800 feet lo~g, ~nd it ~es five mmutes to
climb the stairs and each step 1s 9 mches high, how long would
it-take him to '. . . Blow it ! He is on the Dilwa-ra beund for
Tientsin . Don't you think the " poor" fishes invariably get the
most out of a Scot ?
That veritable fountain of knowledge on M.M.L. and KR.s
is also leaving us to join the Pale~tin~ For?e Signals. His
friends would often listen agape at his discussing the pros and
cons of military etiquette. We are sure that he will add a lighter
vein to the duties of a D.R. at his new Station and will soon be
having some thrilling rodeos in the Middle East.
I ask you I What would you say if you were allowed to
soldier in dear old England for nine years ? So would I. Almost
an impossibility, isn't it ? " Shoey " must have certainly been
talking out of his tum and h~ been provisionallf w~ed. for
India. Well, he should be in his element, as there is a fa1r-s1zed
collection of our long-faced friends in " Punki."
Our billiards team bas lost a valuable player in " Spaff," wbo
has been posted to take up duty in " Pompey." He will find
plenty of " skittles " there, but not his type.
'Ve all wish the following every success in their new spheres :
C.S.M. Tebby, C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S) Spafford, Farrier Staff Sergeant
Garnett and Sergeants Walker, Cockings and McLachlan.
'Vhen you are reading these notes we shall be welcoming
back home Sergeant Jones, who has been officiating according to
Unit orders in the T.A. Circus. We hope he has not been
circumnavigating too many small circles.
Arrivals.-Oh, yes, we have had some. The staff of the
C.E.I.S.S., amongst whom we have recognised several old faces
and an ex-Foreman-of-Signals. They are employing their time
in inspecting instruments, etc. I wonder if their conscience ever
pricks them when they think of their soldiering days ?
Entertainments.-The social evening oi 29th .October was a
great success. Its purpose was to have at least one good evening's ·
fun all together before our members left the fold. Several
members brought their wives, and the billiards room served as a
creche until-well, we will come to that. The show started off
·with" puggled " whist, which lasted for an hour, when everybody
put up with everybody else's company. It needed two M.C.s
to run it, and it is a miracle that they did not finish up " p uggled "
themselves. After a little elbow drill and the inevitable
" gripping," out came the " gee-gees," together with raucous
cries of " I've got a horse ! " And what a nm they made !
The Tote chap was kept really busy ; he couldn't take the
money quick enough. Albert simply could not spot the winners.
Eventually he wanted to lay his shirt, but, fortunately, there
were ladies present or he would have been in a nudist colony
by now. The ladies were able to prove their true worth to tbeir
husbands. They proved this admirably by " ringing " eight
bottles of nourishment in three minutes.
The climax of the evening came when the ladies challenged
the gentlemen to " Blow, darn you, blow" (glorified blow football with an egg on the billiard table) . What with bumping and
boring with their noses, both players and spectators were kept in a
state of collapse from helplessness due to laughter. Both the
babies sat upright in their prams, disturbed from their sleep and
wondering what all the noise was about.
That wound up affairs for the evening ; nobody was in a fit
state to give an individual effort. The evening was thoroughly
enjoyed by everybody present.
Concratulations. The Salisbury Branch of the O.C.A., Royal
Signals, are to be congratulated on the success of their annual
dance held in the Guildhall, Salisbury, on Friday, 15th October.
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A party of t hirty-two left this Unit, re tur~ing in the early hours
of t he morning after a ver y pleasant evemng. Many a t ale ':"as
t old, many a tongue got dry, many an arm ached, many a thirst
was quenched , but wha t a head next morning. Mr. Cole a nd
his merry band of committee men are to be congratulated for a ll
their endeavours, so here's to the next time.
ERG IE .

5th Divisional Signals, Scarborough.
D rafting continues to be the a bsorbing topic, and by t~e
time these notes are in print , another twenty members of this
Unit will have sailed for the lands of sunshine. E leven other
ranks proceed to J eru salem in S.S .. Calif ornia: 0?-ard luck) on
19th
ovember, and nine others sail for Ind1~ m the Nevesa
the following day. Sergeant Miles makes the tnp to Jerusalem
after only a very short stay in this Unit,. and with only a short
warnina order. It must have been a bit of shock, but these
Colonials are pretty tough and know how to take it. It is
expected that the stewards of the California will welcome
Sergeant (Noel) Hunt with open arms; he has co~e to loo~
upon this ship with a benign air, almost as though 1t were his
own property.
Congratulations to Lance Sergeant Davenport upon i?in!ng
the band of the elite (Sergeants' Mess). The Mess 1s begrnnmg
to get rather crowded at meal times nowadays. They h.a ve the
huge total of five single members. These numbers are likely to
be reduced if all the rumours of Lance Sergeant Davenport and a
certain " blinkers " are correct.
We must also hand the big paw to U/Lance Corporals Bailey
and McCartney upon taking vacant seats in the Corporals' Mess.
There should be plenty of space there now that Corporal Skiffins
is off to India-which brings forth more news : " Skiff " has
been and done it! Yes, sir, he was well and truly tied up at
Tynemouth, on 27th October. Corporal Jock Park, who has
also entered " Matrimonial Street," was married at Colchester
on 2nd October. Congratulations to all of them !
Congratulations to Lieutenant N . I. Bower on the arrival of a
second son, and also to Lance Corporal Robertson, who was
presented with a son and heir. Lance Corporal Newton has
welcomed another daughter to his fold .
We wish the best of luck w C.Q.M.S. Wilson and Signalman
Miller, who have been posted to Canterbury and Spike Island
respectiveiy.
A welcome is extended to Signalmen Kinge and Lord from the
Training Battalion ; I 'm afraid they will not be with us very
long as they have already been preliminarily warned for servi~e
in India. A welcome is extended to Sergeant Blower and wife
from Peshawar District Signals. We hope that they will have
a long spell here and enjoy the amenities of this fine Station.
The football team is doing well in the Scarborough and District
League, and up to the time of going to press are undefeated i.n
league matches, although we fear that drafts will have their
effect shortly.
The hockey team is already feeling the effects of" Mr. Records"
draft requirements. Both Lance Sergeant Gordon and Corporal
Dillon have received final orders, and the reins have now been
handed over from Lance Sergeant Gordon to Lance Sergeant
Shipton.
Results to date are as follows :
Won 9- 1
v. Pickering Town..
v . Hessle (Hull)
Won 3- 1
v. Arkle (Doncaster)
Lost 2-3
v. Driffield Town . .
Lost 1- 2
v. Scarborough Northern . .
Won 1--0
v. R.A.F. (Driffield)
..
Lost 2- 3
The rifle shooting team has been doing well in the Scarborough
and District League, but they a lso will shortly lose some capable
members in Major Levett, .Sergeant Miles and Lance Corporal
Kingdom, who are proceeding overseas.
As a farewell to the members proceeding abroad, the Corporals'
Mess held a dance on 12th ovember, when a large company
spent a very enjoyable evening and early morning. Lance
Corporal " J azz " Barker and his " boys " provided some fine
music. On Saturday, 13th November, t he Sergea nts' Mess held
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a dinner and games t oum?ment in honour of their departing
members. Our C.O., Colon<;} H . G. Henderson, and the officers
of the Unit honoured the Mess with their p resence, and a very
enjoyable evening resulted.

No. I Company.
General.- Each morn , ere the sun has risen, and the streets
of Scarborough are not aired, a ll (?) t he m embers of the Company
may be seen prancing around the d istrict on a H ealth and
Stren·gth Course, a t t he same ti me im proving their road sense,
a necessary asset for these parts, as one may get lost even in
Peasholm .
Individu al tra ining is t he order of the day, and the main
theme of conversation is ci rcuits and ohms law. We have a lso
several candidates attend ing school. May th ey, one and all,
do their stuff and obtain th eir goal, and so keep up the stand ard
of the Unit.
·
A certain number of our fold are due to leave us on or about
~ 5th November for the lands of Yidds and Woggs. At pre ent
they are enjoying their leave. W e wish them all boti voyage
when their time a rrives.
Congratulations.- To Lance Sergeant Davenport on obta ining
that rank. To Lance Corporal and Mrs. Newton on the birth
of a daughter on the 26th insta nt. To Signalman and Mrs.
Holland on the birth of a son. To the Unit football t eam on
entering the semi-final of the Scarborough Hospital Cup.
Arrivals.- Signalmen Kinge and Lord from the Training
Battalion. They have already been warned for warmer climes.
Departures.- Lance Corporal Lamb and Signalman Charlish
to the land of the lotus flower, complete with chop sticks and
the proverbial rice. We wish them the best of luck . One Driver
(ex-Reservist of 3rd Div. pattern), Smith N .. to Catterick on the
cadre.
Situations Wante•.- E ngagements are required for pathetic
renderings of " Sam Small. " Mess parties specially catered for.
Apply to our Carpenter-cum-Cop . E vod .
Tailpiece. Inspector Hornleigh lnvestigates.-Can you guess ?
A glare of headlights and a scream of brakes as the huge car
(Ford 8) drew to a standstill beside two female pedestrians.
Their worst fears were .realised as a dim light in the car revealed
a ghostly hooded figure. F rom the enveloping hood (Blankets,
G.S .. one) a blood-chilling voice issued. " Please, is this the
road to Darlington ? " With a scream of pure terror the pedestrians collapsed. The car with its grim driver roared away
into the night. The mistake the criminal mad e was to use
blankets designated G.S. These turned out to be the " Terror's "
initials.
LLE RITAG .

No. 3 Compaay.
The Company are at present suffering from a very contagious
disease. It.is that harmless- we hope-fever known as" football
fever." To bring it to a clima..,'C, we have been granted an extra
half-holiday on Thursday afternoon. This afternoon off has
not been granted in order to allow us to make out our " Littlewoods'" coupon, if that is what you are thinking, but for Intersection football.
Some very funny football matches have taken place between
the Sections. The best and most poli hed football is definitely
played by " M " Section, but, if one wishes to see a really funny
and " rough house " match, " L " Section versus " K " ection
certainly supply the " goods."
"L" Section are leading by one goal. Ten minutes to go.
' ' L" Section display their strategy and sense of humour.
McTernan, towering above everyone else, dominating the field,
dashing about with his " ammos " on, shouts, " I<ick it off the
field ; do anything with it as long as you lo e it for ten minutes."
He gets the ball, makes a mighty swipe at it, as if he was aiming
at the moon, and, alas, in his over-eagerness, misses it, and in
doing so crashes into about half the opposing side, bringing them
all to the ground in one heaving, struggling mass. One is
reminded of the "Charge of the Light Brigade." Oh, what a
charge he made, noble McTernan !
Arrivals.- Signalmen Alexander, Potton, Begbie, Barton and
Whitworth have arrived from the Training Battalion. Alas,
before we set eyes on them their names appeared on Unit Orders
for India. Howeve , we hope that they will enjoy their brief
stay in Scarborough. If they don't, then they must be women
haters.

Departures.- Lance Corpora l W athen has been posted to
Perham Down, at h is own request . Signalman (Dusty) l\.liller
has been post ed t o Spi ke Island.
Congratulations.- We congratula te U/Lance Corporal Bailey
and U/I.ance Corpora l McCartney on a ttaining tha t rank, and
also Signalman Adcock A. G. on successfully obtaining his 3rd
Class Certificate of E d ucation .
Births and Marriages.- During draft leave, Corporals Park
and Skiffins a nd Signalman Malyn decided it was now or never,
so they plucked up enough courage to get married . We hope
that all t heir troubles will be little ones. Lance Corporals
McConnell and R obertson, ignalmen Costigan and McTernan
a nd Driv'olr Wilks have had an addition to their family.
G. S.

Sergeants'

Meta.

Since our last notes, several notable changes have taken place
in the Mess. Our new R.S.M. (R.S.M. Bevan B .) has taken over
the reins, and we all wish him the best of luck in his new sphere.
C.S.M. Norcross, M. B .E ., has departed to Darlington to the T.A.,
and we hope that he finds his new locality as cheering as the
last. A farewell smoker was held to see him safely off in the
royal and ancient manner.
Severa l notables have been warned to proceed to lands beyond
the deep blue sea.5, and Sergeants Miles and Hunt proceed to
Palestine on 19th November, while Sergeant Gordon proceeds
to India on 20th ovem ber. As the former sail from Liverpool
by the California, it is requested that no traffic accident will
occur whilst cornering round " Gib.''
A farewell dinner was held to remind the travellers that
Christmas at home is alwa)!S best. R.S.M. Bevan, on behalf
of the Mess, hoped that the departing members will find everything to their liking and wished them a safe return home. After
this the " Gripper " (five days Bombay) held the floor for the
rest of the evening.
C.Q. LS. Wilson has departed to Canterbury on posting,
and we wish him every success. Sergeant Cowan has given
notice that he intends quitting during December for " Civvy
Street."
A games tournament was held against the Brewery on Friday,
22nd October. This proved to be an ill-wind for the home team,
as the Brewery proved that continual training is essential in all
such matters. However, we were not entirely defeated, as our
snooker champions (names not essential) proved too good for
Sid Chapman and partner.
ow that one leg of the partnership
is going abroad, the " gripper " has promised his entire support.
The following new members were welcomed to the Mess in the
time-honoured manner of the Service : Lance Sergeants Shipton
and Davenport. They are settling down as well as can be
expected, especially the latter, who decided to get his " catering "
over quickly. Sergeant Blower has joined from abroad, and,
at the moment, is enjoying a few weeks' furlough. A little bird
has whispered wedding bells, but more anon.
R.S.:'.\1. Day will probably be pleased to learn that one of his
dark pupils (our C.O.) can still flight a pretty dart, much to the
surprise of our champion, who had to admit of defeat.
YA.P.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, BeHast.
9th November.
General.-In spite of the very acute shortage of personnel,
the Company is carrying out its many duties as usual. In fact,
we have difficulty in convincing men of other Units that we are
short-handed, which is saying plenty for the splendid team work
of the Unit as a whole. Ex- iscovites may rest easy in the
knowledge that their reliefs are carrying on the old traditions.
The Company has certainly changed a lot in the last few
months, as far as personnel i concerned. Old " inventorywallahs " have gone and new faces can be seen in the diningroom. Men who were here last year would find it hard to discover
an old acquaintance. However, the M.T. chap assures me that
the spirit of the Unit is the same as it was five years ago. Ye ,
you're quite right, I bobbed down.
The G.O.C., orthern Ireland District, inspected the ompany
on 13th October, and ' as very pleased with everything that he
saw. The cook-house and M.T. came in for the lion's share of
the credit. The C.0.'s congratulations to the Company wer
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fully appreciated by all ranks ; indeed, an inspection every week
at least was hoped for by at least one jovial celebrator.
Arrivals.-On 1st October we welcomed to Ireland our new
C.S.M., C.S.1\1. Bishop. ';Ve sympathise •~ith ISt Divi~ion~
ignals on their loss, but can only remind thepi that notbina 1
lost that is gained by a friend.
Several Resen•ists thought better of it and returned to the
fold at various dates. They are : Signalmen Heslop, Garton,
Eccles Briohtwell and Burnett. Close on their heels followed
Signal~en "conboy, Cartlidge and Garner (Operato.rs), an~
Signalman Hardwick (I.:\I.). We hope that they enioy their
stay with us. They hould, for it rains here almost as much as
it does at Catterick, from where they came.
Departures.-The Harbour authorities are beginning to know
most of the remaining ignals in Belfast ; they see us so often
gazing "istfully at ihe stern of departing boats. A whole
batch of good fellows have left us to grace other nits abroad.
Corporal Clarke and four men started the ball rolling, followed
by Sergeant Parker and four more men a fortnight later-:-all
for India, except Signalman Betley, who has gone to Palestine.
Somehow, he didn't seem to like hearing the Welch singing
"Land of my Fathers" just before he left. Sensitive, no doubt.
Only a week after them, Lance Corporal Watts and five men
left us for Hong Kong.
Congratulations.-To Corporal Ogden on reachin? full rank
on 21st September ; to Lance Corporal Houghton on receiving
the pay of his appointment on the same date; to U /Lance
Corporals Swetnam and Costello on getting a foot on the ladder
-may they be paid soon.
Deaths.-On 4th October the Company was very sorry to
hear of the death of Signalman Ward D. J., at the Victoria
Hospital, Belfast. He was a fairly recent arrival in the Company,
but we all knew him well enough to enable us to sympathise
sincerely with his bereaved relations. A party from the Company attended his funeral, and floral tributes were sent by the
C.O. and all ranks.
Courses.-Corporal Ogden and Signalman Gray left the Unit
on 4th October for Cardiff and a G.P.O. Course. Corporal
Oliver returned from an Anti-Gas Course on 20th October, complete "ith a" D." Good going, laddie! Let's hope the others
see this and do likewise. Signalman McCulley left us on nth
October on a Vocational Training Course at Hounslow. As we
probably will not see him again here, we wish him the best of
luck in civilian life.
SPUD-CAN.

LONDONDERRY.
This month has proved eventful. We lost Lance Sergeant
Barron, who was posted to duty at H.Q.; his relief was Corporal
Maguire. We hope that they like their new jobs. Later we were
favoured with a visit from the I.P.C. (Lieutenant Bayliss),
C.S.M. Bishop and C.Q.M.S. {F-of-S) Forrest, who inspected the
Station and personnel.
The annual drafting season took away Signalman White, one
of our operators. There must be something about this ancient
city that makes men very loathe to leave.
Rain, hail and storms have passed us by, but we had an army
of decorators repainting the barracks, and even offending good
taste by labelling our charging room " E.L. Switch Room."
We welcome Signalmen Burnett and Slavin to the Station ;
both seem to have settled down fairly well. We also send kind
greetings to the new " X " umber King at H.Q.
The latest evening pastime evokes a few " Well, well, wells "
from the senior operator and some grunts from his partner in
crime. It is the new Correspondence Course in " ergs " that seems
to affect the liver so badly. In other words, conditions at 'Derry
are the same as usual and there is no more to add.
Hxc ME.

South Irish Coast Defences Signal Section.
Spike Island Detachment,
Special.-A merry Christmas and a happy New Year from
the Section to the Corps.
6eneral.-Plans for the local celebration of this year's merry
Christmas are not yet published, but some very fat little pigs,
!loused beside the Garrison gardens, indicate that the matter is
m hand, anyway. About these pigs. Some animal lover, unknown and undiscoverable, who decided on a " keep fit " movement for them, turned them adrift in the Garrison garden for
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exercise. The gardeners had great fun before the little fellows
were recaptured.
Section activities are very quiet. The linemen are quietly
ploughing their way over the countryside, burying a cable in
the ditch. The operators finger an occasional key and change
reliefs to time.
In the Inter-Section Games Leagues we hav e won one and lost
one game of hockey ; and in the Garrison League we parted
with one set of false teeth.
Arrivals.-Welcome to Signalman Miller T. A lineman who
has been here before and will be very useful.
Departures.- ignalman Harding G. to Catterick for India.
An indifferent singer but a rising hand at hockey and soccer.
Sergeant Prenger W. is warned for India and says he can take it.
SPIKE.

Bere Island Detachment.
General.-Compliments of the season to all.
Once more \ e attempt to make or obtain some news that may
interest readers. The Brigadier i/c Administratio~. Western
Command, and Staff, gave us a keen look over in October, and,
according to reports, was very pleased with all that he saw.
The F-of-S., who paid us a visit from Spike Island, found
the Island such a charming place that he is corning again.
{Unless, perhaps, he has a job to do on the cables !)
A little late, but we sincerely congratulate Q.M.S. (F-of-S)
Tilford on his recent promotion to that rank.
_
\.Vinter seems to have settled on us, and everyone seems to
have settled for the winter. Several new faces have appeared
in the Detachment ; details will be found in the next paragraph.
Arrivals.-Signalman Walker H. (Operator), Signalman
Yarnell W. {Lineman) and Signalman Smith M. (Fitter), all
from Spike. We hope that they will like their stay on the Island.
Also Lance Corporal Brown, who seems more than ever convinced that a Vocational Training Course is his one hope· of
salvation.
Departures.-Signalman Anderson (Lineman), t~ Spike. Signalman Healey T. has proceeded on leave. He has gone to Donegal
or Manchester, but, as he says, the one or the other will do for
him as they are both the same !
Sport.-Bere weather being what it is, sport has had to come in
out of the wet. The local branch of the British Legion and
Staff and Departmentals engaged in an indoor games tournament.
Darts were the chief feature. A Shield, made and presented by
the Royal Engineers, is played f&r four times each season. For
this occasion, it was taken home by the S. and D.s, who won in a
canter. The wooden spoon (alternative trophy) went to the
Legion for the first time. The winning dart was thrown by
Corporal Dick Redding, R.E. (Signals, Moascar, please inform
No. 42 Field Company, R.E.). A cheery sing-song closed the
engagement.
Yahoudi Mail.-Babs, Pindi. " Letter received'. Reply in
post. Good luck. O.KG."
Pem, Teintsin. "You asked for it, anyhow. Keep your
head down and good luck."
BERE'ro.

Eastern Command Signal Company.
Major G. C. Winckley, M.c., R.Signals, has now left the Unit
and is en route for Kohat District Signals. All ranks join
together in wishing him bon voyage. At the same time, we bid
welcome to our new O.C. Unit, Major G. Rooker, R.Signals,
from Aldershot.
The usual provisional warnings for service overseas have been
received and the following are now anxiously watching the
arrival of the morning mail from Chatham : C.Q.M.S. (F-of-S)
Sutcliffe, Sergeants Abraham, Salmon and Humphrey, Corporal
Spence A. and Signalmen Ball, Carter and Walsh.
We offer a welcome to the following arrivals from the Training
Battalion and hope that their stay with us will be a long and
pleasant one : Signalmen Pope, Beedon and Bolton A.
Congratulations are offered to Corporal Spence and U/Lance
Corporal Megilley W. on attaining their respective ranks, and
also to Signalmen Harris and Sargent on the respective additions
to their families.
WHITEHALL.

INDIAN·SI
NORTHERN COMMAND .................. /ND/AN ARMY

"A'.' Corps Signals, Rawalpindi.
8th ovember.
General.-We must apologise for the absence of notes during
the pas~ two months and endeavour to atone by recording, as far
as possible, known events of interest in the Unit during that
period. The Unit is still in Waziristan engaged on the Waziristan
Operations. With the advent of the colder weather, we understand that Jjfe in the field is becoming a much cooler job. The
general demand for winter clothing makes us realise that the
summer bas definitely come to an end.
We cannot, unfortunately, record too much about events
in Waziristan, since the origin of some of the reputed happenings
sometimes originate from a doubtful source. We know that the
Unit is actively occupied, and it is hoped that we may be able
to publish in our next notes details regarding the achievements
of the Unit in the field.
Greetings.-Early in print, but better now than too late. To
all members of this Unit, past and present, we offer the season's
heartiest greetings for a merry Christmas and a happy New Year.
Officers.-We welcome Lieutenant R. M. Adams, R.Signals,
who rejoined the Unit from leave in the United Kingdom, and
w~o has now taken up the appointment of Adjutant to the Unit.
Lieutenant G. H. K. Hewlett, R.Signals, joined the Unit from
the Home Establishment. We trust his stay with us will be
f~und to be a pleasant one. .Major A. J. Hannah, R.Signals, and
Lieutenant S. J. Dagg, R.S1gnals, left us for a spell of leave
ex-India, the former to the United Kingdom, the latter, we
believe, to Australia. Major P.A. Chubb, R.Signals, who was on
leave in the United Kingdom, retired on retired pay. Our congrat~lations a~e extended to. Lieutenant A. F. McGill, R.Signals,
on his promotion, and to Lieutenant F. P . Johnson, R.Signals,
on having passed Part I of the Higher Standard Urdu Examination.
Arrivals.- We welcome C.Q .M.S. (F-of-S) MacCulloch W., who
joined us on posting from the Signal Training Centre (India) ;
Signalman Tyler K., who joined ns from duty at A.H.Q. W(f
Station, New Delhi ; Corporals Bell and Kackson, Lance
Corporals Richardson and Payne and Signalman Hancock from
a spell of furlough in the United Kingdom; Sergeant-Instructor
Arthur R. {A.E_.C.) in relief of Sergeant-Instructor Sanctuary J.
Departures.-Our best wishes go with Sergeant Thorne G.
and Corporals Allen W. and Jones H., who left us for the United
Kingdom per H.T. Dorsetshire from Karachi on 31st October,
th~ latter to attend a Vocational Course in the United Kingdom
pnor to transfer to the Army Reserve. C.Q.M.S. Pa kins,
Lance Corporal Young F. and Signalman Lodge proceeded on
six months' furlough at home. We trust that their break will be
found enjoyable. Q.M.S. (.F-of-S) Mutter W., M.B.E., departed on
posting to the Signal Training Centre (India). Sergeant
Sanctuary J. (A.E.C.) proceeded to take up duty at Campbell pore.
We hope that their new Unit will be up to expectations.
Medals.-Belated congratulations are extended to Sergeant
Clark W. on the award of the Long Service and Good Conduct
Medal.
Marriages.- Although a little late, our congratulation are
extended to Lance Sergeant Kerr G. on bis marriage to Miss
M. F. Marr at Wilson College hapel, Bombay, on 26th September. Congratulations, also, to C.Q.M .. (F-of-S) MacCulloch
W. on his marriage to l'vliss J. C. Trollope at St. John's Church,
Naina Tal, on 20th September.
Promotion.-Our cohgratulations to Lance Sergeants Kerr G.
and Bevans S. on their appointments.
CAVE CANEM.

1st Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop, Risalpur.
This month has witnessed many alterations in the Troop, the
first being the return of Corporals Hargreaves and Strong for a
further period of service under these sunny skies. We understand
that the matrimonial agency in Scarborough did a profitable
business during their sojourn at home. The subtle attractiol\
~hat India has is not a pernicious disease ; it can be cured, an<\
if you doubt it, ask Jack. Signalman Jones has also returned
from payment leave at home-a break in the tour is worth half
a dozen on the billiard table. " Chippy" Wood will vouch for
that, but his conscience will not allow him to go home.
. Under that intriguing heading "Departures," we publish a
f~rther repatriation list : Lance Sergeant Andrews and wife,
Signalmen " F lash " Howard, " Pittled " Potts of Ra7.a.ni fame
Reggie Fox, ~ho has decided to find a job of work after a rest
cure of eighteen months in Rissy, and " Betty " Baldry
" Betty" wanted to take his motor-bike with him, but had to
be satisfied with a crafty jug or two before he went. All this
has made me somewhat melancholy, and I must pause to " fill
the cup that clears to-day of past regrets and future fears," and
wipe a furtive tear from a bleary eye.
We have again invaded the surrounding countryside and
defeated several well-organised armies and, in the face of heavy
odds, made strategic withdrawals to the safety of our owri. lines_
We started late in the season and consequently had to make a
" jeldi " move to attain our usual standards of proficiency. The
old No. 1 Sets stanE np to a deal of rough usage, although choke5
will be chokes, a fact which caused us some inconvenience during
the first few days; they are now under " List A" for immediate
replacement. Again we have an idea that it would be far more
interesting to change our code names : Mabel, 1Iaudie, Clarice
and Agnes have been suggested. We might forget ourselves
and ask Mabel for a date as we did in the land where telephones
are a bigger matrimonial agency than the open-air S\~imming
pools.
We are really short-handed this year; if only those men who
banded their saddles in with beaming faces had only handed
their horses in as well we rn)ght cope a lot better with the
situation. One great consolation is that time passes quickly ;
a platitude which covers a multitude of sins in the shape of
" two each and double up on the third." All this brings taars
of joy to that Jong-suffering section known as "available for
duty."
Famous landmarks around Rissy have been toured by the
various Sections, and the canteen sound like a university reading
room aft_er the intensive telephony practice. "Dear old chap,
your a pirates are too, too harsh," or, "Yes, old top, your voic
is quite good for the mike, but you really must articulate a little
better" are the sort of thing one hears now. All very uplifting,
but we hope to return to normal for the Christma period
" Modulation" Lester reverted to the " C" et staff after
burning out two choke- in one day. (One Div., please note !)
Corporal Bull and Lance Corporal Bolam have considerably
developed a " back to the land " scheme ; they are thinking of
waiting until we no longer require the Riding chool and ropose
starting a small farm out here. The agriculturi ts have a rabbit
warren, chicken run and pigeon" jugga," and we are wondering
what their next venture will be. This week, Johnny arranged
a small pool on a pigeon flight from Mandra, a matter of a
hundred miles, and the huge sum of 2 . d. was shared a two
very enthusiastic birds tied for first entry into the loft. If the
present rate of farming activity prevails, we may be exchanging
our grooming kits for an acre and two cows, or a cow and two
acres, whichever it i .
s one who.e highest form of pare time
activity runs to quaffing the crafty pint, when available, it 1
all a trifle bewildering, but I am as partial to rabbit pie as th
next man.
. Here is <I: huge joke we have just decided to let you in on; 1l
1s authe.ntic, and my . sympathi~s are. with the ignalman,
because 1t got me gue 1Dg for quite a time. During grooming,
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a newcomer to the fold was asked ii his horse had an injuries,
etc. He ;replied that it was perfectly O.K., and was then asked
if.it had thrush: Af~er a painful pause, the N.C.O. passed on
with the followmg pithy comment : " I suppose you think I
am talking about a blinking songbird, don't you ? "
The final of the Unit Handicap Tennis Tournament was fought
out by the Sergeants' Mess. Sergeants Jeffers a nd Frost were
the competitors, a nd , after a hard struggle, Sergeant Frost
walked off with the Cup and a very, very, wet shirt.
The Sergeants' Mess held a games (?) tournament and invited
the Corporals' Mess. We didn't do too well at the games, but
managed to sink quite a few pints whilst the Sergeants threw
t heir nifty darts, etc. As a piece of diplomacy, next time we are
invited to a similar event, it is proposed to put into action a
crafty scheme whereby all the Sergeants become feverishly
involved in hectic games of darts and dominoes, whilst I creep
out to the bar and-well, there you are, it's quite simple if you
have a crafty mind . The occasion was also in the nature of a
farewell to Lane; Sergeant Andrews, who made an appropriate
5.peech.
Congratulations are due to Signalmen Butler and Hanson in
obtaining their Class I operators' rating at the Trade Board
held at Landi Kotal. We had hopes or some others, but it was
not to be.
Agony.- R.R.M. (recently a resident in the land of milk and
honey). "Has the price of the new Coronation stamps gone up?"
R.F.E.
Well, we can't be sure at this time of the year, but we hope to
come up again next month. Until then, salaams to all extroopites, especially the more recent ones.
CHALKY.

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
4th November.
Once again the day on which notes are despatched has arrived,
and I am hoping that the Sports correspondents will produce
sufficient copy to make our notes worthy of publication, as life
here proceeds on a very even tenor and notes are accordingly
scarce.
Obituary.- We regret to announce 1:he death of o. 2320457
Signalman Mitchell R., who was killed in a motor accident on
26th October whilst en route to Peshawar from Waziristan. It
is particularly tragic that he should meet his death in such a
manner as he had served in the Operation Area since 1st May.
He was very popular with all ranks, a good sportsman a,.nd very
quiet in his manner. His loss is felt very keenly. We express
our deepest regrets and sympathy to his parents and relatives
on their sudden loss. He was buried in Bannu on 27th October,
and we take this opportunity of expressing our thanks to all
ranks of "A" Corps Signals, Bannu, for paying our last respects
to him in our stead .
Congratulations.- To Captain " Pop " Durnan in defeating
" Father Time " and thus securing the annuity to the Meritorious
Service Medal. To Lieutenant and Mrs. Benton on the arrival
of a daughter. To Corporal Mills F. on promotion to that rank.
Departures.-Our efforts to get our cricket team together
appear to be doomed to fai lure. The latest blow is the posting
of Lieutenant E. Y . epean to J ubbulpore. We have been
looking forward to h is assistance throughout the summer whilst
he was on leave in U.K., only to find on his return that he has
to leave for the Depot on 15th ovember. We are very sorry
to lose him, and hope that he will enjoy his stay in Jubb ulpore.

I.

4.

The Notice Board outside Coronation Camp.
2. A No. I Set with a Convoy communicating to road Protection Troops.
3. Road Construction in the Nullah below Dosalli Fo rt. From foreground to backgroundB.O.Rs, then LO.Rs, 1st Ind ian Division al Signals and men of the I/2nd Ghurkas.
Asad Khe l·Torikhel ; a Village near Dandil.
5. Early days, Horses and L-D. Mules of the Cabl e Section at Lakki
Marwat en route Nari Indus to Bannu . Note the open trucks on the
narrow gauge railway.

Trooping.- This is robbing us very steadily of our senior
N.C.0.s. We have arranged the early despatch of families as
requested, but the Home a uthorities seem very loth to reciprocate. Sergeants Lowrie and Stockton, Signalmen " Humphrey "
Henshall, Talbot and Catt proceed to U.K. on 18th December
(the first-named with his family), and Sergeant Tudor with family
sail on Christmas Eve. So far we have received notification that
one Corporal and about a dozen men a re joining us from U.K.
in December .
IL DESPERA DUM.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
1st November.
" Jaldi " Jottings.- With the cooling of the weather, our
increased activities have found vent in the re-forming of committees and bodies for this, that and the other ; the existing
institutions, of co urse, seeking fresh fields to conquer.
Of them all, the E ntertainments Department have, perhaps,
done most, and may even be accused of excessive zeal. Four
dances were staged during the month, the first one, which opened
the season, was a conspicuous success ; the others were excellent.
but one of them unfortunately clashed with a party thrown by
the local R.A.F.
The decorative scheme of the ball room called forth much
comment and conjecture, particularly the lighting effects. The
silhouettes of d ancers in various degrees of dress and undress
may be taken by the imaginatively-minded as representative of
dancers throughout the ages, since they range from the" scanty"
(and more) to the " frilly " and back to the " scanty " (or less)
again. Nevertheless, it was original and effective, reflecting
great credit on the designer, whose inherent modesty forbids
the printing of his name. The stage, too, was somewhat striking.
There was a fretted bar of music fixed diagonally across the
background, bearing the notes of a .s omewhat doubtful tune,
with other odd spots of decoration splashed around the wings
in batches also suggestive of the Chopin " bloke." Quite a
novel effect.
That was one committee's work. Then came the ~lessing
Committee's turn. Their re-election was a riotous and ribald
affair. They eventually succeeded in selecting three new members
with a highly-skilled attache in the form of the cook-orderly,
midst cries of " Signalman- nay-George Hayter, sir!" They
already have their noses to the chopping block.
After these communal upheavals, came the Government of
India's staggering proposals for Army improvements. They are
tangible, strangely enough, and kept us buzzing for a day or so.
There are still those young hopefuls who are working out the
financial advantages of the new messing rates and the amount
they will benefit by in '40 (and '42) .
Signalman Styles has now taken over the library, and has
organised it on approved lines. An amazing array of rubber
stamps on the desk and a swelling " fines book " bear testimony
to this. Lance Sergeant Saunders, freshly returned from the war.
has entered the Accounts Department as a p upil-teacher and >\ill
soon relieve Sergeant Brett of his onerous task. Lance Sergeant
l\kClean will soon go out to relieve Sergeant Birkett at Spinwam
(near Thal Fort). We are very happy to congratulate the latter
on obtaining his Foreman-of-Signals Course, for which he is
shortly to proceed to the United Kingdom. Sergeant McBride
is soon to relieve Sergeant Lemon at Dosalli. Thus the world
wags. The same simple daily round cheerfully pursued, and
Kelly, meanwhile, providing the heart-throbs.
In discussing events, we had overlooked the fact that Geoffrey
Bateman stole a page from Dickens' book the other evening at
dinner, and actually sent his plate up for more.
nlike Oliver,
he got it. Remarkable, isn't it ?
Comings and Goings.- Welcomed to the Unit is Lieutenant
R. B. Gray, R.Signals, from 3rd Divi ional Signal , Bulford.
who arrived early in the month. l\Ir Gray's reputation preceded
him, as is the habit of such thing , and we looked for an acquisition to the football team. Unfortunately, a " gammy " knee
ha hitherto stopped him from taking part in any sports, which
is bad luck in more ways than one. The amc boat returned to
us Lieutenant (Q.:\'I.) H . L. Fegan, M.M., R.Signals, after eight
months' leave at home, where, we are assured, he pent a
wonderful time. Later came C.Q.l\I.S. Steed, Lance Sergeant
foLean, Corporals Talbot and Bow, L'\nce Corporal Ioorc and
Signalman Greenwood, all seemingly rather down in the mouth,
but all testifying to a well-spent leave. Corporal Bow, we regret
to say, had very bad luck, which must have marred his leave,
and, to cap matters, he wa admitted to ho pita! on hi return
to the Unit. He is progre 'ing favourably now.
The first draft for home left here on the 9th. Theirs wa,,
perhaps, the quietest leave-taking on record. Sergeants Springett
and Sharples, Signalmen I• order and Allen were the lucky one .
and t here was scarcely a " jeep " from any of them. In contra t,
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the sec~>nd draft. departing on the 30th, could be heard for miles
around. Their celebrations started a good week beforehand
(Old Thomas assisting), and kept the Unit in high spitits until
the final night. \Ve could almost omit their name
they are so
easily gue sed : Corporal " Tasty " Ditchfield, Lance Corpo.ral
" J eep" Angus, Signalmen " Reg " Couch, George Patrick
AyHng and the ubiquitous" Darkie" Massink. May they have
mooth passage -er, alway !
Our Detached Portions.- The Waziristan situation, it appears,
is quieter, and the troops are sitting tight whjlst the road building
progre
. At least it is commonly supposed that that is what
our members are doing, for little is heard of them . Rumour has
it that they will return to the Urut in time for Christmas-only
rumour, though we sincerely hope that it has something more
substantial backing it. A minor disturbance in the Spinwam
Area caused the despatch of a lorry detachment from here,
composed of Lance Corporal J\Icl\Iahon, Signalmen Hyett and
Brown, who left like heroes, and returned five days later with a
"soon settled" attitude. They should get a medal!
Apology.- Apologies are tendered to Signalman and Mrs.
Winterman for the misnaming of their progeny, and of the manner
in which the bold Harry received the news. It was a DA UGHTER,
and the tidings were air-borne, not-as our correspondent supposed-by cable. It should be added, however, that the notes
"·ere compiled whilst he was on leave.
The Serial.-For several sound reasons, the laws of libel notwithstanding, it has been decided to discontinue the serial commenced last month-the end was a flop, anyway.
Late Night Final.-Lance Sergeant Robins P. A. of this Unit
has recently returned to us, covered w;ith glory, from Simla,
where, for the second year in succession, he refereed the Durand
Tournament. A perusal of records show that this is something
of a record, for though it has so happened that the same man
has refereed the final of this Tournament twice or even three
times, never before has it been done twice off the trot. The
refereeing, too, calls for comment, since it was of exceptionally
high tandard and earned the commendation and sincere thanks
of the Durand Tournament Committee.
ROBA:\' ON.
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he did thirteen circuits instead of twelve, just to be on the safe
side. Even now be maintains that the judges couldn't count .
Well done, Jack I Full reports will appear in nt>xt month 's
Sports otes.

No. I Company.
Arrivals.-We extend a hearty welcome to LieutenantColonel G. Tayleur, R.Signals, who took over the reins of Commanding Officer from l\Iajor E. V. F . MacSwiney, R.Signals.
We trust that his stay in the Unit will be a long and happy one.
We also welcome Signalmen Coombes, Webb and Campion, who
were posted to us from " Fixed Comm " until the boat sails for
Blighty's shores.
General.-Autumn manreuvres have come to a close. Those
of us who anticipated " reining back " were denied that privilege,
as the firm grip of fate, in the shape of drill parades, bas crossed
our path . Every Sa turday one can be sur,e of seeing dust
torms on the parade ground, while stentorian voices can be
heard above the stampede.
The Commanding Officer inspected the Unit lines to decide
the winner of the monthly prize for the best tent. We were
pleased to find that a o. I Company tent carried it off, so
congratulations to Corporal Webber and his personnel. (Mine's
a bottle, Tubby I)
The crickel team did sterling work to beat "A" Company,
P.W.V.s, in che final of the Baluchistan District Tournament
(see sports notes) , and brought back the Cup. Finding its way
to the Sergeants' Mess, it was kept full with some fiery liquid,
which certainly did its stuff, judging by the grip it startedask the Company Sergeant-Major ! The rejoicing was continued
in the. Men's Bar, where a very enjoyable evening came to a
close at 10 p.m.
Cheerio, until next time !
L.C.C.

No. 2 Company.
General.- September proved a very busy month for this
Company, and a statistician would be needed to compute the
man-miles walked during .the course of Aut pmn training.
1

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
Arrivals.-lt is with great pleasure that we record the arr;ival
of our new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. Tayleur,
who arrived on 13th September, assuming command of the
Unit on 14th September. Although conditions in Quetta at
present leave much to be desired, we sincerely hope that your
stay in the Unit will be a very happy one, sir.
Departures.-This evening we shall have the doubtful pleasure
of witne ing the departure of the first BHghty draft for trooping
season 1937-38. ' ot a large number; five in all, but they will be
greatly missed in the Unit. We wish them the very best of luck
in their new Stations and civil occupations.
General.- Autumn trairung, with its usual " hang-over,"
such as store checks, lost statements, handing-over certificates,
etc., have now passed into history.
The" Schooly," having sorted out the wheat from the chaff,
is now busy preparing the cream of the class for the examination
which takes place next week. By the time these notes are in
print, the results should be near at hand, and we hope they will
be 100 per cent.
Drill parades started a couple of weeks ago, and are now
consider<;d by some of the old campaigners as a " bit of duff."
It is a great pity that this is not the opinion of all, because it
would be a pleasure to stay in the Hnes on Friday evenings.
However, if it wasn't drill parades, it would be something else
- so why worry!
Inter-Section sports were held during last week. To make
up some of the &!ction teams, it wa3 necessary to tum out some
doubtful performers, but I am glad to say that they put up a
,. ry er ditable performance ; one, in particular, in the three
mil· , although " lapped " three times, was so enthusiastic that

" J " Section set the ball rolling on the first of the month,
when, in company with the P.W.V.s, it began a modest fiftymile stroll to the neighbourhood of Killa Abdullah. On the
6th, " K " Section, paced by the 23rd Mountain Battery, R.A.,
set out on its eighty-mile marathon to Maku Kach. With the
help of cycles, horses and an ambulance, the Section managed
to make the camp intact. Maku Kach is situated on the eastern
edge of the Tobina P lateau, some twenty miles from the Khojak
Pass. It is something less than 8,ooo feet above sea level, and
therefore pretty cold at nights, more so when the unfortunate
camper has only two blankets.
At Maku Kach, for the purposes of the Divisional Exercise,
" K" Section became a· component of Green Force, a raiding
column whose object was the cutting of the opposing force's
line of communication between Killa Abdullah and Quetta. In
order to reach its objective, this force bad to traverse the mountai.cs in the direction of Pishin. This was by way of the Arambi
Pass, and it is worthy of mention that this was the first occasion
a column had used that route.
Though from a Signals point of view the Exercise was not
very illuminating; the march itself was not without interest,
and there is little doubt but what the experience gained will
prove useful to those who are remaining to carry on the good
work during the next three or four years.
Photograph No. 1 shows Lieutenant T . T. S. Cooke trying to
catch his supper with a canvas bucket while Brigadier Ponting
looks on from the edge. Photograph No. 4 was taken from the
top ,pf the Arambi Pass and shows the Sappers and Miners
beginning the descent, which at this point was about 1 in 3 or
1 in 4.
Photograph No. 2 shows Maku Kach. Photograph
No. 5 reveals the Section coming out to flatter ground, and
photograph No. 3 is a typical view of the Baluchistan landscape.
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" B" Corps Detachment, Claaman.
October.
Last month we had a Sub-Section of the L.M.A. here-they
w~re participating in the District man.reuvres ; . we were glad of
their company, and hope that they en1oyed their manceuvres .de
luxe. Unfortunately, Signalman Hope had to leave earlier
than the Section. He proceeds to Calcutta to undergo a Course
preparing him for the " dirt tracks " of Blighty. Good luck,
Tich, and don't forget the old " Chamanites " I
Last month, Major MacSwiney (O.C. 20d Divisional Signals),
accompanied by our O.C. (Lieutenant H. V. Hayfield), paid us a
visit, and inspected the rendezvous of the L.M.A., also the
"Fixed Comm." personnels' " lay-out." There has recently
been more rumours of further inspections, etc., in fact, they have
become so strong that we have almost come to believe them.
Events of the near future are the departure of Corporal
Wilson
.C.O. i/c), who is to resume civilian life once again
during this "trooper." Bear up, Ginger; all that glitters is
not D2 cable. He is to be relieved by Corporal Bakes from the
Quetta Detachment. Owing to the fact that he has been here
previously, I will not be able to " grip" him about frontier
soldiering, etc. Cheer up, Bob ; you are soon to lose that
" Pansy waist."
Early nex"t month, the two Indian Regiments from here are
to be relieved. We shall be sorry to Jose the officers of both
regiments, who have been very good to us during their tour in
Chaman. The S.S.0. bands us over to his successor next week.
We anticipate the ceremony having its usual spectacular and
appropriate termination.
I have just found a reeipe for making lime juice, and when I
find a recipe .. . (I've just been crowned).
Nrx.

Detachment 4 L.M.A., Quetta.
4th October.
General.-Many, many months back, we were dumped up
here for something or other; nobody knew why-we still don't
know. But now that a few moth-eaten, white ant-ridden and
totally inadequate cardigans have made an early appearance,
we are losing interest in why we are here, and now want to know
when we go back. The Lido calls. The Oxford beckons. And
Basil chafes hourly, wondering whether Miss Soda-water-wallah
still performs the same wicked Queen's gambit over the same
wicked chessboard, and with that same ·wicked checking look
in her flashing " dekkos."
Or are we forgotten ? Will they have to send out an expedition to discover the Lost Section ? If so, three youthful members
here fervently hope that the expedition sets out pretty quickly,
'cos they've got only four-and-a-half to go!
.
Penonal.--CASE "A."-Meet the "Kelpie." You probably
haven't met one before, but as far as r can gather, and I daren't
go too far, it's a very close cousin to its countryman, the Haggis.
We've filched the tag, and applied it to-well-the Kelpie.
The Kelpie sat on his bed. He was miserable. And he had a
right to be so, 'cos someone hadn't written for three whole weeks.
(My Jane hasn't written for three years, but then, perhaps, the
spouse she took last Christmas doesn't like me.) Anyway, the
air was rent by sundry " Ochs" and corroborative "Ayes."
Came air mail day and three letters all at once. So Kelpie went
all morbid again after the initial rapture. " Och ! She'll
brekkit me I "
CASE "B."--600 miles with a 120 watt I My word, we ARE
improving I \Ve wonder what those puny little Naval transmitters thought.
CASE" C."-Rather a large one, composed of 40 dozen of the
best. All empty I Any offers ? What a hope !
Thanka.-To Ginger Wilson and Co. of Chaman, who treated
the Section so finely just recently. Such is the spirit. (No I
the other one, Ging. !) It makes for complete harmonious
relationships, so necessary on this tour. Thanks again, Chaman.
Bon Voyqe.-When a man leaves a working Section it is
very much like a necessary button deciding to let you down in
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the second movement of the " Present." SignalmaJI Jenkins
left us last month, ostensibly en route for Rhodesia to substitute
" Trooper " for " Signalman," and to chase the Afr.can ungodly
through wild and \voolly swamps. And though you still keep
one foot on the dockside at Kiamari J enk, th11 whole Section
wishes yo;i good luck in your new calling. B:it who's to tick
now ? And what about my dancing lesso11s ? And Mac's
crossword?
'Ere Log.- To Jos. T ., somewhere in Calcutta. " The ' M.T. '
in 'M.T. Course' unfortunately didn't mean Murree Top as you
supposed, but we hope you're not worrying overmuch about
that. All the best on the Course."
' Ere Another.- To Bertie M., medal-hunting. "There are
no tongas, bandar boats or trams here. In any case it's too
chilly. But soon - - ! T.A."
Calling Swedes.- Windy and Swede. "We wave our little
Union Jacks in vain. Or have you forgotten? Ahressem."
The Glorious 25th.-Santa Claus may still be in his workshop,
and it seems ridiculously early in October to be thinking o! dismembered turkey, nuts, and Christmas carols. However, we
take this opportunity of >vishing all ranks of the Corps, whether
touring, have toured, or are about to tour, a very merry Christmas. Especially so all old " B " Corps people who have trickled
away home during the past few years.
If, after the celebrations, or before t'hem even, you find any
spare bird, or perhaps bottles, which seem lonely and forlorn ,
wrap 'em up in a " Newsothe," and send them on to me. The:
Section guarantees a sure refuge, if only a temporary one.
The Section Sergeant is frothing at the mouth ; his whip i
oscillating like an infuriated lion's tail-and I've justremembered .
Good 'evvings I So long !
TOMMY.

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess.
General.-During the past month, most of our members have
been out on maaceuvres, some in Austins, some in six-wheelers,
some on their " dogs," and some in theory. Most of the yarns ·
in the Mess now commence with "Well, on the second day ... "
or " Coming back from Pishin ... " Some of these ring true, but
others, I am sure, would not stand investigation. Our C.S.M.
insists that the big cemetery between Yaru Karez and Quetta 1
is not marked on the map. " J " and " K " Sections can tell
him that it isn't a cemetery at all- merely twenty-five milestones
I suppose the countryside does look different from an Austin.
The maiden voyage of the "Quetta Peril" (crew, Shoey
and Hefty) has been cancelled. The car has vanished from the
forge and is, I believe, being used with great success as a sewingmachine-cum-vacuum cleaner by the married quarters. So
Mr. G. Eyston can rein back a bit longer, and the question of
whether Castro! " C" or Revolver Brand is the better " oil" is
still unanswered.
Appointments and Transitions.- The most important of these,
it will be allowed, is the rise to fame of Inspector Sherlock (he
gets his man) Huggins in the C.I.D. It is rather disconcerting,
to say the least, to find him in the Mess, peering around in search
of finger prints and other clues. It is hardly possible to sit on a
sofa without finding him underneath. He is now cultivating
a keen glance and trying to make his eyes dart round the room.
As an authority on dog tallies he stands alone, and is unsurpassed
on the subject of by-passes. I am sure that his career will be
watched with great interest by a ll, including Corporal (Leg-iron)
Bray.
Amongst those who are leaving us on the first boat are Gus
Fleet, the immitable Hefty, and Clarence (can't take it) Chiverton.
We have not known the latter long enough to decide what sort
of a chap he is, but we do not hesitate to recommend him to
anyone who wants a horse's throat torn out. Our neighbours,
the P.W.V.s, are sending an escort to Karachi to ensure that he
does not sneak back. On your way, baby ! Good luck to you
all I Roll on !
Cups.-Yet another trophy has been added to our collection
- the Garrison Cricket Cup. 111e winning of this trophy was
celebrated in the approved manner. I should like to take this
opportunity of denying the story that a certain Mess member
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chained himself up, and put the dog to bed. Congratulations to
the cricket team on a very fine performance.
Spoons, Weoden.- The Mess shoot is taking place in a couple
of days, and tOe results will be eagerly awaited by all. Many
attractive prizes are to be won. One unattractive prize (costing
two gallons) will go to the unfortunate chap with the lowest
score. More of this anon.
And that, I think is that.

SIGNALMEN!!
Tap " The Wire " and call Pip Emma for
Everything Regimental

PIG

Corporals' Room.
August.
Arrivals.- The Junior N.C.0.s extend a hearty welcome to
our new Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel G. Tayleur,
and we hope that his stay with us will be a long and happy one.
General.- The silent period has now passed, and we are
surrounded weekly, I might say nightly, with grips on the
Urumby Pass, which apparently was conquered amidst extreme
difficulty by our faithful 5th Infantry Brigade Signal Section.
I have not read their notes this month, but can naturally visualise
the form they will take on paper- ONE BIG GRIP. The latest
idea in the Mess, of course, is the Christmas Draw, which,
according to the presen rate of progress, will be a great success
once more.
Repatriations.-Mention must be made, in a small paragraph
of its own, of the repatriations to the " Blighty Cantonment "
during the coming trooping season. Corporals Hothersall,
Hollingshead and Pitney, Lance Corporals Parry and Justice
are all leaving us in the near future, and we wish them the best
of luck at their respective Stations.
Corporal August, Lance Corporals Bowen and Whitehouse are
to be congratulated on obtaining Blighty leave.
Promotions and Appointments.- This month we had the
pleasure of a " free one" from Corporals Pitney and Boniface
on their rise to that dizzy height. Good going, lads ! Keep it up !
For the benefit of those N.C.O.s who arrive in the future, it costs
the price of two now, when your second one arrives. " Tops "
we mean. We also congratulate Lance Corporal Thomas and
Lance Corporal Last for having dropped the " U " from their
names.
Conclusion.- Next month we hope to publish the results of
the First Class Educational Examinations, attended this year
by several N.C.0.s.
Good-bye, everybody.
WILL HAY .
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3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerul
No. I Company.
October.
General.- With the return of the second-half hill-party from
Chakrata, the Company is now a lmost back to normal strength.
Quite a few of the Company have, however, left for Waziristan
in relief of the more fortunate ones who, by the time these notes
are published, will be bound for the more pleasing clime of
Blighty.
Trade Boards for the upgrading of Operators from lass III
to II and Class II to I, have just come to a close, and there is
now a general feeling of easiness among those who wer dreaming
of that extra picc. Congratulations are also offered to Signalmen
Parker, Blundell and McGregor, who secured their Class II D.R.
ratings, and I may say they will have a few opportunities of
airing their new-found knowledge in the next few month .
Visions of " Beried Krossings," Joe ?
The arrival of five brand new orton machines from Chaklala
has caused quite a good deal of interest to be displayed in the
vicinity of the D.R. garages and quite a few of our amateur
riders have already t1ied " the simply wonderful machines "
(on the stands). Sergeant King. Signalmen Falkingham. Freeman, Skellon and Palmer were fortunate enough to be chosen
to collect these machines and cover the arduous 600-mile journey
by road from Chaklala, and, with the exception of a tyre valve
pulling out, t he journey was made without any trouble whatsoever.
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44 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2
Signalmen .Freeman, McGregor and Kirk have just left forvVaziristan, and we wish them the best of luck. vVhat about
that extra year, Pat ? Several of the Company are due to leave
for vVaziristan in a few days' time and we also wish them the
best of luck.
Appointments.- U /Lance Corporal Scott P. has received the
extra kudos and there is now every possibility of his name
appearing in that wonderful little " blue book." Signalman
Rose J. has now got his feet on the first rung. Congratulations t
Things We Have to Put Up With.- Thc chap who told hi
Section Sergeant that his syce was sick when he was checked for
his saddlery.
Agonies.-Corporal Kunath, somewhere in Waziristan. "Is.
the mud still as thick as ever?"
Bill Lewis, rst Indian Divisional Signals. " What abaht it ?
J. P."
Footnote.- Politeness is now the thing. In fact it has got so
bad that one certain Signalman is known to have said " Excuse
me, it was all my fault," when he walked into a lamp standard
in Charing Cross, Chakrata.
LE BARON .

No. 2 Company.
General.- \Ve must apologise for the absence of note m
recent issues, due to lack of personnel and (literary) material.
I do not profess to be" Watson" for a Company" Holmes."
" Ringing the Changes. " - The shadow of the first boat has
fallen upon us, and those lucky chaps who are homeward bound
on the first one have been relieved from their frontier strife
and sorrow. Corporal vValker E., Signalmen Brooker, Gillard
and Bishop did the needful for Lance Sergeant Turner F. and
Signalmen Lewis, Taylor and " \Villy " Walsh, who had been
perspiring " cobs " in case the tribesmen wanted to play too
long.
Just to show no ill-feeling, Corporals Ray G. and Currie G.
were asked to step down from their Up-grading Course at
Chakrata and proceed as reliefs for two unknown at Upper
Topa. ("One consolation," John said. "Missourie is handy for
a week-end.") Also Lieutenant E. F , Mervyn Smith has been
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STATIONS ABROAD
Egypt Signals.
No. 3 Company.

I.

4.

The Rugby Ground after 24 hours
rain .
A better effort at the gate by
" Regg ie."

2.

" Spriggies " Cossack effo rt.

3.

5.

No. 65 shows th e way over the
" Bush " .with L/Cpl. Tracy up.

6.

posted to us from • -o. r Company to give Lieutenal'lt J . B. Ellis
a rest from the troubles and trials of " G" Section, although
some badly-informed person asked Mr. Ellis how he enjoyed the
" Riviera "-for he certainly looked in spanking health.
Classification.-Sergeant Bailey, latterly relieved by Corporal
" Jock" Hunter, has been touring the countryside by pushcycle and Ford van, on duty in connection with the classification ·
of regimental signallers of t he line Units in the Command.
Equitation.- The local ride of youthful aspirants to jockey
fame were finally passed off by Captain C. D. Hinds, O.C.
Company. Credit must be given to Corporal Strachan for his
tact and patience in eradicating almost permanent faults in this
youthful ride. I am given to understand that he almost bribed
them with a baby bottle. He has since proceeded to receive
some of his own medicine at the Equitation School, Saugor.
His latest ride wish him " the roughest " of journeys.
During the month, we tried to stage a jumping competition,
to be held on the rugby field. After gettiug alt obstacles and
ground in perfect trim, the monsoon decided to pay l\'1eerut a
visit for four days. After which Reggie Spriggs was fishing
jumps out of the storm drain and thinking that it would be a
fairly long jump if any.
We were kindly invited by " G " Battery, RH.A., to enter a
team for a Handy Hunter Team Trials. Our team comprised :
Corporal Lewis, riding o. 26, late i40 (Tommy) ; Lance Corporal
Lipscombe, , ·o. 60; Lance Corporal Tracy, No. 65; Signalman
Buckman, Xo. 109; ' aik Indar Singh, ' o. 149; and another
LO.R. on Xo. II6. The stumbling block was the t a ble jump
(without -..;ngs) for us, and as inverted practice makes perfection,
" G " Battery, R.H.A., walked the competition.
Elsewhere in these notes arc photographs taken during practice
for our own (nearly) competition, and " Spriggy " wants to
know who can Cossack ride better than he can over a 4 ft. 6 in .
trip!<- bar. Any bets !
Scotch Mail. Witt . -o. 3310279, late H.L.I., now suspected
to i>I" in Palestine, communicate with No. 3310280, c/o 3rd
Indian Div1 ional Signals, and he will bear somethi•g to his
advantage (almost legal) ?

Lieut. C. T. Ho neybourne clearing
the wall in fine style.
As it sho uld be done by Cpl.
Strachan.
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4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
1• 15th October.
Congratulations.- To our C.O., Captain Barker, on his promotion to that rank. To Lance Sergeant H ylands on reaching
the golden gates of the Sergeants' Mess. Many thanks for the
"top." To Sergeant Fairman on receiving the Coronation
Medal. It won't be long now for the treble.
The Snowball Cup.- No. 2319622 Lance Corporal Snowball,
who leaves for home this trooping season, has kindly presented
a Cup to the Troop, to be competed for annually by th e detachments in the W /T Section. The Cup will be a warded to the
detachment which the C.O. considers has done the most efficient
wireless work during the Collective Training season. (What we
want to know is, Where did the Cup come from ? Perhaps
Trapper's Risalpur pals will oblige.)
Repatriations.- Lance Sergeant Meldrum and Signalman
Attrill have been lucky in being allotted passages on such
floating palaces as the Tuscania and California. Now "Slasher "
will be able to add Liverpool to his long (too long) list of " places
I have visited." Wait until his "book on how he conquered the
fiery tribesmen at Fort Sandeman is written. · It defu1itely will
not be a best seller.
Unit Camp.-The Troop moves out to Medchal on the 25th,
and it will be a welcome change from barrack-room life. The
W /T Section has greatly improved during the summer, a nd
the Indian ex-boys certainly know their stuff.
Riding Certificate.- An officer in the Station has been under
instruction in the Troop, and on completion of his training was
awarded a humorous certificate. It is understood that he has
now framed the certificate and intends going to Saugor in the
near future for a " Rough's " Course.
Jews' Mail.- To Jock Ewart, Scarborough. "What's wrong ?
Have you lost your memory?
o. ro."
To Snarly Owl, Catterick. " What about theRe bigger and
better operators? Trapper ."
BONNIE DuNDl! E.

R igh t o, lads ; off with t he "Ammos," on with the carpet
slippers, fi ll your pipes and glasses, get nicely settled in a
" Berkeley "-with your feet on t he mantelpiece-and sit back
to enjoy a perusal of the activities of No. 3 Company during the
month of Oct ober.
Genera l.- On 2nd October, a very instructive demonstration
was given by Sergeant Penn and his assistants, showing the
various ways of dealing with m ustard gas in warfare, and clearly
impressed upon the mind s of all present that it was better t o
avoid all gases.
During t he month, Section train ing has progressed apace.
The Troop, now re-chri stened " W " Troop, have been training
around Bir-Gindali an d the Fayum Area. " J " Section perambulated a round E l-Maadi and Aaron's Gorge, while " K "
picked Hosb E lbe!, No. 2 T ower and t he 20-kilo mark. Not
forgetting " B " Cable, now ceased to be, who have agai n completed their usual t a sk-the Beni Y usef to Mena air-line.
The Trade Board for Operat ors and F itter Signals assembled
from the 2nd until the 20th, and we noted that several candidates
have already sta rted to wear contemptous expressions ; probably
cases of counting their chickens before t hey are ba tched. B ut
we hope not.
" At Home."- On 9th October, we entertained ro. 45 Squadron, R.A.F., to an "At Home" in Signal Barracks. Foot ball
and t ennis matches were arranged d uring the afternoon, followed
by t ea, the preparation for which was a credit to our messing
staff. Da ncing took place in the eveni ng in the
.A .A.F. I.
R estaurant, music being supplied by our own dance band, " The
Mercury Rhythm Boys." A very enjoyable day was spent by
all and we look forward to more of t hese I nter-Service entertainments.
Cabarets.- The F ire piquet had rat her a busy time during t he
month, being called to two fire outbreaks. One occurred in the
petrol and oil- not forgetting the rags--store, and the other
Lance Sergeant Gibbs had all to himself. Yes, and in his bunk,
too. All his uniform , recently sewn to three stripes, was d estroyed
and his " civvies " were not exactly fit t o wear afterwards. On
our arrival, t he C.Q.M.S. was in his element, destroying
" Daphne's " credits. One saw a very downcast Sergeant signing
an A.F.H. u 8r with t ears in his eyes, and a prospect of short
pay in the periods to come. (Notice the pay vernacular" periods.") The partly-d estroyed stuff was generou sly offered
to Mahmoud, who, after having a good look, declined the offer.
Kater! Felucca's.- The personnel of the Company, who are
due to proceed home on Vocational Training Courses, and
expected an early repatriation da te, have, we are &orry to
record, been sadly di appointed . Signalman W eatheral even
spent long hours compiling a time t a ble , which he thought would
agree with the sailings of the S.S ., or should we say H.M.T.,
R ecords. Andy carefully packed away his "pop-eye vest" in
moth balls and went on the " tack." Signalman Cowen prepared
a long speech to those relieving him, and volunteered for duty
as Camp D.R., in the hope of learning the date of his repatria tion.
Signalman " Bob " Burgon went on the " jew " in an effort to
make a debtor balance into a credit one. Signalman Caulfield
is paying the natives to throw v.:a~er on th~ roads in C?rder to
prepare himself for Blighty conditions. Dnvers Brooking and
Wiggin have wangled staff jobs.
Re-creations.- Last month we promised a snap of Boadicea 's
chariot. We have now be n informed that, in its younger days,
it was originally the staff car of "A" Company, Royal Tank
Corps. Anyway, they havo made it go, and readers are requested
to pay particular attention to the way i~ which it is .~e~cen~inB
that gradient, and also tho expression displayed by J 1mm1e.
Corrigendum.- In our last issue we inadvertently stated th.at
Corporal Hutley was a Fencing Instructor. V.le spotted him

Top : Sergeant Gibbs' very own fire
Below : Boadicea's Chariot.
in the Classes, which are now going strong in the nit, and
naturally jumped to conclu ions ; we already knew that he is
an Assistant Instructor of P .T ., Gas, Fitter-Signal and ;\1.T.
Sorry, chaps, but we try to be accurate.
Watch the Necks to Find the Culprits.Who wrote to " robby " and why ?
Will " Geordie" Storey recommence his '.laths' Class in ' o. 1
Ablution after " li <>hts-out " ?
Which candidate in the Fitter Signals class wanted to use a
rubber hammer with his chisel, and why ?
Was another Signalman of " K" surprised that creosote
killed the flowers as well as the ants ?
Which member of H .Q. got up at 6 a .m . on Sunday morning
to dig the garden, and W<!S thi the ca use of bis retirement in
the afternoon ?
Do "Agony " and " S " still like prawns ?
\'Vas it McEwa ns or the sun tha t caused a certain Signa lman
to try and strangle his sock in the dead of night ?
Conclusion.- We wish each and every member of the Corp a
very happy Chri tma - and ' ew Yea r .
RAT .

"X " Troop, Cavalry Signals, Cairo.
General.- The period known as Troop training is upon us.
Men are scarce. The words " spare file '' are no long r used.
(Even the WIRE notes have to be written by a non-lit rary
gent. Like myself.) The garages nowada are hive of industry
and small Schemes are the order of the day. The de rt to the
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north and south of the Suez road is a mass of" G ' 'Troop Leyland
tracks. \Ye hope that when Brigade training comes along it will
find us prepared, as usual, to deliver the goods.
Rara Avis.-The mystery of the whistling in the garages has
been cleared up. It cannot be a bird, because very few birds
can terminate their whi tling serenade with the words " ot a
bloomin' flicker."
Musketry.-This painful bu iness is over and the Troop has
obtained the creditable average of 63.9. Signalman Burns, with
a score of 5 is the Troop " Shot,'' as the writer of these notes
knows to bis cost (one bottle of Pilsener).
Gramophone Club.-\\e are now the proud possessors of a
radiogram owned by our Ted-not that that matters. An
extra speaker has been given to us by the O.C. The Gramophone
Club has now quite a considerable selection of records. All these
ymphon ies in X flat make the concern rather h ighbrow, but it is
rumoured that Sammy is going in for Ronald Frankau just to be
different.
Radio Club Notes.-\Vithin a few months a new DX season ,.,;11
be upon us. \Vhile it is difficult to make forecasts, we hope to get
a good" bag" using our new call SUrGT. We are on seven and
fourteen megacycle bands just now, being C.C. on the former;
later on we hope t o be C.C. on the fourteen megacycles. We shall
be very pleased to make contact with any Signal "hams,"
especially Spike Island, with whom we should like to run a
schedule. What about it ? Best 73s from SUrGT.
A.M.
General.-Altbough we are now known as " X " Troop, we
are not an unknown quantity by any means, as will be borne
out by old " G" Troopites of yesteryear.
The following have returned from Bligbty leave: "Butch,"
" Tichy" and "Olli."
Training bas started for " X '' Troop with a vengeance.
There isn't a spot of desert that o ur cars have not seen now.
It is getting so good that Dalton is thinking of building a cafe
a long the Suez Road. He is going to call it" The Ace of Clubs."
(No, not Pubs!)
Tragedy.-Sammy has gone in hospital. Poor, poor, Sam !
Congratulations.-To Corporal Reat M. on passing his entrance
examination for F-of-S. He is now awaiting that boat.
Things We Want to Know.-Whicb Signalman went solo and
meant a bundle ?
\Vbicb Signalman backed four horses in the same race and got
a measley place for all his scheming ?
Yahudis Only.- -o. 2320055, somewhere in Palestine. " How's
a line ? • fonty."
o. 2320149, Fairclough, somewhere in Ponki. "A line wou ld
be welcome. Oliver."
Shady. "E. C. M. likely to join A.0.A.U.L.C. Just another
effort towards long face. Letter coming. Chas."
F. AND R.

Palestine Force Signals.
No. 3 Section, Sarafand
October.
General.-.'..The absence of notes from this Section during the
last three months is regretted. Regretted so much that I have
been bullied into doing something about it.
By the time these notes are in print, we shall have lost a
considerable number of those stalwarts-and those not-sosta.lwarts-who have been with the Section since its formation.
• ot a very long time, really, but opinion on the subject is varied.
They are going to England.
1:he grc'.Lt new,. ~as come at last I And now everybody is
savmg their odd mils for a really glorious leave-taking celebration. " Busty " Reeves is so excited that he is losing pounds
cv:ery day. Or, maybe, it's planting orange trees that does the
tnck. Lieutenant P. H. Smitherman is the first to go on a well-
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earned ·holiday. We a rc very pleased to know that his absence
is only temporary.
The " Keep Fit Campaign " is progressing apiLce, and while
the number of men in hospita l is steadily increasmg, the men on
" ttend C " are reaping the benefits of the exercise they have
been getting.
We ha ve had several emergency calls for the No. I Sets, and
the personnel have displayed more than their usual efficiency.
Apparently the only thing the operators have to do is to sit
and watch houses being blown up. Their only grouse is that
they know a lot of places they would prefer to see blown up.
Postings.-Signahnan Lewin to the U .K., and from thence to
permanent "mufti." Best of luck, Lofty!
Appointments.- Although we arc rather late in doing so, we
should like to congratulate / Lance Corporal Peacock on this
sudden rise J;o fame .
Sport.- A lot of this, though not much to show for it. We
arc, however, pleased to have contributed Sergeant Harrison,
Corporal Galbraith E. and Signalmen Carr and Verlander towards
the team which is doing its best to lift the Coronation Cup.
I think our Jerusalem sports correspondent will deal with this
matter more fully than I could.
n Inter-Hut Competition is now in progress. Each hut i ~
endeavouring to prove its long-claimed superiority. It is too
early for any definite results yet. Let you know next time.
Items of Mild lnterest.-Signalman Cruden is composing a
" Scots Morse Code."
Sergeant Halls is writing a treatise on " Housemaid's Knee :
its Early Treatment and Care."
Signalman Davoll intends to learn English. He thinks it
may be useful when he gets to England.
CHIB .
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Births.-,-To P atsy , wife of Hitler (deceased) : five bouncing
boys, of which the followin g ha ve survived : Hitler, Franco,
Mussolini. Shirley (2 Div.), please note!
M E RCU RIOUS .

1st ovember.
Draft List.- Under this munda ne heading ma ny exciting thing
happen. After many " d elete," " add," " substitute," etc., the
following are the names of the N.C.0 .s and m en due to embark
for the U .K. per H.T. Dunera at lexandria on 4th December
. . . on second thoughts, owing to the aforementioned " deletes," etc., it will be safer to wait till the boat has docked at
Southampton before the names flame across the headlines.
Here's hoping I
Rivalry.- Tbe pride of the local warriors appear to be wounded .
No longer do they take precedence in the news bulletins. Bits
of wars in far-away China and in Spain are in the public eye.
But, despite the seasonal rains and lightning, they are again
indulging in that favourite pastime, " Shoot me if you can ."
Further details later, when I have conferred with the dhobi.
Entertainments.- Things are looking up. The P.R.I. sponsored a " Wop-em-up " battle between Brigade H.Q. and our
warriors. Fortunately, when the conflict was at its zenith, the
:fight was called off, and billiard cues, darts and double-sixes
were exchanged for more potent weapons. Our friends the
Arabs had grown tired of twiddling their little toes.
Stop Press.-Our renowned acquirer of drinking glasses has
changed his line of business. Since his name figured on the draft
list, he bas started to collect cats. This domestic trait is all very
well, but we wonder if be hears the sound of bells, not from
Bethlehem, but from Bow ! He refuses to state a date, but we
think we know. Hush, it's a secret !
Canteen Choir.-I'm going home for Christmas.
MERC U RIO US .

Malta Signal Section.
Command Signal Office, Valletta.
9th November.

No. 4 Section, Haifa.
rst October.
General.---On Wednesday, 29th September, we received a
visit from the new G.O.C., Major-General A. P. Wavell, C.B ..
C.:'.'>1.G., M.C.

Sometimes I sits and thinks, and sometimes I just sits; but
on these occasions catches of long-forgotten songs and poetry arc
apt to be recalled by present circumstances. For instance, I
was watching a liner dwindle to a blur on the ever-blue horizon .
when this line from Kipling came to mind : " The troopship's
on the tide my lads, the troopship's on the tide," and this
recalled the fact that we have some real news, griff- call it what
you will-direct from the dhobi, or was it the Mess Room
Orderly ? However, it is known that the Unit is being relieved
this trooping season, and that those of us who like this sunny
clime are to go on leave. I did hear the exact hour of our arrival
at ·waterloo, but that, like the rest, is secret.
A few days ago, Lieutenant R. Linton left us for three months'
leave in the U.K., prior to a normal tour here. ; on the same boat
is Signalman Collett, G. A., one-time D.R., and one of our best
hockey players. He is leaving us for civilian life, in which
struggle we wish him every success.
Promotions.- We congratulate Corporal Taylor E. on attaining
his present status. Has the dotted line a new appeal nowadays,
Buck?

General.- We were delighted to welcome Major R. Kendall of
the Australian Staff Corps (Signals), whose ship put in here
for a short time. He did not have time to inspect our communications, but we hope that he will have more time on his
return from the United Kingdom, when we will show him round
Qur island home. Incidentally, if officers or other ranks of the
Corps who are passing through will drop us a line we shall be
only too pleased to meet them and show them round.
As anticipated, the humidity which made last month so
unpleasant bas suspended activities.
ow we are hove£i?g
between drill and serge, and, although serge has made its
appearance in the evenings, Solomon himself could not forecast
a correct dress for the days. From hot to cold and from cold to
bot. We thought that England held the monopoly for variable
weather!
Departure.- Lieutenant J. H. E . Panton shook the dust off
Malta from his shoes and has left for the Signal Training Centre,
Catterick. I n Mr. Panton we had a really useful athlete who will
be greatly missed. Regretting bis departure, we wish him every
success in his new sphere.
Congratulations.-To Lance orporal Chantry on collecting the
bar togother with the coppers. Ever famous as our " twothu mb" typist, these machines are definitely now beneath his
notice. " On, Chanzu ! On ! "
Casualties.-Duo partly to the energetic manner in which the
Section heralded the football season, aches, pains and limps are
quite fashionable. Signalman Henny decided that a hospital
menu might be an advantage, and we regret to report his
admission thereto. As our star goalie he is greatly missed, and it
will be gratifying to have him again between the sticks. Signalman Glithro followed and took up a similar position in hospital
(next bed). He is once again with us, and if Jock returns the
ompliment ho will effect a speed) return. We are strongly of the
opinion that Glithro followed in sympathy.

Physical Fitness Campaign.- This commenced a week ago and
each morning at 6 a .m . the lads crawl out in physical training kit
and astound the local fraternity with their antics. Those who
have acquired no honourable scars on the sports field bid fair
to do so in pursuit of physical fitness. Then all may limp in
unison.
Agony.- " Toegrip " Macken, A.C.S.C. : " Still a dark horse,
Mac ? Give me the tip when it comes off. Eversly, eh? "
The one and only Geoff, 351, Kohat r "What about it?
1 think I al]\ just about due for one. Eighteen months, isn't it?
" Ginger, " ex-26 Hut, Mons Barracks. "
In Conclusion.- It seems that the prospective candidates for
domicile in the United Kingdom must remain with us until
Christmas, and plans are going forward to make that occasion a
memorable one. A movement to skip the " Rising Sun " was
howled down, so we may again see a staid old hand blaze forth
~lore anon. Sabha !
SKIP.

Malaya Signal Company.
Changi Detachment.
Greetings, everybody ! Changi Signal Section calling civilization once again ! Little of interest has happened during the
month worthy of publication in the WrRE. However, something
has to appear in print to prove that the Section is still surviving
the ordeal of equatorial hardships, so here goes.
Congratulations.-To Signalman Strong on obtaining his AI
trade rating, and Signalman Carlson on obtaining a BII rating.
\Veil done, and-ahem-what now, little men ?
Yachting.- Recently, some extremely interesting conpetition
have taken p lace. A few weeks ago a race to the R.A.F. Base
and back to Changi Point was held, followed a fortnight later
by the White Swan Trophy Competition. This was sailed in a
very stiff breeze, an adverse tide and wind offering strong
opposition throughout the race.
The monthly race around Pulau Ubin was not very sati factory
from a yachtsman's point of view, but highly amu ing for the
land-lubbers. Frequently some of the latter were heard passing
rude remarks, alluding to a group of " daft idiots " drifting
aimlessly along far out to sea, sails idly flapping, whilst the
tropical noonday sun beat down from directly overhead. Positively thrilling, this yachting !
ignalman De mond Barrett, complete with the
Departures.
now world-famous eighteen-inch cigarette holder, has left
Changi to take up an appointment at Fort Canning. Po sibly
this routine of Singapor e Island became ju t a little too hot for
him. Who knows ?
Former :'.\Ialayans may po ibly be interested to know that
our former ally, the 41st Company, R.E .. is now non-existent on
Pulau Brani, the island having been taken over by a newlyformed Company of R.E.s. Hero's wishing the 35th Company
the best of luck and p lenty of battle honours, sincerely hoping
that they will uphold the tradition of that now famous island.
Christmas Greetings (Hands Across the Sea).- To all our
readers we send best wishes for Christma and the ew Year
In particular, the Section would like to convey t() the following
former members their especial good wishes: Ia1or Brown and
Captain Moppett, our former
.S.O. and O.C. re pectively.
Corporal Pea.rson, Signalmen " Joe " Holmes, Cave, Blunt,
Hopcraft and Godwin. Si~al~1en Tom~son, Charles and
France are at present ei.."Penencmg the glone of that eastern
paradise--Hong Kong . Lastly, Lance Corporal Scott, the
individual who saved the situation out here way back in '34 .
To you all we send our heartiest greetings, sincerely .hoping
that you will remember .to toast. those po.or.. sun-blistered.
hardened warriors of the Onent, to wit
hangi. Signal personnel
Up Guards and at 'em I
Cheerio, everybody. Best of luck during 1938.
T ANDO (T.B.C.).
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petition. By the time these notes appear in print, we sba~ have
been inspected by the Adjutant of the London Corps Signals,
T. A., at Fulham House. Of this, we hope to speak more fully
i n th ese columns in the future.

Telephone : 491 Farnbon>agb

Colebrook & Co., Ltd

ht Anti-Aircraft Divisional Signals.
The London Corps Signals, T.A. and Mf~iated
Supplementary Reserve Units.

56, Regency Street, Westminster, London, S.W. r.
During October a series of lectures which bad been arranged
were well attended. The lectures dealt with " The International
Outlook," Mr. J. W. H unt, M.A.; "The Territorial ArrnyGrowtb and Responsibilities," Lieutenant-Colonel G. C. W1ckins,
T.D.; "Some Aspects of Leadership," Colonel K . M. Loeb, ~c.c.
G reat interest was displayed, and it was clear from the que~tions
that these talks on affairs of a general nature apart from Signals
were much appreciated .

Fulham House, Fulham High Street, S.\V.6.
15th 'ovember.
General.- V\·e are still very, very busy with ou r " ump teen "
classes of instruction on various evenings throughout each week .
Our numbers are steadily mounting toward our latest new
Establishment, and the ranks on parade on Monday evenings
have become so lengthy that Companies have to " fall-in " the
long way of our drill hall.
We should like to take this opportunity of congratulating the
London Corps Signals Cadet Company on their winning. the
Shield for the best all-round Cadet Company in London.
ice
work !
Sergeants• Mess.-Once more we have sad news to im part,
and similarly to last month and in August last , we have to
report the departure of yet another Mess stalwart from our
midst. This time we have to refer to our very dea r old comrade,
C.Q.M.S. Elms G. D. Having attained the " ripe old age" of
fifty-five years, he has been forced to retire. His going is a grea t
loss to both the Unit and the Mess. We are often told that no
man is indispensable, but we suggest that there are men who, in
certain circumstances, are almost irreplaceable. This is so in
the case of George Elms. His activities on behalf of the Unit
as a whole, the many jobs of work of every description he bad
done from Officers' ~fess to Wagon Sheds, are far too numerous
to mention. \Vhenever the question, " \Vho shall we ask to do
this or that? " was asked, the answer was, without fail," George,"
or " l\!r. Elms, " according to the source of the enquiry.
G.D.E. started his military life as long ago as January, 1904,
when he enlisted in the rst Middlesex, R.E. (Volunteers). In
April, 1906, he was promoted Sergeant. On the formation of
the Territorial Force, in 1908, he joined the 2nd London Divisional R.E., and in 1909 he very materially assisted to raise the
R.E. Cadets, with whom he served as acting R.S.M. on t he
occasion of the Coronation of King George V.
Soon after the outbreak of the Great War, he was promoted
C.Q.M.S. and, incidentally, was the first " Quarter-Bloke " of
the 47th (2nd London) Divisional Signals, R.E. H e served
throughout the war and rejoined the Territorials in 1920. He
did duty on the occasion of the funeral of King Edward VII,
the Jubilee and funeral of King George V and the Coronation
of King George VI. He was one of the very few O.R.s to be
awarded the Jubilee :M:edal.
For five years he was the President of our Mess, and many and
varied are the kiridnesses he did and was always ready and willing
to do for us. \Ve shall most assuredly miss his many acts of
" benevolence and charity, " so generously given. We sincerely
hope that he will not miss an opportunity of being with us, and
that he will have a long and happy rest from his many years of
~rvice .

\Ve congratulate Sergeant Harvey-Smith on his promotion to
the full rank and Lance Sergeants Catt, Grace, Gutteridge and
Ramsay on their rise to th at state of triple-stripedness. May
we take this opportunity of welcoming them amongst us, and
trust they will be happy and " stay-put " for a long time to come.
Shooting.- \\'e met the Special Constabulary for the annual
shoot for the Vigers Cup, but this time we missed retaining it
by one point. Tough !
Football.-Our team is doing very well again this year and
keeping well to the top of the table. We met the London
Divi ional Signals, T .A., in a friendly game on 23rd October.
The result was g-1 in our favour.
EFFEMMA.

A demonstration of a utomat ic signalling apparatus as applied
to anti-aircraft defences was given at Headquarters on Wednesd ay, 27th October. The Drill Hall "".as .crowded, _and abou t 400
representatives of the War Office, Anti-Aucraft Umts and General
P ost Office were present . Among the 200 officer gue_sts were
Major-General Sir Cecil E. Pereira, K.C.B ., C.M.G., Chairman of
t he Territorial Association for the County of London, a nd
Brigadier N . McLeod, n.s.o., M.c., A.D .C., Acting G~n~~al of 1st
Anti-Aircraft Division, who spoke on behalf of the ~iVIsion. O~r
H onorary Colonel, Colonel 0. W. Nicholson, was m the chair.
Mr. B . O. Anson, M. I.E .E., E ngineering Depa rtmei:t , G.P.O.,
who, as Chairman of a Technical <::ommitte~ oi: Air ? efence
Communications, has done so much m co-ordmating this work,
a lso spoke.
Our Comma nding Officer, Lieuten ant -Colonel G. C. :W~ckins,
in his lecture explained the d evelopm~nt of th~ anti-aircraft
defences and the means of commu nic~tions ' '.'hich ~ad been
adopted . H e mentioned bow the coi:tmually ~ncreasmg speed
o f the aircraft had necessitated an mcrease m the speed of
t ransmission of information, and he illustrated the various
a utomatic devices which were under experii:ient. An elaJ;>orate
model had been built on the roof of the Drill Ha~l and arrcraft
was seen to cross over certain lines joining observmg posts. By
means of the apparatus the progress and direction o~ the aircraft
were shown on lighted panels, an~ at the appropnate m?ment
t he required information was supplied to the ~ns and the ~craft ·
was brought down in flames. The demonstration was part1cula~ly
realistic, and it was evident from the applause that th~ everung
was an outstanding success. Very elaborate preparations were
needed to ensure that the apparatus worked successfully, and our
thanks are due to Dr. Morris Hart, the invent~r. of the ~ystem,
and the G.P.O. E ngineering Research and Publicity Sections for
their co-operation.
T. D .,

C.Q.M.S. G. D. ELM S.

The London Corps Signals Cadet Company.
The Clifford Shield.- Tbe well-known Clifford Shield, which is
awarded annually to the Cadet Unit in the County of London
area considered to have gained most marks and to be the best
"all-rounder," has been won for 193 7 for "A" Company, r sl
West London Cadet Corps (London Corps Signals Cadet Company). The cadets are going to work hard during 1938 and
subseq uently in order tha t they may retain this trophy in
succeeding years.
Points gained were for t echnical training, physical training,
arms drill, ceremonial, attenda nces at camp and during the year,
Inspecting officer's reports, etc. It is a great source of satisfaction to everyone concerned that the London Corps Signals
Cadet Company bas won this trophy. It means that they have
beaten all the secondary schools in the area, and this, for a nonschool Unit, is worthy of the highest praise. The schools, of
course, have greater advantages with regard to Cadet work,
such as easier recruitment, no officer problem, etc.
Our parent Unit of the Territorial Army, the London Corps
Signals, is as gratified as we are at our victory in tlris competition. At the moment, too, we are the only Signal Cadets in the
County of London area. We feel, therefore, that we have gained
laurels for the Royal Corps of Signals by our effort in this com-

Major A. Hemsley, T .D., lectured on " The Campaign in
Gallipoli" on Wednesday, 3r~ Nove~ber, and 9ave a ".ery
interesting personal account of his experien ce~ . Dur;ing ~u estions
we learned that C.S .M. Whittingham was m Gallipoli, and he
gave us a description of the difficulties which had been overcome
by the Signal Sections.
On Bounty Night, Wednesday, 10th ?vember, and on the
morning of Armistice Day the Com~andmg Officer ~ddressed
the largest bounty parades of the Umt to date. H e pomted out
the various activities at H eadquarters and at Wey_h?ume Ca.mp
and congratulated the Unit on the steady recnuting and ~e
excellent type of recruits. The programme for the comm.g
t raining season was outlined, and from all appearances the:e 1s
much work ahead. The entertainments and sports committee
were elected. An impromptu concert concluded a successful
evening on 10th ovember.
Armistice Sunday Church Parade was held on S~nday,
7th November. There was a good turn-out from the Urut, and
we were very pleased to welcome Old omrad~s from the R.E.
Signals and Royal Corps of Signals and the Wrrelcss <;:>perators,
Royal Flying Corps. The parade ri:arched to St. ~1ark s Chu:ch,
Kennington, with the 27th Anti-Arrcraft Searchlight Battalion,
R.E., and their band .
F.E.W.
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2nd Cavalry Signals (Middlesex Yeomanry).
Chelsea, S.W.3.
For the past month, things have been very quiet, training not
having commenced until t he beginning_ of November. One very
bright spot, however, was the annual dmner for past and present
members of t he regiment, held this yea r at t~e Trocadero for
t he first time. The dinner was very ably orgamsed by our very
efficient O.C.A. Secretary, Mr. R. W. Luce, who, as usual, was
seconded by the O.C.A. Treasurer, "Hungry" Holloway.
From my seat I could see that " Hungry " was doin~ his best to
live up to bis nickna me. It is quite a pleasure to listen to the
annual speech of each of these gentlemen-" Mutual Admiration
Society " is not the t erm for it !
The dinner was a great success, both the food and the surrounding~ being ideal. Four hundred and seventy-two members
sat down to dinner--a record gathering, and, although present
members of the regiment turned up quite well, we should do well
to have a few more attending ne;<..i; year.
Training.-This commenced in real earnest on the _first Wednesday of ovember. Wireless has started off with a real
swing, as usual, and Morleysohn's Autumn Song can be he~rd
emanating from the various rooms. T!1e room ~om which
doubtful words issue forth can be easily recognised as the
" Recruits' Buzzer Class."
Equitation bas commenced at _ Knightsbridg~, under the
R.H.G. Up to the time of writing, no ou~tandmg humorous
incidents have occurred, but we are looking forward to our
first ride with the Scots Greys at Hounslow.
At present we have one Squad of new recruits being initiated
and gently led through the first stages of their tr~ning. No
awkward questions have been heard yet, but there is plenty of
time for that to happen. Our P.S. seem to expect it any night
now.
Things Seen and Heard.-The Regimental monthly dances
have started. All you boys who have not been to them before,
take warning. If you wish to keep your partner, then keep
her away from our synthetic Canadian (Signalman Cocks), or
else learn the Canadian accent. For some unknown r~n , t:?e
girls all fall for it. I know, because I went to lunch with him
one day and the waitress asked us four times for our order, and
then said to me, " I like hearing him talk, don't you ? "
The nerve of some Signalmen is amazing. One suggested-to
me that he should be allowed to ride on Tuesdays as well as on
Mondays, in order to keep fit for the boxin~,team I, Ot~ers, ,of
course, approach me with the yearly moan, . I ?on t ~mk I. m
as good as so-and-so on a horse, but when picking the 1umpmg
class, don't forget I'm keen, old chap, ~d t~1at I can _tum up
every Sunday." About now my p~pulanty i~ on the mcrease,
but after the class is fixed up, the said popularity unaccountably
wanes. I often wonder why ? I cannot find a reasonable
answer for it.
Is it true that two Corporals have bought themselves red
bowler hats so that they can wear them on their holida~s ne
year? (I dan almost hear them crying, "~efute that ..m next
month's WrRB or we won't go out on the \.V1reless Van. )

DECEMBER
A Straight Taiic to New Recrui~.-You _are .com_ing !nto a
Regiment which ha some splendid traditions behmd it and
these traditions take a Jot of Jiving up to. Perhaps you don't
like the idea of wirele operating and will probably use the old
argument that the Regiment's traditions were not _built up on
wireless. So many of our slack members come out with that one,
and it is the wrong idea . These tradition were built up on the
fact that the Regiment did to the utmost of its ability whatever
job it was given to do. It is, therefore, up to you to work as
hard at one ide of our training as the other.
In about three month • time, you will probably arrive at the
couclu ion (a private one) that you are the best hor eman in the
Regiment. If you do, please keep it a secret. Incidentally'. if
you are fond of riding, it will do you no ha.rm to learn somethmg
about the horse. In this mechanised age, so many new riders
get the idea that they are on a machine.
Every first Monday of the month our Old Comrades' Association meets at Headquarters. It will be to your benefit to become
well acquainted with these ex-mem_bers of the Regiment. You
"".ill get- some excellent first-hand information regarding your
Regiment's activifie during the Great War.
Lastly, you will find that you have joined a Regiment of
thorough good fellows, and you will be made to feel at home at
once. Get a " Regimental Feeling " and do not allow InterSquadron or Inter-Troop feeling to creep in. Remember that
·ou are all in the same Regiment.
That's all, and may your stay with us be a happy one.
Agony.-Will "Tich" Rigden, last heard of in Catterick,
please communicate with Sergeant Hayles B. E. of the P.S. of
this Unit ? Come on, Tich; shades of Dublin and all that, you
know!
]\fore neJ..'t month (I hope).
ROBEAU.

43rd (Wessex) Divisional Signals.
Headqurten.
The Priory, Exeter.
November.
Editorial.- The past month has been one of considerable
progress in all branches of training. The various classes are now
well under way, and one notes with pleasure the keenness being
d isplayed by the recruits. In some ways it seems a pity that
recruits are not eligible for paid drills beyond their obligatory
number for the purposes of the proficiency grant. Some of these
lads appear consistently every drill night and deserve encouragement.
The festive board was well laden on the occasion of the
annual dinner of o. 3 Company at Exeter on 6th November.
The Company, now commanded by Captain F. H . Reeks,
mustered strongly and they provided their guests with an
excellent evening's hospitality.
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No. i (Piymouth) Company.
York Street Drill Hall, Devonport.
November.
Another Territorial year has sped by, and we wonder what
the next has in store for us. With the world in a turmoil anything
might happen, but we hope that Camp will come along a!'.
usual, an event that will be the most strenuous part of the ne\\
Territorial year.
It was a pleasure to join the party which visited No. ~
Company, Exeter, on the occasion of their annual dinner, and
my word, it wa a real dinner, with plenty of everything, followed
by a jolly good concert party, and later by members of o. 2
Company, one cutting pencils in half with a folded one-pound
note, and the other with a really good cork trick. It is passing
strange that all cars from Southampton have a tendency to break
down in the vicinity of Bridport.
It fell to me to represent the Unit at the unveiling of the
Earl Haig Memorial, which is witrun 150 yards of the Cenotaph in
Whitehall. The
orthern, Southern and Scottish Command
troops paraded at Chelsea Barracks, and a merry party they were
at 2 o'clock after the majority had spent a time in the Sergeants·
Mess and Canteen. Headed by the Royal Marines Band and a
naval contingent, we marched in column of eights to Whitehall
via Buckingham Palace Road, Birdcage Walk and Parliament
Street. At Wellington Barracks the other two contingents were
paraded and they followed us to our positions. The unveiling
ceremony, performed by His Royal Highness the Duke of
Gloucester, was impressive in spite of its briefness, which was a
blessing seeing that it was very cold.
The parade dismissed at Chelsea Barracks at 4.30 p.m. Tea
was then provided, after which the writer was "Jn Town
To-night."
LEATHERNECK .

No outstanding events have occurred during the last month
as far as training is concerned. Individual training progresses,
and there is some good young blood coming along, although
overtime in the dockyard is accounting for the less frequen t
attendance at the drill hall of some of the many men in the
Company employed in the yard.
1•
On the social side various events of interest have been taking
place. Lieutenant G . K. S. Edwards and C.S.M. Scott (P.S.I.)
both attended the Trooping of the Colour by the Royal Marine.
at the latter's barracks on 21st October, the anniversary of
Trafalgar. In the evening some Sergeants from the Company
were entertained in the Sergeants' Mess of the Royal Marine
Barracks, and others spent an equally pleasant evening at an
N.C.O.s' evening given by the Devon and Cornwall (Fortress)
R.E.

On the 13th all T .A. drill halls in Plymouth were inspected
by the newly-appointed D.D.G.T.A., Major-General Sir John
Brown . He was accompanied by Brigadier-General A. J. W .
Dowell, Chairman, and Brigadier-General the Hon. L. Butler,
Secretary of the Devonshire T.A. Association. From his remarks
as he toured the drill hall occupied by No. r Company at York
Street, Devonport, Sir John appeared to be anything but pleased
at the complete atmosphere of depression and dinginess for which
the building is now famous. It now remains for the powers that
be to seal its fate at an early date and provide the Company with
a drill hall worthy of its purpose.
Considerable sums of money for proficiency grants, additional
paid drills, instructors' pay and travelling allowances have been,
and are being, paid out now in all Companies. The amount
available for disbursement still allows for those few who year by
year seem somehow disinclined to avail themselves of the full
amount which can be secured. The situation, however, i
improving.

C.S.M. Gibbings also attended the unveiling of tho Haig
Memorial in London as a representative of our Unit.
Private Spear B. W . ] ., who left us last spring to join the
Gloucesters, is now stationed with tho 2nd Battalion of that
Regiment at Seaton Barracks, Crownrull. He tells us that the
new buildings, a lmost completed, live up to their reputation of
promised luxury.

Our heartiest congratulations and best wishes are tendered to
Mr. D. E. Herbert, of No. 1 Company, on the occasion of his recent
marriage. We wish Mr. and Mrs. Herbert the best of good luck .

The Company extends its heartiest congratulations to 2nd
Lieutenant D. E. Herbert on the occasion of his recent marriage
and wishes him and Mrs. Herbert every happiness in the future.

MERCURY.

A billiards tournament is now in progress to discover the
billiards ace of the Company. The miniature range team com petition shooting is just getting under way again, and a team
from the Company is looking forward to contending ·with th
D.C.L. I. in the near future.
:'.\fajor W. J. L. Cornelius, 2nd Lieutenant R. D. Nash and
C.S.M.s Gibbings and Scott had an enjoyable evening on
Saturday, 6th November, when they attended No. 3 Company's
annual dinner at Exeter.
ro. r Company hopes to reciprocate
at their own annual dinner later.

0NECOY.
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44th (Home Counties) Divisional Signals.
General.-Bounty time is here again, the new traininl? season
is going strong, the Empire twisters have been dealt with, and
we are all set to work up for another smashing success at our next
performance on a Command Exorcise in 1938.
Departures.-We regret to say that on Saturday last we had
to say good-bye to R.Q.M.S. Allan, C.S.M.s Wales and Freemantle
(P.S.I.s) and Sergeant Greenaway. Jock and "Feedaway"
Greenaway are to become " compleat civvies," whilst " Gerry "
is going to carve bis initials on the Pyramids. C.S.M. Wales is for
India.
Promotion.-Congratulabon to R.Q.:'.\I.S. Dell on obtaining
that rank.
Armistice Pai'ade.-A representative detachment of the Unit
attended Armistice Parade. A wreath was laid on the War
Memorial at St. Mary's Church.
Sergeants' Mess.- The Annual Dinner was held . on 13th
November and achieved its usual success. Presentations were
made to the departing members, who returned some snappy little
speeches. " A beer from the wood time was had by all."
Musketry.-The Unit received a sound beaf!ng at the h~nd~
of the 9th Middlesex in competition for the Middlesex Justices
Shield. More power to their elbows I It now remains for us to
find something appropriate to cover up the faded patch on the
Officers' Mess wall. Any offers ?
Badminton.-The season has started with a swing and several
members have even paid their subscriptions. Practice matches
are played every Sunday evening.
Other Business.- A" new hu:t wa opened at New Southg_ate for
" J " and " L" Sections on 3rd ovember. The new Dnll Hall
for the Sections at Hurstpierpoint was opened on ~oth October.
The Officers' Mess held their a nnual Guest Night on 6th
ovember. The Divisional General inspected H.Q. at Stamford
Brook on 2nd November, and the C.S.0. inspected o. 2 Company
at Brighton on 4th ovember. Oh, yes, we have been full of
business I
Funny Part.-Question : If the hundred men at New Southgate
need four lecture rooms, how many do two hundred men need at
Stamford Brook ?
Answer: No, Tom, No. 2 Company doesn't deserve a Palace•
like the new one at Hurst.
And another Question: How many drain pipe rounds a minute
were pushed through the dummy loader on inspection night at
Gloucester Road, and did they hit the dead rat?
Narrative No. r: A Brawny P.S.I. on advance party last Camp
takes brief respite in shirt sleeve by his tent. Young Lance
Corporal approaches.
Young Lance Corporal: "Tho Quarter-bloke wants everybody
over by the store tent to unload the other lorry."
P.S.I. : " Well, you'd hotter see if anyone is miking in these
tents."
Young Lance Corporal depart , searches and retur~s : " o,
there isn't anyone there." Turns to go, stops, thmks, says
"You 'd better not stay here, chum, or he'll see you. "
Collapse of P.S.I.
Narrative No. 2 : Youug Lance orporal later spots P.S.l.
wearing his jacket . Subsequent behaviour of young Lance
Corporal very peculiar.
Josm J uN.

48th (South Midland) Divisional Signals.
Cateswell House, Hall Gree1\, Birmingham, 2
Despatch Riders' Club Notes.- The De patch Riders ha".e had
several busy week-ends dur~g the past mo~th or so, begrnnm.g
with an invitation from the City of London 1gnals D.R.s to thetr
annual dinner on 9th October and accepted on behalf of_the lub
by Lieutenant R. W. Danielsen, Sergeant Goffe and Signalmen
Darrall and Johnson, who were given a thundering good tim.e
and thoroughly enjoyed meeting, in flesh . and blood, their
distingu ished counterparts from the London display team.
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On the same date the Unit Concert was held at Cate well
House, at \vhich many of the remaining members were present.
Congratulations to Signalman Claydon, who won the Smallwood
Cup for the best all-round D.R.
On Friday, 29th October, the Club held the first social funct!on
of the season, a smoking concert. at Cateswell House, which
proved a great success. There were about forty members and
friends present, which was as many as t~e room. was capable of
·accommodating in comfort. A very mterestmg film show,
presented by the kindness of Captains F. E. B. Jones and N. E.
Steeley included films kindly loaned by Lieutenant the Hon .
R. E. Dennison Pender taken at various camps of the City of
London Signals.
Through the good offices of Mr. H. V. Brown, several first-class
artistes gave their service-. l\~r. H;_irry_Hughes, who kept tl1:e
company in fits of laughter with his piccolo and rendered his
noted B.B.C. performance of an imitation of church bells on a
queer-looking in trument of his own desi~n. ;\~. Jack B<i:rlow
(Birminaham's
own Houdini) extricated himself m a sensational
0
manner from a straitjacket (London D.R.s please copy) and
many yards of stout rope. ?.Ir. Ray Painting ably sang a few
. ongs and gave us some tap dances in rcostume. ~1u ical i!ems
were provided by Messr . Snuth and Keen. on _their accordic;ins,
,vhil t Lance Co rporal Hadn tt, resplendent m h1 newly-acquired
ra.nk (and some very tight_ breeches o~ eviden_t Bond Street .c~t),
delivered himself of a poetical (?) oration of lus own compos1tton
For his enterprise he was rewarded with a uitable token of
appreciation-a toy sword.
To conclude a crowded but highly enjoyable wcek-~nd a on o .
Trial was arranged on Sunday, 31 t October. This was held m
fine weather and attracted about twenty-five entrie . The City
of London Signal were strongly represented by_ nine D .R.s, who
very sporting! rode over on the Saturday specially t~ take pa~
in this trial. We would like to thank them mo t heartily for th1
stout effort, and we hope to return the compliment in the 'ew
Year.
The trial started from Cate well Hou e, th course running
through the Solihull and Shirley di tricts, including several well -
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chosen mud sections and water-splashes. A halt was called
hall-way for light refreshments, which were very opp ortune, as
the next section encountered will surely go down to posterit y
as " Hadnett's Horror " ; it was so " sporting" tha:t practically
?veryone was able to discover some new way of falling off, to the
mtense delight of their fellow victims and spectators. The fini sh
was at the Shirley Social and Sports Club by courtesy of the Club
authorities (again sponsored by Mr. H . V . Brown), where an
excellent lunch awaited the competitors.
The Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel P . H. Jones,
M.C., watched the early stages of the trial. The organisation of
this very successful event was in the hands of Lance Corporal
Had.nett, who also acted as Trials Marshal, assisted by a highly
efficient and earnest staff of observers, whose clearly written
n:turns facilitated the assessment of marks. The performance of
Signalman Bennett H . was outstanding, and he is to be congratulated upon winning the Shirley Sports Club Trophy. The
list of other a wards was as follows :
l\farks
lost.
16
25
39

Mr. Barfield (scratch) (Central Birmingham M.C.C.) . .
Signalman Bennett H . (D.R.s) . .
..
..
..
Mr. R. Brockhouse (Moseley)
Signalman Darrall (D.R.s)
40
Signalman Smith H. (D.R.s) . .
40
Signalman Fairclough D. (D.R.s)
47
Inter-club team entries were placed as follows: 48th "A, "
128; 48th" B," 154; "C. of L. "A," 165.

Sunday Training.-A Map Reading Exercise for D.R.s was held
on 7th November.
Things We Want to Know.-Will the London D .R.s please
re~r~ some_ of Broomhall Lane which they took away with them,
as 1t IS requued to enable the ne}l.1: trial to take place.
. How d!d Signalman Fairclough manage to get himself caught
m a rabbit snare ?
If the competitors who disobeyed the Trial Marshal at the
first 0 .S. really got the breeze up ?

!f

Sergeant B--l's very new " Stormguard " was really
rumed by splashes of mud ?
If Sergeant Wilkinson intended to give an imitation of the
Queen Mary crossing the Atlantic ?
Is it true that " Tubby " Gasson never exerts himself ?
\Vhat was the idea of. M. Payne's smoke screen when the
Marshal was not about ?

Did the failure of the Trial ~larshal 's means of transport
interfere with his personal comfort for the rest of the trial ?
Was the loose fishtail in someone's " Brooklands " intended to
act as a propeller in the water-splashes ?
Did some of the obsen·ers enjoy their country walk ?

(lly Courtesy of tf.e "Birmingham Gazette.")

Sig nalman Smi t h, H., taking th e watersplash at Rave nshaw.
l'

Finally,. we wish all Royal Signals Despatch Riders a very
merry Chnstmas, and especially our friends of the City of London
Signals.
·
GETCHER.

49th (West Riding) Divisional Signals, T.A.
and Air Contingent Signals, S.R.
Leeds.
General.-T~aining is going a.bead and at present we have
three Courses m progress. They are the Regimental Signallers'
( .C.O.s) Course, the Regimental Signallers' No. 1 W(f Set
Course and our own Operators' Course. Personnel of this Unit
are attending local Courses in Drill and Weapon Training
Anti-Gas and P.T. Two N.C.O.s recently attended a P.T. Cours~
at York, and we hope they did well. On Tuesday, 23rd
ovember,. the A .P.T.S., Northern Command, are giving a
demonstration at these Headquarters and we are all looking
fonvard to a good show.

(By Court esy of the " Birmingham Gazette."

Lined up at Cateswell House before the start.

Remembrance Sunday Parade.- Over 300 officers, N.C.O.s ancl
m_en of the T.A., S.R. and Old Comrades, under the command of
Lieutenant-Colonel W. F. Jackson, M.c., r .D., attended the local
Remembrance Day parade and marched to St. George's Church .
After the service the Unit formed up and marched past th
~~>norary Colonel, Colonel W. Boyle, o.B.E., T.D. We then
JOm~d the other T.A. and ex-Servicemen's associations in
readmess to march past the Cenotaph. This was carried out very
smartly. The Commanding Officer la.id a wreath on the Cenot~p~ and the Unit gave "eyes right." We then marched to the
Civic Hall, where the G.O.C., 49th (W.R.) Division, and the Lord
Mayor of Leeds took the saluto. All ranks carried themselves
very smartly, and the remarks among the huge crowd who lined
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t he route were very flatterin g t o us. It was pleasing to see so
many of th e Old Comrades, a nd we hope that an even greater
number will come along next year.
The following presentation s were made by the Honorary
Colonel (Colonel W . Boyle) on our return to barrack s : T o C.S .M.
Emmons, a p a rchment warrant for his promotion ; to the C.S.M.
and to Sergeants Sellers J . W ., Bedford C. ~nd Thurwell A . E.
a nd ex-Corpora l Harrison G., the T .A. E ffi ciency Medal. W ei}
<lone, everyone I
Before the dismissal the Commanding Officer tha nked all
ranks on a really fine turn-out and compli mented t hem on their
marching. So ended another R emembrance Sunday.
Unit Representatives.-Colonel W . F. Jackson, M.c., T.J?:• and
<:. S.M. Brown G ., M . M ., represented the Unit at t he unve1lmg of
the memorial to Earl H ai in London on 9th ovem ber. Captain
C. C. Danby, R.S .M. Fillinger H. R. , C.S.M. Curtis B. a nd
Sergeant Chadney V . represe nted the T .A. and S.R. at the
Armistice ceremony at the Cenotaph at Leeds on l 1th November.
Vic Chadney.- We welcome to the fold Sergeant Chadney V.
from Catterick to take the place of C.S.M. Hobby B . as P .S.I.
to the S .R. W e trust that Sergeant Chadney and family will have
a very happy time during their stay in Leeds.
Sergeants' Mess.- We are always busy in the Sergeants' Mess,
.and this month has been no exception. \Ve have had to say
.good-bye to two members, C.S.M. Hobby B ., who ~as decided
to try his ha nd in civilian life, a nd C.Q.M.S. Dalgleish J ., who
has left the T .A. after thirty-seven years' service. Jimmy
Dalgleish, who h.as been a splendid servant to the Unit and the
<:orps, was presented with a gold watch and chain as a mark of
esteem. A presentation will be made to C.S.M. Hobby at a later
<late.
Dug-out Night.- Dug-out ight was duly celebrated in the
Sergeants' Mess on Friday, 12th ovember, and every_ effort
was made to recapture the spirit and atmosphere of wartime at
the Front. The smell of gunpowder was well in evidence, even
though it was only fireworks, but the " spirit " (rum) was not
too free . Perhaps the Q .M. was biding i_n . the old dug-out a~d
drinking it. The local Press, in descnbmg the event, said,
" The crash of ' shells ' and the rattle of ' machine gnn fire '
reverberated through the Sergeants' Mess at Gibraltar Barracks, "
so we must have been doing out stuff.
Wartime songs, candles in bottles, sentries wearing" tin hats "
and armed with rifles, the smoking of clay pipes all added to the
reality of the scene, and we are all looking forward to next year.
A very pleasing interlude, and one that made a great contr<1:5t
to the drab surroundings, was the entry of the officers of the Unit.
Among them was Colonel Butterworth, who was Adjutant of t~s
Unit in 1905. He was invited to say a few words. His
reminiscences delighted the older members. Our Honorary
Colonel also recalled a few of the old times that he bas spent with
the Unit.
"Tipperary,"" Old Soldiers Never Die,"" Auld Lang Syne"
and the National Anthem brought to conclusion a very nice
evening and one to be remembered.
M. S. R.

SOth (Northumhrian) Divisional Signals.
No. 3 (Gateshead) Company.
Training.- Although tho training season proper is as yet q uite
remote, two successful our es for Wireless Operators and
Linemen have already been held. Good attendances were
recorded and the final assessments were highly satisfactory.
Thus the good work goes on and more follows.
Social.- Our Sapper neighbours issued a challenge to a games
tournament in the Drill Hall on 22nd October. \ e had the
pleasure of the company of Mr. ' ight and Mr. Keith Robson,
together with their stalwaii: support in the rout of the challengers.
A very enjoyable night which, it is hoped, will be repeated at an
early date. May we count on you both again, sirs ?
Company Supper and Presentation of Prizes.-This will be held
in the Crown Hotel, Gateshead, on Friday, 12th ovember.
Alt hough it has been said that the mornings after are best
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forgotten, previous similar nights a.r? ~eca.lled, and this particular
event is, we know, bemg greatly anticipated.
At the time disappointment was felt because the prizes could
not be presented, as usual, in Camp. The wee~ing clouds over
Skelder Moor certainly prevented that; but if the ozon_e be
missing, the temperature and degree of comfort m~y be higher
than on the original day arranged for the presentations. Never
were greatcoats and ground sheets more welcome than on that
day in" flaming" June.
· Personal.-It was with regret that we learned of the indisposition of Captain Hopkins, but he is now, happily, reported
to be recovering.
R.S.M. Norcross.-vVe have not yet had the pleasure of making
acquaintance, but rumour has it that, amongst many sterling
qualities, when fo~ed by one o~ _tho~e " babies" ~.hat's g~
for you, he is a forrrudable proposition m the arts of poky-di
and darts and is, indeed, a very worthy successor to Sergeant
Temple.
Story.-Has anyone heard this one ? We are going to get a
new Drill Hall I
THREECOY.

5lst (Highland) Divisional Signals.
Unit Headquarters and No. 1 (Aberdeen) Company.
Fontblll Barrack , Aberdeen.
General.-Our P.S.I.s appear to be _v~ry acti_ve lately. on
recruiting duties in connection with the Bntish Empire Campaign.
Althou«h the Regular rmy are so short of recruits, this difficulty should not present itself in later years, judging by the
number of youngsters of the married personnel of the Unit,
who will be presenting ~emselves at the barrack~ ~e,xt month
for the Christmas festivities. In our next effort, it is hoped to
have several interesting items to report in connection with the
"- t Home," Chri tmas T ree and other events to be held in tho
near future.
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Armistice Service.very impressive but simple service wa<;
held al: the Aberdeen War Memorial on Armistice Day. The
Lord Provost, Councillors and repre entatives of all branches
of the services attended .
Social Functions.-The first of the winter series of all ranks'
dances was held at Fonthill Barracks on 12th ovember. \;\,le
were plea ed to have the honour of the company of our omma?dmg. Officl'.r, the second-in-command and officers of the
mt stationed l!J .A~erdeen . After witnessing how they in tilled
~he care-free spmt mto the hy members who were present, it
is hoped that we shall ee them at all our future functions.
E\'ery_one eemed to be thoroughly enjoying themselves. The
committee are to be congratulated for their hard work, which
enabled us all to have uch a joyous evening.
~adminton.-Our badminton membership this year is not
qmt~ as large as last ye'."'. 1:'his is a pity, as very enjoyable
evenings can be spent with this sport. It is hoped that many
of the you~ger members ~ill come along; even Sergeants are
not barred , allowances w11l be made for age and the growina
tendency which "Younger~" seem to produce.
'ow then~
Sergeants, what about formmg a couple of teams and showing
the youngsters just what you can do !
Greetings.-:--We wish all ranks of the Corps, past and present,
a l\lerry Christmas and a Happy rew Year.
0NECOY.

No. 2 {Stirling) Company.
Xovember.
General.-There is an old saying that "Christmas comes but
once a year." Unfortunately, this does not apply to the WIRE
notes, s.o once again I sit disconsolately at the typewriter,
att_empbng to draw from the dim recesses of my skull something
of mterest to the members of the Corps in general. Having thus
succe~lly_ ma~aged the opening paragraph, I find that the
typewnter ~s clicking merrily on, and that if I am not careful
I shall requrre buckets of water to cool it off.
-i:r~i~ing.-:-Winter Courses still hold sway in this sphere of our
achv1bes, ~v1th everyone becoming keyed up for the first Trade
Board, which takes place on 23rd December. Fortunately, from
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the War Secretary's point of view, and unfortunately from ours
some of our most promising aspirants have taken such a fancy
to the Army that they have left us to try the Regulars. We are
confide!1t that they will acquit themselves well, and trust that
they \V11l find Army life to their liking.
Before the e notes appear in print, we hope to have in our midst
an expert Anti-Gas Instructor, as Corporal Gray D. leaves us
on _the 13th for a fortnight's ourse at the Infantry Barracks
Edu:iburgh. He ha been duly warned against the dangers of
gettmg "gassed."
Sergeants' Mess.- The winter ocial season opened on Friday
nn? October, with a very successful dance. Unluckily, I had
an important wedding engagement (not as principal) in Edinburgh on that evening, so I can only report the affair as retailed
to me. From vanous ources I have been informed that the
Company ~pent. a very enjoyable evening, and that there are
numerous mqumes as to the date of the neJ..i: function. We were
very pleased to welcome among t the guests several ex-members
of the Mess, including, amongst other , ex-C.S.M. Marshall E
ex- ergeants McCormack T., Troup A. and Ingram J.
.,
Other Ranks
ocial Activities.o social events have yet
taken place, but we have in hand an "At Home" and Smoking
Concert combmed. At the moment full details are not to hand
but at the "~t H_ome" we_ hope to show members of the Com~
pany and thetr _fnends a fair portion of the things we do in the
Corps. Tb1s will be followed by a Smoking Concert at which
~)Ur. Camp film'~ be sho'''.°· Reports received from the officers
mdicate that this film, which they saw at their Annual Dinner
is excellent and should be an efficient recruiting agent. More of
this anon, when we hope to have everything cut and dried.
Things We Would Like to Know.- It is well known that this
Company sets th~ pace with recruiting in the Unit, but what
\\e want to know is, whether we are a lso setting the standard of
good looks. (The Unit Christmas cards refer.)
0

_Co_nclusion.-We should like to take this opportunity of
w1shmg a ll ranks of the Corps, past and present, at home and,
abroad, a Merry Christmas and a Bright and Prosperous New
Year.
Twuco.

NO. 3 COMPANY'S

DANCE

HELD

ON

5th

NOVEMBER.
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No. 3 {Kirkcaldy) Company.
November.
Training.-Although a few men who started the first Winter
Course have since found that they are unable to attend regularly,
those remaining are exceptionally keen, and a great improvement
can already be seen in their operating. This, of course, is very
encouraging to their instructors, and it is hoped that good
results will be obtained at the next Trade Board.
Courses.- Sergeant Davidson and Corporal Campbell proceeded to Edinburgh on 30th October to attend a fourteen days'
Drill and Musketry Course with the 1st Battalion, Gordon
Highlanders. From reports received, they are being well looked
after, and are having the benefit of excellent instruction.
Recruiting.-Although Kirkcaldy had a visit by the British
Empire Recruiting Campaign on 28th October, it has not had
the desired effect of bringing along recruits for this Company.
An "At Home" is to be held in the near future, and, with the
aid of the camp film, it is hoped that the interest of the lads will
be aroused, and so encourage them to join.
Entertainments.-Our first dance was held on Friday, 5th
November. Like all dances, it was not until the function had
progressed for some considerable time that it really got into its
stride, and eventually finished up a great success, everyone
having thoroughly enjoyed themselves. Only one thing marred
the enjoyment of the evening for our P.S.L; be managed to
sit on some chewing gum and spoilt his best blue trousers.
Naturally, be is anxious to find the culprit, and whoever is responsible is requested to report to the Company Office for a
lesson in dance hall etiquette.
Badminton.-The Badminton Club is still going strong. Considering the number of ladies now in the Club, I am beginning to
think there must be some shieks in this Company.
Rifle Club.-The Rifle Club also seems to be getting quite a
lot of honorary members. Some of these lads would make
likely recruits, and I think it is up to some of our own members
to try their persuasive powers on them instead of leaving it to
the officers and P.S.L to do it every time.

52nd {Lowland) Divisional Signals
and Supplementary Reserve Units.
21, Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W.
Christmas.-To our comrades of the Corps at home and
abroad we wish a Merry, Merry Christmas. Especially do we
greet our friends who, during the year, have written us from
China, India and AustraHa.
Armistice Day.-We . placed our wreath at the Cenotaph,
George Square, Glasgow, on uth ovember. It was a fair day
of spell wind and bursts of sunlight through the Clydeside
mists. By 10 o'clock, the crowds were thicker in St. Vincent
Place and about George Square than we can remember to have
seen there before. At length, down St. Vincent Place from
Blytbswood Square came the sound of brass and drums, the
pipe band of the 2nd Seaforths playing the Territorial and S.R.
Forces of the new age to their position under the dome of the
City Chambers. We were justly proud of our own lads, commanded by Lieutenant W . J ohnston, S.R.
ot all of them
had medals to boast. Some of them were children on the first
Armistice Day of all. We could not but admire the glow of
health on their faces, the spring of their footstep, and the neatness
of their dress. What a contrast were those smart lads of the
:Lowland Signals to the old hands of Loos and Hooge and Albert
m bowler hats, their medals glittering, and their chests out. So
we lived an experiment in time back to the atmosphere of 1914-8.
We raise our hats to our Armistice Day contingent. They are
the lads who may perhaps some day parade in bowler hats,
chests out. and glittering medals.
Bobby Henderson.-Corporal Bob Henderson, S.R .. is a man
of parts. He was one of Scotland's crack cross-country runners
in his day. Championships and international honours were h is.
Bobby is best known in Glasgow S.R. circles as the pay clerk,
complete and perfect. We have now located Bobby as a civilian
Anti-Gas Instn1ctor, h aving undergone an intensive training
Course at a Home Office School. He now holds forth as one of
Glasgow's Anti-Gas experts. A great lad is Bobby H enderson.

Hamish Luke.-Lieutenant Hamish Luke, T.A., was a candidate for municipal honours at the recent Glasgow elections.
Despite the fact that he is a grand speaker and a braw fechter,
Hamish Luke is not yet one of the City Fathers.
Sergeants' Mess.- The ovember meeting of the W.O.s' and
Sergeants' Mess revealed a happy state of affairs. Secretary
Macdonald's report provided pleasant listening. The treasurer
came out on the right side. Divided Annual Training Camps
were not conducive to bumper bank balances, but everything
turned out well. Once again it might not be out of place to
tender a word of thanks and appreciation to caterer John
Christie.
Meticulous Major.-We beard that a certain respected Major
of our T.A. Units once planned to have his Company Orderly
Room relaid with brand new linoleum, and, in addition, two
newly-varnished chairs were to be provided. We now learn
that our good friend has more advanced ideas on Orderly Room
lay-out. He plans that his Army annexe may equal the luxury
of a Pall Mall club replete with eiderdown, cushions, settees, and
costly tapestries.
Old George Crawford and The Golden Kippers ;
Bill Lennox quaffing and gay ;
Gib. Macdonald, staunch comrade, robust, rollocking ;
Great hearts of yesterd ay.

Signal Unit, Glasgow University O.T.C.
This Unit is now in the second year of its existence, having been
formed in October, 1936. More members are needed, but recruits.
are coming in satisfactorily.
Smoker.-Tbe annual Corps Smoker was held on Wednesday,
roth November, and was well attended. The Unit did well,
winning both the shooting prizes for trained cadets and recruits.
Many recollections were exchanged of Camp at Scarborough, a
distant but by no means dim memory now. Rather belatedly
we should like to express our thanks to 5th Divisional Signals for
the very kind help that they gave us during that pleasant
fortnight.
Certificates.-Several candidates attended the examination for
Certificate "A" on 9th 1 ovember, and three went up for
Certificate " B."
ow comes the an.'"'ious period of waiting for
the results.
We are extremely lucky to have Sergeant Pinkstone from 5th
Divisional Signals as our Instructor. His wide ex-perience and
technical knowledge and his unfaiHng good humour make him
universally popular. Our thanks to the powers that be.
Rumour whispers that we are again to be in Camp at Scarborough next summer. \Ve hope it is so, but do others ? In
.particular, does C-- R - - fear some embarrassing encounters?
FAR! V EROS .

53rd {Welsh) Divisional Signals.
The social side of the nit is being well catered for at this time
of the year. .i'.Ir. W. G. Bale and his committee are to be
congratulated on making the canteen so attractive. They hold
a dance on 24th ovember and, no doubt, it will be a huge
success. On these occasions wives and lady friends have the
opportu nity of seeing where they consirn their menfolk.
A fine Unit spirit prevails as a result, and this augurs well for
the training season.
Talking of training, Camp next year will be at Penally, Tenby,
from 24th July to 8th August, and at the moment the Unit
appears to be the only one detailed for that area. This has always
been a popular Camp, particularly from a training standpoint.
At a Western Command Gas Course held at Cardiff Barracks
in October both Sergeant Woodyatt J . and Lance Sergeant
Stevens T . qualified, the former receiving an excellent report.
An interesting series of lectures for officers are cheduled
for rovembcr and December, including: "Disease and 'ar,"
by Captain D . A. 0. \Vil on, R.A ..M . . ; " Submarine Defence
of the Merchant
avy," by Lieutenant-Commander T. H.
Dickson, R. . ; and " Coa t D fence Searchlights," by Captain
J. W. . Landor, RE.
morse operating cla for officers is held every other :\Ionday ;
.
good speeds are being attained.
An Armistice Ball given by the W 0.s and r_ .0. of the Umt
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was held on I xth ro~·ember.

It was a brilliant affair, the nicely
-decorated Drill Hall being comfortably full. To the strains of
delightful mu ic over two hundred guests whirled and tripped
aero the floor, the di tribution of whistles, hats and false nose
adding considerably to the gaiety. Sergeant Baxter H. P. was
fa ter of Ceremonies and as usual, did his job well. The officers
and their ladie attended in force. Amongst those present were :
Coloel R. C.
el, o.B.E., M . c .. T .D. (D.C.S.O., Western Command), and lrs. Seel, Lieutenant-Colonel W. G. Trice (Commanding Officer), lajor G. J. M. Peel, T .D., and Mrs. Peel,
'Captain R. H. Copeland, R.Signals (Adjutant), Lieutenant and
:\[rs. W. G. Bale, Lieutenant J. B. Senior, Lieutenant and l\Irs.
'G. B. Lloyd, Lieutenant and Mrs. F. C. Moon, 2nd Lieutenants
A . J. Blower and R. C. Angel, 2nd Lieutenant D. Stephens and
friend, 2nd Lieutenant J. '.Evans and friend and 2nd Lieutenant
P . S. Banbury and friend. Ex-C.S.M. Spillman and ex-Sergeant
Oliver were welcome gue t . It was good to see these old friend
after a long interval.
A word of prai e to the president and members of the W.O.s'
and N.C.O.s' Mess for the excellent organisation of the ball, but,
then, they will say " 'tis forse of habit." C.S.M. Maynard's
presence was missed ; we understand that he may have to
undergo a thfrd operation. All the best to him, and here's hoping
we ball see him about very soon.
An interesting reunion took place at Cardiff on Saturday,
13th November, namely, the 53rd (Welsh) Divisional, R.E.,
Signals. It is noteworthy that there are in the present Unit a
few members who have served abroad with the old original
53rd Divisional Signals, and among them are : Major W. S.
Catleugb (Quartermaster), R.Q.M.S. Greedy F. ]., C.S.M. Baxter
E. 0., o.c.M., C.S.l\L Pugsley F. and C.Q.:\1.S. Forse T.
THE LEEK.

55th (YI est Lanes.) Divisional Signals.
General.ow that annual training is a thing of the past, we
are settling down to our usual winter classes. These seems to be
going with more zest than usual, and Section Commanders are
responsible for training their Sections. In order that we can
maintain that " get together" spirit that has hitherto only been
found at Camp, classes for the specialists attached to each Section
are also arranged by Unit H.Q. This system has given everybody
the opportunity to attend classes that will provide interest as
well as instruction.
~ ro. 3 Company had a Scheme on Sunday, 7th November, when
a composite Section took the field at the training ground in
Aigburth, where the Company officers played chess with it.
A number of instructive details were brought out, particularly
of that variety which everybody knows when mentioned, but are
too often forgotten in practical working. In this connection
thanks are due to the drivers from various other T.A. Units
round and about Liverpool who brought along their vehicles ;
they are probably still mystified, but they can rest assured that
they were very useful. Incidentally, may we be permitted to
congratulate them on their tum-outs ? They all looked very
smart.
The annual Regimental Officers' Ball was held on 5th
'ovem ber at the Adelphi Hotel and was a thorough-going success.
Everybody voted it a tip-top affair and the best we have had for
years. 'Ve had an unusually brilliant assembly of Regimental
~ests, although we missed with regret the presence of Brigadier
F. E. Spencer, o.s.o., J\f.C., who was prevented from attending
by b~d fo.g on the Cheshire side. A most honourable and worthy
mention IS accorded to Messrs. Day and Graley for their hard
work, social and organising ability. That the evening went so
well. was in no small ~easure due to them. We would earnestly
advISe all dance orgamsers to consult Mr. Day with reference to
their dance orchestras. If left alone with them for half an hour
before the commencement, he will supply them with enough
verve to last the whole evening. In short, were this a cinema
or book criticism for the daily Press, we would award "six
stars" to the function.
The usual party of one officer and twenty-one other ranks
attended the Armi.stice Serv.ici: at the Cenotaph in Liverpool.
Th_e party bowed its appreciation of the honour that is always
paid to us--we send one of the largest contingents-by the
excellen_ce of its turn-out and drill. The ceremony itself was as
1mpress1ve as ever and the sincerity of the homage it conveys
mot marked.
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Unit H.Q.- Is fairly quiet at the moment, although occasionally stirred by a determination to catch Records out. We
were asked the other day what were the duties of H.Q. subaltern.
Can anyone who has had the job recollect ?
No. 1 Company, H.Q.- We have had no chance to gossip here,
as the place is always empty or filled with a solemn meeting
reminiscent of a League of Nations meeting or a meeting of the
C.I.D. (no, not the police one).

We were very much indebted to Colonel P. G. \Vhitefoord,
M.B.E., J\LC., General Staff, London Division, T .A., who very
kindly attended and gave us the benefit of his ad~ce and precept,
Officers' Mess Dinner A dinner was held in the Officers
Mess on 28th October, and amongst the guests was Major Hurf.ord
Tatlow, M .c., who has since left the country to take up an appomt
ment abroad. Major Tatlow has long been a honorary memt_>er
of the Mess, and for equally long a friend and. ben~factor of City
of London Signals. As a friend of the Urut, his cheery personality was known to all of us ; but perhap~ only the Commanding Officer knows of the numerous occasions when some
timely gift in money or kind bas made th.e financmg. of one ~r
other of the Unit's social activities the easJ.er to contnve.
His
name is commemorated by the Hurford Tatlow Squash Rack~ts
Cup and the Hurford Tatlow Sergeants' Mess Darts Cup, which
are competed for annually.
. . .
.
Greetings.-At this season of festiVIties, a hearty greeting of
good wishes for a Happy Christmas and a Prosperous New Year
is extended to all past and present members of the Corps, from
all ranks City of London Signals.
C.O.L.S.

"A" Section.- Find that Service green can have very
impressioni tic interpretations when applied to the colour of
ro. r Sets.

"B " Section:-" B" Section seem to be acquiring an air of
disdain . They attend the linemen's classes and loftily correct the
ideas of the ignoramuses who come from other Sections. Secretly,
however, the senior members are pleased to find that they still
have much in common witl1 C.S.M. Vernon, who is instructing
them, and who hasn't forgotten the good old days before he left
them.
" Don " Section.- The Divisional Signal Offices are pricking
up their ears at the mention of the new system of awards for
operating and, judging from their efficiency, are going to cost the
Unit quite a packet soon. The D.R.s, after hearing what their
friends of o. 3 Company did on Sunday, are considering taking
up Pelmanism.
" M " Section.ow, we ask you . . . ?
No. 2 Company.- The most important event in the month's
notes for ro. 2 Company has a heading all to itself. Apart from
this, we are not a member of the blood brotherhood. When we
ask what's happened, the reply is, "Nothing ever happens."
vVe have our doubts.
No. 3 Company, H.Q.-Congratulations to C.S.M. Wylie on
attaining that rank. According to Part Us, he will not have to
gnash his teeth at o. 2 Company's recruits for some time. We
refer, of course, to the fact that he is still attached to No. 3
Company. We are very glad to wElcome Sergeant Springett, our
new P.S. I. He must.be tough, because he bas come straight from
service in India to Liverpool and can still raise a smile. We hope
that he will enjoy his stay with us and refrain froni using
" Hindi " on the 'phone whilst we stand by with calm smiles
and uneasy minds.
" J "Section.-On approaching" J "Section we saw that some
vital question was burning them up. We are sure that when
Mr. Day reads this he will, besides '':ringing our joint and several
necks, let them into the secret of wl:lat exactly he has been doing
to his hands.
" K " Section.- Were a trifle worried at the beginning of the
month about one of the Section officers, who wore uniform on
two successive parades.
ow that they have realised that he had
no intention of trying to persuade them to follow suit they have
given up worrying.
" L " Section.-Tbe Section draughts champion has been
making representations to have draughts included in the interSection social evening that will shortly take place. His wish
has been granted, but the rest of the Section are much more
interested in the under- or over-arm controversy in the matter of
darts.
C.S.M. Roughley J.-We are very sorry indeed to have to
record this month the termination of the service of C.S.M.
Roughley. Members of No. 2 Company particularly will miss
him, and all realise that they owe a great deal of their reputation
for efficiency to his abilities. On the square Sergeant-Major
Roughley had all the virtues of the old-time S.M., but to this he
added a depth of understanding and friendship for his Company
that is rarely to be found, even in the best of Company SergeantMajors. The recruits and backward ones particularly will miss
his fatherly interest and help. We hope that the Senior N.C.O.s
will long continue to enjoy his friendship and all that it means,
for we are sure that C.S.M. Roughley will not easily break the ties
that bind him to tho Mess.
His military service started in 1907, when he enlisted in the
2nd Volunteer Battalion, South Lancashire Regiment. From
1908 to 1910 C.S.M. Roughley was with the 5th Battalion of the
same Regiment. On the outbreak of war he re-enlisted into his
old Unit. The following extracts of his record are of interest :
Re-enlisted 7/9/14; promoted Corporal 2/n/14; promoted
Sergeant 12/2/15 ; promoted C.S.M. 8/6/15 ; promoted R.S.M.
14/6/17.
After being transferred to the 2nd· Battalion in March, 1918,
he was demobbed in April, 1919. He enlisted with us on 10th

Haberdashers' Aske's School Cadet Corps.
ht Cadet Signal Company.

Affiliated to the London Divisional Signals
(City of London Signals).

C.S.M . J. ROUGHLEY.

October, 1921, and was promoted to the rank of Sergeant on
2nd January 1922. In due course C.S.M. Roughley became
W.O. Class II on xst May, 1933. A record like this makes. it
easier to understand the excellent soldier be was. We wish
him all the very best in the future and thank him for all he has
done in the past.
SJGSYEE.

The London Divisional Signals.
(City of London Signals.)
Armistice Sunday Church Parade, Clapham Parish Church:City of London Signals, headed by its Band, marched, according
to custom, to Clapham Parish Church on Sunday: 7th r ovember.
In the unavoidable absence of the Commandmg. Officer, the
salute after the service was taken by the second-in-command,
Major G. M. Welsford, who also inspec~ed th~ detachments of
the British Legion and other orgamsations who attended the
parade.
.
L. t
t Th
Armistice Day, London Troops .Memorial.- ieu enan
e
Hon. R. E. Denison-Pender and mne other ranks paraded for
the service at the Royal Exchange on nth November. ~he
Commanding Officer also attended with other Commandmg
Officers in the Lord Mayor's enclosure.
Unveiling of Statue to Earl Haig.- Lieutenant and Quartermaster W . J. Barnes, o.c.M., and .S.M. London.1:-. J., M.B.E.,
represented the City of London Signals at the unveilmg. ceremony
on 10th ovember, with representatives of all Umts of the
London Division, T.A.
·
.
Officers' T.E.W.T.- On 31st October, eighteen officers Journeyed to a spot in t e hil~erns, no:th->".est of Honloy-onThames, and engaged in a tactical e.xer 1se without troops. The
imaginary enemy was a war-like tnbe of trans-border Pathans,

The following account of a Field Day held sinc:e our last notes
were published is from a record of the day contributed by Cadet
Lance Sergeant Brand :
Our Field Day in Richmond Park, on 27th October, w~ a
memorably wet occasion. The original scheme -:vas to proVIde
communications from a Brigade to n~o. Battalions and. from
each Battalion to two Companies. To give practice to Certifi~te
" A" candidates, two senior N .C.0.s acted. as. the Battalion
Signal Officers and two junior .C.O.s as therr _S1~nal Sergeants.
The Battalion Signal " Officers," after rec?n~o1~nng the g;,ound
beforehand (in sunshine), had formed therr Signal Plan, and
the Exercise promised to be full of mterest.
But the day itself, though sandwiched be~ween two fine one
was so very wet that the original scheme (to mclude a mov~ ~ad
to be abandoned. Encouraged by a (very) te?1po~y clearmg
of the sky, Brigade duly laid one of its _Battalion lines (not too
successful in operation, owing to wa~er m the exch~ge}, and a
lateral Inter-Battalion line was laid, too. Batt~1ons made
. valiant attempts to get visual with their Compames, thr6~gh
rain and mist, and one circuit, of nearly three-quarters of a mile,
was actually established.
.,
Most of the Units were " without troops, bu~ one Company
was represented by Headquarters Section;. whose mtended lesson
on the use of cover in movement_ by crawling thro~gh the b:c~e11
became one of using cover (chiefly from the ram) l;>Y d gmg
from tree to tree. "S" Section, by the way, had disappeared,
resumably to map the park, and were no ~ore seen till, when
was over, we halted in Richmond for an issue of bot tea and

in

buns.
Meanwhile, after about an hour, the Inter- B att a 1·ion rme wen t
" dis." Whether through a genuine shell ~t or some wretched
s
armed with a pair of pliers, no one discovered,
at that
Ji6ment a cheering " GB " message arrived by cycl~st D.R.,
and the line was reeled in. As usual on such occasion~, the
Scheme was packed up in a surprisingly short ti.me, but Signal
were able to comrratulate themselves on havmg bra
T t~e
weather longer tha':i the other Section~ (~ D the chool 0 . · ..
who were also in the Park at the begmmng).
h d
\ e were certainly glad to get home, though everyone a
remained remarkably cheerful, and no one seemed any the ~"?rs
the next day for their wetting. And, though ou~ ongmal
Scheme had failed we did at any rate-as our .0. said-knO\\
what it was to wo~k unde; one Service condition-wet. A;nd w
also learned (x) that fullerphone (ours, at any rate) will no}
work in the rain (2) bow to make first-cla s shelt rs out o
ground sheets and-don't tell the authorities-park hurdles, a.nd
(3) the maddening slowness of " clearing " a pulpy message with
pulpy carbons, further irritated by a steady stream from a
service Ci' p.

to:
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SPORTS NOTES
School of Signals.
Billiards.- The

.T . . Inter- ompany Billiards Tournament

for 1937 is now over as far a we are concerned. We beat " D "

Company by five games to one, " :u " \.Ying by six gan1es to nil,
and drew with both " D " \\·ing and " E " Company. According
to our reckoning, the cup rema ins in our possession for the third
year in succession. Our team comprised R.S.l\I. Freemantle,
Sergeant Hayhoe, Corporal Wink, Lance Corporal Kerr and
Signalmen Kendall and Pott .
Cross-country.-The three run for the Mackworth Trophy are
now over, the chool being third with eight points. Signalman
Craig was first in the final run . Congratulations, "Mick," on
your splendid effort.

Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess
Training Battalion.
Hockey.- We have p!ayed the. Warrant Office~ and Sergeants'
Mess, Depot Battalion. This was our first game of the·season, and
we were rather troubled in getting a leg over u ntil the second half.
After settling down to a very exciting game, t he end came with
th.e score of two goals each. The replay on the 14th resulted in a
win of 4-1 for us. Both these games were fast, and the hockey
was that played by the ex-Punka wallahs.
Our third game, another with plenty of " pep " in it, was
play~ against the Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess, School
<>f Signals. The School rolled up with an "Amblunz" and
" Zonkophone " band, but these " side-lines " failed to put us
<>ff our stroke. Result : 4 goals to 1 in our favour.
The foregoing results apparently gave the officers t h e opinion
that we were B.O.L. ! In consequence of this, a challenge was
preferred and the officers of the Training Battalion put out t heir
Ba~on _team against us. What a game ! Exceptionally fast,
Daily Mirror saves, County passes and professional carries
brought the result to a draw--one goal apiece.
Our next game was " away " versus the Depot, Green Howards
at Richmond, Yorks. This proved somewhat fast on a rough
patch of grass. The latter much to our d isadvantage (previous
gam_es havmg been played on hard ground). However, t he
scormg was good on both sides. Result six goals to five (a win
~or ~he Green Howards). At the end of the game all players were
mVIted to a t ea " At H ome " in the Warrant Officers and Sergeants' Mess, Green Howards.
It is hoped that further games will be arranged as time goes
on. The results will be publish ed as far as possible.

IN

HASTE.

November.
Further to last month's hockey matches. We have played
the Cameron Highlanders' Mess; the result was 3-2 in our
favour. Also the K.0.S.B . Mess, result 2- 2. This game
proved a very fast one. A member of our team tu med" woggish"
m the second half, throwing away his boot'> ; but even this
failed to give us a lead.
One football match has been played, versus the Depot Mess
(the one and only up to the present). We lost by one goal,
after a good game.

" E" Company, Training Battalion.
October.
Crou-count~.-The cross-country team are now in training
after several tnal runs and we have good hopes of producing a
strong team for the Mackworth Trophy Competition this week.
Several men of the Company ran in the orth Yorks and South
Durham Championships last week and acquitted themselves
well _fore anon.
.. R~.PJ.-Two mat~hes.~nly have been played so far. Results:
E
Company v.
F
Company, draw, t h ree points each ·
"E " Company v. "D " Compan y, draw, no score.
'

Hockey.- Hockey has so far been confined to the Inter-Squad
Competition.
Foot ball.- The Compa ny has the makings of quite a strong
t eam . Results to dat e : " E " Company v . " D " Company,
won 4- r ; " E " Company v . Dismounted Wing, won 7-2 ;
" E" Company v. " F " Company, drew 2-2 ; " E" Company
v . Cheshire R egiment, won -2 ; " E " Company v . R.A.F. ,
lost 2- 4.
November.
Soccer.- The Company soccer team is still going strong.
GARRISON LEAGUE.
v. " D " Company
Won
4- 1
v, Mounted Wing
Drawn 2- 2
v. R.A.F.
Lost
2-4
v. R.E.s
Won
3- 2
MACKWORTH TROPHY .

v. ~ou,i;ited Wing
Won
4-2
v. F Company . .
Won
7-2
"E" Company will now meet the School of Signals in the
final of the 1ackworth Trophy.
Rugby.v. " D " Company
Lost
0- 14
v. Mounted Wing
Won
8- 0
v. R.A.O.C.
Won 14- 0
Hockey.v. " D " Company
Won
7- 3
v . "D " Company
Won
5-4
Billiards.v. Dismounted Wing
v. " D " Company
v . School of Signals

MACKWORTH TROPHY .

Won
Won
Drawn

5-i
4-2
3- 3

" F " Company Training Battalion.
October.
We had a very successful Company trial at cross-country
on Wednesday, 15th September. The result indicates that the
Company will uphold their prestige at this sport. Result of the
Mackworth Cross-country Competition will be given in our next
notes. We could give it in these notes, but we prefer to wait for
the official announcement.
We play Barnard Castle School and Ampleforth College Colts
at rugby on 13th and 19th October respectively, both away.
The Boys' rugger team is very strong this year thanks to
some intensive training under Lance Sergeant Barlow and
~oq:>oral Harb~ry of" D "Company. Now that Captain Boileau
1s with us he w11l . be able to train the rugger players.
We are doing very well in the Garrison Boys' League (soccer) .
In a friendly with " E " Company on Saturday, 19th October,
the Company team drew 2-2. A very enjoyable game to wat ch.
EFFAS .

November .
Cross-Country.-To-morrow afternoon in the final of the
Mackworth. ~rophy Cross-coun~ry R uns and the Signal T raining
Centre lnd1v1dual Champ1onsh1ps, we hope to record our t hird
win and also the individual Championship. We h ave already
won the two previous runs. Old boys will be p leased t o know
that we are keeping up the old t radition in cross-country
activities.
Rugby.- We have played six matches during t he past month
and are pleased to record the following results :
P oint s.
..
v. Ampleforth
Away. Lost
0--19
v. Richmond Grammar School
Away . W on
8-6
v. Ampleforth College
Away. Lost
13- 14
v . ..Barnard Castle School
Lost
4- l l
v . Barnard Castle School
Won
8- 0
v . "E" Compa ny
Drawn
3- 3

1937

Football.- Goes on very favoura bly for us, and we are likely
to finish in the Boys' Ga rri son League with th e firs t four places.
Our first matches in the Boys' Arm y up will be p la yed on 13th
Novem ber. An unlu cky day I
Boxing.- T he ann ua l Boys' Indi vidual Boxing Championships
will be fou ght during th week ending 20th ovember. R esults
wi ll be pub lished in next issue of the W1R E.
EFFAS.

1st Divisional Signals.
Hockey.- Results so far h a ve not been too gra tifying, but we
live in hopes. Matches have resulted as foll ows :
v . " A" Corps Signals . .
Lost
5.
v. " A " Corps Signals..
Lost 6- 3.
\\·on 4- 2.
v. 2nd Divisional Signals
..
..
..
. . Lo. t C)-8.
v. "A" Corps Signa l . .
Talent spotti ng has com menced again so look in " A " Corps,
we mean bu&iness.
Soccer.- W it h t he
nit still suffering from t he Palesti ne
sit uation as well as the constant d ema nds by Records fo r Dra ft
p ersonnel, it is with difficulty t hat t h is branch of sport is b~in_g
ma intain ed . However, it is grati fy ing to record that the Um t is
being rep resented by wholehearted "triers," a nd we _h~j:>e to
improve as a team an d show our opponents that 1st D1v1s1ona1
Signals still holds a p hce in the soccer world. .
.
In spite of some h eavy scores recorded agamst us, pec1a l
ment ion m ust be made of the consistent brilliance of ou r goalkeeper, Lance Corporal Poot , who is in a cla by h imseU at
defend ing the "chicken ru n ." Re ults:
v. 2nd Division al Signals
\Von 6--o.
v. "A" Corps Sign als
Drew 3--3.
v. " A" Corps Signa ls
Lost 7- 3.
v . Royal Scots F usiliers
Lost 4--0.
v . 3rd Hussars
Lost 6--4.
Rugger.- Althou gh at the openin g of t he season we h ad a
fairly playable side, dra fts a nd Courses h ave drained p layers
from us t hat we wished could h ave stayed t o h elp us through the
season. So far we have played the Royal Scots F usiliers, t o
whom we lost, but considering the percen tage of learners in the
team, the p layers were surprisingly good in defence a nd worthy of
comm nt. On 1 th Oct ober, t he K .O.R. R. were our opponen ts.
Again, it is wit h regret that we must record a loss, b ut the
experienced players on t h e ot her side had a decided ad va ntage.
Match es are still being arranged in the U nit in the h op e that
one day we migh t fi nd some of t he hidden t a lent which the
fellows t hemselves a re too shy t o d iscu .

2nd Divisional Signals.
Inter-Company Trophies.1936-37 (WIN TER). Soccer, ' o . 2 Compa ny; Cro s-country,
No . 2 ompany ; H ockey, 'o . T ompa ny.
1937 (SUMMER) . Musketry, No. 3 ompa ny; Swimming, No . thletics, o . 2 Compa ny .
Company;
Inter-Sect ion Trophies.Socce r : " D " Section a nd " A " Section .
Rugger.v. 18th F ield Bri ade, R.
Lost 3- 22
v. 2nd l\Iedium Brigade, R . .
\\"on 7 6
v. 2nd Battalion, R.T.C. . .
\Yon 6- 3
v. 2nd Batta lion, Leicesters
\\"on Tr -5
Total : \Von 3, Lo t r.
Soccer Senior League.v. 2nd Battalion, Leice lers
v\'on 3- 1
v. 1st B atta lion, South Staffs
Lost 2 13
v . 1st Battalion, vVorceslers
\\' on 6--1
v . RS.F.
\~'on
5 1
v . 2nd Battalion, Leicesters
\\"o n 4- 2
Junior League. v . 1st Battalion, South Staffs
Drew 4 4
v. 2nd Ba ttalion , King's Own
\Yon 5- 4
v . R.S.l<.
\\ 'on 5 3
v. 1st Batta lion, \'\'orce ters
Drew - - ..?
Total : \•Von 6, Lo t 1, Dr w 2.
Hockey.v. rst Battalion, \Vorcesters
\Von 3 - o
v . roth Field Brigade, R .A.
\Von 4 I
v . o. r Section, R . .0.
Lot 1 - 2
v . Fleet Hockey lub
\Yon 7
Total: Vi7on 3, Lo tr.
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Royal Signals, Aldershot.
1:he ;\fons Baz:a~ks Rifle Club (Royal ignals, Aldershot) held
their an~ual Ind1v1dual Championship and prize presentation on
the evening of \~'ednesday, 3rd rovember. The championship
was won by )laJor R. T. \Villiams; 2nd Lieutenant . W. M.
Young was .i;unner-up and Signalman Turner C., a close third, wa
~e best novice to reach the final stage. The other finali ts were :
L1eu~enant G. A. Dutton, ergeant Bridge W., Lance Corporals
:\Iartm K. and )lould R. i;:. and ignalman till B. The Donegal!
Bad~e, presented to the wmner of the championship unless he has
previously been awarded one, was won by Major \Vi!Hams.
The Bell ;\ledal, awarded under similar conditions, but counting
the aggregate of both stages, was won by Lieutenant Dutton.
mong the prizes and badges al o awarded were six killed hot
Badges, ten Rifleman's Certificates and eight ::\farksman Badn-es
0
(four "A" Cla , two" B" and two "C ").
The Club was fortunate m securing the services of Captain
H. J. Cann, R. ignals ( .R.), a member of the .R.A. staff, as
referee, and Lieutenant-Colonel A. L. Harris, M.c., R.Signals,
presented the prizes.
}n. Callin~ upon Colonel Harri to present the prizes, Major
'" 1lhams said ~at there _s eemed no reason why the Club, which
had been moribund until recently, should not continue in its
present pr~perou~ state. He also remarked favourably on the
reco~str~ction '".'h1ch had been carried out on the range. Colonel
Harri_s, m replyrng, propo ed a vote of thanks to Captain Cann
fo~ his trouble in coming from Eisley to referee the final. He
pomted out the importance o f good marksmanship and hoped
that all would do their best to support the Club and introduce
new member.s. The proceedings closed with three cheers for
Colonel Harris and the presentation of a Club spoon to Captain
Cann as a souvenir of the occasion.

1st Anti-Aircraft Group Signals, Blackdown.
Football.-The Unit team has so far fared fairly well and here
are a few results to indicate our form :
v. B3:gshot Football Club
..
Won
7-3
v. Fnmley Green Football Club
Won
3-1
v. Xo. ~ Company, "A" Corps Signals
Lost
4-3
v. Gamson Sports Club . .
..
..
r---o
v. " B " Company, 1st A.A. Battalion, R.E.
Drawn 2-2
v. ~1,1;1berley
..
..
..
..
Drawn 5-5
v. A Company, R.E. . .
Won
3-2
v. Bagshot Football Club
Drawn 2-2
''· 1st Light Battery, R.A.
Won
2-1
v. 3rd ::\1.G. Battery, R.A.
..
..
. . Lost
6-o
'" Command _Sig nal Company . .
..
. . Lost
84
. Hockey.-Th1s team seemed to do as well as the soccer team,
1f not better, and here are some results :
Won
3---0
v. 1st A.A. Battalion, R.E.
v. R.E., Aldershot
..
Lost
2- 1
v. 2nd Battalion, R.T.C.. .
Lost
_ 1
5
v. R.A.O.C.
..
Lost
2-1
v. A.C. ignal Company . .
Won
8-2
v. 2nd Divisional Signals
..
..
. . Lost
3-2
v. 1st Field Brigade, R.A.
..
..
. . Won
_
4 2
Cross.-c:auntry.-Lance Corporal McCarthy and his merry men
are trammg for the A.A. Group run. They ran at Aldershot
versus ~nd Div~ ional Signals and lost. Marvellous what they
can do m ten mmutes with the C.S.M. behind.

Northern Ireland Signal Company, Belfast.
lntroduction.-:\Iany of our most talented sportsmen have left
us for other climes and, in consequence, the elevens which have
recently represented the Unit are more or less in the nature of an
experiment . . Despite th~. and the fact that we have only a
depleted ecbon from which to make a selection, our hockey and
soccer exponents show: distinct promise, and there is every
prosp~ct that the Garrison Soccer Trophy, which has adorned
our sideboard for _the past _two seasons, will once again find a
te.mporary home m our midst. Appended are the results of
fnendly fixtures during October and early November:
HOCKEY.
20th October.
v. rst Battalion, East Lancahire Regiment
..
Won 3-1
29th October.
v, 1st Battalion, Welch Regiment ..
Won 2---0

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGB

W.

A~

DOLLIMORE

Tailor, Outfitter and Breeches Maker
SPECIALI 1'1ES:

Hand-Made Tailoring at Moderate Prices
REGULATION BREECHES £2: 15: 0

UNION STREET
ALDERSHOT
Phone ' l '

13th October.
19th October.
28th October.
3rd November.
uth Kovember.

L YNCHFORD ROAD
FARNBOROUGH
Phone J03

SOCCER.
v . Co-operative F.C.
v. 1st Battalion, Welch Regiment . .
v. R.A.M.C., Holywood
v . Co-operative F.C.
v . The R.U.C. F.C.

Lost

6--1

Lost
Won
Won
Won

Peshawar District Signals, Peshawar.
Rugby.-Rugby started about two weeks ago, and, so far,
all the signs point to an exceptionally useful side with as fast a
gathering of outsides as is not often seen in Signal Unit sides.
No reflection is cast on the pack by this remark. Two matches
have been played to date. Against the 15th Medium Battery a
24-3 victory was registered, and last week, against the R.A.F.,
29---0 was reached, the team playing really well together. Last
Saturday Peshawar Club borrowed the Unit back line with one
absentee and defeated the formidable Duke of Wellington
Reg~ent 5-:-3· It is early yet to raise too many hopes, but
there is nothing whatever to stop us from winning the Peshawar
Club Rugby Cup, which is the District Trophy.
Hockey.-Hockey _in the Unit this month has been going great
guns. As far as possible, every man in the Unit who is interested
in hockey is being given a chance to show what he can do, and
we manage to run .a firs~ and second British ranks team quite
successfully. In1unes this month have been nil. Here is a list
of the ~ost important matches that have been played this
month with the result of each. The details are quite flattering
to this Unit.
PESHAWAR DISTRICT SIGNALS:

v. 9th Mountain Battery, R.A. (Replay Final).
. Subsidiary "All India Hockey Tournament."
The _Unit received a fine CuP,, and each player
received a small Cup as a rrtemento
. . Won 2-1
v. 14th Mountain Battery, R.A.
2---0
v. 8th A.A. Battery, R.A.
1---o
v. R.A.M.C.. .
10---0
V. R.I.A.S.C.
..
2-1
v. r/5th Mahratta Light Infantry
3---0
V. R.A.M.C.. .
..
..
..
3-I
V. R.l.A.S.C.
.. . ..
..
..
..
"
I-0
A_part from the~e i:iatches, quite a few games have been played
agarnst other Units m the Peshawar District.
We have had two games recently, "Due Homes" v. "The
Rest," the "Due Homes" ·comprising men who are due to
proceed home this trooping season, " The Rest " were selected
from men serving on.
_We are impa~iently waiting for the drafts from the United
Kingdom to arnve, and the great hope is that there will be men
amongst them who can replace those men in the team who are
due for repatriation to U.K.

Kohat District Signals, Kohat.
This has not been an o~tstanding month, though a very good
standard of play has been maintained. The H..A.F. were more
often than not the victors-but then it must be borne in mind
that, whereas they have sufficiently large numbers of men
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present in Kohat from which to select their teams, most of our
" stars" are away in Waziristan .
Football and Hockey.- The match against the Young Union,
on the 5th, was perhaps our best game against a civilian club.
It was a clean, fast and excellent game, bringing out good
qualities on both sides and showing how well an Indian Club
can do. It may be added that we haven't always carried the
day when playing the Y.U . Tactics were good in both this and
the following game with the Muslim Friends. Hobden played
his usual steady game in goal- the great unshakeable- and
Hunt did some pretty back work ; that fearless tackle of his is
a great asset throughout.
The game against the 2/13th Frontier Force Rifles was not
interesting.
The football against the R.A.F . was not lucrative. Pask,
with a brilliant break through, scored in the first five minutes;
the remainder of the game was a hard tussle, for Clarke H . had
his jaw fractured . Giles forsook the forward line for right-half,
and completely surpassed himself. It seems that he would do
well in such a position. The team work was better than anything
done lately and bodes well for us if maintained.
The hockey venture against the R .A.F. was unfortunate.
They had a vastly superior team, against which, despite a plucky
fight, we could make no headway.
Scores:
v. Young Union F.C.
\\'on 4---0
v. Muslim Friends F.C.
2---0
v. Young Union F.C.
2---0
v. 2/13th Frontier Force Rifles
4- 1
v . R.A.F.
Lost 1- 2
Hockey, versus the R.A.F.
Lost 1- 4

2nd Indian Divisional Signals, Quetta.
British Inter-Company Cricket Tournament.-On our return
from Autumn training, we played the final of tile British InterCompany Cricket Tournament.
The final match, with "A" Company, 2nd Battalion, P .W.V.s,
was well supported by the Unit, and proved to be a very interesting game. The game lasted two innings, the first being a very
exciting affair and ending in a draw.
"A" Company failed in their second innings, only 29 runs being
on the board when their last wicket fell. Signalmen Aldridge
and Grimston bowled magnificently, taking 6 ·wickets for 7
runs and 4 wickets for 18 runs respectively. The necessary runs
for victory were soon scored, leaving us the victors by five
wickets.
Throughout the Tournament the results were as follows :
v. 7th Light Battery, R.A. . .
Won by 122 runs.
v. British Military Hospital (semi-final)
V.lorr by 21 runs.
v. "A" Company, P.W.V.s (two innings)
Won by 5 wkts.
(final)
FIN.

3rd Indian Divisional Signals, Meerut.
General.-In spite of the fact that we have so many of our
personnel away " doing their bit" on the frontier, we have not
been idle in this direction. One notable asset to our circle has
been Lieutenant T. G. V. Stephenson, whom we welcome.
Cricket.-We have been very busy in this branch, and some
fine matches have been played. We managed to reach the final
of the " Hot V. eather," but lost to " G " Battery, RH.A. The
mat.ch extended over four days, and I distinctly heard someone
mention that" these time-limit test matches should be introduced
in India." The team was ably led by C.Q.M.S. Pagett, and the
scores were: " G" Battery, 201 and 70 for 2 wickets; 3rd
Indian Divisional Signals, II9 and 141.
Next in importance came the " Officers and Sergeants "
versus " The Rest of the Unit" for the Moti Ram Challenge
Cup. This resulted in a win for the " burra sahibs," who,
having dismissed " The Rest " for 48, proceeded to knock up
130 for five wickets. It was originally suggested that three
matches should be played for this trophy, but, after this match,
the trophy looked so nice in the Sergeants' Mess that it was
decided to make this match the deciding factor. However, I
k now two or three people who still maintain that the Sergeants
just " can't take it."
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Football.-Apart from normal inter-garrison matches, we
have done nothing in this direction. We succeeded the other
evening in beating " G " Battery, RH.A., after many futile
attempts, by 2- r.
Hockey.-We entered two teams in the Windsor-:\1.E.S
Tournament. The "A" were knocked out in the first round by
a local college team. " B " team, in the first round, had three
hectic games with Meerut Youngs before emerging victorious
by 1---0, but went down in the next round to the nth Field
Brigade, R.A .
Tennis.- A combined Junior N .C.O.s and Men's team beat
nth Field Brigade, R.A., last Saturday, after a very enjoyable
game.
Deck Tennis.- Our sports storeman is busily studying the
A.S.C.B. Handbook for the correct dimensions of a court, and
has ordered his coolies to muster to-morrow to start work.
Don't look so worried, Willie, the boat sails soon !

4th Cavalry Brigade Signal Troop.
Hockey.-The Troop has reached the final of the Small Unit
(Indian) Hockey Tournament. It certainly is a very good
performance and crowns the efforts of our hockey enthusiasts
who have worked hard this summer sorting out the best material
for a successful team.
In the final, to be played on the 20th, we meet the H.Q.
Wing of the 5/ 2nd Punjab Regiment, who beat our neighbours,
4th Divisional Signals, in the semi-final. We were hoping to
meet and beat the Div. in the final, but now intend to soften
the blow of their defeat by accounting for their victors. A
photograph of the team and a report on the final will be sent
with next month's notes.
The results of the Cup matches were :
1st ronnd. v. 18th Field Battery, R.A.
Drawn 1-1
Replay
\\"on
1---0
2nd round. v." C" Squadron, 7th Light Cavalry Won
3-1
Semi-final. v. 65th Field Battery, R.A.
Drawn 1-1
Replay
\\'on
1---0
Although the results were very clo e, the Troop were definitely
the superior team, and what we lack is a goal-scoring centreforward. 'We offered four horses and a mule to Dyan Chand
if he would transfer to this Troop, but he i obstinate and wants
an elephant and ten horses.
nfortunately, our Establishment
doesn't comprise any elephants.
Equitation Competition.-Tbe half-yearly competition was
held this month to decide the holders of the shield for the next
si..x months. The winners were H.Q. Section, compri ing Lance
· Sergeant Meldrum, Corporal Rhodes, Lance Corporal Snowball
and aik Sahib Gui. It was a deserved and welcome victory,
as the three B.O.R. " cracks" are going home thjg trooping
season and, no doubt, will be competing at Olympia next year.
However, if the remaining B.O.R.s do not win it again next time,
it will not be due to lack of spirit.
The Handy Hunter Course was very tricky and some good
riding was seen. The Troop was "At Home" to the officers
and ladies of the Divisional Signals and other nits.
Sports Shield.-Thi was won by right-half W/T Section, with
the B.O.R.s second.
Golf.-This game is becoming increasingly popular, but
apparently the more one plays the worse one becomes. However,
the bungalow novice managed to win a box of Kroflite ball in a
competition at Poona. Any doubt. as to t.hi- (and apparently
there are plenty) may be verified on application to the Willingdon
Golf lub Secretary, but do not a .. k what the handicap was I

Egypt Signals.
No. 3 Company.
The final of the Individual Table Tennis Tournament wa
played off on 26th October. At the conclusion, our O.C., 'aptain
H. J. \ Viseman, with a fow well-chosen words, presented the
winner, Signalman l\lcEvoy, and the runner-up, Signalman
·watts, with Cup . Also, on the same evening, ho present d the
Intor-Section Billiard
up to " I " Section.
" K" Section finished at the top of the Inter- cction tenni ,
while the "Troop," "I " and " )," tied for tile Inter-Section
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ricke_t League .. " ~" Cable were undefeated at water-polo,
droppmg one pomt m the Inter- ection relay__ It is recorded
th~t the , ucce- of the " Troop " is mainly -due to ignalmen
Fairclouah and Taylor.
~ootball.-The Company contributes nine players to the team
which repre-ents the Corps in Egypt, and though their ucccsses
at.~resent have been few, we advi e them to continue the ame
,pmt that helped them to defeat the 8th Hu ars.
The Company team is ·haping well, and ome good football
h~ ~n played by them, both in the mall "nits matches and
fnendlie.
Signalmen Hendry, :l!cEvoy, ?ilcLaughlin and Weatheral
were lected to play in the .\rmy Trial , and Hendry was
e\·~ntually chosen fo'. a po~ition in _the Army team against
Cairo, ~nd ?.Ic_Laughlin was mcluded m the team representing
Abbas 1a Gamson vcr u ?iloascar Garrison.
Hockey.-Our team at present are doing quite well, having
played . won 4, dra"·n 2 and Jost -· Luckily, the two matches
that were lo t were friendlie against our own people- "o. 1
Company, and H.Q., B.T.E.
Boxing.-A novices' competition wa held during the month
and .we witn~ssed ome i:eaJ good sport.
'
:lliddle-weiaht.- Signalman Burgon (3) beat Signalman Clarke
(3).
'Yelter-weight.-Lance Corporal Davie (r) beat Signalman
Sayer (1).
Light-weight.-Signalman Barker (r) beat Signalman Ingram
(3).

Featber-weight.-Lance Corporal :llarshall (1) beat Signalman
Shore (3).
Ban?im-weight.-Signalman :\Julien (3) beat Si"nalman
Kimpton (3).
S~ating. -Shortly, due to the efforts of Corporal Frarey, we
ar:e mformed that we shall have our own skating rink, which
will .be used for dances and open-air tombolas, too. V.'e a re
looking forward to the " nights on the tiles. "
My Card, .S ir !-On approaching To. 5 Room the other evening,
1. "'3;: ~~rpnsed to hear P,hras~.s~cb as," On my feine in the low
!me,
Parry septeme and nposte." Being a thirster after
knowl.edge, I decide? to investigate. Putting my head into
~he '":°d~w, I saw Lieutenant Lloyd and several others, dressed
m white Jackets and wearing masks. In their hands they had
long.slender pieces of s~eel with handles. Asking what it meant,
I was ~!d they ~\·ere foils, and that the game was fencing. Under
the tuition of Lieutenant Lloyd and Corporal Trivass, the Unit
have taken up .the noble art of fencing, and a class of fifteen
~re . busy learnrng the secrets of " parry sixte " " 1;poste "
c,/,CJnt. low" and " di~ngage low." They hope to' represent the
rps rn the forthcomrng Command Fencing Tournaments next
year. Good luck I
Instead of se~tlin.g debt of honour behind the stables, as of
ol?, I presume it will be gauntlets flashing across faces coupled
with the remark, ":\ly card, sir! Dawn to-morrow.' Foils."
Who's Who, No. 1. Wilberforce Dransfield-Signalman.
S Who's Wh~, No. 2.-A gruff exterior, yet it hides a warm heart.
cotch ~y birth and nature. A budding cross-country runner
and a fair footballer. Has only been with us for a short time
yet we already feel .~is worth. Finally, he is proud of havin'
Cvrestled the title of Horizontal Champion " from Driver (l.C1
rossman, whose record was twenty-one hours between the
bc dclothes. Who is he ?
Agony. • Signalman Stevens would like to hear from Signalman

Ba rsley (~o. 16 Squad). Last.heard of in Aden.

B.illiards.-We commenced the season as holders of the c f E
~Hhard.~ SLeag~e Ch.ampi~nships, 1936, and the St. G~o~ge'~
. ome
hell
B1lhards fournament 19 36 \\'e comme
d
~~h~~~s~yle,
winning .t~~ E.S.RI. K~ock-o.ut Tournamen~~~n
1

• ~.
t Army and civilian teams competed. After some ver
exc1tmg rounds, w~ defeated the nth Hussars in the final by
~ games to 2. This handsome trophy now graces the Officer~
• ess.

1

. ~~ the fC. of E. Billiards League Championships we lost 1:he
. ices o <?ne team member, who is now wearing the old school
t~e, and finished up as runners-up to the 1st Battalion R . I
• orthumbcrland Fusiliers.
• oya
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. ignalman Dr~ry, our team captain, won the prize for the
lughest break, with 57 in loo up.
;he Inter- cctio? League for 1937 was played to packed hous s,
each ection playmg 16 games The whole pro!ITamme took
four months to complete, playing four games a w~ek. A close
fin1 h between " K." " ] " and "M" Sections was witnessed by
all the Ia ns.
Fi.nal league table : r, " K " Section, 2 points · 2 " J "
Section,
i8
. t 26 point
.. D; ..3, .. i\J .. Section , 24 points., 4 , "A" s'ect'ion,
. porn s; 5,
Section, 16 points; 6, " B" Section 10
porn.ts; 7, " ~V " Troop and " Z" Troop. 8 points; . U .If.Q.
Section, 6 pomt .
•
Signaln~an Drury won both the prizes for undefeated player
an~ the hi&h~st break for the second season in uccession.
1he Ind1v~dual Challenge Cup for the Unit has still to be
P}aycd, and it is hoped to run a Snooker Handicap Knock-out
1ournament befor the commencement of the 193 season.
Table Tennis.-In the C. of E. Table Tennis Tournam nt 1937
we entered. two teams. Our "A" team knocked out" B .~ teaU:
m the semi-final of the tournament, and in the final we Jo t on
ag 07 regate of matches p layed, after drawing 3- 3 with the
R.A.O.C.

" X" Troop, Cava Iry s·1gnaIs, Cairo.
General.-Football and hockey are in full swing and we have
the fixtures requ!red to make the season a success. Signalman
Samworth has gamed his place in the Egypt Signals football team
and Corpora! \'\'bite and Signalman Henderson do their bit
at rugby. Signalman Myers h'.ls also been doing very well and
h<1:5. at the npe age of twenty-sLx, scored one goal at football and
missed four at hocl~ey .. Perhaps that guard the night before had
somethmg to do with 1t.
.. T~~nis.-In the inter-Squadron tennis several members of
G Troop ably represented their Squadrons. C.Q.M.S. Jarvis
and Sergeant Pearce played for H.Q .. Corporal Reat and Signalmen Henderson and Samworth for" A" Squadron " and L
Corporal Reynolds for " B " Squadron. The most thrilling m~~~~
was between i\Iaior Combe (H.Q.) and Corporal Reat ("A"
Squadron). The decision went to Corporal Reat after three hard
well-fought sets.
'
Hockey.-The Troop has a good hockey team this year but as
~~e Squadrons have a claim on individuals, we can seldo~ get the
"hC0}? teaT?; to9?ther. In spite of this, we have managed to beat
and B Squadrons.
Football.-Up to the present we have played three and lo t
~,wo ,pamei:; !,he games in question have been against "A"
" ~ .. and C . Squadrons of the uth Hussars, P.A.O. We be~t
. Squadron. No. 1 ground is still in process of reconstruction
w 111 c11 means that at present we do not get many opportunitie~
t o pay.
1
A.M.

Palestine Force Signals.
Headquarters. Jerusalem.
. Footbal!.-By means of many telephone calls and " Si nals "
with Sections at Sarafand and Haifa, and consequent temg ora
movement of talent therein to Jerusalem a Pale t· PF ry
Signals team
b
•
s me •orce
t ·
Th
.was roug11 mto being for the Coronation Cup
S e team, wh1~h took us to the semi-final, was as follows . goal.
(;~ge~nt .JI) ~rnson ; backs:. Signalmen Acock and Ve1:lander'.
. ep ea1 , half-backs, Signalmen Carr Thorpe (capt) 1 d
M,~ett ; forwards, Lance Corp?ral Alexander, Signalmen Ev:~ s
'IA a!.n (Corporal Burrell), Parkmson and Corporal Galbraith
'
1•rrst Round .-Bye.
·
211d Round.-v. ~.A.F., at Amman. R.Signals 2 · RAF
Reports say that this was a very fast game. Th~ H.'A
~
first and Signals did well to recover and win the game. p~ ~cote
and Evans scored the goal .
'
·
r GJ1Son
R ~~d Roun~.-v. 1st Battalion, E ·sex Regiment, at Haifa.
· 1gnals, 2 , 1st Essex, o. A very good match. The Esse .
we~e a good team, but our defence broke up ever m
·: x
~he~ forward~ and not once did they really get ~oin~ve~f~~a~!
ro .e away JU. the firs.t minute and \Vain narrowl missed
sconng. Galbraith, playmg well, received a splendid op~ortunity

F · ".
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to score from fifteen yards, but shot wide. It was all Signals for
.the first quarter of an hour. The Essex then began to take a
hand, and pressed hard for ten minutes. Three corners were
forced without result. Sergeant (Aubrey) Harrison, however,
"kept" well, and cleared everything and everybody that came
his way. Signals br6ke away. A good pass to Alexander, who
beat two men before putting across a perfect centre from near
the corner flag, and Parlcinson, in position, completed the work
by heading a good goal. Signals continued to attack until halftime without adding to the score.
On resumption, Signals again attacked, and Wain lost a good
-opportunity. Then the sun, which had been missing all through
the first hall, suddenly emerged low behind the Essex goal.
It proved very trying, our defence frequently losing sight of
the ball. The opponents were quick to seize the opportunity
.and kept up continual pressure on our goal until the end of the
match. However, another break-away, and again from a square
pass from Alexander, Parkinson coolly netted his second goal.
The Essex came very near to scorin~ on two or three occasions,
but the defence held out until the end.
A feature of the match was the vocal support rendered by
Sergeants " Sailor" Dendy and "Vic" Hayden. Credit, how-ever, must go to the team manager, who had a warm time
-ensuring that these two distinguished supporters got to the ground
and supported their team !
Semi-final.-v. 2nd Battalion, orth Staffordshire Regiwent.
Played at Mount Scopus, Jerusalem. North Staffs., 4 ; R.Signals,
<>. The North Staffs. were too good for us. Signals could not
get accustomed to the conditions. The ground was heavy and
the ball dead, in contrast to the previous fast games. However,
-credit must go to the North Staffs. for their clever play. It was
satisfactory to see the game played in a true sporting spirit.

No. 2 W/T Company, Sarafand, Palestine.
We can look back upon the cricket season, 1937, with every
<legree of satisfaction, and have proved (I think we can say this
without being accused of boasting) that we are the best Small
Units team in Palestine. We lost the first match of the season
solely through lack of practice. The only other matches we lost
were those in which we fielded a very weak team or, on one
occasion, when we had a very bad off-day.
Some of the games have been very interesting, especially those
.against the K.R.R.C., who, incidentally, beat the Signals
Selected XI very easily. The bowling and batting has been quite
.good thr.oughout the season, and, except for a few slack days,
the fielding has been well up to average. Some of the best
performances of the season are the following : Corporal Smith,
-82 not out versus R.A.F.G.H., 58 not out versus K.R.R.C.,
8 wickets for 8 runs versus B.S.P.P., Jaffa. Lance Corporal
Reed.man, 69 (retired) versus Palforce Signals (five sixes, six
io.u~s), 61 not out v~rsus B.S.P.P .. Jaffa.
Lance Corporal
Billingsley G., 50 (retrred) versus 12th Field Company, R.E.
{one six and ten fours). Signalman Fletcher, 48 versus B.S.P.P.,
Jaffa.
Signalman McQuade, 56 not out versus R.A.O.C.
Corporal Cairns, 7 wickets for 20 runs versus B.S.P.P., Tel Aviv.
Signalman Guest, 8 wickets for 28 runs versus K.R.R.C.
The follm.Yi.ng have represented the Unit on different occasions :
Lieutenant Haigh, Sergeant Smith, Corporals Smith, Cairns,
Trudgett and Hamilton, Lance Corporals Whitaker, Billingsley,
Reedman, Waterston, Percival and Fayerman and Signalmen
-Guest, Page, Strickland, Fletcher, Farrer, Billingsley E.,
McGowan and Moore.
RESULTS.
17th 1\J?ril. Versus R.A.F.G.H. Away. Lost by 52 runs .
2 W/I Company, 47; R.A.F.G.H., 99.
24th April. Versus B.S.P.P., Jaffa. Away. Won by 6 runs.
2 W/T Company, 50 (Corporal Smith, 8 for 8); B.S.P.P., 44.
Jst May. Versus R.A.F., Ramleh. Home. Lost by 8 runs.
2 W/T Company, 114 (Whitaker, 42; Sergeant Smith, 29;
Corporal Smith, 5 for 27) ; R.A.F., Ramleh, 122 for 8.
5th May. Versus R.A.F.G.H. Home. Won by 45 runs.
2 W/T Company, u6 (Corporal Smith, 29; Strickland, 23 no t
out; Corporal Smith, 5 for 29; Cairns, 4 for 21); R.A.F.G.H.,
71.
.Sth May. Versus C.S.D. Away. Lost by 31 runs. 2 W/T
Company, 72 {Whitaker, 5 for 24) ; C.S.D .. 103.
'9th May. Versus B .S.P.P., Jaffa. Home. Won by 6 wickets.
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2 W/T Company, 136 for 4 (Reedman, 61 not out; Strickland,
28 not out) ; B.S.P.P., Jaffa, 133 for 7 (declared).
17th May. H.Q .. 2nd LB. Home. Lost by 15 runs. 2 W/T
Company, 110 (Strickland, 23 ; Page, 20 ; Corporal Smith,
8 for 33) ; H.Q .. 2nd LB., 125.
18th May. Versus 2nd LB. Signal Section. Home. Won by 27
runs. 2 W/T Company, 146 (Page, 26; Billingsley G., 25) ;
2nd I.B.S.S., n9.
19th May. Versus C.S.D. Home. Won by u runs. 2 W/T
Company, 98 (Corporal Smith, 35 not out); C.S.D., 87 .
22nd May. Versus R.A.F., Ramleh. Away. Won by 137 runs.
2 W/T Company, 166 (Strickland, 38; Billingsley E., 28;
Smith H., 22; Billingsley G., 6 for 13; Corporal Smith,
4 for 14) ; R.A.F., 29.
23rd May. Versus 2nd Battalion, Wiltshire Regiment. Home.·
Won by roo runs. 2 WfT Company, 150 (Whitaker, 33 ;
Corporal Smith, 31 ; Page, 22 ; Cairns, 4 for 17) ; Wiltshire
Regiment, 50.
26th May. Versus H.Q .. 2nd LB. Away. Won by 5 wickets.
2 W/T Company, 78 for 9 (Whitaker, 26; Cairns, 6 for 15;
Whitaker, 2 for o) ; 2nd I.B., 56.
30th May. Versus B.S.P.P .. Tel Aviv. Home. Won by 10
wickets. 2 WfT Company, 127 for 4 (Whitaker, 45; Corporal
Smith R., 39 ; Cairns, 7 for 20; Corporal Smith, 3 for 21) ;
B.S.P.P., 48.
·
31st May. Versus 2nd Battalion, Wiltshire Regiment. Away.
Won by 24 runs. 2 W/T Company, 82 (Farrer, 32; Corporal
Smith, 23 ; Whitaker, 5 for 24 ; Cairns, 4 for 20) ; 2nd
Battalion, Wiltshire Regiment, 58.
5th June. Versus R.A.F.G.H. Away. \Von by 27 runs.
2 WfT Company, 151 for 5 (declared) (Corporal Smith, 82 not
out ; Cairns, 22 ; Corporal Smith, 7 for 53 ; Whitaker, 3 for
29) ; R.A.F.G.H., 124.
9th June. Versus Police Depot. Away. Lost by 46 runs.
2 W/T Company, 125 (Reedman, 41); Police Depot, 171 for 5 .
15th June. Versus 14 Company, R.A.S.C. Home. Won by 4
wickets. 2 WfT .Company, n8 for 9 (Corporal Smith, 59 not
out ; Corporal Smith, 5 for 5 ; Cairns, 2 for 8 ; Guest, 2 for 4)
R.A.S.C., 33.
.
16th June. Versus K.R.R.C. Home. Lost by 10 runs. 2 W/T
Company, 69 (Guest, 8 for 28) ; KR.RC., 79.
19th June. Versus B.S.P.P., Jaffa. Away. Won by 7 wickets.
2 WfT Company, 90 for 6 (Corporal Smith, 4 for 13; Cairns,
3 for 8; Billingsley G .. 2 for 10) ; B.S.P.P., 37.
26th June. Versus B.S.P.P., Tel Aviv. Away. Won by 15 runs.
2 W/T Company, 97 (Page, 27 ; Billingsley G., 27 ; Whitaker,
4 for 10 ; Billingsley G., 2 for 15 ; Cairns, 2 for 17) ; B.S.P.P.,
82.
2]th June. Versus 12th Field Company, R.E. Home. Won by
73 runs. 2 WfT Company, 122 (Corporal Smith, 28; Cairns,
25 ; Corporal Smith, 3 for 7; Cairns, 3 for 17 ; Billingsley,
2 for 1) ; R.E., 49.
29th June. Versus 14 Company, R.A.S.C. Away. Won by
r4 runs. 2 W/T Company, 95 (Sergeant Smith, 28; Page, 20;
Whitaker, 4 for I I ; Guest, 4 for 34) ; R.A.S.C .. 81.
30th June. Versus H.Q .. 2nd LB. Home. Won by 7 wickets
2 WfT Company, n2 for 7 (Billingsley, 27 (retired); Corporal
Smith, 32 not out ; Guest, 4 for 10 ; Cairns, 3 for 18 ;
Whitaker, 2 for 3) ; 2nd LB., 56.
3rd July. Versus B.S.P.P., Jaffa. Home. Lost by 19 runs.
2 W/T Company, 55 (Corporal Smith, 20 ; Cairns, 6 for 28 ;
Whitaker, 3 for 20) ; B.S.P.P., 74.
nth July. Versus R.A.F.G.H. Home. Won by 1 wicket.
2 W/T Company, 92 (Page, 20; Farrer, 23 ; Guest, 3 for 14 ;
Corporal Smith, 2 for I I ; Whitaker, 2 for 15 ; Billingsley,
2 for 18) ; R.A.F.G.H., 85 .
13th July. Versus 12 Field Company, R.E. Away. Won by
8 wickets. 2 W /T Company, 97 for 4 (Page, 35 ; Corporal
Smith, 25 (retired) ; Whitaker, 25 not out ; Corporal Smith,
5 for 10) ; R.E .. 74.
18th July. Veraus Palforce Signals. Home. Won. Details
below.
20th July. Versus 14 Company, R.A.S.C. Home. Won by
7 wickets. 2 WfT Company, 69 for 3 (Page, 24 (retired) ;
Cairns, 24 ; McGowan, 4 for 5 ; Reedman, 2 for 3 ; Cairns,
2 for 6) ; R.A.S.C., 66.
28th July. Versus 2nd Battalion, East Yorkshire Regiment.
Away. Lost by 98 runs. 2 W/T Company, 41 ; East Yorks
139 for 8.
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4th August. Versus 2nd Battalion, K.R.R.C. Home. Won by
4 wickets. 2 WfT Company, 121 for 6 (Corporal ?mith,
5 not out ; Guest, 25 not out ; Guest, 5 for 21 ; Whitaker,
3 for 26) ; K.R.R.C., 120.
15th August.
ersus Palforcc Signal , Jerusalem . Away. ·won
by 93 runs. Details below.
21st August. Versus R.A.F., Ramleh. Home. ~on by 4
wickets. 2 WfT Compan: ·, 120 for 6 (Page, 39; Whitaker, 33;
Guest, 4 for 28 ; Billingsley G., 2 for 24) ; R.A.F., Ramleh, u2.
24th August. Versus 14 Company, ~.A.~ C. Away. Drawn.
2 W(f Company, 124 (Corporal Smith, 39; Farrer, 4 for 17;
Whitaker, 2 for 2) ; 14 Company, R.A.S.C., So for 8.
25th Augu t . \ Tersus 12 Field Company! R.E. Away. W?n by
66 runs. 2 W(f Company, 146 (Billingsley G., 50 (retired) ;
Corporal Smith, 42 ; Corporal Smith:, 3 for 7 ; l\IcGowan,
2 for 2; Billingsley G., 3 for 14); 12 Field Company, R.E., 80.
29th August. Versus B .. P.P., Jaffa. Home. Won by 7 wickets.
2 " 'IT Company, uo for 3 (Fletcher, 48; Whitaker, 23 not
out; Billingsley, 3 for 21 ; Guest, 3 for 23; Corporal Smith,
3 for 24) ; B.S.P .P ., 100.
1st September. Versus H.Q., 2nd I.B. Away. \l\lon by 20 runs.
2 W/T Company, 108 (Corporal Smith, 20; Billingsley G.,
4 for 16 ; Corporal Smith, 3 for 29) ; H.Q., 2nd I.B., 88.
PLAYED 36. WON 27. LOST 8. DRAWN I.
OTHER RESULTS.
14th :\lay. Versus R.A.F.G.H. Home. "on by 47 runs.
2 \V(f Company, 102 for 9 (Billingsley, 26 not out; Fayerman,
22 ; Farrer, 6 for 25) ; R.A.F.G.H., 45.
25th '.\fay. Versus 2nd I.B. Signal Section. Home. Tie.
2 \V(f Company, Bo (Hamilton, 5 for 14) ; 2nd I.B.S.S., Bo.
6th June. Versus R.A.O.C. Home. ·won by 16 runs. 2 W(f
Company, 130 ( 1cQuade, 56 not out ; Billingsley G., 4 for 38 ;
Guest, 3 for 22) ; R.A.O.C., 114.
8th June. Versus R.A .F .G.H. Home. vVon by innings and 30.
2 W/T Company, 140 (McQuade, 28 (retired) ; Moore, 27 ;
Billingslev G., 4 for 5 ; McQuade, 2 for o ; Guest, 2 for 2) ;
R.A.F.G.u., 17 and 93.
22nd June. Versus . R.A.F.G.H. Away. Won by 35 runs.
2 WfT Company, 142 (Strickland, 30 retired) ; Farrer, 31
(retired) ; Billingsley G., 4 for 18; Guest, 4 for 20) ;
R.A.F.G.H., 107.
1]th July. Versus R.A.O.C. Home. Won by 21 runs. 2 WfT
Company l ·o score received.-ED.) (Corporal Smith, 29 not
out ; Guest, 28) ; R.A.0.C., 92.
25th ::11ay. Officers and Senior N.C.O.s versus Junior .C.0.s
and men. Officers, etc., I70 (Hamilton, 81); Junior .C.0.s,
etc., 158 (Reedman, 34 ; Farrer, 27 ; Whitaker 23).
15th '.\lay. Office and Workshops Staff versus Operators.
0. and W.S., 34 (Corporal Smith, 6 for 12; Billingsley G.,
3 for 22) ; Operators, n6 for 9 (Corporal Smith, 29 (retired) ;
:\icQuade, 27).
No. 2\V/TCOMPANYVERSUSPALESTINEFORCE SIGNALS, PLAYED
AT SARAFAND ON JULY I 8.-On winning the toss the visitors decided
to bat. At first runs came at a good pace, but against very steady
bowling Palforce were soon in difficulties, and except by a very
good innings by the C.S.O., Major ~teward, who contributed
1-ractically half the total, none of the batsmen stayed very long,
and finally the whole side were dismissed for 95 runs.
In the Wireless innings the visitors met with an earlv success,
the first wicket falling at 16, but from then onwards the batsmen
were right on top and their opponents' total was passed with the
loss of only three wickets.
The chief feature of this innings was some Inight hitting
by Lance Corporal Reedman, who retired after scoring 69. In
one over off Sergeant Stanley he hit 6, 6, 2, 2, 6, and in all scored
five sixes and six fours. The innings eventually closed at 191
for 9 wickets.
PALESTINE FORCE SIGNALS.
Lieutenant Maydon, c Page, b Cairns.................... 15
Signalman Thorpe, b Whitaker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
Sergeant Stanley, b Whitaker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
Signalman Taylor, c \Vhitaker, b Cairns..................
o
Iajor Steward, c Whitaker, b Cairns.................... 45
Lance Corporal Alexander, c Billingsley, b Whitaker. . . . . .
Signalman Buttery, c Cairns, b Smith C.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o4
"ignalman Richards, c Smith R., b Guest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Signalman Parkinson, b Cairns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
· alman Compton, not out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0
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Corporal Cuthbertson, b Guest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Extras..........................................
Total

o
2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..

95 .
BOW.UNG.
Lance Corporal\ hitaker, 3 for 17 ; Sergeant Smith C., 1 for 5 ;.
Corporal Cairns, 4 for 26 ; Signalman Guest, 2 for 8.
0. 2 WIRELESS COMPANY.
.
Signalman Guest, st Thorpe, b Cuthbertson.............. 27
Signalman Page, c and b Stanley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6·
Lance Corporal Whitaker, b Compton ....... ... ..... .. . 27
Lance Corporal Reedman, retired .. ............ .. .. . .. . 69
Corporal Cairns, c l\Iaydon, b Taylor ................... . I3
Signalman Farrer, st Thorpe, b Stanley . ................ .
s.
Lance Corporal Billingsley, lbw, b Stanley .. ... .... ..... . . 21
Corporal Smith, b Taylor ............................. .
5.
Sergeant Sinith, b Taylor ............................. .
4
Lieutenant Haigh, not out ........................... .
5
Extras ......................................... .
6Total (for 9 wickets). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I9I
Corporal Trudgett did not bat.
BOWLING.
Sergeant Stanley, 3 for So; Corporal Cuthbertson, 1 for 35 ;.
Signalman Compton, r for 31 ; Signalman Taylor, 3 for 39.

No. 2 W/T Company versus Palestine Force Signals, played
Jerusalem Sports Club Ground.o. 2 WIRELESS COMPANY.
Corporal Smith, c Cuthbertson, b Buttery ............... .
Signalman Page, c Thorpe, b Stanley ................... .
Signalman Strickland, c Cuthbertson, b Stanley ......... .
Lance Corporal Whitaker, b Cuthbertson ............ , .. .
Lance Corporal Reedman, lbw, b Cuthbertson ........... .
Signalman Farrer, c and b Buttery .... . ........ . ....... .
Signalman Guest, c Thorpe, b Stanley . . ............... .
Lance Corporal Billingsley, c Taylor, b Cuthbertson ....... .
Signalman McGowan, run out ........................ . .
Lieutenant Haigh, b Compton .......... . .............. .
Corporal Trudgett, not out ...................... , . ... .
Extras ... ... ....... .............. .............. .
Total

01ti

48·
9·
4
7
I5.
352Z

If.
4
3.
I
3.

..............................

BOWLING.
Sergeant Stanley, 3 for 48; Signalman Buttery, 2 for 12;
Corporal Cuthbertson, 3 for 43 ; Signalman Compton, I for 42.
PALESTINE Fo.RCE SIGNALS.
Lieutenant Maydon, run out ............. . .. .. . . ..... .
Signalman Thorpe, c Trudgett, b Guest... . . .... . ........ 10
Signalman Richards, b Guest ......................... .
O•
Signalman Taylor, c Trudgett, b Guest .. . .............. . 12
Major Steward, c Whitaker, b Guest ................... . I I
Lance Corporal Alexander, c Trudgett, b Billingsley ..... .
5.
Sergeant Stan,\ey, b Smith .. .. ....................... .
4Corporal Cuthbertson, b Guest ........... . ......... . . .
I
Signalman Buttery, c McGowan, b Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IO·
Signalman Parkinson, b Sinith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o
Signalman Compton, not out ............. ... ......... .
0
Extras ......................................... .
9-

Total

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68.
BOWLING.
Signalman Guest, 5 for 31 ; Lance Corpora, Billingsley, I for
II; Corporal Smith, 3 for o; Lance Corporal Whitaker, o for 17.
No. 2 Wireless Company won by 97 runs.

Malta Signal Section.
Considerable activity in the football world is taking place with
varying degrees of success. This year, carrying the full burden
of the Staff and Departments team, we have entered the Small
Units League. At the moment we occupy a position half-way
up the table. Results of matches are appended.
League matches : v. 2nd Battery, R.M.A., won 10--0 ;
v. No. 16 Company, R.E., lost 0--4; v. 13th A.A. Battery, R.A.,
lost I-Io; v. R.A.F. "B," won 3-1; v. H.Q., R.A.F., won
3-2 ; v. R.A.F., Hal Far (cup), won 2-1 ; v. 23rd Battery,
R.A., lost 2- 3; v. Malta Police, lost 1-5. Friendly match ~
v. H.M.S. Hero, lost 2-3.

u

